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three: or the: season's new boors

A FIRST-RATE NOVEL-.

LOVE WITH HONOUR
By CHARLES MARRIOTT, author of " The Column," (18,000). Decorative

cover. 12rno. $1.50.
The London Times: "The book contains some exquisite pictures of life, touched with real poetry. Has many pages of

originality and charm, and should not be missed by anyone who keeps an eye on the English novel."

A BEAUTIFUL STORY-BOOK,

DREAM DAYS
By KENNETH GRAHAME. Illustrated (10 photogravures, tail-pieces, end

papers, etc.), by Maxfield Parrish Decorative cover. 8vo. $2.50 net.

Pro/. Hitbert Herkonter, R. A.: " Mr. Parrish has absorbed, yet purified, every modern oddity, and added to it his own
strong original identity. He lias combined the photographic vision with the pre-Raphaelite feeling. He is poetic, without ever

being maudlin, and has the saving clause of humour. . He will do much to reconcile the extreme and sober elements of our
times."

BELLES L.ETTRES ;

LOWELL'S EARLY PROSE WRITINGS
With a Preface by Dr. Edward E. Hale, and an Introduction by Walter Littlefield.

With a portrait of Lowell in 1843, and a decorative title-page. Boards.
12mo. $1.20 net.

The St. Loin/ Mirror ;
"
They afford us a delightful and interesting insight into the gradual moulding and expansion of

T-owell's sphere of thought. . . It fills a literary want."

JOHN LANE ™
6
E
7 ?S£L5£.!1LAD NEW YORK

DIRECT FROM THE RUINS

To those Interested in Relics of Pre-Columbian America, especially of Arizona and
New Mexico:

We personally superintend Exploring Ruins, and Collect the Implements, Orna-

ments, Utensils, etc. We can supply you with choice specimens of Bowls, Dippers,

Ollas, Jars, Pitchers, Vases, Beads, Paints, Implements and Ornaments of Bone,
Stone and Shell. Every specimen guaranteed genuine pre-historic.

Catalogue, etc., sent on application.

Reference : First National Bank,
Albuquerque, New Mexico LING & BARTH, St. Johns, Arizona
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•i- Advertising Agencies are not alt alike

$

AN INTERCHANGE

BETWEEN THE EAST

m
m
m
to

^ The East Wants Pacific Coast Products P
V|/ Some of our products can best be marketed in the East by the concerted W
\|/ efforts of many producers. Others can be sold by individual effort. The im-

\f/ mensity of our mammoth enterprises is magnified by the littleness of our infant 2
\§f industries. The large and the small are both interested in the important ques-

\|> tion of Q
.j.

How To Increase Business
*j\

y^l Every Coast man having a marketable commodity must seriously consider ff»

yJHf
the question of Eastern publicity. He must know to a certainty what it will ac- ff?

lijf complish and where it will fail. Judgment and common sense alone will not ff*

\|jf guide him past the advertising shoals ( mistakes ). Actual knowledge and ex- W
yjlf perience are the only safe pilots. Knowledge and experience cost money. We W
\fo have them. It is cheaper to get them second hand from us than to buy them at ff»

\[|/
full price. We have studied the Eastern field thoroughly. Our President has ff'

\|/ traveled through the East for the express purpose of finding out the exact condi- 'fr

\lf tions and obtaining inside information. Our Secretary was resident Advertising
"'

\|j[ Manager in Eastern cities for five years. We know the practical side and possi- ff'

i|j
bilities of Eastern publicity. For seven years this Company has been managing ff\

Jk' Eastern advertising campaigns and has assisted in building up infant industries fi\

•?• to large proportions. Nothing is too small or too large for us to handle. We my
*•? have an organization that can profitably expend a $5.00 or a $100,000 appropria- j*;W tion. Our artists and writers are competent to execute any class of publicity J-

\lf work. We can place an advertisement in any publication in America at the rj?

ykj
lowest price obtainable. ff\

if.
Our plan of financing advertising meets with general approval. Our de- fi\

V tailed plans and estimates are wonderfully explicit. If you have an inexpensive jm
\~ novelty or staple, or a million dollar product to sell our services will be of value li

W to you in proportion to the magnitude of the business. Our little folder called W
\4jf

" Information "
tells how we handle business. We will send it upon request. W

il/
Write us upon any advertising subject or business project. ff\

t CURTIS-NEWHALL COMPANY 5
\1t w. D. Curtis, president qeo. e. fairhead, —owtjut

jjj
%
U
23

E
*
2
IecoNo st. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

',{{
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Advertising Agencies are not all alike

OF PRODUCTS

AND THE WEST
«

»

*

»

The West Must Have Eastern Merchandise

People and conditions upon the Pacific Coast warrant the Eastern advertiser

in spending more money in developing business here than in the East. A larger

percentage of our population has money to spend for advertised goods, and our

manufacturing enterprises do not begin to supply the many necessities and luxu-

ries that our people demand. The advertiser who enters the field first has no

competition to fear except that of his Eastern competitor who follows late.

Do You Want Western Money?
Are you interested enough to write to us about the possibilities of advertis-

ing in the immense territory west of the Rocky Mountains ? Do you want to

know the probable results to be obtained ? Are you sure you know circulations

as well as if you were living in close

touch with Western publications ? Are

you sure that you can pick the right me-
diums ? Do you know which newspapers
are forging ahead ? Do you know what
combination of metropolitan dailies will

cover the entire Coast ? Do you know
what country papers circulate in rich com-
munities ? Do you know our magazines
and weeklies ? Do you know what pro-

portion of circulation of Eastern publica-
tions reach Western readers ?

Do you know how rapidly this country
is being populated ? Do you know that

the Pacific Coast is the gateway to the

Orient ? Do you actually know anything
about the trade and advertising condi-

tions of the Pacific Coast ? We can tell

you. Making reports to advertisers is

part of our business. If you have adver-

tising money to spend West of the Rocky
Mountains, spend it through us.

CURTIS-NEWHALL COMPANY

SieAWpwmGS
PROI^S^r^TrlEr
PAClllll[QA5T.

ESTABLISHED 1895

SUITE 220
223 W. SECOND ST. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

the,

f|AR^»
(-MILITARY J

LOS ANGELESFOR
BOYS
Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Laboratories. Ten-
acre Campus. Standard %-
mile Track. Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

I'limipal: Grenville C. Emery,
A.M., late Master in the Boston
Latin School.

Commandant : John S. Mdrdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lieut, in the regular

army in Cuba during- the late Span-
ish war.

PASADENA
130-154 S. EUCLID AVENUE

ENGLISH CLASSICAL SCHOOL f OR GIRLS
BOARDINO AND DAY PUPILS

New Buildings. Gymnasium. Special care of health.
Entire charge taken of pupils during school year and
summer vacation. Certificate admitsto Eastern Colleges.
European teachers in art, music and modern languages.
13th year begins Oct., 190Z ANN4 B fjRTON. Principal

Occidental College
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The College. Three Courses - Classical, Literary,
Scientific.
Thk Preparatory Department is on the list of

schools accredited by State University. The Occidental
School of Music gives high grade instruction. Vocal and
instrumental. First semester began September 24.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

UNIVERSITY OP SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA. 10$ ANGELES
Faculty of 16. Ample equipment. Students

may pass from any class to the State University or any
in the East.

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL. As "Chaffey" stood among the
highest accredited schools in the State. Utmost pains taken
with physical development, manners and character, as
well as with the intellect.

University Station. Dean V>m. T. Randall. A. M

HMff
SCHOOLS

IE COLLEGE.

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL
(Cast de Rows)

Adams and Hoover Sis., Los Angeles. California

Beautiful lniiMlnk's, 'Icli^litful home, tin-rough school.

Certificate admits to college.

PRINCIPALS ' AUCC " fARSONS
< JEANNE W. DENNEN

LOS ANGELES /MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

Ninth year begins September, 1902. Limited numbers,
full corps of instructors, best of home influences and
training.

WALTER J. BAILEY, A. M.. Principal
Telephone Main 1556

ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE
GRAND AVENUE LOS ANQELE5, CAL.

A Boarding and Day College for Boys and Young Men

COURSES : Classical, Scientific, Commercial and
Academic

For further Information address REV. J. S. GLASS, C. M., D. D.

THE CONNECTICUT MAGAZINE
Edited by Francis Trcvtlyan Miller

Under Bualncss Management of Edward B. Eaton

History, Literatim-. Am. Retrace, Qoalttl .iihI Indus-
try, la -Hi i-.iiii.ui-~, lavish!] Illutrmtad. Pub-
lished at Hail ford, Connecticut.

A MAGAZINE OF CULTURE

Winter Term Opens Jan. 2

CUMNOCK SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
rsoo FiauEROA strkmt, los anoklks

M8TABLIBMMO t894

\ school toi paraoaal cottars foi foaaf men. iroaaaa

and children, l-'oui D.-p.i . t nie.its : ORATORY. ENG-
LISH, PHYSICAL CULTURE, DRAMATIC ART.
Students may emttr at ant- time and tail- part or all 01

course. Send for illustrated catalogue.

Tel. Pico 3521, Adpib Mvkpiiy G*M
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212 iAiEST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

college on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

THROOP

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

The only completely equipped Manual Training
School on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
College (Degree of B. S.).

Daily exercises in Sloyd, Wood Turning- and

Carpentry, Forging-, Pattern-Making-, Machine-

Shop Practice, Wood-Carving, Clay-Modeling,

Cooking, Sewing and Dressmaking, Electrical

Engineering, Chemical Laboratory Work,
Mechanical Drawing, Freehand Drawing and

Painting, Biological Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.

Diplomas of graduation from Throop Insti-

tute accepted by the leading colleges and uni-

versities of the country.

Fall. Term Begins September 24, 1902

W. A. Edwards, LL.D., President

Theodore Coleman, Secretary

! The BERLITZ School !
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STARR KING BLDC, SAN FRANCISCO
TRUST BLDC, Cor. 2nd and Spring Sts., LOS ANGELES

2 GOLD MEDALS 2 SILVER MEDALS
AT PARIS EXPOSITION 1900

for best and most practical meth-
od of teaching foreign languages.

All languages taught by the Berlitz Method,
the best and quickest ever devised. Competent
native teachers. Private and class instruction.

Nearly 200 branches, with 75,000 students, in the

principal cities of America and Europe.

Trial lesson free on application to secretary.
Commercial classes. Send for catalogue.
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Tourist

'The Anarelus," Los Angeles.

The
"
Knutsford" Hotel, Salt Lake City.

THe .Angelus, Los A.ngeles

American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.

The newest of the first-class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

THe FLnutsford, Salt LaKe City

Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city.

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

Fremont Hotel, Lo» Ang.i«

American plan. Opened Octo-

ber I, 1902. Corner Fourth and

Olive Streets.

The newest and most elegantly

appointed family hotel in the city.

Situated, two blocks from Broad-

way on an eminence commanding

a charming vista of the city, and

offering to its patrons the benefits

of purest air, prompt and court-

eous service, and a cuisine un-

equalled in points of excellence

anywhere, and reasonable rates.

For terms address,

Thos. Pascok, Proprietor.



Hotels
The Westminster.—American and Euro-

pean plans. Corner Fourth and Main Streets, Los

Angeles.

Every modern comfort and convenience that can

be found in any hotel and at the most reasonable

price.

The quiet comfort and absence of confusion is

a noticeable feature of this hotel. Evidence of the

masterly manner in which the minutest details

have been taken up and dealt with are apparent

throughout the whole house, every attention being-

given to make the guest feel perfectly at home and

at ease.

In addition to its perfect internal service the

hotel maintains unsurpassed golf grounds.

F. O. Johnson, Proprietor

Refinement and Comfort.

At the "Westminster."

Hotel A.I*cadia, Santa Monica-by-the-Sea, Cal.

On a picturesque high bluff, overlooking- a wide expanse of blue sea,

is situated the famous Hotel Arcadia, whose strictly first-class service,

complete and modern appointments, hot and cold salt water baths, golf,

tennis, boating-, bowling-, fishing and delightful drives, unite in making

this a pleasure resort, ideal and complete.

Hotel IVedondo, Redondo Beach, Cal.

This elegant hotel (under the management of R. W. Taylor, formerly

with Hotel del Coronado), is universally recognized as one of the "crown-

ing efforts " of hotels on the Pacific Coast.

Of its 225 rooms, every one is an outside room with open grate, hot

and cold water, and a sunny exposure at some hour of the day. It lias

elevator, private baths and first-class bowling alleys, while its spacious

ball room, open billiard room, orchestra, elegant parlors and dining

room have won for it the well-deserved title of
"
Queen of the Pacific."

It adjoins the largest carnation garden in the world, and boasts the

best fishing on the coast.

Both these hotels are equally distant (18 miles) from Los Angeles
with which they are connected by a 30-min. trolley service and frequent

trains on the Santa Fe, Southern Pacific and Redondo steam railways.

The superiority of this suburban service renders these hotels vantage

points, absolutely without a rival, for sightseers, as there is scarcely a

town or county in Southern California that a guest may not visit and re-

turn the same day if he wishes.

There are no other places in Southern California with a climate more

equable, being considerably warmer than any of the interior towns, with

the extremes of night and day far less marked.

For rates and further information, address

A. D. Wright, Proprietor.
Hotels "Arcadia" and

"
Redondo.



Tourist Hotels
Hotel Vendome, San Jose

A visit to California is not com-

plete without a sojourn at Hotel

Vendome, San Jose, and a trip from

there to Lick Observatory, Bit.

Hamilton. San Jose is the metrop-
olis of the Santa Clara Valley, fa-

mous for its orchards, drives and

scenery, and is reached from Los

Angeles by the Southern Pacific

Railway's Coast Line to San Fran-

cisco.

The Hotel Vendome is situated

in a large park of stately trees,

lawn and flowers. Has broad ver-

andas, artistic modern furnishings,

unexcelled cuisine, and pleasant sur-

roundings.
It is the starting point for Mt.

Hamilton stage to Lick Observa-

tory, and has golf, ping-pong, bowl-

ing, tennis, automobiles and cy-

cling.
Geo. P. Sneix, Manager.

"
llotrl 1M. -.is. niton.

"

Hotel PleaSanton, San Francisco

Situated in a pleasant part of the city
—

Sutter and Jones Streets. Very convenient to

all the theaters, churches and principal stores.

Two lines of cable cars pass hotel. Sutter St.

line direct from the Ferries to the hotel and to

Golden Gate Park and other points of interest.

Elegantly furnished rooms, single or en suite,

with or without private bath. All modern

improvements for the comfort and safety of the

guests. The excellence of the cuisine and ser-

vice are leading features, and there is an at-

mosphere of home comfort rarely met with in

a hotel. Guests desiring rooms without board

will be accommodated. Rates on the American

plan, from $2.30 to $5.00 per day for one per-

son. Special terms by the week and to fam-

ilies. O. M. Bkennan, Proprietor.
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Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, 50c

and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

NUGGETS
GROW ON TREES
IN CALIFORNIA

We call them Oranges. PAY DIRT ON EVERY
RANCH. BED ROCK HAS BEEN REACHED in prices.
Write us for information concerning' orange,
lemon, walnut, apricot, sugar beet, celery and
alfalfa lands. We'll tell you right.

RANDALL, MORSE & CO.
SANTA ANA, CAL.

EAMES TRICYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chairs

for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling Chairs,

and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made

to order when required, hut send for our catalogue

and see if one of our designs will not suit your case.

2018 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO

Popular Vehicles, Business Wagons
Discerning Buyers will find Our Stock and Prices

Best Suited to their wants. & <£ <£ <£

130-136 North L-os Angeles S-fc.

BAKER & HAMILTON
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IMPERIAL LANDS

The great rush is on. Get

in on the ground floor and ^ret

your water rights direct from

us.

EASY TERMS
LONG TIME

We are direct agents for the

Company.

Rf ID & HEBLR

10? South Broadway, Los Angeles

Own a Lot in

California
ITY OF RICHMOND, the Cali-

fornia terminus of the Santa Fe

Railroad, is just across the Bay
from San Francisco, where the

three largest corporations in the State,

namely the Santa Fe Railroad, Stand-

ard Oil Company and the Southern

Pacific Railroad meet. These corpora-
tions are spending millions of dollars

there which will make it the greatest

manufacturing city on the Pacific

Coast. Lots $200 only—

$5.oo PER MONTH
A good way to save and make money.

MAPS FREE

RICHMOND LAND CO., Inc.

182 Crocker Building
San Francisco. Cal.

LOCATION Just outside city limits of

Greater Los Angeles, on the San Pedro.

Los Angeles and Salt Lake R. R.BELL "TRACT
355 acres in tracts to suit. Town lots, $100. Acre lots, 2-acre lots, 5-acre lots, at $200

to $350 per acre. Water free. Terms % cash, balance in 1, 2 and 3 years' time. 10 min-
utes' ride to Bell, and gather ripe strawberries and vegetables in winter. Oranges, lemons and
walnuts in bearing. Will you go miles out and pay $400 to $1500 for a 50-foot lot when
you can buy a whole acre (5 times the amount of land), including water, for $200 to $350 ?

Compare our land,

water and location

with all others,

WATER SUPPLY -We
have 250 incluM ot

pure Artesian Moun-

tain Water which is

(Ifcdcil .Hid (Ml with

the land FREE.

Kiiiii-mber weonly

have 73 of these

choice lot-.

Don't delay. Secure maps, prices, and see photi I' 1

TITLE GUARANTEED

OTM offered

on any tract.

No City Taxes.

Have your home

here and do busim--^

in Los Anffeles.

Railroad

station and

branch office

on tract.

For full information see

GRIDER & HAMILTON
123 SOUTH BROADWAY LOS ANGELES. CAL.
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Manager Real Estate Dept.

BYRON ERKENBRECHER
Investments, Loans, Stocks and Bonds

WILLIAM H. TONKIN

Manager Mining Dept.
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To the Tourist:—
Three Hundred and Fifty trunks slept out one night this

month at the Arcade Depot because the baggage room was

already full of trunks that came on earlier trains. Now
these trunks did not straggle out here to see the country
out they came overcrowded with the belongings of people
who came to stay awhile.

Nowadays they talk about the •'Santa Pe Habit,'* the
'•Sunset Limited,'' the ''Golden State Special,'' and a

whole category of other habits, limited and special,
contracted by the dear people of the congested East to

give them a little taste of California sunshine, health
and happiness during their ''blustering season,*' in as
casual a manner as the neighbors used to note old aromatic
Jones' quotidian migration round the corner of the house
in a due West course by way of the South, in his rattan
bottomed sleeper.

What's this fast old world coming to anyway? Why, to
Southern California, of course!

It is rather early for the tourists to make their
annual invasion, and as there was about six or eight
million dollars left here by them last year, it is a sure
thing that they will leave about ten millions this year.
We had only thirty transcontinental trains a day last year,
and, as the people who heretofore stepped at Salt Lake
instead of attempting the arduous two days* roundabout
journey then necessary to get here, will in the near
future be enabled to come straight through, the inference
is that we will then have more trains, more people, more
money and more trunks.

There is not a single foot more of standing room out
here than there was one hundred and twenty-one years ago,
when the pueblo of Los Angeles was founded; but if you
want to get a deed to any of it nowadays, it will cost you
a little more than it would then, and we beg
that it is better to get it now than to wait
and you might find just what you want in our
erties for sale,

Very truly yours,

to suggest
any longer,
list of prop-

4+^U****,
REFERENCES BY PERMISSION First National Bank, State Bank and Trust Company, Dun or Bradstreets.

Western Union Code 1901 Edition.
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Schell's Patent Adjustable Form
For dressmaking
It Is tiresome to fit people

by the usual methods. It Is a

pleasure to fit and carry out

the most unique

design by
means of this

form, which
ii made to

duplicate
anyone's
form, and
can be Inde-

pendently
and minutely

corrected
as the per-
son's form
changes.

Is made
to stand as

person stands, for-

ward or backward,
consequently skirts
will hang* and waists
fit with perfection and
comfort. When order-

ins* send a perfectly
fitted lining* with
waist-line marked, also
skirt measures from
waist-line to floor

(front, hips and back)
with close fitting- col-
lar and sleeves.

Los Angeles Office: 316 South Broadway
Rooms 3

San Francisco: 503
and 4 Phone James 44-41

Powell St. Phone Red 2986

A New Year—1903 A New Writer

Waterman's
Ideal

Fountain

Pen

Record

of Success

And during all

that time, as it

still continues to

be, the best foun-

tain pen made.

Improved by the

already famous
"
Spoon Feed,"

which prevents
the overflow of

ink.

Your Dealer Sells Them

138 Montgomery

A pocket pen
and ink bottle

combined. Al-

ways ready for

immediate use,

and the most
convenient writ-

ing instrument of

today.

L. I. Waterman (o.

173 Broadway
New York

St., SAN FRANCISCO

(tWWWWWWWWVW*

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - - $13,000,000

PAID-IN CAPITAL---------- 2.500,000

PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - 350.000

MONTHLY INCOME. OVER ------- 100,000

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the

members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn from 8 to 12 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allow them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term.

HOME OFFICE: 301 California St., San Francisco, California

WM. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager
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THE RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

VIII.

NE will surmise at once that San Francisco cut its build-

ing
1

patterns before its people had had much time for

fun. There can have been no prescience of cables to

acquit the unhappy men who slammed their streets straight up
hills we cannot to this day drive horses up, and knifed the land-

scape until from the bay the city looks very like a huge slashed

baked codfish. Yet today, up these same streets (some of them

grass-grown between the cobbles, because [too steep for hoofs),

whiz street cars with a hundred passengers, and at a rate which

makes the tourist gasp. The cable-car system of San Francisco

was the first successful solution of modern street transit, and

to this day is probably the most complete and remarkable cable

service extant. The inventor was A. S. Hallidie, a San Fran-

cisco manufacturer of wire ropes, a scholar, a man of insight,

foresight and pluck, and for many years one of the regents of

the State University. He has died within a few months. His

first cars ran in August, 1873.* Nearly twenty years later I

used to ride down Broadway, New York, on floundering horse-

cars. There are a few electric lines
;
but so perfectly adapted

are the cables to these hind-leg hills that there is neither need

nor thought of a general substitution. There are few routine

adventures in any city comparable for comfort, cheapness, and

real thrill to mounting one of these cable-cars, forward, and

ramping up and down the imminent acclivities. To other urban

locomotions (and to the cables of Chicago) it is as a galloping

See pp. 146, 147, Aug-ust number.

Copyrighted 1902 by Chas. F. Lummis. All rights reserved.



4 OUT WEST
horse to a rocking-chair. It is really an exercise, as city exer-

cises go. The salt fog whips your cheeks
; strange pitch-roof

areas of habitation spring up and fall away ; Taraalpais lifts

its leonine head above the sky-line, and lies down again ;
and

your proletariat chariot rears, pitches, and swings a corner

with rather more vitality than marks what passes for a bronco

in a Wild West show.

The people who walk so much, and so much ride such behe-

moth mustangs of street cars, ought to be a sturdy sort— and

so indeed they are. I know no city where the streets are equally

beset with robust health. The only point I will concede is the

special latter-day New York girl of the new type
— there was

no Gibson-girl generic when I was a Freshman, even had there

been any one to draw her. But she is a lonely flower of
"
train-

ing," not of her general environment. She looks as if she

might reach serenely out from the shoulder and fell every second

man of her
"
set

" she meets upon the Avenue — and so, I dare

say, she could. But she has none the better of the California

girl of a vastly wider range of social zones. She is no more

divinely tall, no nobler chested, no freer limbed, no nearer the

vera incessu ftatuit ilea. Nor so rosy. Incidentally, also, no

better dressed.

There is a striking difference of physique between the street

crowds of San Francisco and Los Angeles— a difference dis-

heartening to those too innocent to know its why. The reason

is simply that in San Francisco you see streets thronged with

people who were born in California. In Los Angeles, on the

other hand, I sometimes walk blocks without meeting, in all the

crowd, one person who had ever seen California fifteen years

ago— and I used to know every face in the town. That the

real reason of the startling difference is only this, the children

conclusively prove. The southern youngsters are just as stal-

wart-legged, just as thick-chested, just as surprisingly big for

the eloquent calendar of their ruddy faces.

Of the architecture, as of the engineering, of San Francis

short accounts are likeliest to make long friends. It is a rather

discouraging procession of wooden, bay-windowed, snub-roofed,

shoulder-to-shoulder structures, little leavened with new-

thought, and still browbeaten by the old fear of the temblor.

San Francisco has never had but two earthquakes that amounted

to anything (nor they to much). The Coast has never had one

of the first magnitude ; nor one comparable in severity to that

which visited Charleston, South Carolina, in 1886. So many
persons have not been killed by earthquakes in California since

its discovery as are killed by sunstrokes every year in Chicago



The Synagogue Emanu-El, San Francisco. Photo by C. F. L.





THE RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT

A Washington Street Palace, San Francisco. Photo by C. F. L.

and New York alone. This is history. But the Argonauts
somehow acquired the superstition that it was unsafe to build

except of wood
;
and this astounding notion has lamed the archi-

tecture of San Francisco for fifty years to come. Woodenness

so wilful and so expensive probably marks no other city
— nor

so strange a specialization of it as the cold convention of home-

less palaces on Nob Hill. A million and three-quarters for the

stone retaining-wall around a castle of lumber— costly boards,

of course, hand-finished, filled with Medici rooms, and art

treasures beyond reckoning
—-but boards ! And in stone-throw,

another board palace, famed mostly for the thirty-foot fence edi-

fice behind it and around three sides of a humble neighbor's cot-

tage. The millionaire "wanted" from street to street; the

humble neighbor liked it pretty well where he was, and wouldn't

sell. Revenge was near and human ; ver}^ likely we would have

gone and done likewise. But after all, the great, lonely man-

sion, with these many years to judge it, is chiefly a warning of

the disproportion of getting mad. It is the tragedy of Nob
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THE RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT

A Modern Housk, San Francisco. Photo by C. f. L.

Hill that its chief palaces were never homes. Today they are

splendid gifts to education, or vast nautilus shells in whose
pearly lonelinesses a limpet care-taker crawls about.

The first tall building- in San Francisco was that of the

Chronicle, 1886* — and even at that modern date people shook
their heads. But it stands, unblinking- at the strongest
"shake" since 1868, and now in imitative company. A few
of the big blocks would be distinguished figures anywhere, for

dignity as well as size— the Crocker Building, the Spring
Valley Water Company and Wells-Fargo buildings, the Empo-
rium, and so on. The fine Mills building is said to hold the
United States record still, among office buildings, both as to

equipment and as an investment. The Spreckels Building is per-

haps the most graceful and grateful sky-scraper on the continent,
* See pa<ye 591, June number.
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individually and in relation to its environment.* It is only
70 x 75 feet base, and 315 high (twenty-two stories), but so pro-

portioned that it is a monument, dominant and aspiring, in

whatsoever view of the city. The cyclops of a city hall, cover-

ing six and three-quarter acres, and costing- $6,000,000, is more

impressive the farther you get
— with its squat mass, its con-

tractored St. Peter's dome, and a swarm of corrals and shanties

despoiling its presence from any ordinary view-point. It has

not one-half the dignity of the unelbowed, hill-set Court-

house of Los Angeles,t which cost one-twelfth as much — but

had no "pickings." The Ferry building ($850,000) is one of

the largest and best depot structures in the country, and fairly

presentable, too, with its f>59-foot front of gray sandstone and

its 245-foot tower. The Synagogue Emanu-El is one of the

finest examples of unmuddled and far-compelling church archi-

tecture in the United States, and of remarkable potency in the

looks of the city.

Many very costly, and some very handsome, modern palace

residences are now set upon the commanding hills; but the

overwhelming house-architecture is wooden, wanton, and with

elbows pinned to its sides by as wooden neighbors. The idea

of sacrificing a little lumber for flowers and trees, and the heal-

ing touch of earth, has barely dawned. Or yet of any archi-

tectural adaptation tq the new surroundings. Practically, all is

imitation — and overwhelmingly of styles which have as much
relation to these skies, topographies, temperatures, and customs

as a Tehuantepec jacal might have. Far more vital than the

artistic sin is the chronic, disregard of the sun. This State has

more clear days than any other in the Union ; yet curiously

enough we need all the sun we can get, quite as surely as the

clammiest northern land does. San Francisco has advanced

little beyond its copy-books in the science of sunning. It is the

only serious limp in the fine erectness of these comfortable li

The relative tenderfeet of the southern city, behind them in so

many points of adjustment, are far ahead of them in this.

Aiigelenos have learned, almost universally (or practice,

whether they have learned or not) to let the sun get at them

from the four sides of the house, and to prefer flowers and t

to a party wall.

That a city of kindling, piled touching and up-hill, and with

the unfailing strong winds of San Francisco (it has, I believe,

the greatest annual air-movement of any American or European

city I,
has not in modern days been licked up bodily by tire, is

to the stranger a standing miracle ;
but it is only a California

"difference." All our frame buildings are of California Red-

*Nci- i>. 54", Nov. Bomber ' SM p. 5v>. .1 iiuo imiuiIht.



San Francisco's City Hall, and its Setting. Photo by C. J?. £,
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wood — the lightest, easiest-worked, most durable, and least in-

flammable lumber anywhere used for building
-

. With much less

strength than the hard pines (which we always use for the

frame), it is the best and safest of sheathings. Its reluctance

to kindle is the salvation and the explanation of the City of the

Bay.
No other argument is so clear to so many minds of so many

kinds as is the personal instance. Nothing, of course, can be

more charlatan or more misleading, if we merely take samples
each on its unrelated street corner

;
but it can be given scien-

tific weight by coordinating enough cases. If, for instance, we
find that one end of a State has produced certain character-types
in a ratio of one hundred to one, as against the other end
of the same State, we may securely conclude that it is not an

evergreen accident, and that there are reasons for it. Southern

California has hardly produced or moulded a single national

figure, save Stephen M. White. Northern California has turned

out scores. And this is not the geography; but because Northern
California was Western and Southern California is Eastern. I

cannot find that any other State has, within the same time and
in proportion to population, graduated more pupils who have
made their respectable mark on the country's history, finance,

literature. "Mark Twain," the backbone of whatever contin-

ent there is of American humor; Bret Harte, first master of the

American short story (and nothing is more pertinent to my
contention than the quality of his work in the ratio of its dis-

tance from his California days) ; Joaquin Miller, sometimes one of

the most unadvised, but structurally the most Homeric of Ameri-
can poets, and next to Poe in the

"
inevitable Flame;

"
Markham,

the luckiest (and better than his luck) ; Edward Sill and Charles

Warren Stoddard
; Starr King, second only to Beecher in Amer-

ican pulpits ; Henry George, whom, even as we disagree, we
must put next Poor Richard as the most contagious of our

homely philosophers; Bierce, smallest and greatest of American
satirists— or perhaps I should say flayers

— these and many
more are all purely California products, though all born else-

where. The room, the impulse, the glow of the man-stithy
when it was red-hot, made them.

Of soldiers. Grant, Sherman, Crook, Sheridan, Halleck,

Hooker, McPherson, Albert Sidney Johnston— all these and

many more went to school to California, and when it was stren-

uous. Chief Justice Field is our contribution to the Supreme
Bench. Art ? Bierstadt and Tom Hill might have been worse.

It may be as well to remember, also, that the direct reason why
Mr. Remington makes horses Go is that a California photo-
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grapher named Muybridge, snap-shuttering- on a California ranch

(Senator Stanford's, and at Stanford's expense) shamed out of

any longer public countenance the rocking-horse attitudes that

had done duty ever since "Our father Adam sat under a tree

and scratched with a stick in the mould." There were brave

men before Agamemnon ;
but none brave enough to draw a

horse in the way he should— or could possibly
—

go, until after

that artistic Patmos on Palo Alto.

Yet if I must choose the chiefest— and at the same time the

truest— types of what California is doing and shall do to make

good Bayard Taylor's prophecy, it will be none of these, exem-

plary to the text as they are all. Not one of them, we may have
full confidence to say, could have been all the man he was, but

for his schooling in California— for that is merely saying that

none of them was such a dunce as to be unable to learn when
he had a chance. That that frontier experience was a chance,
no one will think of denying who knows anything about it.

But I prefer to take the omens from a later, a more enduring,
and therefore a more typical evolution

\
from men equalty prod-

ucts of the frontier, but not of the mere empiric which in its

time "went hell-bent" for a good many other things, though
not for the worthy Governor Kent, nor yet for Old Tippecanoe ;

from men made giants not by riot but by room
;
from men of

refinement as exquisite as the oldest civilization ever nurtured,
and of a power that grows only in freer spaces, and singler-

hearted, than any old civilization can keep.

Let us take John Muir and William Keith — Scotchmen both,

and after the strictest sect
; matured, and apparently fixed,

amid the Eastern conventions. We may the more fairly divide

them by California, because we know what they were before

they took it for their common denominator. Muir was good
for a second Thoreau. In California he has become — well,

about as his own Muir glacier to a Walden snow-drift. I mean
this very seriously, and with the keenest appreciation of one

who did so much to put a soul under my boy ribs. Thoreau

really used to seem an out-door person ! But yon frail, dry

body, clambering to the 200-foot top of a Sierra pine, to be

whipt of a Sierra storm
; taking a pinch of tea and a crust of

bread for commissary, and cimmaroning for weeks over the ter-

rific ranges as no mere athlete dares to, or physically can begin
to conquer ;

and then writing so nobly of large Nature as man
never wrote before ! These be large words, my masters

;
but I

am perfectly content to leave them to any tolerable jury that

will (as I have) re-read every word of Thoreau, visit his out-

doors, tramp every rood he ever stepped, and then read The
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John Mtik. Copyright iqoo by (has. F. Lummis.

Mountains of California, and follow ten per cent, of its author's

footsteps through them. When one sees the high Sierra, then

one begins to understand what is what. As for speech, I have

heard the men that passed for eloquent in the East, from Wen-
dell Phillips hither

;
but the nearest I know of Jeremiah is by

listening to the fragile seer of the Sierra Nevada when the

spirit moves.

As for Keith, who was in early manhood a wood engraver
with Harper's Magazine, and up nearly to his half-century an

excellent landscape painter, as little is my humility. With
serious objections to being wrong, I have none whatever to say-

ing now what will not need be said twenty years from now. It

took a long time for California to penetrate this Tennyson-
headed, child-hearted Scot

;
but at sixty-two he is growing

faster, doing more work, nobler, more creative, more prophetic
work than any other landscape painter I know of. To see this
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Numidian lion (with the soul of a girl) at his work, fairly

wreaking canvas after canvas
;
not as one who puts figure

beside calculated figure, but feeling, rocking, dabbling at the

canvas, to find his way— and then suddenly flying at it in a

very agony of inspiration, daubing, swiping, touching, rending,
with force enough for a Berserker, and the wrist of a Saladin,

and in maybe half an hour having a Picture— it is to go back

to the time when there were Masters. "In a rather catholic

experience among strongmen— men who could write, paint,

build, ride, climb, rule, kill, save, I have seen and loved all

sorts of Mastery ; but never quite so impressive a manifestation

of Power. Hung in the merciless comparison of Rembrandts,

Murillos, Velasquez, Ruysdaels, Romneys, Constables, and their

peers, side by side, his paintings are wholly unabashed. For
with a wizardry of color no other modern artist has, there is

to him a sort of Old Testament majesty and awe
;
no imita-

tion of the Old Masters, but their very spirit, come back

amid our modern cleverness. It is also typical of the charac-

ter, both of these men and of the State which has flowered them,
that they do not— and need not— move to the Market-Place.

They can afford to stay where they and their strength are.

Such lives, of course, are not acutely contagious; but there were

plenty that were. It is astonishing how exclusively they belong
to the San Francisco end of the State— to the older, the really

Western California. Curiously enough, the new, Easternized
half of California is literally by longitude (75 per cent, of it)

east of the frontier half. Southern California has never had

anything comparable to that intoxicating example, the biting
case of the Man we Knew. It has made many fortunes, but

never a vast or a sensational one, though it has imported many.
The Big Four of the Pacific Railroad were all born poor, and

not one of them had got rich when he came to California—
Collis P. Huntington and Mark Hopkins in '49, Charles Crocker

in '50, Leland Stanford in '52. They were all storekeepers
—

Stanford a grocer, Huntington and Hopkins in hardware,
Crocker in dry-goods— when they shaped and carried out the

vast plan which with reference to all other schemes of trans-

portation stands as the pyramids stand
;
which not only made

colossal fortunes, but was able to 'adopt the national gov-
ernment in loco parentis, and to get (and stay, until two
or three years ago) into Uncle Sam's debt to the tune of

something like a hundred millions. No serious Cali-

fornian aims to flatter Mr. Huntington, but beyond question
he was more vitally the head of more miles of railroad than
ever walked under any other one hat. He was a Connecticut
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peddler; made the brigand Isthmus (which took hard tribute

from all others) pay him for the privilege of letting him cross,

and is said to have prevailed upon men to pay him to let them
work as deck-hands to take his schooner to Sacramento. Stan-

ford was probably the greatest of railroad builders, counting all

that goes to greatness
—

certainly he was the only one widely
beloved. At any rate, these two, and Meiggs, rank, up to this

year of grace, as the railroad Napoleons
— the men who wrought

the longest and most difficult transportation lines in history, and

most handily handled (or defied) deserts, mountains, govern-

ments, and public opinion.
The "Big Four" of the Bonanzas were equally risen. Flood

and O'Brien were bartenders in their own San Francisco saloon.

Mackay was a blaster in the mines at S4 a day. I'air was .1

common miner. So was Senator John P. Jones. But their

Con. Va. had the distinction, unique in history, of paying a mil-

lion dollars a month in dividends, for nearly two years, to

nothing of the other many years wlun its dividends would have

been miracles elsewhere.



The Altak, Stanford Memorial Chapel, Photo by Austin.
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Irving M. Scott. Photo by Tuber.

Lucky Baldwin kept a livery-stable. Lux and Miller, barons

of ranches half the size of Rhode Island, were butcher boys.

Sharon, Hearst, D. O. Mills, Lloyd Tevis, J. B. Haggin,* and

many more, climbed here from obscurity to enormous wealth.

James R. Keene was a milk-boy in Shasta. Irving- M. Scott,
the builder not only of the Oregon, the Olympia, the Charleston,
the Wisconsin, the Monterey, the Ohio, and other war-ships for

other powers, but of the first and only great ship-yard on the

shores of the greatest ocean
; who has one of the most excellently

chosen and most valuable collections of great paintings in

America — he was an unschooled dollar-and-a-quarter boy in a

Baltimore foundry, and began his California career as a pounder
of iron. Peter Donahue, his good angel, the pioneer foundry-

*Owner of the largest thoroughbred horse farm in the world ; the R.incho del Pasco,
ne-ir Sacramento, 44,800 acres; and of the highest-priced sire in history

— Ormonde,
$150,000.
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man, ship-builder, and railroad-builder on the coast, who
founded the works which Scott has raised to be a rival of

Cramps's and Newport News— was engineer on one of the early
steamers to California. Adolph Sutro, most genuine giant,
least a freak of fortune, of all the Comstock story, and perhaps
the only one whose millions wen- made by sheer genius and
hard work, without a shade of gambling-, was a poor Russian,

twenty years old, when he landed in San Francisco in 1850, and
went to selling cigars. In all the annals of human enterprise
there is no more stirring example of supreme and enlightened
pluck. For more than fifteen years "that little German Jew"
fought for his dream of a" coyote-hole

"
to drain the Comstock

from four miles away and nearly 2000 feet underground. Alone

against the hundred-millionaires of the Big Bonanza, against
State and national governments, against such physical, numeri-

cal, and financial odds as men may have faced before but cer-

tainly never before whipped, he carried his war to the people,
to Congress, to Europe — and won. There are now longer and
costlier tunnels than the Sutro ; but it is the greatest under-

ground monument to any one man. With its laterals it is

33,315 feet in length 'six and one-third miles), 10x12 feet bore,

and cost $5,000,000. Sutro also did more for the public with his

gains than did any of the other Comstock kings
—

probably
more than all the rest of them put together

— and has been a

more intimate personal influence in the "city." He owned, a

few years ago, "at least one-tenth by area of all the lands

within the city and county of San Francisco." (T. H. Hittell,

History of California, iv., 564.) His death, in L899, probably
thwarted what should have crowned his liberalities— the dedi-

cation to the publicof the astounding library of over 500,000
titles which he was fifteen years collecting for this purpose, and
for which he had donated an imposing site. Ex-President

Andrew J. White, of Cornell, pronounced this library "already
(1892) one of the first four in the United States in value."

And so on for quantity. These things happen elsewhere, but

never elsewhere had they
— nor have they

— rained so thick and
fast in proportion of time or population. Only a society a good
deal more— or a good deal less — than human could have failed

to be deeply stirred and moulded by such examples.

Everything was ardent, intoxicating, staggering. The sober-

est commonplaces, as we reckon nowadays, were like a novel —
and not by Mr. Howells. Business was B game without a limit ;

the mails, an event; transportation, a drama. Then was the

Pony Express, which covered 1950 miles of thirsty and savage-
haunted desert (from Independence, Missouri, to Sacramento)
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Adolph Sutro.

in ten days
— the most marvelous letter-carrying

- in human

story ;
the overland stages

— and never elsewhere did man pay
a swingeing fare for so much danger and discomfort— and the

Wells-Fargo Express. Next to the Hudson Bay Company, this

is the most romantic corporation in history. It is more in-

timately connected with the winning of the West than any
other corporation; has earned and kept more loyalty from its

men, and respect from the public, than any other common car-

rier we know
;
and is perhaps the onl}

7 monopoly which is never

called one.* Outside of war, I believe no other trust has ever

*It has had a monopoly of the express business of the Far West ever since the failure
of Adams &'Co., 1854.
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seen so many of its men give up their lives at the post of duty— nor cause as admirable execution among the outcasts who at-

tacked them. It would be a whole book in the Odyssey of the

Pacific, if we might have had our Homer — as now we shall not

and cannot. Joaquin might have been, if instead of a confidious

Albion he had timely discovered his Chance. Perhaps even

Markham might have, if let alone. But they cannot now, nor

will the Blind Old Man (blind to littler things) arise who can.

The stress is past forever that should have kindled him. We
shall never hear in all its stately measure that epic to which

Helen, and the Sack of Troy, and the Faith of Penelope, and the

Song of the Sirens were child's play. And it is a pity.

All this— and far more of it than there is room or need to hint

at — was bound to count. It did count. It was the food on which

young San Francisco turned from cartilage to bone. The tree

will not in another half-century forget its inclination as the

twig was bent. That was the Old California. The new half

of the State has never had that forcing. It has gambled in its

way — the boom of 1886 was almost as crazy, and quite as mean,
as the Comstock— but never on the John Oakhurst plan. It

was newer from a newer East, and personally older. It is of no

petty import in their relative evolutions that the rush to

northern California half a century ago, was structurally of

young men with fortunes to make
;
the rush (numerically much

greater) to Southern California in the last fifteen years, of much
older persons, and with a competence already more or less

made.

Now, why may it be that yonder old city of men who were

young and prodigal together ;
who knew the days of giants, and

were of them ; who are so much more at home in the new soil
— why can it not

"
get together" so well as the metropolis of

the new California does ? There are two chief evolutionary
reasons. One is the result of the silver gambling era, which
broke out in San Francisco just before the war and lasted

eighteen years ; when boot-blacks and scullery-maids bought
"feet" in Crown Point and Gould & Curry; when the princes
were none too proud to swindle their washer-women. That

epoch, with its cut-throat lessons, bred a spirit of mutual dis-

trust, for which the city still pays through its nose. The other

large reason is — the railroad. There is a certain vague notion

in the East that California is
l<

against railroads." This is, of

course, absurd. California has been (and still is) "against"
railroad phenomena of which the East has never even dreamed.

"Ye ask what is a pheenomenon," said the historic Scotch minis-

ter.
"
Wull, ye hac seen a cow. But a cow is na a pheenome-
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non. An' ye hae seen an apple-tree
— and that is na a pheenome-

non. But, my brithers, when ye sail see a cow climb an apple-
tree tail-first— that wull be a pheenomenon !

" And we have
seen it. Other American communities, grown mature and or-

ganic, have begotten their railroads and brought them up, with

more or less parental authority as to the way they should go.

California, while not exactly begotten by its railroads, was

adopted by them at a tender and inarticulate age, and has

grown up in their leading-strings. Some of the results, politi-

cal, social, commercial, have been as unlike anything in the ex-

perience or guess of the East as the more tangible features of a

6,000-mile system are. Californians are not anarchists— and
Dennis Kearney, who is our chief blame, was better handled,
both by audiences and by authorities, in the East than in Cali-

fornia. We have simply objected to an intermeddling with

State, city, and even individual affairs such as no other State

ever encountered, unless in its dreams. The dominant reason

why one-half of the State has in the last twenty years been

growing so many times as fast as the other,* is simply railroad

competition. To a town anywhere, that is important ;
to a

California town it is almost vital. San Francisco is, perhaps
to an unprecedented degree, in one pocket. To get to the city
at all, to move about in it, has meant paying tribute to the same
Caesar. The railroad, the ferries, almost the entire street-

transit system, were owned by the Southern Pacific. t- There
was no complaint of the service ; but the concentration

had some effects not so good. It rather led the once self-

reliant Argonauts to rely on the railroad. An exposition, a

celebration, a new elephant for the park? Well, "the Com-
pany" is the only one that will make anything out of it. - Its

subscription will be made whole by a Sunday's travel on its

street cars. "Let the company pungle up, then." Southern

California, on the other hand, has never got in the way of lean-

ing. It had the same transcontinental railroad for a dozen

years, without getting big enough to have habits. Then in

came competition (the
"
Santa Fe ") and immediately whooped

up population at the rate of over 30 per cent, per year for more
than a decade.

Yet all these striking differences are strictly within the line

of the dogma before stated. They are all fruits of time— or

the times— in partnership with California
;
and with time they

shall disappear again. Some now living may endure to witness

*Per cent, increase of population, 1880-1900 :

1880-1890 1890-1900.
San Francisco 27.80 14.6
Los Ang-eles 350.84 103.3

U. S. Census, 1890 and 1900.

t The street railroad interests have recently been sold to a Baltimore syndicate ; and the
Hunting-tons have bouprht up a similar control in Los Angeles. _
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the balance-sheet— the tingeing of all the State with the last

rays of the sunset of that old romance, with the dawn of the

new
;
the dividend of the old strength and generosity by the

new sobriety and culture. Por more comprehension of what
this may mean, we may turn to some consideration of the half-

State which is older in years but younger in fact
;
which is

most of California to the average Easterner, nowadays, and to

the Argonaut hardly California at all
;

in landscape and in

standards almost as unlike as Egypt from Maine
;
and with

only one absolute agreement — that north or south, California
"
beats the world." Their one mutuality has never been better

voiced, perhaps, than by the stalwart Yankee — pinched by the

strict competition here ; returned to New England and pros-

pered there, but unable to forget freedom, and in three years
back in California again at a sacrifice — who said to me,
with at least David's sincerity if not his diction [Psalms lxxxiv,

10], "I'd rather be a post-hole in God's Country than a flag-staff

in the East !

"

[to be continued.]

Approach of Isbbkg Pass. Headwaters of the Merced.
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hose terrible: mysteries.*
ITH public interest in the whole case so general

and so deep, there needs no apology for giv-

ing several pages of this Western magazine
to sober photographs* touching the school

of the Universal Brotherhood at Point

Loma, Cal., and the eleven Cuban children

consigned to that school by their parents and

guardians ; miserably detained for months at Ellis Island, and

attempted to be deported as paupers or criminals, by certain

Immedicable Easterners ; released by the Government from this

outrageous confinement, after full investigation, and just ar-

rived at Point Loma where they are now happy with the

brothers, sisters and cousins who had preceded them there by
from one to three years. The photographs of the institution have
been in the possession of this magazine for something like a

year ; those of the little captives immediately upon their safe

arrival there, and of the visit, a little earlier, of two representa-
tive — and rather illustrious— Cuban publicists to this school,
which has had for several years a colony of Cuban children, are

of course of immediate date.

While other bigotries, and the congenital "Tenderfoot " con-





Safe in California.

The eleven Cuban children rescued by the U. S. Government from Eastern Dog-
berries, upon their arrival at the School of the Universal Brotherhood, Point Loma,
Cal., with Dr. Gertrude W.Van Pelt, who shared their imprisonment at Ellis Island.

From left to right, beginning at the top, are Isabel Cos, Jos6 Jardines, Francisco

Llora, Rafael Franco, Joaquin Navarro, Angelita Cos, Antonio Sastre, Maximiliano

Ferro, Alberto Jardines, Sebastian Cos, Miguel Cos.
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A Group of Cuban Children at Point Loma.

With the Cuban visitors, Hon. Emilio Bacardi, Mayor of Santiago (the older man),

Sr. D. F. Ortiz, editor of El Cubano Libre (the younger man), and Dr. Chas. Lopez of

New Orleans (standing), December, 1902.

viction that California is barbarous anyhow, that it has to

fight off the Indians every morning
-

,
and in general Needs Look-

ing After— a notion to which some Californians have unfortu-

nately contributed— were back of it all, the actual outrage upon
the Cuban children, upon Cuba, upon California, was directly

perpetrated by the notorious "Commodore" Gerry, to whom
Life has so often paid its disrespects ;

and to a review of whose

outrageous methods the N. Y. Mail and Express of Dec. 1

devotes two or three full pages.

But the matter went higher
— to the Secretary of the In-

terior, and to a President who isnot a Tenderfoot. Commissioner-

General of Immigration F. P. Sargent made a personal and

thorough examination of the school ;
and upon his report,
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A Point Loma Art Class.

backed by full evidence, the government immediately ordered

the release of the children and of the refined woman (Dr. Van
Pelt) who had them in charge. In the middle of December they
reached Point Loma ;

and these photographs show not onl}r their

presence there, but a fair hint of what they found.

This magazine has nothing to do with people's religious or

mental creeds ; they may believe in warmed-over 'Ologies, or in

cold ones, or in none at all, for all it cares. But it has an oc-

casional brief for common-sense, and a standing retainer for

Western intelligence as against Eastern provincialism, and

against bigotries in general. It has made very careful investi-

gation of the Point Loma institution— chiefly because it was

prejudiced against it. It thinks it knows what it has seen there
—

though of course those who haven't seen must know more.

A few weeks ago a club-woman, after listening to a paper on

the alleged literary work of the editor of this magazine, inter-

rupted the speaker with the protest : "I have understood that

he came to a ladies' reception barefoot." The lady doubtless

believed it. So also there are some who believe that the people at

Point Loma worship purple dogs, starve the babies, run around
in their nighties, and consecutively use their time in irremedi-

able orgies. That the babies are not starved, this magazine
feels to give bond. If they are, the East had better send along
its Firstborn to take a starving of the same sort. As for the

other things, those who like to believe them, after looking at
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Thk Woman's Exchange, an Industrial Department of the Point Loma Homestead

the subjoined photographs, are welcome to. They probably

would believe anything
-

.

Every now and again there comes an "escaped nun " or a
"

re-

formed priest," lecturing (for pay) on the
"
horrors " of nun-

neries and the confessional. Not long ago we had with us the

A. P. A., one of whose articles of faith was that the "under-

ground passages
" of every Catholic church are chock-full of

loaded rifles, ready cocked for the imminent "Papist Uprising."
Not infrequently someone writes a book

"
exposing the secret

crimes of Free-Masonry." As every scholar knows, there are

scores of volumes to prove that the figure we know as the Cross

is merely a pagan symbol of lust. Other brilliant intellects

produce books with such titles as
" Prom the Ballroom to Hell "

— the natural itinerary, of course, of all who Dance. And so on,

through a list that outmeasures the Homeric Catalogue of the

Ships. And these credulities thrive
;
not because there are a

few fools to preach them, but because there are so many Open-
Mouthed Minds to Swallow Everything that is Fed them. All

men are finite. All faiths being made by men, fall short of in-

fallibility. But as between the people who follow any faith,

and them that believe the votaries of that faith to be cannibals

and horse thieves, there is no question which are the more

superstitious.

If the people of! Point Loma^are]lcranks, and "(take stockl" in
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Mrs. Katharine Tingley, Head of the Universal Brotherhood.

Universal Brotherhood, and try to accelerate it
;

if they toil to

educate poor children and rich children of all nationalities
;

if

they wear sometimes khaki, and sometimes "store clothes,"

and sometimes the toga that was good enough for Sophocles—
why, they have more leisure than this writer. But if they are

cranks, that is no particular reason why the rest of us should

be idiots. Lumholtz, the ethnologist, was greatly handicapped

during his work in "Unknown Mexico" by the conviction of a

few of the most primitive tribes there that he was a raging
cannibal. Dr. Lumholtz wore trousers, wrote on paper, carried

a camera, and was otherwise so impudent as to differ from the

Huichols. What, then, could be more certain than that he was
in the habit of eating children ? The good doctor had almost

as bad a time of it as if he had come among American news-

papers and churchgoers with a new theory.

As a mere matter of fact, nobody eats children. Not even at

Point Loma, San Diego, Cal., United States of America—though
the Point Loma children look good enough to eat. A good

many Cuban children are there. A few weeks ago, the school
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A COKNF.R OF THE CHILDREN'S DINING ROOM, PuINT L,OMA.

the parents, to see what the Point Loma school was like— the

Cubans not being as yet alive to the full potentialities of Amer-
ican ''journalism." Both were delighted with what they found
at Point Loma. If the treatment of the Cuban children is arood

A Class in Wood-Carving, Point Loma.
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Point Loma Schooi.hov-.

enough to suit the Cubans, it ought to be good enough for the

$10 per week newspaper correspondent who never saw Cuba
or Point Loma, who wouldn't recognize Education if he met it

on the street, and who thinks with his nose.

As for the rest, the photographs may tell their own story.

C. F. L.

A I'oisi f.oMA Class in rill Vi.miv
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A SIGNIFICANT LITERARY LIFE.

By BAILEY MILLARD.

OOKING down into a rift of the green Californian hills

near Gilroy, by a winding woodland trail that leads away
from towns and temptation, is a little log cabin that to

the stranger expresses no more of meaning than any other crude

structure he might chance upon in the near-by skyland country
of Santa Cruz. But to me this log cabin is a mute memorial of

a significant literary life, just beginning to shape itself clearly

and largely, and, in the very hour of that bright beginning,
borne away on a sudden wind out of the land we know into the

land we know not save by faith.

The cabin on the heights was the chosen retreat of Prank

Norris, a young man whom the world of letters could ill afford

to lose
;
for he was a conspicuously alert and apt student in the

modern school of fiction. He had struck a note that vibrated

far. • He had typified the West after the most vital, the most

searching, the most earth-gripping of European literary models
—

modelsjin which every one must recognize the saliency, the

movement, the color, the

virility of human life.

The single room of the

log cabin was piled full

of literary promises. Now
it is empty. Norris never

wrote there. He would

be writing there now, but

Death said, "No."
The young writer, from

whom we had all come
to hope so much, had done

little that could satisfy

the artistic conscience of

a man to whom intellect-

ual and spiritual growth
was the essential fact of

life and work. But the

color of the soil was in

his pages and the blood

and bones and viscera of

humanity as he found it

— the wholesome and the

unwholesome, the pleas-

ant and the repellant
—

painted with a painstak-Frank Norris. Photo by Gentke.
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ing brush. His creations, even though imperfectly individ-

ualized, were far better than the work of many others who made
use of their own insufficient literary forms and set forth their

own trivial estimates of life with their own weaknesses of

presentation. I know several rather prominent men of a certain

literary Weissnichtwo who would give years of their lives for

such power as Prank Norris had and such fame as he won.

What Norris had written up to within a short time of his

death, at the still unripe age of thirty-two, had been from the

point of view of the earnest literary student, the Bohemian and

the young man of the world. It was often morbid and nearly

always essentially material, with none of the spirituality one

finds in such great artists as Hardy and Eliot. It came from the

young man enthusiastically devoted to his Zola and his Kipling,

the young man who loved the stirring sight of the flying

wedge, the breathless bucking of the center, the burly mid-

waist tackle and the heavy fall ; the young man who loved the

gleam of the guns, the infantry tramp, the crash of the con-

flict, the sweat of the fight.

And undeniably the infantry tramp was heard in his work, as

well as the surging bugle note of the strenuous realist. It is

the swing oi that infantry tramp and the insistent blast of that

bugle that carry the Norris fiction over the great marshes of

prolixity, through the mires of indecency and the sloughs of

sodden brutality encountered in his pages. Many another

writer with his obvious faults never could have won; but his

sweeping scheme, his grip of character and his genuine human-

ity won for him where a less vigorous and less sympathetic fic-

tionist would have failed.

The Norris painted by some of the critics and biographers is

not a man to inspire deep sentiment, but the portrait was often

loosely drawn and from fancy, not from life. Let me tell you
of the Norris that I knew. Tall, straight, clean-limbed, with a

fine, smooth, likeable face, big, brown, frank eyes, with an

easily kindled smile lurking in them, and the freely frosted hair

of a man of fifty. The grey of the hair gave a strangely ro-

mantic interest to the boyish face, and in a roomful of aver

men the eye of the visitor— and particularly the feminine eye—
invariably would be drawn to Norris. A gentle habit of

speech, an easy manner and an elusive and at times hardy pal-

pable foreign air, were coupled with a charm of presence such

as I have seen in few men. Yet he could be outspoken enough,

and he was not without some of the small vices you are alwa> a

likely to find in a catholic man and never in a prig. In other

words, he did not pose nor preach and was never afraid to say
T
or
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do the thing: that would not look well in his biography. He was
a man's man and a woman's man, and what better word shall I

say of him?
Norris was of Middle-West birth, but, let me hasten to add,

not of Middle-West ideas. He was born in Chicago in 1870, and
his well-to-do parents had taken him to Europe at the age of

eight, on which great occasion he had written an unusually

precocious bit of literature descriptive of his travels, beginning
with :

" The time of departure has now arrived.
'

Is this a

dream ?
'

said I." Which highly original phrases were often

quoted by his elders to get a rise out of Frank, which they did

unfailingly.

The Norrises came to California in 1884, and Frank was sent

to school at Belmont, San Mateo county. There he played foot-

ball so furiously that his left arm was broken in two places.

He gave up the game, but he loved it ever afterward. He
wanted to be an artist, so he went to Virgil Williams, in San

Francisco, to learn to draw. Then his mother sent him to a

Paris art school. In Paris he studied mediaeval history so fever-

ishly that art was sent into the background, and jousts and

tourneys filled up his young life. An article descriptive of the

Museum of Artillery in Paris, published in a San Francisco

paper, was his first real essay in literature. He loved to prowl I

about the armor-sta-nds of the Museum, and one day, when the

watchman was out of the hall, he delighted his romantic soul by

pulling on a set of rusty armor and brandishing an old sword,

becoming a very fierce and terrible knight of the middle ages
for five minutes, and a very terrified young modern when the

angry keeper returned of a sudden, and, with a light wooden

cane, put to rout the warrior with the sword.

The French studies led to a long and labored effort in rhymed
couplets, depicting in the style of Scott a story of feudal France

called "Yvernelle." It was published in a little book which I

have read and do not care to read again. In later years Norris,

who recognized his lyrical limitations and had decided to shun

the muse, said of "Yvernelle " that he was trying hard to live

it down.

Back again to California and this time to Berkeley. Much
hard "digging" to gain a freshman's footing and much hard

climbing to mount the sophomoric heights. Like all men who
have the making of master artists in them he hated mathe-

matics, and algebra was his especial abomination. Latin he{
likewise loathed, acquiring little, and of Greek nothing. His

somewhat reserved nature and foreign flavor made him few col-

lege friends at the first, but the sunniness of student life thawed
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him, and his fair, open face, honest eyes and charming
-

ways,

eventually brought him many friends.

In his university days he wrote many short stories, nearly all

in the Kipling manner. His first published tale, "The Son of

the Sheik," appeared in print in his freshman year, and was a

creditable piece of work for a man of twenty-two.
After his four rather unsatisfactory years at Berkeley, where

he did not graduate, he decided upon a literary career, and took

a one-year course at Harvard with that end in view. He was
sent to South Africa by a newspaper syndicate at the time of

the Jamieson raid and was ill there of a fever from the effects

of which he never really recovered.

On his return to San Francisco in 1896 he worked at a small

salary on a society and literary paper called the Wave, now ex-

tinct. For that journal he wrote many short stories, including
some of real power and purpose. They were nearly all in the

Kipling manner, with sometimes a flavor of Du Maurier. One
of them, the tale of a duel with baseballs, showed much strength
of the kind called "brutal." It was during the Wave days
that he wrote

"
Moran of the Lady Letty," his first published

long story, a rattling sea yarn of that mysterious and delight-
ful "Treasure Island" quality, which lays violent hold upon
the reader's interest.

" Moran" has been unsparingly criticised

because of its technical defects from a marine standpoint, but I

cannot help loving the book and have defended it jealously in

and out of print. To my mind it is the best thing Norris ever

did in fiction, as it is simple, direct and wrought with a wonder-
ful clarity that contrasts strongly with the prolixity that

weakens the interest in some of his other books.

Then came
"
McTeague," the story of a San Francisco den-

tist, in which the ^ola-esque medium, upon which Norris had
come to count so confidently, was employed throughout. The
story was crudely informed, and while it flowed along with a

wonderfully realistic sweep, it was infused in many places with

obviously inferior matter.

The young writer went east, and was for several years reader

for a New York publishing house. From New York came
"Blix" and "A Man's Woman," both of which novels his

literary friends opened with large expectations, which, unhap-
pily, were in each case deferred. He married the beautiful young
woman on whom he had modelled the character of

"
Blix," and

after that there was a long book-publishing pause. Then ap-

peared
" The Octopus," that tremendously formidable volume

on Californian ranch life, which is regarded by some of our best

literary judges as a great novel. It contains passages that are
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full of vivid color and fine feeling:.

"
The Octopus

" was the

first in a
"

trilogy of the wheat," and was to be followed by
" The Pit," which was to tell the tale of the marketing- of the

grain, and by "The Wolf," which was to take the breadstuff

to European mouths. After
"
The Pit" was finished, in August

of this year, Norris, who was not in good health, came to Cali-

fornia and bought the hill ranch and log cabin which is near

Mrs. Robert Stevenson's country place, with the idea of settling

down there and writing
" The Wolf " and other stories. But

of a sudden came Death, who said
" No ; not in this life, but

in another shall your work go." The bright spirit passed on

October 25th, after a painful illness, followed by a desperate

operation for appendicitis.

Norris was gradually creeping away from the Zola influence,

though he still believed that life was more than literature. He
had written some essays for the Critic, in which he maintained

the idea of life as opposed to books. As an essayist he wielded

a stout pen, and in each paper could be relied upon to force his

pointrjof view throughout.
All his life he had been a city man, of city habits and of city

thought, but as he attained intellectual stature there came the

inevitable yearning for Nature. With his power of observa-

tion, his keen appreciation of life, what would Nature not have

done for hirn ? What artistic growth might he not have

reached ? What soul-growth awaited him there in the hills by
that log cabin, where, listening close, he might have heard
"
the beatings of the hearts of trees

" and been led to
"
think the

thoughts that lilies speak in white." Yes, great is the log
cabin idea in the literary life, and I am glad that it came to

Norris, even though too late. It was that idea that made the

strength of Thoreau, of nearly every great writer from the

country Chaucer to the poor Warwickshire peasant who gave us

the priceless "Lear," on down to Tolstoy, Hardy, our own Maur-

ice Thompson and sweet old John Muir. The idea had come to

Norris, and it is the idea that makes the man and the literary

artist. Years of life may be passed by the artist in that arti-

ficial state which we call civilization, and for a long time he

may contemplate with approval the march of that malady
which manifests itself to us as "progress," but dissideace, fol-

lowed by open revolt, w/// come in time. He will see, as Norris

saw, that a protracted period of literary effort in a great urban

center, full of urban ideas— which find their most conspicuous

expression in rampant, blood-consuming commercialism — must
work an atrophy of the intellectual sympathies and apprecia-

tions, and thus enfeeble the creative faculty. As a vital and
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necessary part of his spiritual and artistic growth, he must at

the last come to see, as Norris saw, that the sham social life

found in such Babels of self-assured greatness as London and
New York, and the club-life — the pride of their vain gregari-
ousness— must be abandoned for long periods of time; that

one must step from the deoxygenated atmosphere out into the

open ;
that to renew the creative current and keep it at high

voltage, one must remain for long seasons in close connection

with Nature's great storage batteries.

Our young artist was denied the life that gives
— the life he

had come to long for — and all that it would have meant to

him
;
but at the end he might have said with Browning,

" What I aspired to be

And could not comforts me."

Then, too, there remains the good work he really did, which
will not soon be forgotten. But above all there remains the

characterful influence, the strong example of rigorous and un-

stinted endeavor which must be tonic to the minds of writers

young and old. That influence was wide, and to those "of us

who knew the man familiarly, it was helpful and should inspire
us all. For one, I thank whatever gods there be that I knew
Prank Norris, the man and the artist. What we of today may
think or say of his books signifies little. For that full senate

of serene intellects, the scholars of the future, will debate upon
and weigh his work — and they will decide.

San Francisco.]

DAWN.
By JOSEPHINE MILDRED BLANCH.

FLUSH of rose in a dove-gray East ;

A golden bee arrayed for a feast
;

A startled cry, a lark's wing spread ;

Dew-drops a-tremble on briar-rose bed ;

A ling'ring kiss of night's good-bye
As stars fade out of a changing sky.

San Francisco, Cal.
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the: water-tank.
By U. FRANCIS DUFF.

HE Arizona sun blazed down until the wastes of

sand and alkali seemed to dance before the

eyes. The sky was an arch of polished steel

across which the great disk of white fire swept

glowing in its tedious track from east to west.

The waves of heat blazed up from the furnace-

like surface, and beat against the faces of the

trudging column. Alkali dust flew in clouds,

choking the brick-red marchers, and aggravat-

ing the agony of parched and burning throats in which the

mucus thickened, till it was as cotton.

For thirst had fallen upon them. Three hundred soldiers

were caught in a desert, in which all the water-holes had dried

up, forty miles from the nearest station. One small tank of

water, drawn by six mules, must last them over that hell of

waste. The colonel, upon realizing the situation, made a rapid

calculation, discovering thereby that one pint every ten miles

for each man would exhaust the supply. He knew also that

even experienced soldiers, when half crazed with thirst, might,
in their extremity, forget not only the army rules and regula-

tions, but, for that matter, any other rules and regulations
under heaven.

A guard was detailed for the water-tank, with
"
Lieutenant

Dick " in command— otherwise, Lieut. Richard Roberts
; rough

and loud, ever ready with a blow for brawlers and laggards, but a

man of "sand." A pint was issued to each man at starting. Ten
miles on a pint of water— and Tophet itself a paradise by com-

parison ! Ever hotter glowed the sun— ever fiercer the blazing
fiats of sand and alkali. The miles fell slowly behind— heart-

breaking links in a chain of suffering. Five, six, seven, eight,
and the column was growing uneasy. Nothing definite that

one might put his finger on — just simply uneasy. Some of

the men had developed a curious, dry, rattling little cough ;

and when they spat, the throat contracted spasmodically with an
awful aching. Only two more miles — surely they could stand

that ! And they did. But the ground seemed unstable beneath

their feet, and the hands that fumbled at their throats shook as

with a palsy.

Another pint ;
and again the long, crawling line shambled

on. What sort of country was this, anyway, in which the sky
spun so, and the distant mountains seemed wheeling to meet
them ? Then there was a curious swelling and throbbing in
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the temples. And that excruciating: ache in the throat — would

nothing stop it ? Six miles of the lap were passed, and the

lieutenant was struck with the hollow-eyed, deathlike look of

many of the men. The lips of all were swollen enormously.
Seven miles— was the column moving:, or was it simply the

earth moving: under them ? And were they moving: with it, or

against it ? But the dull jarring of the wagons and the muffled,

mouthing- curses of the mounted drivers— not too thirsty for

that— chained them to reality. Eight— was the water never

coming- ? Occasionally a plodder slipped softly to the earth ;

his face showing: an ugly, pasty white through the red and

grime. Nine— and endurance, long: tried, flamed up in mad
protest. An ominous rattling

- of unshouldered arms, a grating:

crunch of the sand, not noticeable when they stepped before—
the grind of decision— and the whole body moved as one man
upon the water-tank. No man spoke ;

nor was it necessary.

Their staring: faces spoke for them. The stocky little lieutenant,

with the Durham-bull head and small blue eyes, set his teeth.

He knew the grip was coming:. The horses were stopped and

men swarmed up on the tank— only to find the lids closed and

padlocked. The guard fixed bayonets, and, g-ently as might be,

thrust them down, the iron jaw of Lieutenant Dick working- as

he expostulated with them, crying: that the guards had not had,
nor should they have, any more than the regular ration, and
that himself would march the whole distance without touching
a drop

— that their only hope of saving: their lives lay in hus-

banding: their little supply.
A glistening: hedge of bayonets surrounded the tank — more

precious than all the riches of earth. The click of breech-

locks, as some of the maddened men forced home the cartridges,

punctuated the lieutenant's speech. He, with bared head and

foam-flecked lips, faced the main body of mutineers — no longer
the reckless, care-free, kindly jesters of the day before, ready to

toss up with death in another form and let the result go as

it might, but rather creatures who had gone back to primitive

instincts ;
those instincts which had animated their far fore-

fathers in the gloomy forests of Europe ages before, when they

fought the wolf and the cave-bear breast to breast.

And still, so ingrained was discipline
— so much was it a part

of themselves— that even now there was a sort of system in

their actions, albeit they were of a nature that tended toward

the doing away with all systems whatsoever.

Twenty rifles leaped to as many shoulders, the officer staring

fixedly into the black muzzles, with one hand raised in protest

which was not wholly lost even upon that mob.
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In the instant of hesitation he spoke again ;
and in the great

stillness which had fallen upon them it seemed that his voice

might be heard for miles. In hoarse tones which had yet that

certain ring which no man ever hears unstirred, he asked if

there was one man among them who would march beside him to

the journey's end without water. Lieutenant Dick did not

speak hurriedly, but he lost no time. There was death in those

fumbling fingers. It might be simply accident
;
but some acci-

dents might as well have been design.

A lizard rustled across the sand at his feet
;
the sun beat

;
the

far hills glimmered, and the whole landscape appeared to bend

toward them expectantly. Then a little, sandy, "sawed-off"

fellow who had been picked with many misgivings, simply to

fill the ranks, separated himself from the mass, walked to one

side and stood at attention ;
a big Norwegian followed

;
and in

the general rattling of rifles being "recovered," the drummer,
with an eye for situations, beat a long, quick call to the road

;

the column swung into line and moved off— Lieutenant Dick

tucking under each arm a rifle which he had gently taken from a

couple of boy-soldiers, leading the way. The civilization of a

thousand years, acquired through racking stress and travail,

had proved itself adequate.

Demine, New Mexico.

ABOVE A DESERT GRAVE.
By ANNA SPENCEJ? TWITCHELL.

C{ {SJY LONELY grave,'' you say, with pitying smile,

jfjf And turn your eyes ahead, where mile on mile

The stretch of white sand yucca-studded lies.

You think of cool, dim spots on Nature's breast,

Whose very marbles have a look of rest—
And then you pity me— I who have such

A store of beauty, with the virgin touch

Of young creation lingering undefiled !

This fervent heat, these sands, the burning sky
Have known my cradling and my short, fierce day,
And now that I am worsted, here I lay

The struggle down, content enough to die

As I have lived, the mighty Desert's child.

Hamilton, O.
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THE BURNING OF A MOJAVE CHIEF.
By SHARLOT M. HALL.

^(SlERY few people who read of the burning-ghats of India

\/ and the customs of cremation among ancient peoples
know that within the borders of the United States live a

people who have preserved the old tradition of fire-burial up to

the present time, and who today burn their dead exactly as they
did when the world of white men stopped short at the English
coast.

Hemmed in the heart of the desert to which their tribe gives

name, one of the loneliest, dreariest, most desolate, and yet

most weirdly beautiful spots on earth, the Mojave Indians have

for centuries had their home along the banks of the Colorado

river. They were there when Coronado's soldiers strove across

the deserts on their quest of Cibola-Zuni ; and the Argonauts
found them digging holes in the sand-bars with the same

pointed sticks, and sliding in handfuls of the same pale yel-

low round-grained corn.

A lean harvest it has been for them always ; eked out with

mesquite beans and fruits of the surly thick-thorned cactus.

Their brethren to the south had richer fields, those to the east

preyed joyously on the provident pueblo-dwellers ; but the Mo-

javes wrung from their sullen sand-banks what food they might
and starved between times.

Cursed by perpetual drouth, swept by sand-storms, and shut

off by miles of burning desert from all kindlier lands, their grim
valley has been at once a prison and a stronghold. It barred

invading tribes and offered no temptation to the white man,
who crossed it only to spike the rails of a trans-continental rail-

road and pass on.

Scarcity of water indeed compelled him to set a great machine

shop on the banks of the muddy river, and feed his engines for a

thousand miles with its waters
;
but the land received him

grudgingly and his "Devil's House " has played small part in

the lives of the brown desert-men who come and go from their

homes up and down the river.

Two government schools have gone a little deeper, but stop
far short of bed-rock. Old faiths and customs still prevail in

spite of teachers and missionaries, and babies are welcomed and

the dead burned with rites that were old when the first white

man saw the valley.

Vague hints suggest this cremation of the dead, which is

common only to the tribes of the Colorado desert, as a remin-

iscence of some great plague or contagion whose date is lost

even to misty tradition. Ill-judged protests and attempts on
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the part of white people to break up the custom have caused

the Indians to grow very suspicious, and cremations now take

place only in some remote spot, at night if possible, and with

every precaution that no strangers shall witness the ceremony.

With the poorest squaw are burned her beads, her extra dresses

and blankets, and whatever goods of value she may possess; and

the burning of a chief leaves half the tribe beggared in the

morning. Blankets, beads, bolts of calico, belts, silk handker-

chiefs, and bright ribbons are thrown into the fire by mourning
friends and relatives

;
the favorite ponies of the deceased were

formerly shot and added to the pyre, and even the valued rifle

and knife thrown in.

The Mojaves are a fine people, as Indian peoples go, strong

and active and not afraid of work. Many of them are employed
as section hands on the railroad crossing the desert, where the

terrible heat burns out the life of a white man in a few months
;

and- in the round-house at Needles, where the thermometer often

stands at 120°, a score or more of their picked men have steady

employment.
Chief Juan had nominal charge of these, and the strong,

steady fellow exerted a quiet but powerful influence over his

people. His little home of cactus poles, thatched with mud and

bear grass, hung like a bird's nest on the very bank of the

river in sight of the shops, and all day his wife sat on the

shady side of the house weaving beautiful belts of bead-work

for sale to the tourists who thronged the passing trains. We
were building a boat a few feet from their door, and soon were

good friends with all the family. It consisted of Juan and his

wife Marta, three brown babies who fairly lived in the river,

and Joli, Marta's brother, a pitiful cripple, who dragged him-

self out in the sun and watched us for hours.

Marta feared the
"
Devil's House," as she called the railroad

shops, profoundly ;
she bade Juan good-bye every morning with

a pathetic, dumb anxiety, no way lessened by her silence, and

welcomed him home at night with a dog-like gladness in her

dark eyes. Between times, as the gay beads slipped through
her fingers, she tried in broken Spanish, with her few English
words mingled in, to tell us of Joli. The doctor from the rail-

road hospital had told us before.

Joli had worked for the Company loading and unloading

freight cars
; one day he was caught in a lurching car loaded

with heavy machinery and fought his way out with a hand gone
and a hip crushed and dislocated. The doctor was on hand and

Joli was hurried to the hospital almost at the point of the six-

shooter, for these Indians will not allow a white doctor to touch

one of their people if they can help it.
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The hand was dressed, the hip set, and the boy well on the

way to recovery ; but in about two weeks the clamor of his tribe

became so great that he was removed to Juan's hut on the river.

There, after a pow-wow of all the head men, the doctor found

him with his hand open and dressed in a ball of mud and the

hip again dislocated. He was Indian enough to live ; but only

to drag his crippled body out in the sunshine and sit on the

river bank thumbing a deck of greasy cards and playing Mex-

ican monte with the loafers of the tribe.

One sultry afternoon, when the white heat-vapor swam in

silvery mirage to the very water's edge and a chisel dropped

from the hand burned one five minutes later as it was picked up
from the sand, a great cry went up from the round-house, and

the Mojave workmen streamed out carrying something prone

among them. It was Juan ; the most capable man of his crew,

he had been sent up on a disabled engine with two helpers to

unrivet and take off the hood of the battered smoke-stack.

Just as they cut the last rivet it lurched over, breaking him

backward over the headlight and throwing him twenty feet into

the pit below where he struck square across the end of a pro-

jecting rail.

Before the white employees could reach him the unconscious

man was surrounded by his own people and carried down to his

hut on the river bank. Long wailing cries broke at intervals

from his bearers, answered up and down the street and along the

river, till as if they had risen out of the earth half the tribe

were gathered around the little hut.

Poor Marta ! her brown face went grey at the first cry, and

with set lips she silently folded her bead-work and laid it away
and cleared the shady space for the limp burden the men were

bringing. No need to tell her the news
;

it had run on before

to her heart with swift feet. But she did not wail or cry or

groan ; in all that pandemonium of hideous sound hers were

the only lips that kept silence.

Bending almost to the ground or flinging their arms in the

air ; pushing, crowding, almost fighting for a place near the

injured man, the entire assembly wailed and howled like a thou-

sand coyotes, till the echoes borne far up and down the river

apprised everyone within miles of the accident.

The hospital doctor hurried down and tried to reach the

wounded man, but a score of broad shoulders closed in and

barred his way. "No use," he said, falling back, "it would

take a company of soldiers to scatter them ; we had enough of

it with that one," pointing to Joli.
"

It's a shorter shift

with this one though ;
his back is broken as near as I can tell,
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but the poor fellow may live a week in spite of their howling."
Juan lay on the bare earth on the shady side of the hut ;

Marta, with a world of agony in her set face, crouched at his

head bathing his chest with water, and after the first dash he

recovered consciousness and pitifully motioned back the howling
mob that shut off every breath of air from the stifling place.

A tall old man arriving in haste from up the river pushed his

way through the crowd and took his place by the side of the

sufferer, shaking a rattle made of a large dipper gourd filled

with pebbles, and singing in a high-pitched monotone, turning

slowly to all points of the compass, apparently with prayers and

incantations, lifting his hands solemnly and seeming to invoke

supernatural aid.

Before his authoritative voice and gestures the wailing crowd

fell back a little, and a dozen or more very old women, seemingly
told off for that purpose, gathered in a knot behind the singer

and bent and contorted themselves in time with the music in a

pantomime of grief.

Now for the first time poor Marta moved from her watch by
Juan's side. Yielding her place to a young woman whom we
knew to be her sister, she stepped into the crowd and began to

move from one to another, taking the greatest care to touch

each person and say a few words full of agonized entreaty. If

by chance she missed anyone, she turned back and repeated the

ceremony. Coming to the outskirts of the crowd she caught

sight of us, her old friends, and for the first time tears ran down
her cheeks as she saw the two women of our party with eyes
wet in sympathy for her.

As the afternoon drew to dusk and Juan grew weaker, the men
of his family group went out a few feet from where he lay and

began carrying and cutting the wood for his funeral pyre ;
in

plain sight of the conscious but partly paralyzed man, who
must have known indeed that the first unconscious moment
would consign him to the flames, for these people burn their

dead almost before the breath leaves the body. That now and

again some tragedy ensues we knew
; for all summer long a

woman with fingers and toes burned off and great scars on her

shoulders had come daily to lounge in the shade of the boat and

get the scraps of food we saved for her. Marta had told us

that she was one who had been hurried to the pyre too soon, and

recovering consciousness had escaped to a fate not unlike that

of Kipling's dead-alive colony, for her people treated her with

the most profound indifference.

As the wood-cutting progressed, Marta brought out Juan's

best clothes, the beautiful woven belt of bead-work and many
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strings of beads worn on neck and wrists, and laid them beside

him that Jthej might be burned with their owner. Now and

then she shifted them about or lifted them as if for him to see,

and once he twisted his fingers in the beads and gazed at them

long, recalling perhaps the times when they had been worn.

After dark a few of the Mojaves slipped away to their huts,

but many rolled themselves up and slept on the ground near,

and the old man kept up his singing monotone and solemn shak-

ing of the rattle all night long.

At daybreak Juan was still alive, and the doctor getting near

enough to make a brief examination said that he might live for

weeks, might even get well with proper care. All his aid was
refused however, and one of the larger row boats was made

ready to take Juan up the river,
" To a mucha big doctor "

Marta said, slipping over to bid us goodby, with a pathetic

hope in her face.

Three weeks later we were lounging in the cool dusk on the

river bank when a boat slid noiselessly in and a cautious voice

hailed us. It was Joli and a stranger. Marta had sent them to

tell us that Juan was dead and that he would be burned at once

on the little island across the river, with as much secrecy as

possible that the white people in town might not get wind of it.

Joli motioned us to the boat, and silently we stepped in ; when
we reached the island it was already crowded with people. All

the Mojaves on the river seemed to be there. Near the center, and

somewhat screened by a clump of cottonwoods, a shallow hole

had been scooped in the sand and lined with dry wood. It was

perhaps six feet long and half as wide
;
the body covered with

extra clothes, blankets, beads, and other personal belongings
had just been placed inside, and the men were covering it with

dry cottonwood limbs from a large pile near by.

Poor Marta crouched a little apart with a band of wailing

women, and the flame leaping up showed her worn and thin

with her long vigil. As the flame shot up high over the trees

the island resounded with the wildest wailing and howling ever

heard ; deafening and terrifying at once, and as infinitely sad as

only the grief of a primitive people can be.

The old man with the rattle shook it dismally and chanted in

jerky measures while the attendants heaped fresh fuel on the

fire ; and presently one by one, then, as the excitement grew,

by twos and threes and groups, the mourners rushed forward

throwing their gifts on the pyre.

Juan was a man of some means, and Marta's own pile of

calico and blankets was by no means small ; but he was also

much beloved by his people, and men who had witnessed many
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burnings said such a pyre had not been known since the burning
of the old head chief ten years before.

Bolt after bolt of gorgeous "Indian calico
" was unrolled and

flung into the fire, where it rose and fell on the flame like beat-

ing wings. As the pile of gifts got low some of the men slipped

away to town for more calico, and many of the Indians took off

their own garments and ornaments and heaped them on the now

glowing bed of coals.

With the returning boats came white men— and whiskey ;

bribe to the Indian boatmen from the crowd of curiosity-seekers

eager to witness any part of the burning. The shouting grew
wilder and louder, pistols began to crack here and there,

and we were glad to find Joli and our boat and slip away from

the half-demoniacal scene.

Out on the blackness of the river the shouts followed us like

echoes from Hades; now and then a new flame shot up, silhouet-

ting the dark leaping figures and ghostly cottonwood limbs

against the opposite bank.

Till daylight from our tent on the water's edge we could see

the spot of fire, like a dull eye growing dimmer and dimmer,
and catch the weird, lessening cries of the mourners. Then
boat by boat they came back to the cactus pole huts, and at

breakfast time Marta was squatted in the shade as usual, baking
tortillas on a flattened sheet of old stove-pipe for Joli and the

three brown babies.
Presc*tt, Arit.

A MATTER OF TRANSLATION.
By JOSEPH BLETHEN.

lARION ROSE found herself for the first time

in her young life facing the very old problem
of domestic service. It was small comfort to

her that the Pacific Coast had once depended
on the yellow-skinned, almond-eyed sons of the

Celestial Empire for its dinner-getting. At
the present moment there were no Chinese to

be had for domestic service on Puget Sound
;
the salmon can-

neries took all the new comers as fast as they were smuggled
across the line from British Columbia. Nor was Marion Rose

comforted by the thought that the non-union cook-ladies had
followed the railroads to the sunset slope and had been ever

since in the bosoms of the best families. If the Chinese were

scarce, the servant girl was scarcer, for she was now largely

unionized, having somewhat married into the male population
of the Coast. Reluctantly Marion Rose listened to the voice of

extremity, which said "You must send for a Jap." _
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Something: must be done, for Marion Rose had planned a

dinner and invited certain particular guests
— Bax Bannister

and Miss Bannister and one or two others. But the dinner was
for Bax Bannister, who had just won promotion at the office by
his success in Japan. Bax had been attentive to Marion before

he crossed the Pacific, and Marion had really missed him. Mrs.

Rose favored the affair, and— Oh, well, it was just too mean
for the maid to leave that very day ! And a Jap 1 Mrs. Rose

had always declared that she would never have one in the house.

Mrs. Rose had telephoned to her trusted employment office,

only to be told that in July the young girls went to the ranches

to work in the fields and, incidentally, to meet their beaus.
44 But what shall I do ?

"
pleaded Marion.

"Well, a Jap is better than nothing," said Cook.
41

Perhaps Mr. Bannister can lend you a Jap," said Mrs. Rose,

quizzingly. "He was in Japan a long time."
44

1 wish he had remained there," said the perplexed girl.

Then she went to the telephone and called up the Japanese em-

ployment bureau. When a quick
44
Hello" greeted her she

caught the Japanese flavor of it, and began to speak slowly and

distinctly for fear of being misunderstood.
44

1 have lost my table girl and— "

44
Ha-ha."

Marion flushed a little and laughed nervously. It was a soft

sound, deep in the Oriental throat at the other end of the wire.
44

Yes, it is ridiculous. And just as I was about to give a

dinner, too."
44
Ha-ha."

44
1 assure you it's no laughing matter. I must have some one

to wait on table."
44
Ha-ha. I send you boy. Where you live ?

"

44 Number Seven-eleven Highland Drive."
44
Ha-ha. I send right away. Hsank you. Go'-bye."

Marion did not report her conversation over the 'phone to

her mother, but wondered what made the Japanese so keen on

humor. She watched for the coming of the Jap boy, as he

would have but one day's practice before the eventful dinner.

He came, and stood before Marion, bowing from his hips stiff

as a manikin. He presented a note.
44

Oh, yes," said she, without reading it.
44 You are to be my

table boy."
44
Ha-ha."

Marion felt the color flying over her face, but the little brown

chap smiled so pleasantly that she smiled in return.
44
Cook will show you your room, and then you can set the

table for dinner."
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"Ha-ha."
Marion perceived that he did not understand, and thought

him laughing to be polite. It was such a quick, soft, throaty

laugh. He was a cute Jap, anyway. In a white coat he would

look as neat as a doll.

"Ha-ha. Note. Read," said the boy, pointing to a bit of

paper he had presented.

The employment bureau had given it to him, as it gives a

like note to all applicants. The bureau also furnishes each boy
with a double-acting Japanese-English, English-Japanese dic-

tionary. Marion read the note :

" This is Sonamo Hayashi. He wishes to be called Charley. He
cannot talk English very well, but he can read and write."

"
Very well, Charley. Cook will show you to your room, and

then "

"Ha-ha. You write," interrupted the boy, drawing his dic-

tionary from an inside pocket and holding it in both hands be-

fore him, at the same time making Marion Rose a stiff, quick
bow from the hips.

But Marion led him to the cook, and left her to write the

necessary directions. Back in the library, Marion sighed deeply.

The prospect was anything but pleasant.

The cook spent that evening writing answers to questions

which the Jap propounded to her on paper, through the medium
of his dictionary. The next morning at breakfast the Jap
handed Marion a note and stood demurely waiting an answer.

" Cook says tonight there is to be in dinner as seven. May I

have your gracious to show to me the dish which to use as usual."

"
Certainly," said Marion.

" The best China, and "

"
Ha-ha. Not — understand — well. You — to — write.

Ha-ha."

So Marion wrote it and the Japanese sat down in the butler's

pantry and translated it into the soft pattering sounds of his

native chrysanthemums. Then he gave his careful attention

while Marion selected the china and sorted the glass and silver

for him.

Midway between lunch and dinner time—the eventful dinner
— Marion found him with the table in utter confusion and his

black head bent over the composition of another note.

u
I have friend from Japan in three years last. Has worked

Revenue Cutter Grant. I hope gracious to suggest I ask him come

make pretty table and help myself. He cost two only dollars and

half. I telephone him can come quick."

Marion smiled and I nodded. The Jap boy flew to the tele-
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phone. Marion heard him say "Main-six-seven," and then she

heard the first genuine Japanese eloquence of her life. What
she could not understand was the frequency with which the boy
at her end of the 'phone said "Ha-ha" during the conversa-

tion.

An hour later a tiny Jap came to the house and quietly took

command of Marion's dinner. To her questions he replied in

broken but freely spoken English, generally interspersed with
"
ha-ha's," that his name was Saki, and that he had at different

times served officers of the navy both at their homes and on

board ship. His manner of address was like a stuttering rapid-
fire rifle— short, sharp, irregular and without accent. But he

could talk, and that was a comfort.

Saki asked how many were to sit down to dinner, and Marion
Rose said seven. Then he said that she need not worry, that

he would manage. She watched him a few moments and knew
that her dinner was safe. She went to her room to rest till it

should be time to dress. When she did go down, a few moments
before the time for her guests to arrive, everything was ready,
and Saki, the expert, had proven himself a treasure. The Rose

family table had never looked prettier.

The guests came, Bax Bannister, a bit conscious, and Miss

Bannister, smilingly approving. Marion Rose was complimented
on her decorations, and felt it her duty to credit Saki. Miss

Bannister recognized the name and the character, and expressed
her sympathy for Marion in the struggles that must come with

the Jap problem.
"

I have just broken in a new table boy," said Miss Bannister

"and yesterday he left me abruptly. He wrote me a clever

little note and asked for his pay, saying that he needed it to

meet an obligation. I paid him, and then he departed, leaving

only a brief note of farewell."
" He left you for someone else," said Bax. "That's one of their

financial niceties. You paid the employment office two dollars

for him ? Exactly. The office kept one dollar and gave your
new table boy one dollar for changing places."

"
Really," exclaimed Marion in surprise.

"And you will pay this little autocrat who calls himself Saki

two dollars and a half," continued the merciless Bax.

"Yes," said Marion Rose.

"Of which your table boy will receive the fifty cents."

Dinner was announced, and Marion's guests were charmed
with the table. But when Saki and his aide entered with plates

of soup Miss Bannister was betrayed into a peal of laughter, for

in Marion Rose's new Jap she recognized her own truant.
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The Jap boy recognized his former mistress and fled from the

room.

Bax Bannister, seeing
- Marion's discomfiture, briefly ex-

plained the situation to Saki and then sent him after the

frightened Charley.

"Oh, he will not come till I write him a note," said Miss

Bannister, and on the back of her brother's card she wrote her

pardon of he ruant's actions, and told him to be faithful to

Miss Rose.

Then the dinner progressed, Saki directing the nervous

Charley with soft, monosyllabic explosions, alternately praising
and chiding.

While the dinner lasted Saki was an autocrat, but when it

was over, he sat down at an end of the kitchen table beside Char-

ley, and the two tiny men servants ate their fill, talking in soft

stocking-footed Japanese, while the cook leaned her elbows on

the other end of the table and eyed them with silent interest.
" What makes those Japanese laugh so much ?

" asked

Marion of Bax, later in the evening.

"Laugh?" inquired Bax, in surprise. "They are always
very serious."

"
But that boy has said

'

ha-ha '

to me every other word to-

day."
Then Bax Bannister laughed in right good earnest, and was

some time in explaining to Marion Rose that those two soft

sounds down in a Japanese' throat are the native word for "yes."
And later still in the evening when Bax explained another mat-
ter to Marion at some length she did not draw away her hand,
but sat quite still, and down in her throat made two soft sounds :

"Ha-ha."
Seattle, Wash.

A SUCCESSFUL HOLD-UP.
[From the Memoirs of the Late Joseph Huskisson, Esq., of California— Second Extract.}

Compiled by CLARENCE ALAN McGREW.

ffF one will search long enough through the San Francisco

J[ newspapers of three or four years before the Civil War, he

may find an article which reads something like this :

" Sacramento, Sept. 15. — The news has reached here that the stage

running' between Forest City and Nevada was robbed several days ago.
The express company's treasure-box was taken by the miscreants, but

through a sad error on the part of the thieves, a dust bag containing some
$15,000, the property of a passenger, was overlooked. The stage had
reached a hill-top near Forest City on its way from that place, when four
4 road agents,' armed with pistols, appeared and asked the driver to '

pass
down that box.'
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M The driver, of course, obeyed, and handed down the box without a

show of resistance. Indeed, any effort on his part to fight the robbers off

would have been futile. The rascals then started, apparently, to search

the compartment under the rear seat, but for some reason abandoned that,

and, having commanded the driver to go ahead, rode away, apparently
very gleeful at their supposed success.
"

It was discovered later that the dust bag in question, which the driver

had supposed was in the express box, was actually under the rear seat,

where it had been placed by its owner, James C. Harrington, who was on
his way home to New York. His explanation of the affair is that he de-

signedly put a bag full of gravel in the box while he retained the real dust

bag under his seat. He was the recipient of many congratulations for

his good sense and good fortune.
" One of the robbers is thought to be ' Dutch Trina.' a woman who con-

sorts with thieves, affects men's clothing, plays cards, swears, drinks,

smokes, chews, and acts otherwise in the manner of the sterner sex. The
driver declares that he recognized the other three as William, alias
'

Brockey,' Summers, ' Mob ' Scanlin and '

Scotty
'

Burfield, all well-

known law-breakers and desperate characters."

These paragraphs will serve as an introduction to one of the

most surprising- adventures in which "English Jim "
Kay and I

took any part. Jim was bold as ever and apparently recked as

little of human life, including his own. In fact the circum-

stances somewhat encouraged daring among the members of the

law-breaking part of the Pacific coast community. The excite-

ment and dangers of the Vigilance Committee days had passed

by, and people had begun to forget that there were still some

rogues around who had not been hung or effectually expatriated.
But for some reason our peculiar business had been particularly
dull for a fairly long period. We had, it i9 true, held up sev-

eral stages and stopped a number of prosperous-looking indi-

viduals, but appearances had been deceitful and luck against us.

Our headquarters had been in a shack-like structure over in

the hills some twenty miles from the 'stage line. One day we
decided that a little intelligent

"
prospecting

" was an immedi-
ate necessity, and

"
Brockey

" Summers was selected to carry
on an investigation that we hoped would result in feathering
our scanty nests for another season of carousal. Summers went
over to Forest City and made it his special affair to discover,

without arousing undue suspicion, what there was to be had for

our forceful asking. While there he fell in with "Dutch

Trina," whose connection with a certain dance hall, the favorite

of the Frisco
"
Barbary Coast," had endeared her to every

scalawag, blackleg, thug and plug-ugly from the days of the

Hounds to our own unsavory time. It was Trina who found

out that Harrington was going out on the Monday stage, home-
ward bound, with his "pile." Certain pardonable indiscretions

on Harrington's part had made it a point of the bar-talk that

his pile was worth having.
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Our feminine ally with the masculine tendencies communi-

cated.^her information to Summers, and very shrewdly declared

herself "in on the deal." Then, probably reflecting that honor

among thieves is much like harmony among consulting medicos,

she suited action to words, and became a member of the expedi-

tion against the Harrington thousands.

English Jim and I were selected to go as passengers on the

stage, and attend to any unforeseen difficulties. At the word,
we were to throw up our hands, but Jim's thumb was to indi-

cate the spot where the dust bag could be found. I was a sort

of handy man on this trip. If anybody on board the stage

pulled a gun I could kick his elbow at the psychological
moment.
Jim took a seat at Harrington's side. I sat behind the driver,

and kept my foot ready for action.

Kay soon got Harrington to talking, and I caught enough of

the conversation to interest me.
"
-Going back home, eh, pardner?" said Jim.

"Yes. Got my pile and I am goin'. The old lady, the

mother, needs me— back in New York. Ever in New York ?

No ? Well, the old lady had a little shop on IGreenwich
avenue where she sold notions. An' while I was scutterin'

around here, out comes a letter by the Overland that her little

place was burned down. Now she don't know anything about

this lucky strike of mine. Won't I make her happy and proud,

though ! Got a mother, pardner ? What ! You don't —"

The rattle of the wheels on a rough grade drowned out the

words. With the next that I heard that dolt Harrington was

actually confiding to Jim (a perfect stranger to him) that he

had brought along two dust bags ;
that one of them, which

contained all his hard-earned wealth, was under the back seat,

and that the bag he had ostentatiously given to the driver to be

put in the express box was full of worthless gravel. I heard
him chuckle at his astuteness.

"
Good plan that," he said. "You can't tell but what some

of these road-agents had a confederate back there in Forest

City lookin' at me when I passed up the gravel bag How's that

for a rich one ?
"

Again a down grade and a rattle of the wheels.

Then we came down the canon where the four were. At the

command "hands up
" we all obeyed, and there was no foolish

trouble, but when "Brockey" ordered the treasure-box down I

turned like a flash on Jim Kay.
"Turn your head, you ass," he growled, "unless you want it

punctured with lead."
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But before I turned I saw that he was pointing with his

thumb at the box and not to the back seat.

When we got off, I wasted no time.
"
What'n hell do you mean by bilking the gang on this game ?

You know, and I know, what's in that bag the gang got and

where the real dust bag was."

"Never had a mother waiting for you, did you, you damned
hell-hound ?

"
quoth he.

SHIPS.
By A. B. BENNETT.

"ICTfONSTERS of the deep creep out — from whence and

@JV1 whither, and why ?

Great hulks loom out of vapory ghosts, their sireas

rend the sky.

He who guides the mighty thing, this matter dread but seen.

With us salutes the greater power than any force marine.

Thus are the highways guided : the shuttles to and fro

To the isles, the dim, scarce-charted wilds, suffering heat, or

snow,
Are moved by something fine and high, the looked-for yea or

nay,

Sallying forth upon a word, unless it bids them stay.

The lines upon the fretted chart tell but a hollow tale ;

Por here, where a zigzag marks the course, there raged a

howling gale ;

And here, in swooning silence, the oily tropics dream,

Where treacherous reefs in quiet lie in path of rapid stream.

Behold ! the stars are marshalled out after the setting sun ;

It is now long thoughts roam wider out than any courses run.

And these guide more than compass. The elements be kind

To the ship that carries men on board who leave good wives

behind 1

By some Divine instruction, prattle of little lips,

Through the velvety night-watch babbling makes wise the man
of ships ;

And seas are less uncertain, less far away the goal.

Because of a love in verity
— love of a human soul.

May no half-human sea-dog, an off-cast from the land,

On the bridge of a trim-built vessel hold word of high command ;

But send us those commanders, bred for the sea Down East,

Whose long generations fought for them their fight against the

Beast.
Ennrnada, Mex.
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EARLY ENGLISH VOYAGES
To the Pacific Coast of America.

{From their own, and contemporary English, accounts.)

Sir Francis Drakb.— III.

>ERE they received news of something that had lately happened in

or near Europe, since their departure thence. In particular of the

Death of some great Personages, as the King of Portugal, and both

the King of Morocco and Fesse, all three slain in one day in one

Battle in Africa. Also the death of Henry 3 King of France, who was
murdered by one Jaques Clement, a Monk, by the Contrivance of the

Papists, because he seem'd to incline to the Protestants to secure himself

from the Ambition of the House of Guise, and others of the Holy Leagues,
(as they call it) wherebj' they obliged themselves never to suffer any to Rule

in France who either had or was likely to profess any other but the Catholick

Religion. They had likewise an Account of the Death of the Pope, whose

usurped Authority being lessened in Europe, he had endeavoured to advance
it in America, so that in all places where the Spaniards have Power, the In-

fection of Popery hath spread itself, which hath produced the same accursed

Fruits as in Christendom
;
and in the Cities of Lima, Panama, Mexico, and

the Countries adjacent, no place is free from those Vices this Religion too

much indulges as Whoredom, Sodomy, and such other Beastialities as are

not fit to be named among Christians, of which the Actors seem not at all

ashamed, since the Pope's Pardons are so common and so cheap in those

Countries, from which by the multitude of Offenders, the Monks and Friers

reap no small Advantage.
This gives such Scandal to the poor ignorant Indians, that though they

have forced Conversion, they are no better Christians, nor know no more
of the Doctrines of the Gospel than before, yet they seem by the light of

nature to abhor and detest the filthy and abominable Lives of most of the

Spanish Priests and People : Herein seeming to parallel the Scypions in

respect to the Grecians, who, though barbarously rude and ignorant in

Learning, yet in Modesty, Temperance, and other Moral Virtues, far ex-

celled the Wise and Learned Greeks, who presumptuously gloried to be the

most knowing and civilized Peoples in the World.

But though the Antichristian Clergy industriously endeavor to keep
them in more than heathenish darkness, yet even among these illiterate

People God doth not leave himself without Witness, for several of them

boldly reproved the abominable licentiousness of these pretended Spanish
Christians, both in their Doctrines, and Practices, which so alarmed the

Priests, that about two Months before General Drake's arrjval, 12 Persons
were apprehended at Lima for the Profession of the true Religion, and

being brought before their bloody Spiritual Tribunal, were condemned to

be burnt to Death, aix of whom suffered that cruel Execution, being all

bound to one Stake, and the rest remained in Prison, expecting daily to

drink of the same bitter Cup.*
General Drake now considering that they were come one degree North of

the Equinoctial Line to the entrance of the Bay of Panama, and that there

was little hopes their lost Ships should be before them, since they could

get no notice of them in so long a Course, and with the strictest Search
and Inquiry, and that the Time of the Year drew on wherein their General,
if ever must prosecute his Design of discovering a. Passage about the

North parts of America, from the South Sea into our own Ocean, which

*A11 a very fair example of the 16th century A. P. A. credulity.
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would be serviceable to his Country for the future and themselves might
have a much nearer passage home, they therefore concluded to find out a

convenient place for trimming- their Ship, and getting Wood, Water, and
other Provisions aboard, and then to hasten for discovering this Passage
through which they might return with Joy to their much desired homes

;

Sailing therefore March 7. toward the Island of Cainos they arrived there

the 16th, setting themselves in a fresh River between that and the Contin-

ent for finishing their Affairs, where there happened a terrible Earthquake
which was so violent, that the Ship and Pinnace, though near an English
Mile from the Shoar, trembled and shook, as if on dry Land. They found
here Fish, Wood, and fresh Water, besides Allagators and Monkeys, with

many other necessaries that they wanted. In their Passage hither, they
took one Ship more, which was the last they met with on all these Coasts,

laden with Linnen, China, Silk, and China Dishes, and a Faulcon curi-

ously wrought in Gold with a great Emerald in the Breast thereof.

From hence, March 25, 1579. they resolved to sail the nearest Course the

Wind would permit, without touching any where in a long wajr

, passing by
Port Papagaiat, the Port of the Vale of the most rich and excellent Bolms,

Jericho, Quantapien, and divers others
; as also certain Gulphs hereabout,

which continually send forth such violent Winds, as much endanger the

Spanish Ships, if they go to near. But having notice that they should oft

have Calms, and contrary Winds near the Coast, and that if they run off

to Sea to avoid them, they would not then meet with Land again when

they would, the General thought fit to increase their Provisions, and there-

fore at the next Harbour, called Guatuco, inhabited by Spaniards, they by

trading supplied themselves with Bread and other necessaries, and then

departed from the Coast of America ; but yet not forgetting to take with

them a Pot of about a Bushel full of Ryals of Plate that they found in

the Town, with a Chain of Gold, and other Jewels, which they intreated

of a Spaniard, who was flying away with them, to leave behind, Next

Day, April 16, they went directly to Sea, sailing 500 Leagues in Longitude
to get a Wind, and by June 3 got one thousand four hundred Leagues,

coming into forty two Deg North Latitude, where they felt an extream
Alteration from Heat to Cold, which much impared their Healths, made
the Ropes of their Ship stiff, and the rain was turned into Hail, so that

they seemed rather in the Frozen Zone than so near the Sun, and sailing

two Degrees further, the Cold encreased so severely, that their Hands were

benummed, and they durst hardly bring them from under their Garments
to feed themselves. Neither could they impute this to the Tenderness of

their Bodies coming out of those very hot Countries, since their Meat, al-

most as soon as from the Fire, was frozen, and their Tackle so stiff, that

six Men were .hardly able to perform what was usually done by three,

which very much discouraged them ; but General Drake comforting and

persuading them to trust in God's Providence, who never fails his Child-

ren, and that they should now quit themselves like Men, and endure this

short Trouble and Extremity with Patience, since they were sure thereby
to obtain speedy Comfort and Glory. By such Motives as these he put Life

into them, so that every Man was armed with a Resolution to see the ut-

most Discovery that could be that way.
The Land in that Part of America, bearing farther West than they

imagined, they were nearer to it than they were aware, and yet the Cold

still increased. June 5. they were driven by the Winds towards the Shoar,
which they then first descried, and anchored in a Bay much exposed to

the Winds and Flaws, and when they ceased, there instantly followed

thick stinking Fogs, which nothing but the Wind could remove, and that
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was always violent. So that not able to stay here, nor go farther north-
ward for the Cold and Wind, which was full against them, getting to Sea,

they were forcibly carried southward from forty eight to thirty eight De-

grees, where they found the Land low and plain, with some few Hills
covered with Snow. June 17, they came to a convenient Harbour, and con-
tinued there till June 23

; during which, tho' in the height of Summer, yet
they had constant nipping Cold (being fourteen Days without Sight of the
Sun for the Fogginess of the Air) which had such Influence not only upon
their Bodies, who came out of the Heat but upon the Inhabitants them-
selves, though accustomed thereto, who yet came shivering to them in

their warm Furrs, crowding together to receive Heat of each other, the
Trees being without Leaves, and the Ground without Grass even in June
;j nd July ;

the poor Birds and Fowls not daring to stir from their Nests, (as

they found after they had laid their first Eggs, 'till they were hatch'd, and
had got some Strength, but had this Advantage, that their Bodies being
exceeding hot perfect their Young sooner than in other Places. Tho'
the real Cause of this Extremity is uncertain, yet it is judged to proceed
from the large Continent of America and Asia, near together, northward
of this Place, from whose high Mountains, always covered with Snow,
the North-west Winds, which usually blow on these Coasts, bring this al-

most unsufferable Sharpness, which the Sun in his greatest Heat is not
able to dissolve, from whence the Earth is so barren, and the Snow lies at

their Doors almost in the inidst of Summer, but is never off their Hills.
from whence proceed those stinking Fogs thro' which the Sun cannot
pierce, nor draw the Vapours higher into the Air, except the fierce Winds do
sometimes scatter them ; and when gone, the Fogs return as before.
Some Seamen aboard, who had been in Greenland, affirmed they never felt

such Cold in the end of Summer, as now in these two hot Months, from
whence it may be supposed, there is no Passage through these Northern
Seas, or if there be it is Unnaviable, the Ice and Cold met with therein.
Neither in all their sailing on these Coasts to fort3'-eight Degrees, could

they find the Land bend the least towards the East, but running always
Northwest, as if it directly met with Asia ; and even then, when they had
a Wind to carry thern through, if any such Passage had been, yet they had
a smooth Sea, an ordinary Tide, which could not have happened had there
been a Streight, as they concluded there was none.
Next Day after their coming to Anchor in the Harbour aforementioned,

the Natives of the Country discovering them, sent a Man to him in a Canoe
with all Expedition, but began to speak to them at a great distance, but

approaching nearer, made a long solemn Oration, with many Signs and
Gestures after their manner, moving his Hands and turning his Head :

and after he had ended with great Shew of Respect and Submission, re-

turned again to Shoar. He repeated the Ceremony a second and third
Time

; bringing with him a Bunch of Feathers, like those of a black

Crow, neatly placed on a String, and gathered into a round Bunde, exactly
cut, equal in length, which (as they understood afterwards) was a special
Badge worn upon the Head of the Guard of the King's Person. He
brought also a little Basket made of Rushes, full of a Herb called Tobah.
which tied to a short Rod he cast into their Boat. The General intended

instantly to have recompenced him, but could not perswade him to receive

any thing, except a Hat thrown out of the Ship into the Water refusing
any thing else, though it were upon a Board thrust off to him, and so

presently returned. After this their Boats could row no way, but they
would follow them, seeming to adore them as Gods.
June 21, their Ship being leaky, came near the Shoar to land their Goods ;

but to prevent any Surprize, the General sent his Men ashoar first, with
all Necessaries for making Tents, and a Fort for securing their Purchase ;

which the Natives observing, came down hastily in great Numbers, with
auch Weapons as they had, as if angry, but without the least thought of

Hostility ; for approaching them they stood as Men ravished with Admiration
at the Sight of such things as they had never before heard nor seen, seeming
rather to reverence them as Deities, than to design War against them as
mortal Men, which they discovered every Day more clearly, during the
whole Time of staying among them. Being directed by Signs to lay down
their Bows and Arrows, they immediately obeyed, as well as the rest, who
came continually to them ; so that in a little while there were a great
Company of Men and Women to confirm this Peace which they seemed so

willing to agree to, the General and his Men treated them very courteously,
bestowing on them freely what might cover their Nakedness, and
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making them sensible they were not Gods but Men, and had them-
selves need of Garments to cover their Shame, and persuaded them to put
on Cloaths, eating and drinking in their Presence to satisly them, that

being Men, they could not live without it
; yet all would not prevail to per-

suade them that they were not Gods : In recompence of Shirts, Linnen,
Cloth, and the like, bestowed on them, they gave the General ami his Com-
pany Feathers, Cawls of Network, Quivers for Arrows mao of Fawn-
skins, and the Skins of those Beasts the Women wore on their Bodies.

Being at length fully contented with viewing them, they returned with

Joy to their Houses, which are dug round within the Earth, a i.e. have from
the Surface of the ground, Poles of Wood set up and joined t'.getl.

the top like a spired Steeple, which being' Covered with Eurtii.no Water
can enter, and are very warm, the Door being also the Chimney to let out
the Smoak, which are made slopous, like the Scuttle of a Ship : Their
Beds are on the hard Ground strewed with Rushes, with a Fire in the i

round which they lye, and the roof being low round and close, gives a very
great Reflection of Heat to their Bodies. The Men generally go naked, but
the Women combing out Bulrushes, make with them a loose Gam
which ty'd round their middle, hangs down about their Hipps : And hides
what Nature would have concealed: They wear likewise about their
shoulders a Deer skin with the Hair thereon : They are very obedient and
serviceable to their Husbands, doing nothing without their command or
consent : Returning to their Houses they made a lamentable Howling and
Cry, which the English, though three Quarterspi a Mile distance heard
with Wonder, the Women especially extending their Voices with doleful
Shrieks.

Notwithstanding this seemed Submission and Respect, the General hav-

ing experienced the Treachery of other Infidels, provided against any
Alteration of their mind, setting up Tents, and intrenching themselves
with Stone walls, which done, they grew more secure. Two days after

i/this
first Company were gone a great Multitude of others, invited by their

'((Report, came to visit them, who as the other, brought Feathers, and
of Tobah for Presents, or rather for Sacrifices, believing they were Gods ;

coming to the Top of the Hill, at the Bottom whereof they had built their

Fort, they made a stand, where their chief Speaker wearied himself, and
then with a long Oration, using such violent Gestures, and so strong a

Voice, and speaking so last that he was quite out of Breath. Having
done, all the rest bowed their Bodies very lowly and reverently to the

Ground, crying Oh, as consenting to all had been said : then leaving
1 their

Bows with their Women and Children behind, they came down with their
Presents in such an awful Posture, as if they had indeed appeared be tore a

Deity thinking themselves happy to be near General Drake, and especially
when he accepted what they so willingly offered, getting as nigh him as

possible, imagining they approached a God.
Mean time the Women, as if frantick, used unnatural Violence to th« 111-

selves, striking dreadfully, and tearing their Cheeks with their Nails till

the Blood streamed down their Breasts, rending their Garments from the

upper Parts of their Bodies, and holding their Hands over their II

thereby to expose their Breasts to danger ; they furiously threw them-
selves on the Ground, not regarding whether it were wet or dr_\ .

dashed their naked Bodies against Stones, Hills, Woods, Bushes, Briars or
whatever lay in their way, which Cruelty they repeated (ye. iiuen
with Child) fifteen or sixteen times together, till their Strength failed
them thereby, which was more grievous to the English to see, than
themselves to sutler. This bloody Sight ended, the General and his ( ..ni-

pany fell to Prayers, and by lifting up their Hands and Eyes to He-
signified that their God, whom they ought to worship, was above in the

Heavens, whom they humbly besought, if it were his Pleasure, to

their blind Eyes, that they might come to the Knowledge of Jr.

CHRIST: While the English were at Prayers, sing i>

reading some chapters in the Bible, they sat very attentive, and at the End
of every Pause, cried out with one Voice, Oh I, seeming to rejoice therein,
yea, delighted to so much in their singing Psalms, that after, when
resorted to them, they ardently desired that they should sing. After

Departure they returned all that tin General had give them, thinking
themselves sufficiently happy in having free .\. .< in.

Three Days after June 2t>, the News having spread i'self farther into the

Country, another great Number Of People were assembled, and among
them their KING himself, a Man of a comely Presence and Stature, attended
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with a Guard of an hundred tall stout Men, having sent two Ambassadors
before, to tell the General their Hioh, or King, was coming ; one of them
in delivering his Message spike low, which the other repeated Verbatim
with a loud Voice, wherein they continued about half an Hour ; which
ended by Signs they desired some Present to their King to assure him of

coming in Peace, which the General willingly granted, and they joyfully
went back to their Hioh. A while after, their King with all his Train

appeared in as much Pomp as he could, some loudly crying and singing
before him ; as they came nearer, they seemed greater in their Actions :

In the Front before him marched a tall Man of a good Countenance, carry-
ing the Sceptre, or Mace Royal, of black Wood, about a Yard and half

long, upon which hung two Crowns, one less than the other, with three

very long Chains oft doubled, and a Bag of the Herb Tobah
;
the Crowns

were of Knit-work wrought curiously with Feathers of divers Colours, and
of a good Fashion, the Chains seemed of Bone, the Links beinj,

r in one
Chain was almost innumerable, and worn by very few, who are stinted to

their Number, some of ten, twelve, or twenty, as they exceed in Chains,
are thereby accounted more honourable. Next the Sceptre bearer came the

King himself, with his Guard about him, having on his Head a Knit work
Cawl, wrought somewhat like a Crown, and on his Shoulders a Coat of
Rabbet Skins reaching to his Waste. The Coats of his Guard were of the
same Shape, but othor Skins, having Cawls with Feathers, covered with a
Down growing on an Herb, exceeding any other Down for Fineness, and
not to be used by any but those about the King's Person, who are also per-
mitted to wear a Plume of Feathers on his Head, in sign of honour, and
the Seeds of this Herb, are used only in Sacrifice to their Gods. After
them followed the Common People almost naked, whose long Hair tied up
in a Bunch behind, was stuck with Plumes of Feathers, but in the forepart
only one Feather like an Hord, according to their own Fancy, their Faces
were all painted, some White, others Black, or other Colours, every Man
brinsring something in his Hand for a Present : the Rear of their company
consisted in Women and Children, each Woman carrying a Basket or two
with Bags of Tobah, a Root called Patah (whereof they make Bread, and
eat it either Raw or Baked,) broiled Fishes like Pilchards, the Seeds and
Down aforementioned, and such other things : Their Baskets are made of
Rushes like a deep Boat, and so well wrought as to hold Water. They hang
pieces of Pearl shells, and sometimes Links of these Chains on the Brims,
to signify they were only used in the Worship of their Gods ; they are

wrought with matted down of read Feathers into various Forms.
General Drake caused his Men to be on their guard whatever might

happen, and going into his Fort, made the greatest shew possible of War-
like Preparations, (as he usually did) so that had they been real Fnemies-
they might thereby be discouraged from attempting anything agaiust them.

Approaching nearer, and joining closer together, they gave a gen-
eral Salutation, and after Silence, he who carried the Sceptre, prompted by
another assign'd by the King, repeated loudly what the other spoke low,
their Oration lasting half an hour, at the close whereof they uttered a
common Amen, in Approbation thereof : Then the King with the whole
number of Men and Women (the little Children remaining only behind")

came farther in the same Order down to the Foot of the Hill near the Fort ;

When the Sceptre bearer, with a composed Countenance, began a Song,
and as it were a Dance, and was followed by the King and all the rest,
but the Women, who were silent : They came near in their Dance, and the
General perceiving their honest Simplicity, let them enter freely within
their Bulwarks, where continuing awhile singing and dancing, the Women
following with their Bowls in their Hands, their Bodies bruised, and their

Faces, Breasts and other Parts, torn and spotted with Blood : Being tired

with this Fxercise, they by Signs desired the General to sit down, to whom
their King and others seemed to make Supplication, that he would be the

King and Governor of their Country, to whom they were most willing to re-

sign the Government of themselves and their Posterity ; and more fully to

declare their meaning, the King with all the rest unanimously singing a

Song, joyfully set the Crown on his Head, enriching his Neck with Chains,
offering him many other Things, and honouring him with the Title of

Hiho, concluding with a Song and Dances of Triumph, that they were not

only visited by Gods, (which they still judged them) but that the great God
was become their King and Patron, and they now the happiest People in

the World.
The General observing them so freely to offer all this to him. was un-
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willing to disoblige them, since he was necessitated to continue there some
time, and to require Relief in many things from them not knowing what
Advantage it might bring in time to his own Country, therefore in the
Name and for the Use of Queen Elizabeth, he took the Sceptre, Crown, and
Dignity of that Land upon him, wishing that the Riches and Treasures
thereof, wherein the upper Parts abound, might be as easily transported
thither, as he had obtained the Sovereignty thereof, from a People who
have Plenty, and are of a very loving and tractable Nature, seemingly
ready to embrace Christianity, if it could be preach 'd and made known to
them. These Ceremonies over, the common People leaving the King and
his Guard mingled themselves among them strictly surveying every Man,
and enclosing the youngest, offered Sacrifices to them with a lamentable
Shriek and weeping, tearing their Flesh from off their Faces with their
Nails, and this not the Women only, but old Men likewise were even as
violent in roaring and crying as they. The English much grieved at the
Power of Satan over them, shewed all kind of dislike hereto by lifting
their Eyes and Hands toward Heaven ; but they were so mad on th.ir

Idolatry, that tho' held from rending themselves, yet when at Liberty,
were as violent as before, till those they adored were conveyed into their
Tents

;
whom yet as Men distracted they raged for again : Their Madness

a little qualified, they complained to them of their Griefs and Diseases,
as old Aches, shrunk Sinews, cankered Sores, Ulcers, and Wounds lately
received, wherewith divers were afflicted, and mournfully desired Cure for

them, making Signs, that if they did but blow upon them, or touch their

Maladies, they should be healed. In pity to them, and to shew they were
but Men, they used common Ointment and Plasters for their Relief, be-

seeching God to enlighten their Minds.
During their Stay here they usually brought Sacrifices every third Day,

till they clearly understood the English were displeased, whereupon their

Zeal abated
; yet they continually resorted to them with such Eagen

that they oft forgot to provide Sustenance for themselves, so that the
General, whom they counted their Father, was forced to give them
Victuals, as Muscles, Seals, and the like, wherewith they were extreamly
pleased, and since they could not accept of Sacrifices, they, hating Ingrati-
tude, forced what they had upon them in recompence, though never so
ful to themselves : They are very ingenious, and free from Guile or

Treachery ; their Bows and Arrows (which are their only Weapons, and
almost all their Wealth) they use very skilfully, yet without much Execu-
tion, they being fitter for Children than Men, though they are usually so

strong, that one of them could easily carry that a Mile together without
Pain, which two or three Englishmen there could hardly bear ; they run

very swift and long, and seldom go any other Pace ; if they see a Fish so
near the Shoar as to reach the Place without swimming, they seldom
miss it.

Having finished their Affairs, the General and some of his Company
made a Journey up the Country to observe their manner of Living, v. ith

the Nature and Commodities of the Country : They found their H
such as you have heard, and many being fix'd in one Place, made divers

Villages : The Inland was far different from the Sea shoar, it being a

very fruitful Soil, furnished with all necessaries, and stored with large fat

Deer, whereof they saw Thousands in an Herd, and Rabbets of a strange
kind, having Tails like Rats, and Feet like a Mole, with a Natural Bag
under their Chin, wherein, after they have filled their Belly abroad, they
put the rest for Relieving their Young, or themselves when they are

willing to stay at home. They eat their Bodies, but preserve their Skins,
of which the Royal Garments of their King are made. This Count rj
General Drake called Nova Albion, both because it had white Clifis toward
the Sea, and that its Name might have some likeness to England, which
was formerly so called. Before they went hence, the General caused a
Mountain to be erected, signifying that the English had been there, and
asserting the Right of Queen Elizabeth, and her Successor*, to that K
dom, all engraven iu a Plate of Brass, and nailed to a great firm P
the Time of their Arrival, the Queen's Name, and the free Resignation of
the Country by the King and People into her Hands, like wise his Picture
and Arms, and underneath the General's Arms.
The Spaniards had never any Commerce, nor ever set Foot in this

Country, their utmost Acquisitions being many degrees Southward thereof:
and now the Time of their Departure being at hand, the joy ol
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was drowned in extream Sorrow, pouring out woful Complaints and

grievous Sighs and Tears, for leaving them ; yet since they could not have
their Presence (they supposed them indeed to be mindful of them in their

Absence) declaring by signs that they hoped hereafter to see them again,
and before the English were awake, set fire to a Sacrifice, which they
offered to them, burning therein a Chain of a Bunch of Feathers. The
General endeavoured by all means to hinder their Proceedings, but could
not prevail, till they fell to Prayers and singing of Psalms, when allured

thereby, forgetting their Folly, and leaving their Sacrifice unconsumed,
and the Fire, to go out, imitating the English in all their Actions, they
lift up their Heads and Eyes to Heaven as they did. July 23. they took a
sorrowful Leave of them but loath to part with them, they went to the top
of the Hills to keep sight of them as long as possible, making Fires before,

behind, and on each side of them, wherein they supposed Sacrifices were
offered for their happy Voyage. A little without their Harbour lye certain
Isles called by them the Islands of St. James, wherein were plenty of Seals
and Fowls, and Landing in one of them next day, they supplied themselves
with competent Provisions for some time.
The General now finding the Extremity of the Cold increase, the Sun

being gone further, and the Winds constantly blowing Northerly, giving
do hope of finding a Passage through these Northern Seas, he resolved
with the general Approbation of all, to lose no more time, but sail directly
to the Molucco Islands.

ANOTHER ACCOUNT OF DRAKE'S VISIT TO THIS COAST.

[From Harris's Voyages, 1745, beginning' at Panama.]

The Admiral, now thinking he had, in some measure, revenged both
the public Injuries of his Country, as well as his own private
Wrongs, upon the Spaniards, began to deliberate upon his Return
home. But which Way he should take, was the Question to be re-

solved : To return by the Streights of the South Sea (and as yet no other

Passage had been discovered) he thought would be to throw himself into
the Hands of the Spaniards, who would probably there wait for him, with
a far greater Strength than he could now cope with

; for he had at this

time but one Ship left, not strong, though it was a very rich one. All

things therefore considered, he resolved to go round to the Moluccas, and
so follow the Course of the Portugese, to get Home by the Cape of Good
Hope : But, being becalmed, he found it necessary to sail more Northerly
to get a good Wind ; upon which Design they Sailed at least 600 Leagues,
which was all the way they made from April 16. to June 3. June 5. being
got into 43° of North Latitude, they found the Air excessive cold ; and the
further they went, the Severity of the Weather was more intolerable :

Upon which score they made toward the Land, till they came into 38c

North Latitude, under which height of the Pole they found a very good
Bay, and had a favourable Wind to enter the same. Accordingly here they
had some Correspondence with the People of the Country, whose Houses
lay all along upon the Water-side . They sent the Admiral a Present of

Feathers, and Cawls of Net-work, who entertained them with so much
Kindness and Liberality, that the poor People were infinitely pleased.
Though the Country be cold, yet they so order the matter in the framing of
their Houses, as to live out of danger of starving ; for they surround them
with a deep Trench, upon the outmost Edge of which they raise up great
Pieces of Timber, which close altogether at the Top like the Spire of a

Steeple ;
their Bed is the bare Ground, strewed with Rushes, and their

Fire-place in the Middle, about which they all lie. The Men go naked, the
Women wear a close Garment of Bulrushes, dressed after the manner of

Hemp, which, fastened about their Middles, hangs down to their Hips, and
upon their Shoulders they have a Deer's Skin

;
but their very good quali-

ties make Amends for their ordinary Dress and Figure, being extremely
dutiful to their Husbands. The Admiral had, quickly after, another Pres-
ent from them, which was Feathers and Bags of Tobacco ; a considerable

Body of them waiting upon him at the same time : They were all gath-
ered together at the Top of an Hill, from whence their Speaker harangued
the Admiral, who lay below in his Tent pitched at the Bottom of the Hill :

When this was ended, they left their Weapons, and came down, offering
their own presents, and, at the same time, civilly returning those which
the Admiral had made them. All the while,women the who remained above,
possessed with a mad Fury, tore their Hair, and made dreadful Howlings.
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which is the common Music at their Sacrifices, something of which Nature
was then solemnizing' : But whilst these above were serving the Devil,
the Men below were better employed, attending' very diligently to Divine

Service, then performed in the Admiral's Tent. These Circumstances,
though trivial in themselves, are of Consequence in asserting our first

Discovery of California.
The News of the English being there, having spread about in the

Country, there came Two Ambassadors to the Admiral, to tell him, that
the King was coming to wait upon hiin, and desired a Token of Peace to

assure his safe Conduct. The Admiral having given this, the whole Train

began to march towards them, and that in very good and graceful Order :

In the Front came a very comely Person, bearing the Sceptre before the

King, upon which hung Two Crowns, and Three Chains of a very great
length : The Crowns were made of Net-work, and artificially wrought
with Feathers of many Colours, and the Chains were made of Bones. Next
to the Sceptre-bearer came the King himself, a very comely proper Person,
shewing an Air of Majesty in all his Deportment ; he was surrounded by a
Guard of tall martial-looked Men, who were all clad in Skins : Next to

these came the common People, having (to make the liner Shew) painted
their Faces, some white, some black, and some of other Colours, and all

with their arms full of Presents, even the very children not excepted. The
Admiral drew up all his Men in Line of Battle, and stood ready to receive

them within his Fortifications: At some Distance from him, the whole
Train made a Halt, and kept a profound Silence, at which Time the Sceptre-
bearer made a Speech of half an Hour long

• This being ended, the same
Officer, of a Speech-maker, became a Dancing-master, and, at the same
time, struck up a Song, in both which he was followed by the King, Lords,
and Common people, who came singing and dancing up to the Admiral's
Fences. Being all set down there, (after some preliminary compliments)
the King made a solemn offer of his whole Kingdom, and its Dependences,
to the Admiral, desiring him to take the Sovereignty upon him ;

and pro-

fessing, that he himself would be his very loyal subject : And, that this

might not seem to be mere compliment and Pretence, he did, by the con-
sent of his Nobles there present, take off the illustrious Crown of Feath -rs

from his own head, and fix it upon the Admiral's ;
and at the same time,

investing him with the other Ensigns of Royalty, did, as much as in him
lay, make him King of the Country. The Admiral accepted of this new-
offered Dignity, as her Majesty's Representative, in her Name, and for

her Use ; it being probable, that from this Donation, whether made in jest
or In earnest, by these Indians, some real Advantages might hereafter re-

dound to the English Nation and Interest here in those parts. The common
People dispersed themselves up and down everywhere among the Admiral's
Tent's, expressing an Admiration and Value for the English to the Degree
of Madness and Profaneness, coming before them with sacrifices, which

they pretended to offer with a profound Devotion to them, till they, by
Force, kept back, expressing their utmost Abhorrence of them ; and direct-

ing them to the Supreme Maker and Preserver of all Things, whom alone

they ought to honour with religious Worship The Admiral and his People
travelled to some Distance up in the Country, which they found to be ex-

ceedingly full of Deer, which were large and fat, and very often 1000 in

a Herd. There was also such a vast Plenty of Rabbets, that the whole

Country seemed to be one intire great Warren ; they were of the Bi>;

of a Barbary Coney, their Heads like those In our Parts, their Feet like a

Mole's, and their Tail resembling that of a Rat; under the Chin of each
Side is fastened a Bag, into which the Creature injects what Food it

Abroad, and preserves it for a Time of Necessity. The Flesh of the

a valuable Dish among the Natives, and their Skins afford Robes for the

King, and all the great Men. The Earth of the Country seemed t

rich Veins of Gold and Silver, there being hard v any digging
out throwing up some of the Ores of them, fit e Admiral
Albion, partly in Honour to his own Coun ry, partly from th

id Hanks, which it yields to them that vii-w it from the

A his Departure hence, he set up a Monument with a large Plate, upon
agrsven her Majesty's Name. Picture, Arms, Title to the

C tmtry, the Time of their Arrival there, and the Admiral 1

In this Country the Spaniards hn.6 d ting, dot did they ever
discover the Land by many i uthw.ml of this Place.

[KND OK PKAKB.l
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cSequoya League^*» "^ ^^- (INCORPORATED)
TO MAKE. BETTER. INDIANS

Se-quo-ya,
" the American Cadmus,'''' was the

only I?idian that ever invented a written lan-

guage. The League takes its title front this great
Cherokee, for whom, also, science has named {"Sequo-
ias ") the hugest trees in the world, the giant Redwoods
of California.
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Dr. David Starr Jordan, President Stanford University, Cal.

Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief Biological Survey, Washington.
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Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, University of California.
*Hon. J. Sterling Morton, Nebraska.

Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard, California.

*Maj. J. W. Powell, Director Bureau of Ethnology, Washington.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago.
Miss Estelle Reel, Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington.
W. J. McGee, Ethnologist in Charge, Bureau of Ethnology.
P. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College.
Stewart Culin, University of Pennsylvania.
Geo. A. Dorsey, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.
Dr.T. Mitchell Prudden, College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York .

Dr. Geo. J. Engelmann, Boston.
Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington.
F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, Washington.
Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago.
Mrs. F. N. Doubleday, New York.
Dr. Washington Matthews, Washington.
Hon. A. K. Smiley (Mohonk), Redlands, Cal.

George Kennan, Washington.
(Others to be added.)

Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Prest. Eos Angeles National Bank.

UFE MEMBERS.
Amelia B. Hollenback, Josephine W. Drexel.

'NOTHER detail which for adequate adjudication must
await its term in the historical review of the Warner's

Ranch eviction it is hoped to print some day in these

pages, has been added to the record.

When California courts, in complacent but mortal ignorance
of the laws upon which all basic land titles in California are

founded, gave a verdict ousting the Mission Indians of Warner's

Ranch from their immemorial home, it was desired to carry the

case up to the Supreme Court of the United States. To appeal
to that high tribunal, properly requires a bond. The Indians,

of course, were hardty in shape to give such a bond. So the Indian
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Rights Association, a national philanthropic organization to

protect Indians, furnished the bond, which was for $5,500. The
case went up to the U. S. Supreme Court, and found there as un-

mitigated ignorance of the Spanish laws upon which — as the

Court managed to realize— the whole case hinges. The decree

evicting the 300 men, women and children from the home their

ancestors occupied long before an "American " ever heard of

California, was confirmed. Readers of this magazine are fairly

familiar with the sequel
— the sharp public awakening to a dis-

graceful and unwelcome situation ; the interest taken by Presi-

dent Roosevelt and the Department ;
the labors of the Presi-

dent's Commission to select a new home for the unfortunates,

and that Commission's success in securing a place far better than

Warner's Ranch in every conceivable attribute except the prefer-

ence of the Indians to stay where their fathers are buried.

The latest step of the successful claimants to Warner's Ranch
— all very wealthy

— was to sue the Indian Rights Association

for the full amount of this bond. The case was tried in San

Diego, in the latter half of November ;
and the plaintiffs se-

cured a verdict for half the amount. That is, $2,738 is taken

by law from off the backs and from out the bellies of cold and

hungry Indians elsewhere, and given to the millionaire plaintiffs.

One who honors History as she is nowadays attempted to be

written— soberly, scientifically, and in her due proportion
—

cannot presume, so near in time to the fact, to chronicle this

event save thus in bare outline. These things may not be

judicially appraised until they shall have digested and cooled.

Perhaps after a time they may come to look a trifle less con-

temptible.

Meantime, nothing delays the actual transfer of the Warner's

Ranch Indians to their new home, except the inevitable red tape

of passing on the abstracts of title to the properties involved.

As these abstracts have been in the hands of the Government
ever since early in November — and particularly because the

Department is alive, and the President who "stirred up" the

routine clerks in August is quite competent to Stir Them Up
again

— it is reasonable to presume that final action is even now
imminent.

It is but fair to add that the wealthy gentlemen who have

won Warner's Ranch are "holding their horses," and that they

have not pushed the demand for immediate eviction of the

Mataguay village. According to their lights, they mean to act

honorably
— even

"
mercifull v.'*

*

A charter has been granted Frank Kyselka, J. M. Johnson,
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J. S. Lindley, J. E. Tyler, Miss M. Chase and Mrs. E. R. Hillis

to found "Hoopa Council of the Sequoya League
" at the gov-

ernment school and agency at Hoopa, Cal.

*
* *

Receipt of $246 for the work of the League has been acknowl-

edged. Henry C. Newbold, Haywards, Cal., adds $5.

*
* *

The Gems of Purest Ray Serene that the dark, unfathomed
caves of Government reports bear are not

"
full many "— but

neither are they none. It is rather a pity that matters on

which the nation expends so many millions of our money are so

absolutely unknown to 99 American citizens out of every 100 ;

for there are lots of things here that would interest us if we
ever heard of them. Some would catch us a-coming, and some

a-going
— even as the two ladies who made it interesting for

Heine, "the one by her affection, the other by her spite.''

Amid the average sawdust pages of perfunctory persons that

comply with their salary, one finds now and again something

really worth while as a Terrible Example ;
and again, some

fine protest of a man who was not born to be a red-tape dunce.

For there are chances for scholarship and manhood, even in

Government work.

Well-nigh twenty years ago— at just about the time, in fact,

that Helen Hunt Jackson was making her more formal but

hardly less startling returns — the dull ( and generally ignor-
ant ) pages of the Indian Office reports were enlivened by a

letter which to this day remains one of the few classics of the Ser-

vice. We have had, in all our history of Indian Affairs, very
few Indian agents who would know a scruple if they met it on

the street
;
and still fewer who knew anything about their

"job" except the size of its salary. But at that time, by some

providential accident, there was a young man in charge of the

Navajo agency in Arizona who had both brains and heart. Al§o,

"nerve." To those who have come to know and love him
since— and they are all across the continent— it will be no

wonder to learn that he was already a Man
;
but his little re-

port resigning the Navajo agency is so vividly illustrative of

Indian Office methods then and now — so true, so pointed, so

alive with the indignation everj^ honest man has felt that ever

came really to understand the facts, that it is worthy to be res-

cued from the obscurity of the black cloth volume in which the

Government printed it unabridged, and to be spread on the com-
moner minutes. It is not only a manful, unstudied protest ;

it

is unto this <ia.y a picture of habitual conditions. Many an
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Indian agent could write truthfully very much the same sort of

a report now, if he knew enough and enough dared. For the

Service is still made up mostly of Heads that Don't Know and

Hands that Don't Care. And here was a man that both cared

and knew— while his courage is a proverb throughout the

Southwest.
Navajo Agkncv, Fort Defiance, Ariz.,

August 14, 1883.

Sir : In compliance with instructions received from your office dated

July 13, 1883, I have the honor to submit the annual report of this agency
for the fiscal year ending

- June 30, 1883.

Premising that I did not take charge until the first of January last, that
I have been without adequate assistance to perform the work of the

agency, that I was much of the time without funds, that the labor de-
manded of an agent here under present conditions is such as to prevent his

performing any of his duties in a satisfactory manner, I will say that this

report must needs be incomplete. It would require the descriptive powers
of a Scott or a Dickens to portray the wretched condition of affairs at his

agency in language such as to present a faithful picture • f it to the mind
of one who never saw it.

This reservation is situated on the elevated table land known as the Col-
orado plateau, and lies partly hi New Mexico and partly in Arizona. It is

about 105 miles square, and embraces something over 10,000 square miles
of the most worthless land that ever laid out doors. It is wholly a sand-
stone mesa country, with occasional patches of valley land susceptible of
cultivation by 1 he rude Indian methods. It is almost waterless, in fact a

barren rocky desert. What water does exist is alkaline, and nearly all of

it is such as any well regulated animal east of the Rockies would refuse to

drink ; still it is the only kind available for these people and the white
workers amongst them. Many a civilized stomach "

goes back " on its

owner on its first introduction to the "
sheep water " of the Navajo

country. The face of the country is almost entirely rock. Rock every-
where. No soil, as such, simply the sand and debris accumulated in the

lower spots by ages of erosion ai.d the action of water since the "early
days" when the world was new. An Illinois or Iowa or Kansas farmer
would laugh to scorn the assertion that you could raise anything in the

sandy beds which form the planting grounds of this people.
Seventeen thousand Indians manage to extract their living (in addition

to the mutton which forms the staple article of food) trom these spots, and
that, too, without any Government aid. If they were not the best Iudians
on the continent they would not do it. The United States has never ful-

filled its promises made to them by treaty. It is safe to assume that it

never will. As I have resigned and am about to leave here, and will probably
be relieved before this report is read, I may be pardoned for resuming
my rights and privileges as a citizen and speaking plainly of the Kro8S

wrongs perpetrated by the Government OB the Navajos and on the N;.

Agency. Whether that treatment is due to ignorance, malice, or neg
it is time something was clone to remedy exisiing evils, and I should

lacking in the performance of a plain duty if I failed to point out a fe-

them.
The character of the country, as already briefly described, make?, it in-

cumbent on these Indians to depend aim >st entirely on their flocks for a

livelihood. They are purely a pastoral people, ami necessarily so. Their

sheep and goats furnish their staple food, and from the sale of wool they
procure the other necessaries, flour, su^ar, and coffee. Th
almost their entire range of food suppli
Heretofore little in the way of aid has been furnished by the Gov

ment for the sick, Indigent, ami helpless Indians, the

pelled to see them suffer under his eyes and toe.

quests, or else supply the much-needed articles ;>t hi

as I did, fresh from business life, and knowing the failure

Government to fulfill its obligations to them, I fo

supply their needs. I spent some $800 in that way. I thou dddo
for the United States what I C mid tot anv h «eat business man, firm, or

corporation In the country— that is, make up for its omissions ; and that.
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upon proper representations, the money would be repaid. I found, how-

ever, that the United States does not pay anything it can avoid. I was

compelled to stop that, of course, in self-preservation. How any man could

turn a deaf ear to the sufferings I witnessed here last winter— to the cries

of hungry women and children whose only support had perished, owing to

the severity of the winter, and who were thus deprived of all means of live-

lihood — puzzles me. But that impersonal myth, the Government, neither

sees nor hears these things ;
and if any of its officers has humanity enough

in him to heed them, he pays the expenses. I do not state this for my own
benefit. I shall not be here when any action is had on these maUers, if it

ever is. What I have done is done. The money it cost me is dead loss.

An institution which does not fulfill its written obligations cannot be ex-

pected to sustain its officers in an action dictated by any such weak senti-

ment as humanity. But, for the sake of the unfortunate individual who
has to wrestle with this work hereafter, I desire to call your attention to

the need of strengthening his hands and of sustaining him in doing the

right.
When I came here there was not an ounce of hay or grain at this agency ;

there was not an ounce of provisions of any kind for issue ;
the thermome-

ter ranged as low as 20° below zero ( and we are over 7,000 feet above the

sea ) ;
there was not a horse that could walk two miles without falling

down from sheer fatigue caused by hunger and age, and I was compelled
to buy food for them at my own expense rather than see them die of star-

vation. This at an agency for 17,000 people. There was not a house that

would keep out the snow or the rain. The roofs leaked, the water ran in

on the floors ( the floors are below the level of the ground ). In a word, the

agent and employes who were to lift up these people to a higher plane, to

carry out the civilizing policy of the Government, were expected to live in

a lot of abandoned adobe huts, condemned by special, regular, and annual

reports as unfit to live in fifteen years ago, condemned by every one who
has ever seen them since, and repeatedly damned by all who have been com-

pelled to occupy them. They are full of vermin and utterly unfit for

human habitation. I have had to tie my children in chairs to keep them
out of the water, on the floors, in mid-winter. I have seen my wife, a deli-

cate lady, and who was at that time nursing a baby, walking around with
wet feet on the floors of the agent's palatial quarters in a freezing atmos-

phere, and there wasn't a dry room or a warm room in the house. I have

seen, as soon as the weather began to moderate, the snakes come out of the

walls of those same palatial quarters. You wonder we kick. Of course we
do. I sent my family away and sent in my resignation (the first time) in

June because I felt that the conditions never would be bettered. It is not

to be supposed that the Government would pay any more attention to the

matter now than it has heretofore. Through all tne weary years since

thi >> agency was located here those who did this work before me have begged,
pleaded, implored for a place to live in, but all to no purpose. Why don't

the Government give an agent here as good a shelter as it gives a mule at

Fort Wingate ?

I was told repeatedly by influential and well-meaning friends, verbally
and by letter, to

" hold on,"
" be patient,"

" we can't do it all in a month,"
"
just wait till Congress meets," &c. You have heard it all repeatedly.

The meeting of Congress would have been very consoling, no doubt, had I

buried one of my loved ones as the result of this experiment. My family
is not enduring this now, thank God ; but the conditions are not bettered a

bit (only that the weather is warmer), and the family of the agency physi-
cian is putting up with it in the hope that something will be done. I

predict they won't stand it all next winter. " Wait till Congress meets."
Wait until an indifferent Congress gets good and ready, and if this one

doesn't, wait for the next. But don't forget to wait. The same old song
for the Indian, too.

Last winter I promised the Indians I would go amongst them and visit

the portions of their country which I had never seen. I have always felt

that it was an agent's duty to make himself personally familiar with the en-

tire country covered by his Indians ;
to know their wants, their habits,

their resources, the climatic conditions ; the amount and kinds of stock

owned by them ; the number of families, the number of children of school

age. In short, an agent ought to know his Indians. These Indians range
over not only the country embraced within the limits of the reservation as

defined on the maps, but far into the adjoining lands. They are found to the
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south of Zufii, as far east as the Rio Grande, on the north in Colorado and
Utah, and to the west as far as the Little Colorado, as well as on the banks
of the main Colorado. Many disputes have arisen between them and the

surrounding whites. Many are rankling to-day. The Navajos cover more
than 15,000 square miles of territory.
When I announced my intention of visiting the country they inhabit, and

of examining into all the matters of interest to them, it was joyfully received

by the Indians, as well as by the whites, who had been patiently waiting for

some authoritative determination of the questions so long uusettled.
Fifteen thousand square miles of mountain country is a good deal of

ground for any one man to cover, in the few breathing spells one gets
while doing the clerical work for 17,000 nomadic Indians, in quadruplicate.
I managed to make fourteen trips amongst the tribe during the six months
from January to June, in spite of the onerous conditions placed upon me
by Congress ; but in denying an agent for these Indians any clerical assist-

ance, that body prevents his performing any ui the higher duties of his
office almost as effectually as if it forbade his doing so.

I have had no police. Navajos cannot be had for any such sum as $5 a

month. The right to fix the pay of police should be vested in the Secretary
of the Interior, and not be arbitrarily named by men who have no concep-
tion of the duties required. I have had to go after red horse-thieves and
white; to remove unlawful traders from the reserve; to recover .stolen

stock ; to chase criminals
;
and to do it all myself — be agent, clerk, chief

of police and entire force, hostler, courier, everything ; to be able to C

with, single-handed, and to wisely treat all the questions arising between
17,000 Indians and their white neighbors ; and to personally watch over
and guard every item of Government property at the agency while doing
this; in a word, to be ( were it possible ) a hundred miles from here settling
a dispute, and to be quietly making up papers and guarding the dish cloths
and tin cups at the same moment.
The reservation lines have never been surveyed. Oh ! how often I have

written those words. And how much they mean to the man in charge here.
How in the world am I to be always right on questions of jurisdiction,

guarding this immense tract with its restless occupants ? Must an agent
coutinue to assume ( as I have had to ) that the reservation is right where
he happens to be ? There isn't a mark on the ground.
This work is a bricks-without-straw task all the way through. If a man

has the mental and physical qualities demanded, the patience to endure, he
can take those to a much better market — and he need not travel far. Any
man who fills the bill here is worth $3,000 a year

" and found." He is

entitled to a good, comfortable house to live in, furnished ;
at least as good

as an ordinary mechanic occupies
" in the States." I do not believe the

Government will get the right man for less. It could not keep me for a

quarter of a cent less. But I consider myself
"
discharged, cured." 1

plead for the future worker in this field.

The Government ought to do something for the development of water on
this reservation. There are places where the supply of water is barely
sufficient for the needs of a few, and where, I think, a small sum properly
expended would develop sufficient water to irrigate considerable land. In

other places water has cut a channel through the loose sandy soil, into
which it finally sinks, until the present beds of the little streams are 30, 40
feet below their former levels. These places are abandoned. Suitable
dams would cause them to become productive by enabling the Indians to

irrigate, and induce the natives to make permanent homes.
Since I came here I have freed some twenty persons from slavery. A

regular slave system has been in active operation amongst these Indians
from time immemorial. I determined to put an end to it. The slaves are
descendants of war captives and of persons sold into slavery from other
tribes. The original boudsmen were Utes, Comanches, Apaches, Moqui*..
Jemcz, and from other tribes. Some were Mexicans captured in infancy.
It is estimated that there are some three hundred slaves in the hands of
the tribe. My plan was to prevent any concert of action in opposition to

the freeing of the slaves, by taking each clan or gens and dealing with it

singly. By judiciously fostering the jealousies and rivalries I found exist-

ing between them, I have so far succeeded in doing my work without open
resistance, although some pretty violent talk was indulged in

; and I was
paid a visit one day by forty of the worst in the tribe, armed to the teeth,
and prepared for a fight. I carried my point, however, and freed the very
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slaves they swore they would not surrender. This work ought to continue.

Slavery should be eradicated.

Upon taking- charge of the agency, numerous complaints came to me in

reference to horse stealing by the Indians. I set myself to work to stop
it, and by active measures and doing my work in person I have been able
to do something toward that end. I have taken away from the Indians

forty-six head of stolen horses and over five hundred sheep. Of the horses,
fourteen were returned to their owners ; and of the sheep, all but thirty-
two. The balance of the horses and the thirty-two sheep were sold at

public auction, under instructions from your office, after being advertised
for three months under the laws of the Territory of Arizona, the proceeds,
after defraying expenses, being turned over to the county treasurer of

Apache county, Arizona, by the justice of the peace who made the sale.

The agency farm was abandoned this season for the dual reason that we
were without proper implements to work it and that I am of the belief that
Government farms on Indian reservations are not the best thing for the
Indians. The ground was turned over to the Indians, being divided into

plots for them
; and, under the intelligent supervision of the agency

farmer, Mr. W. R. Fales, the water from Bonita Creek was conducted to
the right spot and the whole farm systematically irrigated. The result
is as fine a field of corn ( Indian ) as one would wish to see, and a due pro-
portion of melons and pumpkins.
The agency school was conducted during the past season under contract

with Dr. H. Kendall, secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Home Mis-
sions, and was in operation at the time I took charge, with an attendance
of about 80 pupils. It was managed as an industrial boarding school,
though no system of teaching industrial occupations was in operation or
could be under the conditions existing. This was owing to the usual fail-

ure of the United States to perform its agreements in connection with the
Indian work. The Government, by its failure, compelled the opening of
the school in an unfinished building, without suitable appliances ; without
even a woodshed or a water closet ;

with a roof on its kitchen and dining
room that was about as good as a sieve as a protection ( it certainly was no
better) ; sans everything almost that was needed for success in a school of
this kind. Make bricks without straw, ye workers in this field.

" Wait
for Congress," and keep on waiting. But as sure as you do you'll get
"left." The school is not a success thus far, and the United States
Government is to blame.
We have a saw-mill, which I am told cost $10,000 to place in position.

The only covering for this valuable and useful machinery is the sky. It

lies there exposed to the snow and the rain, to the sandstorm and the bliz-

zard, rusting, rotting, and with a fine forest of pine timber within rifle

shot. I have begged, implored, clamored for money to cover its nakedness.
It makes me angry every time I look at it. I have offered to start it up at

my own expense ( the money to be refunded to me ) and to net $500 a month
to this tribe without the cost of a dollar to the United States. This, too,
must " wait for Congress." It may be law, but it isn't business.

Congress ought to do something to enable such of these Indians as are

willing and of the right caliber to take up land without being compelled to

pay for it. It ought to devise means to protect them against being swin-
dled. I know a most deserving Indian who selected a ranch one hundred
miles from the reservation twelve years ago. He has lived there ever since

quietly, has raised seven children, has built a house and corral. Four
years ago he went to Santa Fe" to get a title to his land. He paid some
scoundrel $160 for a worthless paper, the man representing himself as the
United States land agent. I reported these facts and sent the paper the
Indian had received from this swindler to your office, but nothing was
done. That sort of work discourages others who are willing and who
have both the desire and the ability to become independent men.
The Navajos are, in my judgment, the most independent, self-reliant

Indians we have
;
and I believe that in native shrewdness and intellect

they are superior to any other tribe in the country. They are all armed —
and well armed.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D. M. RIORDAN,

United States Indian Agent.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
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fgf?tf|HE Club has now finished reroofing the large and import-

J[
ant building

1

, 120x30 feet in dimensions, which stands

south and west of the front cloisters of the Mission San

Juan Capistrano. The new roof is of shakes, a foot to the

weather
;
but the structure is made to carry tiles if they can

sometime be obtained. Thus far the Club has contrived to re-

place the Capistrano roofs with the original tiles— and has thus

reroofed all the large buildings. Now there are no more tiles
;
and

to purchase tiles for such a roof would cost a large sura— much
more than the Club can pay while so many Mission buildings

here and elsewhere are going to wrack for want of any sort of a

roof whatsoever. The first thing is to get a roof which will keep
out the weather ; and the Club feels glad that it has completed
this first duty to this building. This insures its safety ; when
someone will come forward with the several thousand dollars for

tiles, there will be something left to put tiles on.

At Pala, work has been much delayed by the sickness and de-

parture of the Club's contractor who had the work under his su-

pervision. It is, however, being prosecuted ; and all the chief

buildings are safe.

At the magnificent Mission of San Luis Rey, the Club wishes
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to put in several hundred dollars this spring- in rebuilding- the

beautiful Roman arches recently thrown down by a "twister."

Thus far, the Club has done nothing for this monarch of the

Missions, simply because the little Franciscan colony there is

doing much
;
and at other Missions there was no one to do any

thing, save the Club. Now, however, it seems proper and in

due succession to assist somewhat at San Luis in matters the

hard-working and overburdened Franciscans cannot touch.

Father O'Keefe is planning to rebuild the monastery ;
and with

the restoration of the fallen cloisters the noble old facade will

be very much as originally.

The Club has leases until 1912 (when they will unquestionably
be renewed) on the Missions of San Fernando, San Juan Capis-

trano, and Pala. It also has preference as purchaser, should any
of these properties ever be for sale.

To carry on this work needs money. All annual memberships
for 1903 are now due ; the more promptly they are paid, the bet-

ter the Club can prosecute its work. Membership is open to all,

and is but $1 per year. Life membership is $25.

The Daughters of the Republic of Texas, under direct lead of

De Zavala chapter, of San Antonio, have taken up landmarks
work in the Lone Star State and are protecting, as fast as money
can be raised, the venerable Texan Missions of San Jose, Con-

cepcion and San Juan. This worthy work was inspired by the

success of the Landmarks Club, and is due largely to the good
American spirit of Miss Adina de Zavala, of San Antonio. Mrs.
M. Looscan, of Houston, is another of the leading spirits in the

cause.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LANDMARKS WORK.

Previously acknowledged—$5863. 50.

Since received—Rent, monastery at San Fernando, $48.

$1 each—Miss Jessie Washburn, Adolph Petsch, Los Angeles,
Cal.

; Bradbury Cilley, Covina, Cal.; Remey T. Vesque, Terre

Haute, Ind.



That with no more than a little quaver of the breath a tired

old woman has overstepped our trivial hedged paths and gone
forth upon the inevitable Long Trail— this is the least of it

For she went even as we could have wished who loved her— full

of years and honors, ripened and enriched by such a life as no
woman will ever have the chance to live again ; swiftly, pain-

lessly, without an apprehension; her last conscious thought
aglow with the Christmas spirit. But with her went out an

Epoch. She was the last of the Old Guard of American Chivalry.
It never surrendered ; but it has died. We had our Stone Age
with the Puritans, our Iron Age with the Independence and its

confirming. Now we are in the Gilded Age, and have almost

forgotten every other. But between was the Age of Real Gold ;

the one National Romance, the only American Odyssey, the only
American Crusades— the time and the temper when we had
Jasons for our Golden Fleece, and Lion Hearts for the Holy
Sepulchre of human rights ;

when Americans Won the West and

wiped out that "Great American Desert" which two genera-
tions ago covered half the map of the United States; aye, and
the worse American Desert that made half that map black;
when Americans looked up toWhittier and Garrison and Wendell

Phillips rather than to Pierpont Morgan ;
when Jefferson and

his heirs dreamed out a nation no longer provincial, and Benton
and Fremont made the dream come true

;
when the Senate of the

United States meant Daniel Webster and Henry Clay, rather

than Matt. Quay and Mark Hanna. In a word, when Every-

thing was Different. It is all gone, now ;
and with her, almost

tihe last visible reminder of it. But— thanks to Something
longer-lived than our tuppenny memories—we can never again
be quite as if That Day had never been.

There is no possible question that Jessie Benton Fremont* was
the greatest woman in the history of the West— that is, in much
more than half the area of the United States. There is not even

a comparison. She was more personally and more intimately
connected with the acquisition of California than any other

woman or consensus of women ;
more than most statesmen

; and

California was pretty much the West— for you will remember
• Dir4 ia Los \nireles, December .*7, IfO,
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that, even so late as our Civil War, it was more than 2,000 miles

from California to the next American State except Texas. No
other woman in the history of America has had the like influ-

ence upon the destiny of any portion of the Union. No other

American woman has been, while living
1

,
such a national figure

—
for of course the Martha Washington cult is wholly posthumous.

Only one other woman has had the familiar compliment of being
called by the whole nation affectionately by her maiden name

;

and that one with far less keenness of interest. It is, indeed,

hardly doubtful that Mrs. Fremont is the most romantic female

figure in all our national history. And there is no doubt what-

ever that she deserved the homage she had.

She was daughter of the very first—and to this day foremost—
American Senator who really comprehended what the West
means to the provincial huddle of Eastern States. She had of

him not only what goes with a father's blood, but his loving con-

fidence, his respect and his personal training. At 16 she married

the man next him in Making the West— the man that got us

California ;
the man who became the first presidential candidate

of the Republican party ; the defeated candidate, who explored

more of the United States than have all its presidents put

together (not forgetting the splendid wilderness journeys of

Washington); the candidate who added a thousand-fold more
valuable territory to the nation than all its presidents put

together^ have done
;
the general who issued an Emancipation

Proclamation a year before even Lincoln ventured. And she

went with him through it all. She was not wife only, but

counsellor, and largely enabler. Her beauty, her wit, her acute

mind, her lovely womanliness, charmed the courts of Europe as

well as the people of the then sturdy Republic. And in Cali-

fornia she was still the guiding star of that chivalric life of

which men that can understand it are proud
—

though it has

indigested a Harvard professor who could no more translate the

knightly Western mind than he could understand Fremont's legs

and their gravitation to the Out-Doors. It is hardly reasonable

to expect an Eastern easy-chair to comprehend the motives or

the acts of a man so desperate and so uncomfortable-minded that

he would spend years in exploring the uncharted wilderness !

And now it is all Gone By. There are no more Pathfinders,
no more Crusades. Over the passes where the keen-eyed, wiry

young lieutenant and his Canadian trappers and his border

scouts struggled and starved and froze to blaze the path for

Civilization, Civilization has come. Where these buckskin men
floundered through the drifts and stood night-guard against the

savages, a million Americans sit back today on their Pullman

plush and draw the curtain for fear they may See Something.
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Not one in a thousand of them ever remembers that his chance

to growl because the palatial Limited is Too Slow for him was
won by Men in the stress that Makes Men. Not one in a thou-

sand of them but would rather read how one of our modern idols

has just Made a Million than how a few ragged souls hewed out

the way by which—and by which solely
—every-other million in

the United States has been made.

But while those days are gone, they are not lost. Nature is

not such a fool as she looks — to some— and one of the clever-

est things she ever did was to provide that we shall always be

Born Young. If man came upon the stage so smart as he is at

50, the human world would have gone Dodo long ago. But

luckily there will always be youth ; and so long as there

is Youth, so long there shall be Romance. Our salvation is the

Little Fools who Won't Listen to Us that Know it All —
though we donH any longer Know Enough to be Young. It is

indeed nowadays a somewhat sophisticated youth, thanks to

us
;
but it is Touth. It may be so precociously like its elders

that it no longer believes in Santa Claus, but it is still — and

always it shall be— youth enough to Run and Jump and "Waste
its Energy ; "/ to Love when it is impol itic ;1 and to thrill to

Heroism as we thrill to Dollars. And before it gets so Sadly
Wise as we are, there will be another crop of Little Fools to

carry on the sanities of Nature. And so long as Man comes to

his world bald and bare, and of the pain that makes a mother

love him, the life of a hero shall not have been wholly spilled

upon the sand. For of his blood the Young shall still get some-

thing you and I can never altogether smother, with all our pru-

dences. That something is the one thing that makes the world

continue— as a place infested with humans, that is.

The old queen is dead. I call her so not because queens are

as she was, but because in our superstition of words we expect

them to be. Her waiting is done. She has followed her Cap-
tain over the Great Divide. If there be anything in the most

beautiful faith known to a race that certainly needs faith, she

is with the Pathfinder ; no longer wrinkled, tremulous, deaf

and tied to her chair, but the Jessie Benton of the days when
Love and History wrought together. God rest her !

But while she is where neither bodily infirmity, nor in just

nor the incomparable littlenesses of man shall ever touch her

more, there is scant comfort to Americans in remembering how
we let her die. It is the almost incredible shame of

our country. Forty years ago the government seized

Mrs. Fremont's home in San Francisco, for fortifications'

It never has needed, it never will need, the batteries on

Black Point; but it has them. Mrs. Fremont had paid
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$40,000 for the property, and a large sum for improvements.

For forty years her friends have tried to get the government to

repay her— not with interest, not a "war-claim" price, but a

sum less than the property cost half a century ago ;
not a tithe

of what it is worth today. Do you imagine the government has

ever made restitution of a dollar ? Not a copper cent. We
cockadoodle about our greatness and our enlightenment and our

wealth and our World-Power. Every time a katydid reporter

tells us how the nations have their ear to the ground to listen

to Us, we swell out our chests a little, vaguely conscious that

the world's tribute is partly personal and altogether due. What
else but Superiority can you expect of a country where We
live ? And there is pretty much no one to remind us that our
"
Progress

"
is the Gravitation of Circumstance, and that even

as it has come, so in its time it shall go, and no thanks in either

case to us important flies on the coach-wheel ;
but that you

and I and all of us are to blame for a hundred chronic shames

no civilized country on earth ever tolerated before.

There are bigger shames
;
but none meaner, more picayune,

more contemptible than this. Our red-tape record as to many
just claims is not to be proud of ;

but the peculiar circumstances

of this case make it incomparably disgraceful. The woman
whose father, husband and herself literally gave California to

the nation— but for Benton and the Fremonts we should not

have it under our flag at all— this incalculably rich and self-

satisfied nation has seen this woman grow old, and die, in pov-
erty for the money it owed her. It is a privilege of govern-
ments to take one's property as a stage-robber does

;
but if there

be on earth such a thing as honor, it is the privilege of govern-
ment not to stay stage-robber forever. We all know what we
would think if one rich man had robbed this woman. The act

loses none of its moral quality when a nation commits it.

Impoverished by this confiscation, Mrs. Fremont passed her
last years in stringent circumstances. Nothing could embitter
that indomitable soul

;
but her old age was haunted with sorrow

and anxiety for her children. For herself, unspoiled by the

dazzling life of earlier days, she had little thought ;
but to

leave her daughter destitute— !

Her "boys
" are in the service of their country

— as some of
her blood have been continuously for four generations, from her
father under Jackson to her grandson under Roosevelt— and on
at least the petty pay the nation gives its defenders. But her
noble daughter, now within a few months of 60, and in broken

health, after a lifetime of devotion— she has $500 in the world,
and the house given her mother by women of Los Angeles.
She will not starve to death. She can rent the home which has
such associations, sell some of the relics of her father and
mother, and enter the Hollenbeck Home for Old Women. Com-
mercially speaking, that is all she can do ;

and we speak and
think commercially, as a rule. But the Lion reckons she will

not do any one of these three things. He believes there is
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enough manhood in the United States to see that she shall not

do them. There is probably no other country in the world that

would in the first place have let such a woman as her mother die

its creditor ;
but no other country is quite so busy ;

and when
we are slapped in the face with the reminder that we have been
Too Busy to be Decent, we do blush and atone as well as we
may. There is only one way honorable to our country for the

resolving of this case ; and that, of course, is that Congress
shall repay the debt the nation has owed for forty years. Con-

gress will never do it, unless now in the sentiment awakened by
the death of the woman so long wronged. Congress is not a

rabble of unhanged scoundrels ;
but neither is it precisely a

School of Moral Philosophy. It is a collection of mortal men, a

good deal bedevilled. It does what it has to do, and not much
more. What it has to do, depends on us. Any American who
feels ashamed that his country has for forty years robbed the

woman that more than any other it ought to have paid, can ac-

quit himself of his share of the shame by "getting after" the

public men he knows or knows of, and prodding them to the dis-

charge of our common duty. There is no sharp stick needed
for Senator Bard; he is— and long has been — awake. But

anywhere else in Washington it will do no harm to put in a

nudge.
And if there be so little American manhood left in our official-

dom— as the Lion will never believe unless by proof
—

certainly
there are single Americans with not only the manhood but the

means— and the delicacy
— to see that the daughter of the

Pathfinder and of Jessie Benton never goes to any Home but her

own. There is no such word as
"
charity

"
to a Fremont.

There is not a man in California but owes the heirs of the Fre-

monts more than he ever dared run up against his grocer.

Literally owes. And for that matter, there is not one single
rich man in the United States who does not morally owe the

Fremonts a larger commission than he ever paid any agent.
A series of articles in this magazine for the last six months

has tried to hint what California has meant to the nation ;

that California was given to. us by Fremont needs no argument.
And aside from what we owe the heroes of this romantic ac-

quisition, there are still people who realize that, as Americans,

they owe something to themselves.

mere All of us know that Savages are Superstitious, and
matter of th t w th pe0pie# The Lion has employed and

enjoyed a reasonable share of his years in tracing these

superstitions among the very races that button up with them.

No branch of research is more cheering than that which teaches

us what a slave of tradition the racial Other Fellow is. The
only drawback to it is that the student ought really not to

come home. For there he will have to groan
— or laugh, ac-

cording as is his constitution — M
Lord, how like we all are 1

"

The Lion has known Christmas and Christmas trees in many
lands— from Nova Scotia to California, from Canada to Chile
— and he doesn't know a gentler tree in all the forestation of

this diverse little world. The inconceivable Sequoias of Cali-
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fornia— on one of whose fallen trunks a whole troop of cavalry
has deployed

— the slimmer but still loftier eucalypts of Au-
stralia

;
the lower but bulkier ahuehuetes of southern Mexico

;

the interlocked giants of the Amazons whose visible roots
alone would make more tree than any Easterner ever saw at

home — maybe none of them are quite so much trees as the one
which once a year bears the fruit of love and good-will. And
as the Lion was born and

"
raised " where no other tree than a

conifer ever dared to be green at Christmas, he certainly is not

prejudiced.
Nor is he smarter than the million other Easterners who are

voluntarily removed to God's Country because they knew enough
to Escape. But when he sees— and that is every Christmas—
thousands of his peers and betters mechanically sending home
trees they wouldn't, if they stopped to Look Up, wear out on their

Neighbor's Dog— poor, skinny, knee-high poverties that are
not Trees but fetishes of the old tradition of winter— why, he
feels to wish his accident might have been communal. For
once he couldn't find the dinky little fir he was after. And
since then, he has had Christmas trees as are trees.

T?he little conifers, of which thousands are sold in the Cali-
fornia markets every Christmas, at ridiculous prices

— $5 for a
fair-sized one— are ravished off our watershed, from which we
cannot afford the loss of a single one. Even if we have learned

nothing of taste by removal, we must recognize the material
fact that we haven't forests to burn. "J~ *^ - -

On the other hand, California is almost everywhere populous
with a tree so much handsomer, more graceful, more satisfac-

tory, more like Christmas, than all the bristling conifers of our
tradition that they look beside it as a Hired Man at a Presiden-
tial Ball. And instead of being an outrage on our children's
future to cut it, it needs, and is grateful for, a lopping back. As
a matter of fact, the Lion used this Christmas the same tree he
used the year before. In 1901 it was a young tree— maybe
three years old. Cutting it off four feet from the ground gave
a tree that brushed the ceiling-beams of a 14-foot room, and the
walls 16 feet apart. This year, from that stump, there was a

magnificent round, symmetrical mass of feathery frondage,
eight feet high and twelve feet across

;
so green, so soft, so

graceful that the most inveterate Yankee— and many such saw
it— had to say :

"
Well ! That is a Christmas tree ! It makes

the other sort look like a fool !

"

Doubtless the time will come when cultured people will cease
to build their houses in California precisely as they built in

Norway or in Vermont, and to live in general as if they had
Never Budged. For their use of their minds the Lion has no
special concern. But he does care about our forest trees, which
are vital where they grow ;

and which, when cut, do not make
one fortieth as handsome a Christmas tree as the plumy exotic
from Peru which dots all California. And if anyone will once
dress a California pepper tree for Christmas, that one will never
need any exhortation to "keep it up." It is all in line with the

larger lessons he has learned.
Chas. F. Ltjmmis.
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No better justification for a

chronic grudge against Eastern
weather need be alleged than that it

killed John Fiske at the prime of his manhood,
in the fulless of his powers. This is an old story

now, to be sure, but it gains new significance as one considers the

scattered sheaves of his interrupted harvesting which have been gathered

by his widow and published in two weighty volumes under the title,

Essays Historical and Literary. For twelve of these nineteen scholarly

papers embody a part of the material from which the author would have

constructed a History of the American People had a decent climate let him
live. That this shall never now be written as he would have written it, is

a very definite loss to both History and Literature. Without achieving—
or attempting— distinction as an original investigator, Dr. Fiske had a

most uncommon faculty to sift, to digest, to absorb and to convey. As

nearly without prejudice as it is good for a man to be, seeking invariably
not for evidence to bolster up an argument but for the truth wherever it

might lead, careful to discriminate sharply between his knowledge and

his opinions, the standing he has won among those who have a right to

judge was fairly summed up by another of the soundest and most critical

historical students of this generation
— "If Fiske said that.it is pretty

certainly true."

Besides these specific historical studies and other essays in literature,

reminiscence and evolution (well described on the back of Vol. II as In

Favorite Fields) there is a sound and peculiarly interesting general dis-

course on Old and New Ways of Treating History. Not from this, how-

ever, but from his Andrew Jackson must come the single quotation which

can be allowed room here :

For a long time there was a feeling about the Western country and its inhabitants not un-
like that to which Gouverneur Morris grave expression. There was an ignorant supercil-
iousness such as some Englishmen are still found to entertain toward the United States as
a whole. This feeling has been apt to colour the books on American history written by
Eastern men. With the best of intentions, and without the least suspicion of the narrow-
ness of their views, such writers, while freely admitting the vastness and strength of the
Western country, and the picturesqueness of its annals, hare utterly failed to comprehend
the Importance of its share in the political development of the American nation.

True enough — and the more's the pity that this Harvard professor could

not have lived to set the West in its proper perspective in the national his-

tory he had planned. Such slips as Dr. Fiske has made— like calling

Bushy Run " the fiercest battle ever fought between white men and In-

dians " or speaking of "an intellectual curiosity very rare . . . and. . . an

amount of forethought truly wonderful in an Indian" — are in matters

outside the line of his main study, and he would have been the first to cor-

rect them as he had occasion to investigate the facts. For the most serious

blemish of these volumes he is not at all responsible
— a carelessness in

proof-reading all the more amazing since this publishing house does not

usually sin in this BUUUMT. It is not of serious consequence that the

Elijah Pogram who helped to form Martin Chuzzlewit's opinion of the

United States should masquerade as Pagram ; and
" 1773 " as the date of

an argument between Gladstone and Herbert Sin-ncer will not mislead the
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present generation at least. It is annoying (to put it mildly) to find

two familiar quotations from other languages so mispunctuated as to be

literally untranslatable as they stand— on page 17, Vol. II, is, Si non e vero

e ben, trovato, and in the note on page 43 of the same volume is
" Disce ut

semper victurus vive, ut eras moriturus." But these are slight and pardon-
able compared with precisely reversing an author's statement, as on page
405, Vol I. There Dr. Fiske is made to say that "there is no sense" in

which Theodore Parker's "pathetic but terrible" indictment of Daniel

Webster dead finds response in present-day hearts. The context makes it

perfectly clear that " there is a sense " was intended. The Macmillan Co.,

New York. $4 net.

If "
Mary Adams " — the name offered as that of the author of " Thb voice

Confessions of a Wife— and Elizabeth Stuart Phelps are not OF

identical, they are most remarkably twin of heart and brain. In *

style, in flavor, in point of view, in method of construction, the work of

the " unknown and pseudonymous author " is not to be distinguished from
Mrs. Ward's. This may seem — but is not— a question of small signi-

ficance. There is light here, brilliant and steady— it is of consequence
whether it shines from a new star or from one whose spectral analysis is

familiar. In this case the problem seems easy of solution, and without an
elaborate discussion. Here are parallel quotations from descriptions of a

physician's hand-to-hand grip with death in Avery — the latest book ac-

credited to Mrs. Ward— and in the Confessions:
The physician had ceased to speak to any Beyond a few curt professional orders he

person. His square jaws came together did not speak. His jaws shut like steel
like steel machinery that had been locked. locks. His gentle eyes grew terrible, and
In his eyes immeasurable pity gathered. • • challenged death. . . The doctor called
Avery thought of that other Healer who my husband's spirit back,
summoned his dearest friend from the re- .....
treat of death "in a loud voice." His face was set and stern; it was as

strong as bronze. His peremptory orders
His countenance grew dogged and grim. rang like those of some military man.

He took control of the despairing house-
hold as a great general takes command of a
terrible retreat.

Such similarities as these seem to me fairly conclusive evidence of iden-

tity of authorship.
The story has been so widely read and so much talked about as to require

no retelling in a review. It is easy enough to pick flaws in it. Most
women—who are as a sex, noted for their calm balance and perfect con-

trol over emotions— protest aloud that " Marna "
is hysterical, unreal, a

"
perfect fool " in fact. Men will agree that a wife who could write her

husband two letters and a note of a single evening—one to fasten on his pin-
cushion with a pearl butterfly, one to slip under his pillow, and the third

to reach him in unspecified manner— might eventually drive him to mor-

phine and Uruguay ; but will look with more serious incredulity on the

fine strength and superhuman self-abnegation of " Dr. Robert." And to

descend to trifles, one may wonder how a baby born August 17th could be

just two weeks old on the 30th ; or why it should have seemed good to the

illustrator to represent the same infant at sixteen months as a long-dressed

armling of about six. But graver indictments than any of these would

properly be quashed in any court of critics when urged in derogation of

this finished and brilliant manner, this bold and clean grasp of such

matter as commonly betrays a writer into sickly sentimentality, slurring

suggestiveness or frank and cynical indecency, and this power to create

real people—whom the reader may like or dislike, approve or disapprove,
but who are, at all events, alive and interesting. The Century Co., New
York ; Stoll & Thayer Co., Los Angeles. $1.50.
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Avery is a slighter story and strains normal probabilities much more
severely. But who cares for cold probabilities if the breathless rush of the

story carries him right off his feet ? As in the Confessions, the centre of the

stage is occupied by a lawyer and his wife who love each other deeply and

passionately, but whose lives narrowly escape total wreck. The Tertiutn

Quid in each tale is a physician—in this one Dr. Esmerald Thorne—the same
who had to be translated to Paradise in an earlier story by the same author
before he could realize how he had failed of tenderness to his own wife.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston
; Stoll & Thayer Co., Los Angeles. $1.

sermon A discourse inspired by a reading of The Quest of Happiness,
To A from the fluent pen of Newell Dwight Hillis, pastor of Plymouth

Church, Brooklyn, might well enough fall under three main heads
—the Elasticity of Ideas, Eloquence as a Pitfall, and Endemic Clerical

Recklessness. The treatment of either of these divisions after the fashion
of Dr. Hillis himself would require more than the 549 pages of his book—
and might be made at least as profitable and entertaining. But here there
is space for no more than a couple of choice illustrations which will ap-

pear in the third section of the sermon, if it is ever written. Dr. Hillis

says, on page 488 :

In the beginning the seed rots, and the decay of the germ is repulsive, but in the trans-
formation the germ works toward the far-off redwood tree of California.

Not only is this not true— it bears no resemblance to the truth, as the

most rudimentary knowledge of the facts concerning growth and germina-
tion would have made clear. A rotting seed, a germ in which "

repulsive

decay
" has even commenced, never did and never will produce so much

as a blade of grass.
At page 57, Dr. Hillis is arguing that hardship is valuable in making

character. He says :

The Hottentot wakes in the morninc, kicks a banana tree, staffs himself with fruit,
sleeps until the sun is in the zenith, shakes another branch of the bread fruit, repeats the
stuffing- process, sleeps again, and his life is one lonf stupor.

The Hottentot is a native of Cape Colony, at the southern extremity of

Africa. He is of a pastoral and hunting race. His food consists largely
of milk and the products of the chase. To kick the nearest indigenous
" banana tree "

(in India) his leg would have to be some 4,000 miles long,
and to shake a branch of the bread fruit (in the South Sea Islands ) would
stretch his arm something like 8,000 miles. More than that, no "

savage
"

tribe ever existed for a single generation or a single week in any such

condition of sloth and stupor as Dr. Hillis describes. To the contrary, if

he and his congregation or any other set of "civilized" persons whose
"man-muscles" have become obsolescent through [generations of disuse

were removed into the place of any "savage" tribe, stripped of their

crutches and nurses, and required to provide for themselves, there would
be neither Reverend Doctor nor congregation in a very few weeks. They
would have died the death of the Unfit and Incompetent.
These are but two samples picked almost at random from several score

of wildly reckless statements which I have marked. Indeed, Dr. Hillis does

not balk even at flatly and repeatedly contradicting himself. No fluency
of speech nor charm of style nor sincerity of purpose can make such a

book anything but worse than worthless ;
nor is any man fit to instruct in

morals or anything else who is satisfied to teach the truth so far as he

knows t, without taking reasonable pains to find out what the truth is.

Dr. Hillis is undoubtedly an estimable gentleman, a delightful friend, and

a charming pulpit orator. But he sadly needs a sieve, and discretion to

use it. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.
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Nonliving American is better entitled than Edward Everett Hale, history

by length of years, by close personal touch with the most inter- through

esting people and events of the nation through three generations,
A KEVHOLK -

by literary skill and by the affectionate regard he has inspired in the

hearts of thousands who never saw him, to offer confidently his reminis-

cences. His Memories of a Hundred Years is, in fact, more interesting
than even the best of his stories, good as they have been. It is by no
means autobiographical— indeed, Dr. Hale tells far less about himself

than most of his readers would like to hear. His own description of it as
" chatter about the history of his own generation and the generation before

his own as he saw it through his own keyhole
" can hardly be improved,

save that there is far too much wisdom and gentle humor to qualify it as

"chatter." There is little attempt to be consecutive and none at being
exhaustive. Dr. Hale just talks pleasantly along about the things that

interest him as he recalls them, secure that they will interest the reader as

well. From the thousand temptingly quotable passages, one may select

as a fine specimen of condensed, incisive and just criticism, this :

" The
modern theory of journalism is that newspapers have no business with

history." The illustrations have been chosen with discretion, and add

greatly to both interest and value of these two delightful volumes. The
Macmillan Co. $5 net.

Alice MacGowan has drawn largely from personal experience a Texas
in writing The Last Word— the story of a young and beautiful girt, in

woman who goes from the "
cow-country" of Texas to New York new york.

" to engage in literary and journalistic pursuits." It is a first-rate story,

too, on the whole, and quite out of the ordinary run. The genuine breezy
smack of the plains is in it, and there is an excellent picture of New York
as it appears to anunawed, bright-witted Western girl who knows and loves

a country where there is room and air. Slang and that variant of English
known as "newspaperese

" are very much in evidence, as might reasonably
be expected. Nor has Miss Mac Gowan learned the use of the pruning-
knife, or its virtue. She says whatever pleases her fancy about any sub-

ject under the sun, related to the story or not— and to say the truth, usually

says it interestingly. Apparently it depends wholly on what mark she sets

for herself, and how much pains she is willing to take, whether her future

work rises to permanent value or descends to mere smart flippancy. Mean-
while some friend should suggest that if she really must put an "h"
into "bronco," it ©ught' least to go where it will not radically alter

the sound of the word— as "
brohnco," or "

broncoh," or even " brhohn-

coh," if the appetite for " h's " is insistent. But " broncho " from one
who knows the critter at home is not easy to forgive. E. C. Page & Co.,
Boston

;
C. C. Parker, Eos Angeles. $1.50.

The James K. Hackett edition of The Crisis is bound in a red actor
cover (on which Mr. Hackett's name appears twice in gold letters) VERSUS

has a red line around each page and comes in a red box. By way
of foreword is a " sketch of Mr. James K. Hackett's career," from which
it appears that he could do "stage-falls, bits of dances and the ilike

" at

the tender age of four
; that he was valedictorian in his grammar school

class and president of his college class; and that in one season he "did

nearly every conceivable line of work |from Shakespeare to end man in a
minstrel performance." It is illuminated with 13 photographs— two of

James K. Hackett in propria persona, two of James K. Hackett as'Stephen
Brice, and nine of scenes from the play in which he holds the center of

the stage, or near it. There are also five others in which ilhe does not'ap-
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pear— which seems to be a mistake in judgment, as he is distinctly hand-
some and well set up. The story is just as good as it was in earlier edi-

tions. No portrait of Winston Churchill nor any little details concerning
his life appear in the book. He is only the man who wrote it. The Mac-
millan Co., New York.

how A book which gives concisely the results of twenty years' careful
IT ought and enthusiastic observation and study, which excludes everything
TO BK DONE

except precise knowledge obtained by personal seeing and handling,
and which is fully illustrated with pertinent photographs, is worth a place in

anybody's library, if only as an example of how such work ought to be— but
is far too seldom — done. This is an exact description of Caterpillars and
Their Moths, by Ida M. Eliot and Caroline Gray Soule. It contains not only
the observed life-history of a number of species, with life-size photo-
graphs, but all information necessary for rearing moths. The book is as

nearly indispensable for teachers or students in that line of work as any
one book can be. The Century Co., New York ; C. C. Parker, Los Angeles.
$2 net ; postage, 18 cents.

WHERE There is ample evidence in The Warden of the Marches of
strange Things Sydney Grier's familiarity with English garrison life on the

frontier of India, and proof as well of skill at compounding love
and bloodshed in just proportion to satisfy the appetite of the confirmed
novel-reader. Yet it may be suggested that another time this author

might conform to the rules of "sham battles" at least so far as to let

people once definitely and conclusively slain stay dead. To shoot one man
"
actually through the heart " and to mingle another with the explosion

of a powder-mine under a fort, only to produce them later very much in

the game still, albeit more or less disfigured, seems to be giving the miracles
too little elbow-room. And, in California, 24-hour-old babies do not allow
their eyes to be caught by flashing rays of light. But India is a long
way off, and, of course, things may be very different there. L. C. Page &
Co., Boston

; C. C. Parker, Eos Angeles. $1.25.

sensational " Good heavens, when have I ever heard such language !

"
is

WITH A the singularly just observation of the countess, on paire 136 of
VENGEANCE. „ ., % . .. ~ . „, 7

'

.On the Cross, a romance of the Passion Play at Oberammergau.
Here is a sample of the language when it is placid and restrained :

The labor, the increasing heat of the sun, and the excitement of the countess 1

presence
had quickened the usually calm flow of his blood till it fairly seethed in his veins, glowing
in roseate life through the ascetic pallor of his skin, while the swelling" veins stood forth ia
a thousand waving lines like springs welling from white stone.

When the author and translator get really in earnest, the pages fairly
sizzle and smoke. There is unimpeachable authority— the publisher's—
for stating that M this novel is rapidly rising to the top of the list of best

selling books," that the fourth edition is just off the press, and that it is to

be dramatized. Its proper classification in a library would be under the
head of Unintentionally Funny. Drexel Biddle, Philadelphia ; Cunning-
ham, Curtis & Welch, San Francisco. $1.50.

sketches Bayou Triste is a series of studies of life and character on a
in black Louisiana plantation, with just a tiny thread of a story to string

them on. The negro servants and their friendly intimacy with
the families to which they now "belong" by right of long and willing
service almost as much as of old by actual ownership, are handled with an

especially deft touch. The author, Josephine Hamilton Nicholls, is

daughter of the Chief Justice of the Louisiana Supreme Court, and much
of the book is evidently drawn closely from life. A. S. Barnes & Co., New
York. $1.50.
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Mary Stewart Cutting may very well have had in mind for a prov.

text,
" Whoso findeth a wife, findeth a good thing." Her Little xvin,

Stories of Married Life will perhaps seem tame to those who like 22
the high-spiced, edge-of-the-divorce-court-and-beyond brand of romance,
but they have a wholesome "

homey " taste that is genuinely good. Mc-
Clure, Phillips & Co., New York ; C. C. Parker, Los Angeles.

Thoroughbreds is a novel of the race-track and the training among
stable. The story is woven with considerable skill, but is most Thb
notable for its accurate studies of various types associated with RUNNERS,
the "bang-tails" — owners, touts, bookmakers, jockeys, trainers and the
rest. Mr. Fraser proves himself thoroughly familiar with this field.

McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

The story of Rose Ann, washerwoman — "not none o' yo' fancy lauu-

d'esses, but jes a plain grass-bleachin', sun-dryin', clair-starchin', muscle-

polishin' washerwoman "— of her husband, "the gentleman of the plush
rocker," and of their black and happy brood, as told by Ruth McEnery
Stuart in Napoleon fackson, is delightful reading. Back of the fun of it—
which is funny enough, in good sooth — lies a very sober lesson as to the

danger of hasty and ignorant judgment, and the wisdom of letting other

people arrange their family affairs to suit themselves. The Century Co.,
New York ;

Stoll & Thayer Co., Los Angeles. $1.

Frederic Lawrence Knowles had Mark Twain's permission to dedicate to
him the Treasury of Humorous Poetry. It contains more than 250 selec-

tions, including most of the best "classics" and many good moderns.
The editor explains that copyright difficulties have prevented him from
using some work of American authors which "belonged." This may ac-
count for the failure to include such a gem as Charlotte Perkins Stetson's
"Similar Cases"—an omission hardly excusable otherwise. Dana, Estes
& Co., Boston. $1.20 net ; postage 13 cents.

The Book We Need turns out on investigation to be a text-book on arith-

metic, by Leon Steffire, LL.B., of Bowdle, South Dakota. There is an
unexpectedly personal flavor to some of the problems offered, as, for ex-

ample, this:

A certain little pettifoprg'er and his squire fleeced their victims in one year of $3,126, in the
next year of $5,100.75, and in the third year of $2,711.25. The squire was to get Yz of it, but
the other swindled him to the tune of $671.30. How much did the squire get?

The Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco. $1.

The Beautiful Mrs. Moulton, by Nathaniel Stephenson, is of the better

grade of American novels. Its greater significance lies in the clean-cut

study of many
" Middle Western " social and business types ; but the story

itself is well-constructed and interesting, and for the most part convincing— though one's faith needs to be well-oiled to accept smoothly the details
of the plan by which "

Launceley
" wrecks "Moulton." It is an at-

tractive book to the eye - as is the rule with the offerings of this pub-
lisher. John Lane, New York. $1.20 net.

A large part of Lilli Lehmann's How to Sing (Meine Gesangskunst) is

given to the sensations experienced by the singer corresponding to the va-
rious qualities of tone, and a study of the physical facts producing them.
This is assisted by a number of charts showing the relation of the vocal
organs, the course of the breath and so on. The author's purpose is to

give to every singer the benefit of all she has learned about her art dur-

ing the 34 years of her practice and study of it. The Macmillan Co., New
York. $1.50 net.

In The Story of Kate, Pauline Bradford Mackie has essayed a " Tale of
California Life for Girls." Its heroine is a rancher's daughter who de-

velops great artistic ability. The story is slight but delicately told. The
local color is convincing only while San Francisco or thereabouts is the
field. The life of the ranch or the mountain village Mrs. Hopkins can have
known very little about, save from hearsay. L. C. Page & Co., Boston

; C.
C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.20 net.

With a cheerful disregard of morals, manners, grammar, probabilities,
possibilities and pretty much everything else except a brisk and racy story,
Hope Loring marches along from winning $15,000 in a lottery while at
school in New Orleans to making millions in a day by "selling copper"
in Wall street. Lilian Bell assumes responsibility on the title page, as
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she has done before in several similar cases. L. C. Page 4 Co., Boston;
C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.50.

Penn Shirley really writes charming stories for the little people —
simple, straightforward and unaffected. Her Boy Donald and his Hero
live in California, and seem to enjoy it. The "frantic colt" — in the

frontispiece
— who, if the text is to be trusted, runs away

"
snorting and

plunging down the street," appears to a casual observer to be smiling
broadly, winking in appreciation of the fun, and trotting with his fore-legs
while he gallops furiously behind. Lee & Shepard, Boston. 60 cents.

Luncheons— by Mary Ronald, author of the Century Cook Book, and
offered as a supplement to that classical treatise— is said to contain

"receipts for all the different dishes that can possibly be needed for every
kind of a luncheon." A glance through the 228 pages, with their 208

photographs, indicates that this is no exaggeration. The Century Co.,
New York ; Stoll & Thayer Co., Los Angeles. $1.40 net; postage 15 cts.

Every volume of the " Pocket Series of American and English
Classics " which I have so far seen has deserved nothing but unqualified
praise. Macaulay's Essay on Lord Clive, with introduction and notes by
J. W. Pearce, Ph. D., is no exception. It is packed full of flavorsome
meat, and sold for next to nothing. The Macmillan Co., New York.
25 cts.

In Oldfield, Nancy Huston Banks has pictured the life of a village in

the "
Pennyroyal Region

" of Kentucky in the days when "
Vanity Fair "

was a new book. The colors used are delicate, and applied for the most
part with discretion, if a little too deliberately for the modern, quick-lunch
reader. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50 net.

Cap and Gown is made up of verses which have appeared in college
magazines within a few years. Most of them have the merit of coming
evidently from those "who sing because they want to sing"— and there
are some distinctly sweet and musical notes evident. L. C. Page & Co.,
Boston ;

C. C. Parker & Co., Los Angeles. $1.25.

Carolyn Wells has collected, in her Nonsense Anthology, 268 pages of the
most whimsical verse extant. There is much matter for amusement in

the book—not the least being the horror with which Lord Tennyson would
view his "Minnie and Winnie" cheek by jowl with " The Purple Cow."
Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.25, net.

The English boys and girls who hold the stage in Evelyn Sharp's The
Other Boy are unquestionably of close kinship to those with whom her
readers have become familiar in her other stories. They are a vigorous
and wholesome set, and their conversation continues to offer revelations in

English As She Is Spoke. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.25.

Mabel Osgood Wright's Dogtown,
"
being some chapters from the

annals of the Waddles family, set down in the language of housepeople,"
is dedicated to all who love children and dogs. It is fully illustrated from
photographs taken by the author, and is a charming book. The Macmillan
Co., New York. $1.50 net.

Memories, A Story of German Love, is a translation by Geo. P. Upton
of Max Muller's delicate and touching tale. Author, translator, illustrator

and publisher have combined to make the book genuinely a work of art

from whichever point of view it is considered. A. C. McClurg A Co.,

Chicago. $2 net; $2.12 delivered.

In Beautiful foe's Paradise, a San Francisco lad is conveyed wo airship to

an island in some other planet to which all good United States animals go
when they die. It is approved by the youngsters on whom I have tested it.

L. C. Page & Co., Boston ; C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.20 net.

Bulletin No. 35 of the Bureau of Forestry is an exhaustive and finely
illustrated study of the Eucalypts cultivated in the United States. It is

the work of Alfred James McClatchie, of the Arizona Experimental
Station.

John James Audubon, pioneer and chief among American bird-students,
is treated sympathetically by John Burroughs in the " Beacon Biography

"

series. Small, Maynard & Co., Boston. 75 cents.

Chaklbs Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

GREAT ASPECTS OF
YEAR.

THE PAST

P>
!,SYCHOLOGICALLY, though not by the evidence of our

senses, we know that in these December days the Old

Year is drawing to its close, and that just over the hori-

zon the New Year is waiting to be called. Yes, even if New
England-born and now rooted in California soil by all the ties

of interest and affection, we know it is getting toward the end

of the year. True enough, the lawn is green, the trees are

clothed with abundant verdure, and tender, full-blown flowers

are nodding in the gentlest of breezes. Anywhere else these

are the signs of summer— of the year's full-blooded, voluptuous

youth
— and especially in that dear land whence so many of us

came. And yet, spite of these anomalies, we know that this is

winter and that we are about to pass over an invisible boundary
into a new division of our lives. We gravitate naturally into

retrospection. And as we do— so strong and assertive is our

inheritance from the unnumbered real winters of the past,

winters reaching back over God only knows how many genera-
tions of Old England and New England snowdrifts— that even

the landscape and the voices of nature seem to change as we sit

dreaming at the window. The sea is not so blue as usual — it

is tinged with wintry gray. The sky looks cold. The wind has

a chilly sound, a sort of December note that we had not noticed

before. One might even shut one's eyes and imagine that the

favorite walk to the Point is strewn with brown leaves. No,
no ! There is a humming bird balancing among the blossoms

on the trellis ! Still, this is December and we are nearing the

end of the year, the humming bird to the contrary notwith-

standing.

It has been one of the really interesting years in the THE FAIR

history of the West. To begin with, it has been a period exterior of

of high average prosperity. Crops have been generally
prosperity.

good and have brought living prices, and, in a few instances,

rather more than that. Our schools and colleges have grown in

membership and in influence. Some of them have mapped out
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new and ambitious plans. Taking the West as a whole, from

the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Ocean, there has been a fair

degree of expansion on the soil, though it has nowhere ap-

proached the proportions of a boom year, while in California

our backwardness in solving the irrigation problem has kept us

relatively behind Colorado, Montana, Utah, Idaho and Wash-

ington in broadening the foundation of our economic life.

Still, the year has been very notable in the efforts that have

been put forth, particularly in the central and northern coun-

ties, to increase the agricultural population. These efforts have

no doubt added much to the reputation of that part of the

State. Probably they have not actually increased immigration
to any appreciable extent. Whether this result shall be had
later depends upon many other factors besides the labors of the

Promotion Committee itself.

Turning from the country to the city, we find a much more
notable gain both in business and in population. In fact, one is

tempted to inquire not only if the cities are not prospering more

than the country, but prospering at the expense of the country.

It may be a merely temporary condition, but during the past

year the people of the towns have exhibited far more signs of

flush pocket-books than their country cousins. Labor in the

town has been better paid than labor in the rural districts,

whether the worker were a proprietor and small capitalist or a

hired hand. Unskilled labor in many places has received a

rate of wage unprecedented elsewhere. Apparently, more jobs

havi been looking for men than men for jobs. Of local busi-

ness failures we have heard little or nothing. Of new indus-

tries and new projects of various sorts we have heard much.

Even making allowance for the Western imagination, which

always erects a mere rumor into a twelve-story business block

before the ink on the newspaper item is fairly dry, there has

been a very substantial gain in building operations all over the

State. San Francisco, like London and New York, is going

through a process of reconstruction. Oakland, Berkeley, San

Jose, Stockton, Sacramento and Fresno, are gaining in size, in so-

lidity, and in beauty. Los Angeles— well, Los Angeles is still

11
at it

" as hard as ever, and even a little harder if anything.
She has not only confounded the evil prophecies of unbelievers,

but actually surpassed the rosiest predictions of her most reck-

less partisans. Why, no one can logically explain, but there is

the fact just the same — there is Los Angeles ! San Diego,
Santa Barbara, Pasadena, Riverside, Redlands and the rest have

all grown a little stouter and a little handsomer. We must not

neglect to observe, however, that their gains are very largely

due to the continued immigration of the well-to-do who have
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reached that stage of life where they are thinking seriously of

going to Heaven and who want to get as near to it as they pos-

sibly can before they die, so that the inevitable step may be but a

short one. To a certain extent, this is an artificial factor in

the growth of a community and should not be confounded with

the more substantial development of material resources.

The railroads have done an enormous business and have made

many costly improvements. Much construction has been done
in connection with electric lines. Phelps, Dodge & Company
have completed their new and important line from Bisbee to

El Paso. Much preliminary work has been done on other pro-

jects. The Oregon Short Line and Senator Clark seem to

have come together, so that there will be one road, and only one,
from Salt Lake to Los Angeles. (Some people think it may
turn out to be the Burlington in the end. ) There seems to be a

substantial prospect of a new road from Denver to Salt Lake,
and of another from Bisbee to Phoenix, thence on to Yuma.
San Diego is still hoping and planning for a direct eastern out-

let, and those who know most about it have full confidence in

the result. By the way, the biggest thing in irrigation de-

velopment this year is the continued growth and prosperity of

the reclamation work in the Imperial region, which was

formerly known as the Colorado Desert.

Viewed as a whole, the West has made substantial gains on
the material side during 1902. These gains have been well dis-

tributed throughout the different States and Territories and
divided with a fairly even hand among merchants, manufac-

turers, farmers, stock-growers and miners. The trade of the

Pacific has expanded perceptibly. Many great enterprises have
been set on foot, and many which were -already established have
extended the sphere of their operations. If we do not look

below the surface of things, and if we think only of today, we
may say that the past year has been one of unblemished pros-

perity
— that while some have done better than others, nearly

all have done better than usual.

In marked contrast to the fair exterior of prosperity,
. .

J ' UNDER THE
we have heard throughout the past year the rising note surface
of social discontent. Never in the writer's lifetime, and OF THXNGS«

probably never in the country's history since the warmest stage
of the anti-slavery movement, has the atmosphere been so

charged with this kind of electricity. The agitator is abroad
in the land. He discourses to groups on the street-corners. He
speaks on Sunday afternoons in public parks. He gives whole
courses of lectures in halls, and, wonderful to relate, gets a full

house every night. But he does more than this. He estab-
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lishes and maintains newspapers to spread his message far and
wide, and he organizes what he calls the International School
of Economics to train corps of young

- men and women to go and
preach the gospel to every living creature. Whatever may be
thought of the doctrines promulgated, no one can fail to note
certain very striking features of this extraordinary intellectual

awakening. In the first place, it differs from the Grange, Popu-
list and Alliance movements in the fact that it is not at all sec-

tional, and in the even more striking fact that it is born not of

calamity, but of prosperity
— not of hard times, but of good

times. It has sprung up spontaneously throughout the northern'
half of the United States from Maine to Dakota, and among all

communities in the Rocky Mountains and along the Pacific
Coast. It is in evidence at the South, too, though not so con-

spicuously. Next, the movement is peculiar and impressive in

the fact that it has so many earnest missionaries who support
it with tireless and unpaid devotion. In this respect it seems
more like religion than like politics or economics.
There could be no greater mistake than to imagine that the

strength of the movement is measured by the number of votes
cast for the candidates of any new party at the November elec-

tion. Even in this aspect its growth is striking not only in the
matter of bulk, but even more in the extent of its distribution
and in the uniformity of its gains throughout the Union, in city
and country alike. But when we come to examine the year's
development in the matter of legislation, and when we consider
the expressions of party platforms and of influential men, we
behold much stronger evidence of the growth of new thoughts.
Nor are these confined to the realm of economics. They are
seen in every department of our intellectual life. They are
nowhere more impressive than in their spiritual manifestation.
This is not to say that more people are going to church than

formerly, but rather that an epoch marked on one side by the

grossest materialism the world has seen in some centuries is

marked on the other side by the noblest intellectual aspirations.
Whether the spiritual uplift is the reflection of social unrest, or

social unrest the product of spiritual uplift, it would be difficult

to say ;
but that they are inseparably associated, as twin factors

in creating the present mood of a large part of our people, there
can be no reasonable doubt.
So in looking back over the year of 1902 the student of events

beholds the rich spectacle of Prosperity ;
but when he listens he

hears the rumble of Social Discontent, and, looking closely into

the heart of things, he sees in the background an eager, earnest

throng, their faces illumined with a new enthusiasm for the

Rights of Man.

"the greatness The legislation of the past year produced two meas-
of things

^ ureg f momentous consequence to the West. These
were the National Irrigation and the Isthmian Canal

Acts. Not since the original acquisition of the vast region
from which the seventeen States and Territories of the Trans-
Missouri country were carved has any o\vnt approached in sig-
nificance the adoption of these two measures. The one will

open to settlement what is now but a wilderness, though capable
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of sustaining more people than the present total population of

the United States ;
the other will give cheap transportation for

the interchange of products between the Atlantic and the Pacific

Coasts. Both are great foundation stones on which the edifice

of national greatness, national power and national glory will be
builded broader and higher than ever before. What is almost

equall}
T
striking, both bear testimony to the wonderful growth

of public opinion in favor of the national ownership of public
utilities. Neither was beyond the scope of private enterprise in

its modern form, when capital is brought together to the amount
of hundreds of millions in single corporations. The capitaliza-
tion of the Steel Trust is sufficient to built seven or eight Isth-

mian Canals. We shall be fortunate indeed, if in the next half-

century so much as the capitalization of the Steel Trust is ex-

pended on National Irrigation. Would that in the next ten

years we might have as much for this purpose as Mr. Carnegie
has recently given to public libraries — seventy million dollars !

Plainly enough, the nation is to cut the Isthmus and to own and
manage the waterway, and the nation is to store the floods and
distribute them over the land, not because these great under-

takings are beyond the reach of private capital, but because in

the last few years there has grown up in this country a public
opinion which would not entrust to private hands the control of

these important public utilities. Here is where the future his-

torian is sure to stick a pin. And he will note with interest

that while a new party has done most of the preaching of ab-
stract principles, the doing of concrete acts fell to the hands of
the old historical parties, one or the other of which has been in

power almost constantly since the foundation of the Republic.
We find the same lesson in various other events of the past year.
For instance, the city of Chicago voted overwhelmingly in

favor of public ownership of street railways, gas and elec-

tricity. A powerful public demand arose for the national owner-

ship of the anthracite coal-fields of Pennsylvania, and one of
the great parties in New York actually declared itself for this

revolutionary policy. The popular demand for national control
of large corporations has risen to portentous proportions.
The initiative and referendum has been adopted into the
constitution of one State and into the charters of many cities.

Thus all along the line we see the influence in actual legisla-
tion of the new school of economic thought and, perhaps, of
the growing spirit of human brotherhood which is its spiritual
manifestation.
All things considered, the past year has been one of extraor-

dinary interest. Its great aspects have been the amazing pros-
perity which is spread all over the surface of the situation ;

then, the propaganda of new ideas of social and economic
organization ; finally the adoption of these principles to some
extent in actual legislation under the leadership of those who
think themselves most firmly opposed to changes. What of the
future ? Anyone may guess, but no man knows. Events alone
can answer the question. But this is certain

;
we are living in

a momentous time and history will be made rapidly during the
next few years.
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CONCERNING A PRESIDENTIAL SUGGES-
TION.

^jgVRESIDENT ROOSEVELT has told Congress that if it

j^S wants to solve the problems of the public domain, and

feels that it does not quite know how to do so, he will

gladly appoint an Arid Land Commission to help it find the

way. A wiser suggestion never fell from a Presidential pen.

Only those who have given the better part of their lives to the

disinterested study of the matter can appreciate how wise the

suggestion is. It is no child's business on which we have

started— this thing of planting a new nation in the wilderness

of the West. It is men's work. And the men who do it must

be very broad and far-seeing, for they will be planning for

future generations as much as did the fathers of the Federal

Constitution under which the seed of our institutions has grown
and blossomed and fruited into the greatest nation of modern

times.

The particular phase of the public land question which

brought out the President's suggestion of a Commission in his

recent message was the matter of dealing with grazing lands.

Of this the President says :

We should recognize the fact that in the grazing region the man who

corresponds to the homesteader may be unable to settle permanently if only
allowed to use the same amount of pasture land that his brother, the home-

steader, is allowed to use of arable land. One hundred and sixty acres of

fairly rich and well-watered soil, or a much smaller amount of irrigated

land, may keep a family in plenty, whereas no one could get a living from

160 acres of dry pasture land capable of supporting, at the outside, only
one head of cattle to every ten acres. In the past, great tracts of the

public domain have been fenced in by persons having no title thereto, in

direct defiance of the law forbidding the maintenance or construction of

any such unlawful inclosure of public land. For various reasons there

has been little interference with such enclosures in the past, but ample
notice has now been given the trespassers and all the resources at the

command of the government will hereafter be I used to put a stop to such

trespassing.

It is perfectly true that the conditions surrounding the use of

the public pasture have long been annoying, and have now be-

come intolerable. In some localities the situation is simply dis-

graceful. Cattlemen and sheepmen fight and shed blood for

the possession of property which belongs to neither. A guerrilla

warfare is maintained between the contending interests. Lives

are often lost and property destroyed. But this unending strug-

gle between the owners of cattle and the owners of sheep is not

the only grave difficulty which arises out of our present policy

of leaving the pasture lands absolutely without government.
There is another irrepressible conflict between those who
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want the land for the home of beasts and those who want it for

the home of men. It is very difficult to draw the line between

that which is fit only for pasture and that which may be re-

claimed and put to far higher uses by means of irrigation.

Formerly all the land was merely a pasture, even that which

during- the last generation has been transformed into the smiling
homesteads of Kansas, Nebraska and other States. The home-
builders have constantly pushed their way further westward
and constantly driven the livestock into localities more remote.

This has often been accomplished only in face of sullen resist-

ance on the part of owners of livestock.
"
There are too many

people in this State already," has sometimes been said by the

champions of the steer to those who urged the reclamation and
settlement of some of the fairest valleys in the West. In their

desperate effort to retain possession of these free pastures stock-

men have sometimes resorted not only to the method of fencing
in public lands, as mentioned by the President, but to the far

more dangerous method of taking up public lands through
dummy "

entries. This has been done extensively in Ne-

braska, as disclosed by the agents of the Administration.

It is not an easy matter to settle the grazing problem, even

when we are fortunate enough to]have in the White House a

President who appreciates the gravity of the matter. The pro-

posal to lease land has been put forward honestly in some

quarters and with an utterly selfish and greedy purpose in other

quarters. The difficulty about any system of leasing the free

pasture is that the land is only valuable when water may be

had for stock purposes. Now, cattle companies have acquired
as much of the river frontage and other water-bearing lands as

possible. By taking a small amount of land where convenient

watering places are found they acquire practical ownership of

the surrounding range. Owning the water, they alone can

afford to lease the land for pasture. This is not the condition

everywhere, but it does hold good to a large extent. Neverthe-

less, some means must be found for the orderly control of the

hundreds of millions of acres valuable only for grazing pur-

poses. The solution of the question must take into account the

fact that National Irrigation will bring great numbers of set-

tlers into contact with the grazing problem. And never must
it be forgotten that the rights of men are paramount to the

rights of livestock. As they say in New Zealand : "A man is

better than a sheep.
But a Commission which should confine its investigations to

the grazing lands would fall far short of its opportunity. This is

but one aspect of a many-sided national question. The diverse,

conflicting and unsatisfactory water laws in the various Western
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States must receive early attention at the hands of some com-

petent authority. What is already a disturbing, and may soon

become a demoralizing', factor in connection with national irri-

gation, is the controversy which is arising in regard to local

water laws. In his first message to Congress President Roose-
velt made it plain that States should receive National aid as

they showed themselves worthy of it. He recognized that there

must be far-reaching local reforms as a means of paving the

way to great National enterprises in the arid West. So does

everybody else, but the moment specific plans looking to these

reforms are suggested, serious differences of opinion arise. The
nearest approach to common ground is found in the following
extract from the constitution of the National Irrigation Asso-

ciation, referring to the objects of the movement :

The adoption of a harmonious system of irrigation laws in all the arid and
semi-arid States and Territories under which the right to the use of water
for irrigation shall vest in the user and become appurtenant to the land ir-

rigated, and beneficial use be the basis, the measure, and the limit of the

right.

Upon this broad principle nearly all are agreed, but when they
come to discuss the details of

"
a harmonious system," they are

anything but harmonious. There are those who take the

Wyoming plan, with its strong, centralized administrative body,
as their model. There are others who depart as far as possible
from this ideal and advocate what they call

" home rule in irri-

gation," by which is meant the organization of districts based
on natural watersheds and governed by officers chosen at popu-
ular elections. Between these two extremes there is a wide

middle-ground. To a large extent the fate of National Irriga-
tion is involved in the outcome of this dispute about local laws
to govern the distribution of water upon the soil. The contro-

versy grows in bitterness with each passing month. An Arid
Land Commission would do an inestimable service to the public

by investigating the matter and devising, if possible, some

simple, lucid and workable method of adjusting the new fabric

of National Irrigation to the angular conditions prevailing in

our various States and Territories. In some way this work must
be done, and it ought to be begun without delay. How better

than by the method suggested in the President's message ?

But grazing lands and water laws are by no means the only

subjects which require the attention of such an expert body in

connection with the development of our public domain. By
what method are lands reclaimed by means of the new National

policy to be colonized ? Are they to be thrown open, like those

of Oklahoma, to the riotous onslaught of "sooners " and specu-
lators ? Is there to be no attempt at the orderly settlement of
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our splendid valleys and at the systematic creation of those finer

conditions of social life and industrial organization which our

marvelous resources render possible ? In the practical realiza-

tion of this twentieth century task— a nobler task than any
other people on earth will set their hands to during the same

period
— are we not to attempt to achieve things a little grander,

a little more just, more humane and more enduring, than has
ever been accomplished by anybody in the past ? If we are to

attempt something worthy of the place, of the race and of the

time, then this proposed Commission may well endeavor to mark
out the lines upon which it shall be done, for there are no fa-

cilities for such an undertaking at present.

Public sentiment has been much aroused on the subject of

forest preservation. The Bureau at Washington is doing excel-

lent service. But there is yet much to be done, particularly
where vast areas of timber lands have gone into private owner-

ship and been largely denuded, before we shall work out a policy
of State and national cooperation adequate to the needs of the

country. And how about the remaining mineral wealth on the

public domain ? Are we always to give away these resources of

immense commercial value ? Are they never to pay tribute in

any substantial form to the public treasury
— never to minister

to the common prosperity of those who now own them in fee

simple ? These are questions which ought also to be answered.

Grazing lands, waters of a hundred streams, forests, mineral

resources, existing laws and customs— the latter good, indiffer-

ent or vicious— these are the materials and these the conditions

out of which there shall be fashioned the best institutions of

civilized life of which the people of our time have any knowl-

edge. But, with the dying empire-builder in Africa, we may ex-

claim : "So little done! So much to do!" It is almost ap-

palling to look over this half-continent, to consider what might
be made of it, and then to realize what stupendous difficulties

lie in the way of its realization. But it is with a great sense of joy
that those who have struggled long to convince their countrymen
of their duty and opportunity in the Neglected Better Half of the

United States now realize that the subject has at last risen to

the dignity of a presidential topic. The Administration which,
through the appointment of a really competent Arid Land Com-
mission, or any other feasible method, shall mark out the way
to bring order from chaos and so widen the foundation of the

Republic of Irrigation, will perform a labor of constructive

statesmanship which this generation will appreciate, but which
later generations alone may estimate at its full value.
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THE PROTEST OF THE SANTA ANA.
By E. E. KEECH*

^rtHE thousands of irrigators who use the waters along the

jL lower course of the Santa Ana River, and who founded,
built up and now carry on the historic settlements in

Orange county, are opposed to the Irrigation Bill, which has
been prepared by the representatives of the California Water
and Forest Association. The grounds of their opposition are

set forth in the following statement of their situation :

The Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Company is a Corporation organized
by the owners of lands in the Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana, riparian to

the Santa Ana River and extending from the Santa Ana Mountains to the

sea, for the purpose of diverting water from that stream and supplying it

to their lands for irrigation and domestic use, under their riparian rights
as preserved and distributed to them by the Decree in Partition of the said

rancho.

This Corporation, in connection with the Anaheim Union Water Com-
pany, that supplies water to the owners of lands upon the other side of the

river, has for more than twenty years diverted and used all of the ordinary
flow of the river through Orange county. Over eight thousand acres are

irrigated by the Anaheim Company upon the north side of the stream and
sixteen thousand acres by the Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Company on
the south side. The last named Company is purely cooperative, existing

only for the purpose of distributing water to its stockholders, for irrigation
and domestic use, at the actual cost of delivery.
For many years the expenses of the Company for construction and per-

manent improvements have been met by annual assessments of from fifty

to sixty-five cents per share, and about seventy-five cents per share for the

expense of delivering the water
;
so that each of the sixteen thousand

acres irrigated by this system is taxed, for all improvements, construction

and expense of operation and delivery of water, not more than one dollar

and forty cents annually.
In order to protect itself and add to its supply of water, the Company

has, from time to time, purchased tracts of riparian land on the Santa
Ana River at and above its point of diversion.

Not only is the water, to which each stockholder is entitled by his ripa-
rian right and the Decree in Partition, appurtenant to the land, but his

stock, representing his share of the delivery system, by the Articles of

Incorporation and By-laws, under Section 324 of the Civil Code, as amended
in 1895, is also appurtenant to the land and transferable only with it.

The stockholders are proud of their organization and its successful

operation, believing that it is better adapted to the existing conditions than

any known to them in any of the Irrigation States, and that its continued

maintenance and control by them, as at present, is necessary for their

permanent safety and prosperity.
The " Works Bill," drafted by Judge Works, the controlling member of

the Committee of the Water and Forest Association, not only threatens

to interfere with the operation and control of this admirable and satisfac-

tory cooperative system, but strikes directly at the foundation of the right
of those owning lands under it to the water used by them and their means

* The author is the attorney for the larjre cooperative organization known as the Santa
Aaa Valley Irrigation Annotation.
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of defending that right. Section 2 of the proposed bill limits riparian

rights to
" the amount of water reasonably necessary and needed for the

irrigation of riparian lands, and for watering stock and domestic uses on

such lands." And it provides that a riparian owner cannot "
by injunction

or otherwise, prevent the beneficial use of the waters of the stream to

which his lands are riparian, when the same is not actually needed and

used by him for watering stock and for domestic use or irrigation

thereon."

This section, if constitutional, would take away the right of our Com-

pany to utilize the fall of the water in its ditches for power purposes, from
which it now derives a considerable revenue, and would permit any non-

riparian appropriator to step in and appropriate the use of the water for

such purposes. This effect would be general throughout the State, and

one of the oldest and most reasonable rights of the riparian owner, that of

utilizing the fall of a stream for power purposes, would be taken away
from him and given to whatever power or electric company or promoting

syndicate is able to grab it under the principle of the proposed bill—
"

first in time, first in right."
This section would also deprive our Company of the means of defending

its uses by reason of the riparian lands owned, not only by its stockholders

but by itself. Whether the riparian system be the best or not it is the

system in the soil of which our Company was planted and in which it has

grown, expanded and become strong. Like the oak grown from an acorn

lodged between the crevices of a great rock into which its roots have pene-
trated and to whose irregularities it has adapted its form, it must be weak-
ened if these supports be removed.
But this section is, in all probability, unconstitutional, as invading vested

rights, and our stockholders, as well as other riparian owners, would be

protected by the provisions of, not only our State, but of the Federal Con-

stitution. Yet, in order to avail themselves of these constitutional guar-

antees, litigation of their rights would have to be carried to the highest
courts of the State and the United States, which would cause great delay
and expense.
The Water and Forest Association pretends to desire such reforms in the

laws as would obviate the costly litigation which heretofore has been

carried on in the process of the settlement of water rights in this State,

but the bill proposed by Judge Works opens up a more extensive and vexa-

tious field for such litigation than already exists, because riparian rights
have attached in every stream in the State.

The Board of Engineers provided for in the proposed bill, with its ex-

tensive powers and manifold duties is the establishment of a French

Bureaucracy, which would :

(a) Create a special class or coterie of appointees of the executive de-

partment of the State, with high salaries, together with a horde of deputies
and assistants at a cost of ten dollars per day and expenses.

(b) It would require this bureau to carry out investigations made by
high-priced experts at an immense cost to the State, or the people upon
whom the burdens would fall.

(c) The investigations and determinations made by this bureau would
be of a semi-judicial character and effect, and if done hastily, would be un-

reliable in character and unjust in operation, and if done thoroughly, would
be attended with nearly the same expense attending such investigations
and determinations in the courts, whose decisions are final and the inevita-

ble end of such controversies, while those of the bureau would be only the

beginning.
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The power for interference which this Board of Engineers would have in

the management and operation of our Company would be intolerable to us.

We would not care to make to them extended and costly reports of which

there is no necessity, nor would we care to give them data prepared and

paid for by ourselves in regard to matters which only concern our own
business. The right to fix our water-rates is one which could only be ex-

ercised by others to our disadvantage. Ten per cent in number of dis-

affected stockholders might be easily secured by some agitator to invoke

the action of this Board of Engineers, and the water-rates re-adjusted in

such a way as to be oppressive to many of our small stockholders of limited

means, and to concentrate the use of the water among the wealthy citrus-

growers who are able to pay the advanced rates.

But we look with distrust upon the provisions of the proposed bill pro-

viding for the development, appropriation and ownership of water by

private corporations, and the arguments in support of these provisions in

Paragraph IX of the report, which is as follows :

" But we are disposed to

think that the development and distribution of unappropriated and unde-

veloped water by private enterprise and expenditure of private money,

should, under proper safeguards, be encouraged, and any rights acquired

by private individuals or corporations in the attempt to increase and ex-

tend the use of water, should be fostered and protected."

We cannot be oblivious to the fact that Judge Works is the counsel for a

plaintiff who claims to have developed and appropriated and secured rights

in the waters of the Santa Ana River above our points of diversion which

are paramount to our rights in these waters, which claim, if successfully

asserted, would, at least, greatly injure us. Nor can we fail to observe

that Judge Works, having failed to make any appreciable progress in the

courts, in his attempt to "foster and protect" the development and appropri.
ation of water by private enterprise (to our detriment) has changed his field

of activity from the courts to the Legislature, where he is attempting to

secure a modification of what he characterizes as the " nefarious " water

laws at present existing in this State, and the substitution of laws more in

favor of that "
private enterprise

" which he represents.

These are the objections to the proposed bill made from the standpoint
of the fourteen hundred stockholders irrigating sixteen thousand acres of

land through the Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Company. But it is equally

objectionable from a general standpoint. Constitutional Amendment No.

28, which was so overwhelmingly defeated in the last election, and well

characterized as an amendment to turn over to the appointees of the Gov-
ernor all the business of the State, particularly that of common carriers,

was not more mischievous, or dangerously far-reaching in its provisions
than those of the proposed bill for turning over to an engineering bureau ap-

pointed by the Governor the collection of the data of all the waters of the

State, of all the irrigable lands of the State, of all the irrigation companies
of the State, and making it of duplicate public record at the expense of

the State ; the investigation and determination (in the minds of the mem-
bers of the board, at least) of all the rights of all the irrigable lands and of

all the irrigators of the State, and the power in the tirst instance to deter-

mine and enforce those rights as they view them.

Whether some such system might be advisable and beneficent, had it

been adopted and put in force throughout the State at the time of the in-

ception of titles, may be a fair question for discussion, but that it would be

confusing and detrimental if put in force at the present time, after the

development and growth to maturity of our titles ami irrigating systems,
should be plain to any one familiar with the nature of these titles and the

practical questions involved in irrigation and irrigating systems.
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THE RIVERSIDE COMMENT.

John G. North, a representative citizen and trained legal

mind of Riverside, comments as follows on the proposed legis-

lation :

1st. Section 2 of the bill is an attempt to deprive a riparian owner of

the benefit which he may derive by the natural flow of a stream through
his premises, in the moisture which the adjoining lands may absorb from

it, without giving him any compensation and without due process of law,
and an attempt to prevent his protection of such right by invoking the

powers of a court of equity.
2nd. Section 7 is objectionable in that it attempts to authorize the

newly created Board of Engineers to :

(a) Define the duty of water, which means to limit the use and rights

already vested.

(b) Define and determine the irrigating season, which would also tend

to unsettle rights already vested.

(c) Regulate the extent and points of diversion which would have the

same effect.

(d) Regulate the matter of cumulation of water and use at stated

intervals.

(e) Determine what constitutes surplus water.

I think all these things tend to unsettle existing rights, and would cause

endless litigation, and that this section would be thrown overboard in the

end.

That portion of the section relating to water rates is objectionable to

me, although in my article in Out West I did not object to the Board fix-

ing the rates. Upon further reflection, I believe that these rates should be

left to be fixed by local boards, as at present, and that it would be danger-
ous to the people's interests to place the fixing of all rates in the hands of

one State Board.

3rd. Section 8 is objectionable in that it attempts to make existing com-

panies subject to the act as relating to their rights and duties.

4th . Section 12 is an attempt to secure an adjudication by the Board of

Engineers of the needs of riparian lands and thus of the rights of riparian

proprietors.

5th. Section 13 is an attempt to judicially determine facts, and there-

fore to judicially establish rights of riparian proprietors.
6th. Section 28 seems to prevent the possibility of such appropriation

of water as will permit the gradual settlement of a large area like River-

side, and the gradual increase of the capacity of its works and of the

amount of water actually used. Any large settlement requires such

gradual increase, and it is held by the Supreme Court of this State that

such constitutes diligence in pushing the works to completion.
7th. Section 29 provides for an adjudication on existing rights.
8th. Section 31 provides for an adjudication as to what water is required

and when, for irrigation purposes, and what are surplus waters.

I have not been able to go fully and carefully through the bill, but the

objections I have already made are genuine, and the bill seems to attempt
to place judicial powers in the hands of men who are not learned in the

law, and could not fail to complicate our water rights. These provision*
would lead to unending litigation which would not stop this side of the

Supreme Court of the United States.
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DEFEAT THE WATER SPECULATORS.
INCE the November election the officers have given no

little attention to the future of the League. It will be

remembered that the movement was very [quickly organ-
ized by the personal efforts of its president. The work was
done rapidly and loosely because it was desired to have it exert

an influence on the State platforms of 1902, and there was a

large field to be covered. As there was no working fund to

start with, so there is no sustaining fund to keep the work alive.

It by no means follows that the movement was without influ-

ence, or that it will not continue. For the purpose of cultiva-

ting high ideals in the economic life of California, the pages of

this magazine alone are equivalent to an institution — are as

effective, if not as
"

terrible," as
"
an army with banners." So

long as Out West continues to be read by those who largely

make the public opinion of California and the West, just so long
will the Constructive League continue to be a factor in shaping
events. And if in a few short months it compelled two great

political parties to deal with one of the living issues, and to

bring the importance of that issue Ihome to the minds of the

politicians, what may it not do in the next two years ?

During the past few months, since the suspension of the

active lectureship, the membership of the League has grown
slowly, but it has grown. It has gained some hundreds in and

around San Francisco among leading business men. Consider-
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able progress has also been made in Southern California. There

are not now, and there never were, many active local bodies,

but there are a few. It is within the power of a group of

members anywhere to make a live organization for the discus-

sion of public questions or for social purposes. But often a

single individual is
"

a live organization." If it were not so,

many a brave cause would have perished and made no history.

Wherever there is a man who believes in Constructive principles

and sees a chance to strike a sturdy blow for them, let him do

so. If he can gather some of his neighbors about him for the

purpose of holding public meetings, so much the better. Those
local clubs which have retained their organization ought to be-

come very useful institutions during the present winter.

THE IRRIGATION BIU,.

By the time these words are read a new Governor and a new

Legislature will have taken their places at Sacramento. They
will be called upon to deal with at least one of the important prin-

ciples of the League. In the November and December numbers
of this magazine space was devoted to a presentation and dis-

cussion of the measure which will be urged by the Water and
Forest Association. It is quite likely that the bill will be

amended before it is presented to the Legislature. No doubt

efforts will be made to meet some of the shower of criticism

which has fallen upon it from all sides. But these efforts will

certainly prove futile. The bill was framed by the most emi-

nent attorney of private water monopoly. That attorney has

been selected to perfect the measure 'and to present it at Sacra-

mento. If he has any assistance in this work it will be fur-

nished by water monopolists and will probably be represented

by another of their attorneys. As worthy an effort to benefit

the State of California as was ever made has been deliberately
converted into an attempt to place our water resources in the

hands of promoters, speculators and corporations. In order to

accomplish this result the solemn declarations of the Water and
Forest Association, which appointed the Commission to suggest
a new law, were disregarded, repudiated and trampled under

foot.

The Water and Forest Association in 1901 declared that it

was opposed
"
to any attempt to store the flood waters of the

State by means of private enterprise." This Commission make
every provision for the storage of flood waters by private enter-

prise, and make no provision for their storage by public enter-

prise. They even go further and say they
"
do not agree with

the doctrines declared by some " in favor of public enterprise.
And the "some" to whom they refer is the very Association

which appointed them.
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The measure was framed in the dark. The tens of thousands
of actual irrigators who use the water, and the value of whose
homes depends upon the security of their rights, were not con-

sulted. Apparently, they were not considered as having any
particular interest in the matter.

The men who had written the previous platforms, and who,
with their voices, their pens and their newspapers, had champ-
ioned the cause of the Association, were not consulted.

The leaders in the field of politics, who had been sufficiently

loyal to the cause of irrigation reform to compel their parties to

give the subject attention in their platforms, were not consulted.

The National Irrigation Movement, with its record of things
done and its power to assist in the development of our resources,

was also ignored.
But one interest was consulted in any true sense of the term.

That was the interest of private water monopoly. This inter-

est was treated as if it were all of California, from Siskiyou to

San Diego— all of California, with all its present population
and all who are to come here in the future. To permit pro-
moters and speculators to get possession of every trickling

stream, and to turn it over to some big corporation in order

that it may extort tribute from those who till the soil unto the

latest generation
— this is the undisguised object of the measure.

don't be deceived by great names.
The people should not be misled by the fact that honored names

are signed to the report of the Commission. In the first place,

let it be observed that the name of Chief Justice Beatty is not

signed to it. Those who are familiar with the manner in which
the bill was framed will instantly acquit David Starr Jordan
and Benjamin Ide Wheeler of any responsible part in the affair.

They lent their names to a Commission organized for the pur-

pose of drawing a measure in accordance with the wishes of the

Water and Forest Association. They trusted the matter almost

entirely, it may safely be assumed, to the lawyers who actually

performed all the labor of drawing the bill. They accepted

implicitly the report which was presented for their signature.
The connection of Elwood Mead and Frederick H. Newell was

entirely perfunctory. If either of these students of irrigation
law had prepared a bill it would have had slight resemblance to

the present document. Neither was present at the sessions of

the Commission, and it is safe to predict that neither will

undertake to defend the report. As to the two college pro-

fessors, Messrs. Soule and Marx, both are good, true friends of

the irrigation cause, but in their anxiety to see progress of some
kind they were bamboozled into accepting a bill which they
must know to be highly dangerous to the actual users of water,
as distinguished from the sellers of water, and to be an abso-

lute stultification of the Association from the standpoint of its

former declarations.

No, the bill is not the work of Chief Justice Beatty, David
Starr Jordan, Benjamin Ide Wheeler, Elwood Mead, Frederick

H. Newell, Frank Soule and Charles D. Marx. It is almost en-

tirely the product of the mind of John D. Works. His is a

mind which has been devoted for years to the service of private
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water companies until it has become thoroughly impregnated
with their view of the eternal fitness of things. To say this is

not to impugn the integrity or good faith of Judge Works. Let
it be granted that he is an honest, an able and a sincere man,
but just such men have often inflicted injustice upon the people.

They would be far less dangerous to society if they were less

able and less sincere. When men of this kind really believe

that God Almighty makes the snows to fall and the streams to

flow for the exclusive benefit of promoters, speculators and cor-

porations, then there is real danger that we shall have condi-
tions in California that will breed a new feudalism. In much the

larger portion of the State men simply cannot live upon the soil

without using water to give it artificial moisture. Whoever
controls the water becomes the master of the land.

TRUE THEORY OF WATER OWNERSHIP.
There is but one correct theory of water ownership as illlus-

trated by the experience of all countries and ages. That theory
is that those who own the land should also own the water.

Frequently a landowner may control the source of supply him-
self and thus be independent. More frequently, a little group
of neighbors, or the members of a large community, may organ-
ize in cooperation and thus obtain the necessary facilities of ir-

rigation. In all such cases the true theory of water ownership
is faithfully observed. But when we get beyond the point where
landowners may control the water supply, individually or col-

lectively, we reach a point where either a great corporation or

organized society, in the form of district, State or nation, must
step in and perform an indispensable function.

Then we must choose between the great water lord and a sys-
tem of public works. There is no middle ground— it is a
choice between private monopoly and public monopoly. And
upon that choice hangs the character of our civilization. The
business of the American people today is not to foster, to en-

courage and to protect corporate monopoly in natural wealth,
but to curb, to limit and to control such monopoly.
However men may differ as to what it is wise or feasible to do

in regard to natural monopolies which have already passed into

private hands, they surely ought to agree that such opportu-
nities which yet belong to the public shall not be given away.
Those who oppose the Works Bill will be denounced as "extrem-

ists." It will be said that they demand the immediate public
ownership of all existing irrigation facilities. The state-
ment is not true. A very large portion of the irrigation ditches
now in actual operation belong to those who own the land.
There are also private companies owning water apart from the
land. Sometime they may be absorbed into comprehensive sys-
tems of public works. If that is ever done it must be through
the pa3rment of just compensation and, in most cases, will be a
relief for the unfortunate Eastern and foreign investors who
own these properties. But this is not the issue involved in the
Works Bill. The question is not, Shall the public acquire what
does not belong to it now? but rather, Shall the public retain for
itself what now belongs to it, or turn it over to promoters,
speculators and corporations ? Under the terms of the Works
Bill valuable franchises would be given away without recom-
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pense ; corporations would have "deputy engineers
"
appointed

to act as a sort of private police in dividing the waters of our
streams ;

and a State Board of Engineers would be vested with
extensive powers to annoy every existing irrigation community,
with little or no compensating advantage to the public.

It should be remembered that the great irrigation work of the
future to be done in California is the storage of floodwaters.
The entire normal flow of nearly all streams was long since ap-
propriated and used. But millions of acres may yet be re-

claimed by means of storage reservoirs. Those who support the
Works Bill thereby declare that they would turn over to private
enterprise, as an absolute free gift, the opportunity to store

these waters and then to sell them to those who till the land at

prices to be fixed by a State Board appointed by the Governor,
not elected by the people or within their control. Those who
oppose the Works Bill do so on various grounds.
Elsewhere in this magazine representative men of Orange and

Riverside counties tell why those famous irrigation communi-
ties are opposed to the measure. The California Constructive

League will do all in its power to defeat it, because it is un-

willing to grant a single inch to private water monopoly, and
because it desires to have the floodwaters reservoired and dis-

tributed by means of public works. To a large extent, this

will surely be done by national enterprise if that polic)* is pro-

perly encouraged and supported by the people of California.

Very likely national enterprise must be supplemented by some
form of State and district enterprise. But it would be a crime

against ourselves and a crime against posterity, to turn over
this great work to private monopolies.

JOIN HANDS WITH ALL OPPONENTS.
The amazing audacity of the Private Water Grab embodied

in the Works Bill, has aroused indignation and alarm in all parts
of the State. It is only necessary to have the opposition uni-

fied and directed in order to secure the certain and overwhelming
defeat of the iniquitous measure. Members of the Constructive

League are urged to join hands with all who are willing to help,
however they may differ with them on other public questions,
or even on other aspects of the irrigation question. The people
of California are confronted by one of the gravest dangers in

their history. They must meet the power of wealth, influence

and position. Not a single hour should be lost in organizing for

the fight.
If necessary, all our hopes of water reform and of policies

looking to the public ownership of the first of public utilities in

arid lands should be put aside for the present. If the Works
Bill becomes a law, there will be nothing for the public to own
in the way of water supply. Promoters and speculators will

jump in and grab everything which will serve as the foundation
of a franchise to sell to corporations. One battle at a time !

The battle now is to prevent a long and dangerous step in the

wrong direction.

Let all who oppose the proposed law on any grounds what-
ever stand together, and see that it is buried, in whatever form
it may be presented, by the Legislature of 1903.
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WHITTIER.
By H. E. HARRIS.

fALIFORNIA

is a land of contrasts ; of mighty mountains and measure-
less plains; of garden oases in barren deserts; the gold of oranges
under the silver of snow ; the mansion of the' millionaire by the shack

of the Indian. But none of these are more striking than the contrast between

the thriving orchards and teeming activities of Whittier and the picturesque
old 'dobe ruin standing near on the eastern bank of the San Gabriel river,

and "thereby hangs a tale."

It was in the last days of the Spanish Dons. Already at Sutter's mill

had been found the first golden gleams which led to the mighty mad rush of

'49. Already General Fremont had begun that memorable movement which

was to end in the overthrow of Mexican authority in California. But all un-

The Old Pico Mansion. Photo by Butler A Bailey.

(Don Pio Pico was the last Mexican Governor of California.)

conscious of the coming change, Pio Pico, the last Mexican governor of Cali-

fornia, was taking his wedding journey over the immense tracts which were

his by Spanish grant, so large and so varied in their location that it is said

he could travel from San Francisco to San Diego and scarcely step on another's

land. By the desire of his young wife they were seeking a location for their

permanent home. Knowing the spot which the morning's drive would reach,

Governor Pico said, "Where we lunch today, there we will build our home."

And, though the adobe is crumbling and the timbers, carried on the backs of

Indians from San Pedro harbor, twenty miles away, are decayed and falling,

the Pico mansion still stands, a monument to the wisdom of the Spaniard's
choice.

Forty years passed by. The ships which once visited the western coast for

cargoes of hides and tallow, the sole exports of California, were coming for
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wheat and barley. The gold rush had ended, for the Franciscan monks, with

their mission-linked chain of green stretched from San Francisco to San

Diego, had bequeathed a richer treasure, the teaching of the old allegory of

the man, who, dying, told his sons to dig in the vineyard, for a great treasure

was hidden there. Stirred by the plow, transformed by the irrigating ditch,

the soil of California had revealed a greater wealth and the state had entered

upon the second wonderful era of development. Three disciples of William

Penn, emulating the example of the great eastern colonist, were seeking a

place in the new west for a Quaker colony. Their quest had led them to

almost every locality of the new land. It was a bright spring day when their

carriage halted on the gently rolling land by the foothills above Governor
Pico's home, and they repeated together the words he had spoken before,

"There we will build our home."

A Westward Look Ackoss Whittibr.
(From Reservoir Hill.)

Photo by Ramtty.

Fifteen years have passed again. Five thousand people traveling through
Southern California have passed that same way, and repeated those same

words. What a transformation in that tract lying by the Puente foothills!

Where fields of barley or patches of mustard grew*, or great mesas stretched

barren and lifeless save where some lonely shepherd followed his wandering

flock, now, with her head pillowed in the lap of the foothills, her skirts in

great plaids of green spread over the valley, lies the fair city of Whittier.

Fair to the traveler as he gets his first view from the train afar over miles

of orchards gleams the city, indeed like a gem.
"Sown in a wrinkle of the hill,"

Fair as he climbs the hills in the rear and looks over an unexampled pano-
rama. To the north a solid wall of granite towers till it catches the clouds

on the summit. In a huge crescent of green sparkle a dozen gems, as the

eye sweeps from Pomona past Pasadena, Los Angeles to Santa Ana. tad

on beyond to the sun-gilt waters of the Pacific. Beautiful is Whittier from
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every point, and it means much to the home-seeker, Spaniard, or Friend, or

tourist of today, that from every view point, the place be beautiful where he

will build his home.

But good looks are not a sufficient basis for friendship nor for home-

building. There are probably visual attractions at the North Pole. Climate

and topography must also be considered. Geography is a key to history.

The scatheless Alps have written "Liberty" over Switzerland. The island

location of England has given the seas their mistress. It is not an accident

that Russia and Germany and the United States, progressive nations, lie

* ^-^-7" Sfrf*^ ^f^^1*

i
',

* * ;
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Beans Among Yodng Walnuts. (Photo taken December, 1902.) Photo by Ram*e\

the valleys. But here is a city that the foothills have caught up into their

arms, sheltering it from the sandstorms on the northeast, yet lifting it up
to the southwest where the sea breeze, forgetting its rigor, as it gathers

fragrance from twenty miles of orchard and meadow, fans to daily comfort

Whittier, the "Foothill City." Remembering the advantages of climate and

healthful location, we do not wonder that the wily Spaniard said, "There we

will build our home."

Pli'l-MllKK I'KVS \r WHITTtFK. Photo b\ Rmm



3. Drying-.

In Whittier Walnut Groves.
1. After Picking- Time. 2. Grading- and Sacking.

(8-year-old trees on this ranch yielded $140 per acre. 4. Washing.





Some Whittier Homes. Photos by Ramsey <:>iJ Butler & Bai'.'ev
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Facts are not poetical, but they are

potent and practical. It is a fact

that Whittier has almost doubled her

population in two years, from one

thousand five hundred and sixty in

iooo, to three thousand in 1902. In the

same time bank deposits in the city

have increased from $90,000.00 to $275,-

000.00. It is a fact that in the last

six months more than $c*),ooo.oo have

been invested in buildings; a $12,000.00

church, two $12,000.00 school build-

ings, a $15,000.00 Odd Fellows Hall,

besides scores of beautiful residences.

A fire department has been organized,
a building erected and an ample equip-
ment secured. The city has been lighted

with electricity and 25,000 feet of gas
main have been laid. A complete

system of interurban electric railway
is assured at an early date ; a new $25,-

000.00 High School building within the

year, a City Hall, and a dozen miles of

cement sidewalks are not far in the

future. As he looks at these results,

the intelligent observer is forced to the

question, "What are the causes of this

development?"

The answer is not far to find.

Whittier is not merely a summer or

winter resort ; not an ephmera which

flourishes on the support of tourists.

There is no city of its size in the world

which has a greater wealth-producing

territory tributary to it. The 10,000

acres of orchards which lie in a great

crescent at its feet, would alone assure

permanent prosperity.

It is very generally granted that the San Gabriel Valley district, which

adjoins the City of Whittier, is the finest English walnut region in California.

The products this year will reach 50,000 sacks, a valuation of $450,000.00.

The walnut-growers are strongly associated for mutual protection, and so

able is the management that this district practically controls the walnut price

of America.

It is another significant fact that the first car of California oranges

shipped this year was packed in Whittier. Last year 200 carloads of oranges

and 150 of lemons were shipped, and the output this year will make an

increase of 50 to 100 cars. Three leading companies alone disbursed $135.-

000.00 to growers of citrus fruits in this district the past season. Ten acres

of ten-year-old citrus or walnut trees afford an ample competency, yielding

an average annual income of $2,000.00 to $3,000.00.

There are only two natural reasons for Southern California's failing to

equal the tropics in luxuriant production. The first is the cold winds, which

sometimes in December and January blow from the snow caps of the Sierras

Photo by .'>. M. Huston.
Flow ok Water from a 310-foot Well.



In the Whittier Oil Field.
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and blight orchard and garden. But again Nature has been kind to Whittier

and reared up the Puente hills to ward off the cold. The almost unexampled
temperature of January 3, 1902, which wrought severe damage in so many
localities, left the citrus growths of the Whittier foothills untouched. There

is a thermal or frostless belt where the slope of the plain lies up against the

hills, below the cold of the rarified heights and above the valley floors which

by natural laws of ventilation drain the cold atmosphere to the lower levels.

So Whittier orchards have never known the touch of frost. Amid the walnut

and citrus groves flourish peaches and apricots and pears and apples and

plums. Underneath the spreading branches are gardens which make the

housekeeper's task easy—tomatoes, peas, beans and strawberries, even in

January ; lettuce and radishes fresh every day in the year—and flowers !

Roses, carnations, lilies, English violets and golden poppies. With such

beauty and fragrance delighting his senses, with such delicacies from his

Whit ri ik Statu School. /'halo by Butler £ Bailty.

own garden, with such orchards, minting their own gold, truly the rancher

well may say, "There I will build my home."

The other reason for dissatisfaction with some of Southern California

is its water—what it has and what it hasn't. A journey through much of

the State is an excellent commentary on Old Testament digging of wells and

bitter waters. But this section is especially fortunate in its water supply,

both for domestic and for irrigation purposes. The city owns its own sys-

tem, purchased at a cost of $45,000.00, and since greatly improved and

extended. In the very dooryard of the old Pico mansion are located its deep

wells, tapping the exhaustlcss water-bearing strata which the Rio San Gabriel

has been laying down for ages. Pure, sparkling, cold water ii drawn from

deep wells and carried through pipes and covered rewnroir in ample amount

for field and city. But, in addition to the splendid city system, to many
local companies and to the great network of the San Gabriel River districts,
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there has been recently reorganized the East Whittier system, a co-operative

association with its flowing wells and pumping plants near El Monte, its

twelve miles of cement conduits with a capacity of 1500 miner's inches and

laterals being built to eight thousand acres in the beautiful La Habra Valley,

lying in the frostless foothill belt to the east, and lacking hitherto nothing

but water. The promoters of this system have had perhaps wider experience

than any two men to be found on the Pacific Coast, experience on the great

Imperial tract, in Australia and in other places. They knew just what had to

be done, what could be done, and they knew how to do it. As a result, a

perpetual and ample water supply is assured at cost price to the settler to

whom the lana is being sold, for, when the system is complete, the men who
construct it, having made a profit, will have stepped out, leaving the owner-

Whittier Oranges. Photo by Ramsey.

(The crop from this 5-acre ranch sold this year for $1,575, on the trees.)

ship in the hands of the people. With this added area set to walnuts and

oranges, there will be tributary to Whittier the finest fruit tract in California

or in the world.

But the Puente hills were still not satisfied with the blessings they had

showered upon their adopted child, the "Foothill City." Only six years ago

they whispered the secret of another source of wealth hidden in their bosom.

The oil discovered there is of such high quality and is found in such abund-

ance that the field is considered one of the best in the state, and the product

finds ready sale, when that of many wells is a drug on the market. Though
the field is scarcely entered yet, the monthly output has reached 60,000 bar-

rels. As the shallow wells of the first drilling are being deepened to 2200

feet, still greater reservoirs of still better oil are being tapped, and the store

is shown to be practically exhaustless. Local capital has received highly
t
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remunerative returns from the oil industry, but the greatest benefit to the

community has been the high wages, an average of $4.50 per day to the

army of workmen already demanded by its rapid development. With the

farther growth of this field, with the factories and varied industries which

will be brought to the city, by the advantages of cheap fuel, certainly the

wheels of local progress will be kept well oiled.

Another item in the catalogue of Nature's gifts might be recorded. It

takes a startling revelation sometimes to make us realize our blessings. Such

a disclosure came three years ago to some parties drilling for water on the

Meyers ranch, two miles south of Whittier, when the drill was suddenly
hurled from the well, followed by sand and water and rocks, thrown to the

height of two hundred feet, a phenomenon lasting for several days. Through
the wreck of the well natural gas has escaped in such quantity that a flame

ten feet in height has been blazing day and night ever since. A local com-

Thk New (San Gabriel)\Ki\ i k. I'hoto h\ lUitl.t J- Bailty.

pany has recently been formed to develop this new product, a high-grade

fuel and illuminant, and experts say the formation indicates a body of it

sufficient to supply all Southern California. As Whittier stretches out her

hands filled with such rare opportunities and advantages, Labor and Capital

are responding in an ever-increasing chorus, "There we will build our home."

"There we will build our home." America is the home of homes, and

California is pre-eminently the home spot of the continent It means much
to ideal home life that children may play in the open air every day in the

year; that sun and breeze and sea and mountains unite in balm and invigora-

tion. To these natural advantages Whittier has added other rare induce-

ments to the home-seeker. There are no saloons in its borders. There are

nine church edifices representing the leading denominations, and there are

few vacant pews in them. A stranger recently remarked, "Why, even the

men go to church in Whittier."

The interest of the people of Whittier in education and the difficulty
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of furnishing facilities to keep pace with that interest is shown in the two
commodious grammar school buildings just being completed; in the bonds

just voted for a magnificent new home for the High School which has grown
so rapidly since its inception ;

in the royal way Whittier College has been

supported and built up until it affords opportunities for higher education

unexcelled by any like institution. With these new public school facilities

and the great development which is made possible to the college by liberal

endowment, in a situation so conducive to mental effort, certainly Whittier

promises well to become an educational center. For it is already a cultured

people drawn from the best sections of the East; a culture attested by the

demand for and wide use of the public library; by the liberal patronage

Intensive Farming at Whittier.
( Young walnuts, dewberries, strawberries. March 1, 1902, this land was bare.

Photo by Ramsey.
This photo taken December, 1902.)

of lecture courses ; by interest in the University Extension movement. The

refined, progressive home-seeker who has in mind the best interests of his

children may well choose a spot within the sound of Whittiers church and

school bells and say, "There we will build our home."

A barley field with ground squirrels for inhabitants—fifteen years—a

community of 5,000 cultured citizens and a monthly income of $200,000.00.

Another fifteen years will soon pass and what then ? With the great Isthmian

Canal completed, the waters of the Pacific white-capped with the commerce
of every nation as civilization moves on to the new old worlds rediscovered

in the Orient—Prophecy halts dumb before the vision of what she sees must

come to California. In this third era of development, when to mine and

orchard are added well and factory and fleet, Whittier, only twenty miles

from San Pedro, the key-port to the trade of the Pacific, will take no humble
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A Whittier Common School.

part ; Whittier, a region which Nature endowed with rich soil, equable
climate, liquid wealth, with the boon of river and hill and breeze; and where
man has drilled wells and planted orchards and budded schools; Whittier,
with these nature-made and man-developed conditions, offers to you rare

advantages of home, of church, of school, of employment, of investment.
Whoever you are, can you find a more attractive place to build your home?

Note.—The Whittier Board of Trade will be glad to answer your letter

of inquiry. Address Secretary of Board of Trade, Whittier, Cal.

W II I I I II K (.'ol I I l.K. /•/;,/,.., b\ />•.•
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M
CONQUEST OF ARID AMERICA"

The Development of the Imperial Settlements.

ANY plans for the reclamation of arid America have been under dis-

cussion for many years by both private enterprise and national leg-

islation, and hundreds of thousands of people have looked foiward
to the completion of an irrigation system that would give a never-failing supply
of water to the rich and fruitful soil of the Colorado Desert. Until 1896, when
the California Development Company was incorporated for the purpose of

constructing a canal system to irrigate the lands of the Colorado Delta, there

seemed to be no place in which the homeseeker could found a home and accu-

mulate property, as did the early pioneer.

The tremendous growth and development of the United States has re-

sulted in the rapid disappearance of opportunities for the man of limited means
and to acquire a home means the necessary capital to purchase high-priced
lands. For a generation the reclamation of arid America has been a theme
in theory only until the commencement of this gigantic undertaking to supply
with water that portion of the Great Arid West, lying in Southern California

and embracing more than half a million acres of government land, heretofore

known as the Colorado Desert. This enterprise has developed into one of the

"greatest and most successful irrigation systems in the world, and places before

the man of moderate means perhaps the best opportunities that can be found
on the globe.

The Old Method of Travel— the New Method.



Imperial Watkk.

1. Nine-foot Drop in Main.Canal. 2. Blue Lake. 3. Flooding Land. 5. Hy.lr.iulii I':
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Excavating Machine Digging Canal. (Imperial Canal System.)

The main canals of this system are over one hundred miles long. They
bring water from the Colorado river—the point of diversion being about eight
miles below Yuma and just above the international boundary line. Their
main canals deliver the water supply to the various sections of the Imperial
settlements in bulk, selling the same at wholesale to the various mutual water

companies for distribution to the settlers. This system is delivering an
'abundant supply of water, at the lowest price known on the Pacific Coast, to

the settlers on the only desirable government land that can be found in the

United States today under a reliable system of irrigation.
The Imperial settlements are situated in the southern end of San Diego

county, and cover about 500,000 acres. The first water from this great canal

system was run on Imperial lands in June, 1901, and the first crops planted
and harvested in that year netted far beyond the expectations of the planters.
In December, 1901, the influx of settlers commenced, and where one year ago
was but a barren desert now dwell three thousand thrifty people. Four

rapidly growing business centers are established and there are only about
one dozen school districts in San Diego county that have larger assessed valu-

ations than either one of the three districts of Imperial, Silsbee and Calexico.

The illustrations used in this article are reproductions of photographs
secured in a recent visit to the Imperial settlements, and show plainer than

pen can describe the rapid change from desert to garden.
The soil of the Imperial settlements is an alluvial deposit formed in ages

past by the waters of the Colorado river which at the present time show by
actual analysis that they carry commercial fertilizers to the land, ex-

ceeding by far that of the celebrated Nile. This great river furnishes water

Main Canal Imperial Water Company— No. 1. (70 feet wide, 8 feet deep.)
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in abundance every day in the year, enabling the owner of land in the Imperial
settlements to get the cheapest water in America for irrigation purposes.

The story of this great enterprise reads like fiction, but it is without doubt
one of the greatest achievements in modern irrigation science, and has been
for some time an accomplished fact.

Fully one-third of these lands have already been taken and prosperous
farmers are rapidly increasing and accumulating wealth in the cultivation of

this rich soil.

The live stock industry is foremost, and large herds of cattle and hogs are

fattened quickly and cheaply from the big crops of alfalfa, sorghum, Egyptian
corn, Kaffir corn, Milo maize and barley hay that are raised there. The fer-

tility of the soil is remarkable. Alfalfa sown this last April has cut four

crops in seven months, and there are grown regularly on Imperial lands

barley crops that yield seventy-five bushels, of grain, or three to four tons

of barley nay, to the acre.

Imperial lands are especially adapted to wheat growing and have already

yielded as high as sixty bushels to the acre. The Tucson Milling Company
have offered to take this coming season all the wheat that can be grown on

30,000 acres and pay Los Angeles prices for it.

Vegetables of every description are grown in abundance. Cotton growing
is practically an assured success, experimental crops of the Egyptian long

staple cotton having demonstrated the adaptability of the soil. Sugar beets

are grown here, as is shown in an accompanying photograph. They speak
for themselves and the percentage of sugar content being especially high, this

industry promises excellent returns.

Rice has been tried and the crop last season was a very good one. So
successful was this crop grown by men unacquainted with its cultivation that

experts who have investigated this experiment are getting ready to engage in

this branch of agriculture on a large scale in the Imperial settlements.

The climate being especially adapted, deciduous fruits grown here ripen

earlier than at any other section of this great fruit State. The celebrated

Rock Ford melons and canteloupes are grown here with great success and

reach the Eastern markets fully five weeks in advance of those from any other

section of the United States, thus bringing the highest market prices.

Poultry raising is an important industry and a profitable adjunct to the

resources of the thrifty farmer.

T!ie winter climate of Imperial is the most elegant in the world. That the

atmosphere is most pure is evidenced by the clearness of the sky at night and

a most remarkable phenomenon is observed there. During the full of the

moon one can see and read coarse print by night.

While summer heat is great, the dryness of the atmosphere is such that

it is not as enervating as the Atlantic Coast, and the wet bulb thermometer

will show a lower average temperature during the summer months than at

Chicago.
Imperial was the first town started and has a population of about three

hundred people. It supports a First National Bank, several stoic-, a post

telephone system, a most creditable weekly newspaper, an ice and refrigerating

plant, a water system which delivers pure filtered water under pressure, and

has bright prospects for an electric plant to furnish light and power for the

towns of Imperial and Silshec.

Manufacturing industries arc assured by cheap power that can he gen.

from the drops in the canals within twenty miles of Imperial and the 1.

erating plant will soon lie run by power secured at a sixteen foot drop of the

main canal, about three miles from Imperial.

The town of Silshec is situated on the eastern shore of Blue lake, one

of the most charming bodies of fresh water on the Pacific ("oast. Blue lake

is only about one miles in length and half a mile wide hut it ts well stocked

with fish and surrounded by mesquite timber which will afford shade I

line boulevard encircling the entire lake.

Calexieo, on the international boundary line between Mexico and the

United States, is already a prominent trading point ami bids fair to become

an important revenue station of the government.

Brawlej is a new town on the railroad line between Imperial and Old

Beach.
In all of the towns the deeds arc so drawn that liquor cannot be sold as a

beverage and at the recent elections the proposition to license the saloon was

voted down in all the precincts.



Imperial Buildings.

T. P. Banta's Cottatre. 2. Hotel. 3. Company's Brick Block. 5. Church.
4. Company's Headquarters at Calexico.



Impkkial Chops.

1. Crop of Milo Maize. 2. Crop of Sorghum. 3. Cr<>i>.>t Kirwti.ui C»uou.

5. Crop of Sugar Beets. 4. Alfalfa Field.
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Cattle Ranch in the Imperial Settlements.

To provide transportation facilities for this rapidly growing community,
the Southern Pacific Railway Company is now constructing and will soon

complete a b'anch from Old Beach to Imperial, a distance of thirty miles.

Ii> addition to this line there will be, without doubt, in the near future, an-

other transcontinental railroad passing through the Imperial settlements to

San Diego.
One of the reasons of the remarkable growth and development of thest

settlements is the mutual plan and the cheapness of the water system.
The cost of water rights is nominal. They may be obtained on easy

term? by purchasing shares of stock in mutual water companies at the rate

of one share to every acre of land, providing for a perpetual delivery of water
at a fixed price, enabling the owner to get an abundance of water any day in

the year.
The main heading of the Imperial canal system is being enlarged.

This consists of a large but short canal, having its junction with the river

in a hill of solid conglomerate rock and cement, which conveys the water
from the river a short distance to the settling basin. Into this settling basin
the sediment in the water will be precipitated, then pumped back into the
river by a hydraulic dredge. At present a temporary canal is in use to convey
water from the river below the settling basin to the main Imperial canal

Fattening Hogs in Imperial Settlements,
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system, but this will be filled up and abandoned as soon as the new heading is

completed. There will be no gates between the river and the settling basin.

Below the settling basin there is at present one hcadgate; but there is now
being constructed another great headgate one hundred and twenty-five feet

wide. The piers of this giant structure are being built of concrete and

rest on a solid rock bottom. When completed, it will have capacity for the de-

livery of sufficient water to successfully irrigate eight hundred thousand (800,-

000) acres of land. The demand for more water u so great that this portion
of the work is now being rapidly pushed.

The California Development Company owns 100,000 acres of land on the

Mexican side, through which the main canal passes. It has recently sold

10,000 acres of this tract to a Los Angeles syndicate, who have commenced to

develop the property. In addition to this, the syndicate has also procured ad-

joining property to the extent of 680,000 acres and is developing the same with

a view of establishing the largest cattle raising, feeding and fattening proposi-
tion in the world. Prominent Los Angeles financiers and capitalists who are

known for their successful business capacity are at the head of this stu-

pendous undertaking. Water to supply this immense ranch will be supplied

principally from the Imperial canal system.
Another Los Angeles syndicate, composed of bankers and business men.

has purchased from the California Development Company, through the Im-

perial Land Company, water shares for about 40,000 acres, situated imme-

diately west of the Braly tract on the west side of New river. This tract

will be developed at once by the syndicate and colonized under the direction

and management of the Imperial Construction Company.
The California Development Company will deliver the water for this

tract of land at a point north of Imperial and east of New river, from which

the Imperial Construction Company will conduct it by flume across the river

and distribute it over the land.

Thus in a short time that which was a vast desert has been converted

into one of the most successful agricultural settlements ever established in the

Arid West. In these settlements the settlers have a source of income and an

increased and constantly increasing value to their lands.

Within the last few months the Imperial settlements have to a consider-

able extent engaged the attention of the press of the country and the possi-

bilities of this section are not yet half realized.

Readers who desire to investigate this section more fully should apply
to the Imperial Land Company, Stowell Block, Los Angeles, California, for a

copy of an illustrated pamphlet: "From Desert to Garden;" also a copy of

"An Album of the Imperial Settlements," containing a large number of half-

tone views showing what has been done there in so short a space of time: also

a copy of the holiday edition of the "Imperial Press," containing, among other

things, a list of t he settlers now located on 161,812 acres of irrigated govern-
ment land.

M\i\ Stkbkt. Town of Imtkhiai.,



THE FAMOUS OLD NEVADA -KEYSTONE MINE

X^A-^

If the history of the great mines of all ages should be written, countless

volumes would be filled with stories of success and failure in which romance

and tragedy are closely interwoven. Such a story is to be told of a mine lo-

cated almost at the gateway of Los Angeles.

Fourteen years ago Jones Taylor, an old prospector now dead, but then

well known throughout San Bernardino county, California, was told the old

legend handed down from the Indians through the Franciscan Fathers, of a

wonderful gold mine in the desert of Southern Nevada, and he started in

search of it. Finally, on March 25th, 1888, after following an old Indian

trail for many months, a few miles above Goode Springs, Lincoln county,

Nevada, Taylor discovered the apex of a strong and true fissure vein, from

which he obtained gold assays of astonishing richness. In all his varied ex-

perience he had never seen gold so yellow nor so fine, and he was confident

he had found the. object of his search, the long-lost mine of legendary fame.

He called it the "Keystone," which name now seems almost prophetic,

since the apex of the lode has truly proven to be the key which opens up all

the adjoining mining ground occupied by the Keystone and Barefoot groups,

aggregating twelve mining claims now operated by the Nevada Keystone

Mining Company of Los Angeles, California.

Taylor soon sold out to others, who put up a mill and in a crude manner

of mining extracted $380,000 in gold bullion from one ore chute, which they

worked to a depth of 700 feet. They were so thoroughly satisfied with the

first skimming of the cream of this unusually rich ore that they left nearly

as much gold in the tailings from the mill as they concentrated into bullion.

These parties then undertook the opening up and development of the New
York mines near Manvel, Cal., the building of a railroad (the Nevada

Southern), the establishment of a bank (the Needles National), and the

building of the Needles reduction works, drawing on the Keystone mine for

the necessary funds for all these various enterprises. Then came the panic

of 1893 and with it the loss of the ore vein in the Keystone, and misfortune .&

fell like an avalanche upon the unfortunate parties who had undertaken so

much. It was impossible to obtain money for prospecting to rediscover the

lost ore vein, and the mine went with the rest into the hands of the receivers.

For seven years the mine lay idle and the general impression was that its

treasure vaults were exhausted.



But two years ago Carl F. Schader, well known in mining circles all

through the Southwest, and who is now general manager of the Nevada Key-

stone Mining Company, while on a prospecting trip through the desert of

Southern Nevada, making a thorough and exhaustive examination of all the

principal mining properties of that region, became convinced that the Keystone

was a bonanza, and that the former owners had not only lost the ore chutes

of every level by drifting into country rock, but that they had never discovered

the greatest ore bodies the mine really possessed. So strong was his belief

that this was true, that he at once secured a lease and option from the trustee

for the creditors, and associated with himself some of the best and most

reliable business men of this part of the country, and went to work with the

aid of Mr. Carl Andersen, M. E., to open up the mine and prove his opinions

correct.

A careful study of the mine convinced these gentlemen that this ore was

deposited by thermal springs, and development work done in conformity with

this theory has without doubt proven the theory correct. A comfortable fortune

has been spent in this work with the satisfactory result of opening to view

three ore chutes to the depth of 450 feet, each of which is larger than the

original, at a corresponding depth.

The ore consists of streaks of clay, talc and hematite of iron. The highest

grade ore in the mine is probably an absolutely pure white kaoline carrying

free gold ; samples showing no free gold to the eye have assayed over $500.00

per ton. The ore is free milling, 85 per cent, being readily saved by plain

plate amalgamation, and 00 per cent, of the value contained in the tailings are

recovered by the cyanide process. The gold extracted by these methods has a

fineness of from 900 to 925.

The property is now being operated on a conservative plan by the Nevada

Keystone Mining Company, which was incorporated May I, 1902, under the

laws of the State of Nevada, with an authorized capital of $1,000,000. With

a directorate composed of such representative business men as J. J. Davis,

President; T. H. Dudley, Vice-President; Jacob Adloff, Treasurer; T. A.

Johnson, Secretary, and Carl F. Schader, General Manager, the property has

been rapidly brought up to a regular dividend payer, paying at the rate of one-

half of one per cent per month; and the work of further development is being

pushed as rapidly as is practical. Since the organization of the company last

May over $60,000 in gold bullion has been taken from the mine.

Like all great mines, the Keystone has had a history full of romance, strife

and litigation, but over all these obstacles she has triumphed gloriously, and

has now settled down to lasting peace and prosperity.
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The 1903 term of Throop Polytechnic Institute opened under favorable condition*,
with a notable increase in the number of young men who attend for the purpose of taking
courses in chemistry, physics, assaying, electrical engineering, and kindred studies. Much
original work is being done in the shops and laboratories of the Institute. All other de-

partments are kept up to the top notch of efficiency, including that of domestic science for

girls, the art department for both sexes, clay-modeling, wood-carving, carpentry, forging
and machine shop work. The latter shop opens with the current term, with the mechanical

drawing in close association. In the last-named department several of the advanced students
are making a creditable showing in architecture, others in designing for machinery

Hand in hand with the daily instruction in all branches of manual training are carried

along the grammar school, high school and collegiate studies of the more purely theoretical

kind, while the Institute's business college department is taking a very important place in

the work of the school.
The Secretary is always glad to forward catalogues and information of any required

nature upon application to him by mail, or otherwise, at Pasadena.
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Sweet, Clean, aivd P\ire-

everythiivg cleenv&ed
With

BettertKaa the best Soap for all

purposes where soap could beused

Sa.fe for the Skiiv
^ Necessary for delicate

fabrics which cannot stand

| destructive rubbing and

for the wonveiv

who do it

jyve saves botk

MENNEN5

fy0ZJ:>\
BORATED

TALCUM

I DcllgtitfDl After Bathing, A loxnrg After Shaving ]

A positivo relief for Chapped Hands, Chafing,and all afflictions of the Bkin. Removes all odor of
perspiration. Get Mennen's (the original), a little

hnjlirr in price, perhips, than worthless substitute*, butt here it
a reasonfor it. Sold everywhere, or mailed for 25 cents.

Samplefree. GERHARD MENNEN CO., Newark, N. J.

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS
1301 Castro St., Oakland, Cal.

Over 60 Yards of Fowls. Oldest

Poultry Establishment on the Coast.
We guarantee % hatch on all eggs
we sell. Manufacturers of the

Pacific Incubator and Brooder

The best machines in the world.

Absolutely SELF-REGULATING.

Send for 60-page Catalogue

sample: from evans &Isons, lim., new york
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MPERIAL

LANDS
We take great pleasure in announcing to the public that we

are now in a position to offer Imperial Lands with an abundant

water supply, for

$1.25 $1.25 $1.25
per acre, cash, with no further payment on the principal for

four years, and twenty years to make final payment. This is

certainly the most generous offer ever made to the public. It

has been demonstrated by the farmers at Imperial during the

past year that one crop grown on Imperial Lands will more than

pay the total cost of both land and water. We have just opened

for settlement, on the above terms, as fine a tract of land as

can be found in the Imperial Valley. This land is within one

mile of the Southern Pacific Ry. now being built to Imperial.

Think of securing a 40-acre ranch with an abundant water sup-

ply for $50.00 cash. You cannot afford to let this pass.

See illustrated article on Imperial in this magazine. For full

particulars and descriptive literature, call on or address

Oakley-Paulin Co.
304-305 Douglas Building LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA



Get a
Civil Service
Situation

Government Positions Are Open
To fill them Uncle Sam is making selection from thousands of

applicants. Only those who are qualified
—those who pass the Civil

Service Examinations with the highest grades
—receive the coveted

places. BE PREPARED ! Your chance lies in securing the very
best preparation. This is to be had bv enrolling for a course of coach-

ing by mail. The NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE
originated preparation for Civil Service Examinations by mail in 1893,
and since that year has coached thousands who are now holding excel-

lent government positions. There were made more than

13,000 Appointments Last Year
and the chances of appointment are now better than ever before. There is

room for you in the Service if you can pass the examination with a high
grade—if you are prepared. Examinations will be held soon. For rates,

positions, salaries, etc., write at once to

NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE.
PACIFIC COAST OFFICE: 927 Market St., San Francisco.

HOME OFFICE: Second National Bank Building, Washington, D. C.
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OLDKHT AND LAKOKST BANK IN
SOUTHKRN CALIFORNIA

IKE FARMERS AND MERCHANTS BANKS
OF LOS A N«. II. is Incorporated 1871

Capital, Surplus and Profit* - -
$1,569,220.00

Deposits - -
7,6uu,im»).(ki

Cash on Hand, and with Bankers - -
5,012,302.00

U. S. and other Bonds and Stocks -
1,124.400.00

OFFICERS
I. W. H km.man, Pres. H. W. Hellman, Vice-Pres.
J. A. Graves, 2nd Vice-Pres. Charles SEYLBK.Cash'r

G. H kimann, Assistant Cashier
M. H. Hellman, 2nd Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS

W. B. Perry I.W. Hellman, Jr. O.W. Childs
I.N. Van Nnys J.A.Graves I. W. Hellman
H. W. Hellman J. F. Francis C. E. Thorn
J. Baruch Win, Lacy
Special Safe Deposit Department and Storage Vaults.

W. C. Pattbrson, Prest. P. M. Green. Vlc*-Pr#*.

Frank P. Flint. Second Vice- Prest.

W. D. Woolwine, Cashier

E. W. COE, Assistant Cashier

O. J. WlQDAL " "

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY
SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULTS

Cor. First and Spring Streets

Capital Stock .

Surplns and Profits over
$500,000.00

190,000.00

Largest capital of any National bank in Southern
California. This bank is fortunate in having- a strong-

directory and a large list of substantial stockholders.

T. L. Duque, Pres. I. N. Van Nays, V. E. J. Vawter, Jr., Cashier

Money loaned on real estate at lowest rates.
Save time and expense by applying to

MAIN STREET SAVINGS BANK
PAID-UP CAPITAL, Sroo.OOO

Junction Main, Sprlng>nd Temple Sts. LOB ANG1 LBS, CAL.

DlRHCTORS: — H. W. Hellman, I. N. Van Nuyi, 0. I hham, II

W. O'Melveny. T. L. Duiiue, 1-. Winter, Kaspare Cohn, W. I.. Ken k.

IioH, II. Nrwmark.

DIVIDEND NOTICE—California Safe Deposit and
Trust Company, cor. California and MwUgMNf]
Streets. For the six months ending December 31,

1902, dividends have been declared on deposits in the

savings department of this Company, as follows :

On term deposits at the rate of 3 6-10 per cent per

annum, and on ordinary deposits at the rate of 3 per
cent per annum, free <>t taxes, and payable on and
after Friday, January 2, 1903. Dividends uncalled

for are added to the principal after January 1, 1903.

J. DALZELL BROWN, Manager.

AIR BRUSH

FOR
ART WORK.

We are making and selling the
best Art Tool in use. Applies
color by jet of air, enabling the
artist to do better work and save
time. No studio complete with-
out it. Circular! Ena.

Address, AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.,
115 Nassau Street, Rockford, 111.,

U. S. A.

Largest National Bank in Southern California

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS AN6KLK8

Designated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 400,000

Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360,000

Deposits 5.000.000

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhopf, V.-Prsst
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

J. D. Blcknel!
J. M. Elliott

DIRECTORS
H. Jevne
F. Q. Story
J. C. Drake

W. G. Kerckhoff
J. D Hooker

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conducted

DIVIDEND NOTICES.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.—The German Savings
and Eoan Society, 526 California St.—For
the half year ending with Dec. 31, 1902, a

dividend has been declared at the rate of

three and one-eighth (3
l

/$) per cent per an-

num on all deposits, free of taxes, payable
on and after Thursday, January 1, 1903.

GEORGE TOURNY, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.— Mutual Savings
Bank of San Francisco, 33 Post St. —
For the half year ending December 31,

1902, a dividend has been declared at the

rate of three (3) per cent per annum on all

deposits, free of taxes, payable on and after

Thursday, January 1, 1903.

GEORGE A. STORY, Cashier.

SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY, 101

Montgomery St., corner of Sutter. — The
Board of Directors declared a dividend for
the term ending December 31, 1902, at the
rate of three and one-quarter (3#) per cent

per annum on all deposits, free of taxes
and payable on and after January 1, L90&
Dividends not called for are added to and
bear the same rate of dividend as the

principal from and after January 1, l'tU.

CYRUS W. CARMANY, Cashier,

DIVIDEND NOTICE- The Continental

Building and Loan Association, No. 301

California St., San Francisco. — For the

year ending December 31, 1902, has declared

a dividend of five (5) per cent on ordinary

deposits ; six (6) per cent on term deposits,

and eight (8) per went on installment stock.

WILLIAM COKBIX.
Sec. and Gen'l M'gr.



READY TO WEAR

Women's Apparel
FOR WET WEATHER

Most folks predict a very rainy winter.

You'll take great comfort from stylish, dressy
suits and skirts that may be worn with equal
pleasure on clear or wet days. They are made
of materials that keep new and attractive in

spite of usage. Even if the garment becomes
heavily wet it seems just as fresh as ever when
it is dry once more. The styles are charming
and effective, the very newest New York has.

All so nice, and yet prices extremely moderate.

B. B. HENSHEY
COR. THIRD AND BROADWAY

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

%AAA*A*A*VV>AAAAA**S#

THE MEW

Princesse Petticoat
is a tailor-made garment. It g-ives a perfect
glove fit at the top, impossible to attain with
any other skirt.

It does away with all wrinkles at the hips and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic grace to the beauty
lines of a graceful fig-ure

that cannot be obtained

with any other petticoat.

Every lady knows the

advantages of a tailor-

made g-arment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fitting- garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a well-

dressed appearance.

We shall be pleased to show them to all

ladies who wish to see them, at

555 S. Broadway, los Annies, c&
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EXRRESS ar SERVICE

2 7 HOURS
Between LOS ANGELES, SANTA BARBARA and SAN ERANCISCO

By PACIFIC (OAST STEAMSHIP (0.

Low Rates including Berth and Meals Excellent Service

Steamship Santa Rosa, 2416 Tons, Length 326 Fbbt

FOR SANTA BARBARA AND SAN FRANCISCO
Wednesdays, 7

Sundays, 7

Wednesdays, 11

Sundays, 11

r„..,„ L>T7>rk/-kvrT^/~k S
Steamer Santa Rosa

Leavb REDONDO
j steamer STATB OK California -

Leave j Steamer Santa Rosa
PORT LOS ANGELES \ Steamer State of California

FOR SAN DIEGO
Leave \ Steamer Santa Rosa

PORT LOS ANGELES '(
Steamer State of California

Steamer Santa Rosa
Steamer State of CaufokniaLkavb REDONDO-j

Mond.t

Fridays, 4

Mondays, 8
Monday-, B

am
am
am
am

pm
pm
pm
pm

ClOM COBIMCttoai ;ii San Francisco with Company's steamers for port s in Humboldt

Britlsli Columbia, Seattle, Tacotna and Alaska.

For further in tot ni.it inn .m<l dMCTlptlYC m.itter. apply to

W. PARRIS. Agent. 328 S. Spring St., Los Angeles

SAN FRANCISCO TICKET OFFICE: 4 New Montgomery St.
|
Palace Hoteh

C. D. DUNANN. General Passenger Agent. 10 Market St., San Francisco

i

6
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ATTRACTIVE SUBURBAN HOME SAN DIMAS

CALIFORNIA

AN IDEAL
COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN'S
PLACE Profitable Citrus

Groves

One Hour from Los

Angeles via Santa Fe

or S. P. Ry.

Magnificent View of

San Gabriel Valley

and Snow-Capped

Mountains

Surplus Water

for Sale

With all modern improvements, comprising- 103 acres highly improved property. For sale as a whole or in small
tracts. For full particulars address owner, GEO. E. COLEMAN, SAN DIMAS, CAL.

W. G. NEVIN TRACT
No other property in Los Angeles offers such desirable homesites or such oppor-

tunities for profitable investment. Located on Pico street, just opposite the Country
Club. Street cars every five minutes. Size of lots 73^xl78>^ feet— the largest and
finest residence lots in the entire city.

EVERY INCH HIGHLY IMPROVED
Magnificent graveled roadways, wide cement walks, heavy cement curbs. All

electric light and other poles are in the rear of the lots— no poles in front.

A CHOICE LOCATION FOR A CHOICE HOME
High altitude, being away above the southwest portion of the city. Magnificent

views of Hollywood and the mountain range clear to the sea. Pure air. Cool in sum-
mer and warm in winter— the most healthful location in Los Angeles. Building re-

strictions enforced that will greatly enhance the value of all property in the tract as

homes are built. The W. G. Nevin Tract is in every way the finest, best located tract

that has been laid out in Los Angeles in years. The lots are larger and offer better

opportunities for fine homesites. The growth of the better residence portion of the

city southwest and west all combine to make this the most desirable spot in the city
for high-class homes.

W. G. NEVIN, 320 322 Lauglilin Building
Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.

t
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TKAIIKMAKK

In all CHURCHES ami CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR soci.-n.-s tli.-n- i* a larire perc.-ni;..

yuuiiir OMB and women \vli'> arc •.ell — n t ixirlinsr, and so have but litlle tinn- for strlf-im-

iMov.iiKiii in an educational way. In tin- iranu- of FLING FLUNG there are over 100 -<

Of music and tin- name of tin- h.-ro, tin- luroim- and her father are tin- only -onifs u-d DBMS

than once. Why not havi- an evening of FLING FLUNG in your church and fat the young

peopfagM aoiuaintid V There can be no wallflowers in the game as the playi-rs are con.

tinually changing places. FLING FLUNG is a beautiful story told by pictures, poster-. 1(j

silk and sllkeM flags, mascots, puzzles, titles of books, ticket^, photos, i«»ppy poster in oil,

etc., is interspersed with music from beginning to end, and, when the game is finished

has taken the players completely around the world. Full instructions with game,

rate \"in S. S. room with the paraphernalia. To all orders reaching us before March 1st a

beautiful hand-tinted picture, 12xl2,double mount, will be mailed with the game.

Address express or P. O. money order for $2.25, to

FLING FLUNG COMPANY, Los Angeles, Cal. P. 0. Box 529

A Sure
•or Asthma.

J*IUUIJ^^™OMLLLO, s„|,| | iy .,n DniKjristN,

STOWELL&CO., Mfrs.
nail, H cent*.

Cliailrstnwn. Mll88.

TEACHERS and STUDENTS find here a

plant equipped fordoing School work— designing, en-

graving, printing and binding—the best possible prod-
uct at most reasonable prices.

—Oct West Co , Offices,

IIS S. Broadway. T.o-. Anifele-.

If You Have Taste
ortalent fordrawingyou may become
famous like the originator of this char-
acter. The ill-. Kit System of Teach-
ing by Mail prepares you quickly for a
paying position as Cartoonist, News-
paper Artist. Illustrator, etc. Original
school in this line Special offertotbose
Who Write now. HMldmt School, Eiubllihed 1860.

National Correspondence Schools, (Inc.)
v. i. Hesb, Prat., 5 B. Pa. St., Indianapolis, U.S. A.

Of Interest to Amateur
(or Professional) Photographers only

YOUR OPPORTUNITY FOR A GREAT COLLECTION
Stiii 1 us J.".! . (silver. 1 . S. it 1 anada or foreign equivalent) for a large

list, with Instructions. of natnof l;»< 1 \ and gentleman entliu

Iril.iiteil in different |iarls ..f the world who desire to exchange riews of

their locality for your lo<al views. List is revised frequently, and «*'/*-

ruttxtracMargt. Your na«a« inav l>e used on a future list unless you
tl.erv.isr. 1'rii e to supply houses, $1.

International Art Exchange Concern, Adrian. Mich., U. S. A.

^J
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L£

TO MAI1E
MONEYS

The Easiest "Way to do

tHis is to Buy California

Mining StocK

YOU CAN DOUBLE YOUR MONEY IN 90 DAYS IF

YOU INVEST IN ANY COMPANY WE ARE FINANCING

SOUTHWEST ORE REDUCTION CBL INVESTMENT CO.— Price

of Stuck 12'i cents per Share. Dividends guaranteed in 90 days. Will

soon be taken off the market. We expect this stock will go to $1.00 per share

in six months.

DRY LANDS PLACER CEL QUARTZ MININC CO.— Price of Stock

4- cents per Share. Will probably go to 25 cents per share in a few

months and pay big dividends soon.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS AGENTS WANTED

Address E,. J. YOUNG, Stochbroher, 211 W. First St.

LOS ANGELES. CAL

nillllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiilililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiliiiiHliiiiiiillllllllllin

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. &. Co., Tel. Main 509.
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OUT WEST ENGRAVINGS

EFFECTIVE

illustrating is a very strong factor in good advertising.
Much of the success of the Out West engraving department has

been due to intelligent comprehension of the requirements of the

matter in hand and the endeavor to make the most reasonable price

for the very best work in designing and plate-making.
All of the half-tone and line engraving in the body of the OoT

WEST magazine is produced by us, frequently from poor copies,

and is a fair example of our everyday work on extremely short

notice. We have a large list of people who send their work to us be-

Ltne Etching cause they feel that our equipment consists of the best apparatus,
skilled artists and engravers, and that everything is done under

most careful supervision. No plate leaves our establishment that is not capable
of producing excellent impressions at the hands of an ordinary printer.

On four pages here shown
we endeavor to include conven-

tional styles of half-tone and line

work with a clear explanation of

just what copy is required and the

plate used to obtain best results.

Some of the cuts here printed

have been already run in large

editions — only one has been

made for this advertisement.

Half-tones are made directly

from photos, wash drawings and

similar subjects, and in some

cases from the articles them-

selves. The engraving can be

any size desired that is of the

same relative proportion as the

copy ;
but the best results are

obtained when the size is smaller

than the original. Half-tones may be "square," "outline," "vignette," "oval,"

etc. The square half-tones are the cheapest, and, unless otherwise ordered, we

place small line around, as it usually gives more finished appearance. If the

background is

blended away, the

style is called "vig-
nette." If the back-

ground is cut away
entirely the engrav-

ing is said to be "out-

line." ( hitliii'

nette and oval half-

tones are a trifle

more expensive than

the square : but this

additional work fre-

quently increases the

effectiveness of the

engraving very much. In this connection we will say that the better the photo

the better will be the half-tone therefrom, and we cannot make good cuts from

poor photographs without re-touching the photograph, thus adding the a-

time, according to the amount involved, to the cost of the work. Object!

wanted in the half-tone can be painted out in the photo, and in some cases object*

Vignetted Half-tone

Square Half-tone "with Line



Vignettea and Outlined Half-ione

can be drawn in, so

that altogether the

possibilities of re-

touching are great.

In some cases it is

better to make a
' ' wash " drawing
than to re-touch the

photo.
Half-tones vary

in fineness of texture

or "screen," but the

screen most used is

"
133-line. " Almost

all Out West mag-
azine work is from
that screen. For

newspaper work or

work on any coarse

stock,
" 70-line" and

"100-line" screen
plates are frequently

used, and samples of

same are shown here-

with. When several

portraits or different

buildings are to be

shown on one page, it is customary to mount all different photos on one card-

board, drawing around them an appropriate and decorative background and

making one plate of the entire group. In such cases the name of each person
can appear on the plate if so desired, and any special ornament or lettering
added in the background. This issue of Out West contains several such groups.

Pen-and-ink and black crayon drawings, pages printed or letters written in

black ink or on typewriter with black ribbon, and prints from engravings con-

sisting of distinct lines or dots, can all be produced by the zinc etching process,
and this is much cheaper than half-tone work. These cuts are called "lire

etchings" and cannot

be taken direct from

photos or " wash" draw-

ings-
— pen or crayon

drawings must first be

made.

The three-color pro-
cess— which we cannot

conveniently illustrate

here — is a most effec-

tive and comparatively

cheap method of repro-

ducing works of art,

merchandise, etc., in natural colors. To
effect this, three plates are used, printed
in yellow (first), red (second) and blue

(last)
— each one worked directly over the

preceding one, as fast as the colors dry. Properly printed, from perfect plates,
the complete job cannot be excelled by double the number of impressions in the

lithographic process. The Engraving Department has recently issued several

striking cover-plates by this process, and Out West will shortly print a three-

0<ual Half-tone

Line Etching from "Pen Drawing



V

color frontispiece, showing- the beautiful effect obtained from the three primary
colors and their

" blends."

In connection with mechanical engraving-, for which we have recently almost

doubled our facilities, we employ artists especially selected for efficiency in their

respective lines of work. They produce de-

signs and illustrations of all kinds, in black

and white and in colors ; book, booklet and

catalogue illustrations, ads, borders, covers,

posters, letter heads, labels, bird's-eye views

of real estate plats, residences, factories, etc.

No matter how crude an idea you have of

something in the way of an illustration, we
can furnish you with a rough sketch which

may be just what you would like completed
and reproduced in a cut for your commercial

printing, catalogue or other work. For this

rough sketch we make no charge, or merely
a nominal one.

In closing, we wish to give a few special

words of instruction to patrons of the Engrav-

ing Department. Always send firm name
and full address. Mark every piece of copy
so as to identify it with the letter of instruc-

tions. Say if you wish the copy returned.

Specify distinctly the exact size in inches the

cut is to be in length or width. If one dimen-

sion is given, the other will be regulated by
the camera. Send full instructions for shipping,

press, as safer and quicker than mail.

Any point not touched upon in this little article we shall be glad to take up
with you by correspondence, whether you are in the market for cuts just at the

ELKS HALL ft^OCIAL QUARTERS.
231-235 S. SPRINGS!

Line Etching from Pen 'Drjnuing

We usually forward by ex-

Line Etching Signature

present time or not. We understand the engraving business thoroughly and are

glad to answer promptly any inquiries. Many engravers charge "block meas-

ure "— we charge for printing surface only. We buy the best grade of copper
and hard zinc,blocking wood, etc., and destroy imperfect plates

— cuts that many
engravers call

"
good

enough." We want
"Out West" on a

half-tone or line-etch-

i n g to mean w h at

"Sterling" means on

a piece of silver. And
we are more anxious

to hold old custom
than to gain new —
much as we desire the

latter.

70-line Screen Half-tone 100-line Screen Half-tone
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TRAD! MARK TRAD! MARK TRADiMARK tRADRKARK

MEICHt-SEELem
KITCHEN UTENSILSARE 5AfI

lift

]M"/^\ has ever been found in the enamel of

DrYTQrW AGATE NICKEL-
POISON STEEL WARE.

The BLUE LABEL,
Protected by Decision of U.S. Court, pastedon every piece,

PROVES IT.
If substitutes are offered, write us.

Sold by First-class Department and House-/urnishing Stores,

Send/or new Booklet,

LALANCE & GROSJEAN MFQ. CO.
NEW YORK BOSTON CHICACC

TRADEMARK TRADEMARK TRADE MAR
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Artistic MISSION furniture
We show an abundance of Old Mission fur-

niture in carefully finished weathered oak.

Pieces suited for large family rooms, for li-

braries, for halls, for dining rooms, and for

dens; rich leather upholstery
— some done in

the rush effect. Every piece we show is dis-

tinctive.

We also show a number of pieces in the Arts

and Crafts furniture, with decorations of mar-

quetry in simple, effective lines. These pieces

are the most beautiful work of artist and

craftsman. Mail orders sent us are most care-

fully filled.

Los Angeles Furniture Co.
22527-29
S. Broadway
Los Angeles

The interior

fittings determine the

cozlness of the home.
Rich carpets, handsome rugs,

inviting draperies, portieres
and curtains. Come in and
take advantage of our ex-

perience in fitting up

...Attractive Homes

Eori\u\(jfi
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OLD JAPAN
Old Japan has an art all its own.

Rich in color effects— unique
— orien-

tal. You will have a superb type of

perfect Japanese panel decoration in

our Calendar of Old Japan, 8 inches

wide, 37 inches long, ready for hanging.
The Calendar is yours for just 6

cents in stamps.
Worth more than that in anybody's

art collection.

We offer it, as a token of the excel-

lence of

vmtmm Exffiia
iftjBBeSM&nic

and you will find our Calendar of Old

Japan worthy of the name and fame of

its maker.

The "Best" Tonic is good to give
and good to take—a nerve builder and

blood maker— has no equal where one

needs a building up to health.

Send three 2-cent stamps, and you
will receive the prettiest and most dec-

orative art calendar of the year.
Address

PABST EXTRACT DEPARTMENT
Milwaukee, Wis.
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LARGEST STOCK OF FINE SHOES
Our preeminence as the largest dealers in fine footwear is known all up and

down the Coast. We carry a large line of ex-

clusive styles for both men and women — the
finest shoes shown in the East. A particularly
good value for women is this $5.00 shoe of velour

calf; has welt sole and military heel— a plain,
handsome shoe for winter wear. Women's shoes
at all prices from $3.50 up.

Mail orders filled for any style of shoe de-
sired for men, women or children. Be careful to

send correct size and we will send you a perfect
fitting shoe.

C. M. STAUB SHOE CO.
255 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES



MILWAUKEE'S

LARGEST BREWERS

Over ONE MILLION BARRELS
of Schlitz Beer Sold in One Year

This makes us, by over one

hundred thousand barrels, Mil-

waukee's largest brewers, and

Milwaukee, as you know, is the

most renowned brewing center

in the world.

This is How It Was Done
For fifty years we have doubled

the necessary cost of our brew-

ing that Schlitz Beer might be pure.

We cool Schtitz Beer in plate

glass rooms, and all the air that

touches it comes through filiers.

We age our beer for months before

we market it. That is why Schlitz

Beer doesn't cause biliousness.

We filter Schlitz Beer through
wonderful filters, then sterilize

every bottle after it is sealed.

The Beer That Made Milwaukee Famous
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WILLIAMSON BROS. oia
Reliable
Dealers in

Pianos —

Organs..
Behr Bros.

Shoningei
Ivers & Pond
Bush & Gerts
Poole
Schubert
Haddorff
Victor
Karlbach
Stroftber, etc.

Southern California

Headquarters for

Standard
Sewing Machines

PIANO STORE: 327 S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES. CAL.

Steinway Pianos
f*^

p^m
ROOF of the rank attained by four genera-

tions of Steinways is seen in their appoint-

ment by patents and diplomas piano manufac-

turers to fifteen crowned heads of Europe ; from the

time of Nicholas II, Czar of Russia, down to His Maj-

esty Edward VII, King of Great Britain and Emper-
or of India.

GEO. J. BIRttEL COMPANY
Sole Selling Agents for Steinway Pianos and Cecilian Piano

Players in all of Southern California and Arizona

345-347 SOUTH SPRING ST.
LOS ANGELES

ftlS*: V

i%23
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*SOXJTrJI^'aL)}O^M->y]US'J£' CO

FT

Our new store on South Broadway, nearly

opposite Coulter's.

We will open our new store

with the largest stock of the

finest pianos, pianolas and small

musical instruments in Southern

California. We will be better

able than ever before to sell the

most satisfactory instruments in

the most satisfactory way.

Everyone invited to call and

see our new warerooms. If you

can't come, write for description

booklets of musical instruments.

Southern California Music Co.

216-218 West Third St.

Los Angeles, California

SAN DIEGO STORE: 1015 Fifth Street

SAN BERNARDINO STORE: 507 Third Street

A Minute or Two and Your Shave is Through

"NEW GEM" SAFETY RAZORS
There's really nothing to learn ; you feel experienced the first time
you use the ''NEW GEM." By its simple arrangement your beard
is removed easily and without the least likelihood of cutting the face.

Sold at Cutlery Dealers or direct from the factory: Razor in tin

box, $2; Razor, with 2 blades, in fancy leather case, $3.50; Automatic
Strop Machine and Strop, $2. Dealers can be supplied through
Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis.
Dunham, Carringan & Hayden Co., San Francisco.
Hubbard Spencer Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
Marshall Wells Hardware Co., Duluth.
Steinen-Kirchner Co., Los Angeles, and jobbing houses generally.

2

LEAR
TO PL..

We tea<

know one

IMENT 1
need not m
itrument. m^

£25S ANY INSTRUMENT
We teach by mail only, and you need not

know one thing' of music or the instrument.

Every feature is made simple and plain.

Best conservatory methods only are used«

with competent and practical instructors at

the head of each department. With thous-

ands of satisfied and grateful pupils in every

State, there are still those doubting whether
or not they can learn to play by mail in-

struction. To give you opportunity to fully

satisfy yourself as to the real merit of our

work, we make this liberal trial offer:

A 10-weeks' course (one lesson weekly) for

a beginner or advanced player for either

Piano, Organ, Gutar, Violin, Banjo, Mandolin or

Cornet will be given on receiptof $1.00. This

will be your only expense, as all the music

used in the entire course will be furnished

free. You will be under no obligation to

continue unless perfectly satisfied, but 90 out

of every 100 do continue. Booklet telling of

our school and the work done during the

past five years sent free on request. Address

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Suite 58, 19 Union Square, New York City, N. Y.

A Banjo, Guitar, Violin or Mandolin guaranteed by the
Ditson Co., for one year, and a 10-weeks' course of in-

struction, $8.50. Bay State instrument and 24 weeks, $15.

ui evci .y J

our scho

2

past five
;

Suite 58,
A Banjo, (

Ditson Co.,
struction, $fi I

Help—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 300 W. Second St.
f
Tel. Main 509.



The handsome "
Flag-Girl

" calendar FREE a work of art.

six leaves in colors of the

[quibble Life Assurance Society
"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD"

We want the opportunity to tell you about the Equitable Society and its

policies. Any adult who will fill out the coupon below and bring- or mail it to

this office will be given a calendar.

Mr. A. M. JONES, General Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, California

Please send me one of your "Flair-Girl
" calendars. Also tell me the cost of a policy

for$

I was born the day «f 18

NAME

Address

SCALP TREATMEM
Scalp treatment is as much a science

as the practice of medicine. It requires
not only
study, investi-

gation and
knowledge,
but wide and
practical
experience.
We believe
the splendid
results of our
method sueak
more for it

than any
claims
or promises.
We shall be

pleased to

consult with those who are afflicted with
disease of the hair or scalp and explain
our treatment. We shampoo with green
soap— keeps the hair soft and glossy.

Our stock of GRAY HAIR, SWITCHES.
WAVES and POMPADOURS is com-
plete We invite your inspection.

BENNETT TOILET PARLORS
COR. FIFTH AND SPRING BTS.

lyvvvvvvvvvvvv^vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvj

Swedish

Hair Powder
will make oily hair

DRY AND FLUFFY
without washing.
50 cents a box by mail.

\
WALDEYER & BETTS

Swedish Scal|> Treatment

S 170 Fifth Ave. NEW YORK
tvv*%vvvvvvvvvvvivvv*vvv%*vvv

Wholesale Material for Indian Basketry

RAFFIA heeoles REEDS
all colors Tel. Main 929 mi hsm

CHAS. WINSEL
Seedsman and Florist 247 S. Main. Los Angeles

Possibly you need three-color plate work. Don't
think you have to send Hast for it. nv I ia it and do
It right. <H I W l>l CO.. Los Angeles. Cal.

AMVl/n TUCATDIPAI PR I fl PDCAM prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating- ; it re-

AHiIU InCAInlLAL LULU UntAITI moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N Main St.. LosAn*eLea.
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Raffia and

Reeds for

Indian

Basketry
BY MAIL POSTPAID

RAFFIA.— natural color, bunch of 6 oz., 17c;

9oz., 25c.; lib., 40c; Dyed Raffia, red, brown,
green, black, blue, yellow and orang-e, 1-oz.

bunch, 7c; Reeds, per bunch, 15c

California Seeds
Send for our Souvenir Collection. 15 most
choice varieties of native flower seeds in sepa-
rate packets, mailed free on receipt of 50c

Special Bulbs
(California Grown)

3 Mariposa Lilies, 6 Oxalis, 6 Golden Stars, 12

Freesias, 3 Callas, 1 Spotted Calla, all mailed
free on receipt of 50c

Germain Seed and Plant (o.
326-330 S. Main Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

For nearly-

half a century

"errys
Seeds

have been growing famocs in every
kind of soil, everywhere. Sold by
all dealers. 1908 Seed Annual
postpaid tree to all applicants.

». M. FERRY & CO.
Detroit, Mich.

Ingleside floral Go.
F. EDWARD GRAY
PROPRIETOR

*»

....Artistic Arrangement of....

FLOWERS AND PLANTS
**

140 SOUTH SPRING STREET, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

TELEPHONE MAIN 568

Fruit Trees-Grape Vines-Small Fruits

VECETABLE, FLOWER, FIELD AND TREE SEEDS
Correspondence solicited.

Catalogue free on application.
TRUMBULL & BEEBE, Seedsmen and Nurserymen

419-421 SANSON! E ST., SAN FRANCISCO

Edward H. Rust Palm Nurseries...

Large Established Palms
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TYPICAL

WESTERN PICTURES
Views of California and Ari-

zona Landscapes, Indians, Grand

Canyon of the Colorado, Missions

and Monks of California, Yosem-

ite Valley, and all points of inter-

est on Pacific Coast lines of tourist

travel. Unmounted Prints for

the album, Souvenir Photograph-
ic Novelties, magnificent Sepia

Enlargements for framing.
The Standard line of Western

Views.

For sale in all high grade sta-

tionery, curio and art stores.

PUTNAM & VALENTINE
PHOTOGRAPHERS

LOS ANGELES, ( Mil ()UM\

ttowiand & Go.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

Developing, Printing, Enlarging
Mail Orders

213

SOUTH BROADWAY Los flnoeles
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Mothers !

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOWSiSOOTHJNG ISYRUP

has been used foi over SIXTY YEARS 'by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN ^fhile TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURESWIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for "Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED
" Warranted Linen "

ARE YOURS?
For TELEGRAPHIC CODES For PERFECT PRINTING

Wire, Telephone or Write Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDGE JOHN PARTRIDGE
For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDGE, 306 California St., San Francisco
California

r

^£resez&ne+

Cures While You Sleep

Whooping Cough,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Grip,

Hay Fever,

Diphtheria,

Scarlet Fever

Don't fail to use Cresolene for the distressing
and often fatal affections for which it is recommended.
For more than twenty years we have had the most con-
clusive assurances that there is nothing better. Creso-
lene is a boon to Asthmatics.
An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which

gives the highest testimonials as to its value.

ALL DRUGGISTS
VAPO=CRESOLENE CO.

180 Fulton Street,
1651 Notre Dame Street,

New York
Montreal, Canada

6®i«E©«!6»«

NA VELADE
The famous drink of California.
SPECIALLY PREPARED from
RIPE NAVEL ORANGES.
Wholesome, Healthful, Refresh-
ing-, Invigorating-. Pints 25c,
Quarts 45c, Gallon Jug-s $1.50. If
your grocer does not keep it, will
ship direct from here.

Los Angeles Fruit Juice Co.
(incorporated)

119 Neiv High St., Los Angeles

m^m^wBwMom&Bmm^
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Most complete

showing of

Gold Leaf
and

Verni Martin

furniture on the

Coast

We devote a

special room to it

BUYING FURNITURE THROUGH THE MAIL
We make mail-buy in fir perfectly satisfactory. Of course, when possible, one enjoys visiting

1 such a
complete establishment as ihis before buying, and we are pleased to have you; but so far as real furniture-
value and long-lived-satisfaction are concerned, it is unnecessary—we serve you just as well by mail.

WHY NOT A PIECE OF GOLD-LEAF FURNITURE FOR THAT BELATED GIFT?

nJles PEASE FURNITURE CO.
439-441-443 S.7SPRING ST.. LOS ANGELES

FURNITURE FOR
ELEGANT HOMES

Largest

Stock

hereabout

Leather

Chairs

$55.00

and up

BARKER BROS.
420-424 SOUTH SPRING ST.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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<\BOUT 75% OF THE MEN
in mercantile and professional life

owe something of their success to

personal appearance. The leisure

class owes still more to the same
cause. The few genuine geniuses
succeed in spite of it. Personal

appearance is largely a matter of

dress. Dress is largely a matter
of the Cravat. This was under
stood by some as far back as the

days of Beau Brummel, but it is

only the later section of the pres-
ent generation of men who have
fully grasped it. The well =

groomed man of today, even when
he must economize on other arti=

cles of apparel, buys ten Cravats
where his daddy bought one.

There is a So-pag^e text book
called

"
The Cravat." It tells of

hie What, Where, When and How of a Man's Cravat— Its

lames and Shapes, Its Tying-, Its care, Its selection, Its

arious Forms for Special Occasions and Functions, Its

olor Scheme, Its Adjuncts, Pins, Fasteners, etc.. Its

•on'ls, in fact,

All About a Man's Cravat.
It is profusely and sumptuously illustrated by one of

tie foremost artists of America. The first edition cost the
ublishers over $15,000, but you can have a copy for the

sking, by sending this adv't with your address and 6 cents
i stamps to the Publisher, James R. Keiser, 122=124 Fifth
.venue. New York. If you prefer a bound copy, de.Luxe
lition. send 15 cents in stamps.

HAIR

FOOD,
I'

FALLING HAIR «>

BALDNESS "BBS"
There is but one way to tell the reason

of baldness and falling hair, and that is by
a microscopic examination of the hair itself.

The particular disease with which your
scalp is afflicted must be known before it

can be intelligently treated. The use of
dandruff cures and hair tonics, without

knowing the specific cause of your disease,
is like taking medicine without knowing
what you are trying to cure. Send three
fallen hairs from your combings, to Prof.

J. H. Austin, the celebrated Bacteriologist,
who will send you absolutely free a diagno-
sis of your case, a booklet on care of the
hair and scalp, and a sample box of the

remedy which he will prepare specially for

you. Enclose 2c postage and write to-day.

PROF. J. H. AUSTIN
629 McVicker's Bldg. , Chicago, HI.

BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Rolled
Makes, Keeps and
Restores beauty
in nature's own way

'"pHE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
*- tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and {fives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats
every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet"

in the corners of the eyes.

A jar of skin food given with every roller.

For sale by all dealers, or ^X\r
Mailed upon receipt of price,

»«••
Rubber Catalogue Free.

Agents Wanted.

C J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS.

Supplying Agents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St.

F. W. Bratm & Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles

BEAUTIFUL

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

POINSETTIAS

IN WATER COLORS

By the Leading
Poinsettia

Artist

0. L. M'Ldin
13x25—$6.00
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The Bufa Mining, Milling & Smelting Co.
Capital. iSI.SOO.OOO OF SONORA,

MEXICO
Par Value. $1.00 per snare

500.000 Shares in Treasury

9,000 feet development work; ore blocked out id mine, $1,053,000 ; other assets, ore on dump, land,

mill, etc., $147,837.87. We offer a limited amount of our Treasury Stock for sale at Fifty Cents, to increase

reduction works. For full particulars, address

References on

Application
DAVIS RICHARDSON, President, Lankershim Bldg., Los Angeles, Cil.

F* E M I N O LO <3 Y
FREE, a complete table of contents and sample pages upon request. A household
necessity. A plainly told, scientific book about women. The roost descriptive, intensely
interesting and valuable work ever written. It tells women the vital thing's she must know
about MAIDENHOOD and MOTHERHOOD. It treats of marriage, parental inheritance,
nursing-, children's diseases and their care; physical culture, personal beauty, giving infor-
mal ion that is all important to health and happiness. Home common sense treatment for all
women's ails. Saves doctors' bills.

"
Feminology " has 700 pages, beautifully illustrated, and

26 colored plates.
"If some of the information contained in 'Feminology' were more widely and timely

known and heeded, endless and needless miseries might be avoided."— Chicago Tribune." A book of information such as a wise mother will desire to place in the hands of her
daughter when the latter marries."—.?/. Paul Pioneer Press.

WANTED IN YOUR TOWN. C. L. DRESSLER &. CO.
221Q Gladys Ave., Chiogo

RiPANS
AN AGENT

Owing to close confinement in business I suffer

ed from a bad touch of indigestion, so much so as to

cause me intense pain. My tongue was coated
;

I

had severe pains around my eyes and felt miserable.

Through the persuasion of a friend I tried Ripans

Tabules, and after taking them for two days I ob-

tained some relief. I kept on taking them, and can

safely say the}' have cured me.

AT DRUGGISTS
The.five-cent packet is enough for an ordinary occasion. The family bottle, sixty

cents, contains a supply for a year.
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"
NotHing so Rare as Resting on Air"

The Pneumatic Mattress
AN IDEAL BED

I will have all my mattresses blown up, not stuft. Down is too hard."—Ben Jonson.

THE
PNEUMATIC MATTRESS is as far superior to any other mattress as the Pneumatic bicycle tire is

superior to the solid tire. It fits the body perfectly. You cannot find an uncomfortable position on the Pneu-
matic Mattress. It conforms to all positions of the body, thereby resting: all parts equally. Did you ever

think how unsanitary the ordinary hair, wool or other mattress is? All the perspiration from the body permeates
the substance of the mattress and remains there. No amount of airing- will remove any disease grerms that may have

lodg-ed there. Nothing- can enter the Air Mattress. It is the only sanitary mattress In existence. There is no place for

dust to lodgre ; there is no home for vermin. The Pneumatic Mattress needs no turningr, as air never mats down. It is

always smooth and requires no manipulation to take out inequalities. No odor and never musty. Can be regrulated

to any degree of hardness or softness by admitting- or expelling- a little air. It weigrhs when deflated about 18 pounds.
We make these mattresses in three sizes : %, % and full size ; the latter is also made in two parts divided length-

wise in centre, thus if two people sleep together and one wants a hard bed, the other a soft bed, both can be accom-
modated.

No springs are required with the Air Mattress; we furnish iron slats for iron beds. It should rest on ordinary
wood slats on wood beds.

Durability : The air sack is protected by a covering- of the best quality ticking:. With ordinary care this mattress
will last a lifetime. Should it by any accident become punctured it can be easily repaired.

So sure are we that this mattress will grive universal satisfaction that we will send you
one and allow you to use it THIRTY NIGHTS. If you do not find it the best mattress you

ever Slept on, or do not like it for any reason, return it and we will pay shipping- chargres

both ways and refund your money. Price $22.00 up according- to size, including- air pump and slats. Delivered.

FOR BABIES °urCrib Mattress is a deligrht to babies and a joy to mothers. It can be cleaned with a sponge

Half baby's crying: and fretting: will be avoided when you put him on a Pneumatic Crib Mat.
tress. Price $11.00, delivered.

American Steamship Line Adopt Our Air Mattress

I take pleasure in stating- that the Pneumatic Mattresses
on American line steamships Paris and New York have
been very satisfactory in every way and we will never
outfit a steamer with hair mattresses again. For some
time we carried a number of hair mattresses on the ships,
in case people preferred them to air mattresses, but have
ceased doing: so as they are never required.

C. A. GRISCOM,
Manag:er of the International Navig-ation Co.

FREE TRIAL

Good for Invalids

I have used a Pneumatic Mattress for a patient who
came under my care from a hospital that had nothing-
but excelsior mattresses. She had seven larg-e bed
sores on her body. The first nig-ht she used your mat-
tress, she slept all night without an opiate—something-
she had not done for six weeks—and has had no further
trouble, except the tediousness of their healing-.

A. J. HODGSON, M. D., Waukesha, Wis.

Our illustrated booklet,
"
Evolution of the Air Bed " and Catalog- C of Pneumatic Cushions, Pillows, Yacht

Cushions, etc., sent free on request by mentioning- Out West.

PNEUMATIC MATTRESS & CUSHION CO., 35C Broadway, New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

Factory at Reading, Mass.



I^are Old Books
and Manuscripts

SSSSSV, span/sh
AMERICA

Largest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE &^°i^«£E,
50 cents, which will be refunded on first order of $5.00
or more.

W. W. BLAKE
GAUTE 8 CITY OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Editor.

OPALS
OPALS

For sale at less than half price. We want an accent in

every town and city in the U. S. Send 35c. for sample
opal worth $2.00. Good agents make $10 a day.
Mexican Opal Co.. 607 Frost Bldg., Los Angeles, California

Bank reference, State Loan and Trust Co.

75,000
Genuine
Mexican

CAUTION !

Unscrupulous imitators have
1

attempted to foist upon the

public harmful imitations of

LABLACHE
Face P«.mler. He sure that Ben Lex> '•

signature In re<l Ink appears across the i ..m •>{ ea

That marks it as genuine. Many cheap powders are highly
|<erfumed with mineral compounds actually harmf
BLACHE has the |>erfume of natural (lowers

Pink, (ream Tints. .'>uc. a •- or l.y mall.

Tak< Hoolhtr. BffN LEVy h CQ
French Perfumers. 125 Kingston St.. Boston

PAUL P. BERNHARD & CO.

RED RUBBER
Tel. Main £357

STAMPS
Seals, Badges, Checks, Steel Stamps, Stencils, Ac.

512 Montgomery St., SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

KINDOFWINE CORONA Bl.ANCA
IN ACCORDANCE WITH >

ISSUEO TO H J WOOI.I.ACOTI
THIS L«B£L MUST Be SO ATflXTO THAT8V HMW1WT

ACT OF MAflCM 7. iaa7
ADDRESS UW AN

CONTROLLER OF STATE

''THE CDPK OF THE BOTTLE THE [ML.WIUBE DOTROtTO

f% *T> / _ „ Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bear- the State of California'-

w^fJlCjiLQ. M~lLCI ILL 'CL "filial label (as above facsimile) Bra&raatMiag its contents to be true^"-r * s-r#»-v«« m^t x. s^s. w a, v^ «_*, and pure California wines.

These are the finest wines California produces, aired naturally,
from 4 to 20 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East Freight Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

E.«tablisHed is.-so

Los -Ang'eles, California
<~f£^£^T

G5
E NEVER OVERLOOK THE LITTLE THINGS in our service that go so far

toward making: this the best place to LUNCH OR DINE.
MUSIC AND THE DELICACIES OF DINING

111-117 WEST THIRD ST. I |~\
rV\LEVY'S

Kf^asS* ^cr^s^f

The Vegetarian Restaurant
315-319 WEST THIRD STREET

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

A strictly first-class pure-food cafe. A wholesome bill of fare

scientifically prepared. The best of service. Reasonable prices.

Sound physical health and a clear brain follow the use of a rational dietary.

XS^rg): :(5=^=9<



Each Acknowledged the Very Best

THE EHMANN

Ripe Olive

THE EHMANN

Olive Oil

If your grocer doesn't keep
them, write to us and we will

give you some useful and
healthful information about

them.

EHMANN OLIVE CO
OROVHLE, CAL

THE PERFECT DESSERTJEIT
NONE MADE THATS AS COOD
NONE CAN BE MADE BETTER

DIRECTIONS
1 PACKAGE BROMANGELON
I PINT BOILING WATER

2 MINUTES TIME
NOTHING MORE

LEMON ORANOE CHERRY
t)jy RASPBERRY STRAWBERRY— AT YOUR GROCERS —
STERN & SAALBERG NEW YORK

FREE-Handsome Booklet of Recipes

Pure
VrodktMCt oir*

Italy— *

Cvcb^c and
Blackwell^

Pure Lucca

OLIVE OIL
is made in Italy, the

natural home of the

olive. It is the best

because it is pure.
SHERWOOD CS. SHERWOOD

Importers
|5an Franciico - Portland

Lo5 Angeles

Crystallized fruits
are considered
especially desirable
for mailing to

Eastern friends —
cct only 75c. per pound,
postag'e lc. per ounce —
Mig'Ht be a g'ood plan
to surprise someone.

P
241 S. Spring St., Los Angeles

p
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/ through courttsy Carl Purdy "Turtle" Design Repeated

IL. MeKesy, Jr
Practical Furrier, Fur Dresser and Taxidermist
Animal Fur Pvugs and Garni- Heads a Specialty

Indian and Mexican BlanKets
BasKets and Relics

Utah and California SOUVENIR GOODS and CURIOSITIES
Souvenir Spoons, Native Shell and Agate Jewels

Santa Barbara, CaL:
In Potter Hotel, open January, 1903

Salt Lake City, Utah :

Two Salesrooms, Hotel Knutsford Building
Factory and Warehouses, Busby Avenue

Los Angeles, CaL:
Corner Fourth and Main Streets

Opposite Van Nuys and Westminster Hotels

The largest business of its kind in the world.



Unsightly
Hair j& j&
on. the Face, NecK or Arms is

as unnecessary as it is disfigur-
ing. If you are sensitive, not liking

-

to ask anybody about it, and feel afraid
to use loudly advertised articles, too

many of which seriously irritate and
injure the skin, you are invited to try

BAZIN'S
DEPILATORY POWDER
a standard preparation used for over 50
years by society leaders and known in the drug
trade as a strictly legitimate article. Bazin's

has been awarded the highest gold medals in

the United States and Great Britain. Bazin's is

simple, effective, harmless. Why pay exorbit-

ant prices for worthless
"
hair removers " when

Bazin's can be had for 50 cents anywhere? Re-
fuse substitutes. If you prefer to pay direct, we
will send full size package in a plain wrapper,
by mall, postpaid, for the price. Address

HALL & RUCIiEL, New YorK
(Established 1848)

SOZODONT
Tooth

Powder
BIG BOX, 25c
At the iequcst of a num-

ber of Dentists I have made
an analysis of Van Bus-
kirk's Sozodont, which I

purchased in open market
in this city. The analysis
shows that there is nothing
in it injurious to the teeth or
gums, but that it contains
compounds that are of ben-
efit as deodorizers, anti-

septics, cleansing agents
and preservatives.
Herbert M. Hill, Ph. D.,

Analytical Chemist
and Assayer,

University of Buffalo, N. Y.

Sozodont Tooth Powder, used in

conjunction with Sozodont Liquid,
makes an ideal Dentifrice. Bach, 25

cents ; large sizes together, 75 cents
;

at the stores or by mail for the price.
Substitutes should be declined.

HALL & RUCKEL, New York

THE BEST JUDGES OF WINES IN THE WORLD
—The InternationalJury of Awards of the Varis Ex-

position
—atvarded our Wines the Only SNledal given

to any "Retail Wine 'Dealer in all Southern California

MEDAL WINNING WINES
AT POPULAR PRICES
Should be sufficient inducement for every
lover of absolutely pure and thoroughly aged
wines to at least place a trial order with us.

Old Grape Brandy, per quart bottle 50c.
Sonoma, Riesling or Zinfandel, per gal . . 50c.

5-y r.-old Port per gal,
"

Sherry, Angelica or Muscat "
e>Oc
75c.

1
EDWARD MAIN WINE (0.

Unfermented Grape Juice, made by nuns in a con-
vent at Manzanares, Spain, per qt. bottle. .. .$1.25

397-399 Los Angeles St.

P. O. Box 290 Tel. Main 919

Los Angeles, Cal.

20-year-old Port, Sherry, Angelica, Muscat
Malaga, Madeira or Orange, per gal $1.50

NATIVE AND IMPORTED BRANDIES

CORDIALS, CHAMPAGNES

AND MEDICINALLY PURE WHISKIES

kept in a large and complete stock

EASTERN SHIPMENTS
A SPECIALTY

. >

THE JURY OF AWARDS
OF THE PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

also aivarded our Wines a SMedal

r

r J
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ORANGE GROVE, NEAR OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA

January in tKe Sacramento Valley
is tKe season for ploughing,
sowing, pruning and planting'.

No snow, no ice, no blizzards.

If your knowledge of this sec-

tion of California is not com-

plete, write for free information

to any of the following'

VICE PRESIDENTS OE T»E SACRAMENTO VALLEY DIYEIOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Mi >KKIS HROOKE, Sacramento—Sacrani.nio
Con 11 1 v

C. W. THOMAS, Woodland -Yolo County
I. II. WILLS, Auburn—Placer County
R. M. GREEN, Oroville—Butte Coiini v

J. W KAERTH, Colusa—Colu-a Counts
H. P. STABLER, Yuba City—Sutter County
RALEIGH MAKCAK, Vacaville -Solano Co.

C. F. P08TBR, Coralna Tehama < >>untyw C, GREEN, irreiown El Dorado County
K. A. KORHES. Marvsviile YubaCountv
J. M. WALLING. Nevada < y Nevada Co.
P. R. GARNETT, Willows—Glenn l'.miii\

J J. CHAMBERS. Redd in« unty
W. S. GREEN. Presuirmt, Colusa, California

forala
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IN1COMPOUNDING,
an incomplete mixture was accident-

ally spilled on the back of the hand, and on washing after-

ward it was discovered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery MODENE. It is absolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if by magic. IT CANNOT FAIL. If

the growth be light, one application will remove it ; the heavy
growth, such as the beard or growth on moles, may require two
or more applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied or ever afterward .

Modene supersedes electrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

who have tested its merits.
Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing-cases (securely

sealed ), on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter,

with.your full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

Local and General Agents Wanted
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO.

T3kpt. 90. Cincinnati, Ohio
every bottle guaranteed

flsrWe offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest injury

1 _J TRADE MARK.

AS A COMPLETE CURE FOR

RHEUMATIC
CONDITION

HAS BEEN THOROUGHLY TESTED

It is wholly different in its com-

position from all other remedies,

and ensures a cure when taken faith-

fully, because it removes the excess

of uric acid.

It Does tHe AVorK, and does

it without injury to the stomach or

other organs. -A.sK those who
Have tested it.

URICSOL CHEMICAL CO.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Special Notice

On and after Jan. 1, 1903, to prevent sick-

ness, children under 10 years of age
should be cured of Colds,Grip and Headache
when first symptoms appear by
prompt application of "Half Orangeine
Powders. Older persons should take
full powders as directed in package for

prevention and prompt cure of even stub-
born cases.

ORANGEINE
(Powders)

For Fatigue, Colds, "Grip," Asthma, Head-

ache, All Pain, Dyspepsia, Biliousness,

Neuralgia, "Nerves," Indigestion, "Half

Sick," "Out of Sorts" Condition, ACTS
WHILE YOU TAKE. Permanently benefits—Prevents little ills from becoming serious.

THOROUGH AND INSTRUCTIVE TESTS

Orangeine in China—A Startling Tribute
to its Power.

Mr. Charles F. Gammon, Supt. American
Bible Society,writes from Tientsin : "On a recent
visit to the United States I brought back with me
a quantity of 'Orangeine,' which I found to be the
first remedy effective in severe cases of headache,
which I had suffered many years. I have adminis-
tered the remedy to American and European friends
with excellent results and have relieved much
suffering among the Chinese. I send you a P. O.
order for $5.00, and assure you that I have no motive
of personal gain in asking your lowest prices. I
feel interested because of my success in the use of
'Orangeine' among the Chinese for various disor-
ders. Used alternately with aromatic sulphuric
acid, it chec ed several cases of the worst type of

cliolera, from which tens of thousands died here
this summer."
A New York Editor's Wide Experience.

It! r. J. A. Waldrou, Managing Editor of
The New York Dramatic Mirror, gives his
personal experience of great value to every human
being who desires good health, good spirits and
freedom from common ills: "I am notonly a steady
user of 'Orangeine' powders, being of an age when
their singular and admirable stimulating powers
prove very beneficial, and being also subject to Hay
Fever in summer and Grip in winter; but I have
formed the philanthropic habit of dispensing them
to friends, for various temporary ailments which
'Orangeine' so accurately reaches.
"I congratulate you not only upon the

ownership of a medicine that must be-
come universal in use, but also on the
philosophic happiness that should, be the
portion of those who do incalculable
srood while pursuing a legitimate
business."

TRIAL PACKAGE FREE.
Orangeine is sold by druggists everywhere in 25c, 50c

and $1.00 packages. On receipt of 2c postage we will mail
10c trial package FRKE with full directions, composition,
and description of its wide human influence. Also
"Club Offer"

ORANGEINE CHEMICAL CO., 15 Michigan Ave., Chicago, ill.
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PAI IFHRNIA I ANFK moorpark, ventura county. Beans.
UMtlrUlllllH LHlJUO Barley, Apricots, Apples, Prunes, without irrigation.

/,000-/»C/?ES/,000
In tracts to suit purchaser. $25 to $100 per acre.

W. POINDEXTER, 309 WILCOX BLOCK, LOS ANGELES

PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with jrood water
rights. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for
profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

REAL ESTATE .

INSURANCE, LOANS,
INVESTMENTS.

16 S. Raymond Ave
Pasadena, Cal.

115 S. Broadway
Los Ansreles, Cal.

PORTERVILLE

Citrus and Deciduous Fruits

FARMING, STOCK RAISING
DAIRYING, MINING, LUMBERING

PORTERVILLE. California

Offers better inducements to the Homeseeker
than any other portion of the United
States. For particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
PORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA

REDLANDS

ORANGE GROVES

209 Orange Street

For reliable information as to cost,
care and culture of Redlands
Orange Groves, call on or address

C H. FOWLER
Redlands, Cal.

REDLANDS

ORANGE GROVES
in REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

Fok Sale at Lowest Prices.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledge of Red-
lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a grove or a house or a good paying
business property in Redlands and vicinity.

For information address

JOHN
First Nat'l Bank Blk.

FISK
Redlands, Cal.
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Maier & Zobelein

Brewery
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BOTTLED BEER
For Family use and Export a specialty.

pure, wholesome beverage, recommended by
prominent physicians.

OFFICE, 4-40 ALISO STREET
Tel. main 91

"The Stretched

Forefinger

of all Time"

is on

the dial of an

Elgin

Watch
—the world's standard

for pocket timepieces.
Perfect in construction;

positive in perform-
ance. Sold by every

jeweler in the land;
fully guaranteed. Illus-

trated art booklet free,

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.

Elgin, Illinois.

JOHN VON BRETON
307 WEST FOURTH ST., LOS ANGELES

ELGIN, WALTHAM
HAMILTON WATCHES

Expert Repairing. Eyes Tested. Mail Orders a Specialty.

TWENTY YEARS IN NEW YORK

JEWELER

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
I
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TUp entire

Power

THE E. M. M. CURA-
TIVE COMPANY
have established their

Institute, 529 South

Broadway, this city,

where every appliance

known to the science ot

Electro Therapeutics

is to he found.

01 the New

Century
Diseases are treated by

Musical Vibratian,

combined with all forms

of Electricity.

Convalescents from

acute exhausting

diseases or any low

Mate of health will be

surely benefited by
this treatment.

ALL FORMS OF NERVOUS DISEASES — Insomnia, Nervous Exhaustion, Hyste-
ria, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bright's Disease, Lumbago, Brain Fas', Functional Heart Derange-
ments, Migraine, Diseases of the Skin, Bronchitis and all Throat Diseases, Paralysis, Dyspepsia
and Functional Derangements of the Alimentary Canal, Locomotor Ataxia, Cervical and Lum-
bar Backaches of Women, Epilepsy.

Appointments can be made by Pbone MAIN &4-t>

E. M. M. CURATIVE CO., 529 S. BROADWAY

<*Tv mr mlm *) miu mi
m ml

u mim mir miu mi* mim mi' miu 7»»

W. E. Talbbrt C. L. Hall -

Tel Peter 5051

TALBERT & HALL
CONTRACTING PAINTERS

Also Dealers in

Paints, Oils, Glass

Varnishes, Etc.

Tinting, Paper Hanging,
Glazing, Sign Writing.

Estimate* lurnisiie.i 1 1 .-<.

Correspondence Im Ited.

I

518 West Sixth St.

LOS ANGELES, CAl.

Modern Architecture

IF you inteml to build a liou-e .1- xotir own
residence, roe nmioJi want ii right* On
the Other hand. there ne\.i u a^ a keener

ilem.iiiil on the part of purchasers and renters
For niodeiuU Implored property than now.
Therefore roe need o«r assistance,

GARRETT & BIXBY, Architects,

Room 312 Currier Block

Los Angeles, Cal.

Tel, Tamea 17m. 113 Weel Third St.

Help—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co.. 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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Scenic Route of

Southern California

You can see, on this line, the most prominent attractions of the coun-

try, such as PASADENA, the OSTRICH FARM, the wonderful MOUNT
LOWE RAILWAY, old SAN GABRIEL MISSION, LOS ANGELES and

LONG BEACH— the finest beach on the coast— and many other points

in the shortest time and greatest comfort ; the scenes along the way making

the trip a rare treat.

Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

For information, call on or <write cAgent.

PHone
Main 900 250 S. Spring'

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los A ngreles, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth
street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Colegrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Ang-eles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevue
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

•*S~For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Single Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY

To Owners of Gasoline Engines,

Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto Sparkcr
does away entirely with all starting and
running batteries, their annoyance and
expense. No belt— no switch— no bat-
teries. Can be attached to any engine
now using batteries. Fully guaranteed ;

write for descriptive catalog.

M0TSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.
42 Main Street Pendleton. Ind.

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash, sunburn, chafed or rough
skin from any cause. Prevents tendency to wrinkles or ageing of the
skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, smooth, firm and white. It has no
equal. Ask for it and take no substitute.

SAMPLES OF ESPEY'S TOILET POWDER
anrl hook, "Fortune Teller by Cards," sent FREE on receipt of 2 cents
to pay postage. p. s , KEYS, AGT., Ill S. Center Ave., CHICAGO

RAMONATOILET6OAP FOR 5ALE
EVERYWHERE
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SoutHern
Pacific

Traveling is a delight when you take the

Golden State Limited, the new train of the

SoutHern Pacific-rVocK Island Route, cover-

ing the distance between Los Angeles and Ghicago

in less than tHree days. The latest and finest

Pullman equipment- Buffet Glub Gar, Bath Room.

Barber Shop, Library, Gompartment Gar, Dining Gar,

Ladies' Parlor, Observation Gar.

Double daily service bet-ween Los

.Angeles and New Orleans.

Any agent will give you information and literature

illustrative of your journey. Ask him for particulars,

or write

G. A. PARKYNS, Asat. G. F. & P. A.
261 S. Spring St.. Lot Angeles.
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1TAKE A WINTER TRIP TO

.TAHIT

One of the
few places
unspoiled^
by profes-
sionals ><* -*

tourists.
Reached by
a romantic
voyage over
a. tranquil
o c e a. n

Atrip
of a <* ^? *
lifetime-with
e v e r- y
1 uyu ry
ofthe •* -*m o s t°

fashionable
clubs and?
hotels.

Splendid steamships to Hawaii, Samoa. NewZealand
Australia and Round theWorld-Sailing's to Hawaii everys
10 days; to NewZealand and Australia, every 21 days
Illustrated books: Tahiti, locents Hawaii, locents^*

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP CO.
643 MaurKe^SI:. San Fi~axiciso6.

i'ni-i-k^j.-v/m.n j*

HUGH B. RICE, *,© Angeles Agent, 230 SOUTH SPRING STREET
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f^

Daily between Pacific Coast and Chicago

CALIFORNIA
LIMITED

Through unique Moki-land. See the Grand Canyon,
Indian pueblos, hieroglyphics, ruins of cave dwellers.

SANTA FE
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Alaska Central Railway Shares
A small block of Five Per Cent Preferred Shares (par value $50.00),

are offered for immediate subscription at $10.00, which may be paid in

cash or in four monthly installments.

The permanent survey will soon be completed, and arrangements are

being made for the sale of the bonds, after which construction will begin.

It is to meet the expenses of the survey that shares are sold.

There are many reasons why the investing public should buy these

shares while the price is low—being now one-fifth of the par value.

A large increase in values is a certainty.

That will mean handsome profits for the owners of low-price shares.

The investment will prove not only profitable, but safe.

The directors are practical men of high standing in railway circles

and in the general business world.

The "Alaska Central" book, map and reports will interest any
reader who would keep pace with the growth of the great country now
being opened up. Supplied free on request by

THE AMERICAN GUARANTY & TRUST COMPANY
General Agents

820-1-2-3 Hayward Building, San Francisco, Cal.

The handsome "Flag-Girl" calendar FREE — a work of art,
six leaves in colors

If you want the Best Protection for your family and your own
old age, follow the multitude

$7,960,000.00
New business written in the State of California in 1902 by the

Equitable Life Assurance Society
"STRONGEST IIM THE WORLD"

Nearly $2,000,000 more than was written by any other company

Mr. A. M. JONES, General Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, California

Please send me one of your "Flagr-Girl" calendars. Also tell me the cost of a policy

for $

I was born the day of :—18

NAME

Address :
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ATTRACTIVE SUBURBAN HOME SAN DIMAS
CALIFORNIA

AN IDEAL
COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN'S
PLACE Profitable Orange

and Lemon Groves

One Hour from Los

Angeles via Santa Fe

or S. P. Ry.

Magnificent View of

San Gabriel Valley

and Snow-Capped

Mountains

Surplus Water

for Sale

With all modern Improvements, comprising 103 acres highly improved property. For sals as a whole or in small

racts. For fall particulars address owner, GEO. E. COLEMAN, San dim as, cal.

(P***^ =<5
=:=55=S>

WILL MAKE AMERICAN TIN FAMOUS

Over $20,000,000 worth of tin imported every year, about one-half of which is

profit. The Santa Ana Tin Mines are destined to be as great as the famous Tin

Mines of Cornwall, England, which have been large producers for 2350 years.
The geology is the same, and our development work has proved that they abso-

lutely conform to those wonderful mines.

There has been expended over $75,000 to date developing what we believed

would make large paying tin mines. We are now offering; a limited amount of

Treasury Stock to complete the mills and development work. These mines will

be large producers and dividend payers.
Write for Prospectus and full particulars.

The Santa Ana Tin Mining Company
Gail Borden, President
J. A. Comer, General Manager

502 Laughlin Building, LOS ANGELES, CAL.
43 Wall St., NEW YORK CITY

(5=^=9: :(T^=9
Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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VEHICLES HARNESS
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BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Rolled
Makes, Keeps and
Restores Beauty
in nature's own wav
'THE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-* tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and gives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats
every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet "

in the corners of the eyes.

A jar of skin food given with every roller.

For sale by all dealers, or ^C\r
Mailed upon receipt of price,

3V/C«

Rubber Catalogue Free.
Agents Wanted.

C J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS

Supplying Agents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St.

F. W. Braun & Co., 50 J N. Main, Los Angeles

BEAUTIFUL

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

poraiiAs
/*• WATER COLORS

By the Leading
Pointettia

Artist

0. L N Lain

13x25—$6.00

SIZE PRICE
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POSITIONS

SECURED for all

Students worthy

OF RECOMMENDATION.

4 00 POSITIONS

In PAST YEAR
(trade mark) =$<£

A BUSINESS EDUCATION PAYS IN CASH.

JgSgT' Complete Business Education—Earnest,

thorough, individual Instruction; Modern Methods.

Write for 6o page illustrated Catalogue.

R. L. DURHAM, Pres.
305 LARKIN STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER

Help—All Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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212 iA^EST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

college on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.

THROOP

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

Theonly completely equipped Manual Training
School on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
College (Degree of B. S.).

Daily exercises in Sloyd, Wood Turning and
Carpentry, Forging, Pattern-Making, Machine-
Shop Practice, Wood-Carving, Clay-Modeling,
Cooking, Sewing- and Dressmaking, Electrical

Engineering, Chemical Laboratory Work,
Mechanical Drawing, Freehand Drawing and
Painting, Biological Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.

Diplomas of graduation from Throop Insti-

tute accepted by the leading colleges and uni-

versities of the country.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
W. A. Edwards, LL.D., President

Thkodork Colkman, Secretary

*£ tc-fr t-t* ttf- 111 C-frC- fr fr f-tt f-tf- ttfr <*-
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The BERLITZ School I

of Irtodfc
STARR KING BLDG.. S\S FRANCISCO

TRUST ELDG.Cor. 2nd and Spring Sts.lOS ANGELES

2 GOLD MEDALS 2 SILVER MEDALS
AT PARIS EXPOSITION 1900

for best and most practical meth-

od of teaching: foreign languages.

All languages taught by the Berlitz Method,
the best and quickest ever devised- Competent
native teachers. Private and class instruction. J
Nearly 200 branches, with 75.000 students, In the I
principal cities of America and Europe. jm

Trial lesson free on application to secretary. •
Commercial classes. Send for catalogue.

%«*MWM»»MIM*MM|iNilMF



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
J*

POR
BOYS

(-MILITARY)

LOS ANGELES

Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Laboratories. Ten-

acre Campus. Standard %-
mile Track. Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

Principal : Grenville C. Emery,
A.M., late Master in the Boston
Latin School.

Commandant : John S. Murdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lieut, in the regular

army in Cuba during- the late Span-
ish war.

PASADENA
130-154 S. EUCLID AVENUE

ENGLISH CLASSICAL SCHOOL fOR GIRLS
Boarding and Day Pupils

New Buildings. Gymnasium. Special care of health.
Entire charge taken of pupils during school year and
summer vacation. Certificate admits to Eastern Colleges.
European teachers in art, music and modern languages.
13th year begins Oct., 1902. ANNA B . ORTOIM, Principal

Occidental College
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The College. Three Courses — Classical, Literary,
Scientific.
The Preparatory Department is on the list of

schools accredited by State University. The Occidental
School of Music gives high grade instruction. Vocal and
instrumental. First semester began September 24, 1902.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

UNIVERSITY OE SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
EIGHT
SCHOOLS

THE COLLEGE. Faculty of 16. Ample equipment. Students
may pass from any class to the State University or any
in the East.

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL. As "Chaffey" stood among the
highest accredited schools in the State. Utmost pains taken
with physical development, manners and character, as
well as with the intellect.

University Station. Dean Wm. T. Randall, A. VI.

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL
(Casa de Rosas)

Adams and Hoover Sts.. Los Angeles, California

Beautiful buildings, delightful home, thorough school.

Certificate admits to college.

PRINCIPALS
GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

ALICE K. PARSONS
JEANNE W. DENNEN

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

Ninth year begins September, 1902. Limited numbers,
full corps of instructors, best of home influences and
training.

WALTER J. BAILEY. A. M., Principal

Telephone Main 1556

ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE
ORAND AVENUE LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A Boarding and Day College for Boys and Young Men

COURSES :
Classical. Scientific, Commercial and

Academic
For further Information address REV. J. S. GLASS, C. M., D. D.

YOU TAKE NO RISKS
When you enter the

OLD, WELL-KNOWN AND RELIABLE

WOODBURY BUSINESS COLLEGE
226 S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES

Five Departments. Large Faculty of able Instructors

SPANISH FREE TO STUDENTS
Apply for catalogue. Phone Green 1848

Winter Term Opened Jan. 2

CUMNOCK SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
1SOO FIGUEROA STREET, LOS ANGELES

ESTABLISHED 1894-

A school for personal culture for young men, women
and children. Four Departments : ORATORY, ENG-
LISH, PHYSICAL CULTURE, DRAMATIC ART.
Students may enter at any time and take part or all o)

course. Send for illustrated catalogue.

Tel. Pico 2521. Adpie Murphy Grigg, Director,



Tourist

"The Angrelus," Los Anareles.

The.. Knutsford" Hotel. Salt Lake City.

The A.ngelus, Los -Angeles
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.
The newest of the first -class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

THe I\nutsford, Salt LaKe City-

Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city.

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

Fremont Hotel, us Ang«ir9

American plan. Opened Octo-

ber 1, 1902. Corner Fourth and

Olive Streets.

The newest and most elegantly

appointed family hotel in the city.

Situated, two blocks from Broad-

way on an eminence commanding
a charming vista of the city, and

offering to its patrons the bene tits

of purest air, prompt and court-

eous service, and a cuisine un-

equalled in points of excellence

anywhere,£and reasonable rates.

Fori terms address,

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor.



Hotels
The Westminster.^American and Euro-

pean plans. Corner Fourth and Main Streets, Los

Lngeles.

Every modern comfort and convenience that can

»e found in any hotel and at the most reasonable

•rice.

The quiet comfort and absence of confusion is

. noticeable feature of this hotel. Evidence of the

lasterly manner in which the minutest details

iave been taken up and dealt with are apparent

hroughout the whole house, every attention being

;iven to make the guest feel perfectly at home and

t ease.

In addition to its perfect internal service the

lotel maintains unsurpassed golf grounds.

F. O. Johnson, Proprietor

rlotel Arcadia, Santa Monica-by-the-Sea, Cal.

On a picturesque high bluff, overlooking- a wide expanse of blue sea,

i situated the famous Hotel Arcadia, whose strictly first-class service,

omplete and modern appointments, hot and cold salt water baths, golf,

mnis, boating-, bowling-, fishing and delightful drives, unite in making
lis a. pleasure resort, ideal and complete.

rlotel Redondo, Redondo Beach, Cal.

This elegant hotel (under the management of R. W. Taylor, formerly

j'ith Hotel del Coronado), is universally recognized as one of the "crown-

lg efforts " of hotels on the Pacific Coast.

Of its 225 rooms, every one is an outside room with open grate, hot

nd cold water, and a sunny exposure at some hour of the day. It has

Iterator, private baths and first-class bowling alleys, while its spacious

Jail room, open billiard room, orchestra, elegant parlors and dining
aoaa have won for it the well-deserved title of

"
Queen of the Pacific."

It adjoins the largest carnation garden in the world, and boasts the

est fishing on the coast.

Both these hotels are equally distant (18 miles) from Los Angeles
ith which they are connected by a 30-min. trolley service and frequent

trains on the Santa Fe, Southern Pacific and Redondo steam railways,
"he superiority of this suburban service renders these hotels vantage
oitits, absolutely without a rival, for sightseers, as there is scarcely a
>wn or county in Southern California that a guest may not visit and re-

urn the same day if he wishes.
There are no other places in Southern California with a climate more

quable, being considerably warmer than any of the interior towns, with
'lie extremes of night and day far less marked.

For rates aud further information, address

A. D. Wright, Proprietor.

Refinement and Comfort.

At the "Westminster.'

Hotels "Arcadia" and "Redondo.'



Tourist Hotels
HotelVendome, San Jose

A visit to California is not com-

plete without a sojourn at Hotel

Vendome, San Jose, and a trip from

there to Lick Observatory, Mt.

Hamilton. San Jose is the metrop-
olis of the Santa Clara Valley, fa-

mous for its orchards, drives and

scenery, and is reached from Los

Angeles by the Southern Pacific

Railway's Coast Line to San Fran-

cisco.

The Hotel Vendome is situated

in a large park of stately trees,

lawn and flowers. Has broad ver-

andas, artistic modern furnishings,

unexcelled cuisine, and pleasant sur-

roundings.
It is the starting point for Mt.

Hamilton stage to Lick Observa-

tory, and has golf, ping-pong, bowl-

ing, tennis, automobiles and cy-

cling.
Geo. P. Snell, Manager.

"
iicuti Plaamnton.

"Hotel PleaSanton, San Francisco

Situated in a pleasant part of the city
—

Sutter and Jones Streets. Very convenient to

all the theaters, churches and principal stores.

Two lines of cable cars pass hotel. Sutter St.

line direct from the Ferries to the hotel and to

Golden Gate Park and other points of interest.

Elegantly furnished rooms, single or en suite,

with or without private bath. All modern

improvements for the comfort and safety of the

guests. The excellence of the cuisine and ser-

vice are leading features, and there is an at-

mosphere of home comfort rarely met with in

a hotel. Guests desiring rooms without board

will be accommodated. Rates on the American

plan, from $2.50 to $5.00 per day for one per-

son. Special terms by the week and to fam-

ilies. O. M. Bkennan, Proprietor.
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JUST ONE MILE
ABOVE THE SEATHE IDYLLWILD SANATORIUM

IDYLLWILD-AMONG-THE-PINES, STRAWBERRY VALLEY
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Steam heat, electric light, modern plumbing, with mountain spring water piped
throughout. Resident physician and corps of trained nurses. Nature's cure for

asthma, la grippe, rheumatism, and all pulmonary diseases. 737,000 acres of pine
forests. Grand mountain scenery. Furnished cottages and tents to rent for house-

keeping.
Train (Santa Fe via Pasadena) leaves Los Angeles Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

day, 8:30 a.m. Stage meets passengers at Hemet 12:40, arrives at Idyllwild at 5:30 p.m.
For literature, write

R. A. LOWE, Manager, Idyllwild, Riverside Co., California.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE - Ring- up Idyllwild, Riverside Co., and call for Mr. Lowe.
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TO MARE
MONEYS

The Easiest Way to do

tHis is to D\iy California

Mining StocK

YOU CAN DOUBLE YOUR MONEY IN SO DAYS IF

YOU INVEST IN ANY COMPANY WE ARE FINANCING

SOUTHWEST ORE REDUCTION CgL INVESTMENT CO.— Price

of Stock 12#j cents per Share. Dividends guaranteed in 90 days. Will

soon be taken off the market. We expect this stock will go to $1.00 per share

in six months.

DRY LANDS PLACER CgL QUARTZ MINING CO.— Price of Stock

•4 cents per Share. Will probably go to 25 cents per share in a few
months and pay big dividends soon.

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS AGENTS WANTED

Address E. J. YOUNG, StocKbroKer, 211 W. First St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL
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Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. &, Co., Tel. Main 509.



I maVe made a careful
Chemical ^nalvsis of
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forffieTaath,

and find Nothing injurious
or objectionable in its compo-
SITION.

HAVE YOU GOOD TEETH ?

DO YOU WISH TO KEEP THEM SO?
THEN REMEMBER THIS—

For Two Score Years and Ten the one great TOOTH

HEALTH, BREATH PURIFIER and COMFORT to the

MOUTHS of genteel Americans has been

S0Z0D0NT

Own a Lot in

California

i TY OK RICHMOND, the Cali-

fornia terminus of the Santa Fe
Railroad, is just across the Bay
from San Francisco, where the

three largest corporations in the State,

namely the Santa Fe Railroad, Stand-

ard Oil Company and the Southern
Pacific Railroad meet. These corpora-
tions are spending millions of dollars

there which will make it the greatest

manufacturing city on the Pacific

Coast. Lots $200 only—

%5.oo PER MONTH
A good way to save and make money.

MAPS FREE

RICHMOND LAND CO.. Inc.

82 Crocker Building
Sam Francisco. Cal.

PORTABLE HOUSES This cut is a reproduction
of our 3-room cottage.

Portable Houses all ready for occupancy. These houses are attractive,
durable and substantially built. No nails, no hammering, no sawing. Anyone who
can use a wrench or screwdriver can put up or take down one of these houses. They
have been in constant use for 15 years, and are in good shape today. They are in DM
in Alaska, in Oklahoma, in Florida, in Arizona, and in other places. Can be finished
with double walls and ceilings, with felt paper linings. Can be easily moved without

being damaged. It takes 15 to 20 days from the time you place your order to put a

house on your lot. They will be just the thing for the tourist. Put one on your ranch ;

send one to the mountains. One to six rooms. The side walls are % inch ; covered
with 12-oz. duck, shrunk on with oil and thoroughly painted. Price $100 to $450.

For particular!), address or call on H. GRANVILLE PEETS, 314 Dodworth Block, Pasadena, Cal.



FRANCIS MARSHALL ELLIOTT

Manager Real Estate Dept.

BYRON ERKENBRECHER
Investments, Loans, Stocks and Bonds

WILLIAM H. TONKIN

Manager Mining Dept.

,^/4JiA<€myes,yfl€i€#is/S77

(limited)

^^S4ri^^
<^t^ Feb. 1, 1903.

To the Real Estate Investor:
In an erstwhile playful mood, the Creator of this

Universe took a crescent spur from off the snowy Alps
and set it facing the Western sea; one rainbow drop from
out the glassy waters of the Mediterranean he placed
before it in a crystal cup set with a jewelled rim of
protecting islands; a handful of the sands of the Sahara
Desert he sprinkled adown the back of the arched-ribbed
spur, saying, "Thus far and no farther shalt thou roam,
Man, for here have I placed Death Valley. Against

the other side nestles the Garden of Eden, close to the
heart of nature, safe in the arms of 'Sierra Madres '

--the mother of mountains- -whose heart throbs to the
tide pulse of old ocean regularly, two beats to every
life-giving, life-renewing breath of bracing sea
breezes by day, and soft desert airs by night; stay
thou there, and live and learn and prosper."

Ah! This segregated bit of Switzerland and Italy,
Egypt and Palestine, christened Southern California—
this land of snowy mountains and fertile plains along-
side old ocean--this worlds garden spot of fruitful-
ness and plenty, this scenic and climatic miracle land,
rare cameo of the habitations prepared for man, but not
with human hands, He thus conceived, brought forth and
blessed countless ages ago.

Think thou, gentle reader, that land will always be
for sale here, or even for long at present prices? Go
to London, thou sluggard, and learn of her! Then
return and pay double for thy time and experience; or,
wise man, buy now any one of the choice properties from
our lists. The one best suited to thy needs, desires
or wishes may be found here.

Very cordially yours,

REFERENCES Y PERMISSION First'National Bank, State Bank and Trust Company, Dun or Bradstreet.
Western Union Code 1901 Edition,
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Schell's Patent Adjustable Form

Los Angeles Office:

Rooms 3

San Francisco: 503

For Dressmaking

It Is tiresome to fit people

by the usual methods. It Is a

pleasure to fit and carry out

the most unique

design by
means of this

form, which
is made to

duplicate
anyone's
form, and
can be Inde-

pendently
and minutely

corrected
as the per-
son's form
changes.
Is made

to stand as

person stands, for-

ward or backward,
consequently skirts
will hang- and waists
fit with perfection and
comfort. When order-
ing send a perfectly
fitted lining with
waist-line marked, also
skirt measures from
waist-line to floor

(front, hips and back)
with close fitting col-
lar and sleeves.

316 South Broadway
and 4 Phone James 4441

Powell St. Phone Red 2986

Fountain Pens

The best writing instrument of today

Fountain pens offered as the
best are as numerous as star> in

the heavens.
On the earth or sea there is one

star for reckoning or for com-
parisons.
On the land or water all fountain

pens are compared with

Waterman's Ideal

Fountain Pen

Standard of the <world.

A letter to us will bring you a
booklet telling about this fountain

pen, and the address of your near-
est dealer, who can supply you
promptly.
And thank you for the privilege.

L. E. Waterman Co.,

173 Broadway, - - New York
138 Montgomery St., San Francisco.V
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ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - - $13,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL-----.---- 2.500,000

PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - ... 350,000

MONTHLY INCOME, OVER - 100,000

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the

members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn from 8 to 12 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allow them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term.

HOME OFFICE: 301 California St , San Francisco, California

WM. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager
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Formerly

The Land of Sunshine.

THE NATION BACK OF US, THE WORLD IN FRONT.

OufWbST
Vol. XVIII, No. 2. FEBRUARY, 1903.

THE RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

IX.

$TT is but little more than half a century since the First

j[
Statesman of New England — a giant an}rwhere in Ameri-

can history, and the very Jove of "Tenderfeet" — Daniel

Webster, towered superb in the Senate of the United States,

mighty in righteous wrath to protect his home against contami-

nation by the threatened national acquiring of the Par West.

And this is a little of what he said :

'

What do we -want with this vast, worthless area ? This region

of savages and wild beasts, of deserts, shifting sands and zvhirl-

winds of dust, of cactus and prairie dogs ? To what use could

we ever hope to put these great deserts or those endless mountain

ranges, impregnable and covered to their very base with eternal

snow ? What can we ever hope to do with the Western coast, a

coast of 3,000 miles, rockbound, cheerless, univiting, zuith not a

harbor on it ? What use have we for such a country ? Mr.

President, I will never vote one cent from the public treasury to

place the Pacific coast one inch nearer to Boston than it now is !
"

It must have been a gallant thing to see — that Lion of New
England, rampant in defiance and scorn of the Brute West, the

Preposterous Pacific. But not half so well worth while as it

would be to watch and listen to Daniel Webster today, if we

might hale him back to the pale glimpses of the moon, bind him
and drag him Westward (since he would never come otherhow),
and show him a little bit of what we "can ever do " with this

"rock-bound and cheerless coast." Nor only what we "could

hope to do " with it, but what we have already done— and using

Copyrighted 1903 by Chas. F. Lummis. All rights reserved.



140 OUT WEST
the "We" in a national sense, as he did. For one of the

things
" We " did with it was to stop the extension of Slavery— and then Slavery itself. And both in despite of "Ichabod."

Another thing-
" We" did with it was to transform the money

standards and the money markets of all the world, within two

years and forever ;
and the face of the world's chiefest industry.

And yet another was to change
"
Ourselves " from a huddle of

provinces to a Nation. It is a mere drop of detail in this vast

bucket that we have also builded Out Here a State which is in

ratio to population richer, better educated ; with as good schools

and more of them, and larger enrollment, and paying its school-

teachers nearly half as well again ;* with more churches,

more newspapers, more reading of books ; and pretty much
"more everything

" than the State of Webster has today. This

series of papers has already paid some little attention to the sig-

nificance of this
"
vast and worthless area "

to the nation that ac-

quired it against Webster's advice. Roundly to sum up the in-

fluence which California alone has had upon almost every indi-

vidual phase of our national life, will need — and will tax— the

very greatest of historians ; but the present well-meaning com-

mentator may hope at least to give some reasonable abstract

and foreword— enough, perhaps, to invite, and whet, an audi-

ence for the later, larger, and less overworked student who must

some day do justice to a theme of such national importance.

It will not be enough, certainly, to deprive a great many East-

erners of the only serious resemblance they ever had to Daniel

Webster. The spirit of provincialism never dies— that almost

angry distrust we have of everything we know nothing about.

But. as time ripens, these human ignorances sink ever a little

lower in the social scale. You cannot see that they have fewer

victims
;
but it is perfectly plain that there are fewer in Our

Set. There still persist Congressmen and Professors immovable

and immedicable
;
but it is already possible to believe them below

their own professional average. By-and-by this particular

stupidity will be cherished by none of higher rank in a Dem-

ocracy than scullery maids and the rag-man. When it was a

little uncomfortable, and considerably dangerous, to travel— as

it once was— and when very little of the West (which always

means not so much one particular incident of the compass as it

means Out Doors) could be learned by reading, there was some

Average annual salary of teachers in public schools :

California $943

New York 851

Massachusetts "-'*

Illinois "45

Ohio 620
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excuse for being- a
"
Tenderfoot." There isn't now. And this

expressive Western definition of one whose feet have never yet
hardened upon any broader or other soil than that of his own

province
— and never -would harden— this Out-Door epithet

for chronic In-Doorfulness, for narrowness, helplessness and in-

tolerance rather beyond our fit allowance as finite beings
— Re-

solved, that this Sufficient Word be, and hereby is, now and

summarily transferred from Slang to English. It is the only
Name for the Thing. Like tens of thousands of other words
that now repose in the lexicographic Abraham's Bosom, it was
born slang but is grown indispensable. And when a word needs,

in any tongue, it is no longer slang. Tenderfoot it is, then,

Second Crop of Alfalfa. (In Kern County.)

and no timid quotation points. The Tall T which it shall have
is not Apologetic, but Proper. The word subtends a much wider
—and much more significant

—arc of humanity than, for instance,

"Caucasian " or "Aryan." And as little as they are, so little is it

intended to be used in these pages as a term of offense. It

doesn't mean everyone who never saw the West
;
but only those

who never would learn anything if they did. It is not the un-

remedied, but the irremediable, provincial that is meant. And
in this modest attempt to anchor a definition never heretofore

authoritatively fixed, I am not following a whim of my own,
but plumbing by a tolerable intimate acquaintance, during two-

thirds of my responsible years, with all the lands where the

word is used. It is not abuse but classification. It is in the

category not^of "Nigger" but of "Yankee." Tenderfeet are,

indeed, partly to blame for being
"

as ye are." But so, also, in

our secret heart, are Mongolians
— or Frenchmen.
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It is only a trifle beyond a quarter of a century, too, since

another most famous Easterner, one of the world's geologists,

Prof. J. D. Whitney, of Yale College, writing for the Encyclopedia
Britannica its article on California (for the latest edition of which

reverend Tenderfoot Textbook I had the dissatisfaction of writ-

ing the supplementary article on the same theme, and of trying

to pack the 25 years' changes of California, which have tilted

the whole Union, into the same number of words that were

allowed for depicting the 25 years' variation of Vermont, which

has not particularly wobbled St. Johnsbury) prophesied :

"
There is no question that the fear of earthquakes will con-

tinue to have an influence in retarding the growth of the State.''''

Glory be ! This was almost as
"
close" as his contemporaneous

prophecy
— not as a student of men, which he wasn't, particu-

larly, but as a geologist, which he most eminently was— as to

Petroleum :

"
Petroleum was thought likely, at one time,* to become ofgreat

importance as a -product of California, and several millions of
dollars were expended in boring and searching for it, but almost

entirely without success. The great bituminous slate formation,

of Miocene age, which stretches along the coastfrom Monterey to

Los Angeles, does, indeed, contain a large amount of combustible

matter which may at some future time become oe economical
value. At present there seems to be no immediate prospect of
this; and it is certain that the geological conditions

ARE SUCH THAT FLOWING WELLS, LIKE THOSE OF PENNSYL-

VANIA, WILL NOT BE FOUND ON THE PACIFIC COAST."

Now, I hope I am in the near neighborhood of the last man
alive to sneer at college professors qua professors ;

to look upon
learning as a natural enemy ; or to hate a man for his accident

The Old Vineyard at Camulos. Photo bv Brewster .

* He refers to
" Tom " Scott's costly experiments, about 1868.
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Some of Webster's Cactus.

(A Prickly-Pear Hedg-e at San Fernando Mission.)

Photo by Brewste

of geography. But I have a humble confidence that even in

Yale, where they are entitled to be proud of one of the large

American scientists, they will yet admit that in a case so serious

as the definitive article in what is to this day the biggest (and

probably
— God help us — the best) universal textbook, Prof.

Whitney was at fault— not for not knowing ahead of his gen-

eration, but for Telling what he Didn't Know.
As a matter of fact (as well as of the government reports),

California was already in 1900 the fourth State in the Union in

production of petroleum. And in the two years since then it

has progressed almost incredibly in the same impudent industry,

which has no respectful business to exist at all, since the Oracle

hath said it Cannot Be. But today, if you ride on a railroad

train in California, you may put your nose out the window and

fear no sparks in your eye. For the engines burn petroleum
—

California petroleum. You can ride from a California city
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further than from Boston to

: Albany, with your car-win-

dow up, in the driest time,

» and fear no evil of dust—
1 for the road-bed is

'

laid
"

ft, with California petroleum.
And in the same way, and
for the same reason, you can

^ agreeably drive hundreds of

j? miles on California country

3 roads that were once the

2 dustiest in civilization. For
s

1 now we '

sprinkle
" our

- roads with oil instead of

< water. To say nothing of

x the thousands of factories
o

2 and households wherein pe-

d troleum, crude, is the sole

fuel. And in the very teeth

£ of the Stone Oracle, there
= are scores of "gushers"
5 among the several thousand

k oil-wells of California. Un-
<

« less memory beguiles me, I

g long ago printed in these

5 same pages the photograph

£ of a California oil-well
H

spouting 200 feet in air.

The California oil-fields are

600 miles north and south,

and embrace 17 counties.

In 1901, California produced

nearly one-seventh of all

the petroleum of North Am-
erica. In 1902 its petroleum

output was more than 33

per cent, larger yet
— in fact, and in relation to the total

United States product. The California production has more
than quadrupled since 1899.

The mere tuppenny fact that the State now markets some

twelve million barrels of petroleum in a year is a mere retail

matter beside such transactions as seriously concern us now.

But the relation in which it does
"
belong

" here is that it has

brought to California the opening of its third great industrial

era. First of all, and of all most notorious, was Mining —



In Chinatown, Los Angbles. (Feeding the Dragon.) Copyright iqos, by C. C.Pierce.
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in which California has already harvested, in gold alone (and in

this one State fifty other minerals are rained) nearly Fifteen

Hundred Millions of dollars. Next in time (and already yielding

an annual income more than 50% greater than the one chief

"Gold Year" in all the history of all the world)
— and almost

indubitably always to be biggest
—

Agriculture ; and now,

Manufacturing, on a large scale.* How much these mere mar-

ginal tabs really mean, may perhaps be made clear enough be-

fore we are done.

There was no idle politeness in the promise
— made at their

very outset— to prove the large assertions of these papers. If

they may sometimes have seemed — to such as never studied the

text— to Talk Big, the responsibility is not with the occasion-

ally humble author, but with the official figures. And if figures

will lie, government figures lie rather sooner in any other

favor than that of California. I have staved off statistics as

long as might be ;
since their beef-extract is much "

better

reading." But just here it seems well to present a very few of

the typical statistics upon which the case rests.

In the earlier course of this series, relatively little was avail-

able from the remarkable story now telling by the United States

Census of 1900. That vast national study in comparative de-

velopments is still by no means finished. The specific bulletins

on many large departments of American activity have not yet

appeared
— and perhaps particularly those in which California

has most selfish interest by its altogether disproportionate de-

velopment
—

as, for instance, electric lighting, transit and

manufactures.

Per cent, of increase, 1890-1900. (U. S. Census, 1900.)

In No Es- In No. Wajre- In Value of
tablish- In Capital _
„,,.,,, a

earners ProdiKt-

Los Angeles City 88.7 72.4 107.7 115.3

Whole U. S 44.2 50.7 25.1 38.9

Massachusetts 8.4 30.7 11.2 16.6

New York 19.5 46.1 12.9 27.1

Pennsylvania 32.7 56.5 28.7 37.8

Connecticut 33.8 38.6 25.7 42.1

New Hampshire 44.7 27.2 17.1 38.4

Vermont 34.3 48.2 33.2 50.4

Iowa 99.2 32.5 14.7 31.6

Rhode Island 24.0 45.3 19.0 29.2

Maine 33.8 52.8 6.3 33.1

New Jersey 67.8 100.5 39.0 72.5

Michigan 38.6 8.3 9.2

Indiana 45.8 78.2 41.0 66.7

Illinois 87.3 54.7 41.0 38.6

Wisconsin 55.4 34.1 18.4 45.2

California 58.8 39.9 25.2 41.9



Yucca Palms on the Mojave Desert. Photo hy C. F. L.
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Plowing Salt in California.

(By the Census of 1900, Californi a is the 5th State in the Union as a producer of salt.)

power; mining, bank statistics, sea-going
-

commerce, and edu-

cation
;
in all of which California has made far longer strides

than the average Union. But among the foot-high pile of bul-

letins thus far issued, there is enough of definitive statistics so

that we may begin to trace up-to-date the literally astounding
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development of one State amid the
"
vast and worthless area "

as to which there was
"
no question

" that immigration would

be "retarded." There will ever be more than a few Califor-

nians to feel, down along the pious privacy of their dia-

phragms, a certain genial warmth as unto Webster and Whit-

ney and their Lilliput disciples, heirs and assigns, for all the

influence they have had. If something hadn't "retarded" us,

we must inevitably have drowned in the Flood. For the Waters

are Chin-deep on us, as it is — and running like a mill-race.

"Does "Chin-deep" seem an overbearing word ? Well, then,

for an example, even if an extreme one :

Here are 18 rather well-known American cities. In 1890 they
had an aggregate population of 1,256,022

—or nearly 25 times the

population of Los Angeles then. The 18 of them put together
had in 1900 just 51,968 more people than they had in 1890 — or

116 less than the gain of the one city of Los Angeles, Cal.,

in the same period :

Cincinnati, O. Evansville, Ind.

Syracuse, N. Y. Topeka, Kan.
Lowell, Mass. Dubuque, la.

Richmond, Va. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn. Omaha. Neb.
Charleston, S. C. Troy, N. Y.

Augusta, Ga. Lincoln, Neb.
Wheeling-, W. Va. Saginaw, Mich.
Mobile, Ala. Sioux City, la.

The average Easterner thinks of California as a Raw State.

So it is. Raw as mud. But not in quite the sense he

predicates. It is raw in comparison to its own potentialities,

which are so tremendous that I for one dare not pretend to try

to outline them at all, and venture only upon its past; so tremen-

dous that no dweller in any Eastern State could possibly compre-
hend them, even if a competent prophet were to set them forth.

But as beside any standard of comparison known to the East,
California is not particularly underdone.

It is true that its forests cover more ground than the entire

States of New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecti-

cut, Rhode Island, Delaware and Maryland lumped together,*

*A comparison of some forests. Figures from the U. S. Census, 1900 :

Square Per cent
State Miles of area of

Forest State

Maine 23,700 79%
New Hampshire 5,200 58%
Vermont 3,900 43%
Massachusetts 4,200 52%
Connecticut 1,900 39%
Rhode Island 400 40%

All New England 39,300
California 44,700 22$
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and are 22% of its entire area
;
but is also true that its farms

cover as much land as the whole States of Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Delaware and

Maryland all put together, and almost another Rhode Island

thrown in
; being- 28.9% of its area. They are incomparably

more valuable forests, incomparably more valuable farms.

It is true that California is far bigger than New England,
and that it has far fewer people. But it isn't losing any of its

area, and it is enjoying the extra Elbow-Room. And meantime
it is getting the People

— incomparably faster than New England
ever did. Also, treating them incomparably better.

The first census of the United States was taken in 1790
;
the

first census of California in 1850. In 110 years, New Hampshire
has managed to crawl up to almost three times the population
it had in 1790

;
Delaware to a little over three times

; Massa-

chusetts to nearly eight times
; Connecticut to nearly four times

;

Maine to a little over seven times
;
Vermont to a little over four

times.

In 50 years California has grown to more than sixteen times

the population it had in 1850. Los Angeles has over 64 times

as many people as it had in 1850. But the astounding story of

population
—a migration which, reckoned by numbers, education

and wealth, is absolutely unheard of elsewhere in human his-

tory
— must await another chapter.

New Hampshire has (Census 1900) 95 more farms than it had
in 1850. This is not a misprint. Its total valuation of farms

has increased 19 million dollars in half a century. Its total

value of farm products is no greater now than it was in 1870.

Massachusetts has 3,646 more farms than in 1850-— a gain of

10.7% in 50 years. In the same long period its total value of

farms has increased 60 million dollars. Maine has 12,539 more
farms than in 1850 — an increase of 26.8 % in 50 years, though
it is now rapidly declining. The total value of its farm prod-
ucts is less than $4,000,000 above what it was 30 years ago.

Connecticut has 4,503 more farms than in 1850. In the last 30

years it has gained less than $2,000,000 in the total value of its

farm products. California has 71,670 more farms than it had in

1850. The increase in the value of its farms is $789,199,373;
the increase in the value of its farm products in the last 30

years is $81,834,582. The aggregate value of its 72,542 farms
is $156,682,055 more than that of the 191,888 farms of all New
England ; and is exceeded in the whole Union by only ten

States, which average over 242,000 farms apiece, and have a

population aggregating nearly 35 million people
—

perilously
near to being one-half the total population of the United States,
and nearly 23 times the population of California. -^
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The value of farm products in California is $88.70 for every

man, woman and child in the State ; of Massachusetts, $18.65 ;

of all New England, $30.35 ;
of New York, $30.30 ;

of Pennsyl-

vania, $32.95 ;
of Maryland, $36.95 ;

of Ohio, $61.75 ; of Illinois,

$71.70.

And all this is merely commercial
; quite outside the grave

and permanent historic fact that California has done more to

make agriculture safe and scientific and profitable than has any

State, or rally of States, east of the Missouri.

And its preponderance is not merely in "straight" deriva-

tion from the soil. In dairy products, for instance, California

exceeds Maine, Massachusetts, and Missouri put together
—

though they have nearly four and a half times its population. It

also produces eight times as much butter, cheese and other dairy

products as the nine States of Virginia, West Virginia, Georgia,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas

put together
—
-.though they have over ten and a half times its

population. In the whole United States there are now "
nearly

four times as many farms as in 1850." In California there are

now more than 83 times as many farms as in 1850. (U. S.

Census, 1900.)

Not only that. While the population of California has in-

creased 16-fold in the half century, the number of its farms has

increased over 83-fold. That is, it is
"
one of the few States

that has added more to its agricultural than to its other popula-
tion " in the last 30 years. (U. S. Census, 1900.)

It is also one of the few States in which the number of farm-

owners is increasing notably faster than the number of farm-

laborers for wages.
The savage, who has no other way to make a fire than by

rubbing two sticks together, bears very much the same relation

in progress to the man with a gas range that the Eastern

farmer-by-luck bears to the farmer-by-irrigation. And he is

not relatively so old-fashioned ;
since matches and gas ranges

are not a century old, whereas for three or four thousand years
there have been people in some parts of the world (though not

in the Eastern United States) with sense enough to give their

crops water when the crops needed. More than one-fourth of

all the irrigated farms in the United States are in California
;

and irrigation from wells— artesian and phreatic
—

is practically
a California monopoly, as the State has 89.9 °fc of all acreage
thus irrigated. Incidentally it may be mentioned that taking
all the irrigated farms in all the country, and the sixty-four
million dollars' worth of works built for their irrigation, the

crop of the one year, 1899, paid not only for the total cost of

the works but some 30% over.
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A few other detached but typical facts as to the agricultural

side are these : California is the pioneer and the chief producer

of beet sugar in the Union, having
- the largest factories, the

largest acreage and the largest output, as it had the first suc-

cessful factory, in the United States. In fact, in this staple, it

has 37.4 % of the acreage, and 44.9 % of the product, of the

entire Union.

California has not only nearly all the olive, orange, lemon,

lime, fig, apricot, English walnut, and other "semi-tropical"
trees in the Union ;* it has 1,250,000 more apple trees

than Massachusetts ;
more than eight times as many pear

trees as Massachusetts, Maine, Connecticut and New Hamp-
shire put together ;

more than twelve times as many cherry
trees as these four States together ; 100,000 more peach trees

than Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maine
and New Hampshire in a lump ; nearly one-third of all the plum
and prune trees in the United States

;
more than one-third of

all the grapevines.

The total acreage planted to wheat in the six New England
States, at the time of the last census, was 9,237 acres

;
to bar-

ley, 23,554 acres. There are many — too many — single

wheat fields and barley fields in California far larger than

this total for six States with an aggregate population of

more than four times as many people as California has. Corn

is not a leading product of California— though anyone can see,

on permanent exhibition in Los Angeles, stalks better than 20

feet tall
;
but California produced, at the last census, about 11

per cent, more corn than Massachusetts and Maine combined,
with far more than double its population. California thinks no

*Comparison between California and Florida, the only other State in the

Union growing tropic fruits to any considerable extent. Figures from
U. S. Census, 1900 :

Item California Florida

No. Orange trees 5,648,714 2,552,542

Boxes Oranges 5,882,193 273,295

No. Lemon trees 1,493,113 22,699

Boxes Lemons 874,305 2,359

No. Fig trees 188,941 9,433

Pounds Figs 10,620,366 66,680

No. Olive trees 1,530,164

Pounds Olives 5,040,227 250

Comparison of total agriculture of California and Florida
;
total number

of farms, total acreage of farms, their aggregate value, and the aggregate
value of their products. Figures from the U. S. Census, 1900 :

State No. Farms Acreage Value Val. of Products

California 72,542 28,828,951 $796,527,955 $131,690,606

Florida 40,814 4,363,891 53,929,064 18,309,104
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particular shakes of itself as a hay State ; but its hay crop is

about 20 per cent, more than that of Massachusetts, Connecticut

and Rhode Island put together
— with about two and a half times

the population. And so on.

But in the industries which increase the value of products of the

soil, California has altogether outstripped all competitors. The

canning of fruits and vegetables is only about half a century

old, anywhere ;
but it has become one of the most important

industries connected with agriculture in the United States— its

annual product being some fifty-five millons of dollars, which is

more than two-fifths of the product of the gigantic dairy indus-

tries ;
and is about as big as the total U. S. production of all

sugars (maple, cane, sorghum, and beet). In 1870 there were but

97 fruit and vegetable canneries in the United States ; in 1900

there were 1808, spread over 32 States. California has 13(> of

them, and is third in the U. S. in number of establishments ;* but

it is by far first in output. The value of its products in this line

is greater than that of the 24 States of Ohio, Michigan, Indi-

ana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, West Vir-

ginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisi-

ana, Texas, Idaho, South Dakota, Nebraska, Utah, Colorado,

Kansas, and New Mexico all put together, and not counting, of

course, the six States and Territories which have no canneries.

When we remember the great corn, tomato and other can-

neries of Maryland, Maine, New York, Indiana, Delaware,

Ohio, and the Middle West
;

that 42 States and Ter-

ritories of the Union have canneries; and that 17 different

fruits and vegetables are now extensively canned in this coun-

try
—the enormous development of California is the more striking.

This one State cans more than half of all the peaches that are

canned in the whole United States ; more than two-thirds of all

the pears ; nearly one-half of all the cherries ; nearly four-fifths

of all the plums ; over ninety-seven per cent, of all the apricots— and even nearly one-sixth of all the tomatos. We used to

think of dried apples as rather a Yankee institution ; but today
the one State of California dries more fruit than all the rest of

Statistics of canneries, in order of output, U. S. Census, 1900:

State No. CaaoeriM Product

California 136 $13,081,829

Maryland 371 11,996,245

New York 511 8,975,321

Illinois 61 3,730,030

Delaware 51 1,570,790

Iowa M 1,359,958

Maine 59 1,335,671



A By-Street in Los Angeles.
( The palms are the native California variety.)

Photo by Pierce.
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the Union put together

—
exactly 53.7 per cent, of the entire

product of the United States. California and New York to-

gether dry over 87% of the total
; and California's output is

more than double that of New York. That is, if we leave out

the Empire State, California produces more than four times as

much dried fruit as all the rest of the Union.

It will probably surprise more people to learn that even in the

canning- of fish — in which we naturally think first of the great
lobster and sardine canneries of the northern New England sea-

board, and the vast salmon pack of Alaska and our Northwest
Coast — California is now the sixth State in the Union in

value of product. It is exceeded, in that order, only by Wash-

ington, Maine, Massachusetts, Alaska and Oregon.
And fish naturally suggest shipbuilding. Here again we are

liable to surprise ; for the historic shipyards of New England,
to say nothing of the huge Cramps's and Newport News, are

part of our most familiar tradition. But California is now the

third State in the Union in value of shipbuilding output, as well

as in total wages paid employes ; and fourth in capital en-

gaged, and number of employes. It has barely one-sixth as

many shipbuilding plants as Maine and Massachusetts put to-

gether ;
but has nearly a million dollars more capital invested,

and comes within $98,000 of equalling their aggregate product.*
One can almost fancy the snort of indignant incredulity with

which the unmitigated Eastern mind will receive the sugges-
tion of California as a manufacturing State

;
but you cannot

"shoo" the Census. It goes its appointed way as calmly and

impersonally as if there were not so much ignorance of the very
sort it is designed to alleviate. Twenty-five years ago, Prof.

Whitney, in the same article before quoted, took as gloomy a

view of the hopes for manufacturing in California. He had the

wisdom to perceive that its distance from the great factory States

would act as a natural High Protection ; but there was no

decent fuel, except by long import ; and we could not have pe-

troleum, you know
; and it was altogether a pretty dubious

horizon.

But since Prof. Whitney's deliverance, California's rank in

manufactures has advanced much faster than its rank in popu-

*A comparison in shipbuilding'. (U. S. Census, 1900) :

State No. Plantn Capital Value Product

California 41 $5,776,518 $6,736,636

Maine 117 2,819,053 3, 777,059

Massachusetts 125 2,149,291 3,057,454
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lation.* It is now the 12th State in the Union in total value of

products manufactured. Its returns from manufactures for each

man, woman and child are more than in Ohio or Maine, Wiscon-

sin, Vermont, Indiana, Minnesota, Michigan, Missouri, or any
other of 40 of the States and Territories of the Union. Only
eleven States equal California in per capita product of manu-
factures. None equal it in average annual wage of employes.t
And none of them come anywhere near it in reasonable proba-

bility of disproportionate increase in the next decade
;
for the

very simple reason that while the rest may fluctuate in inci-

dental causes for activity or depression in specific lines of manu-

facture, California alone has now a basic change. Geographic

relativity by "effective distance"— that is, time and cost of

transport, rather than miles— and price of labor, and such fac-

*The 17 leading States of the Union in order of their rank, in per capita
value of manufactured products, U. S. Census, 1900 :

Value Mfd. Products
state per capita.

Rhode Island $429.52

Connecticut 388.39

Massachusetts 369.01

New Jersey 324.76

New York 299.33

Pennsylvania 291 . 19

New Hampshire 288.32

Illinois 261.24

Delaware 245.69

Montana 234.56

Maryland 204.16

California 203.95

Ohio 200.22

Colorado 190.53

Maine 183.39

Wisconsin 174.39

Vermont 167.75

Indiana 150.26

Minnesota 149.97

Michigan 147.44

Missouri 124.09

And so on down.

Average of the Union $170.90

fAverage annual wages paid wage-earners in manufactures. (U. S.

Census, 1900) :

State Amount
California $521

New York 482

Connecticut 468

Massachusetts 458

Pennsylvania 454

Ohio 445

Rhode Island 416

Vermont 41 5
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tors, may vary a little
;
but the change is not, and never can be,

generic. But it is a generic change which marks California's

graduation from a State of costly fuel— enormously costly, by-

leading Eastern standards— to a State of cheap fuel, equiva-
lent to about $3 per ton coal. With the transcontinental mile-

ages for a Protective Tariff forever burglar-proof against the
vagaries of Congress ;

with natural resources unequaled in vast-
ness or in variety by any other State, or by any other two
States

; and easily surpassing all in its facility to the greatest
foreign markets— it is not a very risky prophecy that the next
Census will find California much nearer the head of the class in
manufactures— as she already stands in industries wherein she
has had such an opportunity as now offers her in this.

Thk Wild West.
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"HERE WAS A WOMAN".
By CHARLES AMADON MOODY.

*|C#e)EVER but once, so far as

(§J^X the record runs, in the

history of the world has

a girl of eighteen held the destiny

of a nation in the palm of her

hand in such wise as did Jessie

Benton Fremont on a May day

sixty years ago. Her husband

had started on the second of his

marvelous Pathfinding expedi-

tions— the one that took him

through the Sacramento and San

Joaquin valleys ;
that opened the

eyes of Benton, Buchanan, Ban-

croft, Webster and other men of

power at Washington, to the

value of California to the United

States ;
that led directly to the

Third Expedition, during which

Fremont saved for the nation what

he had already disclosed to it.

^^^Sfc^^^l He had stopped at the Kansas

frontier to complete his equip-

ment and "feed up" his animals. There came into the girl-wife's

hands at St. Louis, where she was to await his return, a letter

from his superior officer summoning him back to Washington to

explain why he was taking a mountain howitzer with him. She

knew that this order, obeyed, would indefinitely postpone the

expedition
—

probably wreck it entirely. She did not forward it.

Consulting no one, since there was no one at hand to consult,

she sent a swift messenger to her husband with word to break

camp and move forward at once — "he could not have the reason

for haste, but there was reason enough." And he, knowing
well and well trusting the sanity and breadth of that girl-brain,

hastened forward, unquestioning. While she as promptly in-

formed the officer whose order she had vetoed, what she had

done, and why. So far as human wit may penetrate, obedience

to that backward summons would have meant, three years later,

the winning of California by another nation— and what that

loss would have signified to the United States none can know

fully, but any may partly guess who realize a part of what Cali-

fornia has meant for us.

True enough, she could not have forseen what results were in
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Frui/; III,- portrait by Fri,\iri( lis, about ffl ,v-

Senator Thomas H. Benton. (Mrs. Fremont's father.)

Tin- first American statesman really to RTUp tin- importance of the Far West.

the way to come from this critical instant of decision — which

might easily enough have ruined her young husband's career.

But she did well know that her statesman father's vision had

long been turned to the West— in her birth-year* Senator

Benton offered and pushed to passage a bill making the Santa

Fe Trail a national road ;
and the year after he proposed to the

Senate that the President should take possession of and retain

the Oregon country. Nor was she less aware that all her hus-

band's dreams led to the opening of the Westward way ; it was

over the discussion of that very purpose that the youthful

second lieutenant of the Topographical Corps had become an

intimate of the Benton home, before its beautiful daughter had
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Jessie Bknton Fki

married him* in defiance of paren-
tal opposition. (One may fairly

say "she married him," since this

only quotes the words credited

to her father— si non e vero, e ben

trovato — when, still unreconciled,

he wrote for a newspaper an an-

nouncement of the marriage of

"Jessie Benton to John C. Fre-

mont." To the objection that this

reversed the usual order of state-

ment, he thundered back: "Damn
it, sir ! it will go in that way or

not at all ! John C. Fremont did

not marry my daughter ;
she mar-

ried him." Probably never had a

reluctant father so good cause for

approving his daughter's choice,

since never have father, daughter
and husband worked, together so

harmoniously, so successfully and to

so great an end.)

Nor was she ignorant of the gravity of her act. Her father—
first Senator from Missouri, as her husband was later first Senator

from California— had been since before her birth Chairman of

the Senate Committee on Military Affairs. Her mother's ill

health and the rare balance of her own brain had made her the

sharer of her father's life in uncommon degree. Among her early

tests was to stand unflinching while a President (Jackson),
absorbed in the discussion of some matter of statecraft, would

forget to stop twisting his fingers in her curls before the hurting

point was reached. The great men of that great day
— and

their greatest thoughts— were already her familiar friends.

Nor, finally, was there any carelessness or lack of discretion in

her mental equipment. She had been repeatedly party to the

frankest discussion of questions of weighty national and inter-

national import
— to the formation of plans even beyond the ken

of the Administration. And when, two years later, a "leak"
was discovered at a most critical time in the office of the

Secretary of State, Mr. Buchanan, knowing no Spanish, brought
his confidential reports from Mexico to Jessie Benton Fremont
and her older sister for translation.

I have dwelt on this event not alone for its intrinsic import-

ance, though that would be sufficient text for a volume, but be-

*October 19, 1841.
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$B
Mrs. Fremont in 1876.

When, as Martha Washing-ton, with Admiral Rowan as Washington, she opened the great
charity ball in New .York. The ball netted $20,000, and established on a substantial
basis an important charity for the summer care of poor children.

cause it displays so luminously some of the qualities that made
her a Power. Lacking

-

nothing
- of feminine fascination — she

was among the most noted of "American beauties" and retained

her charm almost to the end of her days
— she no more had a

" woman's mind" than she had a man's. It was simply a great
mind— and the phrase is picked with careful recognition of its

meaning. Clear, logical, unhesitating, fearless, it grasped
whole whatever matters came before it, digested them promptly,
and drew from them sound and certain conclusions. Her eye
was most piercing for shams— she instantly divined that the

howitzer formed but a pretext for interfering with the expedi-
tion— yet never grew into the cynical habit of expecting them.

She had neither the vanity to keep her from seeking and accept-

ing counsel when it was to be had, nor the timidity to restrain her

from acting on her sole judgment when suitable advisers were

not within reach. She did not palter with halfway measures,
nor do nothing and

"
let Providence decide " — not only did she

decline to let the recalling order reach Fremont through her

hand, but she saw to it that it should not overtake him by any
other. And so far from trying to elude the responsibility for

her action, she instantly and with open arms went to meet it.
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General Fhkmunt in 1864.

Into few lives have ever come so many and so striking: con-

trasts of surrounding and condition. And since anything- like

a biography, detailed and in order, is out of the question here, a

few of the more vivid episodes may be just touched on, without

attempt at being consecutive. Born in Virginia, on the splen-
did estate of her maternal grandfather, to whose father it had
been granted more than eighty years before for military service,
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Mrs. Fremont's Home, West 28th St., Los Angeles. Photo by Hugh S. Gibson.

and dividing- her time till she was past twenty-four between this

home, the one in St. Louis and -that at Washington, her habit

of life had been in many respects that of the womankind of

Southern aristocracy. The cares of housekeeping had never

touched her, even lightly. Servants were plenty and permanent,
attached rather by affection and long-time habit than by wages.
She travelled nowhere except surrounded by relatives and with

every comfort and luxury. But in the spring of 1848 she came to

California by the Panama route, alone but for her little daugh-

ter, to meet her husband, who was making the dangerous trip

overland. Established in the Castro house at Monterey, with

two Indian men for servants, she kept open house "after the

hospitable fashion of a new country, to all who had been, or

would like to be, friends." The Constitutional Convention was
then wrestling with the question of slavery or no in the soon-to-

be State. One of the strong affirmative arguments was the

need of house-servants and the impossibility of securing Free

labor for that purpose in those thrilling times. At the Fremont

table, many of the delegates
— and their wives — "saw for

themselves that it was quite possible for the most cheerful hos-

pitality to exist without the usual working force."
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Photo by Alice Elliott.

The Last Photograph made of Mrs. Fremont.

Fremont, like his wife, was a Virginian before he was Cali-

fornian— though born in Georgia
— and of the slave-holding

caste. Besides, the use of slaves in working the great placer-

gold deposits on their California estate, the Mariposas (bought
for $3,000 before gold had been discovered), would have brought

quick millions to them.

But they thought of the others to whom slave-labor would
mean closing the door of opportunity which had opened so
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Mks. Fremont at 70. (From the bust by Bortrlum.)

flashingly wide for themselves— and were among the stoutest

opponents of slavery.

Coming to California comparatively poor, and anticipating

only moderate gains and the need for economy, the Fremonts
soon knew what it was to fill up trunks with gold dust and nug-

gets from their mines.

More than any other one man responsible for wresting Cali-

fornia from Spanish-speaking rule, leading against the native

forces in actual battle over and over again, and accepting their

final surrender in person, Fremont was soon the American best

loved and most trusted by Spanish Californians, and his wife

found some of her warmest friendships among their women.
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Jessie Benton Fremont at 20.

(This miniature, painted in Richmond by Dodge, was carried by Kit Carson across the
plains to Fremont in California.)

After giving California to the nation, and being- appointed its

first Governor and Military Commandant, Fremont was relieved

from duty by his superior officer in the army, and brought back

to Washington under arrest, to stand trial before court martial

on charges of mutiny, disobedience to orders, and conduct

prejudicial to military discipline. He was convicted—and death

was the possible sentence. But the President, while approving
the verdict, in the same breath pardoned and restored him to

duty. One seems to hear his wife's voice echoing with his own
in his immediate refusal to accept pardon for an offense never

committed, and his resignation of the rank in the army which
he had gained by brevet for distinguished services. What
California thought of it was shown when two years later it let
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MKS. KKltMONT IN M.W, [896.

him choose whether he should be first Governor of the new
State or its first Senator. What the nation thought of it ap-

peared six years later yet, when this Virginian and life-long

Democrat, as candidate for the Presidency of the new anti-

slavery Republican party, carried the six New England States,

New York, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa, polling a vote

which Horace Greeley declared* to have been much larger than

the solid strength of the party,
M
swelled in part by the per-

sonal popularity of Col. Fremont whose previous career . . . ap-

pealed . . . with resistless fascination to the noble young men of

our country." What even the Army thought about it, afterwards,

came out in 1861, when he was appointed major-general com-

manding the Western District— Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri,

•Deliberately, in bin History of the War, written mam years later.
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Kansas, and the Territories westward. Prom this he was re-

moved— on account of his Emancipation Proclamation (the

first ) when in a few months he had organized a rabble into

"an army that could not have been beaten"— a blunder that

amounted to "a national misfortune." I quote Greeley again,

in both cases.

Let no one think this mention of John C. Fremont is by way
of digression ever so slightly from Jessie Benton Fremont.

These things were as much part of the life of this devoted

wife as of his own— very likely she felt them far more keenly.

And as bearing on this fact a quotation from Fremont's

Memoirs may well be placed in evidence :
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"Her qualities were all womanly, and education had curiously preserved

the down of modesty which was innate. There had been no experience of

life to brush away the bloom. She had inherited from her father his

grasp of mind, comprehending with a tenacious memory ; but with it a

quickness of perception and instant realization of subjects and scenes

in their completed extent which did not belong to his ; and with these,
warm sympathies— a generous pity for human suffering, and a tenderness

and sensibility that made feeling take the place of mind ; so compelled was

every impulse to pass through these before it could reach the surface to

find expression. There was a rare union of intelligence to feel the injury
of events, and submission to them with silence and discretion ; and withal

a sweet, and happy, and forbearing temper which has remained proof

against the wearing of time."

This is what she calls her
"
crown of honor "

in the bit of her

handwriting which is reproduced elsewhere— the crown of honor

An Earlier Photo ok Mrs. Frkmont's Homh.

of Jessie Benton Fremont, who had won wherever she went

( and she had gone to many a corner of the world) admiration for

her beauty from the most accustomed, applause for her brilliant

wit from the keenest, respect for her broad and inseeing intelli-

gence from the widest statesmen and the shrewdest diplomats— of this woman whom a King of the oldest reigning dynasty
in Europe, save one, had delighted to honor at his own table,

and who had been bidden to "an informal morning call" by
more than one Queen. Her crown of honor, of a truth !

Prom such wedded love as theirs— chivalric, absorbing, en-

during to the end — the veil should be drawn with discretion,

though it might well serve as an ideal to be striven after, even if
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rarely possible of achievement. But from such fragments of it as

themselves have made public, three pictures may be set side by

side, which, to those who can interpret, will tell something- of

what it was and what it meant. The first is of Fremont, just

elected Senator from California, riding
- from San Jose to Mon-

terey, through a drenching rainstorm, to bring her the first

news of it, and back the next day
— 140 miles in 36 hours.

"
Only for the joy of telling me "

is the note in Mrs. Fremont's

handwriting in the little book under my hand.

The second is of the
"
pretty little supper table " in St. Louis

"undone each morning to be set afresh for the next night
—

for eight months !

" while she waited for his return from the

Second Expedition, delayed till hope had begun to fail.

The third is of the days when for hour after hour and for

weeks together
— her mother "alarmed at this pull on her

daughter," but her father
"
delighted ... in seeing the work

grow"— she wrote, at his dictation, those "Reports" which
would have made him a lasting reputation had no other

results of his work appeared. For they did even more than to

awaken Congress, the Administration and the Nation to its first

faint sense of what lay in the unknown West. They gave Utah
to the Mormons.* They probably supplied a greater increment

to the information concerning the soil, climate and productions
of the section covered, and to the knowledge of its geography,
geology, botany and natural history than has ever been credited

to another man in the same time. They won for him such rec.

ognition as the great golden medal of the Prussian government
for progress in the sciences, forwarded by Alexander von Hum-
boldt (the first scientist of his day and among the foremost of

all days) with words of warmest personal appreciation ;
and

the Founder's Medal of the Royal Geographical Society of Eng-
land. How much more than a mere copyist Mrs. Fremont was
in their preparation appears from his reference to their con-

stant and enlightening discussion as the work went on — "
a

form of discussion impossible except with a mind and purpose
in harmony with one's own and on the same level."

But the keenest contrast, and the most pitiful, remains for the

last. One of her greatest joys throughout her life was to use the

influence she had acquired so rightly and so bountifully in the

aid of those who needed and deserved it, to right Governmental

wrongs, to open unseeing official eyes, to untie the sluggish
knots of departmental redtape. Scores of instances might be

given, but one may select the young Frenchman, crippled in

*Brigham Young- said, in 1877,
" Prom Fremont's reports, we determined to get our wagons

tog-ether, form a caravan and travel through the country to the Salt Lake, 1,000 miles from
any civilized country."



A Bit of Mks. Fremont's Homr in Los Anoklks. Photo by Strickland.
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government service, but unable to obtain a pension till 20-year-

old Mrs. Fremont interested the chairman of the Committee on

Pensions. A memory to warm a lifetime it must have been to

her as .he swayed on his crutches, weeping for gratitude and

saying,
"

I cannot kneel to thank you—je ri*ai plus de jambes— but you are my Sainte Madonne et je vous fats ma -priere."

Or, to take just one more case, the shy young compositor, by
name Bret Harte, a bit of whose work attracted her and who
remained in California only because she repeatedly secured him

appointments at a good salary. He wrote to her once : _" If I

were to be cast away on a desert island, I should expect a sav-

age to come forward with a three-cornered note from you to tell

me that at your request I had been appointed governor of the

island at a salary of two thousand four hundred dollars."

Others she saved— herself she could not help. Through forty

years no one of all her powerful friends was strong enough, or

enough in earnest— or possibly it was butj^lack_ of patiencejj-
to extract from the overflowing treasury of the United States

the little money needed— in later years needed sadly
— to pay

for thie home bought with her money, taken without compensa-
tion by the United States, and to this day held by it— unpaid
for. Not two years ago the President of the United States, so

soon to die, waved aside the programme arranged in his

honor, and drove out to Mrs. Fremont's home "
to present not

only the respects of himself and Mrs. McKinley, but the affec-

tion and esteem of the American people." Yet she went to her

grave with that outrageous wrong unrighted, with that money
debt— insignificant to the nation, but of great consequence to

her and hers— unpaid ! What shall one think of the
"
affection

and esteem " of the American people ?

FREMONT.

MERO, scholar, cavalier,

Bayard of thy brave new land,

Poppies^for thy bed and bier,

Dreamful poppies foot and hand.

Poppies garmented in gold ;

Poppies of the land you won—
Love and gratitude untold—
Poppies

—
peace

— the setting sun !

—
jFoaguin Milltr, /So*
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JOHN CHARLES FREMONT
YJgwATHFINDER— and Path-clincher !

r$y Who blazed the way, indeed,
But more — who made the eternal Fact

whereto a path had need
;

Who, while our Websters set at naught
the thing: that Was to Be,

Whipped-out our halting-, half-way map
Full to the Other Sea !

'Twas well that there were some could read
the logic of the West !

A Kansas-edged geography,
of provinces confessed,

Became potential Union
and took a Nation's span

When God sent Opportunity
and Benton found the Man !

— Chat. P. Lmmmit, *8*f.

TO JOHN C. FREMONT.
@rtHY error, Fremont, simply was to act

j^ A brave man's part, without the statesman's tact,

And, taking counsel but of common sense,

To strike at cause as well as consequence.

O, never yet since Roland wound his horn

At Roncesvalles, has a blast been blown

Far-heard, wide-echoed, startling as thine own,
Heard from the van of freedom's hope forlorn !

It had been safer, doubtless, for the time,
To flatter treason, and avoid offence >,

To that Dark Power whose underlying crime

Heaves upward its perpetual turbulence.

But if thine be the fate of all who break

The ground for Truth's seed, or forerun their years
Till lost in distance, or with stout hearts make
A lane for Freedom through the level spears,

Still take thou courage ! God has spoken through thee,

Irrevocable, the mighty words, Be Free !

The land shakes with them, and the slave's dull ear

Turns from the rice-swamp stealthily to hear.

Who would recall them now must first arrest

The winds that blow down from the free Northwest,

Ruffling the Gulf ; or like a scroll roll back
The Mississippi to its upper springs.

Such words fulfill their prophecy, and lack

But the full time to harden into things.
—John GrttmUaf Wk/ttur, /tot
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LOVED I NOT HONOR MORE.
By EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES.

fast is history made these days ! For all this was

only a little while ago.
When Emil James came around the bend in the

canon, to the opening where the ranch stood, he reined

up his horse and whistled.
" O-Oh !

" he said.
"
My stars alive ! Didn't the

water came ! Spring, pipe-line, water-pen, troughs,

corral, saddle-house — all washed away— vamosed!
Bet Wildcat rared up and fell over backwards !

"

He rode up in front of the jacal house.
11 Tou Wildcat!"

Wildcat came to the open door; "Hello Emil— get down.
You're just in time for supper."

" You bet. Pood is the biggest part of my diet. I see you've
moved your ranch down the canon, and I was afraid I'd find you
down there hunting for the pieces. Think you'll like it any
better down on the flat ?

"

"You unsaddle your horse, you old fool, and shut up ! I'm

pretty sore about this washout. I'm set back about two hundred
dollars by it."

After supper was finished, Emil shoved back his plate, lit a

cigarette, and said : "You got any likely young horses to sell ?"
"
Betcher neck. You know anybody that wants to buy."

"Yes, indeedy. McNew said to tell you Old Man Forest will

pay twenty-five for all you had that would stand fourteen and a

half hands, four year olds and up, sound and broken. Greys,

roans, duns and pacers barred. He's going to take down a

bunch, and said to tell you you'd better gather yours and drive

with him. They're to be delivered at the Nations' pasture at El
Paso the 20th. They'll take outlaws all right, but no broncos."

"
When's Billy going to start ?

"

"He'll camp at Lava Gap the night of the 24th, he said."
"
By George," said Wildcat,

"
this here'll be just like getting

money from home, and express charges prepaid. I was sure

needin' it, too, as the hobo said when he fell in the creek. I can

put up about twenty-five head. I'll go over tomorrow and get
one of the Morris boys to help me gather my little old ponies,
and hit the road. Don't know what's going to happen. Why,
last spring you couldn't throw a horse away, much less sell one."

"I tell you, old man," he confided to Show Me, his "top
horse," the next day, as they climbed the winding trail to the

Morris ranch,
" we was cutting it pretty fine that time, for cer-
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tain. Now. if I can pay old Forest five hundred on that mort-

gage, the old skeezicks will let me have a renewal for another

year for the other half. Then I can sell my steers for enough
to keep Buddie in school, and fix up the pipe-line and trough

again, and next year I can sure win out. Then when my
little bunch of cattle's paid for, I'll go and ask the gray-eyed

girl a question. Every time I get the mail, I'm scared to death

for fear I'll hear some feller has snapped her up. Tell you

what, they can cuss the brown-tailed mares all they want to,

but they've sure pulled me out of the hole, this time."

All the way down to El Paso, Wildcat was in fine feather.

There were dust, heat, thirst and perverse horses ;
but they did not

affect his cheerfulness. There were days of scant and withered

grass, in spots the rain had missed ; nights when they had failed

of water for the horses, and these had to be herded all night to

keep them from going back. Even when they struck the Felipe

ranch, only to find the windmill broken, and were forced to run

the heavy horsepower, tying a rope to the horn of the saddle

and riding tediously around— Wildcat ran the power and

diverted himself with hilarious song, as if he were enjoying
himself to the full.

It was noon on the sixth day when they drew near Ft. Bliss,

and saw a large band of horses rounded up and held near the

Nations' pasture.

Wildcat and McNew stopped their bunch, and rode ahead to

investigate. The first man they struck was Pat Garrett. Thek
greetings were cool, for McNew and Garrett were seriously at

outs, and Wildcat was a partisan of McNew's.

"Hello, Garrett!" said Billy, "What's all this doings, here?

Looks like all the horse men in the country had come down."

"Ye-es," said Garrett, "there's quite a crowd. Forest sent

me a bid on my old sticks, and me and McCall come down hein

and found Frank and Tillman Wayne, Briscoe, Johnnie Woods,
and Newberry — and now you fellows."

"Why, what on earth is Forest going to do with so many
horses ?

"
queried Wildcat.

"He's got a contract with the British Government for a

thousand head. That big stiff in the buggy with him is th«

officer that's receiving them."

Garrett and McNew rode ahead to the crowd, but Wildcat

turned and looked around at the grim, gray mountain which

rose abruptly from the plain just west of them.

Unforeseen, unheralded, the crisis was upon him — the hour

that was to be the supreme test of his manhood. Five hundred

dollars— the price of a jewel, a gown, a night's play
— the price
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of a soul. It was not the massive rock-ribbed mountain that he

saw. It was a lonely, wind-swept street of low adobes, over-

hung with rushing clouds. A few stars peered out through one

clear space overhead. Gusts of rain and hail smote his face,

and the swaying cottonwoods moaned together. A door was
thrown open, and a broad beam of warm light shot out across

the storm. And, in the doorway, her eyes alight with love and

welcome, a woman— a woman with gray eyes.

The light went out, and instead he saw the bold, black
' '

scare-

head " of a yellow journal :

President Kruger's Message to the Americans.
Tell Them They Are Helping To Murder Us."

It was over now, and the gray-eyed girl would never know.

He turned his horse and rode toward the little knot of men by
the buggy. There was nothing different, unless a little grey
in the lean, hard, impassive face. He sat a little straighter

in the saddle, with a slight lifting of his head
;
and there was a

certain compression of the corners of his mouth— that was all.

Many men had teen Wildcat's lips tighten so
;
and most of them

had unpleasant recollections connected with it.

"Well, Wildcat," was Forest's greeting, as he drew near,

how many ponies have you got to sell ?
"

"
I don't believe I'll sell," was the response.

"Won't sell ?" demanded McNew, in astonishment. "Why,
what's eating you ?

"

"
I didn't know they were for the English," replied Wildcat.

"
I'm a Boer man— me. If I was to sell, feeling the way I do,

I would always feel like it was blood-money, and I'd have to

sneak round a corner in hell to dodge Judas Iscariot. I know
the Boers '11 capture the horses all right, but— "

"Aw!" ejaculated the Englishman, in amazement, and

brought a gold-rimmed monocle to bear.

"Why, you idiot," said Billy,
"
they'll get all the horses they

want, of somebody. 'Taint like you was their only chance.

And you'd just as well have the money."
"Just so," said Wildcat.

" Now I'm claiming to be a friend

of yours, ain't I ? If you and Pat was to get on the warpath
and go gunning for each other, would it be white for me to sell

cartridges to Pat, if he run out, because 1 needed the money,
and Garrett could get plenty somewhere else ? Don't talk to

me— it don't look to me like it was honor, nohow."
'' You always was a crazy fool !

" snarled Forest.
"
But just

let me tell you one thing, young man. If you ain't right up to

the scratch with that money you owe me, down goes your meat-

house ! 'Honor!'" He laughed derisively. "The honor of

a cowboy !
"
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Wildcat swung- his horse in beside the buggy, thrusting a

dark face over the wheel. It was easy to see, now, how he
came by his sobriquet.

Honor ' was the word I used, sir— the honor of a cowboy !

You may be justified in swearing at it, but, except for your
gray hairs, you are hardly wise. Our standard may be lower

than most people's
—

anyhow, it's different. But when we do
draw the line, we don't step over it. And you— By God, sir,

there's nothing in the world you wouldn't do for money ! You'd
sell your grandmother's grave for ten cents ! And you threaten

me with your dirty old mortgage— you gray-headed old scoun-

drel !

"

The Englishman climbed out of the buggy, scrupulously
brushed the dirt from his coat where it had grazed the wheel,
screwed the monocle in his eye, and said, regarding Wildcat
with a fixed and glassy stare,

"Ah — my good man— if you are such a friend to the Boers,

why don't you go and help them ?
"

Wildcat wheeled upon him, "I'll tell you, me good man," he

said, in confidential tones,
"

I was afraid I'd get hurt— you
know !

"

"Aw !
''

Then, after a moment of incredulous staring,
"
Will

you be so good as to tell me exactly the difference between the

Boer war and your Philippine war ?
"

Wildcat threw his leg over his saddle-horn, rested his elbow

on his knee, and his chin on his hand.
"
With great pleasure,"

he said.
"

It's like this. The only way anyone can stand up
for either war is to reckon the Boers and Filipinos are just

cattle. So, just to oblige you, we'll consider 'em cattle. And
even then there's a difference. Like this.

"
Now, 'sposing I had a big farm, and was raisin' mighty

valuable crops on it. 'Spose me and my brother had had cattle

on it once and quarrelled and jawed and lawed and fought about

them, till we was most give out— and most broke, too. Then
we makes it up and goes ahead and builds fences around our

land to keep out any of our neighbor's cattle, and put our own
in our poorest fields, and wish to God we could get rid of 'em

somehow.
"Then if I was to go 'way off somewheres, and buy a lot

more cattle, range delivery, from some one that I knew didn't

own them, first whipping him for claiming to own 'em— wild

cattle, scrubby some of 'em, all scattered in mountains and brush

country
— and go to work and pay out twenty or thirty times as

much more as what they cost me, for hands and horses and

chuck and corn; and after all that, never gathered anything but
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dead, and dogies and weak sisters — why that would be just like

our war.
" And 'spose you had just dead oodles of cattle— fancy stock,

and Herefords, and Polled Angus, and Durhams, and Chihuahuas

and old long-horns
— all kinds of cattle — more cattle than any-

body
— and a little old Dutchman was to be raising- a little bunch

of milk-pan cows ;
and you was to crowd him, and eat out his

grass, and steal his calves, and make him move. 'Spose you
made him move twice, and you got his ranch and improvements
both times. And he went 'way out in the desert, and you was
to follow him up and bother him again.

"Then 'spose he was to knock you down, and pull your hair,

and pour sand in your eyes, and slap your face, and drag you
with your own rope

"—
A subdued titter ran around the circle.

"And if you was to call up all your cowboys, and all the men
that had your stock on shares, and was to drive the Dutchman
out in the brush, and shut up his wife and children to die of

neglect and starvation and sickness"— he lowered his face to a

level with the other's— "that would be like the Boer war."

He whirled and shook his fist at the crowd, his eyes ablaze.

"You !

" he cried.
" You ! How many of you would see one

man starve one woman and child to death, and put up with it,

much less help him ? How does multiplying it by thousands

help it ? How many of you would let him have your horses to

hunt down the Dutchman in the brush ?
"

The Englishman went very white. Garrett stretched a long

arm, stroked his mustache slowly, and looked dreamily out

across the plain. "You needn't rub it in no more, Thompson,"
he said.

"
I don't want to sell no horses, nohow."

McNew took off his sombrero, looked at it and scratched his

head.
"

I hate to be on the same side with you, Pat," shaking
his head gravely

—"but I reckon you and me and Wildcat

together are Public Opinion in this here neck of the woods.

Come on, all you Boer men !

" he added, with challenge in his

voice, as he joined Garrett and Thompson.
McCall drove the spurs into his bronco.

"
Guess I'll just side

you fellows. Don't have to sell my horses, anyway. My money
don't cost me nothing— I work for it.

" And one by one the

rest followed him.

Forest spluttered in impotent wrath, as he saw his prospective

profits slipping away. He had exacted no forfeit from any of

the vendors, horse men being usually only too glad to sell.

The Englishman walked up to Thompson.
"
I'm wishing you

were a couple of stone heavier, my man," he said.
"

I should

like uncommonly well to thrash you."
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Flap ! Wildcat was off his horse, and had thrown his gun
into a soap weed. "I should like uncommonly well to have you
try it," he said, in his sweetest tones. "But— aw— pawdon
me, me man, if you were a couple of stone lighter, you would
come a good deal nearer doing it." He threw off spurs and

overshirt, took the silk kerchief from his neck and knotted it

around his waist in lieu of a belt. The others crowded round,

turning their saddle horses loose.

Forest danced in an agony of helpless rage. "You're never

going to fight him, Major? This scum, this ruffian, this no-

body ?
" he screamed.

"
I am quite capable of judging for myself, thank you," re-

plied the Briton, coldly.
"
This man is no ruffian." He me-

thodically divested himself of coat, vest, collar, tie and cuffs,

laid them carefully on the buggy seat, with the monocle on top,

and came back.

"It is only fair to say that your man is hopelessly outclassed,

youknow," he said, addressing the crowd.
"

I was thought the

best man with my hands in Cambridge, my last year there. So
he needn't feel cut up, you know, if he gets worsted. As he

says, I am not very fit
;
but even so, there is no disgrace in tak-

ing a whipping from me."

Newberry rubbed his nose— it was broken— in reminiscent

fashion.
" Some of us don't think it any disgrace to take one

from Wildcat," he suggested.
"

It's very decent of you to warn me," said Wildcat, eyeing
his adversary with a respect he had not hitherto shown.

"
Still,

I might sort of promise you'll know you've been in a fight."

Then was seen the singular spectacle of
"
Bertie "

Vaughn,
Major of a crack British regiment, a pet of Mayfair and Bel-

gravia, standing up to do battle with an utter stranger.
In weight, reach and skill, the advantage was overwhelm-

ingly with the Briton. Against him were arrayed youth, ac-

tivity and toughness. The cowboy's wiry muscles, and the

staying power due to long years of plain living and hard work,
made him a dangerous opponent. Lithe and agile as his name-

sake, the wildcat, his natural quickness made up for much of

his lack of science. Yet from the first it was evident that the

soldier had made no idle boast. In the beginning Thompson
went to work hammer and tongs ; only to find his well-meant

blows easily warded off, blocked and ducked by his burly an-

tagonist, while a series of disconcerting, lightly delivered

counters and short arm blows interfered sadly with the continu-

ity of his onslaughts ; and the Englishman wore a confident

and easy smile which he found very exasperating. At the end
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of three or four minutes of this kind of work, the Briton was

almost untouched, while divers bruises and little trickling

streams of blood began to show on Wildcat's face, and into

Wildcat's skull had percolated the certainty that if the battle

was continued on these lines there could be but one result.

He sprang back and charged, striking with all his force,

ricochetting like a billiard ball
;

circled swiftly round, rushed

in again, chin well down, taking a blow on top of the head, and

leaping nimbly aside. Round and round he went, darting in and

out, giving his enemy no rest, and aiming terrible blows at

Vaughn's body, which, for the most part, he succeeded in warding
off or at least in breaking their force. In this process the cow-

boy was severely punished, being twice knocked down
; but he

didn't seem to mind a little thing like that.

Into the attack, Wildcat was putting three times the energy
the Major was expending in the defense

;
but he was standing

it better. For a long time he continued to hammer at Vaughn's
trunk, willing to take two blows to give one

;
and succeeded in

getting in a few good licks which distressed the gentleman

greatly. The jaunty smile faded from his face, and he fought

warily, devoting much more attention to diverting the Amer-
ican's vicious body blows than to offensive measures.

Suddenly Wildcat changed his target. In and back, landing

fairly on the nose, receiving a blow in return that closed one

eye and staggered him. Back again, a blow in the mouth, with
a sharp counter from the Briton that fairly lifted him from his

feet and sent him down again. Another rush, and he landed

fairly on Vaughn's eye, ducked, drew back, and feinted for the

face. The Englishman threw up his guard to protect his one

serviceable eye. Crash ! Thompson struck him fairly over the

heart with every pound of strength in his wiry young body be-

hind the blow, and the victim went down like a log. He rose

slowly, weakly, gasping for breath. It looked as though youth
and endurance were to win, after all.

Confident of victory, the cowboy rushed in again. But the

other realized that if he were to win at all it must be done in

the next sixty seconds. Instead of standing to take the charge,
he met the American, struck him fairly on the forehead, and,

calling up all his reserves, rushed in return. Wildcat jumped
back, but the other was upon him, and a shower of merciless

blows beat upon his face. Blinded, dazed, bewildered, he lunged

fiercely at random, missed and clinched. Back and forward,

heaving, trampling, struggling, straining
— Vaughn almost

exhausted, the other with both eyes closed, fighting desperately
in the dark. And then— his left arm closed around the Briton's
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waist, his right wrist pushing savagely at his throat, a roar of

voices thundered in his ears, the blood surged to his temples, to

his stunned and dizzy brain the world seemed swaying, reeling.

A last furious effort, calling up all his remaining strength, and

he bent his foeman over backward. They struggled, tottered,

fell ; but as they went down Vaughn's right hand shot upward
convulsively, catching the American under the chin.

"And the subsequent proceedings interested him no more."

They went down together, a confused sprawl of arms and legs,

the cowboy on top. McCall and Briscoe untangled them and

laid the vanquished Thompson, limp and helpless, on the ground.
The victor's case was hardly less disastrous. He lay sobbing
for breath— utterly unable to rise. Garrett and Johnnie Woods

helped him sit up, and gave him water from a canteen. He
had struck the back of his head on a rock when he fell, and was

bleeding profusely.
" What a— ghastly

— fluke !

" he panted, as they ministered

to him. "Couldn't— have struck— another blow, 'pon honor!

Bellows— to mend— you know." He regarded the unconscious

Thompson anxiously with his unbattered eye. "I hope he's—
not hurt ? Plucky beggar !

"

"He'll be all right in a little," said McNew, who, with Mc-

Call, was laboring over the fallen champion.
"
We'll fetch him

around."

"I say," continued the Major, there's some — old Scotch in—
my coat. Give him some— of that."

They poured the liquor down Wildcat's throat. He coughed,

choked, and rolled his eyes.
" What a beastly

— shame !

" the Major began. Then an in-

spiration came to his gallant heart that would have done credit

to Bayard himself. He winked jovially at Garrett.
"
I'm dead

— licked— done for— you know !

" he whispered. "Hit my —
head on a rock !

" And he fell over and relaxed into an inert

mass of abject humanity, torn, disordered, plastered with blood

and dust and sweat.

Wildcat sat up with McCall's assistance, and propped open
his best eye with a trembling and uncertain forefinger. His

gaze wandered around until it fell upon the prostrate form of

his Perfidious Foeman. He silently surveyed the battered ruins

for a while with an air of vague interest, felt soberly for his

own head, exactly as if he thought it might be there or there-

abouts, but wasn't positive, and, as if he
"
wanted to count it"

when he finally found it. Then he inquired languidly,

"What's the matter with Aim ? Mule ?
"

"Knocked out— struck his head on a rock when you both
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fell," replied Garrett, bending- over the shamming- Briton and

chafing his hands industriously.
"
He's not hurt," snapped Forest,

"
He's just

— "

Garrett took Forest by one arm and leg, McNew by the

other. They jammed him into the buggy with appropriate

language. Then they took the Major's apparel out and gave
Forest some earnest advice as to his departure, which he took
— advice and departure both. As he left, the Major groaned,

rolled over, and gazed blankly around.

Wildcat looked very much ashamed.
"
Let's call it a draw,

Major," he said, crawling to the other's side and holding out his

hand. "You caught me a sockdolager on the jaw as we fell,

and I just this minute came to. You had me fairly licked, and

it was just the old Happen-so that you struck your head."

"Don't mention it, my dear fellow," said the Major as they
shook hands warmly.

"
Delighted to have met you, I'm sure !

"

They got painfully to their feet, Thompson very wobbly as

to his knees, the Major still scant of breath.

During the combat, Nations had ridden down from the

slaughter-house, and had been a silent spectator of the proceed-

ings. He now made the first observation that had escaped him
since his arrival on the scene.

"
Hoss-trade all off, I guess ? Well— bring your horses down

and put 'em in the pasture. There ain't much grass, but they
won't starve. You two bruisers come on down and I'll dip you
in the trough. We'll get dinner and then go down and take in

El Paso."

There was a murmur of acquiescence, and the crowd started

after the horse-herd which had grazed off. A hundred yards

away, they halted, wheeled, and Garrett shouted as they all

took off their sombreros :

"Three cheers for Major Vaughn !

" And the response came
with waving hats and revolver shots to accompany it.

"Hip ! Hii> ! Hooray !"

Thompson shook his head, "There'll be a hot time in the old

town tonight !

" he said, and they hobbled on their way.
Tularosa, N. M.
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TO A CHILD'S MOCCASIN.
[Looted from the body of an Indian child killed at Wounded Knee. It was complained

that Indian women— some were killed— fougrht with the braves ; which, indeed, they did. J

By HARTLEY ALEXANDER.
I.

WILD mother's patterned fancy
—

White beads, green and blue,

With here, like heart-stained arrows,

Scarlet zigzagged through ;

Thy lining, furry rabbit,

Little shoe !

How joyously she wrought thee,

The long, blue, sunny day,

On the wind-stroked grass of the prairie,

'Neath the willows' shady sway,

Singing the old song
Mothers sing alway :

Chaske* my little Chaske ; Chaske, my brave to be !

Fleet shall he' run as the stallion, stand tall as the tall pine-tree,

As the storm be mighty and valiant— Chaske, my chief to be !

Stringing the beads in patterns,

Zigzag red and blue
;

Sewing with thread of tendon

The furry edges true ;

Singing the song of mothers

The blue day through.

ii.

A hill-slope, a desolation
;

Yonder the cordoned crest

Of glinting gun and sabre

Here, like mole in nest,

Trapped in the hill-crest's hollow,

The huntsmen's quest.

A solitude of heaven,

High and sunny still

Above a breadth of desert—
Sudden the locust shrill

Of bullets, then death, and sudden

The war-whoop's thrill.

And here a wild squaw-mother
—

Something dead at the breast,

*Chaske means, in the Dakotan tong-ue, first-born male child.
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Something live at the shoulder,

Spitting lead with the best—
Singing a song
Of wild-heart's cradle-rest :

Death ye have taught me to mother I Death I will mother well !

With red, red blood I will nourish, I will lull with the rifle's spell !

For O, ye have taught me to suckle, and I will suckle them well I

Only a wild squaw-mother,

Bullet-stung at the start,

Quiet out there in the desert,

Something dead at her heart.

See ! her quaint fancy's beading,

A mother's art.

Boston, Iff&M.

THE HOME-COMING OF MARIE-PIERRE.

By C. LINDSA Y SKINNER.

ARIE-PIERRE stood at the stern of the
"
Skidegate"

and waved tearful farewells to the dear Sisters Mary
Winifred and Marie Therese, who had come from the

Convent to see her safely on board the little steamer,

which was to take her up the coast of British

Columbia to her father in Sticoom village.

Marie-Pierre was fifteen years old and very accomplished ; for

she wrote quite nicely in English, and spoke French, and
made beautiful lace. She also sang ; and played a few tunes

upon the organ. Sister Marie Therese, who was musical, had

taught her. Marie-Pierre was also a good girl, and very de-

vout. She had spent eight years in the Convent, and the dear

Sisters had given her every advantage, every care. They felt

proud of Marie-Pierre.

"Be good, Marie," had been Sister Therese's last words,
"
and remember that our Holy Mother ever regards you. Pray

to her, and she will help you." And Marie-Pierre had gravely

promised to remember.

Although Marie-Pierre grieved at leaving the dear Sisters,

she had long looked forward to the time when she should go
home to her father and her mother. She could remember them

quite distinctly
— a tall blond Frenchman and his little soft-

eyed Indian wife. Throughout all the years spent in the Con-

vent, Marie-Pierre had thought of them and felt proud. Very
few of the girls had both mother and father ; particularly those
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girls who were half white, like Marie. If her father aroused

her pride, it was to her mother that she gave her love— the

little mother whose brown bosom had shaped her baby lips,

whose arms had sheltered her, and whose voice had crooned to

her in a tongue now forgotten. Her name had not been Marie-

Pierre in those days. The old name had a soft, clicking,

heathenish sound, which could not be breathed in Sacre-Coeur
;

so that the holy water and the sign of the cross had been

solemnly adjured to make this child, "Marie-Pierre," a Chris-

tian. The baby name and the baby language were alike for-

gotten now. She had not seen her parents since the day she

entered the Convent
;
but the human heart clings to its own

people, and Marie-Pierre had given all the tenderness of her

young soul to the mother of her dreams and the handsome fair-

haired father, Armand Lepage.
Marie-Pierre made a pleasing picture as she sat in a sheltered

corner, watching the white trail of foam and the circling of the

gulls. She was dressed neatly in black, with white collar and

cuffs, and a black hat and veil. Her hair was braided into a

queue, and tied with a black ribbon. Black was the approved
shade at the Convent of Sacre-Coeur. Certainly it served to

accentuate the creaminess and rose-tint of Marie-Pierre's skin,

and the drooping geranium of her mouth. The dark lashes

touching her cheek and the heavy black hair lying along her

brow made her face seem very white and pure. Filled with un-

defined alarms she sat, hands folded, and shrank back from the

eyes of a big man in fisher's garb, who paced up and down past
her retreat and feasted his bold blue gaze upon her simple
charms.

During the past three days of slow and uneventful traveling,

waking and sleeping, Marie-Pierre had dreamed of the home
she was hourly approaching. With the stoical, expressionless

demeanor of her race, she gave no sign of the quivering ten-

sion within.

On the third day, as the sullen fury of a clouded sunset faded

before the wistful twilight's coming, Marie-Pierre caught the

first glimpse of home. The "Skidegate" rounded a point of

land into the silent harbor of Sticoom, defaming, with shriek-

ing whistle and clanging gong, Nature's sacred hour of solitude

and prayer. One by one the lights twinkled forth from the

little village, backgrounded with pines and sheltered by its

pearl-crowned deity of mountains.

With heart throbbing in such frenzied passion that it seemed
about to burst, and burning eyes that saw nothing, Marie-Pierre

stood in the bow gripping the railing with a force that ridged
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with purple her slender brown hands. Slowly the few passen-

gers were lowered into the landing-boat. When her turn came,
Marie tottered unseeingly on the first step of the ladder. In a

moment a pair of strong arms clasped her and lifted her gently
into the rocking boat. The dazed girl saw no one clearly but

sank into her place with a vague, uneasy consciousness that a

pair of blue eyes had been unpleasantly close to her own. "Lend
a hand, Jim," said a voice ; and the big man turned from his

contemplation of Marie and bent his great frame over the oars.

When the boat grounded on the sand the same strong, unwel-

come arms carried the returned one through the three feet of

shallow water and set her high and dry upon the beach.

A crowd of dusky creatures— sprinkled here and there with

a white man or woman— gathered, chattering and wondering,
about the girl who stood there speechless from the emotions

that consumed her.

Gradually that soft monosyllabic tongue with its guttural

click became coherent sound to her dazed brain, stirring past

memories. It pierced to her heart and struck a chord long dor-

mant. One word, the keynote of her babyhood's simple, happy
melody, came back to her longing lips. All the tale of her con-

vent years was told in the cry that broke forth at last.

"Tseeka !" (mother).

The spell was broken. Marie-Pierre thrust forward and

gazed eagerly, piercingly into the group about her. Dead
silence followed, broken only by the lapping of the waves and

the far-off wail of a violin. At last one of the women said :

"
She is mad. See, she calls* for her mother, who has been

in the Church ground these five years."

"Yes, yes," said the others, drawing closer and staring

curiously,
"
she is surely mad. Does one call for a mother who

has been so long dead ?
"

They edged nearer and glutted their

curiosity on the girl's white, stunned face and unseeing eyes.

They fingered her dress and her neatly braided hair, commenting
and criticising. Presently one old woman said :

"Let the girl be taken to her father. It is late, and ray

man's supper burns on the fire."

One by one, with clickings and gossipings, the women with-

drew, leaving the little stranger alone in the fast falling night.

Jim Basil, the fisherman, who had watched the scene from a

little distance, came close to her.

"You're all alone, my girl," he said, "come home with me.

Well, then, I'll take you to your father. Come on." He took

her hand, and Marie-Pierre stumbled blindly through the loose

sand at his side.
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The wind beat itself against the pine-boughs ;
the long

waves beat themselves against the rocks
;
the violin wailed

nearer and more madly. And against Marie-Pierre's heart beat

one word, and through her brain wailed one word—
Dead ! Dead ! Dead !

"Here's your home, my girl," said the fisherman, stopping

before the door of the last shanty on the beach.

Marie-Pierre looked silently as one coming out of a trance.

On the step sat a man— dirty
—unkempt—vile-smelling from

long intoxication. With his fiddle on his shoulder and his bow
in his yellow hand, he was playing a screeching, whirling devil-

dance.

Basil bent down and shook him roughly.

"Lepage, here's your girl come home— vof fille, conrpre-

nez? "

The Frenchman turned his pasty face and dull, blood-shot

eyes uncomprehendingly on the girl, who stood trembling be-

fore this new horror. He made some drunken mutter and

plunged again into his awful playing.
"No good," said the other, with a shrug. "He doesn't

know anything tonight. You'll have to talk to him when he

ain't so drunk. You'd best go in the house and sit down."

So Marie-Pierre entered again into the house of her childhood.

Her physical endurance gave way at last, and she sank ex-

hausted on the one rough bench in the shack, and flung her

arms forward on the table. Her black eyes stared miserably
out through the open door across the sea, which was now be-

ginning to silver under the rising moon. The mad playing had

ceased, and her father lay huddled on the steps in a stupor.

The waving pine-boughs danced fantastic shapes across the

floor in time to the wind which whistled uncannily through a

dead tree-trunk behind the shanty.
The night stole slowly onward and, worn out by grief and

fatigue, Marie-Pierre drooped forward on her arms and slept.

As the moon rose higher, its cold rays fell upon the unconscious

girl, outlining her soft cheek and curving bosom.

Outside, where the shadow of a gigantic cedar dipped into

the well of moonlight, silent as a waiting panther, Jim Basil

stood— watching.

Los Ang-eles, Cal.

f0*^mke*^
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' "THE DAYS OF FORTY-NINE,."
.rtHIS magazine has already printed ( in

*

J^ August and September, 1900) two vc

the numbers for

versions of the fa-

mous Argonaut song of above title. Less than half a cen-

tury ago, this ditty was probably familiar to more Americans
than any other one popular song, excepting only "Susanna"—
that is, the California parody on that then universal Negro mel-

ody ( the words of which were also printed in these pages in

the August, 1900, number). Today, it is an almost hopeless
task to discover the veritable words, or anyone who still retains

the old song. So far as I can recall, they are in no book. The
little dime-novel-looking "Songsters" in which they were prob-

ably printed at the time— as were hundreds of other California

songs
— are practically all worn out'and lost.

Of course these minor historical materials are worth saving ;

and lit is evidently time to begin. When hardly a soul can be

found to give the song that within our own lifetime was a fav-

orite of hundreds of thousands of Americans— and not one of the

machine-made "popular songs" of today, but almost a Folk-

song, of and for one of the chiefest events in American history
—

why, the saving of that song from annihilation becomes a duty.

Of the two already printed versions of "The Days of 'Forty-

Nine" the older was from Saml. C. Upham's "Notes of a Voy-
age to California, via Cape Horn

; together with scenes in El
Dorado in the years 1849-50." The other was

"
modern "— from

words (apparently an extempore addendum) by Joaquin Miller.

Florence Gleason, of Bakersfield, Cal., sends in the following
version of

" The Days of '49," which he says is the original.

It is not at all impossible, through rather unlikely, that Upham's
dull and hymn-like stanzas were first in time. They sound very

much like what a Tenderfoot might write with nothing better

to do. But there is, I think, no question that the following is,

in its essential features at least, the famous old song. // has

meat in it. It may have been written perhaps a dozen years after

'49— for poetic license does not need long to Look Back. At any

rate, crude as it is, it is Californian. It is the version from

which we of the soberer day have caught quotationar}' frag-

ments in books too Literary to think of such a thing as saving
such matter whole. I am convinced of the authenticity of this

as the effective original of the once world-famous ditty
— though

always open to conviction. But I doubt, a little, its complete-

ness
;
and anyone who can furnish authentic additional verses

will be doing a service to history.

Both the versions before printed here were sung to the air of
" Auld Lang Syne ;" but Mr. Gleason says this wasn't.
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I shall be grateful for any further information on this point.

Following is the version recorded by Florence Gleason :

"the days of 'forty-nine."

You are looking now on old Tom Moore,
A relic of bygone days ;

A Bummer, too, they call me now,
But what care I for praise ?

For my heart is filled with the days of yore,
And oft I do repine

For the Days of Old, and the Days of Gold,
And the Days of Forty-Nine.

Refrain — Oh, my heart is filled, etc.

I had comrades then who loved me well,

A jovial, saucy crew.

There were some hard cases, I must confess,
But they all were brave and true

;

Who would never flinch, whate'er the pinch,
Who never would fret nor whine,

But like good old Bricks they stood the kicks

In the Days of 'Forty-Nine.

Refrain— And my heart is filled, etc.

There was Monte Pete — I'll ne'er forget
The luck he always had.

He would deal for you both day and night,
So long as you had a scad.

He would play you Draw, he would Ante sling,
He would go you a hatfull Blind—

But in a game with Death Pete lost his breath
In the Days of 'Forty-Nine.

Refrain— Oh, my heart is filled, etc.

There was New York Jake, a butcher boy,
That was always a-getting tight ;

Whenever Jake got on a spree,
He was spoiling for a fight.

One day he ran- against a knife

In the hands of old Bob Cline—
So over Jake we held a wake,

In the Days of 'Forty-Nine.

Refrain— Oh, my heart is filled, etc.

There was Rackensack Jim, who could outroar
A Buffalo Bull, you bet !

He would roar all night, he would roar all day,
And I b'lieve he's a-roaring yet !

One night he fell in a prospect-hole —
'Twas a roaring bad design —

For in that hole he roared out his soul

In the Days of 'Forty-Nine.

Refrain— Oh, my heart is filled, etc.

There was Poor lame Ches, a hard old case
Who never did repent.
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Ches never missed a single meal,

Nor he never paid a cent.

But Poor lame Ches, like all the rest,

Did to death at last resign,

For all in his bloom he went up the Flume

In the Days of 'Forty-Nine.

Refrain— Oh, my heart is filled, etc.

And now my comrades all are gone,
Not one remains to toast.

They have left me here in my misery,

Like some poor wandering ghost.

And as I go from place to place,

Folks call me a "
Traveling Sign,"

Saying "There goes Tom Moore, a Bummer, sure,

From the Days of 'Forty-Nine."

Refrain— But my heart is filled, etc.

Simply to have them together, for more convenient reference, the

two other versions are reprinted, following :

sthxman's version.

Fresh laurel-wreaths we bring today,

To crown the Patriarch,

Whose hand unlocked the golden ore

In gulch and canon dark.

Old Pioneer, thy name we still

In all our hearts enshrine ;

God's blessing rest upon thy head,

Dear friend of old lang syne i

Chorus

Chorus

Oh, cherished be forevermore

The days of old lang syne ;

Those golden days, remembered days.

The days of 'Forty-Nine !

II.

Hillside, ravine and tule marsh

Now blossom as the rose,

And round Diablo's verdant base

The crystal streamlet flows.

Now glory be to God on high,

Ivet this our paean be,

And peace on earth, good will to men,

Our prayer, O God, to thee !

JOAQUIN'S "RIDER."
I.

We have worked our claims, we have spent our gold,

Our barks are astrand on the bars ;

We are battered and old,

Yet at night we hold

Outcroppings in the stars.

Refrain—
And tho' few and old,

Our hearts are bold,

Yet oft do we repine,
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For the days of old,

For the days of gold,
For the days of 'Forty-Nine.

II.

Where the rabbits play,

Where the quail all day

Pipe on the chaparral hill ;

A few more days,
And the last of us lays
His pick aside, and all is still.

Refrain— Same as before, except that " And tho' few "
is changed

to
" Though few."

III.

We are wreck and stray,

We are cast away,
Poor battered old hulks and spars ;

But we hope and pray,

On the Judgment Day,
We shall strike it, up in the stars.

Refrain—

THE JUDGE OF HARD-DOWN HILL.
[From the Memoirs of the late Joseph Huskisson, Esq., of California —

Third Extract.]

Compiled by CLARENCE ALAN McGREW,

S soon as it became evident to us that

the Fraser River gold fields were likely

to pan out well, we set our hearts and

feet in the direction of Fort Yale.

There was a general scampering- of

California hell-hounds after the Vic-

toria quarry, but the pack with which
Jim Kay and I went was a somewhat

compact organization, held together as

much by English Jim's natural leadership as anything else.

There were ten of us at the start. Half of us were shoulder-

strikers of the early days, notorious from Truckee to San Fran-

cisco and down into the San Joaquin.
"
Jug

"
Shaw, one of

our members, had gained fame by his escape from the Sacra-

mento prison brig.
'

Fussy
"
Barton, another of the crew, was

a New York wharf-rat, who had come over the Panama route

with a gang of thimble-riggers on the notorious old schooner

Ringleader. Another was Lee Sing, possibly the only real

Chinese highwayman of early Western days
— an outcast whom

we, in a fit of forgiving merriment, adopted as a member of our

sulphurous tribe, instead of following our custom of sending
all such to a place as near their Flowery Kingdom as our means
would let us. The rest of us were ordinary "gentlemen of the
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road," who picked our living: from anybody who came along:, be

he a Chinese vegetable man or a Wells-Fargo messenger. As
usual, we of the higher class and more sensitive feelings in-

sisted that we should be kept free from all "Greaser" taint;

for all such that crossed our path we cast effective black-

balls of lead.

We arrived one night, tired, hungry, lean and snarling, at

Plug Valley, the rival of Hard-Down Hill, and a British mining
camp whose inhabitants had been so long from civilization that

they had not heard of the laying of the Atlantic cable nor of

the miraculous exhibitions of that wonderful horse-trainer, Mr.
John S. Rarey. Recent proximity to San Francisco and the

pverland routes had rendered us rather well informed on these

and other matters of interest and importance, and we accord-

ingly felt well above the ordinary crowd.

The unanimous vote of the crowd was to "shoot up" Hard-
Down Hill, and give its inhabitants a scare that would render

them submissive to a degree suitable to our importance as new
members of the community. We accordingly constituted our-

selves the ruling spirits in the camp already established at Plug
Valley, a place then occupied principally by a gang of our own
sweet sort— outlaws from the California coast, Canadian

rangers, and a smattering of Sydney coves and ticket-of-leavers

from Van Dieman's Land. The respectable element had long
been awed into silence.

At Pete Fergusson's bar, Jim Kay made one of his little

speeches, in which he neatly renewed the jealousy of Plug Val-

ley against its rival, and exhorted the Valley contingent to an

invasion with arms and for glory and whiskey. It soon devel-

oped, however, that what Plug Valley particularly wanted was

revenge on the Judge of Hard-Down Hill, who had passed sen-

tence of outlawry on a number of the disturbing spirits, fright-

ened away some, and hanged the rest. We were quite ready
and willing to help overthrow the judiciary.

About nine o'clock that night we swarmed into Hard-Down
Hill like a detachment of Huns. Jim Kay led a select crowd of

us around to the east to set fire to a grocery store and rob it
;

while the Plug Valley contingent went after their hated Judge,
the intention being to string him up at the Half Way House, be-

tween the two camps, to serve as a horrible warning to all who
pushed law and order too far.

Both movements succeeded as well as could have been hoped,
the only casualty being the death of a Plug Valley shoulder-

striker, whose brains spattered the Alcazar Hotel's bar before

the Judge's ammunition gave out. We got about $100 in dust

at the store.
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The mob already had the Judge at the Half Way House when
our squad, under English Jim, got there

;
the most of us flushed

with vile liquor, and all of us prepared for a mock trial which

did justice to our rascality. As we entered we all fired our guns
at the signboard and gave an Apache yell.

As for the Judge, I expected to see a rum-soaked, tobacco-

stained, card-thumping old British whelp— a living parody on

justice. How great was my surprise ! Instead of a wicked old

Tartar, he was a manly young English chap, as straight! as an

arrow, with light, wavy hair, a complexion browned by the sun

and wind, the picture of athletic young life.

They had him bound tight with a Mexican lariat, which cut

into his wrists. He stood as proud as a lion and as fearless.
"
Prisoner to the bar !" yelled English Jim with a resounding

oath.
" As long as ther's no regularly appointed judicial repre-

sentative of the government here, I shall take it on my own
shoulders, under advices received recently by Atlantic cable from
the Home Government. I am good enough to represent Her

Majesty anywhere."
We greeted this with a cheer.
"
There won't be any time thrown away, gentlemen. The

prisoner, according to all good law, is a public nuisance and

ought to be strung up as a lesson to all others of his kind. Has
the prisoner any letters to write ?

"

"
No," said the young Judge in a clear, sharp voice, "but I

want to say that this is blasted poor business for a man who
has been at Oxford long enough to be a gentleman."
He paused and looked straight at Jim.

' What do you mean, you little pup ?
"
yelled Jim.

"
None knows better than you," was the reply.

Jim spat savagely.
" The young fool is a crack-brain, gentlemen," he snarled.

"
His Honor — that's me— and Huskisson will now remove the

prisoner to the back room while the jury votes to get the rope

ready."
We no sooner had the man in the back room than Jim slipped

his big knife across the lariat that bound the Judge. Then, to

my great astonishment, they began to shake hands. Neither
said a word for a minute. It was the Judge who broke the

silence. ,

" Knew I was right, old man," he said.

"If you get out of this," said Jim, "it'll sort of square
things a little, Harry. You get out this window, take the
third horse on the left— it's mine and the best— and dig like

blazes. We'll pretend to chase you and then we'll get away
from the other crowd."
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"
Where'll I meet you to thank you ?

"
said the Judge.

"Nowhere," said Jim, fiercely. "We're going too far."

The Judge choked down a sob.

"Better steer the outside course, old man !

" he said. "You
remember the weeds in next to the bank ? It always looked

shorter that way, but it wasn't. By hearens ! it seems only

yesterday. Better try it, Bob— that outside, clear course."

"There won't be any course for us, if you don't go right

away," whispered Jim.
"
They're getting ready."

And Jim pushed him to the window.
All three of us got away without a scratch.
" Where are you heading ?

"
I asked, after Jim and I had got

well away.

"Husky, old fellow," he answered, "I'm going to try that

Outside Course. Do you want to pull with me for a stretch ?
"

Berkeley, Cal.

TO CALIFORNIANS.
By LORENZO SOSSO.

AKE not Authority your creed,

The sceptre does not sway the king ;

The growth of one insurgent seed

Means grander faith in everything.

M
Here, at the outposts of the West,
Your banners jubilant unfold —

That symbolize for men the quest

Of Holy Grail and Fleece of Gold.

Learn to be dominant and free

And multitudinously great,

Like those white surges of the sea

That beat in thunder at our Gate.

Here where the sunset clouds are red,

Or in yon valleys of the morn
Is resurrection of the dead

;

Haste ! Haste ! O men, to be re-born.

Hew out the pathways of your fate

In deeds and purposes sublime :

The swords are sheathed at Eden-gate,

Enter ! God's world is in its prime !
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• EARLY ENGLISH VOYAGES
Xo tHe Pacific Coast of America.

{From their own, and contemporary English, accounts.)

IV.— Sir Thos. Cavendish,. .1587.

fflTN preceding articles some brief digest has been given of the piratical

voyage which brought Sir Francis Drake to California in 1579. The
• next English freebooter to reach the Pacific Coast of the United States

was Sir Thomas Cavendish, or Candish, who barely touched California in

1587. Largely because of Drake's piracies, war had broken out between

England and Spain ; and Cavendish held a royal commission from the

Virgin Queen, so he cannot precisely be termed a pirate
— as Drake unquali-

fiedly was. He was not a privateer, however, in any civilized sense
;
for

he did not turn his energies to attacking Spain, but to burning and looting
the helpless towns of Spanish-speaking people on the remote Pacific shores

of South America
; and plundering and scuttling merchant and passenger

ships trading between the Philippines and Mexico. Of course, on his re-

turn to England, he was knighted.
Cavendish sailed from Harwich in July, 1586, with the "Desire," 140

tons; the "Content" 60 tons; and the bark "Hugh Gallant," 40 tons;
and with 126 men. In Sierra Leone they

"
Spoyled a town of the Negroes."

They entered the South Sea Feb. 14, 1587. May 3rd they "made them-
selves Masters of Two Rich Ships, laden with Sugar, Melasses, Maiz,
Cordovan skins, Montego de Porco,* Packs of Pintadoes, Indian coats,

Marmalade Hens, &c. One of them, which had the best Lading, would
have yielded ^20,000 had there been Opportunity to have made a Sale.

And of all this they took as much as they could conveniently bestow in

their Ships, burning the rest with the Vessels, and setting all the People in

them ashore."

May 26th, they reached the little Peruvian itown of Paita,
" well built,

very neat and clean in all parts of it, and contains about 200 houses. The
Admiral landed here with Sixty or Seventy Men, had a Skirmish with the

Inhabitants, . . . beat them quite out of the Town, . . . till it

came to a thorough and complete Route, and seized all their Baggage.
Here was plenty of all sorts of Household-stuff, Storehouses full of all

sorts of Wares, and 25 &. Weight of Silver in Pieces of Eight. They set

the Town on Fire, and burnt it to the Ground
;
and also to the value of 5

or ^6,000 in Goods, together with a Bark lying in the Road." "And so,"
as Cavendish humorously records, "leaving the Spaniards the Blaze ©f

their flaming Houses and Goods, to light them down from the Mountains at

Night," they sailed away to Puna. "A Large Ship of 250 Ton was here

riding at anchor
;

" which they sunk. " The Casique . . . had a sum-
tuous palace, with Curious Gardens adjoining it. . . The Casique had
Orchards that yield most Sorts of useful Fruits, as Oranges, Lemons, Figs,

Pomgranates, Pompions, Melons, Cucumbers, Radishes, &c." May 29,
" the Admiral went to a little Island close by Puna, into which the Casique
had conveyed all the valuable Furniture of his Palace, and other Move-
ables, necessary both for House and Ship. These stores being all dis-

covered, they took or plundered what they saw fit out of them, and con-

veyed it into their Ships. They burnt the Church also, which stood hard

by the Casique's Palace, and brought away the Five Bells that were in it."

June 2, they had a fight with the Spaniards and Indians; "and, having
* Manteca de puerco —lard.
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intirely put them to Flight, they made Havock of their Fields and Or-

chards, and burnt Four great Ships upon the Stocks as also the Town
itself, which they left a mere Heap of Rubbish. This town had no less

than 300 houses in it." Here the learned editor (John Harris, D.D., F.R.S.,
from whose ponderous and famous Voyages, 1745, many of these digests
are taken) appends one of his few footnotes :

"
It had been more advisable to have treated these People well. Their

wanton Acts of Cruelty have been the Ruin of all our Expeditions into the
South Seas."

July 9th, they took " a new Ship of 120 Ton. . . They took all the Men,
the Sails, the Ropes, &c, out of this Ship, and then set her on Fire." The
26th they came to Agatulco,

M made a Descent upon them, and burnt both

the Town and Custom-house, which was a large and fair Building. Here
were laid up 600 Bags of Anise (for the Dying of Cloth ) and 400 of Cacaos,

every Bag of the former being worth Forty, and of the latter Ten Crowns-
These Cacaos serve amongst them both for Meat and Money. They are

like Almonds, though not altogether so pleasant ; they afford both Food
and Drink, and pass in Trade instead of ready Money, 150 of them being
in Value equal to a Rial of Plate."

The 29th,
" the Admiral went ashore with Thirty Men, marching Two

Miles into the Woods, where they took a Mestizo belonging to the Custom-
house of that Town, and a considerable Parcel of Stuffs with him, and
carried both the Master and the Goods away to their Ships." Aug. 24,
" the Admiral and Thirty Men went in the Pinnace to the Haven Puerto de

i Natividad, . . . and burnt the Town, and Two Ships of 200 Ton that

were then building there, and so returned to their Ships. . ." Sept. 2,
" the

Admiral with about Thirty Men went ashore to an Indian Town called

Acatlan, which lies Two Leagues from the Road. It consisted of Twenty
or Thirty Houses, and a Church, which they demolished, and went aboard

again that Night." The 9th, "the Admiral sent out Forty Men, who
marching through the Woods and Desart Places, lighted of Two or Three

Families, some of which were Indians, others Spaniards and one Portu-

guese, all which they brought to their Ships. The Admiral made the

Women fetch Plantanes, Lemons, Oranges and other Fruits
; and, for a

Reward, set all their Husbands free again, except one Sembrano, a Spanish

Carpenter, and Diego, the Portuguese, whom he Retained."*

They reached " Massatlan " on the 24th, and on the 27th betook them-
selves to an island a league north, where they heeled their ship

" and new-
built their Pinnace."
" In this Island they stay'd till the 9th of October, and then sailed for

| Cape St. Lucar,* which is on the West Side of the Point of California,
with which they fell in on the 14th of the same Month, observing, that it

had very much the same Appearance with the Needles at the Isle of Wight,
which had been before taken notice of by Sir Francis Drake's People, and
has been confirmed by all who have sailed thither since. Within this

Cape there is a very large Bay, called by the Spaniards Aguada Segura ;

into which Bay there falls a fine fresh-water River, and on the Banks of it

there are commonly a great Number of Indians, who inhabit there during
the Summer Season. Into this Bay they came, watered in the River, and
remained there till the 4th of November, the Winds continuing all that

time to hang Westerly. They waited here for the Acapulco Ship.
" November 4. the Desire and the Content went beating up and down

upon the Headland of California, which lies in the 23° 24' North Latitude ;

'

It would be hard to find a choicer bit of the unconscious humor of the pirate.
t Cape St. Lucas.

i
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upon v. hich Day, in the Morning, one of the Admiral's Company, going up
the Top-mast, spied a Sail bearing in from the Sea with the Cape ;

-which

he presently signified to the Company, -with the joyful exclamation of, A
sail, a Sail ! The Admiral, having put all Things in Readiness, set forward

in the Pursuit of her : and, having chased her Three or Four Hours, in the

Afternoon came up with her, and saluted her with a Broadside, and a Volley

of small Shot. They found her to be the St. Anne, belonging to the King
of Spain, the Admiral of all the South Seas, aad of 700 Ton Burden.

Having boarded her, they found all Things in a good Posture of Defence ;

the Sails were laid close upon the Poop, the Midship, and the Forecastle.

All the Men stood close under Fights, which the Captain had raised, pro-

vided with Targets, Javelins, Swords, and great Stories, which they threw

into the English Ship, and at them that had boarded theirs, forcing them
to retire with the Loss of Two Men, and Four or Five wounded. But the

Admiral, making a fresh Attack with his great and small Shot, raked them

through and through, killing and wounding great Numbers, as the Ship
was full of Men : yet they stood very tightly to their Business. But the

next Broadside reduced them to the last Extremity, boring such wide Holes

for Water to pour in, that they saw they must either yield or sink. Where-

upon, hanging out a Flag of Truce, the}* desired the Admiral to save their

Lives, and they would yield their Ship, with all the rich Cargo, into his

Hands. This he granted, but commanded them presently to strike their

Sails, to hoist out their Boat, and come aboard
;
which was accordingly

done by the Captain, (the Pilot, and one of the chief Merchants. They
told the Admiral what they had aboard, which appeared to be worth fight-

ing for, since there were 122,COO Pezces* of Gold, rich Silks, Sattins,

Damasks, Musk, with divers other sorts of Merchandize, and all manner of

Provisions, almost as acceptable as their Riches. £«
" This Prize thus gloriously obtained, on November the 6th, they put into

the Herbour Puerto Seguro, where all the Spaniards, both Men and Women,
to the Number of ISO, were set ashore, the Admiral having chosen a very
fruitful Spot for them to live upon ; and, besides, gave them good Store of

Wine and Victuals, with the Sails of their Ship, and some Planks, to build

them little Houses in the Country. The Owners thus disposed of, the next

thing was to share the Booty they had brought ;
and here this ungrateful

Work of Distribution quickly involved the Admiral in all the Circumstances
of a Mutiny, every Man having a sharp Appetite to the Gold

;
but no Man

ever thinking he had enough. This Feud and Avarice appeared most

violently in the Content. But all was quickly and quietly compromised by
the candid Behaviour and Generosity of the Admiral. November 17. being
her Majesty's Coronation day, they discharged all their Ordnance and
small Shot in both their Ships, and at Night continued the Celebration of

the Festival with Fireworks. The Admiral reserved of the Prisoners in

the Spanish Ship, Two Japonese Boys, and Three that were Natives of the

Isle of Manilla, a Portuguese that had been in China and Japon, and a

Spanish Pilot of perfect Knowledge in all the Parts between Acapulco and
Nueva Espanna, to the Islands of Ladrones. This Acapulco is the Haven
from whence they set out for the Philippines, and the Islands Ladrones are

their stated Places of Refreshment.
" November 19. the Admiral, having discharged the Captain of the St.

Anne with a noble Reward, and sufficient Provision against the Indians,
fired the Ship itself, having to the Quantity of 500 Tons of Goods in her,
and saw her burnt quite down to the Water's Edge. And now this great

* Dollars.
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Business being happily accomplished, which they had so long attended

{ upon, they set Sail very cheerfully for England."
A great storm arose at once, and they lost the "

Content," which was
never heard of again ;

* reached the island of Guam Jan. 3, 1588 ; touched
"-the Philippine coast near Manila, of whose vast wealth Cavendish gives a

great account, but did not dare attempt this " unwalled Town, of no great
Strength, .... inhabited by Six or Seven Hundred Spaniards."
They passed Java, the Cape of Good Hope, and St. Helena. Sept. 3 they
met a Flemish vessel that gave them the news of the defeat of the Spanish
Armada. Sept. 9, 1588, they reached Plymouth, having made the voyage

- f around the world in two years and two months— whereas Drake had taken
f^5>\ two years and ten months ; and Magellan, on the first circumnavigation of

** the globe ever achieved by man, was three years and a month.
In a letter written that day from Plymouth to Lord Hunsdon (Sept. 9,

1588), Cavendish, recounting his exploits and his plunder, adds naively :

" In which Voyage I have either discovered, or brought certain Intelligence
of, all the Rich Places of the World that ever were known or discovered by
any Christian. I navigated along the Coast of Chili, Peru and Nueva Es-
panna, where I made great Spoils ;

I burnt and sunk Nineteen Sails of

Ships, small and great : f All the Villages and Towns that ever I landed
at I burnt and spoiled ;

and had I not been discovered upon the Coast, I had
taken great Quantity of Treasure."

It is said that Cavendish "
brought his Ship into the Harbour of Plymouth

under a Suit of Silken Sails." At any rate, three years later he had
squandered the immense fortune acquired by looting, except enough to

w Outfit a second expedition. With this he sailed from England Aug. 6th,
v p^J.591. He reached the coast of Brazil, plundered and burned a couple of

towns, and headed for the Straits of Magellan. Storms, mutiny, the de-
sertion of vessels and men, and the disastrous outcome of his attacks on the
Indians, together ruined his hopes of success ; and he "died of mere
Grief " before getting into the Pacific at all. This miscarriage of Caven-
dish put a damper on English piracy along the Pacific coast for a long
time.
And that meant, so far as concerns this ocean, English voyages alto-

gether— for it was 258 years after Magellan first of all men sailed the
Pacific (which Balboa had discovered 9 years earlier yet) before any
English vessel ever entered that sea except for piracy. The honor of be-

ing England's first peaceful, real explorer in the world's greatest ocean be-

longs to Capt. James Cook
;
who in 1778 visited our Northwest coast. The

next European voyager to these parts, other than a Spaniard, was a
Frenchman, Jean Francois de Gallaup, Conde de la Perouse, who made a
visit of real historic importance to our coast, introduced potatos into Cali-
fornia (from Chile), and was lost with his ships and men among the New
Hebrides in 1788 on his way home. But he had already forwarded his

journal, which was published in France in three large volumes and atlas of

maps. And with about 1785 began the interest of England in our Pacific
Coast for trading, fur-hunting, and other operations now recognized as re-

spectable. But long before that time, Drake and Cavendish had been fol-

lowed— in ethics as well as in itinerary
— by a number of less brainy but

no more scrupulous pirates ; the most important that reached California

being Wm. Dampier (1686), Woodes Rogers (1709), and George Shelvocke
(1721). Commodore George Anson (1740) did not reach California ; and
though he burned and looted as well as the best of them, along the Spanish-
American shores further south, he had, like Cavendish, the apology of a
state of war between England and Spain, and was sent by the English
government to ravish Spanish commerce in the Pacific. He was the last of

\he British Scourges of the Pacific.

*It is a curious fact that the same storm which destroyed the consort
"
Content," saved

the lives of the 150 prisoners that Cavendish had heartlessly marooned npon the
shore of the Peninsula. Most of these were passengers of the

"
St. Anne" (Santa Ana) ;

and some of them were women. Among- them, too, was Sebastian Vizcaino, later i.i us
for the first real exploration ever made of the coast of the present State of California. The
tempest drove the burning

"
Santa Ana" ashore; Vizcaino and his companions, aided by

the rain, extinguished the flames ; and thus not only procured supplier to keep them froa
starving, but a hull which they patched np so that in it they managed to cross the Gall of

California, and thus at last reached settlements of their countrymen. It is a pity the buca-
neer never knew of this little joke of Pate upon him.
tAnd all of them peaceful merchantmen.
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Se-quo-ya,
"
the American Cadmus" was the

only Indian that ever invented a written lan-

guage. The League takes its title from this great
Cherokee, for whom, also, science has named ("Sequo-
ias ") the hugest trees in the world, the giant Redwoods
of California.
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>KD TAPE is a hard thing to wait on, for all concerned. It

is now perilously near two years since the Supreme Court

of the United States gave Warner's Ranch to the Downey
heirs, thereby evicting the Indians who had always lived there

;

and it is not strange that the successful claimants feel it about

time they were given possession. It took six months to get an

Inspector out to hunt a new home for the nearly 300 Indians

thus dispossessed ;
and then he made a mess of the job. It took

six months— and the overwhelming proof of his failure— to

procure the appointment of a competent Commission to do the

work right. Thanks solely to the direct interposition of the
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President, the Commission's report was adopted only 18 days
after it reached Washington.

It took the Commission three days to get ]into the field ; and
it worked day and night till its task was done, and done right.

The only delay in the matter, at this end of the line, was in pro-

curing the abstracts of title — and that was because many little

holdings were included, and some had to go through probate.

Furthermore, all were put in order here, precisely to avoid the

need of question or delay from Officialdom. And these abstracts

were receipted for in Washington November 14. Since that

date they have reposed in the office of the Attorney General.

Meantime, the season of the rains has come, and is more than
half gone. In California, the man who thinks to raise a crop,

this year of grace, has his grain in the ground. Unless he

gets it in mighty quick, now, he will not harvest a straw. And
here is where two more parties suffer, so the thing is now a

three-sided hardship.

The two-score Americans who last May tied up their 15 little

farms to the Government for a home .for the Warner's Ranch
Indians— they will need crops somewhere, this year. But
where ? If they plant where they are, does anyone expect the

Government would^pay them for this extra, when the transfer

is made ? Most of them, acting under good advice, have bought
farms elsewhere, and made a payment. The next payment is

due— and they cannot meet it because the Government hasn't

paid them. They cannot go ahead and plant the new farms
till they have more nearly paid for them. And there you are.

And there they are.

The evicted Indians, after waiting as long as they dared,

have, of course, in desperation gone ahead to plant the ancient

fields from which they are to be removed before they can har-

vest. It would seem hard enough for them to lose their beloved

oldlhomes, without this added aggravation ; and it will unques-

tionably complicate the difficulty of their removal. They will

have had all the labor of planting for nothing — for who is

going to pay them ? And just incidentally, if the removal is

delayed past the last day possible for planting
— which is very

near —- it means that the Government will have to feed these

300 people one full year longer than if it had got its business

done inltime for them to put in a crop this year. If they had

been, even by the first of January, on the lands the Commission

selected, they would have bylthis coming fall larger crops than

they ever raised in their lives, and would be practically on their

feet for good.
As these pages are printing, word comes from the President
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and Senator Bard that things have been
"
stirred up

"
again.

And the Attorney General
"
hoped," January 11, to have the ab-

stracts through his office
"
in a very few days." Let us pray

that he be not disappointed.

Later — January 24th, the Attorney General passed on the

title as perfect. The transaction will be closed at once.

* *

An alleged corrupt "order" to the Mission Indians of the

Torres reservation, out on the deserts of the Colorado, to re-

move from their old home to another portion of their reserva-

tion— where the Government is to put down artesian wells for

them— has caused sensation in some newspapers; and an elo-

quent "Appeal of the Indians to the President to Save Them "

has naturally alarmed many lovers of justice.
The Executive Committee of the League is sifting the case,

and feels safe in predicting that no crookedness will go through,
even if it has been planned, as is not probable. The Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs is wholly "with" the League in the
intention that the Mission Indians shall not be further out-

raged. The fact that the "appeal" was evidently written,
and is jointly signed, by the leech-lawyer John Brown (who
was catalogued in this department of the December number),
tends to mitigate the alarm one might otherwise feel at the
imminent oppression foretold by it. Even so, Mr. Brown memo-
rialized the President that the Warner's Ranch Commission and
Commissioner Jones were Bad Men and generically Unfriendly
to Indians.
At any rate, the truth will be known, presently and precisely ;

and then acted upon, "according." It appears, at this stage of
the investigation, to be true that— with the predestination
which seems to make Government surveyors blunder whenever
they measure for an Indian reservation, and never in the
Indian's favor — the reservation was never made to include
Martinez village at all

; and that Martinez is not only
not on the reservation, but belongs to the State of Cali-

fornia, and is not subject to the national government in any
way. But if this is true, the remedy is, of course, not in
the direction taken by Brown — the same "lawyer" who was
going to reverse the Supreme Court of the United States for a
$25 fee from the harried and poor Indians of Warner's Ranch.
Even the President has as little power to touch California State
lands for the Torres Indians as he had to upset the Supreme
Court for those of Warner's Ranch. Senate Bill 5212, to ex-

change Section 16, on which Martinez stands, for lands else-

where in the State, after which Section 16 could be added to the

reservation, failed to pass last year. If it could pass this year— as it ought — the whole trouble would be solved. But the
President doesn't pass bills, even on appeal of J. Brown.

* *

In this department will be printed next month a reading and
reference list of books on Indians.

C. P. L
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@rrfHE
Landmarks Club Cook-Book will be on the market in Los An-

geles in a few days, and will meet a recognized need. While it is

published for the benefit of the Club, to enable further work in pre-

serving the Missions, it is no catchpenny affair, but a substantial cloth-

bound octavo volume of over 250 pages, and as a cook-book one of the most

satisfactory ever printed. It is also the only one of its kind— "A Cali-

fornia collection of the best recipes from everywhere
"

(gathered from

famous housewives of many lands now resident in this State) ; and with

particular emphasis on the typical dishes of California and Spanish Amer-

ica. A chapter on this distinctive cookery, with recipes for a large number
of the most famous dishes of old California, Mexico, Peru, etc., is contri-

buted by Chas. F. Lummis. So far as is known, no other cook-book extant

in English covers this interesting ground ; and these are not make-believe

Spanish dishes, but the real thing. The book is of real value, and will be
welcomed by housekeepers not only in California but wherever the need is

felt of dishes not only new but good. Perhaps no other volume contains

recipes for so large a number of toothsome concoctions that will be novel
to so many American housewives.
There is a brief sketch, also, of the work of the Landmarks Club, with

many illustrations of the Missions it is saving. Altogether the book will

be a "
good thing to have in the house," and a good thing to send to a

friend. The price will probably be $1.50 net. Printed for the Landmarks
Club by the Out West Co., 115 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE WORK.

Previously acknowledged, $5,915.50.
New contributions, $1 each — Miss Elizabeth W. Johnson, West New

Brighton, N. Y.; Mrs. Francis Fisher Browne, Pasadena, Cal.; Edmund G.

Hamersly, Philadelphia; Juliette Estelle Mathis, San Francisco, Cal.;
Miss Smead, Mrs. J. S. Pierce, Los Angeles.



lgJtf|HE LION has never been fierce and forward for statehood

to be given New Mexico and Arizona. It is a large

question for a small mind
;
and after only half a life of

study he doesn't feel that he is Quite There. Which rather

bears out Senator Beveridge's proclaimed gospel* that the more
a man learns a country the less he really knows about it. For
the gentleman from Indiana, after knowing the Territories al-

most as many days as the Lion has known them years, is Dead
Sure.

Now, be it said at the outset that Senator Beveridge's report

to Congress in opposition to statehood does not merit the

abuse it has received in some Western quarters. It shows some

work, and an excellent spirit of tolerance. It is entirely logical

that one who thinks the Filipinos have no rights to self-govern-

ment because they are Far and "Furrin," should feel, that

Americans who are also a Long Way Off from Hooppole town-

ship have no home-rule rights either
;
but Mr. Beveridge has

plainly tried not to be Scared in the Woolly West
;
and not to

be too hard on his intellectual and oral inferiors. Perhaps this

is a sarcastic way of saying it
;
but that is for the fault of his

kind, and not of Mr. Beveridge, sole. He has really done very
well. That he did not do even better is the blame of his en-

vironment. And the findings on his argument are as to the

Opposition he leads, rather than aimed at him individually.
He justly observes that in considering the admission of a

State there are two things to be weighed :

1st, the interests of the people in it ;

2nd, the interests of the remainder of the Republic.

Also, he is right in holding that the second consideration should

have as much weight as the first. It should have more. We
decided, nearly forty years ago, that the Republic is more than
the State Rights, or even the property rights and the human
lives, of almost half of it.

But here our paths part. Mr. Beveridge fears the m _
,. thb FORKS

average morality of the nation's politics and pocket- of thb
book would be injured by the admission of New Mexico RC

and Arizona. This may remind the cynical of a certain elegy
by Goldsmith :

*See Aug-usl, 1902, p. 222.
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" The man recovered of the bite,
The dog it was that died."

Territorial politics are mean enough ; but they would make a

white mark on the politics of New York, Pennsylvania, and

some other States— not excepting the one which invented

"Blocks of Five" (Mr. B.'s own) — and are fully up to the

national average. And as to being Seen on the Street Together,
Santa Fe or Phoenix might well say to Washington, Philadel-

phia, New York and Chicago :

"
Well, if /can stand it, I guess

you can."

But some who have been really unable to shiver lest the Vir-

tuous States be corrupted, deject and altogether deflowered, by

taking two more apprentices into the family
— some such have

refrained from urgency, because they were not sure of the

present benefit of statehood to the people of the two Territories.

The politicians, yes, and at once
;
the people sometime, as cer-

tainly. But just now ?

Yet this is really timid. Statehood is the destiny and the right

of American communities. Self government is the American

Idea. And the way we learn self-government is by using it.

One of the hardest things for the "statesman" to remember

who plays his researches in one-night stands, is that the Repub-
lic is the Privilege of Misgoverning Ourselves. It isn't Com-

pulsory for us to be "run" by Tammanies and Platts and so

on
;
but we May if we Prefer. And though the advantage of

the nation is paramount, we do not think to clap these malad-

ministered States back into the calaboose of territorialism. If

they Like It So, they are Entitled.

It is an edged tool with which the Senator toys,
IT WOKK.S

.

&
, . -

both when he maintains that the Territories really have
ways,

already all the self-government anyone needs, you
know ; and that they shouldn't mind being unable to

choose their own governors, senators and judiciary. He
believes the national government gives them better gov-

ernors and judges than they would be likely to elect

for themselves at present ;
and that they are just as well off

without senators. Here is one of the last persons extant with

whom he can pick a quarrel on either point. But quite as much
is true of Indiana. A president

—
certainly if he were Roose-

velt, and tried real hard — could give the Hoosier State rather

better officials than it chooses. And this is true anywhere. But

in spite of the many obvious merits of an Intelligent Despot-

ism, we haven't adopted it. We still prefer a democracy, ill

and unfairly as we oft administer it.
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An Automatic Forgettery, and the ability to see in a HAVING BYES
crowd only the man or fact that can serve you, are al- they

ways convenient in politics. The people too poor to SKE NOT -

afford them, sometimes become Statesmen. Nowadays we in-

cline to be surprised and grateful when a Senator seriously

knows, or cares seriously to study
— or to have his clerk compile

for him — something of some one item of the history of his

country. Some do
;
more do not.

Senator Beveridge's chief argument— though possibly not

his chief concern— is the matter of population. Perhaps the

people of the two Territories would look just as few to him if

they were reliable for a good majority for the Party. This is

not invidious. "Every politician gets some color to his specta-

cles from these things. But in any event, the whole argument
is as "preposterous

" as the Springfield Republican justly calls

his position that nowadays a Territory should not be admitted

till it has at least 1,650,000 inhabitants. As that dean of New
England journals also points out, most of his entire case could

have been made just as truthfully, at the time, against the ad-

mission of half the States that are now in the Union. The

gravity with which he presents his treatise on what are, and
what should be, the population-requirements for statehood, be-

comes ludicrous in face of his innocence of history. For the

census is so easy that even a clerk can "dig it out." Now, for

the benefit of such as may need it :

There were Thirteen original States. They were confounded
not Admitted, but Just Came In, together. The first by our

census of the United States covered them all. Five of
OWN HISTORY -

them were smaller in population than New Mexico now is ;

three were smaller than Arizona.

Vermont was the first State "Admitted to the Union." It

hadn't nearly as many people as Arizona has, nor half as many
as New Mexico.

In all, 32 States have been
"
admitted." Twenty of them had,

at admission, fewer people than New Mexico has
;
and a third

of them had fewer than Arizona has.

Mr. Beveridge thinks New Mexico hasn't enough people to

entitle it to be admitted as a State
;
but it has almost 50,000

more people than his own State of Indiana had four years after
its admission. Let us bow in prayer for a moment.
New Mexico has 40,000 more population than Illinois had 12

years after admission
;
almost 60,000 more than Missouri had

13 years after admission
; 90,000 more than Tennessee had 4

years after admission
; 40,000 more than Louisiana had 8 years,

or Vermont 9 years, after their admission.
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New Mexico has more than twice as many people as California

had
;
three times as many as Oregon had ; more than three

times as many as Ohio or Kentucky had
;
over ten per cent,

more than Minnesota had
;
twice as many as Arkansas had,

when they were respectively admitted.

New Mexico has more people than Florida had 25 years after

it was admitted 1 It has more than Iowa or Colorado had four

years after their admission. It has more people than Kansas,
or Missouri, or Idaho, or Wyoming, or Nevada had

; and almost

as many as Texas had
;
and within 15,000 of as many as Michi-

gan had.

So much for the "admitted "
States. As to the Immortal Thir-

teen, New Mexico has, in round numbers, 10,000 more people
than New Jersey had

; 50,000 more than New Hampshire had ;

110,000 more than Georgia had; 130,000 more than Rhode
Island had

; 140,000 more than Delaware had, when they mutu-

ally erected themselves into a Union of sovereign States.

To sum up, New Mexico has a larger population than had any
of five of the original, or any of twenty of the admitted States.

That is, 25 out of the total 45 States in the Union did not have
as many people when they were crowned with statehood as New
Mexico has today.

As for Arizona, the following States had smaller populations
when they "got in" than the Territory now has—Kansas,

Ohio, Illinois, Mississippi, Tennessee, Florida, Kentucky, Cal-

ifornia, Arkansas, Oregon, Vermont, Georgia, Rhode Island,

Delaware. And probably also Missouri, Indiana, and Alabama.
At the next census, from one to nine years after their admission,
these had but a few thousand—20,000 for Missouri, in 9 years—
above Arizona's present population. Arizona by the way, has

within 2,000 of as many people as Delaware had in 1870, when
it had been 80 years a State. And no Addicks.

The mantle of Elijah is a reverend garment when it hath

fallen upon Elisha; but when Elisha falls- upon it, to save the

trouble of clothing himself with knowledge, it is a tricky wrap,
most prone to fly off and discover his nakedness. And this is

true not only of prophecy in words, but of the effective prophecy
of acts or of Do-Nothing. Mr. Beveridge of course does not

say that New Mexico and Arizona will always remain unpopulous
and inconsequent; but that provincial Eastern belief is all on

earth the whole opposition means—excepting where it means

political partisanship. That is the Tenderfoot of it.

some ixurcsM
* or you cant semPiternalb' Sometimes Toll. When

of "just the two became federal States together, Virginia had
guessing."

far morc than twice as many people as New York, and
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was by 75" per cent, the biggest State in the little Union. To-

day, Virginia is 17th in rank, and has but little more than one-

quarter the population of New York. The one chief city of the

Empire State has nearly twice as many people as the whole area

of the Mother of Presidents. Illinois began federal house-

keeping with two-thirds as many people as Massachusetts did;

but today it counts more than three times as many inhabitants

as the Old Bay State. Vermont and Ohio entered the Union

only eleven years apart; Vermont three times the more populous.

Today, Vermont has less than one-twelfth the population of

Ohio. And the provincials of that day would have smiled as

pityingly as their successors do, if any one had arisen to foretell

the Thing that Was To Be within only sixty years or so.

It is not likely, in the Lion's judgment, that New Mexico and

Arizona will, with the imminent century, so crushingly
"Mock the wisdom of the Wise

And the valor of the Brave"

that guess at them afar off, or dare them on a Pullman. But as

strange things politically have happened. On the opening

pages of this present magazine are quoted the words of two
men who were—it is certainly not offensive to say

—more learn-

ed than any statesman now fighting the admission of the two
Territories. No one need feel injured by being put after Web-
ster and Whitney. And the way they "missed it" may well be a

warning to less entitled guessers at the bean-jar of futurity. If

anyone in 1840 had prophesied the finances we know now, he

would have been detained as a maniac. There "wasn't gold

enough in the world to do it," you know. But irrigation is a

far greater upsetting of "orthodox" ideas than the discovery of

Sound Money was. No man may reckon its outcome—except
that it will be prodigious. And the two Territories will be

"among those present."

Furthermore, it does seem that to anyone searching wkewisb, of

the census rather for truth than for props to a pre-
getting tired

• XOO SOON
judged case, it might have occurred to investigate how
the bald statistics of population "stand." Figures mean noth-

ing, anywhere, until they are compared with other figures ;

and even a schoolboy might have gone a step beyond the kinder-

garten discovery of which commonwealths have the most popu-
lation. But there are people who do not know how to

"
so,

Boss !
" even when the Cow of Knowledge Comes to them

to be Milked. Or perhaps Mr. Beveridge's clerk got Tired
too Soon. By keeping awake just a little longer, he could have
discovered that Arizona, though its population is small, has
gained more people in the last ten years than have Kansas and
Delaware put together ;

more than have New Hampshire, Ver-
mont and Delaware, put together ; more than has any one of ten

political divisions of the Union
;
and more than eight times as

many as has Nebraska. Of poor Nevada, we need not make an
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argument ;
but the table below* is commended to the attention

of several Darkest-Easterners. This, of course, is in actual

numbers. As for per cent, of increase in population in the

decade, it may be uninteresting- to that class, but it is a census

fact, that not one State in the Union comes anywhere near Ari-

zona, and only the Territory of Oklahoma leads it. Only three

States have half its percentage of increase — and none of these

are in the East. Only five States in the East— being liberal,

and counting Florida and Illinois as "East"—have one quarter
as high a per cent, of increase. Indiana's per cent, is about
one-sixth of Arizona's.

what is, Now it does concern such a study as the Senate
AN
pKR

S

TiNK-NT
Committee was called upon to make, whether the popu-
lation is stationary or climbing. It doesn't concern

it that the Territories have fewer people than most States,
or even than some congested cities. People of ordinary
sense understand that, beforehand. If the Territories were
States already, they wouldn't be asking to be made States.

Altogether, it is not too much to say that the entire use of

comparative statistics in the Beveridge report is rather in-

sulting to the public intelligence ;
and that its choice of

direction and limitation would appear dishonest were it not
so palpably ignorant. Most of the States of the Union were,
when they came in, smaller and poorer than they are now,
and than some of the older ones were then. As for the further

plea (the only comparison into which the Senator waded even

ankle-deep) that the Territories have fewer people than some
cities— why, for that matter, neither has Indiana two-thirds as

many as the city of New York. That sort of
"
parallel

" could
be used upon many States

;
but the primary class in arithmetic

generally gets over trying to "find the sum of thirteen potatoes
and four apples."

tew, mb not With this little answer from our history and from the
1N

'otmbkss census of 1900—both of which are so ridiculously easy to be

consulted, if anyone is so constituted as to Like to Learn—
the question of numerical population may perhaps consider itself

taken in and done for. Mr. Beveridge's further argument that
this innumerousness—portentous and alarming as he finds it per
se—is all the more menacing to Free Institutions because the
Territories are big in area, needs no long attention. There will

be estimable people to read, as solemn^ as he wrote, the tables

and "comparisons" which index his conviction that the 195,000
New Mexicans are unfortunate and really abnormal in not being

* Increase of population from 1890 to 1900. Figures from U. S. Census
1900:

State Pop. 1890 Pop. 1900 l"
cr,
£?eNumber

Arizona 59,620 122.931 63,311
District of Columbia 230,392 278,718 48,326
Kansas 1,427,096 1,470,495 43.399
New Mexico 153,593 195.310 41,717

New Hampshire 376,530 411,588 35,058
Maine 661,086 694,466 380

Wyoming 60,705 92.531 31.826

Delaware 168,493 184,735 K..242

Vermont 332,422 343,641 11..
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crowded into such space as so many Americans bump one
another withal in Jersey City. And with these it is waste of

breath to argue. It may be suggested, however, that thus there

is all the more room for Tenderfeet— or, seriously, that a new
State might have worse faults than lands for home-seekers and
home-makers.
But when he maintains that because New Mexico has only

1.6 persons to the square mile, and Arizona 1.1, they are there-

fore too sparsely settled to be admitted as States,
—why, again

History and the Census wag their heads at him. Even Arizona
is more densely populated than Illinois was when admitted;
about as densely as Ohio was; almost twice as densely as Oregon
or California were. New Mexico is more thickly settled than

Ohio, Illinois, Florida, Georgia, California or Oregon were when
they became States. Does anyone suggest that they were a mis-
take? Mr. Beveridge wishes all new States to be large in area,
but he would that they become, before they may have statehood,
almost as thick with humanity as the crowded, tomato-patch-
sized States most Westerners have come West precisely to es-

cape the sardining of.

Driven from the redoubt of "numbers," the Opposi- the terror

tion at once falls back on its more intimate ditch— Underfoot
"Well, but what sort of a population?" And here the
Tender Foot shows cloven—not merely the uncomfortable corn
of ignorance of history, but the old bifidity of race and religi-
ous prejudice, of hatred of the Fellow and the Thing we Don't
Know. WE don't know them? Then What Business have they,
anyhow?
Through this very ticklish matter, Mr. Beveridge, in his re-

port, carries himself as a gentlemen and a Senator should. He
is fair minded, dignified, considerate. Would that it might be
added that he is wise. Or even consistent— for he has
been one of the leading champions of our gobbling ten million
other people who Cannot Talk English.

In very fact, a great deal of Spanish is spoken in HIS

New Mexico
;

and in Arizona, more than a West- pious
HORROR

from-the-Car-Window tourist understands. Over both
noble landscapes still wander many Persons who Pursue
Cows, and more that Hunt Holes— and dig 'em, and get
Stuff out— and other Desperate Characters. There are

many people who cannot write. I believe Abraham
Lincoln's mother could not. There are a still larger number who
do not wear kid gloves, nor that crowning triumph of intellect-

uality, the "Plug Hat. " Neither did Horace Greeley. There are
also saloons and games of chance

;
and one can fancy the pious

shock to a gentleman from Washington at discovering, in the
Wicked West, that such things as the two latter can be, to over-
come us like a summer crowd without our special wonder. Also
the unction with which he sees and says that the openness of
them proves the moral unfitness for statehood of com-
munities which tolerate it. The only Truly Moral way,
of course, is to put a green screen before these omnipresent
vices and to make them a means of support-by-blackmail for
thousands of base parasites who are always useful in Practical
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Politics; as is the fashion in New York — and, though not al-

ways so shamelessly, in every other large city in the Union.

TUERB As to the language, there are not so many peopleARE
OTHERS in New Mexico who speak Spanish as there are people

in Ohio or Wisconsin who talk German when they can
do as they prefer, though there is a greater proportion. The
multitudes of Poles and Hungarians, in Pennsylvania and other

coal-mining States; the Canadian French in New England, the
Italian and Yiddish and Swedish and German one hears
in various Eastern communities— aren't the mighty
gastric juices of the Republic at work on these? In

Cincinnati, surrounded with English-speaking associates,
thousands of mighty good American people still talk
German by choice when they have a chance. In New Mexico,
the preponderance of nativity is all the other way; and then the
unhumorous descendant of the People that Have to be Tre-
panned, wonders why everyone hasn't already forgotten his
native tongue in joy of the English! And Senator Beveridge, I

believe, is of them that expect to make English the language of
the Philippines !

^anguagb Now so far as a rather extraordinar)f experiencenot
^
e
£rimb teaches, this outcry against the Territories for their

linguistic impertinence comes almost exclusively from
people who themselves know only one language

— and
that, most of them, no better than the law allows. Spanish
isn't fatal. Several good men have spoken it and still

survived to the appointed span. Even a Yankee may
be immune. And I think I can find in New Mexico about twice
as many persons who talk two languages as Senator Beveridge
can find in Indianapolis ;

and about four times as many who can
get along in three.
"But it isn't American." Sho! Neither is ignorance. Eighty

years before English was spoken anywhere in the New World,
this other European tongue was talked in what is now United
States— to say nothing of the equal historic fact that earlier

yet it had reached over most of the habitable parts of the two
continents. To this day, it is current over a larger area in

America than English is. So it isn't so ^///-American as some.
New Mexico had Christianity and civilization before New Eng-
land had. And without insisting upon other even more odious
historic comparisons, New Mexico has taught the nation more
about so simple a thing as farming than New England— and
Indiana— ever did. When more "Americans" fill up New Mex-
ico, the natives will learn English quite as fast, with relation to

environment, as the Germans or French learn it in Eastern
States. A Senator ought not to need to be reminded of this.

what the As a sheer matter of fact— and perhaps it is not bu-
nt*

MJJ
1

^! modest to doubt if any person now extant is familiar
with a larger number of them— the Spanish-speaking

people of New Mexico are as good Americans as we need. They
are a decent, god-fearing, law-respecting, hospitable, gentle
people. And an intensely patriotic one. Doubtless it escaped
Senator Beveridge's memory that they saved the West to the
Union. As Von Moltke saw and said, the "joint in our back-
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bone " was the Rio Grande valley. Even the Confederates

guessed a little of this. The North was handsfull with
troubles of its nearer own, and did nothing-. But when Sibley
came up the Rio Grande to split the Union, New Mexico sent

him home baffled. Glorieta was a good deal more significant
and far reaching than many battles wherein a hundred times as

man}r were slain, and battles that people have Heard Of.

Enough "rebels" were killed; and the South heard of it, if

the North did not. And the man who saved that great day
was a noble old New Mexican who couldn't talk English — Col.

Manuel Chaves.

But we stray from Congressional logic. To return, monkeying
Mr. Beveridge is peculiarly unfortunate in all his shy

WITH
census

flirtations with the census. In mining, for instance, he

compares New Mexico and Arizona with the three States that
are the world's giants ;

and rules them out because they do not
"
stack up." Why not compare them with Fellows Their Size ?

Arizona produces more than eighteen and a half millions of
dollars a year from her mines. How about Indiana ? How
about mining in two-thirds of the States ? And possibly it has
missed the gentleman's notice that in per capita of manufactured
products Arizona is well ahead of Indiana

; being above the

average for the Union, while Indiana is away below it.*

He has also doubtless forgotten, in enumerating the resources of
the two Territories, to mention the trivial fact that New Mexico
has just as many square miles of forests as Maine — and if he had
been adjudicating Maine instead of New Mexico he might have
remembered lumber as an asset— with the hardly less trivial
fact that the two Territories together have some 30% more area
of forest than all six New England States in a lump.

In its undigested tables of stock-raising, the report serious

utterly avoids comparison— which might have been SINS OB

interesting. It gives no hint that only two States in the
Union have as many sheep as New Mexico—which
has nearly 900,000 more than Ohio, the next in rank

;

or almost as many as the greatest sheep-State east of
the Missouri, with all six New England States thrown in.

And Arizona has more sheep than all New England. In cattle,
New Mexico has more than any one of 28 States, being 20th in
rank in the Union. Arizona has more than any one of twenty
States. The two Territories combined have more cattle than
all New England, whose six States have over seventeen times
the joint population of Arizona and New Mexico.
The same sort of a judicial mind shows forth throughout. In

agriculture, Senator Beveridge compares the two Territories
not with even the average States but with the Whoppers. New
Mexico and Arizona don't produce a tithe as much wheat and
corn as Illinois, Minnesota, Kansas, etc. So they are evidently
too poor cereally for statehood. But at the last census, New
Mexico raised more than two and a half times as much corn,

* Rank in Union.
Val. mfd. products

per capita
Arizona 17 $173.39
Whole Union *

170.90
Indiana 21 150.26
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and more than six times as much wheat as Maine, which has
over three and one-half times its population. Even Arizona
raised four and a half times as much wheat as the Pine Tree
State. While in Maine the total value of farm property is less

than one-tenth of one per cent, above what it was ten years ago,
the total value of farm property in New Mexico has gained more
than 200 per cent, in the same decade, and the total value of farm

products 469 per cent. As for Arizona, whose "great occupation
is mining," in the words of the report, he has similarly forgot-
ten to learn— or at least to record— the fact that in the last

ten years the value of its farms has increased over 160 per cent,

and the value of its farm products 470 per cent. In the same de-

cade the increase of the whole Union in these two items was
only 28 and 92 per cent., respectively. The number of farms in

Arizona is more than four times what it was ten years ago;
while New Hampshire* has increased only 95 farms in fifty years.
In ten years, too, the Territory has built 545 miles of irrigating
canals, and increased its irrigated lands by nearly 120,000 acres.

Incidentally, this land averages to be worth nearly six times as

much per acre after it is made irrigable as it was before.

figures All this does not look much like stagnation of agri-
TH
something culture in either Territory. The figures in their favor

could be spun long, but there is no need. It will suffice

to make a casual comparison in per capita value of total farm
products in a few States ;t mildly showing that herein New
Mexico and Arizona lead some pretty respectable common-
wealths ; and that on the other hand the Senator's own Indiana,
though a rich farming State, is Small Potatoes beside some
others. The list could be considerably extended— both to the

advantage of the Territories and the disadvantage of Indiana.

They are not so far behind it
—

except in malaria. In this per
capita, either Territory runs a close second to the great farming
State of Illinois, surpasses mighty Ohio, doubles New York, and
quadruples Massachusetts. All of which has rather more per-
tinence to any sober consideration of the case than has the

labored proof that the Territories are not so old at twenty-one
as they would be at eighty. The point is that they are growing
faster in most respects than most of the present States ; and
that they are already Old Enough to Vote.

* See pasre 157

f Remembering- that "
total farm products" include something- be-

cereals, and bearing in mind the "dairies, fruits and live-stock sold or

slaughtered," in some of the States below, the list is extra interesting.
Figures (in even dollars) from U. S. Census, 1900.

Per capita Per capita

New Mexico $52 N.Dakota $169
Arizona SO S. Dakota
Ohio 48 Iowa 118

Michigan 45 Kansas 109
Maine 39 Montana %
New Hampshire 38 Idaho 90
New York 25 Oregon
Connecticut 24 Wrmont 64

Pennsylvania 24 Indiana 62
Ma- 12 Illinois 55
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The entire report is of course based purely on "business"

"business." Had Senator Hoar been of the Committee,
THA

business.
he might have taken the Eastern view; but he cer-

tainly would have inquired if there were any obliga-

tions of honor or of treaty involved. Senator Beveridge
is by now well hardened in looking only for national

"advantage." But the only argument in his whole quiver which
is either true or sensible, even as "business," is that if this

Congress doesn't let them in, some other can
;
and that if they

were let in, and it proved a mistake, it could not be undone. So
soon does the "Tomorrow habit," for which New Mexico has so

often been ridiculed, seem to have been contagious ! But it is all

a little cowardly. The business of this Congress is to Find Out,
and then Act. One doesn't find out much, however, with so sup-
erficial effort as the Senate Committee has satisfied itself withal.

There are people in the United States to whom it is AND

THE ROOF.not idle to say that American citizenship has a few
other metes, bounds, standards and rights, besides those

measured by "What's he Got?" and "What's In It?" There
are even people who have heard of such a thing as the treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo, and who understand that the citizens of

New Mexico and Arizona have a double claim on the nation,
such as none of the old States had— not only the inherent right
of American communities to home rule, but the added solemn

pledge of this Goverment, in the aforesaid treaty, to the people
it took over from Mexico after the war made by the Beveridges
of that day. And most of the people who know enough of his-

tory to know this, have morals enough to apply it
;
as have also

some others. No nation ever found
' k

advantage
"—for long

—
by

being either unjust or ignorant. No nation ever will. It is not

the Territories that will lose most, if still denied, but the coun-

try. For a time at the outset, in the Lion's unimportant opin-

ion, the people of the Territories would suffer somewhat by
Statehood. There are many unhanged scoundrels there— and

mostly where the largest apples are found—though none so per-
nicious as every crowded State harbors. But the way to learn

to walk is to Walk. When the interest on this Principle falls

due, both nation and Territories will be the richer if the Amer-
ican Idea be not sacrificed now to the God of Chatham street.

Since these pages were put in type there comes to hand The

Outlook, of January 24, with a "Defense of New Mexico," by a

New Mexican, so vigorous and so truthful—and incidentally show-

ing how the Beveridge Committee "investigated"
—that it is

worth anyone's reading. Though it sharply raps The Outlook
for early comments on the matter ( many of which comments
were so grossb7 mistaken as to be surprising in that habitually
valuable journal ) the editors admit that it is the strongest ar-

gument they have yet seen for Statehood. But neither that, nor

this, nor any other presentment now liable, can exhaust the log-

ical, the historical, the ethical, even the
"
business " baselessness

and absurdity of the fight against statehood. Nor, probably,
relieve any large number of certain people of their present
lively sense of the Impertinence of theThings They Don't Know.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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One of the competent measures of

a man is the size of the task he wit-

tingly assumes. Another is the degree
with which power to do toughens, in the doing, and

vision of that which is to do broadens. A third is his theory and practice
of the use of the pruning-knife. By any one of these yardsticks applied
to his latest— and last— work, Frank Morris was a great novelist. For the

"Epic of the Wheat" — that mighty trilogy which shall now never be

completed— grasps boldly at the huge, elemental forces of nature — the

blind " Will to Live," unmoral, without self-consciousness, striding along
its appointed way ; crushing this man or that community with neither

hatred nor relenting ; tossing to another the thing it hungers after with

equal indifference. It gazes upon the liyesof men and women, one after an-

other ; follows each in its eager-eyed pursuit of wealth or leadership or

love
; watches each struggler winning or losing in his own particular

game — but always blindly serving his purpose in the great game he does

not guess of. Now this is the motive and the inspiration of the immortal
Greek tragedies. It is the summing up of religious creeds as far apart on the

surface as those taught by the Prince Gautama, Marcus Aurelius and John
Calvin. It is at the heart of Hamlet, of Les Miserable*, of La Comedie
Hutnaine. Iyittle men have told it in their little stories and philosophies,
without knowing it. Large men tell it consciously and of set purpose.
That the drama is shown for the moment in California or Chicago, that a

railroad or a Stock Exchange is the tool with which destiny works, that

a wheat-grower or a stock-speculator is the atom in its way— these are

but the incidents by which the enduring truth is translated into the lan-

guage of the passing moment.
That Norris saw his subject in its full bigness is evident in both The

Octupus and The Pit. Its outlines, somewhat vague at first, became sharp
aud definite as he worked, the while his hand grew stronger and steadier.

And while The Octopus would have been much better for trimming down
and cutting out, The Pit proves that he had discovered this for himself and

profited by it.

Eet a student but penetrate deeply enough to the roots of human action,

and he will be able to interpret it for himself and others as no mere sur-

face observer, however minutely careful, can possibly do. In The Pit are

at least half a dozen men and a couple of women who are real creations—
not clay models nor stuffed automatons nor embodied virtues or vices, but

live folks pretty much like those we know. Only we can know them better

than is generally possible from the haphazard and occasional bumping to-

gether of people outside a novel. Each one of them proves handsomely
worth knowing, too. It seems hardly necessary to add that the story holds

one fast from the opening chapters, and that the book is not one to be

willingly missed. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. $1.50.

" ' KRK'S Hiram Albert Vance, Ph. D. (Jena), Professor of English in the
RICHNESS University at Nashville takes himself with mighty seriousness in

for you !

his function of editorof, Stevenson's Treasure Island— a gravity
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which will hardly be shared by readers with an adequate sense of the rid-

iculous. The opening sentence of his "Prefatory Note " strides solemnly
forward like this :

The immediate interest, unattended by historical perspective or severe analysis, which
this classic must arouse is, I believe a sufficiently sound pedagogical reason for its appear-
ance in this series [of English and American classics.]

Imagine the brain so built that it is unsatisfied without a "sound peda-
gogical reason " for Treasure Island ! The maddest burlesque could hardly
outdo the "

Subjects For Study And Comparison" offered by this Ph. D.
of Jena. Here are two of the ten :

3. Give your appreciation of Jim Hawkins; also of Dick Johnson.
8. Do the buccaneers all act consistently with Israel Hand's dictum, "I never saw any

good come o' goodness? " Make your point clear by an analysis of their conduct.

But it is in the "Notes," which are affirmed to be either explanations of
sea-terms or suggestions for the enlargement of romantic interest that the
learned Professor of Literature is at his choicest. His knowledge of sea-

terms, despite the ocean-trip which he must have taken to win a Ph. D. at

Jena, bears all the marks of having been obtained on the banks of the
Cumberland River, from a somewhat incomplete dictionary. Except when
it is purely a product of constructive imagination— as, for example, his

explanation of " on a lee-shore." While, as for " romantic interest," Dr.
Vance clearly knows it only by name and in theory. There is no quicker,
surer way of utterly destroying a youngster's taste for and appreciation of
literature than to compel him to

"
study

"
it after this fashion. The Mac-

millan Co., N. Y. 25 cents.

Rose Standish Nichols's English Pleasure Gardens is thoroughly good
attractive from front cover to back, inclusive. "

Stately
" is hardly OUTSIDE

too large a word to apply to it, both as to form and substance. and IN.
Its title would have been more accurate had the limiting adjective been
omitted, since it ranges in time as far back as the days when Assyria and
Egypt were the "

world-powers," and a-field even unto China and
Japan. The author plainly gathered an immense mass of material and
selected from it with peculiarly discriminating taste. The illustrations—
something like 300 of them— include many interesting reproductions of
choice old plates. The Macmillan Co., New York. $4 net

Of close kinship in more than one way to the Pleasure Gardens another
is Alice Morse Earle's Sun Dials and Roses of Yesterday— and a of the
rare good family it is. The title was not alluring, and I did not same sort.
expect to be interested. In fact, there is not a dull page in the book. It

is a most unusual combination of sound and thorough scholarship with a
warm sympathj' that makes of it a thing alive. For curious information
it is nothing less than a mine. Here is a possible scientific explanation of
the miracle of Ahaz

;
there a quotation from Geoffrey Chaucer's Treatise

on the Astrolabe, written for his ten-year-old son
;
at one point accurate de-

tails concerning the calendar and festivals of the Aztecs
;

at another
recipes for " a Tart of Hips," and a "Conserve of Roses boyld." Yet it

is not in the least a patchwork, but a closely woven and harmonious fabric.
Nor is one of the two hundred and thirty-odd illustrations superfluous.
F/ven the initial letters at the beginning of each chapter are reproduced from
the days when the men who made books loved them and spared no pains to
adorn and beautify them in every detail. It is a book to own and to de-

light in. The Macmillan Co., New York. $2.50 net.

From the sun dial in the garden up through the rose-bushes to and
the house is but a step

— and so one comes very naturally to the STii,l a
last of this really remarkable trio of books to issue from the same third.
publishers in a single month. This is Furniture of the Olden Time, by
Frances Clary Morse, a sister of Mrs. Farle, to whom it is dedicated. Its field
is narrower, being confined to the United States and for the most part to Colo-
nial days. But it evidences the same patient, delving industry, the same
habit of the student loving his work and counting no price of effort or
research too high for making it accurate, complete and beautiful. Here
again the illustration is both profuse

— there are 295 half-tones from photo-
graphs — and intimate. Three books so finished, so competent, so thor-

oughly worth while, on cognate subjects and within a single month, is a
notable record for any publishing house — even that of Macmillan, which
is more wonted than most to the doing of such things. The Macmillan
Co., New York. $3 net.
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now to think Richard Ingalese— whose portrait is very like that of the hand-
yourself somest, most genial and most successful wholesale cloth-sales-

kich. man I ever happened to know personally — devotes some 286 pages
to the History and Power ofMind. It is an eminently practical book, with
instructions for winning iove,

"
greater mentality," hundred-dollar bills,

a piece of carpet three feet long, ©r whatever else one's fancy may run to.

To get money, for example, one is first to make a mental image of the
amount wanted in bills of such size as are required. This is the matrix.
Then "say to the Universal Consciousness,

'

give me this creation,
' " and

keep saying it until you get it. Since " the Universe is the materialization
of the Divine Idea ; the Spiritual plane received the impress of the Divine
Mind when creation commenced and the Planetary Spirits seeing the

picture, poured into it their own vibratory force and so worlds were brought
into existence," it follows obviously that your mental matrix will some-
time draw the money to you. If it ever occurred to Mr. Ingalese that one
way of getting money was by earning it, he has failed to mention the fact.
The Occult Book Concern, New York. $2.

thk uses To the volume on the Deer Family in the American Sports-
of The man's Library, Theodore Roosevelt contributes about half — and

hunt. a right interesting contribution it is. Mr. Roosevelt thoroughly
believes in the life in the open, the exposure, the hard work, and the self-

reliance which go with big-game hunting as of the greatest value in coun-

teracting the tendency to softness of fiber which develops in cities. He
counts going after the game much more important than getting it ; and he
names as the chief attractions in the chase " the chance to be in the wild-
erness

;
to see the sights and hear the sounds of wild nature," and "the

demand .... upon the qualities of manliness and hardiness." This
is unimpeachable doctrine, and, as is well known, Mr. Roosevelt evi-

dences his faith by his works. T. S. Van Dyke treats the " Deer and
Elk of the Pacific Coast," in his customary informed and agreeable manner ;

while D. G. Elliot and A. J. Stone are satisfactory upon
" The Caribou "

and "The Moose." The Macmillan Co., New York. $2.

one This generation is apt to think of George Francis Train, when
of THE it remembers him at all, as a harmless old denizen of the Mills

builders. Hotel, erratic to the edge of insanity and liable to break loose at
almost any unexpected place. It forgets that through the larger part of a
former generation he was a Power, a Builder, a man of colossal concep-
tions, and with the nerve and energy to bring them to pass. Before he was
twenty, he was one of the foremost figures in establishing the clipper-ship
line around Cape Horn to San Francisco. Before he was thirty, he built

the first street-railway in England, paying for it out of his own pocket.
At thirty, he organized the Credit Mobilier, raised the money to commence
work on the Union Pacific railroad, and in person broke the ground for the
first mile of railway track ever laid west of the Missouri. The world could
use any number of men afflicted with this particular brand of eccentricity.
His Autobiography, lately published, makes very brisk and entertaining
reading; and if Mr. Train always sees himself at the center of whatever
was going on, never by any chance on the circumference, that is a habit of
vision common to many others who have far less justification. D. Apple-
ton & Co., New York. $1.25 net; postage 12 cents.

the Trouble The Taskmasters, by George K. Turner, is a rather promising
WITH introductory volume to the " First Novel "

series. It is a story of
N'inv England. a New England manufacturing town, and is concerned largely

with the oppressions of employers, the ignorant submissiveness of the em-
ployed sometimes swelling into rebellion, and the machinations of ring
politicians. The hero is a young enthusiast who sees his mission to lie in

reforming things both in general and in particular. He narrowly escapes
the accustomed fate of reformers, through no fault of his own. It is a

holding story, earnestly told, and if the author lays on his colors con-

siderably thicker than they are found in life, that is a fault not confined

exclusively to "first novels." The final philosophizing is interesting for

sundry reasons— one of which is the surprise at learning that for a cen-

tury and a half New England has been "damned with clammy sentimen-

tality; all our thinking reeking with sentimental rot — political, s.

religious." McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.25.
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The latest volume of essays, lectures and addresses by Rt. Rev. justice
J. L(. Spalding-, Bishop of Peoria— Socialism and Labor, and to a
Other Arguments, has an added interest by reason of his appoint- just man.
ment as member of the Coal Strike Commission. It needed no added

weight. Bishop Spalding's thinking is habitually of that clear, direct,

undodging sort which commands invariable attention and respect. For my-
self, the address at the Altgeld Memorial Meeting is fullest of interest.

Its tenor may be gathered from its closing phrases :

I salute, with admiration, respect, and reverence the memory of a srenuine and heroic man
— the truest servant of the people and the most disinterested politician whom Illinois has
known since Lincoln died.

A different Altgeld, to be sure, from the one who was believed by many
sincere— but mistaken— gentlemen to be a menace to society and a proper

subject to stand up blindfolded against a wall before a firing line. A. C.

McClurg & Co., Chicago. 80 cents net.

There are many good reasons for reading Joel Chandler Harris's another
Gabriel Tolliver, and I discover none for abstaining from it. It stoky of
is a clean and well-wrought story, in the first place. Then it reconstruction.

gives a picture of what "Reconstruction" meant in Georgia, which is of

distinct historical value, though masquing as fiction. The point of view
is that of the South, yet it is by no means rabidly partizan— indeed, it

seems to this Northern reader a moderate and just statement of conditions

that must have been almost intolerable. And Mr. Harris neither adds
local color nor makes character-studies. His people simply live where
they belong and go about their accustomed business— and he lets the

reader see them. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York
;
C. C. Parker, L,os

Angeles. $1.50.

The Romance of Business is a vein discovered only lately, and how
the writers who mine it persistently and successfully are still very much is

few. Two of those whose first delvings were most profitable
— '

fiction ?

Frank Norris and Harold Frederic— have passed untimely, and Harry K.
Webster is probably the first of those that are left. His Roger Drake,
Captain of Industry, is both a fascinating story and an illuminating study
of the development of a great industry, of the growth of mighty indus-

trial combinations and of the battles of financial giants where mines and
railroads and newspapers— and for that matter legislatures and courts— are

to be fought over, and bought and sold. Not the least interest in this book
is the closeness with which, at some points, it follows the Daly-Clark feud
in Montana, where the scene of the story is laid. It leaves one wondering
how far the parallelism goes. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

In considering the series of " Best Writings of Great Authors," an offering
of which The Best of Stevenson and The Best of Balzac are al- of
ready published, one is driven to various wonderiugs. As to fragments.
whether, for instance, someone will presently undertake to introduce us to

the Best of Greek Art by offering for our inspection the heel of the

Winged Mercury, the waist of the Venus of Melos, and the contorted face of

Laocoon. By no such method, in fact, is it possible to learn anything
worth the while about any work of art. Assuming, however, that such a

forking up of fragments is to be permitted at all, it is reasonably well
done in the present case by Alexander Jessup. L/. C. Page & Co., Boston ;

C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.25 each.

The strength and the charm of Charles G. D. Roberts as shown Connecticut
in Barbara Ladd— and as has been evidenced in former works— as it

lie in his intimate sympathy with the forest, the river, the NEVER was.

meadow, and the wild things that are at home there. As a student of
human character or a writer of historical romance, he leaves much to be
desired. The present story professes to be of Connecticut in Revolutionary
times, but it is a Connecticut quite unlike any of which sober students have
found any trace in the records. Nor is the spoiled child who attempts to

commit suicide because she has been scolded either convincing or attract-

ive. There is a curiously feminine note throughout the book for one that
is from a masculine pen. I>. C. Page & Co., Boston ; C. C. Parker, L,os

Angeles. $1.50.

In the stories collected under the title Whom The Gods De- straying
stroyed, Josephine Dodge Daskam has for the most part deserted away from
the field in which she is, if not facile princeps, at least facile inter home.
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principes

— the study of child-life— to make tempting excursions into
meadows where others have delighted to browse. Without being disre-

spectful, one may imagine Mary Wilkins, Richard Harding Davis and
others looking slightly asquint at the daring and skillful incursionist, and
taking a fresh grip higher up on their hard-won laurels. But after all

Miss Daskam shines most brightly within her own particular bailiwick —
witness, in this volume, the tale called A Little Brother of the Books.
Chas. Scribner'8 Sons, New York. $1.50.

some The purpose of the "Flame Series" is announced as being to
knotty discuss "

Literature, Politics, Labor and other fundamental and ar-

KTiQUETTK. tistic interests of the period
" in a manner " free as thought, yet

as inoffensive to the charitable mind as the etiquette of judicious language
can make them." Here is a specimen of the "

etiquette of judicious lan-

guage
" from Lionel Josephare's answer to The Divine Question :

Of what Godhood consists, I, unlike those who, having- seen him by the River of Chebar or
in Heaven's thunder and lightning and speak of him in devasted obscurity, can but drop the
futile pen in ignorance. He lives His thoughts, and this all article is a thought of Him.

All of which may be true, if one could but untangle it. A. M. Robertson,
San Francisco. 25 cents net.

frhsh GiyEAN- To take a hopelessly hackneyed subject and extract from it a
ings from fresh, novel and thoroughly entertaining book is, to put it mildly, a
an ot,D field, difficult task. A Los Angeles woman, Katharine Hooker (Mrs. J.

D.), has accomplished this in brilliant fashion with her Wayfarers in Italy.
Her success is partly due to a choice of paths not beaten hard by the tour-
ist foot, partly to a fine discrimination in both seeing and telling, partly to
a simple, straightforward, yet delicate, style. The illustrations, from pho-
tographs by the author's daughter, are as unshopworn and artistic as the
text. The book is beautiful at every point. Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York. $3 net.

not OF John Bennett has chosen for the scenes on which Barnaby Lee
The BASER appears New Amsterdam under the rule of ode-legged, choleric

sort. Peter Stuyvesant, and Maryland under the governorship of gallant,
debonair Charles Calvert. Though it originally appeared in St. Aicholas,
the story is far too good for those elders who love a stirring and lifelike
tale to allow the youngsters to claim a monopoly of it. If it were given to

ever3? struggler in the field of historical romance to weave so compelling a

story upon so convincing a back-ground, there would be smaller cause for
the shrugging of shoulders. The Century Co., New York ; Stoll & Thayer
Co., Los Angeles. $1.50.

After a prolonged silence, Pierre Loti reappears in print with The Last
Days of Pekin, being an account of his experience in China as an officer in
the French navy. It was originally written in the form of letters to the

Figaro, and is rather of transient journalistic interest than of permanent
value. Yet his style is unblemished, and the book will entertain its read-
ers. The translation by Myrta L. Jones seems competent, and the illustra-

tions are well selected. Little, Brown & Co., Boston. $1.75 net.

A Southern boy sent to the care of a Northern uncle, who is a physician
living in a part of Southern Illinois where Confederate sympathy is strong,
is the central figure in Mary Tracy Earle's The Flag on the Hilltop. The
flag is the method the doctor takes of proclaiming his allegiance to the
Union cause and his defiance to the threats of the "

Knights of the Golden
Circle." It is a sane and clean story, but exciting none the less. Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., Boston

;
Stoll & Thayer, Los Angeles. 90 cents net.

Ernest Crosby's Swords and Plowshares is for the most part a blend of

Tolstoy and Walt Whitman. It is offered as a collection of " Poems and
Word Pictures." The word-pictures are there in force, but the poems are

scanty.
" The Bugler in the Rear," addressed to Rudyard Kipling, sounds

a high and strong note. Mr. Crosby hates war, and every other kind of

oppression, with a deadly hatred, speaks his thoughts fearlessly, and never
fails to be worth reading. Funk & Wagnalls Co., New York. $1 net.

The Reformer is as thoroughly in earnest as the rest of the Rev. Chark >

M. Sheldon's books, and less removed from everyday practicability than
some of them. The object of his attack this time is mainly the " double-
deck " tenement and the infamously greedy landlord, though the Demon
Rum does not escape wholly unscathed. It is a sound and wholesome book.
Advance Publishing Co., Chicago. $1.50.

Charles Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

THE ETHICS OF IRRIGATION.

fijSjflHE efforts made in the last few years to force living eco-

J^ nomic questions upon the attention of public men and

legislative bodies have been successful in a gratifying

gree. The new Governor of California put the subject of irri-

gation and forest laws well to the front of his inaugural mes-

sage. This of itself was a great service to the cause, because it

marked the rise of new questions upon the political horizon,

The Works Irrigation Bill has been generally spoken of by the

correspondents at Sacramento as the most important measure to

come before the Legislature. These facts are well worth men-

tioning as a matter of encouragement to those who have labored

in public movements and who have sometimes grown weary be-

cause the prospect of results seemed remote. The truth is that

the California Water and Forest Association has done a great
work. This would be true even if, in the end, every specific

measure presented by it should fail of enactment. It has raised

issues which needed to be raised, and which must somehow be

settled if California is ever to come into her own. It has aroused

and organized public sentiment and furnished a forum for dis-

cussion. In exactly the same way, the California Constructive

League has performed a service by inducing the political parties

to take up these questions in their platforms and so force them

upon the attention of executive and legislative officers. It is

not too much to say that the influences flowing from these

movements in the past four years have brought us to the thresh-

old of a new era in the history of the Pacific Coast. Consider

the matter of their literature alone. If it were all brought
together between one pair of covers — speeches, platforms, gov-
ernment reports, magazine and newspaper articles— it would
make a volume of great size and dignity. It would be a volume,
too, in which the future historian would find the springs of

events, some of which have already happened, but more of

which are reserved for development during the momentous years
to come.

There are some people who are discouraged
— some who are
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even indignant
— because the progress of these movements has

been marked by serious divisions of public sentiment. These

people have wished that all might go smoothly to swift results.

They have resented any assertion of individual dissent from

propositions laid down in the official action of these Associa-

tions, regarding it as an unwarranted disturbance of the peace.

This is a narrow view, founded on a mistaken idea of the spirit

of our institutions. We are living through the birth-throes of

a new civilization, which is to grow up and flourish in an envi-

ronment yet novel to our race. It is not only natural and inevit-

able, but altogether best, that this process should be accom-

panied by the friction which arises from differing minds and

conflicting principles. In his last magazine article, published

about the time of his death, Tom Reed reviewed the results of

the November election as affecting certain grave economic

problems. He remarked that these problems are still with us,

but added: "We have escaped the one great danger of all

democracies — the settlement of great questions without dis-

cussion." The same idea was in the mind of Governor Pardee

when I asked him how he stood on the proposed irrigation legis-

lation. He answered that he wanted to see the measure intro-

duced and thoroughly discussed. Whether the bill should be

passed or defeated in the end, he seemed to regard as of second-

ary consequence. He appreciated the fact (and it is good to

have a Governor who does) that irrigation is one of the very

big questions of the future, and he wanted the debate to begin

at once ;
for he was confident that out of the fires of discussion

would come in time measures essential to the growth and great-

ness of California.

In response to the Governor's request, I am going to

to measure make my contribution to the irrigation debate in these
principles,

pages. I would likej to lift the discussion to its highest

plane. Let us look at it first in its elemental aspects rather than

in its details. There is such a thing as the Ethics of Irrigation,

for ethics is the doctrine of man's duty in respect to himself and

the rights of others.

This definition is surely a good enough yardstick whereby to

measure the principle on which the irrigation institutions of

California and the West ought to be firmly established. It

must be frankly conceded, of course, that the water laws we

now have are the growth of more than half a century, and that

we are not in a position to proceed as if we had a clean, blank

page on which to write our views. Nevertheless, we must not

forget that California is in its infancy. With all our talk about

big things, we have been living through an era of little things.
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We have turned the small stream, built the small reservoir, and

drained the small swamp. The mighty streams, the mighty

reservoirs, the mighty swamps— these remain to be dealt with

by the statesmanship, the engineering genius and the social

forces of the future. If we have done the little end of our

development in the wrong way, are we to make the vast develop-

ment of the future conform to the wrong methods and principles

which grew up imperceptibly in consequence of our ignorance

and inexperience ? Or, rather, are we to consider our great

problems from the standpoint of right and justice, then proceed

to build in accordance with correct principles, and even aim at

the gradual reorganization of existing institutions in conformity
therewith ? It seems to me there is but one answer to the ques-

tion. We shall be shamefully false to our obligations to pos-

terity if we perpetuate the wrongs which were fastened upon
our economic life by those who failed to appreciate the signifi-

cance of what they were doing in shaping our early laws and

customs.

What is the true doctrine of "man's duty in respect „.
_ __

to himself and the rights of others " in connection with in humid
the water supply of an arid region ? Is it the doctrine lands.

of private ownership of water apart from lands ?

In humid countries there is no question of the artificial diver-

sion of water from its natural channels. The settler acquires a

piece of soil, and inseparably associated with it are the three

other elements— air, sunshine and moisture — essential to its

prosperous cultivation He is, therefore, a free man. He is

ready to go into a partnership with nature to support himself

and his family and to make comfortable provision for old age.

No man may say to him :

"
See here, my friend, I appropriated the air before you bought

this land. The land is worthless without the air. I will sell

you as much of my air as you need at so much per cubic foot."

Neither may another man come to him and say :

"
I knew this land would some day be in demand and so I

stepped in and appropriated the sunshine (they were giving it

away at that time), and as your land is utterly without value

unless you can have the use of a reasonable amount of sunshine,
I will sell you what you need at so much per quart."

Still better this settler on humid land cannot be approached
by a waterlord who will say :

'

My dear friend, I came here a little earlier than you did and
looked over the country to find a good speculation. I was
shrewd enough to perceive that these valleys would some time
sustain a dense population engaged in tilling the soil. I noticed
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that the rainfall was not sufficient to permit of intense cultiva-

tion on small areas unless supplemented by irrigation. I went

up to the mountains and found a treasure-house— the accumu-
lated snows of the winter— and I found places where the waters

which flow therefrom might be conveniently stored. I looked

up the laws and found I could appropriate these waters and file

upon these reservoir sites, thus acquiring
- the individual pro-

prietorship of the great natural element without which your
land is worthless. Now, you are just the man I have been wait-

ing for. You have bought this little farm. You cannot make

your home here without using the water that I own. I will sell

you what you need at so much per miner's inch, and hereafter

you and your heirs and assigns, to the remotest generation, will

pay tribute to me and mine."

The man who has made his home in humid regions does not

encounter any of these proprietors. He owns the land and with

it gets air, sunshine and moisture, and, therefore, he is free—
secure in "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." Would
he be in the same situation if the air were owned apart from the

land, if the sunshine were owned apart from the land, or if the

water were owned apart from the land ? These are of those

automatic, self-answering questions that require no elucidation.

The man who owns the air, the sunshine or the water essential

to another man's existence is the master, while the other man is

his tenant, his subject, his serf. This being so, is it not per-

fectly plain that
"
man's duty in respect to himself and the

rights of others," in the matter of irrigation, is to see that

land and water are inalienably united in a single ownership?

It will be said that these views are ideal and suited

conskkvativb only to abstract discussion. Further, it will be said
opinions.

that they are the views of a radical, and part and parcel

of "the teeming communism of the day," to quote the words of

one comfortable Lord of the Melting Snow. Hence, it is highly

important to show that such is not the case. Some of the wisest

and sanest men who have ever considered the problems of

aridity in anything approaching a disinterested and philosophical

spirit proclaimed these ideas long ago.

The first scientific explorer of the arid region was Major John

W. Powell, who became founder of the United States Geological

Survey. He served in that capacity until his voluntary retire-

ment a few years since. It is worth while to note that he be-

longed to what in these days is the party of conservatism,

though it was born out of the throes of glorious radicalism—
the Republican Party. He was appointed and reappointed by

Republican Presidents. Therefore his title to patriotism and
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sanity is unassailable. Neither was he shallow in an intellectual

sense. He was really a great man, as every one admits. He
studied the arid region when it was in its first blush of corporate

development. And then he put upon record these solemn

words :

If, in the eagerness of present development, a land and water system shall

grow up in which the practical control of agriculture shall fall into the

hands of water companies, evil will result therefrom that generations may
not be able to correct, and the very men who are now lauded as benefactors

to the country will, in the ungovernable reaction which is sure to come, be

denounced as oppressors of the people.

Let us have another quotation from a good conservative Re-

publican source. Nelson A. Miles is General of the Armies of

the United States. He served long in the arid regions. He is

sane and patriotic. He saw what was going on, and his mind
dwelt irresistibly upon the issues of the future. He was utterly

disinterested, being neither owner of water nor attorney of

water-selling corporations. And he put these words on record :

Private or corporate enterprise cannot be trusted with the water monopoly
in the arid regions of the West.

Finally, we have the ever-memorable declaration of another

good Republican
—

experienced in the life of the arid region,

disinterested, sane and patriotic, like Powell and Miles— the

declaration of Theodore Roosevelt, President of the United

States :

" Private ownership of water apart from land cannot prevail without

causing enduring wrong."

What are we going to do with these solemn statements of opin-
ion by great men who are admittedly sane, patriotic and conserva-

tive ? Possibly we might brush aside the views of other thought-
ful students of the subject, who have not the same eminence or

who do not belong to the same political party. But when the

Founder of the Geological Survey, the General of the Army, the

President of the United States, unite in declaring that water
should not be owned apart from the land, to be sold to the

masses of our producers, I hardly see how this view of the ques-
tion can be ignored, even by our most conservative and substan-

tial fellow-citizens, whether college presidents, government ex-

perts, eminent attorneys, or judges upon the bench.

Let us go now from the realms of abstract to that of „M *««.
concrete and practical economics. Wherever there has of

been large and abiding prosperity in the arid region,
expbriknce.

water and land have been united in the same ownership. For

instance, there was a convention at Riverside in December to

voice the unanimous protest of Southern California irrigators

against the Works Bill. In that convention, and in the move-
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ment growing out of it, between thirty and forty water com-

panies were represented. Every single one of them was a land-

owner's company. That is to say, those who own the water
and the canals, also own the land supplied by them. There is

a sharp distinction between such companies and water-selling

corporations. A law which would benefit the one would be in-

jurious to the other. Riverside, Ontario, Corona, Santa Ana,
Pomona, Anaheim, and the rest, are irrigated in this way.
Redlands is to some extent an exception, as it was supplied by a

speculative company owing the water apart from the land (the

Bear Valley Company), and a sad experience it had. The fam-

ous Riverside Colony began with two clssses in its citizenship— one owning the water, the other owning the land. Grave
abuses and widespread dissatisfaction ensued. There was strife

and friction for several years. Peace came at last — when the

landowners acquired the water and canals. Most of the canals

in the San Joaquin Valley are owned in the same way, though
in that locality some of the landowners are possessed of enor-

mous estates, and their water systems are large in proportion.
On the other hand, localities could be cited all over the arid re-

gion, where a corporation owned the water supplied to large
numbers of small farmers. In such cases there has seldom been

lasting prosperity, either to the settlers or to the water owners.

American irrigation began in Utah. There the farmers own
all of the ditches, and the waterlord is unknown. The famous
settlements in Colorado were built on the same foundation. Our

experience in this field has been identical with that of other

countries. To illustrate, Elwood Mead, in his discussion of

California irrigation, makes the following reference to Spanish

experience :

In Valencia, the most beautiful and prosperous section of Spain, irrigated
agriculture dates back to the Moors. Water rights are founded on customs
which are older than records. Water and land are inseparable. Every
writer who has visited Valencia is of the opinion that the thrift, the skill,
and the success shown by farmers comes from the peace and security
which go with the control of both elements of production in an arid region— water and land. In the same province the results of the separate owner-
ship of water and land are as completely manifest. In the district of Elche,
water was originally controlled by the landowners, but land and water
were not made inseparable. Gradually water rights were bought up by
outsiders. Now the farmer buys water from these owners of streams just
as he buys fertilizers. The water tolls have been raised, farmers impov-
erished, and all progress and prosperity banished. In the province of

Murcia, water is attached to the land, and farmers are prosperous. In

Lorca, land and water are separated, and the result, says a recent report, la
"
large profits for the waterowner, poor farmers, and languishing agricul-

ture."

In the summer of 1900 the Water and Forest Asso-
HRRB WAS

. ...
thk ciation began an aggressive campaign looking pn-
promisk. mar i]y to the reformation of California water laws,
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but ultimately to the storage of the floods and the saving

of the forests. Those who were guiding the movement

thought it essential that a special tribunal should be ap-

pointed to adjudicate a multitude of conflicting rights, that

water rights should issue from the State, and that some form

of administration should be appointed over the appropria-

tion and distribution of water. Some one had to go out

before the people to explain the work, and I happened to be

selected for the service. When I began, the Association had a

meagre but distinguished membership— less than one hundred

all told, but most of them Brigadier Generals in a social and

professional sense. What was wanted was some plain people

to make up the rank and file. I got them, to the extent of

several thousands. And upon what terms were they enlisted ?

The evils of existing water laws were clearly pointed out, and

the need of reform was strongly urged. The keynote of my ad-

dresses and writings in the interest of the movement was the

following :

" What is the great natural law of irrigation ? It

is this— that in an arid land each man is entitled to receive as

much water as he may apply to a beneficial purpose, but not one

single drop to hold out of use to speculate on the necessities of

his fellowmen." The public responded to that sentiment. They
were ready to assist in building the State in accordance with

that principle of water-ownership. Occasionally I found that

the statement offended individuals. These were generally in-

dividuals who had more water than they could apply to a bene-

ficial purpose themselves, and were not averse to holding it ont

of use in order to speculate upon the necessities of their fellow-

men. Sometimes these people complained at headquarters, but

I kept on preaching the gospel to the end of the chapter. A few

months later I learned that some of the officers of the Associa-

tion had been apologizing for my statements and giving private

assurances that the movement was not undertaken for the pur-

poses I described. At the first opportunity I addressed the

people of Presno at a farmers' institute, telling them there were

evidently two views in the Association, and that we should en-

deavor to find out at the next annual convention which was the

official one. The next annual convention rolled around after

some months. Two platforms were prepared, representing two
different views. One of them prevailed.

I now invite the earnest attention of the Governor of Califor-

nia, of the members of the Legislature, of the members of the

Water and Forest Association, and of all who have the slight-

est interest in the Works Irrigation Bill, to the following em-

phatic declarations of the platform adopted at San Francisco,
December 20, 1901 :
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We congratulate President Roosevelt upon his espousal of the cause of

forest preservation and Irrigation development. . . (His) recommenda-
tion in favor of national construction of storage reservoirs, and of large
main canals as a means of reclaiming and opening to settlement the arid

public domain, meets with our hearty approval. We agree with him when
he says :

" Great storage works are necessary to equalize the flow of streams and
to save the floodwaters. Their construction has been conclusively shown
to be an undertaking too vast for private effort."
And we further agree with the statement contained in his letter to the

Irrigation Congress of 1900:
"

It is not possible, and, if it were possible, it would not be wise, to have
the storage work done merely through private ownership."
We hail with satis/action these declarations by the President of the

United States that works of irrigation are essentially public utilities and
ought to be constructed, owned and administered by the people and for the

people.
With equal heartiness we commend the following quotations from the

message, showing the President's familiarity with conditions in the West
and his conclusions based thereon :

" Whoever controls the stream practically controls the land it renders

productive, and the doctrine of private ownership of water apart from land
cannot prevail without causing enduring wrong. The recognition of such

ownership, which has been permitted to grow up in the arid regions, should

give way to a more enlightened and larger recognition of the rights of the

public in the control and disposal of the public water supplies." In the arid States, the only right to water which should be recognized
is that of use. In irrigation this right should attach to the land reclaimed
and be inseparable therefrom. Granting perpetual rights to others than
users, without compensation to the public, is open to all the objections
which apply to giving away perpetual franchises to the public utilities of
cities.
" We are dealing with a new and momentous question in the pregnant

years while institutions are forming, and what we do will affect not only
the present but future generations." Our aim should be not simply to reclaim the largest area of land and
provide homes for the largest number of people, but to create for this new
industry the best possible social and industrial conditions."

If it be unwise to permit private capitalists to construct storage works
for the reclamation of lands now publicly owned, but hereafter to pass
into the proprietorship of millions of American citizens, it follows with

unerring logic that it is equally unwise for private capital to build storage
works in the great interior valleys of California, in the Coast Region and
in the South, for the reclamation of lands already owned and occupied by
private individuals, but destined to be subdivided and disposed of to thou-
sands of new citizens when irrigation is supplied.

If it be true, as the President says, that on the public lands " the doc-
trine of private ownership of water apart from land cannot prevail with-
out causing enduring wrong," it is equally true that "enduring wrong"
would follow the application of that dangerous doctrine to private
lands which must look for irrigation to a source beyond their own control.

Hence, it follows that " the recognition of such ownership should give
way to a more enlightened and larger recognition of the rights of the

public."
As a means of carrying out the recommendations of the President, and

of shaping the laws and institutions of California in conformity with
those which his administration proposes for all of the arid States of the

West, we favor the following course of action : (Then follows a provision
for the appointment of a Commission to prepare a new code of water laws
and a recommendation for a generous appropriation by the State "

to be

expended in collaboration with the United States Geological Survey and
Irrigation Investigations of the Department of Agriculture ").
We are opposed to any attempt to store the floodwaters of the State by

means of private enterprise, because such a policy would foster and en-
trench the system of private water monopoly which, in the language of
President Roosevelt, "cannot prevail without causing enduring wrong."
. . . The construction of large storage work under any plan on streams

already in active use, will unavoidably conflict to some extent with exist-
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ing canals. While we declare our unalterable conviction that in all such
cases the public interests must be treated as paramount, we nevertheless
favor the fullest protection of vested rights now recognized by our laws
and judicial decisions.

This was the declaration which the California Water AND H -RB
and Forest Association published to the world as the the pitifdx,

solemn expression of its Third Annual Convention, after
rbsuu*.

it had had ample time to ripen its convictions by thought and

study and debate. It appointed a Commission to carry this

declaration into effect by "shaping the laws and institutions of

California in comformity with those which his (President

Roosevelt's) administration proposes for all the arid States of

the West." It was expected that the Commission would favor

reformation of irrigation laws, particularly looking to the ad-

justment of conflicting titles and the orderly distribution of

water in accordance therewith. But the paramount object of

its creation was to provide some means for the storage of floods

in reservoirs which, the declaration said, "are essentially

public utilities and ought to be constructed, owned and admin-

istered by the people and for the people."

So far as the report of the Commission sought to provide for

the adjudication of rights, it was feeble and futile. So far as

it sought to provide administration of the streams, it was pre-

posterous and dangerous ; for it gave us nothing but the vicious

principle- of private police to serve water-selling corporations.

But these were mere details. The one great object of the whole

undertaking was completely subverted.

The Association had declared that it was "opposed to any

attempt to store the floodwaters of California by means of pri-

vate enterprise." Its Commission then proceeded to frame a

bill which made no provision whatever for storing the flood-

waters by public enterprise, and which was designed to leave our

irrigation development wholly to private enterprise. This

necessarily involves private ownership of water apart from land,

because the works that must now be built are far beyond the

reach of such cooperative organizations as have dealt with the

problem in the South, and nothing is left except to call upon
great corporations. The Works Bill would turn over to such

corporations, without compensation, the priceless franchise for

the storage of floodwaters. It would create a system of tenantry
not essentially different from that which has made Ireland one

of the most unhappy and unprosperous places on the globe. For

ownership of the soil does not confer economic independence, if

the soil be worthless without water, and if the water be owned

apart from the land by those who rent it to the actual producers.
In Ireland the proprietary interest is represented by the land-
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lord
;
in California it would be represented by the waterlord.

There is no economic and no moral difference, since in both

cases a great natural element essential to human existence be-

comes the subject of monopoly, and those who must have it in

order to make a living: from the soil become mere tenants who
are called upon to divide the products of their labor with the

great proprietor.

Study the platform which the Water and Forest Association

published to the world as its declaration of principles in 1901,

then consider the provisions of the Works Bill, and you must

agree with me that there was never a sadder instance of the

complete miscarriage of a worthy effort to build a new country

on sound lines.

stand fikm ** *s always unpleasant to disagree with anybody, par-

for the ticularly with eminent citizens with whom one has en-
right.

j ye(j agreeable associations in public movements in the

past. It is not pleasant to be criticized— still less so to be misun-

derstood. But these things are trifles compared with the de-

sertion or betrayal of great principles in which one believes

with all one's heart and soul. A man who is a man will do

right as God gives him to see the right. Nothing was ever so

clear to my mind as that the ethics of irrigation
— "man's duty

in respect to himself and the rights of others "— demands that

land and water should be joined in the same ownership. The
farm may be small or large, but water should belong to it as in-

separably as the air and sunshine. This principle is often real-

ized by individuals acting alone, and more often by communi-

ties organized in cooperation. But we have now outgrown the

day of little things. We are standing face to face with tasks of

mighty dimensions. Either we must turn them over to corpora-

tions, a course which the President says,
"

is open to all the ob-

jections which apply to giving away perpetual franchises to the

public utilities of the cities ;" or we must have a splendid sys-

tem of public works, constructed by State or Nation, or by both

in cooperation.* After us will come millions and millions of

people. Shall we bequeath to them the evils which Major
Powell foresaw and predicted as the certain consequences of

"giving practical control of agriculture to water companies,"

or shall we lay the broad foundations of a true Republic of Irri-

gation ?

One distinguished citizen recently said to me : "It is true, as

you allege, that the Works Bill does encourage and protect

•Another article will deal with practical measures looking to this end, and will, perhaps,

have peculiar value front the fact that it will be written after full discussion with many
leading men representing various shades of public opinion.
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private speculation, and does favor ownership of water apart

from land, but that is not an innovation. It exists today in

California." Certainly it does, and so did slavery exist yester-

day in the South. That did not make it right, and that did not

prevent its overthrow. The apologists for that ancient wrong
are well-nigh forgotten. The men who drove it from the face

of the earth are immortal. The day will come when we, or our

children, will look with amazement upon the history of a bill

founded on the principle of private speculation in the rains and

snows of an arid land. Fortunately, not all the abhorrence of

this principle is standing far forward in the dim aisles of

the future. I believe there is enough of it here and now to

prevent the consummation of this wrong. I confidently assert

that the Water and Forest Association itself, if it could be as-

sembled in a great convention, would vote overwhelmingly

against it. The actual users of water throughout the State are

arrayed in protest. Some of the strongest names in Western His-

tory
— names like Powell and Miles and Roosevelt— cry out

against it. And those who in this struggle are thinking only of

the interests of mankind may well say to their opponents, as Wil-

liam Lloyd Garrison said to his when fighting a similar battle

in an earlier generation :

"
_Z~ -will not retract, I will not equivocate, I will not retreat a

single inch. AND I WILL BE HEARD."
Wm. E. Smythe.

* TRUE source: or WATER supply.
By SAMUEL ARMOR*

THE SANTA ANA RIVER IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA USED TO
ILLUSTRATE THE SUBJECT AS TYPICAL OF OTHER STREAMS

CONSIDERABLE misapprehension arises in the minds of

some people about the source of the water which flows

seaward from the interior. What produces it ? Where
does it come from ? These questions may not arise in sections

where the source of the supply is manifest to all in the frequent
rains

;
but in the arid regions of the West it is often cause for

wonder that water will continue to flow in some of the streams

eight or nine months without replenishment from the rains, and
even two or three years, in exceptional cases, with a very scant

supply.

* [The author of this paper is President of the Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Company^
as he has been for many years. He has, therefore, had the best opportunity to observe the
conditions of which he writes. He combats the widely-accepted theory that water used for

irrigation upon the upper course of a stream very largely returns to the channel and may
thus be used again. In assuming this position he opposes the conclusions of both scientific

and practical men in all parts of the arid region.—W. E. S.]
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Quite recently an otherwise intelligent man pointed out some

prominent rocks far up the mountain as
"
water-making rocks,"

which he said produced the water in the Santa Ana river. An
article in the California Cultivator, from the facile pen of Wm.
M. Bristol, of East Highlands, Cal., seriously advocated the

theory that a portion, at least, of the underground water in the

basin of the Santa Ana river comes through under the San

Bernardino mountains from the Mojave desert, or even from the

remote Rocky mountains. A number of eminent engineers,

finding considerable water entering the river in its middle and

lower course after all had been taken out for irrigation higher

up, jumped to the conclusion that the water entering below was
the identical water taken out above. All of these theories are

more or less wrong, as will appear during the progress of this

discussion.

The first theory, that the water in the river is the product of

certain "water-making rocks," is absurd, the vagary of an

ignorant and superstitious mind. An examination of these

rocks discloses nothing unusual about them, no chemical action

taking place and no sign of water anywhere near them. It is

strange that such a theory should be invented and still stranger
that any one would believe it.

The second theory, that water comes through under the

mountain range, is not much more reasonable than the first.

Think of it ! That mountain range forms a rock dam many
miles in thickness and more than a mile high. The weight of

»uch a mass of matter, in the upheaval and contraction, would

compact and solidify the underlying strata until every vestige
of a crack would disappear. If it were possible to conceive of

"millions of crevices many miles in length
"
being produced by

any cause in such material, the first seismic action with such a

superimposed weight would close up every one instantly. From
the excavations already made in the mountain side it is learned

that the seams and fissures near the surface, caused by the ac-

tion of the atmosphere and descending water, entirely disappear
and the rock becomes almost too hard to pick or drill toward

the center of gravity of the mountain. Even where the water

has excavated caves and crevices near the surface, the first earth-

quake closes them up, as did one at San Jacinto three years ago,

when several acres of land near the base of the mountain set-

tled from three to seven feet. Besides, the silt in the water

from the surface washings would soon close up the
"

million

devious crevices," as everybody sees that it has done in the clay

seams found in rock taken from any quarry near the surface. A
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piece of two-inch pipe twenty feet long- under a driveway with

good fall and considerable pressure has been known to fill up
solid more than once with the silt from the soil above the pipe.

In view of these facts and illustrations it is reasonable to con-

clude that it is a physical impossibility that any of the under-

ground water in the basin of the Santa Ana river should come

through under the San Bernardino range of mountains from the

Mojave desert or elsewhere.

While the third theory, that the water in the middle and

lower course of the river is return-seepage from the irrigation

above, has more merit than either of the other two, it will not

do to press it too far or rely on it very much. In a few excep-

tional cases, where there is clay or hardpan near the surface,

like the plains of Fresno or some of the mesa west of River-

side, irrigating water will be arrested in its downward course

through the soil and be deflected toward the stream by the dip

of the impervious substratum, until the lower edge of the mesa
and the bottom land become saturated and a small quantity of

water reaches the stream. But in the great majority of cases,

where the soil is deep and underlaid with a loose formation,
none of the water used in irrigation on the mesa away from the

stream ever finds its way back to the river again
— at least not

without being reinforced by the winter rains, when water be-

comes a drug in the market. This fact is demonstrated by the

wells along the lower edge of the mesa which is drenched winter

and summer by the Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Company's
canals. In these the water rises and falls according to the

rainfall, the wet and the dry years, but it is never affected by
the irrigation immediately above the wells. The only reasons

given for this return-seepage theory are that, notwithstanding
the diversion of all the water from the channel above, a large
stream appears below and that the stream is greater now, since

the practice of irrigation, than it was before. In answer to the

first reason, it may be stated that it is usual for a stream to have

additions to its volume along the whole length of its channel,
whether its waters be diverted for irrigation or not. If the first

supply be diverted, the additions will take its place to continue

the stream
;
but where these additions come from is another

story, as Rudyard Kipling says, which will be told best in fig-

ures later in this article. In answer to the second reason, it

may be denied that the stream is greater now than before the

practice of irrigation, on the testimony of those familiar with
the Santa Ana river for a generation. Even if it were so, the
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explanation would be found in the greater proportion of the

rainfall that now sinks into the cultivated fields and shaded

orchards of the valley, thus allowing less run-off and evapora-

tion, rather than in return-seepage from irrigation.

The supernatural and imaginative theories to account for the

water in the Santa Ana river having thus been disposed of, it

now remains to explain the real source of the supply and to

show that the stream is replenished in the usual way by natural

causes. The drainage-basin of the Santa Ana river includes,

in addition to the mountain slopes of its tributaries, all the por-

tion of that great inland valley east of Pomona, which extends

from the San Bernardino mountains on the north to the range
of hills on the south separating it from the lower valley facing
the coast. The surface of this inland valley slopes toward the

river, which passes through it, and also toward the hills on the

south, finding its lowest level below Rincon, where the river

breaks through the range of hills on its way to the ocean. The
winter rains descend each year with varying quantity upon the

entire surface Of the drainage-basin of the river, furnishing all

the water, surface, subsurface and artesian, within such basin
;

the part that does not immediately run off or evaporate sinks

into the soil to supply the underground reservoirs and to ooze

into the stream along down the channel. Andrew C. Lawson,

professor of geology in the University of California, expressed

the opinion that the canon through the hills below Rincon is an

erosion of the river and that there is no other exit, surface or

subterranean, for the water from this inland basin. The deep

borings for oil along the hills corroborate this opinion. A
record, therefore, of the rainfall within the exterior boundaries

of the drainage-basin of the river would be a pretty accurate

measure of all the water that could be counted on to supply the

stream, wells and evaporation in said basin.

The following figures, which cover the widest possible range
of the territory involved, are authentic and fairly represent the

facts and conclusions which they purport to show. The rain-

fall at San Bernardino is the actual record of that place for

thirty years, commencing with the winter of 1870-71. The
rainfall for each of the other places is approximated for thirty

years by comparing the actual record of each, as far back as

any exists, with the record of San Bernardino for the same

years and then adding to or subtracting from the San Bernar-

dino rainfall the difference between the two. The record is in

inches and is the annual average for the periods indicated.
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RAINFALL OF INLAND VALLBY, MAIN BASIN.

San Bernardino for 30 years 15.69
Ontario from 1892 to 1900 12.16

Ontario for 30 years 15.59
Pomona from 1877 to 1900 18.15
Pomona for 30 years 17.93
Chino from 1893 to 1900 12.05
Chino for 30 years 16.55
Corona from 1888 to 1900 11.77
Corona for 30 years 12.71
Riverside from 1880 to 1900 9.99
Riverside for 30 years 10.00
Redlands from 1888 to 1900 15.48
Redlands for 30 years 16.42

Average for seven above towns, main basin,
for 30 years 14.98

RAINFALL OF MOUNTAINS, UPPBR BASINS.

Holcomb Creek from 1891 to 1898 17.81

Deep Creek from 1891 to 1898 28.28

Upper Holcomb from 1891 to 1898 13.25
Green Valley from 1891 to 1898 33.38

Ivittle Bear Valley from 1891 to 1898 28.74
Morse's from 1891 to 1898 48.48
Grass Valley from 1891 to 1898 31.08

Squirrel Inn from 1891 to 1898 32.59
Bear Valley from 1891 to 1898 53.70

Average 9 above stations for 8 years 31.92

Average 9 above stations for 30 years 33.84

Inasmuch as the area of the basin of the Santa Ana river is sub-

divided into mountains, hills and valleys, and as there is no

known record of the rainfall in the hills, it is assumed that 20.00

inches would be a fair average rainfall for them. The average
annual rainfall, therefore, for the three classes of territory em-

braced in the drainage-basin of the river above Rincon, would

stand as follows :

Mountains for 30 years 33.84 inches
Hills for 30 years 20.00 inches

Valleys for 30 years 14.98 inches

The territory, included in the drainage-basin of the Santa
Ana river, has been classified by J. B. Ljppincott, resident

hydrographer of the Federal government, as follows :

Mountains 557 square miles
Hills 382 square miles

Valleys 525 square miles

Total 1464 square miles

If the water, which actually falls upon the drainage-basin of

the river each year could be collected into one body, it would
make a yearly average of nearly two million acre-feet, computed
as follows :

MOUNTAINS— Cubic Feet Water

33.84 inches of rainfall on 557 square miles will produce... 43,789,718,016
Hills—

20.00 inches of rainfall on 382 square miles will produce. ..17,749,248,000
Valleys—

14.98 inches of rainfall on 525 square miles will produce. ..18,280,563,840

Total ...79,819,529,856

And 79,819,529,856 cubic feet of water equal 1,832,404 acre-feet.
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It is customary for engineers to discount the rainfall 50% for

evaporation and run-off
; but, on account of the steep, bare

slopes of the mountains and the dry atmosphere of the interior,

it is thought best to discount the mountain rainfall 75%, that

of the hills 66^i%, and that of the valleys 50%. Applying
these discounts, turning the water into running water and dis-

tributing it over the entire year, the following results appear :

Mountain Rainfall—
Discounted 75%, equals 10,947,429,504 cubic feet.

Turned into running- water, equals 547,371,475,200 inches per sec.
Distributed over the entire year, equals.. 17,345 inches.

Hill Rainfall—
Discounted 66%%, equals 5,916,416,000 cubic feet.

Turned into running- water, equals 295,820,800,000 inches per sec.

Distributed over the entire year, equals.. 9,374 inches.

Valley Rainfall—
Discounted 50%, equals 9,140,281,920 cubic feet.

Turned into running water.equals 457,014,096,000 inches per sec.

Distributed over the entire year, equals.. 14,482 inches.
Total available water within the basin, equals 41,201 inches.

It will thus be seen that, after a very liberal allowance for evap-
oration and run-off, there is still more than enough of the aver-

age rainfall (41,201 inches of perennial water) to account for

all the water that has shown up in the basin of the river, with-

out conveying more through the mountains or using any of it

the second time. If it were otherwise, and there really were

more water in the basin than the figures would indicate there

should be, then the allowance for evaporation and run-off is too

large. Since all of the water in the basin is supplied by the rain-

fall and none of it escapes by secret passages, there must be a

correlation between the total rainfall and the aggregate quan-

tity of water in the basin including the evaporation and

run-off.

Then, again, the valley and half of the hill rainfall, which
would drain into the channel below where the stream is all di-

verted by Riverside, would furnish more water (19,169 inches

of perennial water) than now shows up below that point ;
hcnc^

there is no need of inventing a return-seepage theory to account

for the appearance of such water in the lower channel. While

undoubtedly there is more or less return-seepage, the quantity
is insignificant in comparision with the amount of water sup-

plied by the rainfall.

Still another conclusion may be drawn from the records of the

rainfall. While the rainfall is ample to account for all the water

in the basin of the river, nevertheless it is limited, and this

limit should be recognized in every plan for water development.
The chances for successful development, too, are very much less

at any particular point than the aggregate rainfall in the entire
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basin would seem to promise, because only a small part of such
rainfall ever reaches that particular point by percolation, and

that, too, very slowly. Artificial reservoirs are generally
too small and expensive to be of much service in proportion
to the outlay ;

but the storage capacity of the catchment
basin of the river can be greatly increased. Cultivation of

the soil and the growth of vegetation throughout the valley
section would facilitate the absorption of the rainfall and retard

the surface drainage. The planting and protection of trees and
shrubs over the watershed of the mountain section, with their

leaves, roots and humus, would help to hold back the water
for summer delivery. The government has set apart 1,152

square miles, or 737,280 acres, as a forest reserve in the San
Bernardino mountains, including the sources of the Santa Ana
river and its principal tributaries. If the channel of the river

could also be withdrawn from private ownership and be encour-

aged to grow up like a jungle, it would prevent evaporation and
obstruct the rapid flow of the water. Most irrigators dread the
advent of the power companies upon the streams used for irri-

gation. They believe the hurrying of the spring freshets from
the mountains through pipes and conduits to the valleys below
will leave little water in the streams for summer and fall.

The foregoing conclusions are the certain consequences of the
facts disclosed in the records of the rainfall. Their lesson is,

that to get the best results from a stream for irrigation, the
users of the water must assist nature in conserving the rainfall,
and not drain the natural reservoirs and denude the surface of
the water-shed for the sake of temporary gain.

Orange, Cal.

Main Basin of Santa Ana River.
A—Intake of Anaheim Union Water Co. B—Intake of Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Co.
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A WIDER MEMBERSHIP.
RRANGEMENTS have been perfected whereby all annual

subscribers to Out West may be enrolled as members of

the California Constructive League upon request. No expense
attaches to membership unless local clubs find it necessary or

desirable to raise a fund for their own needs. Any reader of this

magazine who wants to be a member of the League, and who
has not already joined some of its thirty local clubs or other or-

ganizations already affiliated with it, should notify the Secretary
of the Constructive League, at 606 Hearst Building, San Fran-

cisco, or 115 South Broadway, Los Angeles.
" Can women join ?

" Most decidedly ?

OBJECTS OF THE LEAGUE.

The California Constructive League grew out of an article

published in these pages in December, 1901. The article was
entitled "A Program for California." Its fundamental proposi-

tion, which really comprehended all others, was the following :

To compel the political parties to deal -with living questions of
constructive character.

It is notoriously true that the politics of California—as of

most other States — has little or no significance in connection

with economic development. In California we elect a Gov-

ernor once in four years, and a Legislature once in two years.

These elections are usually little more than an ignoble scramble

of small politicians. When there is an issue in the campaign,
it is usually some national question with which our State
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officers have nothing- whatever to do. The years come and go,

and the procession of office-holders marches past into oblivion,

while nothing
- worth while is done to lay the foundations of a

civilization, or to shape its noble superstructure. And so it

must ever be until we shall indeed
"
compel political parties to

deal with living questions of constructive character."

The magazine article which brought forth this movement sug-

gested four specific measures for discussion, as follows i

1. Public works of irrigation.
2. The New Zealand system for dealing with large estates and abolish-

ing land monopoly.
3. A wider and more scientific development of cooperation among pro-

ducers in the purchase of supplies and sale of products.
4. The adoption of some system of compulsory arbitration aiming at the

gradual abolition of disastrous strikes, with a recommendation for the

study of the methods with which New Zealand and Australia are now ex-

perimenting.

All these features were discussed in the pages of this maga-
zine during the past year, and also in half a hundred addresses

delivered by the President of the League over a large portion

of the State between February 15th and July 1st. With a

single exception, all were received with a very great degree of

public interest. The exception was the fourth feature, sug-

gesting compulsory arbitration This met vigorous opposition

at the hands of employers and labor unions alike, and was
therefore dropped from the program. That we shall sometime

discover a better method than the resort to force in the settle-

ment of labor difficulties, most thoughtful men believe, but the

time is not 3
r
et.

LOCAL CLUBS AND LITERATURE.

About thirty clubs were formed as the result of the lecture-

ship last year. Some of them accomplished a great deal. New
clubs ought to be formed, and this can usually be done wher-

ever there is a live man who will work the matter up among
his neighbors. There can be no better basis for a debating

society, and it may have as many pleasant social features as the

members care to undertake.

The present membership of the League cannot be far from

15,000. This is largely composed of other organizations which

have affiliated with it through the official action of their officers

or membership. For instance, the Unity Club of San Fran-

cisco, presided over by Benjamin Fay Mills, joined in a body
This represents about 600. The Economic League of San Fran-

cisco, with its 3,000 members, and most of the Single Tax

League, numbering about 5,000, also signified their desire to be

considered component parts of the League. Several very large

cooperative organizations have done likewise. Through the

new arrangement, by which readers of Out West are permitted
to join, it is hoped 10,000 more may be brought within the fold
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during the present year. While strong- local organization is de-

sirable, it is by no means necessary to accomplish results. There

are a certain number of us in California who recognize our com-

radeship and want to work together to create better conditions

of living for the State which is our home and the object of our

devotion. The Constructive League raises its flag and invites

all who care to do so to stand beneath it. We will keep in touch

with each other through the pages of this magazine, which of

itself constitutes a better and stronger "organization" than

many a more pretentious official machinery.
As to literature, the 20th Century West Department of this

magazine is supplying it regularly. For instance, the funda-

mental thought underlying public works of irrigation is dealt

with this month. Some very extensive plans are on foot looking

to a full presentation of the Problem of Cooperation during the

present year. Later, it is likely that a very full and interest-

ing study of the Problems of Great Estates will be brought out.

We even dream of a Constructive Library, composed of a num-

ber of useful books to be published in such a way that everybody

can buy them without feeling the cost. Thus with our maga-

zines, clubs, lectures, books and big membership we shall grad-

ually realize that little five-word motto of the League— To

Bring Things To Pass.

POLITICAL RESULTS.

Although the movement was very new and lacking in cohe-

sion, it really accomplished a good deal on the field of politics

last year. It did compel both political parties to deal with at

least one living issue of constructive character. This was the

matter of irrigation, which occupied large space in party plat-

forms, ranked high in the inaugural message of Governor

Pardee, and is now the most conspicuous question before the

Legislature at Sacramento. It may be said truly enough that

the League is not responsible for all these results. Still, those

closely in touch with events will freely give it credit for a major

portion of the achievement, so far as actual work in politics is

concerned. There are many organized influences contributing

to the agitation of irrigation and forestry questions. There is

one only which makes any effort to bring these matters into

politics. That is the California Constructive League. Who
can doubt that in the next four years, and the next ten years, it

will accomplish very great results through the influence of its

membership, individually and collectively.

At any rate, we are well started and we are going to keep at

it. If you want to have a hand in bringing things to pass by

turning your influence into the common stream, send in your

name and let us work together from now on.
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SAN DIMAS, LA
CHARTER

VERNE AND
OAR.

By C. H. BIGELOW.
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poet, the novelist and the descriptive writer have taught us to

reverence California as our American antique. We picture sun-

ight poured upon the earth like a boundless benediction. We
imagine valleys green as the emerald. We conjure up visions of mighty
mountains radiant with color, every spur and projection softened by dis-

tance, and all enchanting as a dream.

We come to modern California and our expectations of Eden-like beauty
are realized. We see the result of evolution from savagery to civilization,

from sage brush desert to flowering garden, but give little thought to the

metamorphosis itself.

Where many of our present cities or towns are now located, once roamed

the herds of the early Spanish settlers of this Golden State. They
were the original pioneers who extended the right hand of fellowship

to the Anglo-Saxon, and welcomed him with their boundless hospitality.

They looked upon their vast domains with pride, and never for a moment

imagined that some day these same people would transform the verdant

valleys into beautiful orchards and progressive cities. However, regardless

of what was to be, the Spanish grandees were ever glad to take their

blue-eyed brothers into their respective firesides, and share the benefits

with them.

So today we see the growing villages of San Dimas, La Verne and Char-

ter Oak in the San Gabriel Valley where once were the possessions of three

In San Dimas Canon. Photo by If. C. Norris; Jr.
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A Foothill Ranch nkar San Dimas.

descendants of the patrician blood of Spain, viz., Don Ygnacio Palomares,
Don L/uis Arenas and Don Ricardo Vejar.

They were the owners of that princely estate, the Rancho San Jose\ on

a portion of which these towns are situated. This ranch with its fertile

JPI^^

Will!
|

A l.\ Vl KM HilMK. Photo by If. C. \orru.yr.
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A San Dimas Fan Palm. Photo by H. C. Norris, Jr.

valleys and beautiful surroundings, comprised 22,3+0 acres; it was a Mexi-
can grant conferred upon the above mentioned by Gov. J. B. Alvarado in

March, 1840. In 1859, Don L,uis Arenas disposed of his valuable holdings
to Henry Dalton, and some years later Don Ricardo Vejar sold to Schles-

inger et al, who sold to L,. Phillips. Don Ygnacio Palomares retained his

interest, which was after his death distributed among his heirs, who sold

to other parties, and still retain some valuable holdings. Some years later

it was deemed necessary to obtain a complete abstract of the Rancho San
Jos£ at the request of the attorney for the Palomares heirs, and it took
six men ninety days to make the translations of the Spanish documents
into English and properly complete the work. It is one of the longest ab-
stracts in the world, and fills 38 volumes, which are on file in the Court
House of Los Angeles County.
In 1877, the United States Government confirmed the original grant and

issued a patent to Palomares, Dalton and Vejar. Francisco Palomares, a
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San Dimas Public School. Photo by //. C. Norris, Jt .

While from 1880 to 1886, the development consisted of only a few hundred

acres planted to wheat and barley, yet slowly, but surely, its latent pos-

sibilities were beginning to be appreciated.

The portion of the Upper San Gabriel Valley known as San Dimas, La

aIsan Dimas Church. I'Motolby 11.



Some San Dtmas-LaVerne Homes. Photos by H. C. Norn's, Jr.
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A LORDSBUKG HODSE. Photo by //. C. Norris, Jr.

Verne and Charter Oak is a typical Southern California ranching section.

The aim of this article is to truthfully picture a developing- California

farming- district.

After the boom of '86-'87 a few stragglers were left on the San Jose"

ranch. Some because they could not realize enough on their holdings to

get away and a few because they believed in the valley despite the scarcity
of irrigating water.

The San Jose" Land and Water Co. had succeeded in developing a small
amount of water in the San Dimas canon — a few inches also being avail-

San Dimas Canon. Phot* by H. C. JVorris, Jr.



Some Moke Ranch Humes. Photo by II. C. Norn's, Ji
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able from the " Mud Springs." All told, however, there was not enough
obtainable to provide for 500 acres of land. As a result, Iya Verne was

depopulated and San Dimas existed as little more than a name on the

Santa F£ time card.

In 1887, H. C. Mace planted an orange orchard in Charter Oak and
hauled irrigation water, in wagons, from the springs two miles distant.

About the same time several ranchers attempted the cultivation of decid-

uous fruits and olives. None of these ventures met with permanent suc-

cess on account of the scarcity of water.

At this time the prospects of the old San Jose
-

ranch might have been

very fittingly summed up in one word — " None." Some four years later a

The "Furrow" Method ok Irrigation. Photo by Schivicktenbtts.

few indomitable spirits determined to make one last effort to secure water

for irrigation. They procured a well-drilling outfit, and the result of their

labor was water in abundance at a depth of 80 feet. From that day until

the present the development has been steady and substantial.

There are four distinctive features of this valley which merit mention.

1st. Absolute freedom from frosts.

2nd. Abundance of water.

3rd. Soil suited to either lemon or orange growing.
4th. A population made up of educated progressive people.

The first of these is worthy of more than passing note. The winter of

1901 02 was one of the most severe that California has known for 20 years,

yet scarcely a leaf was curled in La Verne, San Dimas or Charter Oak. In

fact, so favored has this strip of country been that it is known as ""The

Frostiess Belt," When water was first discovered by drilling, the pessi-



The "Zig-Zag" Method of Irrigation. Photo by Schwichtcubcu

The. "Block" Method of Irrigation. Photo by Schwichtenberg
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mists said, ''Only a pocket." The reverse is, however, the case. One of

our western rivers, with the bottom on top and the top on the bottom is un-

doubtedly the source of supply. That the fountain-head is not local is

proved by the fact that in spite of three consecutive dry years the flow has

not decreased. The oldest wells have been lowered, in some instances a

few inches, in some three to four feet, in others not at all.

The following incident will help throw light on the nature of this supply.

About four years ago a number of ranchers determined to drill a test well

to a depth of 300 feet. At the 70-foot level they encountered water gravel
and continued in practically the same formation for the remaining 230 feet.

Today this part of the San Gabriel Valley has one of the most abundant

and cheapest supplies of water in the West.

The major portion of the ranches are owned by people of comparatively
little means. One particularly striking feature of California ranch life is

here most admirably featured, i. e., the social side. A number of literary

A Few Young Orange Trees, San Dimas Nursery.

and horticultural clubs provide for the studious hours, while tennis, ama-
teur photography, etc., offer relaxation to mind and body. In this part of

the world the farmer has time to play. Did you ever arise at 3 a. m.,

go out and waken the stock in order to feed them ? Did you ever shuck
corn with the thermometer trying to crawl into the bulb? Did you ever
have to break ice in the old washpan just outside the kitchen door before

you could wash your face in the morning ?

If you have done these things— and repented— you will appreciate ihe

difference between ten hours a day on a California ranch where the air is

always soft and balmy, where old dame Nature is always smiling, and the

16-hour farm day
" Back East," with half of the year a round of rain and

wind and sleet and snow, and the other half lierce, blinding, stifling heat.

Although comparatively new as a citrus region, 500 cars of lemons and
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The Citkus Growers' Packinc; House.

oranges were shipped last year. These figures are not startling.
"
Signi-

ficant "
is the better word, because not more than one-third of the acreage

already set out is in full bearing. Then, too, there are many acres of

practically raw land awaiting the plow and grader.
One striking feature of this region is, that while land is comparatively

cheap and much remains to be put in orchards, the ranchers as a rule

seem to believe that it is better to do a little well than much ill.

Right here a few facts regarding methods of marketing fruit are not

In San Dimas Canon. I'holo h\ //. ( \orris, Jr.
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amiss. Ninety per cent, is handled cooperatively. San Dimas supports a

Citrus Union and a Lemon Association, with a combined membership of 126.

A certain sum was raised by sale of stock, packing-houses built and equip-

ped, and the net profits divided pro rata. Charter Oak also has a coopera-
tive packing house conducted on a like plan.
San Dimas and Charter Oak divided the honor of receiving the highest

price per box ($15.50) paid to any California grower last year. I say
divided, because, although raised in San Dimas, the Valencias in question
are close enough to Charter Oak for the lighter winds to waft their frag-
rance over that particular district.

Some one has said "every town in the Southwest lays claim to having
the biggest something in the world." The upper San Gabriel Valley is

no exception to the rule. Their "
biggest

"
is the San Dimas Nursery.

This year 400,000 citrus trees have been or will be marketed before summer.
When one considers that this stock is raised entirely in the open with the

exception of
" seeds "

(young trees in the lath-house), we must believe in

tne verity of the " Frostless Belt."

Two transcontinental railroads traverse the valley
— the Southern Pacific

and the Santa Fe\ Distant but 28 miles from Los Angeles, with an elec-

tric railway in process of construction, San Dimas never expects to become
a large city. Ideally located as it is, however, the grim old Sierra Madres
on the north, the green San Jose" hills rolling away to the south, and the

giants of the San Bernardino range on the east, the San Jose" ranch is

destined to become more beautiful with each passing year. The gray
patches of undeveloped land will give way to the green and gold of orange
groves. Additional and more pretentious country homes will be erected. A
few years and Governor Alvarado's gift will be known the world over as
one of the most lovely spots in the "picture State."
The San Dimas Citrus Union will be glad to answer any inquiries con-

cerning this district.

An Orange Tree in February.



On thk Link of the Bay Counties Power Plant.
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T
' OAKLAND.

By CHARLES /. WOODBURY.

|HE third city of California in size, the fifth in the same respect of

the entire Pacific Coast of North America—and yielding the palm
to none of them for possession of the things which make life best

worth living
—this may fairly be called a great city. But Oakland has

been overshadowed by the towering fame of her great neighbor, much as

Brooklyn was by New York until the two were wedded, so that to hundreds

of thousands—even to some Californians—it is the Place where there is a

Pier from which one takes a Ferryboat to go to San Francisco. Yet Oak-
land is not only one of the most thriving, prosperous and important cities

of all the West—it is certain beyond any cavil to stride rapidly forward to

even greater achievements than those of which her citizens are already so

justly proud.
What are the factors which make this sure? They are four in number—

shipping, commerce, manufacture, and, last, but far from least, exceeding

desirability as a place for homes. Note, first, Oakland's magnificent harbor.

Modern business methods eliminate unnecessary movement in handling
traffic. Prompt dispatch is demanded. The only effective combination of

railroad, and steam-craft is at tidewater. Delays for transhipment are the

fatal increments that lose business. If California is to hold alien com-
merce as against the shorter Northern routes, Oakland's harbor must be

utilized. Here already are the most extensive shipyards and marine rail"

ways and the largest coal bunkers of the state. Here is launched annually
a greater amount of tonnage than the aggregate of all other shipyards on

San Francisco Bay. Last year they gave steady employment to 660 men,
and the aggregate of new work completed amounted to nearly a million and
a half of dollars.

The largest California ships have been built here, and here, following

At an Oakland Pier. Photo by H. C ffom's, Jr.
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the lines of largest population,
should be the exchange of car-

goes between the United States

and Oriental nations. The
present method of transfer-

ring freight from and to the

east, while satisfactory in by-

past days, is no longer abreast

with the situation. The only
natural and normal plan now
is to weld land and sea-route

here at the water-edge. It

is only on the eastern shore of

San Francisco Bay, using the

ample water front of Oakland
and Greater Oakland, that Cal-

ifornia's share of the vast bus-

iness of the Western Ocean

can be transacted.

In fact the demand for ocean

front for wharf and dock fa-

cilities becomes continually

more urgent. Oakland handled

freight in 1874, 154,300 tons ;

in 1900, 4,800,000. San Fran-

cisco's deep-water exposures
have become substantially ab-

sorbed. Only lately its Board

of Public Works recommended
the preservation and improve-
ment of Islais Creek, extending
within the bounds of that city,

for harbor appropriation. On
Oakland's harbor line, how-

ever, there are fifteen miles of

water front, with belt of rail-

way, capable of making a com-

modious haven as soon as the

scheme of improvement now

contemplated is complete. The

navigable channel to deep
water will be 26 feet deep at

high water, suitable for or-

dinary classes of seagoing
vessels at present. Larger

appropriations, however, and

more extended work than

have as yet entered infc) the

calculations of those friendly

to Oakland Harbor are needed. Improvements will by and by be neces-

sary. The dimensions of the great sea-freighters are keeping pace with

the tremendous increase of railway power and capacity. The first Pacific

Mail Steamship between New York and San Francisco, the "California,"

was 200 feet in length and drew 20 feet of water. The last, "Oceanic."

measures 685 feet and draws 44 feet. Continually deeper, wider and more
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An Oakland Wharf. Photo by H. C. Norris, Jr

direct harbor entrances are demanded. In all the main seaports the chan-

nels have been deepened. What the tonnage of Oakland will aggre-

gate when the necessary dredging has been completed and the ocean-

freighters can dock and clear regardless of tide movements may be esti-

mated i from the facts that the amount of tonnage handled in 1895 was

Another Watbr Front View. Photo by H C. Norn's, 7r.
)
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2,600,000 as against 154,000 in 1874 when small steam-craft alone plied the

San Antonio water, and the annual tonnage movement of Oakland reached,

by the last tables at command, more than half that of San I'rancisco,

which in 1895 was placed at 2,500,000 register, probably equivalent to

4,000,000 gross.
As to Oakland's future commercial importance, one need only observe

that the greatest agricultural valleys in the State converge here so far as

the shipments of their products and the transit of passengers to and fro'

is concerned
;
also the longest distance electric power line in the world.

Two transcontinental railways also have their terminus here, and a

third has lately received a charter to enter the city.

The vantage held by Oakland as a manufacturing point appears on the

most casual observation. Her shipping facilities alone are enough to

Among thk Contka Costa Hii i .-.

(In the suburbs <>t Oakland.)
I'holo I

enable her to dominate the situation — who does not know that manufac-

turing establishments are wont to gather at points to which the raw
material can most easily be brought and from which the finished product
can most readily be shipped ? The high price of power has been in the

past a barrier to extensive industrial development, but the cheap and ex-

haustless supplies of oil have gone far to remedying this for the whole

State ; while for Oakland in particular the conduits along which electricity

Hows across Carquinez from the distant mountains are of great import-
ance. In fact, no other year of Oakland's history has witnessed such in-

dustrial progress as the one just past. Mills and factories have multiplied

apace and thrived exceedingly. A single fact will startle those who are

not already familiar with it— Oakland's industrial wage account during
1002 was more than nine million dollars. And this, of course, takes no

account of the prodigious steel, sheet-iron, tin-plate, and corrugated iron

plants, each to cost in the neighborhood of $5,000,000, and all now under

construction
;
nor of the manylother projects of only less importance
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Lake Merritt. (Oakland's7unique["water-park.) Photo by E. R. Jackson.

The reminiscences of Oakland are dramatic. In 1852, with a dozen

buildings, a school-house, the only church a tent, and 250 inhabitants, it

received its town charter. In 1850, the first American came. In 1854, it

was incorporated as a city, and its first white child born. In|1865, its popu-
lation was 8,000 ;

in 1870, 17,000 : in 1880, 35,000. In 1898, its boundaries

were extended to the Berkeley line. In 1900, it numbered nearly 70,000

souls. Today the census declares 82,195. During the last thirty-seven

years, the United States has doubled its population ;
California has trebled

hers
; Oakland has multiplied its inhabitants by the sacred number, seven.

In values of properties the ratio of increase is even greater. Note the fol-

lowing table :

1870 $ 6,000,000
1880 28,000,000
1885 30,000,000
1890 39,400,000
1895 46,500,000
1902 > estimated 55,000,000

During all its history, Oakland has never experienced a bank failure.
9
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Its eight banking institutions show today deposits amounting to over

$18,000,000, $13,670,000 of which are savings funds.

Generally the conditions that create business are aloof from those that

produce hygienic home-life. The factory and the mart seek their own
natural habitat regardless of any other considerations, and men who
would succeed must dwell where that is. Indeed, of localities, it is cer-

tain that the money-makers are generally the health-breakers. One pays
a premium in vitality to inhabit them. Disagreeable to the point of

danger are the penalties and conditions commonly exacted for business

profits. It is where the waters are rough that the angel of prosperity

enters, and there existence is a struggle. A notable exception to this

induction is found in this city at the limit of the continent.

Great as are its manufacturing and maritine advantages, it is principally

An Oakland Garden sum. Photo ,

as a home, a residence town, that Oakland has grown to be the third la i

community in the State and contains over half the population of the county.
It has attracted to itself some 6,000 of the business and profes>i.n);il men
of San Francisco. They do their business there, but will live only in

Oakland. Three ferry systems, soon to be four, connect it with San
Francisco. Abundant trains distribute through the main arteries of the

city, whence 130 miles of street car lines radiate to San Lorenzo, San Li-au-

dro, Haywards, Melrose, Fitchburg, Elmhurst, Kim-rvville, I,urin.

Berkeley and the island Alameda. Its intra-urban and suburban system
of rapid transit is now being extended to Richmond and San Jose. All these

lines render easy of access most attractive localities for abodes. Nearly
one thousand new houses have been erected during the p.iM voir, and they
are all upon healthful sites. Building lots and rents are cheap, and houses

are sold or rented as fast as they are buWt. There are no malarial areas

within the city's eighteen square miles. It inhabits picturesquely'sea'aml
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hill, and the gradual rise from the sea-foot and estuary shore to the eleva-

tions creates a natural drainage and sewer system, the most sanitary that

domestic science has yet found. On and amid the amphitheater of the

hills are situated the finest localities and habitations. Pleasant to the

sense are many of these names : Piedmont, Mountain View, Iyinda Vista,

Vernon Heights, Arbor Villa, Rose Crest.

Oakland was built in an oak grove, and took its name from the

forest of "Live Oaks" (called live, as the Greek language is

called dead, because both are deathless) with which it was sur-

rounded. Some notion of its appearance at birth can be obtained

from the unbroken and undulating uplands beyond San L,eandro. Imagine
this oak oasis at the end of the desert, on the rim of the sea. The Iyive

Oak is an adorable tree. With branch and foliage it personates Imother-

Another Garden View. Photo by E.R.* Jackson

hood and fatherhood. So the early Spanish padres regarded it, and forbade

its destruction. And the noble hills and mountains (using that word in its

eastern acceptance) of Oakland, are a blessing inestimable to any town,
for these highlands and eminences continually lift life from its monotonous
level. It was the lack of hills that caused the Greeks to build their Par-

thenon and the desert dwellers their Babel tower.

From any one of the inviting acclivities cresting the town one may see

the great bay, Yerba Buena, Alcatraz, the Golden Gate and the long arm of

the estuary, with its wharves, and forestry of masts, and countless verdur-

ous islets with their reedy guards holding the restless tides in check. Mid-

way from the arm extends the open thumb and palm of L,ake Merritt, that

jewel lake spreading over 170 acres, set with lapidary's skill on the breast

of the city. This is but one of the city's parks, there being eight others

scattered through it.

Oakland is as celebrated for its drives as is Victoria for its walks and

equestrian by-paths, and the exuberance of nature everywhere is amazing.





Sacred Heart Convent, Oakland. Photo by E. R. Jackson.

The Christian Science Church, Oakland.
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'Club Housb in^an Oakland Suburban Park. Photo l'v E. R. Tmtktom,

I think it is the first thing that impresses the sojourner. Such profusion
of foliage on every hill and valley ; such wilding tangle of vine and flower ;

such shaded, slumberous recesses and canons where the apparelled skies

gloom, and whose shrunken streams, hiding fern, strange lichens and

Across Lake Mkrkitt. Photo by E. H. ."'



Piedmont Park, Oakland. Photo by E. It, Jackson-
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stranger dark roses, alternately tempt and dissuade. And, about the

villas, what tumultuous growth of roses and violets and flowers, exotic

everywhere else, with their victories of color. What palms and magnolias
and sea-side pines, brotherhood of the Sierra. Hut, most of all, one delights
in the winter wild grass. It seems so impossible, like an apparition, car-

peting the roadsides and shoulders of the hills with its tender, willowy

green and continually wandering away among the thyme and chaparral and

broad big Oaks, the sisterhoods of Poplar and Manzanita and Eucalyptus
with their fallen brown flags. Whence is that ecstacy or living which all

comers find here? Is it from the pungent air of the sea? I know not.

Oakland possesses the climate of winterless Palestine, but is blessed, as

HOMK OK THB KllKI.I. CLUB, OAKLAND.

Palestine is not, with the omnipotent breath of the ocean. Mountain air,

sea air and the seaward currents of the dry interior'plains conspire to pro-

duce it.

"One cannot live on climate," it is said, but can one really live without

it? The winter-chill and summer-fever of the East, by them how much
time ( which is life) is rendered absolutely ineffectual—lost. Does not a

clement climate actually mean more life ? It means an average of an hour

every working day. In generous California every day is a day of life,

abundant, joy-giving as nowhere else. It is seen in the nobility of all

physical growth. It is only under the rich nurturing of these skies and

this virile sun that the largest rose-gardens in the country exist, and tin*

laws of floral development familiar to less favored regions an broken until

the wise horticulturist produces from strange nuptials wonderful, unlv

ot Dowers.

People come here from the frozen East prostrated with its heat, pinched
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The New Carnegie Library, Oakland.

with its cold, half prepared to resent while they deeply enjoy an atmos-

phere they hear so much praised, but the kindly-tempered skies make
friends of them all, and, when they return at all, they tell of the land in

which whosoever lives never enjoys another.

Statistics are rather instructive than interesting-, but Oakland's unparal-
led climate is quite clearly demonstrated from the daily records noted at

Chabot Observatory. Since January, 1876 (the beginning of the recorded

observations), the annual average temperature has been 55°. The average

Oakland High School. Photo by E. K. Jackson.
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temperature of its coldest weather, 48°
; that of its warmest, 62°, and its

average humidity, 80°. The average temperature last year was 50° ; tem-

perature of the warmest day, 70° ; of the coolest, 39°; greatest variation in

twenty-four hours, 33° ; least, 6°
; days in which rain fell, 83 ; days of frost,

22
; number of clear and fair days, 268. The greatest monthly variation

of temperature was in October, viz., 43°
; the least in January, 26°. The

average daily range of temperature for the year was 17.33°. The rainfall

in inches during the year was 23.92. Separating the period into seasons

corresponding with those in the East, the mean temperature of the Spring
was 58.85°

; of the Summer, 59.83 ; of the Autumn, 54.87 ; of the Winter,
49.27. The difference between the warmest and coldest months of the

A " Borax King's'' Oakland Home.

Spring was 6.65° ; of the Summer, 2.9° ; of the Autumn, 11.5°, and of Win-
ter 5.7.

The average monthly and annual temperature for twenty-seven years
was as follows :

Mean temperature January 47.5
Mean temperature February 50.0
Mean temperature March
Mean temperature April 55.3
Mean temperature May 58.0
Mean temperature June 61.6
Mean temperature July 61.8
Mean temperature August 61.3
Mean temperature September 61.]
Mean temperature October 58.5
Mean temperature November
Mean temperature December

These tables are compiled from statistics from June to June, and com-

prise 1901 to 1902.
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Snow is an uncommon visitor to Oakland. Who does not."remember that

wonderful week of Christmas, 1882 with its powder of snow ? How the

astonished geranium hedges and calla lillies, half smothered, laughed

through their samite livery into our very eyes ! It was fleeting, gone with

the day ;
and the like has never come again, ephemeral reminder of the

desolate winters left forever. Less changing and more free from extremes

are the meteorological records of Oakland and Alameda County than are

those of any other locality even in this favored State. And its comparative
death-rate shows that Oakland is one of the healthiest of cities.

So much for those material features which are the basis of the best

home-life. What hospitality is there for the Ideals in Oakland ? What of

its climate, religious, educational, humane ?

Oakland is conspicuously a church attending and supporting community.

It believes in a solvent religion preached in solvent churches. No church
of Oakland is in debt. The finest architecture in the city is exhibited in

its ecclesiastical buildings, the most recent edifices representing the

Catholic, Protestant and Christian Science communities. The number of
Protestant churches is twenty-seven. Among them is the largest and
most influential Advent organization, save one, in the United States; the

largest Presbyterian and Congregational bodies in the State, the latter

ranking third in the United States.

The Schools of California rank among those of the first half-dozen
States of the Union

; and the second largest and best equipped High
school of the State is established in Oakland. The city contains twenty
modern public-school buildings. From the proposed new bond-issue of

$2,000,000, the Board of Education has required $468,000 for new buildings
and equipment. The University of California had its original home in
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Oakland, and is now its nearest neighbor. The foremost seminary for

women in the West, one of the best known schools of individual education,

and the oldest college in California are Oakland institutions.

A noteworthy adjunct to the prominent and continually advancing edu-

cational activity of Oakland is the Free Public Library, established in the

new Carnegie building. The structure itself is an education in archi-

tecture.

But the unique distinction of Oakland is outside of both clericalism and

education, and finds expression in a multitude of organizations among
which the most notable are the Young Men's and the Young Women's
Christian Associations, the Starr King Fraternity, the Ebell Club, the Oak-
land Hospital and Aid Association, the Children's Protective Association of

California, the Associated Charities, the Red Cross, the King's Daughters,
the Home for Girls, the Ladies' Relief Society, the Woman's Exchange,
and the West Oakland Home. Then there are various acknowledged Re-

form Clubs, such as the Ruskin, Oakland, New Century, Human Interest

and Mutual Benefit. Beside these are many Literary and Social Clubs,
such as the Athenian, the Berkeley and the Outlook, and all the fraternal

organizations.
The name "Athens," so often attached to Oakland, is taken to denote

certain exceptional acquirement in learning, encouragement of the arts
and literary culture. In its appreciation of intellectual enterprise and re-

ligious idiosyncracies, Oakland is conspicuously if not essentially Athenian,
Its constant desire is

"
to see and hear something new "— so much so as to

suggest that Oakland's definition of culture is an encouragement of cults.

The new voice, the new message, are certain of welcome. Curiosity is

accompanied by sympathy, and any earnest, magnetic man or woman can

get a following in Oakland any day. In the strenuous seeking of truth,
which is philosophy, and the worship of her tenets when found, which is

religion, Oakland is almost sui generis, and its society is neither dogmatic
nor provincial in/its sympathies.

An i • \ k i .\ m- sii'imi. '
• /•! /". A'.

(Tin- sheltering oak spreads ovei .i circle 90 fe*l in diameter.)



^OODWARD, WATSON & CO., the principal installment home-
builders in Oakland, have under course of construction at the pres-
ent time, thirty-four beautiful modern homes ranging- in prices
from $3,000 to $6,000 each.

The above cuts are vi-:ws of their present operations on one block in

Bast Oakland clcse to the business and commercial center of the city.

They have in course of construction at the present time on this block, six-

teen houses, and in the accompanying illustration is a view of their mill in

the center of the block where all the mechanical work necessary to be
done in and about the buildings is completed. This firm buys its lumber
and all of its materials n cargo lots and prepares every stick of it for use
in the construction of the buildings with the aid of their own plant ; in

this manner, they are able to build at least 20% cheaper than the same
houses could be contracted for singly. A thorough inspection of the con-
struction of the homes erected by this firm is invited from the very time
that the first brick is aid until the houses receive the last finishing touches.



A BRIDGE OF QUICKSILVER
The lust for gold, which has been so potent a factor In the making of the

history of civilization, and which is a force so vital in the present, seems to

have overshadowed the important part played by the erratic metal Mercury
in the drama of human greed. Tn hi* "Romances of the World's Great

Mines," Samuel E. Moffett, speaking of Almaden, in Spain, the greatest pro-

ducer of quicksilver the world has known, says, "Almaden has bridged the

abyss between ancient and modern history- For antiquity, continuity of pro-

duction and unbroken profit, Almaden stands at the head of all the mines of

the world of whatever kind."

This mine, that seems to have discovered the secret of immortality, was the

key that unlocked for Spain the treasure of sliver in Mexico. In America were

the richest silver mines of the world, but until the application of mercury in the

winning of this wealth of precious metal, the waste was enormous, with conse-

quent loss to the world. When the discovery was made that quicksilver, used

as an accumulator and carrier, would extract the gold and silver from ores in

which, It was thought, they were incorporated beyond possibility of liberation,

the impetus given the mining industry of the world at that time elevated it to

the most important place among all avocations, which position it has since

held. Spain reaped the rich harvest that Almaden made possible, pouring the

liquid metal from her great quicksilver mine over the ores dug from the

mountains of the country given to her by the conquest of Cortez, and taking
in return yellow and white bricks of gold and silver, with which she builded

an edifice of arrogance.

Thus, has quicksilver been the med'um through which has been obtained

that immense volume of metal necessary to the commerce of the world and

equally indispensable in the arts ani sciences. The uses of mercury itself

have increased outside of its application in the recovery of gold and silver from
their ores, until the demand for paint, medicinal preparations, scientific instru-

ments, etc., constitutes a large fraction of the total consumption.
It was not until twenty years after the discovery of gold in California that

mercury was discovered in quantity In the state, and the few gold mines then

obtaining the metal from crushed quartz, secured their supply of "Quick"
from other sources. Since then, California has been a producer of mercury.
Mines have been opened, worked and exhausted, and while some have yielded

constantly to the present time, none have approached the record of Almaden
During 1901, two new mines were added to the list of producers. The largest

producers were the New Idria, of San Benito Co., Napa Consolidated, of Napa
Co., and New Almaden, of Santa Clara Co., the production of these being about

equal. Several of the older producing mines fell off materially in production.
The total production of mercury In C ilifornia in 1901 was 26,720 flasks (76%

pounds to the flask). The aggregate 1=? made up of the product from the larger
and older mines, and that from the smaller mines and prospects whose individ-

ual yield is insignificant.

In view of the great influence exerted by quicksilver in the past and up to
the present, although its importance is commonly neglected, it is interesting to
specul.it i is ;o the results that may attend the decreasing supply and increas-
ing demand. All available statistics i adicate this condition, ami it seems prob-
able that the metal may approach tha: dignity, measured by its market price,
to which its function in the past woul.i seem to entitle It

In California, attempts are being made to resuscitate the older mines, and
several new nnes, the owners of whi h are making claims of greater or less

possibilities, are being enthusiastically exploited. The fac: remains, how
that the demand is Increasing out of proportion to the supply, and it is to the
new mines that we must look for that of the future The outlook is not
The Minora! Industry for 1901, states that "The outlook for Increased pro-
duction is nut favorable. Many cit' the older producers are ''ailing off in their
output, and in. new mines of importance arc being discover?d, newspaper re-

ports notwithstanding."
While the above statement is gene-ally true, there la one notable exception

to the last assertion. This one cannot be classed as a now discovery, since It

was kimwn in the early seventies. !•' om an industrial point of view, ho*
it is quite now. and this is astonlsh'ng. Why such a deposit has never teen
mined and turned into money, history only may tell. Certain it is. that three
miles above the town of Sulphur Creak, Colusa Co., California, there is

markable exposure of mercury ore. in ivhlch just enough work has been done to
indicate its immense possibilities The mine is called the "ELGIN" and Is

owned by the Kigin Quicksilver Mines a company recently formed to work this
remarkable property. The writer, aft r visiting the mine, called on the i

Agent of the company, and there [earned to en to open
the Immense body of ore in > vigoroui manner The Company states that it

shall place a reduction plant on the mine of loo tons dally capacity, for which
there is an abundan 't' ore The WTlb announcing In this
article 'hat t> Mines, through Its Fiscal Agent, E n \

eklnd & Co., 187 Montgomery St , San Pranclsco, Calif., is offering two hun-
dred thousand snares of its capital stock. Reports by competent men and the
literature Of tin- Company, with all info mat 'on as to merits of the mine, manage-
ment or matters pertaining to either, can be had at the address given ai.



FABULOUS WEALTH OF THE OLD
MEXICAN MINES.

In Sonora and Sinaloa, the Northwestern states of Mexico, bordering the Gulf of Cali-

fornia, the mountains are rich in ancient mines, which, according to traditions of the first

settlers after the conquest, have been worked from time immemorial. In the vicinity of some
of these mines are vestiges of adobe buildings in which the Indians say their ancestors lived

"always."

The mineral region of Alamos, in the southern part of Sonora, discovered more than two
hundred years ago, has been constantlv worked up to present time. Gamboa in his "Treatise

on Mining" says the revenues from Alamos exceed those from all the rest of the "Kingdom."
Velasco in his book "Sonora" states that "From 1790 to 1800, heavy remittances of silver

were sent from Alamos to the City of Mexico, the author personally seeing more than 1600 bars

in one remittance. Large quantities of gold were also remitted, partly in dust and partly in

bars; in 1897, a Calidonian, Pablo Trilles, sent to his own account 1207 marks, equal to

9656 oz., all taken from one pocket of one mine
;
this the author witnessed. The region of Ala-

mos contains many leagues of pure mines, old and new, so that it may be said without ex-

aggeration there is not a hand's breadth of soil which does not contain some vein of precious

metal."

The accompanying picture of the old arastra or "tahana," as the natives call it, was
taken near one of the oldest mines of the "Los Alamos Mining and Milling Co.," near the

City of Alamos, and was in use one hundred years ago to grind out and amalgamate ores con-

taining free gold and silver found in the adjacent ledges belonging to the company.
If the ore was not "free-milling" and the metal could not be amalgamated in arastras

and smelted in their crude furnaces, the property was abandoned as of no value.

These "antigua" workings, that have been recently opened, have proved to be most

profitable under the management of competent men, with new methods for treatment of re-

fractory ores, and improved machinery.
Now is the time to purchase stock in a reliable mining company at only 50 cents per

share of $2.00 par value.

We believe that the stock will reach more than par value in less than a year.

Dr. Finis E. Yoakum, President,

Los Alamos Mining and Milling Co.

Office: 213-216 Grant Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
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Pure as the Pines

The refreshing and invigorating

influence of the Pine Forest is

felt wherever

is used. The standard of purity

and quality, its healing, soothing

and cleansing virtues have re-

ceived the endorsement of medi-

cal practitioners the world over.

Specify

PACKERS
The Packer Manufacturing- Co., New York.



"I always read it, for I am heartily in sympathy
with so many of the thing! for which it works."

Presidknt Roosevelt.

"The best there is in periodical literature on th«- l'.i-

cific Coast. . A voice listened to with respect and in-

terest in all parts of the country."The Vial, Chicago.

Out West
F. A. PATTEE, BnainSM Manager

C. F. LUMMIS, Editor. C. A. MOODY. Assistant Editor

Entered at the Los Angeles Postoffice as second-class matter

Published Monthly by

OUT WEST COMPANY i»cm.mt..

C. M. DAVIS, General Manager. M. c. NEUNBR, Secretary

SUCCESSORS TO

THE LAND OF SUNSHINE PUBLISHING CO.
KINQSLEY-BARNES A NEUNER CO.

L. H. CARPENTER, Treaearer.

Cyrcs M. Davis
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chab. F. Ldmmis F. A. Pattee
H. Carpenter C. A. Moody

M. C. Neunkk

Office of 1'ublicationi

115 South. Broadway
Los Angeles, California

1ST FLOOR

BRANCH OFFICES
Joseph J. RoasoiOUOH, Manager San Francisco Office-

606 Hearst ISuilding.
Sharlot M. Hall, Manager Arizona Office—Prescott.
John H. Hamlin, Manager Nevada Office—Reno.

Out West rs not only the leading magazine published in much the larger half of the
United States, but is also distinctively different from any published elsewhere. It not merely
happens to be published in the West ; the Spirit of the West is vital all through it. It there-

fore has a distinct place in the attention of readers everywhere, and appeals more strong!
the attention of Westerners than does any publication of more general character.

Advertising Rates: $25.00 per page or pro rata for three or more pages during twelve months, or $3" 00
a page for a less amount of spare. Spaces less than four inches, $2.10 an inch.

R. A. Berry TEL. MASON 251 Warren Chknkv

CHENEY CgL BERRY
Agents

FIREMAN'S

FRIEND

INSURANCE CO.

COMMERCIAL

FRIEND

INSURANCE CO.

Real Estate

and

Insurance

Berkeley, California

ANYVD THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It ia not a freckle coating ; It "-

moves them- ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St.. Los Angeles.



MAKES A GRAND
SHAMPOO.

jk5^

FINE FOR WASHING
BRUSHES.

From. Crown, of Hea.d
to Sole of Foot-

the body, its apparel atvd its sur-

rouadiags, demwvd frequentwashiag

PearHlVe ModemSoap
3te] should be Msed - as harmless

jpl as tke most delicate soap-
iaore effective tKaivtke

strongest soap, hence
it cleans q\iickly and easily

,
witkoxit the wearing rubbing

! saves at every

point. Splendid forBathing
j euvd tired feet Soakiivtf.

sttz. O

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS
1301 Castro St., Oakland, Cal.

Over 60 Yards of Fowls. Oldest

Poultry Establishment on the Coast.
We guarantee % hatch on all eggs
we sell. Manufacturers of the

Pacific Incubator and Brooder

The best machines in the world.

Absolutely SELF-REGULATING.

Send for 60-page Catalogue

SAMPLE : FROM EVANS & SONS, LIM., NEW YORK



Our Costly

Brewing
The water used in SCHLITZ Beer comes

from six wells, driven down to rock.

The barley is the finest grown, selected

personally by a partner in our concern.

The hops come mostly from Bohemia,
and cost twice what common hops cost.

Every process of the brewing is in per-
sonal charge of two of the brothers who
own the business.

All the air that touches SCHLITZ Beer is

filtered. Every drop of SCHLITZ Beer is

filtered through masses of white wood pulp.

Every bottle is cleaned by machineryfour
times before using.

After the bottle is filled and sealed, it is ster-

ilized for i \ hours by the process ofM.Pasteur.

Common beer can be brewed for half the cost of

SCHLITZ; but our extra cost is all spent to insure absolute

purity. Yet common beer and SCHLITZ Beer cost you
the same. Why not get the best for your money ?

Ask for the Brewery Bottling.
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THIS
IS THE
WAY

The hardest problem the future engineer
has to solve is often the way to get the tech-

nical training he needs to begin the practice
of his chosen profession.

Here is a way open to everybody.
In any of the courses named here the stu-

dent is soon prepared, by mail, to turn his

learning into dollars, and support himself in

the simpler branches of his profession while
his training goes forward. We will carry
an ambitious student to the highest profi-

ciency in Engineering or Architecture.
Careers of successful engineers who have

studied by mail demonstrate the thor-

oughness and practicability of our method.
If you are interested, write for a free copy
of our illustrated booklet on

ENGINEERING
TAUGHT BY MAIL

This booklet shows the economy , ^^_
of our method

;
its excellence as a ff^W^Y/J

way of advancement for workers
whose leisure is limited to a few -

hours a week of "
spare time;" ex- / STU DYj

plains our degrees, conferred by ^
authority of Congress; and illus-

trates our methods. Schools also
of Science and Languages, Journal-
ism, Bookkeeping, Shorthand,
Typewriting, etc. Write and tell

us your needs.
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NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE, Inc.,
PACIFIC COAST OFFICE: HOME OFFICE :

929 Market St., San Francisco. 4, 2d National Bank Bldg. .Washington. D.
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Largest National Bank in Southern California

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF r,OS ANGELES

Designated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 400,000

Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360.000

Deposits 5,000,000

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kerckhoff, V.-Prest.
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

DIRECTORS
J. D. Blcknel! H. Jevne W. G. Ktrckhaff
J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. D. Hooker

J. C Drake

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, ....
Surplus and Profits,
U. S. Bonds carried at Par,

$500,000.00
200,000.00
650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.

No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.

W. D. Woolwine, Cashier.

T. L. Duque, Pres. I. N. Van Nuys, V. P. E. J. Vawter, Jr., Cashier

Money loaned on real estate at lowest rates.
Save time and expense by applying' to

MAIN STREET SAVINGS BANK
PAID-UP CAPITAL, $100,000

Junction Main, Spring and Temple Sts. LOS ANGELES, CAL -

DIRECTORS:— H. W. Hellman, I. N. Van Nuys, O. T. Johnson, H.
W. O'Melveny, T. L. Duque, L. Winter, Kaspare Cohn, W. G. Kerck
hoff, II. Newmark.

Books! Books! Books!

We call the attention of the-

readers of "Out West" to our
large stock of rare, choice and
scarce books. Including- the larg-
est stock of Western Americania
in the World.

Send us your list of wants. We will furnish
Any Book on Earth at current prices. Mail or-
ders our specialty. Catalog's sent on application.

SHEPARD BOOK COMPANY" Ye Olde Booke Shoppe "

Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S. A.

AIR RRIIQU We are making- and selling the1 best Art Tool in use. Applies
color by jet of air, enabling the

I artist to do better work and save
J time. No studio complete with-

P^lggy^B out 't- Circulars free.
FOR
ART WORK.

Address, AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.,
115 Nassau Street, Rockford, 111.,
U. S. A.

67th Semi-Annual Statement

THE ONION SAVINGS BANK

S. E. Corner Broadway and Ninth Street

OAKLAND, CAL.

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS DEC. 31, J 902

Capital Stock Fully Paid, - $300,000

Surplus and Undivided Profits, $150,000

Wm. G. Henshaw, Prest. C. E. Palmer,. V.-Prest.

A. E. H. Cramer, Cashier.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Wm. G. Henshaw C. E. Palmer Chas. T. Rodolph
Thos. Prather H. W. Meek P. W. Henshaw
R. S. Parrelly Thos. Crellin A. E. H. Cramer

Shelby P. Martin Geo. E. Grant

Rate Paid on all Savings Deposits, 3.25 per cent.

A General Banking Business Transacted
Exchange on all Commercial Centers

Statement of the Condition of The Union Savings

Bank, December 31, 1902

ASSETS
Loans $2,788,366.49
Bank prem ises and real estate taken for debt 200,289.01
Cash on hand and due from Banks

and Bankers $444,658.58
Bonds of the United States .. 213,213.00 657,871.58
Miscellaneous Bonds 1,035,781.14

$4,682,308.22

LIABILITIES *

Capital Stock paid
Reserve Fund . .

Undivided Profits
To Depositors . .

Taxes reserved

$300,000.00
100,000.00
50,000.00

4,222,333.14
9,975.08

$4,682,308.22

OAKLAND PIONEER SODA WATER CO.

WM. LANG, Manager

Tenth and Webster Streets Oakland, Cal.

HENRY A. HELLWIGEN
ENTERPRISE LAGER BEER AGENT

806 Isabella Street Oakland, Cal.

PAUL P. BERNHARO & CO.
Tel - Maitt 5357

RED RUBBER STAMPS
Seals, Badg-es, Checks, Steel Stamps, Stencils, &c.

512 Montgomery St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PHARMACY
BY MAIL !

A Complete Pharmaceutical Education, equal to a
resident colleg-e course. Personal attention.

Prepares for registered pharmacist examination. A
special offer to those who write now. National Corres-
pondence Schools, E. J. Heeb, Pres., 5 N. Pa. St., Indian-
apolis U. S. A. |
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California
Ventura County

our profitable crops are the

Lima Bean

Sugar Beet
Walnuts
Oranges
Lemons
Apricots

VENTURA COUNTY is a healthy
Coast county, with 1852 square miles
of very fertile territory. There is

an interest-earning of at least 10 per
cent on the investment at the prices
at which we sell these properties.
Buy your ticket toVentura. Do not
be satisfied until you see us. We
are prosperous, healthy and con-
tented. Write for price list and
printed matter.

WM. H. CANNON & CO.
VENTURA, CALIFORNIA

H
X
X
*

*
*
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NEW MUSIC. Book contains "My Oriental Queen"

(with music), "Good-bye, Dolly Gray," "It's Just Be-
cause She Loves you so, Sweetheart," "Just Because
She Made Them Goo-Goo Eyes," and many more.
Sent for 10 cents (silver preferred). Amkkican Sup-
plier, KM 8 St. So , Fargo, N. Dakota.

THE PERFECT DESSERTJELL
NONE MADE THAT5 AS GOOD
NONE CAN BE MADE BETTER

DIRECTIONS
1 PACKAGE BROMANGELON
I PINT BOILING WATER

2 MINUTES TIME
NOTHING MORE

vVoR
s LEMON ORANGE CHERRY

«

frpV RASPBERRY STRAWBERRY— AT YOUR. GROCERS —
STERN & SAALBERG NEW YORK

^FREE-handsome Booklet of Recipes^

CORNS Cured by Yankee Corn Plasters, 10 cents.
Johnstone Pharmacal Co., Dep. B,(>M" Ogdeu A v., Chgo]

Our Wines are the

Best in the World

THEY WIN MEDALS
WHEREVER EXHIBITED

We Sell Them at Popular
Prices:

Our 20-year-old Port, Sherry, Angelica,

Muscat, Malaga, Madeira or Orange,
at $1.50 per gallon, are known and useil

by connoisseurs throughout the world.

Write for complete price-list.

Edward Germain
Wine Company
397-399 L,os Angeles St.

P. O. Box 290 Los Angeles, Cal.



2

Illustration shows building
-

yard of JoKn "W. DicKie on the

Alameda side of Oakland estuary, with three Ferry Boats in course

of construction. Two of them are double-end propellers for the San

Francisco & Piedmont Railroad, and one paddle-wheel for the North

Shore Railroad Building, Nos. 65, 66 and 67.

Office, 125 Stewart St., SAN FRANCISCO
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STEINWAY
PIANOS

Exemplify in themselves the highest and noblest form

of musical instruments the world has known. Their

fame is universal. In St. Petersburg, Vienna, or

Paris, they occupy the same lofty plane of superiority

that they do in New York. In London, Melbourne or

Montreal, the Steinway Pianos grace the drawing-
rooms of homes of wealth and refinement.

Geo. J. Birkel Company
Steinway Agents for all of

Southern California and Arizona

345-347 South Spring St. LOS ANGELES

Popular Vehicles, Business Wagons
Discerning Buyers will find Our Stock and Prices

Best Suited to their wants. <<<<
130-136 North l_os Angeles S*.

BAKER & HAMILTON

Fruit Trees-Grape Vines-Small Fruits

VEGETABLE, FLOWER, FIELD AND TREE SEEDS
Correspondence solicited.

Catalogue free on application.
TRUMBULL & BEEBE. Seedsmen and Nurserymen

419 421 SANSOME ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.
; '- i

'

i:Astl na -

STOWELL a < O.. itn.

Sold by nil DriiKKlxlR.
or by -iiiiil. ;;:. oenU,
(•Imrlc'Slown, Mans.

Unitarian Literature will be furnished (m of ex-

pense to anyone desiring and sending their address to

Miss Hklrn L. Day,
11a rust able. Massachusetts.

Wp Never
In our service that go so far toward making

, , g this the best place to

Overlook the lunch OR DINE

Little Things Music and the Delicacies of Dining;

LEVY'S
III 117 West Third St.

263 South Main St.

ATTCWTIflM I ADPC PADITAI HOOyOOO southern California ranch propem for nia below value.
AIICH I lull LAHLlL UArllAL i I't \\MnN<;A mountain WATER CO., sincrm an. ( \i.



in women is heightened by
a beautiful complexion.
Women, preserve your

chiefest charm !

LABLACHE
Face Powder produces a soft, velvetyjskin. It im-

proves any complexion, preserves a beautiful one
and restores one that has faded. The famous
beauties of the world owe much to LABLACHE.
White, Pink, Flesh, Cream Tints 50c a box.

Druggists or by mail. Beware of all substitutes.
Hen LEVY & Co., Fr. Perfumers, 125 Kingston St., Boston

% gRPMO

Cures
HEADACHES

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, 50c
and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

NAVELADE
The famous drink of California.
SPECIALLY PREPARED from
RIPE NAVEL ORANGES.
Wholesome, Healthful, Refresh-
ing-, Invigorating-. Pints 25c,
Quarts 45c., Gallon Jugs $1.50. If
your grocer does not keep it, will
ship direct from here.

Los Angeles Fruit Juice Co.
(incorporated)

119 New High St., Los Angeles

m

Not what is

said of it,

but what it does,

has made the

fame of the

Elgin

Watch
and made 10,000,000

Elgins necessary to

the world's work.

Sold by every jeweler
in the land; guaran-
teed by the greatest
watch works. Illus-

trated art booklet free.

ELGIN NATIONALWATCH CO.

Elgin, Illinois.

I

t

s

JOHN VON BRETON
307 WEST FOURTH ST., LOS ANGELES

ELGIN, WALTHAM
HAMILTON WATCHES

Expert Repairing. Eyes Tested. Mail Orders a Specialty.

TWENTY YEARS IN NEW YORK

JEWELER

Possibly you need three-color plate work. Don't

think you have to send East for it. We do it—and do

it right. OUT WEST CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

I
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BUY PURE
OLIVE OIL

«?Slii?ornia
4>LIVE OIL.

Buy Hill's if you want to be sure of its purity. If your grocer or

drug-grist cannot supply it, send direct to us. Write for our book-

let about Olive Oil and How to Use it in Cooking.

James Hill (EX Sons Co.
Tel. Main 359 lOOl F. First St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Be Sure tHat "You Get Hill's.

CALIFORNIA OLIVES
STUFFED OLIVES
PICftLECHIPS
SWEET GHERKINS
TOMATO CATSUP

And OtHer Table RelisHes

PEERLESS
BRAND
WINES

Enjoy the proud distinction of being the
Best Produced in America

Eastern Shipments a Specialty

and Mail Orders promptly filled. We will ship,

freight Prepaid, to any railroad station in the

United States

Special No. 1 -Two cases of our finest assorted Wines
and Brandies for $13

Special No. 2 Two cases of our assorted XXX X Wines
(24 bottles), including one bottle

"
(iood Samaritan"

Brandy, and one bottle California Champagne, for $11
Special No. 3—Two cases of our assorted XX X WlOM

(24 bottles), including one bottle "Good S.imai u.in
"

Brandy, for $9

Southern California Wine Co.

220 W. Fourth St. Los Angeles



SHREDDED

Toast

BISCUIT En̂

106

No attempt to

improve on the

work of nature in

making Shredded
Wheat. The

properties natur-

ally organized are

then scientifically

cooked.

That is all.

Send for"THE VITAL I

QUESTION" (Cook t

Book, illustrated in col- ft

ors) FREE. Address

She NATURAL FOOD CO., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Each Acknowledged the Very Best

THE EHMANN

Ripe Olive

THE EHMANN

Olive Oil

If your grocer doesn't keep
them, write to us and we will

(five you some useful and
healthful information about
them.

EHMANN OLIVE CO
OROVILLE, CAL.

Pui-e
Productr ofr
Italy
Crosse, and
Blackwell^

Pure Lucca

OLIVE OIL
is made in Italy, the

natural home of the

olive. It is the best

because it is pure.
®. SHERWOODSHERWOOD

Importers
lian Francisco - Portland

Lo5 Angeles
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Orange County
VALLEY

Orange, Lemon, Walnut, Apricot, Peach,
Grape and Apple Lands, under the Santa
Ana Valley Irrigation System. Cheapest
and best in the State.

RANDALL, MORSE &. CO.
Santa Ana, California

PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with (rood water
rights. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for
profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

REAL E5TATE .

INSURANCE, LOAN5,.
INVESTMENTS.

16 S. Raymond Ave.,
Pasadena, Cal.

115 S. Broadway
Los Angeles, Cal.

PORTERVILLE

Citrus and Deciduous fruits

FARMING, STOCK RAISING
DAIRYING, MINING, LUMBERING

PORTERVILLE. California

Offers better inducements to the Nomeseeker
than any other portion of the United
States. For particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
PORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA

BERKELEY

Get a borne la the University Town.
For fuit her Information, addresi

J. P. HALE
1502 Shattuck Ave. N. Berkeley, Cal.

REDLAND8

ORANGE GROVES
in REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

Fok Sale at Lowest Prices.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledge of Red-
lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a grove or a house or a good paying
business property in Redlands and vicinity.

For information address

JOHN P. FISK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. Redlands, CaL
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100 Acres ^ (5ELL
are now being-

Subdivided
Into 50
One-Acre Lots
And Over
100 Town Lots

DON'T DELAY
Select your Lots
At once and

Double
Your
Money

in 6 Months.

All will be

Sold in

30 Days

TRACT

FREE
250 Inches Pure

Artesian

HAS GROWN \ Water
NO COLD ADOBE
OR nUDDY SOIL

Deeded with the land

But a rich, warm loam foil; 355
acres In tracts to suit, at $200 to $360 per
acre; (4 cash. Just outside the city. Take
9:05, 10:35 or 1:40 train. Terminal Depot:
W minutes' ride to Bell, and gather ripe
strawberries and vegetables in winter, or-
anges, lemons and walnuts in bearing. Will
you go miles out anu pay MOO to $1,600 for

a 50-foot lot. when you can buy a whole acre
five times the amount of land, including water,
for $2C0 to $35(1 Go out and compare our land,
water, lucation with all others. Don't delay; 38

lots have been sold in two weeks; buildings go
lng up. All unsold will be raised in price as soon as
work commences on the new electric line, which will

run the entire length of Bell Tract giving two means of
ransportation to city. Agents on the ground at all times
how property, maps, photos. Call at office on tract, or see

£.SA

J0H/4

ftUDWAy LosAN<tftf

Title

Guaranteed

No City Taxes

Electric Cars
to pass

Entire Length

Railroad

Depot
and Postoffice

on the land.

Unequaled for Tone
and Durability

Williamson Bros.
327 S. SPRING STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Representatives for Southern California.

Also Shoning-er, Ivers & Pond, Bush &
Gert's Victor, and other fine pianos.

STANDARD
Rotary
Shuttle Sewing

Machine

STANDARD GRAND. SWELL FROHT.

LOCK AND CHAIN STITCH.
TWO MACHINES IN ONE.

BALL BEARING STAND WHEEL,
WILLIAMSON BROS., 327 S. Spring St., Los Angeles



READY TO WEAR

Women's Apparel
FOR WET WEATHER

Most folks predict a very rainy winter.

You'll take great comfort from stylish, dressy
suits and skirts that may be worn with equal

pleasure on clear or wet days. They are made
of materials that keep new and attractive in

spite of usage. Even if the garment becomes
heavily wet it seems just as fresh as ever when
it is dry once more. The styles are charming
and effective, the very newest New York has.

All so nice, and yet prices extremely moderate.

B. B. HENSHEY
COR. THIRD AND BROADWAY

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

/VvVWVWWWVtVWWWWVW.

fALL WAISTS
NOW READY

Very Latest Styles both in

SILK AND WOOL

The finest productions in

Ladies* Neck Dressings
of the Leading

New York Makers

<
. In 1 vSHIIM >

SOUTH SPBiNG 51

»<WSA/SAA*/*N*»

THE NEW

Princesse Petticoat
is a tailor-made garment. It gives a perfect
glove fit at the top, impossible to attain with

any other skirt.

It docs away with all wrinkles at the hir>< and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic grace to the beauty
lima Of a graceful figure

that cannot be obtained
with any other petticoat.

Every lady knows the

advantages of a tailor-

in. 1. 1.- garment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fitting garment.
and ladies who wear these

lx'ttu-oats have a well-

dressed appearance.

We shall be pleased to show them to all

ladies who wjnIi to see them, at

555 S. Broadway, los Annies, qi.
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"
Everyone who wishes to hear

absolutely faultless, free of any
kind of nervousness, piano playing-,

should buy a Pianola. It is perfec-

tion."—/. J, Paderewski.

Ik PIANOLA Bid* PLEASURE
TO THE ENTIRE FAMILY

It will make a player and a cultivated musician of everyone. It increases

the repertoire of the finest pianist, and brings within the reach of everyone
every piece of music ever written. Every home that has a piano should
have a Pianola, for it is only with the aid of the Pianola that everyone can
use the piano, and all the music in the piano be brought out. $25 worth of

music, free with every Pianola. The Pianola is the only perfect piano
player. We are exclusive agents.

We have the largest and finest building in Southern California devoted
to the sale of musical instruments. Those contemplating the purchase of

a musical instrument should send to us for booklets and catalogues.

Southern California Music Company
332-334 South Broadway, LOS ANGELES

SAN DIEGO STORE, 1015 Fifth St. SAN BERNARDINO STORE, 507 Third St.
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FLING FLUNG
In all CHURCHES and CHRIS

TIAN ENDEAVOR aoclel lag i ben la

larjre percentage of you n if men and

women who are aelf-aapportfng;, and
so have but little time for self- im-

provement in ati educational way.
In Hi.' Kameof FLING FLUNG there

are over 100 scores of music and the

name of the hero, the heroine and
her father are the only sontrs used

more than once. Why not have an

evening of FLING FLUNG in your
church and let the young- people get

acquainted? There can be no wall.

Bowera in the came an the players
nre continually changine1

places.

FLING FLUNG is a beautiful story
told by pictures, poster*, 16 silk and

silkeen flags, mascots, puzzles, titles of books, tickets,

photos, poppy poster in oil etc., is interspersed with
music from beginning to end, and, when the game is

finished has taken the players completely around the

world. Full instructions with game. Decorate your
S. S. room with the paraphernalia. To all orders

reaching us before March 1st a beautiful band-tinted

picture, 12x12, double mount, will be mailed with the

game.

Address express or P. O. money order for $2.25, to

FLING FLUNG COMPANY
P. 0. Box 529. Los Angeles, Cal.

TKAMKMAKK LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED
44 Warranted Linen '

ARE YOURS ?

For TELEGRAPHIC CODES For PERFECT PRINTIN6

Wirt, Telephone or Write Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDGE JOHN PARTRIDGE

For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDGE, 306 California St.. San Francisco
California •

This is the equality store where all are treated alike

XERATI

Growth of business necessitates the addition of another 72x135-

foot floor. We're at it. When completed we'll have the largest

and finest clothing establishment on the Pacific Coast. Until

completed we're offering as an extra inducement,

20'/ discount on Men's and Boys* Clothing
Even such fine makes as the Rogers-Peet and the Stein-IJloch

goods everytHing in clothing except full dress suits and

Tuxedos. Mail orders get the benefit of this reduction.

(Kindly mention this paper.)

London Clothing Co.
Harris & Franh, Proprietors

119 to 125 N. Spring' St. LOS ANGELES



Steady
Nerves

Two kinds of folks

above all, who need steady
nerves—the nervous kind,
and the nerveless kind.

Pabst Malt Extract, the

"Best" Tonic, is the one
kind of tonic that helps
both kinds of folks.

It steadies unsteady
nerves— it makes steady
nerves.

Run-down people can't

get out and exercise.

„ Patost
MaltExtract

is the one tonic that takes

the place of actual exer-

cise.

It builds flesh—nurtures

nerve—helps health.

Good for all sorts of peo-
ple out of sorts.

The one tonic that tones.

Sold by all druggists.

Our booklet is now
ready for mailing.

Address

Pabst Extract Department
milwaukee, wis.
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Nettleton Shoes - $4.75
Shoes that are worth $6, $7 and $8

Our lines of men's winter shoes are broken, and to straighten out

and adjust stocks, prices on these broken lines have been reduced

to $4 75 the pair. The swellest men's shoes shown on the

Coast. Leathers are Velour Calf, Vici Kid, Patent Calf,

Enamel Calf and Box Calf. Medium and Heavy Soles.

Special attention given to mail orders. State size and

leather desired.

C. M. STAUB SHOE CO
255 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES



AM sending you a photograph of our Mellin's Food Baby. She is fourteen months old and

weighs 30 pounds. She has been taking Mellin's Food since she was two and a hall

months old, and has been perfectly well ever since.

MRS. E. S. K1RKPATRICK, Woodstock, N. B.

A sample of Mellin's Food sent free on request.
Mellin"? Food Co.
Boston, Mass.
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Raffia and

Reeds for

Indian

Basketry
BY MAIL POSTPAID

RAFnA— natural color, bunch of 6 oz., 17c;
9oz., 25c.; 1 lb., 40c.; Dyed Raffia, red, brown,
green, black, blue, yellow and orange, 1-oz.

bunch, 7c; Reeds, per bunch, 15c

California Seeds
Send for our Souvenir Collection. 15 most
choice varieties of native flower seeds in sepa-
rate packets, mailed free on receipt of 50c

Special Bulbs
(California Grown)

3 Mariposa Lilies, 6 Oxalis, 6 Golden Stars, 12

Freesias, 3 Callas, 1 Spotted Calla, all mailed
free on receipt of 50c

Germain Seed and Plant (o.
326-330 S. Main Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

errys
Seeds

are planted by fanner
and gardener who hag
stopped experimenting. It

pays to pay a little more
for Kerry and reap agrtat
deadmo re at the harvest. All
dealers. 1»08 Heed Annual
post|>aid free to all applicants.
D. M. FERRY St CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

CHEAP RATES
California, Washington.
Oregon, Colorado.

We secure reduced rates on shipments of household
goods either to or from the above States. Write
for rates. Map of California. FREE. If not interested,
tell friends who are.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FREIGHT CO., 325 Dearborn St.. Chicago.

San Franci-co OfictU I s Montgomery St , Room 4

•ill Free Trial

Treatment
tor Morphine. Opium or other drug habit.

Painless, permanent Home Cure. Containsgreat vital

8
rincipal lacking in all others. Confidential correspon-
ence invited. A full trial treatment alone often cures.

Write St. Paul Association, Suit* 847. 48 Van Buran St. .Chicago

Typical Western Pictures

Views of California and Arizona Landscapes,
Unmounted Prints, Souvenir Photographic Novel-

ties, mairnitit'i-ut Sepia Knlargemenis. The Stand
ard line of Western Views. For sale in all liieli

irrade stationery, curio and art stores.

PUTNAM & VALENTINE
PHOTOGRAPHERS

LOS ANQELES, CALIFORNIA

MATURED

Standard
Bred



%
DO AS

Nearly Two Million

OOTERSW

fLES, REPEATING SHOTGUNS,
Metallic Cartridges

AND loADED SHOTGUN SHELLS.

Guns for 4/f Kiwis OfSliooliwr

And Ammunition for

WINCHESTER
Repeating Arms (s*

New Haven, Cow.

Pacific Coast Agency : 127-135 First Street, San Francisco- A. Mailer, Agent
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Old /Wission Clocks

$45 » $500

A

Clocks that will give added charm to the

most luxuriously furnished homes. And
they're more than ornamental — even the

cheapest are perfect time-keepers. The
more costly ones are fitted with genuine
Westminster chimes. All bells and gongs
are perfectly tuned, soft and musical.

Los Angeles
Furniture Co.

Opposite
City Hall 225-29 S. Broadway

HINODE & CO.
Manufacturers of

BAMBOO ART GOODS

Fancy Furniture and

Bedroom Sets

Decorating a Specialty

TEL. JAMES 3921

214 S. Broadway. Los Angeles

Wholesale ami Retail

THE CONNECTICUT MAGAZINE
Edited by Francis Trevelyan Miller

Under Business Management of Edward B. Eaton

History, Literature. Art, Science, Genius and Indus-
try, in art editions, lavishly illustrated. Pub-
lished at Hartford, Connecticut.

A MAGAZINE OF CULTURE

UNITARIAN PAMPHLETS
SENT FREE

Apply to MISS A. FEARING, I

HINQHAM CENTER, MASS.
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TRADE MABK TRADE MARK TRADE HARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK

! NO POISON has ever been found
jj

in the enamel of -

j AGATE NICKEL-STEEL WADE I

This

Trade

Mark

Kitchen
/We make \ V LV'11k> 1£*3
ViS20 kinds,/

'Wei
I.1520 kinds J

j

is a sign of 3

SAFETY and QUALITY |
1/substitutes are offered "write us. g

Sold by P"irst-class Department and House Furnishing Stores. •

i
LALANCE & GBOSJEAN MFG. CO., New York, Boston, Chicago

*

TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK TRADE MARK

KINOOFWINE CORONA BUSCA
IN ACCORDANCE WITH

1SSUEO TO H J WOOI.I.ACOTT
THIS LABEL MUST BE SO AFFIXED THATB/ DfiAVKII

g"^ <JT> 1 Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California'

\*(~h {*(") tl (1 MJLfl tl C*CL official label (as above facsimile) guaranteeing- its contents to be trvn
v,' v, * v »«'**' A-^t'V*/* +\*%*> and pure California wines.

These are the finest wines California produces, aged naturally,

from 4 to 20 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East FreigHt Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

Established l&ftO

Los Angeles, California
'£€?&

X?5^^ ^
The Vegetarian Restaurant

315-319 WEST THIRD STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A strictly first-class pure-food cafe. A wholesome bill of fare

scientifically prepared. The best of service. Reasonable prices.

Sound physical health and a clear brain follow the use of a rational dietary.

><5=^S>= Hfs^^-gX
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IN THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA

February is a Spring Month . . . .

Fruit trees and flowers are blooming. Why not escape your February ?

February is always a pleasant month in the Sacramento Valley.
We have good lands for small prices.
We have plenty of work for all who are industrious.
Come and investigate our possibilities.
Low Railroad Fares for a season of seventy-five days will be in effect on and after

February 15, 1903.

$25.00 from Missouri River points. Correspondingly low rates from other sections
of the East.

We have pamphlets, picture books and photographs for your perusal. They are free

for the asking. Why not write us ?

VICE PRESIDENTS OF J HI SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

MORRIS BROOKE, Sacramento—Sacramento
County

C. W. THOMAS, Woodland -Yolo County
J. H. WILLS, Auburn—Placer County
R. M. GREEN, Oroville—Butte County
J. W. KAERTH, Colusa—Colusa Count v

H. P. STABLER, Yuba City—Sutter County
RALEIGH BARCAR, Vacaville Solano Co.

C. F. FOSTER, Cornitttr Tehama County
W. C. GREEN, Georgetown— El Dorado County
E. A. FORBES, Marysville—Yuba County
J. M. WALLING, Nevada City -Nevada Co.
P. R. GARNETT. Willow-—Glenn County
J I CHAMBERS. Redd in*—Shasta County
W. S. GREEN, President, Colusa, California
F. E. WRIGHT, Secretary, Colusa, California
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omfort
MEDICINAL

toilet *nb

Nursery powder

WHY IT IS BEST.
First : Because it is entirely different from

ordinary talcum and dusting powders, inas-

much as it is a distinct specific for skin affec-

tions. While it is unquestionably the best

toilet and nursery powder in the world, its

medicinal qualities place it in a class by itself.

Second : Because it is a scientific prepa-
ration originated by an expert chemist and skin

specialist whose one object was to produce a

powder containing antiseptic, astringent and

disinfecting qualities, bland in application, yet
more potent in soothing, healing and preserv-

ing the skin than any yet known. In evidence

of his success the refined families and best

physicians in New England, where it is best

known, for years have used no other.

Third : Because Comfort Powder
comprises, as no other powder does,
in one preparation the finest and
most delicate of toilet and nursery
powders, and in addition the most
efficient medicinal qualities for heal=

ing and preserving the skin.

Fourth : Unequaled in its ability to pre-
vent and heal all inflamed and uncomfortable
conditions of the skin. It will not harm the

most delicate skin, yet it has power to cure

the most obstinate skin affections.

For these reasons and the abundant testi-

mony possessed, we are justified in claiming
Comfort Powder unequaled for any inflam-

mation or soreness of the skin and for

Toilet, and Nursery, Chafing, After a Bath,
After a Shave, to Prevent Offensive Per-
spiration, for Sunburn, .Roughness, Redness
and Eruptions of the Skin, Nettle -Rash,
Prickly Heat, Infant Eczema, Tired, Aching
Feet, Accidental Burns, Itching, Mosquito
Bites, in the Sick-Room, Irritation Caused
by Truss Pads ; in fact, for all Skin Affec-
tions it is a Healing Wonder.
FOR SALE AT TOILET AND DRUG

STORES. 25 CENTS A BOX.
If YOZTKS does not Jteep it, take no other, but

semi 25c. to the Comfort Powder Co., Hartford,
Conn., and receive box, post-paid. Cheap sub-
stitutes are never satisfactory.

Cures WhiJe You Sleep

Whooping Cough,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Grip,

Hay Fever,

Diphtheria,

Scarlet Fever

Don't fail to use Cresolf.ne for the distressing

and often fatal affections for which it is recommended.
For more than twenty years we have had the most con-

clusive assurances that there is nothing better. Creso-
lene is a boon to Asthmatics.
An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which

gives the highest testimonials as to its value.

ALL DRUGGISTS

VAPO=CRESOLENE CO.
180 Fulton Street,
1651 Notre Dame Street,

New York
Montreal, Canada

EAMES TRICYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chairs

for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling Chairs,

and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made

to order when required, but send for our catalogue

and see if one of our designs will not suit your case.

2018 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO
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Dependable furniture at a fair price

Our curtain and upholstery department
is equipped to work out the most elab-

orate schemes of interior decorating and

furnishing. The present stock of

Draperies
was selected with this idea in view. We
will be pleased to make suggestions and

submit sketches for all of the curtains,

hangings, draperies and upholstering of

an establishment, or any part of them.

Write for particulars.

A[iles Pease
Furniture Co.

439'44h443 S. Spring St.

Los Jrngeles

STRICTLY ONE PRICE PLAIN FIGURES

...ORIENTAL RUGS...
IQis KJtilims

The prices of Oriental rugs are advancing. An additional

export duty went into effect January 1st.

90 per cent of antique Oriental rugs are just from the

looms, but are acid washed in order to give the antique
effect. The 10 per cent of genuine antiques imported to this

country is difficult to find. We have 500 of them and will

guarantee everyone against "doctoring." Our buyer was
seven weeks selecting these rugs, and during that time looked

through more than 500 bales.

If you buy of us you are securing our guarantee as well as

the finest and largest collection of first quality Oriental

rugs to be found in the West and the largest collection of

genuine antiques in America.

Barker 'Brothers
420-4-24 S. SPRING ST.

LOS ANGELES
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"
NotHing' so Rare as Resting' on Air"

The Pneumatic Mattress
AN IDEAL BED

I will have all my mattresses blown up, not stuft. Down is too hard."—Ben jonson.

THE
PNEUMATIC MATTRESS is as far superior to any other mattress as the Pneumatic bicycle tire is

superior to the solid tire. It fits the body perfectly. You cannot find an uncomfortable position on the Pneu"
matic Mattress. It conforms to all positions of the body, thereby resting- all parts equally. Did you ever

think how unsanitary the ordinary hair, wool or other mattress is? All the perspiration from the body permeates
the substance of the mattress and remains there. No amount of airing- will remove any disease germs that may have
lodged there. Nothing- can enter the Air Mxttress. It is the only sanitary mattress In existence. There is no place for

dust to lodge; there is no home for vermin. The Pneumatic Mattress needs no turning, as air never mats down. It is

always smooth and requires no manipulation to take out inequalities. No odor and never musty. Can be regulated
to any degree of hardness or softness by admitting or expelling a little air. It weighs when deflated about 18 pounds .

We make these mattresses in three sizes : }4, % and full size ; the latter is also made in two parts divided length -

wise in centre, thus if two people sleep together and one wants a hard bed, the other a soft bed, both can be accom-
modated.

No springs are required with the Air Mattress; we furnish iron slats for iron beds. It should rest on ordinary
wood slats on wood beds.

Durability : The air sack is protected by a covering of the best quality ticking. With ordinary care this mattress
will last a lifetime. Should it by any accident become punctured it can be easily repaired.

PDpp TTD I A I
^° sure are we that this mattress will give universal satisfaction that we will send youiKLL 1 f\lr\L. one and allow you to use it THIRTY NIGHTS If you do not find it the best mattress you

~~""~"""^—^———•^—^— ever Slept on, or do not like it for any reason, return it and we will pay shipping charges
both ways and refund your money. Price $22.00 up according to size, including air pump and slats. Delivered.

FOR BABIES ° ur Crib Mattress is a delight to babies and a joy to mothers. It can be cleaned with a sponge
'

^——^—^—— Half baby's crying and fretting will be avoided when you put him on a Pneumatic Crib Mat-
tress. Price $11.00, delivered.

Good for Invalids

I have used a Pneumatic Mattress for a patient who
came under my care from a hospital that had nothing
but excelsior mattresses. She had seven large bed
sores on her body. The first night she used your mat-
tress, she slept all night without an opiate—something
she had not done for six weeks—and has had no further
trouble, except the tediousness of their healing.

A. J. HODGSON, M. D., Waukesha, Wis.

American Steamship Line Adopt Our Air Mattress

I take pleasure in stating that the Pneumatic Mattresses
on American line steamships Paris and New York have
been very satisfactory in everyway and we will never
outfit a steamer with hair mattresses again. For some
time we carried a number of hair mattresses on the ships,
in case people preferred them to air mattresses, but have
ceased doing so as they are never required

C. A. GRISCOM,
Manager of the International Navigation Co.

Our illustrated booklet,
"
Evolution of the Air Bed " and Catalog C of Pneumatic Cushions, Pillows, Yacht

Cushions, etc., sent free on request by mentioning Out West.

PNEUMATIC MATTRESS & CUSHION CO., 35C Broadway, New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

Factory at Reading, Mass.
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SCALP TREATMENT
Scalp treatment is as much a science

as the practice of medicine. It requires
not only
study, investi-

gation and
knowledge,
but wide and
practical
experience.
We believe
the splendid
results of our
method speak &
more for it

than any
claims
or promises.
We shall be

pleased to
consult with those who are afflicted with
disease of the hair or scalp and explain
our treatment. We shampoo with green
soap— keeps the hair soft and glossy.

Our stock of GRAY HAIR, SWITCHES,
WAVES and POMPADOURS is com-
plete. We invite your inspection.

BENNETT TOILET PARLORS
COR. FIFTH AND SPRING! STS.

ftWWWVWVWVWWWVVWWVW?

\ Swedish

I Hair Powder
S will make oily hair

J DRY AND FLUFFY
£ without washing.
S 50 cents a box by mail.

WALDEYER & BETTS S

Swedish Scalp Treatment J

170 Fifth Ave. NEW YORK S

vvwvwvwwwwvwv%^w^
FACE BLEACH
FOR COMPLEXION

I will send PS1 I Mai little of my
Face Bleach to any lady sending name

Wholesale Material for Indian Basketry

RAFFIA NEEDLES REEDS
mi COLOM Tel. Main 929 UXUM

CHAS. WINSEL
Seedsman and Florist 247 S. Main. Los Angeles

IN
COMPOUNDING',, an incomplete mixture was accident-

ally spilled on the back of the hand, and on washing after-
ward it was discovered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery MODENE. It Is baotaMr*
harmless, lint works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if l»y magic. IT CANNOT FAIL If

the growth be light, one application will remove it ; the heavy
ijr.iwth, sir h as the l>eard Of growth on moles, may require two
or more applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied or ever afterward.

Modem supersedes electrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

who have tested Its merits.
Modene sent by mall, in safety mailing-cases (securely

sealed ), on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Sendinoney by letter,

witlfyour full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

LOCAL AND CENBKAL AGENTS WANTED
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO.

Dipt. OG. Cincinnati, Ohio
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED

«"We offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest njury

HAIR

FOOD

FALLING HAIR

BALDNESS

AND

ABSOLUTELY
CURED

There is but one way to tell the reasoa
of baldness and falling hair, and that is by

ph examination of the hair itself.

The particular disease with which vut
scalp it afflicted must l<e known bWI it

can tie Intelligent I he use of

dandruff cures at -. without

knowing the s|>ecific came of jrour disease.

Is like taking medli Ine without kn< sHag
what you

srn,nhtre
fallen kalr* from \our combings, to Prof.

I. 11. Austin, the celebrated lUcterlologtat,
who will send \ M abwlnlely tr*e a dtagno*

.ise.a boatsIt M care <>i the

halt and s, alp. and a sample box ol the

remedy which he will prepare specially foe

you. Enclose ac postage and write to-day.

PROF. J. H. AUSTIN
629 McVickera Bid*., Chicago, 111.
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Modern Architecture

IF you intend to build a house as your own
residence, you certainly want it right. On
the other hand, there never was a keener

demand on the part of purchasers and renters
for modernly improved property than now.
Therefore you need our assistance.

GARRETT & BIXBY, Architects,

Room 312 Currier Block
Los Angeles, Cal.

Tel. James 1706 212 West Third St.

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLQW'S.SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHOEA. Sold by Drug-gists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for "Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

W. E. Talbekt C. L. Hall

Tel Peter 5051

TALBERT & HALL
CONTRACTING PAINTERS

Also Dealers in

Paints, Oils, Glass

Varnishes, Etc.

Tinting:, Paper Hanging-,

Glazing-, Sigrn Writing-.

Estimates furnished free.

Correspondence invited.

518 West Sixth St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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Scenic Route °f

Southern California

You can see, on this line, the most prominent attractions of the coun-

try, such as PASADENA, the OSTRICH FARM, the wonderful MOUNT
LOWE RAILWAY, old SAN GABRIEL MISSION, LOS ANGELES and

LONG BEACH— the finest beach on the coast — and many other points

in the shortest time and greatest comfort ; the scenes along the way making

the trip a rare treat.

Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

For infotmation, call on or -write cAgent.

Phone
Main 900 250 S. Spring

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa. cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars^^^bT Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angeles, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth

street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Colegrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angeles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Angeles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevue

Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

*ST"Por complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Single Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WE8T FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIQHT A SPECIALTY

To Owners of Gasoline Engines.

Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
does away entirely with all starting ami
running batteries, their annoyance ami

No l.elt — no switch — no bat-

teries, (an be attached toeayengtaM
DO* usliii; batteries. Fully jjuaranteed ;

M0TSINGER DEVICE MEG. CO.
42 Main Street Pendleton. Ind.

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash, sunburn, chared or rough
skin from any cause. Prevents tendency to crinkles or a^einc of the

skin. Keeps the face ami hands soft, smooth, tinu and white. It has no

equal. Ask for it and take no substitute.

SAMPLES OF ESPEYS TOILET POWDER
.it
Mca

teller by far.ls." MM 1 KM on re. dpi of 1 cents

0. * sTVS, AOT., HIS ('enter Ace . CHICAOO

*£rl£Paloma Tpilet5?ap AX ALL
DRUG STORES
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ifoicsd]\J TRADE MARK. I

AS A COMPLETE CURE FOR

RHEUMATIC
CONDITION

HAS BEEN THOROUGHLY TESTED

It is wholly different in its com-

position from all other remedies,

and ensures a cure when taken faith-

fully, because it removes the excess

of uric acid.

It Does tHe WorK, and does

it without injury to the stomach or

other organs. .AsK those who
Have tested it.

URICSOL CHEMICAL CO.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

"Oh Fudge!
TaKe an Orang'eine Powder !

No Home, No Traveler
No Toiler, No Human Being

should be witHoxit

ORANGEINE
( Powders )

For Fatigue, Colds, "Grip," Asthma, Head-

ache, All Pain, Dyspepsia, Biliousness,

Neuralgia, "Nerves," Indigestion, SEA-
SICKNESS, "Half Sick," "Out of Sorts"

Condition, ACTS WHILE YOU TAKE.
Permanently benefits

— Prevents little ills

from becoming serious.

TRIAL PACKAGE FREE
Orangreine is sold by drugrgists everywhere in

25c, 50c. and $1.00 packages. On receipt of 2c.

postage we will mail 10c. trial package FREE
with full directions, composition, and descrip-
tion of its wide human influence. Also "Club
Offer."

ORANGEINE CHEMICAL CO.
15 Michigan Ave. Chicago, 111-

NERVOUSNESS
The Electropoise produces wonderful results in Sleeplessness and

all nervous troubles. Write for information.
The Electropoise is a scientific instrument. When applied there is no sensation or nervous
shock, but the body immediately begins to attract quantities of oxygen, through the lungs,
and the pores of the skin. This oxygen feeds the fires of life. It sets the heart in active

motion, the pulse becomes stronger, and the red color of the blood is rapidly restored. It adds

vitality, strength and energy, purifies the blood, produces appetite and the ability to digest
food, restores the nerves to tranquillity and insures perfect sleep. The Electropoise is positively

THE ELECTROPOISE
indestructible. It lasts a lifetime. It saves the expense of medicine. The first expense is the

only expense. For all minor ills it is ever ready, and in those more serious and grave com-
plaints it is the sheet anchor on which greatest reliance can be placed.

The Electropoise has restored to health the most ser-
ious and chronic sufferers from Nervous Prostration,
Sleeplessness, General Debility, Malaria and Chills, Bron-
chial troubles and ailments of the Throat and Lungs, Low
vitality, Constipation, Dyspepsia, Paralvsis, Locomotor
Ataxia, Rheumatism, recent and in the most chronic form,
Sciatica, and all stomach troubles. Its use so purifies

the blood that it makes the complexion perfect. Children
Instinctively abhor medicine. The Electropoise is invalu-
able in all Children's complaints.

Write for Further Detailed Information.
We publish a remarkable book containing- hundreds of
indorsements from eminent people, who have used The
Electropoise during the past fourteen years, which

we will send to you free on request.
We are very anxious lhat you should
state your symptoms when you write,
as we can then explain how The
Electropoise will help you.

Electropoise Company
Room 78,

1 123 Broadway, NewYork
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EXPRESS SERVICE

2 7 HOURS
Between LOS ANGELES, SANTA BARBARA and SAN FRANCISCO

By PAdfK (OAST STEAMSHIP (0.

Steamship Santa Rosa, 2416 Tons, Lkncth 326 Fkkt

FOR SANTA BARBARA AND SAN
r „ „ ut!m-w/~»tvtt-\/-v \

Steamer Santa Rosa
Leave REDONDO

j steamer STATR OK California -

Leave j Steamer Santa Rosa
PORT LOS ANGELES / Steamer STatk of Caufoknia

FOR SAN DIEGO
Leave j Steamer Santa Rosa

PORT LOS ANGELES j Steamer State of California

t _ - DonnwnA \ Steamer Santa Rosa
Leave REDONDO

} steamer STATK OF caufornia

FRANC/SCO
Wednesdays, 7 am

- Sundays, 7 am

Wednesdays, 11 am
Sundays, 11 am

Mondays, 4

Fridays, 4

Mondays, 8

Mondays, 8

Close COttOeCtkMM at S.m Francisco with Comiunv'- tSSMSW tot porta in Baasbottl

British Cotambla, Besttls, Tacotaj ami Alaska.

For furt bet in toi nut ii hi and dsscripl i\<" matter, apply to

W. PARRIS, Agent. 328 S. Spring St., Los Angeles

SAN FRANCISCO TICKET OFFICE: 4 New Montgomery St.
|
Palace Hotel

C. D. DUNANN. General Passenger Agent, 10 Market St.. San Francisco

pm
mil

pm
pm

^^mmmmmm^femmmmmmm^mm^smmw

*
k
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TARE AWINTER TRIP TO

OAH1T

One of the
few places
unspoiled^*
by profes-
sional *• * *
tourists.
Reached by
a romantic
voyage over
a, tranquil
o c e a. n

Atrip
of a * « **

lifetime-
w i r K
eve ry
1 u xr\i ry
ofthe ^* ^?m o s t°

fashionable
clubs and*
hotels.

Splendid steamships to Hawaii, Samo&. NewZealand
Australia and Round theWorlcLSailings to Hawaii everyv
10 days; to NewZealand and Australia, every 21 days
Illustrated boohs: Tahiti, locents Hawaii, iocents-«?

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP CO.
fcvilt

643 Maj-RetrSI:. San Frajrkcisco.
1-UKRi6».-HsB

HUGH B. RICE. T os Angeles Agent, 230 SOUTH SPRING STREET
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Southern
Pacific

TRAVELING is a delight when you take the

Golden State Limited, the new train of the

SoutHern Pacific-IVocK Island Route. The

latest and finest Pullman equipment— Buffet Glub

Gar, Bath Room, Barber Shop, Library, Gompartment

Gar, Dining Gar, Ladies' Parlor, Observation Gar.

The shortest line, the quicKest time, the

finest train between SoutHern California and

the Hast.

The Overland Limited, via San Francisco

and Ogden, is not excelled by any train in the world.

Double daily service between Los Angeles
and New Orleans.

Any agent will give you information and literature

illustrative of your journey. Ask him for particulars,

or write
G. A. PARftYNS. Asst. G. F. & P. A.

261 S. Spring St.. Los Angel**.
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California

....Limited
The finest and most
comfortable train in

the world through
the most interesting-

country in the world.

Daily Between

Pacific Coast and Chicago

The only high-class train that runs

through. It is lighted by electricity from

engine headlight to Observation Parlor,

and it affords Dining Car service that can-

not be matched. It makes the quickest

time, and is equipped to afford the highest

degree of comfort and safety. It runs

over the pleasantest line—the

SANTA FE
Address for information about

California, local agent, or

JMO. J. BYRNE, Ccn'l Passr Agent
Los Angeles

CEO. T. NICHOLSON, Pass'r Traff. Mgr.

Chicago

V
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RAT
BIS-HIT

Kills
Mice
too

PACKED in BOXES. READY for USE

THE ONLY POISON NOT DANGEROUS TO HANDLE

Acts quickly, no mixing, no soil-

ing of dishes, no trouble. Dropped
in rat holes, put in linen closets,

etc., without soiling anything.
Kills every time. Rats and mice
leave choicest grain and food for

it. Die in open air seeking water.

WHY TAKE THE RISK OF MIXING POISON f

Ask your druggist. If he hasn't

it, send us 25c. for one box, or

60c. for three boxes, which will

be sent you with all charges pre-

paid, enough to kill all the rats

you will ever have.

The Rat Biscuit Co. ""/'• s >

Springfield, Ohio

Rats spread bubonic plague and
other diseases among stock and
fowls.

pillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

I FOX I

1 Typewriters!
aive

Satisfaction

LIGHT TOUGH

SPEED AND

DURABILITY

Are the

Distinctive

Features

"The fox"

In the Middle States and in the

East where " The Fox "
is bet-

ter known, it is
" The Leader."

Its EXTREME SIMPLICITY
and EASY ACTION have

== made it the STANDARD. :

j CATALOGUES MAILED UPOA Rl =

DESIRABLE DEALERS WANTED
FOR THE PACIFIC COAST.

1 The Fox Typewriter company. Lid. |
104 Front Street

(iRAM) RAPIDS, MICH. I

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. &. Co., Tel. Main 509.
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"The Quality Store"

FOR TODAY- and THE FUTURE

M. & B. Clothing: is planned,

not only to sell today, but to

prove good enough in its service

to bring
-

you back ag-ain, in the

future, when you need more.

It is made with the highest aims to meet the most exacting demands.
The new Spring' styles are ready.

SUITS- OVERCOATS, $10 TO $40
Self-measurement blanks upon application. Mail orders filled in a

dependable manner. Complete Boys' Department— everything
but shoes.

Mullen CgL Bluett Clothing' Co.
First and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

THE, PHOTO = MINIATURE,
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION r ILLUSTRATED
Every number a complete book. Every month a different subject. The best library of photographic informa-
tion obtainable. Plain and practical. Beautifully illustrated. 35 numbers published, all obtainable. 25 cents each.
Per year, $2.50 in advance. No free samples.

GET IT FROM YOUR DEALER
Send for Blue Booklet describing the series — free on application.

TENNANT & WARD. PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK

DE TACHE

(.RANTw
$ SEND TODAY
£ FOR FREE
£

DESCRIPTIVE
3 PRINTED
\ MATTER

eo.ooo ACRES
CALIFORNIA LAND

Located in Fresno and Kings Counties in the center of the State. All

rich alluvial soil on Kings River bottom in the best fruit-growing region

of the State. We can also grow Indian Corn and all other cereal crops
to perfection, and the land is particularly adapted for the growth of

alfalfa and the handling of dairy stock. We are selling it in ten-acre

lots or larger at $35.00 to $50.00 per acre ; one fourth cash, balance in eight

annual payments if desired. If you want a good piece of land, be sure

you look over Laguna. Don't make the popular mistake of concluding

that California is only for the rich man. If you are willing to work you
can make a start on the Laguna with less money than anywhere else,

and the climate will be as much yours as if you owned a million.

Address

NARES <£ SAUNDERS, MANAGERS,
laton, Fresno County, California.

^I«Paloma t©ilet5?ap AT ALL
DRUG STORES



OUT WEST
A MAGAZINE OF THE OLD PACIFIC AND THE NEW

EDITED BY CHAS. F. LUMMIS.
Charles Amadon Moody, Assistant Editor

AMONG THE STOCKHOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University.

rREDERICK STARR
Chicago University.

THEODORE H. HITTELL
The Historian of California.

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE
Author of "The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Anthor of

"
Stories of the Foothills."

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING
Author of

" The Sister of a Saint," etc.

ELLA HIGGINSON
Author of

" A Forest Orchid," etc.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
The Poet of the South Seas.

INA COOLBRITH
Author of

"
Song's from the Golden Gate," etc.

EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of

" The Man With the Hoe."

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras.

CHAS. FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of "The Life of Ajrassiz," etc.

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of

" The Shield of the Fleur de Lis."
SHARLOT M. HALL
CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America," etc.

WILLIAM KEITH
The greatest Western Painter.

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Society.

GEO. PARKER WINSHIP
The Historian of Coronado's Marches.

FREDERICK WEBB HODGE
of the Smithsonian Institntion, Washington.

GEO. HAMLIN FITCH
Literary Editor S. F. "Chronicle."

CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN
Author of

"
In This Our World."

CHAS. HOWARD SHINN
. Author of

" The Story of the Mine," etc.

T. S. VAN DYKE
Author of

" Rod and Gun in California," etc.

CHAS. A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER

ALEX. F. HARMER
L. MAYNARD DIXON

Illustrators.
ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL

Authors of "Our Feathered Friends."

BATTERMAN LINDSAY

Contents— March, 1903.
The Right Hand of the Continent, illustrated, X, by Chas. F. Lummis 289

The " Dau " in Pomo Baskets, illustrated, by Carl Purdy 317

The Rock Columbine, verses, by Florence Evelyn Pratt

The Donner Lake Party of 1849, illustrated, by Rev. J. W. Brier, a survivor *...

Rise Up Fremont, and Go Before," poem, by John G. Whittier 336

Pahawitz-Na'an, story, by Mary Austin

Southern California Winter, poem, by Anna Ball 344

The Saving of English Jim, story, by Clarence Alan McGrew MS
Poppies, verse, by Adelia Bee Adams 350

Early English Voyages to the Pacific Coast of America (from their own, and contemporary
English, accounts)—V. Wm. Dampier, 1686 351

The Sequoya League, "To Make Better Indians " 355

A Reading List on Indians 356

The Landmarks Club 366

In the Lion's Den (by the editor) 367

That Which is Written (reviews by C. A. Moody)
The 20th Century West, conducted by Wm. E. Smythe :

Defeat of the Works Bill 381

Irrigation Institution 394

Reform of the Land Laws 391

The Constructive League 3%
Pomona, illustrated, by F. Llewellyn

Copyright 1903. Entered at the Los Angeles Postoffice as second-class matter, (srk pcbushsr'b paokJ
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The handsome "Flag-Girl" calendar FREE— a work of art,
six leaves in colors

If you want the Best Protection for your family and your own
old age, follow the multitude

$7,960,000.00
New business written In the State of California in 1902 by the

Equitable Life Assurance Society
"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD"

Nearly $2,000,000 more than was written by any other company

Mr. A. M. JONES, General Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, California

Please send me one of your "Flagr-Girl" calendars. Also tell me the cost of a policy

for $

I was born the . , day of_ 18

NAME

Address

VIYELLA"66

IDEAL SPRING FLANNEL
for SHIRT WAIST SUITS

"Viyella" comes in the latest Spring designs and color com-

binations. Solid Colors ! Stripes ! Plaids !

'Viyella" is guaranteed to be unshrinkable, and after repeated

washings retains the same soft lustre.

'Viyella" in the heavy weight is the most fashionable fabric

for Ladies' and Gentlemen's golf, tennis and boating costumes.
4

Viyella
"

is stamped on selvedge every 5 yards of each piece.

Avoid Imitations. Refuse substitutes.

Does Not SHrinK
Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.

_s



2500 DIFFERENT CHAIRS
THE LARGEST SINGLE COLLECTION IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

BARKER BROS.' FURNITURE STORE, 420-4 SPRING ST.. L. A.

DEPENDABLE FURNITURE AT A FAIR PRICE

> 5

There are so many lines in our store, and there are so many styles in each line that

we find people have difficulty in comprehending the completeness of our stock. As a

sample, let us take our line of

LADIES' DESKS
There are scores of styles in all the accepted woods
— Mahogany, solid and veneered ; Oak, golden,

Flemish or Mission finish ; Bird's-eye Maple.

Some of these are simple and plain like the one

here shown, which is in the now popular Mission

style ; others are ornamented with heavy carving.

The prices range from $7.50 up to $125 each. One

thing is true about every one of these desks —what-

ever the price, the desk is honestly made, plainly

priced and worth what we ask for it.

Then there are Library Desks in various styles,

and modified forms of the regulation office desk — there are literally hundreds of styles

and we believe there is not a thing in the way of desk needs that we cannot supply.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED TO YOUR ENTIRE SATISFACTION

y&

N1LES PEASE FURNITURE CO.
4X9 441 445 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cat.
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.

PROTECTION
January 1, 1903

Insurance Stock Total

_ . ( Assets, $48,221,000 $13,393,000 $61,614,000

oeCVirity -
•< Liabilities, 41,90VX):) 7,936.000 49.839,0u0

( Surplus, - - - - - $6,318,000 $5,457,000 fll,77
;
,000

/ Thirty-nine percent saved on Expected Mortality Cost, since 1865.

1 No other American Company has realized such saving'.

IP 1 —^—————
i^C-onomy <

Only 18.25 per cent of Premium Income used for Expense of Management, since 1894.

I Ten per cent lower than the average expense rate of twenty-four leading Americanana
\ companies.

IT
fj.. i\\-+ r _ _ J All policy-holders share annually in the surplus after two years." "^

" ""
/ Unfortunate policyholders do not forfeit their dividends.

Are qualities that the prudent man cannot afford to overlook when selecting a life in-

surance company.
No company invites strict investigation of its record on these points more cordially

than

The Provident Life & Trust Company

IHHHHSHHH

OF PHILADELPHIA

inform Represented by Georg'e Smedley Yarnall
Y0URSELF 402 Trust Bldg'., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Life . Endowment . Installment . Investment . Annuity . Partnership . Term Insurance

ATTRACTIVE SUBURBAN HOME SAN DIMAS

CALIFORNIA

AIM IDEAL
COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN'S
PLACE Profitable Orange

and Lemon Groves

One Hour from Los

Angeles via Santa Fe

or S. P. Ry.

Magnificent View of

San Gabriel Valley

.
and Snow-Capped

Mountains

Surplus Water

for Sale

With all modern improvements, comprising: 103 acres higrhly improved property For sale as a whole or in small
tracts. For full particulars address oxmc, G» = Q. E. CDLSMAV, SAN DIMAS. CAL.
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BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Rolled
Makes, Keeps and
Restores beauty
in nature's own way

*"pHE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
-* tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and fives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats
every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet"

in the corners of the eyes.

A jar of skin food given with every roller.

For sale by all dealers, or ^C\r
Mailed upon receipt of price,

VV/C
Rubber Catalogue Free.

Atrents Wanted.

G J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS

Supplying Agents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St.

F. W. Braun & Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles

BEAUTIFUL

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

poraiiAs
IN WATER COLORS

By the Leading
Poinsettia

Artist

0. L. M'Lain

13x25—$6.00

S1ZK PRICE
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^S c b o o I"

POSITIONS

SECURED for all

Students worthy

OF RECOMMENDATION.

40 POSITIONS

In PAST YEAR
(trade mark)

A BUSINESS EDUCATION PAYS IN CASH.

Jg^T Complete Business Education—Earnest,

thorough, individual Instruction; Modern Methods.

Write for 6o page illustrated Catalogue.

R. L. DURHAM, Pres.
305 LARKIN STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER

Help—AM Kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 300 W. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

mmh
(..military;

LOS ANGELES

Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Laboratories. Ten-
acre Campus. Standard %-
mile Track. Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

Principal : Grbnville C. Emery,
A.M., late Master in the Boston
Latin School.

Commandant : John S. Mcrdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lieut, in the regular

army in Cuba during the late Span-
ish war.

UNIVERSITY Of SOUTHERN

Sols CAtlfORNIA, LOS ANGELES
THE COLLEGE. Faculty of 16. Ample equipment. Students

may pass from any class to the State University or any
in the East.

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL. As "Chaffey" stood among the
highest accredited schools in the State. Utmost pains taken
with physical development, manners and character, as
well as with the intellect.

University Station. Dean Wm. T. Randall, A. M.

CUMNOCK SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
tBOO FIGUEROA STREET, LOS ANGELES

ESTABLISHED 189*

A school for personal culture for young men, women
and children. Four Departments : ORATORY, ENG-
LISH, PHYSICAL CULTURE, DRAMATIC ART.
Students may enter at any time and take part or all or
course. Send for illustrated catalogue.
Tel. Pico 2521. Addik Murphy Grigg, Director.

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

An English and Classical Boarding and Day School.
Boys received at any time when there is a vacant- v.

Send for catalogue.

WALTER J. BAILEY. A. M.. Principal
Telephone Main 1556

PASADENA
130-154 S. EUCLID AVENUE

ENGLISH CLASSICAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Boarding and Day Pupils

New Buildings. Gymnasium. Special care of health.
Entire charge taken of pupils during school year and
summer vacation. Certificate admitsto Eastern Colleges.
European teachers in art, music and modern languages.
13th year begins Oct., 1902. ANN4 B RT0N. Principal

Occidental College
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The College. Three Courses — Classical, Literary,
Scientific.
The Preparatory Department is on the list of

schools accredited by State University. The Occidental
School of Music gives high grade instruction. Vocal and
instrumental. First semester began September 24, 1902.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

THROOP

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

The only completely equipped Manual Training
School on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
College (Degree of B. S.).

Daily exercises in Sloyd, Wood Turning and

Carpentry, Forging, Pattern-Making, Machine-

Shop Practice, Wood-Carving, Clay-Modeling,

Cooking, Sewing and Dressmaking, Electrical

Engineering, Chemical Laboratory Work,
Mechanical Drawing, Freehand Drawing and

Painting, Biological Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.

Diplomas of graduation from Throop Insti-

tute accepted by the leading colleges and uni-

versities of the country.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
W. A. Edwards, LL.D.. President

Theodore Coleman, Secretary

TEACHERS and STUDENTS Bad mm
plain tqalppad fordoing School work -designing,
graving, printing and binding the 1*--

uct at most raaaoaabls price*. Out Wb9t C<>

115 S. Broad wav, Lo- Angelc*.

M**^:
GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

Adams and Hoover Sts.los Articles. Caliiot Mid

Beautiful luilMIng*. ilcllk.-litf.il home, thorough «ch.-

ite ninth* to college.

PRINCIPAL*
' *LJOM K. PARSONSPRINCIPAL*
( JKAMNK w D(m|.
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The BERLITZ School
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STARR KING BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO
TRUST ELDG., Cor. 2nd and Spring Sis., LOS ANGELES

2 GOLD MEDALS 2 SILVER MEDALS
AT PARIS EXPOSITION 1900

for best and most practical meth-

od of teaching foreign languages.

%

All langruagres taug-ht by the Berlitz Method,
the best and quickest ever devised- Competent
native teachers. Private and class instruction.

Nearly 200 branches, with 75,000 students, in the

principal cities of America and Europe.

Trial lesson free on application to secretary.
Commercial classes. Send for catalogue.

JI^1W»K

**

The great business arena

wants trained young men.
There are today more $10,000

positions than there are $10,000

men. A little forethought and

careful preparation, and a great

deal of ambition and energy will

make a $10,000 man of you. Get

ready. Start right. Secure a sound

business education at

HEALDJ BUSINESS03LLEGE
a.4 PostiSt SanFrancisco.
./end Por Cafaloo'uq,,O 5



Tourist

"The Ang-elus," Los Angreles.

The„Kn utsford" Hotel. Salt Lake City.

The Angelxis, Los Angeles
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.

The newest of the first-class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

THe Rnutsford, Salt LaKe City

Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city.

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B.—An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

Fremont Hotel, Lo9 An^iei

American plan. Opened Octo-

ber 1, 1902. Corner Fourth and

Olive Streets.
'

The newest and most elegantly

appointed family hotel in the city.

Situated, two blocks from Broad-

way on an eminence commanding

a charming vista of the city, and

offering to its patrons the benefits

of purest air, prompt and court-

eous service, and a cuisine un-

equalled in points of excellence

anywhere, and reasonable rates.

Fori terms address,

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor.



Hotels
THe Westminster.—American and Euro-

pean plans. Corner Fourth and Main Streets, Los

Angeles.

Every modern comfort and convenience that can

be found in any hotel and at the most reasonable

price.

The quiet comfort and absence of confusion is

a noticeable feature of this hotel. Evidence of the

masterly manner in which the minutest details

have been taken up and dealt with are apparent

throughout the whole house, every attention being

?iven to make the guest feel perfectly at home and

it ease.

In addition to its perfect internal service the

hotel maintains unsurpassed golf grounds.

P. O. Johnson, Proprietor

Refinement and Comfort.

At the "Westminster.

Hotel Arcadia, Santa Monica-by-the-Sea, Cal.

On a picturesque higrh bluff, overlooking- a wide expanse of blue sea,
s situated the famous Hotel Arcadia, whose strictly first-class service,

omplete and modern appointments, hot and cold salt water baths, golf,

ennis, boating, bowling, fishing and delig-htful drives, unite in making-
his a pleasure resort, ideal and complete.

Hotel IVedondo, Redondo Beach, Cal.

This elegant hotel (under the management of R. W. Taylor, formerly
nth Hotel del Coronado), is universally recog-nized as one of the "crown-
sg efforts " of hotels on the Pacific Coast.

Of its 225 rooms, every one is an outside room with open g ate, hot
nd cold water, and a sunny exposure at some hour of the day. It has
levator, private baths and first-class bowling- alleys, while its spacious
all room, open billiard room, orchestra, elegant parlors and dining-
>om have won for it the well-deserved title of

"
Queen of the Pacific."

It adjoins the largest carnation garden in the world, and boasts the
sst fishing on the coast.

Both these hotels are equally distant (18 miles) from Los Angeles
ith which they are connected by a 30-min. trolley service and frequent
ains on the Santa Fe, Southern Pacific and Redondo steam railways,
he superiority of this suburban service renders these hotels vantag-e
Mnts, absolutely without a rival, f^r sightseers, as there is scarcely a
wn or county in Southern California that a guest may not visit and re"
:rn the same day if he wishes.
There are no other places in Southern California with a climate more

luable, being considerably warmer than any of the interior towns, with
ie extremes of night and day far less marked.
For rates and further information, address

A. O. Wright, Proprietor.
Hotels "Arcadia" and "Redondo.



Tourist Hotels
Hotl Vendome, San Jose

A visit to California is not com-

plete without a sojourn at Hotel

Vendome, San Jose, and a trip from

there to Lick Observatory, Mt.

Hamilton. San Jose is the metrop-
olis of the Santa Clara Valley, fa-

mous for its orchards, drives and

scenery, and is reached from Los

Angeles by the Southern Pacific

Railway's Coast Line to San Fran-

cisco.

The Hotel Vendome is situated

in a large park of stately trees,

lawn and flowers. Has broad ver-

andas,' artistic modern furnishings,

unexcelled cuisine, and pleasant sur-

roundings.
It is the starting point for Mt.

Hamilton stage to Lick Observa-

tory, and has golf, ping-pong, bowl-

ing, tennis, automobiles and cy-

cling.
Geo. P. Sneix, Manager.

"
Hotel IMiMsatiton.

Hotel PleasantOIl, San Francisco

Situated in a pleasant part of the city
—

Sutter and Jones Streets. Very convenient to

all the theaters, churches and principal stores.

Two lines of cable cars pass hotel. Sutter St.

line direct from the Ferries to the hotel and tc

Golden Gate Park and other points of interest.

Elegantly furnished rooms, single or en suite,

with or without private bath. All model

improvements for the comfort and safety of th(

guests. The excellence of the cuisine and sei

vice are leading features, and there is an at-

mosphere of home comfort rarely met with in

a hotel. Guests desiring rooms without board

will be accommodated. Rates on the American

plan, from $2.50 to $5.00 per day for one per-

son. Special terms by the week and to fam-

ilies. O. M. Brennan,! Proprietor.
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THE IDYLLWILD SANATORIUM jSSZZSJSZ
IDYLLWILD-AMONG-THE-PINES, STRAWBERRY VALLEY

RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Steam heat, electric light, modern plumbing, with mountain spring- water piped
throughout. Resident physician and corps of trained nurses. Nature's cure for
asthma, la grippe, rheumatism, and all pulmonary diseases. 737,000 acres of pine
forests. Grand mountain scenery. Furnished cottages and tents to rent for house-
keeping.

Train (Santa Fe via Pasadena) leaves Los Angeles Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-
day, 8:30 a.m. Stage meets passengers at Hemet 12:40, arrives at Idyllwild at 5:30 p.m.

For literature, write

R. A. LOWE, Manager, Idyllwild, Riverside Co., California.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE -Ringr up Idyl wild, Riverside Co., and call for Mr. Lowe.

NEW NOVELZOLA'S
Finished just before his death

TRUTH
"
What is TRUTH 7"

asked jesting Pilate,

and would not

stay for an

Translated by E. A. Vizetelly. The third in the " Four ^^L X-

Evangelists" group, following
" Fruitfulness

" and " Labor"

THE PLOT : Virtually a re -setting* of the famous
Dreyfus case

vm/ /^^ SUBJECT : Illustrates the antagonistic influences of

February '^^ tne Jesuit and Secular parties in school questions.

!2mo. $1.50 TREATMENT : Sustains from cover to cover

John Lane New Yori^. intense interest in a vivid dramatic situation.
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BIG PROFITS IN

MEXICO
We offer a Mexican investment, pay-

ing 10 %, which with contemplated

improvements, will treble in value.

Produced this year $103,743. Assets,

$147,837 in ore on dump, land, stores

and mill, besides $1,053,000 in ore

blocked out. Low capitalization. No
liabilities. Titles perfect

INVEST NOW
To increase reduction works, a limited amount
of Treasury stock is offered at 75c a share. Par

value, $1. A permanent dividend-paying- in-

vestniLMit. For complete and full particulars

regarding our properties, bank references, etc.

ADDRESS

BUFA MINING, MILLING

AND SMELTING CO.

LANKERSHIM E3LDG. Los Angeles

Own a Lot in

California
ITY OF RICHMOND, the Cali-

fornia terminus of the Santa Fe

Railroad, is just across the Bay
from San Francisco, where the

three largest corporations in the State,

namely the Santa Fe Railroad, Stand-

ard Oil Company and the Southern

Pacific Railroad meet. These corpora-
tions are spending millions of dollars

there which will make it the greatest

manufacturing city on the Pacific

Coast. Lots $200 only—

$5.oo PER MONTH
A good way to save and mak'i money.

MAPS FREE

RICHMOND LAND CO., Inc.

82 Crocker Building
San Francisco. Cau.

(s^=§)- =3=^=9

WILL MAKE AMERICAN TIN FAMOUS

Over $20,000,000 worth of tin imported every year, about one-half of which is

profit. The Santa Ana Tin Mines are destined to be as great as the famous Tin

Mines of Cornwall, England, which have been large producers for 2350 years.

The geology is the same, and our development work has proved that they abso-

lutely conform to those wonderful mines.

There has been expended over $75,000 to date developing what we believed

would make large paying tin mines. We are now offering a limited amo-int of

Treasury Stock to complete the mills and development work. These mints will

be large producers and dividend payers.
Write for Prospectus and full particulars.

The Santa Ann Tin Mining Company
Gaii. Borden, President
J. A. Combk, General Manager

ff^=5>=

502 Laughlin Building, LOS ANGELES, CAL,
43 Wall St., NEW YORK CITY

Please Mention that You 8aw It In OUT WEST.
:<S=5^5>



FRANCIS MARSHALL ELLIOTT BYRON ERKENBRECHER WILLIAM H. TONKIN

Manager R=al Estate Dept. Investments, Loans. Stocks and Bonds Manager Mining Dept.

^/.Q^^.^S^Mar. 1, 1903.

To the Real Estate Investor :

Come to California — the Mecca towards which the sons
of men are looking and longing — the Eden of America;
combining old-world grandeur of sea and mountain, match-
less climate and productive soil; where eternal spring
reigns with undisputed sovereignty.
The Golden State — where prosperity is epidemic; where

health and happiness hold high carnival, and blossoms
bloom in prodigal profusion a dozen months out of
the year.
Thrice blessed, beautiful California; the fairest spot

upon this mundane sphere; a living, breathing monument:!
of the goodness and greatness of an All-wise, Omnipres-
ent Being who created the heavens and the earth and all
things therein.

Well might one long for the hundred eyes of Argus
with which to view ALL the beauties of our beloved
Southland; or the hundred hands of Briareus, that he
might pluck the tallest tree from the summit of some
lofty mountain, dip its top into the the limpid waters
of the sea, and paint the burnished heavens with glow-
ing pictures of this earthly Paradise.

Glorious California, the home of culture and refine-
ment, ours to enjoy, ours to control, ours to transmit.
Come, thou stranger without the gates, and help us
build up this mighty Western Empire which is but just
budding, a chrysalis, but rapidly ripening into a gor-
geous butterfly. Come, do come! A royal welcome awaits
you; and when you get here our services are at your dis-
posal. We will gladly aid you in finding a home to your
liking.

Very cordially yours,

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION : First National Bank, State Bank and Trust Company, Dun or Bradstreet.
Western Union Code 1901 Edition.
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Schcll's Patent Adjustable form

Los Angeles Office

Rooms 3

San Francisco: 503

For Drcssmakinq
It Is tiresome to fit people

by the usual methods. It Is a

pleasure to fit and carry out

the most unique

d e % I o .. by
means of this

form, which
is made to

dnpl icate
anyone's
form, and
can be Inde-

pendently
and minutely

corrected
as the per-
son's form
changes.

Is made
to stand as

person stands, for-
ward or backward,
consequently skirts
will hang- and waists
fit with perfection and
comfort. When order-
ing send a perfectly
fitted lining with
waist-line marked, also
skirt measures from
waist-line to floor

(front, hips and back)-
with close fitting col-
lar and sleeves.

316 South Broadway
and 4 Phone Jamcs 4441
Powell St. Phone Red 2080

M

What a man appreciates is a

Waterman's Ideal Fountain 'Pen

In Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen

Many a Man has round an Ideal

Medium of expression.

An absolute necessity to a man,

a great convenience to a woman

If it's not a Waterman it's /^^
Not an Ideal, (ideal

It's not Ideal unless

It's a Waterman

L. E. Waterman Co.,
173 Broadway, - - New York

i2 Golden Lane, London

XWWWWWWVWWWlwwwwwwwwvwvwvvvwvvwvvvvvvvw>

ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - $13,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL---------- 2.500,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - - - 350.000
MONTHLY INCOME, OVER ---.-. J 00,000

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the

members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn from 8 to 12 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allow them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term*

HOME OFFICE: 301 California St, San Francisco, California

VM. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager

kVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVWWWVW 1
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The Land of SvinsKine.

THE NATION BACK OF US, THE WORLD IN FRONT.
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Vol. XVIII, No. 3. MARCH, 1903.

THE RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

X.

IMPERTINENT as it must seem to us self-

satisfied ephemera, who can feel the earth

teeter under our masterful tread — who forget

that Yesterday was, and Tomorrow shall be
;

and who realize, even of our maggot moment,
litttle more than how much We outweigh
the coach-wheel— it is nevertheless an irrev-

erent fact of History (the sticky paper to which adheres what
little is left of a thousand other fly-times), that

Civilization began only when Man began to Move, and has

progressed only upon condition of his removals. No people
ever yet rose to a high culture in its geographic cradle; no

country was ever yet tnade eminent by its first inhabitants.

Throughout the record of mankind, not its indigenes but its

invaders have wrought the chief (when not the only) fame of

every land that was ever famous
;
the serious ascent of every

tribe or nation up the scale of Progress began with, and hinged

upon, that tribe's Migrating. The savage is the only unalloyed
Conservative. No tribe that ever removed much, remains

savage ;
and conversely, if you wish to find savages, seek a

tribe still persistent where it originated. In a word, it is the

immemorial lesson of evolution that Man, to Grow, has had to

Get Out. The individual may colorably resist this law of

nature
;
and so may the generation, or even the sequence of

generations ;
but all are paying interest on the debt, and the

Copyrighted 1903 by Ch»s. F. Lummis. All rights reserved.
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generations must sometime settle the principal. Violations of

hygiene are as ineluctably punished in the social as in the

physical body. What happens to nations that once civilized

themselves by demigration, but have since Stayed Too Long un-

varying, India and China are tolerable hints
;
there are others,

in a graduate scale of the hopelessness of immobility. As for the

relation between Conservatism and Progress, they walk asunder

in the inverse ratio with any nation, and with approximately

equal steps. As a mere passing and trivial— but typical
—

"modern instance," let us say Russia, England and the United

States. What is the descending order of their conservatism ;

what the ascending rank of their advancement ?

Doubtless no faithful workman will ever "defy" anyone to

prove him wrong. If he be really fit to saw boards, or paint

signs, or burrow in history, he knows that his best benefac-

tors are not they that maudle in vain praise over his botch-

eries, but the fellows that show him wherein he blundered—
even the fellows that do it in a nasty way, as it is somehow

easy for poor human nature to present its criticisms. And I

shall be very grateful to anyone who will prove, never so un-

kindly, that this rather large postulate (which I do not re-

member to have encountered flatly in type) is not a generic
truth of history

—
namely, that Man, in the long sense, Has to

Move or Stagnate. I will even be grateful for reminder of one

single national exception that can be established by modern
science.

In their Genesis, the Hebrews were a pest to Egypt and a

burden to themselves ;
it was with their Exodus that they began

to be a People ineradicable from history ; and that with their

immigrant fists they made what the whole world still calls the

Holy Land. Who knows anything about the aborigines of

Palestine? Who doesn't know that it is the country "made"
by the Wandered Jew, while he rested there before further self-

making by further wandering ?

Greece ? The name sounds familiar. A year's subscription

(which is two rotund American deities) free to any one that

will offhand name one autocthonous tribe of that matchless ar-

chipelago. But when the likes of Cadmus drifted in, there

began to be a land which has set the world's standards forever

in sculpture and in literature— to say nothing of the notch of

the best educated people in history.

Were a stage-robber to demand your Instant Definition or

your Life, pray what would you hand him out as to the Herni-

cans and the Auruncans ? But you could find fobs from which

to disgorge at least a nickel's worth of testimony to having



An Assisted Immigrant. Photo by Pierce.
Foliasre of the Pepper Tree. (Brought from its home in Peru to California, where it grows twice as lar^e.)
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heard of Rome after the Pious Trojan and his sort arrived
;

and after immigration had devolved amid the lean Italian tribe-

vocabularies the mother tongue to which every great
modern language is incomparably beholden. If Italy had been

burglar-proof against outside brains, not so much as a ghost of

what we call Latin should have walked the universal earth
;
and

if there had been no Latin as we know it, there might, indeed,

have been an English language
— but you and I couldn't read

it. Latin is the Preferred Creditor of the leading tongues of

Christendom
;
and there wasn't any Latin until Immigrants got

in to teach Latium what its jargons really could be made.

Old England in Los Angeles. Photo by Pierce.

The freshman, still unwiped of the college plutn-bloom, can
doubtless tell us the name of some one tribe of the barbarians

between whom All Gaul was Divided when a little, bald-headed
soldier and scholar discovered it to the world

;
the rest of us

must refresh ourselves from the encyclopedia. But of France,
and of its language (which was imposed by its invaders), even
those of us who are more rubbed retain some vague concept.

England ? Its civilization and its language are the sum of

its immigrations. We all know what a howling wilderness it

was of naked, brutal, raw-dieted, tongue-tied troglodytes, when
it was discovered by the succession of peoples with Marrow
enough^in their Minds to Stir them. We can easily guess what
it Iwould |be| today, if Vikings and Romans and Normans and.
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various other stocks that have varied its savagery had never

run across it and stamped their heels all over its face.

And even the conglomerate English People of today, the

blend of so many Angle and Saxon and Norse and Teutonic and

Norman and other elements
; where do you fancy they are

"
doing best

"
for Progress — in the tight little island, or over

here whither a few of them have Moved ?

We still recognize the Irishman as a lively immigrant — but

it was in the same capacity that he settled upon the Ould Sod.

The Celts and Milesians did not originate in Ireland, but came
thither from afar. The Teuton was an immigrant to Germany,
not an aborigine; and has not yet forgotten how to move, to

his own betterment and that of the land he adopts. When we

Another Adaptation of the Moresque. (Los Ang-eles.) Photo by Pierce.

"
talk Spanish," it is no aboriginal speech of the one-time

queen of nations, but the superb instrument forged by her

Roman, and polished by her Moorish, conquerors ;
and our at-

tempts (generally felonious) upon
"
Spanish architecture " are

a following after the style which overran Spain from Africa.

And so on, for as long as one cares. Even the marvelous

aboriginal cultures of Mexico and Peru— which the scientist

does not classify as "civilization," but which were in some

respects higher
— were exotic. The Incas and the Aztecs did

not originate where they made their astonishing record — they
Moved there. And by Motion they Grew.

Perhaps it were wanton to remind ourselves that what is now
the United States was not wholly developed by its aborigines ;

or even that its present people have some cause to be glad that

they are here rather than back where they or their great-grand-
fathers came from.
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A Field of Pineapples.
(In the Cahuenga Valley, near Los Ansreles.

Photo by Pierce,

Migrations are the milestones of the whole world's Progress.
Civilization is the product of Emergence, of Getting Away
both geographic and intellectual — and one is hard without the

other, reading either way you will. Even those who are least

fanatic in adoring Civilization and all its works
;
who most

doubt if what we call "Progress" makes its devotees any hap-
pier or any better, have to realize that it is the attraction of

gravitation of humanity, thus far unsuspended. It is the stand-

ard by which everything is judged, nowadays. So it is neither

unfair nor unimportant to judge it, in its turn, by some other

things. Particularly as it is so prone to Forget the Pit whence
it was Digged, and the Rock from which it was Hewn. One
of its commonest symptoms, when it becomes acute, is to see as

dangerous, if not actually depraved, the very thing that

created it. It turns pale when it meets its own mother.
No one of transcontinental acquaintance and experience is

unfamiliar with the queer (and generally unconscious)
admixture of disapproval, misgiving and almost dismay
they that Go Forth are regarded withal by them that Stay Put,
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That warning
-

gospel of Conservatism, "a rolling stone gathers

no moss," is as true now as when it first scared the first youth
that ever Wanted Out

;
but still, as a million years ago— and

still in every land and in every town — there are some who can

think of better ambitions than to grow Mossy. Even the un-

comprehended Vagrom Man has had his uses in the world's

development ; and the true Migrant, who goes out to See and

to Win — he has been the spinal column of the race. Nature

gives us our way in self-making, and ultimately fits our cloth-

ing to our habit. To keep from being stepped upon, the

greyhound has gradually elected legs ;
the turtle, a shell. In

Far-Wandered Architecture. Photo by Pierce.

(In I,os Angeles the snow-shedding- roof is merely for ornament.)

Nature, all things must Grow somehow
;
but some things In-

grow.

M-a-y-be all this Means Something ; History occasionally
does. And if it ever meant anything, anywhere, it means every-

thing to the West and to the very problems we are now reckon-

ing with. It is the Key to our Riddle— that Impenetrable

Enigma over which the East wags its solemn head altogether,
and which we ourselves have not yet reasonably answered.

Maybe, also, the big-enough historian will some day look out

from his closet long enough to see— and we have still historians

who could see, if they emerged and looked far enough— and

give us the great book the theme and our bareness merit.

Mankind no longer flows and ebbs in vast racial waves as in

the earliest floodings of Europe and Asia. Nowadays it mostly
leaks rather than bursts its native reservoir. Still, there have

been several pretty serious tides of migration within times and



£ <-
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geographies particularly interesting
-

to us "Americans." Among
civilized shiftings in modern days, that marvelous precipita-

tion which promptly followed the discovery of America was

easily first. The Spanish exploration, conquest and colonization

of two-thirds of all the New World that is even today populated

by civilized persons
— the inrush from 1520 to 1650— has no

tolerable rival if we weigh the area covered, developed and popu-
lated in so short a time

;
the addition to the world's anthro-

pological and geographical knowledge, and to the world's

wealth
;

the danger and difficulty of the conquest ; the pro-

portion of college men and great men in the total immigration ;

the linguistic potency (which stuck the conquering tongue for-

ever upon more people, in any one country of Spanish America,
than English has been imposed on people altogether, by

England and by Us); or the records scholars have of the

transition. But that, of course, is merely scientific. The
human thing about it is that never before did so many well-

educated people go so far in miles-at-a-lick, nor so fast, nor with

a tenth so much contribution to literature.

The first English invasion of the New World was slow if sure,

and has not as yet covered anywhere near so much territory,

though within my lifetime it has buttered part of its territory

much thicker. If New York city hadn't within 20,000 of as many
people in 1800 as Puebla, Mexico, had in 1678, it has caught up
since. At no time up to within the half-century had immigra-
tion to the United States been of the calibre to count in the

class now in mind. As for the post-bellum hordes at Castle

Garden, neither do they count here, because, while numerically

tremendous, the wave has carried more than its share of spume.
The most heroic, the most precipitate, and the most epochal

migration in what wezaW. "American history" (*. e., history of

the United States) was beyond comparison the East-to-West

shifting of population in 1849-59. In that one decade some

300,000 Wide-Awakes had moved farther, and at more cost of

hardship and danger, than so many so comfortably civilized per-

sons had ever moved — or ever have moved— in the world's his-

tory. Never before nor since have so many ministers, doctors,

lawyers, merchants, deacons, carpenters, shoemakers, farmers,

judges, millers and other persons of sober and secure occupa-

tion, "walked so far afoot," if so far endured a voyage to

which the most hardened sensation-seeker could hardly find a

parallel now. Never before nor since did so many respectable

persons leave respectable families behind — nor, perhaps, so

often forget to return for them or send for them. Never before

nor since have so many persons accustomed to the Comforts of
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Home (in modern terras) so utterly surrendered these comforts

and so thriven without them. And incomparably, never before

nor since have anything like the same number of human beings
so radically and so lastingly remade the business habits of the

whole world. Nationally, that was our nearest approach to the

ancient racial supersessions.

The very wonderful colonization and development of our vast

Middle West and Northwest, imminently following our Civil

War, and achieved largely by its disbanded soldiers — but made

possible and attractive precisely by the California which fur-

nished the money and credit for that war— that was another

of the national milestones History will sometime draw bigger
than we of today have the proportion to. Numerically it was

great ; economically it was enormous. Legitimate child of

California, it is already old enough and big enough to feed its

A Los Anoki.ks Hospital.

(St Vincent Sanitarium.)

Photo <"• .
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grandparents
— the Conservative States which have not moved

much since 1850, nor been recipients of much motion — save

such as comes from Canada and Europe ;
which is now not the

cream, but nearer the skim, of human kind.

The older, heroic, but relatively innumerous, pioneering
- of

what we may call the immediate backwoods of the Atlantic

fringe of States — the gallant episode of Kentucky, Ohio and
their historical mates— all this was of another, and a scientific-

ally smaller category ;
less significant as to speed, numbers and

world-weight. "National politics" and "centers of popula-
tion " are not always so mightily important as they look close

at hand. Mostly, if they Came Home fifty years later, their

own Mothers wouldn't know them, so wofully shrunken in

stature. Five Presidents have, indeed, procured themselves to

be born in Ohio — but the Presidency has long been a compro-
mise in geographies, not an index of regional cultures. Only
three New England Presidents have been elected

;
and it is al-

most half a century since a born Yankee sat in the White House,
save the incidental Arthur, who was not elected to the office,

and who had graduated to New York. The selection of "cen-
tral "

candidates, in general deference to considerations much
more formidable to politicians than to scholars — or to the people—

is already a habit which will not be easily broken. Yet one

might almost remark that the farther West it came for its Pre-

sidents the better the country has fared. In geography it never

but the once ventured so far westward as Illinois — and got
Lincoln. In spirit, it has come as far on several occasions.

Washington was emphatically a Westerner of his day ;
and Jef-

ferson had the Western horizons that gave us Lewis and Clark.

Roosevelt, of course, will rank for Western anywhere.
Even to mention Grant, he formed his character in California.

It can hardly be said that the farther East it went for its Presi-

dents, the worse the country came out
;
but certainly even the

admirable Adamses were not the giants of our record
; and as

for Pierce it is not worth while to comment. Except on the

perhaps curious fact that New Hampshire furnished the Presi-

dent who was the foremost official Champion of Slavery ;
and

that California furnished (besides even weightier contribution)
the first presidential candidate of the party born in and for

Freedom, whatever we may think it has diminished to. It is

also a coincidence that no President from New England was
ever re-elected. Of course this is not intended for argument ;

but neither is it wholly fortuitous as concerning the relation be-

tween Emergence and Progress.
But California has had two epoch-marking and epoch-making
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landslide immigrations ; each paralleled by nothing' else in our

national history
— nor by much in any other— and so unlike

between themselves that almost the only comparison is by con-

trast. Except that both were much more rapid than the

peopling of most other States ; that both were distinct and

wilful Emergences from hardshell Conservatism, and that both

are remarkable in history for the "continuous mileage" of the

migrancy
—

wherein, of course, the Pacific Coast altogether

leads the world's record— these two great sweeps of popula-

tion were so unlike one another that it seems incredible that

they were moods of the same peoples, and only forty years apart.

In physique, in mental and ethical attitude, in first motive, in

experience, in methods, in interests, in performance, and in

the nature of their immediate results, they were ages asunder.

Their differences, while perhaps not so glibly to be catalogued,

were really deeper-seated than those between the first Euro-

pean settlements of Mexico and New England. It is easy to see

which was the more sensational ; but hard to decide which was
the more wonderful. As to their relative import, and pregnant
forecast to the race, I have a decided opinion. As to which
was the saner— and therefore, in our modern excitation, the

more unexpected
— there can be no real question.

The first was Sheer Adventure (with its usual historical

twin of Fortune-seeking) and one of its most magnificent chap-
ters since man's genesis ;

the second was Reasoned Migration.
The first was of men ; the second, of families. The first came

specifically to skin California and carry home its golden pelt ;

not to build a State but to eviscerate a natural treasury ; and
the great constructive work these Argonauts presently did out

here was because of what California taught them, and not the

lesson with which from the East they started so pat and pell-

mell to school. And the largest, the pleasantest thing the West

taught them was that they Didn't Have to Go Home. The
latter is the very thing that the second immigration learned be-

fore it came, and came because of learning. Adventure and

greed entered hardly at all into their motives
;
and returning

from California, not at all. They came precisely to stay ; and

they are as inveterate in fixity as their surviving predecessors.
Instead of rampaging off to California to find somewhat to

Fetch Home to the Family, they fetched the Family and the

Home along, and set them down in the very lap of riches mani-

fold, whereof the Gold-Hunters had jingled but the small-

change. They form the least heroic migration in history, but
the most judicious ;

the least impulsive but the most reasonable.

They brought far less 'muscle than their predecessors, and have
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developed far less
, but in "sinews" they were far better sup-

plied. In fact they were, by and large, by far the most comfort-

able immigrants, financially, in history. Instead of by Shank's

Mare, or prairie schooner, or reeking
-

steerage, they came on pa-

latial trains
;
instead of cabins they put up beautiful homes ;

instead of gophering for gold, they planted gold
— and it Came

Up, in tenfold harvest. And for all their comparative sedate-

ness, they have made a record of development and progress the

far hardier, far braver and far more interesting Pioneers did

not approach. As to number, more of these New and Velvet

Immigrants came in the five years ending with 1890 than in the

Golden Decade of 1849 - 59 ;
and the tide has never since ceased.

There are 12 States in the Union which have gained more peo-

ple since 1880 than California has gained ; 38 (including terri-

tories) which haven't gained as many. All New England,

leaving out Massachusetts, gained 90,000 less. Virginia, which

in 1880 had more people than California has today, shows a gain

nearly 290,000 less. Kansas, which had in 1880 nearly 200,000

more inhabitants than California, now has not so many.
Not one State in the East has equalled California's fer cent.

of increase of population in the 20 years ;
and only Florida in

the South. Except Florida, all the States that have increased

in more rapid proportion are Out West
;
and except Minnesota

and Texas, not one of them has yet one-half the present popu-
lation of California.

Naturally, I am not arguing that the Pullman Conquest of

California was in numbers one of the landmarks of history.

Even in our own nation, it surpasses in arithmetic only three-

quarters of the States. Still, this brief comparison may serve

to indicate that neither was this migration exactly insignifi-

cant, even in numbers. But its distinction — the quality which
makes it interesting to study, and unique in the record— lies

not in its Mass but in its Class. Different in kind from the vast

majority of human migrations, it differs no less in degree from

the few that suggest its parallel. Genericall}r speaking, there

is a standing and very essential difference between the immi-

grations which populate the East and those which are settling

the West. Of course there are no higher single peaks of char-

acter or of culture in the West, and perhaps none so high, and

certainly nowhere so many, But the Average Altitude is very
much greater indeed— and for the almost absurdly evident

reason that we have No social Swamps. The pauper and the

criminal classes find it more comfortable to stay where they can

lean on or prey upon populations not only larger but also more
of the sort that themselves find it Easier to Stav Put. The
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parasitic classes— and these are not all poor— have lost the

power of detaching- themselves from the great trunk which they
are sapping, and which yields them up barely enough juice to

maintain whatever "life" a parasite may be said to have.

Furthermore, distance and railroad rates are not only a High
Protective Tariff for Western manufactures, but a remarkably
effective Restriction of Immigration — of the sort we are now
nationally trying to restrict. And as a matter of fact, in

almost any Western community whatever, the average of educa-

tion, morals and property is higher than in almost any sizable

Eastern community whatever. Of course there is some flying

scud of criminals and paupers; we have too many specimens of

both. But as compared with the East, the West has nothing to

be called a Pauper Class, nor a Criminal Class
;
and the Labor-

ing Class is of a mighty different sort from that with which
the East is now most familiar.

In high average of education, social "respectability," and
"comfortable circumstances," the Second Invasion of California

has no precedent. Never before have so many people of that

category
— nor with so few of lower grade to pull down their

average
— in a like period migrated so far, paid so much for

transportation, paid such whopping prices for land, built such

a class of homes— in cost, taste and comforts* — nor so numer-

ously changed their vocation, or at least added an avocation.

Never elsewhere has so great a throng of mature, well-to-do

non-farming migrators turned to the soil for pleasure and busi-

ness combined— nor found so much of each. And never else-

where have the unacquainted newcomers (for, unlike ordinary

migrations, this was not collective and by localities, but indi-

vidual and selective from Everywhere) so soon and so well

learned to Harness the communal Energies. There is nothing in

the East, nor in the Old World, like such communities as, for

instance, Riverside and Redlands. Not alone the wealth and
the intelligence they brought, but the Associative Effort they
have learned only here, have made these as fascinating and pro-

* Number of telephones per 100 population, 1902 :

City Per 100 pop.

L,os Angeles 12.3 or 1 tel. to every 8 persons
San Francisco 9.2 or 1 tel. to every 12 persons
Detroit 4.2 or 1 tel. to every 24 persons
Cleveland 3.4 or 1 tel. to every 29 persons
Boston 3.2 or 1 tel. to every 31 persons
New York 2.4 or 1 tel. to every 41 persons
Chicago 2.3 or 1 tel. to every 44 persons

Philadelphia 1.8 or 1 tel. to every 55 persons
Ivos Ang-eles has a greater number of telephones than Baltimore, a city

five times its size.
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phetic to the student of human developments as they are visi-

bly bewildering oases of beauty to the tourist amid the bare

land they were once like.

But here we come to another of those curious perplexities

which so often crop up in sober consideration of this field.

It is not the State of California, with its enormous area and

literally incalculable natural wealth, that has so grown in popu-

lation, but Patches of it. Enough California to blanket all New
England, and tuck it in on both sides, has practically no more

people today than it had in 1880. In the twenty years the gain
of population for the whole State has been 620,359. Of that

total, 348,663 (or far more than half) was confined to the seven

counties which are what is commonly known as
"
Southern

California"* and the metropolis of San Francisco.

Geographically and by area the southern half of the State

comprises 13 counties, so the accepted term "Southern Califor-

nia" is arbitrary rather than descriptive. Counting by latitude,

the total gain of population of the State for this term has been

divided roughly as follows :

13 southerly counties One-half.

San Francisco city and county One-sixth.

43 northerly counties One-third.

This is remarkable enough ;
but not all. If we omit the imme-

diate Bay of San Francisco, close about which are grouped the

only six counties in California! (except Fresno and San Diego in

the south) which today contain one-quarter as many people in all

as Los Angeles county has gained since 1880, the disproportion is

still more startling. The gain of these six northern counties,

stimulated by the irrelation to the greatest harbor in 5,000 miles,

is, since 1830, 236,403 ;
that of the seven counties of

"
Southern

California," 239,840; making a total of 476,243. This leaves

only 144,117 to be shared among the 44 other counties.

No one who knows anything of the case will accuse me of

"sectionalism." That isn't what is the matter. No one has

more cheerfully proved that the northern half of the State excels

in "natural advantages." It is beyond question more beautiful in

verdure, incomparably better forested, better mineralized, much
better watered, much better be-rained. And that is partly what
IS the matter. The northern Californians haven't fully dis-

covered, as yet, that they
" Have To. ,J We of the more arid

south found it out early, and it has been the making of us. The
superstitions of the East count it a misfortune to be obliged to

* Counties of Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, Santa Bar-
bara and Ventura ; area 44,901 square miles, or about two-sevenths of the entire area of the
State.

t Alameda, Sacramento, San Francisco, San Joaquin, Santa Clara and Sonoma.
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irrigate ;
in scientific fact, it is the greatest material godsend

that ever overtook Agriculture or Humanit3r
. But we cannot

enter upon this now. It shall have its turn.

Let ns rather begin to focus our glasses on the most extra-

ordinary example and center of this new immigration.
When I walked into Los Angeles, a little over 18 years ago, it

was a dull little place of 12,000 people, with perhaps six build-

ings of three stories or better
;
and with a few doleful miles of

such bobtail horse-cars as still serve parts of New York city. I

used to shoot quail and jack-rabbits where is now the center of

such a residence district as no other American city has quite the

likes of. For a year there was no change to mention
;
but then

A Country By-way.

Something Happened, and the Miracle began, whose explanation
must await another chapter. But we may at least indicate that

there was a Miracle.

Not one city in the United States which was no larger than

Los Angeles in 1890 is larger now
;
not one city which was no

larger in 1880 is larger now. In other words, not a single city

in the Union has overtaken Los Angeles in rank by population.
But in these two decades, Los Angeles has outstripped 99

American cities which were numerically larger in 1880
;
and in

one decade has passed 19 cities that were numerically larger in

1890. In 1880, Los Angeles was the 135th city in the Union in

population. In 1890 it was the 56th. In 1900 it was the 36th.

There are now 35 cities in the United States larger than Los
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Angeles ;
but only 13 cities have gained as many people in the ten

years from 1890 to 1900.*

In this last decade, the city of Los Angeles has gained over

5,000 more people than the whole States of Maine, Vermont,

Nebraska and Nevada, put together, gained in the same period.

In 1890 their aggregate population was 2,098,179
— or over 41

times the population of Los Angeles ;
their aggregate in-

crease in the ten years is 46,890 ;
that of Los Angeles, 52,084.

The State of Kansas, with a present population only 15,000

less than the total present population of California, increased,

between 1890 and 1900, by 10,711 less people than did the city

of Los Angeles.
[TO BR CONTINUED.]

* These 13 cities are the only ones in the United States which equal Los

Angeles, Cal., in actual numerical increase of population between 1890 and
1900:

Rank in Pop. Increase
City Union 1900 since 1890

New York 1 3,437,202 944,611

Chicago 2 1,698,575 598,725

Philadelphia 3 1,293,697 246,733
St. Louis 4 575,238 123,468

Boston 5 560,892 112,415

Baltimore 6 508,957 74,518

Cleveland 7 381,768 120,415

Buffalo 8 352,387 96,723

Pittsburg 11 321,616 82,999

Detroit 13 285,704 79,828
Milwaukee 14 285,315 80,847

Newark 16 246,070 64,240

Indianapolis 21 169,164 63,728

Los Angeles 36 102,479 52,084

In the decade from 1890 to 1900 Los Angeles overtook and outstripped in

total population the following 19 cities, all of which were larger in 1890 :

City Pop. 1890 Pop. 1900 Increase

Memphis, Tenn 64,495 102,320 37,825

Scranton, Pa 75,215 102,026 26.811
'

Lowell, Mass 77,696 94,969 17,273

Albany, N.Y 94,923 94.151 dec. 772

Cambridge, Mass : 70,028 91,886 21,858

Atlanta, Ga 65,533 89,872 24,339
Grand Rapids, Mich 60,278 87,565 27,287

Dayton, 61,220 85,333 24,113

Richmond, Va 81,388 85,050 3.662

Nashville, Term 76,168 80,865 4,697

Hartford, Conn 53,230 79,850 26,620

Reading, Pa 58,661 78,961 20,300

Wilmington, Del 61,431 76,508
•

15,077

Camden, N.J 58.313 75,935 17,622

Trenton, N.J 57,458 73,307 15,849

Lynn, Mass 55,727 68,513 12,786

Troy, N. Y 60,956 60,651 dec. 305

Charleston, S. C 54,955 55,807 852

Lincoln, Neb 55,154 40,169 dec. 14,985

Los Angeles 50,395 102,479 52,084
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1 THE "DAU" IN POMO BASKETS.
By CARL PURDY.

IN

a series of articles on "Porno Indian Baskets and Their

Makers" which appeared in Out West of Dec, 190L,

and Jan., Feb., and March, 1902, I omitted all mention

of some very curious phases of basketry embodying- reli-

gious ideas. My information on the subject did not

satisfy me at that time. During the past winter, studies

which had been previously carried on independently by

Mr. S. A. Barrett, of Ukiah, and myself, were continued

in collaboration, and made to include a study of the language,

customs, myths and industries of the Pomos, the work center-

ing on the Calpella Porno dialect, but touching four or five

others. The work so carried on lacks much of completion, but

includes a vocabulary of some thousands of words illustrated

by sentences, many myths taken verbatim in Indian and with

both free and literal translations, and a body of other informa-

tion. While these studies must be put in systematic form, com-

pared and verified carefully before ready to be submitted as a

scientific publication, I am satisfied that the matter which I

submit to the readers of Out West is strictly authentic.

The Porno Indian was a pantheist. He not only believed that

man's spirit is immortal, but that all animals had immortal

spirits, that their prototypes, animal spirits embodying the

The accompanying' illustrations show different basket weaves, the
'' Dau "

being- usually
indicated by the letter D.
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idea of deity, preceded and paved
the way for all life, and that every

inanimate object had a spirit. The
creator of all was a spirit called the

coyote spirit (dutvi namo). He,
who in their myths is described as

the all-wise spirit and the know-

ing- spirit, created or superintended
the creation of the world, and at

different times it would seem (for creation myths are abun-

dant) planned and created races of men. With this preamble
we will proceed to give the myth telling of the origin of the

"dau."
THE MYTH OP THE DAU.

When the world-maker, the coyote spirit, had concluded his

work of creating the world and man, he seated himself to rest,

congratulating himself upon the many good works he had done.

At this juncture the Pika Namo, or basket spirits, came before

him and petitioned him to give them a village or home to be

theirs always. The coyote spirit graciously acceded, and said

to them, that there, on the surface of baskets, they might have
a home which should be theirs always, and then addressing the

basket spirits, said, "You basket spirits, young men and young
women, old men and old women, children all, here is a good
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home for you all, to be yours always. If you die, you will lie in

the ground four days here, then you will ascend to the upper

sky to live forever, where there is no sickness, where it is always

day, where all are happy.
"The door (dau) of the basket will always keep swinging

for you to escape through when you die."

But the basket spirits were discontented and kept crying out

as if in pain.
" What are you doing down there?" the coyote spirit asked.

" We said nothing," they said.
" We talk good ;

we speak dis-

courses to the dead ones. Now we basket spirits are going to

do good ; you have spoken wisely to us and we will remember it.

We will stay in this home you have given us until we die and

can go to the sky home."
This myth shows clearly that they believe a particular race of

spirits inhabited the baskets, and that they needed the dau, or

door, to escape through when the basket was destroyed. As to

what this door, which should always swing open, is, our illus-

trations best explain. In baskets in which the design is circu-

lar, there is an intentional break in the continuity of the design.
Follow the circle and there is a design or alteration of designs

repeated again and again, but at the dau an altogether different

design is inserted. A dau may be very small or inconspicuous,
so much so that the untrained eye fails to note it

;
but it is

usually very plain, and often the most beautiful part of the de-
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sign. Where the design is in a number of circles, there is not

always a dau in each circle, and if the design is spiral, there is

no need of a dau. If a basket has a number of designs, each

forming a circle, there is not always a door in each circle,

although there may be. It has been suggested by some
students of basketry that the dau originated in the fact

that sometimes a repetition of a design did not form a

complete circle, but left a gap which the weaver filled in with

some sort of figures ; and that the myth or superstition was a

second thought. It is easily to be shown that this supposition
is absolutely groundless. In the first place, christianized In-

dians make baskets without daus, and still more pertinent is the

fact that a woman may make a small dau, a very large dau, or

none at all, in the successive circles of one basket, showing that

she is complete master of the situation.

Many Indian women are Catholics or Protestants, and some
are quite intelligent ; but there are few who will omit the dau

from a basket. The following myth explains this. To one

who believed it, it must have carried a terror sufficient to pre-

serve the custom.
THB LEGEND OF KALTOI.

There was a woman in Gravelly Valley, near Kaltoi, who
had failed to make a dau on a basket. To her appeared
the spirit of the basket, saying,

" You have always neglected to

make a door for our spirits to escape by. You shall never go
to the home above over there, I say to you. Good women never
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fail to make daus, I tell you. I will myself cause you to die ;

this instant shall you die."

Then the Kaltoi woman said,
*'

O, my basket spirit, spare
me now, and after this I will never fail to make daus in my
baskets. When I die I will meet you in the sky-home above,
where we will always be good, where day always stays, where

you and I will live together. O, basket spirit, my heart is good
now. My brain will stay good. If I die now, you will come
to me afterwards and we will live friends forever."

Then the world-maker said, "It is good. I accept this

woman's life as a sacrifice, and you may live in the sky home
together."

Then the woman, weeping, accepted her fate and died.

These myths, as is the case with all Porno legendary lore, are

recounted from time to time by the old medicine men to the

younger generation, and serve as a most forceful reminder of

the sacred obligations to the basket spirits assumed by those

who choose to make baskets. And it may be added that these

are obligations which are seldom broken.
Ukiah, Cal.

THE ROCK COLUMBINE.
By FLORENCE EVELYN PRATT.

•••IS a little fairy dancer
In her skirts of gold

Flutters where the wind is piping
Music faint and old.

Vis-a-vis a butterfly
Balances and bows,

Gorgeous in his brown and yellow,
Come to pay his vows.

In a little brown arroyo
Many miles away,

Dance, my.lady Columbine !

New York. Dance, my rover (gay !
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THE DEATH VALLEY PARTY OF 1849.

By REV. JOHN WELLS BRIER, a Survivor.

[On the 4th of last month a rather wonderful little reunion was held at

Lodi, Cal. There three old people, who had not seen one another for S3

years, met to celebrate the anniversary of the day when they and their

comrades, the pitiful, starving remnants of the Jayhawkers of the historic

Death Valley party, staggered forth from the last defile of the grisly

desert on which they had wandered lost for months, and were safe in

"God's Country." It was Feb. 4, 1850, that the 16-year-old scout, sent

ahead by the despairing and perishing immigrants, found at last a human

habitation, and brought them to the noble hospitality of the San Francis-

quito rancho, where they were tenderly nursed back to life. The ruins of

the old adobe ranch-house can still be traced near where the Southern Cali-

fornia village of Newhall, and the railroad station of Saugus, are today.

The boy scout is now a gaunt and grizzled veteran — Capt. J. B. Colton,

of Kansas City. He has been record-keeper of the Jayhawkers ever since;

and has filled a stack of bulky scrapbooks ( some of which he showed me
the other day ) with all sorts of matter concerning, and relating to, that

famous journey. With the single exception of the " Donner party," it was

the most fearful overland trip in our history, Much concerning it will

presently find place in these pages. Thanks to Capt. Colton, too, the sur-

vivors of that heroic episode have been kept in touch. This Lodi meeting
was the 31st reunion he has held of the dwindling and far scattered sur-

vivors on the anniversary of their great deliverance. Only seven of the

36 original' Jayhawkers are still living ;
but every year Capt. Colton gets

to the iremote home of some one of them : and perhaps one or two others

are able to come from afar ;
and the rest send letters.

The Lodi meeting was at the home of Mrs.

J. H. Brier, that wonderful little woman who,
with her husband, and three little boys, the

oldest nine, the youngest only four years old,

shared the indescribable horrors of that

wandering ; thanks to her magnificent pluck,

and to the manly devotion of the Jayhawkers
— who admitted the Briers to their party
when the big caravan broke up soon after

leaving Salt Lake. The husband — who

preached the first Protestant sermon in Los

Angeles, soon after their miraculous, escape,
and was for years a famous Methodist pio-

neer missionary in California — died several

years ago. Mrs. Brier, at almost 90, is still

active and alert. The six-year old boy who

trudged beside her that deadly way, and

rested on her heroic breast, is now Rev. J.

W. Brier, who wrote for me, a year or two

ago, the following reminiscences of what

was so sharply burned in upon his childish

mind.— Ed.]Rkv. John Wklls Bhikk.

/jgSrtlllS
is a record of such events of an awful four months,

J^ journey from the Mormon village at Salt Lake to the

Spanish pueblo at Los Angeles as stamped themselves so
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deeply on the memory of a six-year-old lad that they stand out

clear and vivid after more than half a century.

September 30, 1849, our party of 105 wagons left the rendez-

vous on the bank of a stream flowing into Utah Lake, and took

up the trail across the wild flax fields, with the Wasatch mount-

ains on our left, and a broad plain, whose broken bounds and

barriers appeared only faintly and occasionally, stretching to

our right. Captain Hunt, who had contracted to conduct us to

Los Angeles within nine weeks for a thousand dollars, was our

leader. While the teams were fresh and the credit of Capt.

Mrs. Brier Columbus Brier Rev. J. H. Brier
Kirke White Brier John Wells Brier

The Brier Family.

(From a dag-uerreotype in Marysville, Cal., in 1852.)

Hunt was unimpaired, we were in excellent spirit. At length,

however, the guide began to miscalculate; and, on one occasion,
his uncertainty cost us a week of time and travel. The train

had been loaded for expedition rather than comfort, and no pro-
vision had been made for leisure. The leading thought had
been to make it as easy as possible for the teams

;
and when

they began to wear a jaded look, when seven weeks of the nine

had passed with no more than a third of the distance covered,
the spirit of discontent grew towards open revolt.
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Mrs. J. II. Brier.
(From a photo made 25 years ajro.)

The Captain was taciturnity it-

self. If he possessed the know-

ledge of a guide, he seemed to be

wanting in the tact of a leader.

This may be the fancy of a child,

for I confess that I was afraid of

the silent man, and wondered if

he ever loved anybody, and if he

slept on horseback.

We had journeyed down into the

Great Basin, and every day the

scenery had become more and more
unattractive. A party came into

our camp near the Iron Buttes, who
were on a forced march to Califor-

nia, guided by a chart furnished

by the Utah Chief, Walker. This
route lay due west and entered the

valley of Owen's Lake. It was a

most inviting trail, dotted at conven-

ient intervals with springs ; and

as we were assured that a fort-

night would take us to the en-

chanted shores of Owen's Lake our affections were immedi-

ately alienated from Captain Hunt and the Spanish Trail.

There were, perhaps, five hundred people within the circle of

our wagons. In mass meeting, the new departure was discussed,
and my father was one of its most enthusiastic advocates. The
guide very consistently opposed it. "Gentlemen!" he ex-

claimed with characteristic brevity, "All I have to say is, that

if you take that route you will all be landed in Hell !"

As the result of the conference, Captain Hunt was left with a

following of five wagons, while we pushed on without a guide,
without a chart, without a particle of authentic information

and without the faintest conception of the true character of the

wilderness we were about to penetrate. As early as the second

day our trail began to swerve too far to the south. We should

have reached the Mountain Meadows, but, when night came,
we halted on the brink of an impassable canon, traversed by a

tributary of the Vegas. The only man who could descend to

the stream was a Canadian voyageur, and those who drank of

its water were compelled to pay at the rate of one dollar per
bucket.

Clearly we must find a way of escape or turn back. Mr.

Rhinierson, a man of cautious judgment, resolved to return to
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Photo by C. F. L., Jan. 29, 1903.

Captain John B. Colton. (See paije 326.)

the guidance of Captain Hunt, and I believe that more than

half of the company followed his example. Meantime ex-

plorers had gone out, and my father was able to report that

from the top of a pine on a hill he had seen open country toward

the west, with a mountain intervening around whose side,

bristling with dwarf cedars, a road must be cut for the train.

Men were at once sent forward, and that night we camped
among quaking bogs at the edge of a dark drain of the Moun-
tain Meadows.
The day following we advanced, by a long and easy grade, to

a summit whereon was an old Indian cornfield. The air was

sharp, and the sky was overcast. The men circled about the

greasewood fires and sang the old songs, some of which were
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Photo by C. F. L. about 1885.

Rev. J. H. Brier.

parodied in a manner to turn re-

grets into laughter. I well re-

member the chorus of "Carry me

back," and that of "Oh, Susanna,"

accompanied by the strains of Nat

Ward's fiddle.

By a sweep to the north and west

we entered a north-and-south val-

ley, bounded on the west by Tim-

panute mountain. We should have

doubled this mountain on the north,

but our magnet drew us southward.

Our course lay for miles among
conical stacks, containing the seed

of a species of bunch grass, gathered
for food by the natives. The scene

was exceedingly picturesque ;
and

the grain would have proved most

serviceable to us in the days to

come. We respected the rights of the red man, but he was

not equally considerate. Two riding animals were missed

on the morning of our departure, and their unhappy owners

had the misfortune of seeing them pursued by naked savages

along the base of the distant mountain. Before disappearing

from view the exultant natives made their adieus by executing

a grand salaam in reverse order.

We journeyed fifty miles with the Timpanute, and descended

into the first real desert I had ever seen, and saw here, for the

first time, the mirage. We had been without water for twenty-

four hours, when suddenly there broke into view to the. south a

splendid sheet of water, which all of us believed was Owen's Lake.

As we hurried towards it the vision faded, and near midnight we
halted on the rim of a basin of mud, with a shallow pool of brine.

From this point I remember little of our westward course across

the great desert until we rested at the mouth of a deep-walled

fissure, and two Indians were brought into camp, captured at

the extremity of the cleft. Questioned by signs as to the direc-

tion of the great water, they pointed to the southwest, and one

of them led two of our young men to a beautiful mountain

spring. During the night both escaped. Before this our party

had been growing smaller. Eleven young men had "packed
their backs " soon after we left Captain Hunt. At the Amar-

gosa they separated, Savage and Pinney steering for the White

Mountains, and the nine crossing Funeral Mountain and en-

tering Death Valley. Savage and Pinney were found by

Indians, who gave them food, and conducted them as captives
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to Owen's Lake. Pinney delighted the Indians by his dancing,

his great size and the redness of his hair. They called him the
"
Big Chief," and in the spring led him and his friend to the

inland plains. The skeletons of those who had entered Death

Valley were discovered some years after. I have an impression

that the parties diverged to the south before we reached the

Amargosa ;
and the Jayhawkers entered Death Val ley not far

from the bend of the Amargosa. We overtook them on the

bank of a saliferous stream, where they too were compelled to

abandon their wagons. Finally a small party left us at Furnace

Creek, and another in Panamint Valley.

From the escape of the captives to the abandonment of our

wagons my memory is utterly at fault. The latter event is

vividly recalled— the drifting sand, the cold blast from the

north, the wind-beaten hill, the white tent, my lesson in the

Testament, the burning of wagons as fuel, the forsaking of

nearly every treasured thing, the packing of oxen, the melan-

choly departure. (Twelve years afterward Gov. Blaisdell found

the things we had abandoned, in a remarkable state of preserv-

ation.) The walking, now made necessary, was hard upon the

women and children, but the short rations were more trying

for all.

After many days of bitter travel, we reached the Amargosa
and camped in its dry channel, counting ourselves fortunate to

find a muddy pool of water. The end of the next day found us,

with our canteens empty, at the summit of a pass where there

was no water, no grass, no fuel— nothing but a low, tubular

plant, mottled with pale red and purple, that rattled desolately

in the north wind. Early the next morning, from the top of a

neighboring crag, my father looked across the furrowed hills

into a deep valley reaching westward to a lofty mountain range,

and in it, seeming scarcely two leagues away, a beautiful oasis

of grass and springing water. All that day we hurried toward

it, hardly able to keep pace with the eager animals down the

well-beaten Indian trail, and it was midnight (of Dec. 24, 1849)

before we reached the oasis. For the last six miles my father

carried my younger brother.

The place was evidently a resort, and deep trails had the ap-

pearance of having been cut through the barriers of soft, though
solid, rock. A lavatory in so hot a region was a luxury, espe-

cially as the spring flow was copious and of every degree of

temperature. It was carried off in the channel of Furnace
Creek and discharged into a saline swamp of the valley below.

The best we could do for Christmas was to slaughter an ox free

for all. The men wanted something to remind them of other
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days, and my father gave them a lecture on education. It was

grave, humorous and reminiscent.

During the day, reconnoitering parties explored the inlet to the

unknown valley beyond. They found the Jayhawk wagon
tracks, and we decided to follow them northward. Nearly oppo-
site our encampment, a trail mounted to an elevation of the

Panamint range, where a valley, rich in grass, offered an easy
descent to Wild Rose and Darwin canons, and opened up a near

way to Watkin's Pass. But of this we were ignorant.

On this day two of the men came upon an old Indian in a de-

pression, with the sand packed about him, but his head left ex-

posed. One of them mistook him for a wolf, and was about to

shoot him, when the other exclaimed— "My God! it is a

man !

" He was released from confinement, and we watched

him catch beetles for food, and visit the near branch for drink,

though his eyes may have been dead for a quarter of a century.

We passed into Death Valley, along the margin of a coruscat-

ing basin of salt and soda. That day we overtook the Jay-

hawkers, and, as our own company had been reduced to a small

fraction, by the departure of Captain Town and party, we united

our fortunes with theirs. They endeavored to persuade us to

remain at the Springs, promising to return from California to

our rescue. My mother, who had never been a burden to any
one, heroically refused, and the Jayhawkers gallantly pledged
her their undivided loyalty.

Steering north of west we drove across the shifting dunes for

twenty miles to the pass between the Panamints and Tele-

scope Peak, from the summit of which we were in plain view of

Mt. Whitney and the Minarets. We were only two days' journey
from Owen's Lake ; but we turned to the south, and prolonged
our journey by hundreds of miles. All this I can distinctly and

accurately recall. Twenty miles across the naked dunes, the

wind driving the sand like shot into the face and eyes; a raging

thirst, for we had found no potable water in the Valley of

Death ; the bench lands, thickly strewn with basalt boulders ;

the snow-line, to which my father mounted, returning with all

the snow he could carry, which we melted for man and beast ;

the field of snow that we crossed, the cattle eating it to assuage
their thirst

; the majestic view of Mt. Whitney and the

Minarets ; the midnight march down the long and irregular

ravine; the arrival at an Indian village among the mesquite

groves, in which only one of the villagers remained, an aged

squaw, who scolded us in a language we did not understand.
We entered the rectangular thatched huts, and found a number

of hair ropes and bridles, but little furniture. Midway the

village was a vast heap of offal, and the bones of horses were
scattered about freely, showing that the natives were accus-
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tomed to visit the great ranges of California for their regular

supply of meat. Our attention was drawn to an escarped

pool
— a lure for aquatic birds, always willing in this arid

region, to alight upon any considerable body of water. As it

might be dangerous to pass the night in the deserted village,
we moved down to another spring and made our camp.
Here the few left of our original party baked up the flour that

was left to them, and, with many regrets, left us. We had beef— such as it was— in plenty, but no bread. The Jayhawkers
were equally destitute, but one of their number was rich in the

possession of a tallow candle, and this he ate in solitude— hav-

ing fallen to the rear for the purpose
— while we were crossing

the Mojave desert.

By this time the physical condition of the party had become
about as bad as it could be. There was not a vigorous man
among us, and two or three had reached a stage beyond which
there was nothing but death. My mother came of a Vermont
stock, fit alike for adversity and prosperity. My father had
always been active, enterprising and irrepressible. He had
spent his manhood in self-sacrificing labors, and had never
known what it meant to be discouraged. Now, however, we
could see that he was failing, while, under an acute disorder, it

was hard for him to perform the ordinary duties of the camp.
Still he continued to explore, as he had always done, until his

infirmity forced him to the rear.

In company with others, he crossed Panamint Desert to find a

passage through the range. There were two ways, the more
southerly seeming, in the distance, to be the more inviting. A
small party of us selected this way, and the body of the Jay-
hawkers preferred the other. Toward evening of the second

day we approached a narrow fissure, with perpendicular walls a
thousand feet high. Its floor was of level sand, and rose

steeply at the upper end. As we approached the end of the

dreary chasm the thirsty cattle sniffed the air and broke into a
trot. But the water proved to be only a slow trickle, which, in
a hour, yielded enough for a ration of coffee before sleeping.
In the morning we found that Mr. Pish was unable to proceed.
A number of the oxen had escaped during the night, and while
two of the young men returned for them, a third remained
to take care of the feeble old man. The rest of the party could
not delay, but pushed on to the summit of the pass, from which
we descended by the track of a water-spout — the most devious,
precipitous and dangerous trail imaginable. At the end of a
most discouraging afternoon we suddenly emerged upon a scene
as wonderful as it was unexpected

— a great body of water
shining only a few miles across the desert. Again it was the

mirage, but we did not discover this for many hours. Long
past midnight we came up to it, and found only a basin of slime,
strongly impregnated with borax, on the banks of which were
camped the Jayhawkers from whom we had parted days before.

They had brought a little water with them, however, and gener-
ously shared with us. Here word was brought to us, by the
man we had left behind, of the death of Mr. Pish, and of a
younger man, Mr. Isham, who had sunk exhausted by the way.

[to be concluded.]
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WHITTIER AND FREMONT.
Y an oversight, only one of Whittier's tributes to the
Pathfinder was included in the presentation of Fre-

montiana, last month. It is proper to print here the
more familiar "Rise up, Fremont and go before" of that
American poet who did more for Freedom than all other Amer-
ican poets put together.

THE PASS OF THE SIERRA.

All night above their rocky bed

They saw the stars inarch slow ;

The wild Sierra overhead,
The desert's death below.

The Indian from his lodge of bark,

The gray bear from his den,

Beyond their camp-fire's wall of dark,

Glared on the mountain men.

Still upward turned, with anxious strain,

Their leader's sleepless eye,

Where splinters of the mountain chain

Stood black against the sky.

The night waned slow : at last, a glow,
A gleam of sudden fire,

Shot up behind the walls of snow,
And tipped each icy spire.

"
Up, men !

" he cried,
"
yon rocky cone,

Today, please God, we pass,

And look from Winter's frozen throne

On Summer's flowers and grass !
"

They set their faces to the blast,

They trod the eternal snow,
And faint, worn, bleeding, hailed at last

The promised land below.

Behind, they saw the snow-cloud tossed

By many an icy horn ;

Before, warm valleys, wood-embossed,
And green with vines and corn.

They left the Winter at their backs
To flap his baffled wing,

And downward, with the cataracts,

Leaped to the lap of Spring.

Strong leader of that mountain band,
Another task remains,

To break from Slavery's desert land
A path to Freedom's plains.

The winds are wild, the way is drear,
Yet, flashing through the night,

Lo ! icy ridge and rocky spear
Blaze out in morning light !

Rise up, Fremont! and go before ;

The Hour must have its Man ;

Put on the hunting-shirt once more,
And lead in Freedom's van !

8th mo., 1856.
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PAHAWITZ-NA'AN.
By MARY AUSTIN.

>AIWAI lies in a hill-dimple at the foot of Tonopah, and

eastward, straight away as the crow flies, rises the high
ridge which divides that country from the valley of

Bitter Springs. Over that ridge, called Waban, go all the In-

dian inhabitants of Haiwai at the time of the first hoar frost,

to the pinon gathering. The broad, low-heading trees grow
thickly, midway of the east slope of Waban, and, in the dry
flats where no trees are, grow c/iza, wild cabbage, and foodful

roots. High on Waban, among the tamarack pines, are deer for

the killing, and quail troop at all seasons on the downward

slopes.

The pinon season makes a little exodus at Haiwai. There is

work to be done at good wages, white men's work on the farms

and about the mines ; but when the quail begin to flock and the

frosts to nip, a call comes out of the hills that no Paiute can

deny.

The strong men go to the hunting of deer, the strong women
to beat down the round, brown cones from the unwilling trees,

old men to tend the fires for roasting, and old women to keep
the camp.
As for the children, they are incredibly busy, getting them-

selves nicely varnished over with crystal-clear resin, and grow-

ing so fat on the oily kernels that it is a wonder how they keep
on seeing out of their small, beady eyes. With the tribe goes
their flock, goats and sheep two score, up by the way of Waban
Pass to feed in the high meadows

; and, because he was ac-

counted fit for nothing else, Limpy was set to watch them. Any
Paiute of Haiwai would have told you that the child should have
been glad that he was able to do so much for his keep, but to

Limpy it was the very badge and trumpeter of his affliction. It

was a post of no labor and much lying in the sun
;
the meadows

were small, well fenced by barrens over which the sheep had no
desire to stray, and, for help, a dog that had the flock upon his

conscience.

At the foot of Waban begins the Soshone country, and time
was when the Paiutes harvested pinons at peril. But in these

pacific days there is little traffic of any sort between Paiutes

and Soshone, except that they steal from each other with the

greatest good-will if occasion offers. And though Limpy
dreamed dreams of holding his flock in the face of their warlike

hordes, he knew he was quite safe against any such chance.

Mornings and evenings Chopo helped him from meadow to camp,
that was seldom too far for a long cry to reach. When the
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small children could be spared, he coaxed them with him for

company, and the wild things of Waban showed him many a

wonder. But because he could not, Limpy longed to be break-

ing his back with the heavy baskets, and wearying his legs

with trotting to and fro with the pitchy, shiny cones. Limpy,
however, had learned the logic of necessity, and tended sheep ;

and since there was no one who belonged to him in particular,

there was no one to find out how sore a heart he had. In truth,

Limpy would have been of little use at the pifion gathering, for

one-half of his body was paralyzed, stiffened and shriveled into

all but uselessness. He could stoop with difficulty, and lift and

carry not at all. Moreover, the boy was a public charge
in the Campoodie, where nobody loved him and nobody
was unkind. Because they pitied him, the Paiutes took no

notice of his infirmity, and because he had the heart of a man,

Limpy made no moan, but, being a Paiute, felt the primitive

shame of physical deformity, and the desire to do great things

and win a man's name. The name he was known by he had

accepted from the Whites for whom he did errands, they need-

ing something to call him by. Those of his own people who
understood it thought it a good enough name, being true ; the

more so since there is no need of one having a particular name
who has done nothing in particular worth naming. Small

chance of that, thought the Paiutes of Haiwai, since there was
to be no more fighting with Whites or each other, though no

lack of causes to fight for. So Limpy minded sheep, hopping
about with incredible spryness on his peg leg, and made merry
at the pifion gathering.
The young men had gone to the high passes hunting the deer,

and only old men and women kept the camp at Hidden Waters,

on the sunrise slope of Waban. Limpy was having a particu-

larly good time, having coaxed the younger children to the

herding-meadow by a tale of a woodchuck that came out of

its hole and spoke to him. The woodchuck had not spoken that

day, but it might have, and there was the fun of expecting it ;

so they brought home the flock merrily through the slanting

light, garlanded with wild flowers, and laughing an echo to the

laughter of the women coming it with the baskets.

The flock was shut in the wattled corral at the end of the

swale, and by moonrise the camp at Hidden Waters was sleeping

the sleep of the well-fed. Meanwhile Limpy's hour approached.
The first that was known of it was when Chopo loosed the

flock and cried out that two were missing
— two he-goats of the

flock — and never a dog had barked, nor an owl hooted louder

than its wont.

Limpy knew, and the boys that were with him knew, that
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they had all come in from the feeding-ground. Chopo laid his

eyes to the ground, squinting along the trampled grass ;
mean-

time the old men wagged their heads with surmisings. Chopo
neither wagged nor spoke. The hair of his head stood up ;

his

nostrils were drawn and lifted at the outer corners ;
his eyes

narrowed to fine points of fire. He was following a trail. He
slid out of the golden patch by the springs into the twilight

pines. The old men went about to gather sticks ; they would

have a council fire
; perhaps they would make medicine. They

shook with excitement, their old eyes glittered beadily ; but

they did not talk. Limpy hopped about on his peg leg, help-

ing. He know better than to question his elders, but as guard-
ian of the flock he felt that somewhat devolved upon him. The
women were forbidden from the harvesting.

"
It would be well," suggested Limpy to old Tuyo, the arrow-

maker,
"

if the young men came home from the hunting."
The arrow-maker was not sure. Young men were needful if

there was fighting, but this— Ah ! Ah ! and he fell to mum-
bling and shaking his head. What, oh, what is it ? Limpy
questioned with his eyes. The arrow-maker leaned over to him.

They were very good friends
; perhaps there was also a matter

of secret sympathy between them, for the arrow-maker was not

valued of his tribe as he had been.
"
Pahawitz na'an" he said with his lips to the boy's ear.

Limpy's own eyes glittered. He left gathering sticks, and

made a little council for himself, back of a brown boulder by
the spring, with the other boys ready to hear a wonder.

Pahawitz na^an 1 He that was reputed to be the father of

Paiutes, believed by some to be an evil spirit, going about in

the form of a beast with the thoughts of a man. Pahawitz

nd'an / But none of them dared say it above a whisper, lest

the man-bear should hear.

They had heard tales of him by the winter fire, but it had
been long and long since the bear that walked like a man had
been seen of any Paiute. Hunters who came not back from
their hunting were supposed to have met with him. One,

Chico, reported having seen the tracks of him five winters ago,
when the snow was deep on Tonopah, and had come away in a

great fright ;
but this tale was not much believed.

*' He would
have run away from the tracks of a real bear just the same,"

explained the arrow-maker. But now the arrow-maker had seen

also. All the camp at Hidden Waters kept close and went

softly ;
the fear of Pahawitz na'an was on them all. It wore

off as it drew near noon
;

it was so bright and clear a day, the

late flowers made a pleasant glow in the sun, the sheep bleated

cheerfully in the corral, and the pleasant smell of roasting cones
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hung in the air. Limpy took a blackened stick and began to

draw upon the rocks. He drew the Mahalas gathering cones,

the young men hunting the deer, white men as he remembered
them.

"Now," he said, "I will draw Pahawitz naan." Sallie's

Tomee, who stood as high as Limpy's shoulder and was as

broad as long, broke into a howl of terror.

"Ho," cried Limpy, "who's afraid of Pahawitz nd'an?"
Tomee stamped with rage and fright.

"
Don't you say that name some more," he cried.

"Coyote," jeered Limpy ;

"
look, there is Chopo ! The bear

has not eaten him."

In fact Chopo and the man-bear had not come together. The
Indian had followed the trail until he lost it in a stony place.

But Pahawitz nd'an it was. He had come into the camp and

gone out of it on all fours, but through the pines he stood up
and walked like a man, driving the goats. Did ever a bear the

like ? Moreover the dogs had not barked.

That night the arrow-maker made Medicine. He burned

strange smelling things in the fire, muttering, the while, things
that one must not venture to hear. It was not very strong

Medicine, but it sufficed. Pahawitz nd'an came no more to the

sheepfolds for that time.

The third day the young men returned, and, though they
heard the news with headshakings and snorts of disbelief, the

camp was moved from Hidden Waters to Passowai, and the

harvesting went on.

And now it was for Limpy to say if he would have help at

the herding or no, and that he would not
;
for since it was

thought worthy the courage of a man, there was no Paiute so

jealous of his work as the little, lame lad. He had moments of

heart-sinking when he heard things stirring in the wood, and
looked ever sidewise as he went among the gloaming pines.

But the cool October days moved on, and the fear faded. Limpy
forged with the flocks into farther and farther meadows. And
in time Pahawitz no*an came back for more sheep.

It was near mid-afternoon. Limpy lay on the sunward side of a

boulder, mocking the tell-tale jays in the Tamarack pines.

Suddenly the jays left quarreling to clear out of the timber on

the upper side of the meadow, crying, "Thief, a thief! Who
comes ? A thief, a thief !

" The chipmunks heard and stopped
in mid career, motionless as the rocks they perched upon. The
woodchucks heard and got back to their doors

;
the dogs moved

uneasily to put themselves between the flock and whatever came
out of the wood.

Limpy saw the hair of their backs rise, and there fell a silence
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in the glen
— such a silence as moves before an enemy or a

stranger in the wood— and out of the silence, moving stilly, too

cautiously by far for a bear that was not half a man, came

Pahawitz na'an.

And yet it was no man that came out of the wood, but a bear,

brown and shaggy as bears should be, walking on four feet

as other bears.

Limpy slid from his rock to the shadow of it
;
the dogs bristled

more and more, but they did not bark, and Pahawitz na'an

spoke to them. Yes ! And in the Paiute tongue, since they un-

derstood no other. Limpy did not hear, but he saw them

slink, bristling still, but abashed. Pahawitz na'an nosed among
the indifferent sheep, parting out the best of them. Never a

bear did as this one did. He drove the yearlings out of the

meadow, and, as he went, he rose up like a man, and went walk-

ing and driving the sheep among the tamarack pines. And
after him, from bole to bole of the shadowing trees, from bush

to boulder, followed a peg-legged little Indian, sometime keeper

of the flock. For as Limpy lay in the shadow of the rock, his

strength came back to him, and with it a little of his man's

spirit and sturdy sense. The sheep were not eaten and the dogs

had not barked
;
Pahawitz na'an had spoken and they had

obeyed him. Clearly the man-bear wanted sheep, and at the

thought Limpy's wrath arose. The sheep were his, his in trust

as shepherd, his by right of his interest in the property of the

campoodie. A scant flock meant scant living at Haiwai !

It was too far to go to the camp for help ;
the flock was safe

with the dogs against any other chance than just the one that

had befallen them. Limpy would have his sheep again, or at

the least know where they went. Besides, a curiosity greater

than the fear drew him to the edge of the wood
;
but though he

had courage for following, he did not follow fast.

If Pahawitz na'an were a man, he could be none other than

an Indian by the wit he showed in covering his track, doubling

and turning so that it was a weary little Paiute that came to the

end of it where it dropped over the rim of an exceedingly steep,

deep gully, in which boulders, huge as houses, lay tumbled

thick together amid masses and windy cavea of shade. The
sound of the sheep came up from them, and Limpy, peering
over the edge, saw Pahawitz na'an going about man-wise to

drive his last steal into a pen and make it fast with stones.

Then from a recess of the rocks he drew a knife long and

shining, and Limpy's awed gaze clung to it in the gathering

gloom. Then on a sudden there was a scurry of bare feet on

the pine needles, the pad, pad of a little peg-leg, and away into

the woods fled Limpy, for with a quick motion of the knife at
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his own throat, Pahaivitz na'an had thrown off his bear's skin

and stood forth a man.
About the hour of sunset, Chopo set out to help the tardy

Limpy home with the sheep, and met them half way of the

trail, straggling and lagging, the dogs doing their work half-

heartedly, for the puzzle of the man-bear worked mischief in

their heads. Chopo counted the flock — two missing
— and

Limpy ! Here was strange work. He got the remnant
to the camp and spread the news ; but with the best speed
they could make, it was too late when the young men came
to the herding meadow to do more than piece out the circum-
stance. Peer as they might into the darkling wood, they
could read only that Limpy and the sheep went away walking
with Pahawitz na'an, he going on two feet and making a track

very like a bear's, but such as no bear erer made. By that

time the dark fell on the camp, and the fear that walketh in

darkness.

There was a council fire at Passowai that night, the children

huddling by their mothers, and all ears alert for sounds from
the wood. The old men spoke oftenest and at greatest length ;

it was their time come again. Nevertheless there were young
men to whom the whole thing seemed of human contriving. In

the end, according to the wisdom of the fathers, they made Big
Medicine.

They cleared a space around the fire, and the arrow-maker

leaped in the dim-lit circle, nearly naked, and bedaubed with a

paste of white flour, for he had left his Medicine-bags at

Haiwai. There was no light but the fire. The old men made
them rattles of willow wands, split and peeled, and the click of

these and the droning voices reached far across the night.
Around the squatting circle ran little movements of fervor, of

appreciation, shoves and nudges, laughter of sheer delight.

Vague excitement flickered and flared up in the faces of the old,

old men, mumbling like dogs who hunt in dreams. Clear across

the open space the firelight glittered on the throats of the young
men where the pulse moved, fluttering, sliding, snake-like, as

in the throat of wild animals about to spring. One— two hours
the rhythmic, hypnotic dance went on, rose in a scale, and the

heart pounded heavily against the glistening ribs— and far

out in the pines arose a small sobbing cry.

One caught it in the outer circle of listeners and froze into an

attitude of listening. The sense of approaching presence ran

like a thing palpable around the circle. A cry, and then

another, struck through the tense preoccupation of the dancers,

and stilled the clack of the rattles. It came from the far side

of the camp toward the wood, and insensibly the circle melted
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and massed again, putting- the fire between it and whatever

might come out of the dark.

The cry grew and was answered by the tethered flock and the

dogs; afterward came the pad, pad of a peg-leg
— Limpy !

He came into the circle, wan and scared, breaking into tears

and sobbing. His was a tale marvelous beyond belief, such as

would serve for big talk for time to come. "And at the last,"

said Limpy, "he cut himself with the knife and came out a

man."

'Ah ! Ehu ! Heard you ever the like ?
"

So," said High Jack,
"
what kind of a man ?

"

Indian man."
Paiute ?

"

No, not Paiute. Maybe Soshone."

'Ah ! a — a— ah !

"

Dressed ?
"
said High Jack. Like a flash it came to Limpy

that the man who came out of the bear's skin in the glen wore

blue overalls such as the men bought in the shops. A little

breath of laughter ran about the camp ;
a spirit in overalls !

"And the place," said High Jack,
"
could you find it again ?

Then eat and sleep. Presently we may have need of you." He
took Limpy bodily by the shoulders and turned him out of the

council. And this time it was the young men who talked.

Two hours later the moon rose. Limpy had not turned his

side in bed for the heaviness of slumber when the men called

him. It was clear ; it was cold and gloriously light ;
the wood

was deeply still. One of the men gave him an old coat with long

ragged tails that hung down and warmed his legs. High Jack

came behind and thrust his shoulders between the boy's knees.

Six figures, singly and still, threaded the aisles of the pines,

and on the shoulders of the foremost rode the little lame shep-

herd, pointing the way.

They went forward at a great pace, without words. They
were young men brought up on the borders of White life, think-

ing thoughts other than their fathers had, but as they went in

the moonlight they grew more and more like what their fathers

were. Their faces fell into set, fierce lines. They crouched

and moved stealthily. Nearing the gully of Big Rocks, they
drew off their boots and went lightly as the night wind. At
the head of the gully where the trail went down, they left

Limpy, very glad at first not to go near the man-bear, very

frightened to be alone as soon as they had dropped down among
the shadows.

Pahawitz na'an was asleep in his bear's skin for warmth,

thinking no harm. He neither saw nor heard the six Paiutes

feeling toward him, but the sheep heard and waked him with
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their blether. He wormed through the hollows of the rocks

like a wild thing, but the click of the bear's claws betrayed him.

It was Indian set to catch Indian — wild thing against his kind.

He made the trail first, knowing the tricks of the place, and

up to the rim of the wall, not fairly on it, for there the moon-

light shone, but a little to one side where the bluff was dark
and more sheer. There, as he raised himself, dreadful to be-

hold with his own head close by the bear's head hanging over

his shoulder, suddenly there shot up from the scrub, where

Limpy huddled in his loose long coat with flapping tails, with a

terrible, amazed howl, an impish figure with wind-spread

wings, dancing black and large against the moon. The man-
bear slipped. The superstitions he had played upon undid him.

He groped for a hold, but the bear's skin prevented him. He
fell out from the cliff and backward, making no sound, but

clutching wildly at the throat of his lying dress as his body
plunged into the shadow of the gulf.

When the Paiutes came and looked upon his face they said, each

man of them in his own way,
"
Soshone," as one might say dog,

coyote, or what not
;
and they buried him where he lay.

It was dawn-end, and a light breaking over Soshone Land
when the Paiutes came back to Passowai, driving their sheep,

and one, who had brought away the bear skin, capering in it to

the great delight of the camp. High on the shoulders of the

young men rode Limpy, bepraised and called out of his name.

Hours after, deep in the slumber that paid out the night watch,
the boy smiled the smile of a satisfied heart. For the name

they had called him by, the name he had made for himself at

the gully of Big Rocks, was Pahawilz na'an.

Independence, Cat.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA WINTER.
By ANNA BALL.

H winter, it is grand to see thee there,

Camped like a threat'ning Fabian, on the height
Of every purple mountain, when the night,

Thine ancient ally, forced to seek his lair,

Leaves thee full-panoplied and fit to dare
The rosy ramparts, far below, of light
And warmth and perfume, where the summer

bright
In sunny trenches guards possessions fair.

But she smiles on and bids the lilies sprout,
And turns to where the golden orange glows,

Sets starry bloom, and orders brown bees out.

That he will threaten only, well she knows ;

For here's the tyrant Timrod writes about—
If he comes down, she'll

"
brain him with a rose."

Col i.. u. Cal.
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THE SAVING OF ENGLISH JIM.
[From the Memoirs of the late Joseph Huskisson, Esq., of California—

Fourth Extract.]

Compiled by CLARENCE ALAN McGREW.

((ffF a man is willing to lead a decent life again," said Eng-

J^
lish Jim, as we were hitting the trail back from the Praser

River,
"

I fancy there'll be a few who will let him live,

even if they aren't eager to share grub-stakes with him. At

any rate, I'm willing to meet up with anybody on that propos-
ition."

I nodded assent.

"Then we'll go back to 'Frisco again," he said— and so we
did, by as straight a road as horses could take us.

I puzzled all the way over what two men, who had spent the

best part of ten years in thieving, could do to earn an honest

living. But Jim, as usual, had already made up his mind what
to do next. In some way he had acquired a good technical knowl-

edge of tobacco and its uses, and while we sauntered down
Market street the very night of our arrival in the city, he spied
a sign advertising a well-placed store for rent. Within two

days it was our store, with a small stock of pipes, cigars, to-

baccos and such other things as go with them. We even soon

began to lay plans for an extensive wholesale trade.

Our success— the success of "Kay & Huskisson, tobacco-

nists "—
surpassed my most sanguine hopes. With business

prosperity came naturally something of social activity, made

safe, as we soon discovered, by certain carefully devised hirsute

transformations. As fate would have it, indeed, one of the

warmest friends we made was Harry Larkin, whom, as I saw
him squinting along the wrapper of a cigar, I recognized as the

man who had squinted along the barrel of a pistol at my head

years before in the San Joaquin Valley. He had been a Wells-

Fargo agent down there. Jitn had sent a bullet into his right

arm, and the young agent actually shifted his gun to his left

hand and pumped lead with that, as if left arms were made for

shooting. That was the time my pinto horse lost his hot-

spurred life. But, if Larkin ever recognized us in our trans-

formed state, he never gave any evidence of it.

With such an acquaintance it was easy for us to become
members of the old Bowdoin Engine Company, whose heavy
Hunaman engine, brought from Boston by the ship Andrew
Jackson in 1852, still served as the center of interest whenever
the volunteer firemen were out with it for practice or in danger-
ous earnest.

Jim Kay and I were always at the front of the fire-fighters.

Indeed, we nearly lost our lives when the roof of the blazing
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Caliente saloon caved in. It was on that occasion that the com-

pany lost one of its best pieces of hose.

Unwilling- to procure any new hose that was not of the best,

the compan}r decided to send back East for a new section, and

Kay was selected to place the order. I went with him to the

wharf the next Steamer Day, as he wanted to send his order by
a friend on board, and I wanted to see the sights of Steamer

Day.
We were coming off the steamer when I saw Jim's eyes gleam

and felt him grip hard on the rail in front of me. Down on

the wharf below us, one of those dirty steamship-runners was
plucking the sleeve of a woman and shouting in her ear.

"Don't take the old sink-box, lady," he bawled.
"
They have

to shift the cattle on her to keep her on her keel. She's an old

floating coffin. I tell you now, lady, you're
''

"I wish you to understand that I'm not going at all," she re-

plied.
" Won't you please quit annoying me ?

"

Her soft, calm voice impressed me at once. What a woman !

Hair of jet black ; deep, soft eyes that danced and laughed and
sobbed and wept— or I knew they could— under her broad,

shading hat
;
cheeks of well-rounded, flushing brown

; a noble

chin as nobly poised ;
a tall figure which even the outrageously

fashioned skirts of those days could not mar — a real woman!
What could prompt even a yellow cur to snarl at such a

woman I never understood. Yet he did it with an ugly leer and
an obscene fling.

Jim Kay was over the rail in one second, and in the next his

big, brown hand closed in a steel grip on the dirty wharf-rat's

throat.

"Swear at a lady, eh 1
" A shake. "You ugly thug."

Another shake. "Such as you need a lesson like this." A
breath-stopping strangle on the dog's throat. "You'll get it,

too."

As a yell of approval went up from the chivalrous crowd, Jim

dragged the miserable wretch to the bulkhead, kicking, cuffing
and shaking him all the way, and then pitched him bodily into

the muddy water, while anotheryell went up from the onlookers.

Then he turned to the young woman with a polite bow.
"

I regret this, madam," said he, "but it seemed necessary.
Pardon my haste, I beg of you."

"
Indeed, it seems that you could hardly have done other-

wise," she returned.

I caught her measuring Jim's broad shoulders with a glance.
There was a mere hint of a smile curving her proud lips.

"I see we are attracting attention," said Jim, "and Mr.

Huskisson, my friend here, will summon a carriage for you."
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I bowed deeply and scampered off after a Jehu.

When I came back, with the carriage engaged, I saw her

waving a final good-by to a gray-haired old gentleman who was

leaning over the rail, hatless, as the steamer swung clear of the

pier. The next moment Kay was helping her into the four-

wheeler.

All the way home Jim's eyes burned as I had never seen them
before. I spoke to him twice without getting a reply.

"What's her name, Jim ?
"
I repeated.

His cheeks burned as he turned.
"

I don't know," he stammered. "But— but— I can find out.

There aren't two such women west of the Rockies."

The bugle and the tramp of feet for the soldier
;
the ringing

of bells and the clatter of hoofs and the whir of wheels for the

firemen. As we raced along, a whiff of smoke tickled my well-

trained nostrils.
" Where are we going, Jim ?

"
I shouted, as we started down

the last hill.

"Didn't catch it," he yelled back. And before I could find

out from anybody else, we were there and racing with the old

Monumentals for the best position.

The house was Colonel Harvey's, and one of the best in the

city. It was roaring with flames, and only one corner seemed
to have escaped the fire up to that time.

I heard somebody question,
"

Is there anybody inside ?
" and

the reply,
"
Don't think so." But the word had hardly been

spoken before a long moan went up from the crowd— a great

gasp of dismay.
A tall, proud woman had appeared at the corner window on

the second floor. As a puff of wind swept aside the murk of

smoke, I saw her plainly
— the woman who had left us — un-

known by name— at the pier. She held a child in her arms.

She did not cry out
;
there was neither use nor need for that.

Right below her the wind was tossing a great, ruddy tongue of

flame from the ground-floor window. All around, the heat

scorched, and I saw her shield the child's face.

There seemed to -be no way of rescue except by the ordinary
ladder— and that way failure and death flamed glaringly. But
the ladder was put up as fast as we could set it.

Who would climb it ? Were they going to let the ladder

burn while they waited for an answer ? Then somebody jumped
past me and sprang upon it. Two rungs at the bottom and a

series of what seemed leaps, by which the climber seemed to fly—
up through a burst of flame. Jim it was, of course. His coat

was afire, and I shut my eyes for an instant in dread.
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From below we threw showers of water on him and the ladder,

but a feeble effort it was in the face of that fiery torrent. The
crowd yelled as he reached the window, and then waited breath-

lessly while the engines clanked to the roar of the flames.

I saw her try to hand him the child. He looked down at the

flames and shook his head
;
there was no time for two trips

—
little enough for one.

Both? Yes! How he did it I do not know to this day.

But those were strong arms of English Jim's. Down he came
with his double burden, right to the sweep of the flame.

Would he try to climb through it again, hampered as he was ?

That was impossible. No, he was going to jump those thirty

feet. Already the ladder was afire beyond hope of saving it

much longer. In that infinitesimal instant of anxiety I remem-

bered that Jim's left leg had been smashed five years before by
Calaveras Pete's ugly mustang, and I wondered if it could stand

the strain.

Then he jumped.
The child and the woman were unhurt except for bruises.

They were soon picked up and carried away. But Jim lay long
unconscious. When we got him around he tried to stand,

pointed with a grin at his left leg and then fainted again.

The crowd, however, knew he wasn't killed, and as he was
carried away in Dr. Houseman's carriage a wild shout went up
that would have well paid any man for a broken leg.

She— Miss Harvey, who had insisted on returning
— caught

me by the arm as he was taken away.
" He— how is he ?

" she asked.

I gripped her hand— just why I don't know, but somehow
that expressed what I couldn't say just at that moment. She

understood, but she laughed in a way that scared me— a nerv-

ous little hysterical laugh — and then began to cry, and that

frightened me more. So I led her back to the house where she

and the child— her youngest sister it was— had been taken by
kind neighbors.
There it was that I learned that she and the little girl had

been abandoned in the burning house by cowardly, panic-

stricken servants.

The doctor prescribed plenty of air and sunshine for Jim, but I

know the grave old medico actually feared at times that the visits

of one tall young woman brought with them a little too much sun-

shine for his patient. The doctor feared inflammation from undue

excitement ;
if his fears had been based on probable palpitation

of Jim's heart, I might have sympathized with him. And how
Jim did drink from the deep, sweet wells of those eyes and hang
on every word of that soft, strong-breasted voice ! Even I, who
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am not troubled by any ordinary woman's eyes, felt somewhat

of that which must have gripped Jim. She came too often, I

was sure, for one whom gratitude alone moved.

How well I remember the morning when the bolt struck at

our feet and stunned us ! Jim's broken leg had knitted almost

completely, and he was sunning himself at the southeast corner

of our little brick-and-adobe house. When I went out for a mo-

ment, I left him reading one of the news sheets, which, as it

happened, was not of the most savory character even then, and

later became so bad that it rotted by the wayside.

When I came back, Jim's hand was clinched hard on his chair,

and that old, careless, devilish look was gleaming from his eyes.

He tossed the sheet to me pointing at a corner of the so-called

editorial page. I read :

" To the Editor :

Sir : As a citizen of public spirit I write to say that in my opinion

public decency in San Francisco has suffered a severe set-back when a

notorious blackleg, practically an expatriate from this section of our fair

land, is allowed to enter the company of gentlemen and not only pose as a

gentleman but stand as the recipient of honors. I forbear the mention of

names but will content myself by saying that these remarks are called forth

by the presence here of an outlaw and cut-throat, who, by mere chance, has

succeeded in saving the life of a very estimable young woman, the

daughter of one of our most respected citizens. He is now taking advan-

tage of that fact to worm himself into her confidence and perhaps even her

affections. Her reputation is worth more than the lives of ten such black-

guards ;
and it is to preserve it and the good name of the city that I write

this."

It was signed, Pro Bono Publico. When I read the signa-

ture Jim snorted and growled.
"
Now, who — "

"
Why, that steamship runner's at the bottom of it, of course,

but the dog can't write Latin, even if he can English. That's

what disturbs me. But at any rate, my wicket's down for these

grounds."
I nodded, as usual.

Within an hour we had decided that the next boat to the

Isthmus would be none too soon for us, and I went to secure

passage.
Two days later we were on board— early, to avoid any diffi-

culty ashore. I propped him up in his bunk to favor his leg, and
then I went to get one good, long drink of the strongest whiskey
aboard.

When I came back I was surprised to see the stateroom door

closed. I thought I might have struck the wrong room until I

heard a voice inside that I recognized
— a woman's, full-

breasted, full of pride and mellow sweetness. I listened, played
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eavesdropper, if you will, contenting myself with the thought
that I should be superfluous inside.

"
I came to find you," she was saying.

"But I am going away," he answered.
" You have learned

what I have been ? Yes, I see that. You must leave me— for

the sake of your reputation
—

but, perhaps
—I hope, at least—well,

I hope, anyway, that you will not think ill of that part of my
life of which you have been a witness. No, no; it must end

here. I am going away for the sake of your reputation and

your self-respect."

"Reputation!" she cried. "Self-respect! What respect

could I have for myself if I left you when trouble came to you ?

What you -were matters not to me. I know what you are. For

your own sake you must leave here, but you shall not leave me.

I will go too."

Jim gasped.
"With me? "he asked.
"
Why not?"

"
There is not a vacant stateroom on board. But perhaps I

can get the purser to find me a smaller one and you may have

this. Huskisson '11 be back in a moment and I'll send him to

find out."
"
Ah," she said, "but if there are so many passengers aboard

there must be at least one who is qualified to perform a marriage

ceremony — and— and— perhaps, Mr. Huskisson could get an-

other stateroom."

"You— you
— don't mean you'll marry me?" stammered Jim.

"
If you'll have me," she answered.

And I scuttled away for another drink.

POPPIES.
By ADELIA BEE ADAMS.

GOLDEN nugget felt the Sun's warm rays,
Awoke to life, and longed to see his face ;

It pushed its way up through the yellow mould,
And— merged in golden light

— the virgin Gold,

Clasped in the arms of the adoring Sun,
Seemed melted— Gold and Sunlight into one,

Retaining yet the semblance of the two.

'Twas thus the glorious poppy came to view,
Transformed from gold, poured with a lavish hand
Forth by the Maker, on this favored land ;

Their golden petals by warm sunshine mellowed,
Their golden hearts by richest gold-dust yellowed,
Fit emblem of a land so rich and free ;

Deep hearted Poppies, by the Western Sea.
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EARLY ENGLISH VOYAGES
To the Pacific Coast of America.

(From their own, and contemporary English, accounts.)

V.-Wm. Dampier, 1686.

fgjrtHE next Christian Pirate in the Pacific, of any conse-

J^ quence, was the cautious Wm. Dampier. Cynical per-

sons might call him a coward. That is, of course, by

average pirate standards. A summary of his achievements,

compiled from his own narrative, follows. He touched Cali-

fornia, incidentally, almost two and a quarter centuries ago.

At the close of the year 1679, William Dampier set out with the Cap-
tains Caxon, Sawkins, and Sharpe, with other Privateers, from Nigral

Bay, at the west end of Jamaica, their first expedition being "against
Porto-Bello, which being accomplished, they took a Resolution to cross

the Isthmus of Darien, in order to pursue their Designs in the South Seas.

On April 5. 1680. they landed near Golden Island, being between 3 and 400

strong, carrying with them such Provisions as were necessary, and Toys
to gratify the free Indians, through whose Country they passed. In about

nine Days time they arrived at Santa Maria, which they took without

much Difficulty, but found there neither Gold nor Provisions, as they ex-

pected ;
so they staid only three Days, and then embarked on board

Canoes, and other small Craft, for the South Seas. On April 23. they were

in sight of Panama and having in vain attempted Puebla Nova, before

which Captain Sawkins, then acting as Commander in Chief was killed,

they went off to the Isles of Quibo. On June 6. they sailed from thence to

the Coast of Peru ; and touching at the Islands of Gorgonia and Plata,

they came to Ylo^wh they took in the month of October. About Christ-

mas, the same Year, they arrived at the Island of Juan Fernandez, wh. was
the farthest they went to the south : There they deposed Captain Bartholo-

mew Sharpe, who had the chief Command after the Death of Sawkins, and
made choice of one Captain Watting to command, under whom they

attempted Arica ; but were repulsed, with the L,oss of twenty-eight men,

among whom was the new commander Captain Watting ; when they sailed

for some time without any Commander, but, arriving in the Island of

Plata, their Crew split into two Factions
;
when it was resolved, before

they proceeded to the choice of a Commander that the Majority, with their

Captain, should keep the Ship, and the minority the Canoes and Small-

Craft. Mr. Dampier prepared with his Associates to return over I^and

into the North Seas.
" On April 17, 1681, they quitted Captain Sharpe, and, without acknowl-

edging any Commander, resolved to prosecute their design of repassing
the Isthmus, though they were but forty-seven men in all. This was one

of the boldest undertakings that ever came into the Head of desperate

Men, and yet they performed it without any considerable loss. On May 1.

they landed on the continent
; past the Isthmus in twenty-three Days ; and,

on the 24th, embarked on board the Captain Tristrian, a French privateer,
with whom they joined a fleet of those sort of People, consisting of nine

Vessels, on board of wh were near 600 Men. This was a very great Force,
and they flattered themselves with the Hopes of doing great Things
against the Spaniards : But through Variety of Accidents, tho' chiefly

through the Disagreement among their Commanders, they were able to do
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very little, except that these People, who came over Land, made them-

selves Masters of a Tartan
;
and putting themselves under the command

of Captain Wright, continued along the Spanish Coast, quite down to the

Dutch Settlement of Curacao, where they endeavored to sell a good Quan-
tity of Sugar wh they had taken on board a Spanish Ship ; but, failing in

that Design, they prosecuted their Voyage to Tortugas, and from thence to

the Curacoa Coast, where they took three Barks, one laden with Hides,
another with European commodities, and the third with Earthen-ware and

Brandy. With these Prizes they proceeded to the Island of Roca, where

they shared them, and then resolved to separate, tho' they were but sixty
in all : Of these, about twenty, among whom Dampier was, took one of

the Barks, with their Share of the Goods, proceeded directly for Virginia,
where they arrived in July 1682."

After some time "
having spent the best Part of their Wealth, they were

ready to enter on any Scheme that could be proposed for getting more : nor

was it long before such an Opportunity offered. Captain Cooke . . . coming
thither with a Prize, and declaring his Resolution to go into the South

Seas, and cruise among the Spaniards, Mr. Dampier . . . readily agreed to

go with him, and brought most of his Companions into like Disposition
. . . furnishing him with One-third of his whole Company. In this Voyage
it was that Captain Cowley acted as Master, though he was not trusted

with the true Design. They sailed from Achamack in Virginia, August
23. 1683. and steered their Course for the Cape de Verd Islands." . . .

Dampier was now embarked for his first Voyage round the World. . . .

They touched at the Isle of Salt, wh was inhabited by not above five or six

Men. The chief brought them three or four poor goats and some salt in

return for which they gave him " some old Cloaths."

From the Isle of Salt they sailed to St. Nicholas, another of the Cape
Verd Isles, where they would have provided themselves with beef and

goats
" but they would not let our Men come ashore ; because one Captain

Bond, a Bristol man, had, not long before, carried off some of the chief

Inhabitants under the same Pretence."

From the Cape Verde Isles they steered their course to the south. On
the 19th of March they

" discerned a Sail to the South of us, wh we
supposed to be a Spanish Merchantman bound from Baldivia to Lima ; but

proved one Captain Eaton, from London, who being bound to the South
Seas as well as we, we kept Company with him quite through the

Streights." . . .

" March 24 we got in sight of the Isle of John Fernandez, and soon after

came to an Anchor, in a Bay at the South End," from which place they
again set sail "April 8. 1864. in Company with Captain Eaton, for the

Pacific Sea, properly so called, being that part of the Mare del Zur which
extends from South to North, betwixt 30° and 40° South Latitude ; and
from the American Shore to the West, without limitation, as far as I

know." ..." We continued our course towards the Line to the 24° South

Latitude, in Sight of the Continent of America" . . . sailing
" no nearer

than twelve or sixteen Leagues to it, for fear of being discovered by the

Spaniards."

They continued their " Course at some Distance along the Coast till May
i the 3d, at 9° 40' South Latitude, when we descrying a Vessel, Captain

J

Eaton took her, being laden with Timber." . . . "May 10 we anchored
near Lobos de la Mare with our Prize . . . Upon Examination of the

Prisoners, being convinced that we were discovered by the Spaniards, and

consequently, they would keep their richest Ships in Port, it was con-
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sidered, whether we should attack some Place thereabouts ;
and Truxilo,

though a populous City, and of difficult Access in Landing at the Port of

Guanohagno, six miles hence, being thought the most likely Place, we pre-

pared for the said expedition ; and, May 17. found our whole Number to

consist of 108 sound Men ; but, the next Day, some of our Men descrying
three Vessels to the West, without the Isles, and one betwixt the Isle and
the Continent, we gave them Chace ;

we in Captain Cooke's Ship that

towards the Continent, and Captain Eaton the other two. They were soon

taken, and proved to be laden with Flour from Guanehagno to Panama : In

one of them we found a Letter from the Viceroy of Lima, to the Presi-

dent of Panama, intimating, that, having notice of some Enemies lately

come into those Seas, he had immediately sent away these three Ships to

supply their Wants ; at the same time, being informed by the Prisoners,

that those of Truxillo were erecting a Fort near their Harbour of Guane-

hagno, we resolved to give over our Design of attacking that Place, and
steered with our three Prizes to the Isles of Gallapagos." . . . After a

stay of twelve days among these Isles, one of our Indian Prisoners, a

native of Rio Lega, having given us an ample Account of the Riches of

that Place, and offered his Service to conduct us thither, it was resolved to

take his Advice
;
and accordingly we set Sail the 12th of June, with an In-

tention to touch in our Way at the Isle of Cocoas : We took our Course

North 4° 4' Latitude, With a South and by West and South Southwest

Winds ;
and as we came West to the Isle of Cocoas, the Wind South-West

and by South, thus we continued our Course to 5° 40' N. Lat. when, de-

spairing to make the Isle of Cocoas, as the Wind Stood, we directed our

Course to the Continent. . . . The fair weather and small Winds, con-

ducted us by the Beginning of July to Cape Blanco, on the Continent of

Mexico." . . . and here they anchored in a small bay called Calderas Bay.
"On the Coast of the North Sea, Captain Cooke, who had been very ill ever

since our Departure from the Isle of Juan Fernandez, died, as soon as we
came within two or three Leagues of this Cape ( a thing frequent at Sea,
for People to die in View of the Land, after a long Illness ) ;

and as, in a

few Hours after, we came to anchor a League within the Cape, ... at

fourteen Fathoms clear hard Sand, he was immediately carried on shore,
under a Guard of twelve armed Men, in order to his Interment : While
our Men were busy in digging the Grave, three Spanish Indians came to

them, asking them several impertinent Questions ;
which our People

having answered as they thought convenient, they kept them in

Discourse till they found means to seize them all three, though
one of them escaped their Hands again. The other two, being car-

ried aboard confessed, that they were sent thither as Spies, to inform

themselves concerning us, from Nicoya, a small Mulatto Town twelve or

fourteen Leagues from hence, seated upon the Banks of a River bearing
the same name, which being a Place very convenient for building and re-

fitting of Ships, the President of Panama had sent Advice of our coming
into these Seas to their Magistrates. Concerning the Inhabitants of the

Country, they told us, that they lived mostly by manuring of their Grounds
for Corn, and feeding their Cattle in the Savannas or Plains, of wh.
they had great store ; and that they sent their Ox hides to the North sea,

by the Lake of Nicaragua ;
as they did also a certain red Wood . . . used

for dying, wh they exchanged there for Linen and Woolen commodities
brought thither from Europe. They added, that not far from the Sea was
a large Beef-pen, where we might provide ourselves with what Cows or
Bulls we had occasion for. As this was a scarce commodity amongst us at
that time, twenty-four of us were immediately dispatched in two Boats,!
who, under the Conduct of one of the Indians, landed at a Place a League
from the Ship, and haled their Boats upon the dry Sand : Thus, led by
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their Guide, they came to the Pen, in a large Savanna, two Miles from the

Boats, where finding' abundance of Bulls and Cows feeding-, some were for

killing three or four of them immediately ;
but the rest opposed the same,

alledging, they had better stay all Night, and in the Morning kill as many
as they had occasion for. Here upon I, [Dampier] and eleven more, thought
fit to return aboard, which we did without the least Opposition, expecting
the coming of the rest the next Day ; but, hearing nothing of them by
Four o'Clock in the afternoon, ten Men were sent in a Canoe to look after

them. They were no sooner come into the Bay where they landed

before, but they found their comrades upon a small Rock, half a Mile from
the Shore, standing up to the Middle in Water, whither they had fled for

Refuge to escape the Hands of forty or fifty well armed Spaniards, with
Guns and Lances, who had burnt their Boat : They were got upon the
Rock at low Water ; but it being then flowing Water, they must have in-

fallibly perished, had our Canoes come but one Hour later, wh. now
brought them safe aboard. We afterward seized upon two Canoes, ready
fitted, in this Bay."
On the 20th of July, they "sailed away from the Bay of Caldera, with Mr.

Edward Davis the Quartermaster, constituted Captain, in room of Captain
Cooke, deceased. They went in company with Captain Eaton, and one of
their Meal Prizes, towards Rio Leja, against wh. Port they arrived in

three Days.
... " The country about Rio Leja, is easily discovered at Sea, by

reason of an high, peaked, burning Mountain called Volcano Vejo, the Old
Volcano, by the Spaniards. It is easily distinguished, being very high, so
as to be seen twenty Leagues at Sea; ... It smokes all Da3r

, and also
sends forth Flames at Night. . . . Being in Sight of the Volcano Vejo,
seven or eight Leagues from the Shore, the Mouth bearing North-east, we
took in our Topsails, and made towards the Harbour ; and then, setting out
our Canoes, rowed up to the small Town, that makes the Harbour of Rio

Leja, by Nine o'Clock in the Morning ; where we discovered an House, and,
soon after, three Men going into a Canoe on the Inside of the Island, and
making what Haste they could to row to the Continent ; which before they
could reach, we overtook them, and carried them to the little Isle. At the
same time we observed one on Horseback on the Continent, riding away
full Speed towards the Town. They frankly confessed, that they had been

placed there by the Governor of Rio Leja, who had been advised of our

coming into those Parts, to keep Watch Day and Night ; and that Horse-
man we saw riding away, was placed upon the same Account on the Con-
tinent, within an Hour's Riding of the Town. Thus, finding ourselves dis-

covered, the Horseman being gone three Hours before Eaton and his

Canoes came to the Island, the Design upon that Town was laid aside for

this Time." ... At four o'clock in the afternoon they took their course
for the Gulph of Amapalla. . . .

"
Captain Davis being sent before, with two Canoes, into this Gulph to

get some Prisoners, he came to Mangera, where, finding a path from the

Creek, he followed it towards the Town ; but the Inhabitants no sooner
had notice of his coming, than they all ran into the Woods, leaving only
the Priest behind them : who being taken, with two Boys his Attendants,
Captain Davis made them conduct him to the Isle of Amapalla, where
being landed, he marched up to the before-mentioned Place, a mile from
the Landing-Place, on the Top of the Hill. The Inhabitants, who saw
them Advance, were ready to retire into the Woods ;

but the Secretary, an

Enemy to the Spaniards, having persuaded them, that they were friends,
who craved their Assistance against their common Oppressors, they bid
Davis and his Men welcome. After the first Salutation they marched to-

wards the Church, (the Priest, brought along by Captain Davis, at the
Head of them). . . . His Intention was, as soon as they were all got into
the Church, to engage all their Assistance against the Spaniards, to ac-

complish wh the Priest had promised his good Offices ; but just as the few
remaining Indians were entering the Church, one of Captain Davis's Men
pushed a Man forward to hasten him into the Church ; wh the Indian

being frightened at, set up his Heels, and the rest, taking the Alarm, fol-

lowed ; so that Captain Davis and the Friar being left alone in the Church
he ordered his Men to fire at them

;
wh being done the Secretary was

killed in the Fray : And so the whole Project vanished into Smoke, by the
Foolishness of one inconsiderate Fellow."

[TO BB CONTINUED.]
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cSequoya League^^—«^ ^^-, (INCORPORATED)
TO MAKE BETTER. INDIANS

p£>

Se-quo-ya,
" the American Cadmus" {born 1771,

died 1842), was the only Indian that ever in-

vented a written language. The League takes its

title from this great Cherokee, for whom, also, science

has named ( "Sequoias ") the hugest trees in the world,
the giant Redwoods of California.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Dr. David Starr Jordan, President Stanford University, Cal.

Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief Biological Survey, "Washington.
Dr. Geo. Bird Grinnell, editor Forest and Stream, New York.
D. M. Riordan, Los Angeles, Cal.

Richard Egan, Capistrano, Cal.

Chas. Cassatt Davis, attorney, Eos Angeles.
Chas. F. Eummis, Eos Angeles, Chairman.

ADVISORY BOARD.

Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, University of California.

*Hon. J. Sterling Morton, Nebraska.

Archbishop Ireland, St. Paul, Minn.
U. S. Senator Thos. R. Bard, California.

*Maj. J. W. Powell, Director Bureau of Ethnology, Washington.
Edward E. Ayer, Newberry Library, Chicago.
Miss Estelle Reel, Supt. all Indian Schools, Washington.
W. J. McGee, Ethnologist in Charge, Bureau of Ethnology.
F. W. Putnam, Peabody Museum, Harvard College.
Stewart Culin, University of Pennsylvania.
Geo. A. Dorsey, Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.
Dr.T. Mitchell Prudden, College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York .

Dr. Geo. J. Engelmann, Boston.
Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington.
F. W. Hodge, Smithsonian Institution, Washington.
Hamlin Garland, author, Chicago.
Mrs. F. N. Doubleday, New York.
Dr. Washington Matthews, Washington.
Hon. A. K. Smiley (Mohonk), Redlands, Cal.

George Kennan, Washington.
(Others to be added.)

Treasurer, W. C. Patterson, Prest. Eos Angeles National Bank.

UFE MEMBERS.
Amelia B. Hollenback, Josephine W. Drexel.

|Si|P|HE demands of official etiquettee have kept this magazine

± from disclosing
-

, heretofore, the location selected by the

Warner's Ranch Indian Commission for the new home of

the 300 evicted Indians. Of course the thing- leaked out,

months ago, and has been unauthoritatively stated in many
newspapers ;

but the Department of the Interior kept the Com-
mission sealed ; and the editor, as chairman of that commission,
has disclosed the matter to no one. Receipt of this telegram,

however, serves as a release :

Washington, Feb. 20.

Chas. F. Lummis, Los Angeles:
You are authorized to make public the results of the Warner's Ranch

Commission work. Ethan Aixen Hitchcock, Sec'y.
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Next month will begin in these pages a full description, fully

illustrated, of the new location ; and also of some other matters

brought out in the Commission's work. Indian Commissioner

Jones and other officials desire that the government publish the

entire report ; but it is not certain that this effort will succeed.

It should be published entire, for its usefulness to the Indian

bureau and others ; but it would be rather a formidable under-

taking for this magazine. The report is in two large type-

written volumes of 136 and 80 folio pages, respectively, and

contains 152 photographs, besides maps, tables, etc.

Meantime it may be stated that the lands to which the

Warner's Ranch Indians are to be moved, and upon which they

will be safe from further eviction, are in the Pala valley, in

San Diego county, Cal.; about 40 miles from their present home,
24 miles inland from Oceanside, and 16 and 12 miles respectively

from the nearest railroad stations, Fallbrook and Temecula.

The land is 3,438 acres, of which over 2,000 acres are arable,

over 700 acres irrigable under present development
— which can

be greatly increased— and 316 acres of it now cultivated by

irrigation, besides a large quantity in grain. At their old

home, the Indians had about 900 acres, of which possibly 200

acres are arable and 150 irrigable. The quality of the land at

Pala is far superior, and the water supply is about eight times

as great ;
there is a huge supply of timber ; and in fact Pala is

immeasurably superior to Warner's Ranch in every material

consideration, except the hot springs. This is consoling to

those of us who have most lamented that the Indians could not

keep their old homes— as of course they would rather do than

move to any paradise. The Pala valle3
r is not a tiny corner of

some vast desert ranch, but a fertile, bowl-shaped valley now
occupied by 15 families of farmers. Their improved farms are

what the government is now purchasing ; and the Indians will

have the valley all to themselves. The details of this location—
doubly interesting because this will be the first time in our

history that Indians have been given better lands than they
were driven from, and more lands— will be printed in the April
number, with many photographs, showing not only the scenery
but the water supply and the growing crops of all sorts found

by i the Commission.
Prom the

"
business" side it may be mentioned now, that the

government was about to pay $70,000 for 2,370 acres, with

practically no water supply whatever ; and that it is now get-

ting over 1,000 acres more land — and better land— and more
than 500 times as much water, for $46,230. It is expected to

be able to apply this saving of over $23,000 to further relief of

Mission Indians
; and the Commission has made recommenda-

tions which, if carried out, will relieve eight other reserva-

tions, covering more than 700 Indians now destitute and
suffering.
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• A READING LIST ON INDIANS.

*|C#§)EARLY every day brings inquiries, from individuals,

/g)l>i
women's clubs and other sources, "what books can we^^
read for a reliable idea of the Indian " or of some special

subject connected with him. These requests are too numerous
for individual answer

;
and there are thousands of books, more

or less
"
about Indians," and more or less worth reading

—
gener-

ally less.

For these reasons, the following hasty outline of a reading
and reference list on Indians is printed here for the general
convenience. It is not— nor even desires to be— complete. The
projected bibliographic catalogue of one private library in this

country,* devoted to North American Indians alone, will, if it

shall ever be completed, make eight or nine ponderous volumes,
and will sell at something like $400. The present is a list not
for scientists but for the intelligent general reader who would
like to "post up." A great many works are purposely excluded
from it

;
some because they hardly seem necessary in a mere

sketch-list, and some— including more than a few of alleged

authority— because they are worthless. No book in this list is

infallible at every point, but its inclusion here signifies that its

virtues outweigh its faults, and that it is at least harmless— and
probably really worth while. The most important ones are in-

dicated.

Most of these titles can probably be found in a good public
library. But the public library habit, excellent as it is, should
not wean us of the much better habit of Owning Books— with
due taste in selecting books worth owning, as of course nine out
of every ten are not.

At this day, when a disproportionate share of keeping intel-

lectual activity alive is done by the women's clubs, it seems to

me high time for these clubs to be Book-Lovers and not Book-
Skimmers. Let the novel of the day have its passing fillip, and
the Tendency of Literature be tried for its life before the Pull
Bench

;
but every serious woman's club should be beginning its

own little reference library of the standard books in the lines

which particularly interest that particular club. This is espec-
ially true in the West, where we have topics all our own. Every
woman's club in California, for example, ought to have a sound
little reference library on California, on the Missions, on
Indians, on irrigation, etc. In Colorado they ought to have the
standard books— and particularly the earliest books— on Colo-
rado. And so on. In California, for instance, the interesting
and valuable books written here in the most romantic days of the
State are already scarce, and growing rarer and costlier every
day. Something of this is true as to books on the Indian

;
and

while we are getting more exact books, on the average, the
material— the Indian himself, from whom we must study

— is

being rapidly wiped off the slate by the remorseless sponge of
selfishness

; and soon, exactness will have nothing to work on.
A good many of the following books are out of print ;

but
the)r can be obtained (with patience, sometimes), from one of
the reliable 'dealers in Americana. There are many of these in

* That of Edward E. Ayer, Chicago.
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this country* who will undertake the commission to procure any
book desired, and at a reasonable price. Any of them will fur-

nish free catalogues of books they have now on hand.
The following- list is alphabetical by authors. At the end is

given a brief grouping by subjects, etc. :

Bancroft, Hubert Howe —
Native Races of the Pacific States. 5 vols. 8vo, about 800 pp each.
San Francisco, 1886. Useful for reference to the expert, but undi-

gested, unbalanced, half indexed, full of inaccuracies and misjudg-
ments. Like all the other 34 vols, of his enormous cordwood History
of the Pacific States— conceived and marketed in the "Drummer"
spirit ; done for him by a mob of reporters ;

" worked " on a confid-

ing public, but long ago found out by scholars— these large
books can be bought, in almost any quantity, in the second-hand
bookstores of Los Angeles and San Francisco, bound in full sheep,
at 75c. a vol. in sets, or $1 for one. The vol. on New Mexico and
Arizona, and vol. 1 of California, are rather more useful than the
Native Races ; but of the same general faults.

Bandelier, Ad. F.—
The highest authority on the archaeology and ethnology of all Spanish
America, particularly including the Southwest. All his works are out
of print, and can be obtained only through dealers in Americana. But
they are the cornerstone of scientific knowledge of the Southwestern
and Mexican Indian. The following are most important.
Historical Introduction to Studies Among the Sedentary Indians of
New Mexico. Papers of the Archaeological Institute of America,
1883. 8vo, 33 pp.
Contributions to the History of the Southwestern portion of the U. S.

Ibid, 1890, 8vo, 206 pp.
Final Report of Investigations Among the Indians of the Southwestern
Portion of the U. S. Ibid, 1890-92, 2 vols, 8vo, ill., 319 and 591 pp.

Documentary History of the Zuni Tribe, Outline of, Houghton, Mifflin

& Co., Boston, 1892, 4to, 115 pp.
The Delight-Makers. (A really photographic view of Pueblo Indian

life before the discovery of America). Dodd, Mead& Co., New York,
1890, 8vo, 490 pp.

Benavides, Fray Alonso de—
One of our most important early

" sources " on the Southwest, and
one of the rarest books.
Memorial on New Mexico in /6jo. Translated with notes. Land
of Sunshine, Sept., 1900- March, 1901. Out West Co., Los Ange-
les, $1.50. (Magazine numbers, unbound). Will be issued in a sump-
tuous and expensive book, with facsimile text and notes, probably
during 1903. No other even passable English translation has ever
been printed.

Brinton, D. G.—
Dean of authorities on American linguistics.
Myths of the New World. N. Y., 1868.

Bourke, Capt. John G.—
On the Border with Crook. 111., 491 pp.,8vo. Chas Scribner's Sons, New
York, 1891. An important and fascinating book, by the lamented
soldier-student who was right-hand man of the greatest Indian-

fighter in our history
— the General the Indians most dreaded as a

foe and most trusted as a friend. Capt. Bourke also wrote one of
the earliest studies of the Moqui Snake-Dance (now largely out of
date, in the light of later science) ; An Apache Campaign (Scribner,
New York, 1886, ill., 112 pp.) ;

and The Medicine-Men of the Apache
(9th Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology).

Catlin, George—
Manners, Customs and Conditions of the North American Indians.

London, 1841. 2 large 8vo vols., over 400 colored ills. Catlin ( born

*For instance, Noah F. Morrison, Elizabeth, N. J.; Shepard Book Co.,
Salt Lake City ; F. E. Grant, 23 W. 42nd St. N. Y., A. C. McClurg & Co.,
Chicago ; Robt. Clarke Co., Cincinnati ; W. H. Lowdermilk, Washington,
D. C; H. H. Timby, Conneaut, O. I can vouch for all these.
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in Wyoming about 1800 ) was the pioneer illustrator of the Western
Indians, among- whom he wandered from 1832 to 1839. While he was
neither a scientist nor a great artist, his work deservedly made a sen-
sation throughout the civilized world

;
and his drawings have been

doing duty ever since, in books of all sorts. A modern reprint with
all the colored plates can be had for about $7.50.

Costans6, Miguel—
The engineer of the expedition which founded the first California
Missions.
Historical Diary of the Voyages by Sea and Land to the North of Cali-

fornia. 1769. The poor translation printed in London in 1790 is ex-

cessively rare. A translation from the original MS. was printed in

Land of Sunshine June and July, 1901. The Out West Co., Los Ang-
eles. 40 cents. The second number particularly describes the coast
Indians of California at that time.

Coues, Dr. Elliott —
Foremost of American editors of Americana. (Pike, Henry, Fow-
ler, etc.)
On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer. The Diary of Fray Francisco

Garces, 1775. (Contains voluminous notes and the most convenient
authentic lists and characterization of Southwestern and California
Indian tribe-names, etc.). Francis P. Harper, New York, 1900, 2

vols., 8vo, $6.00.

Culin, Stewart—
Curator, University of Pa., and our leading authority on Indian games.
Chess and Playing Cards. 8vo, 225 pp., 226 ills. Deals with a great
number of Indian games. Report United States National Museum,
1896.

Curtin, Jeremiah—
Famous linguist, translator and folk-lorist.

Creation Myths of Primitive America. 530 pp. Little, Brown & Co.,
Boston, 1898. $2.

Cushing, Frank Hamilton —
Mr. Cushing was the most intimate investigator of the details of
Indian life this country has produced. All his writings are valuable,
and of great literary charm as well. (See Land of Sunshine, June,
1900, p. 8, for sketch and portraits). Among the works especially to
be commended here are :

Zuni Folk Tales. 111., 474 pp. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York,
1901. $3.

The Need of Studying the Lndian, in Order to Teach Him. In 28th
Annual Rept. Board of Indian Commissioners, 1897.

A Study of Pueblo Pottery. 111., 48 pp., 4th Annual Report, Bureau of

Ethnology.
Zuni Fetiches. 111., 36 pp., 2nd Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology.

Dellenbaugh, F. S.—
Member of Powell's famous second Grand Canon exploration.
The North Americans of Yesterday. 8vo, 487 pp. G. P. Putnam's
Sons, New York, 1901. $4 net. Not particularly scientific, but gen-
erally reasonable. Disfigured by the idiotic word "Amerind," in-
stead of American Indian. Great number of good illustrations.

Dorsey, J. Owen —
Of the Bureau of Ethnology.A Study ofSiouan Cults. 11th Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology,

pp. 361-544.
Omaha Dwellings, Furniture and Implements, 13th do.

Dunn, J. P.—
Massacres of the Mountains ; a History of the Indian wars of the Far
West. Harper & Bros., New York, 1886. 111., pp.784. This large
volume, with nearly 175 rather scattering illustrations, runs Mrs.
Jackson's Century of Dishonor a close second as a connected story,
or general picture, of the treatment the Indians have had. It is

practically indispensable to a popular
"
reading-up

" of the " Indian
Question." It is out of print, but can be obtained through a dealer
for something like $2.
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Eastman, Charles A.—

A Sioux Indian, now a practicing physician of standing-.
Indian Boyhood. 289 pp., many ills. McClure, Phillips & Co., New
York, 1902. $1.60. The very well-told and interesting account of
his own boyhood and youth.

Escalante, Fray Sylvestre Velez de—
For many years a Franciscan missionary in New Mexico. Made a re-

markable exploration in Arizona, Colorado and Utah in 1776. Letter
dated April 2, 1778, from Santa Fe\ N. M. A very condensed sketch
of New Mexican history from the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680 to Fray
Sylvestre's time, and drawn by him from the official records

preserved in the archives at Santa F6 till our American Governor
Pile allowed most of them to be destroyed as waste paper. The
document, never before published in English, is translated in Land
of Sunshine, March and April, 1900. Out West Co., Los Angeles. 40
cents.

Fewkes, J. Walter —
The most minute investigator of the Moquis.
Tusayan [Moqui] Migration Traditions. 19th Annual Report, Bureau
of Ethnology, pp. 577— 1011.

Fillmore, John Comfort —
The famous musical expert (died 1899) who first proved that Indian
music is founded on harmony. He overthrew the absurb closet theory
to the contrary, which was almost universal, even among scientists.
Omaha Indian Music. (See Miss Fletcher.)
The Harmonic Structure of Indian Music. 22 pp. In American An-
thropologist, Apr., 1899.

Besides several other technical papers, in scientific publications. Prof. Fillmore pub-
lished ia this magazine popular essays on Indian music: "Two Tigua Folksongs'
(with music). May, 18% ;

'

Songs of the Navajos " (with Dr. Matthews), music, Oct
and Nov., 1896 ;

"
Scientific Importance of the Folk-Music of our Aborigines,"

June, 1897.

Fletcher, Alice C—
Indian Song and Story from North America. \2d pp., with music.

Small, Maynard & Co., Boston (30 songs).
Report on Indian Education and Civilization : Exec. Doc. No. 95,
48th Congress, 2nd session. (Miss Fletcher is the foremost woman
student of Indians

; and all her papers, like
" The Import of the

Totem," "The Significance of the Scalplock,' etc., are important.
She has also been the most effective agent of the Government in the
allotment of Indian lands in severalty. See this magazine — then
Land of Sunshine— for June, 1900, p. 19.)

Omaha Indian Music. In collaboration with Francis la Flesche and
John Comfort Fillmore. 152 pp. 92 songs, with music. Peabody
Museum, Cambridge, Mass. 1899. See Fillmore.

Foster, Geo. E.—
Se-Quo-Yah, the American Cadmus, etc. 111., 242 pp. Phila.
The Indian Rights Association. Out of print, but can be obtained

through a dealer in Americana for about $1.50. For condensed sketch
of Sequoya see Out West, Feb., 1902, pp. 173-176 ;

and for portrait of

same, April, 1902, p. 390. Out West Co., Los Angeles. Each 20c.

Fowke, Gerard —
Stone Art {of the Indians]. 13th Annual Repqrt, Bureau of Ethnology,

p. 177.

Garland, Hamlin—
The Captain of the Gray-Horse Troop. Harpers, N. Y., $2. Though

fiction, is a very accurate picture.

Grinnell, Geo. Bird —
Mr. Grinnell is one of the most sensible, most earnest, scholarly and
successful leaders in the attempt to better Indian conditions. He is an
adopted chief of the Blackfeet ;

a member of the Executive Commit-
tee of the Sequoya League ; and was President Roosevelt's special
Commissioner to investigate the Standing Rock scandal. All his books
are interesting and important. All deal principally with the Plains
Indians.
The Story of the Indian. (Story of the West Series. D. Appleton A
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Co., New York, 1895). 111., 268 pp. $1.50. One of the best general

pictures of the Plains Indians
;
not so important on the Southwest

and California tribes.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales and Pawnee Hero Stories are both important
in folklore. Both, I believe, are out of print.

The Indian of Today is a sumptuous quarto, illustrated with many
large portraits, 175 pp. H. S. Stone & Co., Chicago. $5.

Hodge, Frederick Webb—
(Of the Smithsonian Institution, and Dr. Coues's collaborator and suc-

cessor as an editor of Americana.)
Prehistoric Irrigation in Arizona. American Anthropologist, July,

1893. Washington, D.C.
The Early Navajo and Apache, ibid, July, 1895.

Pueblo Indian Clans, ibid, Oct., 1896.

Holmes, Wm. H.—
The talented head of the Bureau of American Ethnology— succeeding
the late lamented Maj. J. W. Powell— has been for many years an in-

defatigable and expert worker in these fields of knowledge. Incident-

ally one of the foremost of American water-colorists, he is better

known as one of the world's leading authorities on aboriginal arts and
industries.
Prehistoric Textile Fabrics. 3rd Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology,

pp. 397-420.

Art in Shell. 2nd ditto, pp. 185-311.

Pottery of the Ancient Pueblos. 4th ditto, pp. 265-367.

Ancie?it Pottery of the Mississippi Valley, etc., 4th ditto, pp. 368-472.

Hopkins, Sarah Winnemucca—
Life Among the Piutes. 268 pp. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York,

1883. Sarah Winnemucca was a Piute woman of character and ability,
who served Gen. O. O. Howard as guide and interpreter in the Ban-
nock war of 1878 ;

was afterward a school-teacher, and married an
American named Hopkins. Her father was Winnemucca, head chief

of the Piutes ;
and Sarah was widely known in army circles for her

competency, and in government and Eastern circles by her devoted
efforts to secure justice for her people.

Hough, Dr. Walter —
One of our serious students.

The Moki Snake Dance. Pub. by the Passenger Department of the

Santa F6 route, Chicago, 1899. 60 pp., 64 ills. Aside from the un-
historic spelling of the name Moqui, a good popular account of this

remarkable religious ceremonial.

Jackson, Helen Hunt (
" H. H.")—

It hardly needs to list Ramona ; not only a great novel but a true

picture of Indian wrongs in Southern California.

A Century of Dishonor. 457 pp. Harper & Bros., New York, 1881.

The best digested and most reliable statement of our governmental
misdealings with the Indians. It is drawn from official Government
reports. This remarkable and valuable book is out of print ;

but can
be obtained for about $1.50.

Glimpses of California and the Missions. Mrs. Jackson's essays on the

Indians and Missions of California, contained in her Glimpses ofThree
Coasts (long out of print) have recently been republished in an attrac-

tive volume by themselves, 292 pp., with Sandham's illustrations,
under above title. The book is one which everyone interested in

Indians or in California should have. Little, Brown & Co., Boston,
1902. $1.50. The two chapters on " Eather Junipero and his work,"
and " The Present Condition of the Mission Indians " are also issued

by the same publishers in a much smaller volume by themselves.
159 pp., ill. Her official report as special Commissioner of the Gov-
ernment on

The Condition and Needs of the Mission Indians, was printed as
Senate Report No. 74, 50th Congress, 1st session, 1888. It is dated

July 13, 1883
;
and is of 30 8vo pp. of solid nonpareil. It contains

much valuable information.
Other valuable official reports on the condition of the Mission

Indians are those of D. B. Wilson, to the Interior Department, 1852
;
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and C. C. Painter, 1888. An official but truthful later statement of
these conditions (1901) is by Constance GoddardDu Bois. 16 pp. Can
be had from the Indian Rights Association, 1305 Arch street, Phila.
A list of the Mission Indian reservations of Southern California

was printed in Out West for April, 1902.

Jenks, Albert Ernest —
The Childhood of Ji-shib, the Ojibwa. 111., 130 pp. Published by The
American Thresherman, Madison, Wis.,' 1900. An unpretentious,
sympathetic, accurate picture of Ojibwa life, by the author of the
valuable Bureau of Ethnology monograph on The Wild-Rice Gather-
ers of the Upper Lakes.

Jones, Wm. A.—
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

Reports, 1901, 1902. For present status and views of the Indian Office.

(Free). Washington.
Kennan, George—

The distinguished Siberian traveler.

The Standing Rock Case. In The Outlook (287 Fourth Ave., N. Y.)
Nos. Mch. 29, Ap. 19, May 3 and Dec. 13, 1902.

L,a Flesche, Francis—
An Omaha Indian, son of a chief and known to students by his able
collaboration with Miss Fletcher in scientific investigation.
The Middle Five. 227 pp. Frontis. in colors by Angel de Cora, an In-

dian girl who has illustrated several books. Small, Maynard & Co.,
Boston, 1900. $1.25. A delightful story of the author's boyhood, and
the education of a very Good Indian.

L/eland, Chas. Godfrey—
The distinguished folk-lorist.

Algonquin Legends ofNew England. 1885. Out of print.

Kuldskap, the Master. 370 pp., ill. Funk & Wagnalls Co., N. Y., 1902.

$2. A delightful book of metrical translations of Indian poems.
Lummis, Chas. F.—

The Land of Poco Tiempo, 310 pp., 38 ills. Chas. Scribner's Sons,
New York, 1893. $2.50.

Some Strange Corners of Our Country, 270 pp., 49 ills. The Century
Co., New York. $1.50.

The Man Who Married the Moon (Tigua folkstories) 239 pp., 24 ills.

The Century Co., New York. $1.50.

My Brother's Keeper ; 7 illustrated articles in Land of Sunshine (mag-
azine ) Aug. 1899-Feb. 1900, inclusive. The Out West Co., Los An-
geles. $1.50.

The Exiles of Cupa (eviction of the Warner's Ranch Indians). In Out
West, May, 1902, illustrated. On the same theme also, in the same
magazine, under the title

"
Sequoya League," in every number from

Feb., 1902, onward.
Mesa Grande, Two Days at, Out West, June, 1902.

MacCauley, Clay—
The Seminole Lndians of Florida. 5th Annual Report, Bureau of Eth-

nology, pp. 465-529.

Mallery, Col. Garrick —
Sign Language among North American Indians. In 1st Annual Re-

port, Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 269-550.

Ptctographs of the North American Indians. 4th ditto, pp. 13-254.

Picture- Writing of the American Indians. 10th ditto, 740 pp.

Matthews, Dr. Washington —
Dean of our American ethnologists, and foremost living authority on
the Navajos, our largest Indian tribe.

The Night Chant, a Navajo Ceremony. Memoirs American Museum
of Natural History. Large folio, 332 pp., many illustrations and
colored plates. New York, 1902. G. P. Putnam's Sons.

Navajo Legends. 8vo, 299 pp., ills. Memoirs American Folk-Lore So-

ciety, Boston, 1897. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

Navajo Silversmiths, ill., in 2nd Annual Report Bureau of Ethnology,
Washington, 1883. 111., 13 pp.
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Navajo Weavers, ill., in 3d Annual Rept. Bureau of Ethnology, Wash-
ing-ton, 1884.

The Mountain Chant, ill., a Navajo Ceremony, in 5th Annual Report,
Bureau of Ethnology, Washington, 1887.

Songs of the Navajos, in Land of Sunshine, Oct., 1896. Out West Co.,

Eos Angeles. 20 cents.

A Navajo Initiation, Land of Sunshine, Nov. 1901. Out West Co., Eos
Angeles. 20 cents.

McGee, W. J.—
Eong Acting-Director of the Bureau. One of our larger ethnologists,
and one with very uncommon gift for making "good reading

" without
loss of scientific value. His monograph on the Seris is highly interest-

ing. See Land of Sunshine, May and June, 1901 , for two illustrated

articles by him upon this theme.
The Seri Indians [Eower California], 17th Annual Report Bureau

Ethnology, and as a "
separate." 111. Pp. 9-296.

Mindeleff, Victor—
A Study of Pueblo Architecture. 8th Annual Report, Bureau of Eth-

nology, pp. 13-223.

Mindeleff, Cosmos—
Cliff Ruins of Cation de Chelly, Ariz. 16th Annual Report, Bureau of

Ethnology, pp. 79-191.

Mooney, James—
Of the Bureau of Ethnology. One of the most competent of the heroic
little band of American scholars of American things. All his contri-

butions to science are marked by humanity as well as research. His

special field is among the Cherokees, Arapaho, Cheyenne, Kiowa,
Comanche, Caddo and other "Indian Territory" tribes. The book

particularly to be noted in such a list as this is his

Ghost-Dance Religion, and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890. The official

story of the "battle" of Wounded Knee (pp. 829-887) should be
read by every American. The book is a ponderous one of 490 pp.,

published in, and also as a "separate" from, the 14th Annual Re-

port, Bureau of Ethnology. It is fully illustrated. Other valuable
works by him, are :

Sacred Formulas of the Cherokees, 7th A. R. Bureau Eth.
Calendar History of the Kiowas, 17th do.

Myths of the Cherokee, 19th do., 548 pp.

Morgan, Eewis H.—
The Father of American Ethnology.
The League of the Iroquois. 1851 Out of print and rare. A sumptu-
ous new edition, with the map, Morgan's colored plates, and liberal

illustration, has been printed recently (1901) by Dodd, Mead & Co.,
New York. 2 vols., $15. His weighty papers on Indian architecture
and social organization are scarce.

Parkman, Francis—
The greatest of American historians.
The Jesuits in the New World. Works. Many Editions.

Pokagon, Simon—
Chief of a Pottawattamie band. Died 1899. His father sold the site of

Chicago, and surrounding country, to the U. S., in 1833. The Indians

got part of their money in 1896 — a little wait of 63 years. Simon was
well educated, knew Greek and Eatin fairly well, and often addressed
American audiences.

Queen of the Woods— a story of his early life and love. 111., 254 pp.,
with portrait, biography, etc. C. H. Engle, Hartford, Mich., $1.00
and $1.50.

The Red Man's Rebuke. A tiny booklet of 16 pp. on native birch bark.
Same publisher. 50c.

Powell, J. W.—
Hero of the Colorado Canon, and the really great man who built up the
Bureau of Ethnology, and was its head until his death last year.
Sketch of the Mythology of the North American Indians. 1st Annual
Report, Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 19-59.

Wyandot Government. Ditto, pp. 59-68.
Indian Linguistic Families. 7th ditto, pp. 7-139.
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Powers, Stephen—

Tribes of California. Vol. Ill of "Contributions to North American
Ethnology," U. S. Geograph. and Geologioal Survey, Washington,
1877. 635 pp. A few ills. This is the standard book on the abori-

gines of Northern California. It does not deal with the Mission or

other Christianized Indians who were largely in Southern California,
The book is scarce, but can be procured of a dealer, for about $5,

and should be in every public library in California and the West.

Purdy, Carl—
Leading authority on California bulbs, and student of baskets.

Porno Indian Baskets and their Makers. 43 pp., 40 ills. In Out West,
Dec. 1901 — Mch. 1902, incl., 4 nos. 80c.

Also as a "separate" pamphlet, 25c. Address the author, Ukiah.Cal.

Rau, Chas.—
Indian Pottery. Smithsonian Report, 1866.

Royce, Chas. C.—
The Cherokee Nation oj Indians. 5th Annual Report, Bureau of Ethn-

ology, pp. 129-371.

Indian Land Cessions in the United States. 18th do., pp. 527-651, and

many maps.
Serra, Fray Junfpero—

The great Apostle of California.

Diary of his march from Mexico to San Diego, Cal., in 1769, to found
the Franciscan Missions. Translation (from the original MS.) in

Out West, March to July, 1902, inclusive, 5 nos. Never elsewhere

published in English. Out West Co., Los Angeles. $1.

Stevenson, Tillie E —
Religious Life of the Zuni Child. 5th Annual Report, Bureau of Eth-

nology, pp. 539-557.

The Sia [Pueblos]. 11th do., pp. 9-157.

Thomas, Cyrus—
Mound Explorations of the Bureau, etc. 12th Annual Report, Bureau
of Ethnology, pp. 17-772.

Winship, Geo. Parker—
Librarian of the great Carter Brown Library of Americana, and one of

the leaders in bibliography of the subject.
The Coronado Expedition, i540-1542. 300 pp., 46 ills. Contains origi-
nal text and a translation of Castaneda, and other contemporary docu-

ments, and a scholarly history of that wonderful exploration of the

whole Southwest, from Mexico to Kansas, 360 years ago. In —and
also as a "separate" from—14th Annual Report, Bureau of Ethno-

logy. Has a bibliographic list of works on this theme.

Zarate-Zalmeron, Fray Geronimo de —
For 8 years Franciscan missionary in New Mexico, 175 years ago.
Narrative of all the Things that have been Seen and Known in New
Mexico . . . from the year 1538 to 1626. (Touches Pueblos, Apaches,
Mojaves, Navajos (he was the fjrst man to print the name), and other

tribes from California to Florida.) The only English version is in

Land of Sunshine, November, 1899, to February, 1900, inclusive.

Four numbers, unbound. Out West Co., Los Angeles. 80c.

Zitkala-Sa —
A young Indian girl whose papers in the Atlantic Monthly (Feb. and

Mch., 1900) are among the best literary productions in English by
any American Indian, and valuable as a true and delicate picture of

her own experience in education.

There are doubtless books omitted by oversight which properly belong
in this list

;
but as a rule, omission may be taken to be intentional, either

because the book is deemed too technical to belong in such a list, or be-

cause it is deemed needless in any list.

A few may be specifically tagged here as worse than worthless— that is,

they convey more error than useful truths. Stephen D. Peet's series on
" Prehistoric America," and particularly the 3rd vol., The Cliff Dwellers and
Pueblos ; L. Bradford Prince's History of New Mexico ;

Susan Wallace's
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Land of the Pueblos ; Carl Fickemeyer's Among the Pueblo Indians, and his

Over the Great Navajo Trail; Verner %. Reed's Lotokah, Adobeland
Stories, and Tales of the Sun-Land ;

C. E. Bank's A Child of the Sun; R.
B. Townsend's Lone Pine ; Thos. Donaldson's Moqui Pueblo Indians oj

Arizona, and Pueblo Indians ofNew Mexico.

GROUPINGS FOR THE CASUAL.

Indian Character and Life —For a general idea ( in the above list ) Morgan,
Cushing, Grinnell, Fletcher, Dellenbaugh, Lummis, Jenks, Catlin, La
Flesche, Eastman, Zitkala-Sa.

Indian Wrongs— For a fair understanding of the treatment the Indians
have received: Mrs. Jackson {Century ofDishonor), Dunn, Mrs. Hop-
kins, Mooney, Bourke, Kennan, Garland. The full list of reliable
witnesses ( including chapters in books of many sorts ) would be a big
catalogue in itself.

Indian Industries and Arts, in a general way : Morgan, Cushing, Grinnell,
Dellenbaugh, Lummis, Mooney, Bourke, Catlin, Purdy, in general ;

for
more detailed information, Matthews, Holmes, Rau, and others noted
above in Bureau of Fthnology Reports, and the works of Otis T.

Mason, and others of the U. S. National Museum. By the way, these

great monuments of scholarship are not half so well known to Americans
as they should be. They abound in papers of the highest interest and
authority, are lavishly illustrated, and should be among the much-used
books of any reference library. Some of the earlier volumes are
scarce

;
but these can be had at reasonable prices from a dealer. The

later volumes can be obtained gratis through your Senator or Con-
gressman.

Articles on Indian Baskets have appeared in Out West (and its predecessor, The Land or

Sunshine,) for June, 18%. (" Confessions of a Basket Collector "), Dec, 1901, Jan., Fab. and

March, 1902. (Carl Pnrdy's valuable and authoritative series on "
Porno Baskets and their

Makers.") On Indian Jewelers and Silversmiths, July, 1896. 20c. On Navajo Blankets

Dec, 18% ( out of print ) $2. On Pueblo Pottery, July, 1897, etc. 20c

Books written by Indians : See under Fastman, Hopkins, La Flesche,
Pokagon, Zitkala-Sa.

Tribes, Reservations, Languages, etc.

Map of the U. S. showing the Indian reservations of the country, given
in Dunn. List of Mission Indian Reservations, in Out West, Apr. 1902.

List of linguistic stocks and tribes in Dellenbaugh (appendix). Of
course the reader who wishes to enter deeply into the linguistic divi-

sions, the languages, etc., will go outside this list to the works of

Brinton, Powell, Gatschet, and others
;
and for bibliography to Pill-

ing, etc.

In Farly Times—The vast majority of valuable works on the American
Indian, in times back toward the discovery of America, were in Spanish
and French— about ten to one, Spanish. Many of the French works
have been translated— notably in the monumental edition of Jesuit
Relations in some 60 vols., by the Burrows Bros. Co., Cleveland, O.

Very few of the great Spanish works are available to Fnglish-speak-
ing students. A few are named above.

A FEW MORS.
Without particulars of date, publisher or price, the 13th Annual Report of the Indian

Rights Association also commends the following- books, for which I can at present supply
neither this deficiency nor an appraisement, as I haven't them :

"
Life and Times of David

Zeisberger ;

" " The Red Man and the White Man," by G. E. Ellis ;

" Our Indian Wards,"
by Col. Manypeuny ;

"
40 Years with the Sioux," by A. L. Riggs ;

" The Story of Metla-
cathla," by H. S. Welcome ; "Our Life Among- the Iroquois," by Mrs. Caswell ;

"
Life of

Chief Joseph," by Gen. O. O. Howard ;

" The Ponca Chiefs," by Tibbies ;

" The Red Man,"
by a Penobscot Indian ;

" The Indian Side of the Indian Question," by Rev. Dr. Burrows ;

"
Onoqua," by Frances C. Sparhawk ;

"
Senator Intrigue and Inspector Noseby," by same ;

"
Indian Sign Language," by Lieut. Clark.

R. 1. Dodge's
"
Thirty-three Years Among Our Wild Indians," commended in this list, is

of the "
popular "

subscription-books ; full of inexactness and lack of scientific knowledge.
Nor has it more comprehension of Indian reasons and motive than army and official circles

generally have— which is very little. But Col. Dodge knew justice ; and his chapters on the

governmental treatment of our wards are strong and good.
C. F. L.
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"|C#5)EXT to forgetting his own name, perhaps the

(§J\, sauciest of many mischiefs the mind sometimes

plays its landlord is to trip him over names only less

familiar. By some such brilliancy last month (p. 145) the Lion
robbed his own college to enrich its Hated Rival, and swapped
two great brothers in their professional cradles. Josiah Dwight
Whitney, who wrote the Encyclopedia Britannica article on

California, was the great Harvard geologist ; William Dwight
Whitney, the great Sanscrit scholar, who wrote other articles in

the Britannica, was the man of Yale. This stumble perhaps
shows the danger of a not very long-legged mind trying to ride

at once, or in the same day, such an unmatched span as Sans-

crit and Geology going in opposite directions.

In the October Den, at the heels of the event, certain
' TO FOLD

comment was made upon the incompetent, immaterial ok to

but far from irrelevant shooting of "editor" Marriott,
clench?

the notorious blackmailer, of the San Francisco News-Letter, by
two friends of a clean girl who had been smirched by him

;

with some general reflections upon the vile industry which is

plied by certain sheets in every large city
—and some small ones

—and from which no woman's honor nor man's purse is safe.

Some doubt was expressed whether, in these and cognate cases,

the most righteous and manful way to protect womanhood is to

stand upon the full dignity of evening-dress etiquette and

punish the betrayer of your daughter or defamer of your mother—and deter further harpies
—
by failing to recognize the offender

on the street
; or even, in aggravated cases, turning up your nose

visibly at him and confiding to some one what you think of

him. These drastic measures have the distinguished authority
and approval of Culture and Respectability ;

in the present in-

stance, as generally, they were by implication endorsed by the

run of the Eastern and English Press as the only procedure

proper to truly civilized man
;
and there was universal reproba-

tion of the Positive Rudeness of the girl's champions. And as

if it were not boorish enough to attack the
"
journalist

" at all,

they outraged etiquette still further by going to his house to do
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it. And his family is alleged to have managed to see some of

the final proceedings. Of course the fact that the News-Letter

had entered the girl's home to attack her, and that her family
was more or less

"
present

" when she was stricken, has no sig-

nificance in Polite Society and among the Truly Refined.

A good deal of the Paper-Doll attitude about these things is

doubtless chargeable to the most frequently misquoted book in

the world—which has been interpreted to justify every folly

and every crime, as well as to establish every virtue. That
First Gentleman and enduring philosopher, who himself was

certainly not a sissy, did indeed advise his assistants that if

someone smote them upon the right cheek they should turn to

him the other also. This was not altogether a bad policy for a

dozen men setting out to convert a whole nation from its imme-
morial religion. He even bade his followers that "if any man
will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him have

thy cloak also." And with some for reverence, and with others

for the perhaps commoner commodity of prudence, the former

precept is much in favor, figuratively, with the Best Society.

The latter command, no one makes pretence of minding ; it is

safer defending a lawsuit than your face, and politer
—thanks

to a polite profession which defends the suits for you.

But I utterly fail to find mandate or intimation that if any
man shall smite your mother upon the one cheek, you are to

turn her around so that he can slap the other. Nor yet that

whosoever shall beguile thy wife, let him take thy daughter
also. On the contrary, it is refreshing to remember that this

Patient Gentleman was also Man enough to commit assault and

battery, in church, for cause—and that he actually flogged certain

human cattle out from the temple they defiled with their mer-

cenary lust.

This is, of course, going rather back of and above the case in

point ;
but so does every principle. It would be a pity if the

great examples could be applied only to Perfect Beings. And a

good precedent is worth remembering, even in the affairs of

petty humanity.
To descend again to the specific case, a San Francisco jury

has decided that it is no crime to pot a blackmailer who battens

by defaming women and robbing men. Shoot him in his house,

or in his back, or in his legs, or in any other anatomy you can

manage not to miss, so shall you 'scape blameless. The repre-

hensibly inexpert marksmen who did their fumbling best by
Marriott—or who couldn't shoot so fast as he could run—were

triumphantly acquitted.

From a certain eminently proper viewpoint, this is a lament-
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able outcome. It is Illegal to Shoot People, or those who out-

wardly Look to be such. Unless, indeed, you detect them at

your virtuous bedside, abstracting
1 the six-bits from your

trousers pockets, in which case Outraged Manhood is fully

justified to Protect His Own. Then you may meritoriously

pull trigger
—if you chance to know which is the trigger. But

otherhow, Hands Up. It is also illegal to compound with ille-

gality, and to acquit a prisoner who hath done this thing. But

there are worse things than illegality ; and one is poltroonery.

It was illegal, even in Judea, for a young man to take a stick to

his fellow citizens, in a sanctuary
—but maybe that is just where

he chose
;

between the Holy and the Formal. And there

are rougher and worse men who will choose the same way still.

It may be a "miscarriage of justice
" when the avengers

—even

crude and maculate avengers
—of a woman's wrongs are ac-

quitted of a "crime." But it isn't altogether a pink perfection of

"justice
" that men need to be illegal to be manly, and that a

woman has no other safety than the possession of a brother or

friend who cares more for her than for his Manners. Mean-

while, it is reasonable guessing that for some time to come in
"
lawless" San Francisco the Industry of Blackguarding Women

by blackmailers will sensibly fall off. Nor is it audacious to

guess which procedure, the Polite or the Unregenerate, will in

such cases generically have the quiet approbation of even the

most refined women that look to be the wives and mothers of

men.

Congresses come, and go, and are forgotten ;
but not NOT DEAD

principles. A question involving these is a public bur- nob yet

den until settled
;
and it never is settled at all until it

swbpbth.

is settled right. No dodge or compromise can rid our backs of

it for long*
The defeat of the Statehood bill at this session— conceded as

these lines are writing— so far from eliminating the question as

a timely one, only emphasizes the need of public enlightenment.
The amount and infinite variety of historical ignorance paraded

by the Opposition, and the unmistakable regional, racial and

religious intolerances many of its most respectable leaders were

unable to conceal— except from themselves— show clearly that

the only possible hope to educate an effective number of the

most teachable and ponderable Esteemed Easterners up to some
modest comprehension of a very important part of their own
country, is by Keeping School early and often. There is no
human possibility of stirring the vast, inert mass of complacent
provincialism ;

but the conquest of an intelligent minority will

suffice
;
and that, with time and patience, can be accomplished.
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There are enough people of the sort we admire and love, who,

despite their Unremovedness and the marvelous multiplicity of

their misinformation, care for the truth ;
and they are worth

laboring with. The ice, moreover, is already broken, though

only in its thinnest place. By now, so many Stay-at-Homes have

known so many of their direct relatives and friends to survive a

visit to California, or even residence therein, without visible loss

of life, manners or morals— and no more loss of mind than is

indicated in their common delusion that they Like it Better—
that the profound old concept of the whole West as Far, Fear-

some and Fatuous has been pretty seriously shaken— though

only in the one local behalf. California begins already to be

portionably pardoned for its Remoteness, to be little feared for

its Terrors, and to be spoken of with not so very much more

suspicion than if it were an Eastern community — as, indeed,

half of it very nearly is. Still, no weighty publication in the

East has ever visibly realized that California is in fact quite

as "civilized" as any American commonwealth, and in most

respects more so. And of the really Best Easterners ( best in

character and in mind ) who have never Removed, I have yet to

find one who could or did absolutely grasp this revolutionary

truth. Yet I have known about as noble specimens of American

manhood and scholarship as the East or any other land affords.

So much for California. As to the rest of the West, the

Becalmed, and the best of them, are at least deeply and darkly

suspicious ; often, firmly convinced of its iniquity.

Now, the West is, in a way, all in the same boat. It is
TIMK TO ' ...

I.B? fau, time for us to fall into stroke ; and this magazine, which
tockther!

stands for all Out West, and for Westernness, keeps its

oar in for no sectionalism. As a matter of fact, the cause of

New Mexico and Arizona is the cause of California and all the

Western sisterhood— and that is the cause of the nation. Cali-

fornia may not realize it— for all Narrowness isn't Divided into

Three Parts, of which the East has Three and the copyright
—

but we need the Territories rather more than they need us.

From every motive of enlightened self-interest, California and

the other Western States are quite as deeply concerned that even-

handed justice be done the postulants for Statehood as they

themselves are. If they need Statehood in fulfillment of their

American rights, we no less need that strengthening of Western

influence in Congress. Every Western State needs it
;
and Cali-

fornia a little the most of all, because she has at present much
more at stake — much more at the present mercy of the incredu-

lous or dull provincial. We all need this thing ; not for raids on

the treasury, not to get what doesn't belong to us— but precisely
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that we may hare a reasonable share of what does. Nor is this

selfish. The nation needs it quite as hard as we do, and gets at

least as much back from it. For more than fifty years Califor-

nia has been filling
- the nation's pockets and shaping the nation's

destinies more broadly and more surely than her own
;
and she

is still requited very much as she was in the early days
— when

the national government paid the Argonauts $10 per ounce for

their gold-dust, which was worth $18 ;
and robbed thousands of

the original Californians of their homes by such outrageous
Tenderfoot land laws as Spain never passed for her remoter

colonies. ( For a fair characterization of this, by an officer of

the U. S. Navy then on the spot, see Revere's Tour of Duty in

California, 1849, p. 196). Prosperity of the West means, in an

extraordinary degree, prosperity of the nation
;
and for both we

need more weight of the out-door, traveled, untimorous, non-

parasitic, tolerant West in Washington. That is precisely what
a Republican minority in the Senate— already enough scared by
the straight Westernness of a Republican President— is afraid

of ;
and has, for its fears, refused to allow Statehood to be voted

upon when a majority of Congress was in favor. George Ken-
nan's merciless exposure, now current in The Outlook, tells how
the corruptionist Addicks is

"
Holding-Up a State." There is

room for a story as remarkable, though rather lamentable than

so shameful, of how two Should-be States have been Held Up and

Shanghaied by an innocent Night-Blooming Serious of the

Wabash— whom we Call the Neighbors in to Behold, when he

is About to Open.

In very fact, this fear of Western influence in Congress 4WnAT„AFRAID
has the same parentage, the same complexion and the of the

same destiny as the long Eastern dismay about Roosevelt. dark.

There is nothing more substantial to it than Fear of the Dark.

It is the timidity that seems almost inseparable from conserva-

tive Age— the conviction that "Those Boys are going to Break
their Necks and Tip Over the Milk-Pail

;

" the forgetfulness of

days when we too were Virile, and even— with reference to the

Old World from which our Fathers had escaped
— Western.

Thus far, the Boys haven't exactly spilled the Milk
;
on the con-

trary, they have presented the Old Folks with ten times the

original herd, and new and improved methods of milking.
Their own necks are still unbroken, and they have more than
once saved the necks of their elders— and will do it many a time

again, and with as little thanks for the service. Without the

West, the North— aye, nor the South— could not have thrown
off the incubus of Slavery. Without the West, the country
could not have had Sound Money ;

and if any Imperforate cares
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to retort with mention of the ephemeral Free Silver heresy,
let him be reminded that even free silver is somewhat nearer

Money than were the depreciate rags which were the country's
medium until the West gave it the two metals ; and would be
its misfortune still, if there were not gold and silver producing
States— all in the West. And out of the West has come the

light and power to vitalize, convince and establish the farthest

reaching economic measure our government has yet launched.

Of course so far as it has any sensible significance to the great

majority of Non-transferable Easterners, National Irrigation

might almost as well be called National Phlebotomy ;
but there

are enough, even Back Yonder, who can foresee its meaning and
its tremendous prophecy

— and the Western-minded President

who enabled it is of them. Nor are the Addickses, Tom
Platts, Tillmans, Hannas, Grosvenors and their sort products
of the Naughty West. While it still less knows the fact, the

East needs Western influence in Congress quite as seriously as do
we the nominal beneficiaries.

It is not subsidies nor bounties nor pensions nor favors

there bb that the West asks— and should join in asking for all its
wght.

parts
— but common justice. Even the most unim-

peachable court cannot give that when it hasn't the evidence—
save such as a smattering prosecutor may himself know or care

to present. Of course New Mexico and Arizona will be admitted
some day ; if the East had really known them, they would have
been admitted at this session ; and it is evidently high time for

a Campaign of Education— not in partisan politics but in the

provable historic and census truth. Some mild sallies in this

direction were made in these pages last month ; and now and

again it will be in order to brush away other conservative cob-

webs. For the present it will suffice to hold
"
funeral obsequies

"

over the "argument
" that either Arizona or New Mexico hasn't

enough people for Statehood. With what was said in the Feb-

ruary Den, and the tables opposite for clincher, that question

may be counted dead- and buried. No honest and intelligent

person, facing these official facts, can longer maintain that im-

potent pretext.

In last month's running summary was an important error on
the safe side. Instead of twenty-four, full twenty-nine of the

total forty-five States of the Union did not have as large popu-
lation when they became States as New Mexico has today.

Twenty had not so many as Arizona has. The tell-tale record,

compiled from the Twelfth Census of the U. S. is here filed as an
exhibit. See next page.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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COMPARISON OF NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA WITH 24 OF THE ADMITTED
STATES.

Population at nearest Census

New Mexico 195,310 (1900)

Arizona 122,931 (1900)

State Year Admitted

Vermont 1791 85,465 (1790)

Kentucky 1792 73,677 (1790)

Tennessee 1796 105,602 (1800) a

Ohio 1802 45,365 (1800)

Louisiana 1812 76,556 (1810) b

Indiana.. 1816 147,178 (1820) c

Mississippi 1817 75,448 (1820)

Illinois 1818 55,211 (1820)

Alabama 1819 127,901 (1820)

Missouri 1821 66,586 (1820) d

Arkansas 1836 97,574 (1840)

Florida 1845 87,445 (1850)

Iowa 1846 192,214 (1850) e

California 1850 92,597 (1850)

Minnesota 1858 172,032 (1860)

Oregon 1859 52,465 (1860)

Kansas (January) 1861 107,206 (1860)

Nevada 1864 6,857 (1860) f

Nebraska 1867 122,993 (1870)

Colorado 1876 194,327 (1880) g
Montana 1889 132,159 (1890)

N.Dakota 1889 182,719 (1890)

Idaho 1890 85,385 (1890)

Wyoming 1890 60,705 (1890)

Notes—a, Tennessee in 1790,35,691 ; b, Louisiana, 153,407 in 1820; c, Indiana, 24,520 in

1810 ; d, Missouri, 140,455 in 1830 ; e, Iowa, 43,112 in 1840 ; f, Nevada, 42,491 in 1870 ; g, Colo-

rado, 39,864 in 1870.

COMPARISON OF NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA WITH THE 13 ORIGINAL STATES.

Rank in 1900 Pop. i* 1900

45 New Mexico 195,310

49 Arizona 122,931

State Pop. at entry

46 Delaware 56,096

2 Pennsylvania 434,373

16 New Jersey 184,139

11 Georgia 82,548

29 Connecticut 237,946

7 Massachusetts 378,787

26 Maryland 319,728

24 South Carolina 249,073

36 New Hampshire 141,885

17 Virginia 747,610

1 New York 340,120

15 North Carolina 393,751

34 Rhode Island 68,825
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The power of "
party

" over the

mind and conscience of otherwise

sane and reasoning- citizens is a never-

ending source of amazement to those who think,

instead of allowing themselves to be fitted with ready-made opinions. It

is comparable with nothing else but religious prejudice, and differs from

this very strikingly in that, whatever may formerly have been the case,

the two chief parties now have shibboleths and slogans a-plenty, but noth-

ing resembling a creed— except "follow my leader." In this surrender—
open-eyed, yet utterly blind— of the reality of power, while retaining its

semblance, lies a menace to popular self-government which did not occur

to either Macaulay or De Tocqueville— and a far graver one than any

they saw. Naturally those thoughtful observers who have perceived this

growing danger have raised their voices against it in protest vigorous and

persistent, though apparently of little avail. But it has been left for a

French political student, M. Ostrogorski, to deal with the subject as a

whole— its embryology, morphology, anatomy, physiology and psychology.

Democracy and the Organization of Political Parties, lately translated

into English by Frederick Clarke, is a profound, broad and searching study

of the internal growth of political parties in England and the United

States— the first which has ever been made on any such scale, and one

which will necessarily be the foundation of any future investigations along
these lines. Anything like a summary of the two bulky volumes into

which an enormous wealth of material has been compressed is of course

impossible— the bare table of contents of the second volume covers 37

pages. And an attempt at destructive criticism would be presumptuous,
since M. Ostrogorski is not only the first authority upon his subject

— he

is practically the only one. The book is a model of prodigious industry,

of keen and broad historic sense, of sound philosophic preception, and of

scientific method. Mr. James Bryce, than whom there is no better quali-

fied judge, vouches for the minuteness and accuracy of the study into

the English party system, though believing the deductions drawn by the

author are somewhat too gloomy. In the volume devoted to the United

States I find no important errors in fact, and singularly few omissions or

misinterpretations. Some things which he has failed to mention are, how-

ever, of real significance. Apparently he overlooked the despotic power
of the Speaker of the House — a power of slow-growth, ripening suddenly

in the hands of Tom Reed (whose name and achievement M. Ostrogorski

seems to have overlooked) and well illustrated by this recent newspaper

paragraph :

The California delegation In the House today called upon Speaker Henderson and asked
him to allow the bill appropriating $200,000 for the purchase of the Big Tree grove in Cali-

fornia to come before the House for consideration. Mr. Henderson positively refused to

allow the bill to come before the House this session, taking the ground that there is more
important business to be considered.

Nor did he realize that delightfully simple variety of " Senatorial

courtesy
" which allows a handful of Senators either to

" talk an obnoxious
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measure to death " or to block all legislation until their pet bill passes. If

he had been writing today, he would certainly have darkened the colors of

his picture by mention of the "ripper bills" by which in Pennsylvania
and Ohio the dominant party has at the same time disciplined recalcitrant

communities and taken away from them the right of self-government
— by

common report, at the instigation of Quay and Hanna respectively. And
while Addicks was long ago endeavoring to crowd Delaware into his

breeches pocket, it is only since the publication of this book, that he has

reached his final pedestal of shameless impudence.

Every student will follow M. Ostrogorski with interest and thorough ap-

preciation through most of his work. But with his suggested remedies

many— perhaps most — will reluctantly disagree. The most important of

them is the splitting up of the great parties into a greater or less number
of smaller coteries, each united around a single question. Prohibition,

woman's suffrage, and many other rallying-points about which this has

been tried stand as witnesses against this suggestion. To many of us it

seems that the formula of a cure may be stated about this way— Instead

of allowing a few men to make a business of politics, let every man make

politics his business. The Macmillan Co., New York. $6.00 net.

Wise and witty, with gentle laughter rippling everywhere over " bmerson
a current of thought that is always broad, deep and strong, distilled into

Gerald Stanley Lee's Lost Art of Reading will be a delight and a
Forty years."

stimulus to whomsoever is large enough to receive it. The title, attractive

as it is, seems wholly too small for the scope of the book, till one bethinks

himself that from any point whatever one may sweep a circle that shall

include the universe, so far as we may know or guess at it. Within these

pages lies packed a sound philosophy of education, of morals, of manners
— of the whole of living. And many a single sentence has in it the nour-

ishing meat of a long discourse. Difficult as it is to choose from so rich a

book, I cannot but quote two passages :

A man's culture is his knowledge become himself. It is the seeing- of his eyes, and the
hearing of his ears and the use of his hands. . . . To be cultured is to be so splendidly
wrought of body and soul as to get the most joy out of the least and the fewest things,
, . . [The scholar] may be naked before the universe, and it may be a pitiless universe or
a gracious one, but he is always master, knowing how to live in it, knowing how to hunger
and die in it, or, like Stevenson, smiling out of his poor, worn body to it. He is the uncon-
querable man.

As I sit in my library facing the fire I fancy I hear, sometimes, my books eating each
other up. One by one through the years they have disappeared from me— only portraits or
titles are left. The more beautiful book absorbs the less and the greater folds itself around
the small. . . . Lowell and Whittier are footnotes scattered about in several volumes,
now. J.G.Holland (Sainte-Beuve of my youth!) is digested by Matthew Arnold and
Matthew Arnold by Walter Pater and Walter Pater by Walt Whitman. Montaigne and
Plato have moved over into Emerson, and Emerson has been distilled slowly into —
forty years. Holmes has dissolved into Charles Lamb and Thomas Browne. A big
volume of Rossetti (whom I oddly knew first) is lost in a little volume of Keats, and as I sit

and wait, Ruskin and Carlyle are going fast into a battered copy on my desk — of the Old
Testament.

One may listen long for finer, fuller tones than Mr. L,ee has sounded. I

count this book a classic, in the full sense. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New
York. $1.75 net.

Sir Walter Besant's London in the Eighteenth Century, when
though but a fragment of the great historical study which he had THB Georges

hoped to make, is, all the same, bulky, imposing and weighty in
RULED,

every sense. Its mere size is impressive— more than 600 large-quarto

pages, well indexed, choicely, if not profusely, illustrated, and with several

valuable appendices. More impressive still is a consideration of the patient
and discriminating industry involved in collecting this huge mass of ma-

terial, much of which was literally dug out from its burial-place
" in the
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limbo of lost satires, forgotten poems and thrice and four times tedious

novels." But the subject had interested the author for more than thirty

years, and his work upon it was the part of his literary activity dearest .to

him and by which he most hoped to be judged and remembered. Of very
great value to any subsequent student of the period, the work will unques-
tionably be

; for nowhere else, probably, has there been collected so large,
well-chosen and illustrative a body of facts touching both the outer and
the inner aspects of life in that place and for that time. But it is difficult

to believe the statement in Lady Besant's preface that the work was "
prac-

tically completed." For, given a scrap-bag full of facts, the cyclopedist
selects, classifies and arranges ; the historian digests, assimilates, and his

final outputting is a new and vital whole. Now Walter Besant's declared
ambition was to be the historian of London ; yet the value of this volume
is chiefly as a historical reference-book — quite a different thing, however
complete it may be, from either a history or a finished study of life,

customs and manners. And Besant has given ample evidence both that he
knew the difference, and that he aspired after and was capable of the

higher class of work. However, the book will interest almost anybody,
will be entirely indispensable for students whose researches touch at al

1

upon that field, and the publishers have done to the utmost their share in

making it beautiful and satisfying. Adam & Charles Black, London. The
Macmillan Co., New York. $7.50.

wtth To use her own phrase, Lilian Whiting's Boston Days is
" most

DN
?y.^

S
.

K
J? typically unique

" as a specimen of reverent devotion raised to the
ADORATION. \f _ .nth power and offered up impartially at the altars of all and

several. Indeed, if Martin Chuzzlewit had had the luck to
" meet up with '*

Miss Whiting, instead of with Jefferson Brick and Lafayette Kettle, his

list of " the most remarkable men of our country
" would have been multi-

piled manyfold. Even the funerals of those who, after living in Boston,
have had the bad taste or misfortune to remove into Paradise — not so far

after all, since Boston clearly lies not wholly in this earthly sphere, but

somewhere between the United States and that world of translated souls

which Miss Whiting bounds on page 363— even a funeral, I say, by no
means dampens her delightful ecstasy. To the contrary, the long lists of

the truly great who attended and the floral and verbal tributes cause the

many pages devoted to these functions to shine with a peculiar joy. Agree-

ing with the author's prefatory statement that "
it doth not yet appear

what greatness may await the Boston of the future," it may be confidently

predicted that to no future chronicler will the "
City of Beautiful

Ideals " ever appear in more glittering and unblemished splendor.
*

Little.

Brown & Co., Boston. $1.50 net.

prose It is much to be feared that the " delicate beauty" and "gracefu
from a post charm" credited to Haunts of Ancient Peace, by Alfred Austin,

laureate. poet Laureate, will miss fire when aimed at the crude and ir-

reverent Western mind. But since a mere reviewer should be humbly
silent in the presence of the Truly Great, let the book speak for itself. The
first quotation, one may fairly assume, is humorous ; the second is just a

slice of plain, everyday conversation.

I should not allow them [her daughters] to marry poets, since, as I think, I once observed.
thouarh the wives of peers are peeresses, and the daughters of millionaires are million heir-

esses, neither the wives, nor the daughters, nor even the most admiring friends of poets,
are poetesses.

Positive hatred of Beauty, which unfortunately accompanied the Puritan Movement*
came later: ami, (hough there may be no sacrilegious iconoclasm of which the more
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austere forms of conscientious theological conviction cannot be g-uilty, one suspects that
the monastic edifices whose ruins still add charm to the winsomeness of our island, were un-

roofed, and so exposed to the winds, rains, mists, and frosts of our dilapidating- climate,
long- before the days of Oliver Cromwell. .

Is it heresy to count such^writing as this dull and stilted? A heretic

then am I, and with a right good will. The Macmillan Co., New York-

$1.50 net.

Francis M. Ware, after quoting on the title-page of Our Noblest not for

Friend, the Horse, Iceland Stanford's rule, "A horse should be cowboy
. , ... ,. ,, , , • . • • CONSUMPTION.

treated like a gentleman,
" devotes some space to maintaining

that the horse is a fool, a bully and a coward ; that traditions of his fidelity,

affection and intelligence are all bosh, and that fear and appetite are his

controlling emotions. Waiving the psychology— which is hardly trust-

worthy if one may judge by his assertion that perfect physical condition

will probably render man or beast unreasonably morose and crochety
— one

may praise the book heartily for its wealth of practical information. The
choice of a horse, his training, his care and feeding in sickness and

health and many other subjects are treated fully
— always, be it noted, from

the standpoint of the Remotest East. Of the many illustrations, perhaps
the most interesting are snap-shots of Mr. Roosevelt clearing a 3-rail fence

with his mount, and another of
" Heatherbloom's "

great jump— 8 feet 2>%

inches. A good index— there is none at all— would have added much to

the usefulness of the book. L,. C. Page & Co., Boston ;
Stoll & Thayer Co.,

L,os Angeles. $1.20 net.

Musings Without Method seems to be a collection of the contri- certain
butions of "Annalist " to Blackwood''s Magazine during 1900-1. BRITISH

They consist of editorial comments on whatever subjects hap-

pened to interest the writer— the Boer war, naturally enough, leading the

list. For the most part Annalist's notes on art, literature and the stage
are sane enough, though not particularly striking. Yet a gentleman who
finds that " the highest qualities of our universities should be their use-

lessness. They should guard the privilege of impracticability with rev-

erence," is at least no slave to modern theories of education. His political

leanings may be gathered from his joy over the "cowardice" of France
and Russia; his mention of the "malignity" of W. T. Stead and "Mr.

Harding Davis's calumnies
;

" his definition of Frederick Harrison as " an

hysterical Positivist who has spoken much in his life of '

scientific
'

thought, and has so heedlessly lost the sense of words that he writes like

a larrikin;" and his conviction that "Mr. Gladstone has been covered

with an obloquy which shrouds no other statesman of the century."

McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $2.00 net.

If the young lady from Butte, whose revelations concerning THE hysteria
herself interested some part of the "reading public" not long of an

^

ago, has a cousin, somewhat better-read but of the same type of

mind, he probably wrote The Journal ofArthur Stirling. Ii professes to

be the journal of a young gentleman who at twenty has " toiled— learned
— built up a mind—found a conviction ;

but . . . never written any-

thing, or tried to write anything, to be published." In a few weeks he

produces a tragedy in blank verse, of which he says
" my whole life has

been a practice for the writing of this book — this book is the climax

of my whole life." At twenty, mind you ! And after nine publishers
fail to find it available, he drowns himself. Clever throughout, occasion-

ally brilliant, even rarely and unexpectedly showing gleams of common-

sense, the book is, both as a whole and in detail, hysterical, unmanly and

essentially false. D. Appleton& Co., New York. $1.25 net; postage, 12 cents.
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SBEING Walter Del Mar's Around the World Through Japan is a per-

what he fectly straightforward account of the things which interested the
'

author during his journey, eked out with much information

gathered from guide-books and elsewhere, and reasonably well illustrated.

To some, however, its chief value will be in the unconscious laying-bare
of the mind of the typical

"
globe-trotter"

—the gentleman who for some

mysterious reason delights to go everywhere, see everything, and collect

masses of unrelated information, but who is constitutionally unable to

learn from it all anything of vital consequence to himself or others. This

particular traveler found the courtesans of the countries through which he

passed, their varying tariffs, and the different forms of gambling,

quite as interesting and as worthy of detailed record as anything else he

encountered. The Macmillan Co., New York. $3.

Some By-Ways of California, by Charles Franklin Carter, author of

The Missions of Nueva California, concerns itself with certain corners of

the State seldom visited by tourists or residents, such as the asiste'ncia at

Pala, the missions of San Juan Bautista and Purfsima, and others. It is

of no great importance, but readable and generally accurate. Mr. Carter

might have read to advantage Gen. Fremont's " Memoirs " before discuss-

ing, even lightly, his doings here in 1846. Nor is it true, as stated on page
130, that the Indians, during the period of the missions, were in a state of

slavery
— unless all school-children are slaves. Also, the author should

have resolved the obvious doubt in the proof-reader's mind as to whether

California was "Nueva" or "Neuva." The Grafton Press, New York.

$1.25 net.

John JVoolman's Journal is a most judicious addition to the "Pocket
American and English Classics." Woolman was a Quaker, born in New
York in 1720, dying in New York in 1772. His Journal is an unusually inti-

mate record of a life at once entirely devout and utterly free from cant and

sectarian prejudice. Small wonder that Puritan and Cavalier alike should

have tried to extinguish by persecution the white light that shone from
such lives as this. A discriminating selection from Mrs. Browning's

poems appears in the same series. The Macmillan Co., New York. 25

cents each.

A number of Captain Charles King's — pardon ! of General King's—mili-

tary stories, collected from the magazines, appear under the title, A Con-

quering Corps Badge. This lot deals with military life in the Philippines,
and the author's step upward in rank has not injured the flavor of his tales.

The price set on the book should pay for better paper, ink and press-work,
but this is partly made up for by the really good portrait of the author—
an artist's proof on hand-made Holland paper. L. A. Rhoades & Co., Mil-

waukee, Wis. $1.25.

Donovan Pasha is a gathering-up of the short stories of life in Egypt,

published by Gilbert Parker during the last four or five years. Every one

of them is vivid and entertaining. If Mr. Kipling anticipated many of

them in plan, manner and character, that makes them no less readable.

Sir Gilbert announces this volume as the forerunner of a novel of Egyptian
life, on which he has been working for some years — and which will doubt-

less deserve and receive a hearty welcome. D. Apple ton & Co., New York.

$1.50.

David Starr Jordan, in The Philosophy of Despair, explores the sources

of pessimism, and gives the answer of Science to its bitter cynicism or re-

signed sadness. It is not an essay to be epitomized in a paragraph, since
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Dr. Jordan is in the habit of condensing his own thoughts into sentences

which would be epigrammatic if they were not so vitally true. But it may
be said that he believes hopeful action to be the best remedy for sombre

thought. Elder & Shepard, San Francisco. 75 cents.

Edward S. Holden, Librarian at West Point, has prepared a Reading-
book of Science for children, which he calls Real Things in Nature. It

is perhaps as useful as any book can be which undertakes to cover the

whole range of human knowledge within 450 pages. But it is a mistake to

count a bushel of scattered scraps of information about everything equal

in value to half a pint of knowledge about one thing. The Macmillan

Co., New York. 65 cents.

Recent additions to the "
Temple Encyclopaedic Primers " are Northern

Hero Legends, by Dr. Otto E. Jiriczek (translated by M. Bentinck Smith)
and The Venetian Republic, by Horatio Brown. Both these subjects lie

wholly outside my radius of action, but their treatment is compact, the

books are meaty, and the reputation of the series is for thorough useful-

ness. J. M. Dent & Co., Eondon ; The Macmillan Co., New York. 40 cents

each, net.

Bishop Potter dedicates The East of Today and Tomorrow to John Pier-

pont Morgan,
"
financier, philanthropist, friend, to whose munificence

these opportunities for observation in the East were owing." It is rather

a record of his deductions from what he saw and learned during travel in

China, Japan, India, the Philippines, and Hawaii than a journal of the

travel itself. The Century Co., New York
;
C. C. Parker, Eos Angeles.

$1 net.

The Cynic's Calendar of Revised Wisdom twists familiar sayings into

most unexpected channels. "
People who love in glass houses should pull

down the blinds," and " Many are called, but few get up," are fair speci-

mens. The responsibility is shared by Oliver Herford, Ethel Watts Mum-
ford and Addison Mizner, but it does appear who did which. Elder &
Shepard, San Francisco. 75 cents net.

The Little White Bird reminds me of certain dishes largely composed of

well-beaten white-of-egg, sugar, and some delicate flavoring, which appeal

agreeably to sight, smell and taste, but are quite incapable of filling a

hungry man. No one but J. M. Barrie could have written it— unless indeed

he had permitted Sentimental Tommy to live. Charles Scribner's Sons,

New York. $1.50.

Helena Rutherford Ely gives full proof in her Woman's Hardy Garden
that she is both enthusiastic and practical. The book is a useful one for

amateur gardeners, even in California, where hardiness is not the first

essential for an all-the-year garden. The illustrations are from photo-

graphs taken on the author's own place. The Macmillan Co., New York.

$1.75 net.

So far as I have been able to dip into it, Mrs. E. T. Cook's Highways
and Byways of London seems to be an intimate and informing study of

that richest and poorest of the world's monstrous anthills. Certainly,

it is interesting, and the illustrations, by Hugh Thomson and F. E. Griggs,
are most lifelike. The Macmillan Co., New York. $2.

For those who are interested to know what happened exactly forty-seven
or eighty-nine years ago from day after tomorrow, The Derby Anniversary
Calendar will be useful. It contains a chronological record of 6,000

" note-

worthy events, anniversaries, birthdays, etc., in American History."
James T. White & Co., New York. 50 cents.
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Recent additions to the " Miniature Series of Painters " are Murillo and

Millais. Each includes a short biography, an appreciative criticism, a list

of paintings with their present resting-places, and eight reproductions.
George Bell & Sons, London ; The Macmillan Co., New York. 50 cents
each.

Nine of Dr. O. L. Elliott's discourses to Stanford students on religious
questions appear under the title, The Things That Abide. They neither
blink facts nor evade problems, but insist on the verity and the worth of
the spiritual life. The Murdock Press, San Francisco.

R. A. Dague's argument for socialism in Harry Ashton would have been,
to my thinking, much more effective if he had not attempted to allure the

thoughtless by tangling it up with a silly and preposterous tale of love and
villainy. Published by the author, Alameda, Cal.

In The Seedy Gentleman are collected a number of the articles discussing
the stage, literature, art and life with which Peter Robertson, the veteran
dramatic critic, has entertained readers of the San Francisco Chronicle.
A. M. Robertson, San Francisco. $1.50 net.

Of the Three Little Marys, the Scotch lassie was called Mairi, the
Irish colleen Maureen Bawn, and the English maiden Molly. Nora
Archibald Smith tells a pleasant story about each of them. Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., Boston. 85 cents net.

The Macmillan Company publish a satisfying edition of Keats, with in-

troduction and memoir by Walter S. Scott, and notes that are neither su-

perfluous nor obtrusive. The frontispiece is a portrait, reproduced from
the painting by Hilton. $1.75.

Memoirs of Vailima, by Isobel Strong and Lloyd Osbourne, adds some
interesting touches to the public knowledge of Stevenson's life at his
island home, but is not a book of any considerable importance. Chas.
Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.20 net.

Macmillan & Co. reprint Charles Major's Bears of Blue River, in an
attractively illustrated edition. It tells of boy-life in Indiana when that
State was a wilderness— and apparently swarming with boys and bears —
and will delight every normal boy. $1.50.

Our Little Cuban Cousin is one of a series by Mary Hazelton Wade in-

tended to tell small Americans about small peopie and their surroundings
in other parts of the world. L. C. Page & Co., Boston ; C. C. Parker, Los
Angeles. 50 cents.

Prof. J. S. Hunter, in his Business Man's Arithmetic essays to set forth
"the solution of all business problems, independent of set rules." He does
it by setting some more rules. The Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco.
25 cents.

Thomas Wentworth Higginson's biographical study of John Greenleaf
Whittier is a recent — and important — addition to the "English Men of
Letters "

series. The Macmillan Co., New York. 75 cents net.

The volume on California, supplementary to Tarr & McMurry's Geo-
graphies, is by Harold W. Fairbanks, of the State University. It seems
competent. The Macmillan Co., New York. 30 cents.

Joaquin Miller's Complete Poetical Works appear in a new illustrated

edition, revised, prefaced and annotated by the author himself. The
Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco. $2.50.

F. Marion Crawford's brilliant and scholarly study of Rome, Ave Roma
Jmmortalis, appears in a new and handsome edition. The Macmillan Co.,
New York. $3 net.

A competent biography of Samuel Richardson, by Austin Dobson, ap-
pears in the "

English Men of Letters " series. The Macmillan Co., New
York. 75 cents net.

Pinero's unclean drama Iris may now be purchased in book form by any
who care for that sort of reading. Robert Howard Russell, New York. $1.

Chaklks Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

* DEFEAT OF THE WORIIS BILL.

THE
Works Bill is dead, though its friends have given

some hysterical hints of possible resurrection. Its death

occurred at Sacramento on the 17th of February. The
occasion was a convention of commercial organizations
called by the State Board of Trade, the Merchant's Exchange
and the Chamber of Commerce, all of San Francisco. The
announced purpose of the meeting was "to discuss" the

measure, but the call was issued by the friends of the Bill, and
there is no doubt they expected to develop a strong support at

this gathering of business men. As it turned out, the meeting
was overwhelmingly opposed to the Works Bill. The opposi-
tion refrained from forcing a vote, out of courtesy to the mis-

guided, but estimable, gentlemen who had arranged the confer-

ence. The evidence that the supporters of the Bill thoroughly
understood the temper of the meeting is the fact that when it

adjourned they announced that they would drop the measure
and would not even appear at the hearing in the Senate

Chamber, arranged at their own request, the following evening.
The most significant event of an extraordinary campaign is the

fact that a convention of representative citizens, called in the

interest of the measure, and at the instance of its most influen-

tial friends, promptly wheeled into line with prevailing public
sentiment and refused to give it aid or comfort after thorough
discussion.

The San Francisco Chronicle, which has been a champion of

the Works Bill from the beginning, now announces that the

matter will not be dropped, but that a campaign of education
will be begun at once with a view of passing the Bill two years
hence

"
in spite of all opposition." It claims to make the an-

nouncement upon the authoriiy of the California Forest and
Water Association. Well, if these gentlemen really think they
have not had enough, all they need do is to pass up their plate
for more. They will be promptly accommodated. The Chron-
icle is no doubt sincerely desirous of developing the State's re-
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sources. It has done brave and efficient work in behalf of the

northern movement for development. But in the matter of the

Works Bill it has persistently failed to grasp the significance of

the issues, or to understand public sentiment. It doubtless ex-

pected any measure emanating from a source so distinguished
as the Commission appointed by the Water and Forest Associa-

tion to be greeted with a roar of applause from Siskiyou to San

Diego. There was, indeed, a roar— but not of applause. It was
a roar of alarm, of anger, of ridicule. The amazing fact was

suddenly developed that irrigation is a vital question, and that

there are a number of people throughout the State who have
well-defined ideas concerning it. Our San Francisco friends

were amazed. They could scarcly believe their ears. They
pinched themselves to see if they were really awake, or only

dreaming. They solemnly decided that they were dreaming.

No, it could not be that the people were opposed to the Works
Bill. True, it did look very much like it, but the demonstration

was doubtless only a horrid nightmare. It would subside pre-

sently, for it proceeded from a few hoggish irrigators, down
"
in the rump end of the State." It was admitted that there

was one man in the opposition who was disinterested and a sin-

cere believer in ideas which were flouted by the Works Bill,

but the public was assured that
"
he speaks only for himself."

The Chronicle rubbed its spectacles, glared over the field, and

solemnly announced that there was practically no opposition
worth speaking of— "

only rhetoric — no arguments— nothing
but uproar." In the meantime, Judge Works retired to his law

office and prepared a new brief to be filed in the Court of Public

Opinion.
In this brief, which took the form of a widely-circulated

pamphlet, he pointed out the thoroughly discreditable character

of the opposition. The Riverside convention, where the popular

protest took organized shape, was deliberately and wickedly
devised to secure a verdict against the Bill. It was composed of

monopolistic water corporations (always excepting the singular
reformer who "

speaks only for himself "). The great and good
men who framed the Bill had not been invited to dignify and

illuminate the occasion by their presence and thereby given a

chance to show the irrigators how to irrigate. The Riverside

community was exhibited in all its ugliness. It was held up as

an awful example of the wanton waste of water. It was used

to illustrate the beneficent results which might be expected from

a Board of Engineers which should know its duty and fearlessly

perform it. This duty would be to take Riverside over its knee,

to spank it, to take one-half its present water supply for
"
pub-
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lie uses "
(by private corporations who sell water for "all the

traffic will bear "
), and then to admonish the erring community

and tell it to go and sin no more. The diaphanous and disin-

genuous character of the alleged "arguments" against the

Bill was shown up mercilessly in this pamphlet. The Chronicle

clapped its hands and congratulated the commonwealth on the

fact that the noisy and obstreperous citizens of Southern Cali-

fornia had been sat down upon according to their deserts. In

the meantime the Army of Reform marched proudly on toward

the Capitol at Sacramento. There it was in all its beauty
—

the two Universities, the Native Sons of the Golden West, the

Call and the Chronicle, the Department of the Interior, the De-

partment of Agriculture, and the great California Water and

Forest Association itself. Nobly it marched and well, distri-

buting pamphlets as it went, and snorting its contempt of all

those plain folks who stain their hands with the actual work of

irrigation, and especially of those reformers "who speak only
for themselves." Probably there is no more beautiful picture

in history
—

certainly there is none in California history
— than

that procession of Conscious Virtue, of Well-Digested Informa-

tion, of Statesmanship Which No One Has a Right to Ques-

tion, which set out to improve California, and to make it a

State Fit to Live In. As Judge Works proudly stated in the

debate at Sacramento, they "had not consulted anybody." And
why should they consult anybody ? As the Chronicle crushingly

remarked,
"
no body of men in the entire United States is so

competent to frame an irrigation law for California as the dis-

tinguished gentlemen who prepared this measure." For them

to have consulted anybody would have been not merely uncalled

for and superfluous ;
it would have been well-nigh sacrilegious.

In the meantime, the feeble opposition was pursuing its

ridiculous and ignoble course. Out West had had the temerity,
as early as December 1st, to speak in plain terms of what it

irreverently called
"
the Failure of the Water and Forest Com.

mission." Down in the little town of Orange a humble citizen

named Samuel Armor, whose "dense ignorance" later excited

the risibilities of Judge Works, had begun to write newspaper
articles assailing the precious Bill. Senator Caldwell was sit-

ting up nights drinking in the provisions of the measure to the

very dregs of its eighty-five sections. Scipio Craig was ob-

served to draw his blade from its ancient scabbard on the walls

of the Citrograph office, and to be suspiciously busy at the grind-
stone. Then came the Riverside convention of December 29th,
with its roar of artillery all along the line and the boom of a

deep-lunged thirteen-inch gun in the shape of resolutions framed
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by the vigorous hand of John G. North. Out of that conven-

tion came an executive committee, headed by that ripe flower of

Southern California citizenship, George Frost of Riverside. In

the meantime, the newspapers of the Southland began to

thunder, the Los Angeles limes occupying the center of the

line and hurling bombshells that exploded in all parts of the

State.

The executive committee of the Riverside mass meeting got
to work with the least possible delay. It discovered that there

was an organization of widespread membership which was un-

equivocally opposed to the Works Bill on the broadest and deep-
est grounds. This organization is the California Constructive

League. It numbers some fifteen thousand souls. It has its

foot down in every community where there is much public inter-

est in economic questions, particularly irrigation. It is com-

posed of the strong men of the commonwealth who live close to

the soil. The executive committee thought it could do no

better than to commit its cause into the hands of the League.
The organization took up the fight. It notified its membership
that the very first of its great principles was involved in the

outcome— the principle of joint ownership of land and water.

It asked the people whether they were ready to make California

like another Ireland— to make the ancient grief of the Emerald
Isle the future sorrow of the premier State of the Pacific. Do

you want to give away to corporations the priceless franchise of

storing the floodwaters ? Do you want a system of absentee

waterlords to own the rains and snows on which the existence of

our producers will depend ? Will you make it possible for some

purse-proud magnate to arise in California a few years hence

and proclaim that he and his kind have been divinely appointed
as the Trustees of Almighty God to furnish waters for the

lands of California on such terms as they think best for the

common people ? These were the questions which the Con-

structive League asked of its following. To others the issue in

the Works Bill may have been water rights or riparian rights.

But to the Constructive Leaguers it was a question of human

rights. They believe to a man that whoever owns the land

should also own the water. When this may be done only by the

use of capital beyond the reach of the individual irrigator, or

of the community organized in cooperation, then they demand
a system of public works. Whether these works shall be built

by State or Nation, or by a smaller political subdivision, is not

material. The material thing is that the water and the land

shall be so married that divorce is utterly impossible. So it is

at Riverside, at Ontario, at Orange, at Anaheim. So it is in
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Utah. So it is in the historic settlements of Colorado. And so

it must and shall be, in God's good time, throughout the length

and breadth of Arid America. The Constructive League was

made to build, not to pull down. It was indeed sorry to be forced

to destroy something, instead of to construct something. But

Duty and Opportunity are ever presenting themselves in unex-

pected shapes. The Constructive League does not intend to -per-

mit anybody to build a shanty where it is planning to erect a tem-

ple
—

aye, a temple of liberty!

The events of the campaign which succeeded the actual in-

troduction of the Works Bill in the Senate were so few and im-

portant that it is well to record them. The leaders of the oppo-
sition at once gave a statement to the press to the effect that

they would gladly assist the friends of the Bills in securing the

widest public discussion. They declared : "This battle between

corporate ownership of water apart from land, and ownership
of water by the proprietors and tillers of the soil, must inevit-

ably be settled sometime. The appropriate time is now." In

pursuance of this policy Samuel Armor prepared pamphlets to

refute the arguments contained in the pamphlet prepared by

Judge Works and scattered broadcast by the Water and Forest

Association. Newspaper statements by one side were promptly
met by statements from the other side. A high degree of public
interest was quickly developed. All observers regarded the

Works Bill as the most important subject before the Legisla-
ture. Even in San Francisco the interest was keen enough to

justify the Unity Club in inviting Judge Works and myself to

appear at Golden Gate Hall in joint debate. Both of us

promptly accepted the invitation, but a few days later Judge
Works recalled his acceptance upon the insistence of his asso-

ciates in the Water and Forest Association. Others were in-

vited to take his place, but declined. The leading editorial

writer of the Chronicle had a previous engagement elsewhere

which unavoidably prevented his presence at Golden Gate Hall,
where he would have been more than delighted to be on the

night set for the debate. Another prominent advocate of the

Bill frankly stated that he thought public discussion of the

matter in San Francisco quite indelicate (the opponents of the

Works Bill plead guilty to indelicacy in this particular). The
result was that I appeared alone on the platform at Golden Gate
Hall on the evening of February 8th. There was a big audi-

ence, which unanimously adopted resolutions against the Works
Bill, with unmistakable demonstrations of enthusiasm. So

spake the metropolis.
In the meantime, the Constructive Leaguers were busy in all
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parts of the State. They were circulating petitions praying that

the Works Bill should not become a law. These petitions,

signed by thousands, rolled in upon Sacramento from Southern

California, from the irrigating communities in the San Joaquin,
from the Sacramento Valley, from San Jose, Santa Rosa,

Healdsburg, and other parts of the Coast region, and even from
the desert Counties on the eastern side of the Sierras, over

against Nevada and Oregon. That was the answer of all Cali-

fornia to the charge that opposition was confined to a few

people in the south. The thousands of signers of these peti-

tions were small farmers, actual irrigators, merchants, bankers,
and other representative men. And that was California's

answer to the charge that nobody was opposed to the Works Bill

except corporations. The demonstration of popular disapproval
on the part of the people was effectually used in the legislature,

where Senators and Assemblymen originally opposed to the

Works Bill were doing great service in converting their col-

leagues to the same view. Without attempting to mention all

who took an important part in this line, it is proper to say that

none did more to earn the gratitude of the public that Senator

Caldwell of Riverside, Chairman of the Committee on Irrigation,

Senator Hubbell of Ontario, Senator Ward of San Diego, Sena-

tor Emmons of Bakersfield, and Senator Devlin of Sacramento.

Among the Assemblymen were Amerige of Fullerton, Lewis of

Riverside, and Prescott of San Bernardino.

Then came the convention of commercial organizations at

Sacramento, referred to at the beginning of this article. It was
called in the interest of the Bill. Judge Works explained the

measure, section by section. He made a very able presentation
of its provisions. In the evening, when he replied to the argu-
ments of the opposition, he quite surpassed himself. He was
assisted by William H. Mills and Benjamin Ide Wheeler. John
G. North opposed the Bill in a speech which, if it had been

stenograph ically reported, might well be circulated throughout
the State as the permanent answer to the demand for legislation

on the lines of this particular measure. John Fairweather of

Reedley, Alexander Gordon of Fresno, and several others, spoke
in opposition to the Bill. I was assigned as the first to answer

Judge Works, and dwelt particularly on the grounds taken by
the Constructive League. The result, as already told, was dis-

astrous to the cause of those who had called the meeting. They
had been met at a time, in a place, and in a presence of their

own choosing. The end of it was— surrender ! And now the

San Francisco Chronicle gravely announces that "the measure

was drowned in a torrent of words, and the people know noth-
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ing about it
"

It is far easier to accuse us of pouring- out

words than to answer our arguments. The truth is that the

Works Bill is dead, buried and damned, and not because the

people failed to understand it, but because the people do under-

stand it. Will its authors and supporters never learn the lessons

which patient teachers have tried to carry home to them during
the past three years ?

At the close of the debate President Wheeler did me the

honor to suggest that as I had fought the Works Bill, yet evi-

dently favored some kind of legislation, I ought to indicate

what I would propose as a substitute. When the successful

measure comes forth, it will not be the product of a single mind,
nor of nine minds. It will come hot and glowing from the fires

of discussion. The one virtue of the Works Bill is that it has

furnished the fuel for such a discussion and touched the match
to it. But there are some things which seem to me to have

been so clearly learned that it may be well to state them now, so

that they may serve as landmarks towards which we shall strug-

gle in the future.

1. It will be difficult to enact a general law to meet all the

local conditions in a State so diversified in its climate and de-

velopment as California. Hence, there ought to be a constitu-

tional amendment to permit of special legislation suited to the

needs of different localities.

2 Irrigation is an intensely practical question. The suc-

cessful measure must be born of experience. It cannot come
from the cloister, the college, or the law office. It must come
from the soil. No law can be enacted on this subject which
fails to command the confidence of the men who do the real

work of irrigation
— the men who dig their living from the

ground.
3. It is likely that the unit in any plan of administration

must be smaller than the entire State, as proposed in the Works
Bill. Very likely it will have to be large watersheds, though,

perhaps, not the largest. That is to say, not the San Joaquin
River, which receives all the drainage of the great valley of

that name
;
but the watersheds of some its largest tributaries.

Then it would be possible to make progress in one locality at a

time, taking stream after stream. It is also quite possible that

the initiative may have to be left to the locality where the de-

velopment is to occur. That is to say, you cannot reform the

conditions on Kings River, unless the people whose lands are to

be benefited are ready for it. And you cannot reform the con-

ditions on the Santa Ana, if the people who live there insist

that they do not need such reform and will not have it. But
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you can go forward with the improvements on the Sacramento,
regardless of public opinion on the Kings and the Santa Ana,
provided that those to be benefited by the improvements on the

Sacramento are prepared for the forward step.

4. The men who own the land must own the water and the

agencies of its storage and distribution. Joint ownership of

land and water must be real and indissoluble, not imaginary
and temporary, as provided in the Works Bill. This ideal —
the only ideal consistent with the Ten Commandments, the

Sermon on the Mount and the Declaration of Independence—may
only be realized, in the majority of cases now open to develop-

ment, by outright public works. To use the noble words of the

Water and Forest Association, so ignobly forgotten and out-

raged by its own commission in framing the rejected measure,
"Works of irrigation are essentially public utilities, which

ought to be constructed, owned and administered b}
r the people

and for the people." If the mills of the gods have not yet

ground out this new grist of civilization, as they surely will at

an early day, we might employ private capital to perform a cer-

tain function. That function must never be ownership, for

ownership is mastery, and the mastery of mankind by money-
kind is not to be permitted to strike new roots into the soil of

this western land. The only function which private capital

could safely perform in this connection would be the building of

works to be disposed of to the settlers when they come to occupy
the soil and use the water. While it is very desirable that the

farmer should obtain water at actual cost, it is possible that

construction companies could be chartered on such terms as to

permit of profit. It is not right that men should make money
by first effecting a private monopoly of the melting snow, and

then selling it to those who cannot live without it. But it by
no means follows that reasonable profits may not be paid to

private capital for its temporary use in building reservoirs and

canals. The object of the law should be to make investment

secure and the profit certain— the more secure and certain, the

less profit capital will demand. The absolutely vital point is

that ownership of water and works shall rest, in the end, with

the men who own and till the land.

5. The largest and most tangible thing we have in sight to-

day is national irrigation. Other things we pray for ; this

prayer has been answered, though we must still work for great

appropriations. The water-and-forest appropriation which, at

this writing, seems certain to pass the legislature, foreshadows

the coming policy. It is that of State and National cooperation.

We get all we can from Uncle Sam, and the rest we supply our-
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selves. For the evolution of this policy we must watch and wait.

How much will the nation do for us ? We do not know, as yet.

When we do know we can answer the other question, how much

must we do for ourselves ? In the meantime, we must hold fast

to certain fundamental principles, and so make sure that none

of the big- bottom-stones in the edifice of our civilization are put

in crooked, or upside down.

6. There is a wide sphere of work which must be explored

before we can proceed intelligently in the actual construction of

large works on any plan. This is clearly a field for public enter-

prise. Even the strongest advocates of corporate development

seem perfectly willing that the watersheds should be saved, the

streams measured and the reservoir sites surveyed at public ex-

pense. This necessary work seems likely soon to be begun. (It

would have been begun two years earlier except for Governor

Gage's veto). It is quite likely that we shall soon realize the

need of a public work of this kind, to be maintained by State

or Nation, or both together. More than this, we may desire to

let this work go beyond mere investigation, and take on a char-

acter somewhat administrative, or at least advisory. Thus
works of irrigation might be definitely outlined, while the

question of their actual construction could be left to the initia-

tive of local communities, as suggested in the foregoing.

Perhaps President Wheeler will ask why, if these are my
views, I did not suggest them to the recent Commission. Be-

cause I was not asked.
"
Nobody was consulted," you will re-

member. Besides, I am the man who "speaks only for him-

self."

William K. Smythe.

' REFORM OF THE LAND LAWS.
ILLS have been introduced into Congress providing for

the repeal of the Desert Land Act, of the commutation

clause of the Homestead Act, and of the Timber and

Stone Act. The reform of these laws governing the disposal

of the public domain has been urgently demanded by public sen-

timent for at least nine years. It was impossible to make any

progress, however, so long as no better means of developing
our resources was at hand. The present movement is a legiti-

mate outgrowth of the National Irrigation era inaugurated by
the passage of the Newlands Act last June. There is now a

means of reclaiming arid land without giving it away to pri-

vate speculators. Hence, the strongest argument against the

repeal of these laws has been eliminated from the situation.

The writer well remembers the struggle in the Third National
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Irrigation Congress, held at Denver, in 1894, over this same
issue. At the previous session of the Congress a platform had
been adopted which declared that the irrigation problem

"
is

national in its essence," and that only legislation to be enacted

at Washington could adequately deal with it. No one was pre-

pared to suggest definite methods at that time. As a means of

ascertaining the exact conditions to be dealt with, and canvass-

ing public opinion throughout the West, commissions were ap-

pointed in seventeen States and Territories under the authority
of the Executive Committee of the Irrigation Congress. These

commissions presented their reports at Denver. They were

generally agreed as to the unfitness of existing land laws and

urged the repeal of the Desert Law and the commutation clause

of the Homestead Law. The subject brought forth a very
animated debate. By a close vote, the convention demanded
the repeal of these provisions of the law. In the nine years
which have since elapsed, public sentiment has not been strong

enough to bring about the reforms. Now, however, the situa-

tion is very different, and there is little doubt that the move-

ment will soon triumph, though perhaps not during the brief

remainder of the present Congress.

the origin I* was exPecte(i tnat stubborn opposition would be en-

of the countered whenever a serious attempt should be made to
movement.

repeai these laws. It has broken out in unexpected

quarters, and is supported by an argument which friends of the

movement had not anticipated. To illustrate, Congressman

Lacey of Iowa furnished a prominent western newspaper with a

statement to the effect that the movement for repeal was insti-

gated by the transcontinental railroads, and that its sole object

is to render the land grants of these corporations more valuable

by withdrawing the public domain from competition in settle-

ment. The argument is plausible, but a part of it I know to be

absolutely erroneous and the rest of it will not stand fair

analysis. As already shown, the movement for the repeal of

these laws dates back at least nine years. It originated with

patriotic and disinterested men who had given their time and

knowledge, without money and without price, to service upon
the several State and Territorial commissions created by the

Irrigation Congress. These men had been specifically charged
with the work of formulating suggestions for the reclamation

of the arid region and of canvassing public opinion on the sub-

ject. They found that the most valuable portions of the public

domain were being greedily absorbed under the operation of

these laws. They concluded that the first step in reclaiming
the public domain was to keep it from being stolen. Hence,
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their report urging- repeal. That was the beginning of the

movement, and the railroads certainly had nothing to do with

it. The second point in Mr. Lacey's argument is more import-

ant. As a matter of fact, would the repeal of these laws re-

duce the competition with railroad lands, and thereby enhance

the value of the latter ?

Here are two sections of land, lying side by side. One GOVBRNMENT AND
belongs to the government, the other to the railroad. railroad

Both are valueless for agriculture without costly works lands.

of irrigation which remain to be built in the future. They
may have value for pasturage purposes in their present condi-

tion. As the laws now stand, any citizen of the United States

may claim 320 acres under the Desert Act and get it for $1.25 an

acre, provided he can show that he has made arrangements for

its reclamation by irrigation. Or he can get 160 acres practic-

ally as a free gift, provided he will live on it for five consecutive

years, or he can commute after a residence of six months and

upon payment of $1.25 an acre. He can buy the railroad sec-

tion on reasonable terms, though it generally costs more than

the government land. He can also lease the railroad section, as

a rule, at a few cents per acre. If the repeal bill is passed, the

settler can only obtain government land under the Homestead

Law, which means that he shall become an actual settler in good
faith for at least five years. He can still buy the railroad land

on such terms as he may be able to make with the railroad and
live on it or not, as he prefers. If we left the matter here the

reader would conclude that Mr. Lacey is right in his contention,

and that the repeal bill would very considerably lessen the com-

petition of the government lands with those of the railroad.

And the contention is right to this extent — there would be no
further opportunity for the absentee speculator to absorb por-

tions of the public domain and hold it out of use until the real

settler comes along to buy it at the immensely enhanced price

which irrigation creates. That would be a bad thing for the

speculator, and, possibly, a good thing for the railroad. But
the speculator and the railroad are not the only factors in the

situation. There is something else for Congress to consider.

This is the interest of the American people. Do they want the

most valuable agricultural lands yet remaining in their posses-
sion to be taken up for the ultimate enrichment of those who
can afford to wait for the future settler, or for the enlargement
of the private estates— already of baronial dimensions — of

individuals and companies engaged in the livestock business ?

If this is what the American people really want, the land laws

ought not to be reformed ; if this is what they do not want, there
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is nothing in the world to do except to reform the land laws.

And if the incidental effect will be to benefit the railroad, on

one hand, and to injure the speculators, on the other hand, it is

difficult to see how it can be helped. We are not at the beginning:

of this land business now, but are facing the consequences of the

prodigality of lawmakers of the past who ladled out our natural

resources to the transcontinental railway lines, like so much
free soup, years ago. Those lawmakers appreciated the import-

ance of getting railways built across the continent, but did not

appreciate the value of the public domain. All we can do now
is to make the best of the situation as we find it. But is it

really as bad as Mr. Lacey imagines ? Is it a fact that the

repeal of these laws would vastly enhance the value of the rail-

road holdings, so that those great corporations have an enor-

mous interest in furthering the movement ? Let us go back to

our two sections of land again and look at them as they appear
in the light of the new National Irrigation Act.

It is to be assumed that Mr. Lacy is thinking of agri-THB FALLACY
in the cultural rather than of grazing lands. As to the latter,
argument, there is no competition between the government and the

railroads, and the repeal of the laws as proposed by the pending
bill would make no change in this respect. The government

pasture lands are treated as an open common, with which

the railroads must compete in leasing their property of

similar character. The National Irrigation law provides that

the Secretary of the Interior shall withdraw from entry such

agricultural lands as are likely to be brought under irrigation

by public works in the early future. This has the effect of re-

pealing all existing laws so far as such tracts are concerned.

Thus the pending legislation would certainly not enhance the

value of the railroad section any more than is already done by

the present law. On the contrary, the railroad land is placed

at a certain disadvantage as compared with the government
section. The new law provides that water will be furnished

from the public canals only to lands in private ownership, to

actual cultivators of the soil, and to no tract larger than 160

acres. Thus the two sections are placed on an exact equality.

Nobody can acquire, at least in the first instance, more than the

homestead unit. The railroad cannot get more than the gov-

ernment price, $1.25 an acre, so long as the government sec-

tions hold out. Under these circumstances can it truthfully be

said that the repeal of the Desert Land Act and of the Home-
stead Act would enhance the price of the railroad's agricultural

land ? To my mind it seems plain that it would not have this

effect. At any rate, it is indisputably true that all disinter-
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ested students of conditions in the arid region unite in demand-

ing- the repeal of these laws.

Mr. Lacey advances what appears like a strong argu- GREAT PI<ANS

ment against repeal. He says it would dry up the for great

sources of the reclamation fund as established by the

National Irrigation Act. This fund is made from proceeds

arising from the sale of public lands. To repeal the present

laws, Mr. Lacey says, would be to shut off the only source of in-

come available for the National Irrigation plans. The obvious

answer is that we would then be compelled to make direct ap-

propriation from the treasury for the purpose of opening the

arid public domain to settlement. But when this is suggested,

we are promptly told that our Congressional friends promised
that they would not ask for direct appropriations, and that they

are therefore in no position to do so. Whatever promises may
have been given by members of Congress, it would hardly seem

fair to claim that they bind the whole western people and the

United States generally. The American citizen has an inalien-

able right to demand appropriations for any object which he re-

gards as worthy. If our present members of Congress are

going to be embarrassed because of the promises they gave in

order to get the Newlands' Act through, how would it do to let

them take a vacation and permit us to substitute representatives

who have no such entangling alliances ?

Speaking seriously, the time is not far distant when the pres-

ent source of the reclamation fund will dry up in any event.

At the rate at which the public domain is now being absorbed,

the fund will reach the vanishing point in a very few years.

There will be plenty of arid land left, but it will all be privately

owned
;
and then one of the strongest arguments in favor of

National Irrigation will disappear. This matter of selling the

public domain in order to raise money for irrigating the public

domain, is a little like lifting ourselves by our boot-straps, any-

way. It served us well in getting the nation initiated into the

good cause of irrigation, but it will not do at all as a permanent
method. We must have direct appropriations from the treas-

ury, and big appropriations, too. Why not ? We can spend
tens of millions to organize fleets and armies to repel possible

dangers from without. Why shall we not spend tens of mil-

lions to repel invaders from within — surplus population, grow-

ing landlordism, and the gradual impoverishment of certain

elements of our people as compared with certain other elements ?

We shall fight out this national irrigation battle on broader

grounds before many years. And it is precisely because we
shall do so, that we must repeal the vicious laws which have
been used as instruments for stealing fertile lands, rich pas-
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tures, and the forests which are the treasuries of our water

supply.
Mr. Lacey says the present laws would be all right if properly

administered. He is wrong. This government has no business
to give its property away to those who do not mean to use it

themselves, but only to hold it out of use to speculate on other
men's necessities. That is precisely what we are doing under the
laws as they now stand. Everybody knows it, and it is strange in-

deed that anybody should attempt to defend it. Those who are

taking up valuable agricultural lands, without living on them,
do not intend to farm the soil. They intend to farm the farmer.

They are waiting for the real settler to come and pay them ten,

twenty, or fifty times the price at which a foolish government
sold them its property. It is the friends of national irrigation
who are demanding the repeal of these bad laws. They are

doing so because they know that if the laws are not repealed the

foundation of the whole national irrigation project will be
taken away. Dummies will be employed to sell their birth-

right for a few cents per acre. The speculators will reach all

our beautiful valleys long before the Secretary of the Interior

and his engineers can do so. Mineral and timber lands are

being gobbled up in the same greedy fashion. The speculator
has had his day long enough. In the name of common sense,
and in the name of humanity, let this reckless riot in public
property be stopped by the prompt repeal of the Desert Land
Act, the Timber and Stone Act, and the commutation clause of

the Homestead Act. And hereafter let the nation offer arid

land for settlement only when it is fit for settlement. And that

will be when it is irrigated
— not before.

•IRRIGATION INSTITUTIONS."

THE
latest contribution to the Citizen's Library, published by the

Macmillans, is
"
Irrigation Institutions," by Elwood Mead. It is a

book which every serious student of the subject should possess, not

only for the pleasure of reading it, but for purposes of reference here"

after. Written in a clear, logical style, it furnishes a full and useful ac-

count of the evolution of water laws throughout the western States and

the present legal basis of our irrigation industry. It is explained in the

preface that the book was originally prepared for a course of lectures ia

the University of California, where Professor Mead spends a few weeks

each year, as he does also at Harvard. The work is really a textbook for

students in and out of college, rather than a work designed for wide popu-
lar reading.
The Introduction supplies a concise account of the general aspect of the

arid region. This is followed by a chapter on the land laws, in which the

author places himself squarely with those who demand the repeal of

statutes under which the public domain has been so rapidly acquired by

speculators. He also favors the leasing of the grazing lands. The chap-
ter on the "

Beginnings of Irrigation
"

supplies an interesting account of

pioneer settlement. Other topics treated are " The Doctrine of Appropria-

tion," "Contract Water Rights," "Measurement of Water,"
" The Duty

of Water,"
"
Irrigation in Colorado," "In Utah," "In California," "In

Wyoming,"
" In the Other Arid and Semi-Arid States,"

"
Riparian and

Interstate Rights," and " Methods and Measures needed for future De-

velopment."
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Professor Mead is the leading- exponent, as he was largely the founder,
of what may be called the Wyoming school of thought in irrigation. The
tone of the book and its teachings reflect his experience in that State. It

is interesting to consider how different the book might have been had he

begun his work in California instead of Wyoming. I have always been a
warm admirer of the Wyoming system ; and, three years ago, advocated Its

adoption in California. Its two great virtues are the facts that it fur-

nishes a cheap, speedy and effectual method of adjudicating conflicting

rights and supplies a complete administration governing the distribution

and appropriation of waters. The system was fortunatelv applied to

Wyoming at the moment when it entered the Union with a brand-new con-

stitution. The State has a meagre population and an abundant water sup-
ply. Economic conditions are practically alike throughout the State. I

have lived to learn, as others will doubtless do, that California Is different

from Wyoming— different in climate and water supply, in condition of de-

velopment and in the temper of its people.
Professor Mead quotes with approval the following sentence from a

recent report of Secretary Wilson : "In a matter so vitally affecting the
home as the control of the water supply, no legislation will be effective

which has not the sanction of the irrigators themselves." This is the
solemn truth. The other part of it is that California irrigators as a whole
will not accept the Wyoming system, any more than they are willing to

accept the pale and feeble imitation of it embodied in the ill-fated Works
Bill. It would have been interesting for Professor Mead to develop the

thought suggested in the sentence quoted from Secretary Wilson and thus
endeavor to suggest plans which could be applied to existing conditions.

It is to be feared that in teaching the young men of Berkeley and Cam-
bridge the Wyoming doctrine, pure and simple, he is not giving them the
broadest preparation for the problems with which they must deal. '

The author of this book stoutly contends for the attachment of water

rights to the lands, yet is friendly to corporate development. To my mind
it seem perfectly clear that joint ownership of land and water is only pos-
sible when those who own the land also own the works by mean of which
the land is irrigated. For the State to " assert "

its ownership of water,
then proceed to give away the franchise for storing and distributing it, is a
hollow pretence of public ownership of the water supply. To illustrate »

San Francisco might
" assert "

its ownership of all the sources of domestic
water supply, then give the franchise to the Spring Valley Water Com-
pany. In what sense would San Francisco " own " the supply ? In like

manner, to have the law say that the water right belongs to the land, but
that it is forfeited by failure to pay one year's

" water rent "
(hateful

term !) is to propagate a myth. It is surprising to note how widely this

myth is accepted and how vigorously it is cultivated by those who believe
in corporate ownership of water apart from land instead of ownership of

water and works by the proprietors of the soil.

Professor Mead's reference to national irrigation is slight and incidental.

The tremendous significance of the Act approved June 17, 1902, is appar-
ently not appreciated, yet it is distinctly the biggest thing in western his-

tory since the exploration of Lewis and Clarke.

In suggesting the limitations of the work, I do not mean to speak
slightingly of Professor Mead's book. It is a book well worth the writ-

ing, a book that every lover of the West should have, and it is a contribu-
tion to irrigation knowledge and western history which no one but Elwood
Mead could have written half so well. W. E. S.
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the: power or the league.

THE
first anniversary of the birth of the League occurred February

18th. On that date, one year ago, the first Constructive Club was

organized in the little town of Fowler, Fresno county, California.

The power of the organization was shown in its fight against the Works
Bill. Thousands rallied promptly and enthusiastically to its call. The
same public sentiment which overwhelmed the unpopular measure would
have come to the support of an irrigation bill of a different sort, and in

that case victory would have been as certain and easy as defeat was inev-

itable for the measure which tried to do the wrong thing. Nothing could

be more encouraging to the friends of this movement than the demonstra-

tions of popular interest which have been seen during the past two
months. Not only were newspaper supporters loyal, not only did the

farmers stand by us, but the large membership in San Francisco responded

magnificently. Indeed, the strength of the League in the metropolis, and
in the other large cities of the North, is something which surprises even

those who know most about the movement.
We have large plans in hand for the early future. They will be devel-

oped and made public as soon as possible. Membership must be increased,

organization strengthened at every point, policies worked out in definite

form, and principles made as familiar as a household word to all.

It is perhaps worth while to repeat the announcement made last month
that any reader of this magazine may become a member of the League by
sending in his name to its Secretary. This will involve neither cost nor

definite committal to any future course of action, political or otherwise,

but will signify only that you sympathize with this movement " To Build

The State."
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* POMONA.
By F. LLEWELLYN.

The story of Pomona's transition from desert to garden has many times

been told in print ; yet it has not reached thousands of Americans
; and to such,

an outline of the advantages possessed by this locality should be welcome.

For all who come to Southern California say "It's wonderful !" and all who
visit Pomona Valley admit that this section is the peer of any in the Land
of Sunshine—considering climate, agriculture, central position, social and edu-

cational advantages, industrialism, means of transportation and whatever else

contributes to the ideal home. And it needs only to have these facts properly
set before the great East to result in an unprecedented practical appreciation
of the superiority of Pomona as a place of residence and activity combined.

Nestled against the San Bernardino range of the Sierras, that walls off

Pomona, (from San Jose Hills). Photo by Reiley.

Southern California from the northern part of the state, Pomona has a pecu-
liar favor geographically and gets the best of the balmy climate that makes
"Our Italy" famous throughout the world. It is in this valley that the striking
climatic conditions produced by the daily interaction of the Pacific Ocean and
the Colorado Desert are most grateful.

The trade-wind from the coast, flowing up the slope, reaches Pomona,
thirty miles from the coast, just before it goes over the range and plunges
down thousands of feet into the desert: It begins at about 9 a. m. in the

warmer months—a steady, %cooling breeze that makes this region perhaps as

delightful in summer as in winter—and ceases toward the close of the af-

ternoon.

The gap between the Sierras and the heights to the south, forming a pass
from the valley to the Pacific, is the channel of this tempering current and
thus makes Pomona a place of enjoyable summer days; but the nights are if

anything still more refreshing. About sundown, when the air on the desert
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Second Street. (Lookinar West.) Photo by Jitil.v.

cools and descends, the air-tide changes, flows the other way and floods the

western slopes with a cool breeze, pure and dry. This it is that makes warm
nights unknown in Pomona Valley, which, being so near the mountains, gets

the earliest effects of the regular providential phenomenon.

Geographically also, Pomona's place is one of advantage. It b<

relation to the mountains and ocean similar to that of Mentone and

From the foothills of the Sierras, whose peaks average 9000 feet in altitude,

one overlooks a gently sloping plain, without a superior in beauty and

productiveness, 860 feet above sea level at the center of Pomona City and

rising to 2000 feet at the base of the mountains. The Pucnte hills bound it

on the south. A lower range, called San Jose hills, has its eastern terminus

~^^H
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within the city limits, and from there the great valley spreads out to a north-

and-south width of twenty-five miles. The limits of the city are coincident

with the boundary of Los Angeles county, Pomona occupying the position of

commercial center of the eastern portion of that great political division with

200,000 population and immense in area.

One of the main reasons for the rapid development and prosperityi.of

Pomona Valley is its wealth of varied soil and abundant water sjfipply, fhe

latter replenished from year to year by the natural reservoir of the mountains

conserving the rainfall and diverting it to the natural underground basins.

Although the prevailing soil is a gravelly loam consisting of decomposed

granite, fertile and easily worked, yet it varies in character and conditions

from the loose, dry and warm gravelly soil of the upper valley, to the heavy,

A Quiet Cottage Home. Photo by Reilcy.

black, damp loam of the lower lands. The products, therefore, are as diversi-

fied as the soil.

Pomona Valley is essentially industrial ; so, while dealing with that subject,
it will be well to confine description to the more limited section belonging com-

mercially to the thriving city. The Rancho San Jose, on which the place is

situated, in early days, under Spanish and Mexican government, constituted

part of the lands appendant to old San Gabriel mission. It was a probability
that someone should discover the marvelous possibilities of this barren district

when touched with water ; it was inevitable that the romantic Spanish occu-

pation should dwindle away when once the fertility was found.

Water is king and the orange is queen of the valley, and since the time
over a quarter of a century ago when the cultivation of citrus fruits began,
the two have worked hand in hand to bring unexcelled prosperity. Orange
growing is a fixed industry here

;
there is nothing of the experimental about
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it. Gradual and careful se-

lection—the survival of the fit-

test—the application of scien-

tific principles
—these have giv-

en to this industry a firm found-

ation. The "boom" that col-

lapsed in 1887 was the inflation

of "values" of twenty-foot

"city" lots staked out in the

cactus and sage-brush—not a

depreciation of the prices of

agricultural land. The present

values of orange land are per-

fectly normal ;
a grove in full

bearing that sells at $1000 an

acre is invested in by a well-

informed buyer with the same

degree of assurance that he

would have in any safe busi-

ness venture.

Orange growing has given

to Pomona Valley a class of

gentleman farmers. With the

majority of ranches not more

than ten acres in area, thus

forming a thTckly settled coun-

try, and the process of tillage

much different and easier than

011 an Eastern farm, the hor-

ticulturist combines city life

with country pleasure and his

occupation is one requiring

rather more of brains than of

hard labor.

The city of Pomona is di-

vided through its center by

two railroads, the main lines

of the Southern Pacific and of

the new San Pedro, Los An-

geles & Salt Lake, north of

which, comprising the higher

land of the valley, the orange

greatly predominates ; indeed,

deducting about 15 per cent,

for the lemon production, it

might almost be said that the

arable land is entirely given

up to orange culture—the ideal

home of this fruit that has be-

come a necessity instead of a

luxury and has acquired a sta-

ble market value because of the care bestowed on its propagation.

There are sixteen packing houses in Pomona Valley that ship 2500 cars

of citrus fruits a year, 60 per cent, of it being handled by co-operati\<

changes, These exchanges have worked a revolution in the marketing of
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oranges and lemons; so that whereas ten or twelve years ago the grower was
at the mercy of commission men, now the exchange's methods and wholesome
influence have put the producer beyond the fear of losing on his crop through

sharp practice or carelessness of a dealer. This has transformed the business

into a fixed industry, and the demand has made conditions such that the fruit is

shipped the year round and people are thus kept employed in the pack-

ing houses, although of course in the real orange season, from November to

July, the greatest amount of packing and shipping is done. In the heavier,

damper, blacker soil of the lowlands the orange and lemon will not thrive so

well, and, as it happens, almost anything else common to the temperate or semi-

tropic zones does well in the lower part of this valley. An annual output of 3000
tons of apricots, 2000 tons of peaches and many cars of prunes and other fruits,

A Pomona Public School.

employing icco people in the drying every season besides over 400 employed
in a cannery turning out 1,500,000 cans of fruit a year, certainly bears good
testimony to Pomona's varied horticulture.

A great deal of alfalfa and barley is raised for hay, which commands a

good figure in the market, and some consider this branch of agriculture prefer-
able to fruit growing. Six crops of alfalfa per annum are usual. When one
reaches the southeastern city limits he is on the border of the beet lands

tributary to the great Chino sugar factory, producing 2500 cars of sugar an-

nually, only five miles from the center of the city
—for the valley is a contin-

uous wealth-producing territory. Between Pomona and Chino is a fine Agri-
cultural Experiment Station conducted by the University of California. It

propagates a bewildering variety of plants, fruits and trees and is a source
of much profit to the agriculturist—working as it does in conjunction with a
number of pomological clubs, issuing valuable bulletins and dispensing to

individuals a great deal of practical information that comes only from such
institutions.
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A conservative estimate of the amount of money invested in pumping

plants in Pomona Valley is $1,000,000; that is an indication of the bountiful

supply of water and extensive irrigation systems. Chief among the sources of

supply is the mountain stream in the great San Antonio canon, where enor-

mous schemes for development of electric power have been carried out, and

the water is afterward distributed throughout the valley to irrigate the or-

chards. The winter rainy season provides an abundance in this stream and

other mountain water sources and likewise replenishes the large underground
basins that feed thousands of wells scattered over the plain. The water strata

may be reached at almost any place where a supply is desired.

The bulk of the water used for irrigation is furnished at actual cost

through corporations that are practically co-operative, freeing the user from

danger of monopolistic oppression. Many ranchers sink their own wells and

thus are entirely independent. The splendid conditions as to ownership of

A Pomona Homf.

this most vital necessity in Pomona Valley constitute a shining example to

the world. There is in the valley one tract of thousands of acres of the

choicest citrus land in which fine water rights are inalienable from a ranch.

It is canon water, and the only expense attaching to its use is a few cents

for each owner per month to pay a man for turning the water on and off. Hut

in any case the conditions of Pomona's water supply are all but ideal.

From its inception, Pomona's inhabitants have made their living from the

soil and built up the beautiful and prosperous city and valley. Here there has

been little of the "boom" order, little of Boating population, little of setting

before the world just one advantage, little of the millionaire sojourner. The

city has been incorporated nearly twenty years, and since long before that time

it has been steadily growing through the accretion and effort of the better

middle class—intelligent agriculturists, hard-working mechanics and desirable

people in all walks of life. It i*; more like an Eastern thriving industrial town

than like a semi-tropical resort.
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Pomona is made. Its citizens no longer need to look forward and wonder

what its future will be. From the nature of its inhabitants, conditions and

environment it can be nothing but a prosperous commercial community, an

ideal agricultural valley. And it is perfectly natural for it to become a place

of manufacture and a railroad center.

Besides the main lines of the two great overland routes, the Southern

Pacific and Santa Fe railroads, Pomona has the new Salt Lake road in the

heart of the city and two branches of the Southern Pacific, running in from

important neighboring towns and bringing to the place many visitors and much

trade. There are two foundries and machine shops doing a large business

and increasing their capacity. A furniture company has just secured a large

building and is consolidating two factories in other cities and bringing them

tc Pomona for a more advantageous location. The discoveries of oil in South-

Snovv on the Near Foothills— Orange Blossoms in tub City. Photo by Reilty.

cm California and the water power in the mountains have come pretty near

solving the power problem. One electric company has a 33,000-volt line run-

ning into the city.

There are 7000 inhabitants in Pomona, which is connected with Los

Angeles, 33 miles away, by three railroads. The city has all modern improve-

ments—complete municipal government; 13 public school buildings and plans

maturing for two large new structures, with 50 teachers and 1600 pupils; an

excellent academy and business college; Pomona College, the third in import-

ance on the Pacific Coast, in Claremont, a suburb, and Lordsburg College, a

smaller institution, in another suburb; electric lights and gas; an unexcelled

domestic water supply of pure artesian water; fire department of four com-

panies; free mail delivery by four carriers; telegraph and telephone service

(a mutual opposition telephone company is now installing a thoroughly mod-

ern system) ;
three hotels; a public library of 7000 volumes about to occupy

a building costing $15,000, given by Andrew Carnegie; two daily and three

weekly newspapers; nineteen churches, and the city irretrievably committed to
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Middle Falls, Stoddard's Canon. Photo by Reiley.

the policy of "no saloons" ; a particularly fine representation of fraternal

societies and military companies ;
two banks

; every branch of business repre-

sented in prosperous stores.

A new City Council is just entering upon an era of comprehensive im-

provements that will still further advance Pomona's desirability as a place
of business and residence. The large park that has for years belonged to the

city is being transformed into a place of beauty under direction of a famous

landscape architect
;
a plaza is to be made out of a block near the center of

the city; miles of new grading, curbing and cement sidewalk have been or-

dered (Pomona already is finely sidewalked and has miles and miles of road-

way paved with a cement-gravel obtained within the city limits and making a

splendid but cheap pavement) ; and otherwise the municipality is keeping right

in line with progress.

A "city of homes" is Pomona. The industrious citizens, realizing the

rare opportunity of making their residence in a city combining easy money-
making with life in such a balmy climate, build homes and make up their

minds to end their days here in peace and plenty. At this writing no less than

fifty houses are in process of construct :

on, and, too, a large and beautiful
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pressed-brick business block is ready for interior finishing, and another two-

story block is in process of erection. This prevalence of home building has

been enhanced by loan associations, one of which (a mutual home concern)
has been in business ten years, has subscribed stock of $282,000, has never lost

a dollar and never had a law-suit. Such a record is an evidence of the kind

of city Pomona is.

In this article the writer has told about the advantages of Pomona Valley

mainly from a commercial standpoint, with a knowledge that the section's

future growth depends upon strength more than beauty, upon industry

rather than climate ; and yet to one not well acquainted with Southern Cali-

fornia the other considerations would perhaps appeal with force.

If Pomona had no other claim to recognition, its balmy climate's benefit

The New Public Library.

to people seeking restoration of health would be sufficient; for many a life has

been saved by immigration to this land of sunshine, fruits and flowers ; many
a person is today walking the streets of Pomona, in full enjoyment of health

and vigor, who was sent here with no hope of recovery. It should not be

presumed from this statement that Pomona is a panacea, but it is a fact that

scarcely any disease that anything will affect can resist the improving influence

of the grateful air; the patient may be too far gone to allow the betterment
to be lasting, but instances where there is no alleviation are exceptional.

The Easterner crossing the Sierras for the first time and getting as he
does a view of this beautiful valley suddenly in verdant winter, is impressed
most by the scenic grandeur. These are indeed the American Alps, and this

is "Our Italy." Charles Dudley Warner says:
"The traveler who descends into Italy by an Alpine pass never forgets

the surprise and delight of the transition. In an hour he is whirled down the

slopes from the region of eternal snow to the verdure of spring or the ripeness
of summer. Suddenly— it may be at a turn in the road—winter is left behind;
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Tub Golden Poppy. Photo h\ Ri
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the plains of Lorn hardy are in view ;

the Lake of Como or Maggiore gleams
below ; there is a tree ; there is an orchard

;
there is a garden ; there is a villa

overrun with vines ; the singing of birds is heard
;
the air is gracious ; the

slopes are terraced and covered with vineyards ; great sheets of silver sheen

in the landscape mark the growth of the olive ; the dark green orchards of

oranges and lemons are starred with gold ; the lusty fig, always a temptation

as of old, leans invitingly over the stone wall ; everywhere are bloom and color

under the blue sky; there are shrines by the wayside, chapels on the hill; one

hears melodious bells, the call of the vine dressers, the laughter of girls."

This author says the contrast is as great from the desert to this rich

Pomona Valley. And it is true that Pomona's scenery and position, though
not its greatest attributes, are nevertheless sublime and must necessarily cause

the fame of this locality to become increasingly widespread.

Another View in the Park. Photo by Unl^v

The mountain ranges lift their summits almost into the region of perpetual

snow ;
in fact, throughout the entire year snow remains deep on the northern

slopes to within a few feet of the top and is visible from the valley to the south

until midsummer. Sometimes in winter the mountains are snow-covered to

their base and stand out against the northern sky like serrated walls of pure

white marble. It is not uncommon, too, for a person walking in the valley in

the bright sunshine of a winter day, among orange groves laden with golden

fruit or amid (lowers in profusion, to see the Storm KiiiR riding at a iV

pace along the range and fierce gust* of wind driving the snow in clouds before

it over the loftiest peaks.

Such is the nature of Pomona Valley. It is all true; but the inhabitants

would prefer to have interested persons investigate its charms themselves.

For then they will receive impressions more satisfying than words can give.

The valley is one of the things that is "just as advertised." In these days of

rapid transportation and reduced rates there are few who cannot afford a

trip to the Pacific Coast, and whoever comes should not go away without seeing
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Pomona's Tourist Hotel. Photo by lieiley.

Pomona. He will find plenty of people willing to drive him about for a view

of the countryside. Pomonans have just pride in the city and its surround-

ings ; they are, also, only too glad to let others have the benefit of what may be

aptly termed "the garden spot of earth."

San Francisco A\ im i . 1'OMOM \ Photo
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MOUNT
vlN BERNARDINO

(TWO MILES HIGH)

it had be-

longed to

the whole com-

munity. Laying

right across a lofty ridge, a mile in length,

and including practically the whole of it, the

view on one side is sharply down the steep declivities of the San Timoteo

Canon, 350 feet below and beyond, to the wilderness rimmed with rugged

ridges, rising to an elevation of 4,000 feet. On the other side the vision

sweeps more deliberately along a gentle downward slope across the miles

of orange groves among which the clean and beautiful city of Redlands

nestles, then up to the grandest peaks of Southern California's majestic

sierras. Here, surrounded by a tropical vegetation in mid-winter, one

looks out on a complete circle of mountains whose snow-capped sum-

mits rise often to an elevation of 10,000 to 12,000 feet. It is a city of

churches and schools, with an extensive public library housed in the finest

building in the State used for such purpose, and situated

in a public park of some eight acres extent iiijthe center

of Redlands, both a gift from A. K. Smiley to: the city.

Through one great

semicircle, the mighty
mountain wall is broken

in two places only— by
the Cajon and San Gor-

gonio passes. On the

northwest is rugged San

Antonio
;
on the north-

east the giant peaks San

Bernardino and San
Gorgonio, and on the

MARGUERITES ON PALM KNOLL
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southeast San Jacinto, most majes-
tic of all these superb moun-

tains. At all seasons, in the

wonderfully plastic and

sensitive atmosphere of

Southern California, but

especially in the winter,

when covered with snow,

under the varying effects

of sunshine and cloud, these

mountains are a constant study and

delight to every lover of nature.

Thb near-by city.

For its superb climate, its remarkable

scenery and the quiet but convincing
charm of its atmosphere — social as well as physical

— Redlands has

long held high place in the affections of those who seek a delightful

winter home. (Incidentally it may be noted that its oranges are not to be

beaten.) It is natural, therefore, that it should have drawn to itself a

citizenship largely from those who know what the best is — who desire it

— who can and will pay for it. Its delightful homes are filled, for the most

part, with men and women whose standards of culture, of intellectual at-

tainment, of morals and of religion, are high.

Few cities in the United States are

so "
solid "

financially,

and with this

goes — as is

unfortunately

ALONG GLEN ROAD

GOLD OF OPHIR ROSES — MILLIONS OF THEM
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too seldom the

case— a princely

civic pride and

an unself-seek-

ing harmony
of effort in all

movements for the up-

building- of the city. That

it is lighted by electricity, knit together by trolley lines and other-

wise provided with such things as modern cities have for health, comfort

and convenience, is a matter of course. Churches and schools also may be

taken for granted, while the entire absence of saloons, though not wholly

exceptional in Southern California, is still worth mentioning. Of the large

and well selected Public Library it may be said that it contains over

seven thousand volumes, to which are added, each year, about fifteen

hundred books. The value of the park and building together is some

$60,000.
THE SIZE OK THE ESTATE AND WHAT IT HOLDS.

Within the boundary lines of Canon Crest Park are included more than

two hundred acres of land. The commanding location and the wonderful

views were of course there when it was

finally chosen, after long and careful

search, as the finest home-site in Southern

California. But in most other respects

the Park, as it stands today, has been

created by years of patient and wisely-

planned labor. It is not much of an ex-

aggeration to say that all the world has

been taxed for its choicest ornamental

trees and shrubs. Here are palms from
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South America,

Africa and the

Islands of the

Pacific, along-

side of those

which are native

to California ; euca

lypti in many varie-

ties, and the curious

b o 1 1 1 e-brush from

Australia
;
the olean-

der from Japan, and the

camphor tree from China
; the

Cedar of Lebanon from North

Africa, and the Deodar Cedar from

the Himalayas ; genista and English Laurel from the shores of the Medi-

terranean, and heath from the Cape of Good Hope ;
the flowering peach

from Persia
;
the banana from India, and the rubber tree from the damp

forests of tropical Africa.

Here are Cherokee roses lining the road for hundreds of yards, and, in

their blossoming season, one white blaze made up of millions of flowers.

Here are great banks of callas — the treasured indoor-plant of the list—
sending up their fragrance to the January sky from thousands of their

stately, spotless cups. Here are great masses

of pansies, carnations, marguerites, poppies

(the "cup of gold" of the earlier Cal-

ifornian), and many another old-time

DATE PALM ON LAWN

SIERRA MADRE RANGE FROM RESIDENCE
OF A. K. SMILEY
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SCENE FROM ROAD

favorite, interspersed with scores of

less familiar varieties. Everywhere

shrubs and trees have been disposed

with an eye to the most striking and

artistic effects of color and foliage.

Everywhere the flowering plants have

been so placed as to provide an increas-

ing variety of bloom from one year's

end to another— a limitless wealth

of color, fragrance and beauty. And

some of the beauty is made to serve

distinctly utilitarian purposes as well
;

for there are about fifty acres of

thrifty orange trees and many lemons

and olives.

All in all, this magnificent park is

without serious question the most

original in conception, the most perfect in detail, the most fascinating in

the scenery which it commands, of all the beautiful places made possible

by the marvelously fertile soil and balmy climate of Southern California.

THB WATER SUPPLY.

The irrigation system on this property was most carefully planned and

equipped. A large supply of water is brought from the Santa Ana river

and Mill creek, whose sources reach back to the loftiest of the snowclad

peaks. These are the two largest rivers in Southern California, and from

them this property is entitled to a large and constant supply of water.

Connected with the estate, and belonging to it, is also a very valuable

pumping plant in the San Timoteo Canon. This has a capacity of

twenty-five inches uniform flow, and would be an important resource in

a possible season of drouth.

THE BUILDINGS.

There are two residences with stables and outbuildings complete, one in

the eastern portion of the park, with a choice view over the city of Red-

lands, and the other on the crest of the ridge, with a broad outlook in

every direction.

A network of paths runs through
the park in every direction, and

about three miles of roadway have

been constructed, at a

cost of many thousands

of dollars, gran-

ite retaining
walls and gut-

ters for carrying

storm waters across mirror lake
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safely away having- been provided wherever necessary. Something like a

mile of this marvelous drive leads along the narrow crest of the Heights,

with the swift plunge into San Timoteo Canon on the one hand and the

broad outlook across the smiling city and its setting of orange groves at

the other. Then it drops into dense woods — a forest with trees fifty to a

hundred feet in height, yet barely a dozen years old. It skirts a gleaming

lake, heavily bordered with flowering shrubs. It passes a grove of many
varieties of palms. It winds between beds of roses and carnations and

other brilliantly blossoming plants. And always the snowclad mountains

loom up in the distance— a scene unmatched as a whole in America or

Europe.

Adjoining the Park and between it and the business section of Redlands

lie the costliest and most beautiful residences in the city. Such villa sites

as remain unoccupied command very high prices. The city may be quickly

reached by the good trolley-line which runs right to the Park entrance.

"who'll buy ?
"

Plainly, this splendid estate is not within the reach of a slender pocket-

book. It is a home which a prince might envy, ready for instant occupa-

tion. It is a property which could not be even partly duplicated except at

the cost of years of study and effort, and large sums of money expended

with the utmost skill and taste. It cannot be duplicated at all in the point

of its chiefest charm— its incomparable location. The irrigation system

and the planting have been so carefully planned that the labor of two men

is amply sufficient for the proper care of trees, shrubs, flowers, lawns, and

all the ornamental grounds. And once acquired, it will not be a matter of

steady, unreturned outlay, since the annual income from the sale of oranges

and lemons pays a fair return on its price.

The title is perfect.

RKSIDRNCB OF
A. K. SMILBY
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a move: in the
right direction

tfgrtHE phenomenal growth of Los Angeles is

1 rapidly rendering it important that ceme-

tery grounds, other than those now in use, be

provided. Already the city of the living is en-

croaching on the cities of the dead. As a sani-

itary measure, alone, this fact is worthy of

serious consideration. In this, as in everything

involving the public good, it is wiser to provide

for the future than to adhere too closely to the

narrow policy of caring only for the present

need. With timely consideration of these facts,

an incorporated company, known as the "
Holly-

wood Cemetery Association," has been formed,

and has purchased 100 acres of land for the pur-

pose of meeting this coming necessity. The

site chosen is beautifully situated six miles from

the city, in the direction of Hollywood, and one

mile and a half from that charming locality.

Consisting of gently rolling ground, with every

natural facility for the purpose. No pains or ex-

pense are being spared to make it one of the

loveliest spots, of the kind, on this coast. It can

hardly fail to satisfy the most exacting prefer-

ences. It is sufficiently far from the probable

city limits, as not to mar its comeliness, or en-

danger its healthfulness ; and yet near enough
to be easily reached from any part of it. The

Colegrove electric car line passes its main en-

trance and another electric line will pass it on

the other side.

The Sunset boulevard passes near it, and Ver-

mont avenue will soon be graded to it. Ample
driveways are already constructed through the

grounds, and, as rapidly as possible, are being
adorned with different kinds of trees and choice

shrubbery. The entire surface will be covered

with grass like a vast lawn, and two small lakes

will add to its attractiveness. In short, it is to

be a genuine landscape cemetery, modeled after

the most approved modern ideas.

A unique chapel and magnificent gateway
of Riverside granite and Santa Barbara sand-

stone, are nearing completion, and other acces-

sory buildings are to follow as here shown.

As these facts are becoming known, it is no

wonder that lots are selling rapidly.

Further particulars may be obtained at the

offices of the Hollywood Cemetery Association,

Room 210, Laughlin Building, South Broadway,
Los Angeles.
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To get a clear conception of the grand-

eur of Canon Crest Park from a printed

article is impossible ; one must see it to

appreciate it, and for the convenience of

any who may be interested in the disposi-

tion of this property, especially for those

who are touring through or wintering in

Southern California, the owners have

placed the sale of this estate with William

R. Staats Co., Investment Bankers and

Brokers of Pasadena, Cal., as many win-

ter visitors make Pasadena their head-

quarters from which place they take trips

to the many points of interest. A represen-

tative from the above agency will at any
time accompany parties to Canon Crest

Park (so often called Smiley Heights), and

being familiar with the property can point

out many features here unmentioned and

frequently overlooked by the casual ob-

server.

Further particulars, price, and terms

will be furnished upon application, and to

those desiring, copies of the foregoing article and other printed mat-

ter will be forwarded. Address,

WILUAM R. STAATS CO.,

Investment Bankers,

Pasadena, Cal.
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AN OVERSIGHT. The charming view, entitled " When Leaves are Falling,"
published in the preceding issue of this magazine, should have been credited to the well
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A REMARKABLE RECORD.
It is an interesting fact that in October of the year 1780 — just a year before Comwallis

surrendered at Yorktown, twenty-seven years before Fulton started his first steamboat on the

Hudson River, and fifty-seven years before the electric telegraph came into use— the Baker
Cocoa and Chocolate factory was established in Dorchester on the site now occupied by one
of the large mills of that company.

Over one hundred and twenty-two years of uninterrupted success. Think of it ! What
other manufacturing concern in this or, indeed, in any country can show such an extended
record of business prosperity ?

What is the secret of their great success ? It is a very simple one. They have won and
held the confidence of the great and constantly increasing body of consumers by always
maintaining the highest standard in the quality of their cocoa and chocolate preparation*,
and selling them at the lowest prices for which unadulterated articles of good quality can be

put upon the market.

They receive numerous letters from housekeepers who have used their cocoa and choco-
late for many years, stating that lately, when ordering the Baker goods, other goods of

greatly inferior quality have been sent to them. They find it necessary, therefore, for the

protection of those who want their cocoa and chocolate to issue an emphatic warning aga
these fraudulent practices, and to ask buyers to examine every package they receive, and see

that it bears the well-known trade-mark of "La Belle Chocolatiere," and the corn
of Walter Baker & Co., Ltd. Under the decisions of the United States courts, no other cocoa
or chocolate is entitled to be labelled or sold as " Baker's Cocoa " or " Baker's Chocolate."



La^rge Kole«
from, little rervt SIMPLY A

MATTER OF
INTELLIGENCE

ro

wkick does away with
all destructive rubhii\£.

JMML'EiMiiaSxMiA

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS
1301 Castro St., Oakland, Cal.

Over 60 Yards of Fowls. Old
Poultry Establishment on the Coast.
We guarantee % hatch on all eggs
we sell. Manufacturers of the

Pacific Incubator and Brooder

The best machines in the world.

Absolutely SELF-REGULATING.

Send for 60-page Catalogue

sample: from evans & sons, lim., new yokk
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^Vots Ger\tly ;

^Vcts pie^saj-vtly.
Acts Beneficially;

is truly as a. Laxaiive-.

Syrup of Figs appeals to the cultured and the

well-informed and to the healthy, because its

component parts are simple and wholesome

and because it acts without disturbing the

natural functions, as it is wholly free from

every objectionable quality or substance. In

the process of manufacturing figs are used, as

they are pleasant to the taste, but the medici-

nal virtues of Syrup of Figs are obtained from

an excellent combination of plants known to

be medicinally laxative and to act most bene-

ficially. To get its beneficial effects—buy
the genuine— manufactured by the

>YKVPI?
ouisyille,Jty|

Swv FrarvciscoAl. AewYork,rt.Y7
For sale by all leading Druggists, in original packages only, bearing the full

< ..;..;.':..-' name of the Company.



THE "GLENWOOD"



OUT WEST
BO YOU KNOW IT?

Among all the magazines that count for something the

world over, this one is in the fore-front.

The things that should interest you vitally are the things

with which it has most to do. The progress, development, business

achievement, and all the kindred subjects of worth, are fully set

forth in its pages Add to this, bright, spicy WESTERN stories,

descriptions of people and movements, illustrations unexcelled

anywhere, and all that goes to make a magazine great. Thus

you get a glimmering of what is OUT "WEST.

Now, it is our purpose, if you will send us a newt paid sub-

scription within the next sixty days, and mention this adv., to

give you a copy of

Sunland Scenes
This is A COLLECTION OF VIEWS taken in the magazine's

home-land ; exquisite in makeup ; and as charming a little ad-

dition to your library table as you could get. REMEMBER,
OUT WEST for a year, and SUNLAND SCENES,
for $2.00.

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

115 South
Broadway OUT WEST CO. -^.^u*

*



Castro: "Hold on, if this is arbitration, I'll take war!"— Chicago jVrwt.

The International

DE.NTIFRICE,
Insures beautiful tflOth. sweet month, asrree-

able breath, Praserroi while u beaotiflw.
No powder or liquid to spill or waste In
DM, Convenient, Economical.

25 Cents At all druggists.
C. H. STRONU & CO., Chicago, U. S. A.

't \

l I

CHEAP RATES California, Washington,

Oregon, Colorado.

We secure reduced rates on shipments of household
(roods either to or from the above States,

for rates. Map of California. FREE. If not Interested,
tell friends who are.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FREIGHT CO., 325 Dearborn St., Chicago.

S.iti Francisco Office: IS Montgomery St , Ri»>ni 4

UNITARIAN PAMPHLETS
SENT FREE,

apply to MISS A. FEARING, Be* fll

HINQHAM CENTER. MASS
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PalBtMaii Extract

When the bleak winds of

spring come at you, with their

searching damp and sudden
chiii-

Keep Vp Your

Vitality
You need it more then, than

at any time during the year
and this is easily and pleasant-

ly done by taking a glass of

„ Pafest _
MaltExtract
at meals, at bedtime and

whenever fatigued.

Vitality is strengthened, not

by stimulation, but because

Pabst Extract feeds and re-

pairs the system, awakening
worn-out functions to their

old activities, and so supplying
the powers of resistance so

necessary in the trying spring
months.
Thousands of people keep
well the year round by taking
a glass of Pabst Extract

every night before retiring.

It's a great health saving plan.

Why not adopt it?

Pabst Extract is sold and recom-
mended by leading druggists every-
where.



READY TO WEAR
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POP;

The supremacy of the Ghickering Piano
is beyond all doubt. Anyone who appreci-
ates the highest quality of tone will be
charmed with the matchless tone of the

Ghickering. This superb quality of tone,
soft touch and perfect action, has won for
the Ghickering Piano one hundred and
twenty-nine first medals and awards. The
Ghickering has been built for 80 years,
and in all these years it has been supe-

'

rior to any other piano built.

Sold only by us.

Send for booklets and circulars.

SOUTHERN 1g^
^ CALIFORNIA

MUSIC COMPANY
33Z-33V SOUTH BROADWAY L-/7-
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Spring 1903 Nettleton Shoes
The new Spring- styles in the Nettleton Shoes for

men are ready. This famous shoe, if possible, is

finer than ever this year. All the good leathers,

the newest and nobbiest styles, the best of shoe-

making. The best dressed men all over the United

States wear Nettleton Shoes. The shoe for wear,
for comfort, for style. Mail orders carefully filled.

C. M. STAIB SHOE COMPANY
.

255 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES

ttADAJv/v.
j

WITHOUT TREES Shoe wearing can goon without tlie aid of Shoe Trees, but the e.onomy "f WITH TREES
putting your shoes away with trees in them must appeal to you. Leadam's Shoe Tree-

serve the original shape and smoothness of footwear — keep wrinkles out of the toe, keep the sole flat, and staves off old age. It is the only mea
known for making wet shoes fit for next morning s wear. Slip the tree in the shoe—press the leverage— that's all. l>on't be "roped ill

stitutes. See that my name is stain peil on every pair. For sale by C. M. Staub Co., 255 S. I. Angeles. Cal.: Wethexby. Kayser Sh<

Co., 215 S I E. Colorado St., Pasadena, Ca!.;JRosenthal Bros. (Inc.), 107 Kearney St., San Francisco.

Modernness
is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment.

Our mechanical plant represents the most up-to-

——-——-——————-——-——^^— date laundry equipment in the West, and includes———————————
facilities, such as our " NO. SAW EDGE on

Collars and Cuffs "
machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstances

have enabled us to weed out inefficient help. Skillfulness, promptness and courtesy

prevail.

We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in the business center of

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Empire Laundry
Phone Main 635. 149 3. MAIN ST., LOS ANQELES Satisfaction Guaranteed

RAMONAToILET60AP Ev
FfR^HAEL^e



DO AS

Nearly Two

vj
fe

Shooters

jus, Repeating Shotguns,
! Metallic Cartridges

m Io^ded Shotgun Shells.

Guns for /// Amds Of'Shooling

WINCHESTER
Repeating Arms G>"

New Haven, Conn.
'—

!BU'A-iknl.,».

Pacific Coast Agency : 127-135 First Street, San Francisco— A. Muller, Agent.
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"Nothing so Rare as Resting on Air"

The Pneumatic Mattress
AN IDEAL BED

I will have all my mattresses blown up, not stuft. Down is too hard"— lien jonton.

THE
PNEUMATIC MATTRESS is as far superior to any other mattress as the Pneumatic bicycle tire is

superior to the solid tire. It fits the body perfectly. You cannot find an uncomfortable position on the Pneu-
matic Mattress. It conforms to all positions of the body, thereby resting' all parts equally. Did yon ever

think how unsanitary the ordinary hair, wool or other mattress is? All the perspiration from the body permeates
thesubstance of the mattress and remains there. No amount of airing will remove any disease germs that may have
lodged there. Nothing can enter the Air Mattress. It is ths only sanitary mattress la existence. There is no place for

dust to lodge; there is no home for vermin. The Pneumatic Mattress needs no turning, as air never mats dowg. It is

always smooth and requires no manipulation to take out inequalities. No odor and never musty. Can be regulated
to any degree of hardness or softness by admitting or expelling a little air. It weighs when deflated about 18 pounds -

We make these mattresses in three sizes : %, X and full size ; the latter is also made in two parts divided length-
wise in centre, thus if two people sleep together and one wants a hard bed, the other a soft bed, both can be accom-
modated.

No springs are required with the Air Mattress; we furnish iron slats for iron beds. It should rest on ordinary
wood slats on wood beds.

Durability : The air sack is protected by a covering of the best quality ticking. With ordinary care this mattress

will last a lifetime. Should it by any accident become punctured it can be easily repaired.

CnCC TDI A I
^° sure are we that this mattress will give universal satisfaction that we will send yon

I KuL I KI/AL. one and allow you to use it THIRTY NIGHTS If you do not find it the best mattress yon
""™~-^^^^^~^^^^^~ ever Slept on, or do not like it for any reason, return it and we will pay shipping charges
both ways and refund your money. Price $22.00 up according to size, including air pump and slat-. Delivered.

FOR BABIES 0urCrib Mattress is a delight to babies and a joy to mothers. It can be cleaned wltll a sponge-

aMiii^a^HKMi Half baby's crying and fretting will be avoided when you put him on a Pneumatic Crib Mat.
i rcss. Price $11.00, delivered.

Good for Invalids .

I have used a Pneumatic Mattress for a patient who
came under my care from a hospital that had nothing
but excelsior mattresses. She had seven large bed
sores on her body. The first night she used your mat-
tress, she slept all night without an opiate—something;
she had not done for six weeks—and has had no further
trouble, except the tediousness ,,t tln-ir healing.

A. J. HOIN.snN. M. D., Waukesha, Wis.

American Steamship Line Adopt Our Air Mattress

I take pleasure in stating that the Pneumatic Matt ress—
on American line Rteamships Paris ami New York have
been very satisfactory in everyway and we will never
Outfit a steamer with hair mattresses again. Fo:
time we carried number of bail uattreeeeeou the
hi ease people preferred them to air mattresses, bnt have
ceased doing so as they are never required.

C. A. GRISCOM.
Manager of the International Navigat

Onr illustrated booklet,
"
Evolution of the Air Bed" and Catalog C of Pneumatic Cushion-. Pillows.

'

Cushions, etc., sent free on request b.v mentioning; Out Wbst.

PNEUMATIC MATTRESS & CUSHION CO., 35C Broadway. New York. N. Y.. I). S. A.

Factory at Reading, Mass.
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Baker's

Bedside Tables

Only contrivance with which to comfortably serve an invalid's meal ;

equally convenient when he wants to read. Fits over bed or chair : adjust-

able to any height or angle. $4.25 up, according to enamel and finish.

LOS ANGELES FURNITURE CO.
225-229 S. Broadway, Los Angeles Opposite City Hall

SUGGESTIONS
FOR HOUSE BEAUTIFUL

r

ReicHenbacH's
Hand-Made
Furniture

Is Popular

Designs furnished and estimates given for

furnishing- your house from cellar to garret.

F. B. REICHENBACH
Manufacturer and Designer of

k Fine Furniture, Hardwood Floors, etc.

Ol8 S. Broadway
i Los Angeles, Cal.

The interior

fittings determine the tl

coziness of the home.
Rich carpets, handsome rugs,

inviting draperies, portieres
and curtains. Come in and
take advantage of our ex-

perience in fitting up

...ftttractive Homes

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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Raffia and

Reeds for

Indian

Basketry
BY MAIL POSTPAID

RAFnA— natural color, bunch of 6 oz., 17c;

9oz., 25c.; 1 lb., 40c; Dyed Raffia, red, brown,
green, black, blue, yellow and orange, 1-oz.

bunch, 7c; Reeds, per bunch, 15c

California Seeds
Send for our Souvenir Collection. 15 most
choice varieties of native flower seeds in sepa-

rate packets, mailed free on receipt of 50c

Special Bulbs
(California Grown)

3 Mariposa Lilies, 6 Oxalis, 6 Golden Stars, 12

Freesias, 3 Callaa, 1 Spotted Calla, all mailed

free on receipt of 50c

Germain Seed and Plant (o.
326-330 S. Main Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

COX
SEED CO.

411, 413 and 415 Sansome St.

San Francisco, Cal.

Our new 1903 catalogue,

one of the finest publications

ever issued on this Goast,

beautifully illustrated with Cal-

ifornia Views, is now ready
for distribution. All informa-

tion about the garden and full

instructions as to planting will

be found therein.

FREE ON APPLICATION.

Fruit Trees-Grape Vines-Small Fruits

VEGETABLE, FLOWER, FIELD AND TREE SEEDS
Correspondence solicited. TRUMBULL & BEEBE. Seedsmen and Nurserymen
Catalogue free on application. 419-421 sansome st.. san francisco

SYCAMORE GROVE NURSERIES
Evans a Saint, props.
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What
PURITY
Means

Purity requires pure water.

We get it from six wells, driven down to rock. No purer
water flows anywhere in the world.

Purity necessitates pure air.

All the air that touches Schlitz Beer, after the boiling pro-

cess, passes first through an air filter.

Pure beer must be filtered.

Every drop of Schlitz beer is filtered by machinery
through masses of white wood pulp.

Pure beer contains no germs.
Schlitz Beer is sterilized after it is bottled and sealed,

by a process invented by M. Pasteur, of France. It

requires one and one-half hours.

That's how we double the necessary cost

of our brewing. We do it to make purity

certain— to make Schlitz Beer healthful.

Will you drink common beer, and pay just

as much for it, when Schlitz Beer can

be had for the asking.

Ask for the Brewery Bottling.



W*^
FacePowder
MARCH WINDS

will ruin any complexion
and destroy woman's most
beautiful charm of face un-
less

LABLACHE
Face Powder is used freely. It freshens and softens
the skin and makes the complexion pure and clear.
It heightens beauty's chiefest charm. It destroys
skin microbes. Any woman may have a lovely
complexion who will use LABLACHE FACE
POWDER. Nothing else as good. Flesh, White,
Pink, Cream Tints- 50c a box. Druggists or by mail.
Hen Levy & Co., Fr. Perfumers, 125 Kingston St., Boston

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.^.MlM.
STOWKLL & CO., Mfrn.

Sold by all DrugirlHts,
or by mail. 86 cents.

Cliarlestown, Mass.

HANDY GARTER
No rubber.

Never slips. Lays
Flat. 10c per pair.

HANDY GARTER CO.,
Dept. F, Williamson Bid?., Cleveland, O.

INDEPENDENT TRANSFER. CO.
Office 516 15th St , OAKLAND, CAL.

Phone Black 573
TRUNKS MOVED 25 CTs.

A Minute or Two and Your Shave Is Through

"NEW GE/W" SAFETY RAZORS
There's really nothing to learn ; you feel experienced the first time

you use the "NEW GEM." By Its simple arrangement your beard
is removed easily and without the least likelihood of cutting the free.

Sold at Cutlery Dealers or direct from the factory: Razor in tin
box, $2; Razor, with 2 blades, in fancy leather case, p.50; Automatic
Strop Machine and Strop. %7. Dealers can te sufflied through
Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis.
Dunham, Carringan & Hayden Co., San Francisco.
Hubbard Spencer Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
Marshall Wells Hardware Co., Duluth.
StelnenKlrchner Co., Los Angeles, and jobbing houses generally.

100 Acres .^ (BELL
are now being

Subdivided
Into 50
One-Acre Lots
And Over
100 Town Lots

TRACT

FREE
250 Inches Pure

Artesian

HAS GROWN \ Water
NO COLD ADOBE
OR RUDDY SOIL

Deeded with the land

DON'T DELAY
Select your L-ots

At once and

Double
Your
Money

in 6 Months.

All will be

Sold in

30 Days

But a rich, warm loam soil: 355
acres In tracts to suit, ,u $200 to J3ou per
acre; Vi cash. Just outside the city. Take
9:U6. lu:35 or 1:40 train. Terminal Depot:
K> minutes' ride to Bell, and gather ripe
strawberries and vegetables In winter, or-
anges, lemons and walnuts in bearing. Will
you go miles out anu pay $400 to $1,600 for

a 50-foot lot, when you can buy a whole acre
Ave ttmts the amount of land. Including water,
for 12(0 to S360 Go out and compare our Unci.
water. Iccatlen with all others. Don't delay: 38

lota have been sold In two we«ks: buildings go
ing up. All unsold will be ralred in price as soon as
work commences on the new electric line, which will

run tin entire length of Bell Tract giving two means of
ransportatlon to city. Agents on the ground at all times
show property, maps, photos. Call at ntrice on tract, or see

£*&&K0ADWAY lOSANCitLt

Title

Guaranteed

No City Taxes

Electric Cars
to pass

Entire Length

Railroad

Depot
and Postoffice

on the land.
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California
Ventura County

our profitable crops are the

Lima Bean

Sugar Beet
Walnuts
Oranges
Lemons
Apricots

VENTURA COUNTY is a healthy
Coast county, with 1852 square miles
of very fertile territory. There is

an interest-earning of at least 10 per
cent on the investment at the prices
at which we sell these properties.
Buy your ticket to Ventura. Do not
be satisfied until you see us. We
are prosperous, healthy and con-
tented. Write for price list and
printed matter.

WM. H. CANNON & CO.
VENTURA, CALIFORNIA

***«44**44**4*4

Summer Tours
TO-

EUROPE
From New York

May to August, 1903

Inclusive Fares :

$245 to $1,000
A postal will bring- an
Illustrated Programme

Helps Make Life Pleasant

"Sold Under Binding- Guarantee."

Warm in Winter, cool in Summer—com-
fortable always. The ideal underwear.

Linen is cleanly; boiling water doesn't
shrink it. That's one comfort. Not so

with wool.

The mesh weave encloses a layer of air.

and air is a non-conductor of heat
; keeps

the outside heat out in Summer, and the

body heat in in Winter. Another comfort.

Belfast Mesh Linen Underwear instantly
absorbs perspiration and dries quickly—that

keeps the bodily temperature even. With
an even temperature, there's no danger of

"taking cold." Colds are not comfortable.

Our fabric is made both "Natural" linen and "White."
We recommend the " Natural." It is more durable and
absorbent and equally grateful to the skin.

Send for Samples of the

Fabric and our Free Book
It is handsome and convincing. It goes into the subject

thoroughly and explodes the" wool for warmth" theory
in short order. It is designed for thinking people who
desire comfort with health. The only forcible objection
to the other mesh underwears has been that they "wear
out too quickly." We guarantee that Belfast Mesh will

wear to the satisfaction of the purchaser or refund money.

Sold by all dealers, or sent direct by
mail if your dealer won't supply it.

BELFAST MESH UNDERWEAR CO.
330 Mechanic St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.



ALICES OF
CUCUMBER

The most appetizing pickle product

that can be imagined. Flavored with

finest Ceylon Spices. The daintiest article

you can use to GARNISH your MEAT and

ClIAn hichoc Ask your grocer, and if he cannot supply you. send

OALAU lilSnCS. Us his name and we will see you are supplied.

JAS. HILL & SONS CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

If You Knew
How Delicious

is, you would not let a day
pass before getting a bottle.

Absolutely pure ; made from
Navel Oranges and Sugar.
No chemicals or alcohol. Pints
25 cents ; quarts 45 cents.

Makes five times this amount
as you dilute four times with
water. Also at all soda fount-
ains. Send for literature and
sample.

los Angeles fruit Juice (o.

(Imcipoiated)

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

THE PERFECT DESSERTJELLY

NONE MADE THAT5 AS GOOD
NONE CAN BE MADE BETTER

DIRECTIONS
1 PACKAGE BROMANGELON
I PINT BOILING WATER

2 MINUTES TIME
NOTHING MORE

•* .t/flH
LEMON ORANGE CHERRY

H,A' RASPBERRY STRAWBERRY— AT YOUR. GROCERS —
STERN & SAALBERG NEW YORK

FREE-Handsome Booklet of Recipes



As the mother rocks the cradle, love

transforms it to a kind of loom where-

on her fond fancy weaves a bright-
colored future for her child. As the

child grows the wise mother feeds his

mind with precepts of integrity and

industry; his brain and bjdy with

all-nourishing food in order that he

may be strong for life's battle and
find an honored place with men.

SHREDDED
wholejI I

BISCUIT
is the Natural Food— the food whose
each integral part has an exact counter-

part in the human body— the food
that builds the perfect whole because
it builds the perfect parts. The perfect
food to perfect man. SHREDDED
WHOLE WHEAT BISCUIT is more porous than any other food— that means more digestible. It is

quickly transformed into rich blood, firm flesh, hardy muscles and an active brain. Sold by all grocers.

THE NATURAL FOOD CO.,
*™****™>.Send for "The Vital Question" (Cook Book,

illustrated in colors) FREE. Address

Each Acknowledged the Very Best

THE EHNANN

Ripe Olive

THE EHNANN

Olive Oil

If your grocer doesn't keep

them, write to us and we will

srive you some useful and
healthful information about
them.

MANN OLIVE CO,

OROVILLC, CAl.

Pure
Ffoduct
Italy
Crosse, and
Blackball!*

Pure Lucca

OLIVE OIL
is made in Italy, the

natural home of the

olive. It is the best

because it is pure.
SHERWOOD (8. SHERWOOD

Importers
Francisco - Portland

Los Angeles
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Orange County
THE SANTA ANA VALLEY

Sugar Beet, Celery, Barley and Alfalfa

Lands. None Better in the World.

Orange, Lemon, Walnut, Apricot, Peach,
Grape and Apple Lands, under the Santa
Ana Valley Irrigation System. Cheapest
and best in the State.

ORANGE COUNTY REALTY CO.
Santa Ana, California

PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with good water
rights. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for
profit. Pine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

/' REAL ESTATE.
INSURANCE., LOAN r>,

INVESTMENTS.
16 S. Raymond Ave , Pasadena, Cal.

REOLANDS

ORANGE GROVES
in REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

Fok Sai.k at Lowest Pricks.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledge of Red-
lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a grove or a house or a good paying-
business property in Redlands and vicinity.
For information address

JOHN P. FISK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. REDLANDS. CAL.

PORTERVILLE

Citrus and Deciduous Fruits

FARMING, STOCK RAISING
DAIRYING, MINING, LUMBERING

PORTERVILLE. ^tifORNiA

Offers better inducements to the Homeseeker
than any other portion of the United
States. For particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
PORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES

FOR SALE
$6,000. San Diego. 3 miles from Court House.

Nine acres of land, large and handsome house, two
wells, trees, shrubbery, &c. The housealone cost
over $6,000 when built. The place is not in very
good condition, as owner has not been able to live

on it for some time, but a little money well spent
will make a valuable property and a desirable
home. Owner will accept $3,500 clear Eastern prop-
erty and $2,500 mortgage on the place. This place
cost present owner $13,000, but reverses compel a
sacrifice.

R. W. POINDEXTER
SOLE AGENT

309 WILCOX SLOG. LOS ANGELES

WE SELL THE EARTH BASSETT
(SL SMITH

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202', S. BROADWAY NOLAN St SMITH I1I.OCK

TULARE COUNTY. CALIFORNIA
is in the eyes of investors he-

cause of the excellence of her

cheap lands, cheap water and
salubrious climate. Her oranges are in the Eastern market by Thanksgiving and the quality
the best. If you are seeking Citrus, Deciduous, Alfalfa or Grape Land —improved or unim-

proved — let me send you a booklet and give you some prices. EXETER is the citrus cento
of Central California. B. FRANK TEAGtE. EXETER. CALIFORNIA

RamonA Toilet soa p FOR & ALE
EVERYWHERE



Largest National Bank in Southern California

riRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Designated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 400,000

Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360.000

Deposits 5,000,000

J.M Elliott, Prest. W.G. Kerckhoff, V.-Pre»t
J. C. Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

DIRECTORS
J. D. Blcknell H. Jevne W. G. Kerckhoff
J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. D. Hook«r

J. C. Drake

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor, First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, ... - $500,000.00

Surplus and Profits, - - 200,000.00
U. S. Bonds carried at Par, 650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.

No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.

W. D. Woolwine, Cashier.

T. L. Duque, Pres. I. N. Van Nuys, V. P. E. J. Vawter, Jr., Cashier

Money loaned on real estate at lowest rates.
Save time and expense by applying- to

MAIN STREET SAVINGS BANK
PAID-UP CAPITAL, 9100,000

Junction Main, Spring^and Temple Sts. LOS ANGELES, CAL.
DIRECTORS: — H. W. Heliman, I. N. Van Nuys, O. T.Johnson, H.

W. O'Melveny, T. L. Duque, L. Winter, Kaspare Cohn, W. G. Kerck-
hoff, H. Newmark.

mmm Free Trial

Treatment
— for Morphine, Opium or other drug habit.

Painless, permanent Home Cure. Contains great vital

principal lacking in all others. Confidential correspon.
dence invited. A full trial treatment alone often cures.

Write St. Paul Association, Suite 847, 48 Van Buren St. .Chicago

I
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Some

watchmakers harp fl

on Railroad

Watches.

More

than twenty

Elgin

I Watches 1

have been sold for

every mile of railway

trackage in the world.

Sold by every jeweler
in the land; guaran-
teed by the world's

greatest watch works.

ELGIN NATIONALWATCH CO
Elgin, Illinois.

I

CANON CREST PARK
POPULARLY KNOWN AS

"Smiley Heights,"
elands

Write for
Particulars

This wonderful property, described in this issue, is for sale by

JOHN P. FISK, Redlands, Cal.



An Investment Opportunity
Offered Eastern people who wish to build a Seaside home

in Southern California, or make an investment which is

sure to be profitable without delay.

The great natural advantages of Playa Del Key's location

for a summer and winter resort, as well as a most desirable

residence town, impresses every visitor who sees the spot. The beautiful

natural lagoon between sea and bluffs adds a special charm, offering still

water bathing so near the surf bathing, and the quiet boating with fishing

and other pastimes, and then the wonderful view of sea, valley and mount-

, ains, combined with perfect climate, are advantages which cannot be dupli-

cated at any other resort in California— yes, in America. Those who
invest now will get full benefit of the increased valuation which the exten-

sive improvements, now in progress, are sure to bring. The Company
will do all the grading and curbing of streets, furnish light andl water and

plant trees and flowers. The building restrictions are such as to insure

the building of first-class homes, and are attracting people of wealth and

culture.

WRITE FOR OUR DESCRIPTIVE MATTER

THE BEACH LAND COMPANY
219-220-221 CONSERVATIVE Lift BUILDING

Third and Hill Streets - - - • - Los Angeles, Cat.
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"We Have pviblisKed a booh
about BucKsKin Shoes for
men, women CSL children. It

tells about the origin of BucK-
sKin Foot-wear, its evolution,
etc., togetber with illustra-
tions, descriptions CEL prices.

A postal card -will fetch it — free.
"WVite today; no-w ; tHis minute.
We want yo\i to Have it.

WETHERBY-KAYSER
SHOE COMPANY

Los Ang'eles and Pasadei

CALIFORNIAJ

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED
" Warranted Linen "

ARE YOURS?
For TELEGRAPHIC CODES

Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDGE

For PERFECT PRINTING

Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDOE
For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDGE, 306 California St., San Francisco
California

X?^^
DIRECTIONS FOR A GOOD DRESSER
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Take any city car to the corner of First and Spring Streets, walk about

twenty steps East, and look at the goods in our window. Our stock is all

new. We cut in all the latest styles, and have a large variety of foreign

and domestic woolens, at popular prices.

POPKIN & LISTER
129 W. FIRST ST.
2 DOORS FROM SPRING

TAILORS LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

><3=^=S>= :(5
==^=S)<

Books! Books! Books!
We call the attention of the

readers of "Out West" to our

large stock of rare, choice and
scarce books. Including the larg-
est stock of Western Americania
in the World.

Send us your list of wants. We will furnish
Any Book on Earth at current prices. Mail or-
ders our specialty. Catalogs sent on application.

SHEPARD BOOK COMPANY
" Ye Olde Booke Shoppe "

Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S. A.

i 5*?M0
OLA

£ Cures
headaches

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, 50c
and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
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IMPERIAL Restaurant and Cafe..
H^^^MHnHnnRMa T. J. COTTA, Lessee

Steward Schrien and Chef Hartman know how to tickle the

palates of the public; been doing it for a long time — in

large Eastern cities. Moderate prices. Daily change of
menu and musical programme.

243 SOUTH SPRING STREET 242 SOUTH BROADWAY

)<f=^=5)= ^^9<

The Vegetarian Restaurant
315-319 WEST THIRD STREET

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

A strictly first-class pure-food cafe. A wholesome bill of fare

scientifically prepared. The best of service. Reasonable prices.

Sound physical health and a clear brain follow the use of a rational dietary.

><S=^5>= =<?=
:^=S><

We Never

Overlook the

In our service that go so far toward making
this the best place to

LUNCH OR DINE

Little Things Music and the Delicacies of Dining

LEVY'S
III 117 West Third St.

263 South Main St.

KINOOFWINE CORONA Bl.ANCA
IN ACCORDANCE WITH

ISSUED TO H J WOOI.I.ACOTT
THIS LABELMUSTBE SO ATFIXEO THAT BV ORAWINT-

ACT DF MARCH 7.1837
;\ Address i.o» is*

CONTROLLER OF STATE

r; THE CORK OF^BOTTLETOE LABO. WIU.BE DCCTIIOYEO

Corona Blanca
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California's
official label (as above facsimile) guaranteeing its contents to be tru»
and pur* California wines.

These are the finest wines California produces, aged naturally,

from 4 to 20 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East FreigHt Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

Established l&ftO

Los .Ang'eles, California
<S

There Never Was
a finer line of business or pleasure vehicles shown any-
where, than can be found in our repository today. See
our goods and get our prices, they will win you

BAKER & HAMILTON
130-136 N. Los Aagelea St. EOS ANGELES, CAL.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It Is not a freckle coating : it re

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N Main St.. Los Angele*



EAMES TRICYCLE CO

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chairs

for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling
-

Chairs,

and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required, but send for our catalogue
and see if one of our designs will not suit your case.

20I8 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO
OR 534 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Typical Western Pictures

Views of California and Arizona Landscapes,
Unmounted Prints, Souvenir Photographic Novel-

ties, mag-nificent Sepia Enlargements. The Stand-
ard line of Western Views. For sale in all hig-h

grade stationery, curio and art stores.

PUTNAM & VALENTINE
PHOTOGRAPHERS

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Cures While You Sleep

Whooping Cough,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Grip,

Hay Fever,

Diphtheria,

Scarlet Fever

Don't fall to use Cresolene for the distressing

and often fatal affections for which it is recommended.
For more than twenty years we have had the most con-

clusive assurances that there is nothing better. Creso-

lene is a boon to Asthmatics.
An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which

gives the highest testimonials as to its value.

AIAu druggists

VAPO-CRESOLENE CO.
180 Fulton Street,
1651 Notre Dame Street,

New York
Montreal, Canada

EREE INFORMATION

ABOUT CAtlEORNIA

We have the larg-est Information Bureau in the
West and are prepared to answer all inquiries
and furnish literature of the leading Hotels and
Resorts, Routes of Travel, and the different
Counties of California.

A Booklet entitled "Touring California"
A complete Guide to the State
Can be had for the asking

We are also the owners and operators of

The Hotel Cabinet System
Special Home-Seekers'

Literature

PECK'S TOURIST BUREAU CO.
[incorporated]

11 Montgomery St., San Francisco
410 South Broadway, Los Angeles

You are kindly requested to send postage.
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CREAM PORINE
A. scientific astringent cream which acts di-

ectly upon enlarged pores, cleansing, purify-

ng, reducing them, and successfully eradicat-

ing blackheads, pimples and other disfigur-

ing eruptions. Price by mail, $1.10.

THE WINDSOR BOUDOIR
T EAST 46th STREET

NEW YORK
All enquiries enclosing- stamp will receive prompt

attention.

SCALP TREATMENT
Scalp treatment is as much a science

as the practice of medicine. It requires
not only
study, investi-

gation and
knowledge,
but wide and
practical
experience.
We believe
the splendid
results of our
method speak ^
more for it

than any
claims
or promises.
We shall be

pleased to
consult with those who are afflicted with
disease of the hair or scalp and explain
our treatment. We shampoo with green
soap— keeps the hair soft and glossy.

Our stock of GRAY HAIR, SWITCHES.
WAVES and POMPADOURS is torn

plete. We invite your inspection.

BENNETT TOILET PARLORS
COW. FIFTH AND BRRINO BTS.

IN
COMPOUNDING, an Incomplete mixture w»s a

ally spilled on the tack of the hand, and on washing after
ward It was discovered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery alODENB. It la absolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if by magic. IT CANNOT FAIL If

the growth be light, one application will remove it ; the heavy
growth, such as the t<oar<l or growth on moles, may require two
or more applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied or ever afterward.

Modene superstdts eUctrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

who have tested its merits.
Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing-cases (securely

sealed ), on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter,

with'your full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

Local and General Agents wanted
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO.

Dipt. Ofl. Cincinnati, Ohio
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED

•sTYVe offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest injur*

3
FALLING HAIR AND

BALDNESS
ABSOLUTELY

CURED
There is but one way to tell the reason

c f baldness and falling hair, lad
,'ic examination of the hair Itself.

Thr particular disease vrtth which you?

scalp is afflicted must be known before It

can lie intelligently treated. The use of
dandruff cures and hair tonics, without

knowing the specific cause of your disease.
Is like taking medicine without knowing
what

jrou
are trying to cure. Bead laraw

btllrafcalr- mblngs, to Prot
1. II. Austin, the celebrated Bacteriologist,
who will send roa ahwolalely free a dlagno-

•

ase. a booklr-
hair and scalp, and a sample I

remedy which he will prepare «'
you. Enclose sc postage and write to-day.

PROF. J. H. AUSTIN
629 McVickera Bldg., Chicago, IU.

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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STEINWAY
IS THE CHEAPEST
OF ALL PIANOS—

Although it is sold for more money than any other.

The price is just—a fair reward to the grenius and skill

of the makers ; an equitable value for the money. Its

greatest worth to the buyer is the marvelous tone, un-

diminished and beautiful years after the life of any
other piano has ended.

Kranich & Bach, Mason & Hamlin, Emerson, Ster-

ling- and Huntington Pianos possess qualities that

have made them widely popular.

For sale in I,os Angeles, only by

Geo. J. Birkel Company
345.34,7 s. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

DIRECT FROM THE RUINS
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(ome M "Spy Out M Land !"

A Vine-

Covered

Cottage,

Sacramento

Valley

During MARCH and APRIL the low railroad rates of $25.00

from Missouri River points to any place in California are effective.

IT IS A GOOD TIME TO COME TO

THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY

You can buy good land for from $25 to $100 per Acre.

We, have a Mild Climate, Copious Rainfall, River and Rail

Transportation, Good Schools.

WE WANT MORE PEOPLE

Our possibilities are set forth in pamphlets and other printed

matter, free to you for the asking.

Write any or all of the following

VICE PRESIDENTS 0E TJIE SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

MORRIS BROOKE, Sacramento—Sacramento
County

C W. THOMAS, Woodland—Yolo County
J. H. WILLS, Auburn—Placer County
R. M. GREEN, Orovllle—Butte County
J. W. KAERTH, Colusa—Colusa County
H. P. STABLER, Yuba City—Sutter County
RALEIGH UARCAR, Vacaville - Solano Co.

C. F. FOSTER, Corning—Tehama County
W. C. GREEN, Georgetown—El Dorado County
E. A. FORBES, Marysville—Yuba County
J. M. WALLING, Nevada City -Nevada Co.
P. R. carnktt. Willow*—Otaaa County
J. J. CHAMBERS. Reddinu unty
W. S. GREEN. PrttHtnt, Colusa, California
V. E. WRIGHT, .SV<rfW«r>, Colusa, California
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Learn The Healing,

Relief, Restoration
OF

ORANGEINE
( Powders )

to Dispel All Pain (Headache,

Neuralgia, Etc.)> Colds, "Grip,"
Common Ailments, "Nerves,"
Spring: Weakness from "Winter
Wear."

A Peep at our Daily Mail.
Mr. Jos. Q. Grady, Presfdent Board of

Health, West Grange, N, J., says : "Orangeine
is certainly a groat boon to sufferers who have
longed for a simple and efficient remedy for
Colds, 'Grip,' Neuralg-ia and Headache One
great advantage is that it often saves callings
your doctor, and paying

1 doctors' bills."

SAVES TIME AND DOCTORS' BIILS.

Mrs. Paul Kennicott, Woodlake, Neb.,
writes :

"
Orangeine has become a reg-ular time

saver for me, nipping in the bud what used to
be all day and all nig-ht headaches."

BETTER Tlt\N MORPHINE FOR PAIN.

A prominent New York Physician writes: "I
am using1

Orang-eine Powders in a complicated
case, where excruciating- pain is a conspicuous
symptom. Formerly, for such a case, I used
morphine, but I am amazed at the effects of
Oraugeine, in relief and positive benefi'. I have
also experienced such prompt corrective action
from Orang-eine for all kinds of pain and com-
mon ailments, that I introduce it wherever I
can."

A ORE\T ACTOR'S GRIP EXPERIENCE.

Dear Or.ingvine: Chicago, Jan. 25, 1903.

In forty-eight hours you have pulled me
throug-h, w thout loss of a single engagement,
B recurrence of the dreaded

"
Grip" symptoms

which laid me up, temporarily, three years ago* was pretty s'ck, but now feel better than be-

fore, and am perfectly ^elig-hted.

GOOD HEALTH AN) GOO) SPIRIT*.

"An Orangeine powder before breakfast
brig-htens the wh'le day - before dinner saves
the evening-, with p3rmanenl physical benefit if

n-g-ularlv taken whenever needed."

Home of Calvary, New York City.
Gentlemen:
My malady is nervous prostration, and your

Oraageine Powders have worked wonders for
me. The nurses and ladies of this sanitarium
are amazed at their efficacy.

Gratefully yours, Mrs. J. Puterbaugh.

TRIAL PACKAGE FREE
Orangeine is sold by druggists everywhere in

25'., 50c. and $1.00 packages. On receipt of 2c.

tostage we will mail 10c. trial package FREE
with full directions, composition, and descrip-
tion of its wide human influence. Also "Club
Offer."

ORANGEINE CHEMICAL CO.
15 Michigan Ave. Chicago, 111.

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS, WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used fot over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURES
WIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHOSA. Sold by Drug-gists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

Swedish

Hair Powder
will make oily hair

DRY AND FLUFFY
without washing.
50 cents a box by mail.

WALDEYER & BETTS
Swedish Scalp Treatment

170 Fifth. Ave. NEW YORrl
evwvww-wwwwwwwwwww

FACE BLEACH
FOR COMPLEXION

Wholesale Material for Indian Basketry

RAFFIA "EEDLES REEDS
all colors Tel. Main 929 all sizes

CHAS. W/NSEL
Seedsman and Florist 247 S. Main, Los Angeles



Southern

Pacific

The Three Great

Limited Trains

SUNSET LIMITED Via new Orleans

OVERLAND LIMITED via ogden
*

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED Via el paso

Fastest Time and Shortest Route East

All Modern Conveniences: Electric Lights, Ladies' Compartment
Cars, Barber Shop jand Bath Room, Dining and Observation I

Perfect Palaces on Wheels.
G. A. PARftYNS

Asst. Gen'l Freight and Passenger Agent

261 South Spring St. LOS ANOKLKS, CAL.
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Scenic Route °f

Southern California
You can sec, on this line, the most prominent attractions of the coun-

try, such as PASADENA, the OSTRICH FARM, the wonderful MOUNT
LOWE RAILWAY, old SAN GABRIEL MISSION, LOS ANGELES and

LONG BEACH— the finest beach on the coast— and many other points

in the shortest time and greatest comfort ; the scenes along the way making
the trip a rare treat.

Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

For infoimaiion, call on or <write cAgent.

Phone
Main 900 250 S. Spring' F?A I LWAY

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Ansreles, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth
street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Colegrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Ansreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Ansreles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevue
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.WFor complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.

Single Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY

To Owners of Gasoline' Engines,

Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
does away entirely with all starting and
running batteries, their annoyance and
expense. No belt— no switch— no bat-
teries. Can be attached to any engine
now using batteries. Fully guaranteed ;

write for descriptive catalog.

MOTSINGf R DEVICE MFG. CO.
42 Main Street Pendleton. Ind.

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash, sunburn, chafed or rough
skin from any cause. Prevents tendency to wrinkles or ageing of the
skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, sjnooth, firm and white. It has no
equal. Ask for it and take no substitute.

SAMPLES OF ESPEY'S TOILET POWDER
and book, "Fortune Teller by Cards," sent FREE on receipt of 2 cents
to pay postage. Rm Bt KEYS,AGT., HIS. Center Ave., CHICAGO

KAMONA TOILET «SOAP FOR SALE
EVERYWHERE



THE TOTEM POLE ROUTE
Summer days and Winter Scenes

during* a trip to AlasKa. on»>

the palatial SteamshipSPOKANE
Land of the Midnight Sun,
majestic snow capped mountains,

panoramic views of sunlitglaciers,
e monuments of prehistoric a^es.

vast fields of ice, grander than the o'reatest
of Alpine scenes, chain of a thousand islands,
while visitincr the land or the Aurora Boreal is.

Awe*dnSpirn\o\ ExhilaraLtino, Educat ioiv^l

Th«£%ftside pa^sacfe Sea s icK *\,ess unki

SIX EXCLUSIVE EXCURSIONS LEAVING
TACOMA,SEATTLE AND VICTORlAi

Y 26 -JUNE 9 23 JULY I 21 AUG.4

ations now
company's offi

or tour il^.iiO » n *

full information. S

postage to covar cosj
receive copy of Jill The

mad*-.
- rail.

s ind
cents in.

f raailin

fear Round Tours,

beautifully illustrated aft# a

color«?8F*W/as/ra Art Calendar.

D . DUNAINN General Passenger A^RlT
10 MarRet St. San Francisco .

handsome,
Address"
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TAKE A WINTER TRIP TO

Oj^hjt

One of the
Tew places
unspoiled •

by profes-
sional** * *
tourists.
Reached by
a romantic
voyage over
a, "tranquil
o c e a. n

Atrip
of a •«* -« -s

lifetime-
w i t: K
every
1 vi X" vi ry
ofthe ^* -j?most°
fashionable
clubs and>
ho t e Is.

Splentiid steamships to Hawaii, Samoa, NewZealand
Australia and Round theWorldLSailings to Hawaii every^
lO days; to NewZealand and Australia, every 21 days
Illustrated books: Tahiti, locents Hawaii, locents-*?

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP CO>m

6AfS MajrKetrSt. San Francisco.

HUGH B. RICE, Los Angeles Agent, 230 SOUTH SPRING STREET
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California
Limited

Embodies everything- that conduces

to a comfortable and restful journey.
We claim a great deal for the char-
acter of the service. The meals
served by Fred Harvey in the dining
cars cannot be equaled.

Comfort is not sacrificed

for speed, yet the time

is faster than any other

train — Los Angeles to

Chicago, 66 hour-

hours from San Fran-

cisco.

Through an interesting country with many unique features.

Petrified Forests and Grand Canyon of Arizona reached only via

SANTA FE
Address for in form.it ion about

California, local agent, or

JNO. J. BYRNE, Gen'l Pass r Agent
Los Angeles

CEO. T. NICHOLSON, Pass'r Traff. Mgr.

Chicago
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HOTEL CASA LOMA IVedlands
California

Electric Cars Direct to Smiley Heig'Hts, Prospect
ParK, Country Cl\ib and Urbeta Hot Springs

J. H. Bohon, Manager

REAL ESTATE STOCK BROKERS

A Sure Money-Maker
Bu}r Stock in the Dry Lands Placer and Quartz

Mining Company. Price 4 cents per share; will

SOON BE ADVANCED to 25 cents per share.

The Company owns eleven rich mines. Men work-

ing all the time. This is the best investment in

California. SEND FOR REPORTS. Agents Wanted.

E. J. Young & Co.
211 WEST FIRST STREET

STOCK BROKERS

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

REAL ESTATE
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RAT
BIS-KIT

PACKED in BOXES, READY for USE

THE ONLY POISON NOT DANGEROUS TO HANDLE

Acts quickly, no mixing', no soil-

ing- of dishes, no trouble. Dropped
in rat holes, put in linen closets,

etc., without soiling anything.
Kills every time. Rats and mice
leave choicest grain and food for

it. Die in open air seeking water.

WHY TAKE THE RISK OF MIXING! POISON ?

Ask your druggist. If he hasn't

it, send us 25c. for one box, or
60c. for three boxes, which will

be sent you with all charges pre-
paid, enough to kill all the rats

you will ever have.

The Rat Biscuit Co. '*»**) Springfield, Ohio

Rats spread bubonic plague and
other diseases among stock and
fowls.

\M TRAOE MARK. J

AS A COMPLETE Cl'KK FOR

RHEUMATIC
CONDITION

HAS HKK.N THOKOFGHLV TK-

It is wholly different in its com-

position from all other remedies,

and ensures a cure when taken faith-

fully, because it removes the excess

of uric acid.

It Does tHe Worh, and does

it without injury to the stomach or

other organs. .AsK those who
Have tested it.

UR/CSOL CHEMICAL CO.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

MATURED
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Your money back
if you are not satisfied

DO YOU SUPPOSE that a company with a capital of $500,000.00, paid in full, and the
proud reputation of 36 years of continuous success, would make such an offer and not carry
it out to the letter?
DO YOU SUPPOSE we would jeopardize our standing with the public and our chances

of still greater success by failing to fulfil any promise we make ?

DO YOU SUPPOSE we would make such an offer if we did not have the utmost confi-
dence in the satisfying quality of our goods ?

E KNOW we can please you and save you money, for HAYNER WHISKEY goes
'i> reot from our distillery to you, with all its original richness and flavor, carrying a UNITED
STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITY and AGE and saving
you the big profits of the dealers. That's why it's best for medicinal purposes. That's why
it's preferred for other uses. That's why we are regularly supplying over a quarter of a
million satisfied customers. That's why YOU should try it.

Oirect from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration !

HAYNER WHISKEY

4
PURE SEVEN -YEAR -OLD RYE

FULL $

QUARTS 4
•00 EXPRESS

PREPAID
We will send you FOUR FULL QUARTS of HAYNER'S SEVEN-YEAR-
OLD RYE for $4.00, and we will pay the express charges. When you receive
the whiskey, try it and if you don't find it all right and as good as you ever
drank or can buy from any body else at any price, then send it back at our
expense and your $Juu will be returned to you by next mail. How could
an offer be fairer? We take all the risk and stand all the expense, if

the goods do not please you. Won't you let us send you a trial order? We
ship in a plain sealed case; no marks to show what's inside.

If you can use 30 Quarts, or can get some of your friends to join
you. we will send you 20 Quarts for $16.00, by freight prepaid, thus
saving $4.00.

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO ST. PAUL, MINN.

91 Distillery, Trot. O. Established 1866.

WE ARE THE ONLY DISTILLERS IN THIS COUNTRY SELLING DIRECT
TO CONSUMERS. Like every success, we have imitators who "claim" to be distillers.

THEY ARE NOT DISTILLERS AND HAVE NO CONNECTION WITH A DISTILL-
ER Y. For proof, you need not take our word. Just see Government reports! THEY
ARE SIMPLY DEALERS, and can "doctor" their whiskey as much as they like and call
it any age, for unfortunately the Government does not control dealers as it does distillers.

Now, these dealers are in business for profit, so when they offer 8 to 13-year-old whiskey
for the same or less money than we, as DISTILLERS, can sell 7-Y ear-Old, the inference
is plain. THEIR WHISKEY IS NOT THE AGE THEY CLAIM AND IS ADULTER-
ATED AND WATERED. The cheaper they sell, the more water and adulteration
you get. BEWARE of our IMITATORS.

If you want honest whiskey, direct from our own distillery, with all its original rich-
ness and flavor, carrying a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUAR-
ANTEE of PURITY and AGE and saving you the dealers' enormous profits, then accept
the offer we make you above. It is backed by a company with a capital of $500,000.00

paid in full, the proud reputation of 36 years of continuous success, and over a quarter of
a million satisfied customers, so you run no risk. The Hayner Distilling Company.
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MURRAY M. HARRIS

ORGAN CO.

<&*f C")f~)tf"") Mahogany-cased electric parlor organ in residence of Mr. C. E. Green,
*•* * t v-' v-' v-' San Mateo, Cal. This Organ is also played by automatic attachment in

another part of the room, connected by cable under floor.

BUILDERS OF

CHURCH, CHAPEL and

PARLOR ORGANS
ONLY COMPLETE ORGAN
^FACTORY IN THE WEST

754760 San ifernando St. Tel. Main 363

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
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No housekeeper objects to new worth in a soap at the

old price nor to added power in the old form. Lifebuoy

Soap is more than soap yet it costs no more but doc^

more . Lifebuoy Soap gives double protection, for it

adds to the cleansing value of /ine soap a sure power
to destroy germs of infectious disease, so thrt the \\ ood=

work and floors, the family washing and the toilet and

bath take on new antiseptic and health promoting fea-

tures. It is an honest, undisguised soap, with its own
clean, wholesome scent indicating its antiseptic qualities,

four dealer can iupplj yon.

Muiiev refunded it not entirely tatial

tEVER. BROTHERS LIMITED- NEW YORK O F F I
•

li
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ALWAYS
THE BEST

And the best in every particular. M. & B. Clothing-
has held the esteem of the critical dressers for many
years. There is a degree of pleasure and satisfaction

in wearing M. & B. garments that is not to be found in

any other make sold on the Coast. The new spring

styles for men and boys are ready.

MEN'S SUITS
$10 to $40

TOP COATS
$10 to $25

BOYS' SUITS
$2.50 to $18

'The Quality Store'

Self-measurement blanks upon
application. Mail orders giver
our best attention.

MULLEN & BLUETT CLOTHING CO,
Fir»t and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

THE PHOTO-MINIATURE
makes photography more Interesting and more enjoyable. It is a photo-

graphic magazine on a new plan—quite different. Every number is a

complete book in itself—a little cyclopedia on its subject. 48 numbers
obtainable. Ask your dealer for it. 25 cents per copy; $2.50 per year-
No samples. Booklet on request. SOLD BY ALL LIVE DEALERS

TENNANT <& WARD, PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK

L

H TAOIE

,

GRANT

i SEND TODAY
FOR FREE

T DESCRIPTIVE
3 PRINTED
\ MATTER

60,000 ACRES
CALIFORNIA LAND

Located in Fresno and King's Counties in the center of the State. All

rich alluvial soil on Kings River bottom in the best fruit-growing- region

of the State. We can also grow Indian Corn and all other cereal crops

to perfection, and the land is particularly adapted for the growth of

alfalfa and the handling- of dairy stock. We are selling- it in ten-acre

lots or larger at l^-OO to $50.00 per acre; one fourth cash, balance in eight

annual payments if desired. If you want a good piece of land, be sure

you look over Laguna. Don't make the popular mistake of concluding

that California is only for the rich man. If you are willing to work you
can make a start on the Laguna with less money than anywhere else,

and the climate will be as much yours as if you owned a million.

Address

NARES tf SAUNDERS, MANAGERS.
laton. FmmsNO County, California.
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Will You be "Judge and Jury?"

WE CLAIM THE

Equitable Life Assurance Society
"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD"

TO RF THF RF^T xt is the strongest. Assets $360,000,000. Surplus $75,000,000.
I \J UL. I ML UUI Pays death losses the promptest.

Pays most on maturingr policies.

Fill out coupon and we will furnish proof.

Mr. A. M. JONES, General Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, California

Please send tell me the cost of a policy in the Equitable for $

I was born the day of I8_

NAME :

Address

"VIYELLA"
IDEAL SPRING FLANNEL
for SHIRT WAIST SUITS

Viyella
"

comes in the latest Spring designs and color com-

binations. Solid Colors ! Stripes ! Plaids !

Viyella" is guaranteed to be unshrinkable, and after repeated

washings retains the same soft lustre.

Viyella" in the heavy weight is the most fashionable fabric

for Ladies' and Gentlemen's golf, tennis and boating costumes.

Viyella" is stamped on selvedge every 5 yards of each piece.

Avoid Imitations. Refuse substitutes.

Does Not SKrinK
Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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OLD MISSION FURNITURE
We have a fine assortment of authentic styles, patterned after "Old Spanish"

hhI "California Mission" pieces. The picture shows part of a dining set that is rich

V and true to its origin.

Ours is the largest fur-

ure, carpet and drapery
store in the Southwest

Oriental

Rug's
and

Hangings

BARKER BROS.
420-4 S. Spring Street

Los Angeles. Cal.

r\ji/r%Arvjr*r\ju^ torix^*. ajtm^i m^t^o. yyjjw uru%

j&jz? A HANDSOME INTERIOR
You can follow out your
ideas for interior furnish-
ing more satisfactorily
here than in most furni-
ture stores because our
assortment in the grade
of goods that is used by
particular people is un-
usually broad and com-
plete—and moreoTer it is

chosen piece by p:>

the head of the firm.
Each article is added to
our stock with just as
much thought and delib-
eration as you woulil use in

taking it into your home.

Furniture

Carpets
Curtains

Draperies
UpHolsterings

We not only sell the

goods, but we have com-
petent men to furnish

hdpfttl suggestions, and when desired will furnish sketches and plans for the entire interior fittings.

We sell through the mail and guarantee satisfaction

Niles Pease Furniture Company
ft****" *"**

439-441 Sooth Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.

lf^lf\.kTV>i«ll ^TJK^mr%
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PROTECTION
January 1, 1903

{Insurance
Stock Total

Assets, $48,221,000 $13,393,000 $61,614,000
Liabilities, 41,903,000 7,936,000 49.839,000

Surplus, $6,318,000 $5,457,000 $11,775,000

!

Thirty-nine per cent saved on Expected Mortality Cost, since 1865.
No other American Company has realized such saving.

Only 18.25 per cent of Premium Income used for Expense of Manaerement, since 1894.
Ten per cent lower than the average expense rate of twenty-four leading- American

companies.

F^f-ttllf-y _ _ J All policy-holders share annually in the surplus after two years." "^
f Unfortunate policyholders do not forfeit their dividends.

Are qualities that the prudent man cannot afford to overlook when selecting a life in

surance company.
No company invites strict investigation of its record on these points more cordially

than

The Provident Life & Trust Company)
£^HMHBHHH OF PHILADELPHIA

inform Represented by Georg'e Smedley Yarnall
|

YOURSELF 402 Trust Bldg., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Life . Endowment . Installment . Investment . Annuity . Partnership . Term Insurance

ATTRACTIVE SUBURBAN HOME SS

*

AN IDEAL
COUNTRY
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BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Rolled
Makes, Keeps and
Restores Beauty
in nature's own way

^pHE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
* tion effect on the akin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and grives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats
every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet "

in the corners of the eyes.

A jar of ikin food given with every roller.

For sale by all dealers, or ^X\r
Mailed upon receipt of price,

3V/C
Rubber Catalogue Free.

Agents Wanted.

G J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS

Supplying Agents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St

F. W. Braun & Co., 50 J N. Main, Los Angeles
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^School"
*»

POSITIONS
SECURED for all

Students worthy

OF RECOMMENDATION.

400 POSITIONS

In PAST YEAR
(trade mark) =•!-

A BUSINESS EDUCATION PAYS IN CASH.

J^P~ Complete Business Education—Earnest,

thorough, individual Instruction; Modern Methods.

Write for 6o page illustrated Catalogue.

R. L. DURHAM, Pres.
305 LARKIN STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

\\mm<>
FOR
BOYS

mmh
(^military;

LOS ANGELES

Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Laboratories. Ten-

acre Campus. Standard %-
mile Track . Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

Principal: Grbnville C. Emkry,
A.M., late Master in the Boston
Latin School.

Commandant : John S. Murdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lieut, in the regular

army in Cuba during the late Span-
ish war.

Spring Term Open March 30

"'TiiiJiM

CUMNOCK SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
Cumnock Hall. 1500 Fiqueroa Street

Los Angeles

ORATORY, ENGLISH. PHYSICAL CULTURE,
DRAMATIC ART, FENCING. MUSIC.

Full Course and special courses open to students at
any time. Stud to,- [lltutraUd Catalog** an >/ 'Special
Scholarship Annown•< i/n ut."

AimiK Murphy Grigo, Director.
Mi' kkii.i. M. Gkic.g, Secretary.

fi«;ht

SCHOOLS

Occidental College
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

The College. Three Course* — Classical, Literary,
Scientific.
The Preparatory Department is on the list of

schools accredited by State University. The Occidental
School of Music gives high grade instruction. Vocal and
instrumental. First semester began September 24, I

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN

CAUfORNIA, LOS ANOELES
THE COLLEGE. Faculty of 16. Ample equipment. Students

may pass from any class to the State University or any
in the East.

THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL. As "Chaffey" stood among the

highest accredited schools in the State. Utmost pains taken
with physical development, manners and character, as
well as with the intellect.

University Station. Dean Wm. T. Randall. A. M

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

An English and Classical Boarding and Day School.

Boys received at any time when there is a vacancy.
Send for Catalogue.

WALTER J. BAILEY. A. M.. Principal
Telephone Main 1556

THROOP

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

I

Theonly completely equipped Manual Training
School on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
College (Degree of B. S.

Daily exercises in Sloyd, Wood Turning Bad
Carpentry, Forging, Pattern-Making, Machine-
Shop Practice, Wood-Carving, Clay-Modeling,
Cooking, Sewing and Dressmaking, Electrical

Engineering, Chemical Laboratory Work.
Mechanical Drawing, Freehand Drawinjr and
Painting, Biological Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.
Diplomas of graduation from Throop Insti-

tute accepted by the leading colleges and uni-

versities of the country.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
W. A. Edwards, LL.D.. President
Theodore Coleman, Secretary

QIRLS' COLLEQIATE SCHOOL

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCM00L

Adams and Hoover Sts . Los Articles. California

Beautiful butkHagt, delightful home, thorough school.

' JCANNE W. OmNNUN
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I The BERLITZ School
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STARR KING BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO
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for best and most practical meth-

od of teaching foreign languages.

All languages taught by the Berlitz Method,
the best and quickest ever devised. Competent
native teachers. Private and class instruction.

Nearly 200 branches, with 75,000 students, In the

principal cities of America and Europe.

Trial lesson free on application to secretary.
Commercial classes. Send for catalogue.
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Tourist

"The Ang-elus," Los Aiitfeles.

The,.Kntataford" Hotel. Salt Lake Cltjr.

The A.ngelus, Los Angeles
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.

The newest of the first -class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

THe linutsford, Salt LaKe City-

Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city.

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

Fremont Hotel, lo9 Angei«(

American plan. Opened Octo-

ber 1, 1902. Corner Fourth and

Olive Streets.

The newest and most elegantly

appointed family hotel in the city.

Situated, two blocks from Broad-

way on an eminence commanding

a charming vista of the city, and

offering to its patrons the benefits

of purest air, prompt and court-

eous service, and a cuisine un-

equalled in points of excellence

anywhere, and reasonable ral

For terms address,

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor.



Hotels
The Westminster.—American and Euro-

pean plans. Corner Fourth and Main Streets, Los

Angeles.

Every modern comfort and convenience that can

be found in any hotel and at the most reasonable

price.

The quiet comfort and absence of confusion is

a noticeable feature of this hotel. Evidence of the

masterly manner in which the minutest details

have been taken up and dealt with are apparent

throughout the whole house, every attention being-

given to make the guest feel perfectly at home and

at ease.

In addition to its perfect internal service the

hotel maintains unsurpassed golf grounds.

P. O. Johnson, Proprietor

'l'\~J.

8if|

Refinement and Comfort.

At the "Westminster.'

Hotel Vendome, San Jose

A visit to California'is not com-

plete without a sojourn at Hotel

Vendome, San Jose, and a trip from
there to Lick Observatory, Mt.
Hamilton. San Jose is the metrop-
olis of the Santa Clara Valley, fa-

mous for its orchards, drives and

scenery, and is reached from Los
Angeles by the Southern Pacific

Railway's Coast Line to San Fran-
cisco.

The Hotel Vendome is situated
ill a large park of stately trees,
lawn and flowers. Has broad ver-

andas, artistic modern furnishings,
unexcelled cuisine, and pleasant sur-

roundings.
It is the starting point for Mt.

Hamilton stage to Lick Observa-
tory, and has golf, ping-pong, bowl-
ing, tennis, automobiles and cy-
cling.

Geo. P. Sneli,, Manager.



Tourist Hotels

'Hotel Pleasanton.'

Hotel Pleasanton, San Francisco

Situated in a pleasant part of the city
—

Sutter and Jones Streets. Very convenient to

all the theaters, churches and principal stores.

Two lines of cable cars pass hotel. Sutter St.

line direct from the Ferries to the hotel and to

Golden Gate Park and other points of interest.

Elegantly furnished rooms, single or en suite,

with or without private bath. All modern

improvements for the comfort and safety of the

guests. The excellence of the cuisine and ser-

vice are leading features, and there is an at-

mosphere of home comfort rarely met with in

a hotel. Guests desiring rooms without board

will be accommodated. Rates on the American

plan, from $2.50 to $5.00 per day for one per-

son. Special terms by the week and to fam-

ilies. O. M. Brknnan, Proprietor.

THE IDYLLWILD SANATORIUM £=
IDYLLWILD-AMONG-THE-PINES, STRAWBERRY VALLEY

RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Steam heat, electric light, modern plumbing, with mountain spring water piped
throughout. Resident physician and corps of trained nurses. Nature's cure for

asthma, la grippe, rheumatism, and all pulmonary diseases. 737,000 acres of pine
forests. Grand mountain scenery. Furnished cottages and tents to rent for house-

keeping.
Train (Santa Fe via Pasadena) leaves L,os Angeles Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

day, 8:30 a.m. Stage meets passengers at Hemet 12:40, arrives at Idyllwild at 5:30 pm.
For literature, write

R. A. LOWE, Manager, Idyllwild, Riverside Co., California.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE — Rlngr up Idyllwild, Riyerside Co., and call for Mr. Lowe.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
preTent* early wrinkle!). It it not a freckle coating ; It re-

moTen them- ANTVO CO.. 427 N. Main St.. Los Anrete*.
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" Nothing so Rare as Resting on Air"

The Pneumatic Mattress
AN IDEAL BED

I will have all my mattresses blown up, not stuft. Down is too hard."—Ben jonson.

THE
PNEUMATIC MATTRESS is as far superior to any other mattress as the Pneumatic bicycle tire is

superior to the solid tire. It fits the body perfectly. You cannot find an uncomfortable position on the Pneu-

matic Mattress. It conforms to all positions of the body, thereby resting- all parts equally. Did you ever

think how unsanitary the ordinary hair, wool or other mattress is? All the perspiration from the body permeates
the substance of the mattress and remains there. No amount of airing- will remove any disease germs that may have

lodged there. Nothing can enter the Air Mattress. It is the only sanitary mattress In existence. There is no place for

dust to lodge; there is no home for vermin. The Pneumatic Mattress needs no turning, as air never mats down. It is

always smooth and requires no manipulation to take out inequalities. No odor and never musty. Can be regulated
to any degree of hardness or softness by admitting or expelling a little air. It weighs when deflated about 18 pounds.

We make these mattresses in three sizes : %, % and full size ; the latter is also made in two parts divided length-
wise in centre, thus if two people sleep together and one wants a hard bed, the other a soft bed, both can be accom-
modated.

No springs are required with the Air Mattress ; we furnish iron slats for iron beds. It should rest on ordinary
wood slats on wood beds.

Durability : The air sack is protected by a covering of the best quality ticking. With ordinary care this mattress

will last a lifetime. Should it by any accident become punctured it can be easily repaired.

So sure are we that this mattress will give universal satisfaction that we will send you
one and allow you to use it THIRTY NIGHTS. If you do not find it the best mattress you

ever Slept on, or do not like it for any reason, return it and we will pay shipping charges
both ways and refund your money. Price $22.00 up according to size, including air pump and slats. Delivered.

FOR BABIES °urCrib Mattress is a delight to babies and a joy to mothers. It can be cleaned with a sponge

Half baby's crying and fretting will be avoided when you put him on a Pneumatic Crib Mat.
tress. Price $11.00, delivered.

FREE TRIAL

Good for Invalids

I haye used a Pneumatic Mattress for a patient who
came nuder my care from a hospital that had nothing
but excelsior mattresses. She had seven large bed
sores on her body. The first night she used your mat-
tress, she slept all night without an opiate—something
she had not done for six weeks—and has had no further
trouble, except the tediousness of their healing.

A. J. HODGSON, M. D., Waukesha, Wis.

American Steamship Line Adopt Our Air Mattress

I take pleasure instating that the Pneumatic Mattresses
on American line steamships Paris and New York have
been very satisfactory in every way and we will never
outfit a steamer with hair mattresses again. For some
time we carried a number of hair mattresses on the ships,
in case people preferred them to air mattresses, but have
ceased doing so as they are never required.

C. A. GRISCOM,
Manager of the International Navigation Co.

Our illustrated booklet,
"
Evolution of the Air Bed " and Catalog C of Pneumatic Cushions, Pillows, Yacht

Cushions, etc., sent free on request by mentioning Out West.

PNEUMATIC MATTRESS & CUSHION CO., 35C Broadway, New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

Factory at Reading, Mass.
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BIG PROFITS IN

MEXICO
We offer a Mexican investment, pay-

ing 10 %, which with contemplated

improvements, will treble in value.

Produced this year $103,743. Assets,

$147,837 in ore on dump, land, stores

and mill, besides $1,053,000 in ore

blocked out. Low capitalization. No
liabilities. Titles perfect.

INVEST NOW
To increase reduction works, a limited amount
of Treasury stock Is offered at 75c a share. Par

value, $1. A permanent dividend-payingr in-

vestment. For complete and full particulars

refirardinir our properties, bank references, etc.

ADDRESS I

BUFA MINING, MILLING

AND SMELTING CO.

Lankershim Blog. LOS ANGELES

Own a Lot in

C a 1 i f o rn i a

i
ITY OF RICHMOND, the Cali-

fornia terminus of the Santa Fe

Railroad, is just across the Bay
from San Francisco, where the

three largest corporations in the State,

namely the Santa Fe Railroad, Stand-

ard Oil Company and the Southern

Pacific Railroad meet. These corpora-
tions are spending millions of dollars

there which will make it the greatest

manufacturing city on the Pacific

Coast. Lots $200 only—

$5.oo PER MONTH
A good way to save and make money.

MAPS FREE

RICHMOND LAND CO.. Inc.

82 Crocker Building
San Francisco. Cal.
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WILL MAKE AMERICAN TIN FAMOUS

Over $20,000,000 worth of tin imported every year, about one-half of which is

profit. The Santa Ana Tin Mines are destined to be as great as the famous Tin
Mines of Cornwall, England, which have been large producers for 2350 years.
The geology is the same, and our development work has proved that they abso-

lutely conform to those wonderful mines.

There has been expended over $75,000 to date developing what we believed

would make large paying tin mines. We are now offering a limited amount of

Treasury Stock to complete the mills and development work. These mines will

be large producers and dividend payers.
Write for Prospectus and full particulars.

The Santa Ana Tin Mining Company
Gaii, Bordbn, President
J. A. Combk, General Manager

(5=^=9=

502 Laoghlin Building, LOS ANGELES, CAL.
43 Wall St., NEW YORK CITY
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FRANCIS MARSHALL ELLIOTT

Manager R^al Estate Dept.

BYRON ERKENBRECHER
Investments, Loans, Stocks and Bonds

WILLIAM H. TONKIN

Manager Mining Dept.
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To Real Estate Investors:
From California comes the call, alluring, insistent,

echoing across the Continent to residents of the effete
East—and having once heard it, few there be who do not
answer. So, into roads which lead to this land of eter-
nal spring, stream sight T seers, fortune-builders, hunters
of health, and others in search of the fountain of per-
petual youth which is well-nigh assured under sunny skies.

Los Angeles— the capital city of Southern California—
is set in a bower of beauty, snow-capped peaks of the
Sierra Madre mountains forming a noble rampart to the
north and east ;

on the south, highly cultivated orchards
of citrus and deciduous fruits, dotted here and there
with gorgeous fields of flowers; to the west the mighty
Pacific, the Father of Waters, where at all seasons of
the year it is good to see the far-glinting waves, to
feel the free sweep of the wind, and hear the noise of the

breakers, as they ride gallantly in, like foam-flecked
steeds, and fling themselves, spent, upon the shore.

Above all this grandeur rises the city itself—which,
for lack of a better name, is called Los Angeles— ''City
of the Angels''—where the life-giving breezes from the
ocean and the brilliant sunshine are tonics which quickly
restore convalescents to full health and strength; where
summer brings a troop of fair days and cool nights, and
nature puts forth her charms and reigns supreme.

It is to such a land we beckon you! Your own best in-
terests bid you come. Tell us of your wants—by letter
or in person—and we will aid you.

Very cordially yours,

Z^a^c^ \^Z00**6*+ZSL ~f^C^s/\/

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION : First National Bank, State Bank and Trust Company, Dun or Bradstreet.
Western Union Code 1901 Edition. *
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in an exquisite toilet necessity f"r

fine<i and beautiful women has been
readied in

LABLACHE
Face Powder, which has tieen the standard
for purity and excellence for over thirty

years, ft clears, freshens, lieautities and

preserves the most delicate ^complexion.
It is antiseptic In its action. It makes possible a lovely complexion
for all women. Flesh, Pink, White, Cream Tints. 40c. a box. Drug-
gists or by mail. He-ware of dangerous substitutes.

BEN LEVY & Co., French Perfumers, 125 Kingston Street, Boston.

Read Pasadena Town
Talk, tKe most up-to-date
Society paper in
SoutKern California

Subscription—
$1 per annum

Town Talk Publishing Co., Pasadena, Cat.

Busy Men in every calling

Gifted Women with facile pens

WILL FIND IN

Waterman's Idea! Fountain 'Pen

complete satisfaction and the best investment

they can make in the way of personal con-

venience and time-saving-.

Most prominent dealers have large sto*

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens, and are glad to
show them. If yonr dealer cannot fit your hand we
will send him an assortment for yonr select on.
Thus you can be sure of gt-tting a satisfactory pen
point, which, you must remember, is guaranteed.

L. E. Waterman Co.,
173 Broadway, - New York, N. Y.

i2 Golden Lane, London
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ESTABLISHED J*M

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - $13,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL---------- 2,500,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - - - 350,000
MONTHLY INCOME, OVER ----.-. 100,000

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the

members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn from 8 to 12 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allow them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, t«rm.

HOME OFFICE : 301 California St , San Francisco, California

WM. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager
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THE RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT.
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

XI.

OUBTLESS a proper oracle could better answer ;
but if

the Grand Inquisitor were to put me to the rack for ex-

planation of this extraordinary growth of Southern

California beyond the other half-State—its superior in

"natural advantages,
" in precedence of wealth and economic

development, and in many other things
—among the first and

among the last reasons I should have to assign would be

"Hard Luck." It has been scarcely so much our Resources

that have made Southern California recently outstrip the

fatter end of this magnificent commonwealth as rather our

apparent Lack of them. It has been a progress rather

more by our Misfortunes than by our realized Blessings. Some-
what more noted philosophers have before now spoken of

the Uses of Adversity ;
but I do not know if there has ever

been a more striking concrete instance on a large scale.

The first great factor in the new life of California—in its

development as a real and agricultural and sober commonwealth,
as distinguished from a community gambling royally in gold,

silver and grain in succession—was the fearful drouth of 1864.

Besides the early historic period, with which we are not now
dealing, there may be said to have been three Californias. One
was that of the Golden Fleece of 1849 and the decade following.
The second was the unprecedented silver craze of the Bonanzas,

beginning just before the war, and lasting eighteen years. The
third, temporally underlapping both these epochs, but now
greatly overshadowing both together in economic importance

—

Copyrighted 1903 by Ch»t. F. Lummis. All rights ryarved.
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Agricultural California—began no less a gamble than were the

hazards of mining and of the stock market. For a generation,
California—after it began to have Gringo farms at all ; after

the smartest Americans that ever moved had been here a dozen

years, and had refused to believe that the soil was good for

anything but to dig metal out of—was the scene of the most

"enterprising," but among the least desirable, farming in the

world
; farming on the largest scale physically, but least to the

real development of State or national resources. There were

single farms almost big enough for an Eastern State. The
whole scale was colossal. Such machineries were invented and

operated in this gigantic agriculture as had never before been

seen, and are scarcely to be seen elsewhere even now. Every-

thing conspired— the apparent face of Nature, the labor

market, the produce market, transportation
—to foster this class

of gambling for enormous stakes of grain.

In 1864 the severest drouth that has been known in California

withered the State from end to end
; and particularly, of course,

the more arid southern half. Crops parched ;
unnumbered

myriads of cattle died on the range
—in Santa Barbara that

year fifty thousand head of cattle were sold at thirty-seven and

one-half cents a head—and if there had been our modern busi-

ness standards, the State would have gone bankrupt. That it

did not, was simply because it was still primitive, and not to be

scared.

But this drouth, with its mortal blow to the great happy-go-

lucky stock business, and its fearful example to the half-million-

acre grain ranch, was in fact the prophecy and foremost com-

pelling cause of a new regime. It was the first, and to this day
the thickest, wedge to the splitting of those enormous ranches,

which were in their time the natural feature of so enormous an

area as California ;
but which under modern civilization are the

curse of any commonwealth. Up to that time it had been im-

possible to get these huge, careless, demi-semi-worthless princi-

palities broken up, or subdivided, or sold except in a lump.
That historic season of famine brought about, very promptly
and on a very large scale, a new willingness to sell land to set-

tlers in something less than ten-thousand-acre lots. Even more

than the Chinese Exclusion Act—the only historic happening
which can be at all counted in the same category as "influential

in changing the character of California farming from the big-

gest in the world, and the most reckless, and in a sense the

most stupid, to the smallest and the most intensive, and in many
senses the most scientific—this empiric happening of a season

remade the economic fortunes of an empire. To this day there
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are still probably larger farms in California than anywhere
else ;

but these are already survivals. The typical California

farming- now is of a small acreage, occupied not by tenants but

by the American owner ;
tilled not to a single crop

—while its

farmer buys his potatoes, beans, corn, vegetables, fruit and even

the flour made from his own wheat, as used to be true, even fif-

teen years ago
—but of a manifold crop; and on the average

drawing toward the ideal wherein each little farm shall be self-

centered and self-supporting ;
where a man with five acres or

ten acres may produce, and does produce, practically everything
needful to the sustenance and comfort of his family, and has

only to purchase, with his surplus product, their luxuries.

This dry and bitter lesson of course has been emphasized by

many sequent lesser ones. The rich years in California, while

very comfortable to the individual, have not been an economic

blessing in the long run— for precisely the same reason that the

geographic half of the State which has fewer hard years is

relatively so far behind in material development and in the

speed of such development. Merely as a hint of what I mean,
it may be said that Southern California completed with 1902 the

most extraordinary sequence of three dry seasons in its history.

None of them were so parched as 1864
;
but never before, since

the records began, have three consecutive years brought so little

rainfall. The instant result of this persistent drouth was, of

course, a certain amount of individual distress—although, as a

matter of fact, no State east of Colorado can show a record so

free from failures, or real suffering by drouth. It was, how-

ever, a stringency which seemed cruel to Californians accus-

tomed to have, and expecting to have, so much more than the

Eastern farmer hopes in his most rosy dreams. Yet these three

concurrent dry years were an incalculable benefit to the entire

region, precisely in that they emphasized upon this enormous
number of Tenderfoot farmers the great philosophic truth that

it is necessary to Know you are Right before you Go Ahead.
In other words, a sudden impediment in the sky, so that it did

not yield the normal precipitation whereby the happy-go-lucky
farmer gets his casual crop, taught a teachable population to

"look a little out" for their own weather. That they were
teachable is perhaps best indicated by the fact that in the second

of these years enough New Water—New, because upon it the

sun never shone before—was dragged, out of new wells and new
tunnels, to the light of day and the refreshment of thirsty

fields, to have saved half the State of Rhode Island from ever

seeing another drouth. Again Hard Luck was our benefactor.

Of course, we cannot reasonably predicate all progress to
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philosophies of this sort. There are factors which may be for

adversity, but which it would be straining a point to reckon

wholly so, that have been very vital in this unprecedented growth
of population for one-half of a State as against the other half

;

and the two most sweeping of these factors may be named, in

round numbers—Railroads and Oranges.

It was over eighteen years ago—and it is far longer in devel-

opment than in years
—that after soaking a tongue swollen forth

as large as my wrist, and dry and rough as rawhide, in

the crystal flow of the Mojave, I trudged up the southern accliv-

ity of the Desert to the Cajon Pass, and came down into God's

Country. It was not compulsory then to walk
;
for there was a

railroad from the East to Los Angeles, and had been for ten

years ; but it was One railroad—and of One Sort. It had done

practically nothing, in its decade of possession, to upbuild the

country. The population was practically no larger than at its

advent, and not nearly so rich
;
for the earnings of the railroad

in those ten years had been skinned off the country. The rate

on oranges to the Missouri River, when I came, was $600 a car
;

and I have friends who, after selling their fruit at good figures

in St. Louis, had to pay the railroad a few hundred dollars more

to make up the freight bill. A year later, down through the

same Pass where a poor French-Canadian and I hobbled on

desert-burned feet, a competing railroad crept in
;
and a little

later yet there befell a railroad rate-war, perhaps not unparall-

eled in history so far as traffic figures are concerned, but cer-

tainly unique if we consider either the cost of travel per

mile at the height of the war, or the far-reaching economic

effects. This great duel of transportation began about May,
1886. The population of Los Angeles was very little larger

then than in 1880, when the national census gave it 11,183. As
much was true of all Southern California. Passenger rates

from Kansas City to California had been about $70 ;
from Chi-

cago, $100; from New York, $120; and few there were that

came in thereat. Por about three months in the spring of 1886,

tickets either way between Los Angeles and Missouri River

points
—as Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha, and so on—were

sold regularly at not to exceed $25 ;
and of this fare the pas-

senger got $20 back at the end of his journey. At the height
of the struggle there was a short time when tickets sold for $5

"flat;" but it was very soon found necessary to protect this

figure by the rebate plan, because passengers going sixty miles

out would buy a ticket to St. Louis, for about the local fare to

Colton, and getting home would sell or give away the "paste-

board " which was still good for the rest of the transcontinental
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journey. One day I saw
tickets sold at $1 for this

|
little ride of 2,800 miles

;

1 and I am informed by a rail-

? road official, who has the

2 best opportunity to know,
ij since he sold them, that

for one day at a little

Southern California station

a number of tickets to St.

Louis were handed out at

. fifty cents apiece ! It was
I cheaper to go across the

!; continent than to stay at

i home. Pares never went
13 back to the old pitch.

j
Now this is interesting

: and humorous, but not in-
'

trinsically important. The
I far-reach ing thing is that

i these Take-One tickets were

J
to a country known by
name to every American who

\
could read, or who had the

I
organs of hearing ; a coun-

l
try which was, to every

j such person, endued with a

3 certain Alpenglow. There
= is probably no American
~ now alive to whom the name

California is not some sug-

gestion of mystery and of

romance
; and there was no

such deaf-and-dumb Ameri-
can sixteen years ago. The
result of this railroad
squabble was to precipitate

such a flow of tentative mi-

gration
— such an avalanche

of people Going over to

Look at it
— as I believe

has no parallel. This
going forth to spy out the land very promptly turned to a
serious permanent migration. For many years I was almost

constantly riding back and forth part of the distance between
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Kansas and California

;
and for the last sixteen years I have

personally seen (what the records show to be true) such a tide

of one-way travel as cannot be seen anywhere else, nor ever was
seen elsewhere. For sixteen years, almost every day of every
month in every year, the westbound train has been full

; the

eastbound train
"
light." It is only at specific periods of a few

weeks, when the winter tourist is returning home, that the

seasoned traveler thinks of reserving his Pullman accommoda-
tions for going East. There is no day in the year when he

doesn't know it to be necessary to reserve them coming West.

Now this enormous migration, resultant upon railroad com-

petition and the cheapness of admission to a famous "show,"
has overwhelmingly concerned Southern California. It is the

only part of the State which ever has known, or to this day
knows, railroad competition. It is true that the "competing
line" today reaches San Francisco; but this is a civilized day,
and Competition has given way to Pooling. And to this day,

although there are no traffic discriminations whatsoever against
the northern part of the State— if anything there are conces-

sions to it
—the enormous preponderance of travel is still, as it

has been for all these years, concentric to Los Angeles. Under-

standing this, the growth of the small and unimportant town

far faster than the opulent metropolis of the most famous State

in the Union, although still astonishing, is no longer incompre-
hensible.

But the ability to go to one town more easily or more cheaply
than to another is not all the secret ;

and perhaps the most

vital, or at least the most easily demonstrated, factor of that

growth in which the "cow counties" have of late outstripped

the historic and romantic North, is Yellow of another sort ; not

so dazzling, not so demoralizing, nor so picturesque as the

golden nuggets which crazed the sober East 54 years ago, but

lure enough. The orange has attracted to California fully as

many people as gold did, and, beyond any question, of a soberer

and more desirable class of citizens—although I would be the

last person to appraise the modern grove-planting Eastern im-

migrant above that fierce adventurer of two generations before

him. The Argonaut was a good deal more of a Figure. But in

spite of personal preference, I am free to concede that his

latter-day substitute better befits a "civilized" American com-

monwealth. That is, in mass a community of Argonauts was a

hard proposition, although there is no population which would

not welcome, and be the better for, some leavening of its lump

by that sort.

The orange, of course, is not a modern invention, even in Cal-
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The Pacific from a La Jolla Cave. Photo by Fitch

ifornia.* Bernal Diaz planted the first orange trees in the New
World better than 375 years ago. The Franciscan missionaries

brought the tree up from Mexico early in their administration of

California ; and of the early American pioneers in this State,
before the gold rush — it is not necessary to count the Spanish
rancheros, who had adapted the trees from the missions— a few
had already before 1850 made some considerable cultivation.

The Wolfskill grove in Los Angeles was a marvel to the Ameri-
can gold hunters. By 1862 there were 25,000 orange trees in

the State, all seedlings. In 1873 a casual man in the little three-

*See this masrazine for February and March, 1902, for article withTa large number of

engraving's of the orange industry 250 years ago.
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year-old village of Riverside received from the Department of

Agriculture in Washington two seedless orange trees derived

from Brazil. From the buds of these parent trees, still grow-

ing neglected in a back yard of the wonderfully rich and beauti-

ful city of Riverside — where the old man and his wife have been

left to poverty amid the vast riches they helped create — mil-

lions upon millions of trees have been planted in California and

shipped elsewhere, their fruit taking the foremost rank in the

American market, and developing what is in many ways the

most significant industry
— as it is certainly the most attractive

in the West.

There are now ( U. S. Census 1900), in California 5,648,714

orange and 1,493, 113 lemon trees, five times as many orange trees

and eighteen times as many lemon trees as there were ten years

ago. Orange trees will grow almost anywhere in California, but

not "commercially ;" and while there are a few northern localities

(like Porterville) where they thrive well, the law is reasonably

indicated by the present fact (Census 1900), that the four coun-

ties of Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Riverside and Orange have

more than four-fifths of all the orange trees in the State— as

San Diego and Los Angeles counties have more than half of all

the lemon trees of the State.

Ever since the fabled Gardens of the Hesperides, through all

the Greek and Roman classics, throughout the literature of

Arabia, and almost every other land that has a literature, the

orange has not only been a Pruit but a Romance. It was early

named "golden apple"
—and there is already a keynote of its

peculiar category. Common fruits are not called by poetic

names—although all have romantic histories to such as care to

delve into these things. But the orange has never yet become

commonplace ;
and many no older than I, in reading these

lines will still remember youthful days when an orange from

Sicily (there were none then in the East from California) was

an Event. It is not fanciful to connect this sort of childhood as-

sociation, and the consequent romance which persists past

childhood in the maturer mind, with economic and historic de-

velopments. As a matter of fact, there would not be much his-

tory if there were no child ideals and no persistence of romance

in adults. There would have been no Crusades, no Discovery

of America, no Much of Anything, but for these very senti-

mentalities ;
and like all the other keen tools of Evolution,

they work just as well and just as inevitably today under our

eyes as they have worked ever on the millennial lathe of Time.

This is one of the secrets of the new California, plus the

Name and its cognate romance of Gold, plus the mystery of its
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The Head of Irrigation.

(The Sierra Madre from "
the I,ion's Den.")

Photo by C. F. L.

Distance and its probable Wildness, and its Desperadoes and its

Indians, plus its Scenery and its gentle Climate. It has had,
and it has, for every reasonably newspaper-read American, or

other civilized being-, an added attraction by reason of its still

romantic fruit. It is a matter into which we need not dip just

now with cold statistics to show how large a proportion of the

new immigration to California has gone more or less into

orange-growing—very often to their detriment and loss ; be-

cause while oranges will grow anywhere, and will anywhere
look pretty, there is only a small proportion, even of Southern

California, where they can be grown to the best commercial ad-

vantage ; that is, where they are absolutely free from the frost

to which they are sensitive, from the sea fogs which smut them,
and from other adverse influences

; and where the fruit is of

that matchless perfection which brings "top prices," and of sort

to make the best Mediterranean, or Mexican, or Costa Rican orange
look cheap and taste cheap. But that it is a fact is so obvious

to everyone acquainted with this region or with the record of de-

velopment as to need no serious particularization. Practically

every new-comer who dabbles with the soil at all, plants at least
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some oranges ; and this is well ;

for of all the trees that man has

corseted to uniform "symmetry
" and fattened for his use, none

other is more beautiful and none more grateful. The market

bearings of the question may be left to work themselves out in

friction with the facts they must encounter.

Nor is it only the golden beauty of the crop, the fact that it

is continuous every month in the year, that when handled with

the best American shrewdness it may pay a larger income per

acre per year than perhaps any other crop extensively planted

by man—there have been a good many cases of $1,000 per acre
;

which is at least four times what a good grower can hope to av-

Sbippino Orangks. Photo by Pierct

erage
—that has made the orange at once a witchcraft and a

sober factor in the development of a country whose every phase
is wizardry to the Easterner. These visible facts have been

oftenest perceived, no doubt ; and no doubt have most often

persuaded the movable provincial.

But these are pretty bubbles on the surface. The significant

importance of the orange is in something more than its finan-

cial or aesthetic attractiveness, or than the great rise in values

of land upon which it can be produced to perfection. It lies in

the broader conditions which these things have helped to bring
about. A crop that may pay $1,000 per acre per year immedi-

ately enhances the price of suitable lands to at least as much per

acre as one year's harvest may reimburse. This for one thing
means a direct weeding of the pecuniarily unfit—and while it is
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The'New Glenwood Tavrkn, Riverside.

by no means an axiom that those who Have the Price are

thereby the Best People, it will be conceded as a general rule

that they who have something to show for the time they have

lived average more desirable citizens than those who have noth-

ing. This crop, furthermore, can be raised only by irrigation.

The region where it can be most successfully cultivated is of

reluctant rainfall
;
and irrigation is no child's play. It is too

large a task for the individual—even for the individual who
can pay $1,000 or $1,500 or $2,000 an acre for land to farm on.

It absolutely compels associative effort. It forces the Civilized

and book-learned Man, who is forgetting a lesson that Natural

Man learned thousands of years ago, to come back to it. It

compels a large amount of communal effort, applied not only
with high intelligence, but with mutual tolerance and consid-

eration. The scarce and shrunken streams of the land where
the orange will grow must be diverted and conserved ; coaxed

to, and set about, the roots of these gold-minting trees, by
great reservoirs and by leagues of cemented ditches, and by
other great works no one person can think to undertake for him-
self. And not only must these huge community improvements
be made and paid for; they must be perennially maintained and

administered for the common good.

This, more than any other one thing, is the secret of the magic
growth and the perhaps peerless industrial prosperity of com-
munities like Riverside, or Redlands, or their peers which have
not their like anywhere outside of Southern California; but
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which in this peculiar region are typical and will here be in-

definitely multiplied. The smartest people in the world—and

that they are the smartest there is no question^ for. they them-

selves confess it
—Americans, expend such an energy as doubt-

less no equal number of human beings ever spent before. They
have come to an apparent maximum capacity of steam-making ;

but to Harness their collective steam, to correlate it, to co-

ordinate it
—

that, as a class, Americans have yet to learn. It

is not because in Southern California we are smarter than our

fellows, that we have learned—or some of us—but because

Nature has been kind enough to burn the lesson in upon our

unwilling minds. Again our Misfortune has been the Making
of us. Instead of pulling apart, or pulling alone, we have

learned, under this pinch of necessity, to Pull Together. To-

gether we have gone to the mountains and dammed their

canons, or tunneled their foothills
;
taken up old streams, or

drawn new ones from the earth
;
and coddled their life-giving

tide along conduits as carefully made as a sidewalk, for miles

or leagues.

By these means—by the communal consent and cooperation of

tens of thousands of Americans—we have been enabled to give

these tens of thousands such a certainty in their agriculture as

man in civilization never knew before, in any such scale of

profit. And that first lesson has been a step to others. Co-

operative irrigation has shown us—as it would show any other

people on earth—the unmistakable hint that the same leverage

can be applied to other dead-weights of commerce and of

life. From this at first painful necessity, we have learned that

even as they of an American community can farm better by

helping one another, so also they can market better in concert
;

and more than anywhere else in the United States—so far as I

am aware, more than elsewhere in the world—the fruit which
we have communally made possible, we communally market.

Mutual packing, cooperative shipping and marketing, are now
the rule and not the exception in Southern California ; and not

alone in our typical and dazzling crop of citrus fruits. Every

neighborhood of the seven counties has its cooperative packing

association, which maintains prices and uniformity of pack,

discourages the frequent Tenderfoot who would send frozen or

cull oranges to the markets of the East hoping to be undetected,

and in other ways secures what any sane person will concede to

be the rudiments of
"
business."

Rather for these reasons than for mere money, the orange has

done incomparably more for the sane and lasting development
of California than gold ever did. Of course, in direct finance, it
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has not yet rivaled that elsewhere unrivaled sum. Nor any-

where else in history has any population, even of three times

the size, added so much to the world's wealth as did the Argo-
nauts in the prime of gold in California. But the State is now

producing- more dollars' worth of oranges than of gold,* al-

though only one political division in the United States, or in

the New World, equals California's gold product toda}'. And
while the metallic output of the nation is approximately sta-

tionary, as is that of this State, the horticultural product of

both is increasing ;
and that of California with enormous

speed. t The increase of the citrus industry alone in California

(being, as it is, steady, direct, and without reasonable proba-

bility of check), is not unimportant even as a factor in the

prosperity of the Union. But altogether aside from money, the

economic and the sociologic influence is much more than
"
im-

portant." Gold, indeed (when California invented it, so far as con-

cerns the United States) subverted national ideas, and upset, and

spilled this way the more animate people of the East in a fashion

never before paralleled. But it is not "academic " to remark

that this fortuitous and gambling bonanza was far less weighty
from every historic point of view than the lesser present annual

"finds," which depend not on the luck of a vein, nor on

"pocket," "drift," or "lode," but simply on industry, shrewd-

ness, patience, and the concert of numbers. When I say

"orange," I may be pardoned for using it as the most glittering

type of a far larger class—namely, horticulture. Merely as a

curio, let us note here that the one crop of oranges in Southern

California, for the year now finishing, is more in money value

than three and a half times the gold crop which but little over

half a century ago gave the entire East the wildest craze it has

known before or since.

[to be continued.]

*Over $18,000,000 a year in oranges ; about $17,000,000 in gold.

tNo other State ever produced one-half as much gold in a year as California did in its

best twelve-month. At the highest figures for 1852 {Chronicle Statistician) this was $85,000,-

000. In 1900 (U. S. Census) the agricultural products of California amounted to over

$131,000,000.
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WILLIAM ftEITH.
Suggested by Lillie V. O'Ryan's miniature portrait of the famous artist.

By INA COOLBRITH.

E read that under the far Indian skies,

The dusk magician with his mystic wand
Calls from the arid and unseeded sand,

Whereon the shadowless sun's white fervor lies,

A perfect tree before our wondering eyes.

First its green shoot uplifts a tender hand ;

Then trunk and spreading foliage expand
To flower and fruit

;
and then it droops and dies.

But he—our wizard of the tinted brush—
In God's diviner necromancy skilled,

Gives to our vision Earth, in grandeur free !

Rose-gold of dawn and evening's purple hush,

The Druid-woods with Nature's worship filled,

The mountains and the everlasting sea.

"This highly satisfactory miniature has just tn-en completed Rvan, and is here

reproduced for the first time.
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NEVADA INDIAN BASKETS AND THEIR
MAKERS.

By CLARA MAC NAUGHTON.

ASKET-MAKING is one of the most ancient

Indian industries, and has been carried on by-

most of the North American tribes, with varying
skill and art. Its highest development has

been reached on the Pacific Coast, perhaps par-

ticularly among the Paiutes, Soshones and

Washoes of Nevada.

The process of manufacture is practically identical in all

cases. Commencing at the bottom, a small bunch of grass,

roots, osier, or willow is bound together with a fiber of the

weaving material made flexible by dipping into water or passing
between the lips. This is then coiled upon itself, each coil

being securely fastened to the one below bypassing the weaving
thread or fiber around the upper coil and through some of the

wrapping-strands of the lower ones. For this purpose, a bodkin,
or awl, is used, made from flint, obsidian or volcanic glass, or

the thigh-bone of a small bird. As the coils pile up they are

made to bulge outward to form the side of a basket, or inward
to shape the neck of a vase or bottle.

In ornamenting the basket, the weaver never slavishly fol-

lows a set rule or pattern, yet never works at hap-hazard. Each
article is treated individually, and at the will of the artist, but

with a thorough understanding of the purpose for which it is

to be used, a definite plan of decoration, and a foresight of the

final effect of each succeeding stitch.

The Paiutes produce water-jugs, seed or sorting baskets,
winnows and cradles, of a twisted, or in-and-out weave, that

will not hold water unless coated with pitch.

The Soshones weave fine and beautiful baskets of willow,

using a single slender twig for a foundation and weaving from
the inside outward. This brings the smooth finish on the in-

side of the basket. Among the tribal designs most frequently
found are those which symbolize that the tribe was once more
numerous and powerful than at present, but had been swept
away by a pestilence. Others represent conventionally the

flight of wild geese, the burning of prisoners at the stake, and
the lighting of beacon fires on the hills. Rude figures of men,
like those drawn by very young children, also appear.
Of late years, the Soshones travel over to California annually,

where they are employed on the farms and in the hop-fields

during summer and autumn. Their earnings there are large

enough to supply most of their wants during the winter, and
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A Cknti-kv-Olii WaTBB Baskict.

the result is that their older native industry is slighted. Instead

of tramping the hills in search of good materials, colored by
nature, as they used, they use dyes, sometimes even painting the

designs upon the surface. They have not yet descended to aniline

dyes, but make their own from various vegetable substances and

clay. But the Washoes produce the most perfect baskets. The
natural question, "Who are the Washoes?" may be answered
with this quotation from a report of the Bureau of Ethnology* :

Associated with the Paiutes are the Washo, or Wfi'sin as they call them-
selves, a small tribe of about 400 souls, and having' no affinity as far as
known with any other Indians. They occupy the mountain region in the
extreme western portion of Nevada, about Washoe and Tahoe Lakes and
the towns of Carson and Virginia City. They formerly extended farther
east and south, but have been driven back by the Paiutes, who conquered
them, reducing them to complete subjection.

Today I believe there are about 500 Washoes.

When a tourist drops into Carson his gaze falls casually on the

groups of "bucks" and "squaws" dressed in modern gar-
ments

;
the male with overalls, colored shirt, bright kerchief

twisted round his throat, rather long black hair covered with

wide-brimmed hat
;
the females in gaudy calico gowns, gingham

aprons, gay shawls or blankets, according to the weather,

•Paire 1051, 14th Annual Report.
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Dat-So-La-Le's Masterpiece.

714 inches high, 35 inches circumference, 29 to 30 stitches to the inch.

About 50,000 stitches in basket. Value, $1500.

bright silk handkerchief tied over head. Before leaving- he

ma}' come to believe that these down-trodden poor Washoes are

of all the American Indians the most interesting
- and prolific pro-

ducers of curios to delight the heart of a collector. They reach

the highest perfection in symmetry of form, fineness of weave

(using as a rule two twigs for the foundation coils, though of

such fineness one would not be able to discern it in the com-

pleted article) and symbolical composition. No article leaves

their hands without bearing, woven into it with each stitch,

some special significance in its design. During a long experi-

ence of curio collecting, I have never found two Washoe baskets

alike, even from the same artist, each varying not only accord-

ing to the individuality of the weaver, but to her mood and

purpose. Each one tells some fact, legend, or bit of family his-

tory—some brave deed performed by ancestors before war and

persecution had crushed thern. Pew people have the faintest

idea how much direct and peculiar interest the Indian woman
puts into a basket. Bach one bears some distinct variation or

suggestion of the occasion and purpose of its production, as the

maker's fancy, condition, or surroundings dictated.

The Washoes are no great talkers, but confidence once gained

they will relate that they are descended from several different

tribes or families who came
"
from the high hills 'way off, and

from the north 'way, 'way off," who, banded together for the sake

of peace, became powerful, and in their arrogance made the
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Great Spirit angry, so he

permitted them to be driven

away into the interior far

from the 'big waters,' away
in here where the big lake

was [they claim they knew
this valley when it was a

lake]. The Great Spirit

took pity on them and

changed the lake into a

peaceful valley for them."

Washoe Valley they have

always called it. ^f'But, alas!

even here, the Paiutes be-

came jealous of them, and

after years of enmity, in

1850 or 1851 finally con-

quered them, and, in their

terms of peace, dictated

such oppressive subjugation,

had not the white men rap-

idly flocked in, searching for

the 'bright dust,' they would

have been exterminated."

Even now they talk in whis-

pers of the Paiutes, and

move aside in silence at

their approach. The treaty

demanded the surrender of

all their horses and trap-

pi n g s
,

bead-work, shell-

money, wampums, arms, basketry of all description, and

forbade them to weave basketry (the Washoes were famous

among the Indian tribes for their basketry, teaching the art

and trading their baskets with other tribes). They were for-

bidden to plant or raise crops; ordered to wear their hair short
;

to have no names; to "become as worms." Since the whites

took possession of the State they have adopted names from

them, as Mary Walker, Jim Bland, etc.

An old woman—the most famous and skilful of all the Washoes
—well remembers and will tell on occasion how she learned the

art of fine imbricated (from the outside inward) weaving—in

perfect silence, her hand held and every motion directed by the

ancient medicine-woman.

Encouraged by a few of the whites, the Washoes are again

Ciioick Washok Baskkts.



Be-sul, A Typical Washoe Woman.
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pursuing their beautiful art, and the older women are weaving
fine baskets. But the younger workers are apt to be so affected

by white influences that a large part of the Indian character-

istics is lost. A collector or one intimately handling their work

can easily distinguish the product of a pupil of the government
schools on reservations from that of an Indian who follows the

natural instinct and the ancestral teachings.

From the Washoes collectors obtain spears, bows, arrows,

scalping-knives, lassos, horse-trappings, saddle-bags, hats for

dances and for protection when gathering acorns or nuts; funeral,

bridal, birth, and household baskets ; cooking-baskets, cooking-

spoons, gourds for packing water and for home use, and cradles

made of wijlow. The spear-heads and arrow-points are of flint,

obsidian or volcanic glass.

The tiny offering or gift basket (Sing-Aru-mi), when used

to propitiate the Harvest Spirit, is filled with choicest grain or

seeds or acorns from the last crop, to insure a future good har-

vest. One or two of the large storing or household baskets

^ Day-gee-coop) will hold the winter supply of grain or nuts.

The flat cradles (.Bicosc-modi-mi-odi) are for the papooses

(nozu-nung) . If the child's father is a famous brave or chief,

the basket is covered with buckskin and gaily decorated with

beads, trinkets, tasseled fringes or feathers. The ornamenta-

tion of the little sheltering cover for the head tells the sex of

the occupant.
The conical shaped burden-basket {Mo-ke-nit) contrasts with

the flat clothes-basket or trunk (Gee-u-luni). The cooking-

basket (Sing-aru), made with two twigs for foundation or woof

coil, is a bowl-shaped affair, in honor of
l<

Mother-Earth," who

gives to the Indian most of his edibles. As the Indians now
use modern cooking-utensils, which they can place directly over

the fire, instead of baskets in which they had to throw hot rocks

to cook their savory messes, fine "Sings" are rare and valu-

able. Other forms of basketry are the winnows or sifters (>//<>/-

dot), winnowing-fans (mo/-do/-ti>ig-(i»!-?)ii), and cooking-spoons

or ladles (Ba-lay-oo) . The latter are made of young saplings,

twisted and bound into a rough spoon-shape, and are used to

handle hot rocks with in cooking. The beadwork (moch-coo)

takes the form of belts (mal-too), necklaces (oow-/e/-srd), brace-

lets {?>ui-/oo-ye&), armlets (da-ling-at-sil-bay-a-gin}* and head-

dresses ( ba-yu-mel-Iik) .

The men are proficient in making arrows (//<»-/•<-><//), bows

{bo-lo-hof), snow-shoes, ( Son-m a/i-/ce), pipes (Ban-ko-stat'}, and

many other articles of value to collectors.
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A Washoe Weaving a Rabbit-Skin Blanket.

The colors in Washoe basketry are all Inatural ;
the white of

the willow (Dat-ill-yah-wee) ,
the brown or reddish tint of the

bark of the mountain birch circis occidentalism (et-ba-sha) ,
and

the black of the root of a mountain brake, Pterris aquilanis

{mes-a-weg-a-see) ,
are all imperishable, and acquire with age a

richness that makes them incomparable.
The symbolical language used in these designs is interesting,

as each stitch of color woven in has a relation to every other

stitch, each placed perfectly to form a complete symbolism.
Similar designs may have entirely different significance, such

as property marks or inheritance symbols
—crests as it were

—as these Indians do not tattoo emblems upon their person, ex-

cept in the case of married women, who sometimes have one or

two bracelets upon the right wrist. However, they do paint

their faces to signify their condition in life—aged or youthful,

married or single.

[to be concluded.]
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TURNING A NEW LEAF.
*VER since the immortal day when the pious but

"
practical" Pilgrim Fathers, debarking from

the Mayflower, "Pell first upon their Knees,

and then upon the Aborigines," the Indian has

Had to Move. Particularly in the last century
—

and throughout it, and into this century and up
to date—he has been inevitably and invariably

shoved back and out. Almost the only Indians in the United

States who still occupy in any numerousness their immemorial

lands are the sedentary Pueblos of New Mexico and Arizona—
and they only because until 55 years ago they were under the

"Indian policy" of naughty Spain, and therefore secure of

tenure so far ; while our government has mostly confirmed and

patented their land-titles since we "acquired" their country

from Mexico. Practically everywhere else in this great nation

the story of innumerable eviction has been serial and shameful.

Across every State in the Union it has been written red with

Indian wars, and black with civilized greed. Everywhere, the

Indian has managed to have land that the Superior Race hank-

ered after. Everywhere, the Superior Race has got it. Some-

times by merely killing-off the impudent prior owners
;
some-

times by national treaties which were either swindles intended

from the outset, or "jest naturally
" broken the moment some-

one really cared to break them (it is said to be historic fact that

the government of the United States has never kept one treaty

with an Indian tribe) ;
sometimes by fraudulent surveys ;

or by
forcible

"
squattings ;

"
or by perjured filings; or by getting

the simple aborigine drunk with the Juice of Civilization, and

"paying" him a jack-knife for a farm. And sometimes by de-

cision of the Supreme Court—in blessed innocence of the his-

tory and the law involved. But whatever the means, the end

has always been the same. The Indian Must Go—whenever

and wherever his Christian Neighbor could Use his Place. And
he has gone. And he will keep going, since he will never have

a different sort of neighbors. The only tribes today measur-

ably safe from further eviction are those that have already been

driven back and back until the lands upon which they now
starve (while upon their starvation a lot of "American" offi-

cials draw salaries) are so worthless that no one else would take

them for a gift. That is the case of practically all the Mission

Indians in Southern California, among others. A horned-toad

would not wilfully exile himself to the deserts to which these

people have been crowded. They starve
;

but no one will

drive them further. Some idea of these facts, and many exem-
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plary instances, are of record easy to be consulted. See, for

instance, the "Reading-list on Indians" printed in these pages
last month.

But the Sequoya League has made a new record. So far as

is known, never before in our history as a nation were Indians

moved to better lands than those from which they were dispos-

sessed. It wasn't "the intention." The precise reason for

moving them has habitually been that the lands they had were

"too good for Injuns"
—
though just about good enough for

"Americans." It is pertinent to remark that the Warner's

Ranch Indian Commission, in Turning a New Leaf, encountered

much of this same noble spirit. Several Gentlemen, poignantly
anxious to sell their worthless lands to the Government, at an

exorbitant price, as a home for the Warner's Ranch exiles, could

not forbear the declaration that this was
"

really too good for

Indians." If it weren't, the present owners would not have it

for sale. Without exception, there is not a single title which
can go back sixty years and not rest on spoliation.

Through the efforts of the League—backed up by the direct

personal interference of President Roosevelt on several critical

occasions, and by the desire of the present Indian Office to do

right (the two availing to counterbalance that Red Tape which

is the greatest aid to designing scoundrels and the unvarying
foe of all efforts to get justice done)—the government has been

enabled to buy for the Warner's Ranch Indians far more and

far better lands than those from which they are evicted. The

story of the loss of their immemorial homes roused deep public

interest all over the country ;
and whenever the American people

know the facts, they can be trusted to feel right. This public

sentiment, whose wide distribution astonished the Department,
was of no small assistance to the League ; and after a steady

campaign of six months the first Violation of Routine was ac-

complished. The report of one of the best Inspectors in the

service was held in abeyance ; the Warner's Ranch Commission

was appointed, and promptly showed that he had been imposed

upon ;
that the Indians would starve on the lands he recom-

mended ;
and that these lands had been sold several times, re-

cently, for about one-third what the Government was preparing
to pay for them. And the victory was won on the only line on

which the League expects or wishes to win any victory
—Horse

Sense. Even Red Tape saw that it was better to get 3,400

acres of better land, and 500 times the water supply, for $46,000,

than 2,300 acres, and no water, for $70,000.

The Warner's Ranch Indians had, in their old home, a small

and very poor territory. But it was their home, and they loved
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it, and ought to have had it. And even after the decision of

the Supreme Court of the United States—a decision blessedly

innocent of the only law which applies to this case; the Spanish
law—the League made every possible effort to keep it for them.

Finding this impossible
—and it was carried, in every detail, to

the Attorney-General, the President, and every other possible

recourse—the League and the Commission did the next best

thing ;
which was, in their judgment, to find a place so far

superior to the dear old home that the next generation, at least,

will be happier, safer and better off. This they were eminently
successful in doing.

In place of a
"
literary

"
description of the home from which

they are evicted and that to which these Indians are going, it

The One Street at Warner's Hot Springs.

(One of the villages from which the Indians are evictedj)

Photo by Amy Taylor

may be as well to print here the corresponding sections of the

Commission's official Refort. The accompanying photographs

give a faint idea of the new home
;

and of the old one on

Warner's Ranch, some description and many pictures were

printed in this magazine for May and June, 1902.

The following is from the official report of the Warner's

Ranch Indian Commission (Russell C. Allen, Chas. L. Partridge,
Chas. P. Lummis, chairman). For some outline of its work,
see this magazine, and this department of it, August to Novem-

ber, 1902. In brief, the Commission fully inspected 107 ranches,

aggregating about 150,000 acres
;
made 42 engineer's measure-

ments of the flow of streams, and full tabular and descriptive

reports ;
besides examining the claims of over 100,000 acres in

30 other proffers which were found on their own showing not

suitable for the purpose. At an expense of $1,107 (the appro-

priation was $1,000, and there was no remuneration whatever),
the work of the Commission up to sending in its second report
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was equal to 6,823 miles by rail, 7,049 miles by wagon, and 27».

days of 18 working hours each, for one person. This may indi-

cate that the money was not much wasted. Part of the deficit of

$107 will probably be made up by the government in time.

It is only to be added that this report was approved by the

Secretary of the Interior August 15th last ; that the abstracts of

title to these properties have been in the hands of the govern-
ment since early in October, and were found flawless by the

Attorney-General ;
that the deeds to the government were re-

corded in San Diego six weeks ago ;
that nothing delays the

transfer of the Indians, and the paying of the poor American
farmers who bonded their Pala properties to the United States

eleven months ago, and have lost a year's crop, except Remote
Red Tape. And this is nearly untied.

waknkk's ranch.

This property, the Rancho San Jose del Valle, upon which
the Warner's Ranch Indians now live and have lived from time

immemorial, but from which they are now under judgment of

eviction by the Supreme Court of the United States, consists of

42,000 acres, of which the great majority is worthless except as

a stock ranch, for which purpose it is now used by the success-

ful claimants in the litigation by which the Indians are dispos-

sessed. The water supply is very scant, and only a small pro-

portion of the entire ranch could be cultivated. It is tolerable

natural range, but for several years past has been badly stripped
of vegetation by an annual plague of grasshoppers. At the

time of your Commission's visit, June (>-8, the grasshoppers
were thick as the flakes in a heavy snow-storm. The pest seems

to have become endemic here. A representative of the Agricul-
tural Department was on the ground endeavoring to abate the

insects by a campaign of inoculation, but had made no impres-
sion upon their multitude.

The owners of the ranch, heirs of the late Gov. John G.

Downey, do not desire to sell the ranch
;
but at the request of

the Government did last year put a price of $245,000 on 30,000

acres—including the Hot Springs where the Indians mostly re-

side. They still refuse to sell a less amount than 30,000 acres.

The chairman of your Commission had an exhaustive interview

in March last with Mr. J. Downey Harvey, who seems to control

the collective interests
; and Mr. Harvey absolutely declined to

make any concessions whatever, except that he has been con-

siderate toward the Government in the matter of time ; having
allowed the Indians to remain on the land ever since May, 1901,

when the decision of the Supreme Court was rendered in his

favor.
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In the opinion of your Commission, the Government would

have been justified in paying
- a greatly enhanced price for the

Hot Springs, and say 5,000 acres of land adjoining ; and the

owners would have found such a transaction very greatly to

their advantage. It is not believed by us that they can ever

realize as much from this portion of the ranch in any other way.
But as they refuse any such compromise, all idea of retaining

for the Indians their ancient home to which they are so pathetic-

ally attached must be abandoned—unless indeed it be found yet

possible to condemn say 5,000 acres of this land. In case such

a proceeding could be carried through, your Commission would

still decidedly recommend it—with a preliminary injunction suit

to estop the owners from evicting the Indians pending conclu-

sion of the case. This suggestion has already been fully

brought to your attention, however
;
and the matter is at your

discretion.

Your Commission has found at least a dozen other properties

more desirable, according to all material standards, than this

present location
; places where the Indians would be more com-

fortable and more prosperous. But your Commission feels that

their irrevocable choice of their old home should outweigh the

choice of other and wiser people for them, if it were possible.

But if it is not, as seems, there is the satisfaction of a certainty

of the very great material improvement of the condition of the

Indians.

The Hot Spring, famous for much more than half a century,

is the most valuable asset of the Warner's Ranch Indians where

they now are. It gives them a large annual income, and is a

vast convenience, besides, in all their household economies. It

almost does their washing without labor, clothing put under

the spout of this hot water being cleansed almost automatically ;

and the water is also of great value to them for preparing the

materials of their textile products, and for their bathing. They
have some 200 acres under cultivation, about 60 irrigated. The
total flow of water here is, as measured by your Commission,
19. miner's inches. As will be seen by the table of water

measurements, j
Tour Commission has inspected nine properties

with better water supply ;
and recommends one with an incom-

parably better flow of gravity water for irrigation.

* *

THE PALA PROPERTIES

Finding's of the Commission.

Of this 3,436 acres, more than 2,000 is arable, over 700 is irri-

gable under present conditions—and this irrigable area could be

considerably ('increased I at relatively "small expense. 316 acres
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are now irrigated— the largest acreage irrigated on any proposi-
tion viewed by your Commission except at Ethanac. There is

nearly 50% more land than in the Robinson Monserrate proffer,
about 60 % more arable land, about 600 % more irrigable land.

316 acres now irrigated, as against none now irrigated on the
Monserrate. Small proportion of actually waste land. Arable
land nearly equal to total area of Monserrate. Less hard timber
than Monserrate, but so much greater acreage in timber as to make
the value considerably greater. Can house at once 35 families

temporarily, and about 20 permanently; while the Monserrate could
not house over one-sixth of that number temporarily, and has
no buildings adapted for permanent homes for the Indians. At
Pala the Government would have to build 12 to 15 houses

; on
the Monserrate nearly 50. The quality of the land at Pala is

the best in the San Luis Rey Valley, and averages far better

than on the Monserrate. The variety of crops is far greater.
Your Commission has not seen in its whole tour of investiga-
tion, covering more than 900 miles by wagon and more than

1,000 by rail, so many kinds of crops so successfully grown on
the same area as it saw at Pala. Oranges, walnuts, apricots,

olives, grapes, peaches, pomegranates, pears, etc., are all flour-

ishing here, and, in the opinion of your Commission, any fruit

or crop grown in Southern California can be grown here success-

fully by the Indians. Your Commission has not seen anywhere
else on its journey such variety and excellence of annual crops ;

corn, beans, onions, potatoes, lettuce, radishes, turnips, etc.,

surpassed any other seen during the trip. Wheat and barley
and oats were up to the best seen by us—excepting only an irri-

gated grain field at Ethanac. In respect to variety of crops, no
other property offered compares with Pala. This valley has
been the home of the Indians from time immemorial. It was
selected three-quarters of a century ago by the Franciscan Mis-
sionaries as a site for a Mission

;
and it is notorious that in the

more than 30 selections made in California by these pioneers, not
one was a blunder. The Mission sites are, to this day, and
without exception, conceded to be the pick of California. This
Mission has never been abandoned, but had fallen into disrepair.
It is now being repaired by the Landmarks Club, and will have
regular church services. The Warner Ranch Indians belong to
this diocese. There are about ten Pala Indian families still at

Pala, on reservations and homesteads as shown by map. The
purchase of this valley by the Government for a reservation
would practically unite the Warner's Ranch, Pala, Pauma and
Rincon reservations. One farmer-overseer could serve all four

;

and the convenience as to other phases of the Government's
supervision of the Indians need not be insisted upon.
With one exception (Las Flores), no other property examined

by your Commission is at once so accessible to civilization and so
safe from aggression. Pala has a daily mail and long-distance
telephone (the only proposition, except Ethanac, where this is

true) ;
is 24 miles from Oceanside, 16 from Pallbrook, 12 from

Temecula, all stations on the Southern California Railway ; 6

miles from Pauma Indian village, 12 miles from Rincon ditto,
18 from Pachanga ditto, 18 from La Joya ditto, 35 by the road
over Mt. Palomar to the present home of th^e Warner's Ranch
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The Mission at Pala.

Indians— 20 miles further by easier road. No really desirable

property, of those proffered, is appreciably nearer the Warner's
Ranch Hot Springs. That is, the removal to Pala is not more
than 5 miles longer than to any other desirable property ; and
it is from 15 to 60 miles less than to most of the properties that
can be reckoned as at all possible. This is counting the longest
road. By the short cut";over Mt. Palomar (Smith Mountain)
the distance for removal from Warner's Ranch to Pala is

less than to any other proffer that can possiby be considered for

the Indians, except Agua Tibia ; and, counting grades, is fully
as accessible to Warner's Ranch as that. In the removal of

nearly 300 Indians, the distance to be covered is no small item.
The shorter remove is not only less expensive to the Govern-
ment, leaving more money of the appropriated sum to out-

fit the Indians in their new home
;
the physical and mental

hardship to those removed is also less.

The Pala Valley is bowl-shaped, with exit east and west along
the stream, and north and south by passes. The configuration
precludes any one, under any circumstances, from occupying
lands adjacent to the Indians except in the east and west nar-

rows of the valley. The whole history of the relations between
Indians and whites in California emphasizes the importance of

this fact. The Indians would here be safe from the aggression
from which, almost without exception, the 30-odd reservations
in Southern California have suffered. Within easy roach of

every refining and civilizing influence, the Indians would here be
safe from the neighbors who advance their fences upon Indian

land, impound Indian stock whenever they can catch it, run
their own stock over Indian land, and in general "crowd" the

weaker.
A school near the Mission and the present public school would

be practically in the center of the reservation. The most dis-

tant house would not be over about one mile from it. A train-
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The Grist-Mill. Photo bv C. F. L., July 8, 1902

in*? school, hospital, carpenter, blacksmith, and other shops,
placed in this spot, would serve the four reservations mentioned.
A first-rate grist-mill (Sickler's) is three miles up the river. It is

locally famous as the cheapest in Southern California, its rates

being- 20 cents per 100 pounds, as against the customary charge
of 40 cents.

Over 5,000 acres of vacant Government land adjoins this

proposition ;
and your Commission recommends that in case of

purchase of the Pala properties the Government add this vacant
land to the reservation.* This would make a reservation of over
8,000 acres, at an expense of less than $46,000 to the Govern-
ment. This vacant land is all precipitous and rocky, worthless
to any one else, outside the remotest possibility of settlement,
but of value to the reservation as adding "elbow-room," fuel,

•range for stock and for bees. A large part of this 5,000 acres
has a growth of chaparral, commonly used in this State for fire-

wood, and adequate to supply most of the domestic needs of 300
Indians without trenching upon the larger and more valuable
timber. Much of it would be of value as range for cattle in
connection with the reservation

;
and it is nearly all good bee-

range. Honey-making is an industry to which the Indians are

adapted, and which is particularly suited to Southern California.
The importance of the industry may be judged from the fact

*On the Commission's recommendation, the General Land Office withdrew from entry
these public lands on three sides of the Pala reservation ; by order of Jan. 24, 1903.
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Hill Grain (Unikkigated),
on the Pala Property.

Photo by C. F. L., June 18, 190.'

that in one year this (San Diego) county has shipped 900 tons of

honey. The Pala Indians have already turned their attention to

this work. Fifty stands of bees are included in the proposition.
Olives are an important product of Southern California, and

in the opinion of your Commission are of notable importance to

the Indians as a food-staple. The Italian peasant works on a
ration of ripe olives and black bread. The Mission Indians
have been habituated since 1769 to the culture of the olive,
which the Franciscans planted at every Mission ;

and while the
Warner's Ranch Indians, in their remote home, have not been

taught the olive, the other Mission Indians, who have known this

nutritious food, are without exception fond of it. Quite apart
from its commercial value—and tens of thousands of acres are

planted to it in Southern California—there are at Pala some 25
acres in bearing olive trees—enough to supply all the Indians

proposed to be put there with all they can eat, and with a hand-
some margin for market

;
this much more than balances the

lack of first quality mast, which is found but on one other

property.
With the exception of Las Flores, Pala is the only proposi-

tion on which the Indians can continue successfully their valu-
able industry of basket-making, which brings them some thou-
sands of dollars per year

—which income can be, and is by the

Sequoya League intended to be, very much increased. In the
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vacant Government lands recommended to be added to this pur-
chase, there is a practically inexhaustible supply of the "squaw-
berry," called by the Warner's Ranch Indians

"
Tsu-a-vish,

v

which is the chief material used by them in the making of tin-

very beautiful, and commercially valuable, baskets for which

they are famous.
As to immediate income, to relieve the Government of the ne-

cessity of supporting these Indians an undue length of time, no

point examined by your Commission surpasses Pala
; and only

Las Flores equals it. The large and first-class stand of alfalfa

is in itself an immediate revenue
;
and the timber, while not so

valuable in toto as at Descanso, is far more handy to market.
At no point viewed by your Commission is the demand for labor

more certain. It is claimed, and is believed by the Commission,
that 200 men can find work eight months in the year within 40

miles of Pala; and 100 within 16 miles. The Warner's Ranch In-

dians go to far greater distances to find work. When the

Chairman of your Commission visited Warner's Ranch last

March, 30 men were away at work in Los Nietos, 90 miles dis-

tant. It is believed by your Commission, however, that the

nearer these men are to their families, the better for both ; and
that the aim of the Government should be—as it doubtless is—to make these people home-owners, home-builders, home-
lovers and home-dwellers, rather than a peon class of wandering
day-laborers. The logic of purchasing lands for them seems to

be to attach them to the soil. And this is also the logic of

their character. As is well-known, every Mission Indian who
has land that can be cultivated, cultivates it ; and this has been
true ever since Junipero Serra first explored this region in 1769.

The comfortable little house of adobe bricks, or enramada of

wattled branches, and the patch of corn, wheat, chile, etc., are

familiar to all travelers in Southern California. As a matter of

fact, unpleasant though it be, there is not an Indian reservation

in Southern California where the Indians have a first-rate

chance to carry out their old habits. At Pala, they could show
whatever may be in them. In the opinion of your Commission,
they would have here the best Indian reservation in the far

West. They would be self-supporting from and after the first

season—and could have been from the outset, but for the in-

evitable delay in placing them, as the crops on these properties
were good. There is good pasturage for such live stock as the

Indians have or may be supplied with. A creamery some ten

miles down the river affords an outlet for cream. There is

about 20 miles of two and three-wire fencing on the property.
WATER SUPPLY FOR IRRIGATION.

Everything considered, your Commission deems the water

supply of the Pala valley one of the safest, most abundant, most
economical and most satisfactory enjoyed by any equal area in

Southern California. It not only comes up to the claims that
were made for it

—which has not been the case with many of

the other properties examined
—but it has successfully withstood

a doubly searching investigation made by your Commission in

view of malicious reports circulated by persons over-desirous of

selling their own property to the Government. On the 18th

and 19th of June, your Commission measured the two irrigating
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THE DEATH VALLEY PARTY OF 1849.
By REV. JOHN WELLS BRIER* a Survivor.

[concluded]

UT the whole party was now in

desperate emergency, and as

one after another of the search-

ers for' water returned unsuccessful,

death from thirst seemed certain. My
mother alone, rising from her prayers,

was still confident, and as she was at-

tempting to reassure us the last of the

water-hunters — Deacon Richards —
rushed into camp with the news that

he had found water. The stream he

discovered has saved the lives of many
prospectors, and is now known as Providence Springs. We
camped there two days, during which we killed an ox and

"jerked" the meat.

The next few days were among the worst of the journey, and

we were in the poorest condition to endure them. We went

along an Indian trail into a defile, in one of the branches of

which my older brother lost his way, and my mother was nearly

distracted with fear of his capture by Indians before he again

joined us. From this we came out upon a wilderness of dagger

palms, through which we bent too far to the south again. Once

our lives were only saved by a pool of turbid water on the edge
of the Mojave Desert, from which we drank, caring little for

the deposit of yellow mud at the bottom of the coffee pot, and

not knowing at all that within a mile was a spring of pure

water. But at last we came to good ground and green grass for

the cattle again. Here another of our party, Mr. Robinson,

died — from inanition rather than from any definite disease.

From this point, the prospect grew better with every mile,

and the discovery of a stream flowing westward added to our

relief, even though we had to wade it at every turn. The grass

grew stronger and more varied ; evidences of animal life began
to appear, and about noon of the second day we killed a mare

and two foals. What a banquet they furnished no one can ap-

preciate who has not lived for months on the flesh of diseased

and thirst-wasted oxen. Here we also experimented with acorn

bread — which proved, literally, a bitter disappointment. Our
shoes had long ago worn out, and many of us wore moccasins of

green raw-hide, which, with our generally ragged outfit and

skeleton plight, gave us a very grotesque appearance.
At length, we entered a glade, perfectly level and lawn-like,
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Photo by C. Hart Merriam

Patrick— who had served in the Mexican war— was able to

talk with him, and his brief explanations were abundantly con-

firmed by our appearance ; but, as a diplomatic stroke, he des-

signated my father as "un Padre," whereupon the old Catholic

reverently removed his sombrero, and repeated in a broken voice,

"Padre ! Padre ! Pobrecito Padre !

"

We were cordially invited to proceed, at once, to the hacienda.

My brothers and myself were caught up by the three swarthy

vaqueros, who quickly carried us across the valley in spite our

squeals. We were at the base of the hill on which stood the

adobe house and corrals of the Rancho de San Francisquito.

Presently two vaqueros led in a coal-black bullock and slaugh-

tered it for our use. Others rode down from the house with

squashes, beans, corn-meal and milk, and there were tortillas

for immediate eating. We fed like hungry animals, and some

of us would have died from the sickness which followed, had

not Dr. Irving, of Los Angeles, arrived most opportunely.

Through those of our former association who had already
reached Los Angeles, the Doctor had learned of our wanderings,
and had come out to help rescue us.

When the time had come for our departure, we experienced a

feeling of sharp regret. I cannot express my ewn sense of the
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wonderful beauty and opulence of the valley and its surround-

ing's. The green earth and the blue sky ;
the level plain and

the oval hills
;
the lowing of cattle and the neighing of horses

;

the busy life of the pastoral people whose language was so

sweet, and whose hospitality was so simple, gracious and suffi-

cient. I shall never forget their sympathy, whose quality was

not strained, and was in strong contrast with that selfishness

which is arrogant in prosperity and petulant in adversity. I

shall never fail to be moved when I recall the womanly virtue

that caused the wife of our host to meet my mother, at the brow

of the hill, and embrace her with loud cries and the demonstra-

tion of sisterly affection.

Prom San Francisquito to the Mission of San Fernando was

barely three leagues. But we started late in the afternoon, and

camped within a stone's throw of the den of a grizzly bear—
for which luxury we paid with a mule. The next morning va-

queros overtook us and carrred my brother and myself on horse-

back to the Mission.

It was a perfect day— the air full of the odor of spring
flowers and the song of birds, sweet beyond measure to us,

fresh from months of the terrible trail across the desert. And
most perfect was the courteous kindliness with which we were

received.

We were entertained at the table of the Father Superior, and

were instructed by the Doctor to taste of every dish, but to
"
put the knife to our throats," as, at the time, we were pecu-

liarly "given to appetite." Our sleeping apartment was a

large room whose high windows were heavily barred, and whose

strong door we were requested to secure against the murderous

intrusion of the Mission Indians, who, aware of the transfer of

California to the United States, were under an impression that

the Americans had come to drive them from their homes.* The
old gardener was loud in the expression of his jealousy, but

Dr. Irving assured him of our kind intentions, and managed to

quiet his suspicions.

We were permitted to sample the oranges and pomegranates,
and in the evening were conducted through the old orchard.

The ripe olives which lay under the trees were so tempting to

the sight, that we filled our mouths with them. Never were ap-

pearances more deceiving . My mother asked Dr. Irving what

they were, and he exclaimed in reply. "Wherein God Al-

mighty's world have you lived that you don't know what olives

are !

" To be sure ! A Vermont woman, educated in a Vermont

Seminary, and not to know olives by the double proof of sight
and taste !

*As all of them have since been driven.—Ei
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The morning after our arrival, the Indians were ordered to

drive up a band of horses and mules, that animals might be se-

lected for our journey to Los Angeles. A quiet bay pony was
chosen for my mother, Two pillows served for a saddle ; and
when she was placed in position, I was lifted to a seat behind

her. My younger brother was secured at the back of Dr.

Irving, by the use of a silk handkerchief. I cannot recall other

dispositions for the day. An amusing incident, however, is still

fresh in my memory. Young Lummis St. John had taken a fancy
to a handsome gray mule, and it was promptly caught and de-

livered to him. There was no saddle at hand, and a hackamore
was used in lieu of a bridle. Nothing daunted, however, the

novice vaulted lightly to its back, but he did not stay there.

The level spine rose to an arch, the long, alert ears dropped
upon the close-roached neck, the clean head was thrown be-

tween the stiffened forelegs, and after a few plunges, St. John
measured his length on the ground. He arose, brushed his

soiled garments, recovered his hat, and deliberately inquired
"what might be the name of so peculiar and agitating a

gait ?
"

Twenty miles to Los Angeles. We had walked twice as

far within twenty hours, over waterless wastes of sand

and stony mesa. This was a pleasure trip ;
and every rod of

the way was enchanting.
We passed great herds of broad-horned cattle, graceful,

swift and spirited ;
other herds of sleek mares, with their foals

;

adobe haciendas with their outlying huts of domesticated In-

dians
; vaqueros breaking refractory broncos or rounding up

the scattered cattle ; occasionally a cart with great wheels of

solid wood, drawn by oxen whose yokes were bound to their

heads by rawhide thongs.
About half way, we halted before a small hacienda, and were

saluted by a Senora, who invited us to enter for rest and re-

freshment. We were glad to accept her hospitality ; and she

served us with tortillas, milk and cheese. The former were
sandwiched with beans and chile Colorado, and the latter was
made of sweet curd, much better, I think, than the sraeer-case

of the Germans.

During our repast an Indian entered through a back door,

shouting,
" Mucho malo Americanos." He charged towards

my mother, but was promptly met by Patrick's fist and fell

like a log, only to be dragged out and imprisoned under a

cartbed. He made his escape, however, and was in the act of

renewing the assault, when he yielded to another blow and was
locked away until our departure.

"
El Indio muy borracho,''

exclaimed our hostess, with a disgusted and apologetic air.
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The remainder of our journey was without incident, and we
halted in the evening

1 on a hill overlooking- Los Angeles.
The vesper chimes were calling to prayer : a violent use of

the word chimes, I admit, as the old copper bells were out of

tune, and the boys who wagged their clappers were out of time.

Yet, somehow, all was harmony, whose secret we did not know,
but whose power we felt.

My mother asked Dr. Irving if the pueblo market contained

a variety. "Yes," he replied, "Everything in God Almighty's
world." Our first stay was at the home of this generous-
hearted man. His Spanish wife not only supplied our wants,
but taught us to use the familiar words of her own language.
At the southwest corner of the Plaza there was a hotel in

which my father obtained a half interest. This he was en-

abled to do by disposing of seven choice oxen, reserved out of a

score, to illustrate "the survival of the fittest." The region
was overflowing with oxen, but trained animals were in demand
for freighting to the mines.

Our boarders were Americans
;
and they were always craving

something to remind them of home. Some one discovered that

the leaf stem of the yellow dock was a fair substitute for

rhubarb, and my elder brother and I were sent in quest of the

plant. As we found it in quantity along the stream that partly

engirdled the town, our occupation soon ceased to be a diver-

sion. These] excursions brought us into frequent contact with
Indians who seemed to have a peculiar delight in the terror

they inspired.

The house was equipped with a bakery, a barber shop and a

blacksmith shop. My father also had personal charge of a fine

old vineyard ;
and when I afterwards saw Mission grapes dis-

charged at Long Wharf, San Francisco, and sold at an enormous

figure, I heartily wished that we had retained our interest

long enough to market at least one crop.

There was a private school in the house of Mr. Wolfskill,
where I learned how much I had forgotten. Our proximity to a

large gambling-house was a source of positive misery. Indeed
there was always something to remind us that we were in

a town whose normal conditions were not improved by the new
influx. True there was no conflict between the people and
the Americans, but the latter seemed to have left the best that

was in them at home
; their immoral example could not fail of

its effect upon simple-minded people of strong passions.

Shortly after our arrival a number of Southern bloods de-

cided to assert authority upon the negroes employed by our
house. One of them was staked down on his back, sorely
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beaten and left, undiscovered, and without food or drink during:

four days and nights. Our steward — a tall and powerful black

man— escaped from his enemies by leaping; over a wall eight

feet high, while the bullets whistled about him. A mulatto

was brutally flogged, and the most trifling negro I ever saw was

so tremendously aroused by fear that he distanced pursuit and

did not rest till he was safe in Northern California.

I recall a tragedy of another kind, enacted in the center of

the Plaza. An Indian had unyoked two large oxen whose gi-

gantic horns spread like the antlers of an elk. They had always

gone from their pasture to their work and from their work to

their pasture, willingly and obediently ; but, on this occasion,

they halted, obstinately, midway the Plaza, evincing signs of

aggressive hostility. An application of the goad only enraged

them, and the driver was fortunate in escaping instant destruc-

tion. There the great creatures stood, pawing the ground,

roaring and foaming at the mouth. Soon the arena was crowded

with footmen and cavaliers, and the sidewalks with men,

women and children. Barefooted Indians taunted the furious

animals, and pricked them on to the encounter. Young Dons

were there, mounted on superb horses, whose trappings were

most elegant and expensive
— housings of stamped leather dec-

orated with floral designs in silk, and round, polished argents,

finished in the perfection of the engraver's art.

Here was an occasion ; and nothing could exceed the skill and

courage of those who addressed themselves to it. The Indians

were fearless ; and I saw several of them tossed high from the

long, curving horns, fortunately blunted at their tips. Four of

the reckless creatures were reported killed. One horse was

lifted, but sustained no injury. The wild sport was indulged

amid laughter, whoops and "carambas;" and when it had ex-

hausted itself, reatas were thrown —rattling like hail-stones
— over the horns of the bellowing monsters, and they were

hustled away, ignominiously, to their enclosure.

To describe the Los Angeles of an early date, would be to

describe a town of Mexico. As to the ranch life, it was not

widely different from life in the town. The adobe house was

everywhere, practically, the same— alow structure with thick

walls and roof of tiles. At its best, it was two stories high,

with a ground-floor that was generally the ground. The win-

dows and doors were in recession, and the building was proof

against heat and cold, though not against "temblors." Out-

door ovens were in use, but the simple cooking was done by an

open fire.

The women were kind-hearted and sometimes beautiful. As
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a child, even, I could not help remarking- the red lips and the
14

splendor of the dark eye."

The men lived on horse-back and were peerless riders. The
best horses were carefully bred

;
and the approved type was of

matchless beauty, action and endurance. The people who love

horses do not always love work. They are bold, daring
-

,
fond

of adventures, fandangos and fiestas. Life in the metropolis
was very picturesque, and seemed to be free from care and

anxiety.

The most vivid impression I retain of it, is the long and

gaudily attired procession, winding like a serpent, and led by a

mounted crier whose words were, to me, unintelligible.

Altogether it was a wonder-world to me, and I have witnessed,

with sorrow, the passing of it as of a dream. The extinction

of Mexican titles
;
of long-horns, mustangs and burros

;
the di-

lapidation or ruin of the old missions and the old time

haciendas
;
the poverty and decay of the old families

;
the ex-

pulsion or extermination of coyotes, vultures, eagles and the

sacred buzzards
;

the division and sub-division of the great

ranges ! Orchards, vineyards and grain fields, now, and frame
houses

; schools, colleges, railroads and commercial towns full

of hum and bustle
;
the ancient gkny departed forever !

Lodi, Cal.

ELYSIAN FIELDS.
By JULIETTE ESTELLE MATHIS.

ETWEEN the canon-cloven mountains and the shore

Of iridescent, isle-encircling waves they rest,

Those fair, immortal meadows, mine forevermore—
Those undulating reaches vanished feet have prest.

Unrivalled was the verdure of their gracious slopes
Beheld by glamoured eyes in Love's fond ecstacy

—
What colors vie with those of Life's alluring hopes

Before the years transmute to stars of Memory ?

How light the joyous laughter! Sweet, oh sweet, the song
Of honeyed voice, bird-notes and falling water's play !

—
What recollections through those scented thickets throng !

O minstrels of the morning !
— Music of Yesterday !

Bright paths, all petal-spread, through golden, poppied leas,

Where happy silences were tenderer than speech —
Environed by enchanted hills and lulling seas—

Return, O vision past !
— my longing eyes beseech !

San Francisco, Cal.
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McGINNIS, CAPTAIN OF INDUSTRY.
By E. HOUGH.*

HE two distinguishing- personal characteristics

of McGinnis were a vast amount of freckles

and a great and abiding thirst
; by which pecu-

liarities he is even yet borne in mind at Arroyo

City. His genius in yet other lines should en-

title him to the grateful remembrance of his

fellow men.

Why McGinnis came to Arroyo City just at

the time of the pinching out of the Homestake
vein and the shutting down of the New Jersey Gold Mills—
facts which plunged the whole community into despair and sent

half the population out of town—is something which only the

peculiar mind of McGKnnis himself could have explained. His

advent occasioned no comment. No one asked or cared who
was the red-headed stranger who punched his burro down the

main street of the town and unrolled his blankets back of White-

man's corral. It was supposed that he knew his own business,

as every one did who had gotten so far away from the world as

Arroyo City. Aside from this social attitude, a deep gloom and

apathy sat upon the place. No one watched the stage road or

the burro trails. The mail came once a week, if the mules

were not alkalied on the fiats this side of Socorro ;
but the mail

was no longer worth watching, for few letters ever came.

Arroyo City was dropped from the railroad folders as an example
of a salubrious climate combined with great possibilities of

mineral wealth. The local newspaper had despaired. The only
two women of the town had left two weeks before. The barber

was preparing to pack up and also leave. Hirsute, hungry and

despondent, Arroyo City stood aloof and silent, too intent upon
its own grief to care for any migratory man. As a prospective

home, McGinnis could hardly have found a spot less promising.
The capital of McGinnis, aside from his freckles and his

thirst, was somewhat limited. His burro was ancient and sub-

dued, his blanket thin and ragged, his pistol minus the most im-

portant portion of a revolver—to wit, the cylinder
—and withal

so rusted that even had it boasted all the component parts of a

six-shooter it could not have been fired by any human agency.
McGinnis had a shovel, a skillet and a quart tin cup. He like-

wise had a steel-headed and long-handled hammer, in good con-

dition; this being, indeed, the only item of his outfit which
seemed normal and in perfect repair. Why he had this singular

possession, coming as he did off the dry Socorro trail, where ex-

• Author of Tht Story of the Cozuooy.
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cess baggage was uncommon, no one asked or cared. The real

reason was that McGinnis was a skilled mechanic and a mill-

wright, and could use a hammer as could but few other men.

This, however, was not of public interest nor of public knowl-

edge at the time.

On the morning after his arrival McGinnis rolled out of his

blankets, ate his breakfast of flapjacks and water, and put his

hammer in his hip pocket, where some men put a gun who do

not know how to carry a gun. McGinnis spoke to no one in

particular, but headed up into the mouth of the curving valley

where stood the silent works of the New Jersey Gold Mills Com-

pany. It was his intention to apply at the mills for work, as he

later announced
;
but there was no one there to whom he could

make application. The mills were shut down, partly because

the local manager had not for some time heard from his com-

pany back East, and partly because the machinery was out of

order, as new-fangled mining machinery always has a habit of

being. McGinnis was not cast down because he found no one

whom he could ask for work. He whistled as he walked through
the open and barn-like building, looking about him with the eye
of a man who had seen gold mills before that time.

"They've got their plates fixed at a lovely angle !
" said he,

"
an' there's about enough mercury on 'em to make calomel for

a sick cat. There's been talent in this mill, me boy I

"

He crawled up the ore chute into the bin, and cast a critical

gaze upon the rock heaped up close to the crusher. Then he

examined the battery of stamps with silent awe. "This," said

McGinnis softly to himself, "is the end of the whole an' entire

earth ! Is it a confectionery shop they've got, .
I do wonder ?

They'd do well to crush brown sugar with them lemon squeezers,
to say nothin' o' the Homestake refractories."

He passed on about the mill in his tour of inspection, still

whistling and still critical, until he came to the patent labor-

saving ore-breaker which some inventor had sold to the resident

manager of the New Jersey Gold Mills Company, along with

other things. McGinnis drifted to this instinctively, as does

the born mechanician to the gist of any problem in mechanics.

"Take shame to ye fer this, me man, whoivver ye were,"
said McGinnis, and the blood shot up under his freckles in his

indignation.
"
This is so bad that it's not only unmechanical

and unprofissional ;
it's absolutely unsportsmanlike !

"

His ardor overcame him, and, hammer in hand, he swung
down into the ore bin underneath the crusher. "Here's where
it is, me man," said he tehimself .

" With that jaw screwed that

tight, how cud ye hope to handle this stuff—especially since the
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intelligent an' discriminatin' mine boss is sending down quartz
that's more'n half porphyry. Yer little donkey injin, and yer
little sugar mashers, and yer little lemon-squeezer of a crusher
—yah ! It's a grocery store ye've got, an' not a stamp mill.

Loose off yer nut on the lower jaw, man
; loose her off !

"

McGinnis was a man of action. In a moment he was tapping
at the clenched bolt with the head of his bright steel hammer.

Slowly at first, and sullenly, for it had long been used to treat-

ment that McGinnis called "unsportsmanlike;" then gently
and kindly as it felt the hand of a master, the head of the

bolt began to turn, until at length the workman was satisfied.

Then he turned also the corresponding nut on the opposite face

of the jaw, swung the great steel jaw back to the place where
he fancied it, and made all fast again. ''She's but a rat-trap,"

said he to himself,
"
but it's only fair to give the rat-trap its

show."

McGinnis went out and sat down upon a pile of ore. It was
a bright and cloudless morning, such as ma)' be seen nowhere in

the world but in the American Southwest. The Patos mount-

ains, across the valley, seemed so close that one might lay his

hand upon them. The sun was bright and unwinking, and all

the air so golden sweet that McGinnis pushed back his hat and

gloried simply that he was alive. He did not even note the

cottontail that came out from behind a bush to peer at him, nor

mark the sweeping shadow of a passing eagle that swung high
above the little valley, His eye now and again fell upon the

abandoned mill, gaunt, idle and silent
;
but he regarded it

lazily, the spell of the spot and the languor of the air filling all

his soul.

But at last the sun grew more ardent, and McGinnis knowing
the secret of the dry Southwest, sought shade in order that he

might be cool. He rose and strolled again into the mill, looking
about him as before, idly and critically.

" Av ye was all me
own, it's quite a coffee mill I cud make of ye, me dear," said he

familiarly. And at this moment a thought seemed to strike

him.
"

It has always been me dream to be a captain of industlr

soliloquized McGinnis.
"

I've always longed to hear the merry
hum of me own wheels, an' to feel that I was th' employer
an' not merely th' employeed." He mused for a few moments,
too lazy to think far at one flight.

"
It wud be nice," he resumed later,

"
to see the smoke of yer

own facthon ascendin' to the sky, an' to feel that yerself 'uz

the whole affair, cook an' captain "bold, ore shoveler an'

amalgamator."
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"All capital," continued McGinnis, "is too much depindent

upon labor. The only real solution "—and he paused to feel in

his pocket for a match— "
the only reel solution is to be both

capital an' labor. Then, if ye've anny kick, take it to yerself,

an' settle it fair fer both." He paused again, and again the

light of an idea showed upon his countenance. "This," said

McGinnis,
"

is Occajyun !

"

He wandered over to the little boiler which drove the engine,

and to©k inventory of the pile of crooked piiion wood that lay

heaped up near by. He sounded the tank on top of the engine

house, and found that it was half full. Then, calmly and

methodically, he took off his coat, folded it, and laid it across a

bench near by. He picked up a piece of board, whittled a little

pile of shavings, thrust them into the ashy grate, and piled

some wood above them. Then he scraped a match, and turning
a cock or so to satisfy himself that the boiler would not go out

through the roof in case he did get up steam, he sat down to

await developments.
"
She'll steam, for shure," said he.

"
She'll steam as much as wud do fer a peanut wagon, av ye'll

give her time."

Before the morning was gone the little boiler began to thump
and churn and threaten. McGinnis ran the belt on to the

stamp shaft. He went up and connected the crusher, and shov-

eled a few barrows of ore into the hopper. Not long afterwards

there was a dull and creaking rumble. The shaft of the stamps
turned half around, slipped and stopped with a rusty squeak.
Then came farther creaks, groans and rumbles. McGinnis
walked calmly from place to place, tightening, loosening, shak-

ing, testing, shoveling and watching.
"

It's wonderful
;

" said he

to himself softly. "It's just wonderful what human bein's can

do! If I hadn't ever seen this mill, I wuddn't have believed it!

But I'll say at this point meself, that I'm not looking a gift mill

in the mouth. Moreover, this runnin' of yer own mill, not bein'

beholdin' to anny sordid capitalist, nor yet depindent on ariny

inefficient labor, is what I may call a truly ijeel situation in

life. I'll stay here till the wood runs out. Not that I'll cut

wood for annybody. Capital must draw the line somewhere."

No one noticed the smoke from the abandoned gold mill up
the valley. Arroyo City was too much concerned with its own
grief. A committee of citizens waited upon the barber, but the

latter remained firm, and said that he could not in justice to

himself reconsider his resolution to depart. All the citizens

knew that when the barber left the camp was officially dead.

Not even the editor of the Golden Era could ask Eastern capital

to come into a mining camp which could not support a barber.
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It would be straining

1

optimism to the breaking point. As for

McGinnis, it was quite forgotten that he ever had arrived. No
one saw him when he came down that evening and took his

burro up the valley.

McGinnis ran the gold mill by himself for two days, until his

woodpile waned, and his thirst came on apace. Then he blew
as big a noon signal as his whistle could accomplish, discon-

nected, blew off, and set to work to scrape his plates, whereon
to his experienced eye there now appeared a gratifying rough-
ness in the coating. He got off a lump of amalgam as big
as his two fists, and seemed content. "It's ojus I've no re-

tort," said he, "but likely enough I'll find some way below to

vollitilize this mercury." So he packed up his burro and began
the short walk down the valley to the town.

Big Larson and Jake Untermeyer heard the noon whistle at

the mill, and knowing that the latter was not running, had not

been running, and could not by any possibility be made to run,

concluded to walk up the valley and investigate. They met
McGinnis coming down, and mutual explanations followed.

"
It's not that I own the mill beyant," said McGinnis. "I'm

only the lessee. I'm capital an' labor both, an' likewise crew of

the Nancy brig. An', havin' made a stake, I'm willin' to treat."

But Larson and Untermeyer could only gasp. A stake was

something impossible ;
and alas ! a treat was even more impos-

sible.
"
There iss not any whisky or anything at all to trink,''

said Larson.
" Man !

" said McGinnis,
"
If I believed that, ye'd be seein' a

resimblance between me an' the lover o' that esteemed maiden
Annie Laurie. I'd lay me down an' die. But I've already seen

how little ye know about developin' yer own resources. Maybe
ye've been overlookin' some other possibilities of yer counthry.
What ye all seem to need here, if I may say it, is a reel cap-

tain of industhry."

McGinnis went to the cabin which had once been the office of

the assayer. The latter was gone, but he had left his crucibles

and his furnace behind him ; because it is not convenient to

carry such things when one is afoot. McGinnis found a retort,

adjusted it, set it going, and by night had his button of dirty,

but quite valid gold. It lay heavy in his hand, and rested heavy
in his pocket. "As a captain of industhry,** said he, "I must go
out and see what I can do fer pore sufferin' humanity." He
chuckled, and passed out into the street.

"As capital," said McGinnis to himself, as he walked on in

the moonlight, "I am entitled to the first drink meself, an'

after that to one or two as a laborer. Then, if there's anny
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capital left after treatin' all around, I'll buy the town a public

liberry, perviding the town'll make it sufficiently an' generally
understood that I'm a leadin' an' public minded citizen. It's

an ill thing
- to get yer right hand an' yer left too much confused

when you're a-doin' of philanthropic acts."

But McGinnis' philanthropic intentions met certain difficulties

when he sought to put them into effect. He wandered into the

Lone Star, and placing his crude bullion upon the counter swept
about him a comprehensive hand. To his wonder there was no

response. A few of the assembled populace shifted uneasily in

their seats, but none arose.
" Do you take this for a low-down

placer camp ?
" asked Billy Hudgens, with a dull show of pride,

when McGinnis asked for the gold scales.
"
No," said McGinnis,

"
it's a quartz camp right enough, an'

all it needs is developin'. At this speakin', I'm capital, an' like-

wise easy money. What's the matter ?
"

A sigh escaped from the audience, as Billy Hudgens made

reply. "Not a drop," said he. "All gone. Nothin' till the

stage comes, an' likely enough there'll be nothin' then."

McGinnis voice dropped to a low, intense whisper. "Do you
mean to tell me that ?

" he said.
"
Me, with my thirst ?

" He
laid a hand on Billy's shoulder. "Friend," said he, "I've

walked a hundred miles. I've developed yer property here. I've

saved this community. I'm in a position to give this town a

public liberry worth maybe forty dollars. Now, do you mean to

say to me—do you mean—" He gulped, unable to proceed.

Hudgens nodded. McGinnis let fall his hand from the

counter. "This," said he, "impresses me as bein' a time fer

thought."
"

Is there anny cookin' stuff, flavorin' extracts, vanilla—that

sort of thing ? " he asked a moment later. A pitying smile

passed over the audience. "All gone, long ago, friend," was
the reply. "We made 'em into cocktails. The stage driver

took the last Jamaica ginger fer his mules. Things is plum
hopeless."

McGinnis said nothing, but silently left the place. He moved

up the street to the adobe where the barber had his shop. The
barber was gloomily sitting inside, waiting for the stage, which

might be along almost any day by this time. McGinnis entered,
walked up to the mantel, picked up a tall bottle labeled

"
Hair

tonic," smelled of it, and, without asking leave, raised it to his

lips and drained it to the bottom.
"
For industrial purposes, friend," said he. In twenty minutes

he was lying in a deep and dreamless sleep.
"
In some ways this fellow has talent," said Billy Hudgens,
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as he looked at McGinnis in his peaceful slumber,

"
but like

enough he's come to a show-down now."
All that night and until noon the next day McGinnis slept,

steadily and soundly. The arrival of the delayed stage caused

commotion for the time, and McGinnis sat up on the floor.
"
How're you feelin' now, man ?" asked Billy Hudgens.

"Friend," said McGinnis,
"
I'm feelin' some dark and hairy

inwardly ; but I'm a living example o' how man can triumph
over circumstances." Wherewith he smiled gently, sank back

and slept till dark.
"

It wud have been too bad," said McGinnis to the barber,

when he awoke,
"

if you had left this town before I came.

What ye've all been needin' is some one to give ye a lesson in not

gettin' discouraged."
With the stage there had come a lawyer, an Eastern man, sent

out by the lambs of the New Jersey Gold Mills Company to dis-

cover what had become of all the money. This lawyer upon
learning the story of McGinnis' operations, was disposed to take

him to task for using other people's property. But what could

he say to McGinnis ?

"Sir," said the latter, "to a reel philosopher, life is but a

glad, sweet song. Me initial opus, as they call it in New York,
or me first trick, as we call it in Socorro, was the combination

of labor an' capital in one individual, the latter bein' broke. I

have nothin' but pride in that part of me experiments. As
to the second act, which is of combinin' hair tonic an' strong
drink into one ingradyint, if anyone tells you it's a good thing

you may say for me that the report lacks confirmashun."

Whereafter, seeing that McGinnis was at least lovable and re-

sourceful, as well as inventive, and the only man in the camp
who had really solved the two great questions of the hour, the

lawyer put him in as head shoveler on the ore dump. For the

mill started up again, and the barber did not move after all.
"

It's a wee bit of a peanut machine, not bigger'n a collar

box," said McGinnis when last seen ;

"
an' at times it looks

jubyus for the town's public liberry. But we'll not despair.

Aside from the proverb about the will an' the way, 'tis well

known that no disgrace can come to a reel captain of industhrv

through a timporary change in the industhrial conditions."

Chicago, 111.

&*!**
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THOSE: BLESSED POTS.
By AUSTIN LEWIS.

WENT into the library of a California city the

other day," growled the artist resentful^, "and

they had a row of Greek vases on a shelf. There

was a printed notice underneath to the effect that

these pots were intended to teach culture and art— a

short cut to esthetic culture via Greek Pottery 1

"

"Surely the cultured Greeks can teach the uncul-

tured West," half sighed the Eastern art lecturer on

a tour in California.

"Not art, at all events," said the Western

artist
;
"if the confounded schools would leave

us alone, we should have our own art."

And the lecturer smiled. Art to him was a dainty thing, a

matter of refinement, the product of civilization and the patron-

age of wealth.
"

I tell you we have more real art in our little finger than

the rest of the States in their whole body. What are we doing ?

Turning out more writers, more singers, more painters and more

poets than any other place three times our population. We
have the temperament and the environment, then we must have

the art, eh!"

"Whoever heard of a great Californian artist?" queried the

lecturer.

"What do you know about great, you little man of the

schools ?
" retorted Langle}

r

,
he of the red beard, whose blas-

phemies were the scandal of the pink-eyed white rabbits who
infest all esthetic pursuits. "What do you think of this?"

and he reached out a small group of Indians modelled in clay,

which had lain hidden behind a large photograph.
There was no need to point out to Deering, the trained

critic, the beauty and strength of the work
;
he was too skilled

a connoisseur and too experienced a judge of esthetic values not to

feel at once the power of the conception, and the way in which
the artist, in defiance of conventionalities and academic notions,

had realized the ideal. Still the dogmatism of the academy was
in him

;
the unconventionality provoked a feeling of opposition,

and he said :

"Yes; it is very fine—good work, but quite imposssible!"
"
Impossible, because it is Western, you mean," said Langley.

"Give our work a name and damn us. You think that you are

a judge. Now I can take that piece of work anywhere in

Europe, from Edinburgh to Naples, and I shall get but one ver-

dict— '

superb.' You talk about American art at fifty dollars a
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lecture and you don't know it when you meet it. You are like

all the rest."

The critic waved an expostulating hand
;
the continual at-

tacks began to worry him. "Of course," he said. "You are

an artist yourself ; you know as well as I do that you must have

technique, professional skill
; you must follow the rules."

"You think that the artist who made that did not know her

art."
"

It was a girl was it? Then I was right ;
a girl never did

anything yet, to stick. Now I have you."
" No

;
for you know neither Western art nor the Western

girl," said Langley.
"
Shut up awhile, and I will tell you about

her."
"
She was brought up [this ardent Westerner was a Scotch-

man by birth] down there on the edge of the Mojave. You
don't know much about that do you ? You know the Campagna
a lot better. Well, there she lived and went to the little district

school, growing up from the overall stage to the ragged frock

degree, until she suddenly found herself embarrassed one day
when she overheard one woman say to another that it was a

shame that she did not wear longer dresses."

"Now, she had spent lots of her spare time modelling clay

figures, just for fun, and partly by way of imitation of some of

the rude work of the Arizona Indians which she had seen. The
schoolmarm had some high-faluting notions, and had placed the

Venus of Milo in the classroom. Of course, it should have

worked a miracle on the child, according to the pot-worship

theory, but it didn't. Bessie did not think a bit about it except
that it was pretty, no more than you or I should have done if we
had not been told."

Here again Deering dissented.

"Of course you must do that, or how could you look a

Teachers' Institute in the face ?
"
laughed Langley.

"Well, when the time came that she had to do something,
the idea naturally occurred to her that she would like to go on

modelling."
" Some way or other she got to San Francisco. The old man

had a little money laid by, and, though it took all the pleasure

out of life and nearly broke his heart to see the little girl go,

he helped her, and she went to the city and struggled. Talk

about devotion to art 1 You make me sick, you pedagogues.
What do you know about devotion ? To be a girl of eighteen,

and to wear shabby clothes eternally, to live on the cheapest

kind of food, in a little frowsy room, and to keep your principles

when it doesn't matter a straw to anyone else whether you keep
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them or not, and eke out your meager subsistence by occasional

work as a super in a theater, that's what she did."

"Ah!" whispered the lecturer; "art is an arduous pursuit

for a poor man, terrible for a poor woman."

"But she did that group!
" said Langley convincingly. "Well,

she worked. Lord, how she worked, until she had got all that

could be got out of San Francisco, and much that she had to

unlearn afterwards. Then she went to Paris."

"Oh, she went to Paris, did she ?
" said Deering, and he took

up the group again and looked at it.
"

It's queer ;
I don't see

that she went to Paris in this
;
are you sure that she did go to

Paris ?
"

"I saw her there myself, working away, and still half-

starved. It was there that I learned what I know about her."

"But how did she get to Paris?" said the lecturer. "I

thought that you said that she was poor."
"

I was never impertinent enough to inquire," said Langley
of the red beard, with indignation, for there was that in the

tone of the man which he resented. "And if she did, what is it

to you ? She had given up a good deal for art before that
;

what have you given up ?
"

Then he went on : "She could have done well enough there if

she had adopted the Parisian ways, if she had copied the

masters
;
but she was a Western artist, and they did not under-

stand Western ways ;
so when she had learned all that she could

she yearned to come home again."

"You don't know anything about that longing for California,

do you, Boston Man ? I am a Scotchman, and I do. Talk to

John Muir, him of the mountains, and he will tell you the same

thing. It's sickening to be over there in Europe and think of

Tamalpais and the Contra Costa shore with Diablo behind—I

used to go out and get drunk when I had the fit. She could not

do that, and the homesickness grew worse and worse
;
then the

old aunt who had given her the money to go with (so you might
have saved the sneer), and had made her an allowance all the

time that she was away, died, and my girl, now twenty-six,

after eight years' unbroken devotion to her chosen pursuit, went

back to do her work among her own people."
"
She didn't expect much, and I can tell you that she did not

get it. She took a little studio and began. She worked away
and produced good genuine work, original and tinged with

Western feeling ; and, of course, as it was not a gross imitation

of inferior European designs it did not sell. Art, like literature,

is in the hands of our women, you know
;
then what chance do

you think the poor girl would have ? She ought to have
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brought bonnets, not ideas, back from Paris with her. She

broke up her studio after two years, and' she gave me this when

she went back to the Mojave."
" Was she content to settle there after a life such as you have

described ?
"

"Content? I don't know. She married down there, and has

three children."
"
Perhaps that's all the better for her," cackled the lecturer.

"
Perhaps, but what about us ?" asked Langley.

"You know I am not at all sure about that work after all."

said Deering.
"You are not, eh ? You are like most of your kind; you

don't know your business. I took it to Rodin— 3-ou know the old

man. He was silent for a minute or two, and then said with

one of his superb gestures
'

It is the little Californian. She

can design and model, too, eh?
' You known what that means."

"Did Rodin say that? Let me look at it again. Shall I

write an article and make her famous ?
" asked the lecturer.

"Give her the approval of the Boston blind pigs ?
' murmured

Langley. "No, thank you. You could none of you see when

you had the chance ; you shall not disturb her now."
" Now to our beginning again. We have the artists—nature

has given us them—but we do not have the public, the public

that can really feel the artistic quality, and you cannot give

them that feeling by any amount of Greek jars. Greek jars,

Venuses and all that sort of thing make superficial humbugs,
whose watch-words are 'refinement' and 'culture '—

long words

for plain lies. We have got to get away from
'

refinement ' and

speak the truth to ourselves ; God knows we're big enough."

The Boston lecturer sighed, but did not keep the secret ;
and

through the following winter he was often to be seen standing

on the hearth-rug, with a cup of tea in his hand, and in the

midst of a band of women chattering about the wonderfully

promising Californian artist who had given up her art for love

and lived in the desert.
" Such a lovely lecture, Mr. Deering !

"

San Francisco, Cal.
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ffF the American People could see some things that go on

J[ under their national nose, there would directly be no such

things to see. Which is another way of saying that the

American People are not Born Scrubs. Corruption in our

politics, and abuses in various branches of the public service,

persist chiefly because they are done Behind the Door. The
nation is big, and good-natured and busy ; therefore careless

;

but it is not brutal, nor truly indifferent to wrong when face to

face with the facts. The long and sickening record of our In-

dian policies, for which the phrase, "A Century of Dishonor,"
now current and accepted, is not in the slightest degree an exag-

geration, has been possible not because we are a people insensible

to fair play and humanity, but because the preoccupied public
has very little realized what was actually being done

; and has

known each successive disgrace, if at all, only as accomplished
and past. That this is true, is perhaps sufficiently shown by
the fact that in spite of our consummate ignorance as to actual

conditions, public sentiment has steadily demanded a betterment

of these vaguely-known wrongs ;
and that within a generation

the Indian Service has been very greatly improved—by pressure
from the outside. There are still many things in it, however,
which would be incontinently wiped off the earth if the people
of this country really understood them. The transactions

which form fitting new chapters to the same old serial of dis-

honor are still not only possible, but actually performing. The
plain tale of some of the modern

"
Leasings

" of Indian lands,
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and of some of the modern evictions, when finally written, will

not look much better than the darkest chapter in a dark record.

Certainly if the big American public could look down all at

once through some magic focus, and see with their own eyesight

precisely what is going on now in a desert corner of Arizona,
there would rise such an instant roar of indignation and con-

tempt as would shake the earth
; and ten million unanimous

hands would reach out in such pressure as would tip the Idol of

Routine from its quaking pedestal.

For through such a glass we should all see, on this God-for-

saken desert, the dry, hungry, cliff-nesting towns of the Hopi or

Moqui, the People of Peace ; the gentlest, most tractable and
most inoffensive of American Indians

; the first Quakers in

America ;
since before Columbus, industrious farmers tilling

with pitiful patience their barren fields of sand ; artistic

weavers of beautiful fabrics and fine baskets
; conducting them-

selves, mutually and toward strangers, with gentle dignity and

self-respect ;
of a reverence for law and religion so profound that

we worldlier folk can hardly comprehend , and with family re-

lations so beautiful as are hardly to be found unanimous in any

community of later '"Americans." Among and over these

people who interest and attract every person with a mind that

ever saw them, we should all see a reign of terror in the name of

Education—the kind of "education" which thinks it can Drag
a Horse to the Water, and Kick his Ribs and Beat him over the

Head until he Thinks he is Thirsty. We should see the salaried

representative of the United States Government, with abso-

lutely despotic power over 2,600 Indians, who after four years

among them can neither talk to them nor understand them ;

who, in place of having acquired leadership ;.mong them, has

gained neither their liking, their confidence, nor their respect.

We should see the reservation schools still filled only by raids of

armed Navajos, the dreaded and immemorial foes of the Moquis,
wild nomads who have for centuries murdered and plundered
this weaker people, and who are therefore the natural "police''

of the new regime. We should see the little village surrounded

by these armed Agents of Civilization
; the houses invaded ;

parents and children scared out of their gentle wits, and hauled,

shoved and knocked about ; screaming children of three or four

years old dragged forcibly from their weeping mothers and

driven off through the snow down to the schoolhouse, and left

after school to clamber back up the icy cliff almost naked to the

weather. We should see the teacher in charge of one of. these

schools coming up into the village ; the children fleeing in

terror, and with screams, at sight of him ; the older people
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withdrawing
- into their houses. We should see him enter an

Indian home from which the mother and grown daughter flee

at sight of him ; and, in his rage at their terror, kicking all the

crockery in the house to fragments and slashing the bedclothes

to pieces with his knife. A gentleman of standing now
treasures one of these slashed blankets.

We should see a father clinging to his five-year-old boy, who,
in mortal terror because this Gentle Evangel of Civilization had

flogged him, dared not go to school again. We should see the

father and child torn asunder by violence
;
the child lugged off

sobbing to school
;
the father forcibly hustled down off the cliff

to the schoolhouse, his hands bound behind him with baling

wire, and his hair sheared off roughly and publicly as a punish-
ment. (Perhaps to some people it may seem

"
funny" to think

that an Indian feels it a punishment to have his hair cut off by
force. Quite aside from other considerations, it may be con-

ceivable, even to the most careless, that an American would not

take it exactly as a mark of esteem and courtesy if the Dog
Catcher or some other official violently in the public square

shingled his hair or shaved his beard, or otherwise changed his

personal appearance to one the Dog Catcher deemed More Be-

coming.)
We should all see here the notorious "Hair-Cut Order," which

aroused such universal derision throughout the United States

that the Department at once promulgated a circular practically

withdrawing the offensive and foolish legislation, although

leaving it still open to be abused by tyrants. We should see the

tyrant to whom this sort of a club was precisely the only sort of

weapon adapted to his mind and his capacity. We should see

that instead of using the
"

tact, patience and perseverance
"

strictly enjoined by the Department always, and even for the

application of this Order, and instead of using this brilliant

tonsorial regeneration as a means to Civilize the Indians (which
was the Department's blessed plan and belief), he has used it as

a punishment and a degradation, and a means of asserting his

Brief Authority over the lives and fortunes of his unhappy
wards.

We should see this oppressor and his be-pistoled Navajos sur-

rounding a Moqui village ; herding the men into a Council

Chamber under threat of shooting, and there handling them,

holding them and forcibly shearing them as they were so many
sheep, sometimes leaving the scar of the shears on their faces.

While we should not see it, there would be someone to remind
us that cutting off the hair of these Indians as a punishment
was absolutely forbidden by the King of Spain in 1621, who
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sternly rebuked a few misguided blockheads of his day who had
had so little sense. The King

- of Spain knew enough to know
(and said) that for Indians this

" was the greatest possible dis-

grace and degradation," and absolutely forbade any further

such "cruelty," as he termed it.

We should see a general state of things to which the fore-

going is a key. Although "corporal punishment" and "cruel

or degrading measures " are absolutely prohibited by the rules

and regulations of the Indian Service, we should see a boy so

flogged for having dared to answer
"
yes

" to a companion in his

native language, instead of in English, that he had to be kept
in quarters over night and medically cared for by the officials of

this Humane Government. We should see the meek Hopi— the

Quaker Indians—degraded in their own eyes and in the eyes of

their aboriginal neighbors by having their fine heads of hair

ridiculously bobbed short. And we should see that the spirited

Navajos (also under the jurisdiction of this same Tin Minister

of Mercy and Civilization) all wear their hair as they wish, ex-

cept a few parasites who get their
"
job

" from him only on con-

dition of cutting their hair. We should see, also, that this

cowardice is a standing joke among the people we are
"

civiliz-

ing"
—for Indians never lack the sense of humor. We should see

that this man who is the representative of our Twentieth Cen-

tury civilization and Humanity in this special corner of the

United States is universally detested by the Hopi because he

bullies them, and universally despised by the Navajos because,

while he oppresses the Moquis, he dare not lay a hand on them.

All Indians like a joke ; all Indians despise a coward.

We should see full schools, and well-made reports
—and as it is

not always that the Department can get an Agent who can do

even thus much, it is properly and naturally grateful when it

does find one—but we should see as well that this fullness

of the schools includes many children of too tender years even

for kindergarten, and others beyond the school age allowed by
the regulations, and that all are herded by force and intimida-

tion, practically always, and often in literal fact, at the point

of the six-shooter. We should see, whenever the Superintendent
or his trusty subordinates hove in sight, that babies run to

hide, howling with terror. But we should also see, when some

of the poorly paid women teachers, or decent visitors, or disin-

terested laborers in Indian fields approach, that all the popula-

tion gladly comes forth to welcome them. And perhaps from

this contrast we could guess, without the bother of being told,

the impregnable truth that anyone fit to teach these Indians (or

any others) could lead the Moquis forward in civilization if there
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were not a gun nor a club in Arizona, nor a soldier left in

America. No people are more amenable to just and friendly

treatment. It is to be hoped that no people have ever had less

of either. The cowardice, the brutality, and the doddering

folly of trying
- to "educate a people with a club "

probably need

no serious dwelling
-

upon. Almost any person fit to be at large

is aware that for his own child, or for any other child, or for

any assemblage of children, or for any aggregation of people of

any age, there can be no education without the cooperation of

the pupil ;
and that this cooperation cannot be had without the

pupil's confidence and respect at least. Anyone who is bigoted

enough and stupid enough to desire to do so, and who has at his

back practically the whole military power of the United States,

can of course maintain a temporary front of Success. He can

keep his schools full during his term, by coercion and by intimi-

dation, draw his salary, and leave to his successor the same old

problem whether he shall continue to Educate by Assault-and-

battery, or begin in the now more difficult task of soothing and

leading this outraged, suspicious and embittered people.

The trouble is that there is no such Magic Glass, and that

the remote American public cannot see what goes on in this

Little Russia, a hundred miles from the railroad in the wilds of

Arizona. For several years these facts have been notorious lo-

cally among travelers, students and all whom business or chance

has thrown in contact with the Moquis ;
but this sort of in-

telligence travels slowly ;
and the fact that the Moqui Reserva-

tion is today the scene of a petty oppression which the whole
American people would indignantly repudiate and put a stop to

if they realized it, is not a matter of wide public knowledge.
Chas. E. Burton, the Superintendent and Disbursing Agent

of the Moquis and Navajos, stationed at Keam's Canon, Ari-

zona, is the man responsible for, and actively operating, the

state of affairs hereinbefore inadequately outlined. His routine

ability to make out reports, to issue supplies, and to maintain
the outward show of compliance with the Department's policies

may be taken for granted, from the fact that he has so long re-

mained
; but this clerical ability is not the only qualification

necessary in a man who has the power almost of life and death
over 2,600 human beings, and who, from the purely official point
of view, is charged with doing in that one place what the De-

partment is aiming to do for all our Indians, viz.,
"
to fit them

for the duties and responsibilities of American citizenship."
It is notorious to those familiar with the facts that Mr. Burton
is absolutely unfit for such a position, by reason of his narrow-

ness, bigotry, lack of understanding both of what Indians can
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do, and how they can be got to do it. After about four years in

the same spot he still has no weapon but Force. He has learned

nothing- ;
he has gained nothing. On the contrary he has lost

even the prestige of his position among a people whose respect
for authority is pathetic. He is absolutely unable to Lead
them

;
and not only that—he is incapable of understanding that

the only way to advance a people is by Leading them, his mind

being so constituted as to fancy that the way is to Drive. Just

Whip up, and Push on the Reins.

The League has several reasonable reasons to believe that

Mr. Burton is not only a fair book-keeper but a conscientious

man. Its present duty would be far pleasanter if he were of the

vulgar rabble whose God is their Belly. But people who are

about one-sixteenth of an inch wide between the eyes would

never be dangerous at all if they had no
"
convictions." As

every student knows, the Inquisition was "run" precisely by
the most conscientious people in Spain. So also, in New Eng-
land, was the flogging of Quakers and the hanging of witches.

But Spain quit the Inquisition some years back ; Quakers can

now visit Boston and Go Home Alive
;
and it is about time to

weed out from publie authority the people whose mental

Watches stopped 200 years ago. We must have Conscience in

the Service—but even sooner than Conscience we must have Com-
mon Sense. Under any strict definition of the words, there is

no need of choice ; but loosely as they are used, any person fit

to Go Out Doors would rather trust his own business or the

Humanities, to a Reasonable Rascal than to a Sanctified Idiot.

There are two sides to a matter of this sort. From the offi-

cial side, it is a wrong to the government that the Indian

policy so laboriously devised and so expensively put in opera-

tion should be defeated in its aims by brutal, ignorant and op-

pressive application through unfit subordinates. From another

side, which will appeal to quite as many Americans, it is a

standing disgrace and pity
—not half so much to them as to the

American name—that these poor, gentle, unwarlike people,

striving hard to wreak an existence by agriculture on a stingy

land, should be so bullied and browbeaten, so outraged in self-

respect and their rights as parents and as children, by a semi-

educated representative of the government of the United States.

^/The Sequoya League has made a scrupulous and thorough in-

vestigation of the facts ;
and while it cannot reach the uni-

versal public, and cannot compel to every eye the Magic Glass

referred to, it means, within its limitations, to give as many
Americans as possible to see somewhat clearly what is going on

in that particular region. And so far as the knowledge it is
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able to impart can spread, just so far it feels confident of the

cooperation of the Americans to whom that knowledge comes.

It doesn't believe that any American community between Bangor
and San Diego would for an instant countenance the sort of pro-

cedure that rules at Moqui ;
and it is prepared to prove that these

methods do exist there. Nor does it believe that the Depart-
ment would in any way sanction Mr. Burton's methods if it saw
them face to face.

The other trouble with our Indian policies is that the Depart-
ment does not, and cannot, See these things. In the first place,

it does not Know Indians ; and in the second place it is admin-

istered at long-range, with its view obscured not only by dis-

tance but by the innumerable colorations of official routine and
the personal interests of its subordinates—aided sometimes by
the

"
business cowardice " of those who have

"
deals " to make

with them or favors to ask of them. It is equally difficult for

the public to have accurate knowledge of what goes on upon the

Reservations, and in the Service in general. These places are

as a rule remote from Public Haunt, hedged about with the di-

vinity of red tape, and further protected by barbed-wire restric-

tions. It may not be a matter of public knowledge that an

American citizen cannot come upon the Moqui Reservation

without a Russian Passport. Technically, I am not sure that

he can come upon any reservation. A good deal depends upon
how the specific satrapy is administered. Perhaps no one—
surely no one in Washington—knows better than this writer

how many are the meddlesome people who should be kept off,

or driven off, any reservation
;
but it is not necessary to burglar-

proof the reservations against scholars and real philanthropists,
and all Americans ex-officio. At Moqui, Mr. Burton has suc-

ceeded in earning not only the utter detestation of the Indians.

His despotism has reached to and antagonized practically every

American, whether scholar, traveler or business man, who has
come in contact with him. Meanwhile, his oppression of the

Indians—that is, those he dared oppress, for he has been mighty
careful not to lay hands on the Navajos, and even his salary-
bent zeal to "civilize

" them by cutting their hair has fallen

into innocuous desuetude since 80 or 90 of them rode down
armed to See if he Really Meant it—has been a matter of

scandal and sorrow wherever the facts have been known.
The first campaign of the Sequoya League was to persuade

the Government not to pay (as it had officially decided to pay)
$70,000 for a worthless property sold thrice, and lately, for one-

third that sum, as is of notorious official record
;
and not to put

on that property, for their prompt starvation, 300 inoffensive
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Indians already enough punished for the sole sin of their na-

tivity by being evicted from their ancient home. That cam-

paign was a success, though it was in the face of Routine, and

had to invoke the direct personal aid of President Roosevelt

several times. The Warner's Ranch Indian matter is familiar

to readers of this magazine in the last year and a half. The

League won because it was right ; because it knew what it

wished, why it wished what it did, and how to get it, in spite

of Red Tape. And it will win along these lines just so long as

the American character remains American
;
and when that

ceases, so will the League—for it will never try other pro-

cedures.

Its second campaign is to secure for the gentlest Indians in

North America a treatment at least up to average Indian stand-

ards of scholarship, decency and humanity—as of course the

Burton regime is not. Incidentally, too, the League has some
considerable American interest to keep the American name
from being wallowed in any further gratuitous mire. If we
have to kick some Indians, to show our Manhood—and to shave

their eyebrows, and otherwise degrade them—let's try our pa-

ternal hand on the Navajos, for instance, who number better than

20,000, and are fighters, and would fight at the instant drop of

any such Tenderfoot hat. It may be American to be Careless ;

but it isn't American to Lick Orphans and Cripples, and Run
Away from Husky Boys of sixteen. And the League wiU win
this fight also, Not because it is the League ; not because you
or I care about this special instance

;
but because the American

People
—and a roaring majority of the seventy-six millions of

them—care for fair-play, horse-sense and mercy.
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> THE ANGLO-SAXON PERIL.*
By CHARLES FISK BEACH, JR.

jN these last days much loose and unconsidered talk is

going about in this country upon the subject of a so-

called Anglo-Saxon world domination, and many of our

people, who read the newspapers more than they think,
seem somehow to have absorbed the notion that it is

all very true, and all very nice, forsooth, that in the

new century the Anglo-Saxon race — whatever that is

— is to inherit the earth, and is to do to death all other

and degenerate folk, the degeneracy and the decadence of all the other

nations of the earth being duly assumed as a necessary major premise. It

should seem that only a little reflection and analysis and some exact speech

ought to make an end of this fatuous idea, and that only a dull point
should easily suffice to prick a bubble so ill-inflated and so big with mis-

chief. If all who talk without knowledge about the Anglo-Saxon race,

and assume for verity all the nonsense they see in the newspapers about

it, knew exactly what an Anglo-Saxon is, and what he is not, and why this

talk is abroad in the earth, and could be made to realize to what national

and international disorder and mischief it tends, we might have less of it in

future. It is as a contribution to national sanity on this subject that this

article is written.

When an American plumes himself upon his Anglo-Saxon extraction

and inflates himself with the idea, it is more than a thousand to one that

he is guessing—and guessing wrong. If, in any individual case, all the

necessary assumptions happen, by the barest chance, to be correct, it comes

precisely and only to this, that in the particular case the individual traces

his lineage backward some dozens of generations to an ancestor, or group
of ancestors, who, when first heard of, were half-naked savages in the

woods of Germany— Saxons, Angles or Jutes— tribes of people distinctly
inferior in civilization to their Southern and Western neighbors. After

their settlement in England and a wild and barbarous existence there for

some centuries, during which of themselves they made little progress in any
direction— all the recent Alfred millenary rubbish to the contrary not,

withstanding—they were ultimately subjugated and civilized by people from
the north of France, who imposed upon them their name, their language,
their religion, their law and their enlightenment. Whatever they have

subsequently attained is the direct and immediate outcome of the civiliza-

tion imported from Normandy and Brittany, and imposed upon them with

an iron hand from Rouen and Rome. After a period of vassalage to their

Frankish masters, these anglicized German savages came to be the middle,
lower middle, and peasant, stock of the British islands. Wearing for many
generations very awkwardly the civilization that had come to them from
across the channel, they finally came to stand upon their own feet, a com-

pact, serious, dull stock of people, having indeed, like every other race of

mankind that has come to the front, their virtues, their excellencies and
their limitations— not worse, perhaps, but certainly not better, than the

races from which they had derived their civilization. From about the

eleventh century, when the world was created (for them) to this present-

they have in general followed, and not led, in the march toward higher and

*Mr. Beach is an eminent lawyer and author of a dozen standard works on law. He has
had experience and practice in London as well as in the United States ; and his books are

published in both countries. And quite aside from this, his present sane reproof of a popu-
lar absurdity is timely and much needed.—Ed.
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better things ; and it is the most untaught and insular conceit to pretend
for them as a stock any essential preeminence. When you say that they
are strong and serious, and not in general below a fair average of humanity,
and that in their development they have been exceptionally fortunate in

their isolation, you have said it all. If you are an Anglo-Saxon, my
brother man, that is about what you are in point of genesis and genealogy.
To prate about the Anglo-Saxon race in the prevailing fashion is, as a

matter of common knowledge, childish and absurd ; and as a matter of

morals, less defensible than any other propaganda of race hatred that ever

was heard of. It makes fools of people who believe that it imputes to them

any peculiar racial sanctity or excellence, and its only and inevitable ten-

dency abroad is to pit race against race in a most hateful and pernicious

fashion, to stir up strife in the world, and to set the nations by the ears.

No informed and no patriotic human being ought to be a party to it.

Anglo-Saxonism, in its whole length and breadth, is wholly unimportant,
so far as it has any basis of fact, and utterly mischief-making, if pressed.
Whatever shadowy excuse or necessity there may be for it in the British

Islands, there is no room for it in America. Few heresies can be further

from the truth than the pretence that the eighty millions or so of human
beings who constitute the American nation are Anglo-Saxon in stock, or

that they constitute, in any true ethnological sense, a branch of that race.

Saying a thing over and over, solemnly and with emphasis, to people who
do not think much about it, makes it sound familiar and like the truth, and

gives it the credence and currency of any other platitude, but it has no

tendency to make it true. Even the purely English element of our popula-
tion has drawn its nobler qualities, not from the German forests, but from
the valley of the Seine, and here in America we have laid not only France

and England and Germany under tribute, but the islands of the sea as well,

and the most distant corners of the earth. We are Anglo-Saxons, yes, in

a way ; and we are everything else besides. In the sum total of our better

qualities we are more everything else than Anglo-Saxon. As a matter of

mere national maternity, Spain is more our mother-land than England ;

and France has been and is today more our intellectual stimulus and in-

spiration than all the rest of the world beside. Our language is a bastard

French
; our religion, our art, our taste, our architecture, our drama, our

kitchen, our manner of life, the whole substratum of our civilized existence

are Latin more than Teuton. Rome, more than the jungles of middle-age

Germany, has contributed to our twentieth century prime and prosperity.

Our letters, our learning, our mental genesis go back in ordinary genera-
tion to the city on the Tiber ;

and our intellectuality, as well as our mate-

rial well-being, has filtered down to us, in a broadening current, from

Rome, through Paris, to New York. Only a diverted stream has trickled

around through the valleys of the Rhine and of the Thames. These are

the truths we learn in schools, and forget like Greek and Geology in after

life ; but they are as eternally true now as when they were new to us.

Whatever Englishmen may do in the future by way of preaching Anglo-
Saxonism, we in America, taking due account of the cardinal points of the

compass and of the elementary verities, may well give over this uncon-

sidered trifling. As a mere vaunt, it is silly ; as a menace, it is crime.

Worse and more indefensible than setting the black race against the white

in the South is it to stir up Saxon against Latin and Latin against Saxon
in the world. In this wrong doing, so far as we have been drawn into it,

our little finger has been thicker than our father's loins. The pretense
that such bravado makes for the peace of the world, and the assumption
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that the rest of mankind will bow down and acquiesce, are utterly short-

sighted
— worthy of the statesmanship at Westminster that, in these last

days, departing from its high traditions, conceived and persisted in the

war against the Boer— and all unworthy of the enlightened citizens of a

free republic.

The attitude that many Americans lately assume toward England on the

one hand and France on the other is one of the lesser evils of the dissemin-

ation of this pernicious notion. Indeed it has been made clear that the

whole thing is an English propaganda, industriously and sedulously advo-

cated there, preached persistently to us, and more or less unconsciously

accepted here. It is all very well, and there may be sound reason

enough, for England to dislike and fear her neighbor across the channel ;

but it carries it too far for her to attempt to teach us, or morally or intel-

lectually dragoon us, to sympathize with her in that fear and that dislike.

There is absolutely nothing in common between England and the United

States in their several relations to Prance. So far is it from the truth that

because England hates France we ought to do so, the fact is that her measure
of antipathy should be our measure of friendliness. From the beginning
England has been the enemy of our country. No matter what her present

protestations, history cannot be blotted out. In our short lifetime we have
been compelled to fight two wars with her in order to establish our national

status. Within the memory of living men, her armies have invaded our

territory and burned our capital city. At every great crisis in our exist-

ence as an independent people, we have found her in our path, and have had
her to resist and push aside. What she inflicted upon us in our weakness,
and what she is now inflicting upon other people less formidable than we,

might well be apprehended today, but for our strength. We too have gold
mines.

Moreover, under the present conditions, England is today our only great
rival and competitor. If we are to be a great world-power, even on only
one side of the globe, she is most in our way. Our commercial and terri-

torial interests clash at a hundred points, and the chances of riction with

her are for us, as against any other nation, as twenty to one. A shallow

school of politicians, winking to the antiquary to say nothing, are preach-

ing to us the amazing doctrine that war between the United States and

England is essentially unthinkable for the future by reason of our racial

oneness. In fact we are more likely to have war with England in the near

future than with any other nation on earth, taking fair account of the

reasons for which people usually go to war. The British possessions in

North America constitute for the moment the surest and the only sub-

stantial guaranty of peace between the two countries. English statesmen
know as well as we do that Great Britain is on this continent at sufferance,
and that, in the event of war with us, the chances are we should not in the

outcome leave her so much as a coaling stating from Panama to the Pole.

This consideration may not flatter her imperial pride, but it is the only

guaranty worth a fig that England can ever have against war with us.

Nothing more clearly suggests the hollowness of their whole scheme of

so-called imperialism than this fact. England sitting tight on her little

island would be one thing, but spread out over the earth as an empire is

quite another. Her possessions are everywhere a source of embarassment
and weakness instead of strength, except so long as she can keep the peace
with her powerful neighbors. Her statesmen have taken good care to do
this ever since they set up in the business of empire-building. Her
colonies— which have her more than she has them— so far from strength-
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ening her as against the rest of the world, put her in the power of her

rivals. They are her hostages to fortune, and they make her position in

the world very much like that of a railway built through the Granger
States by Eastern capital. Spread out to the ends of the earth she

is obliged, in order to prevent disintegration, to submit with what grace

she can muster to our dictation at Panama and in Venezuela, to Russia in

China, to France in Turkey and Egypt, and even to Germany in Persia,

and so on around the circle, wherever any serious conflict arises— an in-

evitable but inglorious predicament for an Imperial Power. The plague of

it for her is that even the small politician at Washington, or Paris, or St.

Petersburg, or where else you please, not needing to content himself with

twisting the lion's tail in a diplomatic way, can pinch his ears and poke
into his ribs for sheer amusement, and the lion must perforce be compla-
cent on penalty. He may growl a little and bluster a bit, but nothing
more.

It is this embarassing and absurd situation to which imperialism reduces

England that drives her to Anglo-Saxonism as a plea for an alliance with

the United States against the world. The truth is that an empire such as

the English people have patched together has no place under modern con-

ditions and in face of the existence of four or five other first-rate powers.
It is an affront to every other self-respecting power for England to arrogate
to herself the mastery of the seas, to assume to police the globe, to seize

upon strategic points all over the face of the earth, to install her squadrons
in waters adjacent to foreign states, and generally to take on the air of a

proprietor and an arbiter the world over. Such international impertinence
other powers will put up with only until some fair occasion offers to chal-

lenge it. Least of all will the United States endure it, as soon as it hap-

pens to run counter to our national intentions or interest, or even to our

national conceit. To erect and to seek to perpetuate such an overgrown

imperialism in these days is to challenge Christendom and to invite as-

sault. The whole house of cards will tumble the moment that England is

involved in a serious quarrel with any rival. She can have her empire

only so long as she contents herself with mere bravado, refrains from vio-

lence, and manages to prevent a rupture with any great power.
Face to face with this situation, realizing that the continuance of her em-

pire depends on fair weather and a smooth sea, and seeing the door shut in

her face on the Continent, England finds herself driven to seek countenance

and support from us. With no friend or ally on the earth, she turns to us

with her Anglo-Saxonism, which, pressed to its legitimate conclusion,

would only relegate us to the status of the largest British colony. For her,

we are Anglo-Saxons, only because thereby she would bolster up her em-

pire. Powerful as she is at home, she need everything from us, while we
need nothing from her. We have nothing to bolster up. So it has come
to pass that England first preaches to us the doctrine of oneness of race —
which she calls being Anglo-Saxons— and then insists that we are as

much disliked on the Continent as she is. Everywhere in the world,

England and Englishmen are cordially disliked. For a century their proce-

dure has been such as to offend and affront the nations, with the result that

they are entering upon the new century handicapped both with their top-

heavy and cumbersome empire and with the dislike and active animosity
of the whole world. It is, therefore, necessary to imbue us with the notion

that we too, are disliked abroad ; and that this animosity is ground for our

standing together, because all the world is against the Anglo-Saxon.
To tell America that she is disliked in Europe as England is disliked is
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to say the thing that is not. The English press must be credited with

practically the whole of this persistent mis-statement. Inspired from

Downing street, it has harped, time out of mind, on this string. While the

American press debauches, and the French press inflames, the London

press deceives. Nowhere else within the four corners of the earth is such

transparent nonsense consistently and persistently put out with a straight

face for truth, as in the columns of the daily English newspapers. No-

where else is found a reading public so docile and gullible
— a people who

read every morning, and believe every hour, what they find out next day
to be untrue. But the printing and the believing, the fabrication and the

faith go on, as we all know, die in diem, world without end.

While there is thus every reason why Europe should be hostile to

Great Britain, because she is in everybody's way, there is no reason why
that hostility should extend to us. We are not crowding ourselves into any
part of the eastern hemisphere, and we are not flaunting an empire in the

face of Christendom, nor treading upon any European corns. Aside from

Germany, which may safely be regarded in this connection a negligible

quantity, there is no European State where there can be found today any
especial or exceptioual dislike for America and the Americans. Nowhere
in Europe is there any disposition to class us with the English, except so
far as we put ourselves in that class, or so far as the English themselves
are seeking to bring it about by their chatter about the Anglo-Saxon race.
If the American behaves himself and goes honestly about his business,

buying, selling and getting gain as he finds opportunity for trade, he will
fare as well in Europe as anybody else, the inevitable friction of trade

competition affecting him no more than the rest. He is now on a perfectly
even keel in Europe, except so far as Europe may suspect that he is playing
into the hands of Great Britain. Eliminate that idea, and the United
States may go on well, and will get on well, all over the world. Of course,
if we join hands in a world-plunder with England, and shout ourselves
hoarse and out of breath over Anglo-Saxon domination, or if we allow our-
selves to become a sort of tail to the imperial kite that England is flying,
we shall come in for a share of continental ill-will. We behaved, for ex-

ample, badly enough in the Dreyfus affair, stupidly following the English
lead

;
so inexcusably, indeed, that, if the tables had been turned, we should

have set no bounds to our wrath at a similar officious interference by a

European people in a domestic concern of our own. But Prance behaved
rather decently over that and has pretty well forgotten it

; so that, if we
manage to exercise better taste and better judgment and more self-control
another time, it cannot count for much against us. But we cannot go on
indefinitely in that way and win. We have only to forswear Anglo-Saxon-
ism absolutely to be at peace with all the earth.
With France, above all other countries, our future relations can and

should be cordial and kindly. With her we have only the very slighest oc-
casion for friction, and a hundred-fold more reason for close friendship
than any other great power. Neither our territorial and commercial, nor
our military and naval interests clash at any point with hers. Her ancient

friendship and her present good-will towards us augur well for the sta-

bility of Franco-American peace. The two great republics, children of

Washington and of Eafayette, owe it to the human race and to posterity to
stand close together in the forefront of an advancing civilization. This is

not merely sentiment and good politics
— it is business. France and Russia

stand today, and promise to stand, for the future, for the physical might of

Europe. Italy, drifting more and more from her Germanic commitment,
is finding in these two gigantic powers her normal international associa-
tion. Such a triple alliance, probable in the near future, will be invincible
on that side of the Atlantic. There lies our safety, and there is our surest
alliance if we are to join hands across the sea with any foreign powers.
There is an undue emphasis at present, it seems to me, in the talk about

Germany. At the moment, she is scarcely able to take care of herself,

seemingly on the verge of general bankruptcy growing out of her over-
strain for a series of years to exploit her industries, and to maintain her
army as against France, at an expense quite beyond her means. Then, too,
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her imperialism, founded as it is upon a doubtful and rather loose alliance
of semi-independent principalities, is an experiment. Sandwiched between
France and Russia, essentially powerless as against the accumulated
wealth and boundless credit of the one and the weight of numbers of the
other— and the unified naval and military prowess of the two— straining
her back to maintain an army which she cannot afford, and to create a
navy that she cannot use when she has created it, she is more a menace to
herself than to anyone else. Facing further complication of her finances
in her efforts to compete with her richer and stronger rivals on sea and
land, she will do well for the next half century if she conserve herself, and
if she succeed in the fullness of time in realizing that dream of German
unity that has eluded the grasp of Teutonic kings and statesmen for more
than half a thousand years. She must placate her agrarians, and make
her peace with the great towns, and stablish her manufacturers, and
fatten out her slender purse, and assure herself—and then the world—of
her steadied imperial existence, before she will constitute a peril for us.

Until she is as rich as France, as numerous as Russia and as well-equipped
in mercantile marine as Great Britain, or at least until she comes to the front
in one or the other of these directions, no one of the greater powers need
much concern itself about her. The Germans have always been an intelli-

gent and aggressive race, always a world-factor to be reckoned with, but
never at any time a financially independent or a superlatively powerful peo-
ple. Poor, industrious, divided and unlucky, Germany has always made a

good fight for about third place on the Continent. The happy combination
of accidents, by force of which she prevailed in the war of 1871 with France,
has given her for the time being a relative consequence in Europe which a
Teutonic power never had before. That has a little turned her head, being
all so different from the old order of things. And still your German takes
himself and his commerce and his emperor a bit too seriously ; and there is

a volume of talk in the world just now about Germany and the Germans
which is out of proportion to their real or immediately prospective import-
ance. If other people therefore allow our German friends to do all the

talking of this sort, it may develop that some large part of the present
German world-consequence is verbal. But however that may be, and
whether Germany works out something or nothing from her present com-
plications, is more a problem for John Bull than for us. Germany is on his

hands, not on ours.

Hcecfabula docet that the path of safety for the American nation leads

anywhere rather than to London. No one was ever partner with Albion but
to his hurt. From whatever point we view it—the war in the Crimea, or the

rape of Egypt, or the squabbles over Turkey, or the control of the Suez
Canal, or the Venezuela aggressions, or the Newfoundland embroglio, or
the very recent attempts to muddy the water at Panama, or the South
African outrages, one after the other— it is the same. England is a good
partner only when she is not in the firm, and when she has no voice in the
directorate. At the moment, she has nothing to offer us in exchange for
our exceptional and exclusive friendship but the hot end of the p >ker and
the ill-will of Europe. It isn't a matter of saving or losing her trade, or of

increasing our business with her or her colonies. Trade follows the price-
current, not the flag, or sentiment, or oneness of race. People buy where
goods are cheap and to their liking, not from affection for the shop-keeper.
Speaking commercially, we shall not lose twenty shillings a quarter through
snubbing England never so brutally, or gain a guinea a year by falling
into her arms never so effusively. She has traded with us— it is common
knowledge— and will continue to trade with us, only as it is to her
commercial interest; and she will do more of it, rather than less, as time
runs on, even though we should be never so much at war with her. Com-
mercially and financially, she is relatively and actually decadent ; her busi-
ness is in the hands of the trades-unions and of medievalism ;

her army is the

laughing stock of Europe ; her statesmanship is at the lowest ebb and her
sols are below par ; politically she is as clay in the coarse hands of a push-
ful bagman, whose cheap and unscrupulous commercialism has debauched
the moral sense, the high ideals and the intellectual independence of her
people. Her navy, many shrewd men in her own country fear, is little better
than her army. Bismarck's prognostic and Gladstone's apprehension that
South Africa would be the grave of the British Kmpire are slowly fulfilling
themselves. The empire as an academic speculation, and as an Iridescent

dream, was all very well. It was matter for a poet laureate, for old ladies
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over their lea cups, and for boys in their enthusiam at Eton and Oxford.
But put to the test of war, whether on sea or land or in the markets of the
twentieth century and in the face of a tempest, it works out zero. Eess
formidable than the figure of iron and of clay in Daniel's vision, it turns
out that

'* Its head is made of pea-straw,
Its tail is made of hay."

The Spanish empire only a hundred years ago was greater in extent than
England's empire of to-day, her language more widely spoken, her money
more current, her religion more disseminated and her sons more aggressive
and powerful at the ends of the earth. What English guild or company
has a tithe of the civilizing, creating, conquering and educating force of
the Society of Jesus, or ever achieved anything in colonization, in empire-
making or in commerce like to it? In a short century, Spain and her em-
pire are written off the world's balance-sheet, and are gone the way of all

things. That was one case, ( was it not written two thousand years ago? )

of taking the sword and perishing by the sword.

V

THE CITY SQUARE.
By DA VID A TKINS.

HIS is that magic carpet which bears back,
O'er time and space to distant lands and days,

The thoughts of old sad men who, bowed and slack,

Unseeing gaze.

The laughter of glad children in the grass,
The frail blue smoke that mounts the evening sky,

Lovers who lower voices as they pass,

Bring dead joys nigh.

And, with the sun's last glory, for a while,
Lifts, like a mist, the city ;

and these men
Stand knee-deep in the grain again, and smile
As they did then.

For youth, long lost and longed for, lives once more
;

And loiterers on the threshold space of Death
Breathe the free winds that swept youth's scented shore
With each faint breath

;

And stranded broken venturers grown old,
Whose eyes have seen the wonders of the deep,

Make of high buildings headlands, and behold

Again the green sea's sweep.

And dreaming, as the darkness falls and night
Is pierced by the first lamp, they see stand clear

On some dull coast the evening-kindled light
That marked home near.

Again great hopes forgotten stir the heart—
Brave projects planned when first Life's lips were kissed,

And swift the bitter tears unbidden start

For youth's dishonored tryst.

This is that magic carpet which bears back,
O'er time and space to distant lands and days,

The thoughts of old sad men who, bowed and slack,
Unseeing gaze.

Sonora, Cal.
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AND OTHER HISTORIC
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CALIFORNIA

DIRECTORS.
J. G. Mossin.
Henry W. O'Melveay.
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President, Chas. F. Lumtnis.
Vice-President, Margaret Collier Graham.
Secretary, Arthur B. Benton, 114 N. Spring St.

Treasurer, J. G. Mossin, California Bank.
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812 Kensington Road.
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Andrew McNally, Rt. Rev. Geo. Montgomery, Miss M. F. Wills, B. F. Porter, Prof. Chas,
C. Bragdon, Mrs. Jas. W. Scott, Mrs. Phebe A. Hearst, Mrs. Annie D. Apperson, Miss
Agnes Lane, Mrs. M. W. Kincaid, Col. H. G. Otis, H. Jevne, J. R. Newberry, Dr. W. Jarvia
Barlow, Marion Brooks Barlow, Geo. W. Marston, Chas. L. Hutchinson, U. S. Grant, jr.,
Isabel M. R. Severance, Mrs. Louisa C. Bacon, Miss Susan Bacon, Mrs. Mira Hershey,
Jeremiah Ahem. William Marshall Garland, Geo. L. Fleitz, Miss Josephine W. Drexel.
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M. F. Wills, C. D. Willard, John F. Francis, Frank J. Polley, Rev. Hugh K. Walker,
Elmer Wachtel, Maj. H. T. Lee, Rt. Rev. Joseph H. Johnson, Bishop of Los Angeles, Mrs.
Caroline M. Severance.

VfHE Club has now passed the $6,000 mark in moneys raised to carry
out its work of protecting and preserving- the Old Missions and
other historic landmarks of Southern California. With this sum
it has already accomplished a very large amount of protective re-

pairs. Some idea of the extent of its work may be had from the fact that

among other items it has built nearly three acres of roofs ; that it has
saved the chief buildings at four Missions which were rapidly being
destroyed, so that these eight structures—including one which is 240x60
feet, and several others over 100 feet long—will last another century.
There is still a vast amount of this work to be done ; and the Club urges

all good Americans to assist in it. Membership is open to anyone, and the
dues are but $1 per year. Life membership $25. All moneys go direct to
the work. There are no salaries. The Club is a permanent, incorporated
institution. It has long leases on the Missions of San Juan Capistrano,
San Fernando and Pala ; at each of which it has already made exten-
sive repairs. It has also made repairs at the San Diego Mission, and will

this spring undertake to replace some of the beautiful arches at San Luis
Key, thrown down by a recent storm.
The Landmarks Club Cook Book, a handsome, bound volume of over 260

pages, with an extraordinarily fine collection of the choicest recipes from
everywhere, and a larger array of authentic Californian and Spanish dishes
than can be found anywhere else in English, is issued by, and for the bene-
fit of, the Club. It also contains twenty-one views from photos, showing
something of what the Club has already done. The book can be had from
Mrs. Mossin, as above, or at the office of this magazine. Price, $1.50; by
mail, $1.60.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE WORK.
Previously acknowledged, $5,999.50.
New contributions—L. Maynard Dixon, San Francisco (in services), $10.

$1 each—Miss Helen Carter, Pasadena ; Mrs. Mary A. Davis, Banning,
Cal.; Albert McFarland, Mrs. Albert McFarland, Hugh Gibson, Mrs.
Frank A. Gibson, Mrs. Fred W. Wood, Los Angeles ; Mrs. M. F. Wood-
ward, Buffalo, N. Y.
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- EARLY ENGLISH VOYAGES
Xo tHe Pacific Coast of America.

(From their own, and contemporary English, accounts.)

VI.— Wm. Dampibr, 1686.—Continued.

EPTEMBER 3. 1684 they sailed out of the Gulph of Amapalla directing
[

their course to the Coast of Peru, having- their share of tornadoes,
with thunder, lightning and rains, which "are very frequent on these

Coasts from June to November." . . They plied along the shore and on the

20th of September came to an Anchor near the Isle of Plata, said by some
to have been given this name by the Spaniards

" ever since Sir Francis

Drake carried thither the Cacafoga, a rich Ship of theirs, laden with

Plate."

After a day's stay at Plate Island they continued their voyage to Point

St. Helena, where stood a wretched Indian village, also called St. Helena.
— " Some of our Men, being sent in the Night-time to take the Village,
landed in their Canoes in the Morning, & took some Prisoners, and a small

Bark set on Fire by the Inhabitants, alledging that they had done it by
special Order from the Viceroy. Our Men coming back the same Evening,
we returned again to the Isle of Plata, where we anchored September 26.

which very Evening, we sent some of our Men to Manta, an Indian vil-

lage, two or three Leagues west of Cape St. Laurenzo, to get more Pris-

oners, in hopes of better Intelligence. Manta is a small Village, inhabited

by Indians, on the Continent, seven or eight Leagues from the Isle of

Plata. Its buildings are mean and scattered. . . . The Church here is

very fine, and adorned with carved Work, because this Place was formerly
inhabited by Spaniards.

" We returned to our Men, who landed, about Day-break, one mile and an
half from the Village ; but the Inhabitants, being already stirring, took

the Alarm, and so all got away, except two old Women, who, being taken

Prisoners, declared, that the Viceroy, upon News brought him, that a good
Number of the Enemies were come over the Isthmus of Darien into the

South Seas, had ordered the Burning of their Ships, the Destroying of all

the Goats in the Isle of Plata, and no more Provisions to be kept, than for

their own present Use."

They staid at the Isle of Plata " unresolved what Course to take till

October 2, when Captain Swan, Commander of the Cygnet of London, a

rich Ship, wh was designed to trade on that Coast, came to an Anchor in

the same Road, but being disappointed in his Hopes to traffic thereabouts,
his Men had forced him to take aboard a Company of Privateers he met
with at Nicoya, . . . under the command of Captain Peter Harris. . . .

Captain Swan's Ship being unfit for Service, by reason of his Cargo, most
of his Goods were sold upon Credit, and the rest thrown overboard, except
the fine Commodities, and some Iron for Ballast. Then Captain Swan &
Captain Davis joined Company by Consent

;
& Harris had a Small Bark

given him. Our Bark, wh had been sent three Days before cruising

brought in a Prize laden with Timber, wh they had taken in the Bay
Guaiaquil. The Commander told us it was credibly reported at Guaiaquil,
that the Viceroy was fitting out ten Frigates to chase us out of those Seas«

This made us wish for Captain Eaton ; it was resolved to send our small

Bark towards Lima, to invite him to join Company with us. This done, we
fitted up another small Bark into a Fireship ;

& October 20 sailed for

the Isle of Lobos."
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November 2. we lay about six Leagues off Payta, whence we sent

\several Canoes armed with 110 Men, to attack the Town, a small sea-port

(belonging to the Spaniards at 5° 15'. It has two Churches, tho' not more
than seventy-five or eighty Houses, low, and meanly built. . . . November
3 early in the Morning, our Men landed four Miles South of Payta, where

they took some Prisoners that were set for a Watch, who told us, that the

Governor of Piura was come with 100 Men to their Assistance : Notwith-

standing this, our Men attacked the Fort on the Hill, and took it with little

Opposition ; whereupon the Governor and Inhabitants quitted the Town :

fOur people soon entered it, but found it empty of Money, Goods and Pro-

visions. That same Evening we came with our Ships to an Anchor not

far from the Town, a mile from the Shore. . . . We stayed six Days — in

Hopes of getting a Ransom for the Town ; but perceiving we were not

likely to have any, it was laid in Ashes. At night we set sail hence, with

the Land Wind toward Lobos."

They next "formed a Design against the town of Guiaquil" and at

Point Arena they took "some of the fishermen of Puna, and afterward their

Watch, together with the whole town and Inhabitants. The next Ebb, we
took a Bark laden with Quito cloth, coming from Guiaquil ;

" then a Bark
laden with negroes— and the Masters of two other Barks with a load of

negroes, failing to get the negroes themselves ; and they were also unsuc-

cessful in their attempt to take Guaiaquil, and returned to Puna, "and, in

our Way, seized upon three . . . Barks, laden with 1,000 lusty negroes ;

out of them we kept about sixty, and left the rest with the Barks, behind ;

whereas, if we had carried them all to St. Maria, on the Isthmus of

Darien, we might, with their Assistance, have worked the Gold Mines on

that Side
; and by erecting a Fort or two at the Entrance of the River of

St. Maria, and with the Assistance of the Natives our Friends, and some

English & French iPrivateers from all Parts of the West Indies, have not

only maintained ourselves there against all the Power of Spain, but also

extended our Conquests to the Coasts and Gold Mines of Quito.'''' They
set sail again on the 13th of December, and in three days arrived at the

Isle of Plata, where, after having provided themselves with fresh water

on the Continent, they parted their Cloth and directed their course to

Lovalia, a Town in the Bay of Panama. " As our Design was to look for

Canoes, in some River or other unfrequented by the Spaniards, so our

. Indian Pilots were but of little Use to us." . . . "We endeavored to make
i the River of St. /ago, by reason of its nearness to the Isle of Gallo, in wh

'

there was much Gold." . . . "We entered the River St. /ago, with four

Canoes December 27 . . . where we discovered two small Huts," in which
was "

nothing but a few Plaintains, Fowls, and one Hog." ... " We
left the River /December 29, and crossed these small Bays in our Canoes.

In our Way we saw an /ndian House, whence we took the Master, and

whole Family, and came at Twelve at Night to Tomaco : Here we seized

'upon all the Inhabitants ;
and among the rest, one Don Diego de Pinas, a

Spanish Knight, whose Ship was not far off at anchor to lade Timber : So
9•• look her and found thirteen jars of good Wine aboard her, but no other

Lading. An /ndian Came came aboard us, with three of the Natives, who
were straight and well-limbed, but of low stature, with black Hair, long

Visages, & small Noses &. Eyes, and of a dark Complexion. The 31st,

several of our Men . . . returned with their Canoes, & brought along
with them some Ounces of Gold they had found in a Spanish House, but

the People were fled."

"January 1, 1685 ... we took a Packet of Letters in a Spanish Boat,

sent from Panama to Lima, whereby we understood, that the President of
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Panama wrote to hasten the Plate Fleet thither from Lima, the Armada
from Spain being come to Porto Bello : This News soon made us alter our

Resolution of going
- to Lovelia ; instead whereof, it was resolved to ren-

dezvous among the King's or Pearl Islands, not far distant from Panama,
and by wh. all Ships bound to Panama from the Coast of Lima, must of

Necessity pass. Accordingly we sailed the 7th ; the 8th we took a Ship \

of 90 Tons, laden with Flour. . . . The 13th we pursued our Voyage to

the King's Isle, being now two Men of War, and two Tenders, one Fireship,
& the Prize :

" ... They brought their Ships into a convenient careen-

ing place in a good deep Channel enclosed by land, at the North side of St.

Paul's, one of the King's or Pearl Islands. "After having cleaned our

Barks first, we sent them the 27th to cruise towards Panama : They
brought us, the Fourth Day after, a Prize, coming from Lovelia with

Maiz, or Indian Corn, Salted Beef and Fowls. . . . Our Ships being well

careened . . . we sailed out from among the Isles the 18th . . . and the

Next Day cruised in the Chanel toward Panama, . . . we anchored directly

opposite to Old Panama, once a Place of Note in those Parts
;
but the great-

est Part thereof being laid in ashes in 1673. by Sir Henry Morgan, it was
never rebuilt since. . . . The 20th we anchored within a League of three

little rocky Isles, called the Perico Islands
; and on the 21st took another

Prize, laden with Hogs, Beef, Fowls and Salt, from Lovelia. The 24th,

steered over to the Isle of Tabago, in the same Bay six Leagues South of

Panama : . . . the North Side has a very fine fresh-water Spring, wh
falls from the mountains into the Sea. Near it formerly stood a pretty

Town, with a fair Church, but the greatest Part has been destroyed by
the Privateers.
" We set sail, March the 2d, towards the Gulph of St. Michael in quest

Captain Townley, (who they told us was coming with 180 English over the

Isthmus of Darien)" . . . . "Near six Leagues to the South of the entrance

of the River of St. Maria, the Spaniards built, about twenty Years ago,
the Town of St. Maria, on account of its Nearness to the Gold Mines. Soon
after it was taken by Captains Coxon, Harris and Sharpe, but was rebuilt

soon after again ; for, when Captain Harris ( the Nephew of the former )

took it a second time, he found in it great Store of Wine, iron Pickaxes,
and other Instruments the Slaves used in digging the Gold-mines." " Mr.
Harris got 120 Pounds of Gold there," and one lump as big as a hen's egg
he kept by him. . . . "March 3. as we were steering for the Gulph, Cap-
tain Swan kept near the Continent, as we did nearer to the King's Isles,

where, at Two of the Clock in the Afternoon, near the Place where we
had careened our Ships, we met Captain Townley, with his Crew, in two
Barks they had taken, one laden with Brandy, Wine, and Sugar, and the

other with Flour." . . . Sailing toward Point Garrachina in search of

fresh water " we took a Vessel laden with Cocoa from Guiaquil." . . .

April 3d they anchored at Perico. " Our Men took a Canoe, with four In-

dians, and a Mulatto
;
who being found to have been in the same Fireship

that was sent out to burn our Ship, was hanged immediately. Captain
Davis sent his Bark to the Isle of Otoque. . . . Here our Men met with a

Messenger, sent to Panama with an account that the Lima fleet was sailed :

Most of the Letters had been thrown into the Sea ; yet of the remaining
Part, we understood that the Fleet was coming under a Convoy, composed
of all the Ships of Strength that they had been able to bring together
from Peru. Being informed that the King's Ships always came that Way
where we now lay, we sailed the 10th from Tobago to the King's Isles and I

the 11th anchored at the Place, where we careened. Here we met with
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Captain Harris. . . . The 19th, 250 Men were sent in Canoes to the River

Cheapo, to surprise the Town of the same Name. . . . The 250 Men . . .

returned the 24th having taken the Town without the least Opposition ;

but found nothing- worth mentioning there. In the Way thither, they took
a Canoe with armed Men, sent to watch our Motions ; but the Men escaped
for the most part. The 25th being joined by Captain Harris, we sailed the
26th and arrived at Tobago the 28th; and finding ourselves now 1000 strong,
it was consulted, whether we should make an Attempt upon Panama ; but

being informed by our Prisoners, that they had received a considerable
Reinforcement from Porto-Bello, that Design was laid aside. May 4. we
sailed again for the King's Isles, ... we sent two Canoes to the Isle of

Chapelio, to get some Prisoners. They returned the 25th, with three Sea-
men of Panama, who informed us . . . that they expected every Day the
Arrival of the Fleet from Lima. On the South Side of the Isle of Pacheque
lie two or three small Isles, and betwixt them a Chanel not above seven
Paces wide, and a mile in Length. On the East side of this Chanel we lay
at Anchor with our whole Fleet, consisting of ten Sail, but only two Men
of War, viz Captain Davis, thirty-six Guns, 156 Men, and Captain Swan,
sixteen Guns, 140 Men, the rest being provided only with Small-arms,
making in all 960 Men ; we had also one Fireship. . . . About eleven
o'clock ... we discovered the Spanish Fleet three Leagues West North-
west from the Isle of Pachaque, standing to the Fast, we being then at
Anchor a League South-east from the Isle, betwixt it and the Continent.
About three in the Afternoon we sailed, bearing right down before theWind
upon the Spaniards, who kept close on a Wind to come up with us ; but

Night approaching, we exchanged only a few Shot. As soon as it began
to be dark, the Spanish Admiral put out a light at his Top as a Signal for
the Fleet to come to an Anchor. In half an Hour after, it was taken down
again ; but appeared soon after as before, wh we supposing to be in the
Admiral's Top, kept under Sail, being to the Windward ; but found our-
selves deceived in our Expectation, by a Stratagem contrived by the

Spaniards, who, having put this second Light on the Topmast-head of one
of their Barks, sent her to the Leeward ; so that in the Morning, we found

they had got the Weather-gage of us. They came up with full Sail ; so
we were forced to make a running Fight of it all Day, almost quite round
the Bay of Panama ; for we came to an anchor against the Isle of Pacheque.
Captain Townley, being hard pressed by the Spaniards, was forced to

make a bold Run through the before-mentioned Chanel betwixt Pacheque
and the three adjacent Isles ; and Captain Harris was forced away from us

during the Fight. Thus our long-projected Design vanished into Smoke.
I The Spanish Fleet, according to the Report of some Prisoners taken after-
ward by Captain Wright, consisted of fourteen Sail, besides Periagoes, or
Boats of twelve or fourteen Oars apiece, among wh were eight Ships of

good Force ; viz from eight to forty-eight Guns. They were computed to
have 3000 Men aboard the whole Fleet, and two Fireships. . . . We do not
know their Loss. We had but one Man killed." . . . The English sailed

away June 1 in quest of Captain Harris and met with him June 15 at the
Isle of Quibo or Cobaya.

" The City of Leon was pitched upon as being
nearest us " and ..." meantime 150 men were sent to make themselves
Masters of Puebla Nova, ... in hopes of getting some Provisions there.

They took the Town with much Difficulty, and returned the 26th ; but met
with nothing there, except an empty Bark. . . . July 5. Captain Knight
came to us " ... in the bay of Guiaquil "he took two Bark-logs with
Wine, Oil, Brandy, Sugar, Soap &c." ..." Two Miles on this Side the

City [of Leon] is an Indian Town, where a pleasant sandy Road leads you
to the City, the Houses whereof are Stone, and large, with Gardens about
them

; but low, and covered with Pantile. It has three Churches and a
Cathedral." . . . After " some Opposition

" the town was left
" to our

Peoples Mercy." . . . "The Spaniards killed one of our Men, that straggled
behind, being very old, and refusing to accept of Quarter, and took one
Smith Prisoner. Next Day, the Governor sent Word he would Ransom
the Town. We demanded 30,000 Pieces of Eight, and Provisions for lOOt
Men for four Months ; wh he not relishing, we set the City on Fire, the
14th, and marched toward our Canoes next Morning. Smith was exchanged
for a Gentlewoman. We released another Gentleman upon his Parole to

deliver to us 150 Oxen for his Ransom at Rio Leja, the Place we intended
to attack next."

[TO BB CONCLUDED.]



There used to be—and some say it is still extant—an

American diversion which an American general and Minister

Plenipotentiary embalmed in literature. So far as the Lion

remembers, it is the only American game immortalized by
the Diplomatic Corps. Maybe it is the only one typical enough
to merit this distinction. By taxing his memory, the Lion can

remember having seen it played. There were certain circles at

Harvard, in early days, which believed themselves to be init-

iate
;
and in various clubs of New York, Chicago, and other

American vortices, there was a like self-confidence. Doubtless,

also, the case is not exceptional of the Harvard man who dis-

covered in Arizona that his Riding of the Goat had ceased too

soon. One such, in my Hearing—and this is no exaggeration—thrust a happy fist toward the center of the table, where cer-

tain desirable objects were lying, with the serene, if enigmatic,

epigram : "Pour Aces." But the Rude Person across the table
— for this athletic pursuit is (or used to be) followed at tables
—answered in an irritating drawl: "No good! I got two

deuces, and These"—"These" being a Colt's .44, which for

optical reasons that I cannot explain seemed to cover the table

and to be Looking for Somebody.
The Senate of the United States is, of course, a peculiarly

undergraduate body; and the fact that most of its members have

beard of Minister Schenck's Post-Raphael ite Drawing does not

seem to have done them any corporate good. And anyone con-

genitally Freshman has no business with this recreation—nor

yet anyone too Deadly Smart.

Now any real Westerner would look just one second between

the eyes of the Other Man— which same is just now President

of the United States—and then either deposit his "hand"

gently upon the table, or else count his aces over again. The
Gentle Art of Bluffing is no monopoly of the Tenderfoot

Country ;
but a Westerner doesn't Bluff Stone Walls. He

knows enough to reserve this amusement for people that waver
in the eyes, and whose Paces Get Away from them.

But the Senate is not Western. It is an aggregation of pom-
pous Tenderfeet, with neither the Eye nor the Hip for a proper
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Bluff. It is so freshman in Poker as to look right in the face of

its smiling master—and whatever the Constitution says, he is

master, because more Man and Longer Stayer
—and actually

thinks to Scare him with its Jacks-Up!
The Senate has employed its inelegant leisure—for which the

public pays
—in a strut of Doing Nothing. It has particularly

attended—if "Attention " may be predicated at all of its uni-

versal Glassy Eye—to smothering the two things the President

particularly urged, in the name of national honor and common

humanity. There is no polite language in which an outdoor

person can express the outdoor opinion of a set of people who
could frequently encounter such a Man and think to shanghai
him so cheaply. The President is no demigod. He is just a

Man. Providentially, he chances to come when a Man is the

very thing we most need. Pour hundred years ago the super-

stitious high priests of Mexico danced in human pelts put on

soft from their sacrificial victims. Today our politicians gyrate
in the skins of men—but men's hearts are not in them. The
whole nation knows what an advantage it is that we have now,
and superior, a Man who Grew in the Skin he Wears.

The Show-Down came. The ace-high bluffers had for their

pains the comfort of coming back to their neglected duty and

hitching there till they finished it. The Extra Session was no

joke. They had to go through the motions of it. Of course it

was quite like the Senate to stick a card up its Freshman sleeve,

and to hang Reciprocity with Cuba upon ratification by Senate

and House concurrent. But if the Senate has not yet learned

what Hit it in the Face, it will Learn. It will Have to learn.

This particular matter, pledged by McKinley and his contem-

porary Congress, and by Roosevelt—and by every instinct of

American honor—will go through. The American sense de-

mands it, the President is Man enough to Stand for it
; and the

Senate, better than distinguish itself further as a Small Body of

Wind, entirely surrounded by Trusts, might just as well Ratify.

a beginning Since the earlier pages of this magazine were written,

ov the welcome news comes that not only have the warrants
KND *

for purchase of the Pala property for the Warner's
Ranch Indians been approved by the Treasury Department, but

that the money is at last in the hands of the long-waiting
vendors. Thus another coil of the slow length of Red Tape is

unwound. Nothing now intervenes but the actual removal.

The chairman of the Commission has been authorized by
the Indian Department to assist the Agent in this removal ;

and is now attempting, in consultation with all the parties in-

terested, to achieve this difficult task with the least possible

hardship to the Indians.
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There is still, unfortunately, no law of man by which irre-

mediable imbeciles can be estopped from adding to the sorrows

and the uncertainty of the Indians, and to the probability of

collision when the slow law finally does step in to enforce their

actual eviction. One half-baked muddler, signing himself

George Larando Lawson, has but now finished writing to a Los

Angeles paper articles essentially calculated to make the matter

more difficult for the sufferers—and incidentally to earn a dollar

or two for himself.

The eviction, when it comes, as it will now very soon come,

might be as tragic as the historic cases at Temecula and other-

where, but for one thing ;
and that one thing is that the In-

dians, though easily confused and bedeviled by slobbering
"Americans" (who have sprained their scant wits to mix the

Indians up), have, within their own better-balanced heads, not

only such a respect for Authority as no American community
can even comprehend, but a serious amount of that horse-sense

which seems to be divinely withheld from volunteer correspond-
ents. All the trouble whatever that has been in this Warner's

Ranch case
;

all the possibility of trouble to come—of hardship
or of violence—has been caused solely by the unleavened or ir-

responsible Americans who have made it difficult for the Indians

to know what was Authority. Except for this confusing of

counsel, they would have removed to the new home at the word
of command

;
not gladly, not willingly, but because they are a

people unspoiled enough to Respect the Law. It has been re-

served for a class of Americans (whom I would pillory by name,
so far as my short voice can reach, if I knew them) not only to

increase the agony of this simple people in the loss of their

home, by multiplying their doubts, their suspicions and their

uncertainties, but actually to imperil their lives. For when,
after all its red tape is untangled, the law finally says "Go !"

they will go, whether they wish or not
;
whether or not these

dough-minded meddlers have persuaded them to resist. The
Supreme Court of the United States has settled the case

;
and its

mandate is going to be enforced, even if wrong ;
and even if it

requires the whole military force of the United States to en-

force it. There will be no Red Tape about that.

It is believed among those whom the Indians know, and

whom they respect as much as they can by this time respect

any white person
—which naturally is not saying much—that

they will go peaceably, like the law-abiding people they are,

to the incomparably better home the Government has bought
and paid for, and will now improve with far better facilities

than the old. There are a few Americans who have given
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their time for many months to help these Indians, without

a cent of compensation of any sort. There are other

Americans who have taken pains to increase the hardship of

the Indians—for money, for notoriety, or only because they
were natural-born muddlers. In the crisis, the Indians' friends

will be there—not only to make it as easy for the Indians as

they can, but to share whatever friction the gossip of the irre-

sponsible may have made inevitable. And while this is as yet un-

official, it is pretty safe to presume that the meddlers, the mis-

chief-makers and the vulgar-curious will be chased off the

scene of a sorrow that concerns only the mourners and their

official guardians. People who haven't enough natural decency
to keep away from a funeral to which they are not invited, will

probably have to retrace their 60-mile trip a good deal more in-

conveniently than they made it.

Beet sugar and cane sugar, maple sugar and sorghum
and short and honey, and various other saccharine products are

swebtih .

considerably employed in this country ;
but among them

all none has as yet so large an output or consumption as the

Sweets of Forgetfulness.
The Lion is not an ancient beast, yet he can remember rather

distinctly a person by the name of Lincoln, and some slight

friction (with which said Lincoln had something to do) between

certain sections of this Union concerning, among other things,

the evolutionary hue of the human epidermis. He can remem-

ber also a time when this man Lincoln, whose first name, unless

memory is at fault, was Abraham, had some consideration and

praise as an American. It is rumored that he was a Republi-

can, and that he wrote, and made operative, certain peculiar

ideas as to human rights. There is a date in American calen-

dars which under pretext of the birthday of this Wayback
Gentleman, is more or less maintained as an American holiday—a chief feature of the "celebration" being to use the Dead as

a Blackboard for the Orator of the Day to write himself all

over.

The last birthday of Abraham Lincoln was observed by a

Republican Committee of the Republican Senate in deciding

that Lincoln was a fool, and that the Republican party began

wrong. It was not a partisan measure aimed at the damnable

Democrats. It was no dig at the memory of Andy Johnson nor

of Pierce ;
it was honoring the Emancipator's birthday by

slapping in the face also the Emancipator's successor, the

present President of the United States, also a Republican ; and

incidentally the face of every man that fought forty years ago,

not just because he
4t
loved a scrap," but because he thought

there was, or should be, such a thing as human freedom.
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One must often feel that of all countries this is a hard one to

guess ;
but after all, this is only a country. It is inhabited

still, as other countries have been, by mortal human beings ;
and

in every country, no matter how many fools or tyrants have ob-

structed its progress, or marked its path with blood, the Law of

Gravitation has still held good—and the Law of Gravitation for

humanity is the Right. It took a hundred years for the Ameri-

can people to decide that the practice of owning persons
—as

George Washington himself did—was a mistake
;
but they did

decide, and they made it legally impossible to record title

in flesh and blood. It may take another hundred years for the

same country to discover another equally clear lesson in

humanity ;
but it will discover it. That is just as sure as that

there shall be another hundred years, and at its end the

country.

Meantime those who can best sympathize with the feeling of

decent people in the South—not of the rabble, but of the God-

fearing, law-abiding (as they understand law), honorable people
from whom the prejudice of race (burned in by personal experi-

ence and sorrow) has not yet been eradicated—will be precisely

the ones who most honor Roosevelt for his present stand with

relation to Collector Crum. The President is a young man
;
he

is an ambitious man. He knows all the arts of the politician

and a good share of the tools of the statesman. Unless he is

more than human, he would like to succeed himself
;
to have

the personal seal of the American people in confirmation of his

accidental elevation. As he is not a fool, he knows how he

might make this result most probable, barring accidents. But
that Roosevelt would Rather be Right than be President, if it

comes to a show-down, his action in this matter shows emphat-

ically. For a man with backbone he has been remarkably

politic ;
for a man in politics he has been a cordillera of backbone

;

but when it comes to a question of his own challenged manhood,
and when it comes to tearing out the very cornerstone not only
of the Republican party now dominant, but of the whole present

superstructure of the Republic, he stands immovable as against
the politicians

—and a great man)T publications and people that

ought to be ashamed of their company in this instance—immov-

able, and with his back against the wall of human rights.

It may not be pleasant for the people of Charleston to have a

Colored Collector. If they owned him and could send him to

"collect," it would be all right ;
but to have him hold an office

that one of the Superior Race might extract the milk of, is

naturally hard. It is not easy for the people of Indianola to

have a mulatto for postmaster. It would have been good
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enough to have her fetch their letters in the old days ;
but not

now, when the handling of them brings a salary. But our

brethren of the South should remember that neither is it agree-

able to a majority of the nation to have made a national ques-

tion this sort of bickering not over a man's character, not over

his scholarship, not over his behavior as a citizen ;
but over the

accidental color of his skin.

There are a good many streaks in the United States just now,
for various reasons

;
but a thousand to one, the American people

will back up an American President who in the first place is man
enough to stand up to what he believes, and in the second place

is American enough to believe that America is in fact not only
the Home of the Brave but the Land of the Free. We took

some national pains to see about the Free part ;
and the Presi-

dent is right in believing that we Meant it. We are pretty

good forgetters ;
but we are not quite ready to wave an indiffer-

ent hand over a million graves and say: "Oh, well, what's

the odds !

"
It cost something to establish Opportunity for all

Men
;
and we'll just keep our purchase. It was worth the price.

to whom When you have proved by the Census that half the
IT M

conckrn
States of the Union would have been kept out of state-

hood by the rules now attempted to be applied to ex-

clude Arizona and New Mexico ; when you have proved by
the Constitution of the United States and the Treaty of Guada-
lupe Hidalgo that, even beyond the inherent right of American
commonwealths to self-government and home-rule, the two Ter-
ritories have an added claim upon the national honor, such as

no old State ever had when it asked admission ; when you have
proved by the official record that these two far Western Terri-
tories compare favorably in material progress with the other
States at admission (and with many of them even now)—when
you have proved all these things, which are provable, the man
who needed to have them proved still needs a more primary
lesson. He needs to be taken back so far as his A, B, C in the

great scientific truth of the Humanity of Man, and shucked of

some of his deeper ignorances.
Now the Face of the Opposition to statehood for the two

Territories has been "statistical and numerical;" and I have
already shown how childish, how absurd and how ignorant this

mask was—and proved it by the census. But the real Reason
for the Opposition has been Provincialism— partly the provin-
cialism of the Easterner who has never seen the West, and
could hardly understand it if he saw

; but still more his secret

suspicion of all peoples he does not know. This bigotry has
been as a rule very diplomatically concealed, although now and
then it has found full vent. But in the Opposition's every
movement it has been visible as a determining factor ;

and it is

as ignorant as their now exploded
H
facts and figures."

A Westerner doesn't have to be a Mormon in order to laugh
at the Tenderfoot terror—shared by one or two better men who
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are not Tenderfeet—over the Mormons. The people who fear

letting in Arizona lest it be "controlled by Mormons" doubt-

less do not know what Tourists they are. They do not know
that one may travel pretty seriously in the Southwest for years
and never see one Mormon ;

and that to find a single Mormon in

Arizona the Eastern shiverer would have to make a longer, and
more difficult, and more out-of-the-way journey than he probably
ever made in his life. And it may further be remarked that he
would have to make a longer journey yet, to find a lazy

Mormon, or a pauper, or a polygamist. What Mormons there

are, in a few little remote communities, have a religion, doubt-

less, that none of us care to embrace, and that none of us are

compelled to ; but they are not Devouring Goats but industrious

farmers, and, anyhow, they weigh as much in the policies of either

Territory as a Boston man would in a camp of scouts. To keep
an American community out of its rights because in it are a
few persons whose religion is disapproved by the majority of the

American people, is quite as just as it would be to shut New
York State out from participation in national politics because of

its incomparable immorality and political prostitution ;
and

perhaps it is not foolish to remark that in any event it is neither

American, nor safe, to begin to limit the privileges of citizen-

ship and of freedom by religious standards. One of the things
the Constitution was expressly made for was to forbid these
idiot bigotries.
The Opposition was smart enough—after the disastrous expe-

rience of its sort some years ago with the A. P. A.—to make no

open specification against the Catholics in the Territories, who
are far more numerous than the Mormons

;
but this is one of

the real grounds of the opposition. It is a new form and appli-
cation of that un-American and unmanly proscription which
had its fair trial in the United States, and was heard to its last

gasp, and was condemned by the American people, and buried
and damned so deep that even its zealots dare not resurrect or

confess it. The American principle is that a man may believe

any creed he likes, so long as he really Believes and Lives Up to

Something ;
and that the standard of his usefulness as a citizen

is measured, not by his Denomination, but by his personal Char-
acter. Certainly, under this standard, the people of the two
Territories can afford comparison with those of any Eastern
State.

Another phase of the same Tenderfoot intolerance is that
which deals with the

"
illiteracy

" of a large class, in New
Mexico particularly. Now census statistics are very useful as
far as they go, and for people old enough to play with jack-
knives—for instance they show the literacy of California to be
about double that of the whole nation—but they are not the last

word. There have been a great many useful individuals in the
world who could neither read nor write ; and that is all the
census deals with. The semi-educated provincial, too, tends to

forget the difference between Instruction and Education. The
people of the Territories average much less Instructed than
those of the better Eastern States

;
but if I am any judge of

what Education is, they average rather better Educated. Edu-
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cation is that training, that Drawing Out, which fits a person
to his environment and to its possible contingencies. Now I

personally know a great many thousand people in the East who
not only can read and write, but are miracles of memory and of

literature
;
but if they were taken out ten miles from the rail-

road in Arizona they would be hopelessly lost. Their learning
would dissolve in tears.

You can hardly find a ten-year-old boy among Senator Bev-

eridge's dreadful Illiterates who would not be more of a man,
more at home, more self-reliant, more resourceful, less Likely to

Cry, if picked up bodily in his sleep, and whirled through Space
and dropped down in an unknown desert, than the Senator or

half that agree with him. And this has something to do with

Education, in any decent sense of the word. As a matter of

fact, the very people in whom this inability to read and write
so horrifies the Tenderfoot are Educated enough to live happy,
decent, honorable and self-reliant lives, which is at least as

much as any of their critics do. They know how to take care
of themselves and their families. They are Educated enough
to be human to strangers. They are the sort of people too well-

educated to enter into the follies now cumulative in our civiliza-

tion. They are trying to learn the useful lessons that modern
progress can teach, and they are learning

—if slowly, as all real

learning is inevitably done (for snapshot lessons, or a cramming
for examination, never get into the bone). As Lumholtz re-

marks of the aborigines of Mexico that they are "incompar-
ably better informed as to their flora than even the most cul-

tured classes with us," so it is true generically of these people
of New Mexico and Arizona—that is, these native peoples
against whom the cry of Illiteracy is raised—that they under-
stand their environment and their relations to their world, and
their obligations to it, far better than does the average Eastern

community with reference to its relative surrounding.
The trouble with this whole matter is that part of the

"
edu-

cated "
jury is trying to pass on Education in a case it knows

nothing about ;
and that is not really an "educated "

procedure.
It recalls what Max O'Rell said of the Bostonians, that they
were "educated in advance of their intelligence;" where of

course he should have said
"
instructed." We go about these

things in a way that is certainly not critical. In the first place
we decide offhand that strangers are wrong ex officio ; and
when we condescend to make investigation, in a senatorial

junket with eyebrows and nose up, we do it condescendingly.
But no people were ever discovered from above. We know people
only by seeing them face to face, level-eyed ;

and if the con-

gressional committee could have had the good fortune to be so

constituted, and so educated, and so piloted, as to meet the

people of the Territories on an equality, doubtless a glimmering
of this eternal truth would have reached them.

It may be remarked, furthermore, that these
"

illiterate
"

peoples of the Territories are educated enough to have manners
and breeding so much superior to that of the average American
that there is no easy comparison.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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There is an old tale, one of Ander-

sen's, I think, of a couple of ingenious
jjS

*
gentlemen—who might well enough have

been ancestral to our modern breed of promoters—
who succeeded in deluding a king and all his court into pinning their faith

to a robe of surpassing beauty which not one of them all could see ;

and in persuading the trustful monarch to exhibit himself in stately pro-

cession, clad in nothing whatever but this unsubstantial garment. Their

secret was a simple one, and has since found much favor with craftsmen

of various sorts—leaders of party machines, by way of example. It lay

merely in convincing each one that all the rest could see the fabric and

were enchanted with its exquisite beauty, none daring to confess that he

alone was lacking in keenness of vision or delicacy of taste. Just the re-

verse of this has been quite too commonly the habit of Mr. Henry James.

The gorgeous fabric has been there right enough, woven and cut with mar-

velous dexterity, but the body which it seemed to cover has wontedly been

nothing at all worth mentioning, or worse—something altogether unfit for

mention. But among the eleven stories included in The Better Sort,

just published, are some of a radically different type. Lacking no whit of

subtle intricacy of thought or intimate fitting of phrase to idea, there is a

breadth and a vitality withal to which Mr. James has not of late accus-

tomed his readers. And only a couple of them leave a distinctly un-

pleasant after-taste in the mouth.

The one which reaches farthest—indeed, the only one even of this lot

which may fairly be called generic
—is The Birthplace. The story is of an

utterly sincere and devoted disciple of " the supreme poet," who gains, by
almost unbelievable good-fortune, the appointment as custodian of "

his

early home. . . . the Mecca of the English-speaking race." His duty
is chiefly to feed the eagerness of adoring pilgrims from afar with minute
details concerning the Sacred Presence which had long ago sanctified the

place once and for all—here He Ate, there He Slept, just about at this spot
He Was Born. But presently questions begin to arise in his mind as to the

validity of the tradition which he is retailing
—for a salary. This grows

into a conviction that it has mostly been invented, and for commercial pur-

poses. It becomes almost impossible for him to continue to tell what his

audiences expect to hear—but he knows now no other way to earn a living—and there is his wife ! So, after mighty struggling, he strangles con-

science and critical sense together, and even gains a renewed unction of

utterance that doubles his salary.
Of course, there never was a Mr. Gedge, at Stratford-on-Avon, to wear

this robe of Mr. James's spinning—but what a host of professional ex-

pounders at various shrines, political, economic, literary, and even re-

ligious, it fits with precision and in very fact ! And, of course, it does
not follow that Mr. James will continue to put blood and meat into his

stories—but if he only would ! Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50.
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answeking Six lectures, delivered at the Metropolitan Museum of Art for

his own Columbia University, by John C. Van Dyke, are now published
QUE i n. under the title of The Meaning of Pictures. Their purpose is to

point out the different ways of seeing
- and judging the work of the artist,

the standpoints of different schools being considered as well as that of the

viewing public. The author sums up the lectures in his concluding para-

graph, by stating their chief burden to be "
Raising ourselves above

prejudice
"— in other words to listen to the special pleas of each school

and accept them all at their true value, but no one to the exclusion of

others. The doctrine advanced by Prof. Van Dyke is a broad and tolerant

one, and he maintains it in a way to entertain and instruct as well as to

carry conviction. Yet sometimes—rarely to be sure—he allows the zest of

the argument to carry him upon ground that is more than doubtful. For

example, he is making the point that while a picture is better for having a

meaning, it need not necessarily draw a moral or tell a story. After the very
obvious statements that many noble ideas can be better expressed in litera-

ture than in painting, and that there is no excuse for telling badly in one

way what can be well told in another, he proceeds :

Why waste effort in cutting glass when you can blow it? Why chisel curtains in marble
when yon can weave them in cloth? .... And why describe landscapes in writing
when you can do it so much better in painting?

Now a review paragraph is no place in which to take even the first steps

toward a discussion of the hows and whys of the various methods by which

it has been permitted that truth and beauty may be communicated. Cer-

tainly every noble idea is entitled to expression in every way in which it

can be well expressed ; and that form of expression is best, at any given

time, and for any particular audience, which at that time and to that au-

dience conveys the thought most thoroughly. It is impossible to believe that

Prof.Van Dyke does not count the splendor of finely cut glass worth the cost

of the cutting, nor that he counts the time and loving skill and inspired

labor that went to the carving of the stone curtains of the Alhambra, or

the embroidering of the Taj Mahal, as wasted, or possibly better employed
at the weaving of silken tapestries or woolen rugs. And curiously enough
this very questioner has answered the last of his own questions quoted

above, in his recent book, The Desert. Some master of the brush may
one day catch the vision of the desert as Prof. Van Dyke has caught it,

and—with a lifetime of labor and a gallery full of pictures
—convey so much

of the truth about it as he has done. But that genius has not yet ap-

peared. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.25.

SCIHKCK Thoroughly scientific in both method and manner, and as
THAT IS accurate and complete as painstaking labor, with the assist-

*

ance and criticism of some of the best ornithologists in the

country could make it, Florence Merriam Bailey's Handbook of Birds

of the Western United States takes its place at once as the standard

authority within its field. There are introductory chapters on col-

lecting and preparing birds, nests and eggs (by Vernon Bailey) ;

on bird protection (by Theodore S. Palmer) ; on migration, life-zones,

economic ornithology, and kindred subjects ; local bird lists ; a satis*

factory list of books of reference ; and a color key to assist beginners
in their identifications. In most cases, the technical description of the

bird is followed by a brief biographical paragraph, invariably terse and

full of interest, and there are over six hundred cuts, besides the thirty-

three full-page plates by Louis Agassiz Fuertes. In brief the book is as

nearly indispensable as any book may be, to bird-students of whatever de-

gree. The habit of sound and scholarly work is deep-rooted and of long

standing in the families to which Mrs. Bailey has been elected by birth and
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marriage, and this volume adds materially to the weight of evidence of

that fact. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $3.50 net.

To say of such a book as A. C. Laut's Story of the Trapper men who
that it was "as interesting as a romance," would be very small HAD Room

praise indeed. It is, indeed, the condensed extract of Romance—
the summing up of hundreds of lives which, for their combination of

daring adventure with sober usefulness, have not often been matched
in history. The day of the trapper as a maker of history

—as a scout far

in advance of the skirmish line of civilization—is past, nor can it ever re-

turn. But its record, incomplete as it is, and must remain, will stir the

blood of mankind so long as red blood persists in its veins. For Miss

L/aut's book no better word is needed than that it may take its place un-

abashed with Hough's Story of the Cowboy, Grinnell's Story of the Indian,
Shinn's Story of the Mine, and the others which have gone to make up the
"
Story of the West " series. D. Appleton & Co., New York. $1.50.

The struggle between Stryne, orator of the sand-lots, and Rus- The
poli, cousin to King Humbert, for the hand of a spoiled San Fran- pkoof of

Cisco beauty, queen of the Nob Hill set, furnishes Mrs. Fremont scholarship.

Older with the argument for a melodramatic novel, The Socialist and the

Prince, which is strong enough to win the suffrage of the most seasoned

gallery-god. The publishers state that they were the first to whom the

manuscript was offered, and that Gertrude Atherton has endorsed their

judgment with the really delicious phrase that the book "
is full of popu-

larity." They also give assurance that the author "speaks fluently Ger-

man, French and Italian, and reads Greek and Iyatin at sight." It is a pleas-
ure to offer such confirmation of this statement as has been gathered by
collating from the pages of the book no less than twenty-nine separate and
distinct evidences of varied linguistic attainment, ranging from "Bio
mio!" and " Buona nuota!" to " Vraiment ? " and " Tiens !

"— and even so

far as "Padre." Funk & Wagnalls Co., New York. $1.50.

Carl Hilty, for almost thirty years Professor of Constitutional a lawyer
Law at the University of Bern, and author of a number of ON

scholarly books on subjects within his special field, has put his
'

interpretations of life, its meaning, value and purpose, into a series of

tonic and stimulating essays. Seven of them, translated by Francis G.

Peabody, Professor of Christian Morals in Harvard, are now published in

English under the title Happiness. Closely logical, unevasive, pungent
and undecorated, they are nobly devout and sincere. Professor Hilty re-

gards dogmatic theology and speculative philosophy as equally worthless

for staff or compass on the Way of L/ife. He holds a firm faith in the

moral order of the world to be the first and most essential condition of true

happiness, and work done in that faith the second. The book may be

recommended without reserve. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.25 net.

Gertrude Atherton's A Few of Hamilton 's Letters includes, THOSE
besides a judicious selection from the voluminous correspond- missing

ence of that great and many-sided statesman, a copy of the

letter describing a West Indian hurricane which led directly to

his coming to America, and newly discovered facts which appear to

clear up whatever doubt existed concerning his parentage. Mrs.

Atherton's comments on the fact that none of her hero's love letters

to or from any woman except his wife have ever been discovered

seem to express both surprise and grief. She is certain that his " annual

receipts must have been heavy ;" andean only conclude that his honor and
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wariness led him to destroy promptly all he received, while his thorough
appreciation of his weakness for woman made him very careful of himself
on paper. Another of her interesting conclusions is that "

probably no re-

viewer living has any enthusiasm left in him." This seems unkind while
the loud acclaim with which The Conqueror was greeted is still echoing in
her publishers' advertisements. And, as I recall it, some at least of the
reviewers who could not wholly approve that work showed no lack of en-
thusiasm in "

slating
"

it. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

some One may well admire the patient and careful industry which has
curious gone to the making of Ernest A. Baker's Descriptive Guide to the
oversights. Best Fiction, even while wondering why it was not applied to

better purposes. The intention was to give a reasonably complete list of
all English fiction (including translations)

" which the ordinary reader
is apt to care about," with a brief descriptive comment in each case. About
4,500 titles are covered, and there are careful and complete indexes and a
historical appendix. It was not to be expected that such a list should be
exhaustive, but there are omissions among the American authors that are

surprising. Capt. Charles King, Jack London, Josephine Daskam, Charles
Major, Edward Townsend, H. H. Boyesen, Cy Warman, Stanley Waterloo.
Pauline Bradford Mackie—certainly each of these should have been repre-
sented by at least one title, and many others, well entitled, have been over-
looked. H. C. Bunner is named, but not his Short Sixes ; Owen Wister,
but not The Virginian ; and Robert W. Chambers, but not The King in
Yellow. Swan Sonnenschein & Co., London. The Macmillan Co., New
York. $2.50.

A bargain There is a distinct vein of cynicism running through Edith
AT THE Wyatt's True Love, but it is ladylike and not unduly mordant.

price. The heroine is unusual, for the very reason that she is
" an en-

tirely normal and usual girl, without remarkable fortune, talents, beauty,
or degree." It takes her three years to learn "

all the huge and painful
difference between a superficial man and a genuine one "—time well in-

vested for any usual girl, if she can really learn it all. McClure,
Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

The keynote of the three stories of seafaring men by Joseph Conrad,
published under the title of the first of them, Youth, can be best indicated

by a quotation :

" The East looked at them without a sound. I have known its fascinations since: I

have seen the mysterious shores, the still water, the lands of brown nations where a
stealthy Nemesis lies in wait, pursues and overtakes so many of the conquering- race, who
are proud of their wisdom, of their knowledge, of their strength."

There can be no question about the skill, power and knowledge displayed
in the tales ; but from their tragedy, heightened by the bitterly cynical
humor which pervades them, glimmers no ray of helpfulness or hopeful-
ness. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

Edward W. Townsend draws a very unflattering picture of conditions

surrounding work in a New York "
yellow

"
newspaper, in Lees and

Leaven, and seems to intend that some actual editors and proprietors shall
be recognized and recognize themselves. Their doings, however, are only
incidental to the main course of the story, the chief value of which lies

in its exploration of certain devious ways of human character. But it is

a very readable story besides. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

Each of Sewell Ford's Horses Nine has a story to himself—and an ex-
cellent good one. One of them served in the New York fire department,
another on the mounted squad of the police force, a third at hauling heavy
trucks through the crowded streets, and so on. In each case the story is

told, as near as may be, from the horse's point of view. The illustrations

are by Frederic Dorr Steele, and our own L. Maynard Dixon. Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50.

The young clergyman who is the leading figure in Elsworth Lawson's
From the Unvarying Star, is really a fine fellow, earnest, fearless, well pro-
vided with common sense, and capable of the utmost self-sacrifice. The
devices of the enemy do not prevail against him, though his future seems
cloudy more than once, and the epilogue shows the barometer fixed at " Set
Fair." The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.
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In his book on Forgery, Its Detection and Illustration, Daniel T. Ames
proves to the satisfaction of any reasonable mind—as he has already
proved in hundreds of specific cases to judges and jurors

—that a genuine
expert in handwriting need not guess, but may know, in most cases with a

very high degree of certainty. Mr. Ames is the Dean of his profession,
and no one can speak with higher authority in any matter connected with
it. His book is not only indispensable to lawyers and of the greatest value
to anyone whose occupation requires him to pass on the identity of hand-
writing—it will interest most readers who read for value rather than for
idleness. Published by the author, 22 Post street, San Francisco. $3 in

sheep ; $2.50 in cloth.

Appleton's "Series of Historic Lives" is introduced exceeding well by
two volumes from Reuben G. Thwaites, the scholarly secretary of the
Wisconsin State Historical Society. The material for Father Marquette has
been largely drawn from the rich storehouse of the " Jesuit Relations "—
the editing of which had already put every historical student per-
manently into Mr. Thwaites's debt. For Daniel Boone, a great wealth of
material gathered by the late Dr. Lyman Copeland Draper was available,
and has been discriminatingly used. The illustrations in each volume are
of unusual interest. D. Appleton & Co., New York. $1 each, net.

It was well to issue a new edition of an almost forgotten book, A Week
in a French Country House, if only to revive for this generation the
memory of its beautiful and gifted author, Adelaide Kemble—whose seven
years of golden success as prima. donna in grand opera were followed by
almost forty more as loyal wife of an English gentleman (Mr. Sartoris), as
gracious hostess, and as dear and trusted friend of such men as Browning,
Liszt and Lord Leighton. The present book has a good portrait, two illus-

trations by Lord Leighton, and a charming preface by Mrs. Richmond
Ritchie. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

Whoever believes that the Roman Catholic priesthood is a sort of pirate's
cave, the habitual abiding-place of greed and lust and falsehood, will
count Zola's final novel Truth, well named. But I have never met a man
who knew even one priest well who did believe it. The story is powerful,
if somewhat tediously drawn out. But it seems to give proof, if any were
needed, that the flavor of foulness was good in Zola's mouth for its own
sake. The plot follows very closely in most respects the Dreyfus case, but
the crime on which it is based is one that may not be named. John Lane,
New York. $1.50.

The Lighted Taper is the story of a young gentleman who succeeds in

spending four years at Harvard and three at the Hartford Theological
Seminary without ever reading a novel or entering a theatre, and in re-

maining quite unscarred of the World, the Flesh and the Devil. Neverthe-
less, a church calls him to instruct its members as to the laws of life and
its significance, and simultaneously he discovers that there is at least one
beautiful and desirable young woman in the world. Thereupon—and
thereafter—things happen to him. Botolph Book Co., Boston. $1.50.

Washington''s Road—that one of the three highways leading from Cum-
berland on the Potomac across the Alleghanies to Pittsburg on the Ohio,
which follows the old Indian trail once known as Nemacolin's Path—is the
standpoint from which Archer Butler Hulbert views our first President
and his times. He counts it not the least of Washington's claims to great-
ness that he saw the importance of the West to the nation and led the way
in securing it.^

The Arthur H. Clark Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

The "
leading juvenile

" in Mrs. Wilfred Ward's The Light Behind was
educated for the Catholic priesthood, but chose instead the Bar, Poetry and
English Politics. He was assisted in his struggle upward by a great lady,
unhappily married, with whom he later fell in love. The resulting situa-
tion is finely handled by the author, and the story is well above the aver-
age. John Lane, New York. $1.50.

In A Wanderer 's Legend, Maxwell Somerville, Professor of Glyptology
in the University of Pennsylvania, brings the Wandering Jew before the
ecclesiastical conclave at Nuremburg, in 1529, and has him entertain and
instruct that reverend body during many days with a relation of his
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travels. It contains a large and scrappy assortment of information.
Drexel Biddle, Philadelphia.

Margaret Doyle Jackson's Daughter of the Pit is an interesting study of
life in a manufacturing and coal-mining town of England. Its sombreness
is relieved by the arrival of the Fairy Prince, disguised as the young
American inventor of a coal-cutting machine. In due course he wins and
rewards his Cinderella—a collier's daughter who is serving as "pupil-
teacher" under a harsh mistress. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $1.50.

The Story of Siena falls nothing short of the high standard already
established for the " Series of Mediaeval Towns." Edmund G. Gardner
has well carried out his intention to make of the book not only a history,
but a guide-book to

" that most fascinating of Tuscan cities and its neigh-
borhood." The illustrations are notably good and well selected. J. M.
Dent & Co., London ; the Macmillan Co., New York. $3 net.

The characters in Arnold Bennett's Anna of the Five Towns are well
drawn and worth getting acquainted with, and the story is wholesome in

spite of its bankruptcy and two suicides. The scene is a pottery-manufac-
turing neighborhood in England, and the centre of the stage is generally
held by the daughter of a wealthy miser, who is prominent in the affairs of
the Wesleyan church. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

As to Robert V. Carr's Black Hills Ballads, it may be said that some of
the verses in the " vernacular " are very well worth the while. The
attempts at more formal English are on the whole distinctly less success-
ful. The true poet may doubtless claim some license, but is hardly en-
titled to such phrases as "

I have sang," and "
they doth." The Reed Pub-

lishing Co., Denver.

A strong and original note sounds through The Morning Road— a book
of verses by Thos. Wood Stevens and Alden Chas. Noble. One of the best

of the poems, Arizona, was published in this magazine some months ago.
It is a beautifully made little book, too. The edition is limited to 200

copies on Japan paper and 15 on vellum. The Blue Sky Press, Chicago.
$1.50, paper ; $5, vellum.

Two such sparkling stories as The Turquoise Cup and The Desert, by
Arthur Cosslett Smith, may be allowed to stretch somewhat the probabil-
ities without serious challenge. Both tell of the winning of a maid by a

man, the scene of one being Venice, of the other the Sahara Desert.

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.25.

Shan F. Bullock adds another to his beautifully simple, delicate and

sympathetic studies of life on "the Ould Sod" with The Squireen. His
touch is uniformly sure and light, and he has thoroughly learned the art of

interesting without trick or sensation. McClure, Phillips & Co., New
York. $1.50.

Sudermann's Es Lebe Das Leben has been brilliantly translated into

English by Edith Wharton. It is a powerful and pitiless study of a long-
deferred payment for the defiant joy of years before. As usual, more

people had to pay than shared the joy. Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York. $1.25 net.

Christian Binkley has qualified himself clearly as both singer and
thinker, with his House of Days. His range of subject is rather wider
than common, and his note is usually both musical and unstrained. My
personal preference is for the word- pictures with which the volume opens.
A. M. Robertson, San Francisco. $1.25 net.

The series of Pocket American and English Classics continues to grow
in length and usefulness. Its latest increment is a selection from Words-
worth's shorter poems, with the customary critical biography, bibliography
and notes. The Macmillan Co., New York. 25 cents.

With Field and Riley for models, Alfred James Waterhouse has produced
some Laysfor Little Chaps which please the youngsters on whom I have
tried them. Which is competent evidence that they will entertain others
likewise. New Amsterdam Book Co., New York. $1 net.

CHARI.KS AMADON MOODY.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTH E.

PROSPERITY AND DISCONTENT.
RECENT editorial in this department noted the striking

contrast of our times. This is the fact that on one hand
there is every evidence of great material prosperity, and,

on the other hand, deep-seated and widespread social discon-

tent. The time is past when any one questions the genuineness
of the prosperity. No one longer pretends to say that the

matter is exaggerated for partisan effect. Taking the nation as

a whole, we are doing more business and making more money
than ever before. Bank statements, trade reports and statistics

of railroad traffic furnish abundant evidence of this fact, even

if it were not obvious enough upon the face of the situation. It

is hot equally easy to get precise facts about the extent and

nature of existing social discontent. Nevertheless, it is palpably
with us, and is attracting very great attention throughout the

United States. What we have needed is some big-minded,
tolerant soul, with a head for facts and social tendencies, yet with

a heart to feel the needs and aspirations of the common man, to

furnish us with a readable and reliable account of existing dis-

content. Somebody has now done this very thing. It is John.

Graham Brooks, well known as a writer and lecturer on economic

subjects at Harvard and other educational institutions. He has

written a book which covers the field completely and brings the

subject up to date. Its title, The Social Unrest* expresses its

scope and purpose.

The author has done his work in the only way that could

make it worth while. Instead of immersing himself in statis-

tics and official reports he has gone out and studied his subject
at first hand. He has talked with the men who do the real

work of the world— with the captains and with the

rank and file. He has gone repeatedly to the mines and

shops, to banking parlors and to the offices of great corpor_
ations. And he has gone with note-book in hand to record the

opinions of those who know most about the object of his study.

* Published by The Macmillan Co., New York and London.
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The result is a book which ought to be known to all who have

the slightest interest in the economic future of the country.

The author performs a good service in directing our attention

to the fact that the present social unrest is no greater than that

which has prevailed at other periods in our history. He goes

back to the beginning of Berkeley's reign (1661) and to Bacon's

Rebellion to show that discontent has often been abroad in the

land, and that some of the wisest and most patriotic minds have

at various times given utterance to the gloomiest predictions.

The ten years preceding the Revolution, and the ten years im-

mediately following, were decades marked by the utmost anxiety

on the part of thoughtful citizens. Hear Josiah Quincy saying,

for instance,
"
Jefferson is a transparent fraud, and the nation

is hastening to a fatal crisis." Whatever President has occupied

the White House at a time when economic questions were acute,

some person of weight and distinction has denounced him with

the utmost sincerity as
"
a transparent fraud." This was the

case with Jackson and with Lincoln, as it has been with many
of their successors, and will be with those who are yet to come.

And men say now, as Josiah Quincy did, that "the nation is

hastening to a fatal crisis." Mr. Brooks does well to impress
the fact upon us that social unrest has been the heritage of

every generation, and that we have somehow survived all the

calamities which our fathers foresaw. This matter is not re-

ferred to here for the purpose of making light of our present

problems. They are indeed momentous, and cry aloud for

solution. But it is well for us to have faith—to believe that the

Americans of today and of tomorrow will be as completely equal

to their duties and responsibilities as were the Americans of

yesterday and the day before.

Probably the greatest factor in creating social unrest at this

time is the labor union. To this subject Mr. Brooks gives what
is perhaps the fairest discussion it has ever received at the hands

of any writer. He clearly sees that the labor union, with all its

blunders, is a force making for higher civilization. The de-

mand for less work and more wages is simply a strenuous prayer
for a better standard of living on the part of the masses of the

people. It means better education, more comfort, and ampler

provision for the needs of old age. Mr. Brooks believes that

the employer must accept this proposition fully and frankly.

He must deal with his men as an organized unit. He will have

to concede that they have something to say about "running the

business." In other words, modern conditions have changed
the relations between employer and employe to a certain extent.

It is no longer simply a question of master and man, but a
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question of one great organization making terms with another

great organization for the conduct of a business in which they

have a somewhat mutual interest. On the other hand, the

author clearly perceives the mistakes so often committed by the

labor unions. He says it is a grave error for them to oppose
the introduction of new machinery or to attempt to limit the

output of industries. These matters are governed by forces

entirely beyond the control of the unions. Both labor and

capital must adjust themselves to new and inexorable conditions

as they arise. Mr. Brooks also believes the sympathetic strike

and the boycott are mistakes, as generally used. At least, he

says they have been employed far too freely and without suffi-

cient justification. As a whole, he regards the laborer's cause

as a just one, and believes that the strike is a proper weapon if

not accompanied by violence. The book is enriched throughout
with quotations from the author's conversations with important
men on both sides of the labor question. While some of the

views expressed are old-fashioned, not to say archaic, many of

them tend to show that the leaders of the contending forces are

approaching agreement on the larger aspects of the matters at

issue. Suppose organized labor and organized capital finally

come together by forming a combination against the rest of the

community, what will then happen to the poor consumer and to

the unfortunate capitalist and workman who are not "organ-
ized?" This is a question which the author does not touch

upon. It is clear from the pages of this book that we have

made more progress than most of us realize toward the final

settlement of labor questions.

What is the political effect of the strikes, lockouts and boy-

cotts which have filled the columns of the newspapers during
the past few years and of the agitation for radical reforms

which have grown out of so much disturbance ? This leads us

to an intensely interesting feature of the book under review.

In all his studies of the labor question, alike in Europe and

America, Mr. Brooks has constantly crossed the trail of a new

party. This, of course, is the party of Socialism. The author

finds it everywhere a vigorous and growing factor in the politics

of the world. Personally, he favors the extension of municipal

ownership of public utilities, but is by no means friendly to the

Socialist program as a whole. He regards it as something to

be feared and avoided. But he believes it must come, unless very

great concessions are made to organized labor. The essential

element in the new doctrine is a demand for equal opportunities
in the race of life. Every denial of a just request on the part
of a trades union is a contribution to the growth of Socialism.
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Every employer who has
"
nothing to arbitrate

"
is a powerful

apostle of the new propaganda. Every unsuccesful strike drives

more workingmen to the ballot-box with the Socialist ticket in

their hands. If. labor unionism is a failure, or if it does not

obtain results fast enough, Socialism will surely come if the

votes of workingmen can bring it. This is a most interesting

view of the case. Practically, it is saying to the large em-

ployers of labor :

" We know you have been insisting that you must run your
own business in your own way ; that you would work your men
reasonable hours and pay them good wages, but that they could

not be consulted as an organized body having something like

partnership rights in the concern. Now, you must choose be-

tween granting these demands, thus adjusting yourselves to

the changed conditions of industry, and stepping down and out

to make way for Socialism. Which shall it be ? It is up to

you."
It is hardly to be expected that many employers are ready as

yet to admit that they must answer such a question. But here

stands the labor union, so widely organized and so completely
federated that a grievance in California brings forth a boycott
which is made effective in Maine. And in its hand, to be used

as a last resort, is the ballot which makes and unmakes presi-

dents and congresses, courts and constitutions. There is, to say
the least, something worth thinking about in the view which
Mr. Brooks presents for our consideration.

No part of his discussion is more interesting than his study of

the actual working of Socialism where its friends have gone
into power in certain European cities and towns. He finds that

practical Socialism is a distinct modification of the theoretical

doctrines taught by its great writers and thinkers. For one

thing, the systematic attack on religion has been largely

abandoned. It seems now to be admitted that Christianity and

Socialism are by no means irreconcilable. For another thing,

the demand for absolute equality in the matter of income and

possession, has been greatly modified. What is now demanded
is that every child born into the world shall have an equal op-

portunity to realize his or her best possibilities. It is also con-

ceded that common ownership of land cannot be enforced to the

fullest extent with the best advantage to society. Individual

proprietorship of small farms is admissible. The same con-

cession is extended to certain classes of industry. Most en-

couraging of all, European Socialists are willing to cooperate

with other forces, and to make progress step by step, instead of

demanding complete revolution or nothing. They no longer
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teach that bloodshed is the only way to progress, but now rely

chiefly on education and the ballot. Mr. Brooks has packed so

many facts and ideas between his two covers that it is quite im-

possible to give more than a suggestion of the ground covered

by the book.

The reader will be interested to know what this thoughtful
author regards as the probable outcome of the present unrest.

He looks for a very wide development of cooperation. He
thinks capitalist and laborer will become more and more like

partners, sharing the profits of their mutual labors. He ex-

pects to see the harsher conditions of employment gradually
ameliorated and the standard of living constantly raised. The
closing paragraph of his book is as follows :

To work slowly and painfully toward this end is a possibility that need
not be deferred. The sacrifices that it requires are the surrender of many
things that are now our vexation and our curse. Some abandonment there
would have to be of a stiff and contemptible class pride ;

much yielding of

domineering temper ; some shattering of idols where doting worshippers
pay homage to the meanest symbols of social inequality. We shall sur-
vive even these deprivations. They are losses which make no man poorer,
but rather add to the riches of us all.

There is but one particular in which this splendid book is in-

adequate. This is its utter neglect of that vast empire which,
more than all other factors combined, will contribute to the re-

lief and final satisfaction of the deep causes of social unrest—
Arid America. We may yet have to enact a law providing that

no author shall be permitted to publish a book dealing with

economic problems until he can show a certificate to the effect

that he has traveled west of Buffalo ! To discuss the social un-

rest, and the methods by which it can be appeased, without

paying the slighest attention to the fact that we are going to

make homes for a hundred million people in a land now silent

and vacant—that we have many another Pennsylvania and
Ohio and Illinois waiting to be conquered from the wilderness—
is like writing of a terrible financial stringency when uncounted

bags of gold are lying unused on the other side of the street.

This nation is in the infancy of its development. Its people
will be busier and happier in the future than they have ever

been in the past, and, in the process of subduing the neglected
half of the continent, they will raise the level of civilization to

an altitude of which they have as yet scarcely dared to dream.

Wm. E. Smythe.
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CONQUERING ALKALI LANDS.
RESULTS OF SUGAR BKET CULTURE ON UTAH DESERTS.

By HENRY C. MYERS, Ph. D.

[What is to be the fate of the vast area of alkali lands throughout the

arid portions of the United States ? This is a question of the highest eco-

nomic importance, and it may only be answered upon scientific authority
and after thorough and patient investigation. Such an investigation has
been made on the desert lands of Western Utah which form a part of the

Great Basin. This Basin, which includes portions of Idaho, Montana,
Oregon, and California, as well as of Utah, has a total area of 210,000

square miles. Much of it is impregnated with alkali and must be re-

claimed as well as irrigated in order to be of any value for agricultural

purposes.
The author of the following paper has made an extensive study of the

Virgin Alkali Soil.

Mountain water is inaccessible, and cultivation has never been attempted.

problem of conquering these alkali lauds, and has met with results which
are encouraging in the highest degree. He tells the story of his experi-
ments in this article, giving the precise results of his work. He reaches
the important conclusion that " the sugar beet thrives where common crops
fail absolutely, and besides being a most profitable crop, it removes alkali

from the soil year by year, thereby making ordinary crops possible."—W. E. S.]

ARID SOILS AND Till! IK KXTl.NT.

LL virgin soils result from the gradual disintegration of

rock formations, due largely to unequal expansion and

contraction of unlike constituent parts during heating

and cooling and the action ot winds and rains upon such broken

parts. Where there is heavy rainfall, the soluble portions are

dissolved, in part at least, and eventually carried to the sea.

Where the rainfall is slight, the soil retains largely these solu-
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ble portions. Arid, or alkali soils, then, contain the constituents

of sea water as well as the essential plant foods which would

be carried away either in solution or suspension by heavy rains.

Such soils are excessively rich in plant food, but unfortunately

contain also three salts which characterize all alkali regions the

world over, and render such soils largely corrosive and obnoxious

to vegetation in spite of plant food present. These three un-

desirables are common salt, sodium sulphate or "Glauber salt,"

and sodium carbonate or "Sal-soda."

The reclaiming of arid regions means largely the getting
rid of these obnoxious constituents ;

the method of so doing

Lower Portion Field No. 1, Showing White Alkali.
Even "weeds" refuse to jyrow here.

being determined only on careful chemical and physical an-

alysis of the soil to a given depth, the general location

and elevation of lands under consideration, and the analysis
of available waters at hand. Excessive irrigation or flood-

ing would carry away the real plant food as well as the unde-

sirable portions, even when properly conducted. Many plants,

either native or introduced, take up alkali during growth, but

must be removed without profit or fed to cattle, in which case

profit is indirect or impossible.
In this paper I have attempted to show the effect of sugar-

beet culture upon virgin alkali soil, where cultivation has never

been attempted. I selected that portion of land in West Weber,
Utah, which has the reputation of being the "worst belt of
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land between Ogden and Great Salt Lake," and did so because

this strip is entirely away from streams and ditches, and had no

visible means of irrigation (see photograph No. 1.)

The first step towards reclamation consisted then in the boring
of artesian wells to various depths in order to determine which
flow would be most desirable considering both volume and com-

position.
WATERS.

The soluble material found dissolved in waters is of course

regulated by the nature of the soil and formation with which
the waters come in contact and from which water dissolves its

Field No. 1 Aftkk Hoking Artesian Well.
The crude reservoir is fed by a single well.

so-called "total solids." Hence nature provides us with waters

ranging from about three grains of dissolved material per

gallon to two thousand grains per gallon. The nature of the

dissolved material must decide the value of waters for irrigation.

A water containing so much as twenty grains of common salt or

sal soda would be unfit, while a much larger amount of Glauber

salt would be allowable—even as high as seventy-five grains per

gallon. A water rich in these undesirable salts would on evap-
oration deposit the same, and eventually ruin even the most

fertile soils. Ordinarily, waters containing not over forty grains

per gallon of mixed salts are allowable for irrigation and drink-

ing purposes.
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In reclaiming the lands under consideration three wells were

drilled with results as follows :
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Patch No. 1 was treated with a limited supply of water in

hopes of carrying the alkali down to below the beet roots and

preventing- it rising largely to the surface ; no method of drain-

ing the soil being employed.
Patch No. 2 was treated with running water most of the

time
;
the water finding outlet through ditches (see photo

No. 4.)

As regards appearance of crops, the latter was more promis-

ing, the beets standing knee-high over the entire six acres.

Analyses of both patches were made on September 13, and one-

half of each beet retained and air dried for tests of mineral salts

made on the following February as follows : Beets of Patch

No. 1 had removed 188 pounds of alkali salts per acre, while

Patch No. 2 had removed 102 pounds.

The "tops" belonging to the individual beets selected from

Patch No. 1 and above tested were also air dried, and the alkali

determined similarly. In "topping" sugar beets, both the

leaves and that part of the beet above ground are removed in

the field and returned to the soil. These tops it was found had

removed 134 pounds of alkali from each acre of ground.

SOIL ANALYSIS AFTER MATURITY OF CROP.

In order to study the effects of the two methods of irrigation

employed, soil samples were collected from each patch after

maturity of the crop. Each sample was taken from the surface

foot, which would naturally contain the alkali with which the

beet is in direct contact. In Patch No. 1, in which case irriga-

tion water was retained in the soil after having dissolved much

of the soil alkali, the pounds per acre-foot were 1,880.

In Patch No. 2, in which case drainage was possible and much
alkali removed, the pounds per acre-foot were but 376. The
two experiments illustrate an extremely important point in agri-

culture, aside from beet culture ;
for it is not true that

"
all that

our arid regions need is water." Knowledge and water must

go hand-in-hand to the task of reclamation. It is just as possi-

ble to ruin good land by means of water as to reclaim poor land.

In one case the pounds per acre-foot was raised from 808 to

1,880. Alkali had been drawn from the second soil foot and car-

ried to the surface. This "rising of the alkali" occurred during

maturity of the crop when irrigation ceased. In the second

case the pounds per acre-foot had been lowered from 808 to .
; 7t>.

Running water conducted away by ditches had removed alkali

aside from the amount carried to the sugar factory by the beet

crop itself. These soil changes mean the difference between

failure or success in the growing of most crops. The response

of the beet crop to these soil conditions is well shown by the

purity per cent, which is the relation of the sugar to other dis-
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solved material in the beet juice, mostly alkali. In Patch No.

1 the purity was 81.3 and in Patch No. 2 it was 84.9.

POSSIBILITIES OF ARTESIAN WATERS.

Artesian waters of desirable composition are possible for the

entire stretch of land from Ogden to Great Salt Lake ; and,

fortunately, the further these lands are from the mountains, and

a possible supply from that source, the better the water. The

averages of many analyses of wells, ranging from 75 to 285 feet

in depth, passing from the mountains toward the lake, are 39

grains per gallon for Wilson, 23 for West Weber, and 17 for

Hooper, which lies just above the mud flats of Great Salt Lake.

TOLERANCE OP ALKALI BY CROPS.

The amounts of alkali salts tolerated by various cultures are

still largely matters of experiment. The difficulty is that so

much depends upon the mechanical condition of the soil aside

from the composition. The sugar beet seems to accept what it

is given in the way of plant food, and to produce more than the

required amount of sugar in spite of amounts of alkali corro-

sive to common crops.

Prof. R. H. Loughridge, of the University of California Ex-

periment Station, in a publication on Tolerance of Alkali (Bul-

letin 133) shows the results of extensive experiments carried on

in California. An approximate estimate of the conditions in

other parts can be gotten possibly by a comparison of analyses
of soil, remembering that much depends upon physical condi-

tions. The hard pan, in the first analysis, is almost free from

clay, breaks up quite readily on addition of water, and with a

little care should allow of the penetration of the deeper roots of

fruit trees eventually, i.e., after alkali has been removed suffi-

ciently for their tolerance. Arid lands situated upon knolls and

high ridges are of course much more free of alkali, and upon
such exceptional spots fruit trees and common crops are often

possible. But on comparison with experimental results in Cali-

fornia, I am led to believe that for the larger arid area the beet

crop is the only profitable one for some years to come.

WEEDS AS INDICATORS OP ALKALI.

The various weeds growing profusely and seeming to thrive

upon alkali soil are true indicators of the nature of such soils.

The classification of such weeds and their relation to the soil

composition is of extreme importance, for it enables the trained

eye to judge at a glance of the nature of the soil. The "Tus-

sock-grass," for example, of Utah, Nevada, Nebraska, Kansas,
and California indicates that the soil is rich in sal-soda, to a de-

gree making fruit trees, and even alfalfa, corn and wheat im-

possible. If properly irrigated, however, such lands would grow
sugar beets. In Bulletin No. 128, Hilgard points out that the
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natural plant growth seems to indicate the quality as well as the

quantity of saline constituents ; and Davy calls attention to the

"maximum, optimum and minimum" of salts tolerated by cer-

tain alkali plants.
A great deal of patient botanical and chemical work will be

necessary to establish the relation of plants to alkali soil-con-

tent. Such a relation can hardly be worked out by any one per-
son, but if collectors of soil samples would also dassify and
record native plants growing profusely upon soils under investi-

gation, results of great importance would follow. The weeds
thriving upon the virgin soil under investigation were classified

by H. M. Hall, of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the

University of California, as follows :

1. Artemisia tridentata (true sage brush).
2. Distichlis spicata (salt grass).
3. Atriplex conferti folia.

4. Suaeda Torreyana (sea blite).

5. Atriplex canescena.
6. Lycium Andersonii.
7. Gutierrezia Euthamiae.
8. Amaranthus albus (tumble weed).
9. Bigelovia graveolens.

PROFIT DERIVED.
Patch No. 1 was largely injured by wind and sand storms,

and the actual tonnage per acre not determined. Patch No. 2

comprised six acres, and beets were weighed and paid for by the

sugar company as follows :

September 7,321 pounds
October 55,330 pounds
November 118,580 pounds

Total 181,231 pounds
90.6 tons

At the rate of $4.50 per ton the six acres would net $407.70,
aside from bettering the soil by removing alkali.

The boring of artesian wells in this locality costs thirty cents

per foot for three-inch pipes and twenty cents for the two-inch

piping used in these experiments.
CONCLUSION.

He who studies the relation of plant growth to plant food as

formed in the soil by disintegration and by the action of micro-

scopic organisms will not "cry for more worlds to conquer."
Too many of us are battling with complex theoretical problems
which bear no important relation to the betterment of mankind,
while these great unsolved problems are crying up to us from
under our very feet.

If this paper calls attention to the possibilities of arid re-

gions, or assists the struggling ranchman who at present ekes
out but a scant existence from alkali districts, it will have done
all that I intended for it. My hope is that the sugar factory

may continue to introduce prosperity as it has thus far done
without exception ;

that the sugar beet may do for our arid

regions what the cane and cotton have done for the South, and
what corn and wheat have done for our Middle West

; may the

desert
"
blossom as the rose."

NoTK—For complete analytical results upon which statements embodied
in this paper are based, see "Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry

"

for June 30, 1902.
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CONCERNING "GREAT INTERESTS."

df
1(HE California Legislature has adjourned and will not

meet again in regular session until January, 1905. Dur-

ing the intervening period the League hopes to accom-

plish an educational work and to shape at least one great
measure of legislature. For this measure it is hoped that suffi-

cient popular support may be obtained to make its enactment

certain.

The Legislature which has just adjourned took the first for-

ward step looking to the preservation of the forests and the

saving of the floods by passing an appropriation to provide for

the joint investigation by State and national governments.
This is practically the same bill which Governor Gage vetoed

two years ago. It has had from the first the loyal support of

Governor Pardee in his campaign speeches, his inaugural ad-

dress, and his dealings with the lawmakers. Within the next

two years we shall have a thorough scientific study of reservoir

sites, improved methods of forestry, and the best manner of

applying water to the soil. With this exact information at

hand, we shall be ready for State laws to supplement the policy

of national irrigation.

It has been justly said that those who refused to accept the

Works Bill ought to bring forward something to take its place.

It is now proper to announce that they will do so. Just at

present, it looks as though the Works Bill might have to be

beaten again. At least, its friends have served notice that they
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will present it to the next Legislature and will use the next two

years to develop a favorable sentiment among- the people. We
may be sure, therefore, that irrigation will continue to be a

great issue in California until adequate laws are enacted.

Stated in broad terms, the object of the Constructive League
is to make it possible for millions of new settlers to get homes
upon the land. To accomplish this end, it is necessary to pre-
serve the watersheds, to store the floods, to drain the swamps,
to subdivide and colonize large land-holdings, and to bring co-

operative organization among producers to a very high degree
of perfection.

The success of measures looking to such results will be di-

rectly beneficial to nearly everybody who lives in California. It

means more freight and passengers for the railroads, more de-

posits for the banks, more customers for merchants and manu-

facturers, more profitable work for professional men and la-

borers. Who, then, will oppose it ? Opposition will come from
two classes, at least until the character of the measure to be

proposed is thoroughly understood.

First, there is a class of well-meaning people who regard

anything new as foolish or impossible. Their favorite adjective
is "visionary." In all kindness let it be said that it lies in no
man's mouth to say that the Constructive policies are

"
vision-

ary." Nothing—absolutely nothing—has been proposed in con-

nection with the conquest of the North American continent,

from the voyage of Columbus down to the confirmation of the

treaty looking to the making of an Isthmian Canal, which has

not been denounced by this same class of people as "visionary.
"

The truth of the matter is tha^ they are deficient in that quality
of imagination which alone is capable of formulating large

plans for the development of resources and the making of insti-

tutions. They also lack faith in the capacity of the people to

carry out policies which depart by a hair's breadth from old

ruts. Now, if this element, which has been going about for

centuries with the word "visionary" frozen upon its tongue,
had been numerous and powerful enough to have had its wav

nothing would ever have happened that now fills the pages of

history. Columbus would not have sailed; America would not

have been discovered ; Jamestown, Plymouth and New Amster-

dam would not have been founded ; the Republic would not have

been launched ; the lands of the West and Southwest would

never have been acquired, nor even explored. Really, we can no

more afford to abandon the effort lo make a better and greater
California than our illustrious forefathers could have afforded

to put aside all the noble ideals which their imaginations con-
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structed, and their hands and brains wrought out. For our

forefathers had the same element to deal with. Let us per-

suade these visionary-haunted folk to our way of thinking, if

we can, but let us not be affrighted or discouraged by them.

Gaze upon their mournful predecessors, strewn along all the high-

ways of human progress ;
then buckle on your armor and press

forward !

But there is another element which may be inclined to oppose
the Constructive ideas, and which is really a matter for serious

consideration. This element is of the ultra-conservative kind

which shakes its head at every suggestion of new policies and

says : "Ah, but we have great interests at stake." Yes, and

what are these great interests ? For the most part, they are

large land-holdings, often joined to extensive water-rights
which have been utilized by means of costly irrigation systems.
It is true enough that our population cannot swarm upon the

soil, if land and water are always to be monopolized by a few

rich men and corporations. Does it necessarily follow that the

plans proposed by the Constructive League would be injurious

to the interests of these rich men and corporations ? We
think not.

To begin with, there is a vast area of fertile land owned by
those who would be glad to sell. Much of it has been obtained

under mortgage foreclosure by those who never cared to hold it,

but were obliged to take it in order to save their investment.

Then there are many families owning large estates who are

simply "land-poor" and who would therefore like nothing so

much as a chance to sell. Surely neither the land-burdened

banks nor the land-poor families should have the slightest ob-

jection to an irrigation and colonization policy which would

give them customers on profitable terms.

But there are certain interests—the names will readily occur

to the reader—which are regarded as genuine types of land and
water monopolists. There are not many of them, but they are

very rich and powerful. They control some of the best streams

in the State. Their lands run into the hundreds of thousands

of acres. They have expended millions of dollars in planting and

irrigating. They occupy and use for stockraising what would
be the most strategic points for settlement under any broad

plan of State development. What about them ?

Well, we believe even they would be heartily glad to get rid

of their great estates. The truth is that it does not pay for any
single individual or corporation to farm a hundred thousand or

more acres under existing conditions in California. It did pay
to do so in the early days. Land was cheap, water relatively
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abundant, grain brought high prices, and labor conditions were

quite different from what they now are. Time has changed all

this. Moreover, the founders of these enormous properties have

mostly passed away. Their children are not farmers by instinct

or training. They are bankers, dealers in securities, and men
and women of society. They know that their property in land

and water has now become too valuable to be used in the old

wasteful wa}'. We ask them to go one step farther and realize

that the range and pasture must soon surrender to the field, or-

chard and vineyard, and that the fatted steer must give flace to

men, women and children.

"What !

"
they will say,

"
do you want us to give our prop-

erty away ?
" Not at all.

" Then would you have the public

confiscate it ?
" Not at all. The Constructive League does

not assail the rights of property. It is in the true sense con-

servative— it demands human progress, but only on terms that

will do no injustice to any person or interest. It would have

land and water forever joined in ownership, and then it would

have the soil divided among a multitude of small proprietors.

It has no insane notion that these small proprietors, who are to

make the backbone of our future population, can come into pos-

session without paying for the property. The League favors

policies that will make it easy for the masses of men to get
access to the soil, and then to obtain for themselves the largest

possible share of what they produce. The success of such poli-

cies would be clearly beneficial to all the material interests of

the State.

Now, a final question for the Great Interests : Will you start

with the- assumption that the Constructive League advocates

nothing which is inimical to you, and will you then cooperate
with us in trying to reach conclusions, in the matter of irriga-

tion and other economic plans, that can command the support of

all progressive elements in the State ? To put it in another

way, will you see if we can agree before we resort to fighting ?

You ask, What are the details of the plans you propose ?

The answer is a matter for patient unfoldment. The question

now is, Can we get together in an honest effort to agree ? The

League will do its part.
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ORANGE COUNTY.
By E. E. KEECH.

F the many rich and lovely

regions of California,
Orange County is one of

the most productive and invit-

ing. It is the child of the ocean,

the mountains and the clouds ;

for not only were its soil and fea-

tures formed by these elements

of Nature, but its present climate

and productions are also largely determined by them and their sisters, the

winds and sunshine.

From the picturesque rocks, dashing spray and shining sands of the shore

of the great Pacific, the "
valley

" unrolls itself like a great scroll, thickly
written with the characters of an advanced civilization, until it rises and cul-

minates in the rugged bluff and beautiful canons of the Coast Range Mount-
tains. All the varieties of California scenery, soil and production are

brought within the range of this little gem of a county, stretching thirty

miles along the coast and twenty miles back to the crest of the mountains.

At the lower end, the mountains lead out into long mesas and rolling
hills continuing to the sea. These mesas produce some of the finest wheat

grown in the State, and the hills furnish pasturage for large herds of

cattle and sheep. Trabuco and San Juan creeks flow from the mountains
down through this region joining at the little Spanish village of San Juan

Capistrano (St. John beheaded) where are located the remains of the " Old
Mission." Here the Spanish Padres cheerfully spent their lives in the

A Glimpse of the Mission at San Juan Capistrano.
The Landmarks Club has done much to restore and preserve this historic building.
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effort to lift the Indians to a higher plane of living-, by teaching them to

work and to pray. By their labor the Mission was constructed ; and exten-

sive fields planted and flocks raised. Whatever may have been the merit*

of this system of benevolent tutelage, it is certain that the Indian was made
a constructive and productive factor, and the Mission prospered until an

earthquake destroyed a large part of the main building and killed many of

the Indians gathered for worship. The images of the saints and instru-

ments of worship are still retained in a temporary chapel, while matins and

vespers are regularly rung upon the ancient bells by a dark-eyed Senorita.

The waters of the creeks have been diverted upon the rich bottom lands,

and large orchards of English walnuts aud oranges furnish a scene of

beauty to the traveler aud a source of wealth to the owner.

Turning up the coast, one encounters some of the wildest, most rugged
and picturesque scenery found between San Francisco aud the Mexican

line, well shown in the rocks and bluffs around Laguna. Newport Beach

Amu hi. k Yii.w hi i hi MissniN SAM Jr\N CJlPISTKAKO

marks the terminus of the rocks and the beginning of the level7
plain>.

Here is a large wharf at which the coasting steamers regularly stop,

giving cheap freight rates to the county and interior towns. Newport
Bay furnishes safe boating facilities; and during the summer is dotted

with row and sail boats carrying happy parties, of "picnickers" to and
from Rocky Point to hunt shells, or to the clam beds for a "bake." In

the winter, the bay and marshes are frequented by multitudes of ducks and

geese, The branch line of railroad connecting Newport Beach with the

county seat runs four trains each way daily during the summer, and many
business men spend their nights with their families at the beach and their

days
" in town " at the desk or counter.

Up the coast still farther are Pacific City, Bolsa Chica and Anaheim

Landing. The first is a new resort, pleasantly situated on a sightly mesa
over a pebbly beach, and promises ample grounds and plenty of water to

lot owners. The second is the game preserve of a club of wealthy men

residing in L09 Angeles and Pasadena. The third is a camping place

much frequented by residents of Anaheim, and has excellent boating,

bathing, hunting and fishing facilities.
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But it is the great plain, the heart of the county, sometimes called the

Santa Ana Valley (because the river of that name flows [directly through
its center from the mountains to the sea) that makes Orange County re-

markable. This plain may be divided into two portions, or belts ; one of

dry, irrigated orchard lands lying along the foot of the mountains and

reaching down half way to the sea, the other of damp lands extending the

remaining distance to the ocean, and forming the "Artesian Belt," The

dry belt is abundantly watered by two immense irrigating systems which

divert the waters of the Santa Ana in the gorge where it breaks through
the Coast Range, and distribute them upon twenty-four thousand acres of

Thkek Methods ok Obtaining Irrigating Water in Orange County.
(The canal, the pump, and the flowing- artesian well.)

the most productive orchard and vineyard lands in California. The water

companies are owned and managed at cost by the owners of the land ; and
for the greater portion, the cost of maintaining seventy-five miles of ditches

and supplying water for a year has not exceeded a dollar and a half per
acre, while the crop frequently sells for more than a hundred dollars per
acre. The irrigated lands are mostly planted to walnuts, oranges, lemons,
apricots, peaches, prunes, guavas and grapes, and are worth from $100 to

$500 per acre.

The artesian belt is watered by natural artesian springs that have forced

their way up through the soil, or by artesian wells that have been bored

through to the water-bearing strata below.

The constant flow of water from these springs through ages past has
maintained large swamps of bulrushes, which, falling and accumulating,
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have produced immense beds of peat, and caused the famous " Peat Lands "

of Orange County, and the equally famous celery grown upon them and

shipped to Kansas City and Chicago. Good celery lands are worth from
$100 to $450 per acre, and the crop sells for $100 and more per acre. The
artesian belt produces not only celery, but also alfalfa, corn, potatoes,

pumpkins, sugar beets and apples, of fine quality and in large quantities.

Dairying and raising hogs and cattle are also extensively followed.

In the midst of this great, rich plain or valley of the Santa Ana, was
founded in 1858 " The Mother Colony

" of Anaheim by a company of Ger-
mans from San Francisco. The colony was established for the purpose of

growing grapes and other purposes, and was located on the warm sandy
soil opposite the mouth of the Santa Ana canon and about three miles

from the river, from which water was taken for irrigation. The indus-

trious, prudent and substantial German settlers made the colony a success

Looking Ackoss Santa Ana V.u.i i v

from the start. Anaheim became justly famous for the character, wealth

and hospitality of her inhabitants, as well as the quality of her vintage.
Madame Modjeska, the great actress, whose lovely home is now in the

Santiago canon, of this county, with other Polish refugees (including

Henryk Sienkiewicz, the author of Quo Vadis) was attracted to this vine-

clad " home of Anna ;

" and after trying in vain to live upon the art, phil-

osophy and fruit produced by cooperation with her compatriots, went to

San Francisco, studied English, and conquered two continents by her

sweetness and power. But the Germans stayed, and Anaheim has grown
to become a city of two thousand inhabitants, has built a town hall, high
school building, water works and electric lighting system, and is sur-

rounded by groves of oranges, walnuts, peaches, prunes and other fruits.

Though the oldest city in the county, it seems to be renewing its youth and

entering upon a yet wider career of activity and progress.
About 1870, some landholders on the other side of the river, stimulated

and encouraged by the example and success of Anaheim, began the sub-

division of their large tracts and the sale of them in small parcels to set-



Beach Scenes in Orange County, Laguna and Newport Beach.
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The Best SOGAK Factum at LrOfl ai.a.mitos.

tiers who planted them to grapes, oranges, apricots, prunes, peaches and

other fruits. The Santa Ana River was again tapped above where Ana-

heim had taken out the water, and large ditches extended to the neighbor-

hoods of Olive, McPherson and Tustin, and to the sites of the present

cities of Orange and Santa Ana which were founded about that time.

The last four form almost a square, with Orange at the northwest,

McPherson at the northeast, Tustin at the southeast and Santa Ana at the

southwest corner, and three miles apart. The level, graveled road joining

An Orangk Coi-nty Cki > ks Kn i i>
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these points is an ideal one for bicycling, has been named "the Kite" by-

local wheelmen, and is always used by them in their annual free-for-all

handicapped road race. It is also a very popular and pleasant drive for

carriages and automobiles, since the richest fruit farms and finest resi-

dences in the valley lie along- its route. Orange is a lovely little city of

fourteen hundred inhabitants, is the headquarters of the Santa Ana Valley

Irrigation Company, does a very large business in packing and shipping

oranges, lemons and other fruit ; and prides itself on entertaining and en-

couraging all kinds of business— except saloons, of which it has none. It

is an ideal place for a home, and is much sought on that account.

Santa Ana, the metropolis and county seat, contains six thousand or

nearly one-third of the population of Orange county. By a wise fore-

Under the Live Oaks in Orange County Park.

sight it was located in the center of the valley, on the border between the

dry orchard lands reaching away up to the foothills, and the wet artesian

belt stretching down to the sea. The trade of both regions has naturally
come and crossed there. The city has built and maintained its own com-

plete water system, furnishing abundance of pure artesian water to its

inhabitants at cost
; constructed and put into operation a complete system

of separate sewerage, and maintains two public parks and an electric

system of street lighting that covers not only the business and residence

portions of the city, but also the principal thoroughfares leading to it. So
extensive and well managed are its business houses that almost any article

sold in the Los Angeles market can be bought as cheap (and in many cases

even cheaper) at the county seat than in the "City of Angels."
The last municipality to be founded in the county was the town of Ful-

lerton. When the Santa Fe" railroad built through the county in the
" boom days" of '87, Fullerton was laid out about two miles north of

Anaheim, and in immediate contact with the Placentia orange and walnut



M Q01 ITIOIH 0» Anahkim.

1. A Business Street. 2. One of the Homes. 3. St. Catherine's Orphanajre.

4. Amonsr the Oransres. 5. A Pew Onions.



Snap Shots from Fullerton and Placentia.
1. la the Fullurtau Oil Field. 2. A Fullertoa Church. 3. The Masonic Temple at Fullerton.

Orange Grove and Packing House. 5. A Placentia Orange Grove. 6. $2,300 worth of English Walnuts from Placentia.
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lands. The quantity and quality of the fruit produced here is not excelled

anywhere, and it is a curious fact that for several years past a higher price

has been paid for oranges from Placentia orchards than from any other

point in California. Backed by such a district, Fullerton was sure to grow ;

and it did, until it now numbers some thousand inhabitants and puts on

quite city airs. The discovery of oil in the hills back of the town has also

assisted in its progress and importance; for the "Fullerton Field" has

but one superior in California.

There are no other cities or towns in Orange county, but there are several

villages and localities well deserving of mention.

Among these are Westminster, a center of the dairy business, lying
about ten miles west of Santa Ana in the artesian belt, and between the

"Peatlands" and the Alamitos beet sugar factory. Tustin, on the

I'm Okangk County Coikthouse, Santa Ana.

"Kite," rivals Placentia in the richness of its soils and quality and

quantity of its products. No finer orchards nor more beautiful drives and

homes are found than may be seen at Tustin ; and only the lack of pre-

pared views and of time to prepare others has prevented the proper pres-

entation of those charms in this article.

El Modena and Villa Park are two other towns located in the valley next

the foothills, on either side of the mouth of Santiago Canon, and deriving
their irrigating water from Santiago Creek, which they divide equally
between them. They are especially celebrated for their apricots and other

deciduous fruits, as well as oranges and citrus fruits.

When Dana visited the coast in the thirties, as entertainingly described

in his Two )rius r>< tore the Mast, the commerce of Orange County wa»
in hides, tumbled over the bluffs at C&pistnUM ami other points and carried

round the Horn by sailing vessels. Later, small coasting schooners came



Some Orange County Schools^
1. Santa Ana High School. 2. Fullertoti High School. ?. Xnaheim High School.
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into Newport Bay, and finally a steamer was built, named Newport, and

made regular visits every two weeks, when the tide was high, to bring
lumber and supplies and carry to market the grain and other products of

the ranches.

But now the Southern Pacific has a main line direct from Los Angeles to

Anaheim and Santa Ana, with branches to Alamitos, to Villa Park, El

Modena and Tustin, and to Newport Beach, Pacific Beach and the " Peat-

lands." The Santa Fe" also has a direct line from Los Angeles to Fuller-

ton, Anaheim, Orange, Santa Ana, El Toroand Capistrano, and from there

on to San Diego. It also connects at Orange with the Riverside and San
Bernardino line, forming a part of the "Kite-Shaped Track."

A motor line meets all trains at Santa Ana, and makes six regular trips

to Orange each day. It is now operated by the Pacific Electric Railway

A Shady Thokoi(;hfark in ToSTllt,

Company, and will soon be a part of a direct line from Los Angeles to

Santa Ana.

Already these cities are but an hour's ride apart, and quite a number

carry on business in Los Angeles and reside in Orange County. Means of

communication are as ample as those for transportation. Santa Ana, with

its six thousand population, has free city delivery of mails, and the rest of

the county has free rural delivery. A complete telephone system covers

the county, with large local exchange! at Fullerton, Orange and Santa

Ana. It has a splendid system of graded and high schools, and its town*

have hotels, opera houses, halls, hanks and other busino-^ Lnstitntioi

supply all needs.

The climate of the county is that of Los Angeles and San Diego, be-

tween which it lies. A tropical sun, during the winter months, when rain

is falling, makes it like May-time in the East ; and in summer the constant
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breeze blowing- from the Pacific, as a great reservoir of coolness, tempers
the heat of the overhead sun and brings the dreamy haze of the Eastern
" Indian summer."
And this is Orange County, the youngest daughter of the "imperial"

county of Los Angeles, from which she was cut off in 1889. Possessed of

every advantage of soil, climate, position and condition, with a contented,

prosperous and happy people, she is destined to become one of the bright-

est spots in the beautiful field of delightful Southern California.

^
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YELLOWSTONE PARR.

TANDING on the rim

of that stupendous
work of nature, the

Grand Canon of Arizona,
when stout hearts were
awed and softer ones
unable to control their emo-

tions, the writer over-
heard with astonishment and

wonder that the scene did

not equal Yellowstone
Park. In that opposite
of the Arizona Wonder,
Yosemite Valley, where tre-

mendous domes and spires

of granite, relieved by ban-

ner of cloud, pointed pine
and flash of waterfall, look

down upon an emerald val-

ley and silver stream, so in

harmony with it all, that the

whole is like a perfect, satis-

fying canvas from the mas-
ter artist's hand, he has en-

countered those who cared

more for the attractions of

the Arizona Canon or Yel-

lowstone Park. He had but to

visit the Yellowstone to ex-

perience opinions there
more favorable to other
places than it. The truth is

that these three representa-
tives of the Wonderland of

the West are so dissimilar,

that comparison is out of the

question. Bach has its own

incomparable individuality,

and each is greatest of its

kind in the world. To be sure there are geysers in many parts of the

world, but the other largest fields, those of New Zealand and Iceland do
not compare in extent or interesting character with the seventy-five

geysers and 3,000 hot springs of Yellowstone Park.
From beginning to end the Yellowstone trip is unique. Approaching it

from the east, the Northern Pacific Railway traverses an ever-changing
pasiaral scene of great charm and beauty. From the west the same rail-

way winds through timbered canons and along cascades fed by the never

failing snows of peaks that vanish only when night draws the curtain

over the distance of a day's journey.
But once the traveler has left the train at Cinnabar, and finished the

short stage dash to Mammoth Hot Springs, his interest in everything out-

side of Yellowstone Park ceases. For, whether he be most impressed by

UPPER FALLS YELLOWSTONE CANON.
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the Minerva and Cleopatra Terraces at Mammoth, where the lime- and

soda-impregnated waters have built up a mound over two hundred feet in

height and covered the steps of each emerald pool with exquisite ivory and
chocolate drapery ;

whether he makes a silent confession of relief at hav-

ing passed the internal unrest of Thunder Mountain ; whether he gazes
with interest—and at a safe distance—upon the paint pots at Norris's ; or.

at the Lower Basin, gingerly treads the hollow crust that borders Pris-

matic Lakes, and stands spellbound as the setting sun plays in prismatic
colors upon the rising, tumbling, fan-like eruption of Fountain Gej
or ponders the unfailing exhaust which unceasingly roars forth from The
Boilers

;
or at the Upper Basin where expectancy and realization are kept

busy between the geysers
— Riverside, Giant, Castle, Splendid, Grotto,

Grand, Lion, Beehive, Giantess, and, chief of all, the hourly 150-foot

column of Old Faithful, which never fails to monopolize attention, he

vows that, outside the infernal regions, the like has never been dreamed.

But his already wondering eyes are still to behold the beautiful moun-

tain-girt expanses of Shoshone and Yellowstone Lakes, the latter covering
more space than does the city of New York, and with a vertical mile

between their levels. He is still to see Sulphur Mountain, and is to

look into the fearsome crater of Mud Volcano, and ever after shudder at

thought of the horrid depths which puff out with such violence and pre-

cision their hot, mud-laden breath.

The Grand Canon of the Yellowstone, in itself, is a sufficient reward for

the entire effort of the trip. It is headed by two magnificent falls, of

character and coloring incomparable, one of which leaps down 109 and
the other 308 feet to vainly lave the parched feet of a tortuousabyss speak-

ing plainly of Creation's fires, and so weird of shape and fantastic of

color as to be outside the limits of description.

The stately, painted walls of Golden Gate ; the mirror-like Swan. Beaver,

Lost and Twin Lakes ; refreshing Apolinaris Springs ; Gibbon Canon, with

its 80-foot falls ;
Firehole Falls, Rustic, Cascade and Udine Falls, and the

Kepler Cascades ; The Natural Bridge ; the steamboat ride on Yellowstone

Lake, touching at Buffalo Island enroute to Lakeside Hotel ; the catch of

fine trout at the adjacent mouth- of Yellowstone River ; the homeward
drive along the yellow-paved river, where finny beauties display their

speckled and rainbow sides ; the ever-present fern and flower bedecked

forest, peopled with haif-tame bear and elk; and the hotel com;

throughout the park furnish wholesome relief to the tension of the more

threatening mystery of this strange land.

1". P.

4****L~«



Castle Geyser, Yellowstone Park.



Old Faithful, Yellowstone I'ahk.

One of the Paint Pots— I.owim EU«X» Yi tXOWSTOltB Pari



Excelsior Geyser, Yellowstone Park.

The GrandTCaxon of the Yellowstone.
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PURE AS THE PINES.
QUALITY MAKES

PACKER'S
the: standard tar soap

The Pacher Manufacturing Co., New Yorh
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...A Beautiful

Home Place...

Strong, well-built house of ten

rooms, besides pantry and

bath rooms ;
closet each room,

stationary washstands, ce-

mented cellar, gas for cook-

ing, electric lights.

Magnificent view. Lot

fronts almost 200 feet on Ave.

57, and 125 feet on Ash St..

and is 400 feet in depth. L*rg«

variety and quantity of fruit.

Cement walks, cobblestone

foundations and terraces.

Owner is going to build a

larger house on his 2-acre lot across the street—the only reason for selling the

present home. It must be seen to be appreciated. Very cheap at $8,500, for which

it is offered for a short time. Pasadena car to Ave. 57. Mention this advertisement.

F. J. GANAHL
•iiiiiiiiiiii- •iiiiiiiiiiii- •iiiiiiiiiiii-
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Pe&rlirve
is Moderrv Soap.

MENNEN3

BORATED
TALCUM

Powder
DELICHTFUL AFTER BATHINC, A LUXURY AFTERSHAVING

, Beautifies and Preserves the Complexion.
A pmfttre relief for FRICKI.THE AT, CHAFINQaridSUNBURN, and all afflictions

in. For soro, blistered and perspiring feet it baa no equal. Removes all odor
of perspiration. Get MENKEN'S (the ordinal), ft little higher in price, perhaps,

•!. less substitutes, but there is a reason for It. Sold every where, or mailed for
Avoid uarmfii. imitations. (Sample free) .

GERHARD MEXNEN CO., Newark. N.J.

Something Mennen's Violet Talcum SSS/g?

OAKLAND POULTRY YARDS
1301 Castro St., Oakland, Cal.

Over 60 Yards of Fowls. Old
Poultry Establishment on the Coast.
We guarantee % hatch on all eggs
we sell. Manufacturers of the

Pacific Incubator and Brooder

The best machines in the world.

Absolutely SELF-REGULATING.

Send for 60-pap.e Catalogue

SONS, LIM., NEW YORK



Over
a Million

Barrels a Year
Those are sales of Schlitz Beer

making it the leader of all Milwaukee beers, by far.

That's a result of maintaining absolute

purity. We doubled the necessary cost of our

brewing to have Schlitz Beer right.

The Result Is

A Million Barrels a Year

We have used the best materials —the finest barley

—paid as high as twice what we need pay for hops.
We bored six wells to rock to get pure water.

We kept our brewing as clean as your cooking.

The Result Is

A Million Barrels a Year

We filtered all the air that touched the beer.

We filtered the beer through white wood pulp.
We aged it until it could not cause biliousness.

We sterilized every bottle after it was sealed.

The Result Is

A Million Barrels a Year

Isn't Schlitz Beer—pure beer—worth

asking for, when the cost is the

same as of common beer?
Ask for i rf llottling.
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with their I 1,126 miles of railway, extend

from Chicago, St. Louis, Mackinaw and

the Ohio River to New York, Boston,

Montreal and the coal regions of Pennsyl-

vania. The finest trains in the world are

operated over this system: from Chicago

by the Michigan Central, "The Niagara

Falls Route," and by the Lake Shore &

Michigan Southern, the route of the

"20th Century Limited ;" and from St.

Louis by the Big Four Route. The New
York Central, the great four-track trunk

line, terminates at Grand Central Station,

New York, in the center of the hotel and

shopping district. Six tourist cars weekly

between Chicago and Boston—Boston &

Albany Railroad — New South Station.

City Ticket Offices and Information Bureaus of the New York Central

Lines are located : SAN FRANCISCO—637 Market St., CARLTON C.

CRANE, Pacific Coast Agent. LOS ANGELES—324 South Broadway,
F. M. BYRON, Southern California Passenger Agent.

as

Si

i©



i have made /% careful
Chemical ^nalvsis of

Sozocfont
and find Nothing injurious

or objectionable in its coppo-

HAVE YOU GOOD TEETH ?

DO YOU WISH TO KEEP THEM SO?
THEN REMEMBER THIS—

For Two Score Years and Ten the one great TOOTH

HEALTH, BREATH PURIFIER and COMFORT to the

MOUTHS of genteel Americans has been

S0Z0D0NT
For TELEGRAPHIC CODES For PERFECT PRINTING

Wire, Telephone or Write Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDOE JOHN PARTRIDQE

For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

Wire, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDOE, 306 California St., San Francisco
California

AIR BRUSH

FOR
ART WORK

We are making and selling the
best Art Tool in use. Applies
color by jet of air, enabling- the
artist to do better work and save
time. No studio complete with-
out it. Circulars free.

Address, AIR BRUSH MFG. CO.,
115 Nassau Street, Rockford, 111.,

U. S. A.

PAUL P. BERNHARD & CO.

RED RUBBER
Tel. Main 5361

STAMPS
Seals, Badges, Checks, Steel Stamps, Stencils, Ac.

512 Montgomery St., SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES,-

SimVKlJj &(<>.. Mlrs.

rH*u/„ Asthma.
• lil liy :\11 DrngBlMS,

• tit —
.

pismireUBJ for Morphine Opium or' ott

Free Trial

Treatment
tor Morphine Opium or' other drug; lml. II.

I'ulnl. •»«. !•• tiiiiiiii in IIoiik < iir. . ConUlnsirri
principal larlclntr In all others ConAd*Dtlfcl OOI rwpoa
denoe tnvlUMl. A full trial tn>nttn<'iit alone often cure*.

Writ* St. Paul Association. Suit* 847 , 48 Van Buran St. .Chicaio

COX
SEED CO.

411, 413 and 415 Sansome St.

San Francisco, Cal.

Our new 1903 catalogue,

one of the finest publications

ever issued on this Goast,

beautifully illustrated with Cal-

ifornia Views, is now ready
for distribution. All informa-

tion about the garden and full

instructions as to planting will

be found therein.

FREE ON APPLICATION
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0} Foot-
Form
Shoes

SNAPPY, STYLISH

SPRING FASHIONS

In shoes of the best makes.

We have a complete line of hig-h

and low shoes, in all the best

leathers, from uppers to soles.

SO-E-Z Shoes, $3.50

Foot-Form and Hanan's, $5 to $7

CORNER
FOURTH AND BROADWAY

-
r- i

"

ull
HAYING THIS

TRADE MARK
1520

(burned in __ ~m***. C A H^T*
the enamel) Sir© V^/TlI* JlU.

"Mf^\ has ever been found in the enamel of

nATonxT AGATE NICKEL-
POISON STEEL WARE.

The BLUE LABEL, *

Protected by Decision of U.S. Court, pasted on every piece,

PROVES IT.
If substitutes are offered, write us.

Sold by First-class Department andHouse-furnishing Stores.

Send/or new Booklet.

LALANCE & QROSJEAN MFG. CO.
Kpv.r • • PONTON CHICAGO

A SAFE INVESTMENT
We offer a limited amount of

the Common Stock of the

California Cereal Food Co.

Factory nearing
-

completion ; machinery ordered
; will be in

operation within sixty days.

STOCK $5.00 A SHARE, PAR $10.00
You are Invited to Investigate

PACKARD-GRASTY stocks, bonds
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

INVEST MEN CO. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

522-523 GRANT BLDC, LOS ANGELES. CAL.
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UR new music store, on South Broadway, is

the finest in the United States, and the

largest on the Pacific Coast. There are

five large floors finely fitted up and de-

voted solely to the sale of musical instruments.

IN CHICKERING HALL
we display all the styles of the matchless Chickering
Pianos. We are also sole agents for the Vose, Pease,

Howard, Kurtzmann and other well-known instru-

ments.

SMALL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Not a musical instrument in use today we do not

carry, and every one of the best make— Mandolins,

Banjos, Guitars, Violins, Music Boxes, etc.

WE SELL THE ONLY PIANOLA
and it is not sold by any one else in Southern Cali-

fornia. The new 1903 Pianola is now on display.

VICTOR TALKING MACHINES
are the greatest entertainers in the world. Every
home should have one.

If you are going to purchase an instrument, or

want anything at all in the musical line, send to us

for circulars, booklets and all information.

-
'"• fTv
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pateMiait Extract

THE manner of its making gives it just the

strengthening properties necessary to fortify

oneself against a cold, wet spell. Hardly any-
one is so constituted but that some of the time
he or she does not need a bracing, palatable
tonic. Even the most robust are often suscep-
tible to the inroads of disease, owing to dis-

regard of the well-established necessity of

keeping one's physical condition up to the

proper defensive standard. It is not sufficient

to be strong; it is equally important to remain

strong. Pabst Extract will make you strong and

keep you strong.

Pabst Malt Extract is recommended by physicians, and sold by druggists.

Write to Pabst Malt Extract Department, Milwaukee, Wis., for interesting booklet.
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M&itak
We are displaying the largest and finest stock of Easter

Footwear on the Pacific Coast. Many exclusive styles

in dress and street Oxfords for men and women. Ex-

treme high heels and nobby styles that will be worn

in the East for Easter. We will carefully fill all mail

orders sent us. j*«^j*j*j*«^^«^

CftlStaub- <Sfa>e Co
ZSS SOUTH BROHDWfiY L-fi. AD v.

Modernness
is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment.

Our mechanical plant represents the most up-to-

^^—. — date laundry equipment in the West, and includes— facilities, such as our "NO SAW EDGE on

Collars and Cuffs " machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstances

have enabled us to weed out inefficient help. Skillfulness, promptness and courtesy

prevail.
We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in the business center of

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Empire Laundry
Phone Main 635. 149 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES Satisfaction Guaranteed

X5=^=^ =<5^=S><

DIRECTIONS FOR A GOOD DRESSER

Take any city car to the corner of First and Spring Streets, walk about

twenty steps Cast, and look at the goods in our window. Our stock Is all

new. We cut In all the latest styles, and have a large variety ot foreign

and domestic woolens, at popular prices.

POPKIN & LISTER
129 W. FIRST ST.
2 DOORS FROM SPRING

TAILORS LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

>(5=^=9 : :(?^=9<

Ramona Toilet 6oap ^SS^hft*



"We are advertised by our loving friends."

Jl Mellin's Food Boy
Our baby has been taking Mellin's Food since he was

one month old, and now he is nine months old, weighing 25
lbs. He has been very well and so good natured. Every one
that sees him says he is an ideal Mellin's Food baby. I can-
not recommend it too highly.

E. A. LOWDEN,
17 South 44th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
A SAMPLE OF MELLIN'S FOOD SENT FREE UPON REQUEST.

Mellin's Food Co., Boston, Mass.



READY TO WEAR

Exclusive

Patterns

OUR OWN Make and Designs
READY FOR WEAR

VteftRPORATtO

.
I H|U \SHIRTMv

5* SOUTH SPBINO Si

THE NEW

Princesse Petticoat
is a tailor-made garment. It rives a perfect

glove fit at the top, impossible to attain with

any other skirt.

It does away with all wrinkles at the hips and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic grace to the beauty
lines of a graceful figure

that cannot be ob'ained

with any other petticoat

Every lady knows the

advantages of a tailor-

made garment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by aft who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fitting garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a well-

dressed appearance.

We shall be pleased to show them to all

ladies who wish to see them, at

555 S. Broadway, los Annies, a
'.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*'

5VCRJ1\IN

^MMM¥MMMMMMMMMM¥M******A*****»

For Men, Women and Children

Unsurpassed for durability,
comfort and suitability for var-
ious occasions being equally
in place upon city streets,

golf linKs, tennis courts, at the
beach and in the mountains.
Our Buchshin BooKlet t«Ils the

whole story. 'Write for it today
lest you forget.

WETHERBY-I1AYSER
SHOE COMPANY

Los Angeles and Pasadena

CALIFORNIAk:
ena ,
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'For Sale by Dealers

Everywhere.

£* If Dealer Cannot Supply You

We Will, Post Paid on the

y

Style 576
577

578
584

Model 823
831

835
837
840
842
843
876 . . .

h



Pleate Mention that You taw It In OUT WEST.

WE SELL THE EARTH
We deal in all kind* of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202^ S. BROADWAY

BASSETT
(EL SMITH

NOLAN * SMITH BLOCK LOS ANOLLfS. CAL.

PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with rood water
rig-hts. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for
profit. Fine homes In Pasadena a specialty.

REALESTAT!
INSURANCE, LOAN6,,

INVESTMENTS.
16 S. Raymond Ave. Pasadena, Cal.
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"THE SHIELD TO HEALTH."

JBelfast /Ifcesb
Linen Underwear

Grateful to the skin, enables it to respond quickly
to all weather changes, and perform its work nor-

mally, as nature meant it to.

Cut and fit are perfect. Wear and durability

guaranteed.

Physicians recommend it, and wear it themselves.

Send for samples of the fabric

and our handsome and convincing
book—mailed free on request.

For sale by the best dealers in the United States. If your
dealer cannot supply you, we will.

THE BELFAST MESH UNDERWEAR CO.,
330 Mechanic Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

THE BEST CITY

IN

THE BEST COUNTY

WRITE US FOR INFORMATION 1

Intimate knowledge of property in this vicinit}'

enables us to assist homeseekers in locating in

ORANGE COUNTY

mm COUNTY REALTY COMPANY-
lOS WEST FOURTH STREET
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA

References : First National Bank, Santa Ana, Cal.

Commercial Bank, Santa Ana, Cal.

THE BEST STATE

I N

THE BEST NATION



LUXURIOUS OFFICE FITTINGS AN EXTRAVAGANCE?

THEY'RE A GILT-EDGED INVESTMENT

Here are desks that will dignify your
business— desks of selected woods,
thoroughly seasoned and properly fin-

ished inside as well as out— desks with

every convenience human ingenuity
can devise.

ROLL TOP DESKS OF OAK,$22.50 TO $220.00
FLAT TOP DESKS OF OAK, $74.50 UP

Los Angeles Furniture Co,
225-229 S. BROADWAY OPP. CITY HALL

A/£yv/ TT AD*

WE ARE READY FOR
SPRING TRADE

New Mattings

New Rugs—Domestic and Oriental
All Sizes

The Newest Novelty Effects in

Curtain and Curtain Goods, and

The Latest and Most Up-to-date

Stock of Furniture in

Los Angeles

BROADWAY DRAPERY &

fURNITURE COMPANY

Entrance 447 South Broadway
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

For Beautifying
THE HOME
HOTEL
OR OFFICE

REICHENBACHS
Hand-Made

FU RN I TURE

It's swell ; it's grand. Withal it's

most durable, useful and exclusive.

F. B. REICHENBACH
MANUFACTURING DESIGNER

Phone John 361 618 S. BROADWAY
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TOIJLET and

Nursery powder

WHY IT IS BEST.
First : Because it is entirely different from

ordinary talcum and dusting powders, inas-

much as it is a distinct specific for skin affec-

tions. While it is unquestionably the best

toilet and nursery powder in the world, its

medicinal qualities place it in a class by itself.

Second : Because it is a scientific prepa-
ration originated by an expert chemist and skin

specialist whose one object was to produce a

powder containing antiseptic, astringent and

disinfecting qualities, bland in application, yet
more potent in soothing, healing and preserv-

ing the skin than any yet known. In evidence

of his success the refined families and best

physicians in New England, where it is best

known, for years have used no other.

Third : Because Comfort Powder
comprises, as no other powder does,
in one preparation the finest and
most delicate of toilet and nursery
powders, and in addition the most
efficient medicinal qualities for heal=

ing and preserving the skin.

Fourth : Unequaled in its ability to pre-
vent and heal all inflamed and uncomfortable

conditions of the skin. It will not harm the

most delicate skin, yet it has power to cure

the most obstinate skin affections.

For these reasons and the abundant testi-

mony possessed, we are justified in claiming
Comfort Powder unequaled for any inflam-

mation or soreness of the skin and for

Toilet and Nursery, Chafing, After a Bath,
After a Shave, to Prevent Offensive Per-
spiration, for Sunbnrn, Roughness, Redness
and Eruptions of the Skin, Nettie-Rash,
Prickly Heat, Infant Eczema, Tired, Aching
Feet, Accidental Burns, Itching, Mosquito
Bites, in the Sick-Rooni, Irritation Caused
by Truss Pads ; in fact, for all Skin Affec-
tions it is a Healing Wonder.
FOR SALE AT TOIEET AND DRUG

STORES. 25 CENTS A BOX.
If YOTTRS does not keep if, take no other, but

tend 25c. to the Comfort Powder Co., Hartford,
Conn., and receive booc, post-paid. Cheap sub-
stitutes are never satisfactory.

The Man
|

and the Hour 1

meet by the ^
time of an

jjj[

Elgin 1

Watch I

Punctuality's watch m
word is Elgin. Worn Itf

everywhere; sold g^

everywhere ; guaran- Sjjf

teed by the world's
fjl

greatest watch factory. W
Booklet mailed free. **

1
ELGIN NATIONALWATCH CO.

\j4
Elgin, Illinois. JSn

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, 50c
and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

Tx



ON THE RUSSIAN RIVER, A FEW HOURS FROM SAN FRANCISCO

It will be
Summer
Time
By-and-By

When the heat of the southland
will be intolerable, and the cold

trade winds blow in the metropolis,
and the people around you will

be going away to some inviting
spot where nature has located a

spring
-

,
or stream or mountain glen,

in order that humanity may have a

place to flee for rest and recreation.

Have you thought where you
are going this summer ? If you

haven't, what I am about to say will interest you. It isn't everybody
who knows just how to select a place to idle away the summer time ;

if everybody did, the place we have in mind wouldn't begin to hold you all.

The country of which you shall hear is well watered by the pictur-

esque Russian River, Austin Creek, Lagunitas, and a number of other

streams, and is but a few hours ride from San Francisco.
You can almost hear the roll of the surf as it pounds against its

rocky shores, yet the mountains are between you and the ocean, pro-

tecting you from the winds that blow in the summer season. There, also,

are the towering redwoods affording wealth of shade, and about whnh
wind paths and drives through shady nooks and pretty glens. Bathing,
boating and fishing, added to the game in the surrounding hills, and
the countless little excursion trips to nearby points of scenic and his-

toric interest are but a few of the sports and pleasures allotted to those

of you whose wisdom guide you to this entrancing spot. Have you
guessed it? It's the Russian River Redwoods— with a big R—up on
the North Shore. You don't necessarily have to go along the North
Shore to get into the redwoods, but to find a delightful combination of

sea and mountain air, sunny days and bright skies, cool nights, out-

door sports and healthy climbs, whispering redwood forests, and good
comfortable hotels at reasonable rates, you will have to go to Camps
Taylor or Meeker, Monte Rio Park, Mesa Grande, Duncan's, or the ma-

jestic Cazadero, Redwoods and vicinity, or be content with only a share
of the joys that the wise ones get along the North Shore.

After a while, when the allurements of the Cazadero Redwoods are

better known, there will be such a tide of travel to that delightful

place, that only the cold blasts of winter can drive away.

GEORGE W/LLER



DO AS

Nearly Million

Ooiers

ifles, Repeating Shotguns,

. Metallic Cartridges

m Ipaded Shotgun Shells.

Pacific Coast Agency : 127-135 First Street, San Francisco— A. Muller, Agent.
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SLICES OF
CUCUMBER

The most appetizing pickle product

that can be imagined. Flavored with

finest Ceylon Spices. The daintiest article

you can use to GARNISH your MEAT and
oil tn nSchoc A«k y°"r grocer, and If he cannot supply you, senc

bALAL) LMSIieS. u
'
s his name and we will see you are supplied.

JAS. HILL & SONS CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

Tki
Pickle your'
Jac&te. will

Tickle-

Rdffia and

Reeds for

Indian

Basketry
BY MAIL POSTPAID

RAFnA—natural color, bunch of 6 oz., 17c;

9oz., 25c.; 1 lb., 40c.; Dyed Raffia, red, brown,

green, black, blue, yellow and orange, 1-oz.

bunch, 7c; Reeds, per bunch, 15c.

California Seeds
Send for our Souvenir Collection. 15 most
choice varieties of native flower seeds in sepa-

rate packers, mailed free on receipt of 50c.-

Special Bulbs
(California Grown)

3 Mariposa Lilies, 6 Ozalls, 6 Golden Stars, 13

Freesias, 3 Callas, 1 Spotted Calla, all mailed

free on receipt of 50c.

Germain Seed and Plant (o.
326-330 S. Main Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

i
LLH:i^i.'iiHH:Bfraam

_ _ CwoUB.ll., Two ferp oraWl T (Mia.

VtlK!H.:.r,»onu.

_ liter Swaf.

SDaMtha Mtl.lT mu
* STANDARD EDITIONS « ..VI \l.«»«. I I I It) I

htvrex Music & Rook Co . 18 E. ZZd St New York

CHEAP RATES
California. Washington.

Orrrjon, Colorado

We sivnro reduced rales on shipments of household
goods fit her to or from the alvovo '

rates. Map of California FRKK. It not int.

tfll friend* who I TRANS-CONTINENTAL
FREIGHT COMPANY, R 325 Dearborn Street. Chicago
San Francisco Office: 18 Montgomery St.. Room 4



2T6e Perfect
Food

BISCUIT
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

Write today and we will send you FREE
our cook book, illustrated in colors— "The
Vital Question"— which gives over 250

recipes. Address

THE NATURAL FOOD CO.,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit

is thrice cooked and spun
into fine shreds. Each shred

contains many thousands of

little pores which give great
surface for the digestive
fluids to act upon. It is

crisp and compels thorough
mastication which insures

perfect digestion.

Poached or Scrambled

Eggs on Shredded
Wheat Biscuit

Moisten the Biscuit slightly with cold
water. Place small bits of butter on top.
Put in buttered pan in hot oven about
three minutes. Remove with pancake
turner to warm plate. Use as toast for
scrambled or poached eggs.

£?£?£?IG'mQl&MQ\G\Q\GI©J®!©
&r?. a

If You Knew
How Delicious

i'<|

is, you would not let a day
pass before getting a bottle.

Absolutely pure ;
made from

Navel Oranges and Sugar.
No chemicals or alcohol. Pints
25 cents

; quarts 45 cents.

Makes five times this amount
as you dilute four times with
water. Also at all soda fount-
ains. Send for literature and
sample.

Los Angeles Fruit Juke (o.

(Incorporated)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

NtO-NJUKiEtM
The JELLY that requires no cooking-. One
package Bromaugelon, one pint boiling-

water—that's all. Costs a trifle more than
substitutes, but it's a great deal better.

ALL GROCERS.
STERN & SAALBERG, Mfn.

NEW YORK

DELICIOUS DESSERT



Largest National Bank in Southern California

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF I.OS ANOKLK8

Designated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ 400,0c*

Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360.000

Deposits 5,000,000

J. M. Elliott, Prest. W. G. Kbrckhoff, V.-Prest.

J. C Drake, Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S Hammond, Cashier

DIRECTORS
J. D. Blcknel! H. Jevne W. C Kerckhoft

J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. D Hooker
J. C Drake

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital,
.... $500,000.00

Surplus and Profits, - - 200,000.00
U. S. Bonds carried at Par, 650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.

No city or county deposits. No interest paid

on deposits.
W. C Patterson, President.

W. D. Wool wine,- Cashier.

T. L. Duque. Pres. I. N. Van Nuys, V. P. E. J. Vawter, Jr.. Cashier

Money loaned on real estate at lowest rates.

Save time and expense by applying- to

MAIN STREET SAVINGS BANK
PAID-UP CAPITAL., 9100,000

Junction Main, Spring and Temple Sts. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

DIRECTORS: — H. W. Hellman, I.N. Van Nuys, O. T.Johnson, H.
W. O'Melveny, T. L. Duque, L. Winter, Kaspare Cohn, W. G. Kerck-

hoff, H. Newmark.

FACE BLEACH
FOR COMPLEXION

_ I will send FREE trial bottle of my
Fact Bleach to any lady tending name and address.

NAVAJO INDIAN BLANKETS
MOQUI PLACQUES, POTTERY, ETC.

Sales Rooms, 1408 West Ninth Street

LOS ANGELES, (AL.

Mailorders ^ \AJ I / f*\ I ^ Indian
Address to ~. W . V KJL.JL. Trad.r

P.O.—CANON DIABLO. ARIZ.

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARB STAMPED
" Warranted Linen '

ARE YOURS?

Wholesale Material for Indian Basketry

RAFFIA NEEDLES REEDS
all colors Tel. Main 929 \i i UM

CHAS. WINSEL
Seedsman and Florist 247 S. Main, Los Angeles



Summer Tours
-TO-

EUROPE
From New York

May to August, 1903

Inclusive Fares :

\ $245 to $1,000
A postal will bring- an
Illustrated Programme

THOS. COOK & SON
621 Market St., San Francisco

NEW GEM
SAFETY RAZORS

GEN

well-lathered face—a "New Gem" Safety Razor—a few easy-

strokes, and you have the finest shave that man ever enjoyed.

Sold at all Jewelry and Cutlery Dealers, or direct from the

factory, is Reade St., New York City: Razor in tin box, $2;
Razor, with 2 blades, in fancy leather case, $3.50; Automatic Strop
Machine and Strop, $2. Dealers can be supplied th-nt^h

Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis.

Dunham, Carringan & Hayden Co., San Francisco.

Hubbard Spencer Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
Marshall Wells Hardware Co., Duluth.
Steinen-Kirchner Co., Los Angeles, and jobbing houses generally j

No. 1 No. 2

We SKrinK
the Bag Out

Cut No. 1 shows how a pair of trousers bag at

the knee. Cut No. 2 shows how they look

after we get through with them.

WE EMPLOY ONLY SKILLED WORKMEN
WE DO WORK ON SHORT NOTICE

WE DO ALL KINDS 0E L4DIES' WORK

We Make a Specialty of

Cleaning, Dyeing, Altering' and Pressing of Ladies'
and Gentlemen's Garments

THE PANTITORIUM
PHONE JOSEPH e>54e> 306 WEST SIXTH STREET

Send for booklet with complete price list. Mail orders will receive prompt attention. J



Please Mention that You 8aw it In OUT WEST.

[MPERI-AJ-, Restaurant and Cafe..
HHI^^Bi^lH F J- COTTA, Lessee

Steward Schrien and Chef Hartman know how to tickle the

palates of the public ; been doing it for a long time — in

large Eastern cities. Moderate prices. Daily change of
menu and musical programme.

243 SOUTH SPRING STREET 242 SOUTH BROADWAY

><S=^=5>= :(5=^=S(

The Vegetarian Restaurant
315-319 WEST THIRD STREET

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A strictly first-class pure-food cafe. A wholesome bill of fare

scientifically prepared. The best of service. Reasonable prices.

Sound physical health and a clear brain follow the use of a rational dietary.

)6
=
==^=5): :(5=^=9<

We Never

Overlook the

In our service that go so far toward making
this the best place to

LUNCH OR DINE

Little Things Music and the Delicacies of Dining:

LEVY'S
III 117 West Third St.

263 South Main St.

INACCDRDANCfWtTH
KINODFWINE

ISSUED TO

CllkONA BI.ANCA

H J WOOI.I.ACOTT
WIS UtBEL MUST BE St) ATFIXTO TWBr OMWK

Corona Blanca
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California's
official label (as above facsimile) guaranteeing its contents to be true
and pure California -wines.

These are the finest wines California produces, aired naturally,

from 4 to 20 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East FreigHt Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

EstablisHed iaso

Los Angeles, California
rr

There Never Was
a finer line of business or pleasure vehicles shown any-

where, than can be found in our repository today. See
our goods and get our prices, they will win you.

BAKER & HAMILTON
130-136 N. Los Angeles St. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating ; it re-

moTM th«m. ANYVO CO., 427 N Main St., l*o» A arete
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EAMES TRICYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chairs

for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling- Chairs,
and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE,
and see if one of our designs will not suit your case.

2018 MARKET ST., SAN FRANCISCO
OR 534 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Typical Western Pictures

Views of California and Arizona Landscapes
Unmounted Prints, Souvenir Photographic Novell
ties, magnificent Sepia Enlargements. The Stand-
ard line of Western Views. For sale in all high
grade stationery, curio and art stores.

PUTNAM & VALENTINE
PHOTOGRAPHERS

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

^tresw&niii

Cures While You Sleep

Whooping Cough,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Grip,

Hay Fever,

Diphtheria,

Scarlet Fever

Don't fail to use Cresolene for the distressing

and often fatal affections for which it is recommended.
For more than twenty years we have had the most con-

clusive assurances that there is nothing better. Creso-

lene is a boon to Asthmatics.
An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which

gives the highest testimonials as to its value.

ALIi DRUGGISTS

VAPO-CRESOLENE CO.
180 Fulton Street,
1651 Notre Dame Street,

New York
Montreal, Canada

fREE INFORMATION

ABOUT CALIFORNIA

We have the largest Information Bureau in the
West anJ are prepared to answer all inquiries
and furnish literature of the leadingr Hotels and
Resorts, Routes of Travel, and the different
Counties of California.

A Booklet entitled 'Touring California"

A complete Guide to the State
Can be had for the asking-

We are also the owners and operators of

The Hotel Cabinet System
Special Home=Seekers ,

Literature

PECK'S TOURIST BUREAU CO.
[ INCORPORATED ]

11 Montgomery St., San Francisco
410 South Broadway, Los Ang-eles

You are kindly requested to send postage.
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When yo\j come to

CALIFORNIA
You must come to tKe

Sacramento
Valley
Because vve °^er ric^ land, suitable for fruit, alfalfa and grain, at from

mmmmmtmsa $30 to S100 per acre.

Because we have a m ild climate, generous rainfall, and plenty of water

nBHHMm for irrigation.

Because we nave unexcelled transportation facilities—rail and river.

Because ten acres wiH support an industrious family.

Because our orchards, dairies and hop fields afford work for every indus-

BBHHHHi^^B trious man and family.

Because t *ie ^ow ra*es ($25) from any Missouri River point to ANY point in§1 the Sacramento Valley, are effective until June 15.

Because you are aH°wed 5-day stop-over privileges at any and all main-line

| stations, which allows you full opportunity to visit this great
and fertile Valley.

WE STILL HAVE PICTURE BOOKS,
PHOTOGRAPHS, DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS

AND OTHER LI TERATURE
GOTTEN UP FOR YOU

WHY NOT WRITE TO ANY OR ALL
OF US, FOR MORE INFORMATION?

VICE PRESIDENTS OF TIE SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

MORRIS BROOKE, Sacramento—Sacramento C. F. FOSTER, Corning—Tehama County
County W. C. GREEN, Georgetown— El Dorado Count v

C. W.THOMAS, Woodland -Yolo County E. A. FORBES. Marysville Yuba County
J. H. WILI.s, Auburn—Placer Count v J. M w \ LUNG, Nevada City—Nevada Co.
R. M. GREEN, Oroville—Butte County P. K. G \KNKTT. \V,n,.ws-Gtaaa County
J. W. KAERTH, Colusa—Colusa Count v J J CHAMBERS, Reddlof -Shasta County
H. P. STABLER, Yuba City -Sutter County W. S. GREEN. PrtsUtrnt, Colusa, California
RALEIGH BARCAR, Vacavllle—Solano Co. F. E. WRIGHT, Stcrttary, Colusa, California
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HIGH-GRADE
JModel J\ Marion

Bicycles $1,5.00

INCLUDING one large Floor Pump,* 24x1% inches
;
one large Electric

Stroke Bell
;
one complete Tire Repair

Kit ; one pair Toe Clips ; one stick
Chain Lubricant

;
one Bicycle Lock

and Key ; one pair Trouser Guards
;

one Tool Bag ; one Hand Pump ; one
Adjustable Wrench

; one Screw Driv-
er

; one Oil Can.
If you will cut out this ad. and return to us,

we will .send you our largre illustrated Bicycle
Catalogue, describing- in detail our full line of
wheels, and we will also send you our special
offer, which will enable you to earn back the
money you pay us for your bicycle by wri ting- a
few letters to your friends. Don't pay two prices
for a wheel when we offer you a first-class ma-
chine for $15.00, and g-ive you an opportunity
to earn the money back besides.

Address plainly,

DEPARTMENT I

WHEELMEN'S CO
243 Virginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

MATURED
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CREAM PORINE
A scientific astringent cream which acts di-

rectly upon enlarged pores, cleansing, purify-

ing, contracting them, and successfully e adi-

cating blackheads, pimples and other disfig-

uring eruptions. Price by mail, $1.10.

THE WINDSOR BOUDOIR
7 EAST 46th STREET

NEW YORK
All enquiries as to our special treatment for en-

larged pores, enclosing stamp, will receive prompt
attention.

SCALP TREATMENT
Scalp treatment is as much a science

as the practice of medicine. It requires
not only
study, investi-

gation and
knowledge,
but wide and
practical
experience.
We believe
the splendid
results of our
method speak ^
more for it

than any
claims
or promises.
We shall be

pleased to
consult with those who are afflicted with
disease of the hair or scalp and explain
our treatment. We shampoo with green
soap— keeps the hair soft and glossy.

Our stock of GRAY HAIR. SWITCHES.
WAVES and POMPADOURS is com-
plete. We invite your inspection. .

BENNETT TOILET PARLORS
COW. FIPTH AND SPRINd BTS.

IN
COMPOUNDING, an incomplete mixture was accident-

ally spilled on the back of the hand, and on washing after-

ward it was discovered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery MODENH. It is alisolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if by magic. IT CANNOT FAIL. If

the growth be light, one application will remove it ; the heavy
growth, such as the beard or growth on moles, may require two
or more applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied or ever afterward.

Modtne supersedes electrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

who have tested Its merits.
Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing-case* (securely

sealed ), on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter,

with your full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

Local and General Agents wanted
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO.

Dipt. JXJ. Cincinnati, Ohio
every bottle guaranteed

49-We offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest injury

FALLING HAIR
ABSOLUTELY

CURED
There Is but one way to tell the reason

of baldness and falling hair, and that

a microscopic examination of the hair i

The particular disease with »>

scalp is afflicted must t>e known before It

can he Intelligently treated. The use of

dandruff cures and hair tonics, without

knowing tbatpnctfc (ause of yonr Gmmmk,
Is like taking medicine without
what you are trying to cure. S»«d tar

-

lullrn halr« li vouf lomlings
.1.11. Austin, the
w
Site
hair

remedy » '

you. Enclose ac postage and write to-day.

PROF. J. H. AUSTIN
029 McVioker'a Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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A kingly gift to the greatest nation on
earth, from the world's foremost makers
of pianofortes, to commemorate the com-
pletion of the one hundred thousandth
instrument made by the house of Steinway

THE NEW WHITE HOUSE PIANO
In the newly decorated Red Room of the Executive Mansion in Washing-ton
stands a beautiful fifteen thousand dollar piano, which was recently pre-
sented by Steinway & Sons to President Roosevelt as the representative of
the United States of America.

Geo. J. Birkel Company
Steinway Agents for all of Southern California and Arizona

345-347 S. Spring' Street LOS ANGELES, CAL.

DIRECT FROM THE RUINS

Sample

of Our

Collections
... flH ** v ^msr ^-

*'"*'*'

To those interested in Relics of Pre-Columbian America, especially of Arizona and
New Mexico:

We personally superintend Exploring Ruins, and Collect the Implements, Orna-

ments, Utensils, etc. We can supply you with Choice Specimens of Pottery, Beads,

Paints, Implements and Ornaments of Bone, Stone and Shell. Every specimen
guaranteed Genuine Pre-Historic. Catalogue, etc., sent on application.

References : Apache County Bank, Concho, Ariz.
Denver Land Co., Broomfield, Colo. Reamer Ling, Collector, St. Johns, Arizona



THE TOTEM POLE ROUTE
Summer days and Winter Scenes

during* a. trip to AlasKa on^

the palatial Steamship
s f> o hl JS. TV E>

'

Land of the Midii'igfht Sun,
majestic snow capped mountains,

panoramic views of sunlitglaciers,
.ae monuments of prehistoric a^es,

vast fields of ice grander than the greatest
ofAlpine scenes, chain of a thousand islands,

while visiting the land of the Aurora Borealis.

Awe^|nspirYi\o% Exhilarating, Educational
Theihside passage. SeasicRi\ess ur\kiw>vrt

SIX EXCLUSIVE EXCURSIONS LEAVING
TACOMA,SEATTLE ANDVICTOR1

Y 26 JUNE 9 23-JfflX£?l AUG'

f.seryations now being m a ilr.

^fpply to company'* offices, any railroad

or touri*»,.^«4h»nt for rates and
full information. Send 20 cents in

postage to cov»r cost of mailing' e%id

receive copy of Jill The Year Round Tours,

beautifully illustrated! al&# a handsome,

color*29T*ftlaska Art Calendar. Add res£

M

£ . D . DUNANN General Passenger \gfent
10 MarRet St. San Francisco.

kC£3713EC3
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VIEW OF CIRCULAR BRIDGE AND VALLEY. MT. LOWE.

Visitors to Southern California
CAN SEE AIL THE
SCENIC POINTS
OF INTERESI VIA

PACIFIC ELECTRIC RY.

MT. LOWE, LONG BEACH, SAN GABRIEL MISSION, PASADENA,
OSTRICH FARM, BALDWIN'S RANCH AND MONROVIA

' From mountain peak to foaming' surf"

THE ORANGE GROVE ROUTE
Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

For information call on or write H. F. GENTRY, Agent

Phone
Main 900 250 S. Spring' F?A I l_\A/AVC

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Ansreles, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth

street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevue

Ave., for Colegrrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Ansreles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave L,os Ansreles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevue

Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

*3"For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Sinsrle Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY

To Owners of Gasoline Engines,

Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
does away entirely with all starting and
running batteries, their annoyance and
expense. No belt— no switch— no bat-
teries. Can be attached to any engine
now using batteries. Fully guaranteed ;

write for descriptive catalog.

MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.
42 Main Street Pendleton. Ind.

ESPEY'S FRAGRANT CREAM
will relieve and cure chapped hands, lips, rash, sunburn, chafed or rough
skin from any cause. Prevents tendency to wrinkles or ageing of the

skin. Keeps the face and hands soft, smooth, firm and white. It has no

equal. Ask for it and take no substitute.

SAMPLES OF ESPEY'S TOILET POWDER
and book, "Fortune Teller by Cards," sent FREE on receipt of 2 cents

to pay postage. P- B- KEYS, AGtT., HI S. Center Ave., CHICAGO

RAMONA TOILET *SoA P FOR SALEEVERYWHERE
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V •

ARE YOU GOING EAST?

If so, do not fail

To bear in mind that

The Northern

Pacific Railway
Affords a most pleasant and enjoyable trip

To All Eastern Points

By way of SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND, TACOMA,
SEATTLE, SPOKANE, BUTTE, MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL

THE NORTH COAST LIMITED
A palace an wheels, with elegant Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Ob-

servation and Dining; Car, daily between Portland and St. Paul.

Remember that

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
is reached only by the Northern Pacific without any stage trip outside

the Park. GRAND SCENERY AND BEST SERVICE are

recognized features of the Northern Pacific

cT(wo Overland Trams Daily
Between Portland and the East. Tourist Sleepers from Los Angeles

every day. FARES AS LOW AS ANY LINE to all

Eastern points. Inquire all about it of

C. E. JOHNSON, Passenger Agent
125 West Third Street LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

•
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1TAKE AWINTER TRIP TO

OMILTU

One of* the
few places
unspoiled^
by profes-
sionals * -*

tourists.
Reached by
a romantic
voyage over
a. Tranquil
o c e a. n

A f r i p
of* a * ^? -e

lifetime-
w it Kever y
1 mx \i vy
of"the ^ ^m o s t°

fashionable
clubs and*
hotels.

Splenclid steamships to Hawaii, Samoa. NewZealand
Australia and Round theWorkLSailings to Hawaii every x^

10 days; to HewZealand and Australia, every 21 days
Illustrated boohs: Tahiti, iocei\ts Hawaii, iocents-s?

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP CO.
6^*3 MaurRetrSt:. San Francisco.

HUGH B. RICE, Los Angeles Agent. 230 SOUTH SPRING STREET
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*«s:

Southern Pacific

3Sfc*

s

Three Overland

Routes

"SUNSET"
"OGDEN"

"SHASTA"
See Mt. Shasta in all its Grandeur

Every Convenience that Modern Ingenuity can Suggest
Perfect Palaces on Who N

G. A. PARftYNS
Asst. Geu'l Freight and Passenger Agent

261 South Spring St. LOS ANGELES, CAL. I
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California
Limited

Embodies everything' that conduces

to a comfortable and restful journey.
We claim a great deal for the char-
acter of the service. The meals

served by Fred Harvey in the dining
cars cannot be equaled.

Comfort is not sacrificed

for speed, yet the time

is faster than any other

train — Los Angeles to

Chicago, 66 hours
;

75

hours from San Fran-

cisco.

Through an interesting

country with many unique
features. Petrified Forests

and Grand Canyon of Ari-

zona reached only via

SANTA FE
Address for information about

California, local asrent, or

J\0. J. BYRNE, Cen'l PassY Agent
Los Angeles

CEO. T. NICHOLSON, PassY Traff. Mgr.

Chicago
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RAT
BIS-HIT

Kills
Mice
too

PACKED in BOXES. READY for USE

THE ONLY POISON NOT DANGEROUS TO HANDLE

Acts quickly, no mixing, no soil-

ing of dishes, no trouble. Dropped
in rat holes, put in linen closets,

etc., without soiling anything.
Kills every time. Rats and mice
leave choicest grain and food for
it. Die in open air seeking water.

WHY TAKE THE RISK OF MIXING POISON 7

Ask your druggist. If he hasn't

it, send us 25c. for one box, or
60c. for three boxes, which will

be sent you with all charges pre-

paid, enough to kill all the rats

you will ever have.

The Rat Biscuit Co. '*•/**) Springfield, Ohio

Rats spread bubonic plague and
other diseases among stock and
fowls.

The Best Wines

of California

are good enough for anybody

A trial order will convince
you that our Wines are
just what you've been look-

ing and longing for

60c

75c

5-year-old Port, per gallon,

5-year-old Sherry, Angelica or
Muscat, per gallon

20-year-old Port, Sherry, An-
gelica, Muscat, Malaga, d^l

f A
Madeira or Orange, per gal. vj/I.^V/

Send for Complete Price List

EDWARD GERMAIN WINE (0.

393-399 LOS ANGELES ST.
CORNER FOURTH

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Maier & Zobelein

Brewery
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BOTTLED BEER
For Family use and Export a specialty.

A pure, wholesome bcrerafe, recommended by
prominent physician*

OFFICE, 4-40 ALISO STREET
TEL. MAIN 91

RBVOI \ I RS.GI MS, SWORDS, Ml LI rARl
TSB'way.

Ni "i 1 irg« UhMMad i.v cataluf* »>»ll«i fc (tamp*.

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help.

GOV'T
116-118 E. Second St Tel. Main 5CA
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Thirty-six years of
continuous success

Just think what that means. Thirty-six years in business, each year more successful
than the previous one, with never a backward movement, constantly growing larger, ever
increasing in popular favor. How many concerns in this country have such a proud record?
How many that were doing business thirty-six years ago are even in existence to-day? Very,
very few. But thirty-six years of continuous success and still growing larger. Think of it I

How has it been accomplished? In just this way. By selling absolutely pure whiskey, di-
rect from our own distillery to the consumer, with all its original richness and flavor, sav-
ing him the enormous profits of the dealers, and by carrying out to the letter every state-
mentor offer that we make, thereby creating a confidence with our over a quarter of a
million satisfied customers that cannot be broken.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers

1
Profits ! Prevents Adulteration I

"

HAYNER WHISKEY
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

4 FULL $4.00 EXPRESS

QUARTS *t~ PREPAID
We will send you FOUB FULL, QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S SEVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE for $4.00, and we will pay the express charges. When you
receive the whiskey, try it and if you don't find it all right and as good as you
ever drank or can buy from anybody else at any price, send it back at our
expense and your $4.00 will go back to you by the very next mail. How could
an offer be fairer? Just think it over. Shipment made in a plain sealed case,
with no marks or brands to indicate contents.

If yon can use JSO Quarts, or can get some of your friends to join
yon, we will send you 20 Quarts for $16.00, by freight prepaid, thus
saving $4.00.

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO ST. PAUL, MINN.

92 Distillery, Trot, O. Established 1866.

1
.' A I V.

The proper ripening- and maturing- of whiskey depends on the care and method of

storage. The warehouses of the Hayner Distilling Company are of the most modern
and improved style, constructed entirely of brick and steel, and equipped with the hot
air system of heating and ventilating, which keeps the whiskey at a uniform tempera-
ture the year round. As a result their 7-year-old is as fully developed as 14-year-old
aged in the ordinary old-fashioned way, and it's better, too, for an uneven temperature
of extreme heat and cold destroys the quality and flavor.

During the entire process of manufacture and from the time it is stored in barrels
in their warehouses, until seven years later, it is bottled and shipped, HAYNER
WHISKEY is under the watchful care of 10 of Uncle Sam's Government officials. It

goes direct from their distillery to vou, with all its original richness and flavor, carries

a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITY
and AGE, and saves you the enormous profits of the dealers. Read the Hayner Co.'s

offer above.
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ELL!"

should ring the "All's Well" in every household where
this wonderful cleanser and disinfectant—Lifebuoy Soap
—is used. What electricity is to gas, Lifebuoy Soap is

to soaps. Lifebuoy is more than soap, yet costs no more
—but does more. Destroys dirt and disease germs.

An atmcsfhere of health prevails wherever Lifebuoy Soap is used. Used the

same as ordinary soap and costs no more. Money refunded if not satisfactory.
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THE BEST IN All THE WEST
Exclusiveness of Style, Superiority of Fit and

Finish, Reliability of Quality, and Fairness of

Price, are the characteristics that distinguish
M. & B. Clothing. The Choicest in Spring Suits,

Topcoats and Furnishings await your inspection
here.

"The Quality Store'

SUITS
$10 to $40

TOP COATS
$10 to $30

Mail orders receive our careful attention. Self-measurement blanks

(free upon application) will insure entire satisfaction. Complete
Boy's Department. Everything- but shoes.

MULLEN & BLUETT CLOTHING CO.
N. "W. Corner First and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Gal.

The Photo-Miniature
makes photography more interesting and more enjoyable. It is a photo-

graphic magazine on a new plan—quite different. Every number is a

complete book in itself—a little cyclopedia on its subject. 48 numbers
obtainable. Ask your dealer for it. 25 cents per copy; $2.50 per year-
No samples. Booklet on request. SOLD BY ALL LIVE DEALERS

TENNANT <£ WARD, PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK

I

DE TA01E

(.RANT!

SEND TODAY
FOR FREE

DESCRIPTIVE
PRINTED
MATTER

60,000 ACRES
CALIFORNIA LAND

Located in Fresno and King's Counties in the center of the State. All
rich alluvial soil on King's River bottom in the best fruit-growing- region
of the State. We can also grow Indian Corn and all other cereal crops
to perfection, and the land is particularly adapted for the growth of

alfalfa and the handling- of dairy stock. We are selling it in ten-acre

lots or larg-er at $35.00 to $50.00 per acre ; one fourth cash, balance in eight

annual payments if desired. If 3'ou want a g-ood piece of land, be sure

you look over Laguna. Don't make the popular mistake of concluding'

that California is only for the rich man. If you are willing- to work you
can make a start on the Lag-una with less money than anywhere else,

and the climate will be as much yours as if you owned a million.

Address

NARES £ SAUNDERS, MANAGERS.
L-aton, Fresno County, California.
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Will You be "Judge and Jury?"

WE CLAIM THE

Equitable Life Assurance Society
"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD"

TO RF THF RF^T Jt is the strongest. Assets $360,000,000. Surplus $75,000,000.ivy ul. I ml. uui Pays death losses the promptest.
Pays most on maturing- policies.

Pill out coupon and we will furnish proof.

Mr. A. M. JONES, General Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, California

Please send tell me the cost of a policy in the Equitable for $

I was born the day of 18

NAME

Address

"VIYELLA"
IDEAL SPRING FLANNEL
for SHIRT WAIST SUITS

"
Viyella

"
comes in the latest Spring designs and color com-

binations. Solid Colors! Stripes! Plaids!

"Viyella*' is guaranteed to be unshrinkable, and after repeated

washings retains the same soft lustre.

"Viyella" in the heavy weight is the most fashionable fabric

for Ladies' and Gentlemen's golf, tennis and boating costumes.

"Viyella" is stamped on selvedge every 5 yards of each piece.

Avoid Imitations. Refuse substitutes.

Does Not SKrinK
Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 118-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Rolled
Makes, Keeps and
Restores Beauty
in nature's own way

^HE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
* tion effect on the skin that
smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and gives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats

every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the crow's feet "

in the corners of the eyes.

A jar of akin food given with every roller.

For sale by ail dealers, or ^C\c
Mailed upon receipt of price, Wvt

Rubber Catalogue Free.
Agents Wanted.

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS

Supplying Agents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St

F. W. Braun & Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles

Books! Books! Books!

We call the attention of the

readers of "Out West" to our

large stock of rare, choice and
scarce books. Including the larg-
est stock of Western Americania
in the World.

Send us your list of wants. We will furnish

Any Book on Earth at current prices. Mail or-

ders our specialty. Catalogs sent on application.

SHEPARD BOOK COMPANY
" Ye Olde Booke Shoppe"

Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S. A.

SEND NOW?

GOV'T

CORNS Cured by Yankee Corn Plasters, 10 cents.
Johnstone Pharmacal Co., Dep. B.687 Ogden A ve.,Cugo.

10 cents for 100 newspapers and
magazines, all different. A

whole year's reading for a dimb, to pay postage. Do
it Now. Morgan's Subscription Agtncy. woods>lllf . H. H .

REVOLVERS. GUNS. SWORDS. MILITARY GOODS.
NEW and OLD, auctioned to F. BASSE KMAN, ST» B'way,
N. Y. Large illustrated 15c catalogue mailed «c stamp*.

WANTED—Live agents to sell Dr. White's
Electric Combs, patented Jan. 1, '99. Cure
dandruff, hair falling out, sick and nervous

headaches, yet cost no more than an ordin-

ary comb. Sells on sight. Agents are wild

with success. Send 50c for sample (half

price). Write quick. The Dr. White Elec-
tric Comb Co., Decatur, 111.

PROTECTION

Security -

Economy I

and

E-qviity— ]

Assets,
Liabilities,

Surplus,

January 1, 1903
Insurance

$48,221,000
41,903,000

$6,318,000

Stock Total

$13,393,000 $61,614,000

$5,457,000 $11

Thirty-nine percent saved on Expected Mortality Cost, since 1865.

No other American Company has realized such saving.

Only 18.25 per cent of Premium Income used for Expense of Management, since 1894.

Ten per cent lower than the average expense rate of twenty-four leading Ann-riom
companies. ____^-

All policy-holders share annually in the surplus after two years.
Unfortunate policyholders do not forfeit their dividends.

Are qualities that the prudent man cannot afford to overlook when selecting a lift in

surance company.
No company invites strict investigation of its record on these points more cordially

than

The Provident Life & Trust Company)
OF PHILADELPHIA

Repr.sent.d by George Smedley Yarnall
402 Trust Bldg., LOS ANGELES. CAL.

Life . Bsdowment . Installim-nt . Investment'. Annuity . Partnership . Term [aMUmaM



Does it Pay to Advertise in "Out West?"
The Adv. that "Fetched it

'

5VCI\J?I\IN

W^e Have published a book
about bucKskin Shoes for
men, -women CSL children. It

tells about the origin of Buck-
skin Footwear, its evolution,
etc., together with illustra-
tions, descriptions CEL prices.

A postal card -will fetcH it — free.
'Write today; now: tHis minute,
"We -want you to have it.

WETHERBY-ftAYSER
SHOE COMPANY

Los Angeles and Pasadena

CALIFORNIA
^s^eH?

c4dv. designed by Robt. A. Read, Los Angeles

One of the Returns

4d. ,* (Dnt fc+J-

OS
IZTA^-J

EST«uSHCO I88S

Wetherby-Kayser Shoe Co.

215 SOUTH BROADWAY 59 EAST COLORADO ST
^SAOCMA

Los Angeles. Cal. Apm 2, 1903.
Vlr. P- A. Pattee,

Adv. Mgr. Out West,

Lob Angeles, Cal.,

Pear Sir:-

The returns which we are receiving from our advertisement in

your magazine entitle you to our acknowledgment of same. One postal

card in particular is so. unique that we enclose it.

fours truly,



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS '*

(.MILITARY)

LOS ANGELES

Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Laboratories. Ten-

acre Campus. Standard %-
mile Track. Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

Principal : Gkkn ville C. Emery,
A. M., late Master in the Boston

Latin School.

Commandant : John S. Murdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lieut, in the regular

array in Cuba during- the late Span-
ish war.

Spring Term Open March 30

CUMNOCK SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
Cumnock Hall, 1500 Figueroa Street

Los Angeles

ORATORY, ENGLISH, PHYSICAL CULTURE,
DRAMATIC ART, FENCING. MUSIC.

Pull Course and special courses open to students at

any time. Sntd for ukutrattd Catalogue and "Special
Scholarship Annouiu , inent."

A in. 1 1- Murphy Gkigg, Director.
Merrill M. Grioo, Secretary.

Occidental College
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Thb College. Threo Courses — Classical, Literary,
Scientific.
Thb Preparatory Department is on the list of

schools accredited by State University. The Occidental
School of Music fives high grade instruction. Vocal and
instrumental; First semester began September 24, 1902.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH

UNIVERSITY Or SOUTHERN
U'.HT
SCHOOLS CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

THE COLLEGE. Faculty of 16. Ample equipment. Students
may pass from any class to the State University or any
in the East.

•

TME PREPARATORY SCHOOL. A s "Chaffey" stood among the
highest accredited schools in the State. Utmost pains taken
with physical development, manners and character, as
well as with the intellect.

University Station. Dean W«. T. Randall, A. M.

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

An English and Classical Boarding and Day School.
Boys received at any time when there is a vacancy.
Send for catalogue.

WALTER J. BAILEY, A. M.. Phinciral.
Telephone Main 1556

THROOP

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

The only completely equipped Manual Training
School on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
College (Degree of B. S.).

Daily exercises in Sloyd, Wood Turning and
Carpentry, Forging, Pattern-Making, Machine-
Shop Practice, Wood-Carving, Clay-Modeling,
Cooking, Sew .ng and Dressmaking, Eta
Engineering, Chemical Laboratory Work,
Mechanical Drawing, Freehand Drawing and
Painting, Biological Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.
Diplomas of graduation from Throop Insti-

tute accepted by the leading colleges and uni-
versities of the country.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
W. A. Edwards, LL.D.. Pretidemt
Theodore Coleman, Secretary

QIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL
(C*n de Roams)

Adams and Hoover sis Los Articles. California

Hr.utlful baMhsJS, fe%h*M soil. thorough school.

Ccrtiliotc iiltnits to collrg*.

PKiNOirALm I
ALJOm " PAfomm

I jmANNK W DUNNKN
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The BERLITZ School
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STARR KING BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO
TRUST BLDG., Cor. 2nd and Spring Sts., LOS ANGELES

2 GOLD MEDALS 2 SILVER MEDALS
AT PARIS EXPOSITION 1900

for best and most practical meth-

od of teaching foreign languages.

I
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All languages taught by the Berlitz Method,
the best and quickest ever devised. Competent
native teachers. Private and class instruction.

Nearly 200 branches, with 75,000 students, In the

principal cities of America and Europe.

Trial lesson free on application to secretary.
Commercial classes. Send for catalogue.

I

HEALffS

business]
COLLEGE

Young Man :

Reach out and up
for better things in

life. Education — the

right kind of educa-
tion and training —
makes the difference
between the menial
and the master. No
better life launch

than a sound
business educa-

tion.

Get the best.

Send for large illustrated catalogue and college

journal. Address

E. P. HEALD, President

24 Post Street SAN FRANCISCO

The Dobinson School of Expression
In "the Italy of America,"

Los Angeles, Cal. 614 South Hill St.

English Literature, Word Analysis, Interpretation.
Elocution, Physical Culture, Shakespeare, Health, Deep

Breathing, the Speaking Voice.
The Dramatic Department includes training for the stage

and placing of competent pupils.

Write for catalogue.

Do You Wish a TEACHING POSITION ?

Then write to the oldest and most reliable Teachers'

Agency on the Coast for any information you desire

about school matters.

Efficient Service. Honorable Dealing. Reasonable
Terms.

PACIFIC COAST BUREAU OF EDUCATION
31 Flood Building, San Francisco, Cal.

AGASSIZ HALL boy's school in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains, at Alta,

Placer county, California. It prepares for the best
colleges and universities. The boys have horses,
boats and guns, and take frequent camping trips. The
school has a camp from June to September in the high
mountains near Lake Tahoe, a region famous for
trout fishing and hunting. The opportunity to study
natural history and geology is unsurpassed. A few-
outsiders are admitted to the camp, and excursions are
made to Yosemite and other points nearer at hand.
The Headmaster will be pleased to send information
and photographs of both school and camp to an3' who
are interested.

Zos jf/yge/es

212 JitfEST THIRD ST.
Is the oldest established, has the largest attendance, and is the best equipped business

college on the Pacific Coast. Catalogue and circulars free. Telephone Black 2651.



"The Aiigrelus," Los Angeles.

The..Knut«ford" Hotel, Salt'Lake City.

Tourist
The Angelus, Los Angeles
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.
The newest of the first-class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

The linutsford, Salt LaKe City

^Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city.

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled", but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

Fremont Hotel, u9 Annies

American plan. Opened Octo-

ber 1, 1902. Corner Fourth and

Olive Streets.

The newest and most elegantly

appointed family hotel in the city.

Situated, two blocks from Broad-

way on an eminence commanding
a charming vista of the city, and

offering to its patrons the benefits

of purest air, prompt and court-

eous service, and a cuisine un-

equalled in points of excellence

anywhere, and reasonable ratos.

For ! terms'address,

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor.



Hotels
Hotel Vendome, San Jose

A visit to California is not com-

plete without a sojourn at Hotel

Vendome, San Jose, and a trip from
there to Lick Observatory, Mt.
Hamilton. San Jose is the metrop-
olis of the Santa Clara Valley, fa-

mous for its orchards, drives and

scenery, and is reached from Los
Angeles by the Southern Pacific

Railway's Coast Line to San Fran-
cisco.

The Hotel Vendome is situated

in a large park of stately trees,

lawn and flowers. Has broad ver-

andas, artistic modern furnishings,
unexcelled cuisine, and pleasant sur-

roundings.
It is the starting point for Mt.

Hamilton stage to Lick Observa-

tory, and has golf, ping-pong, bowl-

ing, tennis, automobiles and cy-

cling.
Gbo. P. Snell, Manager.

THE'IDYLLWILD SANATORIUM aSSESSE!
IDYLLWILD-AMONG-THE-PINES, STRAWBERRY VALLEY

RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Steam heat, electric light, modern plumbing, with mountain spring water piped
throughout. Resident physician and corps of trained nurses. Nature's cure for

asthma, la grippe, rheumatism, and all pulmonary diseases. 737,000 acres of pine
forests. Grand mountain scenery. Furnished cottages and tents to rent for house-

keeping.
Train (Santa Fe via Pasadena) leaves Los Angeles Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

day, 8:30 a.m. Stage meets passengers at Hemet 12:40, arrives at Idyllwild at 5:30 p.m.
For literature, write

R. A. LOWE, Manager, Idyllwild, Riverside Co., California.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE — Ringr up Idyllwild, Riverside Co.. and call for Mr. Lowe.
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FINEST IN THE WORLD

THE LIGHT RUNNING

FOX"

——~~y~M

Pleases the Employer—
Delights the Stenographer

WHY?
Because it

Lasts Longer
Does Better Work
Easier to Operate

THAN
ANY
OTHER

TYPEWRITER
MADE

FULL AUTOMATIC
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Q>*//r>r/,.^M*di March 15, 1903.

The Oeo. J. Birkel Co.,

Los Angeles, Cal

Gentlemen:

As you are no doubt aware, this piece of music was a particular

favorite of the late President MoKinley 'b, and thiB Identical roll wap the

one which ho had In his home, on the Ceoilian, and was used by him up to

the time of his death.

Owing to Mrs. McKinley 's feeble condition, after the President*?

death, she was unable to use the Cecilian, so we allowed the instrument

and mu6io to be returned to us. As we had no other copies of No. 1004 in

stock, I am sending you hie, and thought you might like to know the facts

in regard to It.

Yours very truly,

Farrond Organ Co.

Per

^^y^pCe^C^.

The original roll of Cecilian Music owned and played by President McKinley on his

favorite instrument, the Cecilian—on display in our show window.

Geo. J. Birkel Company
Steinway Pianos, Cecilian Piano Players

S45-47 S. Spring' Street LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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A YEAR INTEREST
IS GIHNVNTEED THE HOLDERS OF STOCK IN

ART MILLING & (RAINING (0.
OF LOS ANGELES, CAL.

. We have for sale, in lots to suit, 25,000 shares of this stock

AT $1.00 A SHARE
This company is now about three months behind on

their orders for grill work, etc., and are to build

a new mill with the money received for this block

of stock.

If you want a gilt-edge stock that is

guaranteed to pay one per cent in three

months and twelve per cent in one year
this is your opportunity.
The company is now in a flourishing

condition and courts the most thorough

investigation.

Write, or call at once.

Packard Investment (o.

STOCKS, BONDS AND INDUSTRIAL SECURITIES

614 Frost Building. Second and Broadway, Los Angeles. Cal.



OUT WEST
EDITED BY CHAS. F. LUMM1S

©UT WEST has never been so effective in all the

eight years of its existence as it is at present
—

never so carefully edited, never so comprehensive

in its portrayal of the trend of progress in the Pacific

States, never in such a position before to command

the attention of the many people in the country interested

in this strong
"
right hand of the continent."

If you are really interested in the West and want

to know more about its development
— and economics

— and possibilities
— and achievements— and the myriad

other things that absorb the attention of one learning

of a new country
— out of the mouths of its many

friends it is attested that OUT WEST is your best

school-teacher.

20 cents a copy. $2.00 a year

Out West Company
115 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

ANYVfl TUFATR1PAI Pflin CRFAM m«ye> them. ANTVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los Aureles
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HOTEL EMPIRE
BROADWAY AND 63RD St., NEW YORK ClTY

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
European Plan Exclusively. Local and Loiik-

Distance Telephone in every room.

MODERATE RATES
From Courtland or Liberty Street ferries take

car marked 6th and Amsterdam Aves., direct to
hotel door—20 minutes. From Grand Central Sta-
tion take Red car marked Broadway to Fort Lee
Perry and reach hotel door in 6 minutes. From all
Ferries and Ocean Steamers take 9th Ave. Elevated
Railway to 59th Street which is one minute walk
from the Empire. All surfacecars of Metropolitan
System pass the Empire. Only 10 minutes to all

principal Theaters and Department Stores.

Music every evening. W. Johnson Qulnn, Prop.

The Berkeley Hotel
Berkeley and Boylston Sts

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

POSSESSES many attraclions for travelers

who appreciate refinement in a stopping

place.

Particular attention paid to sanitation and

ventilation. Long Distance Telephone in every

room.

The Berkeley is but three blocks from the

Back Bay Station ; and only ten minutes ride

<rom the B. & M. R. R. Copley Square and

the public gardens are only one block distant.

JOHN A. SHERXOCK, Proprietor

Conducted on European and American Plans

<?=5i=S)= ^^^SferS)

WILL MAKE AMERICAN TIN FAMOUS

Over $20,000,000 worth of tin imported every year, about one-half of which is

profit. The Santa Ana Tin Mines are destined to be as great as the famous Tin
Mines of Cornwall, England, which have been large producers for 2350 years.
The geology is the same, and our development work has proved that they abso-

lutely conform to those wonderful mines.

There has been expended over $75,000 to date developing what we believed

would make large paying tin mines. We are now offering a limited amount of

Treasury Stock to complete the mills and development work. These mines will

be large producers and dividend payers.
Write for Prospectus and full particulars.

The Santa And Tin Mining Company
Gail Borden, President
J. A. Combr, General Manager

502 Laughlin Building, LOS ANGELES, CAL.
43 Wall St., NEW YORK CITY

<S^=S>= :g^=9
Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.
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To Real Estate Investors :

The glories of Southern California have been told of
in song and story from the mighty Pacific to the Atlan-
tic seaboard. Still there are comparatively few of the

seventy millions of people inhabiting the northern half
of the western hemisphere who have the slightest con-
ception of how entrancingly lovely Los Angeles really is.

Translated, Los Angeles means ''City of the Angels;"
the home of flowers, fruits, romance, traditions and
what not on the one hand; on the other—a busy, bustling
city—the commercial and manufacturing metropolis of
the entire Pacific Southwest, having a population of

comparatively a hundred and fifty thousand souls.
Los Angeles is a living monument to American push

and enterprise, and demonstrates to a remarkable degree
the power of man's handiwork—with nature's storehouse
as a helper. This is, indeed, the one city of the uni-
verse where mere existence is a privilege.

Granted that the foregoing is true; then what must
life be in Los Angeles under existing conditions?—every
industry and trade offering unparalleled opportunities
for the investment of capital and labor; where artisans
in every line are in demand; where the wage earner is

generously recompensed—and where money is worth more
than a hundred cents on the dollar. Come to Southern
California—where health, happiness and prosperity are
chronic conditions the year 'round, and where fortunes
await foresighted investors in city and suburban realty.

Write us before coming; see us when you do come, in

regard to real estate and mines,
Very cordially yours,

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION : First National Bank. State Bank and Trust Company. Dun or Bradstreet.
Codes: Bedford McNeil and Western Union.
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Own a Lot in

Ca 1 if o rnia

a ITY OF RICHMOND, the Cali-

fornia terminus of the Santa Fe
Railroad, is just across the Bay
from San Francisco, where the

three largest corporations in the State,

namely the Santa Fe Railroad, Stand-
ard Oil Company and the Southern
Pacific Railroad meet. These corpora-
tions are spending- millions of dollars

there which will make it the greatest

manufacturing city on the Pacific

Coast. Lots $200 only—

$5.o° PER MONTH
A good way to save and make money.

MAPS FREE

RICHMOND LAND CO., Inc.
82 Crocker Building
San Francisco. Cal.

The Original Successful

Fountain Pen
now improved with a

Spoon Feeding Device

^Waterman's
U Ideal
^/Fountain Pen

Yon cannot possibly realize the incon-
venience of writing- with a dip pen until
yon have fairly tried a

Waterman's fountain 'Pen

We can match the steel pen that yon
regularly use. Enquire at your de..

L. E. Waterman Co.,
173 Broadway, - New York, N. Y.

12 Qolden Lane, London
138 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

dVWVWVWWWVWWVWVVWVVWVWWVWVWWVWWW^VWW^^WI

ESTABLISHED J 889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL $ J 3,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL----- 2,500,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - - - - - 350,000
MONTHLY INCOME, OVER ------- J 00,000

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the
members giving first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn from 8 to 12 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allow them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term.

HOME OFFICE : 301 California St, San Francisco, California

WM. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager
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THE RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

XII.

\[ F chronic aridity and seasonal accidents of drouth have

X been far from a curse to Southern California, neither was
the landslide immigration of educated, law-abiding

- and

well-to-do people an unmixed blessing. Of the results of

such a migration in the long run—both as to the country
and the individual migrant—we ma}T feel reasonably secure.

But the instant digestion of so huge and so luxurious a meal

might well cause pangs under the belt of an}
r county.

It is no exaggeration to sa}
r that this windfall of released

and exuberant Easterners caused California a serious eco-

nomic and social colic. Record-breaking as had been the

three great games of chance practicall}- invented b}
7 California

—gold mining, stock gambling and grain-farm gambling—these

dicings, nor any of them, had set down no tap-root in the south-

ern part of the State. // still remained pastoral ;
it was still, to

the princely High-Flyers of the North, the
"
cow-counties

" or

the "sheep-counties." Its gambling had never gone beyond the

individual hazard ;
and while a man might risk his purse, or his

cattle, or his ranch, in a game of cards, there was no Communal
Faro for an instant comparable to the Bonanza stock days of

San Francisco. Los Angeles, in 1846 "the largest town in

California, with from 1500 to 2000 people, and its women famed
for beauty,

*"
changed very little its complexion or its habit, in

a whole generation. Although gold was discovered within fifty

miles of it, long before the epochal nugget at Sutter's Mill, the

*Bryant's What I Saw in California, London, 1849.

Copyrighted 1903 by Chas F. Lummis. All rights reserved.
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continental migration of 1848-9, et seg., made only a relative dif-

ference with the southern town. The only change was'a dim
reflex and far echo of the Golden North. Los Angeles was

merely a way-station from New Mexico and Arizona to the Dig-

gings—both for the Butterfield Stages, and for the growing
traffic in herds of sheep and cattle driven a thousand miles

across the desert to market in the Roaring Mines. The town

increased imperceptibl}' in population, and decreased very nota-

bly in manners. It became an eddy in the fortune-hunting

stream, wherein lodged now and again a drift onward-bound ;

or to which swept back some outlawed black log from the only

part of California where Things were Doing. The Rev. Mr.

Brier—son of that pioneer Boanerges of Methodism in Califor-

nia—who as a child of six made the grisly transcontinental

tramp of the Death Valley party
—noted in the last number of

this magazine some of his childhood impressions of the Los An-

geles of 1850. Maj. Horace Bell—one of Walker's Nicaragua
filibusters, and among the longest "American" residents of Los

Angeles—assures us* that in 1853 Los Angeles
"
averaged one

killing a day;" and that at one time the sheriff's office, worth

on an average $10,000 a 3*ear, went begging because of its high
rate of mortality. There is no reason to doubt the accuracy of

these statements from antipodal witnesses. There settled here

(either by inertia without getting to the mines at all, or by seri-

ous personal reasons tor not staying in them) a relatively small,

but eminently audible, population of American scum, with a less

proportion of such Americans as were fit for pioneers and patri-

archs, and as have made their names for such honored ever since.

There was
"
lots of money

"
in the chief town of a stock-raising

district, which supplied most of the beef and mutton-on-the-hoof

for the inrushing Argonauts 600 miles north—ordinary cattle

being worth here $20 to $25 per head, and costing practically

nothing to raise.

But all this, while piquant and not without its evolutionary
value, is after all inconsiderable in such sums as those with

which we deal at present; and 'to these perhaps the census is

the best witness.

Los Angeles had a population, by the U. S. Census

In 1850—1,610 In 1880— 11,183

1860—4,385 1890— 50,395

1870—5,728 1900-102.47'»

In other words, Los Angeles had in 1S50 about one twenty-fifth
of the population of San Francisco, and in lssn less than one-

twentieth—viz, 11,183 as against 233,959. The latter disparity
*KtminiscrHciS of a Ranger .
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was at least not lessened when the decade was half gone ; but

since 1885 the growth of the little town has so outstripped that of

the metropolis as to make a precedent where probably there was
none of its sort before. From 1880 to 1890 (and, as I have said,

this means in fact from 1885 to 1890) Los Ang-eles increased

over 350%. From 1890 to 1900 it increased over 103%. The
increase of San Francisco for the corresponding- decades was 27%
and 14% respectively; and in the last ten years the actual gross
increase in population of Los Angeles has been 9000 more than

that of San Francisco. San Francisco now has about ten times

the population it had in 1852. Los Angeles has nearly sixt}--

four times the population it had in 1850.

But we are diverting our minds from the aforementioned Lot-

tery. While Southern California had been free before that time

from any gambling larger or crazier than mere individual co-

quetting with the green cloth, the inrushing Easterners then

promptly established here—precisely as they had done in the

North—a colossal and almost universal, and almost communal,
Game of Chance. Upon the very heels of the Pullman migra-
tion—and invented and conducted exclusivel}- by the Pullman

migrants—the great Land Boom of Southern California made
the most extraordinary South Sea Bubble in our American his-

tory. There have been other land-booms elsewhere, of various

sorts, and some of this same sort
;
but nowhere else, it is quite

safe to sa}', has there ever been such record of such wild infla-

tion by such respectable gamblers ; nor so colossal a perversion
of sobriet}' among the normally temperate in business habit

;

nor so easy an alighting from so high a balloon at its inevitable

collapse.

Neither the Spanish-speaking people of California (whose

patriarchal life has been sometimes referred to in these pages)
nor the old-time Americans, frontier-bred to fitness for the same
environments and the same enjoyment of them, had anything to

do with inventing or promulgating this Geomania—and as a

matter of fact, and by class, they were the worst losers by it.

They laughed at the Tenderfeet so tender and so green as to

pay fifty times what land could be bought for
;
and the few Old-

Timers who were not at last constricted by 1888 were the ones

who were able to Keep Laughing. The most of them, alas,

were human—and though their conviction of the unbaked qual-

ity of the newcomers did not change (and I fancy is not changed
yet) when they saw these parvenus month after month simply

picking up gold double-eagles on the street, as it were (though
that is a rather inadequate simile) most of them were weak
enough to join in the scramble. Hundreds of them bought back
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for $500 an acre the lands they had themselves sold at $10 a

year before, and joined the fevered procession. A very few,
whether from superior philosophy or greater inertia, did not buy
back, or in the first place did not even sell

; and these have been

enriched.

John Law's South Sea promotion, and the Tulip Mania, and
various other matters of the sort are historic, though I do not

remember that any of them has yet had its due perspective in

history or fiction. If some of the Literary Landladies who be-

hash our breakfast with what they call Historical Romance

Bean Separator and Thresher.
(On the Dixie Thompson Rancho.)

Photo by Bre-wster

could be confined with the documents and no other occupation
nor amusement, for long enough, their natural talents would

give us at their release a volume not only worth while but of

poignant human interest, dealing with whichsoever of these

great follies. Yet neither of them is reasonably in the category
with the Southern California Land Boom

;
and neither has it

had its adequate portrayal, although Van Dyke's Millionaires

of a Day was a well entitled, a well informed and a very clever

sketch. It, even better than the earlier manias, would repay
the careful attention of one competent alike to master the facts

in a sober sense, and to write them large and graphic in terms
of popular comprehension upon the literary board. I am not
that person, nor either half of him

; and it is no part of my plan
in this series to attempt a matter which could not be decently
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handled short of five years' special study concentric to the one

subject. This whole series, perhaps I need not say, is meant

not as a History, not as an Encyclopedia, but merely as a suc-

cession of guide boards to those who may care sometime to pur-

sue the branching- trails. Our main-traveled road is merely

toward some g-eneral g-uess at California as a whole—What it

Is, What it Shall Be, and Why.
But even as certain more artistic entertainers "do" lig'htning

cartoons (giving us in three lines a portrait, and with the fifth

line a category of the portrayed), so I ma3r venture here to indi-

cate not what the game was, but a hint of what it was like.

The Southern California Land Boom lasted nearly two years ;

that is, from the spring of 1886 to about January, 1888. B}- the

latter notch on the calendar it was already like the Irishman's

hen : "dead, but not yit sinsible av it." The area it covered—
thought in very vanning pitch

—was nearly1- as large as New
England. I think there is no doubt that in the actual area of

land personally concerned—that is, plotted and sold—it exceeded

any similar land-gamble in history. Lands have elsewhere

broug'ht higher prices, and in a few other instances been more

rapidly sold
;
but it is probably safe to say also that nowhere

else—certainly never before this specific instance—did prices

rise so fast, nor so unreasonably; and that never has such a stu-

pendous sum in transfers been accomplished with so small an

expenditure of cash, nor by such unwonted speculators.

The beginning of the boom was, if excited, purely legitimate.

It was by way of "additions" to towns and cities actually ex-

tant; of lands whose immediate potentialities were very little

exaggerated, even by the Boomer. It is fair to remark, too,

that counting the average of the Boom, there was very little

real swindling; almost all of that came after the collapse. Yet
it was perhaps as supernal folly, on the average, as amT

country
has seen.

For nearly a year the g'ame was for set stakes, and under set

rules
;
but the players were soon beside themselves, and earl}- in

1887 was beg'un the Beginning of the End. Tens of thousands of

acres fit only for grain or pasture, if for that, were then cut up
into 25-foot city lots. Thousands of acres were purchased from

their original old-time owners at $10 to $30 an acre and sold in

lots at $1000 to $10,000 an acre. The actual staking out of

towns on the desert, and selling them hx newspaper advertise-

ments to remote gullibles, may have had a few instances at this

time
;
but to the best of my recollection, this all came after the

real local fishing for suckers was exhausted. While the Boom
was on, the boomers did not need to cast their hooks into alien

waters.
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In 1887 Los Angeles was growing

-

in population at the rate of

at least 1500 a month, and San Diego to at least half that stride.

One could not stir upon the street on an average business da)
without encountering brass bands, and transparencies, and other

fake devices, all pointing to some land-sale, or some dozen land-

sales. I cannot now remember the first of these characteristic

occasions
;
and after the first they multiplied so fast and stood

so thick that no one could think of counting them—and no one

ever did. Newspaper broadsides of advertising, the aforesaid

brass bands and processions, and every other art known to the

fakir, were fairly an obsession. The judicially fostered excur-

sion and auction sale of some out-of-town tract—a peaceful rural

acreage changed from Nature only by being corner-staked and

street-sign-posted
—was the Function of the Day. At the office

of the tract a line began to form one day, or two days, before

the sale was to open. I have seen men pay $100 for a place in

that line. I have seen—how many people I cannot dare say, now.

but 200 would not cover it
—waiting in that line, serpentine from

the office down the stairway and hugging along the near edge
of the sidewalk, for a block, or worse, all of an afternoon and

night and until 9 o'clock of the critical morning. There were

dozens of cases in which the company or individual that had

secured and sub-divided some gilded tract sold over $300,000
worth of lots in the first few days, and had at least three-fourths

of the land left. The barren sand-spit that I used to know sea-

ward from San Diego, on which is now one of the finest hotels

in the world, took in for its organized owners two and a half

million dollars in cash in one year, and after paying off its

debts, and making its enormously costly improvements, it had

four-fifths of its landed property left clear of incumbrance.

How easy it was for these church-members and Respectable
Citizens from the cultured East to take a Flyer when they got
Out of School, is perhaps somewhat indicated by the historic

fact that the real estate transfers recorded in the county of Los

Angeles for the year 1887, in a population not to exceed 100,000
—

which is a prodigally generous compromise between the census

of 1880 and that of 1890—far exceeded one hundred millions of

dollars. That is, over $1000 for every man, woman and child,

Indians and Chinese inclusive. Of course, by this time purchase
was practically all by contract, 25% or 30% down and the bal-

ance in six months and a year. Perhaps at the height of the

boom it was achieved in a majority of cases—and it was certainly

a calculation in every case— to sell at an advance of anywhere
from 10% to 100% before making a second payment. There is

a great temptation to go into the details of this almost incredi-
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ble folly; but we must try to keep it within its reasonable pro-

portion to a far larger whole. After a short time at the begin-

ning-, when choice lands "went," the land diced with in the

Boom was the relatively undesirable. It was all better than

Eastern land—and therein lay its remarkable market
;
but it

was so far behind so many tens of thousands of acres of

California land, and this disparity meant such average delay in

its settlement, as to make the purchase of it equivalent, for

twenty years (say), to a purchase of land on the Sahara. It is

a rule (and, so far as I know, almost without exception true in

the individual case) that lands which any sane man would ever

think of buying have been always since, and are now, worth

more than their highest prices at the height of the boom. The
lands which will not be worthless some day, but which are

"worthless" now, if we judge by the get-rich-quick standards,

are the only ones which can be bought today as cheaply as in the

mid-madness of the Boom.
The desperate, post-mortem gleaning (not longer by the

church members, who did Let Go at death, but of the disem-

boweled professional sharks who kept the boom alive long after

it was dead) while on a small scale compared to the Boom in toto,

both as to time and as to money, was pure swindling. Thousands
of lots were sold which stood at an angle of 45° on barren moun-
tain-sides. Thousands of 25-foot holdings were sold in Mexican

territory of the Californian peninsula, 150 miles south of the

United States line, for enough apiece to have bought a good farm

where a good farm would be worth something. But it is only
fair to say that this wilful and scandalous swindle was pursued

wholly by self-imported fakirs ; and, almost without a single ex-

ception, through the columns of Eastern newspapers. The least

Puritanic of the California papers lent themselves hardly at all

to palpable robbery of this sort.

But it is not strange that a quarter of a million people exhil-

arated with their Escape from the East, fascinated with the

possibilities of the land where God is Good and Nature Motherly,
should have tempted Fortune. On a small scale we see the same

process repeated with every Tenderfoot who ever comes here

today
—

viz, the expansion and the relaxation from his habitual

conventions. In history or in sociology, that fever of the Boom
has no more importance than had the historic bubbles it out-

ranks. The strangest thing about it is
—and its highest weight

historically
—not that so many so smart Americans could be such

wild fools, but that they were so little repaid in kind for their

folly that it seems almost as though the attraction of gravita-

tion had forgotten itself for a day in their behalf. If you will
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consider this reasonably large population, its incomparably re-

spectable average in education, in morals, in means, the tem-

perature of its excitation, and the universality with which this

fever was endemic (for every one was
"
plunging-

" in land—bank-

ers, ministers, school teachers, servant-girls, bootblacks, car-

drivers, ladies, counter-jumpers, policemen, tramps, judges,

everybody), the financial aggregate of their gamble, which ex-

ceeds anything I know of in American history, in amount of

money per capita as well as in sort of players ;
when you con-

sider that at then current real-estate values Southern Cali-

fornia, with a population of 200,000, was worth more than per-

haps New York State (and that country lands here were offered

and sold at from ten to one hundred times what they are worth

An Adams-Street Homk. Photo by Pierce

in New York State) ;
and when you consider that this balloon,

which swelled so fast and soared so dizzy-high, suddenly found

its canvas cut and its ballast gone—when you consider all this,

and remember that the balloon came to the ground with its

quarter of a million passengers, without hurting anybody at all

but the professional aeronauts (and not enough of them), per-

haps you will be willing to admit that it was a Record in Bal-

looning ;
if not for the Going Up, at least for the Coming Down.

Not one single bank, not one well-established house, not one

legitimate business enterprise failed in the collapse of that stu-

pendous madness. There are in this city today people Land-

poor, paying taxes on lands they bought in the boom or held

because of it. Of the Professional Buzzards who came to create

the Boom, and later went on to Seattle and Tacoma and other

of their prey, manywere pinched. Practically everyone impli-
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cated at all in the Boom, lost the edge he might have had were

it human to know When to Let Go. If it were, everyone would

have been rich, including- those who paid the most foolish prices

for land. For with all its extravagances, its greed, its ignor-

ance, its idiocy, this particular boom had one saving grace of

difference from ordinary bubbles. It was not quite a Lottery,
because there were no real blanks. A great many lots—thou-

sands of lots—were sold for far more than they were "worth"
at market prices ; but all were Worth Something real. All will

be worth even the Fool Price—for there is a productive poten-

tiality to this land, when wrought with that perfect common
sense which every acre of North America is presently going to

demand of its owner if he would come out whole.

The split of the Boom was precisely along the eternal line of

cleavage between the legitimate and the illegitimate. A score,

perhaps more, of Boom towns—staked out where a town will be

proper twenty years from now, but with no other contemporary
reason for being than a huge new shell of a hotel, a couple of

miles of cement sidewalks and sapling shade-trees, and the in-

sistence of the wilful Sucker to Bite something—have suffered

and stagnated. In many places in Southern California one can

see the bones of these premature investments ;
and the trained

eye can almost instantly and almost infallibly detect the build-

ing which was erected during the Boom and because of it. We
are not now concerning ourselves with schools of architecture—
if these rapid-fire promoters ever followed "schools"—but all

these precocious and grievous buildings wear somehow the ear-

marks of the same canine litter. Still, few of these improve-
ments are wasted. Here and there a big hotel, that was built

in the midst of 100 square miles of sage-brush and jack-rabbits,

is quarters of some denominational school, or fine, robust young
college, in a small but happy American town—for very few even

of the Boom skeletons are wholly fleshless of life. Hundreds of

miles of precise streets, with better signs, cement walks and

curbing and more shade trees than the average Eastern town

can boast are overrun with wheat fields
;
their geometric lines

still recording a mania otherhow almost forgotten. For the

Boom is forgotten in California, except its lessons ;
and is of

memory at all only to the historical student, and to those cau-

tious Eastern souls who can indeed put it in the original Latin,

but never have learned the English of it— that Times change,

and we are Changed With Them.
In January, 1888, the Boom was not only dead but began to

be "sinsible av it." The colossal wind-built superstructure of

values, though it upheld a million fortunes, came down not only
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as fast, but as noiselessly, as a castle of cards. If the Eastern

deacons and ministers and lawyers and judges and Esteemed
Fellow Citizens taking their first Plyer in California, were un-

accustomed gamblers, they were Born Game. In May, 1888,

fifty per cent, more land was plowed in Southern California than

ever before. There were no communal and public Gethsemanes ;

no mass meetings in memory of the Mighty Dear Departed.
The Boom was dead; and it left a multitude of orphans

—but

no Rachels. Wanton victims as they had been to epidemic

madness, these greenhorns were after all not without saving
sense. One reason why they had gambled in California was be-

cause they saw it was a Good Stake
;
and when the bank quietly

raked in all their chips, they were not as those that mourn
without knowing how to be comforted. They turned instantly,

and almost unanimously, to developing the values with which

the}r had diced ; and this very fact with which I have opened
this paragraph is the most eloquent proof of how commonly
they did it.

Pour months, that is, after the crash, the Boomers had settled

down to sober work, with an energy one-half greater than had
ever been put to sober work here before. Doubtless that was
one reason for the subsequent record, even as it is an index to it.

Prom the bursting of that stupendous bubble, in whose irides-

cent globe of soaped wind a quarter of a million human lives,

and several hundred million Human Dollars were Personally In-

volved (and, to all appearances, inextricably blown) there was

hardly an audible Pop ;
and while there has not been another

bubble, there has not been one day's cessation of steady growth,

sequel to the discovery that bubbles are insubstantial. There
has never been sinee 1888 a day in which any acre of farming

land, which any reasonable person would think to farm to-day,

or any front foot of town or city property where any man toler-

ably safe from an inquirendo de lunatico would consider frontage,

has not been worth more than it was in August, 1887—which
was the very crest and froth of the Boom. Without counting
the Most Favored Peoples, but taking all Southern California,

the whole area covered, touched or tinged b3
T the Boom has to-

day 51 per cent, more population than when the Boom "busted."

Nor is this an extreme simile—it is not even large enough to be

typical. The increase in population has not equaled the in-

crease in prosperity. The growth which makes Redlands, and

Highlands, and Riverside, communities unique in American his-

tory (.and I think in all history) has been greatest since the

pricking of the bubble
; precisely as the growth of the junior

metropolis of California, and the sole metropolis of the Boom
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area, Los Angeles, has been incomparably greater since the

Boom blew up than at its height. Even in 1888 and 1889, on

the very heels of the Boom's demise, this city made advance-

ment in transit, in building and in other urban forwardnesses

which may possibly have been equaled in the same length of

time by any other American city ; though I have failed to find

the record, after considerable search.

It is worth while, of course, to note, as I have done in the

most casual way, that the collapse of this historic mania did

not even for a month interrupt progress which was inevitable

between the discovery of such a land and by such discoverers.

It is no less significant that that progress has gone on inces-

santly and cumulatively during the fifteen years since. Every-

thing considered, it has been greater each year than the year

before
;
and without making the comparison too odious, it is

now far ahead, in every item, of any other comparable popula-
tion in North America.

When a city which is 36th in numerical rank in the Union

stand 5th in number of building permits, and 8th in value of

building permits ;* 1st in per cent, of increase of post-office re-

ceipts ;
1st in per cent, of increase of population in the decade,

and 14th in numerical increase of population in the decade
;

1st in number of telephones per 100 of population ;
when such

a city has in the decade increased its bank deposits 228 per cent.,

and now has deposits over $327 for every man, woman and child ;

when it has 240 miles of improved streets, 163 miles of sewers,

170 miles of high-class electric roads, and 500 miles of suburban

lines building ; when it has 200 steam trains and 500 electrics a

day ;
when it is building over $9,000,000 worth a year of new

buildings
—and a larger proportion of them homes than in any

other city
—when all these things, and many more like them, are

true, it is not idle nor hasty to infer that all this Means Some-

thing. One of the smallest things it means is that the break-

ing-up of the only wild "gamble" in which we ever commun-

ally indulged did not Crush us, but simply Converted. One of

the large things it teaches, is that the kind of Americans smart

enough to get here, smart enough even to recover from the folly

into which their escape from the strait apron strings of their

geographic mother very humanly betrayed them, were neither

mistaken in coming, nor will permanently blunder in their stay.

God knows—and some of the rest of us more than suspect
—that

this too rapid immigration still is. and will long remain, half

indigest. There will be a long sand-papering before the square

peg can fit the round hole ; but Time is sandpaper. There may
•See "A Sample Month," opposite pa*e ; and " For a Whole Year," pa»e 568.
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have been other places in human history where so many so intel-

ligent people were so little apt in grasping- what was "coming
to them " in a new environment, to which they had voluntarily

removed, as is the case in Southern California. But only those

are discouraged by this slowness to learn who have themselves

not yet learned that Evolution, while she never Ceases, never

Runs. She is a part of Truth
; and, as with her mother, the

eternal years of God are hers.

A SAMPLE MONTH.
This table was prepared not for an extraordinary month, as November

was not, but quite incidentally, before the figures for the whole year 1902

were available. In January, 1903, Twos Angeles was the 1st city in the

world iin number of building permits issued, and 2nd in value. It began
more than 50% more new buildings, that month, than any other city in

the Union
;
and in value over one third the figures for New York, the only

city leading it.

Statistics of building in the 23 cities of the U. S., which lead the Union in

building for Nov., 1902, compiled from the Construction News, Chicago,
and the U. S. Census, 1900.

o „i_ii.^. »T„ Cost % increase
City Rank* Pop

1

u 'a
n
tlon JZ°' Cost per cap. or

1900 Bides. ofpo£ decrease

New York 1 3,457,202 723 $6,307,551 $1.45

Chicago 2 1,698,575 454 3,083,550 1.75 10% dec

Philadelphia 3 1,293,697 847 2.116,250 1.65 11% inc.

LosAngelesf 36 102,479 496 1,129,954 11.25 110% inc.

Washington 15 278,718 318 1,107,699 3.95 374% inc.

Pittsburg 11 321,616 251 1,099,978 3.40 19% dec.

St. Louis 4 575,238 319 959,824 1.65 21% inc.

San Francisco... 9 342,782 86 804,311 2.30 168% inc.

Kansas City 22 163,752 288 721,410 4.40 85% inc.

Cleveland 7 381,768 190 577,095 1.50 112% inc.

Detroit 13 285,704 204 487,000 1.75 10% inc.

Milwaukee 14 285,315 148 478,870 1.75 66% inc.

Buffalo 8 352,387 136 324,828 .95 42% dec.

Seattle 48 80,671 482 297,510 3.60 19% inc.

Denver 25 133,859 121 277,950 2.10 32% dec.

Minneapolis 19 202,718 170 269,310 1.25 42% dec.

Allegheny 27 129,896 58 249,175 1.90 138% inc.

Cincinnati 10 325,902 253 201,030 .40 62% dec.

St. Paul 23 163,065 73 193,852 1.20 64% dec.

Atlanta 43 89,872 220 190,400 2.10 65% inc.

Memphis 37 102,320 160,562 1.45 16% inc.

New Orleans 12 287,104 126 158,531 .45 96% inc.

Indianapolis 21 169,164 169 145,137 .15 50% dec.

* Rank in Union by population, Census of 1900.

t That is to say : Los Ang-eles was 36th city in the Union in population, but second in
number of new building's, fourth in amount expended for new building's, first in expenditure
for new building's per capita of population, fifth >in percentage of increase in this item over
the corresponding- term of the year before. In proportion to population, it spent on Mew
building's nearly 8 times as much as New York, nearly 7 times as much as Chicago, nearly
12times as much as Buffalo, nearly 28 times as much as Cincinnati, and precisely 75 times as
much as Indianapolis (which has at the latest census more than 50 per cent, more people),
Besides these cities, it also outstrips the following- larg-er cities (each with its population
noted) which do not even come inside the first 23 among- which Los Ang-eles is 4th — Boston.
560,892 ; Baltimore. 508,957 ; Newark, 2+6,070 ; Jersey City, 206,433 ; Louisville, 204,731 ;

lProvidence, 175,597 ; Rochester, 162,608 ; Toledo, 131,822 ; Columbus, 125,560 ; Worcester,
118,421 ; Syracuse, 103,374 ; -New Haven, 108,027 ; Paterson, 105,171 ; Fall River, 104,863 ; St.

Joseph, 102,979 ; Omaha, 102355.
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I am withholding my hand by violence from statistics. They

are ready ; they shall be used. But one who has been in the

treadmill long enough to know how they are ordinarily regarded

prefers to put the cold figures in an appendix, as far as may be ;

and in the main body of the argument to use only such sweeping
red rags as may irritate potential bulls to chase down the fact

behind the flag. Being human, and inhumanly busy, I may,
and shall, make now and then a verbal slip, and have done so

already ;
but these the critic is welcome to have whatever fun

he will withal. He will not have fun with the general cont.n-

tion ; for it is impregnable
—unless I am altogether unfit to deal

with any study of any sort, to understand the census or history

or any of the other things involved, after an attention which
leaves me no possible excuse in case of my general failure with

them.
[to be continued.]

FOR A WHOI,K YEAK.
The five cities which lead the whole Union in number of building -

erected in 1902 are :

No. BUgm.
City Pop. 1W0 erected in

1W2

Philadelphia 1,293,697 11,359

Minneapolis 202,718 6,285

Chicago 1,166,582 6,084

Brooklyn 1.166,582

Los Angeles 102,479 4,863

New York city proper—the boroughs of Manhattan and Bronx—with a

population of 2,250,620 (in 1900) erected just 99 homes in the year 1<N>2. In

the same twelvemonth, Los Angeles built over 4,000 homes.
No other city in the United States shows such a gain in value of build-

ings erected in 1902 over 1901. Los Angeles gained 118 per cent. San
Francisco was next with 92 per cent, then Allegheny with 46 per cent, and

Chicago with 35 per cent. As for New York, it decreased 18 per cent.

• For the whole year 1902, Los Angeles was the 5th city of the Union in

total number of new buildings erected, and 8th in total value of new

buildings. The 8 cities which lead the country in value of buildings
erected in 1902 are :

V.,1. BIdffS.
City Pop. l'WO

New York (Manhattin and Bronx) 2,250,620 95,960,693

Chicago l.i 48,070,390

Philadelphia 293,697 28,703,196

Brooklyn 1,166,582 20,611,253

San Francisco 342,782 14,289,989

St. Louis 575,238

Washington 278,718 1 0.343,983

Los Angeles 102,479 9,61

That is, per capita, about: Los Angeles, $94, New York, $42, S.m Fran-

cisco, $41, Washington, $37, Chicago, $28, Philadelphia, $22, St. Lottli

Brooklyn, $18.
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MY FRIEND LEOTA.
A Saraoan SKetch.

By CHARLES KEELER.

LESA had taken me for a walk into the

mountains back of Pango Pango. We
had followed the path along

- the bay
shore, climbing

- over stone walls upon little

ladders made of notched stumps of cocoa palms
and crossing streams on bridges improvised by

throwing from shore to shore one or two trunks

of these same indispensable trees. The dense foliage

|=^j
which embowered us was grateful, for the atmosphere

; was as hot and moist as in a conservatory. A little

boy passed with a scarlet hibiscus tucked behind his

ear, two cocoanut-shell water-bottles dangling in his hand, and

a green girdle of split banana leaves over his only garment, a

blue lava-lava or loin cloth. What a study in color he was
with his beautiful bronze skin and the flash of fire next his

jetty hair ! How unconscious was his grace of motion as he

glided beneath the spreading bananas ! Then we surprised a

man and woman crouching together by the stream, leisure^

washing clothes. They looked up with a smile and a hearty
'

Talofa !

"— love to you
— to which we responded in kind,

and continued on our way through the village to the mountains.

Pango Pango, like most of the settlements of Tutuila, is

strung along the narrow rim of level land, with the sea in front

of it and the mountains rising precipitously behind. It is

situated at the head of the harbor, looking out upon one of the

most fairy-like bays in all that tropical fairyland of the South

Seas.

Elesa and II sauntered up the highway into the mountain's

heart. There are no roads in Tutuila — only foot-paths
— and

the one we had chosen was the main-travelled trail across the

island to a village on the opposite shore. Many people were

coming and going. Were we wandering in dreamland, or were

these fascinating creatures drifting by us beings of flesh and

blood like ourselves— these men and women half dressed, decked

Illustrated by Louise. M. Keeler.
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in wreaths and flowers as for a festival, bearing- burdens of

strange fruits or great bundles of thatch for houses ? Was this

a real scene we gazed upon — these arching tropic groves,

swaying palms and visions of the silver tide far below cinctured

with towering heights of verdure ? Presently we encountered

a family party sitting by the wayside and drinking the re-

freshing milk of young cocoanuts. They greeted us as is their

wont. They invited us to partake of their refreshment. They
made us welcome so simply and naturally that although I could

understand but a few fragmentary words of their tongue I felt

instinctively that they were friends. And friends they proved
themselves ere our acquaintance ended.

We accepted their kind invitation, and since their cocoanuts

were nearly consumed, the father of the family sent his young-
est son to fetch some. I was fearful lest he fall, as the little

naked youngster of eight started bravely up the tall slender

shaft of a cocoa-palm. Twenty feet, forty feet, fifty feet, up
climbed the child, the proud father glancing at him approvingly
from time to time. He scrambled through the big hanging leaf

sprays into the very center of the top, and with a succession of

dexterous twisting jerks broke off two cocoanuts. After tossing
them to the earth, where they settled with a dull thud, he slid

down as nimbly as a monkey. A sharpened stake set in the

ground served as a husking instrument. The tearing off of the

tough sheath required the father's strength, as did also the

opening of the pointed end of each nut by well directed blows

of a big knife. Thus prepared, these natural cups, containing
the most refreshing draught of the tropics, were handed to

Elesa and me.

As we leisurely drained them and scooped out pieces of the

curd-like pulp to eat, I looked at my savage entertainer, and he

scrutinized me—not with the inquiring glance of a stranger but

with the sympathetic gaze of a friend. He was big and mus-

cular, large framed and large headed. His wavy hair was
brushed back and erect. His broad savage face was kindly, but

his dark eyes flashed command. There was a feeling of power
in the grasp of his large hand. His only garment was a lava-

lava of bright cloth worn about his waist, while in his hand he

carried a light staff. His wife seemed a friendly little dame as

she sat there on the bank with a party of laughing girls who
were chattering and giggling merrily over their feast of cocoa-

nuts.

Upon addressing a few preliminary words of inquiry concern-

ing me to my little interpreter Elesa, the chief, for such I was
satisfied he was, asked me abruptly if I was his friend. How
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My Friend Le6ta.

could I be otherwise, after all his hospitality ? I assured him
that I was, forgetting for the moment how serious a pledge I

was making. A Samoan friend is not one of the half-hearted

creatures of a formal civilization. He is a relation. Wherever

you go he will follow. Whatever he possesses is yours. What-

you possess is his.

Leota assured me, with a courtly smile, that he was also my
friend, and the compact was sealed.

He straightway informed me that he would send a present of

cocoanuts to my house. I told him that one or two for my wife

would be acceptable, and we parted, he to wend his way home-
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ward and I to penetrate deeper into the recesses of the

mountains.

Led by my little guide Elesa, I went on, breathless and hot, as

we toiled up the almost perpendicular slope. The roots of the

ifi trees, those grand old tropical chestnuts that abound on the

slopes of Samoa, had grown in such fashion along the surface

of the mountain-side as to form a broad stairway
— a royal as-

cent to the sequestered heights beyond. We passed taro patches,

or talo patches as they are termed in the softer dialect of

Samoa, tucked away in little pockets in the forest, where men
and women work sporadically at cultivating this staple food of

the islands.

The manutangi, a mountain pigeon, was cooing loud and

sweetly in the woodland shade, and the iaos broke the silence

from time to time with their penetrating liquid chatter. At
last we stood near the crest of the range, and Elesa thought it

about time to return. Hot and panting, we paused to look

about us at the wild tangle of vines, and then, still talking of

my new-made friend, the chance acquaintance of a mountain

stroll, we descended the stairs into the garden of the gods.

That evening a young savage appeared at my door, attired

only in his blue lava-lava. In his hand was a large, freshly

made basket of green cocoa-palm leaves, containing a half dozen

or more young cocoanuts overlaid with ferns. The young man
explained that he was Leota's son, and that his father had sent

this pledge of friendship with the request that I call upon him.

This I promised to do upon the morrow. Accordingly, the fol-

lowing morning, I strolled up to Pango Pango in search of

Leota's /die. As I walked through the village, a strange man
came out of one of the large houses and beckoned me to him.

Obeying his summons, I soon found myself in the midst of a

council of the important men of the place, and was pleased to

discover Leota among them.

The Samoan house is a simple yet beautifully made structure,

admirably adapted to the life of the people. It consists of a

great dome-shaped roof uplifted on poles. The sides are open
to the height of about five feet, but can be closed as a protec-

tion against sun and rain by dropping coarse mats. The floor

is paved with small volcanic pebbles, or bits of coral. In the

center are two or three heavy posts supporting the dome. All

the parts are lashed together with cocoanut sinnet, and the

thatching of the roof is done with great care and neatness. In

such a house as this— for nearly all the Samoan /dies are alike

except in size and finish — the men were assembled. They sat in

a ring around the edge of the house, squatting tailor-fash ion
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upon small mats woven of strips of pandanus leaves. After

the preliminar}7 of shaking
- hands all around, I was assigned to

a mat and sat there trying- to look comfortable in my unwonted

position, and to catch such fragments of conversation as a

word, gesture or expression might conve}\ Thus we remained

for an hour. One or two of the more distinguished chiefs held

flybrushes, which are emblems of rank, and very useful imple-

ments at the same time. Occasionally some one made a remark

in a quiet, unconcerned fashion. It was like a Quaker meeting,
with long gaps relieved by disconnected speeches made in the

soft, melodious dialect of Samoa.

When all the affairs of state had been properly adjusted, one

of the old men turned to me to inquire if I would drink ava

with them. Ava, or kava as it is called in some of the islands,

is the national drink of the Polynesians, and I had heard some

disagreeable rumors of the mode of preparing it by mastication.

Nevertheless, as guest of the council, I could not refuse to share

their hospitality, and promptly accepted their offer. To drink

ava with a Samoan is like eating salt with an Arab. It is a

pledge of friendship, an initiation into the inner circle of the

home. From an adjoining house the taiifou was summoned to

prepare the drink. She is a virgin set apart as the village maiden,
a leader of ceremonies and attendant on the high chief. She

entered with that queenly bearing which is so distinguishing a

trait of the race, her fine strong shoulders held back
;
her full

chest, broad, rounded features, and lithe motions all combining
to make her a splendid creature. In her hair a long plume

swayed as she moved about. Around her neck was suspended
an ula of big red seeds and sweet-scented leaves strung into a

chain. Her brilliant gown hung loosely from her shoulders to

her knees. Her arms and legs were bare, showing the rich

brown of the skin.

With the taupou came another fine looking girl and a young
man, dressed in a red lava-lava. He carried a large wooden
bowl with six legs, and placed it on the ground opposite the

center of the oval-shaped house. The taupou and her com-

panion seated themselves on a mat beside the bowl and com-

menced to scrape pieces of ava root on a rude tin grater. I was
relieved on seeing that a reform had been effected in the method
of preparing the drink. The grating was done with due de-

liberation (as were all things in Samoa, where haste is looked

upon as a mark of vulgarity) after which the young man took

a cocoanut bottle and poured water from it into the bowl. The
straining of the drink was effected by taking a bunch of fibre,

gathering up the particles of ava root in it and wringing the
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mass as dry as possible. The bunch of fibre was then tossed to

the youth, who opened it out into a long strand and flirted it

vigorously in the air to shake out all the particles of root. This
was repeated several times until the liquid was quite free from
all bits of root. The young man next took a cup made of a pol-

ished half-cocoanut and held it beside the bowl to be filled. The
taiipou lifted the dripping fibre over it and wrung the liquid into

the cup. The graceful young cupbearer carried it held aloft,

and on approaching me swept it down almost to the ground and

up to my hand. The motion was so easy, so natural and yet so

theatrical and courtly, that it seemed inconceivable that I was

simply witnessing a bit of everyday life of untutored savages.
I drained the cup of its clean, bitter draught, and it was filled

in turn for all the men of the party. The taupou and her as-

sistants withdrew immediately after the ceremony, and ere long
the company dispersed.

Leota invited me to his /die, situated but a short distance

further up the village path, and thither we wended our way
over the loose stones with which the village is paved. The
houses were raised a few inches above the surrounding level by
a stone retaining-wall, and stone walls enclosed the adjacent

plantations and kept the pigs at a respectful distance. The
village was shaded with great ifi trees, holding aloft their

dense, broad-leaved foliage ;
there were swaying palm branches

and rustling banana blades. We heard the laughter of women
and the song of birds as we walked along. I noticed a rustic

bird-cage in front of one house, containing a mountain pigeon,
and many dugout canoes lined the shore, with their outriggers
lashed to sticks at one side. Leota and I could not converse

much save by signs, but he nevertheless made me very welcome
at his home. Here I met his mother and father, who lived close

at hand in a smaller hut, his wife, his comely daughter, and his

seven sons, ranging in age from a lusty man of twenty to a pick-

aninny of five.

As I sat upon the fresh pandanus mat which his wife had
spread for me, there was ample time to look about at the fur-

nishings of my friend's house. The family property, in con-

formity with the simplicity of the life, was limited to a degree.
The most valuable possessions of a Samoan household are the

finely-woven grass mats. These, together with the tapas, were
stored away in a Chinese camphor-wood chest, the only foreign
piece of furniture which the household possessed. Between the

central posts of the house, on cross-bars lashed to them, the
mats not in use were lying in big rolls. Hanging from the ends
of these cross-bars were baskets of food and cocoanut shell
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water-bottles. There were a number of pillows standing about

the floor. I say "standing-" advisedly, since the pillow consists

of a double joint of bamboo raised on leg's to a height of fully

six inches from the ground. There were short pillows for one

sleeper and long ones sufficient to support the heads of four or

five persons. A drum was lying on the ground, and this was

quite as unconventional as the pillows. It was simply a hollowed-

out block of hard wood, which gave forth a resonant sound when
struck on the side.

After admiring all Leota's possessions, and sitting still until I

was almost too stiff to move, I announced my intention of leav-

ing. It was only after promising to come again very soon, and

having a pretty necklace of fine white shells put over my neck

by his wife, that I was allowed to quit his hospitable roof.

The next day bright and early, one of his boys was at my door

with another basket of cocoanuts, and an invitation from his

father to take dinner and spend the night with him. The invi-

tation was extended to my wife and little girl ; but although
I gladly accepted for myself, it seemed best to decline for them.

In the afternoon, attired in a fresh duck suit, and carrying an

umbrella, both as protection from the sun and the sudden squalls

which were blowing over, I strolled up to Leota's falc. He was

expecting me, and greeted me most warmly, but expressed regret

that my fafhie and pickaninny could not also come. We sat to-

gether on the mats for some time, and I learned many new words

in my friend's tongue. When the conversation began to lag, I pro-

posed that we go out in a canoe— a vaa — for a paddle. Straigh t-

way he waded into the lagoon where his boat was anchored off

shore, and fetched it to take me. It was a narrow affair with

scarce room to put both legs inside, but I sat on a cross-board

in the bow and paddled away, with Leota in the stern directing

our course.

[to be concluded.]

'dk
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NEVADA INDIAN BASKETS AND THEIR
MAKERS.

By CLARA MAC NAUGHTON.
[concluded.]

iO this day it is a wonder to me how the most perfect

weaver of the tribe attains such perfection, with a

few twigs, a bundle of roots and bark, an old water-

tight basket (which makes a collector break the

tenth commandment whenever glancing that way),
filled with water to keep the weaving thread

pliable, an awl or needle made of a small bone, and

a piece of flint or obsidian to scrape the strands

smooth. By running her fingers over the prepared
fibre she discovers every little blemish or inequal-

ity, and is satisfied only when all is perfect.

The Washoes never camp beside a river, but at

some distance on the hill-sides. To carry their

water the long distances necessary, they weave
conical baskets, from willow (ket-epf), with a

mouth at one end, and smear them with pitch.

They whittle a stopper out of wood, or stuff a piece

of raw-hide in for a cork. These are carried on

their backs suspended from a band around the

forehead. When laid down or dropped, their shape prevents
the loss of all the contents. They have similar jugs (Ket-efit-

/a-mi), which are flat-bottomed for household use.

The women of this tribe usually do the burden-bearing,

though during the past few years some are able to have horses,

and even, rarely, an old wagon ; but the men are not unkind to

them. They are loving mothers, and are modestly gowned in

high colored calico and gingham aprons, their hair shrouding
their faces, tied down with bright silk kerchiefs. When a

child is born "they wash it in warm water, and give the

mother warm water to drink. Everybody gives them presents,

and they have a
'

big-eat ;

' as soon as the sun shines, they lay
it in a basket and take it out to let the sun-god look at it, that it

may have a long life." The mother then devotes her time to it,

coddling, waiting on it, "packing" it in cradle on her back, and

doing no work until it is able to walk, when it is unstrapped
from its cradle. The men are proud fathers ; the children tract-

able and obedient, mother and children waiting on the head of

the house and doing his will. These Indians are good to their

aged "papas" and "mamas," as they call them.

When a young "buck" wishes to marry, if his family ap-
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prove, and the maiden is

willing
-

,
she accepts in her

hand a present. Formerly
this was some choice piece of

beadwork or string- of shell-

money, but now it is more

apt to be a piece of money.
If the girl's mother objects

to the union she opens her

daughter's hand, letting the

present fall upon the ground,
and draws her child away.
If the maid refuses the gift,

she runs for her life
;
for if

overtaken she must submit.

In some cases, the rela-

tives objecting, the lover

chases his chosen one. If

she reciprocates his affection

she permits herself to be

easily captured ;
if she is

unwilling, she has many de-

vices to foil her pursuer.

The marriage is celebrated

with a dance, the prospec-

tive bride being the only
female dancer. The be-

trothed couple, holding each

other by the hand, dance

until exhausted. Meanwhile
relatives chant their praises and the deeds of their! ancestors.

A feast follows, at which the presents are made, with more

praises.

At their funerals, the body is laid out in all its finery. A' fire

is built, the medicine-man chants the departed one's praises, and

keeps watch for the Spirit Father and that no evil spirits molest.

All the relatives lament until time to bury the dead. The body
is laid in the grave with all its personal property, and a large

sing-am on its breast, into which are showered all kinds

of gifts, baskets, etc., to appease the spirits and for the "life

of the dead one " to use on his long journey. Then for days,

weeks, and sometimes for months, the near relatives, in old

clothes, with hair cut short, eyebrows plucked out, cheeks

smeared with pitch and ashes, keep up a mournful wail. After

a certain period, all friends and distant relatives visit the

Washoe Baskets.
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Paid ra Baskktky.

mourners, who sit with their backs to all comers, refusing
to eat or be comforted. After the mourning

-

period expires,
it is an insult to mention any dead relative, as it calls forth the

wailing anew. A widow is expected to wait a year before,

dressed in new clothes, she sets out on a journey alone, expect-

ing followers or suitors. Unless very old or worthless she soon

returns with a new husband. Divorces or separations are al-

lowed. I have not been able as yet to discover what grounds
are considered sufficient.

The Washoe manner of driving deer or rabbits is unique.

They weave a long, strong net out of twine which the\

manufacture. After stretching and strengthening the net, they
cut and gather willows and sagebrush and build a fence

tending in \J shape from the net several miles in length. Then
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Some Nevada Baskets.

the whole tribe surrounds the opening- at some distance, and

with whoops and jells the game is driven in towards the net

Their catch generally proves very large. The meat is both

eaten fresh and cured b)
r drying. The hides of the deer

are used for moccasins and dance-robes. The rabbit skins

are woven into delightfully warm soft blankets. They are

first cut into strips about two inches wide, then joined together
with a sort of twist until the string is quite long, when it is

doubled and hung up to dry. When the fur is cured, the spinner

squats upon the ground with the mass of fluffy fur at his side.

He deftly twirls a straight, smooth stick upon his knee with
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the right hand while feeding the fur to it with his left, mean-

time pulling off the tails and removing other inequalities.

When the stick is full, the ball of fur is slipped off, and the pro-

cess repeated till enough has been wound. The weaver then

makes a frame from willows of suitable size, bound together by
deer sinew, some laying the frame on the ground, others stand-

ing it upright. He then wraps the woof—generally a hemp of

his own manufacture— over and around the opposite poles, and

nimbly weaves the fur in and out, using a sharpened tool to push
it together compactly.
The beadwork is woven on a loom made from a sapling bent

bow-fashion. The beads are drawn in and out—two, three, or

four threads being used to secure them—through the warp
stretched from end to end of the bow.

Their gift-baskets are never filled up at the foundation, but

the aperture is left open until used, to let the Life Spirit escape.

A young woman never finishes a basket. If she has no aged
female relative to put the finishing stitches in for her, she will

break it off abruptly when it has acquired the desired size for

her purpose. Sometimes she will give it away or sell it, with-

out even breaking off the foundation coil.

The collection of such curios may and should broaden and

humanize the collector. Each specimen will naturally arouse a

desire to know all that is possible of the origin and history of

the tribe producing it ; of the life, character and position of its

maker, of the use of the article, and the time and place of its

making, and—most significant of all—of the historj', poetry or

religion which has been woven into it. For many, the first real

glimpse of the veritable brotherhood of man, the first percep-

tion of the genuine kinship between "savage" and "civilized''

races, has been so obtained.

Carson City, Nev.
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' THE PASSING OF SAMUEL HALLET.
By DANIEL B. HADLEY.

ffN the late summer of 1862, a bill was passed, and approved

J[ by Mr. Lincoln, which authorized the building of a rail-

road from the Missouri river to the Pacific at San Francisco,
and provided for national assistance in the matter. It was stipu-

lated that the eastern end of the railroad should have two arms,
one terminating at Omaha, the other at some point on the Mis-

souri in Kansas and opposite to the State of Missouri, the two
to join not more than two hundred miles west of the Missouri.

For more than a year no one offered to undertake the

building from the Missouri westward. Then Samuel Hallet—
a native of Steuben county, New York, and son, by the way, of

a sister of Robert Fulton—returned to the United States from

Spain, where he had been building a railroad. The project for

the western road appealed to him, and he soon completed ar-

rangements with Mr. Lincoln for constructing the southern

branch of it. In the first instance he endeavored to interest

citizens of Leavenworth, Kansas, in the financing of the con-

struction. But Leavenworth was then the largest city in Kan-
sas

;
its citizens believed that the new road would be obliged to

make it the terminal, and declined to lift their hands to help it.

Hallet soon saw that the true strategic point for a terminal

was at the mouth of the Kansas river, 22 miles south of Leaven-
worth. This would enable it to meet the line of the Missouri

Pacific coming west from St. Louis, and continue up the Kansas

valley to a junction with the Omaha branch. Accordingly,
without further parley or delay, he sent an agent to Wyandot
City, at the mouth of the Kansas, early in September, 1863.

He promptly engaged about one hundred men for construction

work, and in the forenoon of the first day they cut a roadway
through the forest a hundred feet wide and about eighty rods

long. This was the actual beginning of the Union Pacific rail-

road.

Samuel Hallet now came from Chicago, bringing with him an

engineer named Talcott, engaged more men, and arranged for

completing the grade to Lawrence, forty-five miles away. Then
he went to St. Louis to form a construction company for the

great enterprise, leaving his brothers, John and Tom, in charge
of the work. Before he had finished his work there, the grade
had been completed to Lawrence ;

and Talcott, after drawing
his wages in full, started to visit his family in Chicago, going
by way of St. Louis. Finding Sam Hallet in that city, Talcott

told him that his brothers had not paid him, and Hallet there-

fore paid h;m $200.
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Samuel Hallbtt.

Soon after, Hallet went to Washing-ton for the purpose of ob-

taining
1 such a change in the law as would enable the two

branches from the Missouri to meet at Cheyenne, Wyoming,
instead of at a point far east of that. On his first visit to the

President he was amazed to be shown a letter from Talcott say-

ing that the work being done on the road was a mere sham,
with wooden culverts, and other flimsy construction, and was
intended to last only long enough to enable the contractor to

collect from the United States the subsidy of $16,000 a mile in

bonds. Hallet explained that Talcott had been left in charge
of the work, with instructions to build a good roadbed through-
out. Mr. Lincoln's comment on this state of facts was that
Talcott "ought to be spanked." He turned the letter over to

Hallet, who mailed it to his brothers, repeating to them
Lincoln's instruction as to the fit punishment for such conduct.

Now, Tom Hallet stood six feet six in his stockings, and was
built accordingly. When Talcott, who was a comparatively
small man, appeared a little later at the office, Tom laid

strenuous hands upon him. After explaining to him in vigor-
ous detail the opinion which large men have of such mean little

tricks as drawing wages twice over, and writing lying letters

about his employers, he said, in effect,
"
Old Abe has ordered

that lyou should be spanked, and spanked you shall be, by
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heaven." Then he proceeded to make his word good, with
earnestness and liberality, winding" up by tossing- the rascal

into the middle of the street.

Not long afterward Sam Hallet returned from Washington,
having procured the change in the law which he had desired.

Talcott "laid for him," with a repeating Henry rifle, and shot
him in the back as he was going from his boarding house to the
railroad office. Hallet died where he fell. Talcott mounted his

horse, no effort being made to detain him by the fifteeen or

twenty men who were present, and rode out to his home, some
three miles away, where he hid himself in a cornfield. One
murder, more or less, did not count in Wyandot county in those

days, and he was never captured. After that he was employed
on the line of the Union Pacific running west from Omaha, but
the county commissioners would not put up the money to bring
him back for trial. Even in the winter following the murder,
he was known to some of the neighbors to be concealed in the
cellar of his own house.
Of Hallet's four children, the two sons are still living

—
Robert L., in Chicago, and Samuel I., in Silverton, Colo., the
latter being State Senator at this writing.

Rochester, N. Y.

THE COYOTE.
By AGNES KATHERINE GIBBS

fE^rtHE chilly stars are trembling at the touch of winter's

\ fingers ;

Prom a spruce bough's cosy shelter thro' his mufflers

hoots the owl
; [lingers,

Close beside the cabin windows, silence, world-old, solemn,
Till across the mesa comes the lone coyote's wavering howl.

Half appealing, half defiant
;
made of maniac's awful laughter,

Terror, wickedness exultant, cynic sneer and woman's wail
;

Sharp and sudden in its ceasing, as its starting was, but after,
Cliff and cave, and stream and forest all take up the eerie tale.

The restless wind, upstarting from his fitful, broken slumber,
Rushes, moaning, thro' the tree-tops ; silence, shuddering,

hides her face.

Over yonder in the canon, ghosts and spirits without number,
Join in wordless lamentation for a long forgotten race.

Wild prayers never uttered yet beneath a Christian steeple ;

Hymns and chants forever strangers to the ritual, cross and
cowl

;

The war-songs, love-songs, dirges, of a wild and untaught people,
All mingle in the echoes that wrap the wierd coyote's howl !

It ends ! Returning silence wraps her furry cloak around me.
The gentle household spirits, light, and warmth, and rest,

draw nigher.
Once more descends the perfect peace in which that outcry

found me.
In the box^stove's genial bosom glows the dear, familiar fire,

Greenwood, Colorado.
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TURNING OVER A NEW LEAF.
ii.

IT is not necessary to print now that section of the

Commission's report which details its second and very

searching
-

investigation of the Pala water supply,

made in view of certain malicious statements by

property owners unduly desirous of selling their own
lands to the Government. This section of the Re-

port thoroughly exposed the falsity and absurdity

of these rival claims, and fully established the per-

manency and sufficiency of the Pala supply, which is one of

the most abundant and satisfactory in this part of the State.

A concluding paragraph on Pala adds some further informa-

tion of interest and import, and is printed here, preceding the

report on the Monserrate Ranch, which the Commission saved

the Government from buying at an extravagant figure.

THE COMMISSION'S REPORT—PALA—CONCLUDED.
A small expenditure would, in the opinion of your Commis-

sion, greatly increase the Pala water supply—which is already,

as noted, one of the best in this part of the State. A small and

inexpensive diverting dam at the intake of the Chorro ditch

would perhaps double the flow. Even a day's work scraping out

the sand and puddling with clay would very largely increase the

flow. The two measurements on the Golsh ditch, June 18, show

<* Warner's Ranch Indians. Photo by C. F.L., June 21, iqoz
( The delegates who accompanied the Commission on its trip.)
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The "Chuck-Wagon" of the Commission. Photo by C. F. L.

the loss of water in open sand ditches— a matter notorious

throughout Southern California. The Golsh ditch on the south

side of the river, and the Mission ditch on the north side, could

be plastered with cement, in the manner now employed in all

progressive irrigation plants in this region, with 250 inches

capacity, at a cost not to exceed 25 cents per running foot, or

$1,330 per mile. A mile or a mile and a half on each of these

ditches cemented thus inexpensively, would guarantee an inex-

haustible and abundant supply of water for irrigation of all the

irrigable lands in this proposition ; and while the! irrigation
facilities as they stand today are unsurpassed, your Commission
recommends that in case of purchase this improvement be made.
It is the step any experienced and enterprising Californian would
take on buying the property for himself. An expenditure of

$5,000 at the outside should perfect the intake and distribution

of this extraordinarily valuable volume of water
;
and would

still save the Government more than $20,000 over the Monserrate

purchase. This $20,000 available for the purchase of lands
"for such other Indians as are not now provided with suitable

homes," would give at least four other reservations under this

agency such relief as would remove them from the present cate-

gory of continual complaint and of perennial trouble to the

Department.
The Pala proposition absolutely controls the four oldest

ditches ta^en from the San Luis Rey river below the mill.
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These ditches are higher up the river, and antedate all other

ditches except the Henderson. No one upstream can so divert

the water as to keep it permanently from Pala. There are very
few streams in Southern California where conditions are so sim-

ple and so satisfactory. The importance of these facts to the

safety of the water supply probably need not be dwelt upon.

"PALA" is a word of the Luiseno Indian language, and

means "water," or "place of water." The Warner's Ranch
Indians are of the Luiseno branch of Mission Indians. So also

are the few Pala Indians left. The latter have allotments at

Pala, and a few have homesteads. There has been a hint of

former unfriendliness between the two bands
;
but to the knowl-

edge of your Commission the Pala Indians are among those

active in bringing about the proposed purchase at Pala for the

Warner's Ranch Indians
;
and the Indian delegates from War-

ner's Ranch stated that their people were perfectly friendly to the

Palenos. It is also well known that the two bands intervisit in

large numbers on the occasion of their feasts, and that the rela-

tions are amicable. The rumor was from an irresponsible

source, but your Commission deemed it worth investigating.
The total value of improvements at Pala, including fences, is

about $8,000. This estimate seems conservative.

THE M'CUMBAR OR ROBINSON MONSERRATE.
In view of the general and earnest protest made throughout

Southern California against the purchase of this property by
the Government for the Warner's Ranch Indians (as recom-

mended by U. S. Inspector McLaughlin) your Commission has

made a searching investigation of the facts of the case. It

spent two nights and part of three days on the property ;
tra-

versed it in all directions, by wagon and on foot, took photo-

graphs, levels and measurements, and secured voluminous

stenographic notes from the manager, Mr. Chas. Clark. After

such examination your Commission is convinced that the pro-

tests against the purchase of this ranch for the Indians are

fully justified ; and, without going into certain suprising fea-

tures, developed under examination, herewith presents, it be-

lieves, sufficient reasons for its findings.

claims.

The McCumbar portion of the Monserrate Ranch, now owned

by Dr. G. W. Robinson, claims 2,370 acres
;
about 1,800 arable,

800 valley, 150 in alfalfa, "300 more has grown alfalfa
;

" "
300

acres irrigable from the San Luis Rey River at certain seasons

of the year;
" "

a forty horse-power pumping plant, compara-

tively new and in good condition," which "throws a steady and
full stream of water through a 6-inch pipe" from "a large
well inexhaustible in its supply." This plant, it is claimed,
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"
is utilized to irrigate a portion of the valley lands in unusually

dry seasons." Water is claimed to be "only from 3 to 5 feet

below the surface throughout the valley."
" This ranch is better

supplied with timber than any other in South Western Cali-

fornia, and in fact the only one containing necessary fuel."
"
Soil rich, water plentiful," (vide Report of Inspector, House

Doc. No. 319, 57th Congress, 1st Session.) Recommended to be

bought by the Government for $70,000.

FINDINGS OF THF COMMISSION.

It is true that this property
"
has a frontage of a mile on the

San Luis Rey River," though the statement is misleading. The

large upper portion of that frontage is by the high rock peak,

shown in photo, which makes it impossible to take water out

upon any portion of the ranch except a small tract at the lower

end. It is not true that
"

at least 300 acres of the ranch lands

can be irrigated from this stream at certain seasons of the year."

From 75 to 80 acres can be irrigated in winter, the season when

irrigation is not practiced. In the summer months, when irri-

gation is vital, none of the ranch whatever can be irrigated from

the river. The bed of the San Luis Rey was a dry sandwash at

the Monserrate intake at the time of your Commission's visit, so

early as June 19
;
nor was there water for irrigation when the

chairman visited this spot last October. The method by which

the manager expects to "irrigate 300 acres from the river," in-

volved, as he stated to the Commission, his original plan to
"
bring the water up

" to the hillock on which the house stands

"and to give it a push that will send it way off there"—up
hill. He stated that he "came here a year ago, a greeny."

The "40 horse-power pumping plant" is not in use. The

manager admits that he never worked it except for one day, "to

see what it would do." It is not pretended that it was ever in

use more than a week. The manager states that it is four or

five years old
;
outsiders say three or four. The boiler was

found by your Commission full of water, after months of dis-

use, and badly rusted. The pump had been removed from the

pit and was lying in the dirt. It is not 6-inch but 5-inch.

After measurement and consultation with its builders and

several engineers, including some who know this individual

plant, your Commission does not believe the plant to be of 40

horse-power, nor of more than half that capacity. The claim

that the water supply in the well is "inexhaustible" is gratu-

itous. No attempt has been made to learn whether it is inex-

haustible or not. Despite the large claims of irrigation, your
Commission found the ranch on a purely dry-farming basis

;
the

river dry, the pumping plant abandoned, and the crops which
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Photo by C. F. L., June 7. IQ02

Marcblino Quassis, Captain of Pukrta La Cruz.
(One of the Warner's Ranch villages now to be evicted.)

should be irrigated suffering- from drought. In the bottom, by
the pump-house— the only spot on which water from the river

could be put if there was water to put
—the bean crop was dry-

ing out and choked with weeds. The alfalfa fields were also

thirsty. Rough measurement by a civil engineer showed that

the alfalfa fields claimed to be 150 acres are really about 60
acres. In the rainy season it may be true that

"
water is only

from 3 to 5 feet below the surface throughout the valley ;

" but
the Commission saw, in the bottom of the valley, two wells 14
feet deep and entirely dry, while the windmill at the upper end
of the alfalfa was sucking air, having exhausted its well.

All water for the house, live-stock and all other purposes is

raised by windmill. The manager related to the Commission
how

tb^e
whole supply was cut off by a frog in the pipe, so that

he had to dig a new well.

The only visible water on the ranch was from two small
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Leonardo Aulingofis, Photo by C. F. L., June 7, 1002.
Oldest Indian at Agua Caliente.

(He served under Lt. Col. P. St. Geo. Cook at the entrance of the American army to California in Feb., 1847.)

springs at the northeast corner, shown by the manager. The
larger

—which he admitted was twice as large as the other—
was measured by your Commission June 19

; by capacity, being
too small for weir measurement. The full flow of this stream,
falling six feet, filled a 3-quart canteen in 20 seconds by the

stop watch! Not only is no adequate irrigation possible on this

ranch in dry seasons, when irrigation is necessary, but it would
be difficult so to locate the Indians that they should have water
for household purposes.
Except about 25 acres (claimed) in beans and potatoes, and

about 60 in alfalfa (which the manager admits is "about worn
out

;
it is full of mustard "), practically all the crops on the

ranch are volunteer grain, some of which has made a very fair

stand. The manager has turned his attention of late almost
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wholly to hogs. The 40 acres of valley land east of the alfalfa

is strongly alkaline
;
the manager states that he had it in corn

last year, but will now let it go back to salt-grass. He has
abandoned butter making

' '

because it was too much trouble
;

"

has given up grain
"
because it was too expensive to head and

thresh on a large scale."

The valley land is about 500 acres, instead of 800 as claimed.
Your Commission took 16 measurements across the valley, and
found it averages 23 chains wide. It is 160 chains long.
The live-oak grove is a very fine one, and probably covers 100

acres as claimed. It is not true, however, that the Monserrate"
is better supplied with timber than any other in Southwestern

California, and in fact the only one containing necessary fuel."

A large number of ranches have the "necessary fuel ;" and your
Commission has examined, among those now proffered to the

Government, at least nine which have more timber than the

Monserrate, and two of them more than ten times as much.
Your Commission has no hesitation in stating that in its

opinion the price
—

$70,000
—at which it was recommended that

this property be purchased by the Government, is excessive, to

state it mildly. Whether justly or not, it is a widespread im-

pression that the ranch could have been bought for not to ex-

ceed two-thirds of that sum. Your Commission asked the

manager directly, three times, if the property had not been sold
at foreclosure. He assured us that it never had been, and that
the foreclosure story related to the Fenton portion of the Mon-
serrate. Your Commission had in its possession at the time the

following information from the judicial records of San Diego
county, Cal.:

Dec. 24, 1894, in a foreclosure proceeding by the People's
Home Savings Bank vs. C. h. McCumbar et al., E. Carter, a
commissioner appointed by the court, sold the McCumbar por-
tion of the Monserrate Ranch [this exact property] to J. E.
Wadham for $25,000. Mr. Wadham assigned the certificate to
Gi A. Garretson, and a deed was issued to him by Carter as

Commissioner, July 1, 1895, recorded in Book 238, page 288, for

Tract "C," containing about 210 acres, and part of Tract "A,"
containing about 2,000 acres.

July 31, 1895, Garretson conveyed the premises to C. L. and
G. W. McCumbar, for $25,000, deed recorded in Book 243, page
55, and took a mortgage back for $23,250, recorded in Book 90,

page 128 of Mortgages ; taking a mortgage for the difference,
$1,725 on other property, recorded in Book 90 of Mortgages,
page 418.

Feb. 26, 1898, the McCumbars entered into a contract to
sell the property to George W. Robinson ; Robinson to assume
the mortgage, and to convey to the McCumbars some property
in New York, which does not seem to have been valued at over

$10,000, as the certificate was to be limited to that value. This
contract is recorded in Book 267, page 299.

Aug. 13, 1897, the McCumbars made a deed to Robinson for
the consideration of $30,000, which seems to have been the

agreed price, as the revenue stamp is for $30. Deed recorded in
Book 272, page 282. Robinson, in addition, was to pay $11,000
for the personal property on the ranch.
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The personal property on the ranch is not included in the

proposition to sell to the Government for $70,000.
Your Commission also begs to state that in its opinion the

Robinson Monserrate at nearly $30 per acre is relatively one of

the dearest properties it has examined. A large number of

ranches, greatly superior to this, with better land, far more
land, as much or more timber, hundreds of times the available
water supply, and in every particular better adapted to the pur-
pose, can be bought and are now proffered to the Government,
at a saving of $10,000 to $25,000. As landscape the Monserrate
is an exceptionally beautiful area, and might well fascinate a

stranger to California and to the peculiar conditions of farming.
In the hands of an intelligent, active American farmer, with
sufficient capital and large executive ability, with costly ma-
chinery, and the best methods, the ranch would probably pay
well

;
but it does not now enjoy the reputation, among those

who are familiar it, of a paying place ; and it would not be

possible for Indians, even with a good overseer, to make it a

success. Owing to the distribution of the water—or rather lack
of water—and other causes, it would be extremely difficult, if

not impossible, to allot it satisfactorily. The Warner's Ranch
Indians are, and have been from the first, particularly opposed
to this property ;

and to put them upon it would intensify their

discontent at being removed from their old home.

PROPERTIES EXAMINED BY THE COMMISSION

PROPERTY J I J £ g- Jjg

Pala 3,438 2,028 733 650 316 27 135 $ 46,230 $13
Descanso 6,841 3.245 200 1,045 38 51,000 7

Las Flores 5,230 3,000 2,500 500 250 4 36 66,500 12

Agua Tibia 1,563 1,000 1,000 300 140 7 53 50,000 32
S. Pasqual "A" .. 1,9% 1,154 529 554 100 14 100 81,500 41

S. Pasqual "B" .. 1,416 1,200 800 140 45 68,670 48

Ludy 2,085 1,400 105 600 80 8 22 36,000
Pauba-Temec. ... 8,000 3,000 70,000 9
Pauma 13,059 2,500 78 60,000 5
Ethanac 700 700 700 700 700 ... 140 70,000 100
Sta. Ysabel 2,500 250 75 250 12 2 10 50,000 20

Maxcy 4,200 2,500 1,500 5 2 50,000 12

Moosa 4,380 40 4 68,985 lb
F. Grand 6,500 1,200 60 300 30 12 E 5 40,000 6
Evans 2,000 500 500 150 100 4 E100 80,000 40

Newport 2,775 2,275 o 2,275 7 70,000 25

Etcheverry 3,000 2,000 400 3 70,000 23
San Felipe 9,973 ... 70,000 7

Webster 2,487 1,200 150 6 1 37,305 15
Monserrate—

Robinson's 2,370 1,300 80 1,300 15 % 70,000 30
Fenton's 2,676 750 250 6 38,000 14
Palomares 4,302 2,500 2,500 2 60,000 14

De Euz 1,700 739 107 349 12 24 31 50,000 29
Fallbrook 3,653 487 108 250 50 27 E100 35,000 9
Dinwiddie 2,720 650 450 21 50,000 18

Guajome 2,350 1,800 20 1,420 7E 5 55,000 23

Jttrupa 2,500 2,300 625 710 625 10 E200 60,000 24
Warner's Ranch.. 30,000 19 245,000 7

Except water measurements, above figures are mostly owner's claims.

Some, particularly in arable and irrigable area, are excessive.
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THE LADY OF THE GALLEON.
By LOUISE HERRICK WALL.

[OWARD the end of May, in the year 1743, His Majesty's

ship Centurion, upon which I was Lieutenant, took up
her station off Cape Espiritu Santo, on the east coast of the

Philippine Islands. Our purpose was to cruise out of sight of

land, that we might fall upon the Spanish treasure-ship on her

way from Mexico to Manila. For one hundred and fifty years

Spain had been the only traveler on these seas. Once each year
her great galleon of spices and oriental stuffs dragged a furrow

across the sea from Manila to Acapulco, and once each year a

second galleon, laden with treasure from Peru and Mexico, turned

up a silver wake on the return voyage from Acapulco to Manila.

We had set out from England nearly three years before, a

valiant little fleet of six men-of-war and two victuallers, under

command of Commodore Anson, afteiwards Lord Anson and

Admiral of the Fleet. More than a thousand men sailed with

us out of the Channel to make war upon our Spanish enemy by

sacking her treasury in the New World
;
and now, on the only

ship that the sea had left us, we numbered but two hundred
men and boys, all that remained of that goodly company.
But few as we were, hope ran high on the Centurion, for in

June the treasure galleon was due in Manila, and now it was
the end of May. Hope had ever come to us in the shape of a

Spanish galleon ;
we had even dreamed of a prize through those

long, awful winter months when we were battling with the

storms off Cape Horn, when our fleet was broken never to re-

assemble, our sails were split from clew to ear-ring, and our

masts snapped like frosted twigs ;
when the scurvy raged so

that the men fell dead at the ropes, and not ten able sailors

were left in a watch to work the ship. That was scurvy such

as none of us had ever seen
;
for it parted wounds that had been

healed for forty years, and set them a-bleeding like fresh sword

cuts. And yet on the foul berth deck at night, when the stench

of the uncleaned ship was as thick inside as the weather with-

out, the few sailors who still had strength for words, talked, at

times, of the galleons of Spain ;
and the sick turned in their

hammocks to hear, and in the effort of turning died.

I was at an age when hoping comes easy to a man, an age I

have never left behind, thank God ! I was the youngest lieu-

tenant on the Centurion, for I got my commission just as we
sailed, when I had newly rounded my twentieth year.

"Some men have held the commission younger, Mr. Light-

foot, and some older," Commodore Anson said drily, when I first

aired the matter on the quarterdeck ;
"I know a man of four-
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score who is still a Lieutenant, and has been one since the reign
of King William." Then he went on to say that he had got his

own commission at nineteen, and at twenty suffered his baptism
of fire under Captain Byng when he sunk the Spanish fleet off

Cape Passaro.

But, nineteen or twenty, I misdoubt if at my age he knew
more of seamanship than I, though a prettier sea-officer than

Lord Anson I never knew.

Just before we took up our station off Cape Espiritu Santo,

we had fitted up and taken on refreshments at Macao, a Portu-

guese town near Canton, China, and before the Commodore
sailed from those parts he gave out to all the world that he was

going to breast the monsoons and sail straight away for Batavia,
in the Dutch East Indies. This report was but a ruse put out

for the Portuguese, but our crew swallowed at a dismal mouth-

ful the same bait. It was not until we had sunk the coasts of

China that Mr. Anson called all his people on the quarter-deck

and told them the great news. He said that with what re-

mained to him he was resolved to carry out the orders he had
taken from England ;

he intended to cruise for the Manila ship,

of whose wealth we were not ignorant, and though she were a

stout ship and full-manned, yet, if our people behaved with

their accustomed spirit, he doubted not that we should prove
too hard for her at last. He averred that many ridiculous tales

had been propagated about the strength of the sides of these

Spanish ships, and of their being impenetrable to cannon shot,

but that these fictions had been invented to excuse the cowardice

of those who had engaged them
;
he hoped there were none of

those present weak enough to give credit to so absurd a story.

For his own part, he did assure us, that whenever he fell in

with a galleon he would fight her so near that they "should find

his bullets, instead of being stopped by one of her sides, should

go through them both."

When he reached this point, we gave three cheers that filled

our sails
;
officers and men were of one mind that day.

Prom the day we reached our station, we kept a sharp look-

out, day and night, for the galleon. At any instant the treasure

•hip might lift the top of her mainmast above the round of the

sea. When I was on watch I feared to wink my eye, lest in that

portion of a second another might sight her first. The Com-
modore saw our elation and kept us hard at work. He told us

that we would be greatly outnumbered, and that we must make

up in marksmanship for what we lacked in men. Part of our

routine since we had left home, whenever the weather favoured,

was to shoot at a mark set up at the yard-arm, and the Commo-
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dore had offered the men a small reward to quicken their ambi-

tion. This practice had made of all our crew as good marks-

men as any in His Majesty's service. On certain days the

officers took part in the contests, and at these times when I did

not come off second it was for the reason that I had come off

first. But as we cruised off and on about Cape Espiritu Santo

there was no thought of English rewards
; every ball was aimed

as if at the forehead of the Captain of the Spanish galleon.

Almost every day, too, we were drilled in the use of the great

guns. As June advanced and with it the steaming heat, there

grew upon us a distemper of impatience. Every day we
searched the horizon as only watching sailors can search, hopes

high in the morning and low at sunset, while the ship beat back

and forth between the latitudes we had set ourselves. As I look

over my log, I find but one thought in all the entries of this date.

June 11. Impatient at not seeing the galleon.
June 13. Cruising on and off, and looking out strictly.
June 19. The galleon, if it arrives at all, must appear soon.

The treasure of the galleons filled our imaginations as water

the thoughts of perishing men. As the days went forward

we began to fear that news of our being here had somehow
taken wind to Mexico. Then stories began to creep in through
the hawse-holes of the galleon having heard of our station and

changed her course. Between hope and fear we were as sharp
as unfed bears. A period was put to all this when at sunrise

on the 20th of June the man at the masthead cried a sail in the

S. E. quarter.

The' news swept over the ship like a tidal wave. We were

wild with joy. The Commodore at once stood toward her, and

at about six bells we could make her out. It was the Spanish

galleon. We had scarcely made sure of her, when she fired a

gun and took in her topgallant sails
;
then stood straight on

toward us without changing her course. It was clear that she

knew us for an English ship and was determined to fight. We
crawled nearer and nearer to each other, until at last we saw
the galleon hale up her foresail and bring founder topsails. She
hoisted Spanish colours and floated the standard of Spain at

her topgallant masthead. On board the Centurion we were

ready. The Commodore had picked out thirty of his most

trusted men and best marksmen. These he put under my com-

mand and stationed us in the tops, with orders to fire when
within pistol-shot. This division of his men left him so short

of hands on the decks that he had not enough to quarter at the

great-guns in the usual way. When I had disposed of my men
in the main-top, I lent ears and eyes to what went forward on
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the deck below, for the Commodore was making a new disposi-

tion of his small forces. He stationed two men at each gun,

whose only duty was to be the loading of the guns, and the rest

of his gunners he divided into different gangs of ten and twelve

men each. These he ordered to run from gun to gun, as fast as

each was loaded, to fire it and then run to the next. In this

way the Centurion could use all her guns in spite of our small

force, for no man stood idle.

As we neared our enemy, we began to realize her full size.

Though not of extreme length fore and aft, she was of great

beam, and she showed four tiers of gun decks. Her bow and

stern were built up like castles, and stood high out of water. It

was as though we were to attack a great floating fortress. She

was only an armed merchantman, but we could see that she

mounted near as many guns as the Centurion: her decks and

rigging were well hung with men, and she carried many pedre-

ros in her gunwales, quarters and tops. A rope netting laced

over her waist, stuffed with mats and armed with half-pikes,

protected her from boarding. From her shrouds hung a few of

the earthen jars that galleons carry instead of water casks.

They dangled now as gourds on a leafless vine.

As she stood high out of water, her colors flying, she looked

to us as fair a prize as she had looked in our storm-rocked

dreams as we beat about Cape Horn. But as we gaped upon
her, a sudden squall of rain shut her out from our eyes and for

a time we lost her. When it cleared, we found her within gun-
shot. The Centurion hoisted her broad pennant and colours.

During all this time the Spaniard had neglected the important
business of clearing ship for action. When she had made her-

self "terrible with banners," she seemed to think we should be

quelled, and not until we were fairly upon her did her sailors

begin to tumble cattle and lumber overboard. This provocation
was too much for our Commodore, though he had not meant to

begin the engagement until we were closer; he now ordered the

men to fire the chace guns on those clearing the galleon, to stop

their work. The Spanish answered fire with fire. Then the

Centurion got her spritsail yard fore and aft, so that we should

be able to board the galleon when the time came, and the galleon

replied by getting her yards in like shape. You have seen two

old seamen beginning a game of draughts when one makes a

move and his fellow makes the same move, or a pair of game
cocks hoist their ring of neck-feathers almost together and

make the same empty threatenings in the air. I laughed from

my station aloft as I thought of this, and felt that joyful prick-

ing in the wrists that comes with action.
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We were fast swinging abreast of the enemy, so that she

could not escape by making- a run of it for the port of Jalapey.
Then with purpose we overreached the galleon and lay on her

bow, which gave us the advantage of a position from which we
could bring all our great guns to bear while the galleon could

use only a part of hers. We could almost look into the eyes of

the Spaniards posted in her tops. As the distance narrowed,

my men fingered their pieces and breathed hard. I measured
the distance from our musquets to their pedreros with my eye,

and gave the word—
"Clear the rigging ! A man with every shot !

"

Then our practice showed. The Spaniards dropped. Some
straight down like ripe figs, and others falling and clinging to

the ropes and falling again, as a wounded grouse falls through
the branches of a cedar. Some remained and gave us back our

fire
; but they aimed too high, and only two of my men had

fallen, when out of the smoke of our powder a great flame burst

forth from the galleon's deck. Her netting and the mats with
which it was stuffed were a-fire, and the flames rolled up half

as high as the mizzen top, swallowing the Spanish colours at a

mouthful. Above the noise of the guns we could hear the

screams of the enemy, for the Spaniards use the edge of the

voice like women. Pear was upon us also
;
for beyond the

danger of being so close to the burning ship, it was no part of

our plan to lose our prize by fire. We could no longer see to

aim, but we poured our shot into the thickest of the smoke and
flame. The officers of the galleon must have rallied their men

;

for, out of the blackness torn with flame, I saw the flash of

swords, axes and pikes, as though the Spaniards thought to

fight fire with steel. They were slashing down the netting,
and with a great cheer they tumbled the flaming mass into the

sea. With the clearing of the steam, we found not a man left

in our enemy's rigging. What fruit we had not plucked had

dropped of itself. Below us, on our own decks, the squads de-

tailed for firing ran from gun to gun, with heads bent, as men
scud before a gale, and under their feet raced the powder-
monkeys, whipsters of twelve or fourteen, as if at play on an

English green, passing over their powder pouches and back

again in the wild thick of it.

Our great guns sent an endless sweep of shot across the

galleon's deck that much confused the Spaniards, who were pre-

pared for the usual broadside firing, with time between for load-

ing. They were the more harried by the constant pelting, be-

cause it gave them no time for the manoeuvre, to which they are

trained, of throwing themselves flat on the deck until a broad-
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side is over, then rising to fire until the next broadside is ready.
If they lay down now, the time never came to rise again this

side of the Great Day.
When the smoke drifted aside, we could see that the men on

the deck of the galleon had fallen into disorder, and their

officers were running about trying to constrain them to their

work. One that I took for the Commodore was especially active,

a pretty figure of a man who seemed to put new courage into

the gunners wherever he went.
11 Pick off the officers !

"
I called to my men, as I got my sight

levelled on this big fellow.

Their musquets cracked "Aye!" "Aye!"
The big officer and two others dropped ;

the smoke of the

guns came between. When it thinned, a smaller man, with his

sword drawn, was in command. I sighted carefully, allowing
for the plunge of the ship, and with a right proper shot rolled

my Spaniard over. Then out from the deck-cabin a boy in a

long, black cloak ran and caught the dying man straight to his

breast. The lad turned his head upward to our ship and held

himself toward us as though in defiance. I dropped my aim :

"
Keep clear of the boy !

"
I shouted to my men ; but in that

smudge and flame and shock we could make sure of nothing,

and saw things only by snatches.

The firing of our great guns had fallen into a regular meas-

ure ; and though there seemed more men dead than living upon
the galleon's deck, I and my men found targets still. We
loaded, sighted, fired, .is though we were to keep it up forever,

when suddenly stunning silence came out of the thunder, as

thunder comes out of silence. Shouts came to us from be-

low, and looking where the men pointed we saw a Spanish
sailor striking the standard of Spain from the main-topgallant

masthead, for the colours had been singed from the peak hal-

yards long ago.

I have heard men talk of the joy of the end of a fortunate

engagement, but to save my sword I could not feel that an end

had come while living men moved on our enemy's decks. I re-

leased my trfgger slowly, for there was nothing for it but to

crawl down without another shot. As I dropped to deck, stif-

fened from long perching on the crowded platform, I was well-

nigh upset by the assault of a sailor who rushed by, shouting in

a great voice :

"Fire!"
I got my hand over the fool's mouth and pulled him to the

side.

"Where?" I cried, leaving just crack enough between my
fingers for a whisper of his big bray to come through.
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44
In the after-hatchway, near the powder-room, Sir."

44
If you give the alarm, I'll see you swung to the yard-arm,"

I whispered.
As he could not speak he nodded. I knew him for a dull

fellow that had come from the plough-tail, and in all our cruise

had still no more of the seaman about him than his open shirt.

He stood submissive now. For once the wind was out and the

wit was in.

On the quarter-deck I could see a gay company, the Commo-
dore with his officers laughing and bowing him their congratu-

lations. Palling into an easy stride, I made for them. I swept
off my cocked hat and bowed genteelly.

44

May I felicitate you, Mr. Anson, upon the capture of the

prize," I said
;
and then in a low voice, as I leaned toward him,

44 The ship is a-fire near the after powder-room, Sir !
"

44 Muchas Gracias, Senor !" aloud in the same gay voice ; then,

very low,
44

Investigate at once, and report to me."

We well knew that if the enemy saw us in confusion there

was time yet for the day to be changed, if the explosion of the

powder kegs did not send us all to the bottom first.

I gathered up five trusty men as I made my way below. The
crew was fallen into roaring groups, laughing and swearing in

transports over the victory. They noticed us no more, as we
made for the hatch, than they noticed the passage of their dead

comrades, slung over the backs of the surgeon's mates like sacks

of grain. They were in the wildest spirits
—dream-drunk on

Spanish gold.
44

Well, you'll die happy, if die it is," I thought as I passed

through
—not that it felt to me like dying weather.

Down below, thick smoke was rolling out of a small store-

room where we had oakum stored. As I opened the door, the

bales of smouldering stuff turned to flames that climbed the

sides and flattened themselves on the timbers above. The oakum
had been picked from the standing rigging, and so the dry hemp
was buttered with tar, and the fire lapped and purred as a

panther drinks blood. I saw this as I opened the door and be-

fore I dropped to the deck for a breath of the air that was

clearer there. The side of the store-room was against the

powder-room, so there were still some boards between the flames

and the powder. As I ran out and clapped to the door, we
could hear the fire wallowing behind us at the fresh draught.

Picking the steadiest man, I said to him,
44
Tell the Commo-

dore, in his ear, mind you, with Mr. Lightfoot's compliments,
that the fire is in the oakum. I have enough men now and I

will
le^t

him know if I need more."
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Then calling- to the others to follow, I made for the hammocks

that hung in the cable tier and stripped them of the woolen

coverlets and flock pillows. These we soused in the water-butt

and came tumbling aft with our arms full. At that moment
befell a prodigious crash that took us clean off our feet. Fire,

knot-hole, powder, was my thought, as I cleared myself of the

wet bedding, to find solid decking still under my feet. I

gathered up my wad and we rushed aft, and the stern of the

ship was where it should be. Something conclusive had hap-

pened somewhere ; but something was happening here, and we
were sent to attend this.

"Tam, stop with me. The rest of you drop your bedding
and get more," I called. I opened the door and we plunged
into the flame and smoke, each carrying a dripping coverlet

spread out in front of him. We crushed the wet clothes down
upon the flames within our reach, and tearing the burning sur-

face from the oakum trampled the blazing hemp under our feet.

But stirring the oakum only fed the fire by laying open new
surfaces to the air. Steam from the wet cloth was added to the

smoke, and the heat was that of Hell. A man could only live

in there while he could hold his breath. We plunged out into

the air and returned back again new-strengthened. We beat

and crushed out the fire, and with our cutlasses hewed the burn-

ing oakum from the neighborhood of the powder, until most of

the flame was above us. Then we were out again and back

with the wet pillows. These we flung against the timbers and

smothered the fire overhead. The flame sought crannies now
and turned back from our blows like a brow-beat dog, and we
knew it for conquered. Pulling Tam with me, I made for the

door and had but voice to order two of the men in to finish the

work. My eyes felt strange where the flame had played over me ;

my silver shoe buckles gnawed inward, and I was no Saimt in a

furnace, for there was a smell of fire upon my garments.
When I made sure that the fire was under, I set two men to

watch the store-room, and with the others made my way on

deck, all a-tip-toe, to find what had been passing above. Board-

ing-axes and cutlasses were strewn under foot, and over them in

my blindness I stumbled into the arms of a messenger coming
to me from the Commodore for news of the fire, and to say that

the galleon had fallen foul of us but was being got clear with

small damage to either. An ill-timed boarding, methought, as

she would have been just in season to profit by our explosion,

and we should all have gone down together, had the fire found

the powder.
The Centurion was in worse confusion than during the en-
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gagement. The crew had abandoned all else to work the ship

off from the galleon with her topsails ; the deck was a-clutter

with splintered yards and spars and ends of cut rigging ;

weapons were scattered on every side, and out of the hurly-burly

came the cries and curses of the wounded calling for help.

I found the Commodore up to his shoulder-straps in affairs.

After hearing my report, he looked me over and said, "You
have had your baptism of fire twice over, Mr. Lightfoot. Send

for the Surgeon and have him give it you in water. Your eyes

are needing attention, Sir."

I went with small alacrity upon the errand, for I knew our

Surgeon too well to send for him in the thick of his blood-let-

ting and bone-setting to look after a small affair like mine. Dr.

Barry was a middle-aged man, full of whimsies, with more

general animosities and fewer private rancours than any man
living. His views of mankind were of the blackest, but for

man he found an excuse. One of his hobbies was "the pamper-

ing of young bloods on shipboard to the neglect of honest

merit below-decks."
"

I know all about your back-stair favourites," he would roar,

stalking beside me stiff-legged, like a pair of compasses, and

yet flattered at the moment that I, an Officer, should walk with

him, a Nav**- Surgeon, and fill my pipe from the same plate.
"
Wits and rattles ! No more fit for Sea-Officers than I for a

wet-nurse," he would cry.
"
London spawns the fools, why

don't she keep 'em ?
"

After a time, I groped my way down to his quarters, my eyes

glad for the dimness. He came out to me presently, his shirt

pushed back from his arms and the sweat streaming down his

thin, red face. "Man! Man!" he said irritably, taking my
chin between his fingers and turning my head toward the light.

"What folly is this?" and peered long and sharply into my
eyes.

"Can ye see me ?
" he asked.

"Yes, well enough," I said, staring through a mist into blue

eyes set in the red face. I could see the beads of sweat forming
where the skin was fine and thin on his temples, but my eyes
burned like fire.

'

Ye've just singed off your beauty, my lad," he said heartily.

'Your wig saved your hair, but your ornamental fringes are

all gone. Ye '11 not draw the gazers now, and that'll be sad news
for ye." As he talked, he swabbed out nry eyes and bound a

cooling embrocation over them.
"
If you want your sight, leave that be," he said sharply, as I
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put up my hand to ease the bandage.
"
Rest 'em for two days,

and ye'll see as well as ever."

Cheerful news, when overhead I could hear flurry and laugh-
ter and orders flying thicker than shot ! I made my way on deck,

where I could at least hear the news. There I was told that

the Commodore was to make with all speed for the Canton River,

where we could sell the galleon, make repairs and lay in sup-

plies for the voyage to England. Meanwhile, he had appointed
the galleon to be a post-ship in our Service, and the command of

her fell to his first lieutenant, Mr. Saumarez, who, with a small

picked crew, was to go aboard at once. Thus the small crew of

the Centurion must be divided to supply enough men to work
both ships, with the help of such of the Spanish crew as it was
deemed safe to leave on board the Manila ship. The Commo-
dore commanded Mr. Saumarez to send all of the prisoners on

board the Centurion before night, as our ship was in better con-

dition, and to transfer the treasure as quickly as possible to our

safer keeping. As I stood by, I heard the Commodore remind

Mr. Saumarez that we must expect the monsoon weather to be

upon us, that we were still on the coast of the enemy's country,
and that our prisoners greatly outnumbered us.

"I consider none of these matters for apprehension," he

added, "but for precaution."
To which Mr. Saumarez answered with a question about the

Spanish dead.

"If you find a Romish priest on board, have him bury them
at once

;
the wounded are to be sent on board the Centurion with

the other prisoners."

Presently I heard the voice of Tarn Mackinnon among Mr.

Saumarez's crew, and I hailed him with a question.
" How are your eyes, Tarn ?

"
I asked.

"Ah ! well enoo," he replied,
"

I've a Scot's ee, made half

shut agin the weather. Ye've a fightin' ee, with na prudence
in it, and the fire and reek cam' in at the wide dour."

Then I came to my business. "Tam,"Isaid, "You know
the boy in the cloak that we saw from the top ?"

"I ken," he said.
"
Look among the Spanish dead and see if he was killed."

Then the boat creaked to its lowering, and Mr. Saumarez
with his boatful of men went to face the Spanish ship-load,

while here I sat on the deck in the sun, like an old wife with

her knitting.
[to be continued.]

Sausaltto, Cal.
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STURNELLAS* SONG.
By DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS.

^IvOW chant, ye poets olden,

Of fair Italia's valleys,

The tender passions told in

Thy Philomela's lay,

And boast in woodlands golden,

Before the winter rallies,

Briton ! of thy robin,

Whose song makes autumn gay.

Right well attuned such melodies

To ears of those who dwell at ease

'Mid groves of hoary olive trees,

Or Albion's merry throng.

Let others Philomela praise

In bright Isola Bella days ;

But I will my Sturnella praise

And sing Sturnella's song.
"Cheer up ! Cheer up ! Chirree !

1 carol cheerily.

A cloudless sun is rising now,
His early beams are strong.

Cheer up ! Cheer up ! Chirree !

A happy day to thee! "

Oh ! listen to Sturnella,

To his heart-searching song.

ii.

In cold, moist, mountain meadows,
Begirt with forest shadows,
Where dew-decked webs of spiders,

Outshone the rising sun,

On bloody trail through Idaho

We chased the brave Nez Perce foe

On morn that now seems long ago,
So sadly years have run.

We wept for friends in battle slain,

Nor knew the moment when again
The wild war whoop might ring amain,
The answ'ring bugle sing a strain

The weary line along.
'Twas then that from a thicket near,

A voice dispelled the bitter tear,

*Sturnella neglecta magna, the Western meadow-lark.
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'Twas then we heard Sturnella's clear.

His brave, death-daring song.

"Cheer up ! Cheer up ! Chirree !

Go forward cheerily.

The timid dies a thousand deaths,

The valiant dies but one.

Cheer up ! Cheer up ! Chirree !

The mountain high for me!"
Oh ! listen to Sturnella,

To his death-daring song.

in.

Where arid plains extended,

With far horizon blended,

A toilsome way we wended,
When youth and strength were mine.

Through clouds of clinging dust we rode

And whinnying thirsty steeds bestrode,

That totter'd 'neath the heavy load

And glaring noonday shine.

We knew the lurking foe that lay,

Intent on working woe that day
On him who loitered by the way,

Or strayed the buttes among.
But oh ! we knew when rest was near,

With pastures green and waters clear.

'Twas when we cried with joy to hear

The song Sturnella sung.

"Cheer up ! Cheer up ! I say.

My friend, the grass is gray
And short upon the high plateau,

But here 'tis green and long.

Cheer up ! Cheer up ! I say.

Cheer up and come this way."
Oh ! listen to Sturnella,

His wild Dakota song.*

IV.

The pines, that once with shadows

Begirt the mountain meadows,
Lie prone before the woodman;

The dewy grass is mowed.
No more the war-whoop ringing shrill,

No more the bugle singing will

* The Dakota Indians declare that the meadow-lark sings in their lang-tutg-e. In one of

his sonars, Miss Millie M. Smith tells mc, he nays words which mean " My friend, the grass

is array."
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Recall to life the echoes still

Upon the trail we rode.

And changed is now the arid land;

Fields blossom 'mid the torrid sand;
Where once we camped, proud cities stand,

The past is swept along.
Yet one dear voice forever stays

Unchanged through all the changing days
And sings the wild, primeval lays.

It sings Sturnella's song.
"Cheer up ! Cheer up ! I sing.

Though Death may have its sting,

Some things survive eternally
That to the earth belong.

Cheer up ! Cheer up ! I sing,
I carol in the spring."
Oh ! listen to Sturnella,

To his immortal song.

AN UNSUCCESSFUL HOLD-UP.*
By JOHN H. CARMANY.

HE article entitled "A Successful Hold-up," pub-
lished in your issue of the Out West for Janu-

ary last, has a few earmarks with which I am
familiar, for I was one of the passengers at the

time, but as a whole the compiler has intro-

duced a good deal of romance, for it lacks man)'

important facts, according to the statements

elicited after the danger point had been passed.
A few preliminary words may not be out of

place leading up to this hold-up.

We were the tenderest of tenderfeet—my uncle, William P.

Carmany, now of Decatur, 111.; my brother, Cyrus W. Carmany,
* Truth is sometimes " a stranger to fiction "—and here is a curious

instance. The January number of this magazine printed a story of "A
Successful Hold-Up

" as second of the alleged
" Huskisson Memoirs." The

whole series of "memoirs" is fiction; but when this magazine prints

fiction it means that it shall be truthful fiction—and Mr. McGrew's clever

sequence of stories was based on careful study. How true to life they were

is best proved by the event. Mr. Carmany—who was publisher of the

Overland when it was a magazine and edited by Bret Harte—read this

fiction and took it for the actual record of the remarkably similar hold-up
in which he was one of the victims. Here is the true story of an actual

event so like the imaginary romance of Mr. McGrew that the coincidence

is striking. Without acquaintance, the young story-writer and the veteran

Califomian unwittingly corroborate one another.—E}d.
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Cashier of the Savings and Loan Society of San Francisco ;

Edward Smith (dead these man}' years), Cashier of the old

"Brumagim" Bank of San Francisco; another friend whose name
has slipped my memory, and myself

—and had arrived at San
Francisco by steamer from the East two weeks before the above

occurrence. The Frazer River gold excitement of 1858 was the

incentive for our coming, but when we reached San Francisco

the duped miners—as in ever-recurring cases from that time to

this—were returning by steamer loads.

We had come to obtain our fortunes in two years' time, and

not a day over, and nothing would do except the pure oro

directly picked up from the face of mother Earth. This com-

pact was made between us on our steamer trip from New York
via Panama. None of us having a superabundance of ready
cash left after paying the heavy charges for getting here, it

became imperative that we make speedy tracks to where it may
be found—yes found—for we did not take into consideration

the fact that we would have to work for it. Therefore, for

an unexplained reason, we engaged passage on the Sacramento

boat for our direct destination to Forest City in the interior of

the State. We had been bank clerks and counter-hoppers in

the East, and had made no provision for our wofk in the way of

large, heavy boots, suitable mining clothing and blankets—nor

were picks and shovels even thought of—and so on we went,

habited in boiled shirts and city suits. But we had the remark-

able forethought to invest in a common beam-balancing pocket
scale with light apothecary weights, all placed in a compact tin

case, and a many-bladed knife, which I remember had a fork

and a spoon attached ! Some of us of course had pistols which

we strapped to our hips as we got on the stage for our desig-

nated interior point, but the ready-for-use exposure of them at

this late date was ridiculed by the Judge's wife, fellow passenger
from her vacation at the Bay, and when we so speedily came
back we had them nicely packed away in the bottom of our

trunks.

We arrived at Forest City on Saturday night, September 12,

1858, and took lodgings at the ramshackle hotel, with its muslin-

partitioned rooms, located on the very edge of the deep ravine.

On Sunday morning we all sallied forth on a "prospecting"
tour. Crossing the bridge over the ravine we came upon a num-

ber of excavations in the side of the steep mountain, with

wooden car tracks apparently penetrating the interior. \\V

peered into one of these openings, and presently a distant rum-

bling noise came to our ears
;

nearer and nearer the sounds

reverberated, when all at once a begrimed, gnome-shaped
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figure, behind a car loaded with earth and rock, shot out of the

depths. This was enough, and we immediately retraced our

steps. Meeting an ancient citizen of the place on the bridge, we

plied him, in our extreme simplicity, with questions about

places where gold might be found. He evaded answer, but, kindly
and fatherly, advised us to go back to 'Frisco as soon as the

stage could carry us. We were undecided until nearly mid-

night, in the meantime having gone up to the little chapel on

the hillside where we, to the preacher's great astonishment,

made the rafters ring with our voices in the services of the eve-

ning, having all been members of church choirs in the East.

Our names were placed on the waybill before we retired at

midnight, and at 4 o'clock in the morning the stage would

leave. As we were performing our ablutions at that early hour

on the porch extending over the gulch, out rang two pistol shots

in front of the station, accompanied by a shrill female voice—an

experience of my young life I shall never forget
—but apparently

no harm came of it. The stage started off with a full load of

passengers
—twelve inside and two with the driver. I occupied

the outer right-hand seat on the second row from the back

facing to the rear. We were so crowded that our legs closely

interlocked, making riding very uncomfortable
; besides, there

was a very heavy sack immediately under my feet that would

not yield to my attempts to move it to either side, the while the

passenger facing me eyed me very noticeably. This all took

place when it was still quite dark and just before we were held

up, and if the compiling contributor's reported conversation

between
' '

Kay " and
' '

Harrington
"— the possessor of the sack—

took place at all, it must have been at this time, and I would
most likely have heard it. But to my certain knowledge no such

conversation took place.

As we slowly ascended the grade with the heavy load, the

horses were suddenly stopped without any demonstration, the

express box ordered thrown down, followed by a wild scream

from a woman with the driver—the same that was the cause of

the shots at the station, and who was endeavoring to get away
from her questionable male companion. As soon as the box

was in the hands of the robbers, one of them made his appear-
ance at the right-hand back wheel with a pistol pointing into

the coach—and directly at me! There was no "hands up !
'»

about it, and they allowed us all to keep our seats. As there

was considerable delay in front, the guard at the stage, who was

unmasked, became quite nervous, and I quietly and politely re-

quested him to hold the pistol not quite so directly at me, when
he replied

—"Just you keep quiet and it will not hurt you !

"
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Some one then cried out—"Throw out the sack under the hind

seat !

" The passenger sitting before me immediately replied
—

"There is no sack under the seat!" The nervousness of our

robber friend at the wheel increased perceptibly and he finally

gave the order to "drive on."

When we reached the next watering station, just at daylight,

explanations to a certain extent were in order, and this was my
understanding. My fellow passenger with the troublesome

heavy sack under my feet was a gold-dust buyer at Forest City ;

and finding late in the evening of Sunday that the stage would
be crowded with passengers on the morrow, he embraced the

opportunity to ship his dust—and succeeded in getting it safely
to market.

Judging from the size of the sack, it seemed to contain more
than the $15,000 as then reported.

At that time it was stated that a woman was at the head of

the robber gang.
To have brought that letter overland from Harrington's

mother in 1858—as the romancing compiler states in the article

under review—must have cost the poor woman quite a penny !

On a later occasion the same gold-dust buyer had a mule shot

under him, and had himself a narrow escape in getting to Sac-

ramento with his purchased treasure.

No doubt the bungling manner of the
"
ww-successful hold-

up
" was due to the late ticketing of the five gold-seeking tender-

feet, thereby overcrowding the stage to the great surprise and
discomfort of the highwaymen.

Sunflower Ranch, Oakland, Cal.

the: end or the: dream.
By FRANK ALEY.

*% ^EARS ago, before Gila County had been marked out on the

(gjF rusty, sunburnt breast of Arizona, a few rugged, fearless

men, of the sort whom untrodden regions allure and wild

adventure summons irresistibly, had pressed their way across

the sands of the southeast to the majestic oasis of the Mogol-
lons. Cattlemen they were, and the oceans of grass which then

rolled over mountain and valley promised quick wealth. In

summer the cattle were scattered far over the Sierra Anchas

(Broad Mountains), but as winter approached they were gath-
ered down upon the sunny mesas.

For fear of the Apache they usually traveled in squads, or

at least sufficiently near each other that a pistol shot could

signal for assistance.
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On a November afternoon two of these hardy frontiersmen

were riding
- down what was known as Coon Creek, quietly press-

ing before them a little band of stock which they had gathered
on the higher benches of the Sierra Anchas ; now moving
smoothly across grass-clad bars and mesas, now dodging through
chaparral and among boulders, now making laborious detours

up the hillside to avoid impassable falls in the creek-bed. They
had driven their little herd around a rocky point where only a

narrow footing permitted the stock to pass between a towering
precipice above and a frightful declivity below and were de-

scending again to the little valley. The cattle, as they neared

the bottom, drew away from the horsemen rapidly, pouring in

to the creek bed some three hundred yards ahead of the men.
As the horsemen came up, the cattle stopped and seemed to be

holding a consultation over some object near the center of a

small grassy bar. It is a fact—never explained, but well known
to stockmen—that at times, especially during cloudy weather,
when the surface of the earth is damp, cattle have a penchant
for chewing bones, accompanying this peculiar performance
with much unnecessary bellowing and pawing. At the moment
referred to, several animals were seen to be indulging this puz-

zling proclivity, and when pressed by the horsemen, they carried

their ghastly finds in their mouths.

Little attention was paid to the matter by the men, until one

of them, attracted by the cracking of bones in the tall grass,
looked down and discovered a human skull and the indistinct

outlines of a complete skeleton. Calling to his companion, they
dismounted and found two skeletons about four feet apart.

After some discussion, it was agreed to push the cattle down to

the mesa, returning the next day to bury all that remained of

what they believed to have been two white men. On their

return, they soon found the burned remnants of a large wooden

cabin, within the stone foundations of which they dug a shallow

grave. No hint of the identity of the dead men, nor explana-
tion of their presence there, until on a heavy, upturned piece of

rock the gleam of gold appeared. A furious hunt followed,
but without disclosing any more gold or indicating the place
from which this had come. On taking the specimen to camp
and washing it, it proved to be a wedge-shaped piece of quartz,

ground smooth on a stone. On the polished side was a perfect
surface of gold some inch and three-quarters long by three-

quarters of an inch wide, and on this gold surface was plainly

engraved, as with the point of a knife or miner's candlestick,

the name SANDERS. And then it became clear that they had
read the final chapter of a tragedy the conclusion of which had
been a mystery for long. Here it is, in brief :
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In the year 1870, Sanders was a private in the U. S. army,

in Arizona. He was stationed at Fort Apache, but was almost

constantly in the saddle after renegade Apache and Apache-
Mojave Indians. In the month of September, while his com-

pany was camping on the headwaters of Salt river, he was de-

tailed on scouting service, his duty being, if possible, to locate

a band of Apache-Mojaves which had stolen some stock from

the settlement on Salt river. Proceeding to the settlement, he

obtained all possible information, and started on the trail which

led into the Sierra Ancha mountains. The trail led across the

mesa country and skirted around the east end of the mountain

for about thirty miles from the settlement, when it suddenly

scattered, and Sanders, knowing it was useless to follow further,

turned back toward camp. In returning he came upon Coon

Creek, near its head, and not knowing the country directly be-

tween that point and the camp, he concluded to go down the

creek to the settlement, and return to camp the way he had

come. He had traveled down the creek bottom about eight or

nine miles as nearly as he could judge, when he came to falls so

precipitous that he was compelled to climb out of the creek bed

up the side of the mountain about three hundred feet, then to

cross a little ridge and descend to the creek below the falls.

This ridge, where he crossed it, proved to be an immense quartz

dyke. He had walked and led his horse up the hill, and being
tired sat down on a large block of quartz which had been de-

tached from the ledge or dyke, and had no more than rolled a

cigarette, when he discovered gold in a projecting point on the

block of quartz. He was a man of some experience in minerals,

and the discovery set his heart to jumping with the thought
that a poor, dependent soldier, with nothing but curses for his

failures and cold silence for his good deeds, might in a few

short months become an independent giant in this money-loving
world.

A few minutes investigation demonstrated that there were

possibilities within his reach so far beyond his plain imagina-
tion that he was at first bewildered and then almost delirious.

He came upon specimen after specimen, richer than he had ever

seen in cabinets. As he picked up the nuggets in the dust at

his feet with only suggestions of the mother ledge adhering, he

was stunned by the realization, but when he came to a narrow

chimney where the crumbling surface for eight inches in width

and yards in length was half decomposed quartz and half gold,

his very senses threatened to desert him. Thoughts of bidding

the boys good bye and starting back to the old home made him
shout aloud. Thoughts of building a little paradise for the old
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mother, in which perfect luxury should surround her declining

days, made him cry for joy. Thoughts of the sweetheart who
had ceased to hope for his coming melted his heart till it was
as an infant's. Then he imagines there is some mistake.

Nature is stingy with gold. She never lavished it like that.

He may have a touch of sunstroke struggling up the steep

mountain. Then he is very thirsty, and he has heard that need

of water in that climate speedily makes men mad. Then again,

there are so many things that look like gold ;
the oxidized sur-

face of iron and spar, copper sulphurets, carbonates of lead,

even the yellow bark of the palo verde, have often set the unset-

tled imagination of the prospector to leaping. He sits down to

compose himself, and he finds he is not so very thirsty
—

true, he

is trembling, but his horse, which has carried him for hours

and climbed the hill behind him a few minutes ago, is cool and

calm, because, fortunate brute, he knows not gold from gravel;

so now, Sanders is quiet and rational, and the gold is still there.

Yes, still there, and after these many years, it is there yet, and

some day the world will be startled by its second discovery. It

was there, and when he knew it he knelt reverently
—as he had

not since he had left his mother's knee—and thanked God with

eloquence and fervor. Then he came away, and as he dropped
into the little valley below and crossed a little bar where his

horse could nibble the rich grass without lowering his head, he

said to himself, "When I come again, I will build a cabin

here."

Such traces of agitation as his companions noticed on his re-

turn to camp he attributed to a hot experience with Indians—
which seemed a likely enough explanation. His attempts to

obtain a prompt discharge from the service were useless, and he

had to wait nearly two years till his time of enlistment

expired. About that time the celebrated "Miner Expedi-
tion" was organized to re-discover the "Miner" find. San-

ders was not prepared to return to his property at the time, but

fearing that the Miner expedition had his find in view, he

joined the party of nearly three hundred men. They proceeded

to the Sierra Anchas, to a point near the head of Coon creek

and camped there for some time. While there, several of the

party were seriously injured by a falling tree, and the whole

camp moved to Oak Springs. While at the latter place, San-

ders stole out of camp, visited his find, and procured specimens.

He said nothing of it at the time, as the party was so large he

could not afford to share his discovery with them. Several

times he thought his golden secret was out, but the party finally
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moved back to Salt river and disbanded, Sanders going to

Phoenix to prepare for the final realization of his golden dream.

Sanders first disclosed his secret and exhibited his specimens
to W. A. (Hunkydory) Holmes (who was subsequently killed

along with the sheriff of Gila county by the Apache Kid and
his party) shortly after the Miner Expedition had disbanded,
Holmes having been a member of that party. His final effort

to return to his find was launched from Fort McDowell, on the

Verde, about six weeks later, in company with three other men
whose names could never be ascertained. At Old Camp Reno

they met a company of soldiers from Fort Apache, who tried to

prevail on the little party to turn back, as the Indians were nu-

merous and dangerous in that section. Two of them finally

yielded and returned to McDowell, while Sanders, with a single

companion, proceeded on his journey. No white man ever saw
them alive again. Three weeks after they left the company of

soldiers at Reno, a party started after them from Phoenix,
whether to rescue them or to share a great discovery. They
were traced as far as Walnut Springs, about seven miles north

of Pete Bacon's ranch, on upper Salt river, at the foot of the

Sierra Anchas
;
but here the trail was lost and the pursuit

finally abandoned. In fact, it was but a short day's ride from

this point to that where their bones were found.

The record of their few remaining days must have been left

wholly to the imagination, but for the statement in later years
of an Indian, who, as a boy, had been eye-witness to their final

fate. The evening of the day they left Walnut Springs

brought them, wild with delight, to the ledge which seemed to

promise comfort, ease, luxury
—the satisfaction of their most

extravagant dreams. Four days following they spend at build-

ing the cabin in the bar which Sanders had planned two years

before, interrupting the work frequently to rush up the trail

and gloat over the treasure. They lay the shallow stone foun-

dation, cut light logs from the graceful quaking-asp, lift the

walls, and place the straight pole-rafters
—while the Apache

lurks watching among the rocks, and bides his time. They
string the dry ribs of the zahuara across the rafters, and thatch

the low roof with the wiry bear-grass. But they never cover it

with earth to lessen the danger from the Apache's torch—for

the time had come, and the Apache struck. Lucky for them if

the first blow went deep, and death was swift. Whether so, or

after hours of unimaginable torture, there was the end of their

glittering dreams, of which the only record was the golden

seam in the bit of quartz on which, at some time during those

four glorious days Sanders had scratched his name.
Globe, Arizona.
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SUNSET ON THE PALATINE.
By GRACE ELLERY CHANNING.

CAESAR, O Caesar, the purple folding down,
With the fading

-

gold above—but not, Caesar, of thy

gown,
Neither gold for thy forehead nor purple of thy gown !

With the travertine, the marble, the lapis-lazuli,

The pavonzetto, verde-antique, the polished porphyry,
With the climbing walls that rose of a thousand gems encrust,

The purple and the Purple-Born, they crumbled and are dust.

And the cohorts 1 the cohorts !
—the golden Eagle's crest,

The Pride that gleamed before, while behind the legions pressed

Through shining spans of arches to the Arx, the mighty nest,

To citadel and temple at the golden Emperor's nod—
Where builds the Bird his eyrie ?—where is Caesar ?—where the

god ?

Fluent fluting of a column, broken wreckage of a wall,

Formless dust of things forgotten
—mighty Caesar, is this all ?

O Caesar, O Caesar, the eagle comes again,

Flapping grimly from a Flag unfurled of seventy million men !

The eagle
—not the golden, but the hoary, bald of crest ;

And these legions, O Caesar, are they legions of the West ?

The legions ! the legions ! the faces keen and brown,
The level-fronted lids never made for drooping down,
And the knotted hands of toilers bearing what new battle-

brand,
To rear fresh walls for Caesar ?—Nay, the walls these rear shall

stand.

Corinth and Ionia, the pillar and the wall,

The western rock shall rise where the elder rock shall fall
;

And the rock itself shall blossom—yea, that flower fixed in
stone

Shall bloom infinitely upward where the western Stars have
shone ;

Built with book and forge and lever, by the measured line and
square,

By the dreaming eye, the poet-heart, the brains and hands that

dare,

By the formidable millions of the armed fields of peace
—

Yea, Caesar, what strange weapons, warfare, conquests, trophies—these !

Hear the trembling of the earth
With the feet that press to birth,
O Caesar, O Caesar—the trembling of the earth !

The shouting, the shouting, as the silent ranks sweep past,
O Caesar—the Triumph, the Triumph comes at last !

Rome>>Italy.
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gJrtHF} church, sacristy, and priest's room, at the Pala Mission, are now
X solidly re-roofed with the original tiles—the rafters being' peeled pine

logs dragged down from high Mt. Palomar. Four of the adobe pillars

which upheld the cloister have been replaced, and thus much of the cloister

re-roofed with tile. Inside, the church is being cleaned and rehabilitated with

great care, not to disturb any of the old Indian frescos. It is already in

shape for use ; and the 300 evicted Indians from Warner's Ranch and the

San Felipe will have a comfortable place of worship. They will also have

resident priest, Father E. Lapoint, who is now on the ground. He has

been working among Indians for years.

The badly broken adobe walls of the remainder of the front have been

built up to height again, and are temporarily capped to keep them from

washing. The work of re-roofing these rooms is expected to be resumed at

once.
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w|E may or may not recognize a hornet from in front
;
but

by the time we reach his Subsequent End, we know if it

was wasp or fly that we caught and fondled. Nor is

the like experience unknown in Business. The real point of the

bargain is the Finish of it.

The maiden campaign of the Sequoya League was to urge
the Government not to pay $70,000 for the Monserrate Ranch
as a home for the Warner's Ranch Indians—as it had been de-

cided to do. It secured the appointment of a Commission
;
and

that Commission reported that the Monserrate was worth only
half—if half—what was asked for it.

Now the pudding has come to the proof of eating. The
Monserrate has just been sold to private parties

—the Govern-
ment having done better. It sold for about half what the

Government was expected to pay. The nominal consideration

on the records of San Diego county is $50,000; and this in-

cludes all the personal property
—

live-stock, machinery, etc.—
none of which was included in the proffer to Uncle Sam. Even
if anyone believes that this complimentary price was actual,

and that so much as $2,000 changed hands on the first payment,
the case is good enough on its face. The League saved the

Government from paying two prices for a property only two-

thirds as large in acreage, and not one-quarter as valuable in

toto as the property now secured for the Warner's Ranch Indians

at a saving of nearly $24,000. Nor is this all. The $70,000
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price was last year, in the pinch of the latter sequence of such
a drouth as California has never known before. This winter—
which determines this year

—is the best in a decade. Probably
not one other property offered the Commission could be bought
today for within 30 per cent, of last year's price

—and any property
that could be so bought were better let alone. But in this year
of confidence and stiffened market, the Monserrate does not

fetch 60 per cent, of the price attempted to be squeezed out of

the Government in a season when people Wanted to Let Go.

This is one side of just the sort of work the Sequoya League
was organized to do. The specific example shows that the

League can do it
—and how much such work needs to be done.

The Government saves money, and the Indians are better off-

having 50 per cent, more land, 500 times as much water, twice as

much fuel, and
"
more everything"—by having the matter done

as a man would do his own business, instead of by Routine and
Red Tape, as the Government generally has to work, its wonders
to perform. It is important, not as a feather in anyone's cap,

but only as showing how the Government is handicapped by
having to depend, as a rule, on perfunctory salaried agents.
The reason it has so to depend is that Americans do not do their

duty as American citizens unpaid. Many of them would, if

they knew that they could do something by trying ; and the

virtue of this case is as an example of what can be done by in-

telligence, patience and common sense.

*

By the time these pages are read, it is expected that the
Warner's Ranch Indians will have been actually removed from
their old home to the far better new one which the Government
(through the efforts of the League) has purchased for them.
The preliminaries have been arranged on a generous scale. The
Department is doing all that could reasonably be asked—and all

that has been asked—to make the transfer easy and a benefit to the
Indians. The evicted people will not only have better lands and
more lands ; they will have many other advantages. Within a

year from date they will be envied by every other Mission Indian.

They will be not only
"
better off

" than they have ever been be-

fore; but better off than any other Indians in California—and than
a great many white farmers. They will have good farms, good
homes (which they will be paid for building for themselves, in-

stead of being rationed in idleness while American contractors do
the work) ;

a fine irrigating system, school, store, church. They
will have a farm-foreman, and other helpers. Under the cir-

cumstances, they are entitled to more help than an American
would have— and they will get it. They will be aided, encou-

aged, and protected as no Indians in California ever were be-
fore. It is believed they will profit by their opportunity.

Chas. F. Lttmmis
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EARLY ENGLISH VOYAGES
To tHe Pacific Coast of America.

(From their own, and contemporary English, accounts.)

VII.— Wm. Dampibr, 1686.—Concluded.
V

HEY took Rio Leja at the firing- of two Guns " without the least Op-

position." Dampier describes the place as " a fine Borough," hav-

ing "three Churches and an Hospital, with an handsome Gardea to

it." . . "We found nothing considerable in the Town, except 500 Packs of

Flour, and some Pitch, Tar, and Cordage. We received also the 150 Oxen

promised by the Gentleman we released at Leon.'''' "The 25th, Captain Davis
& Captain Swan parted, the first having a mind to return to the Coast of Peru;
the other intending to go farther to the West. As I had a Curiosity to be

better acquainted with the Northern Parts of the Continent of Mexico, I

left Captain Davis and went aboard Captain Swan. Captain Townley with

his two Barks, joined us
;
but Captain Harris and Captain Knight followed

Captain Davis. . . . By this time our Men were much afflicted with Fevers.

. . . September 3 we sailed again, steering to the West. . . . The 24th at 14° 30'

North Latitude [near Guatimala] . . . Captain Townley went ashore with

106 Men to the West in hopes of finding a Landing-place, and some Refresh-

ments for our sick Men, . . . but seeing no Prospect of Landing, returned

aboard with his Men October 2. But, being resolved to try his Fortune

again, he forced his Canoes ashore in a sandy Bay, where he landed with

the Loss of one Man, and most of the Powder spoiled with the salt Water.

. . . They were charged by 200 Spaniards and Indians ; but these they
soon repulsed, and forced them to take the Way of Teguantepec." . . . We
sail«d a League farther into the Port of Guatulco, one of the best in the

Kingdom of Mexico. . . . Here Captain Townley landed again with some
Men. . . . "They seized upon three Indians, that were placed there to keep
a Watch. As they could not speak Spanish so they made Signs, that they
could conduct them to a Village ; whereupon 140 Men were sent "...
they saw a small Indian village, and found nothing but some Vinelloo

drying in the Sun. ..." The 10th, we sent four Canoes before to the

West, to expect our coming at Port Angels ; and, in the meanwhile en-

deavoured to take some Prisoners. . . . The 12th we sailed with our Ships
from Guatulco. . . . Two of our Canoes returned the 22d, and told us they
had lost Company of the other two ; that they could not find Port Angels."
..." The 23d, we landed 100 men [at Port Angels] who subsisted two or

three Days upon salt Beef, and got Store of salt Maiz, Hogs, Cocks and

Hens, in an adjacent House to the Plain. . . . The 28th we continued our

Voyage . . . and at Night met with the two other Canoes we had sent out

from Guatulco ; they had been as far as the Port of Acapulco ; and in their

Return, took in fresh Water in spite of 150 Spaniards that would have op-

posed it." . . . November Z. they came to an Anchor opposite to "an hand-
some River" where the Spaniards had cast up an intrenchment defended

by 200 soldiers. They landed their men and forced the soldiers " with
little Opposition : We found here a good Quantity of Salt. . . . Marching
three Leagues into the Country, we took a Mulatto Prisoner, who in-

formed us, that lately there was a stout Ship come from Lima to Acapulco :

Captain Townley standing in need of a better Ship than that wh he pos-
sessed, it was agreed (though not without some Opposition from Captain
Swan) to fetch said Ship out of that Harbour. . . . The Harbour runs
in eight Miles to the North

; then closing up in a narrow Chanel, goes a
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Mile farther to the West. At the entrance to this Chanel, on the North-
west Side, just by the Sea-side, stands the Town of Acapulco, near wh is a
Platform with a good Number of Guns, & over against the Town, on the

East-Side, stands a strong Castle, defended by no less than forty great
Guns

; Ships commonly ride within Reach of this Castle, at the Bottom of
the Harbour. Captain Townley went with 140 Men, in twelve Canoes, to

fetch out the Lima Ship ; but by Stress of Weather, was forced into Port

Marquis ; a good Harbour, a League East of the Port of Acapulco : Here

they staid all Day, and the next Night rowed softly to Acapulco, where

they found the Ship riding at Anchor 100 Yards from the Castle and Plat-
form

; so that, finding it impossible to carry her off, he returned much dis-

satisfied."

Their next landing was near the Point of Petaplan, where they sent 170

men ashore
;

" who marching fourteen miles into the Country, came to a

wretched Indian Village, left by the Inhabitants ; So that we met with

nobody but a Mulatta Woman, with four small children : Being brought
aboard, she declared, that a Caravan of Mules, laden with Flour and other

Goods, designed for Acapulco, had stopt their Journey on the Road to the

West of this Village." So they sailed farther to the West and landed in canoes

ninety-five men (having the Mulatto woman for their guide) and found the

Caravan, consisting of. sixty Mules, laden with Flour, Chocolate, Cheeses,
and Earthen-ware : all this they carried, except the earthen Vessels, with
some Beef they had killed, and brought to their Canoes, and thence to our

Ships. Captain Swan went afterwards ashore, and killed eighteen Cows
more without the least Opposition. . . . The 26th 200 Men were sent to

endeavour to find out the City of Colima,
" a rich Place," but they failed

to find a landing-place near it. December 1. at the Port of Sallagua they
" saw a good number of armed Spaniards, to whom we gave a Visit, the

next Morning, with 200 of our best Men," and they met but little resist-

ance, but finding nothing they turned back. They took two straggling
Mulattoes, who gave them news of a Ship from Manila, that was to set

Passengers ashore there. "December 6. we sailed again, coasting to the

West, towards Cape Corrientes, in hopes of meeting thereabouts with the

Ship expected from the Philippines. . . . Here I [Dampier] was afflicted

with the Dropsy, and so were many of our Men. . . . The 18th. we sailed

to the Isles of Chametly. . . . The 21st. sixty of our Men, under Captain
7 ownley, we sent seven or eight Leagues to the West, to surprise an Indian

Village." . . . Into the "
delightful Valley

" of Valderas they "landed

thirty-seven Men, who, advancing three Miles into the Country, were at-

tacked by 150 Spaniards." But "our Men" retreated into a wood, and
"

fired so furiously upon the Spaniards that they killed their Leader, and
seventeen Troopers, besides many wounded, with the loss of only four

Men, and two wounded. . . . The 28th, Captain Townley returned aboard
with forty Bushels of Maiz, wh he had taken in an Indian Village to the

East of Cape Corrientes." . . . The 7th of January they "landed 240 Men
(50 whereof were constantly employed to watch the Motions of the

Spaniards) : We killed and salted as much Beef as would serve us two
Months. . . . By this time our Hopes of meeting with the Manilla Ship
being quite vanished, we concluded, that, whilst we had been employed in

looking for Provisions ashore she had given us the slip to the East : . . .

The Loss of so great & rich a Prize must chiefly be attributed to the Wil-

fulness of Captain Townley, who would needs attempt the Taking of the

Lima Ship in the Harbour of Acapulco, when at the same time, we ought
to have provided ourselves (as we might have done) with Beef A Maiz for
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such an Enterprise, wh. whilst we were forced to seek we lost this Ship ;

whereas, had we not wanted Necessaries, we might have gone even so far

as Cape Lucas in California, where Sir Thomas Cavendish formerly took

one of these Manilla Ships. Hitherto we had a double Design in View :

first, the taking of the Manilla Ship ; secondly, the Search after rich Towns
and Mines near this Coast, . . . but now, finding ourselves quite deceived

in our Hopes, we parted, Captain Townley going back to the East, and we
in Captain Swan's Ship to the West."

They sailed again January 7. The 20th they anchored one league on the

East side of the Isles of Chametly. Captain Swan went with 100 Men to

the North, to find out the River Cullacan, supposed to lie at 24° North Lati-

tude, in the Province of Cullacan, with a fair rich Town upon its Banks.
But . . . they could find no River, neither was there any Landing-place."

They took some Maiz at a farm-house on the Rio de Sail :

' ' and at another

Landing, an Indian, who informed us, that five Leagues thence was an
Indian Town :" So they marched to it, beat back the Spaniards and In-

dians who met them in resistence, and "entered the town, where they
found only two or three wounded Indians, who told them, that the Town
was called Massactlan, and that five Leagues hence there were two rich

Gold Mines. As we had present Occasion for Provisions, we carried

aboard ninety Bushels of Maiz," from a pretty little town called Rosario.

They sailed to the river St. Iago, from whence Captain Swan sent out

seventy men to look for a Town, the Country having a fair prospect.
After rowing up and down for two days they landed in a corn-field, and
while helping themselves to the corn they seized an Indian who told them
where to find the town of Sta Pecaque. So "

Captain Swan, with 140

Men, went in eight Canoes five Leagues up the River, . . . and, landing
his Men, marched through fertile Plains and Woods for three or four

Hours. At their Approach, the Spaniards quitted the Place, so we entered

it without Opposition. ... It is not very large, [Sta. Pecaque] but

neatly built, with a Square Market-place in the Middle, as most Spanish
Towns are, and has Two Churches. . . . As our Men found plenty of

Maiz, Sugar, Salt, and Salt-fish here, Captain Swan ordered one half of

them to carry Provisions aboard, whilst the other took care of the Town :

This they did by Turns, having got some Horses to ease them in then-

Labour. Thus they continued for two Days ; but the 19th Captain Swan
being informed by a Prisoner, that 1,000 armed Men had lately marched
from St. Iago ... to attack our Men, ordered his People to get all the

Horses they could, and to march altogether, with what Provisions they
could carry, to their Canoes

;
but they refusing to obey him, till all the

Provisions could be carried on board, he was forced to let one half of them

go on with 54 Horses ;
but they had not marched a Mile, before the Span-

iards, lying in Ambush, attacked and killed them all upon the Spot :

Captain Swan marched to their Relief, but came too late, being all slain

and stript, though, at the same time, they never attempted to engage him,

having, questionless, paid pretty dear for their Victory.
' '

Captain Swan being returned aboard with the rest of his Men, with what
Provisions they had got, it was resolved to sail to Cape St. Lucas, on Cali-

fornia, in hopes of a Commerce with the Indians there, and consequently,
in the- Lake of California. This Lake is properly a Chanel, or part of the

Sea, betwixt the Isle and the Continent ; but either not much known by
the Spaniards, or else concealed by them, for fear that other European
Nations should find out their Way to the Mines of New Mexico; for they

vary considerably about it in their Charts
;
some make it an Isle, others

join it to the Continent, but not one of them that I know of, gives an Ac-
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count of the Tides, the Depth, or Harbours, in or near this Lake ; whereas
their hydrographical Maps describe the Coasts towards Asia, on the West
Side of the Isle from Cape St. Lucas to 40° North.
" New Mexico (according to the Report of the Spaniards, and some Eng-

lish Prisoners there) lies near fifty Leagues Northwest from Old Mexico,
where the richest Mines of all this Country are supposed to be ; though
there are questionless, some also in other Parts hereabouts, as well as on
the Continent, near the Main-land of California ; though, as the Spaniards
have Mines enough to manage, they have not taken the Pains to discover

them ; and the vast Distance of this Country has, no doubt, been the Occa-

sion, that no Discoveries have been made by others, or are like to be made,
unless a nearer Way thither could be found, I mean by the North-west : I

am not ignorant that divers unsuccessful Attempts have been formed for

the Discovery of a North-west Passage : The Reason whereof I attribute

to their searching for the Passage at the Beginning through Davis's or

Hudson's Bay ; whereas, in my Opinion, the Search ought to have been

begun in the South Seas, and thence along by California, and so a Passage
made back into the West Seas. The same Rule might be observed in dis-

covering the North-east Passage, viz. to winter about Japan, Corea, and

the North-east Part of China, and so take the Advantage of the approach-

ing Spring and Summer to go along the Coast of Tartary, whence you may
have time enough to reach Archangel, or some other Port on these Coasts.

From hence we sailed the 21st towards California, with a North-west and

West-North-west Wind. After we came past the Isles of St. Maria, we
had strong Winds at North North-west, and at North, (the usual Trade-

wind) and consequently lost Ground till February 6. so that the 7th, we
were forced to the East again, to the Marias, where we anchored the 7th ,

at the East End of the middlemost of these Isles, in eight Fathom, good
clear Sand. This Isle we called Prince George's Isle. The Isles called

Marias are three Islands, stretching North-west and South-east fourteen

Leagues, of an indifferent Height, stony, barren, and uninhabited, at 12°

40' North Latitude, forty Leagues distant from Cape St. Lucas on Cali-

fornia, bearing East South-east, and twenty Leagues from Cape Corientes,

bearing upon the same Points of the Compas with Cape St. Lucas. They
produce some Cedars, and, near the Sea-side, a green prickly plant, with

leaves not unlike the Peuguin-leaf , and a Root like that of the Sempervive,
but much longer. The Indians of California have a great Part of their

Subsistence from these Roots. We baked and eat some of them, and found

them to taste like the English Burdock boiled. I had been long sick of the

Dropsy, so I was laid in the Sand, and covered up to the Head for half an

Hour. I sweated exceedingly, and, I believe, with good Effect ; for I began
to mend from after. We remained here careening till the 26th ; but as

there is no fresh Water to be gotten here in the dry Season, we were forced

to sail to the Valley of Valderas, where we anchored the 28th, near the

mouth of the before-mentioned River
;
which being also brackish at this

time, we sailed three Leagues nearer to the Cape Corientes, and anchored

by a small round Isle, half a mile from the Shore, four Leagues to the

North of the Cape. The Rivulet, where we filled our Water, is on the

Continent, just opposite to the Isle. Being by this time sufficiently con-

vinced of our Mistake concerning the Riches of this Coast, and the Prob-

ability of finding some Sea-ports worth our taking, founded upon an

erroneous Opinion we had conceived, that the Commerce of this Country was
carried on by Sea, whereas it is entirely managed by Land, by the Help of

Mules, we were the sooner prevailed upon to try our Fortune in the East

Indies."
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John Burroughs is one of the Nicest Beaux that ever

kept Steady Company with Nature and an eminently

satisfactory citizen in many relations beside. By reason,

however, probably less congenital than environmental and

habituate, he is a Proper Person, and yields his passion only

upon compulsion of perfect Ladyhood. This is not said in-

vidiously, but with . the highest esteem for a man really tall

amid his pretty surroundings ;
and with genuine regret that he

was not Born Somewhere Else.

It is not Mr. Burroughs's fault that if he met his Lady with-

out her Corsets he would blush and turn a polite back till she

could Tie Up ;
for he has seen her only in so much of civilized

garb. Naturally, one who knows Nature only as Discreet,

French-heeled, Fenced and Finished, cannot be blamed for not

recognizing her in the Bare Amazon she is—always Woman,
always Mother, but often greatest when stark, disheveled and

Unashamed.
It does not need a ruffian to love, nor to understand, nor to

pair with, this First Woman. It takes only the same fortuities

which induce nine-tenths of all the mating in this accidental

world—viz., Propinquity and Opportunity. None have ever

more dearly loved, nor more perfectly mated with, nor more

nobly manned this unlaced hoyden, nor been more familiar of

her charms, than the most refined men that ever met her face

to face. John Muir, for instance, is as exquisite a flower of re-

finement as Mr. Burroughs himself ; but his Flame is as unlike

Mr. Burroughs's as are the two men themselves
;
and her unlike-

ness is the very reason why the lovers are unlike. Had it be-

fallen Muir to coquette with the Tailor-made Gentlewoman of

the East, he would have been another—though a rather more
intellectual—John Burroughs. Had Mr. Burroughs met his

Fate in the pathless Sierras, he would be not indeed another

John Muir, but a very different John Burroughs.

Only a younger person than the Lion may hope to be again
could ever think to make it plain to any Eastern audience how
Great a Gulf is Fixed between Nature sole and Nature on

NATURE
AS SHE IS

VASSARED.
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French-heels as she has come to be shod in every old State,

where Man with his little etiquette has circumscribed her

comings and her goings and the very complexion of her face.

Those people Back Yonder really call it "Nature" when they
fare forth to Central Park, or the Adirondacks, or anywhere
else Outside the Canon Diablos of city streets. Anything with

a green leaf is to them Nature—and so indeed it is. Likewise

French dolls are mostly Females
;
and for want of another word,

we call a New York society leader a Woman.
But there are Men even in the East. They may pay their

court in full dress, but still in their hearts they feel a new and

unguessed thump when they meet face to face the Eve un-

spoiled, primordial and supreme. It is better to get out irito

the Adirondacks, or to Moosehead, than never to Get Out at all
;

but narrow and hemstitched as they are, they know that this is

not quite Nature
;
and in their marrow and in their pulses there

is still the capacity of Men to love the real All-Womanhood that

draws back further and further from the advances of the care-

less and the self-corrupt, but is as warm-armed as ever to her

Right Man.

Now, the Lion is no Naturalist. He doesn't write "nature

books " of the present infinite vogue—and nothing could be

more unconsciously delicious than Mr. Burroughs's category of

the nature-books that meet his swallow-tailed approval ; like

Bradford Torrey, and Mrs. Eckstorm, and Frank Chapman, and

Mr. Sharp—all exquisite and charming books, all delicate

studies of an "outdoors" turned hectic by the tight-lacing of

civilization. But neither is the Lion a Tenderfoot.

In the March Atlantic Mr. Burroughs "has fun " with various

and sundry persons who had ventured to write of Wild Animals

He has Not Known ;
with gentle wit and that geniality which

marks him even when he is Real Mad
;
and not altogether with-

out justification. I have not read the Rev. Wm. J. Long's

works, and do not mean to until it shall be made Compulsory of

law, particularly after the samples Mr. Burroughs quotes,

which seem fully to vindicate his charge of "Sham Natural

History." It need hardly be said, also, that the Lion likes to

see shams pricked. Perhaps Mr. Burroughs has not otherwise

shown himself as sharp a critic as in defining Mr. Long for an
" awkward imitator "

of Ernest Seton-Thompson. An imi-

tator is self-damned, ex-officio and for ever. Prove this on him,

and there is no need of further indictment.

But to see Mr. Burroughs raising a stage-wig scalp from our

Seton, though never so politely, is at least humorous. Seton is
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not Humboldt ;
he is not the last naturalist that ever shall be,

nor the greatest that ever has been. But if it could be granted

me by the Genie of the Ring to have one Last Wish for

brightening the set day when I must Go Hence, the first thing
I would wish would be to fall abroad conjoint with Seton and

with Burroughs to some places that Seton and I know
;
and to

watch the Subsequent Proceedings. Many a better man dies at

80, without having seen half the fun in his calendar life that

this one day should furnish forth. Seton has a good deal of

the poetic temperament, which is natural enough to make him
a riddle to them whose Inspiration is Cabbages. Mr. Bur-

roughs and I are not poets. But I personally know, and so does

every one else who has a right to speak to the question at all,

that with all his fine imagination Seton has done his outdoor

work on serious scientific lines While this is not authentic,

and I am not a gambler, I would be very willing to hazard my
good Right Ear, which is rather necessary to my adornment,

on the contingency that Mr. Burroughs, after his "fifty years

of nature study," cannot show one-half so much volume of

notes, nor so scientifically made notes, as I personally have seen

of Seton's recorded field-work. And both ears are ready

instantly on the card that Mr. Burroughs never saw one tenth

part of the unsophisticated Nature that Seton has seen. This

is friendly, and without even a theory as to whether Mr. Bur-

roughs might not have learned as much as Seton has, if he had

had a tithe the same chance; but that chance he has not had, and

never will have.

Now this matter of the Wild Animals that some of us have

Known and that others have Not—and Could not, and Would
not know—is only a variant of the never-ending old problem of

Translation. The civilized normal is to translate Shakespeare
into literal prose ;

and in general to make the rendering in cold

terms of the dictionary. There have been translators who had

another tool, and a keener one. Once in a century, perhaps,

there is someone who can translate Homer. Two or three

times in our national history there have been people who could

render the Indian literature of this country
—and the masters

therein, like Miss Fletcher and Prank Cushing, were precisely

the ones most flouted by the mentalities which pick their codfish

dry. The Letter of Seminaried Nature Mr. Burroughs under-

stands—aye, and her Spirit, so far as she has any left after the

Vassar course—but as a translator of her unspoiled Homeric
nakedness he will die still with the privilege to Guess Again.
And this is too bad, for I believe he is really a man who could
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have known her had she drawn him plump to her bare and sav-

age breast.

The nature of wild beasts is, exactly as much as turning

literature from one language to another, purely a matter of

translation. The literalist who ploughs it out by the diction-

ary, word by word, is the man—is the human multitude—that

has ever taken it for an offense, and perhaps for so much as

a blasphemy, to hold that "animals" have Reason; and Mr.

Burroughs—writing ex cathedra in the name of Natural His-

tory (God save the mark !) in this year of grace 1903, in the

most unspoiled' monthly of this generation, the Atlantic—can

see nothing in the
"
animals " but "Instinct." The Lion wishes

to high Heaven that he could catch even Instinct in the average
civilized Easterner ; but no one can, nor ever did. That admirable

heredity is the very first thing that Civilization compels us to

throw awa}r
;
and Reason the last it permits us to acquire as

substitute. Mr. Burroughs stands forth in the Atlantic as

champion of the medieval theory that man is the Only Animal
that has Reason. As I have often said before, Man is the only
vertebrate that has found a way to get along Without Reason—
and that way is to Huddle. Mr. Burroughs declares :

" There is nothing in the dealings of animals with their young that in

the remotest way suggests human instruction and discipline. The young
of all wild creatures do instinctively what their parents do and did. They
do not have to be taught ; they are taught by Nature from the start."

And so on for quantity.
This shows what it is to be

"
Naturalist " where Nature has

been denaturalized. The Lion has watched nearly every im-

portant wild animal in North, Central and South America, in its

native haunt
;
and having been whelped in New England, and

being familiar with the East, he has also seen hens, dogs,

horses, cattle and other animals that are handicapped with

their involuntary subservience to the one biped that has lost

Instinct and not yet discovered Reason. However, after half a

century of what he is pleased to term "Observation of Na-

ture," Mr. Burroughs thinks :

"
a cat doesn't teach its kittens

what to do with a mouse." Now, in the name of the Prophet,
let him borrow a cat, and procure her to kitten, and Attend her

School—for he will find what I hope the average Western child

knows at ten, without instruction—that every cat teaches every
kitten of every litter by example, by cuffs, by voice, by motion,
the feline etiquette to be pursued toward game. Let Mr. Bur-

roughs take sanctuary with some neighbor that hath a hennery,
and let him watch whether or no the mother hen calls her chicks
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to eat, shows them how to eat, and sees that they do eat. If no

one will trust him with a Hen, let him Convey an Incubator,

and see if
"
Nature teaches "

his downy brood to eat without an

indicative peck of his forefinger in clumsy imitation of the

Mother. He would Raise more Other Place than Chicks, if he

waited for Instinct to schoolmarm his machine hatch. If he

has never seen a bird outside a cage before, let him come to

Southern California, where the Lion will procure him not only

glad entertainment but cordial welcome, and a chance to watch

how every mother bird that ever flaunted a wing in the face of

them that cannot fly teaches—t-e-a-c-h-e-s—her young to fly.

One of the principles inherent in all judicious education is

Not to Crowd your Pupil. The Lion would not for an instant

suggest to Mr. Burroughs to study Nature where people die of

cold, or of hunger, or of thirst ; where they wander lost on

markless deserts, or in the deeper damnation of Amazonian

forests, where the Lion has had to ponder some few of these

things ;
and where (in part of them, at least) Mr. Seton has

studied them—but to take easy predigested Breakfast Foods in

the way of a knowledge of what The Lady is.

Let us joyfully and unanimously damn the Rev. Longs, who
seem indeed to have eyes bigger than their stomachs

;
let us

praise the Torreys and the Chapmans and the Ingersolls for

charming transcripts of Nature a. la Mode
;
let us not hold it

too hard against a good white-whiskered gentleman that he

also has Never Escaped ;
but pray, my masters, let us not think

that Nature is all one congeries of English sparrows, shaven

lawns and woodland under fence.

It is a truly Eastern argument which Mr. Burroughs uses

when he scouts the idea that Seton
"
in his few years

" can pos-

sibly have discovered things unguessed by all the closeted

naturalists before him. It was absurd likewise for Columbus to

find what Paper Navigators had not before found. It was little

short of impertinent when Lewis H. Morgan pricked the roman-
tic bubble of a thousand years of Arm-chair Historians, almost

any one of whom had as fair a chance as he to be sane. It was

nothing less than impudence for Morse or Edison or Marconi to

find what their predecessors had not found, who were far longer
in the same field

;
and it is comfortable to be assured that Mr.

Burroughs will commit none of these Impolitenesses. As a

matter of fact, almost any fool can stumble over somewhat his

immemorial masters never found before, and stumbling, see it
;

and seeing, "Discover." We all tread amid a million potenti-

alities
;
now and again we stub an accidental toe—and behold !

a "New "Fact!
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I have not the art to say things softly, and I would be under-

stood only as I understand words, on this deliverance of a very

charming man—a man who loves what little he has seen of Na-
ture's ankle, and of the Stockinged Sort he has seen on a crossing—in a forum which to me has a very serious meaning (although it

is in some ways the most essentially Eastern publication in Amer-
ica). But there are things larger than individual prejudices or re-

spect; and it is not extravagant to remark that Nature is one of

them. She is a whopping Amazon ;
and while even as a Gibson-

girl she is Nice, and while the He ability to Love should not be

discouraged, they who know her unconstrained may be pardoned
for so mild a remonstrance as this, when she is altogether scan-

dalized, misjudged, and loved down to the size of the counter-

jumper's Laidy Friend.

short time
** *s no* to° early to De£ *n to laug-h along to its death

and its the compromise Statehood measure proposed for New
w>ng revenge. Mexico and Arizona. For foolish as it is—and perhaps

because itis so foolish— this astounding suggestion will doubtless

be heard again at the renewal of Congressional consideration of

the matter.

The wise and literate persons who are adjudicating a case

they know not of, have solemnly pitied the
"
illiteracy

"
of Ari-

zona and New Mexico ;
and people who are acquainted with the

Territories have seen some things done in both which were

certainly not cultured. But anything so stupid, so essentially

illiterate (whether as ignorance of history, or as simple helpless-

ness in practical matters), I cannot remember ever to have seen

in the Territories, in eighteen years' acquaintance, as is this

proposed compromise—"to admit Arizona and New Mexico as

one State under the name of Montezuma." And as the frontier

develops somewhat the general human birthright of humor, the

long-suffering people of Arizona and New Mexico have in this

curious exhibit of the mentality of their judges as exquisite and
delicious revenge as a novelist could have devised for them.

The two Territories were once one province of Spain. Some
fifty years ago our Government divided them because they were

too big for one Territory. Now there is wisdom more or less

abroad in the land which holds that what is too big for one Ter-

ritory is just big enough for one State.

Of course, the blessed Easterner, who has little concept of

miles, and to whom a few of them seem very serious when he

realizes their existence, is not aware that the Territories, separ-

ate as they stand, would be the fourth and fifth States in the

Union in size. Only Texas, California and Montana are bigger
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than the smaller of the two. And only sixteen States in the

Union (all of them, of course, far Western) are half as big- as

New Mexico. New Mexico is practically twice as big as all

New England ;
almost fifteen times as big as Massachusetts.

New Mexico and Arizona together are bigger than New York,

Pennsylvania, Ohio, South Carolina and the six New England
States in a lump. To some people even this will mean nothing ;

but if a citizen of New York City had to go as far from home
to get to the State capital as to Chicago, for instance, it would

mean something to him. People of really serious philosophic turn

of mind can see some of the other matter-of-fact, notorious and

weighty physical and material reasons against enormous States.

Texas is a mighty fine State
;
but no sane person thinks that

the Union can afford more states of that dimension. This prin-

ciple is so generally understood, and so impregnable, that it is

needless to argue it here. Indeed, it requires patience to argue
the Statehood matter in any phase. It is ordinarily presumed,
in argument, that the Opposition shall have some weapons of

some sort. Anyone who is familiar with the history of the

United States for the last seventy years, with its census, or with

its actual geographies, needs no argument in this behalf. The

only process of the discussion is to tell the Other Fellow the

things that he ought to know Without our Telling—and has a

divine right to know, since he has elected himself judge and

jury, and the evidence is not ex parte nor recondite, but national,

official, and ready to fly up in the face of anyone who cares to

know the truth.

But the name "Montezuma" gravely suggested for the

Union-suit State—this caps the climax ! It indicates, of course,

that the brilliant intellects which selected it—Eastern "Liter-

acy!
"—think that Montezuma had something to do with the

Territories. As a matter of fact, he knew even less about

them than the Senate Committee does ;
for he never so much as

saw them nor heard of them. It seems that there are still

Eastern Solons and Educators who do not know that this

tinsel Montezuma myth as to New Mexico was invented by
Mexican politicians just before the Mexican War, and, by
them sedulously promulgated among the Indians of New Mexico
to get them to side with Mexico in the impending struggle.
It is one of the many services that Mexico has done the South-

western Indians
;
for it gave to a people who absolutely never

confide their real beliefs to the Tenderfoot tourist a handy and

amusing story to put him off with. It has also served several

poetic saloon-keepers in the two Territories who have honored
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it by making it godfather to their establishments—a historic

pointer I have no doubt the Senate Committee managed to note.

But among scholars the status of this Mother Goose legend was
settled long ago.

If, for reasons best known to Eastern Intellectuality, it shall

seem desirable to change the name New Mexico has worn and

made honorable for three centuries, and the name by which Ari-

zona has been known ever since our nation knew it, let me respect-

fully suggest a more scriptural, and quite as historic, nomen-

clature. As I have remarked in substance, the first time that

Montezuma was ever heard of as connected with New Mexico

is not sixty years ago. But much more than three hundred

years ago—aye, very nearly four hundred—there was a large,

and able, and better-founded theory that all the American In-

dians were the Lost Tribes of Israel
;
and this contention has

been particularly keen for the Pueblos of Arizona and New
Mexico. Our own William Penn in 1683 endorsed this fine,

Free Guess; and the most costly book ever published, Lord

Kingsborough's tremendous work on Mexico, was written to

prove this Dream—as hundreds (if not thousands) of books

have been, before and since. Why not call the combination

State, then, Jehosophat or Melchizedek ?

The only reasonable comparison that occurs to me (on some

thought) for the brilliancy of calling New Mexico and Arizona

out of their proper names—and one of them a name as old as

the time when the first English-speaking person wore out his

first pair of shoes in this hemisphere—would be to change the

name of the National capital to one as indexical of scholarship

on the part of the New Statesmen. In passing a Washington
church (occupied, I think, by the M. E. Church, South) I have

more than once heard, amid other hosannas: "Bress God ! De
Good Lord am here with us."

If it be the order of Eastern Literacy to call New Mexico

"Montezuma"—where Montezuma never was, never thought to

be, and wasn't needed—it were at least as justifiable to re-

christen the city where Brains may have to beg, but Trusts

needn't, "Good Lord." It would be more excusable—for the

Lord has doubtless heard of Washington, and is needed there ;

and there is the unverified rumor that He once arrived. And
think of the postal pertinency of being able to address our

letters :

Hon. C. Mee Loom,
U. S. Senate,

Good Lord.

D. L.*
* LIveruH.
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Whom the Gods would destroy, they first make „„.„„-.„
Senators. This is in no forgetfulness of the men or the
who have wrought so noble a record as to post-

doctor .

pone for their fellows that evil day which the slow con-

tempt of the American people is maturing-. Veterans like

Hoar, whose name has been a synonym of honor and of

brains for more than a generation ; men like Vest, who,
without the precise culture of the New England Nestor, stood

for years as an example of common sense and the sense of jus-

tice
;
new men like Bard, with whom he has of late had seri-

ously to disagree, but for whose courage, conviction, and spot-

less honor the Lion has the deepest respect
—

it is to men of

these varying types (but after all this one type) that the United

States Senate owes it that it still persists. For the public is

Tired. The Senate is an August—or now more autumnal—Body of men of enough influence at home (by sometimes their

brains but oftener their bank account) to secure a certain dis-

tinction. But it is a long day since the Senate commanded the

respect of the American people at large. Its intolerable arro-

gance ;
its unspeakable puerility of procedure

— and the dead-

locks of the session just ended, while partly responsive to a

cause the Lion sincerely believes in, were an eminent example
of such procedure as would be tolerated in no other civilized

body on earth, not even in a high school lyceum—its insolence

toward the President of the United States (unto whom the

Fathers appointed it as a Check, but never as Handcuffs), and
toward a larger and more representative House straight from
the hand of the people ;

its characteristic Ignorance of Fact
;

its daily Contempt of Ethics ;
its structural Pursuit of Advan-

tage
—these things have signed its warrant. The handwriting

is upon the wall. The Senate cannot read it. The public may
not read it. But there it is

;
and you and I, with reasonable in-

surance expectation of life, shall live to see the Senate changed.
Either it will change itself, or the People will change it. It

will adopt business rules, and conduct itself as a business-like

body for the transaction of national business, or even in our

time the weary people of this republic, sluggish as they are to

perceive an abuse and the way to its remedy, will find a way to

Do these Things Better. We indeed choose some pretty bad

representatives by popular vote
;
but it has never yet befallen

that the American people elected so bad a body as the United

States Senate ; and whatever the pessimist may believe as to

progressive degeneration in our politics, it will be a long time
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before the public could equal the handicraft of State legislatures

in this respect.

Congressman Cannon, the probable next head of the House,

was not diplomatic when he spoke of Legislative Blackmailing ;

but by some fortunate lapse into common sense, which is better

than diplomacy, he voiced a truth crying for utterance. This

is a people patient, as most giants are
;
but its limit is

nearly reached
;
and in nothing has the dead-line been crowded

more closely than by that non-representative, non-American,
close corporation known as the Senate of the United States. It

has the chance, the power and the need—aye, and the very audi-

ble suggestion
—that it remedy itself. If it can take the hint

without a hint's alternative, it may probably trust our collective

good-nature for a generation to come
;
but if it will not remedy

itself, its remedy will be from without.

The modern record of the Senate is variegated and not unin-

teresting ;
but in its larger aspects it has forced one President

into a wanton and foolish war against his will and his con-

science, and against the sense of humanity, as it were at the

point of a gun. It has blockaded, and bushwhacked, and up to

date swindled, a succeeding President in his demand that we

discharge a debt of national honor incurred by that same war.

It has within a decade gone from bad to worse of tactics and of

parliamentary procedure, obstructive and destructive frittering

so absurd that any Woman's Club in the United States would

laugh it off the floor. It has become the corporate attorney
of invisible or imminent Giants. It has forgotten the People
and itself

;
and perhaps it is not foolish to say, since nothing

has recently occurred to change the Law of Gravitation, nor

the due Value of History, that it will be reminded of itself, or

of the people, or of both, soon and sharply.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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There are two methods of enlarg-

ing- the field of vision of the his-

i/> torical student—to discover new facts and to

correct or complete the interpretation of facts already
known. These processes are complementary, should be simultaneous, and it

is not worth while to discuss their relative importance. The major value

of the 16-volume series of historical monographs by Archer Butler Hul-

bert, on The Historic Highways of America, now appearing, lies in the

new point of view from which historic facts are considered and the conse-

quent novel relations in which they appear. Mr. Hulbert's purpose is to

study the great movements of struggle, settlement and development of this

nation, from the standpoint of the more important routes of Conquest,
Migration and Commerce, considering not only the early Where, How and

Why of the roads, but their later influence on the making of history. The
series opens with a volume devoted to the paths of the Mound-building
Indians and the " traces " of the buffalo, and will close (save for a full

volume devoted to an index of the entire series) with a study of the future

of road-making in America. Two volumes will be given to pioneer roads,
two more to the canals, and one each to portage paths and historic water-

ways. There is much promise in these titles and in the conservative

prospectus issued by the publishers
—a promise reasonably fulfilled in the

three volumes already issued. These show Mr. Hulbert to be an earnest

and enthusiastic student, and a reliable guide, within his limitations.

Yet it must be said, though reluctantly, that he is somewhat seriously
affected with mental myopia, both racial and local, and is thereby some-
times betrayed into faults of both omission and commission. It was not to

be expected that such a series should be exhaustively inclusive, since that

would mean a study of the entire history of the continent, even including
its geology. But surely the Santa Fe Trail, the Oregon Trail, and even
the five hundred miles of El Catnino Real in California, whether for

length, historic significance, economic importance, or romantic interest,

must be counted among
" the more important highways

" of the nation.

Yet the author seems to be unconscious that so much as an explanation for

their absence from his scheme was to be expected. Again, he says (page 98,

Vol. II),
" North of the Ohio river . . white men came to know the red

men more intimately than anywhere else on this continent in the

eighteenth century." Waiving the conventional color-blindness of "red,"
as applied to men who are really brown, this statement can be approxi-

mately true only if Mexico and the other Spanish possessions to the South
were not a part of the continent at that time

; or if the Spanish explorers,

priests and pioneers who had established schools—even industrial training
schools—for Indians more than two centuries before the middle of the

eighteenth century were not "white men." In other ways, the author

makes it very plain that he knows much more about Indian thoroughfares
than he does about the people who made and used them. Nor can one

refrain from mild surprise that Mr. Hulbert should conceive it
"
very won-
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derful " that buffalo and Indian alike should have discovered roads across

plain, through forest and over mountain range which the " white man with

his tripod
" could not improve upon later. Such folk as have to journey

for generation after generation, on literally life-or-death business, and

upon their own two legs or four, will either find and occupy the stra-

tegic points, or be wiped off the evolutionary blackboard. Nor does it

follow that they are "not ignorant of the law of least resistance," (page 98,

Vol. I) except as the brook is not ignorant of the laws of gravity and fluid

motion.

None the less, the series has been, on the whole, well planned, and the

work so far in evidence is for the most part sound, careful and creditable.

The Arthur H. Clark Co., Cleveland, O. 16 vols., sold only in sets. $39.

C. A. M.

natiyk A book to astonish and interest the average reader, and of real

AMERICAN value and charm to the studious, is Kuldskap the Master, and Other
EPICS •'

Algonkm Poems, translated metrically by Charlts Godfrey Iceland

and John Dyneley Prince. A fat work of 370 pages, with more than 50

Indian poems, is likely to astound people of the ordinary notion that the

Indian has no poetry in him. This idea, of course, is as absurd as most
of our conceptions of " furriners." For poetry was first invented among
aborigines, and had among them an extensive development. As Dr.

Iceland remarks in his preface :

" There has perished, or is rapidly perish-

ing, among the Indians of North America, far more poetry than was ever

written by all the white inhabitants. This native verse is often of very

high order. The Indian Sagas or legends or tradition* were in fact all

songs." There will be many scholars, too, to echo Dr. Iceland's further re-

mark : "And I venture to say, from the deepest conviction, that it will be

no small occasion of astonishment and chagrin one hundred years hence,
when the last Indians of the Wabano shall have passed away, that so few

among our literary or cultured folk cared enough to collect this aboriginal
literature."

It need not be said that hardly anyone was quite so well equipped to

make these epics and lyrics of New England Indians available to the Eng-
lish reader as Dr. Leland, the genial, gipsying scientist, whose untimely
death in Italy last month strikes a note cf sorrow among all scholars. He

performed this difficult task of translation—a task hard enough in any
literature, and perhaps doubly hard in rendering from the Indian—with

the same skill that has marked his famous folklore work hitherto. He was

very fortunate, also, in finding such a collaborator as Dr. Prince, who
proves himself in this work a thorough scholar. The book is excellently
worth reading. Punk & Wagnalls Co., New York. $2.

scholar j.y It would be difficult to say too much in praise of the Anales del
work doing Museo Nacional, of Mexico, now fortunately under the direction of

in mkxico.
that most able and distinguished scholar, Lie. D. Alfredo Chavero,

famous alike in literature and in science. These valuable memoirs (now in

their seventh volume) are printed in a handsome tall folio, whose numbers
are bi-monthly, and include important original research, and reprint of some
of the rarest Mexicana. For example, a couple of years before Lumholtz's

sumptuous volumes on Unknown Mexico, in which the most important
item is the cult of the peyote, the Anales gave Dr. Urbina's scholarly

monograph on the history of this strange ceremonial drunkenness, the

botany, and other matters important to the student. The price of each

number is $2 Mexican. The publications of the Museum can be had from
Viuda de C. Bouret, calle del Cinco de Mayo, No. 14, City of Mexico, or

from the Museo Nacional itself.
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The Burrows Brothers Company, of Cleveland, already our large interesting .

benefactor by the monumental edition of the Jesuit Relations, AND
IMPORTANT

has added another to our serious obligations by a scholarly re-

print »f that remarkably interesting and remarkably scarce book A New
Voyage and Description 0/ the Isthmus of America, by Lionel Wafer, 1699.

This is one of the leading "sources" on Panama; and Wafer, who was
one of the English Buccaneers with Dampier, is a most interesting and in-

telligent witness. The volume is very handsomely printed, with fac-

similes of cuts and maps ;
and as for its editing, it is enough to say that

the editor is George Parker Winship of this staff, and librarian of the John
Carter Brown Library, of Providence. The work is not only one which
should be in every library of Americana, but is highly interesting to the

lay reader. Burrows Brothers Co., Cleveland, Ohio. $3.50 net.

Another worthy historical contribution from the Burrows Brothers Com-

pany is a reprint from the original edition (1670) of Daniel Denton's Brief

Description of New York. The editor in this case is Felix Neumann, of

the Library of Congress. It is a slender but a valuable volume, and al-

ready out of print.

The Adventttres of Torqua, by our own Charles Frederick Holder, is a

boy's story, clean, sympathetic and carrying, as all this writer's work is.

The historical part and the Spanish touches cannot be praised ;
and cer-

tainly the picture of the Mission life is lamentably inaccurate. Olla is not

"pronounced Oyer." The Apaches did not kill Mission herders around
San Juan Capistrano, California. The Indians at the Missions were not

"practically slaves." Little, Brown & Co., Boston. $1.20 net.

The useful annual publication of the Historical Society of Southern

California, now conjoined with the Pioneers of Los Angeles County, adds

Part III of Vol. V. Among the contents of the present number is an arti-

cle preserving parts of several poems of the California of Argonaut days.
C. F. L.

There is absolutely nothing about Alice Prescott Smith's A new
novel, The Legatee, to mark it as a first book—no raw edges, NOVEUST

OT^ PARTS
no over-elaboration, no straining after brilliancy nor any
lapsing into dullness, no crowding of the canvas nor any thin spots.

To the contrary, the work is not to be distinguished from the easy

craftsmanship of a long-accustomed member of the guild, certain

of design, well-habited as to method, with abundant material from
which to select, patient of execution, and assured of creditable re-

sult. The scene of the story is a little Wisconsin saw-mill town, on

the shore of Lake Michigan. To this there comes, in the early seventies

a young Virginian who has inherited from his uncle the ownership of the

mill, and with it the dislike and distrust of Northern workmen against a

Southern employer who had been slaveholder, accentuated by wide differ-

ences in training, social code, religious creed and ethical point of view.

Clearly, here is a situation where interesting things may be expected to

happen, particularly if the heir should chance to fall in love with a high-

strung and beautiful girl whose sympathies are ardently with her towns-

people. Mrs. Smith has not failed at any point of making a thoroughly
good story, but her skill shows at its best in her portrayal of character.

Not only is each of her actors an individual, clear-cut, distinct and without

caricature, but taken together they make it plain that her personal phil-

osophy of life and conduct is sound, broad and well-matured. Her world
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is not made up of unerring heroes, spotless heroines and indefensible vil-

lains, but of men and women, struggling- with more or less persistence and
success towards ideals—of widely varying quality and value, to be sure,
but all genuine. And the man who makes the most mischief is entirely
sincere in his convictions and certain that he is doing valiant work for a

righteous cause.
The reticent modesty which is well known to characterize every mention

of things Californian in this magazine, cannot be allowed to exclude the in-

formation that this strong work is from the pen of a San Francisco
woman. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $1.50.

NOT clad Let no man take up Edwin Arlington Robinson's Captain Craig
by A expecting to be lulled by

"
limpid, lucid accents tinkling softly."

Tailor. That is a legitimate function of poetry, but not the only one nor
the highest—nor, probably, of a possibility for this poet. Yet very few
volumes of verse have been lately published which are so fairly entitled to

the claim on the title-page,
" A Book of Poems." There will doubtless be

many to quarrel with Mr. Robinson for the form in which he has chosen to

clothe his vigorous thought—some, even, to look with dubious eye on
"
poems," as applied to such work. But then there be a many who find it

difficult to recognize a gentleman, of an evening, except upon the testimony
of evening-clothes, manicured hands and patent-leathered feet. Now these

poems are not tailor-made at all. Mr. Robinson works in oak, nor does he
choose plane and sandpaper with which to finish his task. He prefers the

biting and laborious edge of the chisel—which does not leave a surface of
unruffled smoothness, to be sure, but does bring out the grain of the
timber in a way that far surpasses mere polish. I had marked a dozen

passages in the title-poem for quotation, but this shorter one, which can be

given entire, will, after all, serve best as a specimen :

ERASMUS.
When be protested, not too solemnly,
That for a world's achieving- maintenance
The crust of overdone divinity
Lacked aliment, they called it recreance ;

And when he chose through his own glass to scan
Sick Europe, and reduced, unyieldingly.
The monk within the cassock to the man
Within the monk, they called it heresy.

And when he made so perilously bold
As to be scattered forth in black and white.
Good fathers looked askance at him and rolled
Their inward eyes in anguish and affright ;

There were some of them did shake at what was told,
And they shook best who knew that he was right.

It is agreeable news, if somewhat surprising, that a second edition of
the book is already necessary. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $1.00 net

ALL GOOD Jean Sherwood Rankin has departed a long way from the
but The crusted convention of text-book methods in her Everyday English
" SPELLING." —and to very great advantage. It is the first of a series for use

in the intermediate grades, and in the hands of a competent teacher should
be of the greatest value. There is probably no other one subject in which
so much school-time is wasted, or which is so stripped of its normal inter-

est to be clothed with abominable dullness, as this one. Any teacher who
failed to entertain, as well as instruct, her class with Mrs. Rankin's book,
would do better to hunt another vocation. The single weak spot in this

book is the chapter on spelling, and that sins by way of both omission
and commission. The author has a right to her opinion of "

Spelling Re-

form," and a duty to urge that the recommendations of that august body,
the Directors of the National Educational Association, be followed, if she
believes them to be wise. But a teacher, qua teacher, has not a ri^ht
to be a partisan advocate. It is not the truth that the variations in Eu
spelling are "

largely a matter of accident," unless all heritage, all evolu-

tionary development is a matter of accident. Most of the forms ai

which the "Reformers "
gird most vehemently are precisely the earmarks

of ancestry. Mr-. K.inkin misses both a duty and a privilege when she
commends the Italim substitution of / for ph in such words as philosophy^
without explaining that the ph is where it is because the word comes to us
as directly from Greece as does most of that which it defines. It is not
even approximately true that " our greatest scholars all agree that the

spelling of English should be somewhat changed as soon as possible."
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Even apart from questions of "
right

" and "
duty," the author—whose de-

clared object is to make the study of English interesting
—

deliberately
switches herself at this point right away from one of its most fascinating
branches. Witness her note (page 118) on the three words, diurnal, journal
and diary. She explains that all come from the Latin and have substan-

tially the same meaning. But she does not hint that the reason for the

varying forms is that one of them came to England by way of Spain,
another through France, while the third we have caught directly from
Italian lips. Yet this single fact is more illuminative and—with the trains
of thought which it would be certain to stimulate in the child—more in-

teresting than the entire chapter as it now stands. And this is true, quite
independent of one's opinion as to spelling reform. It is to be hoped that
this whole matter will be treated more competently in the later editions
which the book deserves. The Educational Publishing Co., Chicago.
50 cents.

Precisely the same qualities that have made Frederic Reming- remington
ton's pictures vital and indispensable records of the frontier ap- as a
pear in his novel, John Ermine of the Yellowstone. What Rem- novewst .

ington sees, he sees through and through and all around, and transfers to

canvass or the printed page with utter disregard of convention. Nor are
his pictures, in either medium, mere surface transcripts, but interpreta-
tions— and of unusual breadth and penetration, since he reads for you in
each case not only a clearly defined personal identity, but a "

type." John
Ermine's ancestry is North-of-Europe, but all his memories and training
are Crow-Indian, until, as manhood approaches, his adoptive parents sur-
render him to the great Crow medicine-man, Crooked Bear—a white
" hermit of the mountains." Eater he becomes a scout for General Crook,
in his campaign against the Sioux. For all the emergencies of warfare he
is amply equipped by nature and education. But when a beautiful white
woman is tempted by his splendid young manhood to smile on him,
though without the faintest idea of abandoning her class-pedestal for his

arms, tragedy comes swiftly. The illustrations are by the author, and
would illuminate even a dull book—which this is not. The Macmillan Co.,
New York. $1.50.

William A. Einn's Biography of Horace Greeley, appearing in NOT a
the " Series of Historic Eives," is a disappointment. The author competent
appears to have no sense of relative values. For example, he de- study.
votes ten pages to the details of the Liberal-Republican Convention which
nominated Greeley for the Presidency, five lines to the Democratic Conven-
tion which endorsed him, three pages to the entire campaign and two to a
statement of the causes of his defeat. The farm at Chappaqua is dis-
missed with a single page. Even more curious are some omissions. So
little attention is paid to Mr. Greeley's personal and family relations that
it does not even appear whether he ever had a child. Nor is there the

slightest suggestion of his enthusiastic interest and belief in the West ;

though to this day "Go West, young man; go West!" brings Greeley
inevitably into the mind of any American over forty. But the most vital
failure is that there is not the slightest attempt to explain the secret of
the great editor's power, to tell why it was that the New York Tribune for
almost a generation wielded a greater influence than has ever been pos-
sessed by any other newspaper. Yet this is the heart of a biographical
study of the man who was the New York Tribune. D. Appleton & Co.,
New York. $1 net; postage 10 cents.

James Weber Einn's first novel, The Second Generation, was The
distinctly creditable—his second, The Chameleon, shows a very ruung
positive advance not only in technique but in grasp and penetra- motive.
tion. Its essential purpose is the study of three different types of the

poseur—the man whose most persistent and irresistible motive is the de-
sire to keep the eyes of his fellows fixed upon himself. In the young
lawyer who gives the title to the book, this trait is betrayed by the facility
with which his opinions shift to suit those of his companions, and it betrays
him into a growing habit of "stretching his stories" and finally into his
own betrayal of a secret with disastrous consequences. Contrasted with
him are the bluff, loud-voiced manufacturer who has made millions out of

pickles, delights in the thought that his name and portrait are familiar all
over the world, and endows a university with ten of his millions ; and the
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popular clergyman who has discovered that blunt frankness is the most
effective way of attracting attention and winning admiration. The story
will set for many of its readers a problem in self-examination. McClure,
Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

good story Considered solely on its merits as a story, Guy WetmoreCarryl's
with a The Lieutenant Governor ranks well up. It is well-constructed,
bad monai,. dramatic, vivid and entertaining. But as a study in politics

economics or ethics—all of which it is intended to be—it is criminally un-
sound. The kernel of its doctrine is that assassination may be used with

advantage to temper the despotism of a combination of labor union and
political ring, provided only that the assassin cheerfully pays life for life.

If the teaching of anarchy at its worst ever qualifies for a seat in the

prisoner's pen, this book is a competent bid for a reserved chair. Mr. Carryl
would probably deny his intention to prescribe murder as a purge to the

body politic ; but the sympathy of the reader is unmistakably invited in

this story to the murderer, whose crime is repeatedly stated to have saved
the State. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $1.50.

how to hunt A. Radclyffe Dufmore, pioneer in the difficult art mi catching
with A the wild things of earth, air and watsr with his camera, and trans-

camera. ferring them all alive to a photographic plate, now lays all his

trade-secrets bare for any who will read. His Nature and the Camera
treats the subject in the fullest detail, and nothing is lacking to enable any
reader to go and do likewise. Nothing, that is to say, except the inborn

"gift," and the intimate skill which comes only by long, patient and en-
thusiastic labor at a task which one loves. The book is beautifully illus-

trated with plates reproduced from the author's photographs. Doubleday
& Co., New York ; C. C. Parker, Eos Angeles. $1.35 net.

among Very few who open Stewart Edward White's Conjuror's House
the will be able to lay it down unfinished. The scene is in the terri-

pur Traders. tory northwest of Hudson's Bay where the absolute sway of " The
Company "

is as unquestioned as it was two hundred years ago. The lead-

ing actors are the Factor, whose authority is sufficient even unto life or
death over a domain large enough for a European empire, his daughter, of

spirit tempered like his own, and a young Free Trader, who has come under
peril of " La Eongue Traverse "

by repeated defiance of Company and
Factor. The clash of wills of the two men is complicated by the swift
flame of an ardent passion. In these latter days there is a sufficiency of
both writers and readers who profess their adoration for such Native
Wildernesses as are sufficiently chaperoned by railroads and hotels. Mr.
White is not of that breed. He is intimate of the real wilderness, and the
breath of it is in his books. McClure, Phillips & Co., New York. $1.50.

a svudy OF A. J. Dawson's Hidden Manna is to be warmly recommended on
moorish two counts. In the first place it is very good reading indeed, just

life. for the sake of the story ; and, besides, is a really remarkable
study of Oriental life and manners as they have developed in Morocco. To
anyone who knows both books, James Morier's Hajji Baba of Ispahan will

at once be suggested, as dealing with Persian life and character with

something the same evidence of intimate knowledge as this shows in rela-

tion to the Moors. But where that book was satiric and cynical, this is sym-
pathetic and interpretative. And the more recent work far surpasses the
earlier one in interest of plot, development of character and literary skill.

A. S. Barnes & Co., New York. $1.50.

did the Charles Burr Todd, who has already posed Aaron Burr as " the
woman soul of honor"—how cheerful a spectacle would be an argument
tempt him ? between Gertrude Atherton and himself upon this point !

—now
undertakes to mend and patch another somewhat frayed reputation. The
Real Benedict Arnold is devoted to a vigorous presentation of that gentle-
man's unquestionably valuable military service, to an explanation of the

repeated public charges of improper conduct as due mainly to hate,

jealousy and other uncharitable motives, and finally to the assertion that his

wife was principally to blame for his final treason. Arnold betrayed his

country, but was not mean enough to fly to the apology of Adam. If he
could have looked a hundred years into the future, he would doubtless have

prayed for delivery from such friendship as now resorts to it. A. S.
Barnes & Co., New York. $1.20 net.
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In The Stumbling Block, Edwin Pugh has made another of The
the temperamental studies which have lately attracted a good "umiT"
many writers and readers. His heroine finally decides to die, be- up to date.
cause her husband declines to believe that she has murder«d a rival for his

affections. She insists that unless he will believe this and continue to love
her as much as ever in spite of it, he does not really love her true self at
all—and of course life is not worth living in that case. This seems to be
the limit in "

temperament," so far as recorded up to the present writing.
A. S. Barnes & Co., New York. $1.50.

How To Make Money contains something like eighty plans, choice enough
worked out in more or less detail, by which women without train- and to
ing, and with little or no capital, may earn their living wholly or spare.
in part. There is much ingenuity and ample variety in the schemes pro-
posed, which include professions so far apart as frog-farming, buying old

neckties, soliciting subjects for the gentle ministry of a dentist and guiding
strangers through the wilds of the most remote and savage Eastern metro-

polis. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. $1 net.

Aconsiderable fraction of Alfred Mathews's Ohio andHerWestern Reserve
(in the '

Expansion of the Republic
"
series) is devoted to the Connecticut

settlements in the Wyoming Valley of Pennsylvania, and the "Penamite
wars " of which they were the scene. This is a chapter of American his-

tory curiously unfamiliar considering its importance. For the Pennsyl-
vania colonies were not only resultant from the same force which later took

possession of, and moulded, the Western Reserve in Ohio, but were in a

very substantial sense the cause of the later settlements. Mr. Mathews
handles his subject with enthusiasm, yet with reasonable balance, and the
book is well justified. D. Appleton & Co., New York. $1.25 net ; post-
age, 12 cents.

Neltje Blanchan, to whom nature lovers are already indebted for several

charming books on birds, adds another volume quite up to her standard.
The opening chapter gives its title to the book—How To Attract Bird
Neighbors. The recipe in brief is,

" No cats or guns ; plenty of food and
water—and genuine sympathy and friendship." Both in content and format
the book is a desirable possession. The illustrations are of really remark-
able quality, which makes it the more remarkable that no credit is given
for them. Some of them are certainly from photographs by Mr. Dug-
more, who tells in a book from the same publishers, mentioned in another
paragraph, how he gets them. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York ; C. C.

Parker, Eos Angeles. $1.35 net.

A Bunch of Rope Yarns, by Stanton H. King, is not, as one might anti-

cipate, a collection of sea-stories. For once, I cannot do better than quote
with approval the publisher's description—"A delightful miscellany of
semi-reminiscent articles, fascinating to the landsman because it is all so
new and full of interest, and to the seaman because it is the life he has
himself lived." Mr. King is Superintendent of the Sailors' Haven Mis-
sion for Seamen at Charleston, Mass., and that one of his "

yarns
" which

treats of his own work is of much value. The Gorham Press, New York.
$1.25.

The Book of Weddings, by Mrs. Burton Kingsland, is described as " a

complete manual of the '

proper thing
' in all the complicated details of a

modern marriage ceremony." So far as I can tell—which is a very little

way indeed—the subject is covered as fully as was possible within the nar-
row space-limit to which the author has restricted herself. The book con-
tains only 245 pages. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York; C. C. Parker,
Eos Angeles, $1.20 net.

A reading of the witty and keenly satirical text of Patience, now pub-
lished in book form, leaves no wonder that W. S. Gilbert should have
towered far above the rank and file of them that dally with the libretto of
comic operas. It deserves a place on any book-shelf, Doubleday, Page &
Co., New York; C. C. Parker, Eos Angeles. $1.00 net.

The Southerners is a story of the Civil War in Cyrus Townsend Brady's
best style

—which is as much as to say that it is a swift and ringing tale of
love and battle. The horror of battle, as well as the heroism and glory of

it, are strongly painted, and a wedding alleviates the tension at the end.
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. $1.50.
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Veronica frankly declares itself to be a love story

—a "
story of feeling

and not a tale of adventure." To my notion, it might be described even
more accurately as a study of the love-interest, from a woman's stand-

point, in three different phases. The first is the all-absorbing passion
which takes possession of the heart of a young maid and leaves her a
woman ; the second, an attempt at ** love on the rebound ;

" the third, a
tender and sweet affection which has its roots in sympathy. The author,
Martha W. Austin, may clearly be credited with a distinctive style, inti-

mate perception and a delicate touch. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York ;

C. C. Parker & Co., Los Angeles. $1.50.

Art in the Nineteenth Century was originally delivered by Dr. Charles
Waldstein as the opening lecture of a University Extension Course. Dr.
Waldstein is far from believing that this is a period of art-decadence, but
holds, to the contrary, that it is peculiarly and remarkably an age of expan-
sion in artistic achievement, both as to subject-matter and form of ex-

pression. This position he maintains by a rapid survey of accomplishment
in literature, painting, music, and other fields during the past century. The
Macmillan Co., New York. 60 cents.

A second edition of Alfred Wesley Wishart's admirably judicial study of
Monks and Monasteries now appears, with an added note upon the friars of
the Philippines. It is largely historical, but historical in the fuller sense
of an enquiry into the origin, significance, and results upon civilization of
monasticism. This edition is published to meet the demand for a less costly
volume than was offered by the first, but is very far from being "cheap"
in appearance or execution. Albert Brandt, Trenton, N. J.; C.C.Parker,
Los Angeles. $1.50 net.

Paul Gwynne's Pagan at the Shrine must be given a high place among
contemporary fiction on no less than three scores— its intimate and convinc-

ing pictures of life in Andalucia, its close and unusual character-drawing,
and the skill of the novelist as story-teller. It is relentlessly tragic, after
the Greek model, but by no means to the exclusion of the humorous, even
the broadly comic. It is recommended, without reserve. The Macmillan
Co., New York. $1.50.

The Stirrup Cup, by J. Aubrey Tyson, is a slight but brilliant tale of

revolutionary days. Its substance is the swift and successful wooing of
Theodosia Prevost, the Tory widow, by Aaron Burr, in the days when he
was but a daring young patriot officer. It is of the " Novelettes de Luxe
Series," and is an admirable specimen of tasteful book-making. D. Apple-
ton & Co., New York. $1.25.

The Struggle for a Continent is a continuous story of the wrestle be
tween France and England for the control of North America, drawn from
the works of that giant among American historians, Francis Parkman.
Dr. Pelham Edgar is editor of the volume, which consists of verbatim
extracts from Parkman, with such connecting notes as are necessary. The
result is a thoroughly useful and entertaining volume. Little, Brown &
Co., Boston. $1.50 net.

Dr. L. Emmett Holt's very useful monograph on the Care and Feeding
of Children, otherwise described on the title-page as " a catechism for the
use of mothers and childrens' nurses," has just reached the dignity of a
third edition. D. Appleton & Co., New York. 75 cents.

Dr. William Elliott Griffis's Young People's History of Holland gives an
outline of Dutch history from the earliest times down to the present day,
in manner to attract and inform youthful readers. Houghton, Mifflin &
Co., Boston

; Stoll & Thayer Co., Los Angeles. $1.50 net.

The doctrines taught by William George Jordan, in his essays on indi-

vidual problems and possibilities, published under the title of The Power
of Truth, are uniformly sane, sound and undiluted. Which is good enough
warrant for any teaching. Brentano's, New York.

A Royal Son and Mother, by the Baroness Pauline von Hiigel, is a bio-

graphical sketch of Demetrius Galitzin, Prince of Russia by birth, mission-

ary priest in Pennsylvania by choice. It is an enthusiastic and instructive

study. The Ave Maria, Notre Dame, Ind. 75 cents.

Charles Amadon Moody.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

w
HAIL, IRRIGATION PRESIDENT!

RESIDENT ROOSEVELT is in the wilds of Yellowstone

Park as these words are written. He will be bowing to the

cheers of California when they are read. He is our first

irrigation President, and his presence among us makes this an

opportune moment to review the policy which, in the opinion of

Western men, will be the chief glory of his administration. It

has been said of our present Executive, that "where he works,

things come to pass." This is happily true in regard to the

national irrigation policy to which he lent his name while Gov-

ernor of New York, and to which he devoted so large a portion
of both his messages to Congress. It is yet but ten months
since the new law was enacted, but the President will have more
than one opportunity to acknowledge the salute of engineering

parties who are surveying reservoirs and canals, as he passes

through the country. Piled up in the treasury at Washington is

the tidy sum of about ten million dollars in the reclamation fund.

Before many months have passed, it is probable that actual con-

struction will be under way. Oh, that a gun could be fired

from Pike's Peak when the first dirt is moved by the all-power-
ful hand of the nation—a gun which might reverberate from
ocean to ocean, notifying Maine, and California, and all

the land between, that the United States of America has at

last set out upon the greatest of its twentieth-century tasks !

The West will welcome Theodore Roosevelt as it has never wel-

comed any President in the past. Before fate beckoned him to

the White House, he had said : "I am of the sixth generation
born on Manhattan Island, but I belong West of the Missouri

River." Many years ago, when a young man in somewhat
delicate health, he came out from the East to seek the strength
of the mountains and the benediction of the unclouded sun. He
made a ranch on the headquarters of the Little Missouri,
herded cattle, mingled with cowboys, hunted the big game of

the plains. There he learned the marvels of the arid soil when
joinedlo the waters of the mountain stream. And there he became

essentially a western man in spirit and in temperament. This ex-
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perience it was which enabled him to link his name forever with

the Doing of a Very Big Thing. Just how big a thing it was to

put the Presidential shoulder against the barred doors of Arid

America perhaps he does not yet realize. Perhaps none of us have

more than a vague consciousness of the mighty issues involved

in the act. But that is not the greatest thing he has done for

us. The reclamation of these deserts was inevitable sometime.

But it was by no means inevitable that they should be re-

claimed by means of public works, and that the ownership of

land and water would be indissolubly united. The greatest

thing the President has done for us was to write this flaming
sentence :

Private ozvnershi-p of water afart from land cannot prevail
without causing enduring wrong.
That was a Proclamation of Emancipation. Into the great

struggle between Private Greed and Public Good came, at the

psychological moment, the weighty word of the first Irrigation

President—and the battle was won. Welcome, Theodore
Roosevelt ! Welcome, because you are the President ! Wel-

come, again, because you wrung national irrigation from an un-

willing Congress ! And thrice welcome, because with a stroke

of your pen you slew the dragon of Water Monoply 1 Much as

the men of today appreciate the thing you did when opportu-

nity opened the door, it is only the men who are to live as the

long generations shall unfold who may know the full signifi-

cance of the great deed.

w-anted •
Would it be a proper expenditure of public funds to

a decent bring one or two Eastern editors to the Pacific Coast for
kducation. educational advantages? The Country Gentleman has

flourished for the edification of more than one generation of

American readers. It is eminently respectable, but inclined to be

ultra-conservative. In the present article it asserts itself with

more than usual vigor. It goes so far as to hint that it is about

to engage in a unique enterprise
—
probably nothing less than

the formation of an Anti-National-Irrigation Association. Be-

hold the venerable organ of rural respectability, in its act of

preparing to sweep back the tide with its broom :

Yes, this is a new policy, a policy that has always been fought against
by lovers of right, justice, equity—the taxation of the nation for the
benefit of one section ; but it is not the benefit that we deplore, but the
rank injustice against every fanner in the already settled sections of the

country. We speak in behalf of the owners and laborers on the 7,000,000
farms in the country, and the 40,000,000 people who are striving to win a
living from the farms that we already have. Not content to reflect on the

hardships endured by our present farmers while more than a dozen large
States were opened up to agriculture within the past generation, our gov-
ernment now proposes to put the farmers through another series of year*
of increasing competition from new agricultural district*.

If the govern ii Ki it is ready to undertake internal improvements on a
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mammoth scale, it can do far better than to attempt, at this time, to re-

deem the areas that nature designed should at least be held in reserve

until more favored localities are producing- to their maximum. Even
though millions of acres could be made to produce bountiful crops by irri-

gation, there is no necessity for them at this time. In fact, to open them
up to cultivation would be a national calamity, and our farmers should

strenuously oppose every attempt.
We again call upon farmers everywhere to protest through all proper

sources against this iniquity being continued, and more than this, we im-

plore you to be ready for cooperation the moment you have the opportu-
nity to join the movement that will soon be started, and then through
cooperation you will soon be numerous enough and powerful enough to

thwart all attempts like this, which, if consummated, will put you back

fifty years as regards material progress.

This is the provincial view of national irrigation. THK PROVINCIAI<
The expression of it has been confined almost entirely view

to the n rtheastern section of the country, though it
OF rr *

is by no means the prevailing- opinion in that section. In

marked contrast to this narrow and hysterical opinion, was the

attitude of the South when the matter came up for action in

Congress. The South, unlike New York and New England,
has lands which are being offered for colonization. It might,

therefore, find a selfish justification for opposing the opening of

millions of acres of new lands for settlement in the arid region.

But the Southern representatives voted unanimously for national

irrigation.

The objections to the policy set forth in the foregoing answer
article are easy to answer. to the

1. The national irrigation plan as it now stands lays
objections.

no tax whatever upon eastern farmers. The work will be done

solely from the proceeds arising from the sale of public lands in

the arid region. Settlers repay the cost of the works to the

government in ten years.

2. If at some future time Congress shall decide to increase

the reclamation fund by making direct appropriations from the

treasury, the policy will not even then create a burden of taxa-

tion for Eastern farmers to bear, since it will still be necessary
for settlers to repay the cost of the works.

3. But even if the money were not repaid, appropriations for

the storage of floods at the mountain sources of our great rivers

would be justifiable on the same grounds as appropriations for

the building of levees on the lower reaches of our great rivers to

prevent the destruction of property owned by private individuals.

4. Furthermore, the people of .the West, and of the vast

interior, have been taxed for an indefinite period to meet the

cost of harbor improvements and defences on the Atlantic Coast.

Such improvements always confer special benefits on individuals,

while benefiting the nation at large. The West and the inte-

rior have never received direct benefit, but have always paid
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their full share of the cost. National irrigation gives our

Eastern friends a chance to return the compliment.
5. It is plainly constitutional to tax all parts of the country

for the common defence and security. And not all our foes are

without. Those most to be dreaded are within. It is just as

proper to tax the country to make homes for its people as to tax

them to build forts or battleships
—

just as proper, and a thou-

sand times as sensible.

6. There will be no competition whatever between the products

of the irrigated West and the products of New York and other

Eastern States. In the first place, but a comparatively small por-

tion of any one of our arid States can ever be cultivated. All

these States have a wonderful diversity of resources. The irri-

gated farm will have about all it can do to feed the people of

the towns, the mines, the forest and the stock-range. That is

to say, natural conditions are such as to assure a home market

great enough to absorb a very large portion of the product of

the region. In the second place, we have another world

over here on our side of the continent which looks to us for

any surplus we can spare
—the world of the Orient and of the

Frozen North. Third, the class of products to be raised from

these desert lands will not compete with the products of Eastern

farms. Irrigation means small holdings and intensive cultiva-

tion. This and the peculiarities of our climate permit us to

grow crops which cannot be profitably raised at the East—
oranges, lemons, raisins, prunes, figs, dates, olives, walnuts and

almonds. The sugar-beet will be a great product, but that will

not hurt our Eastern friends, since it will take hundreds of

factories to produce the sugar now imported. The only fresh

vegetables and fruits which we can possibly send to Eastern

markets in competition with the farmers of that section are

those which mature very early, when the eastern product is not

in evidence at all. Otherwise, the cost of transportation would

be prohibitory.

7. But even if it were true that the opening of the arid

West to settlement would introduce a new element of competi-

tion to eastern agriculture, the progress of the world could not

be stayed on that account. Ever since the Pilgrims landed at

Plymouth, the American people have been pushing Westward.

If the Country Gentleman had been published at Plymouth, it

would doubtless have objected to the opening of Western New
York to settlement. If it thinks the world is large enough now,
it would have thought the same thing one or two centuries ago.

It would have opposed every work of material conquest on which

the nation has entered from the beginning. It sees its country
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through the wrong end of the telescope. The truth is that,

speaking- broadly, every part of the United States has reaped
benefits from every enlargement of the national life. Here and

there an individual, or even a community, may have suffered

some temporary loss by the changing of conditions. But on

the whole all the material interests of New York and New Eng-
land have been benefited by the expansion of population over

new areas in the West. And so it will be hereafter. The de-

velopment of the vast interior made Chicago and St. Louis,

Kansas City and Omaha, St. Paul, Minneapolis and other great
cities. But New York, Philadelphia and Boston are neither

smaller nor poorer than they were when the vast interior was a

wilderness. The truth is that the Eastern people have more to

gain from the opening of our new Empire between the Missouri

and Pacific than have we of the West. We are all right anyhow—a little lonesome, but flourishing
—while our Eastern friends

have got to have an outlet for their surplus people, products and

capital, or suffer an inevitable collapse sooner or later. We live

from the soil and are self-supporting. But they must have cus-

tomers or their industries will languish.
It is pleasant to find that the New York journal, which has

been quoted, by no means represents all the people of the East.

It is not long since the staid old Philadelphia Ledger looked

upon the national irrigation idea with suspicion. It used to

oppose the enactment of such legislation. Even after the meas-

ure was passed it referred to it as something which would

probably turn out to be "an endless steal." In a recent editorial

the Ledger described what had been accomplished by the early

settlers in reclaiming the Salt River Valley of Arizona, then

continued as follows :

But private effort could do no more, and it is delightful to learn from the

Washington despatches that among the very first works undertaken by the
Federal Government will be the building of a reservoir for the Salt River
waters and the extension of the work begun by the Phoenix pioneers. This
reservoir will reclaim probably 100,000 acres of desert, and increase by SO

per cent, the actual available area of Arizona. Yet it is only one among five

similar pieces of engineering already initiated under the provisions of the
new irrigation law, which is estimated will add 600,000 acres to our Western
area of cultivation ; and this, yet again, is but 1 per cent, of the domain
which it is conceived possible to lift into productiveness. Nor does a state-
ment of the vastness of this territory exhaust the impressiveness of the

subject ;
the extraordinary fertility of the irrigated lands, the fact that

they encourage extensive farming, the nature of the crops and the ade-

quacy of small farms for the support of many persons have led the Secre-

tary of the Interior to estimate, with consi derable plausibility, that the re-
claimed lands will provide homes and food for a population as great as
that of the whole country at present.
This is expansion of the right sort. This is acquisition of territory by

methods incomparably more enlightened than those of war. To create

territory, rather than to seize it—that is the new idea. In the conquests of
the futtfre, the engineer, not the general, is to lead.
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blazing
** seems probable that the Salt River Valley of Ari-

thk new zona may enjoy an even greater distinction than that of
pathway,

being one of the earliest localities to receive the benefits

of national irrigation. It is in a fair way to take the lead in work-

ing out the great problem involved in the reorganization and
reconstruction of irrigation systems throughout the West in

cooperation with the national government. And it promises to

become our greatest example of the capacity of the land-

owners to administer their own affairs when these shall have

assumed real magnitude. The Salt River Valley has had its

full share of troubles arising from crude methods and inade-

quate laws. Nowhere has the struggle for water been fiercer.

It is now proposed to bring all the conflicting ditches and

canals into one comprehensive system. The National Irriga-

tion Association, realizing the value of a single magnificent

example to illustrate the success of its plan, is bending every
effort to bring about a readjustment in the Salt River Valley
that shall point the way to success throughout the West. To
this end, Mr. George H. Maxwell, its executive chairman, has

taken up his temporary residence at Phoenix, and cooperated
with the citizens of the valley in forming the new plans and

carrying them into execution. A company has been incorpor-

ated under the name of Salt River Valley Water Users Asso-

ciation. The object of the company is to bring together in one

organization all landowners who receive water from the govern-
ment reservoir. The capitalization is $3,750,000, divided into

250,000 shares of the par value $15 each. The area included is

designated as Salt River Reservoir District. It is provided that
k '

those and those only who are owners of land, or occupants of

public lands, having initiated a right to acquire the same,
within the territory described, or within such extensions thereof

as may be hereafter made from time to time, shall be the hold-

ers or owners of shares of the capital stock
;
and for each acre

of such lands shareholders may become the owner of one share of

stock of this Association, and no more." The share of stock is

made appurtenant to the land and, in the case of land which has

formerly been irrigated from the natural flow of the stream, the

Association undertakes to deliver the same quantity which the

land formerly received, plus its share of reservoir water
; but it

is distinctly provided that
"
the whole amount of water actually

delivered from all sources shall not exceed the amount necessary

for the proper cultivation of said lands." Virtually, the plan

amounts to a merger of all existing canals in the valley, which
are now to be supplemented by water stored in the great Tonto
Basin. This has been the dream of the valley since the first
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American pioneer trod its soil. It was beyond the reach of the

farmers, even beyond the reach of the richest corporations en-

gaged in developing the country. But now the nation reaches

forth its hand and the Impossible is to come true. In accordance

with the national irrigation Act, the landowners will return the

cost of the work to the government in ten annual payments,
without interest.

INTERESTING
The method of administration proposed for the great

Association is very interesting. The plan provides for administrative

the following officers :

pi,ans.

1 . A Council.

2. A Board of Governors.

3. One or more local boards of Water Commissioners.

4. A President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary, and

such officers and agents as shall or may be, from time to time,

created and established by the Council.

Only landowners are eligible to seats in the Council, which is

the legislative body of the Association. The Reservoir District

is divided into ten local districts, each of which is en-

titled to three members of the Council. After 1904, one mem-
ber will be chosen on the first Tuesday of April each year, and

serve three years. Members are to serve without compensation,
but receive mileage one way at the rate of ten cents per mile for

each day of actual attendance. The Council will hold one an-

nual meeting, and such special meetings as may be called from
time to time. The Board of Governors is chosen by the share-
holders. This is the administrative branch, and appoints all

officers and employes needed in carrying on the works. It also

has charge of financial matters and levies assessments. Three
Water Commissioners are appointed for each canal division by
the Board of Governors. These Commissioners deal with the

important matter of distributing water among the users. The
President and Vice-President are chosen by the stockholders at

their annual election, but the Secretary and the Treasurer are

appointed by the Governors.
The scheme of government appears to be very complete, and

as simple as circumstances will permit. It is to be remem-
bered that the territory covered by the Association will ulti-

mately support a larger population than that possessed by some
of the smaller States of the Union. It has to deal with matters
more vital than anything which falls within the scope of Gov-
ernor and Legislature, for in a land as arid as the Salt River

Valley the management of the water supply is the nearest
concern of the people. The outcome of this effort to unite
the people of the greatest valley in Arizona in a single work-
able irrigation system will be watched with the utmost interest

throughout the United States. If they are successful, millions

will follow where they have led the way.
Wm. E. Smythe.
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OUTCOME OF "WPIGHT LAW."

ffN 1887 the California Legislature enacted what was popu-

2 larly known as the "Wright Law," providing for the form-

ation of irrigation districts. This law was regarded at

the time by very many people as the final solution of the irri-

gation problem. In all, forty-two districts were organized, but

three were declared illegal and abandoned. The remaining

thirty-nine undertook to issue bonds and provide themselves

with irrigation facilities.

The total number of acres embraced in the thirty-nine dis-

tricts was 2,046,865; the total authorized debt, $16,469,200. Of
the entire bonded indebtedness authorized, $7,889,255 became

an actual lien on land, since that amount of bonds was disposed

of for cash or property.

The fifteen years which have elapsed since the passage of the

law have seen a singular and pathetic struggle on the part of

the people to obtain the result on which they had set their

hearts with such enthusiasm. Almost from the beginning, the

district plan encountered fierce opposition on the part of an ele-

ment who had staying qualities. It was never favored by the

large landowners, which included the great San Francisco

banks. Wherever bonds were offered for sale, the voice of influ-

ential financiers was raised against them. The validity of the

law was also attacked and taken to the Supreme Court of the

United States, where it was argued by two of the greatest law-

yers of the land—Joseph H. Choate and Benjamin Harrison.

The law was sustained as clearly constitutional in itself. But
this did not end litigation. Individual districts were promptly
attacked for failure to comply with the technicalities of the law

in certain respects. No bonds were invalidated by these pro-

ceedings, but communities were divided, confidence was destroyed

and the district development brought to a standstill.

In its original form the law was decidedly crude, but it was
several times improved by amendments. Preeminently sound in

its fundamentals, it failed in its details. Its strength was the

fact that it undertook to supply water at actual cost by means of

public ownership, and effected real and lasting unity of land and

water ownership. Its weakness was on the side of administra-

tion. The localities to be reclaimed had, for the most part, but

a sparse population. It was seldom that among the settlers were

found men of sufficient capacity as financiers, engineers and

administrators to carry out to successful completion very large

business undertakings. And yet no one can say what the out-

come would have been if the powerful influences arrayed against
the district plan had been on its side, or even neutral. The
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event showed that the "Wright Law" could not weather the

well-directed opposition of the great banks, the great land-

owners and the great lawyers. This combination was too much
for the poor farmers to overcome. In the meantime, they had

fallen victim to their own lack of administrative capacity in too

many cases, purchasing water rights which carried no water,

and reservoir sites which did not command sufficient water-shed

for their purpose. They often entered into very bad contracts,

and thus failed to get any adequate return for the indebtedness

incurred. Thus many of the districts went down in a sea of debt

and litigation. In many localities abandoned farms and homes
furnish sad monuments to failure.

In spite of all these difficulties, it strangely happened that

the greatest districts came out successful. These were Turlock,
Modesto and Alta, all of which are in the heart of the San

Joaquin valley. And today public sentiment appears to be veer-

ing around to the district idea again. Striking evidence of this is

found in the fact that the beautiful Lompoc valley, in Santa Bar-

bara county, is about to be reclaimed through the formation of a

new district. What is still stranger, the very elements which

fought the district plan before are supporting it at Lompoc—the

large landowners and the banks. Nevertheless, it is perfectly

clear that if the district method is to be employed extensively

hereafter, it must be immensely strengthened on its adminis-

trative side. A way must be found to prevent the formation of

districts which are impracticable, to safeguard the interests of

the landowners in the granting and performance of contracts,

and to secure the employment of the highest business talent in

operating works.

But in the meantime there are over thirty districts in trouble,

with millions of outstanding obligations. The settlers are get-

ting little or no water; the bondholders, little or no interest.

How can the tangled affairs of these districts be adjusted ?

The articles which follow throw light upon two sides of the

question.

* A REMEDY AT LAST.
By D. L. WITHINGTON*

{SrtHE bill providing for the dissolution of irrigation dis-

JL tricts formed under the Wright law, and for the settle-

ment of their indebtedness (Chapter V of the Acts of

1903, approved by Gov. Pardee, February 10, 1903) was the

fourth bill of the same character which has passed the Legis-
lature in the last three sessions.

*Formerly State Senator from San Diesro County, and a resident and landowner of Es-
condido district.
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Previous to the approval of this act there was no provision of

law for the dissolution of an irrigation district or the settle-

ment of its indebtedness with its creditors. It is true that the

Legislature, by the act of April 1, 1897, had authorized the re-

funding of indebtedness by the issue of a new indebtedness not

greater in amount, and that by the act of March 25, 1893, the

Legislature purported to provide for the abandonment of opera-

tions by irrigation districts and for their disorganization. But

that act was clearly unconstitutional, since it sought to divide

districts into three classes : one class of those districts which

are larger than the Central Irrigation District, one class which

would include that district, and a third class smaller than the

Central Irrigation District.

By the act of March 31, 1897, this portion of the act of 1893

was amended, so that the classes were stricken from the bill ; but

the act provided that no district should take advantage of the

provisions of the act if there was an existing bonded indebted-

ness. This amendment raised a new question as to the consti-

tutionality of the act, and it was clearly
—if constitutional—

of no value to irrigation districts having a bonded indebted-

ness, although the act appeared to be drawn for the purpose of

providing for the disorganization of districts which had a

bonded indebtedness.

The act passed at this session was originally drawn in a

somewhat different form by Mr. Shirley C. Ward, of Los An-

geles, and was introduced by Senator Currier, of Los Angeles,
at the session of 1899. After being amended it was pocketed

by Gov. Gage. At the session of 1901, Senator Nutt, of San

Diego, introduced two bills similar to the one which has now be-

come a law. The first of these, which was almost identical with

the bill signed by Gov. Pardee, was vetoed by Gov. Gage, chiefly

on the untenable ground that the bill purported to dispose of a

public franchise, whereas the object of the act is merely to

change the form of administration of a public use. The second

bill, drawn to meet his objections, was pocketed by him.

The act which passed the last Legislature is drawn with the

view of permitting districts which have an outstanding issue of

bonds to enter into a compromise with their creditors, dissolve

the district, and to provide for the administration of the pnblic

use in the water supply so that there shall be no divorcement be-

tween the land and the water when once they have been married.

In order to initiate the proceeding, a majority, both in numbers

and in value, of the holders of title to the real property in an

irrigation district, determined by the last assessment roll, must

petition the Board of Directors of the district for its dissolu-
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tion. The act provides what the petition shall contain, and

among
- other things it must contain any proposition made by

the holders of the indebtedness to settle the same, and also a

plan to carry the settlement into execution. This is the gist of

the bill. It authorizes an agreement between the district and

its creditors, and provides a means for carrying it out. The
only limitation upon any plan which can be made to meet the

necessities of an individual district, is that it should be within

the limits of constitutional law, the first requisite of which is

that all the owners of the indebtedness must join in the settle-

ment, or their claims must be provided for, or they must have

their day in court. To accomplish this, the petition, when filed,

must state the assets of the district, and give a statement of all

lands sold to the district for taxes, and the amount due, the

unpaid assessments, and the amount upon each lot, and all

other assets of the district.

Upon the filing of the petition, a special election is called, at

which—in case no plan has been submitted in the petition
—the

directors must propose a plan to carry the settlement into effect.

Before the election is held, the assent of the holders of valid in-

debtedness must be obtained, or provision made for their pay-
ment. In case two-thirds of the votes are in favor of dissolution,

it is the duty of the directors to file a petition in the superior

court of the county to determine the validity of the proceedings
and of the proposed plan for the dissolution of the district. The
action is a proceeding in rem, and notice is given by publica-

tion. Within thirty days anyone interested may appear and

contest the validity of the proceedings, or the validity of any

portion of the indebtedness, or of any sales for assessments, or

the amount of any assessment due, and the court must, in its

order, adjust and determine the rights and liabilities of all

parties. In this way jurisdiction is acquired of all the world,
and everyone has his day in court and a valid judgment ob-

tained. The action must be speedily tried, and an appeal
must be taken, if at all, within thirty days, and the supreme
court must determine the appeal within three months. In de-

termining the regularity of the proceeding, the court must dis-

regard any irregularity or omission which does not affect the

substantial rights of the parties.

If the Board of Directors does not file the proceeding, any as-

sessment payer may. Another provision which is of great im-

portance, and characterizes the bill, is that a corporation may
be organized for the purpose of acquiring the assets of the dis-

trict including the irrigation system, which corporation shall

havS all the powers, rights and franchises necessary to carry on
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the irrigation system, and exercise its franchise and water

rights. This provision is broad enough to authorize the forma-

tion of mutual companies which can administer the public use

in the water and preserve it in case of the dissolution of the

district.

The court is authorized in its decree to make all orders neces-

sary to carry out the plan ;
can apportion the indebtedness and

create liens for the apportioned amounts on the various parcels

of land within the district, can order a sale of the assets in such

way as will effectuate the plan, and can provide for the conveyance
of the irrigation system and other assets of the district. Under

this, a settlement could be made by which the payments could

be made in installments, or could be payable only after a lapse

of years ;
but the act also provides that a redemption can be

made from any of these liens, at any time, by any land owner

paying the amount to the clerk of the court. A similar power
is given in reference to the assessments already levied.

After the property of the irrigation district has been disposed

of, and all the indebtedness has been discharged, any balance

of money is distributed to the assessment-payers proportion-

ally, and a decree entered for the dissolution of the district.

W
HAPPY ALTA DISTRICT.

ByJOHN FAIRWEA THER.

|HAT company or corporation should own the God-given
rains and snow ? I know the old cry, that the Wright
law was a failure, but that has never been true. It was

the people who tried to beat the law, and did not have brains

enough to accomplish the job, that failed.

We, here in the Alta district, have been running for thirteen

years under the law, and I guarantee that you cannot find ten

men in the district that would say one word against the law.

We have no kickers. We have had some litigation as to our

bonds, but never any against the district. We have 128,000

acres in one district. Our average tax the past year was 27

cents per acre, but our best lands paid from 40 to 50 cents per

acre
;

it will not be more than this hereafter, and two-thirds of

this tax was to pay interest on our indebtedness ; hence you
see what is the actual cost of running water. We have a bond-

ed debt of $493,000 at 5 per cent on 20 year bonds. Under this

law the Turlock and Modesto districts are going right along,

since the people up there got their eyes opened and quit their

fighting. What you have to mind is to be careful
;
follow out

the little things in the law to the letter. Remember, you want
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to follow the Bridgeford law of 1897 and not the old Wright
law. The Bridgeford law will stand the test. If you follow it

closely, you will have no litigation hereafter. The Bridgeford

law follows the lines of the Wright law with some slight im-

provements. The law will stand. It has stood the test of all

courts up to the United States Supreme Court.

We, in the Alta district, have the cheapest water in the State.

We assess all lands alike, if of the same quality, whether it is

wheat, vineyard or orchard land
;
our way is to assess by the

acre value. Our best lands are assessed at $25 per acre for irri-

gation purposes. We assess buildings as improvements, but at

a nominal value. Don't take any lands into the district that

you cannot put water on. If you do get a little in, assess it

nominally. We assess our railroads $2,000 'per mile, and we
have no trouble. The people can, if they will, run their own
works. I am often tempted to say that the people are not ca-

pable of self-government, as they seem to like to pay their hard-

earned gains to private corporations, but we hope man)r people
will follow in the footsteps we have trod here so satisfactorily

for the past thirteen years under the old Wright law.

The irrigation law is a success, wherever the people try to

make it such. I know many districts have been failures. Many
were formed where they never should have been

; many were

commenced where there was no prospect of water. This should

never be done. If you have a fair prospect of having a reason-

able supply of water you are safe to go ahead. If you have not

got water don't try it. That was why the Tulare district failed.

They had no water-right near any stream. They bought up a

lot of supposed water-rights, hence were doomed to be a failure.

As I have said, follow the law, go carefully, make haste slowly,

and you cannot fail to get cheap water if you have it to begin
with.

Reedley, Cal.
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THE PATH OF REASON.

flgrtHE Fresno Republican, in a most friendly criticism of the

J^ policies advocated by the Constructive League, refers as

follows to the irrigation views of the President of the

organization :

" He sees so clearly the ultimate necessity of doing' away with 'vested

rights
' in water that he does not fully appreciate the temporary necessity

of regarding them. He understands so well the ultimate magnitude of the

irrigation policy on which the government has entered that he cannot com-
prehend the present need of keeping it within limits appreciable by the

congressional intellect. All this is said without disparagement of Mr.
Smythe's position as the one irrigation agitator in private life whose public
affiliations, so far as known, are his only affiliations, and whose enthusiasm
is unfeigned and unbought."

This paragraph from the most influential newspaper in the

San Joaquin Valley is reproduced not for the sake of the per-

sonal compliment (though that is very gratefully received) but

because it seems to be fairly representative of the general

opinion about the League entertained by an influential element

in California. There could be no better text from which to

speak of the true spirit in which the League is addressing itself

to our great economic problems.
To begin with, it is a matter of incalculable importance that

this movement is regarded as one whnh is utterly unselfish and

sincere. We have every reason to believe that this is the

general impression. Let us thank God for that 1 No man is

poor—no cause is hopeless
—that enjoys the confidence of think-

ing men.
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But while the Republican gives its voice to the expression of

confidence in our integrity of purpose, it sincerely believes that

the plans of the League cannot "commend themselves to the

hard-headed business men of California." And it reveals its

ground for this belief in its reference to "vested rights in

water."

The "
hard-headed business men " are simply mistaken as to

the attitude of the League on
"
vested rights." They, and the

general public, must be enlightened concerning the general

spirit as well as the specific plans of this movement. The work
of enlightenment is to be the labor of the next two years.

The Republican's editorial grew out of a discussion of the

Works Bill. The League fought that bill from start to finish,

and was probably the most influential factor in bringing about

its defeat. Now, the opponents of the Works Bill were not the

enemies of "vested rights in water." On the contrary, the

Works Bill was itself by far the most radical and unreasonable

assault on
"
vested rights in water " which was ever presented

to the Legislature at Sacramento. It clothed four men, none

of whom were to be practical irrigators, with the power arbi-

trarily to determine the exact amount of water which should be

permitted to be used on different soils and crops. The owners
of present rights were to have no hearing. So also in the

matter of riparian proprietors, the rights heretofore claimed

were to be set aside by statutory enactment. The League pro-

poses nothing of the kind. The Republican doubtless thinks it

does, because the League does favor public ownership of irriga-

tion facilities, and does seek to bring about the gradual absorp-
tion of works now privately owned into comprehensive public

systems. But is this policy necessarily inimical to "vested

rights in water?" Let us invite the attention of the Re-publican
and of "hard-headed businessmen" to the example of what is

perhaps the most prosperous irrigation community in the

United States.

THE BATTLE OF RIVERSIDE.

Riverside could not have been developed without large

capital. It was very expensive to get the water on the land.

The pioneer settlers did not possess the necessary means and

were, therefore, glad to welcome, at an earty day in their his-

tory, a capitalist who would invest a large amount of money in

land and in works of irrigation. This capitalist was the late

S. C. Evans.

After a few years Mr. Evans and the settlers reached the

stage-.where the irrepressible conflict could no longer be avoided;
for there is an irrepressible conflict where one man owns the
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water and other men own the land which is worthless without

it. It is useless to say that there ought to be no conflict where

both sides mean to be perfectly reasonable. Some things are

planted so deeply in human nature that they cannot be altered.

One of these things is man's aversion to acknowledging the

proprietorship of water apart from land. The truth is that the

man who owns the water in an arid region is the overlord of the

entire community. He may be kind, just, even generous. Mr.

Evan was all this, but—he was master ! It could not be other-

wise. He had acquired the actual ownership of one of the great
elements. And it happened to be that element which controlled

the use of all the other elements. Without water, land, air and

sunshine were of no practical value.

Mr. Evans fixed rates for the use of water which his irriga-

tion system supplied at a figure which he thought perfectly

reasonable. The settlers thought it was an overcharge and

appealed to the supervisors to modify the rates. The super-

visors promptly did so. Mr. Evans complained bitterly, saying
that on the basis of this decree he would be compelled to operate

the works at an actual annual loss of $4,000. Litigation ensued,

and Riverside was soon in the midst of contentions which

gravely menaced her prosperity. Now, there was but one way
to settle it. The consumers could not permanently suffer what

they honestty regarded as a kind of oppression. Mr. Evans
could not permanently suffer what he regarded as oppression.

For one thing, such a situation would bring all progress to a

standstill and depreciate the value of everybody's property.

For another thing, neighbors cannot afford to live in constant

friction. Something hadio be done. But what could be done ?

The citizens formed a water company of their own, the

primary object of which was to fight Mr. Evans and his system.
But after a little, somebody had an inspiration. Why should

not the community buy Mr. Evans out, "lock, stock and

barrel "—that is to say, not only the water-rights and irrigation

canal, but also the land, the ownership of which had made it

necessary for him to be a large proprietor of water. The result

was that a cooperative company composed of all the land-owners

and water-users (practically everybody) proceeded to buy out

the entire interests of the capitalist whose money and faith had

so largely contributed to the making of Riverside. They ac-

complished this by issuing bonds on the property to* pay Mr.

Evans, and also provided $120,000 for needed improvements. Did

the settlers actually obtain water from their own company at

less cost ? No ! They paid more than Mr Evans had asked them,
but they had an immensely better system, and the old Adam in
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them was appeased. They were their own masters now, for the

men who owned the land owned the water also. Riverside has

prospered ever since.

Now, Mr. Fresno Re-publican and Messrs. Hard-headed Busi-

ness Men, do you understand ? No harm was done to
"
vested

rights in water." Riverside "lived happily ever after." As
for Mr. Evans, he lived to enjoy many happy years, prosperous
and contented. He died rich, full of years and honor.

The ultimate fate of all the irrigation works owned apart
from the land is to become the property of those who occupy
and till the soil. The necessity of this settlement will be

forced by events. Water must be stored in reservoirs and settle-

ment extended over lands now vacant. This may be done with

the greatest economy and efficiency only by bringing all the

conflicting interests into large and comprehensive systems. In

some instances cooperative effort will meet the situation, as it

did at Riverside. But in more numerous cases we must resort

to great public works in order to preserve the vital principal of

joint-ownership of land and water.

"UNDER SWEETWATER DAM.

One of the most beautiful places for home-making on God's

green earth is where the sunny slope of Chula Vista stretches

from the foothills to the Bay of San Diego. Here are a few
thousand acres which were reclaimed and planted to the most
valuable crops as the result of the construction of the famous
Sweetwater Dam. If there is any place where the dove of peace

ought to spread her wings and hover like a benediction it is at

Chula Vista. But there is no peace. The little community is

virtually the tenantry of absentee waterlords who live at

Boston. The water is owned apart from the land.

The people of Chula Vista paid $300 an acre for the land

without improvements some years ago. As the land without

water had practically no value, the settlers supposed the price

they paid included water. In fact, they thought they owned a

certain amount of water per acre. But they lived to find such

was not the case. At least, they had no assurance that they
could continue to obtain the precious element at the price

($3.50 per acre per annum) which they had contracted to pay.
The company raised the price to $7 per annum. The super-
visors restored it to $3.50. The company immediately began
suit, claiming that such a reduction was equivalent to the con-

fiscation of their property in violation of law. The case finally

reached the Supreme Court of the United States, where it was

recently decided in favor of the irrigators. That was a great

victory, since it saved the irrigators $90,000 in
"
back water
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rent," the forced payment of which would have bankrupted the

community.
But did the decision furnish any water for the lands of Chula

Vista ? Not by any means. There is practically no water in

the reservoir behind the famous dam, and there has been practic-

ally none for years. The company is
"
not responsible for the

acts of Providence." If the floods do not come, how can they
be stored ? In the meantime, no act of Providence prevents the

company from tendering its little bill for $3.50 per acre per
annum. It is

M
so nominated in the bond."

During the past few dry seasons the company has been pump-
ing water. To fulfill its contract with the settlers ? No. To
sell the settlers at six and a half cents a thousand gallons, which
makes the cost per acre quite substantial. What is to be done ?

The settlers have the decision of the Supreme Court, but no
water. Judicial decisions, even when handed down by the high-
est court in the land, cannot, by the wildest stretch of the

imagination, be made to do duty in irrigating lemon orchards.

Nothing but water will answer the purpose.

The lawyer who has fought the battles of the settlers all the

way through the court is Judge A. Haines, himself one of the

settlers of Chula Vista. His suggestion of the solution of the

problem is as follows :

" There is something- to be done by the people and the company in the
formation of a cooperative company to devise a plan to improve the water
system. Ten miles above the Sweetwater dam there is a place called
Sweetwater Falls, where the rocks come to the surface and bring the
underground flow to the top of the ground for at least a part of every
year.
At this point at least a diverting dam must be placed and later a perman-

ent storage reservoir from which a flume line would carry water to the

present Sweetwater reservoir. Now, the people between the two reservoirs
have rights which must be respected, and the thing to do is for the Land
and Town Company and for the people to come together, form a mutual co-

operative company and take in these people along the river, furnishing
them water on a liberal basis, and thus utilize the flow which is going to
waste annually in the sands, and which prevents the Sweetwater reservoir
from filling. I believe that every good citizen under the system should
join in this, as it is a plan fair and equitable to all concerned and the only
one which can meet with success.

Thus it begins to look as though at Chula Vista in the early
future, as at Riverside years ago, the plan of settlement will be
found through the absorption of private irrigation works by
the landowners. No harm to

"
vested rights" will result. On

the other hand, justice will be done, to the great and to the
humble alike.

New and broader irrigation laws must be formulated before
these plans can be carried out in a large way. To bring this
about is one of the great objects of the Constructive League.
Every interest in the West will be benefited by the consumation
of such a policy, and no one will reap larger rewards than our
44
hard-headed business men "—the butcher, the baker, and the

candlestick-maker, who prosper with the growth of a contented

population
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W/LL/TS, CALIFORNIA
HIS HOTEL is a monument to the enterprise of the citizens of Willits and

vicinity. When the California Northwestern Railway Company finished

building its road into Willits, thus throwing
-

open to the world that beau-

tiful country, the people determined that visitors should have accommoda-
dations of the very best. A company was formed, and the result is a hotel

of over a hundred rooms, handsomely furnished and equipped with the latest modern

conveniences, ladies' and gentlemen's parlors, reception rooms, banquet rooms, large

dining room, rooms en suite, with private baths, hot and cold water, electric lights,

first-class plumbing and a perfect sewerage system. The location is in the center

of Willits Valley, with the foothills for a background, and three blocks from the

depot. From Willits the rails of the California Northwestern Railway run into an

immense redwood forest. Nature, they say, wTien at her best, works in circles, and
Willits is apparently the center of one she fashioned whilst in a wild and picturesque
mood. But a short ride from the hotel and you are among forest giants who rear

their royal heads two hundred to three hundred feet above, in a picturesque canon,

by the side of a mountain stream, or winding along a mountain road leisurely watch,

ing the ever changing views of mountain ranges, hills and valleys. Trout fishing
in the mountain streams, and fine hunting throughout the whole country. With
first-class facilities for the comfort of their guests, in a country comparatively un-

known, the management will use every endeavor to conduce to the pleasure of their

guests. The hotel opened for the reception of guests on April 1st, 1903. The Cali-

fornia Northwestern Railway train leaving San Francisco in the morning will run
direct through to Willits. Terms, $2.00 to $3.50 per day ; $10.00 to $18.00 per week.
Address Manager Hotel "Willits, "Willits, Mendocino Covinty, Cal.
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PURE AS THE PINES.
QUALITY MAKES

PACKER'S
the: standard tar soap

The Packer Manufacturing Co., New York
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of my work is to make friends. When my advertising succeeds in intro-

ducing us I want you to be assured that the service I may render you in

any class of dental work will be just as pleasing as excellence can make
it, to make the introduction only the first of many visits. Friend -

good to have ; old friends are best ; and my best friends are those who
have known my work for years.
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SSIQ. In All -Would Yqu Do It?

There are two reasons why we put this startling head line at the top of our advertise-

ment—one to induce every reader of OUT WEST to at least read the advertisement

through ; second, in the hope that at least half of them will let us tell our story and

endeavor to prove that we can present to you an investment in New York Real Estate

which will return to you several thousand dollars, perhaps as much as $5000 for every

$500 invested, and this $500 can be paid at the rate of $6 a month. We know that this is

the greatest Real Estate proposition ever offered in the history of cities, and our difficulty

is not to convince you, but to get the chance of presenting the facts to you.

$500 invested for a child may put him through college ; $500 invested for a young mar-

ried couple will go far toward making "them independent in their old years; $500 invested

by a young man or a young woman will, in our opinion, pay them better than any life

insurance they can possibly take out, and this $500 can be invested at six dollars a month.

5500 investors bought $4,660,000 worth of Wood, Harmon & Company's New York

lots during the past fourteen months. Over four and a half million dollars ! That is the

forceful story of their real estate sales for the fourteen months just passed.

We ask you to dwell on these figures long enough to realize—to understand what they

really mean. These four and a half million dollars actually represent the confidence which

thousands who have invested in their New York City lots have in this firm. You have not

perhaps yet invested—not even investigated the wonderful investment proposition.

$10 SECURES A $510 LOT

IN GREATER NEW YORK
Doesn't it seem fair to presume that the same reasons which convinced so many thou-

sands of practical thinking men and women everywhere of the undoubted value of this

proposition, would convince YOU. Isn't it worth the time at least to send us your name

today—and learn how you may make thousands by paying $10 down and $6 a month—or

$510 in all?

This may sound extravagant—yet every statement made is based upon a fact—it is an

evidence—it can be verified—it can be seen.

Remember, this offer carries a non-forfeiture agreement, a free deed in case of death,

a free round trip to New York (east of Chicago, or like distance), the highest class of

park-like improvements free. Your money back with six per cent interest, if not found

as represented.

You have absolutely nothing to lose by writing at once for full particulars, or better

still—mail us $10, the first payment on a lot, with the distinct understanding that we must

return it to you if we have misrepresented the- proposition in the slightest particular.

Write under all circumstances. You would not be fair to yourself if you failed to look

into this matter. To write costs two cents and a minute's time. Isn't it worth while?

PACKARD INVESTMENT COMPANY
605-614 FROST BUILDING

REPRESENTING WOOD, HARMON A CO., NEW YORK LOS ANGELES, CAL.



More and More
People are

Demanding Pure
Beer

During 1902 the sales of Schlitz

Beer exceeded the year before by

132,916 barrels. That's the largest

increase shown by any brewery in

the world.

This Year We
Want You

We will give you a beer made from

the best materials grown.
We will brew it in absolute clean-

liness.

We will get our water from six

wells, bored to rock.

We will filter all the air that

touches it.

We will age it for months, so it

cannot cause biliousness.

We will sterilize every bottle after

it is sealed.

We will double, in these ways,
the necessary cost of our brewing.
Yet Schlitz Beer shall cost you

just what the common beer costs.

Will you try it?

Ask for the Brewery Bottling
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Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

Bathe your face every morning in fresh

May rain water ami use the justly cele-

brated

LABLACHE
Face Powder and you will insure the
most lovely complexion. LABLACHE
removes all skin impurities, restores a

faded complexion and heightens the
charm of the most beautiful woman. A toilet necessity whi< h will

,ways lie an exquisite luxury. Flesh, White, Pink, Cream Tints. 50c.

a box. Druggists or by mail. None other as good.
Ben Levy & CO., French Perfumers, 125 Kingston Street, Boston.

THE OUT WEST"
LOOSE -LEAF LEDGER
a*o PERPETUAL INDEX
Saves TIME, SPACE, and TROUBLE.
The more accounts you have to handle, the

greater the saving
— but it is worth

while even for a small business.

OUT WEST CO.
115 S. BROADWAY LOS ANGELES

Oar Spring

Importations

NOW ON SALE

Including such makes as ROGERS, PEET
& CO., THE SHAW BLOCK CO.,

Makers of Fine Clothes for Men and

also S. W. PECK CO.'S Fine Juvenile

attire.

JLW A TT us an order for
r one of our extra value PANAMA HATS,

IVl/ilL Price, $7.50. Write for Booklet

HARRIS & FRANK
117 to 123 NORTH SPRING ST. LOS ANGELES, CAL.



lOSSIBLY you are not

aware that we occupy

four floors with a mod-

ern Printing, Engrav-

ing
-

, Bookbinding and

Stationery business.

Rapidly [increasing trade as-

sures us that our Ideas, Mach-

inery and Materials are produc-

ing the very best results, and

=

OFTWEST CO.
Pnrjurs

Erjjjraveri
Offices Phorve Msvirv -4-lJ''^

115 Southy&rofcAwzwy Los Af>Seles-W-

5ii)dens

b
whatever we have learned in

many years' practical business

experience is at your service—at

moderate cost.

We really like to furnish es-

timates, samples and suggestions.

Write us if interested in anything

we make or sell.

"Out West" cuts mean per-

fect printing plates.



DO IT NOW
HAVE US SEND YOU AT ONCE

//•(/$&* Pure California

&** OLIVE OIL
Direct
from the
Olive
Groves of
Southern
California^[

4 QUART BOTTLES
FOR $4.00 EXPRESS PREPAID ]

Guarantee
Affidavit
of Purity
on each
Package

WORKS UP BEAUTIFULLY IN SALAD DRESSINGS
UNSURPASSED FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES

If you taste some of this absolutely pure, "first pressing" olive oil, you will conclude
that you have never before tasted genuine olive oil. Send express or postal money or
N. Y. draft for $4.00, and we will deliver four quart bottles express prepaid to any U.
S. address.

MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY

James Hill * Sons Co. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

America's

Best

Family

Dessert

You can always have a
good dessert if you
use JELL-0— and it only
takes two minttt.s to

make it. The package
contains everything--puri'M relatlM, sweetening
and flavoring. Simply add boiling- water and
set to cool. It's perfection. No trouble, tass <'\-

pense. Try it today. Flavors: Lemon, Orange,
Strawberry and Raspberry.

No Dessert More Attractive

All grocers everywhere. 10 cents.

No additional expense.

Pn'pnml \\) 1m <>i \i m i ft in hum < <>.. I l Ror N.Y.

CALIFORNIA LANDS

THE FAMOUS

Rfl I)

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY

5,000 ACRES CHOICE—
—FARM AND FRUIT LAND

AT S20.00 PER ACRE^
On the main Coast Line of the
Southern Pacific Coast Line.

To HOMtSfthERS and INVESTORS these
lands afford a profitable investment.
None better in California. For par-
ticulars address

LOS BERR0S LAND AND WATER CO.
Room 701 Grant Building

LOS ANGELES. CAL.



Perfect Food means Perfect Health

Perfect health means bright, sparkling eyes, a
clear complexion, a sweet breath, sound white

teeth, an active brain and a symmetrical body.

SHREDDED
MUM BISCUIT

is a perfect food because it is complete in itself

for the perfect nourishment of the whole body.
(Read that statement again . ) Shredded Whole
Wheat Biscuit is made in the most
hygienic Food Laboratory in the world.

The wheat is thoroughly cooked, and
spun out into porous shreds and is, therefore,

naturally light and short without the use of yeast,

baking powders, fats or chemicals of any kind.
It is crisp and compels the teeth to

perform their natural exercise.

This means perfect digestion,

perfect health and relief from

constipation.
Sold by all Grocers. Send for "The L
Vital Question" (Cook Book illus-
trated in colors) FREE. Address

THE NJiTURJrL FOOD CO.,
MMtGJUiJi FJILLS. M. Y.

31

G^mmm&mG\&MGlGl&mi&\Q
If You ftnew
How Delicious

is, you would not let a day
pass before getting

- a bottle.

Absolutely pure ;
made from

Navel Oranges and Sugar.
No chemicals or alcohol. Pints
25 cents

; quarts 45 cents.

Makes five times this amount
as you dilute four times with
water. Also at all soda fount-
ains. Send for literature and
sample.

los Angeles Fruit Juke (o.

(Incorporated)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

©JQ?Q©®5®QH©©J©J©©JS!©

&r Gc

\ *l

mmmm
The JELLY that requires no cooking-. One
package Bromangelon, one pint boiling-

water—that's all. Costs a trifle more than

substitutes, but it's a great deal better.

ALL GROCERS.
STERN & SAALBERG, Mfrs.

NEW YORK

DELICIOUS DESSERT



The Out West Company's

Stationery Department
comprises a modern Stationer}'

Store where are to be found all

the modern office devices.

In this department you may fit

out your office from start to finish.

We are agents in Los Angeles for

the Yawman & Erbe Sectional

Filing Cabinets, Card Indexes,

Rapid Roller Copier, etc.

We sell "Imperial" Type-
writer Ribbons and Carbons. Un-

conditionally guaranteed Ribbons

in all colors—Record and Copy-

ing.

Carbons in Typewriter Size, also pen and pencil carbons in sheets

24 x 36 inches.

Our line of Letter Pressesiand Stands is large and varied. Presses

in all sizes, from 10 x 12, weighing 60 pounds, to 16 x 19, weighing

250 pounds. Stands with one or two drawers, or in fine quartered

oak cabinets. Copying Brushes, Cloths, Copying Cloth! I Baths/JOiled

Sheets, Blotters, etc., in all styles.

OUT WEST CO.
115 SOUTH BROADWAY LOS ANGELES. CAL.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

WE ARE READY FOR
SPRING TRADE

New Mattings

New Rugs—Domestic and Oriental
All Sizes

The Newest Novelty Effects in

Curtain and Curtain Goods, and

The Latest and Most Up-to-date

Stock of Furniture in

Los Angeles

BROADWAY DRAPERY &

FURNITURE COMPANY

Entrance 447 South Broadway
LOS ANQELES, CAL.

For Beautifying
THE HOME
HOTEL
OR OFFICE

REICHENBACH'S
Hand-Made

FU KN I TURE

It's swell
;

it's grand. Withal it's

most durable, useful and exclusive.

F. B. REICHENBACH
MANUFACTURING DESIGNER

Phone John 361 618 S. BROADWAY

=1111111111 Illllll I If lllll II lllllll 1 1 II II 111 1111111=

Where a
Minute's as

Good as a Mile,

the minutes are .5

taken from the

I ELGIN I

J
WATCH 1

The ELGIN is the

Watch for those

who use rail-

roads as well as

for those

who run

them.

illustrated

history of the watch sent free.

S ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.,
ELGIN, ILLINOIS.

ADVERTISING
NOVELTIES
TEACHERS and STUDENTS find here a

plant equipped for doing- School work— desig-ning-, en-
graving-, printing- and binding—the best possible prod-
uct at most reasonable prices.

Binding Out West Co.
Engraving Offices, 115 S. Broadway
Stationery LOS ANGELES

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Mease Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

ALLEN'S FOOT EASE

M,

W> 71 /

'So Easy to Use."

Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot—Kane, a powder lor'
tin* feet. It etuMpafnfnL swollen, I

HinaitiiiK, nervous feet, and instantly (
takes the sting out oleoma and bun-1
ioriB. lt'« I hi- greatest couilort !

di-envery of the aire. Allen's}
- I not— K»ne makes light-ritting or new '

boat fas] e.-.sy. It li aoartsin ear* for
iiiKi-owinR nails, swnating,callous and
hot, tired, aching feet. We bar.
ai.lKKl tehtimoninlH. TRY IT TO-]
DAT. Sold hvallDrtiKKiKtsandSI,,.-
Btoraa,Ko, Iin not accent an imi-
I ii lion Hem by mail forSAo.in slam pp.

FREE'1'" 1-* 1, PACK.A(;i
sent by mail.

MOTHER OKAY'S NWKKT POWDEKH. the i

best medicine for pevensh. Sirklv Children. Sold by'Drug- i

gists everywhere. Trial Pii.-kio-.- I-'|{ IvK. AddressALLEN s. 01. .hstmii, l.r Itov, N. V.

[Mention this maKazine]

FACE

BLEACH
OGIVES THE SKIN

H FUL APPEARANCE

Removes Pimples, Freckles,

all Discolorations & Blemishes

Makes A Perfect Complexion
Unquestionably the best, safest and sur-
est preparation for purifying, beauti-

fying and preserving the complex-
ion, giving it the healthful glow of

youth, and making it clear, fair and
perfect, and removing pimples,
freckles, m ,th.brownspots,oiliness,
blackheads, sallowness, skin dis-

eases and all skin discolorations, is

'Mme. A. RUPPERT'S WORLD RENOWNED
FACE BLEACH. A Free trial bottle will

be sent to any lady who will clip this

advertisement and forward with it her name and
address;—or a large bottle.—enough In nianycases
to thoroughly clear the complexion,—will he sent
for 82. Also a jar of my suneib Egyptian Balm will
be scut free with each 82 bottle if you will forward
this advertisement with your order.
Mine A. ltl I'I'KItT, I I III. M

, N.n York City

KIDDER'S PASTILLES,
-'""'•' Asthma -

STOWKLL * CO., Mrm.

aid by nil Drnggiall
or by mail. "•"' iTiits.

( 'harlestow n, Mass.

PAUL P. BERNHARD & CO.

RED RUBBER
Tel. Main 5357

STAMPS
Seals, Badges, Checks, Steel Stamps, Stencils, Ac.

512 Montgomery St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BRUSH

FOR
ART WORK.

We are making and selling the
best Art Tool in use. Applies
color by jet of air, enabling- the
artist to do better work and save
time. No studio complete with-
out It. Circulars free.

Address, AIR BRUSH MFG. CO..
115 Nassau Street, Rockford, 111..

TJ. S. A.

Maier & Zobelein

Brewery
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BOTTLED BEER
For Family use and Bxport a specialty.

A pure, wholesome beverage, recommended by
prominent physicians.

OFFICE, 440 ALISO STREET
Tel. Main 91

4 JJROMO

Cures
headaches

Seasickness

Nervousness

Neuralgia

It is a mild
Laxative

Price 10c, 25c, 50c
and $1.00 Bottles

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
For TELEGRAPHIC CODES For PERFECT PRINTING

Wire, Telephone or Ur/t, II ';><•, Telephone or Writ.

JOHN PARTRIDOE JOHN PARTRIDOE

For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

H'//v, Telephone or Write

JOHN PARTRIDOE. 306 California St., San Francisco
California

CHEAP RATES
California. Washington.

Orroon, Colorado

We secure reduced rates on shipments of hou
goods either to or from the above State- v7l

rate-. Map Of California FREE. If not lot
tell friends who ara. TRANS-CONTINENTAL
FREIGHT COM* \NY, R 325 Dearborn Street. Chicago
San Francisco Office: 18 Montgomery St.. Room A

BOUND volumes of tins magazine should be
in every well equipped library.



tJricsoT^ _J TRADE MARK*

AS A COMPLETE CURE FOR

RHEUMATIC
CONDITION

HAS BEEN THOROUGHLY TESTED

It is wholly different in its com-

position from all other remedies,

and ensures a cure when taken faith-

fully, because it>emoves the excess

of uric acid.

It Does tHe AA^orK, and does

it without injury to the stomach or

other organs. -A.sK tHose who
Have tested, it.

URICSOL CHEMICAL CO.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

NEW GEM
SAFETY RAZORS

A well-lathered face—a "New Gem" Safety Razor—a few easy,
strokes, and you have the finest shave that man ever enjoyed.

Sold at all Jewelry and Cutlery Dealers, or direct from the

factory, 4H Reade St., New York City: Razor in tin box, $2 ;

Razor, with2blades, in fancy leather case,$S.50; Automatic Strop
Machine and Strop, $2. Dealers can be supplied through
Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis.

Dunham, Carringan & Hayden Co., San Francisco.
Hubbard Spencer Bartlett & Co., Chicago.
Marshall Wells Hardware Co., Duluth.
Steinen-Kirchner Co., Los Angeles, and jobbing houses generally j

KINOOFWINE

ISSUCO TO

IN ACCORDANCEWITH
CORONA B1.ANCA

H J WOOI.I.ACOTT
THIS LABEL MUST BE SO APPXEO THATBYWW

Corona Blanca Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the Si. lie of Cali fornia's
official label (as above facsimile) guaranteeing its conw m- to bo true
and pure California wines.

These are the finest wines California produces, aged naturally,

from 4 to 20 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East FreigHt Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

Established 1880

Los .Angeles, California

>(r^=9= :(5=^=9<

The Vegetarian Restaurant
315-319 WEST THIRD STREET

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A strictly first-class pure-food cafe. A wholesome bill of fare

scientifically prepared. The best of service. Reasonable prices.

Sound physical health and a clear brain follow the use of a rational dietary.

><5==^)= :<5=
:^=9<



Please Mention that You Saw It In OUT WEST.

ATTRACTIVE SUBURBAN HOME SK
AMIDEAL
COUNTRY)
GENTLEMAN'S
PLACE Profitable Orange

and Lemon Groves

One Hour from Los

Angeles via Santa Fe

or S. P. Ry.

Magnificent View of

San Gabriel Valley

and Snow-Capped

Mountains

Surplus Water

for Sale

With all modern improvements, comprising 103 acres highly improved property For sale as a whole or in small
tracts. For full particulars address owner, GEO. E. OOLEMAN. San DimAS. Cal.

-minium- -iiimiimi- •lllllllllin-

...A Beautiful

Home Place...u
Strong, well-built house of ten

rooms, besides pantry and

bath rooms; closet each room,

stationary washstands, ce-

mented cellar, gas for cook-

ing, electric lights.

Magnificent view. Lot

fronts almost 200 feet on Ave.

57, and 125 feet on Ash St..

and is 400 feet in depth. Large
variety and quantity of fruit.

Cement walks, cobblestone

foundations and terrac

Owner is going to build a

larger house on his 2-acre lot across the street—the only reason for selling the

present home. It must be seen to be appreciated. Very cheap at $8,500, for which

it is offered for a short time. Pasadena car to Ave. 57. Mention this advertisement.

F. J. GANAHL
•minium- -iniiiiiiiii- -miiimiii-



Please Mention that You baw it In OUT WEST.

OREAM PORINE
A scientific astringent cream which acts di-

rectly upon enlarged pores, cleansing, purify-

ing, contracting them, and successfully eradi-

cating blackheads, pimples and other disfig-

uring eruptions. Price by mail, $1.10.

THE WINDSOR BOUDOIR
7 EAST 46th STREET

NEW YORK
All enquiries as to our special treatment for en-

larged pores, enclosing- stamp, will receive prompt
attention.

SCALP TREATMENT
Scalp treatment, is as much a science

as the practice of medicine. It requires
not only
study, investi-

gation and
knowledge,
but wide and
practical
experience.
We believe
the splendid
results of our
method speak
more for it

than any
claims
or promises.
We shall be

pleased to

consult with those who are afflicted with
disease of the hair or scalp and explain
our treatment. We shampoo with green
soap— keeps the hair soft and glossy.

Our stock of GRAY HAIR, SWITCHES,
WAVES and POMPADOURS is com-
plete. We invite your inspection.

BENNETT TOILET PARLORS
COR. FIFTH AND SPRING STS.

Mothers!

Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used for over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURESWIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHOEA. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for

"
Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing- Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

TN COMPOUNDING, an incomplete mixture was accident-*
ally spilled on the back of the hand, and on washing after-

ward it was discovered that the hair was completely removed.We named the new discovery MODENE. It is absolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappears as if by magic. IT CANNOT FAIL If
the growth be light, one application will remove it ; the heavy
growth, such as the beard or growth on moles, may require two
or more applications, and without slightest injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied or ever afterward .

Modene supersedes electrolysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recnmm? nded by all

who have tested Its merits.
Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing-cases (securely

sealed ), on receipt of $1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter,
with your full address written plainly. Postage-stamps taken.

Local and General Agents Wanted
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO.

T)kpt. 90, Cincinnati, Ohio
bvbry bottle guaranteed

*»~We offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest injury

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



a
"SHIPPED ON APPROVAL"

This "Zuyder Zee" ******
MANTEL CLOCK (one oi seven design*) In

•elected quartered oak.in Flemish,Weath-
ered or Antwerp finish, eight*

day, honr strike, good timer,
will run inati> position,

Price $13 Net.
HrlrM 17 Width U In

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

High Grade Hall Clocksl^t
quartered oak, '70 and up; mahogany »10 extra.

Mission Hall

Den Furniture
Exclusive designs in
Hall Seats, Mirrors,
Tables, Tabourettes,
Screens Cellarettes.

U,ther IU11 Seat No. fi—In »> alli-

ed, Klemlih or Antwerp flnlgh—
Length 42 in. Height 30 In. PRICE 120.00.

High Grade Wood Mantels—
Ninety <lesignH,'JUanti uj>. (lr.it ex,

fireplace goods, tiling, all kinds.

ntlon

thti magazine. Ererythlng Mp|-ed on approval.
If not high grade and eat Infactory can be re-

turned—we will j*y freight both wayi.

If you are building, send 25c to
eorer pottage, state what woodi you are tiling,

and we will mail you wood sample! showing
modern furniture colora. The interior of your
new home can be half furnished through using
our high grade prepared Fl'KMTI'KK FIN-
ISHING MATERIA!., which will produce the

rlohett effect* on any wood at no extra coat.

Grand Rapids Clock & Mantel Co.
I l '-"J Bhawtnut-are. 100-175 Bo. Front.it.

Factory Est. 1890. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Out this out it will not appear again

THE NEW

Princcsse Petticoat
is a tailor-made (rarmcnt. It gives a perfect

glove fit at the top, impossible to attain with

any other skirt.

It does away with all wrinkles at the hips and
waist, and adds that ar-

tistic grace to the beauty
lines of a graceful figure
that cannot be obtained
with any other petticoat

Every lady knows the

advantages of a tailor-

made garment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fitting garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a well-

dressed appearance.

We shall be pleased to show them to all

ladies who wish to see them, at

555 S. Broadway, los *&&, ot

omfort
MEDICINAL

Toilet *•«-»

Nursery Powder
~«§.

WHY IT IS THE BEST.
Because It is a scientific preparation in powder

form , unequaled In its ability to prevent and fi<

Inflamed and nnoomiortabla eoadlttoM oi the skin.

It will not harm the most delicate A
power to heal the most obstinate skin affectloi
is unquestionably the beat toilet and im
powder in the world. It Is unequaled for

Sunburn, I'.ruptions of the Skin. < bafintr.
Prickly Heat, Altera Bath, to Prevent Pel -

plmtlon Odora, AfteraShave.Tlred, Aching-
leet.in tin- Siek-Koom : in fact, for all Skin
Affections it is Healing Wonder.
FOB 8ALE AT TOILET AND DBUO 8T0KE8. 25c. A BOX.

// \<K l;s ,l.,.m ,,<,! /...,. it, I'll.- „> •!!,. r. lint

M ml M <, at* !•• tli> I ,,,n/tnt PMHbf ' "., Il'trt-

furil . I'onti., ami !•<• hw !••<• . ;">''- )'<• i'l-

Exclusive

Patterns

OUR OWN Mdke and Designs
READY FOR WEAR

j
. \W vSHIRl Vt

7 « -'':'!« S'"»"

Reliable help promptly furnished. Hummel Bros. & Co., Tel. Main 509.
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DO AS

Nearly Two Million

\

Shooters

Rilles, Repeating Shotguns,
Metallic Cartridges

I Icjlded Shotoun Shells.

(ftfns tbrA/fhwds OfShooUng

WINCHESTER
Repeating Arms tsr

New Haven, Conn.

Pacific Coast Agency: 127-135 First Street, San Francisco — A. Muller, Agent.
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DIRECT FROM THE RUINS

Sample



Dependable Furniture at a Fair Pric

Ladies'

Desks
We show an almost endless

variety in the various accepted
woods and finishes, in styles
to conform with any scheme
of furnishing. It is simply
one of the lines in our com-
prehensive stock of

Newest and
Best Furniture

ORDER FURNITURE BY'MAIL
We serve hundreds of customers with

perfect satisfaction who are not able to
visit the store. If you will write us
fully what you would like to accom-
plish we can make helpful 'suggestions
as to Furniture, Floor Coverings,
Hangings or Upholsterings.

NILES PEASE FURNITURE COMPANY 439-441-443 S. SPRING ST.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

WILLIAMSON BROS.
Old
Reliable
Dealers in

Pianos -*

Organs..
Behr Bros.

Shoninger
Ivers & Pond
Bush & Gerts
Poole
Schubert
Haddorff
Victor
Karlbach
Strohber, etc.

Southern California

Headquarters for

Standard
Sewing Machines

O STORE: 327 S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.



Please Mention that You Saw it In OUT WE8T.

WE SELL THE EARTH
We deal in all kinds of Real Estate, Orchard and
Residence Property. Write for descriptive pamphlet.

Room 208, 202}4 S. BROADWAY

BASSETT
(EL SMITH

LOS ANGELES, CALNOI.A.N & SMITH BLOCK

PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with good water
rights. I have them in the suburbs of Pasadena,
Buely located for homes, also in the country for

profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

REAL ESTATE.
SURANCt,LOAN5,
INVESTMENT

16 S. Raymond Ave. Pasadena, Cal.

REDLANDS

ORANGE GROVES
in REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

Fok Sale at Lowest Pricbb.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledge of Red-
lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a grove or a house or a good paying
business property in Redlands and vicinity.

For information address

JOHN P. FISK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. REDLANDS. CAL.

PORTERVILIE

Citrus and Deciduous Fruits

FARMING, STOCK RAISING
DAIRYING, MINING, LUMBERING

PORTERVILIE CAHfORWiA

Offers better inducements to the Homeseeker
than any other portion of the United
States. For particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OR TRADE
RORTERVILLE, CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES

We have in our Stationery De-

partment most of the supplies neces-

sary for equipping a Real Estate

Office.

As for Printing; and Engraving—
just try us !

OUT W&ST GO.
115 S. BROfVDWfVY

is in the eyes of investors be-

cause of the excellence of her

cheap lands, cheap water andTULARE COUNTY, CALIfORNIA
salubrious climate. Her oranges are in the Eastern market by Thanksgiving and the quality
the best. If you are seeking Citrus, Deciduous, Alfalfa or Grape Land —improved or unim-

proved — let me send you a booklet and give you some prices. EXETER is the citrus center
of Central California. B. FRANK TEAGUE. EXETER. CALIFORNIA

HOTEL PALMYRA Reopened, at Orange, Cal. Complete new
furnishings and facilities. Home cooking

a specialty. A quiet, restful place for tourist and sight seer. See description
of Orange County in these pages. MRS. E-. PFE.IFE.R.

ATTENTION LARGE CAPITAL
1800,000 Southern California ranch property for sale i>eiuw
I'AIIUKM.A MOUNTAIN W A IKK CO.. Sll K K M A N. C A I.

>*&rJ«Pdloma toilet5?ap AX ALL
DRUG STORES
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Mianola Piano Player
Thousands of homes that had pianos but no music, now have all the music

they want because a Pianola is attached to their piano. With a Pianola

anyone can play any piece of music perfectly
—and no study or knowledge of

music is required. Send to us for booklets and circulars telling all about

the Pianola. Sold only by us.

Southern California Music Co.
332-334 SOUTH BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES
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Our $12.50
— Morris CHairs
Frames of Golden Oak or Mahoganized Birch

Soft, Plump Cushions, covered on

both sides with Plain or Hand-

somely Figured Velours ; nine

Deep, Soft Springs in Seat— alto-

gether the finest chair this side the

Rockies, at" $12.50.

Equal Values in the More

Costly Sorts

Of which we have an enormous variety-
Frames of Mahogany, and Frames of Oak
in Flemish, Golden or Fumed Finish.

Every new design from the plain heavy
"Mission" to the most elaborately carved
creations.

Los Angeles Furniture Company :V: S

225*29 South Broadway, Los Jlngeles, Cat.

Opposite City Hall.

Phone
Main 993THE TOURIST

TREE INFORMATION

BUREAU OE CALIFORNIA

TOURISTS IN SEARCH
OF RELIABLE INFORMATION
CONCERNING RAILWAYS,
RESORTS, HOTELS, SCHOOLS
And all points of interest in City or

State, are invited to call at our office,

where all information will be cheerfully

given without charge.

Descriptive literature will be found
in our Racks in all the principal Hotels

and Boards of Trade of Southern
California.

C. A. Hubbkt, Manager

211 W. 4TH ST., LOS ANGELES

1320 D ST., SAN DIEGO
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I
500,000

I
1 NEW BICYCLES sold in U. S. ;

j

E year, shows that cycling is nut dead, S
E but very nuTCTi alive.

E Your health was never better than

5 when you rode a wheel. For health E
S and pleasure nothing equals a light- E
2j running

I Light Bicyclel
$40 AND S50

= CASH OR INSTALLMENTS E

SimkI for Catalog-in-

1 LEAVITT & BILL I
KI9 Larkin Street, San Fraaclaco
loath Spring Street, bo* Angela

nlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllin

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkle*. It la not a freckle coating ;

more* them. ANYVO CO.. 427 N. Main St.. Lo»An*f..-
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The Jojr A of Living
Is known only to those who have ABUNDANT HEALTH. There is a simple

and pleasant way of gaining and maintaining health.

Pa&stMaii Extract

is an agreeable tonic, whether taken at meals or with a cracker between meals,
and its constructive powers are very great

—
it invigorates and recuperates, and

without subsequent depression. There are thousands who take a glass of
Best

"
Tonic every night before retiring and thereby insure calm, refreshing

sleep. JSold and recommended by leading druggists.
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WITHOUT TREES Shoe>earing"can"BoV>n without the aid of Shoe Tree».'but the MM WITH TREES
(putting your shoes away with trees In them must appeal to you. Leailam's Shoe Trees pre-

serve the original shaj>e*ancl^moothness of footwear — keep wrinkles out of the toe, keep the sole flat, and staves off old age. It Is the only *—t
known lor making wet stioes fit for next morning's wear. Slip the tree in the shoe—press tht leverage— that's all. Don t be "roped In" with sub-
stitutes. See that my name is stamped on every pair. For sale by C. M. Staub Co., 255 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.; Wetherby, Kayser Shoe
Co., 215 S. Broadway, Los Angeles; 59 E. Colorado St., Pasadena, Cal.; Rosenthal Bros. (Inc.), 101 Kearney St., San Francisco.

f%Steufrofoflunm*[r\
This is the only shoe store on this Coast

showing the very swell new Spring Footwear
that the Eastern stores display. Every style
is represented in footwear for men, women,
boys and girls. You may have the finest and
most elaborate shoes that can be built, or you
may spend with the utmost economy. Send us

your order by mail. It will be carefully filled.

C/nSteufr Shoe Co.
ZS5 SOUTH BROADWAY L.fi,

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED

"Warranted Linen"
ARE YOURS?

i Piiin
Largest stock in existence.
Orders promptly filled.

Correspondence invited.

W. H. Lowdermilk & Co.

Washington, D. C

SEE HERE!
IS THE ENGRAVING IN THIS MAGAZINE

GOOD ENOUGH? WE DO IT AND

COULD DO AS GOOD FOR YOU.

OUT WEST CO.. LOS ANGELES.



SEND FOR. FR.EE SAMPLES
of the fabric (natural and white) used in

Belfast /Ibesb,

,* *•.* r

LINEN UNDERWEAR
"Tha.t We^rs"

Ideal for Summer—but no room

here for argument ;
to learn all

about it and its many advan-

tages send for our free book,

and the samples.

If your dealer will not supply yon with

Belfast Mesh, write to us.

Belfast Mesh Underwear Co.
330 Mechanic St

, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

|lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil

: In order to make the com- =

SB ing month the banner month SEE

i in point of enrollment, the ==

: British American School of I

H Correspondence, Rochester, EE

[ l\l. Y., will give every reader =

: of this paper a complete E

= course in bookkeeping free. ==

— They claim it is the best ==

I
school of its kind, and :

: would be pleased to have =

= EVERY READER TAKE AD =

I VANTAGE OF THIS WONDER s

: FUL OPPORTUNITY [

WRITE TO THEM

Illllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

Oakland Poultry Yards
J30J Castro St., Oakland, Cal.

Over 60 yards of Fowls. All varieties of

Land and Water Fowls. Oldest Poultry
establishment on the Pacific Coast. We
guarantee % hatch on all eggs we sell.

Send for 60-page Catalogue
We Pay Express



Kitchen Utensils
HAVING THIS

trade:

BURNED IN THE
ENAMEL

ARESAFE

NO POISON
lias ever been found

in the enamel of

Agate Nickel Steel Ware
The Blue Label proves it. Sold by leading
House-furnishing- and Department Stores every
where. If substitutes are offered write us. Send
for booklet.

LALANCE & GROSJEAN MFG. CO.
NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

Kitchen Utensils
HAVING THIS

TRADEMARK

BURNED IN THE
ENAMEL

ARESAFE

To those who know TYPEWRITERS
and the value of a dollar

Zhc Chicago
$35 aPPea ls most strongly.

We Furnish ,

Engraving Plants....
]

Complete

For the first time in the history of
the Pacific Coast it is possible to ob-
tain the machinery, screens, lenses,
metal and chemicals used in the pro-
cess of engraving, from one firm, and
without the vexatious delays incident
to buying in the East.

It has established a higher '"standard"
at a lower price. Our printed matter
tells how.

CHICAGO WRITING MACHINE CO.

72 Wendell St., Chicago, U. S. A.

Pacific Coast Agents for

John Royle &. Sons Machinery

Max Levy Screens

Cooke Process Lenses

KIRK GEARY & CO.

K-**m,

San Francisco and Sacramento
California

into

%«sV^»J^

There Never Was
a finer line of business or pleasure vehicles shown any-
where, than can be found in our repository today. See
our goods and get our prices, they will win you

BAKER & HAMILTON
130-136 N. Eos Angeles St. EOS ANGEEES, CAL,.

NEW THOUGHT
literatim- sent free, li

you are a thinker it will
interest you.

Address I J. HOYER, Secretary

Englewood Station, - Chicago, Illinois

INCREASE YOUR SALARY OK INCOME
wfelj .i ml -uri Iv tinoiijrha mail bmJMMj how and
what to do to do this -in >-e*sfull> . road the Mail < Inter
Journal. Special — Send 15 cents today for three
month 1-' trial Mbacrlpttoa Louis Guenther, ;

OS 1'carborn street, Chicago. Money refunded if

not -atisfactory .

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.
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When yoxx come to

CALIFORNIA
You must come to tKe

Sacramento
Valley
Because we °^er r*cn land, suitable for fruit, alfalfa and grain, at from

H^H^BH $30 to $100 per acre.

Because we ^ave a m ild climate, generous rainfall, and plenty of water

HHHHBHH f°r irrigation.

Because we nave unexcelled transportation facilities—rail and river.

Because *en acres W1^ support an industrious family.

Because our orcrlards, dairies and hop fields afford work for every indus-

UgHEHBH trious man and family.

Because *ne ^ow ra*es ($25) from any Missouri River point to ANY point inHBH the Sacramento Valley, are effective until June 15.

Because y°u are a^owe^ 5-day stop-over privileges at any and all main-line

| stations, which allows you full opportunity to visit this great
and fertile Valley. __^_^__^^^:

WE STILL HAVE PICTURE BOOKS,
PHOTOGRAPHS, DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS

AND OTHER LITERATURE
GOTTEN UP FOR YOU

WHY NOT WRITE TO ANY OR ALL
OF US, FOR MORE INFORMATION?

VICE PRESIDENTS 0E THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION :

MORRIS BROOKE, Sacramento—Sacramento C. F. FOSTER, Corning—Tehama County
County W. C. GREEN, Georgetown—El Dorado County

C. W. THOMAS, Woodland—Yolo County E. A. FORBES, Marysville—Yuba County
J. H. WILLS, Auburn—Placer County J. M. WALLING, Nevada City—Nevada Co.
R. M. GREEN, Oroville—Butte County P. R. GARNETT, Willows—Glenn County
J. W. KAERTH, Colusa—Cotusa County J. J. CHAMBERS, Redding—Shasta County
H. P. STABLER, Yuba City—Sutter County W. S. GREEN, President, Colusa, California
RALEIGH BARCAR, Vacaville—Solano Co. F. E. WRIGHT, Secretary, Colusa, California
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No. l No. 2

We SHrinK
tKe Bag Out

Cut No. 1 shows how a pair of trousers bag at
the knee. Cut No. 2 shows how they look
after we get through with them.

WE EMPLOY ONLY SKILLED WORKMEN
WE DO WORK ON SHORT NOTICE

WE DO ALL KINDS OF LADIES' WORK

We Make a Specialty of

Cleaning', Dyeing, Altering' and Pressing' of Ladies'
and Gentlemen's Garments

THE PANTITORIUM
PHONE JOSEPH 6546 306 WEST SIXTH STREET

Send for booklet with complete price list. Mail orders will receive prompt attention.

Modernness is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment.

Our mechanical plant represents the most up-to-

m^^^m — date laundry equipment in the West, and includes^—————————
facilities, such as our " NO SAW EDGE on

Collars and Cuffs "
machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstances

have enabled us to weed out inefficient help. Skillfulness, promptness and courtesy

prevail.

We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in the business center of

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Empire Laundry
Phone Main 635. 149 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES Satisfaction Guraatrfd

^(s^3- DIRECTIONS FOR A GOOD DRESSER :<r=^><^

Take any city car to the corner of First and Spring Streets, walk about

twenty steps East, and look at the goods in our window. Our stock is all

new. We cut in all the latest styles, and have a large variety ot foreign

and domestic woolens, at popular prices.

POPKIN &, LISTER
129 W. FIRST ST.
2 DOORS FROM SPRING

TAILORS

>(5=^=9=

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

Gj\
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RAT
BIS-HIT

Rills
Mice
too

PACKED in BOXES, READY for USE

THE ONLY POISON NOT DANGEROUS TO HANDLE

Acts quickly, no mixing, no soil-

ing of dishes, no trouble. Dropped
in rat holes, put in linen closets,

etc., without soiling anything.
Kills every time. Rats and mice
leave choicest grain and food for

it. Die in open air seeking water.

WHY TAKE THE RISK OF MIXING POISON ?

Ask your druggist. If he hasn't

it, ,^end us 25c. for one box, or
60c. for three boxes, which will

be sent you with all charges pre-

paid, enough to kill all the rats

you will ever have.

The Rat Biscuit Co. "></>< *j Springfield, Ohio

Rats spread bubonic plague and
other diseases among stock and
fowls.

The Best Wines

of California

are good enough for anybody

A trial order will convince
you that our Wines . are

just what you've been look-

ing and longing for

5-year-old Port, per gallon,

5-year-old Sherry, Angelica or ^^r
Muscat, per gallon /OL

60c

20-year-old Port, Sherry, An-
gelica, Muscat, Malaga, &i ^\(\
Madeira or Orange, per gal. vpI»*?V/

^Send for Complete Price List

EDWARD GERMAIN WINE (0.

393-399 LOS ANGELES ST.
CORNER FOURTH

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

MATURED
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j
IHE NEW YORK CENTRAL LIS

COMPRISING THE

NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER
MICHIGAN CENTRAL (NIAGARA FALLS ROUTE

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN Route of 20th Ce.tury United)

C, C, C. & ST. L. ("BIG FOUR")
BOSTON & ALBANY

PITTSBURG & LAKE ERIE
LAKE ERIE & WESTERN

Take you from Chicago and St. Louis to Detroit, Cleveland, Indian-

apolis, Cincinnati, Pittsbukg, Niagara Falls, Buffalo,
Albany, New York and Boston.

The most complete train service in the world. Six tourist cars weekly between

Chicago and Boston. City Offices and Information Bureaus:

637 Market St., San Francisco— Carlton C. Crane, Pacific Coast Agent

324 S. Broadway, Los Angeles—F. M. Byron, So. California Pass. Agent

Summer Tours

EUROPE
From New York

May to AuKUst, 1903

Inclusive Fares :

$245 to $1,000
A postal will brine ail

Illustrated Programme

TH08. COOK &. SON
031 M;i i u.t St.. s;in Francisco

FREE INFORMATION

ABOUT CALIFORNIA

We have the largest Information Bureau iutlie

West an.! are prepared to answer all inquiries
and furnish literature of the leading Hotels and
Resorts, Routes of Travel, and the different

Counties of California.

A Booklet entitled "Touring California
"

A complete Gnide to the State
Can be had for the asking

We arc also the owners and operators of

The Hotel Cabinet System
Special Home-Seekers'

Literature

PECK'S TOURIST BUREAU CO.
[INCOKPOK V

11 Montgomery St., San Francisco
410 Smith Broadway, l.«>s Angeles

l'ou art kindly rtqntsttd to m-h.I postaft.



EAMES TRICYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chairs
for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids' Rolling- Chairs,
and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE,
and see if one of our designs will not suit your case.

20J8 MARKET ST., SAN FRA/VC/SCO
OR 534 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Typical Western Pictures

Views of California and Arizona Landscapes
Unmounted Prints, Souvenir Photographic Novel
ties, magnificent Sepia Enlargements. The Stand
ard line of Western Views. For sale in all high
grade stationery, curio and art stores.

PUTNAM & VALENTINE
PHOTOGRAPHERS

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Sales Rooms, 1408 West Ninth Street

LOS ANGELtS, (AL.

Mailorders C 14/ l//"^# "7 Indian
Address to f > W . V \JLm,JL Trader

P.O.—OANON DIABLO, ARIZ.

Jtreseten^

Cures While You Sleep

Whooping Cough,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Grip,

Hay Fever,

Diphtheria,

Scarlet Fever

Don't fail to use Cresolene for the distressing
and often fatal affections for which it is recommended.
For more than twenty years we have had the most con-

clusive assurances that there is nothing better. Creso-
lene is a boon to Asthmatics.
An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which

gives the highest testimonials as to its value.

XLX. DRUGGISTS
VAPO-CRESOLENE CO.

180 Pulton Street,
1651 Notre Dame Street,

New York
Montreal, Canada
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Largest National Bank in iSouthem California..

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF I.OS ANOKLK8

Designated Depositary of the United States.

Capital Stock $ *oo.oo*>

Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360.000

Deposits 5,000.000

J. M. Elliott. Prsst. W. G. Kbrckhopi", V.-Prsst
J. C. Drake. Second V.-Pr«st.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

DIRECTORS
J. D. Blcknal! H. Jevne W. G. Kerckhoit
J. M. Elliott F. Q. Story J. D. Hookar

J. C. Drake

All Departments of a Modem Banking Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, -

Surplus and Profits,
U. S. Bonds carried at Par,

$500,000.00
200,000.00
650,000.00

I
iiH!i^i.'.HLHi4.mnagHa

_ Or*ol* Ball*, Two Ben or Soaf, 1Tent*.
Ulster Doolay, Hoar, IT oral*. HllmlUj , Sou. IT 0*nU.

'-"-"-^"^T-iTr-i ft-|*T
"~-

UUwmtb* ln.l'1.17 otouV*Jm BI'iio. W ^oi».

» STANDARD EDITIONS lAT.VI.IH.il lieii
Myrex Music & ^ook Co , 1 8 E. ZZd SI New York

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.
No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C. Patterson, President.

W. D. Woolwine, Cashier.

T. L. Duque, Pres. I. N. Van Nuys, V. P. E. J. Vawter, Jr., Cashier

Money loaned on real estate at lowest rates.
Save time and expense by applying: to

MAIN STREET SAVINGS BANK
PAID-UP CAPITAL, »tOO,000

Junction Main, Spring and Temple Sts. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

DIRBCTORS: — H. W. Hellman. I.N. Van Nuys, O. T. Johnson, H.
W. O'Melveny, T. L. Duque, L. Winter, Kaspare Cohn, W. G. Kerck-
hoff, H. Newmark.

The Only Double-Track Railway Between

the Missouri River and Chicago.

Why Not Go

East via San Francisco and

The

Liml
The Most Luxurious Train in the World.

Buffet smoking and library cars

with barber and bath, Booklovers

Library, Pullman private compart-
ment observation cars, drawing-
room sleeping cars, all meals in

dining cars; entire train electric

lighted, through to Chicago, with-

out change. Direct connection for

ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS
Tickets, reservations and full In-

formation can l>e obtained from
W. D. Cam ir.i- 1 1 .

< Jen'l \

Chicago «$ North-Western Ry.
a.47 South Spring Street,

Los Angeles, Cat.

Rare Old Books
and Manuscripts

cV£™°to SPANISH
AMERICA

Largest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE ll*ro °li&
xi?&

SO cents, which will be refunded on first order of $5.00

or more.
IV. W. BLAKE

QAUTE a CITY OF MEXICO
Refers by permission to the Editor.

The Out West Loose-Leaf Ledger is best, simplest

.111(1 1 tli-.ipt'M.
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"Nothing so Rare as Resting on Air"

Camp Mattress ivith Pillow

OUR PNEUMATIC When rolled up makes a bundle no larger than a traveling

P4UP U1TTDFCC blanket. Our No. 1 weighs but 10 pounds. Wherever night
LAIYIr lYIrXI I HL33 overtakes you, you have only to throw it on the grounder
floor, inflate it, and in five minutes you have a bed as soft as down (or hard, if you
choose). You can then have a refreshing night's rest on a luxurious bed. If the

ground is damp it does not affect the mattress, thus guarding you against colds and
rheumatism. "The curse of camping- is rheumatics; the cure for rheumatics is pneumatics."

No. 1, RECREATION, 6 feet 3 inches by 2 feet 1 inch, $18.00.

No. 2, 6 feet 3 inches by 2 feet 8 inches, 21.00.

With pillow, $20.00
With pillow, 23.00

FOR the CAMPER
YACHTSMAN
RANCHMAN
PROSPECTOR
EXPLORER
MINER

PEOPLE AT HOME

AN IDEAL The Pneumatic
Rrri Mattress is as far
ULU superior and as much
in advance of all other mattresses
as electric light is superior to the
old tallow candle. It conforms to

every possible position of the

body and rests all parts equally.

Sporfsman's Cushion Price 92.OO

Deflated and Rolled up
A mattress 75x25 in. makes a bundle

7x14 in. and weighs 10 lbs.

SPORTSMAN'S CUSHION
A Swimming Collar for those who

can't swim
;
a Life Preserver in

case of accident
;
a Cushion while

waiting for the fish to rise
;
a Cush-

ion or Head Rest while waiting for
a good shot

;
a protection for your shoulder if the gun is heavy ;

a Cushion for camp,
boat, offick or homh. Carry it in your pocket. It weighs just one pound.

SWIMMING Worn around the neck, leaving the arms free

rnilAD ^or ac^on> Will support a full-grown man.
t>ULL/\K Just the thing when learning to swim.

Price, Small. Size, S1.50 Large Size, S2.00

Swimming Collar

. Our illustrated booklet, "Evolution of the Air Bed" and Catalog C of Pneumatic
Cushions, Pillows, Yacht Cushions, etc., sent free on request. Mention Out Wkst.

PNEUMATIC MATTRESS & CUSHION COMPANY
1 South St.. New York, N. Y., I!. S. A.



THE TOTEM POLE ROUTE
Summer days and Winter Scenes

during a. trip to AlasKa. oiv>

the palatial SteamshipSPOKANE
Land of the Midnight sun,
majestic snow capped mountains,

panoramic views of sunlitglaciers,
te monuments of prehistoric a§*es,

vast fields of ice, grander than the greatest
S ofAlpine scenes, chain of a thousand islands,
while visifmo* the land of the Aurora Boi/eaJis.

'

AwepdnspiiHtxo, E#hH^raiino, Educa^i aa^i

TJhspilside p^sacfe. Seasickness u

SIX EXCLUSIVE EXCURSIONS LEAVING
TACOMA,SEATTLE AND VICTOR1

flf 26 JUNE 9 2J5 JULY
*
21 AUG>

ations now bein
corapuny's offices, any ru

or 1 T IffcV mtttQ
** " * for rales and

full information. Send 20 cents in

'^postage to cov»r %cosl of mailing^lH|H
receive topy of Jill The Year Round Tours,

beautifully illustratedT al50 a bondsome,
co\oriftr*&l:laska Jlrt Calendar. Add res If*

lrou<

DUNANN General Pa>sen£fer Agent
lOMarRetSt. San Francisco.
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VIEW OF CIRCULAR BRIDGE AND VALLEY. MT. LOWE.

Visitors to Southern California
CAN SEE ALL THE
SCENIC POINTS
OF INTEREST VIA

PACIFIC ELECTRIC RY.

MT. LOWE, LONG BEACH, SAN GABRIEL MISSION, PASADENA,
OSTRICH FARM, BALDWIN'S RANCH AND MONROVIA

" From mountain peak to foaming surf"

THE ORANGE GROVE ROUTE
Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

For information call on or write H. F. GENTRY, Agent

Phono
Main 900 F* jCK I L-\A/v<XV:250 S. Spring'

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars-
Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angreles, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth
street, every 15 minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Colegrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angeles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Angreles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevue
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.

flS^For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.
Sing-le Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY

To Owners of Gasoline Engines,

Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
does away entirely with all starting- and
running batteries, their annoyance and
expense. No belt— no switch— no bat-

teries. Can be attached to any engine
now using batteries. Fully guaranteed ;

write for descriptive catalog.

MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.
42 Main Street Pendleton. Ind.

Wholesale Material for Indian Basketry

RAFFIA NEEDLES REEDS
all colors Tel. Main 929 all sizes

CHAS. W/NSEL
Seedsman and Florist 247 S. Main, Los Angeles

RAM0NAT0ILET50AP FO R & A LE
EVERYWHERE
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ARE YOU GOING EAST?

If so, do not fail

To bear in mind that

The Northern

Pacific Railway
Affords a most pleasant and enjoyable trip

To All Eastern Points

By way of SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND, TACOMA,
SEATTLE, SPOKANE, BUTTE, MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL

THE NORTH COAST LIMITED
A palace an wheels, with elegant Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Ob-

servation and Dining Car, daily between Portland and St. Paul.

Remember that

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
is reached only by the Northern Pacific without any stage trip outside

the Park. GRAND SCENERY AND BEST SERVICE are

recognized features of the Northern Pacific

T<wo Overland Trains Daily
Between Portland and the East. Tourist Sleepers from Los Angeles

every day. FARES AS LOW AS ANY LINE to all

Eastern points. Inquire all about it of

C E. JOHNSON Passenger Agent
125 West Third Street LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

•

•
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fl TAKEAWINTER TRIP TO

IJASIt

One or the
few places
unspoiled^
by profes-
sionals « -*

tourists.
Reached by
a romantic
voyage over
a, tranquil
o c e a. n

Atrip
of* a x* ^f -«'

lifetime-
w i r K
e v e> r* y
1 uxu ry
m o s t°

fashionable
clubs and^
hotels.

Splendid steamships to Hawaii, Samoa., NewZealand
Australia and Round theWorld-Sailings to Hawaii everyv
10 days; to NewZealand and Australia, every 21 days
Illustrated books: Tahiti, locents Hawaii, iocent*-^

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP CO.
643 Max-Re4:S1:. San Francisco.

KHxmxwmMat

HUGH B. RICE, Los Angeles Agent. 230 SOUTH SPRING STREET
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC 5



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.

Your Summer Plans
Should Include

Tent City, Coronado Beach
AN IDEAL SEASIDE RESORT

Fourth season opens June 10th. Under the same management as

Hotel del Coronado. Excursion Rates and full information

from any Agent'of the

SANTA FE
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Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WE8T.

Uncle Sam says it's

all right •

Uncle Ram, in the person of ten of his government officials, is always in charge of every
department of our distillery. During the entire process of distillation, after the whiskey
is stored in barrels in our warehouses, during the seven years it remains there, from the
very grain we buy to the whiskey you get, Uncle Sam is constantly on the watch We dare
not take a gallon of our own whiskey from our own warehouse unless he says it's all right.
And when he does say so, that whiskey goes direct to you, with all its original strength, rich-
ness and flavor, carrying a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARAN-
TEE of PURITY and AGE, and saving the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
HAYNER WHISKEY is the best for medicinal purposes. That's why it is preferred for
other uses. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied customers. That's
why YOU should try it. Your money back if you're not satisfied.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration !

HAYNER WHISKEY
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

4 FULL SJAO EXPRESS

QUARTS *t PREPAID
We will send you POUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'SSEVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE for $4.00, and we will pay the express charges. Try it and
if you don't find it all right and as good as you ever used or can buy from
anybody else at any price, send it back at our expense, and your $4.00 will be
returned to you by next mail. Just think that offer over. How could it be
fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. Better let
us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, get a
friend to join you. We ship in a plain sealed case, no marks to show what's
inside.

If you can use 2© Quarts or can get some of your friends to join you,
we will send you SO Quarts for *16.00 by Freight Prepaid, thus
saving you SS4.00. We have been in business over 35 years and have a
paid-up capital of $500,000.00 so you run no risk.

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO ST. PAUL, MINN.

49 Distillery, Troy, O. Established 1866

Government statistics show that the Miami Valley in Ohio produces better grain and

has purer water than any other section of this country. It is Nature's garden. Right
in the heart of this favored spot is our distillery. We haveat our very door the two es-

sentials for producing the finest whiskey in the world—the best grain and the purest

water. Add to these one of the most completely equipped distilleries ever operated, and

an experience of 36 years in distilling whiskey, and you have a combination that is un-

equaled anywhere. That's why HAYNER WHISKEY is the best for medicinal and

other uses. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied customers. That's

why YOU should try it. Don't forget that it goes direct from our own distillery to you,

with all its original strength, richness and flavor, carries a UNITED STATES REG-
ISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITYand AGE, and saves you the

dealer's enormous profits. Your money back if you're not satisfied. Read our offer

ai»ove. The Havner Distillirtjr Company.
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Good Housekeeping'
means keeping "Good Things to Eat" in the house. You are always sure of having ,jood

things to eat on a moment's notice, when you have a supply of

Lobby's (Natural Flavor) Food Products
en the pantry shelf. They are always ready to serve. They are made from the choicest meats, fruits

and cereals, in the spotless J,ibby kitchens, after the most appetizing and palatable of recipes,

i'ou can tempt the most delicate appetite, and satisfy the hungriest epicure with the dainty, delicious

dishes descrihed in "How to Make Good Things to Eat." Would you like a copy? It is free.

Libby's Atlas of the World mailed to any address for 10c in postage.

Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago



ECONOMICAL
HOUSEKEEPERS

USE
Walter Baker's

Cocoa and Chocolate
Because they yield the

MOST and BEST FOR
THE MONEY.

They can be depended upon
to produce uniform results.

You don't have to experiment
with them to find out what

they will do.

A book of Choice Recipes
(80 pages), sent free, will tell

you how to use them to the

best advantage.

WALTERBAKER& CO. Ltd.
Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.
4-0 Highest Atooardj in Europe andAmerica

TKAHK-MAKK

The Old Reliable

POWDER
Absolutely Pure

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

r%M M lT/\rt hnve been established over 50 YEARS. !<v our lyMim of
L#IV% I^Jfl 1^^ pivmintscvcry family in moderate circumsUncuaoo»n
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s more than
;oap yet costs no

nore; it disinfects

vhile cleansing,
lifebuoy's anti-

eptic properties
afeguard your
Lealth; ordinary
oaps do not.

uy a cake of Lifebuoy Soap, use it all up, and if not entirely
satisfactory, money will be promptly refunded by dealer.



Please Mention that You Saw it in OUT WEST.
"The Quality Store"

For Dress Occasions
AND ALL. OTHER OCCASIONS

M. CEl B. CLOTHING
is exactly right in every detail—equal to the best pro-

ductions of the leading custom tailors in all but price.

Suits, $10.00 to $40.00
Topcoats, $10.00 to $30.00

Mail orders carefully filled. Self-measurement blanks sent upon request.

Boy's Department. Everything- but shoes.

MULLEN & BLUETT CLOTHING (0.

N. W. Cor. First and Spring Sts. LOS ANGELES, CAIv.

<tv\wwwv\v\v\wwwv\\\wwwv\v\v\v\wvv^v\wv\v\wwwv\:

I
THE R HOTO- M I N I ATU RE

+ makes photography more Interesting and more enjoyable. It is a photo-
< graphic magazine on a new plan—quite different. Every number is a

£ complete book in itself—a little cyclopedia on its subject. 48 numbers
5 obtainable. Ask your dealer for it. 25 cents per copy; $2.50 per year.
> No samples. Booklet on request. TENNANT & WARD. Publishers, NEW YORK.

} SOLD BY ALL LIVE DEALERS^
iV\WV\VVV\WVVV\V\WWWVWV\V\V\Wi\V\V\V^W\V\W^\^\l\V\1

60,000 ACRES
CALIFORNIA LAND

Located in Fresno and King's Counties in the center of the State. All

rich alluvial soil on Kings River bottom in the best fruit-growing
-

region
of the State. We can also grow Indian Corn and all other cereal crops
to perfection, and the land is particularly adapted for the growth of

alfalfa and the handling of dairy stock. We are selling it in ten-acre

lots or larger at $35.00 to $50.00 per acre ; one fourth cash, balance in eight
annual payments if desired. If you want a good piece of land, be sure

you look over Laguna. Don't make the popular mistake of concluding
that California is only for the rich man. If you are willing' to work you
can make a start on the Laguna with less money than anywhere else,

and the cliqjate will be as much yours as if you owned a million.

Address

NARES & SAUNDERS, MANAGERS.
Laton, Fresno County, California.

BYRON MflUZY
Warranted for 10 years— S0HMER AGENCY.PIANOS

The CECILIAN—The Perfect Piano Player

308-312 POST ST., SAN FRANCISCO



OUT WEST
A MAGAZINE OF THE OLD PACIFIC AND THE NEW

EDITED BY CHAS. F. LUMMIS.
CHarles Amadon Moody, Assistant Editor

AMONG THE STOCKHOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ARE

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University.

FREDERICK STARR
Chicago University.

THEODORE H. HITTELL
The Historian of California.

MARY HALLOCK POOTE
Author of "The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Author of

"
Stories of the Foothills."

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING
Author of

" The Sister of a Saint," etc.

ELLA HIGGINSON
Author of

" A Forest Orchid," etc.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
The Poet of the South Seas.

INA COOLBRITH
Author of

"
Sonars from the Golden Gate," etc.

EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of "The Man With the Hoe."

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras.

CHAS. FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of

' The Life of Agassiz," etc.

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of

" The Shield of the Fleur de Lis."

SHARLOT M. HALL
CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America," etc.

WILLIAM KEITH
The greatest Western Painter.

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Society.

GEO. PARKER WINSHIP
The Historian of Coronado's Marches.

FREDERICK WEBB HODGE
of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington.

GEO. HAMLIN FITCH
Literary Editor S. F. "Chronicle."

CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN
Author of

"
In This Our World."

CHAS. HOWARD SHINN
Author of "The Story of the Mine," etc.

T. S. VAN DYKE
Author of

" Rod and Gun in California," etc.

CHAS. A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER

ALEX. F. HARMER
L. MAYNARD DIXON

Illustrators.

ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRIXNELL
Authors of "Our Feathered Friends."

BATTERMAN LINDSAY

Contents—June, 1903.
Bullying- the Quaker Indians, illustrated, by Chas. F. Lummis
The Rattlesnake and its Poison, illustrated, by W. H. Backus
The Right Hand of the Continent, illustrated, XIII, by Chas. F. Lummis ...

My Friend Le<5ta

Was It The Sea, poem, by Edward Salisbury Field

Slaves of the Ring, story, by Eugene Manlove Rhodes
The Gulls of San Francisco Bay, poem, by Harley R. Wiley
The Lady of the Galleon, serial story, by Louise Herrick Wall, II

The Landmarks Club
The Sequoya League, "To Make Better Indians "

In the Lion's Den (by the editor)

That Which is Written (reviews by C. A. Moody)
Some Philippine Questions, by James A. LeRoy
The 20th Century West, conducted by Wm. E. Smythe :

*

Shall Ireland Make Us Ashamed, illustrated

The United Orange Growers, illustrated

The Constructive League—A Closer Organization and Wider Usefulness

Long Beach—The City by the Sea, illustrated, by Sidney C. Kendall...

Under Canvas— The Coronado Tent City, illustrated, by Edward Hilton

691

:::

74:

773

799

Copyright 1903. Entered at the Los Angeles Poatoffice as second-class matter, (skk pubi.ishkk's pauk.)
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Alpha
Salad
Cream

is the ideal salad dressing
for all varieties of salads
It is also the ideal sauce or

relish for cold meats, canned
salmon, shrimp or lobster,

lish cakes, baked beans, cbkl

sjavv, cold cauliflower or as-

paragus, cold hash or on
sandwiches. CONTAINS NO OIL

Alpha
Salad
Cream

is absolutely pure. Never

separates. Never spoils.
Those who like oil can add
their favorite brand with

perfect results. Samples not
mailable.

ALL
GROCERS

Martha Taft Wentworth Recipe Book (60 Recipes and Suggestions) sent

free for grocer's name. This book includes premium list. Informs you how to

secure the New Game of Diamonds free. This game sells at 50c. to $1,

according to style and quality of, board.

WONDERLAND PUDDING TABLETS. One tablet makes a quart of milk
into a milk jelly more delicious, refreshing and nourishing than other desserts.

Also make Delicious Ice Cream. Package of 10 Tablets by mail 10c. No samples.

THE H. J. BLODGETT CO., Inc., 69 Thayer St., Boston, Mass.

IDEAL SPRING FLANNEL
for SHIRT WAIST SUITS

Viyella
"

comes in the latest Spring designs and color com-

binations. Solid Colors ! Stripes ! Plaids !

Viyella
"

is guaranteed to be unshrinkable, and after repeated

washings retains the same soft lustre.

Viyella" in the heavy weight is the most fashionable fabric

for Ladies' and Gentlemen's golf, tennis and boating costumes.

Viyella
'*

is stamped on selvedge every 5 yards of each piece.

Avoid Imitations. Refuse substitutes.

Does Not ShrinK



BAILEY'S Rubber

Massage
Roller^
Makes, Keeps and
Restores Beauty
in nature's own way

THE cup-shaped teeth have a suc-
tion effect on the skin that

smooths out wrinkles, rounds out
the beauty muscles, and gives per-
fect circulation of the blood.

It is so constructed that it treats

every portion of the face and neck
perfectly, even to the

"
crow's feet "

in the corners of the eyes.

A jar of ikin food given with every roller.

For sale by all dealers, or ££\r
Mailed upon receipt of price, »*»*«

Rubber Catalogue Free.
Agents Wanted.

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston St., BOSTON, MASS

Supplying: Agents

Western Wholesale Drug Co., 254 S. Main St.

F.W. Braun Co., 501 N. Main, Los Angeles

Ik PAPOOSE
$1.00 Per Year

Single Copies, lOc.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY
at 26 West 23rd Street. NEW YORK

Devoted to all matters of interest to

Indian Educators and Collectors

of Indian Works of Art.

All communications should be ad-

dressed to the editor, Thomas F.

Barnes, 26 West 23rd Street, New
York.

'N^A-i

The Stratford
MICHIGAN and

JACKSON BOULEVARDS

CHICAGO

GEO. B. WEAVER

European Plan

$1.50 per Day and Upwards

Located in the heart of the

Business, Shopping and Thea-

ter districts fronting on Lake

Michigan.
The handsomest Dutch

Room in America on the

ground floor, and noted for its

very excellent cuisine.

lunch Restaurant on parlor Il.*>r.

The sanitary equipment of thi»

Hotel Is of the ver> l>o-t ami latest

improved appliances.
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All
the goodness in choice

California figs and
prunes, and sound,

well-ripened grain, is

contained in a cup of <

L Figprune
V 1 £»*«£»Q ICereal

Coffee
The most delicious

cereal coffee that na-

ture and science have

yet produced. fi$priine

Looks like coffee

Tastes like coffee

Better than coffee

Boil 5 to 10 minutes only

«1

W% Sold by all Grocers

| § Free sample of Figprune
r mailed on receipt of your

grocer's name

figprune Cereal Company
San Jose, Cal.

i have made a careful
Chem ical ^nalvsis of

Stozoctont
^^^ ^^^/7lM // S, ^) SI //i

forfheTeefh,
and find Nothing injurious

or objectionable in its compo-
SITION.

HAVE YOU GOOD TEETH ?

DO YOU WISH TO KEEP THEM SO?
THEN REMEMBER THIS—

For Two Score Years and Ten the one great TOOTH

HEALTH, BREATH PURIFIER and COMFORT to the

MOUTHS of genteel Americans has been

S0Z0D0NT

OOT

Suoes

Keep it

In Mind
We sell only depend-
able footwear at a

reasonable profit, and
we can fit any man,
woman or child, as

we have the most complete
shoe stock in the city.

Our shoes are good.
Our prices are right.

Foot Form and Hanan & Son
Shoes, $5.00 to $j.oo.

SO-E-Z {soezy) to thefoot) $3.50
IN ALL STYLES AND LEATHER

FOURTH*""BROADWAY



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

FOR
BOYS

MP
moohV
(.MILITARY)

LOS ANGELES

Fits for college and business.

Fully equipped Chemical and

Physical Laboratories. Ten-

acre Campus. Standard %-
mile Track . Gymnasium.
Gallery Track. Shower Baths.

Principal: Grbnville C. Emery,
A.M.. late Master in the Boston

Latin School.

Commandant : John S. Murdock,
Ph. B. (Yale), Lieut, in the regular

army in Cuba during the late Span-
ish war.

TtlROOP

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

The only completely equipped Manual Training-
School on the Pacific Coast.

Grammar School, Commercial
School, Academy, Normal School

(Sloyd, Art, Domestic Economy),
College (Degree of B. S.).
Dally exercises in Sloyd, Wood Turning- and

Carpentry, Forging-, Pattern-Making, Machine-
Shop Practice, Wood-Carving, Clay-Modeling,
Cooking, Sew ..ig and Dressmaking, Electrical
Engineering, Chemical Laboratory Work,
Mechanical Drawing, Freehand Drawing and
Painting, Biological Laboratory Work, Gym-
nastics.
Diplomas of graduation from Throop Insti-

tute accepted by the leading colleges and uni-
versities of the country.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
W. A. Edwards, LL.D., President
TiiKiinoKB Coleman, Secretary

LOS ANGELES. CAL.Occidental College
The College. Three Courses — Classical, Literary,

Scientific.
The Preparatory Department is on the list of

schools accredited by State University. The Occidental
School of Music gives high grade instruction. Vocal and
instrumental. First semester began September 24, 1902.

Address PRESIDENT GUY W. WADSWORTH.

LOS ANGELES MILITARY ACADEMY
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE

An English and Classical Boarding and Day School.
Boys received at any time when there is a vacancy.
Send for catalogue.

WALTER J. BAILEY. A. M.. Principal.
Telephone Main 1556

SUMMER SESSION

CUMNOCK SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
Six Weeks— July 13 to Aug. 21

Attractive Course— Splendid Faculty
Prospectus on request.

1500 FlGUEROA ST. LOS ANGELES

Manzanita Hall
Palo Alto, California

llfl
AND EASTERN UNIVERSITIES

The school is situated on the out-

skirts of the town, and about two miles
from the University. The educational

atmosphere furnishes the stroi

kind of a stimulus and arouses the am-
bition of the boys. An ambitious
student does not have to be disciplined.

Close, friendly contact is sought. No
boy has been sick in bed a day during
the ten years of the history of the

school. There is careful supervision
of the out-door life in tennis, baseball
and football. This is supplemented by
regular gymnasium work

OPEA/S AUGUST 25
For cat. i lot m-. s44rasa

Jambs i.i R, Dixon, Principal.

u~

QIRLS- COLLEQIATE SCHOOL

GIRLS' COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

Adams and Hoover Sts.. Los Angeles. California

Beautiful hulldltiff*. delightful home, thorough m >

Cettifhatc ».!

principalb 1
*uom * ^Ammommprincipal*

f jmANMm w _ ommmKN
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Tourist Hotels

"The Angelas," Los Ansreles.

The ••Knnteford" Hotel. Salt Lake City.

The A.ngelus, Los A.ngeles
American and European plans. Corner

Fourth and Spring Sts., Los Angeles, Cal.

Fire-proof, strictly modern and elegant.

The newest of the first-class hotels of the

State. Opened December 28, 1901, by G. S.

Holmes, also proprietor of

THe Unutsford, Salt LaKe City-

Tourists and others going Eastward will

find that a stop-off of a few days at Salt Lake

City can be most pleasurably spent. The
"
Knutsford "

is the only new fire-proof hotel,

for the better class of trade, in the city.

Every place of interest is nearby this hotel.

Do not be misled, but check your baggage di-

rect to the "Knutsford," Salt Lake City.

N. B. —An interesting illustrated booklet

on
"
Zion," will be mailed to anyone address-

ing G. S. Holmes, Proprietor.

Fremont Hotel, Lo» Ang.u.

American plan. Opened Octo-

ber 1, 1902. Corner Fourth and

Olive Streets.

The newest and most elegantly

appointed family hotel in the city.

Situated, two blocks from Broad-

way on an eminence commanding
a charming vista of the city, and

offering to its patrons the benefits

of purest air, prompt and court-

eous service, and a cuisine un-

equalled in points of excellence

anywhere, and reasonable rates.

For terms address,

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor.



Recreation

THE IDYLLWILD SANATORIUM X%*U
£Z

IDYLLWTLD-AMONG-THE-PINES, STRAWBERRY VALLEY
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Steam heat, electric light, modern plumbing, with mountain spring water piped
throughout. Resident physician and corps of trained nurses. Nature's cure for

asthma, la grippe, rheumatism, and all pulmonary diseases. 737,000 acres of pine
forests. Grand mountain scenery. Furnished cottages and tents to rent for house-

keeping.
Train (Santa Fe via Pasadena) leaves Los Angeles Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

day, 8:30 a.m. Stage meets passengers at Hemet 12:40, arrives at Idyllwild at 5:30 p.m.
For literature, write

R. A. LOWE, Manager, Idyllwild, Riverside Co., California.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE — Ringr up Idyllwild, Riverside Co., and call for Mr. Lowe.

- THe New Glenwood
FRANK A. MILLER, Proprietor

Quaint and artistic ;
in the midst of orange groves and lawns

; just the place for a

summer's stay. Exquisitely located in the most beautiful spot in Southern California—

RIVERSIDE
The latest built and best equipped hotel of its kind in Southern California ; easy of

access
;
built on the old Mission style, and with its campanile and chime of the old

Mission bells, offers a strange commingling of the old and the new. All the comforts
and luxuries of today.

Illustrated Booklet Mailed Free to Any Address.

Rates Upon Application.

California's Mission Hotel



Is There Any Reason

Why You Should Come to California?

If so, then- are TEN reasons why you should come to

ORANGE COUNTY
Write us for information. ORANGE COUNTY

SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
REALTY CO.

PASADENA

/ SELL ORANGE ORCHARDS
That pay a steady investment, with good water
rights. I have them iu the suburbs of Pasadena,
finely located for homes, also in the country for

profit. Fine homes in Pasadena a specialty.

REAL ESTATfc .

INSURANCE., LOANS,,
1RV

16 S. Raymond Ave Pasadena, Cal.

REOLANDS

ORANGE GROVES
in REDLANDS

BUSINESS BLOCKS, HOUSES AND LOTS

FOK SALK AT LOWEST PRICES.

Fifteen years of intimate knowledge of Red-

lands property enables me to help investors se-

lect wisely a grove or a house or a good paying-

business property in Redlands and vicinity.

For information address

JOHN P. FISK
First Nat'l Bank Blk. REDLANDS, CAL.

PORTERVILLE

Citrus and Deciduous fruits

FARMING, STOCK RAISING
DAIRYING, MINING, LUMBERING

PORTERVILLE California

Offers better inducements to the Homeseeker
than any other portion of the United
States. For particulars address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
PORTMRVILLB, CALIFORNIA

There are few cities in the Unit ••<! States today
where money can be more advautageou-ly in-

vested than in Los Angeles. By careful inves-

tigation this statement can be proven. The
growth of Los Angeles and its suburbs has
been wonderful, and unless an unforeseen event
takes place this development will continue.
The resources of the surrounding country are

being developed to the advantage of Lot An-
geles, as it is the distributing point for South-
ern California. Among these resources are the
ricli mineral districts which will be penetrated
by the lines of the San Pedro, Los Angeles &
Salt Lake Railway Company, now under con-
struction.
The fuel question is absolute] \ settled by the

immense bodies of oil which have been un-
covered, and there is also a very rich agricul-
tural country which is being penetrateii hv
rapid transit lines, thus bringing the products
of the farmer almost to the door of the consumer.
The financial interests of the country are

gradually turning their attention toward Cali-
fornia as a place for investments because its

securities are safe, and the rate of inu
many instances higher than in the Kast. There
is also a better chance for enhanced values.
This State is in the infancy of its development.

FIELDING J. STILSON
REALTY, STOCKS, BONDS

Trust Building, Los Angeles, California

WE SELL THE
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DRUGS WONT DO
King Baby Rules the World

When the Vital Elements

coursing
-

through the Arteries

and Veins become Thin and

Poor, they must be Supplied with

New Material and New Food be-

fore they can Replenish the

Waste constantly taking place in

the Tissues of the body.

We have gathered from Na-

ture's storehouse those necessary

elements — purified and refined

them in our Laboratories.

The Glycerinated - Hypophos-

phites of Lime and Soda, tone for

bone and nerve strength ;
Guia-

col - Antiseptic and Germicide,

combining them with the Purest

of Pure Norwegian Cod Liver

Oil — all health-giving, waste-

repairing, blood-forming, tissue-

building Pood -Medicine — Ozo-

mulsion— a Pood and Medicine

that makes King Bab3T and all

Children healthy, Men Manly,
and Women Strong.

If there is so much as One Grain of

Doubt remaining with you About

This, let us Remove it in Our Way.
Our Way is to Give Free to all A
TRIAL, Bottle of Ozomulsion, that it

May Bear Witness that Our Statements

Are True.

Sent Free by Mail

Sample Bottle

wwwvwwvwvwwwvw*
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Have you tried it ? The Food That

Does Good— the cod liver oil emulsion
"PAR EXCELLENCE" that Phy-
sicians use in their families and pre-
scribe in their hospital and private
practice, and Drug-gists sell in One
Size Only— Earge Bottles, weighing
Over Two Pounds, for One Dollar.

Pleasant, Easy to Take and So Agree-
able. Write, Enclosing Ten Cents in

Stamps or Silver, to pay postage, for
Free SAMPLE Bottle, giving your
complete address, with street and
number.

OZOMULSION FOOD COMPANY
», LABORATORIES, 98 PINE ST., NEW YORK
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SAFE AS A BANK
4 TIMES MORE PROFITABLE

We handle no stocks until they have been

thoroughly investigated and proven
to be as represented.

Unexcelled Opportunities for Small Investors

The Little Bonanza Group
Located in the Randsburg District, next to the Yellow Aster Mine,

famous for the production of rich ore. This is one of the best investment

propositions in the Southwest. It is capitalized for $1,000,000 at the par

value of $1.00 per share; not more than 20,000 shares will be offered. The

money derived from these will be expended for machinery and development
of the group. The first issue of stock will be sold for 40 cents per share

for cash, and 50 cents on the installment plan, the whole payable in five

installments. Three months after the machinery is in operation the

directors promise a 5 per cent, dividend every three months.

Any purchaser of this stock that shall become dissatisfied, his money
will be returned to him, less brokers' fees. This is guaranteed. It will

be seen there can be no risk in buying this stock.

We recommend the following stocks as first-class investments :

American Marble and Onyx 05
Riverside Copper 10

Cripple Creek Con. Mining and Tunnel 15

International Development Co 15

White.Star Union Mining Co 15

Southwestern Oil Refining Co 25
Sunset Coast Oil 25

U. S. Gold M. & M 50
Cecil R. Gold M. & M 50

These prices will remain good for only thirty days.

California Investment Bureau
^Ol Mason Opera House Building

Los Angeles, Cal.



The Hair-That
-
Can't-Come-Out

THE HAIR THAT FEEDS O/V CRANITONIC

APP VOI I IN TPOI IRI P "? Millions of people are worrying about their hair and
^«V"-' V^VJ 11^ HVVL/UL,L,J aretroubled with either dandruff, falling- hair or itching
scalp. The cause of this is due to a disease of the scalp. We know now from microscopical investigation
and bacteriological research that this disease is the work of a microbe hidden deep down in the scalp that
destroys the hair follicle. To cure the surface indications we must reach the cause below. This Crani-

tonic Hair-Food does.

destroys the microbe that causes dandruff and falling hair, and nourishes the
hair-root back to health.
makes hair grow—prevents hair splitting—renders coarse hair soft and silky.

Cranitonic Hair -Food

Cranitonic Hair Food

Cranitonic Hair - Food

Cranitonic Hair- Food

cleanses the scalp of all irritation and keeps it healthful. The life of the hair
is in the scalp.
restores gray hair to its natural color, not by dyeing, but by gently stimulating
the pigment cells that give color to the hair.

CRANITONIC HAIR-FOOD Is absolutely harmless, contains no grease, sediment,
dye matter or dangerous drugs. It is pure, clean, clear as a

crystal, delightful to use and certain In Its results

HAIR EDUCATION
All readers of Odt West who are troubled about

their hair and who would like a microscopic exam-
ination of their hair, and will call, or send a few
hairs pulled from the head, or a sample from the.
daily combings, will receive from our Medical Dept.
by mail, absolutely free, a full report and diagnosis.

HAIR-FOOD FREE
To enable the public to observe its Purity, Learn

of its Possibilities and what it has done for others,
a Trial bottle of Cranitonic Hair-Food and a book en-
titled Hair Education will be sent, by mail, prepaid, to
all who send name and complete address, absolutely
free.

CRANITONIC HAIR-FOOD CO.
526 West Broadway, New York

ALL DEALERS: TWO SIZES -ONE AND TWO DOLLARS THE BOTTLE
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Dreamier
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For the COMPLEXION
WILL CURE TAN, SUNBURN AND ALL SKIN DISEASES

Send for free Sample and Circular FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
recamie:r manufacturing company

131 WEST 31st STREET. NEW YORK.

Will You be "Judge and Jury?"

WE CLAIM THE

Equitable Life Assurance Society
"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD"

TO RF THF RF^T It to tha »lronge»t Assets $360,000,000. Surplus $75,000,000.
l\J L»L IIIU ULJI Pays death losses the promptest.

Pays most on maturing policies.

Fill out coupon and we will furnish proof.

Mr. A. M. JONES, General Agent
420 Wilcox Block, Los Angeles, California

Please tell me the cost of a policy in the Equitable for $

I was born the

NAME

Address

day of IH

A Comfortable Home In LOS

ANGELES

Conveniently planned house of seven rooms, besides pantry, bathroom, el

and brick cellar. Front porch, 8x33 feet, and awning*; Kreen porch, electric

lights, gas for cooking, hot and cold water. Fine view from Upstairs windows, fend

unobstructed view of city and country, to Catalina island, from hill back >.f DOOM.
Lot 100 x 165 feet. Well kept iawns. Oranges, aprJcotai peaches, rigs, grapes,

etc.; all kinds of berries; many varieties choicest roses ; flowers and ornamental
Cement walks and copings. Water conveniently piped about premises. G
house, coal house, etc. Less than two blocks from Gates street school.

It is oil ered for $3,375, cash or terms. Or with furniture. Must Ik- seen to be ap-
preciated. Take Downey avenue car, get off at East lake avenue, half block north.

Address owner at 130 S. Kastlake avenue, or J. H. T.. 115 S. Broadway, LrfM Ai
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To Real Estate Investors:
The May number of ''Out West'' contained a statisti-

cal article from the pen of its able editor, Mr. Chas.
F. Lummis, relative to the growth and development of
Los Angeles—to which we desire to add a hearty ' 'Amen* '

—and say,
' 'Let the good work go on. ' '

Los Angeles is, indeed, an extraordinary city—a

phenomenon of American push and enterprise—rivaling
IN REALITY the wildest impossibilities ever imagined by
the author of Aladdin and his wonderful lamp.

Phoenix-like, Los Angeles has arisen from the ashes
of the bursted boom of 1886-88, a veritable giant, dis-
tancing in development any other American city of its
size—and showing a GREATER percentage of increase, in

many lines, than any city, irrespective of* size, in the
entire world. For instance, in January, 1903, the num-
ber of building permits issued in Los Angeles was 50 per
cent, greater than in any other city—being second in
total valuation.

In 1902—Los Angeles showed the greatest percentage
of increase in postal business of any city in the world.
Increase in population from 1880 to 1890 was over 350
per cent, and over 103 per cent, from 1890 to 1900—
while for the corresponding decades San Francisco in-
creased only 27 per cent, and 14 per cent, respectively.

Looks now as if we would have a population here of
over 300,000 before 1910—-which means that real estate
values are going higher; but see us before you buy or
sell.

Very cordially yours,

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION : First National Bank. State Bank and Trust Company. Dun or Bradstreet
Codes: Bedford McNeil and Western Union.
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NEW BOOK ABOUT THE DESERT, "Death

Valley ; Swamper Ike's Traditional

Lore : Why, When, How ?
"

(Five

souvenir bindings: Paper 50c, Yucca

75c., Redwood 75c., Leather $1.25,

Snakeskin $2.00.)

"
THE REAL RAMONA of Helen Hunt

Jackson's Famous Novel;" fourth

edition. ( Five souvenir bindings :

Paper 50c, Yucca 75c , Redwood 75c,

Leather $1.25, Orange Wood $1.25.)

"
EL (AMINO REAL, the Highway Con-

necting the Twenty-one Missions;"

second edition
;

best Mission book

on the market. ( Five souvenir bind-

ings: Paper 35c, Yucca 75c, Red-

wood 75c, Leather $1.25, Orange
Wood $1.25.)

At all Book and Curio Stores, or of

D. A. HUffORD & CO., Souvenir Publishers

226 W. SIXTH ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

WATERMAN'S Ideal Fountain Pen

For Genuine

Satisfaction

get a

Genuine

Pen

Ask

for the

Spoon
Feed

The Feed's

the thing

that does

the

Work

Accept

no

Other
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ESTABLISHED 1889

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL - - $13,000,000
PAID-IN CAPITAL - 2,500,000
PROFIT AND RESERVE FUND - ... 350,000
MONTHLY INCOME, OVER ------- 100,000

ITS PURPOSE IS

To help its members to build homes, also to make loans on improved property, the

members giving; first liens on their real estate as security. To help its stock-

holders to earn from 8 to 12 per cent, per annum on their stock, and to allow them
to open deposit accounts bearing interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, ordi-

nary, and 6 per cent, per annum, term.

HOME OFFICE: 301 California St., San Francisco, California

WM. CORBIN, Secretary and General Manager
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BULLYING THE "QUAKER INDIANS.''

By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

N the April number, under heading- of the

Sequoya League, some generic picture was
drawn of the conditions which now prevail

on the Moqui Indian Reservation. With the

present number it is designed to carry the

matter a little further, particularly in the way
of showing by photographs who and what these

people are that are now so evil entreated by the

official representative of the United States,

set over them as the Evangel of Civilization

and Education.

It is 363 )
rears since these

"
First American

Quakers
" became known to Europeans. In

1540 a squad from Coronado's expedition to

the discovery and exploration of Arizona, New Mexico, In-

dian Territory and Kansas, went up from Zuni, under Pedro
de Tobar (and accompanied by that rare missionary Fray Juan
de Padilla, the first martyr within the limits of the United

States), and saw the Moqui towns. It was on this journey
that the first news was heard by white men of the Grand Canon
of the Colorado. Upon the report of Tobar's expedition,
Coronado sent Capt. Garcia Lopez de Cardenas, who also visited

the Moqui towns; and, marching onward, first discovered that

unspeakable chasm, the Grand Canon. In 1583 Espejo again
visited this "Province of Tusayan

" and recorded the names
*bf five or six pueblos. In 1604 Juan de Onate, the colonizer of

New Mexico and founder of the second and third civilized towns

A HOPI COUPLE.

Copyrighted 1903 by Chat. F. Lummis. All rights reserved.
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within the limits of the United States, again visited the Moqui
villages. In 162') active missionary work by the Franciscans

began in Moqui, when Fray Francisco Porras, Andres Gutierrez

and Cristoval de la Concepcion undertook its spiritual conquest.

Benavides, writing in 1(>30 his great Memorial, records the

miracle which made the missionaries welcome there
; and we

have long record of these early labors to civilize and christianize

the Moquis in days when one could not exactly invade Arizona

in a Pullman. In the great Pueblo Rebellion of 1680, all the

priests in the Moqui country were killed, as they were through-
out the Southwest. Incidentally there were already fools and

oppressors in the year 1620. But in those days they were sup-

pressed. A royal decree of Jan. l

), 1621, given under the hand

and seal of the king of Spain, and addressed to the Custodian

of all the Missions of New Mexico (in which Arizona and the

Moqui towns were of course then included) says (by contem-

porary translation): "And forasmuch as it hath been understood

that in divers Causes in which ye and your Religious have pro-

ceeded against the Indians for Errors and Slight Faults, ye
have caused them to be Shorn of their Hair— a Punishment
whereof they suffer great affliction, since this is for them the

greatest insult possible ... ye are to give orders that the Reli-

gious of your Custody shall not inflict such Punishments, but

that the newly converted shall rather be given in all .things

Good Treatment and Loving-Kindness." It was not until 280

years later that anyone foolish enough to think to Barber people

forcibly as a Means of Grace had authority upon any portion of

the North American continent
;
but after so long waiting we

have caught up with and surpassed that medieval folly.

There are now eight Moqui pueblos or villages— Hano, Sichu-

movi, Hualpi, Mishongnovi, Shumopovi, Shipaulovi, Oraibe,

and Moencape, a westerly colony, mostly from Oraibe. And

merely by the way, these villages were visited in the year,

and on the great day, of American Independence, now more than

a century and a quarter ago, by Fray Francisco Garces, who
walked on his feet from Tucson, in and out, up and down, over

and across, the whole Southwest ; up to the middle of California,

and from there back through the deserts to Moqui—the very

first European that ever found those cliff-built towns from the

West.

The name Moqui, now butchered by a few misguided souls

into "Moki," is a historic name vital for several centuries.

It seems to derive from the Zuni epithet
"
a-mu-que

"—which

is, as politely as it may be translated, the "people that need

handkerchiefs." As a matter of fact, most of the familiar

tribe-names in the United States are similarly uncomplimentary
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and taken from epithets applied by outside tribes. There t's a

reasonable reason for not using
- the term Moqui for the people

(it is the only name for the collection of towns), as there is for

not using- as to many other Indian tribes their most familiar

nickname
;
but if the word is to be used at all, it should be

Moqui. One reason why these neighborly designations have

been applied to our Indian tribes is that very usually the name

by which the tribe calls itself means simply in their idiom
" The

People"
— as for instance does Din-ne, the name by which the

Navajos, our biggest Indian tribe, characterize themselves—
whereas the appellatives given by outsiders of their own race

and time usually have some definitive significance.

In this case there is a striking exception to the general rule.

The immemorial name by which the Moqui have called them-

selves is truly descriptive. It is "Hopi-tu shin-u-mu"—"The
People of Peace." This has been abbreviated to Hopitu and

Hopi, the latter being the form generally used by students.

There never was a fitter nomenclature. Although it is true

that they resisted the first attempts to christianize them, it is

also true that no Indian tribe in North America has so long and

clean a record of non-resistance. If ever a modern nickname

was applicable, it is that which I have given these people
—

'The Quaker Indians." When Columbus discovered America
—and for immemorial centuries before him— these Indians were

living on their arm of the Arizona desert ; cliff-perched to

escape the marauding Utes and Navajos ; thirsty in a thirsty

land ; growing their poor little crops of American corn and

squashes by hard work, and in dependence on the scant rains of

that great arid plateau ;
and even carrying their water for

washing and for drinking such distances and with such labor as

would make any American community I ever saw—and I am
acquainted with every State—quite as "dirty

" as the Hopi In-

dians ever were within historic times. In frontier wanderings
for the last eighteen years I have had many opportunities to

observe, with no small curiosity, how little ablution the general
fastidious American (of the most refined class) is content to

get along withal, when it is a matter of going a couple of miles

for a basin of water, or of bathing outdoors when the weather

is pretty cold.

In striking contrast to the aboriginal neighbors who sur-

rounded them on all sides—the nomad predatory tribes which
lived by war, plunder and the chase—the Hopi have for un-

known centuries (certainly since long before the discovery of

America) been a sedentary agricultural people, living by the

scanty crops that could be raised on their arid farms
; building,
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One of Burton's Victims.

This is the man whose hands were bound
behind him with baling: wire, and hair
hacked off in this "civilisinsr" fashion by
Kampmeier, Burton's rifirht-hand man. See
footnote, p. 681.

and living in, good and per-

manent houses of stone and

adobe
; minding their own

business ; never going on

the war path ; standing off

the hostile tribes as best

they might, and trading in

simple barter of the beauti-

ful blankets, robes and bas-

kets (in all of which indus-

tries they have attained a

characteristic excellence),

for salt, fruits, hides and

other articles. In prehis-

toric times, before there

was wool in North Amer-

ica, they made excellent fur

robes by cutting rabbit-

skins into strips, winding
them about cores of vegetable fiber, with the hair-side out,

and then joining these furry ropes together with an in-

genuity which surprised the first Europeans who saw them.

Some of these robes are still made, and I have found fragments
of them in prehistoric cliff dwellings.* They also raised a little

cotton, or obtained it by barter from southerly tribes, and wove
it into garments. Coronado in 1540 brought along many sheep,
and did not take them back out of the country ; but it is doubt-

ful if these first flocks survived. From the time of the Con-

quest by Onate, however (1598), sheep began to be a fixture in

the Southwest, and the Franciscan missionaries taught the

Pueblo Indians to grow wool, spin and weave it. The industry
took a great hold, being peculiarly adapted to the country and

to the Indians
; and for centuries the very best textiles in

North America have been made by the Navajo and Pueblo

Indians. Hand-weaving suited not only the sedentary Moquis,

among whom it is carried on by the men, but also the wander-

ing Navajos, whose women are the weavers. By one of the

differentiations familiar to the ethnologist, the Navajos have

tended more to the making of blankets ;
and while their prod-

uct has been enormously vitiated and degraded by contact with

civilization, its diamond dyes and its vulgarity of taste, the old

"Navajos" were the most beautiful and the best blankets any-
where known. An uncivilized Indian never makes a mistake in

combinations of color ; but what he does after a generation of

*See also photo of a Washoe weaving one ; p. 0>, April number.



A Moqui Home. (A corner in Sichumovi.) Photo by A. C. Vroman
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contact with the Superior Race is sadly familiar to all that

know the modern blanket. The Hopi, on the other hand,

specialize in the way of mantas%
the excellent woolen dresses of

the women, and now supply all the Pueblos. Men from Taos
to Tsleta travel with their burros 300 miles over the arid trails

to Moqui, to trade their fruits, potteries and other articles for

manias for their womenfolk. Fray Francisco Garces, above
alluded to, was in Oraibe on the 4th of July, 1776. He men-
tions seeing flocks of sheep, larger than those in Mexico

;
and

"
gardens which cost much trouble to build." There were also

"many fields of maize and beans, and various Indians working

I Nil KIOK OK A M<»<T I MoMK.
(lirls trri iul itikT corn.

I'hoto /• i .1. C Vrommm

therein." He mentions their national dress, and their peculiar

national methods of wearing the hair ; and the
"

flute dance "

which he witnessed.

Through these centuries, the Moquis have lived their quiet

and gentle life. Like the other Pueblo Indians—who have

twenty town-republics in New Mexico— the Hopi have an elabo-

rate literature. Literature it is, although unwritten; for they
transmit it orally from father to son, in metrical form ; so that

from generation to generation it goes on practically as un-

changed as does our printed page of law or gospel. Their law

and their religion are thus immemorially preserved ; and for-

tunately amid our disgraceful general carelessness, there have
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Pauikia, a Hopi Stoke-Keepek. Photo by A. ('. Vionian

been some Americans with minds to study these thing's, so that

the lore of the Hopi is now largely of scientific record. It in-

cludes not only histor}
r and their moral and civil codes, but a

great deal of real poetry. These people are far more law-

abiding, and far more religious, than an}- American community
whatever. The laws they understand, they obey without

thought of evasion. Even brutal and stupid laws, latterly

forced upon them by the Superior Race, they obey as best they

cap, while almost any other people on earth would rise in red

rebellion. As for religion, ever}' act of life is with this people
attended by religious preparation and ceremonial. The
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A Moqui Matron. (1st Mesa). Photo by A. C. Vromau

to be true
;
and after all these years of contact there are a great

many people who know the Hopi well. A cloud of witnesses,

including
-

many of national and international reputation, can

testify to these characteristics.

In all the three centuries that New Mexico and Arizona were
under Spanish rule, the People of Peace, dwelling away out

yonder among the mirages of the little Colorado desert, never

suffered so many indignities and oppressions as they have

undergone at the hands of this humane government in the last

four years, or even in the last calendar year. It is a pity that

we cannot officially adopt a few of the Indian laws of Spain ;

for they are so much more rational, merciful and statesmanlike

than our doddering policies, that the comparison is not an

agreeable one for Americans to make.
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Hopi Mother ani> Daughter
W liose door was broken in at night by Burton's

man, Kampmeier.

These are the people who
in this year of grace are being-

treated as was set forth in the

April number of this maga-
zine.* The process of chang-

ing an old and conservative

race from its immemorial habits

of religion, dress and life is a

hard enough one at best. The

Department, which formulates

the Hozi\ is Remote, and is

preyed upon by countless con-

flicting "business" interests,

and politicians hungry for

places in the Service for their

favorites. It has never at any
time been guided and enlight-

ened by knowledge of what

history and science have provi-

ded for guidance. For a long
time in the past it was famous

as the most corrupt branch of the public service. It has

been greatly purified and changed for the better within a few

years ;
and this present administration, I fully believe, earnestly

desires to do what is best for the Indians. While it cannot at

all be pretended that the policy thus far devised will ever startle

future statesmen by its wisdom, there certainly has been a great

gain in common sense
;
and the idea which a few years ago was

*If we could look in unexpectedly at Moqui :

"We should see the little village surrounded by these armed Agents of
Civilization ; the houses invaded

; parents and children scared out of their

gentle wits, and hauled, shoved and knocked about
; screaming children of

three or four years old dragged forcibly from their weeping mothers and
driven off through the snow down to the schoolhouse, and left after school
to clamber back up the icy cliff almost naked to the weather. We should
see the teacher in charge of one of these schools coming up into the

village ;
the children fleeing in terror, and with screams, at sight of him ;

the older people withdrawing into their houses. We should see him enter
an Indian home from which the mother and grown daughter flee at sight
of him

; and, in his rage at their terror, kicking all the crockery in the
house to fragments and slashing the bedclothes to pieces with his knife.
"We should see a father clinging to his five-year-old boy, who, in mortal

terror because this Gentle Evangel of Civilization had flogged him, dared
not go to school again. We should see the father and child torn asunder

by violence
;
the child lugged off sobbing to school ;

the father forcibly
hustled down off the cliff to the schoolhouse, his hands bound behind him
with baling wire, and his hair sheared off roughly and publicly as a pun-
ishment. * * *

"We should see this oppressor [Chas. E. Burton, Supt. and Disbursing
Agent for the Moquis and Navajos, stationed at Keam's Canon, Ariz.] and
his be-pistoled Navajos surrounding a Moqui village ; herding the men
into a Council Chamber under threat of shooting, and there handling them,
holding them and forcibly shearing them as they were so many sheep ;

and sometimes leaving the scar of the shears on their flesh."
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anathema throughout the Service is now of very respectable

standing there—viz., that you cannot Make an Indian into a

White Man, but that you may Make him a Better Indian. It is a

spread of the same good horse-sense for which Booker Washing-
ton stands among his people

—for negro education was long as

foolishly conducted, though perhaps not as oppressively. With
the decadence of that Great and Good Machine, Maj. Pratt, of

Carlisle—a man whose magnificent energy and organizing

efficiency did wonders for his school; and dominated the Indian

policy of the nation for years; and made very wonderful show

pupils; and would have done something for the Indians, if he
had known anything about Indians or human nature—the whole
horizon has cleared.

It is a pity to have to say it
;
but there never was a truer word,

than that this is the best thing that has happened to the Indians

of this country in a generation. Maj. Pratt is no longer the

Indian - Bureau - and - the- National - Convention - of-Indian-

Teachers-and-the-Mohonk-Conference, and several other func-

tions, all bound in one big, dominant volume. He is respected,
as he deserves to be, for he did the best he knew, and did it

masterfully ; but he broke up more Indian homes and broke

more Indian hearts of fathers and mothers than, please God,
it shall ever fall to the lot of any other one man to break. He
tried to Make his Indians White People ; and fancied that Car-

lisle was bigger than the Attraction of Gravitation and the

Moral Law. His pupils learned to despise their parents and

their native industries—the blanket-making and the basketry
and the pottery, which are the admiration of scholars the world

over, but which to the chromo-minded are
"
barbarous." Noiv y

the Department is bending more and more toward perfecting the

reservation day-schools (the only measure by which any lasting

good ever was or ever will be done to the Indians on a large

scale). It is encouraging the native industries ; is teaching

basketry and weaving in a great number of its Indian schools ;

and instead of being so foolish as to expect to transform an In-

dian into a Caucasian, is trying to make him an Indian fit to be

a useful and happy citizen of the United States. Whatever its

mistakes of detail (and these are many), its generic nose is at

last turned in the right direction. It is at last trying to do the

thing that Can be Done—with enough time and patience and

consideration. And if it can learn that the patience and the

consideration must be infinite, its casual blunders will gradually

remedy themselves.

But it makes a vast difference how the regulations of the De-

partment are carried out. It makes a difference with all laws

and with all education among all peoples
—and Indians are
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People. You cannot teach any person—child or adult or col-

lection of either—by Main Strength and Awkwardness. You

may scare or beat a pupil into submission
;
but you can neither

club nor scare an education into him. Everybody knows that.

The old days of the ferule, and tying up by the thumbs, and the

daily walloping's, are gone by—except at Moqui.

Realizing something of the difficulty of its task, the Depart-
ment throughout its regulations emphasizes upon all agents,

teachers and others in the Indian service the need of "tact,

perseverance and patience." Any half-way reasonable measure,
administered thus, will win anywhere. It would win in Moqui.
And it ought to be tried there. Agent Burton is believed to be

a good man
;
but he was not born for a teacher or leader of

anybody. Instead of using
"
tact and patience

"
to enforce the

odious Hair-Cut Order, for instance, he proceeded on a jump,
as though glad to have this thumb-screw to coerce the unhappy
Hopi. He had about four months in which to

"
report pro-

gress
"

in enforcing this order. The howl of derision which
went up all over the country when the ukase became public
caused a second order to be issued immediately, practically re-

voking it. Burton suppressed this second order, and enforced

the first in all its brutality
—and with far more brutality than

was ever contemplated. It has been a crusade precisely adapted
to his mentality ;

and he has pursued it with an energy worthy
of a decent cause. Even last fall he tried to enforce a second

hair-cutting upon the unhappy people whose locks he had hag-

gled in the winter. Some of the pictures accompanying these

mild remarks may give to people whose mental gifts are not

quite like Mr. Burton's some idea of the difference between the

careful, precise and immemorial hair-dressing of the Hopi
(which is as stately and ceremonial as that of the Revolutionary

Dames) and the Sheep-Shears Cut enforced by Mr. Burton.

There are still some Americans aware that George Washington
wore a queue. What a pity that Mr. Pin-head Burton could not

have come along to Make him a Better American by Hacking
off his Hair !

I believe this outrageous and absurd order will never again
be enforced. I believe it is so universally derided and despised

throughout the country as to have no ghost of a chance of re-

surrection. But if it does revive, nothing will be simpler than

to initiate a campaign in which public contempt shall wipe it

off the official slate forthwith and forever. So far as is known,
it is practically dead already everywhere except at Moqui ; and I

venture to say it is going to die there. It has had a good run

among these submissive people. It has outraged, humiliated

and embittered them. It has put an impediment in their educa-
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tion which will not be entirely removed in ten years of faithful,

sensible work to come. It has been the backbone, the goal, and

the one mental illumination of Mr. Burton's regime. By bull-

dozing the Indians
; by threatening to bring the Army and

cannonade their little towns
; by withholding work from them

when they were starving, and then by corraling with armed

Navajos such as had not yielded to these gentle suasions, and

shearing them forcibly as if they were sheep, he has brought
about so much short-hairedness at Moqui that it is truly a

marvel that the people are not by now given to pink teas, golf,

plug hats, corsets, peanut politics, automobiles and other evi-

dences of High Civilization. But to the great surprise of Mr.

Burton, amputating their hair has not changed them a bit—ex-

cept to make them (and other people) despise him.

The Sequoya League has made a scrupulous and searching

investigation, lasting over eight months, and with its special

agent (of the highest character and common sense) directly on

the ground for nearly six months. It has brought charges

against Mr. Burton, and asked for a full investigation of these

charges. It expects not only to prove its case, but to secure the

result it desires. It believes Mr. Burton to be a respectable

citizen, who would adorn some other walk in life
;
but he was

not fitted by God or Nature to be Czar over the lives of the 1800

Hopi. It has a sort of an impression that he will not perman-

ently continue as Barber-in-Chief to the People of Peace ; and

that in that gentle old domain there will presently be a regime
characterized by something a little more modern, a little more

rational, and a little more effective than Suasion by Six-shooter,

Civilizing by Scissors, and Education with a Club. Owing to

the extreme aridity and worthlessness of their lands, which

would bear nothing at all, except for the pitiful industry these

Indians apply, serious famine is a chronic condition there. This

year has been rather worse than others
;
and a large number of

the Hopi are actually destitute. It is good to be able to state

that friends have promised a carload of corn for the relief of

these people, and that the Santa Fe R. R. has generously under-

taken to haul it to them from Kansas free of charge.

What the Hopi need to Civilize them, a good deal more than

they need having their hair cut or their moustaches cultivated,

is an improvement in their water supply. A gentleman of high

standing last year offered at his own expense to put down a well

and supply the power for pumping to relieve their habitual

water-famine— it is to be borne in mind that every drop of water

for every use has to be brought in jars for long distances and

up precipices a good many Americans shudder at. Hut the

privilege was iv fused. Wells ought to be put down near each
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pueblo, and water drawn by wind-power, no other being econ-

nomically practicable in that remote spot. Dams in the washes

should be constructed—and could be, at slight expense—to con-

serve storm waters for irrigation. What the Hopi need is

help to help themselves. They should not be given rations ;

they ought not to be left half-starving. No community is more

willing to work when there is anything to work at ; and rela-

tively to training, perhaps no American community works more

faithfully. The little picture of the laboriously made garden-
beds shows, to thoughtful people, something of this truth. If

the Government can help them to more water and fewer shears
;

"Gardens Which Cost Great Labor to Build." (Garces.)

Terraced gardens of Oraibe. Terraces 6 to IS ft. wide, 16 to 18 to to the hillside.

Squashes, corn, melons, onions, chiles, beans, grapes, peaches.

if it can give them Teachers who are not Taskmasters, Leaders

who are not Mule-drivers, the Hopi will Do the Rest. And if

it is possible for a reasonable proportion of the American people
to understand the situation, the Moquis will unquestionably

get what they need.

It should not be neglected to remark here, as a token of the

petty oppression now operative at Moqui, that some fort)' Nava-

jos were brought over by an American of standing, a friend to

Indians, and of experience in the Service, to enjoy the Pasadena
Rose Tournament on New Year's Day, 1903. It was attempted
to bring over also a few Hopi, but Mr. Burton absolutely for-

bade them to leave the reservation, and recalled some who had
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left their Little Russia to start on such an outing
-

. One man
made bold to come, under the mistaken notion that he was in

America, and that (as his ancestors were here milleniums ago)
he was an American. But when he got back to Moqui he was

punished for his audacity in leaving his master's domain, and

had to work out his fine by scrubbing the Government's floors

at that Center of Civilization and Education. I would like

nothing in the world better than to face any American audience

with Mr. Burton and La-pu at my side, and cross-examine the

two before that jury. This is only an incident of the fact that

Mr. Burton's wards, whom he is expected by the Government to

"fit for the duties and privileges of American citizenship" dare

not go off the reservation ; neither Just Because they Want to

(as some Americans like to be free to do), nor to secure Work
when their families are Hungry because the crops failed, nor to

go when some friend invites them to See what Americans are

Doing, and to learn something for themselves by the example of

the most progressive American communities. It is only an inci-

dent, but a significant one. What sort of a policy is it that is

afraid to have the Hopi see cities like Pasadena and Los An-

geles, and see the Pacific Ocean; see the agricultural thrift, the

inventions and the material progress of such a community—and
also learn that there are other kinds of Americans than the

Burtons? The Indians who did come— Navajos who are not

meek and submissive, and whom Mr. Burton has very judiciously

refrained from bullying
—were escorted in from Arizona free of

expense, on their own car, with abundant food, were treated

with the highest consideration in California, were not made a

Holy Show or a Circus
;
did nothing which the proudest Amer-

icans in Pasadena were not proud to do in the way of contribut-

ing to the parade; were given excursions to the city, to the great
ocean (which is a tradition among them for a thousand years

back, but which they had never seen, and which they treated

with such reverence as it does one's heart good to see in this

irreverent age) ;
sold a lot of their wares, and got money which

God knows they need for their families ;
and had at once not

only the most enjoyable outing of their life, but the most edu-

cative. They also were forbidden to come; but, being Navajos,

they came. The Hopi, being a People of Peace, obeyed their

worsted-motto-minded despot, and turned back from the journey
and from the education—all except the one

;
and he had to pay

for his outing as soon as he came under the tyrant's thumb

s again. Perhaps this is the way to "fit the Indians for citizen-

ship,"

[to be continued.]
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THE RATTLESNAKE AND ITS VENOM.
By IV. H. BACKUS.

I look back on many hunting
- and camping

trips in the mountains and on the desert, noth-

ing makes me more thoughtful than the lack

of accurate knowledge about rattlesnakes

shown by those who have the best right to un-

derstand this curious creature, either by resi-

dence in, or calls of business to, the localities

where it doth most abound. They have abundant opportunity
to observe this only venomous snake in California, since it is

liable to be found anywhere
—in old cabins, in pastures and hay

fields, by streams, on the dry and rocky hillsides, and amid the

arid desert. Yet in twenty years I have met with very few who
did not have some astonishing misconception about this snake,

its habits, its mortiferous armament, or the remedies for its

bite.

These people, who have the opportunity to know better, tell

most incredible stories, as though of personal experience or by

personal knowledge ;
and with such a positive air that one

hardly dares doubt their assertions. Next to the snake

stories in number and authenticity are tales of wonderful cures

by a pinch of soda on the wound, or the internal application of

a quart of whiskey.
As to this last remedy—of almost universal fame throughout

the continent—a recent case in my knowledge is in point. Two

Crotalus Atrox Ruber. Photo by W. H. Backus
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persons were out walking in the hills near a popular resort, and

encountering a rattlesnake, killed it, smashed its head and
hammered it till any other animal would have believed in
"
punishment after death." While one put his foot on the

macerated head, the other proceeded to cut off the rattles
; there

was a convulsive jerk
—and the man who was amputating the

tail was bitten on the hand. The bite was probably not severe,

either as to depth of penetration or as to amount of poison in-

jected. The two persons hastened for assistance, and by the

time they reached their stopping-place the bitten hand was
much swollen and very painful. Several stiff doses of whiskey
were administered in succession

;
and as the patient was very

much terrified and apparently growing worse, the treatment

was kept up until he became dead drunk, and nearly perished
from the whiskey.
Another person who had been bitten by a rattlesnake reached

a physician frothing at the mouth, and begging to be allowed

to die. This was a much more serious case than the one just

mentioned, and the patient lost his hand by gangrene. Un-

doubtedly it could have been saved if proper attention had been

given at once.

Pew cases of snake-bite, in my experience, were properly
treated at the outset—that is, immediately and on the spot.

There is, generally, a waiting for some hours, then a driving at

break-neck speed, over roads generally bad, to a physician ; and

by the time the doctor is reached, the patient is practically in a

state of collapse. All persons who visit places where there are

poisonous snakes should have at least a pri-

1 mary idea of what to do in the first emer-

gency.
Before touching upon the treatment for

snake-bite, let me give a short description

of the working of the poison apparatus.

(See drawing).
In this drawing a is the fang, with a

tiny canal running through it on the open-

ing at g- to a small longitudinal slit at the

point //. It is through this canal that the

poison is injected into the wound. The
maxillary bone is upright (.instead of

horizontal, as in the mammals) and

hinges on the lachrymal bone which, in its

turn, hinges on the frontal bone of the

skull ; both sides are alike, and each works

independently of the other—the bones being

neatly bound together by very elastic liga-

a, fhngll i\ maxillary hone; «'. lachrymal bone

(/.Internal pterygoid hone; e, external ptery

gold bone; g, A, opening* Into theliollow fang

<>, potion nc ; t, poison duct leading to opening
In fang *tg; A, hood, drawn up around base

of fang ; w, windpipe.
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Ckotalus Atrox Ruber Photo by IV. H. Backus

ments. Each fang- is firmly fixed in one of the two sockets that

lie side by side in the maxillary bone ; one socket being- empty
until the fang in use is broken or drops out from natural causes

;

then one of the reserve fangs moves forward into the empty
socket, and is soon firmly cemented in place. These reserve fangs

range in size from a mere rudiment to the full grown fang, so it

is probable that a rattlesnake is rarely without at least one fang,
and will soon have his full complement of two. The reserves

lie folded back behind the functional fang.
The dark spot i is a hollow process in the maxillary bone

know as the pit, and distinguishes the crotalid snakes, or pit

vipers, from all other snakes.

In its natural position the fang turns back and lies along the

upper jaw, covered by a fleshy hood that conceals it from view
even if the mouth is pried open.

When a rattlesnake wishes to strike, the mouth is thrown
wide open, and a muscle attached at one end to the skull and at

the other to the posterior or pterygoid bone is contracted,

drawing the pterygoid bone forward, pushing the fang to

erectness on the hinges of the maxillary and larchrymal bones ;

the fleshy hood is drawn back about the base of the fangs, and

the snake throws itself forward from its coil, driving its fangs

deeply into the victim.

The poison sac which lies along the upper jaw, back of the

eye, is compressed by this action, and the venom is forced
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through the ducts passing up over the maxillary bones and

down the opening of the fangs at e, and then through the fangs
out at the opening along the point and into the wound.

The rattlesnake can bite without striking, just as any animal

does, by closing the jaws. It can also push the fangs in a short

distance by a quick pull on the retractor muscle, somewhat as a

cat works its claws. Either fang can be erected or retracted at

will, without moving the other.

I believe it certain that rattlesnakes sometimes bite without

injecting any poison ;
but whether this is intention (by not

making the fangs and the poison glands work together), or be-

cause the poison escapes under the hood, or because it previously

Ckotalus Ckkastks. Photo b\ II. y/. Bactn*
The Desert "Sidewinder."

has been exhausted, doubtless the wonderful cures we sometimes

hear of are due to some one of these reasons.

To test the accuracy and distance of the rattlesnake's stroke

I have used a stick with a soft wad of cloth on the end ; and

have found that they frequently missed their aim if the mark
was kept moving, and that when they coiled as in Fig. 2 their

reach was quite limited
;
but when coiled as in the other photo-

graphs the distance at which the snake could strike effectively

was increased. I also found that when the fangs were driven

deep into the cloth the poison was sometimes left on the outside

and ran down the sides of the mouth, dripping from the angle
of the jaw. That was probably due to the fact that the hood

and poison duct were pushed back from the opening //.

In this country a great majority of the bites are on the hand,
or through one or more thicknesses of clothing, and fatal results

are rare ; but in countries like India, where the natives go bare-

legged, the mortality is enormous. Between 1890 and 1900 the
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Ckotalus Lucifer. Photo by W. H. Backus

average death rate from snake bites and wild animals in India

was over 22,000 in a year.

In the majority of snake-bites the fangs fail to reach a large

vein
; consequently the poison does not come immediately into

the circulation. When the fangs enter only the tissues, the

action of the poison is comparatively slow. The first thing to

do in such a case, while the venom is still in the wound, is to

force the blade of a sharp-pointed knife down into the pores,

opening them up and causing the blood to flow freely. Then
suck the wound strongly (unless the mouth or lips have wounds
or sores) and get out all the poison possible. A ligature should

then be tied above the wound and twisted tight. A handker-

chief, with a stick for twister, answers this purpose. This re-

tards the access of the poison into the circulation, and gives

*he system a longer time to fight it and eliminate it. This lig-

ature should be loosened occasionally to prevent mortification.

All this can be done before going to a physician. A stimulant

will be necessary if there is a long journey to medical assistance.

If there is at hand a hypodermic syringe and permanganate
of potash, it is well to inject a 5 per cent, solution into the

punctures, and around them in the swelling, kneading it into

the tissues. By many, chromic acid is preferred to the perman-

ganate. Both are useful in destroying the venom, and both are

antiseptic ;
and when either can be promptly used there is no

reasonable need of amputation. By this time, if a stimulant is

necessary, give small doses of whiskey or brandy
—remembering

that if enough is given to produce intoxication it only helps the

poison. The value of the alcohol lies solely in its power to

stimulate the vital functions of circulation and respiration. It

has no direct action on the poison whatever. If no alcoholic
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liquor is at hand, a little ammonia in water may be given in the

earlier stages ;
but it is inferior to alcohol and in severe cases it

produces too great arterial pressure which may result in internal

hemorrhages. Applied directly to the wound, both ammonia
and alcohol are useless.

Since snake venom is a nerve poison, depressing the action of

the motor nerve centers, many authorities recommend hypoder-
mic injections of strychnia at short intervals—in larger doses

than in the ordinary cases in which strychnia is "indicated."

The action of this drug is quick ;
and if after twenty minutes

the patient is no better, a second injection may be given. In

critical cases it is deemed advisable to give strychnia until

slight symptoms of tetanic convulsions appear ;
and the patient

should be watched closely for at least twenty-four hours, as a

relapse may occur. In those cases where a snake was large
and the fang was so long as to reach a vein, making death pos-

sible, strychnia should be injected intravenously, as subcutaneous

injections would be useless. It is only in case that the poison
reaches a vein that death is imminent.

In the majority of snake-bites, the action of the venom is

slow
; and after the beforementioned aids have been applied I

believe it advantageous to cleanse the stomach and bowels and

take hot water in considerable quantities.

First of all, and last of all, calm the patient. Don't let him
be terrified into a nervous collapse. If the snake-bite doesn't

kill, there is no need of him scaring himself to death. The
pain of such a wound is severe, and a deathly sickness is a

general symptom ; but in any ordinary case there is very little

danger of fatal result.

Riverside, Cal.

C'KOTALUS MlTCIIKLI.il. Pkoto f>\- H* // BmcktU
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THE RIGHT HAND OF THE CONTINENT
By CHAS. F. LUMMIS.

XIII.

fALIFORNIA
has been "Keeping School" for a long

time, and has had many sorts of pupils
—some brighter

than others. The relative teachability of different

classes, anywhere in this world, is not always flattering

to the self-appointed "highest class." Until they are con-

strained with ropes or fences to close companionship with

man and some absorption of his stupidities, the animals are

never fools. They retain the universal mammalian birth-

right of Common Sense
;
and among the other things this

means is adaptability to one's environment. The only non-

adaptive mammal in the world is civilized man
;
and even

he has to learn at last—after his folly becomes too expensive
in one given line.

No "animal" in California has gone to this long climatic

school in vain. Each one is acquiring here, under different cir-

cumstances, a habit different from that of its own species in the

East ;
and some of them have made very striking differentia-

tions. The clutter-mouthed gopher, which burrows under

ground in the dark, and is practically never seen of daylight, is

not after all so blind as some that try to trap him. Out here

he has learned to reverse the habitual seasons of hibernation
;

and instead of slumbering through the winter, has learned to

keep awake in that green California season when the rains make
the earth soft for his tunneling and full of succulent roots for

his palate ; and to take his semi-annual long nap in the parched

The Woman's Club House, Los Angeles.
(One of several.)

Photo bv Pierce
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summer, when the ground bakes hard and is to be pierced only
with a pick, and the roots of the wild vegetation dry out.

There is no other country where seasonal forethought and the

prudence of the ant are less necessary than in California
;
but

in the East the woodpecker does not know enough to lay by for

a rainy day; while the California woodpecker, thanks perhaps to

the aperient and instructive qualities of his home, has invented

that truly remarkable—almost startling
—custom which was il-

lustrated in this magazine for July, 1902, page 25. Innumer-

able huge oaks and pines in this State have their bark fairly

riddled with holes this post-graduate Californian has drilled

just big enough to receive the long acorns, which he brings in

vast store and drives into the holes so tightly that it is almost

impossible to pr}
T them out with a knife. He does not lay b)r

the acorns against a vegetarian day of need. Nay ! His

shrewdness is of a far higher order. He leaves the acorns wedged,
each in its cavity, until the worms breed in them

;
and then,

when his meat is mature, Mr. Carpintero hammers open his

vegetal incubator and picks out the dainty grub within! Really,

it looks as though even human beings ought to learn something
from a country where the woodpeckers have so much advanced

beyond their tenderfoot kind.

And not the animals only. Even the vegetable kingdom here

proves itself no dunce. Every blade of grass, every flower and

tree, has learned in California a different habit from that of its

own family in the Eastern States—that is, those whose families

are represented at all in that intemperate zone. It is a wonderful

story of botanic promotions, which would make a fascinating
book

"
all by its lonesome." Out here the Eastern annuals

learn to be perennials ;
the Eastern herbs graduate to bushes

;

the Eastern bushes burgeon out as trees. For a little instance
;

many who read this will remember, as I do, the elderberry bush
of Back East ; here the elderberry becomes a tree

;
and I cut

one down on tny own place which was 19 inches in diameter—
cut it down because of its interference with a lordly sycamore,
each one of whose four trunks was nearly twice as large.

Anyone at all prone to pessimism must feel a hundred times

a day in this wonderful new land— for it is new, as regards man
in his modern evolution—that the human scholars are not only
at the foot of the class, but admirably fitted to stay there. He
sees them escaped from freeze-to-death winter, and sunstroke

summer
;

but still keeping in mind the seasonal division

they were born to. He sees them in their architecture affront-

ing not only art but common sense, hardly at all adapting their

homes to the new and absolutely unlike conditions, and with
little regard to either hygiene or comfort or convenience—some





Looking Out from the Sierra Madre to the Mojave Desert. Photo by C. F. L.
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leaving their houses cold in a

country where every stranger

feels cold at first, and others

putting in furnaces and steam-

heat where these intolerable

curses of the East are no more

needed than in the place Gen-

eral Sherman would have

"chosen as residence and rent-

ed Texas
;

" afraid of the sun,

which is here the very God of

Life ; afraid of the night,

which is sane and healthful as

the breath of a babe
; afraid

of the rain, which is really no

wetter than in the less fa-

vored regions of the East ;

afraid of their fellow man,
who is here no longer troub-

ling his head about them
;

afraid of the conventions,

which anywhere are foolish

enough and are here idiotic,

because not even pretended to

be necessary; afraid, in fact, of

everything except the one

thing in the world that any
human being has a right to be

afraid of, the only human
being that can harm him.

Namely, himself. To note the

habit of life and the mode of

thought among these people,

transplanted to a new and

sunny soil, and with a chance

to grow ;
to see how they

have imported to California

their minds and methods in

the same shape that Cali-

fornia sends out so much of

its fruit, viz., hermetically sealed — is inevitably discouraging,
unless one remembers that Evolution Takes her Time. It can-

not truthfully be said that these tinned mentalities rob only
themselves by their lack of adaptation to the new environ-

ment, by their reluctance to take God and Nature at their
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word
;

for in this world that

cannot be said of any person
in any relation. He who robs

himself robs all
;
and a com-

munity is wise or happy only

by the individual happiness
and wisdom of its units. But
it is true that while this slug-

gishness to learn makes the

whole State suffer—and in fact

has commercialized and phil-

istinized and analine-dyed its

social and political complexion—no one else suffers so much
as the individual sluggard,

who has come where one can

Live, where one ought to Live,

where it is a moral obligation
to Live—and not to go through
the Paper-doll automaton Mo-
tions of Living to which the

huddled human hives of the

East have very largely come.

And in this fact there is hope.

Few people any longer wear out

much shoe-leather in pursuit of

a duty to the public, or to pos-

terity ;
but when the individ-

ual transgressor is himself the

worst sufferer, he is going, by
insensible degrees but as inev-

itably as Pate, to stumble at

last into a line of lesser resist-

ance. More and more, as he

and Time and the new oppor-

tunity continue their mutual

friction, he will find it con-

venient to be not quite so many
kinds of a fossil; and will drift,

however unconsciously and

without much strain on his

reasoning faculties — as all

peoples in all times have

drifted to whatever was good— into saner methods, and
methods better squared with the new environment. As Bayard
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Taylor remarked more than half a century ago: "If Ameri-

cans can learn the lesson California writes sharp and large on

the blackboard, here at last we may see a happy American-born

race."

This is not meant ungraciously
—indeed from the point of

view of one who believes that California really means some-

thing, and who has made some effort to define and understand

that meaning, it is extraordinarily tolerant. Carlyle mentioned

the population of Great Britain as "nineteen millions of people,

mostly fools.
" The population of California is a million and a half

of people, not one of them as wise (let us hope) as he can be ;
but

they are all in a better way to learn than are the constricted

dwellers in a moss-grown land. And the cheerful thing about

it all is that here, if any where in the world, Common Sense

must ultimately become common once more.

Let it not be thought for a moment that these people who have

not yet begun to learn a tithe of the Pun that is Coming to them,

have learned Nothing, or have little learned in comparison with

the relatives they left behind only five or ten years ago. There

is no commonwealth, nor any community, in North America

which has learned so much and so soon and so hard in the things

which are reall}' generic, as the really typical populations of

California. And the documents are on file to show it. Places

like Los Angeles, Pasadena, Redlands, Riverside, San Jose, San

Diego, Santa Barbara and many lesser ones are a miracle in

American economics. In the rapidity, the manner, the beauty
and the sanity of their upbuilding, they are of a class unknown
to the East.

A city like Riverside, for instance, with its 8,000 people and

$30,000,000 of investment ; its $2,000,000 in bank deposits ;
its

more than $1,000,000 worth of new buildings erected in 1902 ;

its orange crop of two and a half million boxes in 1901, netting

$1,500,000 (or about $175 to every man, woman and child)
—all

this, where in 1870 was nothing but a sun-baked plain, shows

teachabilit}
r

. And if these gross figures are startling, they are

not one-half so significant as the details and the methods of this

development, and the new dividends of full-blooded and growing
life drawn down by each inhabitant. On the 7th of May of

this year President Roosevelt drove over miles of Redlands

streets carpeted with rose-petals and fringed with charming
homes—not brick pigeon-holes elbowing one another, but Homes
—and miles of beautiful park ;

and addressed a crowd of 5,000

people of an average of intelligence, refinement and taste no

Eastern community whatever could surpass, and very few could

tally up with—and all this on ground where I used to hunt

jack-rabbits sixteen or seventeen years ago. And so the story
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runs through all Southern California. There is, in places, too

much tendency to "Residences;" but on the average this

country is becoming- more rapidly than any other part of the

Union a country of beautiful Homes, each with its own plot of

ground, its own eternal flowers, its fruit trees and its sane and

necessary touch of mother earth.

In material things this region of elective population sets the

pace for the Union in many lines. Los Angeles is better lighted
than New York City, and has better urban transit than any
Eastern city I know of. The second electric road in the United
States was built here. The city was first in the Union to be

lighted throughout by electricity. One electric company spent
in Los Angeles a quarter of a million dollars a month every
month in 1902, and is exceeding that expenditure this year.
The city has 170 miles of electric urban lines

;
and 500 miles of

suburban lines are under construction. In electric transmission

of power, California took the lead and is still easily preeminent.
In 1900 the world's records were beaten by bringing 33,000 volts

from the San Bernardino mountains to Los Angeles, 82 miles.

Then 40,000 volts were brought from the Yuba River to Oak-
land, 140 miles

;
then from Colgate to San Francisco, 211^ miles—

up to date the longest power transmission in the world. Work
is now in progress to bring 28,000 horsepower from the Kern
River to Los Angeles, 116 miles; and 120,000 horsepower from
the San Joaquin River to San Francisco, 180 miles

;
and to Los

Angeles 218 miles. This, with the enormous adaptation of

petroleum as fuel, is rapidly solving the long-time problem of

manufactures, in which California was before very seriously

handicapped.

Perhaps it will make it clearer that certain precedent remarks
about an extraordinary shifting of population were not absurd,
to note that even by the United States Census of three years

ago, the city of Los Angeles had gained in the last ten years
almost twice as many people as the State of Vermont gained in

the last fifty years. There are ten States and Territories in the

Union which have not gained as many people in the decade as

the city of Los Angeles—New Hampshire, Maine, Delaware,
Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada, Vermont, Wyoming, District of

Columbia and New Mexico. The District of Columbia comes

nearest, but falls 4,000 short. Kansas next, 9,000 short.
Los Angeles gained in the decade more than seven times as

many people as the State of Nebraska; and 14,000 people more
than Delaware gained in twenty years from 1880 to 1900, al-

though Delaware had in 1790 more people than Los Angeles a
hundred years later. (See footnote next page.)
The city of Los Angeles in the last decade has gained in
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population more than half the increase of the State of Oregon
or of the State of South Dakota ; more than two-thirds as much
as the State of Idaho

;
more than two-thirds as much as Rhode

Island
;
and three-quarters as much as Utah.

In the decade from 1890 to 1900 Southern California gained

20,000 more population than the States of Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Delaware put together.

As has been remarked, the new migration is by far strongest
toward Southern California ;

but the record of the whole State

is remarkable enough. By the United States Census, in the

fifty years from 1850 to 1900, the States of Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Connecticut, Florida and Delaware gained

1,303,163. In the same half century California, which had in

1850 about the population of Delaware, has gained 89,293 more
than all of them put together, or nearly another Delaware. In

the last decade (that is 1890 to 1900, United States Census)
California gained in population 31,999 more than Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, Rhode Island and Delaware

put together. Only eleven States in the Union contain any city

of any size which has gained as many people in the decade as

the city of Los Angeles gained from 1890 to 1900. Locally, it

is curious to observe that while Los Angeles in the last decade

gained 9,000 more inhabitants than San Francisco, it also gained
within 727 of as many as all the other cities in California, ex-

cept San Francisco, now exceeding 10,000 population, put to-

gether
—

viz., Oakland, Sacramento, San Jose, San Diego, Stock-

ton, Alameda, Berkeley and Fresno.

The postoffice statistics (made up by the government) are

always significant measures and indices of growth—and not

only of numerical but of qualitative growth. No city in the

Union has ever shown the astonishing advance in this line re-

corded by Los Angeles. The increase in sales of stamps for the

year ending June 30, 1902, over that ending June 30, 1900, was

$107,145—$10,516 more than the total sales of Paterson, N. JM

INCREASE IN POPULATION.

Los Angeles City 1890 to 1900 — 52,084
New Hampshire 1890 to 1900 — 35,058
Maine 1890 to 1900 — 33,380
Kansas 1890 to 1900 - 43,399
Nebraska 1890 to 1900 — 7,390

Wyoming 1890 to 1900 — 31,826
New Mexico 1890 to 1900 — 41.717
District of Columbia 1890 to 1900 — 48,326
Delaware 1880 to 1900 — 38.127
Nevada (decrease) 1870 to 1900 — 156
Vermont 1850 to 1900 — 29,521

Oregon 1890 to 1900 — 99,769
South Dakota 1890 to 1900 — 72,762
Idaho 1890 to 1900 — 77,387
Rhode Island 1890 to 1900 — 83,050
Utah 1890 to 1900 — 68,844
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with a population of 105,171;

t . |
and $18,981 more than the

i total sales of Pall River,

Mass., with a population of

104,863
— both cities being

considerably larger than Los

Angeles at the time of the

last census. The total sales

for the calendar year in Los

Angeles were :

1901 1902 Increase

$312,524.48 $399,617.56 $87,093.08

The increase of Los An-

geles for 1902 over ^1901

was within $1069 of the

total sales of the larger

city of Fall River for the

entire year.

In domestic money orders

in 1900, California ranked
third State in the Union,
exceeded only by New York
and Pennsylvania, this item

aggregating $14,894,997.

The cit)' of Los Angeles
has twenty banks with de-

posits aggregating $42,296,-

401; and with $15,500,000

deposited in savings banks.

The bank clearances for

1902 were $243,683,927—an

increase of $98,500,000 over

the preceding year.*

No other State in the

Union equals California in

average amount of bank de-

posits per capita, its aver-

age being $764.52 as against
the U. S. average of $408.30.

The rapidity and magni-
tude of growth in population

and material development are startling enough. In a recent in-

stallment I printed the figures showing number and cost of new

*In 1900 there were in the State 287 banks (37 national, 178 commercial,
53 savings, 19 private). Total Capital $46,502,820. Total Resources
$385,302,285. In 1902 there were 321 banks.

fc*

3*

S 9

(5 2°

<3s
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buildings erected in the principal cities of the Union during the

whole year 1902. Los Angeles still keeps up that astonishing

disproportion as compared with the bigger cities. The 36th

city in the Union by population in 1900, it was in March, 1903,

4th city in number of new buildings, and 8th in total cost of

new buildings, begun during the month. The school census

just completed (May, 1903) enumerated not only the children

but all permanent residents, and gives a total population of

136,596. If this is correct—and the census was taken with care—the city has gained in 35 months 34,477 inhabitants ; and has

probably advanced from 36th place in the Union to 25th or 26th.

There are in the city 39,824 children.

But quality is as notable as quantity. The furnitures of the

higher civilization are in advance of the highest American av-

verage. Schools and churches show phenomenal growth. The
Los Angeles public library (with 81,000 titles) is 24th in rank

in the Union and 14th in circulation. Los Angeles has sup-

ported a symphony orchestra for six seasons, and is the only city

in the Union under 150,000 population that has this minor but

vital token of refinement. It was the 8th or 9th city in the

Union to support one, and is justly proud of its admirably con-

ducted body of 50 pieces.

The largest pipe organ in the world—with two and a half

times the capacity of the famous instrument in the Salt Lake
Tabernacle—is being built in Los Angeles. By the way, also,

California is (Census, 1900) the 8th State in the Union in num-
ber of piano manufacturing establishments. It is also 9th State

in number of patents issued per 1000 of population.

Merely as an incident it is to be noted that while California

has another big, free, rich and highly effective University

(Stanford), the State lUniversity is the 14th in size among all

the universities in the world ; and in America is exceeded only

by Harvard College in number of undergraduates and total en-

rollment. Furthermore, the Summer School of this State Uni-

versity already outranks all summer schools in the United

States in enrollment—having last summer 830 students. Scatter-

ing typical facts like the above indicate something of the as-

tonishing growth in grace, as well as in material prosperity,
now making by the Graduate Easterners whose reward is in

California.

[to be continued.]
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MY FRIEND LEOTA.*
j\ Samoan SKetcH.

By CHARLES KEELER.

[concluded.]

\E, had gone some distance, when, on nearing the opposite

shore of the lagoon, Leota motioned to the village and

said enquiringly,
"
kirikiki ? "

I fortunately knew that

kirikiki was the nearest approximation which the Samoan can

make to the English word cricket, and on hearing the shouts of

people on shore concluded that Leota wished to know if I cared

to see a game. I accordingly assented, and we paddled to the

shore. What a scene of animation greeted us as we came in

sight of the level strip of land where the sport was in progress !

Most of the players were girls, and the master of ceremonies

was Mele, a buxom wench of forty. She was a character in

Pango Pango, as fat and good-natured as mortal could be, and

athletic in spite of her excess of adipose. To see Mele smile

would put the most melancholy of men into a good humor. Her
skirts were gathered up above her knees so she could run without

encumbrance, her wav}' hair was tossed back from her comical

face, and her fat hands were clapping vociferously as we ap-

proached. Whenever the ball was struck there was a beating

of drums, a clapping of hands, and a shrill chorus of voices to

add to the excitement of the moment. Sometimes it went

whizzing into the water, but the players, nothing loth, splashed

in after it, clothes and all.

As the game is an all-day affair—and in fact, like a Chinese

drama, continues for weeks at a stretch—I concluded, after we
had enjoyed the fun for some time, that we had better leave.

But no, our entertainers would not hear of this. One of the

fair sirens of the bat proposed that I take her place in the

game. I was evidently in for it, so I took the club and struck

*Illustrated by Louise M. Keeler.

^ ><*&
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the ball a fierce whack. Amid the clamor of drums and the

shouts of Mele's band, my partner (or opponent, for I was not

quite clear as to the details of the game) and I ran back and

forth from stake to stake. Then I missed a ball, and on enquir-

ing what next, was promptly informed that I was to pay one

shilling for missing. Kirikiki evidently came high in the South

Seas. Mele soon called Leota to take the other bat, so he and I

knocked the ball back and forth. Presently he missed, and I

enquired if I was to get my shilling back.
"
No, no," explained

my entertainers, "you pay siki penny (sixpence). When you

miss, you pay one shilling, when Leota miss you pay siki

penny" This arrangement seemed a trifle one-sided to me,

but was so eminently satisfactory to my savage friends that I

had not the heart to withdraw. While the money lasted, which

was not very long, we had a riotous time of it, batting and

running, pitching and catching, shouting and beating drums to

our heart's content. Finally I suggested to Leota that it was

time to go, and we said tofd to Mele and her flock and turned

towards the shore. In passing a house on the edge of the

cricket grounds, a girl called me in. I recognized her at once

as the one who had climbed a cocoa-palm a few days previously,

to get me a cocoanut to drink. She was seated beside a board

upon which a circular disc of tapa was spread, painted in concen-

tric rings, with a checker-board center. Beside her was a half

cocoanut shell, and in her hand a little pointed stick. The
whole contrivance looked so like a wheel of fortune that I took

it for granted I had come to the side show attached to the ball

game, and that I was expected to put a shilling in the midst of

the circle and see it disappear. But no, my suspicions were un-

founded. My acquaintance of the cocoanut tree simply wished

to show me the piece of tapa she was painting and have me ad-

mire it. This I did most feelingly on discovering that there

was no price of admission, after which Leota and I went to the

canoe and resumed our ride on the placid bay.

On returning to Leota's /die we found the family busily pre-

paring the dinner. The kitchen was a thatched shed at some

distance from the house, with a pile of hot stones for a stove.

The people were at work there making cocoanut cream cakes

for dinner, and this is how they did it : Four of the young men
were sitting on the ground surrounded by piles of bread fruit

and banana leaves and rough baskets to hold the food, while the

women were busy on the outside, bringing cocoanuts and ar-

ranging other details of the repast. All were employed, but so

leisurely that the spell of the lotus eaters might have been

upon them. The cocoanuts were cracked and the meat was
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Interior of a Samoan Housb.

scraped out with a sharpened stick, falling in shreds upon some
banana leaves. These particles were placed in a bunch of fibre

which was moistened, and wrung thoroughly. The juice was
thus squeezed out into a wooden bowl as a rich white cream.

Fresh taro leaves were next heated over the hot coals, and held

in the hand as a cup. The cream was poured into this, a piece of

banana leaf was wrapped on the outside, and lastly it was tied

up, covered over in the coals and allowed to bake. In a simi-

lar fashion! fish were roasted, while breadfruit and taro roots

were simply laid in the hot embers to cook.

In the course of time Leota announced that dinner was ready.

The food was brought into the /die in rough palm-leaf baskets,

and a mat was spread for me to sit upon. To my surprise I

found that I was expected to eat alone. Leota's daughter sat

opposite me and cut up slices of baked breadfruit, seasoned with

the cocoanut sauce. She took some little fish out of a bundle

of leaves and removed the skin and bones, handing me the
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slices of meat as if I were a baby. There were also pieces of

gray, mealy taro root to consume, and a fresh cocoanut to drink.

Not till I had finished my meal did the family sit down to eat

what remained of the feast.

What a fascinating evening- it was as I sat on the pandanus
mat and looked out on the village and into the neighbors'
houses ! The cool shadows of night were settling upon the

scene. There was a soft murmur of musical Samoan speech
wafted to me from afar. The iaos were chattering away in the

tree-tops. The steely water of the bay quivered, but showed
no ripple upon its breast. Even the great boughs of the cocoa-

palms, which respond to every breath of air, were still, and the

broad leaves of the breadfruit, on their scraggly stems, did not

move. The dark mountains stood sharply stamped against the

sky. Many black specks of home-bound canoes dotted the water

afar off. A fire glistened in the center of one of the adjacent

houses, and women and children were moving around it. The
night mosquitos were beginning to hum about us

;
the voices of

the village subsided, and all was quiet save for the sweet chatter

of the iaos.

The old gray-haired grandfather came sedately in, carrying a

staff, and sat down on a mat near me, crossing his legs under

him, as is the fashion of the Samoans. The family began to

drop the curtains for the night, shutting out the lovely picture
—

the low stone walls, the banana leaves, the drooping pandanus
sprays, the luxuriant foliage bathed in the evening light, the

rosy sky, the glistening water and the blue mountains beyond !

Leota's wife and mother prepared my bed, taking coverlids and

pillow from the camphor-wood chest. It was nearly dark under

the great turtle-back roof, with its three big central posts and

its circle of supporting columns. Presently a splendid big piece
of tapa cloth, or sidpo as it is called in Samoa, was produced
and suspended from side to side, making a private apartment of

about a third of the /die, in which I was to sleep.

The evening cicadas had begun their sweet, strident calls.

The iaos had ceased their chattering and the hollow resonant

beat of the high chief's drum sounded from across the water.

Darkness had fallen on the village of Pango Pango. As I

peeped out between the mats I saw fires here and there in the

different /dies, which illumined the dusky forms crouching about

them. The languor of the tropics cast its spell over this night
scene and all was peace.

The grandfather looked like a patriarch of old as he sat in

the fire-light with the family gathered about him. The baby
of the household lay on the mat with head resting on his
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father's lap. His hair was all shaved off with the exception of

a tuft in the center of his head, giving his little savage face the

oddest expression imaginable. As we sat there we heard songs
wafted on the still night air from the surrounding houses.

Leota, facing his seven boys, called upon them to join him in a

hymn, and all sang in beautiful savage cadence an impressive

song. Following this he recited a long solemn prayer in low,

earnest tones, while in the distance arose the hymns from other

households.

After the service, Leota suggested that we eat again, and

almost immediately a little girl appeared holding a thatched

mat for a tray, upon which were some pig meat, bread-

fruit and a little banana bundle of cocoanut sauce. Again the

food was first offered to me, and, after I had finished, to the

family. When the viands had been dispatched, a kava bowl

was brought in and two of the boys prepared the drink. The
evening was wearing on, so while the members of the family
were lying down on their hard bamboo pillows I sought the

comfortable couch they had prepared for me with so much deli-

cacy and care.

In the morning, people were astir by starlight. When I arose

the iaos were singing and women talking all about. The water

glistened like silver
;
a gray-green mist hung over the land-

scape, and the graceful cocoa-palms swayed along the shore. I

walked home feeling that I had been participating in the life of

a by-gone century, so child-like, so hospitable, so genuine it

seemed.

This was but the first of many entertainments at the home
of Leota. I could never walk up the path to Pango Pango
without being seen by some member of his family and invited

in for an hour's meditation and halting converse, seated on the

pandanus mat. Every day some little offering was left at my
door—a rare shell, a bunch of bananas, a roasted fowl, or a

basket of cocoanuts, bearing witness of his unflagging good-
will. Many meals were eaten under his friendly roof. But all

this entertainment was interrupted when we left Tutuila on an

excursion to the windward islands. Leota enjoined me to be

sure to come to his /die immediately on returning and to bring
the fafine and pickaninn}r

,
as he had a surprise in store for us.

The time was drawing near for our departure from Samoa,
homeward bound, and it would no doubt be our last visit to him.

On returning from the windward islands an opportunity was
afforded me to accompany two missionaries on a walk to Leone,
a village at some distance around the coast of Tutuila, They
promised to send me ho ne by boat on the following day, just in
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time to make ready for the mail-boat. The trip would show
me many new phases of Samoan life and take me into a seldom

visited section of the island, so I concluded to let my wife make
peace with Leota, and undertake the trip.

I reached Leone after a seventeen mile walk along the coast,

over steep mountains, and through the tropical jungle, and

spent an interesting night at the girl's mission school. On the

following morning a storm had blown up and the waves were

dashing high on the reef. People shook their heads when we
spoke of putting to sea in an open boat with a crew of boys to

row us. We might get through in safety, but then again we
might not. I concluded to walk back, and after many delays

started, with one of my missionary friends, on the home trail.

It was dark when we reached the house. My wife was anx-

iously looking for me and told me that Leota was also greatly
worried. He had planned a feast for us, on a much more elab-

orate scale than any we had hitherto enjoyed, and when the

hour arrived and I was still absent, my wife and little girl, ac-

companied by a Samoan lady, had gone without me. His fdle
was all trimmed in leaves and vines in honor of the event, and a

most sumptuous native banquet was spread before the guests.

When Leota learned that I was to return by boat he looked at

the weather and said it was very dangerous to go to sea in such
a wind. Why had we not told him I wanted to go to Leone ?

He would have taken me and brought me home in safety. If I

did not return by night he would go in search of me.

My wife was telling me all this as we looked out on the tossing

cocoa-palms and the black clouds hurrying overhead, when
Leota appeared before us. His broad face lighted up with a

genial smile as he saw me. He had come with his boat. His

boys and some other friends were waiting in it now, ready to

put out to sea to look for me. I had known Leota less than
three weeks and we had talked but little during that time, yet
there he was, a simple savage with only a loin-cloth for dress,

ready to go to sea with his brave boys on a wild stormy night in

hopes of rendering me a service.

The next morning the mail-boat was in the harbor ere we had
finished breakfast, and all was bustle and confusion. In the

midst of it Leota arrived with his family, loaded down with

parting aid/as. There were finely woven mats, so highly prized

by the Samoans, and carved spears, and tapas, with baskets of

cocoanuts and bananas, and a pineapple that had been ripening
for us for a week past. The tiny little boy brought a tapa and
a carved toy spear as a present for my little girl, and there were
fans and necklaces for us all. What a parting it was with
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those simple people! Maunga, the high chief, was there with

his fly brush, a family heirloom, which he placed in my hand,

and his wife brought us mats and tapas. Leota claimed the

privilege of taking us to the steamer, so we said farewell to his

wife and were rowed out by his stalwart sons. He explained as

we went to the boat that we were the first white people he had

ever known, and told us that we should come back to him soon.

He said he would come to us in America.

We were late in reaching the steamer's deck. There were

many farewells to say, but last of all Leota was standing there,

silent and dignified. He took my wife's hand in his and touched

it to his lips like a courtier of old, and then saluted me in the

same way. With a sad
"
tofd" and a shake of his head he

walked down the ladder to his boat, and in a few moments was
lost from sight in the confusion of boats and canoes. There

was a tumult of merry savage voices and many light hearts as

the great steamer moved slowly out to sea, but Leota's was not

one of them. Our lives had come together for a brief spell and

then drifted apart in the great current of human destiny, and I

for one, am richer for the friendship formed with a savage on

the dreamy shores of Pango Pango.

Berkeley, Cal.

i?r?

WAS IT the: sua?
By EDWARD SALISBURY FIELD.

HE song of the sea is in my ears—
The song of the sea, the song of the sea !

Souls that have lived in the bygone years,

Singing to me, singing to me !

Off to the west the dark sky clears
;

A sea-gull circles, and wheels, and peers.

The cloud fleets sail to the southward—Hist !

Was it a voice that called to me—
A voice that I have not heard in years

—
Or was it the sea ?

My cheek is wet with a dash of spray—
A dash of spray, a dash of spray !

And into my heart come, creeping, fears ;

And I look away, I look away !

And into my eyes there comes a mist,

A mist of spray—or is it tears ?

Los Angeles, Cal.
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slaves or the: ring.
By EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES.

" Poor Blanche ! thy wrong* are dearly paid !

"

HE Red Light was deserted, except for the little

group of five at the poker table, and some eight

or ten "sweaters." This was a matter not of

chance, but of design.

The fact was, Doc North had a victim in the

toils; a tenderfoot with a "wad." Wherefore

Curly, the barkeeper, had given the wink to the

strikers who stood in with the house, and they
had lured the outsiders away to other resorts,

that there might be no interference with the coup.

The game had been going on for some hours. It should be

premised that though four of the five at the table were in league

against the fifth, the play up till now had been fair, as far as

any manipulation of the cards was concerned. This was
for two reasons

;
to allay any suspicions the victim might en-

tertain, and to get enough of the "sucker's" money on the table

to make the final assimilation profitable. The method of ac-

complishing this result was simplicity itself. The four bet

high against each other—and whenever one of them lost all the

chips in front of him, he would buy about four times as many
as he originally had.

At first they would pay cash for these
;
but as their purchases

grew larger the}
7 paid with checks, which, the banker cheer-

fully volunteered, were as "good as gold." This statement

was misleading ; for if (as sometimes happens) a chance deal

should put the "sucker" big winner, he would find the checks

worthless and the givers gone.

Now, every time the other players bought more chips, the

tenderfoot bought more also, so he could have enough to "tap"
the highest man. In this simple manner, the game, which had

started with a twenty dollar "change-in," had grown until

there were $8,000 in chips on the table, of which $2,500 were

paid for with the stranger's money. Moreover the tenderfoot,

having seen the others
"
bucking

"
viciously against each other,

with every appearance of disgust and dismay on the part of the

losers, would not suspect collusion when he was "skinned."

So the play had gone on, with the usual ups and downs, and

sufficient time had elapsed since the assisted exodus of the crowd

to make the finish have artistic verisimilitude. But at this

juncture, the door opened and a cowboy came jauntily in.

The newcomer was apparently about twenty-two or twenty-
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three
; tall, slender, with a very freckled face, a snub nose,

merry blue eyes, and a shock of sandy hair, exposed by a som-

brero which hung precariously on the extreme back of his head.

His costume consisted of a flannel shirt, and blue overalls

tucked in his high-heeled boots. A black silk handkerchief

was knotted around his neck, and a six-shooter and belt were

girded loosely around his waist. He was slightly bow-legged,
after the fashion of all who go down to the plains on horses,

and walked with an easy, self-confident swagger, his clanking

spurs keeping time on the floor.

This unwelcome guest took a cigar at the bar, looked at the

clock, and passed on to the back of the room, where a table was
littered with papers. He threw a careless glance at the players
as he went, and sized the situation up succinctly in his mind.

"Got a sucker—but it's none of my funeral."

He had not been reading long when the tenderfoot began to

sing as he shuffled the cards. The tune was "John Brown's

Body."
"
Mine eyes have seen the glory of the death of Alpha Phi,

Mine ears have heard the groanings of the leather-lunged Arki
;

My lips shall tell the story to our eagle in the sk,v,

How old Rhizomia booms I

"

The cowboy read on for awhile, then arose, stretched himself

and sauntered over to the poker table. He thrust both hands
in his pockets and watched the game a few minutes in silence.

Two of the men at the table were singularly handsome. One
was Doc North, gambler and gunfighter, one of the most

dangerous men in the Southwest. The tenderfoot was the

other.

North, a man of about thirty-five years, had piercing black

eyes, silky coal-black hair and mustache, smooth, white hands,
well shaped and well kept, and a quiet air of reserve force

which impressed one with the idea of a spring of highly tem-

pered steel, bent to highest tension, ready to rebound at the

slightest touch.

The other was of a young, smooth, boyish face, clear-cut in

profile, guileless and open. He had clear brown eyes, and the

joyous light-hearted manner of our "golden youth," before

care and responsibility have sobered them.

Apparently the cowboy soon wearied of watching the game,
for he yawned and went back to his papers. As he did so, North

caught Curly's eye and shot a significant glance at the intruder.

This was before the days of wireless telegraphy, yet Curly
understood plainly that he was to offend the outsider and drive

him out if possible.
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Accordingly he approached, leaned on the table, and said

roughly:

"Young man, are you a deputy-sheriff, or an officer of any
kind ?

"

The other lowered his paper and gazed over it with an air of

mild curiosity.

"Why?"
"
'Cause if you're not, you've got to take off your gun."

"Me? This gun?" Innocent surprise was depicted on

every feature. "Why, this here gun is mine. I've done paid
for it long ago."

Curly flushed. "You've got to take it off," he persisted.
"
See the law tacked up yonder ?

"

"Are you a deputy or any kind of officer ?
"

queried the cow-

boy, not heeding the angry glances from the group of

"sweaters."

Curly, disconcerted, scratched his head.

"No, I ain't," he said, "But I don't want you packing a gun
in my house."

"My friend," said the cowboy, in a dispassionate tone, "We
all have to put up with a heap of things we don't like in this

world, and I- reckon you'll have to put up with this. You
see, this is a free country, and I'm half white. Go 'way, please—you interrupt my reading."

Curly was "flustrated." He did not know how to handle

this imperturbable person. If there was a row, the "lamb"
might cash in and quit the game with his wool still on his back.

While he stood undecided, another stranger came in. The

cowboy at the table looked at him with the careless and indiffer-

ent glance one bestows on a stranger, yawned again, and
twisted his moustache. In this action his finger lingered lightly

on his lip for the fraction of a second. Then he became im-

mersed in his paper, while Curly went behind the bar to wait on

the last comer.

"Beer," said that person, tapping on the bar with a coin.

He was a cowboy also, dressed much as was the first, except
that he wore "chaps," his garments were of finer texture, and he

had no sixshooter. He was about twenty-eight years old, broad

•houldered, with curly auburn hair and beard, now plentifully

sprinkled with alkali dust, denoting that he had just come in

from "the road."

He drank his beer, walked across and watched the game
awhile, and then went over to the table where the other cowman
sat, closely watched by Curly and the others.

"
Hello, stranger," he said, cheerily, taking a chair. "See

anything about the price of yearlin's in the papers ?
"
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"Yes—they're bringing: 18, 20 and 22."

"Cattle business is looking- up," ventured the latest comer,

evidently willing- to enter into conversation.
"
Ye-es," replied the other, laying

- down his paper. "Prices

are coming* up all right. But in my country, the loafer wolves 's

about to git my young stock." He stole an almost imperceptible

glance at the table. "We've just natcherly gotter find some

way to protect 'em."
" Where 're you located ?

" said the shorter man genially.
"
Dundee, New Mexico. Where you holdin' out ?

"

"
Oh, I'm up in Crow Flat."

" The devil you are ! Say, I got two mighty fine American
horses over there, I bought from Coffeldt—Triangle K on left

hip. Lemme get a piece of paper and write down the brands

for you, an' if you find 'em and put 'em in a pasture and let me
know, I'll pay you well for your trouble. They run away and

went back. I'll give you full description and my address, so's

you can write me."
"
Write in this," said the last arrival, producing a pencil and

note book.

North had been listening to the colloquy and decided that the

strangers were harmless. The intended victim had been yawn-
ing, counting his chips and otherwise manifesting his intention

to quit soon. It would never do not to "go through" him
after all this trouble. So he gave the signal to ring in the
"
cold deck " next deal.

Could he have seen what the younger cowboy wrote in the

note book he would not have been so easy. For the language
and the tenor of it were startlingly at variance with the appear-
ance and speech of writer and recipient. It read thus :

"That young fellow playing poker is a U. P. man and

Rhizite. He sings "Old Rhizomia Booms " and wears the '00

colors and Phi Kappa pin. Think it must be Foley. Don't you
remember Big Chump wrote us about him ? The other players
and all the onlookers are in the play, and they're going to rob

our man. We'll have to do the Deus ex Machina act. When I

begin operations, you take care of the barkeep till you get a

gun."
The other read it over and put the book in his pocket. "All

right, caballero" he said.
"

I'll do the best I can for you,"
and he began to make inquiries as to a non-existent Jim Canning.

Meanwhile, Juan Velarde dealt cards for the last hand. It

was North's ante and Foley had the first say. He looked at his

hand. He had four kings and the joker.

He came in for the ante, five dollars
;
the two men on his left
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did the same. Velarde picked up his hand and raised twenty-
five dollars. North made his ante good and called the raise. It

was now up to Foley.
He considered a moment only. Under the Red Light rules,

four aces were the top hand, as they did not play straight
flushes. Hence there was only one hand in the cards to beat

him, and, as he held the joker, the chances were about a million

to one in his favor. He slid his cards together and raised back
one hundred dollars. The man on Foley's left dropped out ;

the next one staid. Velarde saw the raise and came back two
hundred dollars.

North leaned back in his chair, studied his cards and started

to throw up his hand. Then he looked again
—

evidently recon-

sidered—and shoved in the required amount. "1*11 just draw
with you fellows," he said.

"
Three hundred won't break any-

body."

Foley raised five hundred dollars. The other man showed
three tens and threw up his hand. Velarde stayed.
North pushed back his sombrero, and ran his fingers through

his hair. He counted up the pot, and looked searchingly at Foley
and Velarde.

"
Twenty-six hundred and twenty-five dollars, if

I stay," he announced. "And I can get a chance at that for five

hundred dollars—five hundred dollars to draw cards—hum !

And they can't raise me out before the draw, because I have the

last say
—Hum-m !

"

"Thirty days just the same as cash," suggested Velarde.

North pondered deeply. Finally he looked up.
"

I said I'd

draw with you fellows, and damned if I don't do it."

"Cards ?" said Velarde, taking up the deck.

"Give me the top one. If I do fill, look out for yourselves."
"
The next one, please," said Foley.

Velarde waited on them and laid the cards down with a vil-

lianous grin.
"

I'll play these," he said.
"
I've got you fellows

faded this time."
" We may help, one of us," said North, with a pleasant smile,

to Foley,
"

It's your do, sir."
"

I pass," said Foley.
Velarde bet five hundred dollars.

North looked at his cards.
"

I see a stranger," he said softly.
"

I'll just have to raise you my pile." And he shoved in all his

chips. "About eighteen hundred dollars more, please, Mr.

Velarde."
"

I call that as far as my money goes," said Foley. He sized

up his chips
—"

I'm two hundred and forty dollars short. I've

a show for this money, and you two gentlemen can bet on the

side."
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Velarde threw his hand down, face up, exposing a flush. "I

don't want any of it," he said with a scowl. "I guess both of

you filled. Anyhow you can't both win—I'm glad of that."

"I have four kings," said Foley with a smiling face.
" Had

them all the time."

"And I," said North, in purring tones—"have four aces—
and I had them all the time !

" And he started to rake in the

money.
" One moment, gentlemen," came a clear, even voice behind

North. "You haven't looked at my hand yet. I have a six

full !
"

Every one looked around. The younger cowboy, still seated,

was covering the crowd with a cocked six-shooter, while the

other one was silently herding the bar-tender toward the crowd
with a heavy iron poker. North's eyes blazed, but he did not

move. To do him justice he was no coward, but the steady eye
and hand carried conviction. The possessor of "the drop" has

a singular moral ascendancy over his fellows, which must be

felt in person in order to be thoroughly understood and

appreciated.
"
Don't move," said the man with the gun, in an icy voice.

"
Don't anybody move—make no mistake, Mr. North—stead-y !

—steady! STAND STILL ! The first man to make a break

will never be sorry for it ! There. Get Mr. North's gun,

Shorty. Now, gentlemen, tbere are two of us, and we are ex-

cellent marksmen. Everybody hold their hands up, please.

Thank you, gentlemen—that was nicely done. I am pleased to

find you of such an obedient and obliging disposition. Quite
still ! Now, Foley, how much money are you in this little

game ?
"

"About twenty-five hundred dollars," said that much
astonished youth. "How did you know my name?"
"Never mind irrelevant details, my son—this is no time for

airy persiflage. Just feel around these gentlemen and remove

any artillery you may find. What ! Only three from all that

crowd ? Oh, yes. Doubtless this is on account of your law

yonder. Mr. Barkeep, please cash in Mr. Foley's chips
—

twenty-
five hundred dollars' worth, I think you said ?

"

"
But—but—" stammered Foley.

"
'But me no buts,'" said the other. "This was a brace game

from the start. You need have no scruples. Thank you, Mr.

Barkeep."
"Have you a gun, Foley ?" said Shorty. Foley shook his

head.
"
Thought not. Give me one of those, and one to Sandy.

Let's git. There are several horses tied to the rack. Back out,

Sandy."
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"O.K.," returned Sandy. "Come along with us, please,

Mr. North." The three backed toward the door, still covering
the crowd. "Good evening, gentlemen," came in Sandy's

mocking tones from the door. "Allow me to suggest that it

might prove unpleasant, perhaps disastrous, to Mr. North if

you followed us. Good bye !

"

And he backed out into the moonlit street
; North, in inarticu-

late rage, following with his hands up.

Foley and his companion had loosed all the horses but three.

Sandy mounted.
" Go on, you fellows—I want a moment's pri-

vate conversation with Mr. North. Come up to the corner,

please, Mr. North."

When they came to the corner Sandy stopped.
" Do you remember Minnie Bannard ?

"

North turned a convulsed face up to him. "Ah—I see you do!

Take this for her !

" And he struck North a violent blow over

the head with his six-shooter and started after his companions
at full speed.

He had not gone far when three or four of the Red Light
crowd came to the corner and opened fire. Sandy rounded an-

other corner, and overtook the others.
"
They got after us mighty quick. They must have had a lot

of guns behind the bar," he said cheerfully. "As I was making
my adieux to North I heard them saddling up in the feed-yard,
and mounting in hot haste.

'

There'll be racing and chasing
on Cannobie Lea' here, in a pair of minutes."

Foley turned in his saddle. "Who are you fellows, any-

way ?
" he demanded.

"
Rhizomians both," answered Shorty. "Myself— Louis

Jourdain '96. Barbarian. Clubhouse. Very much at your
service."

"
Better known as Aramis," supplemented Sandy in ludicrous

imitation of the other's laconic speech.
"
Theologue. Subtle.

Poet. Class Poet. Second Class Poet—first one resigned. Ten-
second man. Half-back." Oh—in response to a look of inquiry—"I was in the Prep—Kindergarten, to be exact. Name of

John Graham. And we two were fellow Rhizites, and con-

tracted a sad case of Wegotism. So I led him from the paths
of virtue, and now he's my accomplice in the cattle business at

Dundee, New Mexico."
" Do you remember hearing of Clavers—the tackle that saved

the '95 foot ball game ?
"

said Shorty to Foley as they raced

along, with dogs snapping at their heels, and windows opening
behind them to allow curious heads to be thrust out. "Well,
that's him,

4

Claverhouse ' because he was John Graham, of
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Dundee, you know—'Clavers' for brevity, and because of his

amazing
-

superfiuency of speech."
'*
Look out ! Here they come !

"

Some eight or ten of the Red Light men came into the street

several blocks behind, and bullets began to whistle by them.

Sandy stopped, and deliberately emptied one of his six shoot-

ers at them. A scream told him that one of his random shots

had taken effect. In a moment he rejoined his companions.
"
'A very palpable hit,'" he said, laughing.

"
Dearly beloved

brother," to Jourdain, "I would not presume to dictate, but un-

less you can get a Waterbury on that old stick of yours, I think

it extremely probable that we shall all take breakfast where

General Sheridan proposed to take supper on a certain memor-
able occasion."

"This horse," said Jourdain, slowly and with dignity, "is

shot through the thigh. Turn down the next street to the west.

It's out of our way, but I want to get in the shade of the

houses. I have an idea. Give me one end of your rope."

Sandy complied, and Shorty deftly knotted the two reatas to-

gether.
" Two blocks down is the very place," he said.

" Some
trees there. You go on one side, and I'll go on the other—
Take a turn around the trees and set our horses back— "

To sabe may bien. Ever read 'A Pool's Errand ?
' "

"No—why?"
"
Well, I have," chuckled Sandy. "Here we are."

The pursuers had delayed a moment to see how badly their

comrade was hurt, so the cowboys had time to arrange their

ambuscade unseen.

"Here they come," said Shorty, when he had taken a turn

around a tree with his rope and another turn to his saddle horn.
"
Sandy, you blamed fool, keep your rope tight. What are you

doing ?
"

"I load my six-gun, dear friend," said Sandy's bantering
voice from the shadow on the other side of the street.

"
Don't

pull the rope taut till they get here—they might see it. Say,
these fellows will be apt to get bruised. Let's not shoot to hit
—

just scare 'em."

Down came the wolves with a tumult of wild shouts and
the thunder of horses' feet. The two cowboys reined their

horses back to their haunches. A moment later the foremost

horses struck the rope and fell, breaking the rope, and those

behind, unable to stop, stumbled over them. A shrieking chaos

of trampled and tangled men and horses piled up in the street.

One or two of the rearmost ones swerved and passed on, pursued

by a volley from the three friends. Foley rode into the m&lie
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and caught an uninjured horse for Jourdain. "Thank you," said

that person as he mounted,
"
you'll do. But I want to lead old

Bally, for if we leave him, these fellows will find out who we

are, and we'll have to account for all this later."
11 '

O, what a fall was there, my countrymen !

' "
interrupted

Sandy.
"
Say, we'd better ride up. North wasn't in that bunch.

If he had been, he would have spread his men out in different

streets to make sure we didn't dodge him. What did I tell you ?

—Here he comes now ! The others got ahead of him while I

was taking leave of him."
"
That's bad," said Jourdain.

"
He's got the fastest horse in

the country, they say. See how he gains on us. We've got to

stop and fight." He wheeled round a corner and stopped in the

shade again. "Get down behind your horses, and shoot for

keeps."
"This looks uncommonly like murder," objected Foley.
"
Shut up !

"
growled Jourdain,

"
you don't know what you are

talking about. He is a dead shot, and has killed too many
better men than himself, already. He deserves no more mercy
than a snake."

North swept furiously round the corner on a magnificent
black horse ;

so swiftly that he was carried far over on the

further side of the street.

A merciless storm of flame and lead greeted him from the

shadow. Even at this fearful disadvantage North fully upheld
his reputation for gameness. His six-shooter spoke twice in

sharp rejoinder, and Sandy felt a sting as a bullet grazed his

arm and buried itself in the adobe wall behind him. The gam-
bler's gun rang on the pavement—he reeled in the saddle—then

straightened up and rode on, without turning his head. Foley,

wild with excitement, aimed at him again, but Jourdain

knocked his gun up and the bullet sang harmlessly by.
"

/fcibct" said the leader. "Besides, he's dropped his gun.
Tha< rort of thing isn't done, you know."
Far down the street North threw up his hands and fell

heavily. The three galloped to where he lay. Sandy jumped
down and turned him over.

"
Quite dead," he said. "Hit six or seven times. He looks

as peaceful and quiet as a sleeping child. Poor Minnie !

'

Noth-

ing in life became him like the leaving of it.'"

"A brave man," said Jourdain.
"
I'm glad we didn't hit his

face. Come away."

They rode on in silence. Foley was trembling—even Sandy's

gay spirits were damped. Only Jourdain's iron nerves remained

unshaken.
"
You'll have to come with us to avoid consequences,
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Foley," he said. "Don't you never carry that much cash again in

a place like this."

Some of North's discomfited followers came up to their fallen

chief and fired a few desultory shots after the victors, but made no

effort at further pursuit of the trio that had proven so formid-

able.

"Howl, wolves ! Your leader is dead," said Jourdain. "Guess

they've got good and plenty. All the same, the sooner we get

to the New Mexico line, the better. We'll go to Fleck's, and

I'll doctor old Bally
—I haven't had any supper yet." And he

began to sing,
" The President and Faculty, Emendia's classic lip

Grew sweet on us when first they saw our banner on the tip
Of creation's topmost Pinafore, the old Rhizomia ship

—
For old Rhizomia booms."

"All together !"

And they sang to the rhythm of the galloping feet,

Then shout aloud, Rhizomians, lift your voices to the moon ;

Let them sweep along the Milky Way, a telephonic boom,
And onward, upward ever and through joy, delight and gloom

Let old Rhizomia boom !
"

Tularosa, N. M.

THE GULLS OF SAN FRANCISCO BAY.
By HARLEY R. WILEY.

jlTH blink and leer they peep and peer

Through cabin windows dim—
These sliding things of beak and wings

So silent, grey and grim.

Though speeds the ship, they gleam and slip

Unhelped by wing or wind
;

In curves of grey they swerve and play
Yet never fall behind.

The siren sings, the fog bell rings

And still these phantoms drear,

With trailing shroud of mist and cloud

Come trooping in our rear.

Anon they wheel in devil's reel

And through the spectral light,

While tolls the bell in ghostly knell,

They fade from mortal sight.

San Francisco.
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THE LADY OF THE GALLEON.
By LOUISE HERRICK WALL.

II.

/SrtHE whole ship rang with work. The Spaniard, with his

J^ fashion of aiming
-

high, had grinned up at us with four

rows of teeth and cut our rigging to pieces, besides mak-

ing work for the carpenter's gang on bowsprit, foremast and

mainmast. Some of the shot had taken us between wind and

water, so that pumps must be manned and plugs fitted ; there

were our wounded to be cared for and our dead to slip into the

sea. But beyond this, our ship must be made ready for our

host of prisoners. This was the gravest matter of all ; for if the

Spaniards should rise against us, outnumbering us, as they did,

two to one, we must look for a bloodier battle than any we had

yet seen.

All these industries, the noise of hurrying feet, the creaking
of gear, the beating of hammers, suddenly gave place to a

strange, heavy, shuffling tread that so aroused my curiosity

that I lifted my bandage to look.

Through a fog I saw, across the deck, eight of our sailors

carrying a chest of dark wood bound with iron, with great

hinges and padlock ;
and just behind eight more men were

about to hoist a second, and then a third, and still others, over

the ship's side. Every man on our deck had stopped in his

work with arm lifted—never was so much clamour so quickly

quelled
—for all were struck dumb with the same thought ; and

then with three unholy cheers we greeted the Spanish loot, like

lusty sailormen. The men who carried the first chest turned

about to answer us, and in turning tilted their burden on an

uneven keel. That sent the true metal rushing and ringing
within the chest, and to that tune we cheered again.

Before the last treasure chest had been stowed in the Commo-
dore's cabin, the first of the prisoners appeared over the side;

and for two hours they swarmed out of the boats and up the

Jacob's ladder, a steady stream of dark, angry-looking men,
who trod our deck with suspicion, as though they thought it

mined. The wounded Spaniards and the Officers were to come
last and were to be stowed in our cabins ;

but all these sound

folk had to go below in the hold, the only place we could safely

stow such numbers.

At first we had not known the name of our prize, but now we
heard it, with the Spanish accent, on every tongue. She was
Nucstra Sehora de Cabadonga, and, it was added, she had carried

treasure to the amount of half a million pounds sterling.
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When the tramp of our prisoners had sent me into a half-

drowse, I was roused by some one near me crying,
" The Span-

ish Officers !

"

Lifting- my bandage, I saw the Commodore standing at the

side in his best flaxen wig and blue-laced coat, and about him
his lieutenants drawn up at attention, looking prodigious fine

in gold-laced coats and spangled waistcoats. Our sailors were

ranged in line, dressed in all fashions (for it was not till five

years later that Lord Anson himself gave a uniform to the

Navy), their honest faces shining with the sweat of their new-

left toil. Between their short ranks came the grave, splendidly-

dressed Dons, with heads held high ;
the anger and dark looks

that the Spanish sailors had shown disguised in these beneath

an air of arrogant calm. They walked like shining conquerors

through our homespun line, looking neither to right nor left,

with such disdain as would have inflamed their reckoning con-

foundedly, if young blood had had its way. With the Officers

came a Priest of the Jesuit order, a puny figure of a man with

a nose like a great owl's and eyes so hotly bright that they
seemed to have burned back into his head

;
his long straight

lips smiled constantly, as he looked about him. He ran his

eyes down our short lines, eked out with all our boys, and spoke
in French to the Officer with whom he walked :

"
My God !

" he cried. V Taken by a handful of boys !
"

The next moment he was begging, with many smiles, for

speech with the Commodore, and they stood together in earnest

talk.

A boatswain's chair had been rigged at the yard-arm, and the

long business of hoisting up the wounded from the boats began.
Of this I saw nothing, as my eyes were again blurred with

staring. I was told that General Don Jeronimo, the Portuguese
who had been in command of the galleon and who was wounded,
came first and was laid in the Commodore's cabin, and that all

the other officers, many of them also wounded, were to be given
the cabin Mr. Saumarez had occupied, with six of our men
armed to stand guard.
As soon as all the Spanish Officers had passed, our men were

ordered to their work, and the Centurion hummed again. Then
once more there came a sudden check to this noise, and I heard

only the creak of the gear hoisting the boatswain's chair.

Again I lifted the bandage, and started to my feet.

What I saw was the chair, which was but a plank, like those

that are notched at each end and laid for a seat between the

ropes of a swing, hanging from the yard, high above the Cen-

turion's deck, and on the seat of it the Jesuit Priest steadying
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beside him the figure of a woman—a nun—who leaned forward

and battled with her black robes against the snatching breeze.

High up there, above my head, she was beating like a black bird

against the dirty pink of the tropical sky. I watched breath-

lessly as the in-board guy was hauled taut and the chair was by

degrees drawn in and eased down toward the deck. The woman
was very young. I think I have never seen so young and white

a face under the black of a' sister's veil. I walked straight to

the side, dragging the Surgeon's foolish bandage once for all

from my head, and put by the sailor who had been lifting the

wounded from the chair. He was not the right man to lift a

nun. As the chair creaked across and down toward me from

the rigging above, I felt in my hair the wind of her coming,
like the beat of a sea-gull close at hand, and I looked straight

up into her face, as I held out my arms to steady the nearing
seat. She was pure white and black, except for her lips and the

lining of her narrow nostrils that were strongly coloured, as

the flesh of a peach is stained where it lies against the red

stone. Her eyebrows were laid across the white of her forehead

in a subtle, fine line, as though cunningly drawn with the wood
soot that lays its flakes on the inner side of a chimney, so soft

and velvet-like that a man would put his finger on it. But it

was none of these things, but the whole of her, that made a

man feel her, all at once, like a shock running through him.

Her eyes were not frightened nor did she turn from me
;
but

as I lifted her from the Jesuit's side, I felt her body stiffen be-

tween my hands as the body of an angry child stiffens, and I

would have laughed had I dared; for joy leaped in my throat,

and a spirit of contest that met her own. She was the first

woman of my class I had seen for three years, and, nun though
she was, she was still a woman

;
I knew it by her temper.

As I set her down, I said in my best French, "I hope the

good Sister is not hurt ?
"

She drew her veil about her, and with a little movement to-

ward the Priest, remained silent.
44
Sister Carmelita regrets that she speaks only the tongue of

Spain," he said politely, in French.

At that moment the Commodore came forward and bowed
with grave ceremony to the young Sister.

44 You are twice welcome," he said,
44
as belonging to the

noblest sex and to the most virtuous profession."

When I remember how he said this, with none of the grimaces
of the modern pretty fellow, but the look of truth and gentle

courtesy, I recall with anger the false gibe of the false Walpole,
who said that Lord Anson might be the first Englishman since
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Drake to go round the world, but that he would never be in it.

In truth, the Commodore lacked in nothing that became a gen-

tleman, and the honor that he was to reflect upon England
shone from a clear glass.

When he had welcomed the Sister, Mr. Anson turned to the

Priest and said,
"

I have ordered that the lady be given a state-

room near that of her wounded countrymen. I regret that the

space is too small for her comfort. It is the best that the

crowding of our ship allows."

The Priest bowed his acknowledgements, as I think he under-

stood little that had been said, and the Commodore told me to

direct the lady to her new quarters.

While we had been talking, Sister Carmelita had stood quiet,

only her eyes moving from one speaker to the other, her whole

face and figure motionless except for her eyes and the line of the

brows that wavered. The wind had wrapped her long black

garments about her, and now, as we started to move, she tripped

upon their trailing length. For a moment she was entrapped,

but gathering up her draperies and stepping out with energy,
there fell on the deck a heelless black shoe, and the foot, for an

instant in plain view, was close-fitted with a saucy little slipper

of fine scarlet Morocco, with a wonderful heel, the like of which
I had not seen.

That night, and for many nights after, every Officer and man
on board the Centurion, who was off duty, slept in his cloaths,

ready at any moment for the alarm of a revolt among our pris-

oners. We slept
—those who did not watch in their hammocks—with pistol-belts buckled and cutlasses laid at hand.

Our ship and the captured galleon were put under light sail

and headed for China. Although neither vessel was fit for sea-

service, we did not wish to linger on the borders of the enemy's

country ;
and what was more in our minds was that, as long as

we sailed with four hundred prisoners, the enemy was in our

country, and had only to rise up to make it their own.
With the tropic dawn all hands were piped up by the Boat-

swain. On deck I found the Commodore, in a plain cloth coat

and a bob-wig, giving orders to the Carpenters. He was in-

structing them to build two great square funnels, one over each

of the hatchwa) s leading to the forward- and to the after-hold,

where the prisoners were confined. These structures, which
were to lead to the upper deck, were to be shaped like large
chimnies and to be made of planking, with square, flaring

mouths. They were to lead from the fetor of the crowded holds

to the purer air above. As I came up, the Commodore returned

my salute absently, but turning to me explained the nature of

his design.
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"

I shall mount four swivel-guns at the four corners of each

of the guards and keep a man posted near-by with a tinder-box,

so that he may fire the guns down into the funnels at the first

symptoms of revolt from below. The ventilation, too, will be

improved for our prisoners." In explaining his devise, he

beamed upon me more joyfully than after the capture of the

galleon
—for inventiveness is the gift of the devil to make

modest men vain. He explained that all other access to the

holds was to be securely closed, and concluded his harangue by

saying soberly, "I am determined that we shall not spend such

another night as the last."

He seemed annoyed when I replied that I did not care for a

better night than I had enjoyed, so I hastened to add that any-

thing that supplied our prisoners with better air was greatly to

be desired.

Even on this upper deck the air was foul from the over-

crowded ship, and in the neighbourhood of Mr. Saumarez's

former cabin, where the Spanish Officers lay sweltering in

blood and sweat, the stench was sickening to the sense. We
were in the height of the steaming Summer weather of these

latitudes, where many times each day the bottom drops out of

the sky and lets an upper ocean down upon the ocean beneath ;

then both together steam up again into the burthened air to

form a new torrent.

But the floods had served to sweep from the decks the blood

of yesterday ; and a new feeling of excitement, a looking from

a past too well known to a future unknown, was upon us all. It

was not like the excitement of battle, half shuddering and fierce,

nor the noisy exultation of the moment when we saw the chests

of treasure brought on board ; it was a secretive and watchful

excitement. We were all conscious to our finger-tips that there

was a woman on board—a woman with a scarlet slipper under a

loose, convent shoe. For what I had seen had been seen by

others, and that night, between the close-hung hammocks, the

word had gone softly from mouth to mouth. There was a spirit

among our English sailors that made them speak of a woman
of her sort seldom and softly, and yet the sense of her nearness

was in the morning mists and shimmering from the yardarms.
It came like the rumour of crystal, running streams and tin-

healing freshness of growing things to scurvy-stricken folk.

But little as had been said openly of Sister Carmelita, the

Priest had told me something of her the night before. I was

standing the first watch, leaning on the rail singing over to

myself what words I could remember of an old, almost-forgotten

pastoral, that had not been in my mind since Heft England. I
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could only gather lines here and there from my memory of a

"mayde" who came forth to gather "maye," and who fell

into sweet dispute with a "shepeard" boy "in breeche of

coyntree blewe,"
" That would she ought or would she nought,
This lad would never from her thought,
She in love-longing fell."

I well remembered that,
" She wore a frocke of frolicke greene,
Might well beseeme a mayden queene,
Which seemly was to see

;

A hood to that so neat and fine,
In colour like the colombine,
Y-wrought full featously."

And then a part of his wooing came back,
" And I to thee will be as kind
As Colin was to Rosalinde,
Of curtesie the flower."

" With that she bent her snow-white knee
Downe by the shepheard kneeled shee,
And him she sweetely kist—"

"A beautiful night," said a voice at my elbow, in French,
and I came out of my reverie, waspish, as a bee shaken from a

clover-top. Then the Priest spoke of the phosphorous in the

sea in away that made me know he had other matters in mind.

At length he said,
"

I have done your Nation and your Profes-

sion a great injustice. I stand amazed at the courtesy with

which, as prisoners, we are treated. Especially at the con-

sideration shown to the Bride of Heaven who has been captured
with this prize of war. When I but hinted to your Commodore
that she was grieving for the loss of her Father, in yesterday's

engagement, he ordered that her meals should be sent to her in

her own cabin." Then he added in a lower tone,
" He has not

even set eyes on her since she first came on board."

I felt my temper rising.
"

I have never understood," I said

with heat,
"
why persons of intelligence should consider that a

Sea-Officer should have a character and temper resembling the

furious Elements among which his life is spent. It is not the

habit of any Englishman to betray the helplessness of a vir-

tuous woman who is defenceless in his hands."

My plainness of speech offended the Father, who threw out

his arms deprecatingly to ward off the idea he had just been

insinuating.

"No doubt," I added, "the lives of some of our buccaneers
in the past have given colour to the ideas that prevail in this

regard."
He accepted the amends and said, "I feel that I hold the

position of actual as well as Spiritual Father to my young
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charge. She was on her way with her Father from the convent

in the City of Mexico to the convent of Santa Clara, in Manila.

After his burial, she implored my protection against danger.
Such an appeal would enlist the chivalry of any man," he said,

peering at me out of the darkness.
" Her family is one of im-

portance," he continued. Her Father was Don Pedro Valdes,

the chief military official of Luzon. His gift of his child to

the Church is one that the Church will seek to repay."

Despite my interest, there was somewhat in his talk that I

could not stomach ; so I made an excuse of Duty and walked to

another part of the ship, where I stood my watch out alone.

With daylight, as I have said, came a new day of labour ; but

I was no longer a bandaged outcast from it all, and every mo-
ment of every hour was filled with the work incident to handling
the ship with our lessened crew, to pushing forward repairs,

and to building our new hatchway-guards. Toward night, Mr.

Saumarez sent a boat from the Cabadonga, with a report for

the Commodore and a note to me, asking me to send him some

papers and instruments that I would find in his cabin.

He would scarce have known the place for his own quarters.

Latin curses and hospital smells flung a man back from the door,

while the hammocks, hung one above the other in rows three

deep, were swung so close, from side to side, that a visitor must

needs creep under to reach certain of the men. The cabin was

ill-lit, so that most of it was happily unseen, and I had to call

for a lantern to make my way in the disorder. I was kneeling
on the floor before Mr. Saumarez's locker, with the lantern

hung on a nail overhead, searching for the papers, when there

came to ray ears the sound of knocking.
"Come!" I shouted, wheeling about to see, while Sister

Carmelita stepped into the cabin, and at her heels the Jesuit

Priest. The cursing and groaning died down as she went from

hammock to hammock, bending toward the men and speaking,
in Spanish, words with babyish endings that make that tongue
most fitting for Lovers and Mothers. One old Officer, light-

headed from loss of blood, continued to curse on without abate-

ment. Then in the hammock next him a young Officer sat

straight, and shaking his fist at the old man, flung out a broad-

side of Spanish in loud, fierce tones. Laughter broke from

them all, short-lived, Spanish laughter, led by the girl-laugh
of Sister Carmelita. I rose and lifted my lantern in surprise,

but she had closed her lips over her little, sharp teeth, and was

bending toward the sick man.
44 He is delirious," explained the Jesuit. "What he was

saying," he added politely,
"
was that the plague should devour
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and all the Saints of the Good God eternally damn the hell-

hound who would swear before a. lady."

So this was what had amused them!

The young- man steadied himself for a moment, staring as

though half-waked to consciousness by his own voice, then with

a moan fell back. The little Sister caught him in her arms and

held him against her breast. It was then that I stood greatly

puzzled, throwing the beam of my lantern upon them. I knew
that I had once before seen her lift a dying man to her breast,

and that then, as now, she raised to me a face of hatred. But
it was for only a moment that her angry eyes played upon me.

She turned to the Priest and spoke with decision, and there en-

sued what I saw was an angry altercation. Suddenly her voice

dropped to pleading ;
and looking down at the man in her arms,

she spoke still more tenderl}
r

and, drawing from her robes a

rosary, she laid the Crucifix softly against his lips. One of the

Officers in a hammock spoke, and then several others.

"What is she saying ?" I demanded of the priest.

He shook his head obstinately.

"Eh bien !

" Sister Carmelita cried, laying the unconscious

man gently upon his pillow ; standing up, she pushed her veil

aside and spoke with sudden white-flaming resolution."
'' You must know, Monsieur !

" she cried in French, so angry
and fluent I could scarce follow her words,

"
this is my brother,

Don Juan Valdes," her brows drawn to a steady line as she de-

fied the priest.
" He will die in this pen ! I cannot nurse him

here. I demand of your Generalissimo—Oh, no ! I beg of

him— " and the corners of her lips drooped in sobbing irony
—

"
I beg of him that my Brother may be carried to my cabin, and

that I may care for him." Then, her mood and her face once

more a-light, she cried,
"
Will he deny this to the son of the

dead ?
"

I could not see in her face a trace of shame, or even the least

consciousness of the trick she and the Priest had practiced upon
me in denying her knowledge of the French tongue. On her

face was only the sweep of her present passion. My pride was

up. I was too insignificant, then, to be even consistently de-

ceived.

"I think, Madame," I said, "You would do well to consult

your Spiritual Adviser in this matter, also. I know too little

of the customs of your sacred callings."
" Oh !

" This was a half-laughing intake of the breath, and

turning she spoke in Spanish to the Priest.

For my part, I replaced the lantern and returned back to my
search in the locker, as though the matter no longer concerned
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me. When I had gathered the papers and instruments together
and was making ready to leave the cabin, I was stopped by the

Priest's hand on my arm. I found his bright eyes rather sullen

as he said :

"Can you find if Commodore Anson will grant an interview

to Sister Carmelita ?
"

11
1 will send another Officer to you," I said. "Some important

matters prevent my serving you in person." I bowed, without

looking, and left the cabin.

After dispatching a messenger to the Priest, I found that the

Cabadonga's boat had long been ready, and I hastened to give

my packet into the hands of Mr. Saumarez's coxswain. It was
Tam Mackinnon himself, and he stopped for a crack with me.

The galleon was leaking amain, he said, from our low shot, and

her supply of fresh water was all but gone. He had bid me
good night and gone down the ladder, when his old face

was suddenly thrust back over the side.
"
Lieutenant Lightfoot, Sir," he bellowed.

"Yes, Tam."
"

I wanted to tell ye there was na leetle laddie amang the

slain."
"

It was a matter of no consequence, Tam," I said, grandly.

"Aye, so I thocht,"he replied enigmatically, and dropped out

of sight; but his voice came up to me,
" Weemen an' Papists,

sired by the muckle black de'il !

"

"Commodore Anson sends his compliments, and wishes Mr.

Lightfoot's company in his cabin," said the Commodore's boy
out of the twilight.

I made sure it was on business connected with Sister Carmel-

ita, so I was surprised to find two sentinels in place of one, sta-

tioned at the door of his cabin, and still more by what met my
eyes when the door opened. The light from several smoky
lamps was centered on the heavy baize-covered table, around

which the Commodore and his Lieutenants were drawn up,

eagerly examining a number of charts and documents spread
out before them

;
but what caught my eye and breath was, that

on the table lay a prodigious mass of Spanish coin, heaped by
the shovelful in an irregular pyramid

—
chiefly in pieces of

eight, flanked by bars of virgin silver, hundreds of pounds of

treasure lying loose under the smoky lamp-light, while our

Officers bent forward over the charts. Two or three of the

chests stood with their lids thrown beck, partly emptied ; but

the pile of chests still untouched, filled the rear of the cabin ;

against the table leaned musquets and cutlasses in quiet readi-

ness. Then I suddenly realized, with a start, another presence
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in the room. On the Commodore's bunk a massive, grizzled

head, all I could see of the man, lay Don Jeronimo de Mentero,

the Generalissimo of the Cabadonga—called the bravest Captain
of their Service—staring vacantly from his great sunken eyes

upon the treasure that had gone from his keeping.
As I closed the cabin door and approached, every man looked

up, except the Spaniard, whose eyes were fixed.

"We have here," said the Commodore, motioning me to a

chair,
"
charts and journals of the greatest importance. Now

for the first time we have accurate information of these waters

and of the routes followed by Spanish navigators in crossing

the Pacific. For one hundred and fifty years Spain has secretly

held this information, and to-night we hold it
—for England !

"

The parchment in his hand rustled.

A smart knock at the door fell upon us jarringly. At the word,

the Commodore's boy entered and, saluting, said
*'

If the Com-
modore will permit it, the lady says that she will have speech

with him to-night."

Mr. Anson showed a moment's annoyance, glanced at the dis-

ordered table, and then said quietly, laying down the chart that

he held,
"
My time is at the lady's disposition."

Sister Carmelita entered alone. As she advanced with dig-

nity through the group of men—for all of us rose as she entered
—her eyes seemed to take in no particular of the confused cabin.

She wore the same black robes and veil
;
her Crucifix—hung

from a rosary made for a taller woman—beat softly against her

knee as she moved.

''I have come," she said in French, stopping some paces be-

fore Mr. Anson and addressing herself entirely to him,
"
to ask

a privilege for my brother. He lies wounded in a cabin—not so

commodious as this—where sixteen other men are lying. He
will die there ! I wish to have him carried to my cabin, so that

I can care for him."

Mr. Anson, whose French was not so sure as his seamanship,
turned to his second Lieutenant, who, in turn, hesitated.

"Ah !

" cried the lady, her calmness gone at a flash, "I see

that I have asked too much of our noble enemy. We are not

sufficiently humbled !

"

She drew a step nearer, and in doing so saw, as I had seen and

with the same shock, the great face staring from the bunk ;

and again she cried out, this time in Spanish, with a woman's

compassion in her voice.

[to be continued.]
Sausalito, Cal.
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TfHE first contract of the Sequoya League is at last signed,

sealed and delivered. It was a large undertaking, and

the campaign has been long, hard and continuous ever

since October, 1901
;
but the end has crowned the work. The

League's motto is
" common sense, patience and never-let-go ;

"

and in this sign it has won. It has outworn red tape and
routine ;

has beaten the greed of landowners anxious to profit

by the misfortune of Indians who had lost their homes
;
and has

even outwearied the meddlesome class whose numbers are re-

cruited, as the proverb informs us, by a new birth every minute.

The first installment of the Warner's Ranch Indians were

successfully moved to their new home atPala in the second week
of May, and were at once set to work in preparing their houses

and lands. At this writing there is every reason to believe that

the remaining exiles will be as successfully transferred. All

the hysteric talk about "bloodshed," "armed resistance,''
"
dying in their old home," and that sort of thing, reiterated

by yellow reporters until some of the Indians themselves echoed

these foolish phrases, came to nothing. The people from the

Hot Springs were transported by wagon without the slightest

resistance
;
and these are the only ones who have made any talk

whatever of resistance. In spite of evil advisers
;
in spite of

their pathetic and manly love for their old desert home in prefer-

ence to any paradise ;
in spite of their inability to understand

the legal procedure by which they were ousted, the people of

Cupa neither fought, nor waited to be dragged. That great
and deep-grained Reverence for Authority, which is in all un-
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spoiled human beings
—and which is recognized as the greatest

leverage to help the Indians, by those who know enough to use

it—triumphed after all
;
and how much this means can be re-

motely imagined only by those who know something of the

temptations to which these simple and heart-broken people were

subjected
—by Americans who ought to have known better, and

who mostly did know better. If the Indians had not had better

sense than most of their advisers, the eviction would have been

a battle.

The removal, however, was no easy task. The Indians had

been lied to, deceived, confounded, and inflamed until neither

they nor anyone else knew just where they stood. Anything
less than the highest tact and executive ability at the last mo-

ment would undoubtedly have resulted in serious trouble. The
matter was fortunately in charge of United States Indian In-

spector A. E. Jenkins, who has an enviable reputation through-
out the West, and who has added new lustre to his record by

carrying out this difficult and ticklish duty without a hitch. A
great deal, also, must be credited to Dr. L. A. Wright, Agent of

the Mission Indians, who has had this situation on his hands

for two years, and whose good sense and conscientiousness have

had much to do with the final successful outcome. The steady,

consistent, patient work, for more than a year, of the few who
were officially connected with the matter, had its logical fruit

when the pinch came. In spite of themselves, the Indians be-

lieved the men who had neither lied to them nor wobbled.

Naturally enough, in their time of stress, they preferred to

count as their friends the people who told them what they liked

to hear
;
the brilliant persons who said :

"
Oh, never mind the

Supreme Court
; it doesn't amount to anything ; you just stay

right here
;

it will come out all right." They as naturally felt

that all who told them the unpleasant truth— that the decision

of the Supreme Court was final, and that they would have to

leave their old home—were their enemies. In this estimate

they were assiduously confirmed by irresponsible, or half-baked,

or malicious Americans, until they came to feel that their only
friends were the harpies who are making money out of their

misfortune—lawyers who take their pitiful savings on pretense
of reversing the Supreme Court ; discharged reporters who take

their money for equally valuable services, and just common
muddle-headed visitors who "feel sorry for the Indians" and

show it by adding to their troubles.

All this, however, is only what anyone expects who engages
in any attempt to better fixed conditions. The work of the

League in this matter was begun with full realization that it

would incur the enmity of routine politicians, of disappointed
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landowners who wished to unload their worthless properties on

the Government, of idiot tourists, and of the Indians themselves.

The task was undertaken neither for glory, nor for money, nor

for thanks
; but to secure for these Indians who had lost their

ancient home, a good new one. A model new home has been

secured. It is better than anyone, even the most sanguine, dared

hope. The Indians are now on it. They have begun life anew—not as all their fellows among the Mission Indians of South-

ern California have to live, practically all of whom have been

evicted from their old homes into worthless lands where nearly
all of them are now destitute

;
but on a reservation which in

the market is worth four or five times as much per acre as the

home from which the judgment of the United States Supreme
Court ejected them two years ago last month.

The episode of the Warner's Ranch Indians has aroused

almost universal interest in Southern California, and far beyond.
It has served as a peg on which to hang an incredible number of

ignorant falsehoods in and out of print ;
but it has warmed

and welded a very competent public sentiment among intelligent

people ; an energy which has not only served to enable the

League in this work, but will suffice to aid it in similar under-

takings for a long time to come. It is to be remembered that

the Warner's Ranch Indians are not the only ones who have lost

their homes. Nearly all the "reservations" in Southern Cali-

fornia are but the ragged desert edge of fertile valleys from

which the Indians have been driven. All these elbowed people
would rather stay where they are than move to a paradise ;

but

part of the work of the same Commission which secured the

new home for the Warner's Ranch Indians was to recommend
that with the $23,000 saved by that Commission to the Govern-

ment some of the fertile lands adjacent to several reservations

be purchased and added to them, so that without being removed
these Indians may have lands which will keep them from semi-

starvation.

* *

The Warner's Ranch episode is closed. It was a tragedy ;

but that could not be helped, after the Supreme Court acted. The
one comfort about it is that, for the first time in our history, the

Indians get more land and better land than that from which

they are ousted. And this is what the Sequoya League has

done. The Indians have now the problem of adjusting them-

selves to the new conditions of having farms which will yield

them a livelihood. They never had that at the old home, where

they subsisted chiefly as landlords, renting their bath-houses

and their homes, and otherwise living on the visitors to the

famous Hot Springs. At Pala they will have to cultivate the
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soil ; but the soil will support them when they cultivate it.

There is land enough, and good enough, in the Pala Reservation

to support twice as many Indians in comfort as have been trans-

ferred thither— or white people either.

While of late years the condition of the Warner's Ranch In-

dians at the Hot Springs has been relatively easy, through rents

and receipts from white visitors, it should be remembered that

this was not always so. Lieut.-Col. W. H. Emory of the Ad-
vance Guard of the Army of the West, which made the first

march overland to California, records in his Report what he

found at Warner's Hot Springs in December, 1846:
" To the south down the valley of the Aqua [sic] Caliente lay

the road to San Diego. Above us was Mr. Warner's backwoods,
American looking house, built of adobe and covered with a

thatched roof. Around, were the thatched huts of the more
than half naked Indians, who are held in a sort of serfdom by
the master of the rancheria. I visited one or two of these huts

and found the inmates living in great poverty. The thermome-

ter was at 30°, they had no fires, and no coverings but sheep-
skins. They told me, that when they were under the charge of

the Missions they were all comfortable and happy, but since the

good priests had been removed, and the Missions placed in the

hands of the people of the country, they had been ill-treated.

This change took place in 1836, and many of the Missions

passed into the hands of men and their connexions, who had

effected the change.
"The Indians have made pools for bathing. They huddle

around the basin of the spring to catch the genial warmth of its

vapors, and in cold nights immerse themselves in the pools to

keep warm. . . . Dec. 5.
—A cold rainy day, and the naked In-

dians of the rancheria gathered around our fires."

Capt. A. R. Johnston of the same little army (who was killed

four days later, in the fight at San Pascual) says in his diary,

recorded by General Kearny, under date of Dec. 2nd, 1846 :

"We found Warner's a place which would be considered a

poor location in the United States, with a hot spring and a

cold one on his place ;
a good place for stock, but bad for grain,

one would think. The labor is performed by California In-

dians, who are stimulated to work by three dollars per month
and repeated floggings."

Incidentally, this bit of official history shows that the

Hot Springs were included in the grant originally
—or at least

as far back as 1846. There has been irresponsible newspaper
talk that they were taken in recently by "progressive surveys."
As for Pala, it is where it has been for a long time ; where it

was chosen by the Franciscan missionaries nearly a century
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ago—men who never made a mistake in a choice of location—
where it was when Helen Hunt Jackson, certainly as devoted a

friend as the Indians have ever had, praised it twenty years

ago ; and where the Commission examined, tested and selected

it last year. Anyone who is curious to see who told the truth

about it
—the Commission, which stated that it is an excellent

property, or a few mendacious trouble-makers that have called

it "barren and worthless"—can examine it for themselves.

The Commission has done its work, which was to select a good
home for 300 Indians whom the U. S. Supreme Court had left

homeless. It can afford to challenge comparison of its results

with anything in the whole history of the Indian Service. The
Interior Department has done its immediate work in removing
the Indians to the new reservation. The task is now on, both

for the Indians and their official guides, to get the full benefit

of the new, and materially better, opportunity. As for those

who are still Sorry for the Indians (as the League is), there is

now, and there will long continue to be, an excellent and sub-

stantial way in which to show how deep the Sorrow bites.

There are some thousands of other Mission Indians now a great

deal worse off than the Warner's Ranch Indians are or ever have

been. The League is going to keep its shoulder against the

wheel in the same patient, rational and persistent fashion, until

all these things are remedied as well as may be. It takes two

things to carry out these plans. One is public interest, which

seems to be well aroused ; and the other is money. Anybody
who is really sorry for the Indians can help them quite as much

by contributing to the work that is being done for them as by

bubbling over in the newspapers. There is nothing to hinder

free-born Americans from talking ; but the time is apparently

here when the sincerity of people who air themselves in print

but pick up their hats and strike out for home when the contri-

bution box is passed, will be at least doubted. Membership in

the League is $2 per year ; life-memberships $50. The League
has no salaries

;
all moneys received go directly to the work of

"Making Better Indians and better treated ones."

*

Last November, one George Larando Lawson wrote to the

editor of Collier's Weekly, suggesting that he would like the

job of reporting for that journal the removal of the Warner's

Ranch Indians, then thought to be at hand. The editor re-

plied that these matters were not available—"
unless the removal

shall take on some dramatic aspect."" (Italics mine.)
There was then no human probability of a

"
dramatic aspect

"

to the eviction. Everything was arranged, understood and

serene. Eighteen months before, the Supreme Court of the
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United States had affirmed the decision of the lower courts ad-

verse to the Indians of Warner's Ranch, and the San Felipe

Ranch—the two cases being conjoined. Six months before, the

President had appointed a Commission to procure a new home
for the evicted Indians, a wide public protest having been made

against the selection of the Monserrate Ranch at an extravagant

price by an Indian Inspector. That Commission had (after long
and arduous labors in the field, and still longer clerical work)
selected very much the best of all the properties offered for

sale for this purpose
—

including over 100 ranches. The Report
of the Commission had been approved. The Indians had by
their delegates held a conference at Riverside with the Commis-

sioner of Indian Affairs, who explained the whole situation to

them, and they promised him that whenever the Government

ordered them to move they would move peaceably. This maga-
zine has already printed full information as to the case ; and

has shown by figures and photographs how much superior the

new home is to the old. It has also shown that every possible

effort was exhausted by the Commission to keep the Indians in

their old home, which they naturally and properly love much
better than any other, no matter how superior.

But the significant fact that Mr. Lawson—who was a tag-end

newspaper reporter in Los Angeles, and was discharged from

the Los Angeles Express because of his little habit of dead-

beating bills, of which too many complaints were made to the

office— has gone about the country claiming to be a representa-

tive of Collier's Weekly, explains some of his later actions. He

thought he could make the removal "take on a Dramatic As-

pect ;

" and he has been laboring, with what little mind God

gave him, and a malicious ingenuity derived from Somewhere

Else, to be sure of a
"
story."

I hold before me a letter from the editor of Collier's Weekly

which says, among other things: "I hope the Department of

the Interior will not hold us responsible, as we know nothing

whatever of Mr. Lawson beyond what he says himself. He is

not in any sense of the word our representative or correspondent,

and he has no right to use our name in any way whatsoever to

promote his own ends."

But meantime Mr. Lawson was simultaneously turning a

dishonest penny by letters to Los Angeles papers, and fanning
the flame by which he hoped to profit more largely. The Los

Angeles Herald inadvertently printed one of his stupid articles

March 22nd, in which he declares that the Government
"
has

not kept faith " with these Indians ; abusing
M
the Washington

officials and their servants," and telling several wilful but rela-

tively unimportant falsehoods. On discovering the imposition,
the Herald promptly made amends; but the exposure of his dis-

astrous meddling and untruth seems to have made Mr. Lawson
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anxious lest his plan to get a few Indians killed, so that he might
have a sensation, be in danger, and he sent up another

"
letter "

to another paper
—the Express

—where it slipped in at an un-

guarded moment. This letter was a wholesale aggregation of

malicious lying
—and very stupid lying-, at that. The matter

was not detected by the editor until on the press ;
and although

as much as possible of the more palpable and abusive mendacity
was destroyed in type, the remnant printed article was precisely
the sort of thing to illustrate Mr. Lawson's character and to en-

courage the Indians to resist the Government. The Express
also immediately published a handsome retraction, with regrets;

discharged Lawson from even the temporary connection of cor-

respondent, and branded him editorially as a "mendacious and

untrustworthy correspondent who had imposed on it ;

" but these

matters were in type and were shown the Indians by
"
their dear

friend" who was trying to work them up to resist the Govern-
ment of the United States.

Since being so discredited and branded that he can hope for

no further local market for his mendacities, Lawson has been

working among the Indians, and was recently expelled from the

Hot Springs by the owners of Warner's Ranch on account of

the trouble he was breeding.
It seems incredible, but it is evidently a fact (being supported

not only by the testimony of the Indians but by his own printed
declarations) that this alleged "American" has taken the

money of these bedeviled people for his "services." The Cap-
tain of the Warner's Ranch Indians stated to the Indian Agent,
the Special Agent and other Government officials in the. junta,
held April 16th, at the Hot Springs, that Lawson had gone to

San Diego for them to examine their title, and that they had
paid him for it. Also that he had gone to examine the Pala

property for them—the new home which the Government had
just finished purchasing—and that they paid him for that.

Pahncy ! A cub reporter, discharged as unfit even for a cub,

taking the money of these evicted and sorrowing Indians to

"examine their title," on which the Supreme Court of the
United States passed two years ago, and which has been inves-

tigated by a great many other authorities, including the Attor-

ney General of the U. S. ! Fancy, also, this tourist space-writer
going to "examine" California lands, and taking ^>z.y from the
Indians as an expert 1

This is black enough, but it is not all. He not only took pay
from a people whose condition would move a stone, and whose
sorry crust a starving dog would not rob, but in return for their

money he has wilfully, consecutively and eagerly lied to them
on such a scale as to make him a laughing-stock to everyone else

except these desperate losers of their old home. The April
number of this magazine printed part of the Commission's

Report on Pala, with a lot of official photographs showing
something of that beautiful and fertile valley and its water sup-
ply. An expert Commission of experienced Californians made
that report. A great many official and lay witnesses of wide
reputation, beside hundreds of "common people," know that

valley. As has been stated in these pages, over 700 acres of it

are irrigable, and 316 acres were being irrigated at the Com-
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mission's visit ; 2000 acres are arable, and about 1400 acres were

being cultivated at the Commission's visit
; and the official

measurement of the water shows that at the height of the

greatest consecutive drouth California has ever known there

were 140 miner's inches of water. But the too-eager liar Law-
son printed that

"
more than 3200 acres of the 3438 of the Pala

Valley are nothing but rock, sand and gravel" . . . "as deep
and unproductive as the Sahara," and that there is "no water
available for irrigation." He told the Indians about the same
thing, and added that they "would starve to death."

It is not the intention to give space to a detailed nailing of

Mr. Lawson's lies. This is a sample. They were not only fool-

ish and ignorant lies, but they were with the express purpose of

stirring up the Indians to revolt against the Government—and

they nearly had that result. The only design of these few
words is to catalogue this person who traffics in human life, and

procures himself to be paid by his victims; that he be remem-
bered and classified.

So far as is known, the "blind-pig" lawyer John Brown, Jr., of

San Bernardino, who was exposed in these pages in the De-
cember (1902) number, is the only other person besides Lawson
who has been actively, purposely and maliciously stirring up
the Indians to revolt, that his own pocket might fatten. De-

spite his solemn pledges to the Commission—made repeatedlj* in

the presence of the Indian delegates, and stenographically
reported

—that he would take no more fees from these unhappy
people for his impotent pettifogging, Brown has gone on
not only bleeding them for money, but filling them with vain
and disastrous ideas. But there are others who (without these

vile motives, and simply out of oatmeal-mindedness), have done
much harm. A hysterical old gentleman named Patterson,
who was removed from the Hot Springs by order of the owners,
recently imposed on a San Diego paper with a long screed of

particularly absurd and senile falsehoods, which were eminently
designed to make trouble for the Indians. His lies also were

malicious, because of a fussy anger at having to leave the

Springs. But a spite-lie is not, of course, comparable in mean-
ness to lying for gain.

It was not at all idle when it was said in these pages that

people who wilfully make trouble for these Indians, or prey
upon them, will be branded. It is the serious intention, and
one which will be reasonably continuous. There is infinite pa-
tience in the League for those who merit patience—which in-

cludes all Indians, and even such superior Americans as are

really friendly though foolish. But the people who ought to

know better, and who do know better, and who still for vulgar
or meddlesome motives rob the Indians either of their money,
or of their land, or of their water, or of their respect for law,
will have themselves to thank for the burn if- they put their

fingers on this red-hot stove. The League will sanction no in-

justice to Indian or white ; but justice is precisely the thing
it is here to secure—and that will include not only fair play for

the Indians, but a visitation upon those who viciously or in

criminal carelessness make serious trouble for them.
Chas. F. Lummis.
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NOTHING VlTHOUTywD TO THINK A MTTM^ji

(OOSEVEL/T'S new and personally conducted Winning
of the West has been notable in many ways. Presiden-

tial tours, if few, have always been interesting
-

;
but in

several important particulars this one was different. Of all our

Presidents, Roosevelt is the one who least needed to come West
to get his eyes opened. He was essentially Western already

—
Western by sympathy, Western in self-control, breadth and de-

cision, and Western by the personal experience which was really

the determining coloration of his extraordinary life. He under-

stood the West already, better than many of his predecessors

could have done had they lived here all their lives—and per-

haps that is one reason wliy he wished to come, and see further

and deeper into the great region wherein lies the hope of the

nation. At any rate, he has profited by the coming ;
he knows

more than he did, and so do we ; and so for that matter does

the whole country. As he has remarked :

"
I was a pretty good

American before, but this has made me a better one."

But the most extraordinary thing about his Western tour is

neither its unprecedented extent for a President
;
nor his pre-

paredness to enjoy and profit by it
;
nor the hearty welcome a

President may expect in any section of the country ; nor the

marvelous development which he found and which astounded

even him
;
nor the endurance, patience and balance with which

he met the innumerable lateral strains upon him. The marvel-

ous thing is to see a President—or any other American states-

man of this day
—going about the country, East or West, Mean-

ing what he Says, and talking straight, plain, Horse Sense. Our
ears have been attuned to the falsetto of the political siren.

We have been brought up on Or-r-r-atory, and big round Words
as Blessed as Mesopotamia, and conscious chest tones, and iri-

descent platitudes about our Greatness and our Divine Mission

and our Proud Boast, and all that. But, after all, when you
take all this Star-spangled Rhetoric out in a quiet ten-acre lot,

and look it over, you come to wonder how a man could Talk so

Pretty for an hour and Never Say Anything.
In place of this traditional but tiresome dress-parade of Words,

it is like a fresh breath of the pines to hear the President of

the United States really Say Something ;
and God knows there
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never was a time when there was more need of having said, and

l>y the First Citizen, the very things that Roosevelt has been

saying. In place of the statesman who seems to be back a

sophomore at a prize debate, it is a blessed relief to have a plain
man talk sane, sober, straight talk that Means Something, and
that people can understand. Instead of spell-binding and
Beveridging and posing, and feeding himself with the treacle

of his own rhetoric, Roosevelt has been preaching the every-
day sermon that is most needed. "Be decent. Live clean. Respect
yourself and respect others. Insist on fair play, and give it.

Carry your own weight ;
and when you can lift some other

fellow up, lift him. Be strong, and be just. Don't quit the

children, and don't rob them. Don't let any part of the country
be treated as a thing to be skinned in a few years for the bene-
fit of the present generation. Don't let it be a prey to the

speculator. Keep it for the home-maker. Forest, land, water,
scenery, whatever it is, so handle it that your children's children
shall get the benefit." And so on. Of course, this is boiled

down to more brutal compactness than the President said it

withal ; but it is the sort of thing he said in straight, incisive,

unmouthing but well-rounded sentences, and it is the kind of

thing American audiences are not used to hearing from our

politicians
—nor much nowadays from the pulpit. The Rostrum

Mouth has come to be mostly a Fourth of July anvil, designed
to make a Patriotic Noise but not to hit anything ; but this

Hunter of Big Game uses it rifle-wise—to put a bullet to the
mark.

A good He lost no opportunity, for instance, to rebuke the
I<AN

h^msklp*
vandalism which is so depressingly common among us

(whether in the form of philistine neglect or of perni-
cious activity) and to say to American audiences a thing they
cannot hear too often. It is also characteristic of the man that
in the presence of the great wonders of nature he sees them
rather than the chance they give him to Show Off. With him
there is none of that business of "A very big Papa Perrichon
and a very small Mont Blanc." At the Grand Canon, instead of

using that masterpiece of the Almighty for a blackboard on
which to chalk his own Smartness

;
instead of being stirred to

tell How this makes Me feel
;
instead of soaring on the wings

of a rhetorical Darius Green in an attempt to describe to his

audience what they had eyes to see, and that which no man can

begin to touch with words, he showed his awe and his feeling

by not parading them
; and by the straight, sincere appeal that

is first to strike a thoughtful man. He said : "I want to ask

you to do one thing in your own interest, and in the interest of

the country. Leave the Canon as it is. You cannot improve on
it
—not a bit. The ages have been at work on it, and man can

only mar it. What you can do is to keep it for your children,
and for your children's children, and for all who come after you,
as one of the great sights which every American, if he can
travel at all, should see. Keep the Grand Canon as it is. Keep
back houses and buildings and every other work of man from
that awful brink. I am glad to learn that the railroad is to

build its new hotel back among the trees. That is right. That
is the way to treat these wonders."
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And in the presence of the Big Trees of California, again, it

was the same thoughtful and manful man that came to the sur-

face, and not the orotund politician. "I desire to pay tribute

to those who are preserving these wonderful trees. . . . They
should not be marred by placing cards and names on them. The
people who do that should be sternly discouraged. The cards

give an air of ridicule to the solemn dignity of these giants.
These cards should be taken off. I ask you to keep them off the

trees, or any kind of signs that would mar them. See that the
trees are preserved, and that the gift from Nature is kept Un-

spoiled."
These immemorial columns, some of which were grown trees

when Christ walked the earth, were pockmarked (according to

a peculiar American habit) with the innumerable cards and
names of visitors of a certain class. It is a pleasant little epi-
sode to record that after the President's speech, and while
he had gone to walk alone amid the titan grove, the party
tore down these records of silly vandalism, amid the applause
of the crowd. But the vitally good thing about it all is that
we have an unspoiled Man, who, in the presence of Nature's
wonders and in the presence of civil problems is naturally
stirred not to Art-Leather Oratory but to the straight, common-
sense word for which the occasion calls.

There is no legal duress compelling the President of hard,

the United States to Know the Country upon whose
Profit

destiny he has for a term of years so direct and vital an
influence

;
but pending a constitutional amendment to this effect,

it does seem that the laws of common sense and enlightened
self-interest, if fairly enforced, should bring about the due re-

sult. As a matter of fact, we have had no Presidents who knew
reasonably well the nature, the needs, or the potentialities of
the larger half of our national geography ;

and not the West
only, but the country as a whole, has seriously suffered by this

lack. Only those who have been in contact with the task can
dream what a hopeless and disheartening struggle it has been
to teach the government at Washington the plainest truths
about anything remoter from that self-contented center than
Chicago ;

what deathless patience and persistence it has needed
to secure for the West measures of local benefit, indeed, but of

essential value to the nation as a nation
;
how impossible it has

been to convince the provincial (in or out of office) that the
West is not a savage, brutal land of ruffians and Indians, but a

swift-growing, highly-civilized American community, entitled

to the benefits of federal government, and earning those benefits

rather faster than the average moss-grown communities nearer
home.
Of course, it is no child's play nor pleasure-jaunt to make a

Presidential Progress across the continent. On the contrary it

is cruel hard work, thanks not only to the inevitable fatigues of
formal travel and the unremitting Glad Hand, but to a selfish

and merciless inconsiderateness which we may reasonably ex-

pect the American people to outgrow with longer maturity.
But hard as it is, it is a debt to the people he serves, and a plain
obligation of "business " and self-development, that the Presi-
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dent of the United States should know his country. Merely as
a political move, it is the part of common wisdom. With all

its fatigues, it is full of interest and instruction
;
and from a

higher point of view there is no reasonable doubt that it is a

duty. The President is entitled to know his people ; the people
are entitled to know their President. This grab-bag business
of having an executive of whom we know nothing except what
the party papers prefer to tell us, and of his directing legisla-
tion for a people of whose environment, needs and thought he
is blissfully ignorant

—from neither side is this good democracy.
If not a statutory requirement, it should be an unwritten law
that every President of the United States shall, not later than
his first year in office, visit, if not every State, at least every
section, of the Union. It would be better, no doubt, if we might
have this Swinging 'round the Circle during the campaign itself,
and come back to the good old fashion of the Lincoln-Douglas
debates, instead of throwing electoral dice in the dark ; but if

this cannot be, and if candidates and campaigns must be pre-
digested and canned for us by the party bosses, leaving us to

find out only afterward what sort of a man we have bought in

the political poke, a post-inaugural visitation would do very
well. A President's first year goes largely to getting the ropes,
anyhow; and there are no more important ropes to learn than
the people. Probably also, if this were a regular feature, the

procession would come not to be so serious a crowding of the
chief mourner as it now is, and American multitudes would
learn a little more mercy to their guest. At any rate, there is

every reason why this Meeting-up of the President and the

people should be made habitual. And the example of President
Roosevelt in this record-breaking round of Getting Acquainted
will make it difficult for his successors to shirk the like obli-

gation or neglect the like advantage.

W)ST It is a complicated question, and one in which the
IN
shuffi,b?" k*on as yet knows too little to take sides

;
but is a mat-

ter so important, not only in its local but in its national

bearings, as to demand full daylight ; and there has seemed to

be, of late, a disposition to drop the curtains and step around
tiptoe. On one side the sleeper there is the consensus of many
able gentlemen whom the Lion knows and respects ; on the
other nothing but a small voice of protest crying in the wilder-
ness

; and the natural disposition with regard to the building of
the first government reservoir in Arizona under the National
Irrigation Act is to side with Things as they Are. But on the
other hand, no concatenation of numbers or of friendship or of

authority can make a thing true which is not true ; and as the

present harmonious promoters of the Tonto Reservoir were only
a few months ago moving heaven and earth for the San Carlos

Reservoir, and have absolutely reversed their own previous de-

cisions, it seeems not unreasonable to ask a little more explicit
showing by them of the reasons for so sudden and complete con.
version.

Everybody remembers, of course, that the very forefront of
National Irrigation was the San Carlos Reservoir. It was urged
and argued with all the eloquence of the irrigation crusade, and
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with the added plea of humanity. It was not only to be a great
exemplar of the noble National Irrigation policy of reclaiming
arid public lands in order that home-seekers might find homes

;

it was also to succor something like 7000 Pima Indians whose
services to the government and to Arizona as against the hos-

tile Apaches are historic, and who are starving because de-

prived of their water by white settlers. Indian Associations,
church and missionary and philanthropic associations were har-
nessed to the car of National Irrigation, under the plea of re-

lieving these Indians
;
and if it had not been for this influence

it is not too much to say that the whole National Irrigation
movement would have been handicapped by several years. The
Geological Survey, assisted by Consulting Engineer James D.

Schuyler, probably the leading living authority on storage
dams, exhaustively and expertly examined the San Carlos site,

and unhesitatingly and fully endorsed it. It was just the place
to initiate the government's great plan. Nobody ever heard of

anything else, in the days of struggle, as a reservoir site in

Arizona.
But as soon as the National Irrigation measure was passed,

there was a sudden cessation of aching for the starved Pimas ;

and the Salt River Valley, with its 20,000 Live Americans and
the fertite irrigated farms of Phoenix and vicinity, suddenly
loomed up as beneficiary in the place of the Indians ; and at this

writing, though no man knoweth how it hath come about, it

seems practically decided that the San Carlos reservoir is "not
in it

;

" that the Indians may go chew cactus for their thirst,
and that the Government is to spend S2, 500,000, not to reclaim

public lands, but to improve the present property of private
citizens of the Salt River Valley.
Now there may be very good reasons for this ; and the char-

acter of men like Mr. Maxwell, Mr. Newell, and others in the
forefront of the change, is of course very strong evidence that
there are good reasons. But pray let us know what these
reasons are. This maiden work of the government in National

Irrigation concerns a good deal more than the Pima Indians, or

the Salt River Valley Americans, or the National Irrigation
Association, or any man, or any set of men, in the Geological
Survey, or in the campaign for the reclamation of the arid

West. It bites to the very heart of the whole question. It is

charged (and so far as the Lion knows is not contradicted) that
there are in the Salt River Valley 50,000 acres more land now
under private ownership than the whole reservoir can serve
when built. If this is true, it means, as anyone can perceive,
that not an acre of public land will be made available for the
homesteader. Vested rights must be preserved first, and should
be ; but the object of the National Irrigation Act was not ex-

actly to double the value of property already held by a com-
munity as prosperous as that of the Salt River Valley, nor of

Pasadena, nor of Los Angeles, nor of any other place. There
are probably few localities in which private holdings will not
be benefited by whatsoever scheme of government improvements;
but the improvements were asked for and were legalized— and
are going to be made, unless the whole thing is to end in ig-

nominy and failure—to make available for new home-seekers the
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now unproductive millions of arid acres in the West. It is on
this basis that Eastern manufacturers and business men have
been appealed to. It is the only generic basis on which sane
and honorable men can be appealed to ; and it will have to b;:

lived up to.

Under the San Carlos reservoir there is a large amount of

public land
; the total ownership of private land being about

20,000 acres. There is no doubt that the Pima Indians are suf-

fering because of the diversion of their water. There is no
doubt that they merit decent treatment by the Government.
There is very serious doubt in the Lion's mind whether these
Indians can be supplied (as claimed) from the Tonto reservoir,
which lies in a different watershed. It is doubtful if water
could legally be diverted from suffering lands in the same Val-

ley as the reservoir, and carried to another valley for Indians ;

and it is more than doubtful whether the rich and alert American
interests about Phoenix would leave a drop of water for the
Indians while 50,000 acres privately owned in their own valley
went dry. It is also more than doubtful whether there is any
remote chance of building both reservoirs within a reasonable
term.
The fight for the San Carlos reservoir—the entering wedge of

National Irrigation
—has been on for seven or eight years.

That there are no financial or engineering obstacles to the con-
struction of this reservoir, is of record in abundant official re-

ports. If the gentlemen who made these reports were mistaken

then, they may be mistaken now
;
and they should at least ex-

plain how they came to blunder. This is not a case for
"
Sh !

Keep Still, and it will all come out right." If there is anything
anywhere which ought to have full publicity, it is this very mat-
ter. It is the beginning and the test of the greatest and

farthest-reaching enterprise ever begun by the Government of

the United States
;
and on its outcome will largely depend the

future of National Irrigation
—and that means, in a serious

sense, the future of the nation. If it turns out that the meas-
ure is merely a snap for speculators, or a Reward of Merit to

those who have orange groves and alfalfa fields, it will not long
endure as a national policy. We are not quite ready to Pension
all Farmers.
Of course the charges which are made directly and clearly by

the Casa Grande Valley Water Users's Association* may be all

false
;
but they call for explanation. They are corroborated by

many facts of general notoriety ; and the friends of National

Irrigation cannot better serve their cause than by making it

visibly clear why they (or their leaders) have so suddenly
Swapped Ends with themselves

; how, when and wherefore San
Carlos and its 7000 Starving Pimas fell through the stage with-
out the creak of a board, and in its place, swift, rubber-soled
and by no means emaciated, Phoenix stands demure at the foot-

lights, her apron up for the First Ripe Plum.
Meantime it seems clear that the Department of the Interior

should not clinch the Tonto Reservoir matter without searching
investigation and cross-examination.

Chas. F. Lummis.
'Embodied la a pamphlet, "Shall the National Irrigation Law be Used as a Great

Graft?" which can be had of Dr. G. M. Brockway or Chan. D. Reppy, Floreace, Ariz.
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Not often in a generation is any
publication attempted which for mag-

nitude, importance and timeliness combined
is at all comparable to The Philippine Islands, now

appearing. Here for the first time there is made accessible to the Eng-
lish reader (or for that matter to the reader in any language, except at pro-

hibitive cost) an adequate presentation of the historic fact concerning the

Filipino peoples and their country—the truth of the social, economic, com-

mercial, political and religious conditions in the Archipelago during more
than three hundred years from the earliest date at which it was added to Eu-

ropean reasons for breaking the Tenth Commandment. Nor is the record as

here given distorted ever so slightly by the inability of one century to com-

prehend the circumstances, ideals and points of view of another, since it

runs in ipsissima verba, as nearly as may be—that is, in scholarly and pains-

taking translation—of those who planned and ! saw and did the things re-

counted.

The mere bulk of the work—55 octavo volumes, of some 325 pages each—
will be staggering to such " statesmen " and "

intelligent voters " as have

predicated an acceptable Philippine policy upon the assumption of a com-

paratively unknown country, occupied by semi-civilized and barbaric

tribes, held by brutal force of arms, and without any history worth men-

tioning. Yet only the most important documents and books are published,
and many of these in abstract only. More impressive to the informed

student will be a consideration of the patient combing- of the archives and
libraries of many nations—Spain, Portugal, Mexico, Italy, France, Eng-
land, the United States and the Philippines

—
required to collect the vast

mass of material available, and the quite as patient and even more dis-

criminating labor of sifting out that which is most vitally significant. The
final selections include reports from the Catholic missionaries and church

authorities, descriptive accounts written both by the early navigators and

explorers and by foreign travelers of many nationalities, reports and letters

from Spanish officials, royal decrees and papal bulls and briefs. The

period covered is that from 1493—the year of the Bull of Demarcation of

Pope Alexander VI, which was later assumed to have "divided the world

between Portugal and Spain like an orange"—to 1803, thus including
much the greater part of the Spanish regime. During this time, Spanish
rulers and Spanish missionaries had " raised a com;eries of Malay tribes to

Christian civilization, and secured for them as happy and peaceful an exist-

ence on as high a plane as has yet been attained by any people of color any-
where in the world, or by any orientals for any such length of time. ... It

tamed their lives, elevated the status of women, established the Christian

family, and gave them the literature of the devotional life." I quote from
the Historical Introduction to the Series, by Edward Gaylord Bourne, Pro-

fessor of History in Yale University—as balanced, inseeing, compact and

comprehensive a bit of work as could be desired.

Most of the books included have never been printed in English, and
some of them are of the greatest rarity. Very many of the documents are
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published for the first time in any language; and obviously, as a whole, they
have not been within the reach of even the most careful and learned student.
A few are published bi-lingually,the English version facing the translitera-
tion of the original. The illustration, not profuse but exceedingly choice,
consists of portraits, views of churches, convents and other buildings,
maps and plans, fac-similes of writing, etc., which have been selected in

every case for their historic value. The editors are Emma Helen Blair,
for six years principal assistant to Dr. Thwaites upon the monumental
Jesuit Relations, and James Alexander Robertson ; with introduction and
notes by Prof. Bourne, and special contributions by others of the first au-

thority. Only one thousand numbered sets will be issued—and since the
work will be absolutely indispensable, not only to reference libraries but to

anyone who would deal intelligently with Philippine problems, whether
social, economic or political, these ought not long to be open for sub-

scription. The Arthur H. Clark Co., Cleveland. $4 per volume, net.

Orders taken only for the entire series.

bund, Pretty certainly, no other woman of twenty-two was ever so
yet she widely known by reason of her personal achievement as Helen

SEETH. Keller—the girl to whom neither light nor sound has carried the

slightest message since she was less than two years old ; who, just be-
fore seven, not only could not speak but had not the slightest knowledge
of any word or its use —not even of " Mother ;

" at nine could write with
her own hand to Whittier,

"
I love you very dearly because you have taught

me so many lovely things about flowers and birds, and people
" and at just

eighteen passed her entrance examinations to Radcliffe College in Greek,
Latin, Geometry and Algebra. Here, surely, Dominie Sampson's favorite
"
Pro-di-gi-ous !

"
fits precisely. Any halfway competent record of such

a victory as this in the teeth of such grim opponents would be impor-
tant and interesting. As told, mostly by herself, in The Story of My
Life, it is much more than absorbing. It is hard to say which of the three

parts of the book is of most value—her formal autobiography, the selec-

tions from her letters, or the "
Supplementary Account," written by

the editor of the volume, John Albert Macy, but drawn largely from the

contemporaneous records of the devoted teacher, Anne Mansfield Sulli-

van ; to describe whom with exactness 1 am driven to the reverent He-
brew phrase for whatever messenger brought, as by a miracle, from
Somewhere Else to a human soul, inspiration and hope, truth and light

—
an Angel of God.
The book is not one to sum up, still less to criticise, but to read. Nor can

anyone, young or old, who could fail to get both profit and pleasure from
the reading, fairly claim any legitimate title to read at all. Yet three
comments insist upon utterance. One touches the entire absence of gush
and " hifalutin " in this story of achievement without precedent. Infi-

nitely more gaudy coronals of noun, adjective, and exclamation point have
been woven for the brow of, say, a gentleman who swam (or didn't swim,
perhaps—since authorities differ) a river, in the face of an enemy who
couldn't hit a flock of whales, than are here suggested for the teacher and
pupil who together have set a new mark for the possibilities of education.
The second notes that not one of these four hundred and odd pages sweeps
the chord of sorrowful sympathy for the girl so tragically imprisoned of
the senses. Nowhere does she pose, or allow herself to be posed, as a
pathetic figure. Everywhere she is seen eager, joyous, triumphant. And,
finally, her accomplishment stands as one of the supreme examples of the

power of patient concentration. The infinite hunger to know, shared ac-

cording to their kind by all that draw the breath of life, found in Helen
Keller the accustomed channels for winning its allotted meat quite closed.
When the miracle was wrought and a way was opened, all the dammed-up
energy of the up-springing life poured through it in a torrent to be resisted
of no obstacle, and with a solvent and assimilating force against which
nothing could long remain refractory. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York.
$1.50 net.

justified A Journey to Nature—that clever story of the Wall Street man
in The who was shooed away from his wonted perch by his physician,

outcome. and to his amazement found that life was actually endurable a
hundred miles away from the ticker—now appears elegantly and fitly

gowned in a beautiful illustrated edition. During the speculation as to
the identity of the author, the opinion was hazarded in these columns that
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"J. P. Mowbray" concealed "a very recent Mrs.," and some evidence
was offered from a subsequent story in similar vein. With the announce-
ment of the death of A. C. Wheeler, veteran journalist, critic and novel-

writer, came the revelation that he was "
J. P. M."—and the guess looked

like a very wild shot. But now the publishers state that his young wife had
"collaborated" in the work over that signature, which makes it evident
that it had at least "grazed the gold." Doubleday, Page & Co., New
York

;
C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $3.50 net.

With the same name on the title-page, and probably the last we'd like
book which will bear it—unless the brilliant essays on books TO know,
and writers are collected, as they deserve, from the pages of the you know.
Critic—is The Conquering of Kate. It is a bright, ingenious and carrying
love story of the early 70's. A beautiful but unreconciled Virginian, heiress
to a noble, but mortgaged and unproductive, estate, and a keen and prac-
tical Northern civil engineer claim the majority of the attention, though
there are a number of other well-drawn characters. He reconciles her
finally, after complications quite out of the ordinary. If the author had
only told in detail the methods by which John Burt was able to turn $300 of
Kate's money into $10,000 by legitimate investment within a few weeks, it

would gratify a reasonable curiosity. At any rate, it seems clear that
the lady was warranted in concluding that she had found " a good pro-
vider," though she is not allowed to say so. Doubleday, Page & Co., New
York

;
C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.50.

The purpose with which Dr. Frederick A. Cleveland, of the Thr occasional
Wharton School of Finance, University of Pennsylvania, has nodding
written Funds and Their Uses has been to give a wide survey of of homer.
the field of private finance—which he defines as the getting and spending
of funds for private enterprise

—
leaving the more technical detail of finan-

cing for later treatment. Dr. Cleveland is an entirely competent authority,
yet he apparently slips in stating (pages 26-7) as to nickels, pennies and
other "token money," that "the Government agrees to exchange for

gold coins at the rate stamped on their faces," without explaining that the
"
agreement" is a matter of Treasury Regulation, not of specific legisla-

tion. To my enquiry on this point, the Treasurer of the United States re-

sponds by reference to that clause in the Act of March 14, 1900, providing
that all forms of money shall be kept on a parity with gold. Yet the same
Treasury Regulation (of March 23, 1900) which provides for the exchange
of subsidiary coins into " lawful money," stipulates (and in capital letters)" Standard Silver Dollars — into silver certificates only." Certainly
the mandate of March 14th, 1900, cannot be both compulsory and
optional. Again he says, (pages 63-4) that the object of "

crossing
" a

check is to have it
"

first presented to a bank to whom the payee is known,
and whose indorsement will be accepted as a guarantee of the credit of
the maker." If the question of anyone's credit is involved in the use of
a " crossed check," it is that of the endorser, not the drawer. D. Ap-
pleton & Co., New York. $1.25 net, postage 12c,

Clarence Moores Weed treats of the decorative arrangement a prescription
of flowers, in The Flower Beautiful, with absorbed enthusiasm prom
and conviction, hardly lessened as he considers the vases, jars and dr. Gilbert.
jugs appropriate for each flower after its kind. He is scornful as to the
"
bouquet," counting the Japanese fashion of so setting a single spray, or

a very few, as to form a true picture, infinitely the more artistic. The
illustrations are numerous and beautiful, and there can be no question as
to the author's authority within this field. If any crude minds fail to

appreciate
Such a judfje of blue-and-white, and other kinds of pottery—
From early Oriental down to modern terra-cottar-ry.

I can prescribe nothing better than to "
cling passionately to one another

and think of faint lilies." Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $2.50 net;
postage 17 cents.

The new series of "
Little Novels by Favorite Authors "

is aus- how They
piciously introduced by Owen Wister's Philosophy 4. The story prepared
details the brilliantly successful struggle of a couple of Harvard for " exam."
students to prepare themselves for an examination, after their tutor had
abandoned them in complacent despair, by a course of "

original research."
A little dinner of rare excellence, appropriately washed down, was one of
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the early steps, which led to their ability to discuss such questions as the
Nature of the Ego, Double Personality, and the Kantian theory of Time
and Space, the next day, to the entire satisfaction of the examiner. The
Macmillan Co., New York. SO cents.

It was a daring- venture, and to be justified only of the result, to make
Geoffrey Chaucer the central figure in a comedy in verse, and to surround
him with his

Wel nyne and twenty in a companye
Of sond ry folk, by aventnre y-falle
In felawshipe.

Percy Mackaye so justifies it in The Canterbury Pilgrims. His touch is

light and sure, his verse graceful and musical, and there is, withal, a grate-
ful flavor of scholarship, neither obtrusive nor insistent, but quite indis-

pensable to a genuine
"
atmosphere." The Macmillan Co., New York.

$1.25 net.

Almost forty years have passed since the mountain trips recorded by
Clarence King in Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada—he was assistant
in the Sierra Survey, under Prof. Whitney—and more than thirty since the
first edition of the book appeared. But it has lost no whit of flavor or
value in the aging process, and the new edition is heartily welcome. In-

deed, I know of no more recent treatment of the subject which surpasses
it in fine quality or live interest—always excepting the quite incomparable
work of John Muir. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston. $1.50.

The Success of Mark Wyngate, as told by Una L. Silberrad, is the story
of a young scientist who struggles through bitter obstacles to brilliant

achievement, inspired only by ambition and the zeal of the student ;
and

of the girl who fights at his side, just for love of the man, and finally
throws away her life to save his career from wreck. It has carrying
power, but the leading pair seem less close to reality than some of the
minor characters. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York ; C. C. Parker, Los
Angeles. $1.50.

In Walda, Mary Holland Kinkaid undertakes to depict the life of a
fanatical religious community of the Middle West. A wealthy

" man of
the world" strays in, stays long enough to win the love'of the beautiful

girl who has been destined for Prophetess, and carries her off with him,
leaving the community "short" one Prophetess. On whatever actual
observation the author based her story, it is clear that it was entirely
superficial. Harper & Brothers, New York. $1.50.

Old Squire gives full proof that B. K. Benson has by no means ex-
hausted his vein of Civil War Stories, nor does the ore show any sign of
"
peterin' out " either as to quantity or quality. Indeed this book seems to

me an improvement on its predecessors. Mr. Benson has the knack of
which Defoe was the first master, of an attention to details—minute, yet
never allowed to become wearisome—which gives the effect of narrative
rather than invention. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.40.

The comic note is the dominant one in "Joe" Lincoln's Cape Cod
Ballads, now collected from the various magazines in which they first saw
the light, but pathos and sober thought are not lacking. They are attract-
ive for their homely familiarity. The illustrations by Kerable—well, they
are by Kemble, which is good enough recommendation. The book is above
the average from the mechanical standpoint. Albert Brandt, Trenton,
N. J.; C. C. Parker, Los Angeles. $1.25 net.

Bradley G-ilman has made, in Ronald Camaquay, a distinctly penetrating
study of two contrasted types of clergymen—the fluent, suave and com-

mercially-minded as against the man with the true longing of the shep-
herd. Each acquires, or is acquired by, the congregation for which he is

best fitted. The book is sufficiently caustic, without any trace of ill-

temper or passion. The story is not more elaborate than is necessary to

carry the purpose. The Macmillan Co., New York. $1.50.

Elizabeth and Joseph Grinnell add another to their intimate and friendly
"bird books," with Stories of our Western Birds. It is illustrated partly
from photographs taken by the authors, partly from drawings by W. K.
Fisher, of Stanford University. Issued in the "Western Series of

Headers,
"

it is intended primarily for school use, but its instruction i-

sufficiently flavored with pleasant entertainment to take away the un-
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pleasant tang of "lessons." The Whitaker & Ray Co., San Francisco.
50 cents.

Evidence accumulates that magazine publication is not an entirely
satisfying branch of a department store. John Wanamaker has now
transferred the ownership of "Everybody's Magazine" to the Ridgway-
Thayer Co., which is composed of gentlemen who know something about
the business. It has been a pretty fair sample of the ten- cent popular
monthly, but the new owners expect to make it a good deal better—and
will do so if they adhere to the lines indicated in the announcement of the

purchase.

Tonti and Ea Salle are the leading figures in W. R. A. Wilson's Rose
of Normandy, the scene shifting early from France to Canada. Indians,
Jesuits, jealous rivals and misunderstandings make quite sufficient trouble
for Tonti before he succeeds in plucking his Rose, even though she had
followed him across seas. The 13-year-old who has appointed himself my
voluntary assistant on "books that a boy'd like," says, "Fine! Lemme
keep it !

"
Eittle, Brown & Co., Boston. $1.50.

A Pleafor Hardy Plants, by J. Wilkinson Elliott, is the very effective
statement by a landscape architect of the need and uses of his profession.
It expressly denies an intention to teach the art, yet gives many valuable

suggestions concerning it. The illustrations of the book are of most un-
usual excellence, as is also true of its entire format. Doubleday, Page &
Co., New York. C. C. Parker, Eos Angeles. $1.60 net.

Kipling's Just So Stories, are now collected into a book which will de-

light every youngster and some of the oldsters.
"
Unique

" is a mild
word to apply to the illustrations, which Mr. Kipling did not trust to any
less sympathetic hands than his own. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York ;

C. C. Parker. Eos Angeles. $1.20 net.

Richmond just before its occupation by the Federal troops is the scene of

Joseph A. Altsheler's Before the Dawn. Both as to plan and execution
the story is well-done. The pictures of the men who played the leading
parts in the grim drama that was actually played on that stage seem well-
drawn. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. C. C. Parker, Eos An-
geles. $1.50.

The California Promotion Committee has just published an excellent

map of the State, 23x27 inches, in colors. With it is a list of the chief

products and industries of California, classified by location, and statistical
matter brought down to date. It can be had gratis and post-free from the

publishers, 27 New Montgomery street, San Francisco.

Felicitas, translated from the German of Felix Dahn, by Mary J. Safford,
is offered as a "dainty little idyl of the period when the wave of German
conquest was sweeping over the region which imperial Rome had ruled so

long." With which description there is no serious occasion for quarrel.
A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. $1.50.

The Spoilsmen, by Elliott Flower, is a well-drawn story of what happens—or used to happen, since there are rumors that things have changed—to a

really honest man who has been tempted to become a Chicago alderman,
both during his campaign and afterward. It seems authentic, and is set
off by a pleasant love episode. E. C. Page & Co., Boston. $1.50.

Thrilling adventure, and plenty of it, forms the larger part of the bill of
fare in Olin E. Lyman's The Trail of the Grand Seigneur. The scene is

laid at the foot of Eake Ontario, during the war of 1812. The New Am-
sterdam Book Co., New York. $1.50.

The Lane That Had No Turning shows Gilbert Parker at very nearly
his best. It is now published in fittingly beautiful form. Doubleday,
Page & Co., New York. $1.50. C. C. Parker, Eos Angeles.

Cap'n Titus consists of eleven amusing little dialect tales of a New Eng-
land seacoast town, by Clay Emery. Doubleday, Page & Co., New York ;

C. C. Parker, Eos Angeles. $1.00 net.

CharIvKS Amadon Moody.
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SOME PHILIPPINE QUESTIONS.
KBy JAMES A. LEROY.

GfT is now five years since we became entangled in the affairs of the

Philippines. During these years we have weathered many storms of
• bitter partisan discussion, and men still differ both as to the causes

which took us there and as to our future "
Philippine policy." This is

quite natural, proper and desirable. But it is neither proper nor desirable

that there should be—as there is—even greater divergence of opinion as

to the facts—the facts connected with our entry into the Archipelago, the

insurrection, the conduct of our troops, the status and character of the

natives, and, above all, as to the actual situation in the islands regarding

peace for the present and the Filipino ideals for the future. There ought
not to be such room for difference as to the facts ; opinions will differ, and
it is well so, but they cannot be justly formed unless based upon knowl-

edge. And time enough has now elapsed so that the facts should be well

and generally known. Why are they not ? Why is the reading, inquiring
citizen forced, when he hears constantly such conflicting testimony, to say,
"

I wish I knew whom to belive about this Philippine business ?
"

In the first place, the "
shut-up

"
policy adopted in Washington in 1898 and

the censorship under General Otis at Manila are primarily to blame. Gener-

ally the public became suspicious of all official sources of information on

Philippine matters. This thorough-going skepticism has lasted beyond
the times and the men who first gave occasion for it. The second Philip-

pine Commission, sent out under Secretary Root in 1900, has been very
frank and candid in its published reports and otherwise. Governor Taft

adopted from the first an entirely different policy from that hitherto pur-
sued in the Philippines in the matter of giving out news. Partly influ-

enced by this fact, General MacArthur relaxed the censorship of cabled

matter. It was entirely abolished, of course, when Manila came under full

civil government on August 7, 1901. Yet Governor Taft has suffered from
the public impression previously created. When a man of his standing
and character makes an official statement it should be above skepticism ;

when he expresses an opinion, advocates a policy or hazards ( more rarely)

a prediction, such utterances should carry much weight with his country-
men. Not barring the possibility of difference of opinion, to be sure, for

no man is infallible
;
but it should be regarded as having all the presump-

tions in its favor. Unquestionably, this man's utterances have greater

weight than those of any one else who has been connected with Philippine
administration. Yet one can always hear a chorus of doubters say, "Oh,
Taft's talking optimism because he's Governor. You can't believe official

reports." Had President McKinley from the first taken the people into his

confidence there would not be this skepticism.

Secondly, the leading newspapers, reviews and magazines of the United

States are to blame for much of the uncertainty in the public mind about

the "
facts in the Philippines." The editors have not done, and are not

doing, their duty in this matter. Say this to one of that coterie of omnis-

cient gentlemen who sit in walled-in dens in New York city and pretend to

know "
public opinion

" in this great and varied country (yet usually see

little that does not center between the Battery and Harlem), and he will

Mr. Leroy was Willi tlir second Philippine Commission from Its appointment till January,
1902. as private secretary to Dean C. Worcester, now Secretary of the Interior In the Insular

Government. He resigned on account of ill-health. Both Governor Tali .unl secretary
Worcester testify unequivocally to his ability, integrity, discretion and intimate knowledge
of Philippine affairs.—Ed.
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reply,
" The Philippines have been written out. Too much published on

them, in fact. The public is tired of hearing about them. If there was
active insurrection going on, something picturesque, there would be no lack

of interest. But the public does not want to hear about routine matters."

This last is a rather grave accusation to bring against the people of a

republic which is charged with the welfare of some eight million human
beings. Will anyone who has faith in our country and its institutions be-

lieve it ?

Let us see if we can sustain our charges in the face of this plea of " not

guilty" by the editors. We might agree that "too much has been pub-
lished on the Philippines

"—of the sort that some of our most serious

publications have found space for. But the Philippines, so far from being
a field

" written out," have only been skimmed by the pens of the moment.
This is true in whatsoever line you look—politically, ethnologically, scien-

tifically in general, or from a purely literary point of view. But we are

confining ourselves to the political aspect.

Up to the early part of 1900, there were a number of very capable cor-

respondents of American press-agencies, weeklies and magazines in the

islands. But, until active insurrection began, they were confined very

closely to Manila and its environs. During 1899 they were busy

telling about the progress made in quelling the insurrection. That

job was still incomplete when, in June, 1900, those who had not pre-

viously left were called away for the march to Peking. They never re-

turned ; the editors thought it was getting
" too tame " in the islands to

keep men there who should tell of the pacificatory work of Governor Taft

and his colleagues ; of the new framework of government, municipal and

provincial, which they were building up (something absolutely unique and
untried in the Orient); and of the "inside history" of the formation of

the Federal party, which should, working among the natives on the case

of the Commission's concessions of self-government, bring recalcitrants to

surrender. That history has never yet been written, and the American

public has never been made to appreciate the subtle change of sentiment

among the Filipinos which marked the very closing days of 1900 and the

early half of 1901 in most parts of the Archipelago.
There were correspondents in Manila—yes ! The Associated Press, repre-

senting practically all the daily newspapers of importance in the United

States, had one man in Manila, made frequent changes, and sometimes

was represented by a man who could not speak Spanish ! The New York

Sun, because not a member of the Associated Press, has also kept one man
in Manila since the departure of its chief correspondent to China. From
September, 1901, to June, 1902, the Associated Press representative was the

man who, calling himself "
Bellaires," recently attacked Governor Taft

in a book on the Philippines, being bitter because of his recall. He was a

flatterer and satellite of General Chaffee, and regularly colored his dis-

patches with a view to discrediting the civil government in this country.

Surely it was as important for the people at home to know what sort of

a governmental regime we were setting up in the Philippines in 1900 and

1901, how the plans for self-government (limited, indeed, but nothing short

of epoch-making among the Malays) were being carried out, as it was to

know the "details" of Funstons' alleged swimming feats or of the numer-

ous imitation battles of 1899. In future history, which will be the import-
ant year in Philippine history, 1899, or 1901 bringing the inauguration of

Taft as Civil Governor ? Certainly there should have been, representing
our press in the Philippines in late 1900 and in 1901, at least one man

broadly equipped to tell the story of the constructive work there going on,
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as compared with the previous destructive period, keenly conversant with

the situation, in touch with American governmental authority in the

islands, a thorough-going American at home, knowing his country's his-

tory and her traditions and sentiments, and, by no means least, a man of

sufficient breadth of sympathy to realize the sentiments of the natives and

to feel their pulse
—a man who neglected no avenue of information which

should tell him what they were thinking and doing. There should, in fact,

have been a dozen such men representing the American news institutions

which pretend, if not to mold public opinion, at least intelligently to in-

form the public. From the combined testimony of such impartial observers

we should have been able to keep close and accurate check on the progress
of affairs in our new Oriental world. But there was not even one such

man.
I have hinted at what has been missed by the American public of the

story of pacification in the islands. But the failures are not all in the

past. We are at this moment receiving entirely inadequate service of cable

news from the islands, and we are getting no illuminating comment such

as might come by mail. The interested citizen is left to patch up his story

of events over there as best he may from scattering, insufficient and oft-

times badly edited little cablegrams, interviews with returned army officers

(frequently cherishing a prejudice or concealing an axe they would grind),

helter-skelter comment in the editorial columns written by men no better

posted than he, etc. "Nobody is interested in the Philippines," so the

editors are going to wait until something scandalous or sensational, like

the "
water-cure," comes up, then give their readers information and ex-

aggeration in chunks, so intermingled that no one can discriminate, and so

distorted by partisan debate that the weary citizen can only sigh :

"
I wish

we had never got into this Philippine mess." Then the editors will fold

their hands, placid in the conviction that they have done their duty and

content to await another Philippine sensation before they are ready to

open their columns to more than the most meager little items.
t

This is not exaggeration at all. For him who knew anything at all about

the merits of the question, the mass of editorial comment in this country last

summer during the "friar negotiations" at Rome was puerile, ignorant,

pitiable. During the past year the American Review, which, perhaps, holds

the leading position in its class in the country, has published, anent the Phil-

ippines, one article abstracting the legislation by Congress, and two articles

which were a jumble of plagiarized inaccuracies by a discredited " war

correspondent," who jumped into the Islands, chatted with officer-

acquaintances over Scotch highballs and jumped home again. Would the

English reviews be so remiss in their duty, on any question having the

relative importance for England that this Philippine question has for us ?

At one time, in December last, it looked as though the Catholic schism
in the Philippines, the native priests'

"
Philippine Independent Church,"

which is a new form of the anti-friar movement, might result in a new out-

break of general disorder in the Islands. Suppose it had: How many in

the United States would have understood the nature of this movement, the

character of its leaders, and its significance in general, not as an attack on
American authority, but on the friars ? How many editorial wiseacres

would have gone astray in writing about it ? Furthermore, what have we
heard of the adroit diplomacy of Governor Taft which has averted the dis-

order which seemed certain to arise ? What have we been told of the irri-

tant effects of the Pope's Bull in the Philippines ? How many in the

States know that the schismatics have won a majority of followers
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in at least half the Christianized provinces ? That Monsignor Guidi's
mission as a conciliator is already a failure, unless he performs herculean
labors as a diplomatist, or there is a right-about-face at Rome ? That
Rome is already able to see that it was a mistake not to take Taft's offers

outright last July ? There are sensational developments possible at any
time in the Philippines, touching this matter. Why are not our news-
papers, magazines, etc., in touch with the situation ?

Had there not been so much mysteriousness at Washington in the early
days of this Philippine business, and had our press done its duty since, we
should be clear on many points just now mooted or altogether in the dark.
We should know that George Dewey, who prepared for and fought out a
clean victory (though by no means " the most marvellous naval battle
ever known"), was in no way a statesman

;
that he was unable to look

ahead and see what we should inevitably be called upon to do in those
waters ; that he, in little ways, made it possible for the wily insurgent
leaders to boast of an alliance and made our position doubtful in the eyes
of other nations gathered there

;
and that the resulting unpleasant feeling

between Germans and Americans was partly our own fault, and was
largely the work of London press agents, assisted by the sensationalism of

part of our own press. We should know that the "shut-up" policy at

Washington and the "
drift "

policy both at Washington and Manila,
brought on a war with the Filipinos, which could most probably have
been averted. We should know that the conduct of our soldiery shut up in
Manila in 1898 did us no good in the eyes of the temperate natives. We
should know that the military authorities—our sole agents in charge until
after the insurrection began, though the last men in the world fitted by
training and temperament for so delicate a task—prepared for trouble
more diligently and more intelligently than they sought peace ; that the

commander, Otis, was too small-minded, anyway, to grasp the situation
;

that nearly all of the reasonable, conservative men of influence, whom we
might, up to December, 1898, have won over, had some statesmen, or men of
affairs only, been on the ground, authorized to speak definitely for us,

gradually drifted away from us, because of the vagueness and vacillation
of Washington's position.
We should know, too, that Otis's foolish toying with Monsignor Chapelle,

and a dozen similar things, were used by the insurgent leaders as proofs
that the United States, like Spain, would be " led by the nose by the
friars," and that the friars would be brought back to their parishes under
protection of our guns ; and that this belief was widespread among the

people, led to the prolonging of the opposition to us, and had to be com-
batted by the Taft Commission from the first. (He who doesn't know that
this "friar question" is at the bottom of the Philippine insurrections, from
1896 on, has not yet begun to master the situation).
We should know that such speeches as that of Beveridge, who saw the

glitter of jewels and the gleam of riches untold every time he thought of the
United States in the Philippines did us more harm among the Filipinos
than all the talk of Senator Hoar. The latter's speeches were used to
bolster the insurgent cause before the election of 1900, beyond doubt

; but,
when it was all over, it was possible to point out to the Filipinos that Hoar
was still a good American citizen, that he acquiesced in the verdict of the

majority, that the anti-imperialists at home had no thought of fighting
against their government, and that this peaceful acquiescence of the min-
ority is what makes a government like ours possible. But the Beveridge
speech was translated into Spanish, scattered everywhere, and is still

doing us harm in the Islands. It spells "exploitation,
" the fear of which

is very lively among the Filipinos, and the speeches of its champions on
this side you cannot explain away over there.
To continue our supposition that we had all the time been getting full

information from the Philippines : We should know that General Mac-
Arthur, during the session of Congress of 1900-1901, sent some very pessi-
mistic reports about the situation, that were calculated to lead the public
to think we had fighting on our hands for years to come, and to hasten the

passage of the new Army Bill, whereby Arthur MacArthur, Major-General
U. S. V., became Arthur MacArthur, Major-General U. S. A. We should
know that, at the very time he sent that report, there had been a radical

change in Filipino sentiment, and we should have been able to appreciate
his "straddle" on the question later on. We should know that the
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Federal Party was the main instrumentality in this change of sentiment,
not so much in bringing it about as in affording it a channel for expression.
We should know that the policy of conciliation and the liberal measures
of the Commission were then beginning to bear their fruit. We should
know that MacArthur is entitled to credit for a new " war policy of back-

bone," adopted just then, which made most of those unreachable by con-

ciliation promptly tired of fighting. We should know what measure of

credit to give to the Army for this vigorous campaign of early 1901. We
should know, too, that the capture of Aguinaldo was a minor matter in the

whole movement— a significant occurrence only as helping along the whole-
sale surrenders already being received. We should know that MacArthur un-

duly exalted Aguinaldo before his people by attentions no other prisoner had
received, even wishing to bring him to the United States, like a Roman
conqueror with a victim at his chariot-wheel. We should know a good many
other things enabling us to put a right estimate on General Arthur Mac-
Arthur and his opinions and sayings.
We should know, further, that a great majority of the Army men, jeal-

ous of seeing authority taken from the military and given to the civil es-

tablishment, exerted themselves in many ways to block the wheels of the

new civil government, instead of patriotically seeking to carry out the will

of their Commander-in-Chief, even though they thought civil government
impracticable. We should know that the conferring of confidence and au-

thority on natives by the civil government made many such men furious

with hatred at the "
niggers." We should know that the belated Samar

campaign was, on this account, and because guided by a " Jake" Smith,
under the full authorization of Adna R. Chaffee, carried on with a virulence

hitherto unknown in our campaigns in the Archipelago. We should know
that Chaffee is not blameless in this matter (if General Smith had
44

squealed").
We should know, quite as well, that there was tremendous partisan ex-

aggeration of the 44 water-cure" matter in this country. We should have
known that this was going on long before, and it would have been checked
before it went as far as it did. As it is, the wave of exaggeration has

helped make it possible for court-martials to
44 whitewash" some of the

men who needed discipline ;
and the Army, which is, needless to say, not

made up of brutes, has not got the 4 '

shaking up" which it still needs.

We should also had we been better able to follow events in the Islands

because better posted, have placed great significance, as did the Filipinos,
on the utterances of Governor Taft upon his return to Manila last August.
He had been in this country and had exchanged views and discussed

policies with the man who, since Taft and his colleagues were sent out, has

come into the Presidency. We no longer have a 44

shut-up" policy at Wash-

ington. Governor Taft told the Filipinos, which is just the line of thought
agreeable to him as an American citizen, not anxious to see this country
embark on colonizing schemes, that it would sometime, no one can tell

when, be for them to decide, along with us, whether they wished to seek

statehood (the least probable outcome), to have some such government as

Australia or Canada, or to go it alone (with our uplifted hand warning
other nations to keep away). That means an end to the talk that 44 the

Philippine question is settled for once and all." It has never yet come to a

fair test, and it is impossible as yet to frame it. We must simply go
along, meeting difficulties as they arise, and sometime, sooner perhaps than
we think, the future status of the Philippines will be determined by the

suffrages of their citizens on one side and of ours on the other. At last, we
are dealing freely and frankly with the Filipinos.
And they are realizing more and more the significance of the new

regime, which had its beginnings back in 1900, and was fully ratified and
established this past year. There are political parties (more or less in

choate as yet, to be sure) in the Islands, standing for statehood, for
44 au-

tonomy "under a protectorate and for full independence, the latter distinctly

avowing its intention to work by peaceable means, and having the sanction

of Governor Taft. If we got proper returns from the Islands, we should

hear a little about such things as this, as well as about petty fights with

bands of
44
ladrones," and we should know enough not to smell a general

uprising every time we read of such a collision.

Santa IV. New Mexico.
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Conducted by WILLIAM E. SMYTHE.

SHALL IRELAND MARE US ASHAMED?

fAN
Americans sit at the feet of Ireland and learn lessons

of wisdom, of justice, of humanity ? The thought is

somewhat startling, even humiliating. We like to think

of the United States as foremost among nations
;
the name of

Ireland has for centuries been synonymous with despair. While
the United States has gained population by leaps and bounds,
Ireland has been unable even to hold her own. Her population
has fallen from over eight million to less than four million. And
wherever her sons have gone they have carried her ancient grief

in their hearts and told the story of her ancient wrong. The
wonderful growth of the United States presents the strongest

possible contrast to the decline of Ireland. Our prosperity has

not only been sufficient to sustain the native born with its

natural increase, but great enough to share generously with

tens of millions of adopted sons from over the sea. How, then,

can we hope to learn lessons from the distracted, down-trodden

and hitherto hopeless country which lies in the embrace of the

Pour Seas ?

RISE
OF

The morning of the new century has dawned on a New
Ireland. Thus it singularly happens that British states-

manship and British public opinion are engaged in a

task very similar to that which now demands the attention of

American statesmanship and American public opinion in the

sparsely-settled States and Territories of the West. The chief

difference is that in Ireland the work to be done is the remaking
of an old country, while here it is the creation of a new country,
whose social and industrial institutions must be adapted to a pecu-
liar environment. Ireland has the advantage of walking in the

light of experience, terrible and bitter though that experience
has been. But the world learns only through suffering. What
has Ireland learned? Something that she can teach Americans,

particularly those Americans whom God has entrusted with the

responsibilities of fore-fatherhood in what is to be incomparably
the greatest and most powerful section of our country.

A new
IRELAND.
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,»oD«„D x» 1d „«t. Three lessons Ireland has learned in sorrow and in

from the tears—three lessons burned into the hearts and souls of
centuries.

all jjgj. pe0pie an(j handed down from father to son

through long generations.

First, that no man can be free who does not absolutely con-

trol his means of existence—that is to say, the land from which

he takes his living.

Second, that when this means of existence has been acquired

by others, who make him a tenant and a serf, it must be re-

stored to those who use it, at whatever cost.

Third, that even with a foundation of landed proprietorship
it is still necessary to fashion a superstructure of cooperative

organization in order to secure to the laborer a just share of his

product of his hand and brain.

restoring And at last Ireland has taught her masters the lessons

land that she had learned so well. A few weeks ago Mr.
to the people.

George Wyndham, Chief Secretary for Ireland, intro-

duced into the House of Commons a sweeping measure providing
for the restoration of the land to the gallant and unconquerable

people of the Emerald Isle. How is this to be accomplished ?

Not by confiscation, but by purchase. And how can the impov-
erished peasants raise the money to buy out the landlords ?

Have they the means or credit to do it ? No, but the British

government has the means and the credit, and by the terms of

the new bill these are placed at the service of the Irish peasants.

The thing will cost tens of millions of dollars. Years will be

required to work out the final result. But the Truth has at last

been found and recognized
— and

4l
the eternal years of God

are hers." In the historic Round Room of the Mansion House

at Dublin, the representatives of the Irish people have assem-

bled to hear and discuss the terms of Mr. Wyndham's measure.

They came from all parts of the island and from all classes of

the population. Redmond, Dillon, O'Brien and the other great

leaders were there. And with cheers which must have been

echoed by their exiled countrymen in every part of the globe,

they voted to accept the proposition. The landlords accept it,

too. Thus the long tragedy of injustice to Ireland reaches the

beginning of the end. Home Rule has not yet been granted,

but Home Rule without landed proprietorship would have been

nothing but a mockery. Indeed, political independence was

chiefly sought as a means to the greater end, which is economic

independence. Now that the latter has been granted, it makes
little difference to the world at large whether Ireland shall have

a parliament of her own, or a legislature similar to those of

American States, or whether, like England, Scotland and Wales,
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she shall merely send her representatives to the House of Com-
mons and leave her administration to the ministers of the

Empire. These are details. The one thing- which was funda-

mental, was that the people should control their means of exist-

ence and so be able to make their labor tell for the improvement
of their own condition rather than for the support of an idle

aristocracy.

What lesson is there for the American people in the -—___„1 r FOUNDING
story of Irish land reform ? Simply this : that any new und
step which we now take in the direction of land monopoly

monopolies.

'

must be atoned in strife and bitterness, and, in the end, re-

traced. For here, as in Ireland, greed must finally surrender to

humanity. It is bad enough to have the statistician tell us that

in the last ten years the proportion of tenant farmers through-
out the United States has increased from twenty-five per cent,

to thirty-five per cent. This process is still going on in the

richest agricultural districts and at an accelerating pace. And
it is inexpressibly deplorable. But this is not the worst. The
worst is that we still retain upon the statute books laws which

make it possible for speculators and adventurers to acquire for

a song the most valuable possessions on the public domain. By
means of the Desert Land Law, and the commutation clause of

the Homestead Law, millions and millions of acres which ought
to be reserved for genuine homeseekers are being taken up by
those who will sell them to men who must have land to support
their children, or who will use them for cattle ranches, or who
will farm them in great estates by the aid of servile labor, or

who will rent them to a class of dependent tenants. Thus, while

the Irish farmer is rising from servitude to sovereignty, we are

preparing the way in this country for a new lord and a new

peasant. Will the glorious triumph for humanity in Ireland

shame Congress into repealing these wicked land laws ? And
will our statesmen also have the sense and the patriotism to re-

peal the Timber and Stone Act, by means of which our priceless

forests are being stolen for the enrichment of lumber kings,

and our watersheds converted into barren wastes ? Well may
we ask, Shall Ireland make us ashamed !

But this is not the only lesson which Ireland teaches

us. In the arid region, which is to be the chief theater absentee
of domestic colonization in the future, land is not the water lord.

paramount consideration. There is another means of existence

which comes closer yet to the question of economic independ-
ence. This is the water supply. Those who should be the

teachers and the leaders in these pregnant years of institution-

making are seeking to impose upon California and the West
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laws which would give the water supply into the keeping of

rich men and corporations. They would have the water owned

apart from the land. They would thus create the relation of

landlord and tenant, for they would have the tiller of the soil

"rent" the use of the streams from those who are to "own"
them. This is a form of servitude infinitely more dangerous
than that which is now to be abolished in Ireland. It is more

dangerous because more subtle and more difficult for the

public to comprehend and appreciate. It is keenly and bitterly

appreciated by those who have practical dealings with the

waterlord, but the fiction of landed proprietorship where some- •

body else controls the water is readily used to befog and deceive

the minds of those who look at it from a purely academic stand-

point. Why, the very universities chiefly supported by the

exploited farmers are teaching the myth to the future citizens

of California and the West. They are teaching that the water-

right should be
"
appurtenant

"
to the land, then supporting

measures which provide that the same water-right shall be lost

for failure to pay one year's "rent" promptly when due, that

the amount of the "rent" shall be fixed by officials beyond the

control of the people, and shall be based on the "increasing

value of land and water-rights." There is freedom for you !

There is economic independence ! It is the same kind of free-

dom and economic independence
—

only worse—which made Ire-

land's grief an object of pity to the world for centuries. Will

our people learn the lesson in time, or will they plant the seeds

of economic wrong and leave the bitter harvest for their chil-

dren to reap ?

But even more can the new Ireland teach the men of
THE GREAT

wesson op the West, as well as Americans in general. What little

coopekation. blood was left in the Irish farmer a fter the landlord had

taken his tribute was squeezed out by the fertilizer trust, the

storekeeper, the money-lender and the railroad. Little wonder

that everybody left the unfortunate country who could possibly

do so and that those who could not get away were soured, dis-

heartened and rebellious. Ten years ago a new leader arose—
not a political leader (though he had a seat in Parliament) but

an economic leader. This was Horace Plunkett. He induced

the government to send a commission to the Continent to study

the methods of those countries whose farmers had beaten Ire-

land in her natural market, the United Kingdom. Thus was

learned the great lesson of industrial cooperation. But how
could this be taught in all its amplitude

—in all the wealth of

its delicate and intricate details—to the downtrodden and dis-

couraged peasant farmers ? That was a problem for Horace
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Plunkett to solve. He did it by creating- the Irish Agricultural

Organization Society. (It might better have been called the

Irish Constructive League.) Its first object was educational.

It started a weekly newspaper, employed lecturers, held meetings

throughout the country. Thus it taught the people that they

must cooperate or -perish. Next, it taught them how to cooperate.

What is the result ? Over seven hundred cooperative associa-

tions have been formed, with some seventy-five thousand share-

Rt. Hon. Horace Plunkett, Courtesy Review.of Reviews
Architect and Leader of New Industrial Ireland.

holding members, who represent a population of over three

hundred thousand souls. This is one-sixth of the entire agri-

cultural population. The work is now progressing at an enor-

mous rate, and a few years hence will surely embrace practically
all who get their living from the land. These cooperators have
abolished the fertilizer trust, so far as they are concerned. They
buy their fertilizer at wholesale as cheaply as the trusts can buy
it. They have abolished the storekeeper, for they have stores of

their own and purchase their supplies at wholesale prices.
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They have abolished the money-lender, for they have a system
of mutual credit by means of which they get financial accom-

modations on the same terms as other bankers. They have
even brought the railroad to terms, for they ship in such large

quantities that they can dictate reasonable rates. Otherwise,

they would probably build railroads themselves. What a won-
derful thing is this New Ireland !

greatest ^u* tnere *s one ^nal lesson which she teaches us.

wesson .This is the fact that if a class of capitalists happen to
of au,. hayg acquired something which is the means of existence

to millions of other men it does not necessarily follow that they
must continue to own it perpetually. Neither does it necesarily
follow that in restoring it to those who ought never to have

parted with it, injustice must be done to innocent holders. It

can be bought and paid for with money— plain, common, vulgar

money. Far better that than endless toll of bitter tears and
broken hearts ! For while individuals may be poor, communi-

ties, nations, empires are rich. The true constructive spirit

does not call for confiscation. It is willing to pay, for have not

the people paid always and are they not paying now ? But it

asks that sometime—aye, sometime !—they shall "let my people

go." As it is now with the Irish estates, so it must ultimately
be with the California estates, with the water systems

—
yes,

even with the melting snow and with the whispering pines upon
the mountain sides.

And so we come back to the question, Shall Ireland make us

ashamed ? Shall the absorption of millions of acres of rich

agricultural lands, now owned by the people in fee-simple, go
on unchecked until the last acre is gone ? Shall the looting of

the forests continue indefinitely ? And will the American
farmer never have the wisdom and the genius to make himself

master of those instrumentalities of exchange which can alone

determine how much of his product shall go to the support of

his children and to the provision for old age, and how much
shall go to the support of other men's children and provision
for other men's old age ? Upon the answer to these questions

depends the measure of economic independence which our people
shall enjoy. If it shall be said in the future that the Irish

farmer is a freer man than the American farmer—that he is

more secure in the possession of his means of existence, more

truly the master of his destiny, because of his superior control

of the machinery of production and exchange—then, indeed,

will every thoughtful American hang his head in shame.

Wm. E. Smythe.
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THE UNITED ORANGE GROWERS.

V
THE GREAT MERGER IN ITS RELATION TO COOPERATIVE

PROGRESS.

[HE orange may yet be the symbol of cooperation in the

West. Or, let us say, a branch from the citrus tree with

ripe fruit, snowy blossoms and deep green leaves—the

fruit for achievement, the blossoms for promise, the leaves as a

token of peace.

At any rate, the orange-growers have long had the right of

line in the fight for better organization, and the orange groves
have long been the battle ground of this feature of the economic

conflict. And now something big has happened. It is nothing
less than a perfect working merger of practically all the in-

terests that have been contending for control of the orange
trade. The event has created widespread interest on this side

of the continent where fruit is grown, as well as on the other

side where it is mostly consumed. Is it a surrender, or is it aeon-

quest ? Have the lion and the lamb lain down together ? If so,

which is on the inside ?

These questions are natural enough when it is known that the

cooperative fruit exchange and the private commission firms

(commonly known as
"
outside shippers ") have actually struck

hands and propose hereafter to work together instead of work-

ing against each other.

The subject is by no means one of narrow local interest. It is

national rather than provincial. It is a matter of broad eco-

nomics, and not merely a matter of selling oranges. Hence, it

will be studied with interest by all classes of our readers and in

all parts of the country.
i.

THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE EXCHANGE.

The Southern California Fruit Exchange, the great central

organization, which has existed for the purpose of marketing
the orange crop, will be ten years old next August. The idea

originated with Mr. T. H. B. Chamblin, who was at the time

manager of a local exchange at Riverside. He was thus one of the

pioneers of cooperation in this part of the world and deservedly

enjoys the title of
"
Father of the Exchange."

The development of the citrus industry in California has

been attended by a succession of problems. To begin with,
whether oranges and lemons could be grown at all in commer-
cial quantities was problematical. The line between frost and
reasonable immunity therefrom was narrow and uncertain.

Only long and costly experiment could show where it was en-

tirely safe to plant this delicate fruit. Then, irrigation proved
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an endless problem. To begin with, it was a question of where

and how to get water
; mext, a question of how best to apply it

to obtain the most satisfactory results. But these problems
were as nothing compared with another which remains long
after they have been solved.

This overshadowing question is, How to get a market which
will return the largest possible share of profits to the producer ?

Between the producer in California and the consumer in the

East, lies the better part of a continent. Between them, too,

lies the railroad and the embarrassing question of transporta-
tion cost and service. Finally, there is the buyer and shipper
of fruit—the middleman or commission firm who at the begin-

ning was more than the gateway to the market. He was the

market, so far as the grower was concerned. Selling merely on

commission, he enjoyed the certainty of profits with practically

no risk of losses. His interest was not always identical with

that of the grower. Not high prices, but large sales, minis-

tered most to his prosperity. He was also in a more indepen-
dent position than the grower. The latter had made his invest-

ment in land and in improvements and could not readily change
his occupation when it became unprofitable. Really, he was at

the mercy of the middleman, without whose services he would
have no market. The result was decidedly unsatisfactory to

those who had created the industry of citrus fruit-growing.

Finally, the situation became intolerable.

Mr. Chamblin and others felt that the remedy could only be

found in cooperative organization. The growers must unite

and deal with the market as a solid phalanx. They might then

hope to have something to say about prices, and even exert an

influence on transportation rates and quality of railroad ser-

vice. Originally, it was not intended that the exchange should

invade the market with a system of Eastern agencies. It would

merely attempt to fix f. o. b. prices in Southern California. Mr.

Chamblin's idea was that every member was entitled to furnish

his pro rata of the fruit for shipment through his association,

and every association to enjoy its pro rata of the various mar-

kets of the country. All fruit was to be marketed on a level

basis of actual cost, and books and accounts were to be open for

inspection of the members.
If all, or nearly all, of the growers had united in the ex-

change, the problem of markets and of good average prices

might have been solved at that time. Unfortunately, the

major portion of the crop was never represented in the Ex-

change. As an inevitable consequence, the f. o. b. method

proved a failure. As soon as the Exchange announced its price,
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fruit held outside of the cooperative organization was uniformly

quoted and sold slightly under Exchange prices. Thus it com-

manded the market, and the cooperators were left
"
holding the

bag." They were performing a philanthropic service for their

neighbors, but it looked as if they could hope to receive their

reward only in the next world.

There was apparently but one thing to be done. This was

T. H. B. Chamblin. "Father of The Exchange.

for the Exchange to organize its own agencies throughout the

country, do away with the middlemen entirely, so far as its own
membership was concerned, and make a square fight for control

of the business at both ends of the line. This was perhaps the

greatest cooperative undertaking ever attempted in the United

States. The step was forced upon the growers. In a large
measure it proved successful. It brought under its banner
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about 45 per cent, of all the growers. From 1895 to 1902 it did

a total business of $29,000,000. This was transacted at an av-

erage expense of about 3 per cent., and the loss by bad credits

was less than one twentieth of 1 per cent. The service and the

net returns were, upon the whole, satisfactory to the large mem-

bership, else it would have fallen to pieces under the fierce com-

petition of the outside shippers. These results were chiefly due

to a wise and devoted management, in which all the local Ex-

changes were represented, and of which A. H. Naftzger was
the head. And yet it is not pretended that the Southern Cali-

fornia Fruit Exchange succeeded in reaching a final solution of

the market problem.
ii.

the merger—california fruit agency.

And now something very extraordinary has happened—some-

thing which was totally unexpected by the general public, yet

it is the most natural thing in the world. It is, indeed, a

typical result of that ceaseless grind of economic forces which
is going on silently night and day, and bringing about a

gradual reorganization in the business affairs of the United

States.

The friends and the enemies of cooperation have come to-

gether and agreed hereafter to act—in cooperation ! That is to

say, the great Exchange, with its thousands of members, and
its more than sixty local associations, has combined with the

leading commission firms to control the market for California

oranges and lemons. All the local associations remain in active

operation. The central organization is still maintained, but

passes into quiescence. In its place there has been erected a

still more comprehensive piece of marketing machinery. This
is the California Fruit Agency. It is far and away the greatest

fruit-selling organization in the world. And President Naftz-

ger stands at the head of it as the directing spirit. The two
elements in the Agency are the California Fruit Exchange
and the Citrus Union, the latter representing the combination

of shippers.

Heretofore the citrus growers have been divided into two

camps—those inside of the Exchange and those outside of it.

They have represented two hostile force*, which have been used

to inflict injury upon each other. This may not have been in-

tentional on anybody's part, but it was an inevitable result of

the situation. It entailed keen and ceaseless competition, and it

is now pretty well established that competition means economic

waste, while combination and cooperation mean economic

gain. These two forces now come together in a single camp.
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There is to be no more competition in buying
-

oranges. The
board of thirty-two directors is composed of representatives of

local exchanges and of the principal firms and commission

houses which have formerly bought fruit of the growers out-

side of the exchanges. These directors will fix prices, f. o. b.

California, from week to week, according to the supply and

market conditions. They will be in possession of all possible

data and in a position to take the wisest action. They ought
to be able to get the last cent for oranges that the market war-

rants.

The system of distribution made possible by the merger is

absolutely scientific. Mr. Naftzger, and his associates in the

management, will now have no excuse foi glutting one market
and leaving another bare. They have agents all over the field

to make daily reports of the situation. They control practically

every car of fruit which is to go forward. Not only can they

regulate the supply with the utmost nicety to meet existing de-

mands, but they can develop and exploit new markets almost

indefinitely. The gain to growers will come in two ways.

First, it is hoped that this solid working combination will make
it possible to maintain better prices. But, however this may
be, it is certain that the elimination of competition, and the use

of one comprehensive piece of machinery in selling and dis-

tributing the entire crop, will result in a large net saving of ex-

pense. The commission houses will, of course, continue to

make profits from the fruit they handle. But the cooperators

will receive their share of the gains accruing from the business

of the California Fruit Agency. In order to effect the merger
at all, it was necessary for the Exchange to agree not to in-

crease its membership. Those who were fortunate enough to

belong before the merger took place will continue to do so,

while those who did not join must remain as customers of the

commission houses.

There is another possible source of gain from the merger. It

may be able to obtain lower railroad rates, and can certainly

demand a better service. The railroads must now deal with all

the factors in the citrus fruit business as one solid unit. It

would be far too optimistic to say that this solves the transpor-

tation problem, yet it is certainly a step in the right direction.

The greatest shipper is always the most favored shipper. And
the California Fruit Agency will have upwards of 20,000 cars to

ship.

There is one factor in the situation which the merger cannot

directly affect. This is the growing production of Florida.

The indications are that this will become more and more
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serious. The merger does, however, put the California grower
in the strongest possible position to deal with this outside com-

petition. The possibility of tariff reduction is another factor

which causes some uneasiness. Cuban reciprocity is opposed by
the growers generally, not so much because of the actual reduc-

tion (25 per cent.) which it makes in the present tariff, as be-

cause it is regarded as an entering wedge which may lead to more

far-reaching changes.
in.

HOW FARES COOPERATION ?

It is most interesting to consider the effect of this remarkable
consolidation upon the general cooperative movement of the

time. Has this movement gained or lost in consequence ?

This much is certain— it has not lost one inch of ground.
Not a single cooperative association is disbanded. No General
of the Army of Cooperation has delivered up his sword to the

enemy. On the contrary, our modern Prince of Orange, Mr. A.
H. Naftzger, takes his place at the head of the procession.
Those who have carefully studied his published papers and ad-
dresses during the past ten years will freely admit that the

merger is not what he would regard as the ideal outcome. But
who shall say that it is the final outcome ? We are making his-

tory very rapidly in these days. Events are unfolding, one
a fter another, and leading us—somewhere ! We ma)r not be
able to foresee our precise destination now. But we can observe
tendencies, and thus consider the bearing of events on the prob-
able social and economic alignments of the future.

Let it be recorded, then, that the Southern California Fruit

Exchange, founded in 1893, is not dead in 1903. On the con-

trary, all its component parts are yet in existence, stronger and
more confident than ever before. Who, then, shall predict what
it will be in 1913 ?

The California Fruit Agency has succeeded the central Ex-
change, but this is only an enlargement of the sphere of coopera-
tion. The middleman still exists also, but he does not invade
the territory of the Exchange. He holds his share of the field.

It is the share which he has held from the beginning. Why
did he choose to unite with the forces of cooperation ? Ob-
viously enough, not because he believed those forces were about
to disintegrate or to capitulate. He had learned to respect them
in the fierce strife of competition. He had decided that they
were here to stay. He concluded that he would rather work
with them than work against them. It was a sensible con-
clusion.

No; it is not surrender on either side, but mutual gain. In
one sense it is a triumph for cooperation, since the very ele-

ments which have heretofore regarded themselves as the natu-
ral enemies of the movement have now joined forces with it.

But it must be conceded that the triumph is not complete. The
middleman still lives. He will take profits that ought to go
to the grower. This is because a portion of the growers choose
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to employ him to perform a service which they really ought to

do for themselves, and which the thousands of growers who be-

long to the associations are doing for themselves.
What is the real object of this cooperative movement for

which the Exchange has stood during the past ten years ? It is

to raise the standard of living for our people to the highest pos-
sible level, then to maintain it against all encroachments.

Ever)r reduction in the expense of marketing the crop, every

A. H. Naftzgbr,
President California Fruit Agency.

Photo by Schumacher

gain in the net return, is a contribution to that higher stand-
ard of living, and, therefore, to a better civilization. In such
a cause there can be no stopping place short of complete suc-

cess. There may be an armistice, but never surrender, never
abandonment.

In the end, the producer must own all the packing houses and
all the agencies of distribution. He must break down every
barrier between himself and the consumer. In a word, he must
become complete master of his destiny. And the great orange
merger, viewed in its true significance, is another step in this

direction:
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Califokma
Constructive L&ag

President—William E. Smvthk.
Vice-President—D. T. Fowler.
Secretary- Treasurer—Charles Amadon Mooot.
Assistant Secretary -CHARLES Sumner'King.
Organizers - Caholisk Rickey'Olnev, Harriet H. Barry.

A CLOSER ORGANIZATION AND
WIDER USEFULNESS.

tf^rtHE League has lived through its first period and come to

JL the threshold of another. It was organized quite sud-

denly and in a provisional way only, with a view to

meeting certain urgent and immediate needs, and with the ex-

pectation, on the part of its founders, that it would be more

closely organized at some convenient time in the future. That
time has now arrived. For two months past new and larger

plans have been under consideration. These are not yet per-

fected in all their details, but may be announced in their main
features at this time.

Heretofore, the expenses of the movement have been nothing

except for comparatively brief periods when some specific thing
had to be done. Thus, at the beginning, a few months were
devoted to public meetings and the circulation of literature.

The expense was borne b}
T some of the leading spirits who

wanted to see something done, and knew no better way than to

do it themselves. A little later, it was necessary to have repre-

sentatives at the State Conventions of the two leading political

parties in order to get our ideas into the platforms. The men
selected for this service paid their own expenses, which were

only trifling. Then came the campaign to save the State from

the terrible blunder of the Works Bill and to see that the appro-

priation providing for an investigation of reservoir si us and

forestry plans, defeated by a former Governor, should not

again miscarry. For this work a special fund was raised among
the friends of the great principle of joint ownership of land and

water. Absolutely every specific thing- which the League has

thus far undertaken to do has been triumphantly accomplished.
But now we enter upon a second period in the history of the

movement.

^Theiwork'of enrolling members must !»« carried on continu-

ously. The system of local clubs must be widely extended.
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These clubs must be kept alive and made active. The scope of

the work must be enlarged so as to include many things
purel)- constructive in their nature, yet much more local in their

character than the things with which we have thus far been

dealing. A literature must be created, so that the Gospel of

Constructive Economics may be real and studied of all men.
These things require a revenue, which must be large in the ag-

gregate, and regular and certain in its collection. It is hoped
that the Constitution and By-laws will be ready for publication
in this department next month. Some of the features of the
new plans are as follows :

The organization will be incorporated.
It will drop the word "California" from its title and be

known hereafter as The Constructive League, so that its sphere
of work may be extended throughout the United States without

any further change of name.
It will aim to bring under its banner all men and women who

are interested in the discussion of civic and municipal problems,
in local improvements, and, of course, in the great State and
national economic questions which it has already brought to the
front.

It will bring the principle of initiative and referendum into

practical application by providing that any local club may pro-

pose subjects for discussion, and that no polic}
r shall become a

definite feature of the League platform until passed upon by the

membership, acting through their local organizations.
In cities and towns where associations in the interest of pub-

lic improvements are already in existence, the League will seek
to bring about an affiliation with its own organization, by in-

viting such associations to accept representation in the govern-
ing body of the League. In localities where no such associa-

tions exist, the League will endeavor to cover the entire field of

constructive activity, local, State and national.

The annual dues of the League will be one dollar. This is

the minimum amount which could possibly suffice for the work,
but it will be enough if the membership is large. It will, how-
ever, be necessary for local clubs to raise an additional fund for

their own purposes, while those members who are sufficients-
interested to desire the magazine and other literature must pur-
chase it in addition to paying the dues Provision will probabl}

T

be made for a life membership on payment of a reasonable sum,
with exemption from annual dues.

The new plans will be introduced to the public by means of a

general meeting at Los Angeles, which ma)r be followed by
meetings at a few other important points in the State. But the
chief dependence for the enrollment of members will be active

work of organizers and the influence of Out West magazine.
The first organizers to take the field are Caroline Rickey Olney,

of Oakland, and Harriet H. Barry, of Los Angeles. Mrs.

Olney enjoys a wide acquaintance throughout California and
Nevada, and voluntarily withdrew from profitable work in an-
other line in order that she might give her time and energies to
the upbuilding of the League. She has been identified with
some of.lthe successful clubs among women in the northern part
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of the State, but feels that the League offers an opportunity to

do the very thing which these clubs have thus far been un-

able to do in any large way— that is, take an active and effective

fati in shaping events. Mrs. Barry has been identified with

the woman's club movement from its commencement, was active

in club work for years in her native State (Wisconsin), and came
to Los Angeles in the first instance as a delegate to the Biennial

of 1902. She has been since then engaged in field work for Out
Wkst, and finds in the present plans an opportunity to realize

ideals which have long been dear to her.

Both these ladies believe that the women of the West will wel-

come an opportunity to join in a social, economic and intellectual

movement like that represented by the League. Women have
been members of the organization from the beginning, but no

special effort has been made to increase the membership among
them. The organizers will enroll both men and women, but

it is their particular ambition to bring the women of the West
to the support of the Constructive idea. The work, which has

already begun, is for the present chiefly directed to Los Angeles
and vicinity. A little later San Francisco and the Bay Region
will be entered, and the work will rapidly spread through the

entire State. Other organizers will also take the field after

a time. Their names will be duly announced.
One early result of the new plan will be the regular presen-

tation in this department of records of Constructive work accom-

plished by women. For this feature of the department, Mrv
Olney and Mrs. Barry will be responsible.
The State Committee will be reorganized and enlarged, and

will probably include active representatives of several other im-

portant movements in California and the West. Mrs. Caroline
M. Severance, of Los Angeles—foremost among the influential

women of the time—and Mrs. John F. Swift, of San Francisco
have consented to act as Vice-Presidents, representing the
"better half" of the membership.
The present membership of the League is in the neighbor-

hood of fifteen thousand. They were enrolled without any re-

quirement for the payment of an initiation fee or dues. There
will be no change in the status of these members for the present.

They joined gladly and promptly when invited to do so last

year. They have enabled the League to exert a powerful in-

fluence throughout California when such influence was abso-

lutely vital to the cause. It is desired that they shall continue
as members, at least until they shall have had an opportunity
to become thoroughly acquainted with the new plans. They
will be seen by our organizers as opportunity offers. Until then,
or until a specific date to be announced hereafter, they retain

their membership and arc in good and regular standing. Ulti-

mately, of course, they will be expected to meet the same con-
ditions as new members and contribute their share toward the

support of the movement In the meantime, any who are dis-

posed to contribute at once to the support of the League maj <i<»

so by remitting one dollar to the Treasurer, and their action in

so doing will be vastly appreciated by those who have thus far

given freely of their time and money in organizing and carry-
ing on the movement.
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' LONGDBEACH.
The City]by the Sea.

By SIDNEY C. KENDALL.

Y"^ROM the many factors which combine to make it certain that the

*T^ recent rapid growth of Long- Beach is but the presage of vastly*
greater importance and prosperity in the near future, four may be

selected as of the first importance. It is the residence section of a seaport

already of consequence, and destined to be one of the important ones of

the world
;

it is the trade center of a prosperous and fertile agricultural

territory ;
it is a seaside resort of foremost attractiveness

;
and nature and

man have joined in making it peculiarly desirable as a place of homes. A
brief consideration of these points, in their order, will be worth the while.

The eastern coast of America is one continual succession of sheltering

bays and possible harbors
;
the western coast is very different in this

respect. There are few rivers or estuaries, and the shore line is seldom
broken. In the past this was of little consequence, so few were the vessels

that braved the terrors of Cape Horn. All this has been changed by the

opening to trade of the great nations of the Orient ;
the acquisition by the

United States of the Philippines and the Hawaiian Islands ;
the creation of

English-speaking empires in the Australias, and the marvellous develop-
ment of the Pacific Coast. The scene of the world's greatest activity is

shifting from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Ships have multiplied and

sea-going commerce has increased at an amazing rate
;
and the canal across

the isthmus will add tremendous impetus to the movement. It has recently
been said by one whose words carry weight,

" Yonder is the stage upon
which the world's greatest drama is to be played. Here—is the stage en-

trance. Here is the door to India, China, Japan, Australia, the South Seas,
the west coast of South America, Mexico and Alaska—in fact to the rich-

est of the old world and the new, with a tolerably overwhelming majority

Point Firmin and Lighthouse.
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New Breakwater at San I'edku. Photo by Ha, on

of the world's population and productivity, and a range in each to which

knowledge writes not one addendum."*
Nature has done much to prepare the way for a great seaport upon San

Pedro Bay. Yonder lofty hill is Palos Verdes, throwing out Point Firmin
like a protecting arm half around the bay of San Pedro. Along the south-
ern horizon for thirty miles stretches the mountainous island of Catalina.
and beyond this the island of San Clemente. Thus the bay is almost
landlocked.

What Nature has done, man has supplemented. Several transcontinental

San Pkdko Uakruk. Photo by If ",..»,/

* Chas. P. t,ummiR In
" The Riffht Hand of the Continent.
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railways find their terminals at this point
—the tide-water end of the easiest

grade and the shortest route across the continent, many hundred miles

nearer than San Francisco to the proposed Isthmian canal. It is safe and

easy of access in all conditions of tide and weather. It is on the direct

route to our new possessions across the Pacific. The rapid growth of Los

Angeles still further determines the approximate location of the seaport
of the Southwest.

All these things are pointed out in the report of the United States Gov-
ernment Board of Engineers ;

and their decision in favor of a Deep Sea
Harbor has never wavered. Acting upon their decision, the Government
is expending $3,000,000 in building what is probably the largest breakwater

in the world. Three hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars is also going
into the initial work of dredging the entrance to the Inner Harbor, whose

At Work on the Government Breakwater.

dimensions will surpass those of Liverpool or London, and which will be sur.

rounded by wharves and warehouses, where ships of all nations will unload

the products of all climes, and from which trains will bear them inland to

every part of the nation. The shadow of the coming greatness already

appears ;
for the harbor receipts of San Pedro doubled in 1902, and bid fair

to double again in 1903. In lumber receipts San Pedro ranks next to San
Francisco. And, at the present rate of increase, in one year San Pedro

will be the first lumber receiving and shipping port on the Pacific Coast.

Visitors have commented upon the deserted appearance of the Pacific

ocean as compared with the Atlantic in the vicinity of the seaports of the

Fast. Such comments are becoming less frequent as the offing around

Point Fermin is animated with the sails and funnels of vessels coming and

going, and the harbor is studded with the masts of those swinging on their

cables. The bay is acquiring a naval as well as a commercial repute. A
squadrpn of the Pacific fleet consisting of the New York, Boston, Marble-

head, Ranger, and the training ship Alert, recently cast anchor before

Long Beach. Naval manoeuvres were performed, and each vessel in turn
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engaged in target practice with the heaviest guns. Before his departure,
Admiral Glass stated that he found the bay in front of the city of Long
Beach, with its secure anchorage, its clear atmosphere and its broad placid

expanse so admirably adapted for naval manoeuvres, and especially target

practice, that he was certain that it would be frequently used for such

purposes.
These are among the reasons why Long Beach has become conscious of

her maritime character and expectant of a commercial destiny whose pos-
sibilities are not easy to over-estimate. Long Beach shares all that the

future has for San Pedro Bay. She is within three miles of the outer

harbor, and one branch of the inner harbor will approach very near to her

western limit.

The supremacy of Long Beach in this respect is not gained at the cost

of dreary sand flats, or barren, rocky cliffs
;
but here the fertile plain of

California pushes forward a plateau whose rich products overhang the

GOVHRNMKNT HKKAKVVATKK, OlITKK UaKBOK. Photo h\ />'</< on

cliff whose base is sprinkled with the surf of the highest tides. From the

very edge of the bluff extends a rolling plain, whose products are so much
in demand that five acres support a household. Instead of farms of one
hundred to three hundred acres, scattering a sparse population over a vast

area, and producing that isolation which makes rural life so distasteful to

many persons, five or ten acres here make a homestead. The result is

that a country road resembles a suburban street, with homes near enough
to be neighborly, enjoying the school, the church, the library, the tele-

phone, the electric car and rural delivery. The country roads are, indeed,
but extension* of the city streets. As they are built up they are finished

with cement sidewalks and treated with oil. Homes less than two years
old are already embowered in foliage and blossoms, and each one is within
hail of its neighbor. In nearly every house is a piano and the latest maga-
zine.

Some of these rural homes are occupied by families which have means
to live upon. Side by side with these are families which must make their
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living out of their little ranches. That

they are able to do this and live in comfort

is due to the following reasons : The soil

is very fertile, and being free from stumps
or stone, every inch is available. The
climate is such that culture goes on all

the year round. Every month in the year
the rancher has something for the market.

The proximity of a popular seaside resort,

thronged with visitors winter and sum-

mer, provides a market at good prices for

all manner of local products, especially
small fruits, eggs and chickens. For ex-

ample, a single acre of berries has paid
about $1000 in one year.
The greatest reason is stated last, and

that is the abundance of water. The peace
of mind that is suggested by this an-

nouncement can be best appreciated by the

rancher who has suffered during recent

dry years from a diminishing water sup-

ply. Rival water companies supply city

and suburbs abundantly and cheaply. The

city also owns a tract of water-bearing
land with a view to developing its own
water supply. The supply is from artesian

wells one thousand feet deep. So great
is the underground pressure that the water

rises by gravitation, and is piped to the

consumer without coming into contact

with the atmosphere. No reservoir is

used, except for irrigation. The water is

remarkably soft and pure. It is almost a

specific for kidney troubles. So abundant
is the flow that there are streams and

lakes, rushes and water fowl, where former-

ly there were only cactus and horned toads.

It is a great deal to say that the Long
Beach citizen or suburbanite may have

all the water he wants for all purposes.
Domestic water for house and garden,

costs $1.50 per month. Acreage in planta-
tion can be irrigated for the highest culture

at a cost of three dollars a year per acre.

The choicest land about Long Beach i>

on the southern slopes of Signal and Res-

ervoir hills. Here, above frosts and fogs,

oranges, lemons and guavas are raised suc-

cessfully, contrary to the opinion that such

fruits cannot be grown in the vicinity of

the ocean. Acreage on these hills is be-

coming very valuable, as it is being rap-

idly bought up for residences.
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It can easily be seen why Long Beach has become the popular watering

place for Southern California. Here, there, and yonder, are the various

pleasure cities whose thrift and beauty have made them famous. Queen
among them is Los Angeles, the Capital of the Southwest. They are all

reaching eagerly along their electric lines to join hands with the City by
the Sea. The Pacific Electric Railway is making the entire country one

vast suburb. A smooth, straight, double-tracked electric railway—one of

the finest in the world—makes a direct and luxurious avenue to the sea.

Every fifteen minutes the palatial cars are darting along, making it easy
for the inland dweller to skip down to the ocean and take his plunge,
either in the surf, or in the magnificent swimming bath. This railway has

only been running for a year, and already it has branches east and west,

opening up outlying tracts and making them available for suburban

homes.

The Southern Pacific and Salt Lake railways also reach Long Beach.

The Beach on a Holiday.

The latter is the new short line which will soon connect Salt Lake

City with the sea. It owns Terminal Island below Long Beach, giving
control of the east side of San Pedro harbor, and breaking the monopoly
control of the water front, which might otherwise prove disastrous. The
Salt Lake Railway has improved its road bed and rolling stock, until its

equipment and service are strictly up-to-date, running frequent trains, in-

cluding several "
flyers" which make the trip from Los Angeles without

stopping.
The permanent population of nearly 7,000 (for city and suburbs) consists

largely of newcomers, as it has doubled in the past two years, and prom-
ises to do so again within the next two. The citizens are above the aver-

age for thrift and intelligence. Many of them have retired to spend their

declining years where climate and situation are mutually agreeable. Many
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of the older merchants and professional Jmen are now building elegant
homes on the most popular streets, thus displaying the improvement in

their circumstances. To this is added the moving population, the comers

and goers, that find in Long Beach the ideal pleasure and health resort.

It is estimated that during special pleasure seasons or upon holiday occa-

sions, the little city not infrequently becomes the temporary home, at least,

of not less than thirty or forty thousand.

3
3»* v**
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and the City,

The retail business of the city is much larger than its permanent popu-
lation would seem to warrant. In fact the number of visitors is such as

to give Long Beach the appearance of a city of twice or three times its

population.

Full}' alive to the fact that this is the chosen spot for a perfect all-year-
round resort, Long Beach has provided a commodious Pavilion which at

high tide stands directly over the dashing surf. The Long Beach Marine

Band here holds open air concerts the year round, and thousands of people

during every day of the year, whether it be midwinter or in the midst^of

Moonlight on the Harbok.
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Long Beach Public Park.

summer, linger here in happy enjoyment as the murmur of the surf blends

with the orchestral strains.

To this attraction is added the magnificent Bath House, completed within

the year at a cost of nearly $100,000. Outside of San Francisco, it has no

equal on the Pacific Coast. There are about 500 dressing rooms as well as

hot, cold and salt baths with the most modern equipment in every detail.

The upper portion of the Bath House is devoted to an extensive promenade,
and here, protected by awnings, one has a grand, unobstructed view of

the ocean and beach. Extensive bowling alleys are also provided for those

who desire the sport, and adjoin the Bath House on the ground floor. There
is also every response to the seeker of water sports in the line of launches

and pleasure craft, together with the fishing boats that are always within

ready call.
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Two strong banks have had a growing business for several years, and

recently a third bank has been organized. Besides these, there are also

two savings banks.

There is now under construction a sewer system, and a commercial and

pleasure wharf 2,000 feet long is an immediate prospect.

Concerning real estate, it may be said, that while prices have advanced

at an astonishing rate, they have not more than kept pace with the march
of improvements. Land that was sold as acreage four years ago is now
traversed by graded streets and cement sidewalks, thickly bordered with

elegant residences occupied by families of culture who have made here

their permanent homes. When prices have advanced by reason of im-
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Some Long Bkach Chukchi s.

Nine church organizations own property approximating $90,000 in value,

while several recently-formed congregations are as yet without a building.

The Methodist Resort Association Tabernacle is the headquarters of the

Chautauqua Assembly. Here for ten days in July may be heard orators

and vocalists of continental fame. The vast audiences that gather for

these occasions give their intellectual tone to the society of the town. The
Tabernacle is also the recognized place for conferences and conventions of

many churches and societies. The convention season commences in May
and continues till late in the fall. The old Tabernacle, that has been the

scene of many stirring occasions, is outgrown and plans for a new audi-

torium for convention purposes, to seat 5,000, have been accepted at this

writing.
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Long Beach High School. Photo by Bacon

The moral sentiment of the town finds expression in the vigorous
" No

Saloon "
policy which has recently been commended and adopted by the

most progressive communities in Southern California.

If there be in California any community healthier—physically, morally
or socially

—or with greater promise of sound and lasting prosperity than

Long Beach, the writer is not acquainted with it. No attempt has been
made in this article to do more than suggest its points of advantage and

attraction, but there is an energetic Board of Trade which will supply de-

tailed and exact information to any enquirer.
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UNDER CANVAS.
A. Little Account of the "Tent City" on the Beach at

Coronado, California.

By EDWARD HILTON.

HERE lived a King long ago who fancied flowers. With his own

regal hands he forced a bloom upon an unflowering plant.
" Thou didst not see it ?

" he asked of his prime-minister.
"
Nay, Sire," was the abashed response.

" Then hast thou not lived."

A little fable is bound to have a little (if but a little) merit.

This, gathered piece-meal from the wisdom-mongers of another

age, bears in one particular upon this particular case—therein

lies its virtue. It is applicable.

If one has not seen this city of tents, stretched chain-like, link upon link,

upon the little peninsula separating the Pacific from San Diego Bay—its

romping children, and more sedately romping grown-ups ;
if this same

one (blessedly impersonal) has not caught the pleasing contagion of the

"doings
" thereof

;
well this befabled King speaks to him.

But this is not intended to be a panegyric ; henceforth it will be de-

scriptive.

Six miles long ;
six hundred feet wide ; jutting from the mainland, the

natural breakwater of San Diego Bay : this is the lay of Coronado Penin-

sula. Here is the Tent City, laid out much after the manner of a military

camp, with the material differences of graded streets, electric lights, piped
mineral water at every tent door, sanitary sewerage—and no embalmed beef.

Furthermore, the vanities and foibles (sometimes called comforts)
of city life are carefully provided for—ladies' hairdressing parlors, barber

shop, drug store, confectionery. Then the solider, necessary things of

everyday life—groceries, telegraph, long distance phone, market of all

edibles, street cars, twice-daily mails at every tent door, and papers of the

same morning at your elbow upon the breakfast table. The "
personally

conducted " man sees to it that strangers are made friends, and he does

not tell you, though he knows well enough, that the thermometer of the

camp does not vary more than six degrees all season. He lets you find

Tent City from thb Boat House.
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At the Height of the Season.

out for yourself that 68° and 74° are the antipodal temperatures of summer
Tent City opens June 1st, closes September 30th. Only rive days in a

season, says the government report, has the mercury climbed to 80°. Here,
distant from the far-land everybody cherishes as home, amid new scenes,

strange pleasures, comes the comforting solace of the outer world—stock

reports, and the rumble of business.

The Beach.

The pleasures to be had for the asking are, or seem to be, endless. If

one plays golf, golf-links are at hand, acknowledged by experts to be the

best in the land. Tournaments, exciting matches, are played on them. If

one cares to swim, there is the ocean
;
here the calmer, glassier surface of

the bay ; nearer still, a warmed tank of salt water, with swinging rings,

diving boards, and all that goes to make a plunge one of the most enjoyed

Win RI Cum i- on i !>-.
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The Pavilion.

fun-places of American-folk. For boating, there again is the ocean, here

again the bay. Yachts, steam and sail, row-boats and barges, lie moored
at the floats or fleck the waters far and near. The annual regatta is no*

the least among the pleasant things supplied by the management.
Eastward, twelve miles, lie the Coronado Islands, as fine a spot for fish-

ing as the sea provides. Mammoth tunas, all fight, pompano, blue smelt,

yellow-tail, baracouda ; more might be named with perfect accuracy, but

for the fear of seeming
"
fishy." One thing is certain. The camera will

not lie. Look, then, at the illustration on page 805, and believe.

There is a boat at the islands, glass-bottomed, wherefrom the curious

fellow peers upon the mysteries of the sea, open-eyed, wondering.
Here are tennis courts and bowling alley, crochet grounds, sports of a

hundred sundry sorts. And for the campers who rather prefer to let the

other fellow do the sweating, are provided tally-hos and autos, offer-

ing facilities for long drives or short
;
and little excursions inland. For

the more serious minded is the library, with its well-stocked reading room.

Magazines lie scattered upon the tables, and arranged upon the shelves,

Bancroft Library

Boating on the Bay.
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Main Street, Tent City.

and on all sides are large windows looking' upon the merry scenes around.

In the afternoon a band, well meriting the praise of everyone who hears

it, gives a popular concert, and upon one occasion each week, renders a pro-

gram of symphonies by men whose names stick in the throat. This band
is made up of artists really above the average—soloists most of them. It

is remarkable, the crowds that attend these concerts.

The Reading Room.



Thb Japanese Tea Garden.

The Casino.

Ilium i he Yacht Rack.
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glide upon the bay. On the floating casino

a thoroughly first-class vaudeville perform-
ance is in progress. The beach offers every

facility for promenading.
Here, too, is a cafe\ under the direction of

the chef of Hotel del Coronado, and it is

whispered (one does not usually speak in

loud tones of his appetite, if he be sane)—it

is whispered, forsooth, that a meal at this

same cafe
-

is worth traveling clear from the

State-line for.

One word about the tents. They are com-

plete little houses. The floors are boarded,
and covered with rugs. Beds, tables, chairs,

bureaus—all of the appointments are pretty
much as you have them, wherever it is that

you hang up your hat with the most satis-

faction. They range in size for the accom-
modation of from one to eight people.
Of all the pleasant places for a summer's

outing in the West, for folks who like the sea

and fresh air, and healthful, re-creating pastimes, there is nothing to

surpass the high mark of excellence of this white company of tents.

On the Beach.

m-;~ m=-

tijfr* _/

The Children's Pool.

The Santa Fe Railroad offers excursion rates to the Tent City, so rea-

sonable that this charming spot is easily within the reach of everybodj*.
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WILLITS, CALIFORNIA
HIS HOTEL is a monument to the enterprise of the citizens of Willits and

vicinity. When the California Northwestern Railway Company finished

building its road into "Willits, thus throwing open to the world that beau-

tiful country, the people determined that visitors should have accommoda-
dations of the very best. A company was formed, and the result is a hotel

of over a hundred rooms, handsomely furnished and equipped with the latest modern

conveniences, ladies' and gentlemen's parlors, reception rooms, banquet rooms, large

dining room, rooms en suite, with private baths, hot and cold water, electric lights,

first-class plumbing and a perfect sewerage system. The location is in the center

of Willits Valley, with the foothills for a background, and three blocks from the

depot. From Willits the rails of the California Northwestern Railway run into an

immense redwood forest. Nature, they say, when at her best, works in circles, and
Willits is apparently the center of one she fashioned whilst in a wild and picturesque
mood. But a short ride from the hotel and you are among forest giants who rear

their royal heads two hundred to three hundred feet above, in a picturesque canon,

by the side of a mountain stream, or winding along a mountain road leisurely watch,

ing the ever changing views of mountain ranges, hills and valleys. Trout fishing
in the mountain streams, and fine hunting throughout the whole country. With
first-class facilities for the comfort of their guests, in a country comparatively un-

known, the management will use every endeavor to conduce to the pleasure of their

guests. The hotel opened for the reception of guests on April 1st, 1903. The Cali-

fornia Northwestern Railway train leaving San Francisco in the morning will run
direct through to Willits. Terms, $2.00 to $3.50 per day ; $10.00 to $18.00 per week.
Address 'William Weigand, Mgr. Hotel Willits, Willits, Mendocino Co., Cal.
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We are advertised by
our loving friends."

THIS
little son of Joseph M. Rose of Roxbury, Mass., has been raised entirely on

MELLIN'S FOOD. He is now a sturdy, happy and healthy boy, the result

of having been fed a proper and nourishing food during all his babyhood days.

Would you like a sample of Mellin's Food to try for your baby ? You can have one free for the asking.

MELLIN'S FOOD COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.
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Hires
Rootbeer

gives

Vitality

Vigor
Vim

BY MAIL

Seventeen of the most famous MClal writers
in the country, including' Mrs. John Sherwood.
Mrs. Burton Klngsland. Adelaide (iordon. Mrs.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Mrs. Harriet Hubbard
Ayer, Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster, Mrs. J<>hn
A. Logan and Marion Harland, have just pre-
pared a course of instruction in social usage and

The Art of Being Agreeable
It teaches the correct thing to do, to sav. to

write, to wear on all occasions. A complete
guide to perfect ease of man tier. An ideal
text book for the polite education of children.
Good manners are today essential to sue.

Free Bureau of Inquiry
supplies special information and explanation.
Keeps members in touch with changing
forms. ()nr illustrated Free Book gives a com-
plete description of the course of instruction
and membership privileges. Sent on request.

lie New York Society of Sell-Colt
Dept O.W-, 156 Fifth Ave., Mew York, N. Y.

The usual store has some good shoes and some poor ones. This is an

unusual store. We have nothing but the best shoes made for men, womni
and children — from the lowest price to the highest. We have the best

styles and the best leathers. We fill every mail order most satisfactorily.

(. M. Stdllb SllOe (0., 255 S. Broadway, los Angeles

»"""'' .;*.',.-.!.....1.i
,

„'.i,i...i..'..-:^.' .,*......,. ... .., .. __; u ,

Ramona Toilet 5oa p FO W .S ALE
EVCRYWHERC

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It ia not a freckle coating : it re

more* them. ANYVO CO., 477 N. Main St., Loa Angeles
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DON'T
wait for signs of a breakdown before

you start to build up. The human engine
requires the right kind of fuel to keep it run-

ning at its fullest capacity— it demands a blood-

builder, a nerve-quieter, a force-giver.
You can forestall the wear and tear on your sys-

tem, protect yourself against the inroads of sickness,
and insure sound, refreshing sleep, by taking, morn-

ing, noon and night, a small glass of Pabst Malt
Extract, The Best Tonic,

It will aid your digestion, help your stomach get
all the nutriment from the food you eat, enrich your
blood, steady your nerves, quiet your heart action,

put an edge on your appetite, and, in doing this,

give you renewed health and vitality.

"I have prescribed your preparation for the past two years, and
can honestly say that your

'

Best ' Tonic is one of the best reproduc-
tive and strength-giving tonics at our command in all forms of debility
and poor digestion. I take great pleasure in recommending it to the

profession where a first-class tonic is needed."—J. R. Smith, M. D,,
Warsaw, Mo.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS FOR BOOKLET

Pabst Extract Department
Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A. J



A6ATE J^ICKEL-jSTEEL*
KitcKeix Uterysils

HaviiM^ T1\is

TRADEMARK
(buried in ^k 1*£^
the enamel) U|J| \^,

There must be some reason why the Mfrs. of

AGATE NICKEL- STEEL ^ARE
attach a blue label to every piece showing
Chemist's Certificates that the Enamel is

absolutely free from poison.
Cost any more? Ves, a tittle; send for
booklet and sec why.

L;iL/npE & g^osue;^ iijfggo.
f NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO ^

FACE

BLEACH

%

OGIVES THE SKIN

'A YOUTHFUL APPEARANCE

t
%
%
%
%

§
MakesA Perfect Complexion S

j

Removes Pimples, Freckles,

B all Discolorations & Blemishes

Unquestionably the best, safest and sur-
est preparation for purifying, beauti-

fying and preserving the complex-
ion, giving it the healthful glow of

youth, and making it clear, fair and
perfect, and removing pimples,
freckles, m >th, brown spots. oUinCM,
blackhciiU, sallowneM. skin dis-

eases and all nkin discolorations, is

Mme. A. RUPPERTS WORI D RENOWNED
FACE BLEACH. A Pree trial bott'ewill
I"- sen) l<> anv lady who will <iip tllis

advertisement and forward with it her name and
address : m a large bottle.—enough in man] cum
i" thoroughly clear the complexion,—will be sent
for $2. Al o i

i
ii ol ni\ > ui>' 'li Fgyptlan Bnlm will

h 19 bottle If you will forward
this advertisement with yoni order,
Vim. A. Ill I'I'KIIT, < K 14th M . Ji»w Tork ( IIt

For ARTISTS. TEACHERS, DESIGNERS and

WORKERS

The Gate Beautiful

PRINCIPLES AND METHODS IN

VITAL ART EDUCATION

Br Prof. JOHN WARD STIMSON

Richly illustrated with thousands of helpful charts,
sketches, studies and reproductions from the old
masters. Cloth, 42u pp.. Royal quarto, $7.50 net; by
mail, $7.93. Small quarto, on thin paper, narrow
margins, papercover,$3 50 net; by mail.-
otherwise ordered, cloth edition will always be sent.
Send for ProapOCtHS M.

Monks and Monasteries, by Alkhki. \Vi:si.h y Wjshakt-
Two editions. 8-vo., wide margins, irold top, four
true photogravures. Price $3.50 net; by ma
New 12-mo., containing an exhaustive note on the

Philippine Friars. Price $1.50 net; by mail. •

In Nature's Realm, by Dr. C. C. Abbott. Delightfully
illustrated by OliverKtmp. 8-vo., 309 pp. Price $2.50

net; by mail, $2

Cape Cod Ballads, by Joe Lincoln. Pic
ward W. KtmbU. Price $1.25 net; by mail, $1.33

For Sale in Los Angeles, California, by
Stoll & Thayer Co., 252 South Spring Street
Fowler Bros., 221 West Second Street
C. C. Parker, 246 South Broadway, and
At all Booksellers, or of

ALBERT BRANDT. PlUSM. TRTNTON, NEK JERSEY

CALIFORNIA LANDS

THE FAMOUS

n bus i
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY

5,000 ACRES CHOICE—
—FARM AND FRUIT LAND

AT S20.00 PER ACRE-
On the mam (.'him I. me of the
Southern Pacific Coast Line.

To I10MESEEKERS and INVESTORS tlu>o

lands afford a profitable investment.
None better in California. For par-
ticulars address

LOS BERR0S LAND AND WATER CO.

Room 701 Grant Building

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Cecilian
the perfect PIANO PLAYER

IF
you believed the Cecilian was a

more perfect piano player than any
other, that its rendering of any musical

selection was more expressive, more
artistic than that of any other, then the

Cecilian is the one you would wish to

buy, isn't it ? We believe that we can

prove these facts to your entire satis-

faction, and we will appreciate an op-

portunity of presenting the evidence to

you. The Cecilian costs $250; monthly
payments if desired.

GEO. J. BIRftEL COMPANY
Steinway and Cecilian Dealers

345-3*7 S. SPRING ST.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA



^& STANDS FOR ABSOLUTE PURITY

PURE CALIFORNIA OLIVE OIL
Made at our own olive mill. We know it is pure, but here is additional proof addressed tooneoi our agents

H. C. NTIKl'KI.. Ph. I).

VMMIU c;iiiimint

PfTTHM k<;m. i\\. July i4
f

IHOa

MESSRS. TRAVIS & CO.,
Vn - HS-40t.h St.

City.
03NTLSMEN: Soma six months ago on© of your representatives left A sample
flasK of Hill '8 Pure California Olive Oil with my wife for uae in the
household. For my own personal satisfaction I made a ohemioal analysis of
the same and found the oil true to name, a pure olive oil. Slnoe that
time I have analyzed throe separate lots and found eaoh one to be a per-
fectly pure olive oil.

In this day of adulterated foods and salad oils a perfectly pure
olive oil is somewhat of a rarity and I congratulate you upon handling
an article of such purity as Hill's Olive Oil.

Resp. yours, jrM & &>/**
SENT TREE Am instructive booklet on Pure Olive Oil. Leading' physicians throughout the United

States have been interviewed concerning the use of pure olive oil in their practice.
Their opinions are concisely stated in this booklet. Ask us to mail you a copy.

JAMES HILL & SONS CO.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. lOS HUDSON ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 4-04- WATER ST., PORTLAND, ORE

VW. *****

A Beautiful

Dancing Surface
is obtained on the floor of any
hall or ball-room by the use of

Bowdlear's Pulverized Floor
Wax. It will not ball up on the

shoes nor lump on the floor ;

makes neither dirt nor dust, but

forms a perfect dancing surface.

Does not soil dresses or clothes of

the finest fabric.

For sale by Mack & Co., Lang-

ley & Michaels and Redington &
Co., San Francisco; Kirk, Geary
& Co., Sacramento, and F*. W.
Braun Co., Los Angeles.

Bowdlear's
Floor Wax
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This Library Table Made of Solid S

| Oak, 28 x 42, Weathered Oak. a

| Short Time Only, for $76.OO

v»*l

|
F. B. REICHENBACH

|
~

Designer and Maker of Pine

Furniture. Parquet Floor-.

Reproduiv- An\ Si\l.\ from

Any Period Desir.-.l. Srn.t

5» for Illustrations.

618 S. Broadway, Los Angeles
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Mothers and fathers, do yoL"
realize that in order to main-
tain the perfect health of

your children, they must re-

ceive the proper proportions
of heat,- bone and muscle-

making and nerve and brain-

building food?

SHREDDED
MAT BISCUIT

contains all these food properties in correct proportion.
In providing it, you are supplying a food that properly
and completely nourishes the whole body and that will

make men and women with sound teeth, strong bones, firm flesh,

elastic muscles and good nerve and brain power.

Buy it of your Grocer. Send for "The Vital Question"
(Cook Book illustrated in colors), FREE. Address 1
THE NATURAL FOOD COMPANY, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

&\m»m&&w&m&m&mss®
If You Knew
How Delicious

is, you would not let a day
pass before getting a bottle.

Absolutely pure ;
made from

Navel Oranges and Sugar.
No chemicals or alcohol. Pints
25 cents

; quarts 45 cents.

Makes five times this amount
as you dilute four times with
water. Also at all soda fount-
ains. Send for literature and
sample.

Los Angeles Fruit Juice (o.

(Incorporated)

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

t^gw&&&&&&&&^$Q

&

m

BRO-NAH-GEL-QH
The JELLY that requires no cooking-. One

package Bromangelon, one pint boiling-

water—that's all. Costs a trifle more than

substitutes, but it's a great deal better.

ALL GROCERS.

STERN & SAALBERG, Mfrs.

NEW YORK

DELICIOUS DESSERT
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OXFORDS $4.50
g

t
BY MAIL, 25c EXTRA

Fine Vici Kid, patent tip, dull kid top, Cuban
heel, hand-turned soles— exactly like picture.

Write for Booklet about Buckskin Shoes—the
ideal summer Foot-wear for men, women and
children.

Wetdcrby Kayser Shoe Company

$"$*

215 S. Broadway, Los Angeles
59 E. Colorado St., Pasadena

•:

"

2v"&

Dr. Ogden's
Medicated Oxygen Co.

147 W. 23rd St., New York, N. Y.

Treatment by Inhalation. Sent to

any part of the world. It cures Rose

Cold, Hay Fever, Rheumatism, Gout,

Asthma, Nervousness and Insomnia.

We don't take a case we can not cure

or benefit.

SfNO FOR LITERATURE

Our Anti-Dipheutic prevents Diph-
theria, Sore Throat, and all Throat Ir-

ritations. Used by thousands of moth-
ers for their children. A Disinfective,

Antiseptic Microbe Destroyer.

COMPLETE. EXPRESS PAID, $1.50

SECURITY — ECONOMY — EQUITY
#r _ _

$
s

>

$

£ L IUU II U Ul U UU
& - $

snee
THE FAMILY MAN'S

SAVING FUND

Information is yours for the askincr.

GEORGE SMEDLEY YARNALL
Mfl TtuM Ballilag

Los Angeles. California

rkpki MM

Hie Providem lile l Trust company
OF Philadelphia

DEATH RATE
EXPENSE RATE
PREMIUM RATES



THE TOTEM
POLE ROUTE
LAND OF THE MIDNIGHTSUN

Over 2,000 miles of* ever changing*
scenery-, nowhere else equalled.
Twenty four hours of summer sunlignt
to view the wonders of* Alaska, during"
a trip on the palatial steamship "SPOKANE"

Majestic snow capped mountains. Vast*
fields of" ice and gigantic gflaciersr,
the standing' monuments of prehistoric
ages. A thousand islands, bays and in-
lets passed enroute.
Awe -

inspiring , exhilarating*, educational.
Inside passage, sea sickness unknown.

SIX EXCLUSIVE EXCURSIONS LEAVING-

TACOMA. SEATTLE AJNDTICTORIA-
]W26-JUNE9-23-JULYr-21-AUG.4

Reservations now being made.Apply toCbmpanys
offices, any Railroad orTourist Agent for rates
and full information. Send 6cents in postage,
to cover cost of mailing' and receive copy "All

the Year Round Tours^beautifully illustrated.

G.D.D U N A N N
General Passenc/erAgent
IO MarKerSt. San Francisco

|i| I I
1 I I I'l ^MMMMMWMMMMWMWBWBBMBWBMi
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SOME REASONS

Jell-O
Is the most popular dessert. It

takes no time to make it, sim-

ply add boiling water and set to cool. It saves you hours that

you would spend over other desserts. It is delicious (everybody
likes it), economical and healthful. Made from purest gelatine,

sweetened and flavored with fruit flavors: Orange, Lemon,

Strawberry and Raspberry. Try it to-day. At grocers^every-

where. 10 cents. No additional expense.

FREE OFFER
If your grocer can't supply you, send us his name with 5 cents

for postage, and we will forward you a full sized package free,

provided you mention this magazine: Only I pkj; 1

PreiHiml li.v
fin Gcni su h ri Iwh> Co, l.t R<n. N.Y.

NAVAJO INDIAN BLANKETS
MOQUI PLACQUES, POTTERY, ETC.

%

Sales Rooms, 1408 West Ninth Street

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Mail orders CT \Af \/D I "7 ln * 1

Address to Trader

P.O.-CANON DIABLO, ARIZ.

EAMES TRICYCLE CO.

Patentees and Manufacturers of Tricycle Chairs

for Cripples, Tricycles, Invalids1
Rolling- Chair*,

and Hospital Appliances. Special machines made
to order when required. SEND FOR OUR CATA100UF.

and see if one of our designs will not suit your case.

2018 MARKET ST.. SAN FRANCISCO
OK 534 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES. CAL.

Typical Western Pictures

Views of California and Arizona Landscapes

Unmounted Prints, Souvenir Photographic

ties, mairnitu.Mit I -cements. The Stand

ard line <>l Western View-. D all high

grade stationery, curio and art stores.

PUTNAM & VALENTINE
PHOTOGRAPHERS

LOS ANQELES, CALIFORNIA
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VIEW OF CIRCULAR BRIDGE AND VALLEY. MT. LOWE.

Visitors to Southern California
CAN SEE ALL THE
SCENIC POINTS
OF INTEREST VIA

PACIFIC ELECTRIC RY.

MT. LOWE, LONG BEACH, SAN GABRIEL MISSION, PASADENA,
OSTRICH FARM, BALDWIN'S RANCH AND MONROVIA

" From mountain peak to foaming surf"

THE ORANGE GROVE ROUTE
Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient

hours. Plenty of seats for all. PARTY RATES made
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited.

For information call on or write H. F. GENTRY, Agent

Phone
Main 900 250 S. Spring'

The Delightful Scenic Route to

Santa cMonica
And Hollywood

Fine, Comfortable Observation Cars—i™ Free from Smoke

Cars leave Fourth street and Broadway, Los Angeles, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth
street, every IS minutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevue
Ave., for Colegrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angeles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m.

Cars leave Los Angeles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevue
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only every
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m.WFor complete time-table and particulars call at office of company.

Single Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $2.00.

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANGELES
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NIGHT A SPECIALTY

To Owners of Gasoline Engines,

Automobiles, Launches, Etc.

The Auto - Sparker
does away entirely with all starting anrl

running batteries, their annoyance and
expense. No belt— no switch— no bat-

teries. Can be attached to any engine
now using batteries. Fully guaranteed ;

write for descriptive catalog.

MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.
42 Main Street Pendleton. Ind.

Wholesale Material for Indian Basketry

RAFFIA needles REEDS
all colors Tel. Main 929 all sizes

CHAS. WINSEL
Seedsman and Florist 247 S. Main, Los Angeles

R.AMONA TOILET ,SoA P FOR SALE
EVERYWHERE
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TO KEEP COOL
you must have a whirling fan to drive the heated Im-
pure air froot your rooms. Will you pay $15 or more
for an electric fan, or will you buy our famous

Water Motor Fan
which makes 2,000 revolutions

a minute and throws a current

of air as stronsr as does an
electric fan yet costs only

$1.50
It can be attached to any spig-ot direct, or connected

by rubber hose and attached to wall in same or another
room. Can beadjusted by anyone.even a child, quickly
and easily. The fan is ten inches in diameter. Re-
quires but low pressure, the motor being fed through
a 1-16 inch hole. Runs smoothly, without noise or
annoyance—especially desirable for the sickroom.
Cannot get out of order.

Price Complete, $1.50 Booklet Free

Good Agents Wanted to sell the Water Motor Fan
to the thousands who have been waiting for a perfect
fan at a low price.

DELAWARE RUBBER CO., Dept. 102

631 Market Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Cures While You Sleep

Whooping Cough,

Croup,

Bronchitis,

Coughs,

Grip,

Hay Fever,

Diphtheria,

Scarlet Fever

Don't fall tO use CRBSOI i M for the distressing

and often fatal affections for which it is recommended.
For mora than twenty yeart we have had the mott con-

i tustva aaaurancM that man is nothing better. Creso-
lene is A boon to ASTHMATICS.
An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which

gives the highest test imonials as to its value.

ALX DRUGG1MS
VAPO-CRESOLENE CO.

180 Fulton Street,
1651 Notre Dame Street,

New York
Montreal, Canada

The Best Wines

of California

are good enough for anybody

60c

A trial order will convince

you that our Wines are

just what you've been look-

ing- and longing for

S-year-old Port, per gallon,

5-year-old Sherry, Angelica or ^^f
Muscat, per gallon J *J\s

20-year-old Port, Sherry, An-

gelica, Muscat, Malaga, £f ^\f\
Madeira or Orange, per gal. »J/I»^\/

Send for Complete Price List

EDWARD GERMAIN WINE (0.

393-309 LOS ANGELES ST.
CORNER FOURTH

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

MATURED
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c Linen Underwear for Svimmer
GIVES LUXURIOUS COMFORT IF MADE FROM

3

^^aT*^ V- « 4r *• « » « «> -V . * * •*» *T~* •
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lMa«M
Belfast Mesh has remarkable absorbent

properties : takes up excretions and moisture

quickly and evaporates them rapidly,

Belfast Mesh may be boiled any number
of times. Hence a clean, sanitary garment.

Belfast Mesh, when it has become wet,
dries quickly, and body is surrounded by dry
fabric and dry air.

Belfast Mesh is grateful to the skin and
comfortable always.

Send for Free Samples of the Fa-bric

which is made in several weights and in two styles, (i) Natural linen (buff) recommended as

more durable and absorbent. (2) White—the linen bleached.

OUR FREE BOOK is handsome and convincing. It goes into the subject thoroughly and is designed for thinking
people who desire comfort with health. The only forcible objection to mesh underwears has been that they "wear
out too quickly." We guarantee that Belfast Mesh will wear to the satisfaction of the purchaser or refund

Sold by all dealers or sent direct by mail if your dealer won't supply it.

THE BELFAST MESH UNDERWEAR CO. Inc., 330 Mechanic Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y

iiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii:

I 500,000
I

= NEW BICYCLES sold in U. S. last \

5 year, shows that cycling is not dead, 5
but very much alive.

Your health was never better than 2

5 when you rode a wheel. For health -
I and pleasure nothing equals a light- Z

running

I Light Bicycle]
$40 AND S50

CASH OR INSTALLMENTS E

Send for Catalogue

I LEAVITT & BILL I
30T-309 Larkin Street, San Francisco
460 South Spring- Street, Los Angeles

niiimmiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliir:

Oakland Poultry Yards
1301 Castro St., Oakland, Cal.

Over 60 yards of Fowls. All varieties of
Land and Water Fowls. Oldest Poultry
establishment on the Pacific Coast. We
guarantee % hatch on all eggs we sell.

Send for 60-page Catalogue
We Pay Express
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Mothers!!

Mothers!!!

MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP

has been used fot over SIXTY YEARS by
MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their CHIL-
DREN while TEETHING, with PERFECT
SUCCESS. It SOOTHES the CHILD, SOFT-
ENS the GUMS, ALLAYS all PAIN, CURESWIND COLIC, and is the best remedy for
DIARRHCEA. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup," and take no other
kind. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

©Gene

TNJCOMI'oHNMNC. an Incomplete mixture was accident-
*

ally s|.I1Ip.I i. n the back of the hand, and on washing after-
ward It was discovered that the hair was completely removed.
We named the new discovery MODENE. It Is absolutely
harmless, but works sure results. Apply for a few minutes and
the hair disappear* as If by magic. fT CANNOT FAIL. If
the growth be light, one application will remove It; the heavy

111' h as the l«s»rd ot growth on moles, may require two
or nmreapplh arloiu.and without slightest Injury or unpleasant
feeling when applied ..r ever afterward.

Modint suptrsttits tltrtro/ysis.

Used by people of refinement, and recommended by all

who have tested Its merits.
la vent by mall, lii safety mailing cases fumanlj

sealed i, ..n re. clot of f i noMy by letter,
with your full address written plainly I'. .stage stamps taken.

Local and <.bnkkai. aobmti wantbd
MODENE MANUFACTURING OO.

I>KIT. IHI. I'miUKlUTI. OHIO
BVFI I i \KAN I KHII

•*"We offer $1,000 for failure or the slightest Injury

CREAM RORINE
A scientific astringent cream which acts di-

rectly upon enlarged pores, cleansing, purify-

ing, contracting them, and successfully eradi-

cating blackheads, pimples and other disfig-

uring eruptions. Price by mail, $1.10.

THE WINDSOR BOUDOIR
T EAST 46th STREET

NEW YORK
All enquiries as to our special treatment for en-

larged pores, enclosing- stamp, will receive prompt
attention.

SCALP TREATMENT
Scalp treatment is as much a science

as the practice of medicine. It requires
not only
study, investi-

gation and
knowledge,
but wide and
practical
experience.
We believe
the splendid
results of our
method speak
more for it

than any
claims
or promises.
We shall be

pleased to
consult with those who are afflicted with
disease of the hair or scalp and explain
our treatment. We shampoo with green
soap— keeps the hair soft and glossy.

Our stock of GRAY HAIR. SWITCHES.
WAVES and POMPADOURS
plctc. We invito your inspection

BENNETT TOILET PARLORS
COR. FtPTH AND SPft.NG BTB.

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. A Co., 116-118 E. Seoond St. Tel. Main 509.
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FINEST IN THC WORLD

THE LIGHT RUNNINGPOX

Pleases the Employer—
Delights the Stenographer

WHY?
Because it

Lasts Longer
Does Better Work
Easier to Operate

THAN
ANY
OTHER

TYPEWRITER
MADE

FULL AUTOMATIC
Light Touch

High Speed

Simplicity

Durability

Ball-Bearing Carriage
Automatic Line Spacer
Line Lock

Adjustable Type Bars
Individual Key Tension

Aluminum Key Levers

Half-Inch Key Dip
Two-Ounce Tension

I Instead of 4 to 6]

Sand for Catalogue
Agents wanted in every town in the State.

Also carry full line of Typewriters' supplies

1230^
South Spring Street

Los Angeles, Cal.

iiiiimim= minium

omforjfc
powder

Toilet *«•

Nursery

[:"

mm
StSRBKr K. J

WHY IT IS BEST.
First : Because it is entirely different from

ordinary talcum and dusting powders, inas-

much as it is a distinct specific for skin affec-

tions. While it is unquestionably the best

toilet and nursery powder in the world, its

medicinal qualities place it in a class by itself.

Second : Because it is a scientific prepa-
ration originated by an expert chemist and skin

specialist whose one object was to produce a

powder containing antiseptic, astringent and

disinfecting qualities, bland in application, yet
more potent in soothing, healing and preserv-

ing the skin than any yet known. In evidence
of his success the refined families and best

physicians in New England, where it is best

known, for years have used no other.

Third: Because Comfort Powder
comprises, as no other powder does,
in one preparation the finest and
most delicate of toilet and nursery
powders, and in addition the most
efficient medicinal qualities for heal-

ing and preserving the skin.

Fourth : Unequaled in its ability to pre-
vent and heal all inflamed nml uncomfortable
conditions of the skin. It will not harm the

most delicate skin, yet it has power to cure

the most obstinate skin affections.

For these reasons and the abundant

mony possessed, we are justified in claiming
Comfort Powder unequaled fof any inflam-

mation or soreness of the skin at;

Toii.-t mid Nursery, < haftaur. Alto* r.iith.
After a Shave, to Prevent Offeaatvt
ptratton, for Suiilmrn. Konj;hiie>.s, Ktiliiexs
ami Eruptions of the Skin, Kettle-Raah,
1'riekl) Heat. Infill)) I e/enia. Tire<l. Veiling
Feet, Accidental Huron, Itching, Monqulto
Kite*, in the Stck-Hoom, Irritation »

by TniH- Pads) "> fact, for all >->kiii Affec-
tum*, il is a Ileiilinif Wonder.
FOi: BALI vi ion i t \\i> dkcg

BTOBI B. ' CENTS \ BOX
// I OPUS lloo* not *«T|i If, tnkr M o/A

xt ml 'J/ic. to thr Comfort C.,,i.l. , i .... II rtford.
Conn., and rromivr bojr, pott paid. Cnrap tut>-

ttitutrt are nrver tati*faetory.
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The Berkeley Hotel
BOSTON, MASS.

Particularly Desirable Location, Attractive Festaurant, Appointments of

the Highest Class. Visitors to Boston will find the Berkeley convenient

and service of the best. MODERN IN EVERY DETAIL.

European and American Plan *!*>?

BERKELEY and BOYLSTON STS. John A. SKerlocK

KINO OF WINE

ISSUEO TO

IN ACCOBDANCT KKITH

CORONA B1.ANCA

J WOOI.I.ACOTT
THIS LABEL MUST BE SO APflXEO THATBV ORA

Corona Blanca
Perfect California Wines. Each bottle bears the State of California's
official label (as above facsimile) guaranteeing its contents to be true
and pure California wines.

These are the finest wines California produces, aged naturally,

from 4 to 20 years old, and unexcelled for the table or for medici-

nal use. Shipments East PreigHt Free.
Write for price lists, etc.

Established 1S80

Los -Angeles, California

X5=^=9= =g=^=5><

The Vegetarian Restaurant
315-319 WEST THIRD STREET

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A strictly first-class pure-food cafe. A wholesome bill of fare

scientifically prepared. The best of service. Reasonable prices.

Sound physical health and a clear brain follow the use of a rational dietary.

)6=^==9= =(5=^=§)<

AHYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating- ; it re-

moves them. 1NTYO CO., 427 N. Maim St., Los Anrslee
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Ollld have your I omplexion rival

the petal of a June robe, use the cele-

brated

LABLACHE
Face Powder. Summer heat has no ef-

fe. t against this exquisite toilet neces-

silv. It prevents and cures Tan and
Sunburn ; it makes the skin soft, smooth
and velvety. A lovely complexion is within the reach of anyone
who will use It. Flesh, White, Pink, Cream Tints. 60c. a box.

Druggists or by mail

BEN LEVY & Co., French Perfumers, 125 Kingston Street, Boston.

DON'T
WASTE YOUR SIMMER

Utilize it to learn IOURNALISM anil

STORY-WRITING' by mall. Send for
our free booklet, "Writing for Profit:"
tells how to succeed as a writer. If in-

k-rested in the tale of manuscripts, send
for free copies of "Ruin: ofSails Dipart-
ment" and "

Manuscript Syndicate ;

"

they tell how we correct, criticise, and prepare Mss. for

publication, and how we sell them on commission, either to exclusive

publishers Or to nearly 2 000 publishers by our syndicate plan. Thornton
West, Editor-in-Chief; staff of specialists. Founded 1MB,

PDAAFDF AnilMfi is re " ned. private and educative work: wo-
I HUUI tlLMMIIlU^nen receive the same salaries as men, $15 to

$35 a week. Proofreadasyalways in demand. If interested, send for

free booklet,
"
PractomPProofrtading ;

"
tells how to become a

proofreader.

NATIONAL PRESS ASSOCIATION. 37 The Baldwin, Indianapolis

THE NEW

Princesse Petticoat
is a tailor-made garment. It gives a perfect
glove fit at the top, impossible to attain with
any other skirt.

It does away with all wrinkles at the hips and

waist, and adds that ar-

tistic grace to the beauty
lines of a graceful figure
that cannot be obtained
with any other petticoat

Every lady knows the

advantages of a tailor-

made garment, and these

petticoats are appreciated

by all who care for that

ease, comfort and style of

a well-fitting garment,
and ladies who wear these

petticoats have a well-

dressed appearance.

We shall be pleased to show them to all

ladles who wish to see them, at

555 S. Broadway, los m**, c*

L\

Exclusive

Patterns

OUR OWN Make and Designs
READY FOR WEAR

'-.(H'^H,,,,

HOTEL EMPIRE
Broadway and 63rd St.. New York City

ABSOLUTELY F«fP»OOF
European IMan Exclusively. Local ami ErfMf-

Distance Telephone in every room.

MODERATE RATES
From Courtland or Liberty Street ferries take

car marked 6th sad Amsterdam Ave*., due
hotel door— 2" minute--. Prom t'.rand Centra:
turn take Red car marked It road wax t" Fori I.ee

Ferry and reach hotel door in 6 minute*. Ftom all

Ferries and Ocean Steamers UaJro9tb Ave K.iex.ued

Railway to 5'>th Street wlu.li i- one minute
from the Kmi'iie. All surface cars of Metros
System pass the Empire i>ui\ 10 minutes to sll

principal Theaters and Department BtM
Mu-i.evetv rrtaiatTi W. Joheson Qslnn. Prop.
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WILLIAMSON BROS. Old
Reliable
Dealers in

Pianos —
Organs..

Behr Bros.

Shoninger
Ivers & Pond
Bush & Gerts
Poole
Schubert
Haddorff
Victor
Karlbach
Strohber, etc.

Southern California

Headquarters for

Standard
Sewing Machines

RIANO STORE : 32T S. SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Modernness is the spirit and fact of our entire establishment.

Our mechanical plant represents the most up-to-————j-^——.j—^^^—™-^^— date laundry equipment in the West, and includes
1

facilities, such as our "NO SAW EDGE on
Collars and Cuffs "

machine, which is our own patent. Experience and circumstances
have enabled usto weed out inefficient help. Skillfulness, promptness and courtesj
prevail.

We occupy our own building, from the ground floor up, in I the business center of

the city, and are therefore convenient of access. Call or phone.

Empire Laundry
Phone Main 635. 149 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES Satisfaction Guaranteed

Publications
Largest stock in existence.

Orders promptly filled.

Correspondence invited.

W* H. Lowdermilk & Co.

Washington, D. C.

Ever Ready Mending Tissue
NO
NO

NEEDLE
THREAD

Mends All Fabrics
SAMPLES 10 CENTS
CIRCULARS FREE

PICO SUPPLY OO.
1243 El Molino Street
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



TAKE A WINTER TRIP TO

O^IOTU

One or the
few places
unspoiled^*
by profes-
sional** * -*

tourists.
Reached by
a romantic
voyage over
a, Tranquil

. o c e i\ n

A trip
of* a. >*» * ~#

lifet ime-
w i r K
every
1 uyu ry
ofthe -** -^m o a t*>

fashionable
clubs and«>
hotels.

Splendid Steamship* to Hawaii, §amoa.NcivZeivbnd
Australia and Round lheWorld.Sailin<>s to Hawaii evriv •

10 days; to NewZealand and Australia every 21 days
Illustrated books: Tahiti, tocents Hawaii, loceni s #

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP CO.
6-4 3 Mar-ke4:S1:. San Francisco.

/:mi#vj«*ji

HUGH D. RICE. Los Anklet Agent. 230 SOUTH SPRING STREET
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To those who know TYPEWRITERS
and the value of a dollar

^be Cbicago
$35 aPPea ^s most strongly.

It has established a higher "standard"
at a lower price. Our printed matter
tells how.

CHICAGO WRITING MACHINE CO.

72 Wendell St., Chicago, U. S. A.

A WONDERfUL INVENTION
It is interesting to note that fortunes are

frequently made by the invention of articles

of minor importance. Many of the most

popular devices are those designed to benefit

the people and meet popular conditions, and
one of the most interesting of these that has

ever been invented is the Dr. White Electric

Comb, patented Jan. 1, '99. These wonder-
ful combs positively cure dandruff, hair fall-

ing out, sick and nervous headaches, and
when used in connection with Dr. White's

Electric Hair Brush are positively guaranteed
to make straight hair curly in 25 days' time.

Thousands of these combs have been sold in

the various cities of the Union, and the

demand is constantly increasing. Our agents
are rapidly becoming rich selling these combs.

They positively sell on sight Send for

sample. Men's size 35c, ladies' 50c— half price
while we are introducing them. The Dr.

White Electric Comb Co., Decatur, 111.

WANTED—Live agents to sell Dr. White's
Electric Combs, patented Jan. 1, '99. Cure
dandruff, hair falling out, sick and nervous
headaches, yet cost no more than an ordin-

ary comb. Sells on sight. Agents are wild
with success. Send 50c for sample (half
price). Write quick. The Dr. White Elec-
tric Comb Co., Decatur, 111.

ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE
Shake Into Your Shoes

Allen's Foot=Ease, a powder for
the feet. It cures painful, swollen,
smarting, nervous feet, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bun-
ions. It's tke greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Allen's

• Foot— Knse makes tight-fitting or new
shoes feel easy. Ilis a certain cure for
ingrowing nails, sweating, callous and
hot, tired, aching feet. We have over
3U, MO testimonials. TRY IT TO-
DAY. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe
Stores,25c. Do not accept an imi-
tation. Sent by mail for'35c.in stamps.PPCC TRTAL PACKAGE I•"Ki sent by mail.

(MOTHER OKAY'S SWEET POWDERS, the i

best medicine for levensh. Sickly Children. Sold by Drug-
gists everywhere. Trial Package FREE. Address.ALLEN 8. OLMSTED, Le Roy, N. Y.

[Mention this magazine]

' So Easy to Use.'

LEARN TH£ TRUTH
Every man and woman, particularly
those entered upon matrimony, should

possess a copy of the new and val-

uable book

SEXOLOGY
by William H. Walling, A. M., M. D.,
which sensibly treats of the sexologic-
al relations of both sexes, and, as well,
how and when to advise son or

daughter.
U nequaled endorsement of the

press, ministry, legal and medical pro-
fessions. DO YOU KNOW that the

main cause of unhappiness, ill-health,

children, and divorce is admitted by physicians
and shown by court records to be ignorance ofthe laws

of self and sex. Sent, cloth-bound%post-paid% for $i .00.

Write for "Other People's Opinions," and Table of

Contents, also our 100-page illustrated catalogue of books
of mer't—free.

Puritan Pub. Co., Dept. G, Philadelphia

LINEN COLLARS
and CUFFS

ARE STAMPED

"Warranted Linen"
ARE YOURS?

A Sure

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.
reliefi Asthma.

STOWELL & CO., Mfrs.

Sold by all Druggists,
or by mail, 35 cents.

Charlestown, Mass.
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"Makes Life Happier',
More Productive."

You Should Know

ORANGEINE
POWDERS

Roranco Orangeine promptly corrects all pain,DcCaUM* fatigue and the "little ills that lead

Because
to serious ailments."

Orangeine cures Headache, Colds,

Neuralgia, Indigestion and a host™^^^^™^™
of common ills.

Roranco Orangeine is a positive "Tissue
DctdUdC Builder" and Tonic to the system.^™"—,™"— "Acts while you take."

The Best Indorsed 'Because Most Useful Prescription.
NOTE.—Our direction booklet In every package gives full simple directions from countless suc-
cesses and describes the composition of Orangeine Powders. Our mail is a delightful

panorama of human attest from all over the globe and from every human age and condition.

To Illustrate We Select The Following:

rs; nForeign^
Appreciation of

Nqw^^^ H&y Fevep
The following cable order for $1*00

*

worth of Orangeine, from a big London
distributor, Illustrates the London de-
mand:

"London, Apr. 3rd, 1903.
Rush 35 gross quarters ; ten gn i

flys gross dollar . Garratt."
Lady Dorothy Stanley, in 1X98 said:
"Orangeine ccts like m i

In March, l'.MH, she writes: "lam glad
Orangeine can he bought here, as I iiavo
bad to send to America for It. There Is
in >ihl ntr like It for headache and nervous
fatigue."
Chevalier J. P. Spanish writes from

Home, Italy:
"Please send me by mall, registered.

as usual, with 1)111, 300 powders of
Orangeine. I would not get along with-
out them. Also send the same to Sir
John Tyler, Portland I'lmr, London,
whose card I enclose. Sir John generally
disapproves of patent remedies, but ex-

absolute belief in Orangeine. n<
fa une oftMori it > physician* in Lon-
don, ana attends row iffy

'
'

Mb, Jab. ii. Waixevl, a prominent
resident of Chicago, now in Europe,
writes from Berlin:
"I huvo always appreciated Orangeine,

but did not fully realize how Important
it was for the health and comfort ofmy
family and myself, until i was no longer
ablatio inn- li. Please send me 12 dollar
packages."

Colds and Crip.

Our motto for Hay Fever sufferers,

( "Mtuy sit Ho in.-, i.ii Aiiyw here'
[has been appreciated, during tin

J past five years, by thousands of 11b-

lerated mortals, who have taken!
lOrangelno under our simple dlrec-^
» tii ins, beginning two or three weeks 1

) before the expected attack.

Specimen Experiences.
\Iu. W. K. SEAOO, of tin- Ki'. ;it Him

if \v. k. seago i c<i., Hew Orleans,,
[writes: "For 13 years. 1 1 ; i \ Fever i

[ilr
<>\ iime to the mountains or lake

[resorts. During the past season, by'
Ftha aid of Orangeine, T remained at <

Mio-iie, Willi greater comfort ami re

(lief than any Hay Fever resort trrtxi
i afforded. What more can I

Mu. W. M. Hughes, a prominent
[Hanker of Newport, R. 1„ writes;
"M v first experience with Orangeine

(Powders was In connection with Ha]
'

i fever, which troubled me many
k vears. I am frank to say, Orangeine i

,
iied an entii

Nervous Prostration and
Melancholia.

\l | W m.tkii H. lin \ni i- \ .

from Kallspell, Montana: "Please semi
me $10. 0T) worth of Oragelne, which I

i distribute to friends whero si

HEADACHE.
NcrTonraeH, I'ullgut-.

Mrs. Pail Kennicott,
Neb., writes: "Orangeine .

a regular time saver for me, tapping
in the bud what used to be nil duy and
all night headaches."
Mrs. Millie Norris writes from

Jamestown, New fork: "leant
Orangeine enough- it has aln
tlrely cured me of t:

aches at
.Miss Helen Bertram, the popular

American 6ong bird, described tin pecu-
liar action ot Orangeli
said: "I find Orangeine a

edv for In adache and a tonic for the

Nervous Dyspepsia.
Mujor J. A. (>i

Commandant low a StateV
Cedar Falls, Iowa, write* :

suffered from an ot

voub Dyspepsia. '

a good, mul I look
'

ry. It is tl i

'•

there I- I

Its Wide Range.
Dr. < . 1 I

I teli t

"I am using n
Hi" per tnontl

ill-

Thousands describe tlie promptness of possible. t>bon1 two years a»o I bought «'

I af- $2.00 worth ofOrangelne, while residing
°

t

-- I ! .MMlM-d

Orangeine to Proven
ter effects.

ilnnydi

Saves Time and Suffering.

in Michigan, wherelwas ill with Nor- JS^EiSfi?
i led with the {" i ,V7m''

physicians In the state hut got tm l '"'"•

f ,..,,ii i i... i . ,,^.. ii

K^v3S^rM<?^W£grJSi reliefuntillbeiranto use O Yi',;«- :

>
»«£>

INi-iv ^ ot'K City, writes: I am to
,, „.,,»/.# , . •

In a large factory, employing mi R Collins, of Carson Cltv, %"\\""J{ 'JFSdZ
girls. I find Orangeine very useful, Mich., wl ice has literally comatnitwoitaywiwsiawa
in correct (heir small Ills, and keep established Orangeine In her commu- MlssCn.i mi w \TKBHOtML Waosai
them at work. Bars so used it for pity wrote the other day; "We cannot wla» writes:
mouths." Keep house with t Orangeine.'! Orangeine anoees-

1%
t»i»l DiMr^rro Woo ' 'ramm'tir is sold by druggists everywhere in 25c. 50c and Si 00 packages.

11,(11 rcK/IWaJJC ri^SV ,, ve will mn |i ny trial

ectlons, composition anl description oflti wl lo human Influence, Orangeine Chemical Co. liMichijan A>.Chic«to.



It"

DO AS

Nearly Two Million

Shqojer|1

/bo )

ifLES, Repeating Shotguns,
I Metallic Cartridges

\Hd Io^DED 5HOT0UN SHELLS.

(funs fvrAII Afar/s 01 Slioolinff

WINCHESTER
Repeating Arms Or

New Haven, Conn.

Pacific Coast Agency : -127-135 First Street, San Francisco -A. Muller, Agent
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Largest National Bank in Southern California

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS \ N(. I 1 l -

Designated Depositary of the United Statea.

Capital Stock $ 4~•ao•

Surplus and Undivided Profits over 360.000

Osposfts 5.000.000

J. M. Elliott. Prtst. W. G. Kerckhopp. V.-Prtst
J. C. Drake. Second V.-Prest.
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

J. D. Bickntll
J. M. Elliott

DIRECTORS
H. Jevne
F. Q. Story

W. G. Kerckhoff
J. D. Hooker

Drake

All Departments of a Modern Banking Business Conducted

Los Angeles National Bank
N. E. Cor. First and Spring Sts.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

Capital, - -

Surplus and Profits,
U. S. Bonds carried at Par,

$500,000.00
200,000.00
650,000.00

Modern Safety Deposit and Storage Vaults.

No city or county deposits. No interest paid
on deposits.

W. C Patterson, President.

W. D. Woolwine, Cashier.

T. L. Duque, Pres. I. N. Van Nuys, V. P. E. J. Vawter, Jr., Cashier

Money loaned on real estate at lowest rates.

Save time and expense by applying" to

MAIN STREET SAVINGS BANK
PAID-UP CAPITAL., 0100,000

Junction Main, Sprint; and Temple Sts. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

DIRECTORS :
— H. W. Hellman, 1. N. Van Nuys, O. T.Johnson, H.

W. O'Molveny, T. L. Duque, L. Winter, Kaspare Cohn, W. G. Kerck-
hoff, H. Newmark.

i
LHii^iMiHi^Brrmwa
„._ _ OrwtaB«ll«,Two8teporSo»c.lTo«iU. .

MtotarDookT.Srac.lTMfita. iuTHalUn , 8*u, IT wk.
In th< Ooof014 Buawar TtaM, 8mc IT ««>u-

V\lj. 111.. .r. -j .„i„. HlMttU •I'l.lTemu.

* STANDARD IDITIONS MTll.lll.l I Kl I

Myrex Music & Book Co ,1 8 E. ZZrt M Ni-w York

The Only Double-Track Railway Between

the Missouri River and Chicago.

Why Not Go

East via San Francisco and

The
Overland
Limited

The Most Luxurious Train in the World.

Buffet smoking and library cars

with barber and bath, Booklovers

Library, Pullman private compart-
ment observation cars, drawing-
room sleeping cars, all meals in

dining cars; entire train electric

lighted, through to Chicago, with-

out change. Direct connection for

ST. PAUL and MINNEAPOLIS
Tickets, reservations and full in-

formation can be obtained from
W. D. Campbell, Gen'l Agent

Chicago «$ North=Western Ry.
247 South Spring: Street.

Los Angeles, Cal.

I<a.e Old Books
and Manuscripts

SEETto span/sh
AMERICA

Largest Stock in America

SIXTH CATALOGUE «?SfilJg
SO cents, which will !>«• refnnded on tit—t onlcr of $5.00

or more.
IrV. W. BLAKE

QAUTE a CITY OF MEXICO

Refers by permission to the Bdltor.

Tin- Out W.-st I.,.,.-.- I..-.U Ledger is best, simpl.-i

.in.l cheapest.
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IS
S NOW
= RE>f\DY

ACATION
1903"

As is well known, this book issued

every.year by the

California

Northwestern Pailwav
THE PICTURESQUE ROUTE OF CALIFORNIA

SE is the standard publication on the Pacific Coast for information

regarding Mineral Spring Resorts, Country Homes and Farms
where Summer Boarders are taken, and Select Camping Spots. =

"Vacation 1903"
contains over 100 pages beautifully illustrated, and is complete in

its detailed information as to location, accommodations and attrac-

tions, together with the terms, which range from $7.00 per week up.

To be had at the Ticket Offices of the Company, 650 Market Street

(Chronicle Building), and Tiburon Ferry, foot of Market Street;

also at the General Office, Mutual Life Building, corner Sansome and

California Streets, San Francisco.

Applications by mail will Receive immediate Response

H. C WHITING, General Manager

P. X. RYAN, General IPassenger Agent

^nitfllfUIIIlllllllllllIllHIIIIHllllllIHIHllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^H
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AUTHENTIC
ORIENTALS
You could not buy Oriental Rugs

direct from the native dealers as

well as you can buy them here. Our

Antique Hugs are authentic an-

tiques, while wc sell the modem im-

itations for exactly what they are.

American-Made Rug's
We show an unusual assortment,

among them many in Oriental color-

ings and patterns, and there is no

rug want that we cannot economic-

ally supply.

Mall orders for anything In Furni-

ture, Carpets or Draperies are tilled,

and we guarantee your complete sat-

isfaction.

Niles Pease Furniture Co.
^39 - 4"41 - 4"43 SoxitH Spring Street, Los .Angeles, California

BRICHT'S DISEASE
and DIABETES

San Fkancisco, May 22, 1903.

Owl Drug Co., Las Angeles, Cal.:

Dear Sik : As San Francisco druggists personally acquainted with the
facts we are asked to certify to you the curability of chronic Bright *n Dl
and Diabetes, and however unreasonable it may seem to you yet such is the fact.

Up to a year ago we never heard of a genuine case of chronic Bright's Disease or
Diabetes recovering. Now it is a common occurrence in this city. A great dis-

covery has undoubtedly been made. Many prominent people here have recovered
and every one of us whose names are appended hereto have either had recoveries

among our customers or have genuine chronic cases now recovering. And the

percentage of efficiency seems to be very high, for there are very few failures.

Yours, etc.,

Ferry Druar Co. Hainan's Pharmacy Potto Draa
Lion Unit iii. A. Di Nola H. s Dukhoff
Ki.iim Drusr Co. A.O.Schmidt f \. Gay
K.W.Joy Kibbler's Pharmacy C. D /.<• Ik
C. F. Fuller Owl Drut C. H. Pooler

N. Schwartz
Miuiu'll, and many others

Green & White Central Pharmacy
Kilbourne's Pharmacy Depot Pharmacy

The above refers to the newly discovered Fulton Compounds, the first cures
the world has ever seen for Bright's Disease and Diabetes. We are sole at
Ask for pamphlet.

THE OWL DRUG CO., LOS ANGELES
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TO SHOOT WHERE YOU HOLD

HOLD A SAVAGE WHEN YOU SHOOT

^v^-v^

To select a fire-arm at haphazard may spoil the pleasure of your hunt. . Certain

rifle loads are designed purely for a given purpose, and a particular cartridge that

is excellent for target work may be useless as a hunting load. Savage Hammerless

Rifles are made in all the desirable standard sizes, and will give the hardest sort

of accurate service. Write us—we may be of assistance in your selection.

Our netu catalogue (No. 3) is full of interest to sportsmen.

Mailed on request.

SAVAGE ARMS CO. UTICA, N. Y.
U. S. A.

BAUER CgL HAMILTON
PACIFIC COAST DEPOT SAN FRANCISCO and SACRAMENTO, CAL.

We're glad to svig'g'est

something neat and
novel in cuts, booK-
lets, catalog's, etc. *f* &
Ideas always on tap.

r;
OUTWEST CO.
Priptcri

Engravers

L
Offices

I!

Statioperc

bidders
PKor\e M^rx^-i^-

il? 5outl\kro&Aw^y Los A^g*^
The complete plant —
all \i n d e r one roof.

Nothing' in printing'
or booKmaKing' too
large or too small »J* *P
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"
Nothing; »o Rare as Resting on Air"

The N. Y. Yacht Oub
entire fleet of 25-footers, designed by

Mr. CHARLES F. HERRESHOFF

18 Broadway, New York City

and now under construction by

The Holmes Shipbuilding Company, West Mystic, Conn.

will be equipped throughout with

PNEUMATIC CUSHIONS
Also the Racing Fleet of 24 boats designed by Tams, Lemoine
& Crane, and built by Samuel Ayers & Son, Nyack, N. Y.

PNEUMATICS have all the qualifications of every other kind

of Cushion or Mattkkss, with many additional recotnmenda-

tions of their own.

We own and control every practical patented device for "staying" Pneumatic Uoods.

Any other that is offered you is either &n infringement on our "etay" or a crud<

makeshift designed 13 years ago and thrown aside as useless.

Pneumatic Mattress and Cushion Co.
1 South Street, New Yorh City



IT NOW!DOMM Send 10c for 6 weeks trial
^r of the biggest & best rural home paper
in California. Horticultural questions
answered free. Telegraphic market reports
20 pages each week. Do it now - 10c.
PACIFIC FRUIT WORLD,

x
"S5,it> , Na LOS ANGELES.

:or TELEGRAPHIC CODES For PERFECT PRINTING

Wire, Telephone or Write Wire, Telephone or Write

IOHN PARTRIDGE JOHN PARTRIDGE

For EVERYTHING NEEDED TO RUN AN OFFICE

Wire, Telephone or Write

IOHN PARTRIDGE, 306 California St., San Francisco
California

Gray Hair Restored.
"WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN"
Hestoies Uray, Streaked, or Bleached
Hair, or Beard Instantaneously.
Givesany shade from Lifht Brovrn
to Black. Docs not wash or rub

Trade- off. Contains no poisons, and is not
M»rk. sticky nor greasy. OflP

To convince you we will send you a Trial size tor £UJ
postpaid, large size (eight times as much) 50 cents.

PACIFIC TRADING CO., 2M Nichols BIdg..8t. Louis. M".

INCREASE YOUR SALARY OR INCOME
safely and surely through a mail business; how and
what to do to do this successfully, read the Mail Order
Journal. Special — Send 15 cents today for three
Months' trial subscription. Louis Guenther, room 31,
L19 Dearborn street, Chicago. Money- refunded if

lot satisfactory.

Sold Round theWorld
on all Cameras

Bausch €> Lomb
Lenses £> Shutters

Rochester, N.Y.

BOSTON .

VW%%VV%%W/VW/WVWW/WW/W/VVW'WVW^

OLD FRIBNDS
The object of my advertising is to make acquaintances ; the object

of my work is to make friends. When my advertising succeeds in intro-

ducing us I want you to be assured that the service I may render you in

any class of dental work will be just as pleasing as excellence can make

it, to make the introduction only the first of many visits. Friends are

good to have ; old friends are best ; and my best friends are those who
have known my work for years.

Spinks' Block,

ftl Cor. Fifth and Hill Sts.

X, Telephone Red 3266

'VVVVVVVV^*^^^kVVV%^^^VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV »WWwww
There Never Was

a finer line of business or pleasure vehicles shown any-
where, than can be found in our repository today. See
our goods and get our prices, they will win you

BAKER & HAMILTON
130-136 N. Eos Angeles St. LOS ANGEEES, CAL.

PAUL P. BERNHARD & CO.

RED RUBBER
Tel. Main 5357

STAMPS
Seals, Badges, Checks, Steel Stamps, Stencils, &c.

512 Montgomery St.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

DR. ROBERTS'S VlOLAFORM TOOTH PASTE
A Scientific Dentrifice anil Sweet Violet Breath. The best antiseptic

for beautifying and preserving the teeth. Prevents decay, cures all

diseased gums. Produces a Satft Violet Breath lasting for hours.

Postpaid 25 cent tube. Onlv bv Dr. Roberts Chemical Company, Box
7-1. Hillsboro, 111.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 N. Main St., Los Angeles



Everyone Loves The EDISON

PHONOGRAPH
NONE GENUINE WITHOUT

icrniat) Cl CdtAori~

•*e

The Phonograph is distinguished from other

talking machines by its absolute freedom from scratching

and pure, natural tones of music or voice.

The Phonograph is infinitely superior.

The Phonograph is sold in 5,000 stores. Call at

the nearest dealer's and hear the modern Phonograph
with the new Edison Moulded Records and the New
Reproducer. Phonographs from $10.00 to $100.00.

Records, 50c.: $5.00 per dozen.

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO.. Orange. N.J.

NEW YORK, 8) Clumbers SI. CHICAGO, )04 Wabish

Market St. EUROPE. )2 Rempart Saint Georges,

san francisco. oh
£«f, Belgium.

IMaier & Zobelein

Brewery
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

BOTTLED BEER
For Family uw and Export a specialty.

A pure, wholesome beverage, recommended by
prominent physicians.

OFFICE, 44-0 ALISO STREET
TEL. MAIN 91

K IFORNIA
URIOSITI1

Kelp isthe"Kraze'"in Kalifornia.

Everybody buys it Tourists tote
it off by the bashei-ful.

I\elp homes from the ocean-and
is fashioned into naphin rings. matcfi

safes, foto frames and tiny bashets
Say which you want, and send.

Sixteen 2-Cent Stamps (or30* silver)

tor souvenir specimen -by mail

CAL. NOVELTY CO..
2£3 W. Second St. Los Angeles. Ga!

0PAL5
MKXICAN

OPALS CI
1

-- 1 1 1 1 > K ! A ;

rise.

75,000 FOR SAI.r. WE WANT LP
KVl IVWHBU SKNll :i5 CKNTS FOR SAMPLE
WORTH $2.00, OR $1.00 FOR EXTRA FINE ONE.

MEXICAN OPAL CO.
607 Frost Block, Lot Aagelet, CiL

reference: statu hank ani> tkim

BOUND volumes of this matrazine should b
in every well equipped library.

AIR BRUSH

FOR
ART WORK.

We are nuUdas; ami MlHag th
best Art Tool in use. Applie
color by jet of ait. enabling- th
artist to do better work and bat
time. No studio complete witl
out it. Circulars free.

Address AIR BRtSM MFC. CO..
115 Nassau Street. Rockford. Ill

U. 8. A.
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When you come to

CALIFORNIA
You must come to tKe

Sacramento
Valley
Because we °^er r*ch land, suitable for fruit, alfalfa and grain, at from

HHMNI $30 to $100 Per acre -

Because we ^ave a m ild climate, generous rainfall, and plenty of water

SBIHBH for irrigation.

Because we nave unexcelled transportation facilities—rail and river.

Because ten acres W1^ support an industrious family.

Because our orchards, dairies and hop fields afford work for every indus-

trious man and family.

Because ^e *ow ra*es ($25) from any Missouri River point to ANY point in

I^BIEMM the Sacramento Valley, are effective until June 15.

Because ^ou are aU°wed 5-day stop-over privileges at any and all main-line

| stations, which allows you full opportunity to visit this great
and fertile Valley. ^^^^^^^^^^

WE STILL HAVE PICTURE BOOKS,
PHOTOGRAPHS, DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS

AND OTHER LITERATURE
GOTTEN UP FOR YOU

WHY NOT WRITE TO ANY OR ALL
OF US, FOR MORE INFORMATION?

VICE PRESIDENTS Of THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

MORRIS BROOKE, Sacramento—Sacramento C. F. FOSTER, Corning—Tehama County CD
County W. C. GREEN, Georgetown—El Dorado County

C. W. THOMAS, Woodland—Yolo County E. A. FORBES, Marysville—Yuba County
J. H. WILLS, Auburn—Placer County J. M. WALLING, Nevada City—Nevada Co.
R. M. GREEN, Oroville—Butte County P. R. GARNETT, Willows—Glenn County
J. W. KAERTH, Colusa—Colusa County J. J. CHAMBERS, Redding—Shasta County
H. P. STABLER, Yuba City—Sutter County W. S. GREEN, President, Colusa, California
RALEIGH BARCAR, Vacaville—Solano Co. F. E. WRIGHT, Secretary, Colusa, California
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For charming color-effects and dainty artistic

designs,

in its natural soft green shades,

STANDS
UNRIVALLED

In lightness and sanitary excellence it equals
rattan ; in pliability, smoothness of surface, and

strength, it is far superior ;
in adaptability to

different purposes, furniture of no other ma-
terial ranks with it. It is sold in Los Angeles
only byi

LOS ANGELES FURNITURE CO.
225-229 S. [BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES

OPPOSITE CITY HALL

I THE NEW YORK CENTRAL IIS
COMPRISING THE

NEW YORK CENTRAL A HUDSON RIVER
MICHIGAN CENTRAL (NIAGARA FALLS ROUTE)

LAKE SHORE A MICHIGAN SOUTHERN Routr «f 20th Geitury limited

C, C, C. & ST. L. ("BIG FOUR")
BOSTON &

PITTSBURG &
LAKE ERIE <£

ALBANY
LAKE ERIE
WESTERN

9 Take you from Chicago and St. Louis to Detroit, Cleveland, Inui \n-

apolis, Cincinnati, Pittsbukg, Niagara Falls, Buffalo,

Albany, New York and Boston.

The most complete train service in the world. Six tourist cars weekly between

Chicago and Boston. City Offices and Information Bureaus[:

637 Market St., San Francisco

324 S. Broadway, Los Angeles

-Carlton C. Crane, Pacific Coast Agent

F. M. Byron, So. California Pass. Agent
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AN OUTING ....WITHOUT

DISCOMFORTS

Coronado Tent City
OFFERS MANY ADVANTAGES AS A RESORT

Ideally located between San Diego Bay and Pacific Ocean. A
climate well nigh perfect. Fine fishing, boating and bathing.

Every convenience for the enjoyment of patrons.

Open June 1 to September 30
*

Under the same management as Hotel del Coronado. Full in-

formation as to excursion rates and Tent City rates of any
agent of the

SANTA FE
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•
ARE YOU GOING EAST?

If so, do not fail

To bear in mind that

The Northern

Pacific Railway
Affords a most pleasant and enjoyable trip

To All Eastern Points

By way of SAN FRANCISCO, PORTLAND, TACOMA,
SEATTLE, SPOKANE, BUTTE, MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL

THE NORTH COAST LIMITED
A palace an wheels, with elegant Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Ob-

servation and Dining Car, daily between Portland and St. Paul.

Remember that

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK
is reached only by the Northern Pacific without any stage trip outside

the Park. GRAND SCENERY AND BEST SERVICE are

recognized features of the Northern Pacific

Tkvo Overland Trains Daily
Between Portland and the East. Tourist Sleepers from Los -Angeles

every day. FARES AS LOW AS ANY LINE to all

Eastern points. Inquire all about it of

C. E. TOHNSON, Passenger Agent
J25 West Third Street LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

•
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC

Glacier
Point

Yosemite

Valley

The only route by
which the Big Trees

and principal

attractions of the

Valley, including

Inspiration Point,

Glacier Point, and all

the Falls, can be fully

enjoyed from your seat

in the coach without

taking saddle trips.

Yosem iteVal ley
AND

MARIPOSA BIG TREES

It is the only spot I have ever found that came up to the brag."

Ralph Waldo Emerson.

ti

G. A. PARRYNS
General Agent

261 South Spring St. LOS ANGELES, CAL %
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The manufacturers of the Chickering Pianos have shown that

genius for piano-making which has been defined as "an infinite

capacity for taking pains." The result of eighty years of applica-

tion of this genius to the production of musical tone is shown in the

Chickering Pianoforte of the present year. There is no other piano

in the world today possessing the many superior points of the

Chickering. It is an instrument without equal.

Other makes of piano players are often represented as being

Pianolas. This often results in confusion and bitter disappointment

to the purchaser. There is but one original and perfect piano player,

and that is the Pianola made by the ^olian Company of New York,

and sold only by the Southern California Music Company in Los

Angeles. No one else can sell you a Pianola. Send to us for cata-

logues and all information.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MUSK (0.

332-334 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES
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The best
at one-half price

It takes five of the ordinary '"quarts
" to make a gallon, but a HAYNER QUART Is a

full quart, an honest quart of 32 ounces, four to the gallon. Now, you pay your dealer at
least $1.50 a bottle for whiskey that cannot possibly be any better than HAYNER, if as
good, or $7.50 a gallon. If you buy HAYNER WHISKEY you save at least $3.50 on every
gallon. We sell two gallons for about the same as you pay for one gallon of probably poorer
whiskey. Just think that over and remember that HAYNER WHISKEY goes direct from
our distillery to you, carries a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUAR-
ANTEE of PURITY and AGE and saves you the dealers' enormous profits. That's why
it's so good and so cheap. That's why we have over a quarter of a million satisfied cus-
tomers. That's why YOU should try it. Your money back if you're not satisfied.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Saves Dealers' Profits ! Prevents Adulteration !

HAYNER WHISKEY

4
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

FULL $4-00 EXPRESS

QUARTS *ft~ PREPAID
We will send you FOUR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S SEVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE for $4.00, and we will pay the express charges. Try it and
if you don't find it all right and as good as you ever used or can buy from
anybody else at any price, then send it back at our expense and your $4.00
will be returned to you by next maiL Just think that offer over. How could
it be fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. Better
let us send you a trial order. If you don't want four quarts yourself, get a
friend to join you. We ship in a plain sealed case, no marks to show what's
inside.

If you cm use 20 Quarts or can get some of your friends to join you,
we will send you 20 Quarts for S16.00 by Freight Prepaid, thus
saving you S4.00. We have been in business over 36 years and have a
paid-up capital of $500,000.00 so you run no risk.

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO. DAYTON, OHIO ST. PAUL, MINN.

47 Distillery, Troy, O. Established 1866.

THIRTY-SIX YEARS OF CONTINUOUS SUCCESS. Just think what that

means. Thirty-six long years in business, each year more successful than the previous

one, with never a backward movement, always growing larger, ever increasing in pop-
ular favor. How many that were doing business 36 years ago are even in existence

today ? Very, very few. In this age of development and fierce competition, a con-

cern must do business right, treat its customers right and sell what is right, to even
hold its own, much less advance. To do otherwise means that the concern of today is

likely to be out of the running tomorrow. The graveyard of business failures is full to

overflowing. But thirty-six years of continuous success and still growing. Think of it !

How has it been accomplished? In just oneway. By selling abolutely pure whis-
key, direct from our own distillery to the consumer, saving him the enormous profits of
the dealers, and carrying out to the letter every statement or offer we make, thereby
creating a confidence with our over a quarter million satisfied customers that cannot be
broken. Read above offer. The Hayner Distilling Company.



What Ails Your Hair?

Dr. Wehner. Physician-in-Chief Cranitonic Laboratories, Making Microscopical
Examination of Hair.

In a microscopical examination of 1,000 different samples of

human hair, made in the Cranitonic Hair and Scalp Institute [in-

corporated under the laws of the State of New York] 24 different

diseases of the hair and scalp were discovered, many of them
Highly Contagious and all Fatal to the Life of Hair.

Upon receipt of this FORM carefully filled out, and enclosing
a few hairs, or a sample from the daily combings, we will send

you a dainty bottle of Cranitonic Hair Food and a trial cake of

Cranitonic Shampoo Scalp Soap by mail prepaid and a diagni
*;iik1 complete REPORT upon the condition of your hair after

scientific microscopical examinations by our Physicians and

Bacteriologists, absolutely FREE.

Applicant's Name In full-

Address In full

Have you Dandruff? Is the Dandruff Oily or Dry ?

Is your hair falling out ? Losing Color ?

Does your scalp itch? Any scaly eruptions

Any eczema on Scalp or body ? Occupation Sex

Cranitonic Hair Food Co., 526 West Broadway New York.



People of refinement who take pride in their personal

appearance appreciate in the bath

Woodbury's Facial Soap
Peculiarly efficient in cleansing, purifying and stimulating the

pores, puts the skin in vigorous co edition—smooth, firm, white.

The only soap scientifically adapted to the wr."" \^Q0DB
""""""

complexion. 25 cents every where .

Crtofiol nffor Ourbooklct, trial size package of Soap and facial Cream

opcCldl (JUKI. sent for 5 (:ts to pa)
,

postage; or for 10 cts. the same and

samples of Woodbury's Facial Powder and Dental Cream. Address Dept ',2

THE ANDREW JERGENS CO.. Sole Agents, Cincinnati, 0.



ECONOMICAL
HOUSEKEEPERS

Walter Baker's

Cocoa and Chocolate
Because they yield the

MOST and BEST FOR
THE MONEY.

They can be depended upon
to produce uniform results.

You don't have to experiment
with them to find out what

they will do.

A book of Choice Recipes

(80 pages), sent free, will tell

you how to use them to the

best advantage.

WALTERBAKER& CO. Ltd.

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.
4-0 HighestAtvarda in Europe andAmerica

The Old Reliable

*AkiN<3
POWDER
AbsoluteE/ Pure

THERE IS NOSUBSTITUTE
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